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17:00–18:00 Congress Opening Ceremony

Great Hall 1 & 2

This session is proudly sponsored by 
Siemens Medical Solutions

MONDAY, AUGUST 18

07:30–08:15 Early Morning Plenary Session

PL01 What Have ATM and p53 Told us About 
Radiation Signal Transduction?
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Kenshi Komatsu, Japan

0101 Martin F Lavin, Australia

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL01 Repair Pathway of DSBs Induced by Ionizing 
Radiation is Distinctly Different from that of 
DSBs that Arise During DNA Replication
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Larry H Thompson, United States

0102 Shunichi Takeda, Japan

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL02 Biomarkers of Radiation or Oxidative Damage 
to DNA in Cells
M3

Chairperson Charles L Limoli, United States

0103 Jean Cadet, France

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL03 Tumour Alpha/Beta Ratios and Dose-Rate 
Selection in Brachytherapy
M4

Chairperson Howard D Thames, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by Amersham Health

0104 Gillian M Duchesne, Australia

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL04 Radiation Induced Genomic Instability
P1 & P2

Chairperson Joel S Bedford, United States

0105 William Morgan, United States

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL05 Radiation Processing in Australia
P3 & P4

Chairperson Dennis W Mather, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by Steritech

0106 George West, Australia

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL06 Intelligent Polyfunctional Polymers and 
Hydrogels for Industrial and Biomedical 
Applications
M1

Chairperson David JT Hill, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by Royal Australian 
Chemical Institute (RACI) and AINSE

0181 El-Sayed Hegazy, Egypt

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW01 Molecular Modulation of Radiation Response 
by EGFR or CoxII Inhibitors
Great Hall 1 & 2

Convenor Luka Milas, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by 
Siemens Medical Solutions

3D structures of members of the EGFR family: 
insights into EGFR signalling

0112 Colin Ward, Australia
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ERBB and other receptor Tyr kinases in tumor 
cell radiation responses – mechanisms of 
resistance, opportunities for radiosensitization

0110 R Schmidt-Ullrich, United States

EGFR as a predictor and a target in radiotherapy
0111 Kian K Ang, United States

The emerging role of EGFR and COX-2 
inhibitors in the treatment of human cancers: 
walk before you run!

0109 David Raben, United States

Cyclooxygenase -2 (COX-2) enzyme and its 
inhibition: role in tumor growth and therapy

0108 Uma Raju, United States

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW02 The Central Role of Chromosomes in 
Radiation Biology
M3

Convenor Ian R Radford, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by Kodak Australasia

The infl uence of nuclear chromatin organization 
on the formation of ionizing radiation induced 
chromosomal aberrations

0114 Jan Boei, The Netherlands

Transcription-based model for the induction 
of chromosomal exchange events by ionising 
radiation

0117 Ian R Radford, Australia

Investigations into the molecular mechanism 
of chromatid breakage in the G2-phase of 
mammalian cells

0113 Peter E Bryant, United Kingdom

Use of M-FISH analysis of α-particle-induced 
chromosome aberrations for the assessment 
of chromosomal breakpoint distribution and 
complex aberration formation

0116 Rhona M Anderson, United Kingdom

Revisiting cytogenetic paradigms armed with 
new tools

0115 Michael N Cornforth, United States

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW03 Tumour Microenvironment
M4

Convenor Michael Baumann, Germany

This session is proudly sponsored by Sanofi -Synthelabo

Regulation of mRNA translation infl uences 
hypoxia tolerance

0118 Marianne Koritzinsky, The Netherlands

Turnover rate of hypoxic cells in solid tumors
0119 Anna SE Ljungkvist, The Netherlands

Metabolic profi ling of tumors
0120 Stefan Walenta, Germany

Inhibition of angiogenesis and fractionated 
irradiation

0122 Michael Baumann, Germany

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW04 Dosimetry2002
P1 & P2

Convenor Burton G Bennett, Japan

This session is proudly sponsored by RERF

Establishment of a new dosimetry system for 
atomic-bomb survivors

0123 Joseph F Weiss, United States

Reassessment of the RERF dosimetry system 
– overview of the new dosimetry system DS02

0124 Robert W Young, United States

Intercomparison study of Eu-152 and Cl-36 
measurements

0125 Masaharu Hoshi, Japan

The implementation of DS02 at RERF and 
resulting survivor doses

0126 Shoichiro Fujita, Japan

The impact of the change in dosimetry on atomic 
bomb survivor cancer risk estimates

0127 Yukiko Shimizu, Japan

International use of RERF data in radiation 
protection

0128 Warren K Sinclair, United States

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW05 Molecular Approach to Radiosensitization
P3 & P4

Convenor Masahiro Hiraoka, Japan

This session is proudly sponsored by AstraZeneca

Restoration of mp53 to wtp53 by chemical 
chaperones restores p53-dependent apoptosis 
after radiotherapy

0130 Takeo Ohnishi, Japan

Heat shock protein 90 chaperone complex 
inhibitor enhanced radiosensitivity through 
modifi cation of response to hormone and 
degradation of androgen receptor in hormone 
sensitive prostate cancer cell line

0129 Norio Mitsuhashi, Japan

Hypoxia targeting therapy with prodrug 
specifi cally stabilized and activated in hypoxic 
tumor cells

0131 Shinae K Kondoh, Japan

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) as 
a target for in situ radiation therapy

0132 Katherine A Vallis, Canada
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09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW06 Polymer Grafting and Surface Modifi cation
M1

Convenor David JT Hill, Australia

This symposium is dedicated to Ronald Cooper for his 
40 year contribution to Radiation Chemistry, his long 
service to AINSE, and on the occasion of his retirement 
as President of AINSE

Radiation grafted surfaces for solid phase 
synthesis ‘effect of grafting depth on solid 
support performance’

0133 Firas Rasoul, Australia

Polymer surface functionalisation and grafting in 
plasmas: surface modifi cation vs degradation

0134 Graeme A George, Australia

Low energy electron beam curing and grafting of 
monomers onto cellulose and synthetic polymers 
– LEEB curing and grafting in air

0135 John L Garnett, Australia

Characterisation of IPNS of thermoplastic 
elastomers

0136 Robert P Burford, Australia

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW07 Free Radicals in Biology
M2

Convenor Michael J Davies, Australia

Characterization of the properties of luminescent 
probes for free radicals and oxidative stress 
using radiation-chemical methods

0137 Peter Wardman, United Kingdom

The role of proteins in propagation of 
radiobiological effects

0138 Jan M Gebicki, Australia

Protein peroxides – key intermediates in 
oxidative damage?

0139 Michael J Davies, Australia

Long-lived radicals (LLR) which cause 
genotoxic effects

0140 Seiji Kodama, Japan

11:30–12:30 Plenary Lecture

PL02 Commercialisation of Science in Australia
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Martin Brown, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by Sanofi -Synthelabo

0182 Graham Mitchell, Australia

13:30–15:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW08 Complexity of Clustered DNA Damage
M3

Convenor Peter O’Neill, United Kingdom

Fates of clustered DNA damages in human cells
0141 Betsy M Sutherland, United States

Stalled repair of lesions when present within a 
clustered DNA damage site

0142 Martine E Lomax, United Kingdom

Enzymatic processing of radiation-induced 
strand-break termini

0143 Michael Weinfeld, Canada

Molecular characterization of a complex site-
specifi c radiation-induced DNA double-strand 
break

1335 Thomas A Winters, United States

13:30–15:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW09 Radiosensitivity Syndromes
P1 & P2

Convenor Kenshi Komatsu, Japan

Relevance of the Fanconi anemia genetic 
stability pathway to formation and processing of 
double-strand breaks (DSBs)

0145 Larry H Thompson, United States

Role of DNA-PK in cellular responses to DNA 
double-strand breaks

0146 David J Chen, United States

Radiosensitivity: a role of ATM in chromatin 
modifi cation

0147 Mira O Jung, United States

ATM and checkpoint responses to DNA double 
strand breaks

0148 Kum Kum Khanna, Australia

A role of NBS1 in genome stability after double-
strand breaks

0149 Kenshi Komatsu, Japan

13:30–15:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW10 Boron Neutron Capture Therapy
M2

Convenor John Hopewell, United Kingdom

BNCT compound development: review of 
strategies and results

0152 Michiko Miura, United States

The radiation biology of Boron Neutron Capture 
Therapy

0150 Jeffrey A Coderre, United States

Boron neutron capture therapy with 
boronophenylalanine for patients with 
glioblastoma multiforme

0153 Britta H Stenstam, Sweden
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Clinical experience of boron neutron capture 
therapy for patients with malignant brain tumour 
using BSH

0183 Yoshinobu Nakagawa, Japan

Clinical BNCT, where are we and where should 
we be going?

0155 Wolfgang AG Sauerwein, Germany

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP01 Molecular Phenotyping in Clinical 
Radiosensitivity
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Howard B Lieberman, United States

13:30 Identifi cation of molecular mechanisms of 
radiation-induced vascular damage in normal 
tissues using microarray analyses

0156 Jacqueline JCM Kruse, The Netherlands

13:45 Signaling pathways in NSCLC as a predictor of 
outcome and response to therapy

0157 Anjali K Gupta, United States

14:00 New molecular analysis of differential gene 
expressions to evaluate new exposure markers 
and radioresistance

0158 Roberto Amendola, Italy

14:15 A cDNA microarray study of multiple-gene 
expression in mouse Ku80 knockout and wild-
type cells after single-dose-irradiation

0159 Frank QH Ngo, Taiwan

14:30 Adenoviral DPC-4 expression in DPC-4 Null 
BxPC-3 Cells, Restored TGF- β signaling, 
induces bax expression and enhanced sensitivity 
to ionizing radiation

0160 Mohammed S Inayat, United States

14:45 Radiosensitization of human endothelial cells by 
IL-24

0161 Raymond E Meyn, United States

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP02 Clinical Radiation Oncology – 1
M4

Chairperson Roger Allison, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by 
Varian Medical Systems

13:30 Estimating the optimal radiotherapy utilisation 
rate based on clinical guidelines and best 
available evidence and comparing it to current 
practice

0162 Geoff Delaney, Australia

13:45 Long-term effi cacy and curative potential of 
radiotherapy in early and intermediate stages of 
Hodgkin’s disease – experiences of the German 
Hodgkin Study Group (GHSG)

0163 Rolf-Peter Mueller, Germany

14:00 Preoperative chemoradiation therapy for 
oesophageal cancer – results of the Australasian 
study IG 9401

0164 Bryan H Burmeister, Australia

14:15 A randomized trial of tamoxifen with or without 
breast radiation in women over 50 years of age 
with T1/2 N0 disease

0165 Anthony Fyles, Canada

14:30 What do PSA changes after radiotherapy with or 
without prior androgen deprivation mean?

0359 James W Denham, Australia

14:45 Audit with feedback (AWF) as a CME tool 
for radiation oncologists (ROs): evaluation of 
effi cacy, perception, and cost-effectiveness

0167 Rahul K Mukherjee, Singapore

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP03 Nuclear Medicine / Isotopes
P3 & P4

Chairperson David MacFarlane, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by Philips Medical

13:30 A radioiodinated quinazolinone derivative for 
enzyme-mediated anticancer therapy

0168 Amin I Kassis, United States

13:45 Evaluation of preclinical single and multiple 
dose toxicity and effi cacy of 213Bi-labeled 
plasminogen activator inhibitor 2 for breast and 
prostate cancer

0169 Syed Rizvi, Australia

14:00 Evaluation of sestamibi scanning as a predictor 
of risk of development of breast cancer and 
as a non-invasive biomarker for breast cancer 
chemoprevention trials

0170 Bruce F Kimler, United States

14:15 Pilot study using technetium-99m pertechnetate 
sequential radionuclide-sialography for assessing 
salivary gland function of nasopharyngeal cancer 
patients on radiation therapy

0171 Keng Sin Ng, Singapore

14:30 Targeted alpha therapy for human prostate 
cancer cell lines in vitro using α-particle emitter 
(213Bi)-labeled Herceptin

0172 Yong Li, Australia

14:45 Simultaneous deuteron-cyclotron production of 
no-carrier-added copper-64 and gallium-67,66 
for applications in PET radiodiagnostic and 
metabolic therapy of tumours

0173 Flavia Groppi, Italy
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13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP04 Polymer Grafting and Modifi cation
M1

Chairperson Graeme A George, Australia

13:30 Radition scattering behaviour of IPNs formed 
from thermoplastic and conventional elastomeric 
systems

0174 Martin G Markotsis, Australia

13:45 Oriented nano-wire formation by single ion track 
reaction in polysilanes

0175 Shu Seki, Japan

14:00 Measurement of volatile evolution from 
polyurethane induced by accelerated ion beam 
irradiation

0176 Julian J Murphy, United Kingdom

14:15 Production of fl uorescent and phosphorescent 
latex nanoparticles by ultrasound irradiation

0177 Muthupandian Ashokkumar, Australia

14:30 Early events in emulsion polymerisation by 
radiation initiation

0178 David F Sangster, Australia

14:45 Effect of pH grade on polymer-gel dosimeter 
and its brachytherapy application

0179 Pavel Dvorak, Czech Republic

15:00–17:00 Poster Session

 Refer to page 19 for a complete listing 
of all the posters on display.

17:00–18:00 Plenary Lecture

PL03 10th Gray Medallist Lecture
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Herwig G Paretzke, Germany

This session is proudly sponsored by the International 
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements

17:00 Not all things in radiobiology are black or white 
but much is gray

0180 RJ Michael Fry, United States

07:30–08:15 Plenary Lecture

PL04 RRS Marie Curie Award
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Gillies McKenna, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by the Radiation 
Research Society

07:30 Assessing the effect of EPO on tumor 
oxygenation and radioresponsiveness via in vivo 
bioluminescence imaging

0280 John P Kirkpatrick, United States

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL07 Extracellular Signaling and Radiation 
Response
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Hans Peter Rodemann, Germany

0201 Mary Helen Barcellos-Hoff, United States

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL08 Use of PET Scanning to Measure Response to 
Radiotherapy
M4

Chairperson Gary Pratt, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by 
Siemens Medical Solutions

0202 Michael MacManus, Australia

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL09 The Role of Phosphorylation in Non-
Homologous End-Joining
P1 & P2

Chairperson David J Chen, United States

0203 Susan P Lees-Miller, Canada

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL10 Stem Cells and Radiation: Effects in Targeted 
and Non-Targeted Cells
P3 & P4

Chairperson Ian Stratford, United Kingdom

0204 Eric G Wright, United Kingdom

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL11 Radiation Modifi cation of Polymers:  
Fundamentals and Applications
M1

Chairperson Andrew K Whittaker, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by Royal Australian 
Chemical Institute (RACI) and AINSE

0205 Roger Clough, United States

MONDAY, AUGUST 18 TUESDAY, AUGUST 19
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08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL12 Scientifi c Opportunities for Research Using 
Neutron Beams at the Australian Replacement 
Research Reactor
M2

Chairperson Philip Reynolds, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by ANSTO

0206 Robert Robinson, Australia

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL25 ‘Do You Have a Hole in your Head?’ 
Complications of Radiosurgery
M3

Chairperson TBA

This session is proudly sponsored by Elekta

0207 David Larson, United States

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW11 Bio-Terrorism and Radiation. 
What To Do? What Research is Needed?
Great Hall 1 & 2

Convenor C Norman Coleman, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by ASTRO and the 
Queensland Government Department of Innovation and 
Information Economy

09:30 Introduction - the similarities between 
bioterrorism and radiation oncology

 C Norman Coleman, United States

09:35 Australian Perspective
0209 Don Patterson, Australia

09:55 Biodosimetry - knowing what happened
0212 William F Blakely, United States

10:10 The role of ASTRO and the radiation 
oncologist in preparedness

0210 Nancy Daly, United States

10:20 Radiation injury and radiation protection: 
preclinical models

0211 Thomas M Seed, United States

10:35 Strategies for normal tissue targets
0213 C Norman Coleman, United States

10:45 Research and education planning
 C Norman Coleman, United States

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW12 Is Late Tissue Injury an Inevitable 
Consequence of Radiation or 
Can it be Treated?
M3

Convenor Elizabeth L Travis, United States

ACE inhibitors and AII receptor antagonists 
in the treatment and prevention of radiation 
nephropathy

0214 John E Moulder, United States

Reactive oxygen species perpetuate radiation-
induced lung injury: causes and cures

0215 Zeljko Vujaskovic, United States

Reduction of radiation-induced damage 
to salivary gland by bone marrow derived 
stem cells

0216 Robert P Coppes, The Netherlands

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW13 Chemotherapy and Radiotherapy
M4

Convenor Chris Milross, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by Mayne Pharma and 
Anzatax

Paclitaxel and radiation in combination: 
mechanistic studies in a murine model

0217 Christopher G Milross, Australia

Targeted potentiation of tumor radioresponse 
by polymer-drug conjugates

0218 Kathy A Mason, United States

Lung cancer as a clinical model for combination 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy

0219 David L Ball, Australia

Chemoradiotherapy: successes and problems in 
translational research

0220 Sara Rockwell, United States

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW14 Genetic Susceptibility/Genomic Instability
P1 & P2

Convenor Robert L Ullrich, United States

Dysfunctional mammalian telomeres join to 
double-strand breaks

0221 Susan M Bailey, United States

Untargeted and delayed mutation in F1 mice 
born to irradiated spermatozoa and the p53 
dependent genomic cross-talk

0222 Ohtsura Niwa, Japan

Spontaneous tumorigenesis and mutagenesis in 
mice with a targeted disruption of the Mutyh 
gene

0223 Teruhisa Tsuzuki, Japan

TUESDAY, AUGUST 19
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Factors observed to modify mammary 
carcinogenesis from low doses of low and high 
LET radiations in the sprague-dawley rat

0224 John F Dicello, United States

Radiation-induced genomic instability driven by 
de novo chromosomal rearrangement hot spots

0225 Andrew J Grosovsky, United States

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW15 Models of Cancer Induction at Low Doses
P3 & P4

Convenor Herwig G Paretzke, Germany

Possibilities and limitations of mechanistic 
models for cancer induction by low doses of 
ionizing radiation

0231 Herwig G Paretzke, Germany

Stochastic carcinogenesis model allowing for 
genomic instability fi tted to SEER colon cancer 
data, and comparisons with patterns of risk in 
Japanese A-bomb survivor colon cancer data

0230 Mark P Little, United Kingdom

A mathematical multistage model for radiation 
carcinogenesis accounting for induced genomic 
instability and cell death

0227 Megu Ohtaki, Japan

Biologically based analysis of lung cancer 
incidence in a large Canadian occupational 
cohort with low-LET low-dose radiation 
exposure, and comparison with Japanese atomic 
bomb survivors

0228 Suresh H Moolgavkar, United States

Mutations, radiation, and cancer: basic stochastic 
aspects

0226 Dale L Preston, Japan

Stochastic models for radiation carcinogenesis 
by inhaled radionuclides

0229 Werner Hofmann, Austria

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW16 Polymer Radiation Chemistry
M1

Convenor Andrew K Whittaker, Australia

Development of new polymers for 157nm 
photolithography

0232 Paul A Zimmerman, United States

Pulse-radiolysis studies of charge transport in 
conjugated polymers

0233 John M Warman, The Netherlands

Radiotherapy gel dosimetry: a review
0234 Clive Baldock, Australia

Living radical polymerization using gamma-
initiation

0235 Tom P Davis, Australia

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW17 Targetted Radioisotopes – 1 Physics, Chemistry 
and Biology
M2

Convenor Jorgen Carlsson, Sweden

This session is proudly sponsored by:
The Swedish Cancer Society, Stockholm, Sweden; MDS 
Nordion, Swedish Branch, Uppsala, Sweden; Beckman-
Coulter AB, Stockholm, Sweden; Studsvik AB, Nykoping, 
Sweden; Nuklex AB, Uppsala, Sweden; Gammadata AB, 
Uppsala, Sweden

Dosimetry: progress and problems
0236 Manuel Bardiès, France

Particle tracks, DNA damage and bystander 
effects

0237 Hooshang Nikjoo, United Kingdom

Tumor therapy with radionuclides; assessment of 
progress and problems

0238 Jorgen Carlsson, Sweden

Comparison of succinylated recombinant 
streptavidin and a streptavidin mutant (K134A) 
as carriers for astatine-211 in pretargeting 
protocols

1294 D Scott Wilbur, United States

11:30–12:30 Plenary Lecture

PL05 The Worldwide Use of Neutron and 
Synchrotron Radiation
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Ronald Cooper, Australia

This program is proudly sponsored by AINSE

0239 John White, Australia

13:30–15:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW18 DNA Damage Response Networks and Gene 
Expression Profi ling
Great Hall 1 & 2

Convenor Paul W Doetsch, United States

Identifi cation of candidate new cancer 
susceptibility genes using yeast genomics

0241 Martin Brown, United States

Complex responses to alkylating agents
0240 Leona D Samson, United States

Utilization of isogenic yeast DNA repair mutants 
and gene expression profi ling to elucidate DNA 
damage response networks

0242 Paul W Doetsch, United States

Evaluating low dose ionizing radiation effects on 
gene expression in human skin biopsy cores

0281 Zelanna Goldberg, United States

TUESDAY, AUGUST 19
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13:30–15:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW19 Non-Ionizing Radiation
M2

Convenor Peter Parsons, Australia

Nonionising radiation and risk of human cancer: 
comparison of ultraviolet and radiofrequency 
radiation

0243 Adele Green, Australia

Investigation of cellular signalling responses 
to non-ionising radiation in melanocytes by 
microarray analysis

0244 Glen M Boyle, Australia

Non-ionizing radiation
0245 R M Tyrrell, United Kingdom

Immunosuppression by non-ionising and 
ionising radiation – are there similarities?

0246 Vivienne Reeves, Australia

Excision repair of DNA damage in mammalian 
cells: damage recognition and transcription 
responses

0247 Albert A Van Zeeland, The Netherlands

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP05 DNA Damage and Radiation Signaling
M3

Chairperson Yoshisada Fujiwara, Japan

13:30 Inactivation of normal human fi broblasts by 
ionising irradiation results to a similar extent 
from chromosomal damage and p53-dependent 
G1-arrest

0362 Ekkehard Dikomey, Germany

13:45 XRCC4: a candidate for in vivo substrate of 
DNA-PK

0363 Yoshihisa Matsumoto, Japan

14:00 Genomics and radical mediated DNA damage: 
major differences between ionizing radiation and 
DNA-cleaving enediynes

0364 Joseph P Cosgrove, United States

14:15 The relation between DNA-double strand breaks 
and mutations induced by heavy ion exposure

0365 Juergen Kiefer, Germany

14:30 DNA fragmentation in AG1522 human 
fi broblasts irradiated with gamma-rays and 
charged particles: experimental results

0366 Giustina Simone, Italy

14:45 HDAC1 and Nek2 are downstream effectors of 
IR-activated PP1

0367 James M Larner, United States

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP06 Predictive Assays
P3 & P4

Chairperson Mitchell S Anscher, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by MetaSystems

13:30 Variable tumour blood fl ow infl uences tumour 
growth and hypoxia in rodents and humans

0254 Ralph E Durand, Canada

13:45 Prediction of radiosensitivity in tumour cells: 
use of the alkaline comet assay to assess 
radiosensitivity in bladder and colorectal tumour 
cell lines

0255 Stephanie R McKeown, United Kingdom

14:00 In vivo quantifi cation of DNA double strand 
breaks

0256 Martin Simonsson, Sweden

14:15 Comet assay, a possible screening assay to 
classify subgroups of individuals with different 
radiosensitivity using high throughput scanning 
system for multiple samples of human blood 
lymphocytes

0257 Mayumi Iwakawa, Japan

14:30 Overexpression of epidermal growth factor 
predicts reduced survival in patients with stage 
III and IV head and neck cancer

0258 Pradip K Ganguly, Canada

14:45 Cell survival and DNA damage in fi broblasts 
following irradiation in vivo

0259 Richard P Hill, Canada

13:30–15:30 Proffered Papers

PP07 Varian Award
M4

Chairperson David Ball, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by 
Varian Medical Systems

13:30 Spinal cord compression audit, Auckland Public 
Hospital

0260 Marcel Knesl, New Zealand

13:45 Use of CT or MR dosimetry in high dose rate 
(HDR) brachytherapy for prostate cancer

0261 Chen Liu, Australia

14:00 Radiation necrosis in a population of high grade 
glioma patients: The Alfred experience

0262 Michelle Brown, Australia

14:15 A phase II trial of continuous infusion 
5-fl uorouracil (5FU) and pelvic radiation 
for unresectable locally recurrent 
rectosigmoid cancer

0263 Nikki Plumridge, Australia

14:30 Adjuvant treatment and outcomes of stage III 
endometrial carcinoma

0264 Caroline Connell, Australia

TUESDAY, AUGUST 19
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14:45 Radiotherapy for stomach cancer: the dosimetric 
consequences of physiological movement of 
organs at risk

0265 Cynleen Kai, Australia

15:00 Internet access, awareness and utilisation of 
web based evidence: a survey of ANZ and 
Singaporean radiation oncology registrars in 
2003

0266 Karen Wong, Australia

15:15 Post-operative chemo-radiotherapy for high-
risk head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 
(HNSCC): fi rst reported Australian experience

0267 Belinda Campbell, Australia

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP08 Polymer and Radiation Chemistry
M1

Chairperson Tom P Davis, Australia

13:30 Fabrication of polymer-alloy based on 
polytetrafl uoroethylene by radiation-crosslinking

0268 Akihiro Oshima, Japan

13:45 Potential applications of radiation formed PVA/
PVP hydrogel patches

0269 Zainuddin Zein, Australia

14:00 Low energy (100 meV – 500 eV) ion reactions 
with biomolecules

0270 Michael A Huels, Canada

14:15 Radiation induced low-energy electron transport 
in a tissue environment

0272 Larry H Toburen, United States

14:30 Use of radiation processing to produce branched 
polypropylene

0273 A B Lugao, Brazil

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP09 Stem Cells, Radiation and Apoptosis
P1 & P2

Chairperson H Rodney Withers, United States

13:30 Radiation biology of blood outgrowth 
endothelium

0274 Robert J Griffi n, United States

13:45 Chromosomal instability and the abrogated 
G2/M arrest in x-irradiated myelodysplastic 
syndrome cells

0275 Sadayuki Ban, Japan

14:00 LET dependent recovery of mouse 
hematopoietic stem cells from particle 
irradiation

0276 Kumie Nojima, Japan

14:15 Radioresistance of mouse intestine induced by 
carbon-ion irradiation

0277 Koichi Ando, Japan

14:30 Ionizing radiation induces apoptosis in 
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells

0278 Daohong Zhou, United States

14:45 Transcriptional down-regulation of Ataxia-
Telangiectasia mutated protein (ATM) 
radiosensitizes human prostate cancer cells

0279 Adriana Haimovitz-Friedman, United States

15:00–17:00 Poster Session

 Refer to page 19 for a complete listing 
of all the posters on display.

17:00–18:00 Plenary Lecture

PL06 Radiation Research Society Failla Lecture
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Gillies McKenna, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by the Radiation 
Research Society

17:00 A sense of danger from radiation
0282 William H McBride, United States

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20

07:30–08:15 Early Morning Plenary Session

PL07 Improving Tumour Response
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Michael Barton, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by NASA

0301 Soren Bentzen, United Kingdom

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL13 Understanding and Exploiting the Genomic 
Response to Hypoxia
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Robert Sutherland, United States

0302 Amato J Giaccia, United States

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL14 Colloids and Clusters
P3 & P4

Chairperson Paul Mulvaney, Australia

0303 Jacqueline D Belloni, France

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL15 Proteins at the Interface of Homologous 
Recombination and Nonhomologous 
End-Joining
M3

Chairperson Priscilla K Cooper, United States

0304 Jac A Nickoloff, United States

TUESDAY, AUGUST 19
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08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL16 The Basis of Chemoradiotherapy: Pragmatism 
vs Science
M4

Chairperson Mary Gospodarowicz, Canada

This session is proudly sponsored by Eli Lilly

0305 Theodore L Phillips, United States

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL17 Mutagenic and Epigenetic Events in Radiation 
Induced Cancer
P1 & P2

Chairperson Charles A Waldren, Japan

0306 Donald G MacPhee, Japan

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL18 Charge Transfer in Pi-Stacked Systems 
Including DNA
M1

Chairperson John D Zimbrick, United States

0307 Laurens DA Siebbeles, The Netherlands

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW20 DNA Repair
Great Hall 1 & 2

Convenor George Iliakis, Germany

Processing of free radical damaged DNA bases
0308 Susan Wallace, United States

Coordinating repair of oxidative DNA damage 
with transcription and replication

0310 Priscilla K Cooper, United States

Dominant negative inhibition of base excision 
repair and its effect on radiosensitivity of human 
tumor cells

0309 Adrian C Begg, The Netherlands

Novel sub-pathways of non-homologous 
end joining

0311 William S Dynan, United States

Repair of DNA DSB in higher eukaryotes
0312 George Iliakis, Germany

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW21 Bystander Effect
M3

Convenor Carmel Mothersill, Ireland

Radiation induced bystander effects: 
mechanisms and implication for low dose 
radiation risk assessment

0313 Tom K Hei, United States

Gap-junctions, oxidative metabolism and the 
ionizing radiation induced bystander effect

0314 Edouard I Azzam, United States

Modulation of nitric oxide-mediated bystander 
effects by chronic irradiation with γ-rays

0315 Hideki Matsumoto, Japan

Bystander effects and biota: implications 
of radiation-induced bystander effects for 
protection of the environment from ionising 
radiation

0316 Carmel E Mothersill, Ireland

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW22 Anaemia and Radiotherapy
M4

Convenor Roland Guttenburger, Germany

This session is proudly sponsored by 
Janssen-Cilag and NASA

Anemia and radiotherapy: a radiobiologist’s 
view

0317 David G Hirst, United Kingdom

The biology of erythropoietin and erythropoietin 
receptors

0374 Andrew Roberts, Australia

Human recombinant erythropoietin signifi cantly 
improves in vivo intratumoral oxygenation in 
breast cancer

0321 Kimberly L Blackwell, United States

Functional erythropoietin receptors on human 
tumor cells

0318 Laurie Feldman, United States

Erythropoietin in radiotherapy
0319 Roland Guttenburger, Germany

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW23 New Research Developments at RERF
P1 & P2

Convenor Charles A Waldren, Japan

This session is proudly sponsored by RERF

Overview of the RERF scientifi c research 
program

0322 Burton G Bennett, Japan

Human fetuses do not register chromosome 
damage infl icted by radiation exposure in 
lymphoid precursor cells

0325 Nori Nakamura, Japan

Thyroid disorders in atomic-bomb survivors
0324 Misa Imaizumi, Japan

The impact on radiation risk estimates of effect 
modifi ers and confounders

0326 Gerald B Sharp, Japan

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20
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Irradiation increased oxidative stress levels in 
thymocytes in B6 mice

0327 Gen Suzuki, Japan

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW24 Targeted Radiopharmaceuticals for Cancer 
Therapy
P3 & P4

Convenor Andrew M Scott, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by NASA

Current status of radioimmunotherapy of 
epithelial tumours

0328 Andrew M Scott, Australia

Radioimmunotherapy of non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma

0329 Gregory Wisemann, United States

Bone-seeking radiopharmaceuticals in skeletal 
malignancy: evolution, not revolution

0330 David MacFarlane, Australia

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW25 Radiation Chemistry at Interfaces
M1

Convenor Jay A LaVerne, United States

H
2
 production in the radiolysis of water/oxide 

mixtures
0334 Jay A LaVerne, United States

Radical scavenging by colloid particles
0331 Paul Mulvaney, Australia

Low energy electron damage to condensed 
biomolecules

0332 Andrew D Bass, Canada

Alteration of interfaces under irradiation
0333 Catherine M Corbel, France

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW26 Recognition and Processing of DNA Double 
Strand Breaks
M2

Convenor Masumi Abe, Japan

Analysis of proteins phosphorylated at the early 
response of DNA double-strand breaks

0336 Akihiro Kurimasa, Japan

Essential role of Nbs1 in DNA repair and 
damage response

0338 Hiroshi Tauchi, Japan

Delayed activation of p53 in the progeny of 
x-ray surviving cells

0337 Keiji Suzuki, Japan

A sensitive transcriptome analysis method
0335 Masumi Abe, Japan

11:30–12:30 Plenary Lecture

PL08 A Century of Quantitating Radiation Response
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Lester Peters, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by 
Varian Medical Systems & NASA

0340 H Rodney Withers, United States

13:30–15:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW27 Exploiting Tumour Hypoxia
Great Hall 1 & 2

Convenor Martin Brown, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by Sanofi -Synthelabo

Exploiting biological responses to hypoxia
0342 Bradly G Wouters, The Netherlands

Interim results of TROG 98.02 – a randomized 
phase II study of 5-fl uorouracil, cisplatin and 
radiation versus tirapazamine, cisplatin and 
radiation for advanced squamous cell carcinoma 
of the head and neck

0343 Lester Peters, Australia

Prodrugs designed to discriminate pathological 
(tumour) and physiological (normal tissue) 
hypoxia

0341 William R Wilson, New Zealand

13:30–15:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW28 Protection of the Environment from Ionising 
Radiation
P1 & P2

Convenor Alex P Zapantis, Australia

Environmental radiation protection – 
a brief history

0346 Alex P Zapantis, Australia

International activities in environmental 
radiation protection – a radiation biologists  
perspective

0344 Synnöve Sundell-Bergman, Sweden

Combined exposures of ionising radiation 
and chemicals: what is the relevance for 
environmental protection?

0345 Christian Streffer, Germany

13:30–15:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW29 Time Resolved Spectroscopy
M1

Convenor Seiichi Tagawa, Japan

Subpicosecond pulse radiolysis studies on spur 
reactions and nanotechnology

0347 Seiichi Tagawa, Japan

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20
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Capabilities and applications of Brookhaven’s 
picosecond laser-electron accelerator facility

0348 Alison M Funston, United States

ELYSE, a new picosecond electron accelerator 
at Orsay

0349 Mehran Mostafavi, France

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP10 Novel Therapeutic Approaches – 1
M3

Chairperson William D Bloomer, United States

13:30 Infl ammatory response and abscopal effects in 
the lungs after abdominal irradiation

1282 Anne Van der Meeren, France

13:45 Radiosensitization by small interfering RNAs 
(siRNA) targeting ATM

0500 Chandan Guha, United States

14:00 Primary results of in-vivo photon activation 
therapy by synchrotron x-rays associated with 
intra-tumor cisplatinum in Fisher rats bearing 
orthotopic F98 glioma

0352 Marie-Claude Biston, France

14:15 ‘Molecular switch’ vectors for hypoxia- and 
radiation-mediated gene therapy of cancer

0353 Olga Greco, United States

14:30 Targeting of radioactive dendrimer nanoparticles 
to human squamous cell carcinoma: imaging and 
therapy implications

0354 Mohamed K Khan, United States

14:45 Photodynamic therapy-generated vaccines 
prevent tumor recurrence after radiotherapy

0355 Mladen Korbelik, Canada

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP11 Clinical Radiation Oncology – 2
M4

Chairperson Zvi Fuks, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by 
Siemens Medical Solutions

13:30 Implant quality and acute urinary toxicity with 
125I permanent seed implantation for clinically 
localized prostate cancer. Results of the fi rst 30 
patients treated at PMCC

0356 Andrew See, Australia

13:45 Dose escalation by hypo fractionation in 
localized prostate cancer – a large single 
institution experience

0357 Arul Mahadevan, United States

14:00 Overall survival after radiotherapy for localised 
prostate cancer is unlikely to be infl uenced by 
biochemical relapse

0358 Scott Williams, Australia

14:15 Initial Australian experience with daily 
ultrasound localisation for prostate radiotherapy

0360 Andrew Kneebone, Australia

14:30 Excision margin status: does it impact on local 
control of breast cancer?

0361 Gillian Lamoury, Australia

14:45 Vaginal cancer, an analysis of stages 1 and 2
0166 Graeme J Dickie, Australia

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP12 DNA Repair Genes
P3 & P4

Chairperson William R Holley, United States

13:30 The role of DNA repair genes in the formation 
of chromosome aberrations

0248 Carol S Griffi n, United Kingdom

13:45 Mapping the interaction domains between 
Rad51B and Rad51C; predictions and 
experiment

0250 Dorota Sawicka, United States

14:00 Characteristics of double-strand break rejoining 
in cells of radioadaptive response

0251 Akira Tachibana, Japan

14:15 Repair of clustered DNA lesions by human base 
excision repair pathways

0253 Grigory L Dianov, United Kingdom

14:30 Repair of DNA double strand breaks in human 
cells induced by restriction enzyme I-SceI

0375 Fumio Yatagai, Japan

14:45 Human RAD9 can transactivate p21 using a p53 
DNA-binding consensus sequence

1421 Howard B Lieberman, United States

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP13 Industrial and Environmental
M2

Chairperson John M Warman, The Netherlands

13:30 Effect of concentration of polyfunctional 
monomers on physical properties of 
acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber under electron-
beam irradiation

1685 Tariq Yasin, Pakistan

13:45 Applications of radiation within the wine 
industry

0369 Kyle J Wilson, Canada

14:00 Aquatic ecosystems within the Chernobyl npp 
exclusion zone: radioactive contamination, doses 
and effects

0370 Dmitri I Gudkov, Ukraine

14:15 Electron beam destruction of contaminant 
gasoline additives in water

0372 Stephen P Mezyk, United States

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20
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14:30 Breaking emulsions at a silicon surface studied 
by neutron refl ectometry

1034 Philip Reynolds, Australia

14:45 Development of polyolefi n based radiation 
crosslinked & fl ame-retardant formulations for 
wire insulations

0455 Shamshad Ahmed, Pakistan

15:00–17:00 Poster Session

 Refer to page 19 for a complete listing 
of all the posters on display.

17:00–18:00 Plenary Lecture

PL09 Henry S. Kaplan Distinguished 
Scientist Award 2003
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Liz Travis, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by The International 
Association for Radiation Research (IARR)

17:00 The crooked shall be made straight: dose 
response relationships for carcinogenesis

0373 Eric J Hall, United States

THURSDAY, AUGUST 21

07:30–08:15 Early Morning Plenary Session

PL10 Predictive Assays: Past, Present and Future
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Richard P Hill, Canada

This session is proudly sponsored by NASA

0401 Peggy L Olive, Canada

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL19 Targets for Radiation in Normal 
and Tumor Tissues
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Martin F Lavin, Australia

0402 Zvi Fuks, United States

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL20 Pathogenesis of Late Effects of 
Radiotherapy in Normal Tissues
M3

Chairperson Michael Baumann, Germany

0403 Wolfgang Doerr, Germany

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL21 Synchrotrons: Biomedical Applications of the 
Most Versatile Radiation Source of All
M4

Chairperson Gillian M Duchesne, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by AINSE

0404 Robert Lewis, Australia

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL22 Complex Damage, Low Doses 
and Bystander Effects
P1 & P2

Chairperson Ludwig Feinendegen, Germany

0405 Dudley T Goodhead, United Kingdom

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL23 Genetic Analysis of Radiation-Induced 
Mouse Thymic Lymphomas
P3 & P4

Chairperson Ohtsura Niwa, Japan

0406 Ryo Kominami, Japan

08:30–09:30 Congress Lecture

CL24 Global Trends in Radiation Processing
M1

Chairperson George West, Australia

This session is proudly sponsored by Steritech

0407 Gerry Defalco, United States

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW30 RRS Presidential Symposium
Great Hall 1 & 2

Convenor Gillies McKenna, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by 
Seimens Medical & Aventis

Targeting EGFR and COX-2 as a potential 
treatment improvement strategy in cancer 
radiotherapy

0408 Luka Milas, United States

Radiation oncology: what can we achieve by 
optimized dose delivery?

0409 Theodore Lawrence, United States

Physical boundaries, biological frontiers?
0410 Gillies McKenna, United States

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20 THURSDAY, AUGUST 21
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09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW31 DNA Recombination
M3

Convenor Simon N Powell, United States

Protein interactions involving Rad51 and the 
Rad51 paralogs

0412 David Schild, United States

Diminished levels of allelic losses by 
homologous recombination in radiation-
hypersensitive cells

0413 Kouichi Tatsumi, Japan

Evidence for a Chk2-BRCA1-BRCA2 pathway 
in controling homologous recombination

0516 Simon N Powell, United States

Apoptotic pathways as regulators of 
recombination

0411 Amy Kronenberg, United States

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW32 DNA Damage Recognition and Repair
M4

Convenor Michael J MacKay, Australia

Dynamic organization of genetic recombination 
proteins and chromosomes

0415 Jeroen Essers, The Netherlands

The breast cancer susceptibility gene BRCA1: 
DNA repair and other functions

0416 Melissa Brown, Australia

Role of Rad21 and Rec8 genes in ionising 
radiation response

0417 Huiling Xu, Australia

Infl uence of double-strand break repair pathways 
on radiosensitivity during the cell cycle

0414 Nazumi Alice Yamada, United States

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW33 Normal Tissue Response to Radiation: 
Molecular Changes in Relation to Tissue 
Dysfunction
P1 & P2

Convenor Fiona A Stewart, The Netherlands

Regulation of fi brotic phenotype of the fi broblast 
cell system by TGF-β

0419 Hans Peter Rodemann, Germany

The role of TGF-β in radiation-induced fi brosis
0420 Jurre Hageman, The Netherlands

Proteinase-activated receptors – mediators 
of early and delayed normal tissue radiation 
responses

0418 Martin Hauer-Jensen, United States

Molecular mechanisms in the development of 
radiation-induced telangiectasia

0421 Fiona A Stewart, The Netherlands

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW34 Use of Computational Analysis in DNA 
Radiation Chemistry
P3 & P4

Convenor Melanie Spotheim – Maurizot, France

Radiation damage to DNA-protein complexes
0422 Marie Begusova, Czech Republic

Protective role of OH scavengers and DNA/
chromatin organization in the induction of DNA 
breaks: mechanistic models and Monte Carlo 
simulations

0423 Francesca Ballarini, Italy

Computer modelling of DNA damage induced 
by cis-platinum photoactivation around the Pt 
K-edge

0424 Michel Terrissol, France

Correlation and competition effects in radical 
attack

0425 Nicholas JB Green, United Kingdom

09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW35 Electron and Hole Transfer in DNA
M1

Convenor Robert F Anderson, New Zealand

This session is proudly sponsored by NASA

Site-specifi cally modifi ed oligonucleotide model 
systems for studying electron transfer and 
oxidative reaction mechanisms in DNA initiated 
by intense ionizing laser pulses

0426 Nick Geacintov, United States

Electron and hole transfer in DNA: the role of 
tunneling and environment

0427 Michael D Sevilla, United States

Transfer and trapping of charge injected directly 
into DNA by ionizing radiation

0428 William A Bernhard, United States

Energetics of electron and hole transfer in DNA 
in aqueous solution

0429 Robert F Anderson, New Zealand

THURSDAY, AUGUST 21
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09:30–11:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW36 Cellular and Molecular Responses to Low 
Dose/Dose-Rate Radiation Exposures
M2

Convenor Antone L Brooks, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by the DOE Low Dose 
Research Program

The infl uence of bystander effects on calculation 
of radiation dose

0430 Antone L Brooks

Intra-chromosomal aberrations observed after 
high-LET radiation exposure in vivo using a 
state-of-the-art cytogentic technique

0434 Charles R Geard, United States

Activation of ERK1/2 pathways by extremely 
low-dose ionizing radiation in normal human 
cells

0431 Keiji Suzuki, Japan

Sensitive detection of somatic intrachromosomal 
recombination in response to low dose radiation 
exposure – how low can we go?

0433 Pamela J Sykes, Australia

Biological effects of exposure to low dose rate 
environmental radiation at Chernobyl

1495 Brenda E Rogers, United States

Dose-rate effect in radiation mutagenesis: 
role of p53 gene

0432 Toshiyuki Norimura, Japan

Mechanisms of suppression of neoplastic 
transformation in vitro by low doses of low LET 
radiation

0435 John Les Redpath, United States

11:30–12:30 Plenary Lecture

PL11 Bacq and Alexander Award Lecture
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Wolfgang Doerr, Germany

This session is proudly sponsored by The European 
Society for Radiobiology (ESRB)

11:30 Single-track radiation biology
0472 Barry D Michael, United Kingdom

13:30–15:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW37 Space Radiation and Open Questions in 
Radiobiology
Great Hall 1 & 2

Convenor Walter Schimmerling, United States

This session is proudly sponsored by NASA

Space radiation and open questions in 
radiobiology

0436 Francis A Cucinotta, United States

First measurements of the Martian radiation 
environment

0437 Cary J Zeitlin, United States

The role of biomarkers in measuring radiation 
exposure

0439 Alexander A Morley, Australia

Translational research: cells, tissues and 
organisms

0438 Polly Y Chang, United States

13:30–15:00 Symposia/Workshop

SW38 Low Dose/Dose-Rate Radiation and 
Carcinogenesis
P3 & P4

Convenor Kazuo Sakai, Japan

This session is proudly sponsored by The Central Research 
Institute of Electric Power Industry, Japan (CREIPI)

Late effects of chronic low dose-rate γ-ray 
irradiation on mice

0440 Fumiaki Sato, Japan

Carcinogenesis and adaption to radiation in vivo
0441 Ron E Mitchel, Canada

Studies on radiation-induced tumour induction 
in mice and its modifi cation by low radiation 
doses and antioxidants

0442 Kaushala P Mishra, India

Suppressive effect of low dose rate radiation on 
tumorigenesis in mice

0443 Kazuo Sakai, Japan

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP14 Dose Fractionation / IMRT
M3

Chairperson Boguslaw Maciejewski, Poland

This session is proudly sponsored by 
Siemens Medical Solutions

13:30 Tolerance of the human spinal cord to single 
dose radiosurgery

0444 Samuel Ryu, United States

13:45 Impact of IMRT and leaf width on extracranial 
stereotactic radiotherapy

0445 Pavel Dvorak, Austria

14:00 Initial assessment of IMRT for head & neck 
cancer at Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney

0446 Graeme Morgan, Australia

14:15 Conformal avoidance helical tomotherapy for 
dogs with nasopharyngeal tumors

0447 James S Welsh, United States

14:30 Tumour dose uniformity in radiotherapy: 
experimental evidence for cell response to non-
uniform irradiation

0448 Martin A Ebert, Australia
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14:45 Intensity modulated radiation therapy as an 
external beam boost in gynaecologic cancer 
patients unsuitable for brachytherapy

0449 Philip Chan, Canada

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP15 Radiochemotherapy
M4

Chairperson Theodore L Phillips, United States

13:30 Low dose fractionated radiation (LDFRT) 
inhibits estrogen response element (ERE) 
binding activity and lipocalin-2: A potential 
molecular mechanism of LDFRT mediated 
sensitization

0450 Jason A Brandon, United States

13:45 The effect of neoadjuvant chemotherapy by 
sequential paclitaxel and doxorubicin on the 
interstitial fl uid pressure and pO

2
 in patients with 

palpable breast cancer
0451 Alphonse G Taghian, United States

14:00 A randomized phase III trial comparing 
concomitant chemoradiotherapy versus 
radiotherapy alone in advanced head and neck 
cancers – mature results

0452 Yoodhvir Singh Nagar, India

14:15 High risk Merkel cell carcinoma of the skin 
treated with synchronous carboplatin/etoposide 
and radiation: a trans-Tasman radiation oncology 
group study

0453 Michael G Poulsen, Australia

14:30 Intensifi cation of treatment for progressive loco-
regional disease in HNSCC patients receiving 
post-operative or defi nitive radiotherapy

0454 June Corry, Australia

14:45 Accelerated proliferation of non-small cell lung 
cancer cells after induction chemotherapy

0517 Henk B Kal, The Netherlands

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP16 Radiation Chemistry
M1

Chairperson William A Bernhard, United States

13:30 Excited states of guanine cation radicals in DNA 
result in the formation of DNA sugar radicals

0456 David Becker, United States

13:45 Chromosome aberrations for high- and low-LET 
radiation

0457 Aloke Chatterjee, United States

14:00 Hole transfer in DNA studied by pulse radiolysis
0458 Tetsuro Majima, Japan

14:15 Proton transfer from electronically excited 
alkane radical cations. effect of electronic 
excitation energy on proton-donor site 
selectivity: a study in γ-irradiated CCl

3
F/heptane

0459 Jan Ceulemans, Belgium

14:30 Charge transfer within 125IUdR
0460 Ekkehard Pomplun, Germany

14:45 Exposure to the atmospheric ionizing radiation 
environment: a study on Italian civilian aviation 
fl ight personnel

1115 Giovanni De Angelis, Italy

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP17 Radiosensitisation and Radioprotection
M2

Chairperson David Murray, Canada

13:30 In vitro radioprotection by methylproamine
0466 Roger F Martin, Australia

13:45 Enhancement of interferon-related radiation 
toxicity after inhibition of cellular DNA-repair 
proteins

0461 Joerg Lehmann, United States

14:00 Ku80, DNA ligase IV, and Nbs1 are not essential 
for heat-radiosensitization in mammalian cells

0462 Joseph R Dynlacht, United States

14:15 Treatment of radiation-induced acute oral 
mucositis in a rat model

0463 Mohi Rezvani, United Kingdom

14:30 Recovery of reticulocytes and prevention 
of radiation-induced weight loss in mice by 
γ-tocotrienol: possible application to cancer 
therapy

0464 K Sree Kumar, United States

14:45 Didox, a potent ribonucleotide reductase 
inhibitor, confers enhanced radio-sensitizing 
effect in prostate cancer cell line PC-3 nude 
mice xenograft model

0465 Vincent S Gallicchio, United States

13:30–15:00 Proffered Papers

PP18 Radiation-Induced Tissue Damage and 
Carcinogenesis
P1 & P2

Chairperson Jurre Hageman, The Netherlands

13:30 Mechanisms of late cardiac radiation injury
0467 Marjan Boerma, The Netherlands

13:45 Identifi cation of differentially regulated 
antioxidant proteins by redox proteomics in 
irradiated mouse liver

0468 Jinsil Seong, Korea

14:00 Tailor-made diagnosis and therapy of breast 
cancer for familial predisposed women

0469 Marlis Frankenberg-Schwager, Germany
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14:15 Early detection of p53-/- thymocytes 
appeared during radiation-induced thymic 
lymphomagenesis in p53 heterozygous (+/-) B10 
mice

0470 Shiro Aizawa, Japan

14:30 Homozygous deletions within the 11q13 cervical 
cancer tumor suppressor locus in radiation-
induced neoplastically transformed human 
hybrid cells

0471 Marc S Mendonca, United States

14:45 Gene expression response of A253 human 
salivary cell line to radiation, Cis-Pt, and EGF

1555 Gayle Woloschak, United States

15:30–17:00 Proffered Papers

PP19 Radiation-Induced Apoptosis
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Raymond E Meyn, United States

15:30 UV-induced apoptosis in the p53-defi cient SCL-
II cell-line is accompanied by the expression of a 
bax-related protein of 18 kDa

0474 Ralf Kriehuber, Germany

15:45 Role of mitochondrial Bax/VDAC complex 
in cytochrome c release in ionizing radiation-
induced p53 dependent apoptosis

0475 Yoshisada Fujiwara, Japan

16:00 Apoptosis, cell cycle control and DNA repair: 
role of cyclin E in coordinating the cellular 
response to DNA damage

0476 Alex Almasan, United States

16:15 Regulation and function of wild-type p53 in 
primary uveal melanoma cells

0477 Binh N Tran, United States

16:30 Regulation of radiation-induced apoptosis by 
early growth response-1 gene in solid tumors

0478 Mansoor Ahmed, United States

16:45 Apoptosis supression of cultured mouse brain 
cells by low dose rate irradiation of heavy 
particles

1368 Shunji Nagaoka, Japan

15:30–17:00 Proffered Papers

PP20 Genomic Instability
M3

Chairperson William Morgan, United States

15:30 Human cell culture models for investigating 
molecular and cytogenetic changes in radiation 
carcinogenesis

0479 Andrew C Riches, United Kingdom

15:45 The role of DNA damage signalling and DNA 
repair factors in telomere maintenance in 
mammalian cells

0480 Prakash Hande, Singapore

16:00 Radiation-induced genomic instability triggered 
by telomere dysfunction

0481 Seiji Kodama, Japan

16:15 RECQL4-defi cient mouse: an animal model for 
Rothmund-Thomson syndrome

0482 Akira Fujimori, Japan

16:30 The role of free radicals and stress signalling in 
persistent genomic instability induced by long 
wavelength UV light

0483 Trevor J McMillan, United Kingdom

16:45 Neoplastic transformation in vitro and 
tumourigenicity in vivo are well correlated for 
x-rays but not for α-particles

0484 Andrew J Mill, United Kingdom

15:30–17:00 Proffered Papers

PP21 Bystander Effects
M4

Chairperson Colin B Seymour, Ireland

15:30 Studies of bystander effects in artifi cial human 
3D tissue systems using microbeam irradiation

0485 Oleg V Belyakov, United States

15:45 Nitric oxide mediated bystander responses 
induced by microbeam targeted cells

0486 Chunlin Shao, United Kingdom

16:00 X-ray microbeam bystander studies between 
stripes of dose

0487 Eleanor A Blakely, United States

16:15 Single particle irradiation system to cell (SPICE) 
at NIRS

0488 Masae Yukawa, Japan

16:30 Bystander responses in cells models; targets, 
dosimetry and mechanisms

0489 Kevin M Prise, United Kingdom

16:45 Investigations into the bystander effect: signal 
versus response

0490 Alice M Vines, Ireland

15:30–17:00 Proffered Papers

PP22 Radioecology/Radiation Protection
P1 & P2

Chairperson Donald G MacPhee, Japan

15:30 Implications of the two stage clonal expansion 
model to radiation risk estimation

0491 Stanley B Curtis, United States

15:45 Analysis of the lung cancer mortality in Mayak 
worker cohort with a model of carcinogenesis

0492 Peter Jacob, Germany

16:00 Low LET (sparsely ionising) radiations: cancer 
risk for mammography patients

0493 Geoff J Heyes, United Kingdom
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16:15 Use of proteomics and HPLC to screen plasma 
for markers of millimeter wave overexposure

1090 Johnathan L Kiel, United States

16:45 Comparison of three fl ow cytometric mutation 
assays as biological dosimeters for ionizing 
radiation in humans

1305 Klaus Hempel, Germany

15:30–17:00 Proffered Papers

PP23 Novel Therapeutic Approaches – 2
P3 & P4

Chairperson Kirsten A Skov, Canada

15:30 Sensitization of prostate cancer to ionizing 
radiation by targeting poly(ADP-ribose) 
polymerase: preclinical studies

0497 Viatcheslav A Soldatenkov, United States

15:45 Relevance of keratinocyte growth factor 
administration protocol for amelioration of acute 
radiation-induced oral mucositis

0498 Kathrin Spekl, Germany

16:00 Genetically targeted radiotherapy using the 
sodium-iodide symporter for treatment of head 
and neck cancer

0351 Kimberly J Krager, United States

16:15 Manipulation of P450 gene expression in 
tumours; a novel approach for targeted activation 
of bioreductive prodrugs

0501 Tracy Robson, United Kingdom

16:30 Production of secondary neutrons from tissue 
during therapy with Bremsstrahlung and hadrons 
– are there potential risks with carbon ions?

1097 Anwar M Chaudhri, Germany

16:45 Functional histology of tumors as a basis of 
molecular imaging

0518 Anna S Ljungkvist, The Netherlands

15:30–17:00 Proffered Papers

PP24 Radiation Physics
M1

Chairperson Dudley T Goodhead, United Kingdom

15:30 Spatial properties of trapped radicals in DNA
0503 John D Zimbrick, United States

15:45 Neutron dose response in human tooth enamel 
for accidental or emergency biophysical 
dosimetry

0504 Douglas R Boreham, Canada

16:00 Formates – promising materials for EPR 
dosimetry at low doses and α

0505 Eirik Malinen, Norway

16:15 The use of small angle neutron scattering to 
measure the colloidal stability of magnetic 
nanoparticles intended for biomedical 
applications

0506 Joan Connolly, Australia

16:30 Numerical simulation of alpha hit probability 
distributions in sensitive bronchial epithelial 
cells by inhaling radon progenies

0507 Imre Balásházy, Hungary

16:45 Implantation of β-emitters on biomedical 
implants: 32P isotropic ion implantation using a 
coaxial plasma reactor

0508 Marc A Fortin, Canada

15:30–17:00 Proffered Papers

PP25 Clinical Radiation Oncology 3
M2

This session is proudly sponsored by Elekta

Chairperson Lizbeth Kenny, Australia

15:30 Do radiation oncologists practice evidence based 
medicine? Results of a survey of management of 
the axilla in operable breast cancer

0509 Roslyn M Drummond, Australia

15:45 Randomised double-blind trial of amifostine 
vs placebo for radiation-induced xerostomia in 
patients with head and neck cancer

1166 Martin F Borg, Australia

16:00 Pre-operative radiotherapy for soft tissue 
sarcoma

0511 Andrew Hui, Australia

16:15 Comparing the radiosensitivity of cervical and 
thoracic spinal cord using the relative seriality 
model

0513 Magdalena Adamus-Górka, Sweden

16:30 A randomised clinical trial of misoprostol for 
radiation mucositis

0514 Farshad Foroudi, Australia

16:45 A therapeutic gain model for brachytherapy
0512 David R Wigg, Australia

17:00–18:00 Plenary Lecture

PL12 Weiss Medal Lecture
Great Hall 1 & 2

Chairperson Eric G Wright, United Kingdom

This session is proudly sponsored by TAG Association 
for Radiation Research (ARR)

17:00 Radiation, an ideal cytotoxic for the study of cell 
biology in the small intestine

0515 Chris Potten, United Kingdom

18:00–18:30 Closing Ceremony

Great Hall 1 & 2
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P01 Chemistry

• Yields of base damage products in crystalline 
DNA produced by the direct-type effect

1001 David C Gilbert, United States

•• Radiation chemical and photochemical study 
of Z-DNA modifi ed by 2-aminopurine and 8-
bromodeoxyguanosine

1002 Takumi Kimura, Japan

• Direct radiation damage in DNA: what is the 
strand break mechanism?

1003 Shubhadeep Purkayastha, United States

•• Fragment analysis of DSB induced by 125I
1004 Kecke Elmroth, Sweden

• Molecular simulation of ligand binding with 
DNA: implications for new radiopharmaceutical 
design

1005 Amin I Kassis, United States

•• Plasmid DNA breakage by decay of DNA 
associated isotopes 123I and 125I

1006 Pavel N Lobachevsky, Australia

• Modeling non-adiabatic photoexcited reaction 
dynamics in condensed phases

1007 David F Coker, United States

• Markers of protein oxidation: different oxidants 
give rise to variable yields of bound and released 
carbonyl products

1008 Michael J Davies, Australia

•• Photo-oxidation of histidine peptides yields high 
concentrations of unstable peroxides

1009 Michael J Davies, Australia

• Free radical generation in post-irradiation 
period: an evidence from the conversion of 
xanthine dehydrogenase into xanthine oxidase

1010 Raosaheb K Kale, India

•• A method to improve effi ciency in a 
computational method of near-approach DNA 
radiation chemistry simulations

1011 David T Marshall, United States

• Repair of oxidative DNA damage by amino acid 
residues in histone proteins

1012 Jamie R Milligan, United States

•• Measurement and protection of the oxidative 
damage induced by high-LET carbon-ion 
irradiation in salmon sperm DNA solution

1014 Takashi Moritake, Japan

• Long term low dose rate irradiation causes 
recovery from type II diabetes and suppression 
of aging in type II diabetes-prone mice

1015 Takaharu Nomura, Japan

•• Radiation damage to DNA-binding proteins
1017 Melanie Spotheim-Maurizot, France

• Quantitative analysis of radiation-induced DNA 
deoxyribose oxidation products

1018 Christiane Struve, United States

•• Charge transfer through molecular wires 
investigated using pulse radiolysis

1020 Alison M Funston, United States

• Water diffusion in phosphate-containing 
hydrogels

1021 Karina A George, Australia

•• Pulse radiolysis study on proton and charge 
transfer reactions in poly (methyl methacrylate)

1022 Aturo Nakano, Japan

• The radiation chemistry of two aromatic 
polyimides containing phenylphosphine oxide

1023 Adrian S Riding, Australia

•• The radiation chemistry of poly(chlorotrifl uoroet
hylene)

1024 Kristofer J Thurecht, Australia

• Radiation-induced grafting of styrene onto 
poly(tetrafl uoroethylene-co-perfl uoropropyl 
vinyl ether)

1025 David JT Hill, Australia

•• Surfaces for bio-molecules display: UV radiation 
grafting of acrylic acid copolymers

1026 Firas Rasoul, Australia
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• HPLC and EPR studies on decomposition of 
thymine by ultrasoft x- or 60Co γ-irradiation

1027 Ken Akamatsu, Japan

•• Low energy electron-initiated ion-molecule 
reactions of ribose analogues

1028 Andrew D Bass, Canada

• DFT Investigation of dehalogenation of 
halouracils upon low energy electron 
attachment: alone and pair with adenine

1180 Michael D Sevilla, United States

• Picosecond radiolysis of ionic liquids
1030 Alison M Funston, United States

•• The interaction of protein and polysilicic acid: 
an x-ray and neutron refl ection study

1031 Mark Henderson, Australia

• Subpicosecond pulse radiolysis study of solvated 
electron in alcohols

1032 Takahiro Kozawa, Japan

•• Chemical denaturation of globular proteins at the 
air-water interface

1033 Adam Perriman, Australia

• Improved management of SG BD demineralizer 
for reduced generationof low-level radioactiove 
spent resin in Korean nuclear power plants

1035 In Rhee

•• Adjacent effect on positive charge transfer 
from radical cation of n-dodecane to scavenger 
studied by supbicosecond pulse radiolysis, 
statistical and Monte Carlo approach

1036 Akinori Saeki, Japan

• Pulse radiolysis studies on the radical reactions 
between benzotriazine 1,4-dioxide bioreductive 
anticancer drugs and 2-deoxyribose

1037 Sujata S Shinde, New Zealand

• Selective carriers for the conversion electron 
radionuclides, 117mSn and 195mPt as potential 
therapeutic bone agents

1039 Jan Rijn Zeevaart, South Africa

•• Energetics of anion displacement in irradiated 
solids

1084 Ronald Cooper, Australia

P02 Environmental

•• GSM microwaves and 50 Hz electromagnetic 
fi eld induce stress response but not apoptosis 
in human lymphocytes from hypersensitive and 
healthy persons

1040 Jesper E Torudd, Sweden

• Anaysis of dose record and epidemiology for 
radiation workers in Korea

1042 Soo Yong Choi, Korea

•• Hepatocellular carcinoma risk in relation to 
atomic-bomb radiation and hepatitis virus 
infections

1043 Saeko Fujiwara, Japan

• Effect of pfaffi a paniculata for estradiol-
17ƒÀ, progesterone and testosteronein blood 
concentration levels in mice

1044 Yeun Hwa Gu, Japan

•• Diagnostic and therapeutic radiation in relation 
to risk of glioma, meningioma, or acoustic 
neuroma

1045 Deirdre A Hill, United States

• Thyroid nodule prevalence and radiation dose 
from fallout near the Semipalatinsk test site in 
Kazakhstan

1047 Charles E Land, United States

•• Ophthalmologic study in atomic bomb survivors
1048 Kazuo Neriishi, Japan

•• Hormetical effect of radiation in the Russian 
population calculated by using the Random 
Coincidence Model

1050 Chowunchun Prapunsri, Thailand

• Cancer and non-cancer mortality risks in atomic 
bomb survivors, 1950-1997: lSS report 13

1051 Yukiko Shimizu, Japan

•• Chromosome aberrations and oncogene 
alterations in atomic bomb related leukemias 
– different mechanisms from de novo leukemias

1052 Kimio Tanaka, Japan

• The relationship between aortic calcifi cation 
on chest radiography and ionizing radiation in 
RERF’s Adult Health Study

1053 Michiko Yamada, Japan

•• Research of potential radiation risks in areas 
with nuclear power plants in Japan: mortality 
rates from solid cancers and congenital 
anomalies between 1972- 1997 in 100 selected 
municipalities

1054 Yasuhiko Yoshimoto, Japan

• Non-melanoma skin cancer in relation to 
ionizing and ultraviolet radiation among 
radiologic technologists in the United States

1055 Shinji Yoshinaga, Japan

•• Analysis of mortality amongst canadian nuclear 
power industry workers following chronic low-
dose exposure to ionizing radiation

1056 Lydia B Zablotska, United States

• Hot particle carcinogenesis – is there a hot 
particle effect?

1057 Monty W Charles, United Kingdom

•• Bystander cells and the linear no threshold risk 
model

1058 Leslie A Braby, United States
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• Solar radiation and mitochondrial DNA damage
1060 Helene Z Hill, United States

•• Radiation and noise exposures elicit biological 
and behavioural effects in the rat

1061 Susan M Miller, Canada

• Complex chromosome aberrations as a 
biomarker of exposure to high-LET α-particles: 
current validation studies

1063 Rhona M Anderson, United Kingdom

•• Age dependence and latency periods for lung 
cancer from radon

1064 Anita M Enfl o, Sweden

• Simulation of time-related changes in dose 
conversion factor for indoor radon progeny

1065 Tetsuo Ishikawa, Japan

•• Solid radon sources with stable and high 
emission rate

1066 Akira Koizumi, Japan

• Determination of indoor radon at the centre and 
walls of dwellings using sold state nuclear track 
detectors

1067 L Oufni, Morocco

•• Mixed exposures to radon and thoron for cave 
residents at Chinese loess plateau

1068 Shinji Tokonami, Japan

• Signifi cance of Rn-Tn discriminative 
measurement in dose and risk estimation of 
environmental radon exposure

1069 Yuji Yamada, Japan

• Folic acid defi ciency increases sensitivity to 
genome damage by ionising radiation

1070 Sasja Beetstra, Australia

•• Search for methods and materials for practical 
use of residential radiation doses calculated via a 
standardized local methodology

1071 Daechul Cho, Korea

• The principal phenolic and alcoholic 
components of wine protect human lymphocytes 
against hydrogen peroxide- and ionising 
radiation-induced DNA damage in vitro

1072 Philip Thomas, Australia

•• Radioprotection effect on irradiation mice of 
haemopoietic cell of MF(BZ) by the celiac 
medication

1073 Yeun Hwa Gu, Japan

• Assessment of breathing rate of adult Korean for 
use in internal dosimetry

1074 Chong Soon Kim, Korea

• Analysis of human HPRT- deletion mutants by 
the microarray-CGH (comparative genomic 
hybridization)

1075 Mieko Kodaira, Japan

•• Study for genetic effects of atomic-bomb 
radiation by using of a DNA microarray-based 
comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH) 
method

1076 Norio Takahashi, Japan

• Reconstructing dose and effects in 
environmental radiation studies

1078 Ronald K Chesser, United States

•• Environmental protection from ionising 
contaminants in the arctic

1080 Alicja Jaworska, Norway

• Cs-137 concentrations in the muscles of Walleye 
Pollack

1081 Takami Morita, Japan

•• Method of pre-concentrating for the 
measurement of low- level specifi c radioactivity 
at radiation researches

1082 Valery P Nesterenko, Belarus

• Characteristics of cesium accumulation in 
mushroom and microorganism

1083 Hideo Sugiyama, Japan

•• Geomagnetic polarity reversals as a mechanism 
for the punctuated equilibrium model of 
biological evolution

1085 James S Welsh, United States

• A model investigation of annual surface 
ultraviolet radiation in Iran

1088 Ali-Akbar Sabziparvar, Iran

•• Response to challenging dose of x-rays as a 
predictive assay for molecular epidemiology

1089 Antonia Cebulska-Wasilewska, Poland

• Use of proteomics and HPLC to screen plasma 
for markers of millimeter wave overexposure

1090 Johnathan L Kiel, United States

• Removing NDMA (N,N-dimethylnitrosamine) 
from natural waters

1091 Stephen P Mezyk, United States

• Formation of DNA double strand breaks in UV-
C irradiated non-dividing human fi broblasts

1679 Albert A Van Zeeland, The Netherlands

P03 Industrial

•• Dosimetry and process control for food 
irradiation

1093 Gavin J Gant, Australia

• Irradiation of strawberries and tomatoes 
– chemical changes, marker compound

1094 Sonja Solar, Austria

P04 Physics

• Production of neutrons for BNCT with 
accelerators

1096 Anwar M Chaudhri, Germany
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•• Simulation of alpha particle induced radiation 
damage in tissue

1098 Michael Dingfelder, United States

• Radiobiology of low energy α-particles
1099 Mark A Hill, United Kingdom

•• ‘Soft-landed’ ion beam studies of low energy 
(0.5 – 500 eV) atomic and molecular ion damage 
to thymine fi lms

1100 Marjorie Imhoff, Canada

• Effect of exposure to accelerated heavy-ions (Fe 
or Ar) on the cell proliferation kinetics

1102 Parinaz Mehnati, Iran
Hiroshi Sasaki, Japan

•• Radial dose distribution of 6.0 MeV/n α-particle 
in water

1103 Fuminori Soga, Japan

• Modeling of nano-wires by single ion hitting for 
Si-based polymers

1104 Satoshi Tsukuda, Japan

• DNA fragmentation in AG1522 human 
fi broblasts irradiated with gamma-rays and 
charged particles: theoretical analysis

1105 Alessandro Campa, Italy

•• Secondary electron emission from biologically 
relevant targets: an experiment to test Monte 
Carlo electron transport codes

1106 Christina I Christou, United States

• Simulation of silicon microdosimetry spectra in 
fast neutron therapy using the GEANT4 Monte 
Carlo toolkit

1107 Iwan M Cornelius, Australia

•• Monte Carlo simulation of low-energy electron 
transport in biologically relevant targets

1108 Michael Dingfelder, United States

• Electron microbeam specifi cations for use in cell 
irradiation experiments

1109 Eun-Hee Kim, Korea

•• A study of a model dose-rate dependence of 
thermoluminescence intensity

1110 L Oufni, Morocco

• Monte Carlo simulation of water radiolysis for 
protons and α-particles

1111 Shuzo Uehara, Japan

•• Monte Carlo simulations and cluster damage 
analysis for mammography x-ray spectra

1112 Frank Verhaegen, Canada

• Radiation-induced DNA damage in halogenated 
pyrimidine incorporated cells and its correlation 
with radiosensitivity

1113 Ritsuko Watanabe, Japan

•• Microdosimetry calculations for low-LET 
bystander experiments with microbeams

1114 W E Wilson, United States

• Exposures to the atmospheric ionizing radiation 
environment: a comparision between Icelandic 
and Italian civilian aviation fl ight personnel

1116 Giovanni De Angelis, Italy

• Lunar lava tubes radiation safety analysis
1117 Giovanni De Angelis, Italy

• A radiation analysis of lunar surface habitats
1118 Giovanni De Angelis, Italy

•• Cosmic radiation induced chromosomal 
aberrations in human lymphocytes

1119 Giovanni De Angelis, Italy

• Radiation dosimetry for crewmember exposure 
to cosmic radiation during astronaut training 
operations

1121 Mark Shavers, United States

• Synchrotron radiation therapy of malignant brain 
gliomas loaded with an iodinated contrast agent

1122 Marie-Claude Biston, France

•• Decomposition of 2-deoxy-D-ribose by ultrasoft 
x-ray and low energy electron impact

1123 Kentaro Fujii, Japan

• Development of absolute intensity monitors and 
homogeneous irradiation system for synchrotron 
radiation at SPring-8

1124 Nobuteru Nariyama, Japan

•• In situ EPR study for guanine radicals induced 
by synchrotron ultrasoft x-ray irradiation

1125 Akinari Yokoya, Japan

• Validation of analytical formulae for the 
effi ciency calibration of γ detectors used in 
laboratory and in situ measurements

1126 Mahmoud Ibrahim Abbas, Egypt

•• Role of self absorption correction factor in x-ray 
production measurements at different angles

1127 Kirnajit Singh Kahlon, India

• Precision radiometry and ultraviolet applications
1129 Philip B Lukins, Australia

•• A physical and engineering study on the 
irradiation techniques in neutron capture therapy 
aiming for wider application

1130 Yoshinori Sakurai, Japan

• Lymphocyte subpopulations in prostate cancer 
patients undergoing radiotherapy: infl uence of 
neoadjuvant total androgen suppression

1157 Mark J Evans, United States

•• Dose-effect and time-effect relationship in total 
body irradiation on healing of cutaneous wound

1303 Tian-min Cheng, China

• Radiobiological intercomparison of 6 neutron 
capture therapy (NCT) beams

1680 John R Gueulette, Belgium
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•• Visualization of radiation environment on Mars: 
assessment with MARIE measurements

1683 Premkumar Saganti, United States

• MARIE measurements and model predictions of 
GCR particle fl ux at Mars

1684 Premkumar Saganti, United States

P05 Radiation Oncology

• Delayed execution of apoptosis and impaired 
developmental competence of the embryos in 
response to fertilization with x-irradiated sperm

1131 Satish Adiga, Japan

•• Results of radial therapy epidermoid of lungs 
cancer with dynamic fractionating dozes

1132 Mirza Iqbal Baig, Belarus

• Hypofractionated intensity modulated radiation 
therapy (IMRT) for localized prostate cancer

1134 Charles N Catton, Canada

•• Biologically effective dose in total body 
irradiation and bone marrow transplantation

1135 Henk B Kal, The Netherlands

• The combined radiation therapy of locally 
advanced cervical cancer

1136 Ludmila Ivanovna Krikunova, Russia

•• Low dose 2 x 2Gy palliative radiotherapy in 
advanced low grade non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma

1138 Michael Ng, Australia

• Development of a multi-fraction radiation 
protocol for intracerebral human glioblastoma 
xenografts

1139 Tomoko Ozawa, United States

•• Is there any advantage of CT based 3-
dimensional conformal planning over 
conventional orthogonal x-ray based planning in 
HDR brachytherapy in breast cancer

1141 Biswa M Biswal, Malaysia

• Synchtron beam radiotherapy
1142 Frank Company, Australia

•• Relationship between radiation dose and lung 
function in patients with lung cancer receiving 
radiotherap

1143 Einar Dale, Norway

• The infl uence of 18FDG-PET on conformal 
radiotherapy planning for patients with non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)

1144 C J Featherstone, Australia

•• Image-based intracavitary brachytherapy in 
the treatment of inoperable uterine cancer: 
individualized dose specifi cation

1145 Robert Yoon Kim, United States

• A pilot study of the simultaneous integrated 
boost method for malignant gliomas using IMRT

1146 Yasumasa Nishimura, Japan

• Australia-wide comparison of IMRT 
prostate plans

1148 Marketa Skala, Australia

•• 188Re- DMSA loaded biodegradable polymeric 
radio therapeutics: in vitro studies with cultured 
Glioma cell lines

1150 Guru Pad Bandopadhyaya, India

• Chromosomal changes in somatic cells of 
differently treated patients

1151 Cvetka Bilban-Jakopin, Slovenia

•• Low dose fractionated radiation chemo-
potentiates the effects of taxotere in nude mice 
xenografts of SCCHN tumors

1153 Swatee Dey, United States

• Modifi cation of radio- and thermo-sensitivity 
by amrubicin or amrubicinol in human lung 
adenocarcinoma A549 cells

1154 Sachiko Hayashi, Japan

•• Stimulation of adenosine receptors: approach to 
enhancement of hematopoiesis suppressed by 
chemoradiotherapy

1155 Michal Hofer, Czech Republic

• A novel anticancer ribonucleoside, TAS106, 
switches necrosis to apoptosis in x-irradiated 
MKN45 cells through survivin down-regulation 
and G2/M checkpoint abrogation

1156 Osamu Inanami, Japan

•• SUPREMO (Selective Use of Postoperative 
Radiotherapy aftEr MastectOmy) – a phase 
III randomised trial assessing the role of 
postmastectomy chest wall irradiation in 
‘intermediate risk’ women with operable breast 
cancer receiving adjuvant systemic therapy

1159 Ian H Kunkler, United Kingdom

• Enhanced chemotherapeutic effi cacy of 
paclitaxel by telomeric fusion-induced genomic 
instability

1160 Kee-Ho Lee, Korea, Democratic People’s Rep

•• Flavopiridol, a broad spectrum cdk inhibitor 
enhances cell and tumor radioresponse

1161 Kathy A Mason, United States

• On vesical pathophysiology in context of 
chemoradiotherapy

1162 Eva Neu, Germany

•• Complex reactions of excitable tissue on radio-, 
photo- and thermostimulation

1163 Eva Neu, Germany

• Interactions of black cohosh, a traditional herbal 
medicine, with therapy for breast cancer

1164 Sara Rockwell, United States

•• Spatial relationship between tumor perfusion 
and endogeneous glucose distribution

1165 Thies Schroeder, United States
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•• A noval approach to sensitize solid tumor to 
radiosurgery by using hypoxic and proliferating-
cell radiosensitizers

1168 Fu-Du Chen, Taiwan

• Opposite effects of Ha-Ras and Ki-Ras on 
radiation-induced apoptosis via differential 
activation of PI3K/Akt and Rac/p38 mitogen-
activated protein kinase signaling

1169 Jung-A Choi, Korea

•• Do rolipram and cAMP inhibitors plus radaition 
enhance cytotoxicity through a cell cycle 
dependent mechanism in human glioma cell 
lines?

1170 Colin K Hill, United States

• Vitamin E analogue, D-alpha tocopherol 
succinate, enhances x-ray induced growth delay 
of human adenocarcinoma cancer cell line

1171 Alicja Jaworska, Norway

•• Correlation between radio-therapeutic effi cacy 
and telomeric fusion-induced genomic instability

1172 Kee-Ho Lee, Korea

• Inhibition of signal transduction by the Hsp90 
inhibitor sensitizes human tumor cells to 
radiation

1174 Hikaru Machida, Japan

• Combined effect of radiation with β-Laphochone 
against cancer cells

1178 HeonJoo Park, Korea

•• Enhancement of radiation response in 
human cancer cells in vitro and in vivo by 
phytosphingosine

1179 Moon-Taek Park, Korea

• Tumor reoxygenation by aqueous oxygen 
solutions and its role in cancer treatment with 
chemotherapy and radiation therapy

1181 Stuart K Calderwood, United States

•• DNA-targeted 1,2,4-benzotriazine 1,4-dioxides 
as hypoxia-selective analogues of tirapazamine

1182 Michael P Hay, New Zealand

• Structure activity relationships for in vitro 
cytotoxicity of tirapazamine analogs

1183 Mary S Kovacs, United States

•• Potential of para-boronophenylalaninol as a 
boron carrier in boron neutron capture therapy, 
referring to that of its enantiomers

1184 Shin-ichiro Masunaga, Japan

• The involvement of DNA repair genes in the 
hypoxia-dependent NLCQ-1 (NSC 709257) 
toxicity and its synergistic interaction with 
cisplatin or melphalan

1185 Maria V Papadopoulou, United States

•• Dinitrobenzamide mustard prodrugs – hypoxic 
cytotoxins and dual substrates for E.coli 
nitroreductase

1186 Adam V Patterson, New Zealand

• Can intrinsic radiosensitivity be reliably 
estimated from survival data for acute irradiation 
conditions?

1187 David J Carlson, United States

•• Radiation induced micro-nuclei as an indicator 
of radiation dose in exposed human population

1188 Subhash Chander, India

• Individual radiosensitivity measured with 
lymphocytes can be used to predict the risk 
of fi brosis after radiotherapy of breast cancer 
patients

1189 Ekkehard Dikomey, Germany

•• Combination of different tests to identify 
individual radiosensitivity

1190 Luitpold VR Distel, Germany

• Biomarkers of oxidative stress and their 
application for assessment of individual 
radiosensitivity

1191 Siamak Haghdoost, Sweden

•• The signifi cance of plasma TGF-β1 level in 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma patients treated with 
radiotherapy

1192 Jeng-Jong Hwang, Taiwan

• The change of plasma TGF-β1 level in 
GP7TB hepatoma-bearing rats before and after 
radiotherapy

1193 Jeng-Jong Hwang, Taiwan

•• Predicting radiosensitivity using DNA end-
binding complex analysis

1194 Sheikh M Ismail, United States

• Proinfl ammatory cytokine profi les and morbidity 
in prostate patients undergoing wide-fi eld + 
prostate boost radiotherapy

1195 Charles J Kovacs, United States

•• The tumour distribution of bromodeoxyuridine 
labelled S-phase cells is found to be strongly 
dose dependant

1196 Alastair H Kyle, Canada

• Utility and predictive value of micronuclei assay 
during radiation therapy in cancer cervix

1197 Shalini Singh, India

•• Correlating telomere length and radiosensitivity 
in cancer patients

1198 Carl N Sprung, Australia

• Determining molecular signatures for head 
and neck squamous cell carcinomas that 
characterize patient outcome after combined 
surgery and radiotherapy by analysis of gene 
expression using microarrays: Analysis of tumor 
heterogeneity

1199 Michael D Story, United States

•• Validation of novel DSB co-localizing residual 
foci assay for radiosensitivity

1200 Jesper Torudd, Sweden
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• A high sensitivity, high throughput, automated 
single-cell gel electrophoresis (‘Comet’) DNA 
damage assay

1201 Borivoj Vojnovic, United Kingdom

•• Can intrinsic human tissue radiosensitivity 
be correlated with late responding gene RNA 
expression in white blood cells using a 96 gene 
micro-array?

1202 Donna M Williams-Hill, United States

• Assessing hypoxia in androgen dependent 
prostate tumour models using EF5

1203 Kirsten A Skov, Canada

•• Lactate stimulates migration of human cancer 
cells: possible consequences for the development 
of metastases

1204 Stefan Walenta, Germany

• Prenyltransferase inhibitor radiosensitization of 
pancreatic ductal carcinoma (PaCa) cells

1205 Thomas B Brunner, United States

•• Ki-Ras-induced activation of NF-kappaB by 
dual signaling pathways

1206 Bo-Yeon Kim, Korea

• Overexpression of extracellular superoxide 
dismutase reduces severity of radiation-induced 
lung toxicity through downregulation of the 
TGF-β signal transduction pathway

1207 Zahid N Rabbani, United States

•• Inhibition of repopulation is not a determining 
factor for the radiosensitizing effects of 
rapamycin

1208 Jann N Sarkaria, United States

• Molecular mechanisms of the enhanced anti-
tumor effect of ionizing radiation by epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR) blockade: the 
role of vascular endothelial growth factor 
(VEGF)

1209 Benjamin Solomon, Australia

•• Inhibition of protein translation via mTOR 
signaling as a target in radiotherapy

1210 Sherry A Weppler, The Netherlands

• A prospective phase I/II trial of the 
cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor celecoxib in patients 
with carcinoma of the cervix – acute toxicity and 
biomarker response analysis

1211 Philip Chan, Canada

•• A novel gene therapy-based approach that 
selectively targets hypoxic regions within solid 
tumors

1212 Shona T Dougherty, United States

• Neutralizing VEGF bioactivity with a soluble 
chimeric VEGF receptor protein fl t (1-3) IGG 
inhibits testosterone stimulated prostate growth 
in castrated mice

1213 Peter Hammarsten, Sweden

•• Direct electric current for the treatment of 
depends on different tumor

1215 Yeun Hwa Gu, Japan

• Radiation-induced activation of maspin 
expression in human breast cancer cells

1216 Kimberly J Krager, United States

•• Can primary reducing radicals be recruited for 
prodrug activation in tissue?

1217 William R Wilson, New Zealand

• Transcriptional targeting in cancer gene therapy 
using the p21/WAF1 promoter

1218 Helen O McCarthy, United Kingdom

•• Evaluation of the PSMA promoter for use in a 
conditionally replicative adenovirus (CRAd) and 
radiotherapy

1219 Roger Ove, United States

• Properties of hybrid TiO
2
-oligonucleotide 

nanocomposites
1220 Tatjana Paunesku, United States

•• Replication capability of an engineered 
adenoviral vector in hypoxic conditions

1221 Juong G Rhee, United States

• A novel suicide gene therapy using iNOS
1222 Jenny Worthington, United Kingdom

• Contribution of p53 on the induction of VEGF 
by hyperthermia

1223 Masanori Hatashita, Japan

•• p53-Independent thermosensitization by 
mitomycin C in human non-small cell lung 
carcinoma cells

1224 Zhao-Hui Jin, Japan

• Measurement of feline cytokines interleukin-12 
and interferon- g produced by heat inducible 
gene therapy adenoviral vector using real time 
PCR

1225 Farzan Siddiqui, United States

•• Tempo enhances heat-induced apoptosis by 
mitochondrial targeting of Bax

1226 Qing-Li Zhao, Japan

• Prevention of PDT-induced esophageal stricture 
by MnSOD-PL gene therapy

1227 Michael W Epperly, United States

•• Socioeconomic status and patterns of care in 
lung cancer

1229 Andrew Hui, Australia

• Cancer survivors and their partners: the 
assessment of unmet supportive care needs

1230 Sue Pendlebury, Australia

•• Patient satisfaction in radiation oncology
1231 Yvonne Zissiadis, Australia
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• Metabolic modulation of low-dose 
hypersensitivity and induced radioresistance 
in two human glioma cell lines: possible 
implications for low-dose radiotherapy

1233 Sudhir Chandna, India

•• An oncolytic adenovirus in combination with 
radiation treatment (RT) for nasopharyngeal 
carcinoma (NPC)

1234 Marie C Chia, Canada

•• 2-Deoxyglucose as an adjuvant in improving 
radiotherapy of malignant gliomas

1235 Singh Dinesh, India

• Hyperbaric oxygen treatment, a novel therapy in 
the management of radionecrosis for head and 
neck patients

1236 Pradip K Ganguly, Canada

•• In vitro and in vivo targeted alpha therapy (TAT) 
of colorectal cancer using monoclonal antibodies 
c30.6 and 35A7

1237 Syed Rizvi, Australia

• Radiation-induced relief of pain in an animal 
model with bone invasion from cancer

1238 Jinsil Seong, Korea

•• Subcellular imaging of atoms with electron 
energy loss spectrometry (EELS) and mass 
spectrometry (TOF-SIMS and Laser-SNMS)

1240 Andrea Wittig, Germany

• Biodistribution of the compounds BSH and BPA 
used for BNCT in four different tumor entities in 
relation to blood and normal tissues

1241 Andrea Wittig, Germany

•• Preventive measures to stop the spread of SARS 
at an outpatient based radiotherapy centre

1242 Jih Tang, Singapore

• Computed tomography planning for breast 
cancer: the Perth radiation oncology cancer 
centre experience

1243 Tee Sin Lim, Australia

•• Is there value in long term follow-up of breast 
cancer patients?

1244 T Eade, Australia

• Tackling the radiotherapy waiting list: a local 
initiative

1245 Jarad M Martin, Australia

•• Radiation oncology professional revalidation: 
is it the instrument and not the doctor that fi rst 
needs to be valid?

1246 Rahul K Mukherjee, Singapore

• Lessons from SARS for radiation oncologists
1247 Chris J Wynne, Singapore

•• A new type of radiotherapeutic sensitizing drug: 
a clinical trials of sodium glycididazole

1248 Fang Zhao, China
XiuLong Zheng, China

• Tumor volume correlates poorly with disease 
stage in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC): 
preliminary analysis of the Trans-Tasman 
Radiation Oncology Group (TROG) 99-05 
database

1249 David Ball, Australia

•• Hormone levels in radiotherapy treatment related 
fatigue

1250 Biswa M Biswal, Malaysia

• A randomised trial of preoperative radiotherapy 
for stage T3 adenocarcinoma of rectum (TROG 
01.04): a progress report

1251 Bryan H Burmeister, Australia

• Determination of in vitro oxygen consumption 
rates for tumor cells

1252 L Isabel Cardenas-Navia, United States

•• Clinical trial of intra-operative radiotherapy for 
low-risk breast cancer: dosimetric considerations

1253 Martin A Ebert, Australia

• Adjuvant radiation of the axilla for skin cancer 
– evolution of a technique

1256 Gerald Fogarty, Australia

• Real men do get breast cancer: male breast 
cancer in North Queensland. A retrospective 
analysis, 1995-2003

1258 Carmen J Hansen, Australia

•• Late radiation effects in the dog brain: 
correlation of MRI and histological changes

1259 John Hopewell, United Kingdom

• Limb sparing surgery and boost with high dose 
rate interstitial brachytherapy in treatment of soft 
tissue sarcoma

1260 Patricia Koike, Brazil

•• The role of mRNA translation in the adaptation 
to hypoxia

1261 Marianne Koritzinsky, The Netherlands

• Mechanistic interpretation of radiation dose-
response relationship for subclinical metastasis

1262 Steve P Lee, United States

•• A mono-isocentric, split-beam, multi-fi eld, three-
dimensional conformal radiotherapy technique 
for the adjuvant radiation treatment of stomach 
cancer

1263 Daryl Lim Joon, Australia

• Bladder and rectum: the effect of contouring 
solid structure VS hollow structure on the 
dose volume histogram in the 3d conformal 
radiotherapy of prostate cancer

1264 Daryl Lim Joon, Australia

•• Evaluation of the use of CT Planning VS 
orthogonal fi lms in the treatment of rectal 
carcinoma

1265 Daryl Lim Joon, Australia
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• The development of intensity modulated 
radiotherapy (IMRT) for prostate cancer at 
Austin & Repatriation Medical Centre (ARMC)

1266 Daryl Lim Joon, Australia

•• Radiation therapy and Koebner effect in cancer 
patients with psoriasis

1267 Akiva Vexler, Israel

• Breast edema in tangential irradiation of the 
breast: when does edema cause a clinically 
important decrease in dosimetric parameters?

1268 Michael Lock, Canada

•• Online corrections – evidence based practice 
utilizing electronic portal imaging to improve 
the accuracy of fi eld placement for locally 
advanced prostate cancer

1269 Mark Middleton, Australia

• The Prince of Wales Endovascular Radiation 
(POWER) Trial with liquid rhenium-188 for in-
stent restenosis: results of long term follow up

1270 Christopher G Milross, Australia

•• Response of the oral mucosa to porphyrin 
mediated boron neutron capture therapy

1271 Gerard M Morris, United Kingdom

• Involved fi eld radiotherapy is the treatment of 
choice for lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin’s 
disease (LPHD) in clinical stage IA: review of 
the German Hodgkin Study Group (GHSG)

1272 Rolf-Peter Mueller, Germany

•• Development of free statistical software enabling 
researchers to calculate confi dence levels, 
clinical signifi cance curves and risk-benefi t 
contours

1273 Rahul K Mukherjee, Singapore

• Use of transabdominal ultrasound in the 
diagnosis of gastroesophageal junction diseases, 
comparison with conventional barium study 
and endoscopy, referred to Ghaem Hospital, 
Mashhad, North East of Iran

1274 Mohammad Rahrouh, Iran

•• Ultrasound screening of thyroid nodules in 
adults with no previous exposed to irradiation 
comparison between scanning, palpation and 
fi ne needle aspiration cytology. A study in 
Ghaem Hospital, Mashhad, North East of Iran

1275 Mohammad Rahrouh, Iran

• Targeted alpha therapy (TAT) of breast cancer 
using bismuth-213 – Plasminogen Activator 
Inhibitor 2 (PAI2)

1276 Syed Rizvi, Australia

•• Precise patient positioning: improving the 
stability of patient set up for conformal 
radiotherapy for locally advanced prostate 
cancer: a multi-centre study

1277 Daryl Lim Joon, Australia

• Survival and patterns of failure in endometrial 
serous papillary and clear cell carcinoma: role of 
adjuvant therapy

1278 Colin Tang, Australia

•• A review of nasal NK/T-cell lymphoma cases 
seen at a radiotherapy department

1279 Ivan WK Tham, Singapore

• Comparision of γ-ray shielding properties of 
some borate glasses

1280 Kulwant Singh Thind, India

•• Comparison of molar extinction coeffi cients of 
amino acids and fatty acids

1281 Kulwant Singh Thind, India

• Radiation-induced p52 phosphorylation is 
transforming growth factor β-1 dependent in 
primary epithelial, but not fi broblast cells

1529 Mary Helen Barcellos-Hoff, United States

•• Mucosa associated lymphoid tissue (MALT 
lymphoma) of the urinary bladder: a case report

1689 Gail Tsang, New Zealand

• In vitro cytotoxicity of alpha conjugates for 
human pancreatic cancer cell lines

1133 Chang Qu, Australia

•• AKT increases VEGF expression in tumor cells 
by transactivating the proximal VEGF promoter

1158 Nabendu Pore, United States
Eric J Bernhard, United States

• Oxygenation of a rodent adenocarcinoma is 
improved by darbepoetin alfa

1690 Mark W Dewhirst, United States

•• TROG 97.01 & 99.06 : Two sequential  phase II 
studies of chemoradiation in the management of 
localised muscle invasive bladder TCC

1691 Kumar Gogna, Australia

P06 Nuclear Medicine

• 99mTc- methionine: a potential 
radiopharmaceutical for brain tumor spect

1283 Guru Pad Bandopadhyaya, India

•• Analytical and radioanalytical quality control 
of purity and stability of radiopharmaceutical 
[186Re]HEDP for bone metastases pain palliation

1284 Flavia Groppi, Italy

•• Technique to determination of the binding of 
radiopharmaceuticals used on spect on blood 
proteins

1285 Rosimeire S Freitas, Brazil

• An in vivo/in vitro evaluation of Ginkgo biloba 
extract on the biodistribution of sodium 99mTc- 
pertechnetate and on the morphology of organs 
isolated from the rats

1286 Silvana R F Moreno, Brazil
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•• Primary standardisation of Sm-153 by a 4πβ-γ 
coincidence counting effi ciency extrapolation 
technique

1287 Mark I Reinhard, Australia

• A comparative study on thallium-201 and 
technetium-99m-MIBI, urinary excretion and 
external radiation dose

1288 Ali Sattari, Iran

•• Therapeutic potential of 5-[125I]iodo-2’-
deoxyuridine and methotrexate in the treatment 
of advanced neoplastic meningitis

1289 Amin I Kassis, United States

• Antigenic expression of human metastatic 
prostate cancer cell lines and primary prostate 
cancer sections for in vitro multiple targeted 
alpha therapy with 213Bi-conjugates

1290 Yong Li, Australia

•• 213Bi-PAI2 conjugate selectively induces 
apoptosis in PC3 metastatic prostate cancer cell 
line and shows anti-cancer activity in a xenograft 
animal model

1291 Yong Li, Australia

• Selective internal radiation therapy with 
intraarterial infusion of 90yttrium microspheres 
(SIRTex &regTM) for nonresectable primary or 
secondary hepatic malignancies

1292 Meir Lichtenstein, Australia

•• Cyclotron production of Ac-225 / Bi-213 for 
targeted alpha therapy

1293 Anwar M Chaudhri, Germany

• Comparison of succinylated recombinant 
streptavidin and a streptavidin mutant (K134A) 
as carriers for astatine-211 in pretargeting 
protocols

1294 D Scott Wilbur, United States

•• In vivo evaluation of an anti-PSMA antibody 
conjugated with varying numbers of biotin 
molecules in a pretargeting protocol

1295 D Scott Wilbur, United States

• Monitoring postradiotherapeutic changes of lung 
tissue with CT, PET and SPECT

1296 Bettina Beuthien-Baumann, Germany

• Why technetium-99m for biomedical 
radiodiagnostic is not a carrier-free 
radionuclide? Analytical behavior of its ‘isotopic 
dilution factor’ with time

1297 Flauvia Groppi, Italy

•• Microwave mediated radiosynthesis of [F-18] 
FLT and its in-vitro study with androgen 
independent human prostate cancer cell line 
(PC-3)

1299 Carmen S Dence, United States

• Multi-step radioimmunotherapy of ovarian 
carcinomatosis

1300 Gerald G Miller, Canada

•• A novel topical protectant for the prevention of 
β-radiation induced moist desquamation

1687 Mohi Rezvani, United Kingdom

• Non-invasive therapy for the prevention of moist 
desquamation following β-radiation exposure

1688 Mohi Rezvani, United Kingdom

P07 Occupational Health

•• Estimation of the exposure to ionizing radiation 
of the staff at the department of nuclear medicine 
in Warsaw

1301 Ewa M Nowosielska, Poland

• Bioindication and dosimetry of acute and 
chronic exposures

1302 Tamara V Azizova, Russia

•• A cost-effective and fl exible metaphase fi nder 
system for chromosomal biodosimetry

1304 Akira Furukawa, Japan

• Comparison of three fl ow cytometric mutation 
assays as biological dosimeters for ionizing 
radiation in humans

1305 Klaus Hempel, Germany

•• Dosimetry for quantitative analysis of low dose 
ionizing radiation effects on humans in areas of 
low dose during therapeutic irradiation

1306 Joerg Lehmann, United States

• Use of thermoluminescent dosimetry for the 
analysis of radiation exposure of the laboratory 
personnel at the Central Clinical Hospital of the 
Ministry of Defence, Warsaw, Poland

1307 Emil Lisiak, Poland

•• Individual doses control in the units of 
ministry of defence and ministry of interior and 
administration in the years 1986 – 2000

1310 Ewa M Nowosielska, Poland

• Occupational exposure in interventional 
radiology

1311 Hyeon Joo Oh, Korea

•• Establishing a growth curve to obtain a 
mathematical model for calculating shielding 
requirements in diagnostic x-ray departments

1312 Ali Rahimi, Iran

• Quantifi cation of high-LET radiation-induced 
proteins using the Luminex 100(TM) system

1314 Honglu Wu, United States

•• The Chinese tree shrew, Tupaia belangeri, as a 
small primate model for radiation-induced liver 
damage (RILD)

1315 Chandan Guha, United States
Alan Alfi eri, United States

• Radiation research and therapy in context of 
Agenda 21

1316 Eva Neu, Germany
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•• Thyroid exposure, cancer incidence and excess 
risk in Belarus and Ukraine in the aftermath of 
the Chernobyl accident

0495 Peter Jacob, Germany

P08 Radiobiology

• Molecular analysis of radiation injury 
in rat taste buds

0154 Keiichi Nakagawa, Japan

 Oxidative damage in human DNA and urine 
analyzed by HPLC- electrochemical detection 
(HPLC-EC) and gas chromatography-mass 
spectrometry (GC/MS)

1092 Toshiaki Mori, Japan

• Pre-exposure to low doses: modulation of 
frequencies and repair of x-ray induced DNA 
damage?

1317 Patricia Cramers, The Netherlands

•• Radioadaptive response to the medium-mediated 
bystander induction of DNA strand breaks in 
HeLa cells

1318 Takaji Ikushima, Japan

• Parental exposure to low-dose x-rays in 
Drosophila melanogaster induces early 
emergence in offspring, which can be modulated 
by transplantation of polar cytoplasm

1319 Tomoko Kanao, Japan

•• Understanding the role of p53 in adaptive 
response to radiation-induced germline 
mutations

1320 Nicole L Langlois, Canada

• The impact of ionising radiation and lead ions on 
some physiological and biochemical parameters 
of fi sh

1321 Miroslav G Mardarevich, Ukraine

•• Low dose, radiation-induced adaptive response 
against cancer in high-dose-exposed, cancer-
prone, Trp53 heterozygous mice

1322 Ron E Mitchel, Canada

• Cumulative dose and induced radioadaptive 
response in inhabitants of high background 
radiation areas of Ramsar, Iran

1323 S Mohammad Javad Mortazavi, Iran

•• Radioadaptive response: variability of 
chromosomal radioadaptive response in human 
lymphocytes

1324 S Mohammad Javad Mortazavi, Iran

• Marked increase in the rate of ocular lens 
regeneration in the newt, Cynops pyrrhogaster, 
following partial body, spleen portion exposure 
to low dose x-rays

1325 Takehito Okamoto, Japan

•• Characterisation of an adaptive response in 
pKZ1 mice after exposure to x-radiation

1326 Tanya K Day, Australia

• Biochemical and biological responses in V79 
cells grown in different background radiation 
environment

1327 Giustina Simone, Italy

•• Radiation adaptive response for the growth of 
cultured glial cells

1328 Shozo Suzuki, Japan

• Pre-irradiation at a low dose-rate blunted p53 
response

1329 Akihisa Takahashi, Japan

•• Characterisation of a novel gene, DIR1, with a 
potential role in induced radioresistance

1330 Andrea Valentine, United Kingdom

• Comparative study on radon effects and thermal 
effects on humans in radon hot spring therapy

1331 Kiyonori Yamaoka, Japan

•• Molecular and functional analysis of DIR1; 
a novel gene with a potential role in induced 
radioresistance

1333 Sheila M Young, United Kingdom

• Investigation of the low-dose γ-irradiation effect 
on the spontaneous and high-dose radiation-
induced level of cytogenetic damage in mouse 
bone marrow cells in vivo

1334 Svetlana I Zaichkina, Russia

• Molecular characterization of a complex site-
specifi c radiation-induced DNA double-strand 
break

1335 Thomas A Winters, United States

•• Synchrotron photoactivation of cis-platin (PAT-
Plat): radiobiological results

1336 Stephanie Corde, France

• Study on cell survival, induction of apoptosis 
and micronucleus formation in SCL-II and 
RTiV3 cells after exposure to the Auger electron 
emitter Tc-99m

1337 Katrin Kadenbach, Germany

•• Enhancement of x-ray-induced DNA damage 
with DNA bound molecules containing platinum

1338 Katsumi Kobayashi, Japan

• On the biological effectiveness of incorporated 
99mTc

1339 Ekkehard Pomplun, Germany

•• Expression of CONNEXIN43 is highly sensitive 
to ionizing radiation: implications for the 
radiation-induced bystander effect

1340 Edouard I Azzam, United States

• Bystander effects in supernatants obtained from 
thyroid cultures exposed to gamma rays, protons 
and iron ions

1341 Cheryl G Burrell, United States

•• An investigation of bystander effects in 
schizosaccharomyces pombe

1342 Linda C DeVeaux, United States
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• Bystander effects through gap junction channels 
by heavy-ion microbeam

1343 Yoshiya Furusawa, Japan

•• Comparison of the survival of directly irradiated 
cells and cells exposed to medium containing 
bystander factors after over 50 cell doublings

1344 Edward j Keyes, Ireland

• The effect of bystander medium on the apoptotic 
process in HPV-G cells

1345 Paula Maguire, Ireland

•• Synergy between chemotherapy and alpha 
particles: effects in cells directly hit and in 
bystander cells

1347 Jeffrey A Coderre, United States

• A comparison of the direct and indirect effects 
of low LET radiation on mitochondrial oxygen 
consumption rate and induction of mtDNA 
mutations

1348 Sharon Nugent, Ireland

•• Detection of genomic instability in α-irradiated 
and bystander human fi broblasts

1349 Brian Ponnaiya, United States

• Single cell low dose studies of bystander cell 
killing with targeted ultrasoft x-rays

1350 Giuseppe Schettino, United Kingdom

•• Gene expression changes and chromosomal 
abberations in TK-6 cells after exposure to TK-6 
clastogenic factors

1351 Segura M Tamika, Canada

• Protective and detrimental bystander effects 
induced by x-irradiation in the limb bud cell 
cultures of fetal mice

1352 Bing Wang, Japan

•• Relationship between the adaptive response 
and bystander effect produced by single cell 
irradiation using a focused ultrasoft x-ray 
microbeam

1353 Lijun Wu, China

• Mechanistic studies on radiation-induced 
bystander responses in human lung fi broblasts

1354 Hongning Zhou, United States
Tom K Hei, United States

• Bimodal cell death induced by high radiation 
doses in the radioresistant sf9 insect cell line

1355 Sudhir Chandna, India

•• Radiation-induced apoptosis in human 
lymphocytes characterized by infrared 
microspectroscopy (FT-IR)

1356 Nathalie J Gault, France

• The involvement of ceramide/sphingomyelinase 
in high and low LET radiation induced apoptosis 
in human tumor cells

1357 Annelie E Meijer, Sweden

•• Re-establishment of the expression of p16INK4a 
in the p16INK4a defi cient SCL-II cell line 
recovers the G1/S cell cycle arrest and infl uences 
the apoptotic response after exposure to ionizing 
radiation

1358 Ralf Kriehuber, Germany

• The effects of radiation on p53-mutated glioma 
cells using cDNA microarray technique

1359 Ya-Yan H Hsiao, Taiwan

•• The effects of Epstein-Barr virus-encoded 
latent membrane protein-1 in the irradiated 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells

1360 Hsue-Yin Hsu, Taiwan

• Immuno-modifi cation with chronic low dose-
rate gamma-radiation prolongs the life span of 
MRL-lpr mice

1361 Yasuhiro Ina, Japan

•• Apoptosis induced in human tumor cells after 
exposure to Auger electrons: comparison with 
gamma-ray exposure

1362 Amin I Kassis, United States

• Mechanism of higher incidence of apoptosis by 
irradiation in C3H mouse macrophages

1363 Yoshihisa Kubota, Japan

•• The infl uence of elevated endogenous free 
radical production on apoptosis and genomic 
instability in transgenic growth hormone mice

1364 Jennifer A Lemon, Canada

• Biosynthesis and sub-cellular localization on 
nuclear clusterin (nCLU)

1365 Konstantin S Leskov, United States

•• Is it possible to correlate the apoptotic response 
to the clonogenic cell survival after exposure to 
high and low LET radiation?

1366 Annelie E Meijer, Sweden

• Research of the low dose gamma-irradiation 
infl uence on life span and aging speed of 
Drosophila melanogaster

1367 Alexey Moskalev, Russia

•• Role of membrane and cellular oxidative 
damage in gamma radiation induced apoptotic 
death in mouse thymocytes

1369 Kaushala P Mishra, India

• Radiation induced apoptosis in human 
lymphocytes using fl ow cytometry: comparison 
of slow neutrons verses gamma radiation

1370 Lorna A Ryan, Canada

•• Defective caspase-3 activation and 
caspase-independent apoptosis in UV-irradiated 
HeLa S3 cells

1371 Fumio Suzuki, Japan

• Radiation-induced apoptosis of chicken 
lymphocyte B-cell line DT40

1372 Kaoru Takakura, Japan
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•• Signifi cance of apoptotic cell death after 
γ-irradiation

1375 Hong Gyun Wu, Korea

• Mammalian cell mutation assay system using 
fl ow cytometry to measure mutations at CD59 in 
CHO A

L

1377 Carley D Berg, United States

•• TP53 foci formation at sites of radiation-induced 
DNA damage

1378 Yvonne E Borgiel, Germany

• The increase of radiosensitivity by 
overexpression of DNA glycosylases in E. coli 
Nth: correlation with the formation of clustered 
DNA damage

1379 Po-Wen Chang, Japan

•• Use of calculated DNA damage to evaluate 
gadolinium neutron capture therapy for the 
treatment of brain tumors

1380 Hooshang Nikjoo, United Kingdom

• BRCA1/BRCA2-defi cient cells are sensitive to 
mitomycin C and tirapazamine

1381 Lisa Kachnic, United States

•• Alteration of gene expressions during radiation-
induced tumorigenesis in NIH3T3 cells revealed 
by cDNA microarray: involvement of MDM2 
and CDC25B

1382 Chang-Mo Kang, Korea

• Increase of radiation-induced mutation 
frequency by partial hepatectomy in new 
HITEC mice

1383 Fumio Kato, Japan

•• NBS1 localizes to gamma-H2AX foci through 
interaction with the FHA/BRCT domain

1384 Junya Kobayashi, United States

• Traversal of single iron ion through the nucleus 
of mammalian cell induces γ-H2AX focus and 
0.45 lethal hit

1385 Teruaki Konishi, Japan

•• LET-dependence of lesion clustering in 
irradiated DNA

1386 Corinne A Leloup, Israel

• Function of Rad51 paralogs in eukaryotic 
homologous recombinational repair

1387 Nan Liu, United States

•• Unusually large complex exchanges in human 
lymphocytes exposed to 56Fe ions

1388 Bradford D Loucas, United States

• Detection of radiation-induced dicentrics 
chromosomes using CENP-C antibodies and 
fl ow cytometry

1389 Susan M Miller, Canada

•• Metabolic labeling of human cells with 
tritiated nucleosides results in activation of the 
ATM-dependent p53 signaling pathway and 
acceleration of DNA repair

1390 David Murray, Canada

• Processing of radiation-induced clustered DNA 
damage generates DSB in mammalian cells

1391 Peter O’Neill, United Kingdom

•• Role of DNA-PK in maintaining 
phosphorylation of H2AX at sites of DNA 
double-strand breaks

1392 Peggy L Olive, Canada

• An investigation into the mutability of clustered 
DNA damage in E. coli

1393 Colin G Pearson, United Kingdom

•• Analysis of p21 accumulation at complex DNA 
lesions

1394 Jeanette H Rudolph, Germany

• γH2AX foci formation in x-irradiated 
mammalian cell lines with different radio-
sensitivities

1395 Masashi Sagara, Japan

•• DNA double-strand breaks and cellular 
senescence

1396 Olga A Sedelnikova, United States

• Chromosome aberrations in human lymphocytes 
following total body irradiation

1397 Naoyuki Shigematsu, Japan

•• X-ray-induced alteration of chromatin structure 
may cause phosphorylation of histone H2AX

1398 Masatoshi Suzuki, Japan

• Induction and repair of DNA fragments in K562 
cells irradiated with γ-rays and nitrogen ions

1399 Giustina Simone, Italy

•• Spatial distribution of DNA damage and 
repair-related proteins along charged particle 
trajectories

1400 Gisela Taucher-Scholz, Germany

• Visualization of DNA clustered damage induced 
by heavy ion exposure

1401 Masanori Tomita, Japan

•• Transactivation-independent p53 function is 
required for S-phase checkpoint in mouse zygote 
fertilized with irradiated sperm

1402 Megumi Toyoshima, Japan

• The effect of track structure on the induction of 
DNA damage and cell killing

1403 Seiichi Wada, Japan

•• An over-activated ATR/CHK1 pathway is 
responsible for the prolonged G2 accumulation 
in irradiated AT cells

1404 Ya Wang, United States
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• DNA double strand break repair dependence on 
poly(ADP-Ribosylation) in L5178Y and CHO 
cells

1405 Maria Wojewódzka, Poland

•• Translesion DNA synthesis and mutation 
induced in a plasmid with a single adduct of the 
environmental contaminant 3-nitrobenzanthrone 
in SOS-induced Escherichia coli

1406 Takashi Yagi, Japan

• DNA synthesis by Escherichia coli DNA 
polymerase IV (DinB) on templates containing 
oxidative base damages

1407 Shuji Yonei, Japan

•• Loss of wild-type P53 protein in mice fi broblasts 
leads to increased radioresistance with 
consequent decrease in potentially lethal damage 
repair

1408 Mohamad Alsubael, Saudi Arabia

• Gene expression profi les after ionizing radiation 
in three closely related human lymphoblastoid 
cell lines with different p53 status

1409 Eric Y Chuang, United States

•• Assessment of radiation hypersensitive cancer 
patients through the use of a non-homologous 
end-joining assay

1410 Deborah SP Davey, Australia

• DNA rearrangements from γ-irradiated normal 
human fi broblasts preferentially occur in 
transcribed regions of the genome

1411 Helen B Forrester, Australia

•• Genomic analysis of murine DNA-dependent 
protein kinase

1412 Akira Fujimori, Japan

• Investigating the predicted genes involved in 
the extreme radiation resistance phenotype of 
deinococcus radiodurans

1413 Elena K Gaidamakova, United States

•• FANCG knockout CHO cells display sensitivity 
to diverse dna damaging agents and possible 
genomic instability

1415 John M Hinz, United States

• Human HRAD9B and testicular cancer
1416 Kevin M Hopkins, United States

•• Analysis of translesion DNA synthesis activity 
of the human REV1-REV7 complex, which is a 
key player in radiation-induced mutagenesis

1417 Kenji Kamiya, Japan

• Carcinoma of uterine cervix: prognostic 
signifi cance of DNA- fl ow cytometry 
during the brachytherapy

1418 Olga A Kravetz, Russia

•• KUB5 – a new Ku70-binding protein involved 
in response to ionizing radiation

1420 Konstantin S Leskov, United States

• Binding of ATP and DNA to polynucleotide 
kinase

1422 Rajam S Mani, Canada

•• Studies on a role of XRCC4 in human cells
1423 Masahiko Mori, Japan

• Ionising radiation response of mouse embryonic 
fi broblast cell lines lacking cohesin REC8

1425 Naomi C Murdoch, Australia

•• Clone and characterization of photolyase-gene 
from soybean

1426 Tanbir Najrana, Japan

• Functional domain of NBS1 for telomere 
replication

1427 Asako Nakamura, Japan

•• Responses of non-homologous end joining 
defi ceint human and rodent cells exposed to high 
LET particles and x-rays

1428 Ryuichi Okayasu, Japan

• RNA interference and radiation response 
phenotypes after knock down of specifi c repair 
proteins

1429 Joel S Bedford, United States

•• Induction of DNA double strand breaks by long 
wavelength UV-A exposure and their repair

1430 Alexander C Rapp, Germany

• Induction of lethal mutations in the 
x-chromosome of unirradiated Drosophila 
oocytes after fertilization by irradiated 
spermatozoa

1431 Mikhail V Shaposhnikov, Russia

•• Generation and characterization of Xpg mutant 
mice with well characterized point mutations

1432 Tadahiro Shiomi, Japan

• Haploinsuffi ciency for ATM confers 
radiosensitivity

1433 Lubomir B Smilenov, United States

•• DNA-PK dependent targeting of DNA-ends to a 
protein complex assembled on matrix attachment 
region DNA sequences

1434 Thomas D Stamato, United States

• Identifi cation of DNA glycosylase/AP lyase 
activity of human hNEIL1 that excises 
5-formyluracil and 5-hydroxymethyluracil 
from DNA

1435 Kazuhiro Takatori, Japan

•• Fractionation, purifi cation, and characterization 
of a novel NHEJ factor

1436 William Dynan, United States

• DNA ligase III is involved in a DNA-PK 
independent pathway of NHEJ in human cells

1437 Huichen Wang, United States
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•• p53 regulates the repair of DNA double-
strand breaks by both homologous and non-
homologous recombination

1438 Henning Willers, United States

• DNA damage induces p53-dependent BRCA1 
nuclear export

1439 Fen Xia, United States

•• Cell cycle dependence of the mammalian 
double-strand break repair pathways

1440 Nazumi Alice Yamada, United States

• The involvement of Nth-Spo, an ortholog of 
E. coli Nth, in the base excision repair for 
8-oxoguanine in DNA in shizosaccharomyces 
pombe

1442 Shin-Ichiro Yonekura, Japan

•• Micronucleus assay for human peripheral blood 
lymphocytes as a biomarker of individual 
sensitivity to assessing radiation health risk in 
different population

1443 Chang-Mo Kang, Korea

• Relationship between chromosome 
confi gurations/associations and nuclear size/
shape

1444 Joseph Y Ostashevsky, United States

•• Chromosomal instability can be induced by 
the formation of breakage-prone chromosome 
rearrangement junctions

1445 Rebecca N Allen, United States

• Dysfunctional telomeres, chromosomal 
instability and tumorigenesis

1446 Susan M Bailey, United States

•• Ionizing radiation sensitivity and the rate of 
gross chromosomal rearrangement in yeast

1447 James A Brown, United States

• LOH induction mechanism of saccharimyces 
cerevisiae

1448 Yasukazu Daigaku, Japan

•• A comparative study of radiation induced 
DNA damage and repair in buccal cells and 
lymphocytes assessed by single cell gel 
electrophoresis (comet) assay

1449 Varinderpal Singh Dhillon, Australia

• The induction of genomic instability in related 
human lymphoblasts following exposure to Cs 
gamma radiation vs accelerated 56Fe Ions

1450 Helen H Evans, United States

•• Induction of chromosomal instability in human 
lymphoblasts by low doses of γ-radiation

1451 Catherine F Gibbons, United States

• Past exposure to densely-ionising radiation 
leaves a unique permanent signature in the 
genome

1452 Prakash Hande, Singapore

•• Mutation induction of Hprt gene by ionizing 
radiation in three human nasopharyngeal 
carcinoma cell lines

1453 John JJ Hwang, Taiwan

• Heavy ion-induced mammary carcinogenesis in 
four rat strains

1454 Tatsuhiko Imaoka, Japan

•• Genetic predisposition and genomic instability in 
murine stem cells exposed to low LET radiation

1455 Munira A Kadhim, United Kingdom

• Diverse mechanism in mutation of ikaros gene 
in murine T-cell leukemia induced by radiation 
or N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea in B6C3F1 mice

1456 Shizuko Kakinuma, Japan

•• Radiation-induced sister chromatid exchanges 
observed in a ring chromosome

1457 Reiko Kanda, Japan

• Mitochondrial dysfunction may perpetuate 
radiation induced genomic instability

1458 Grace J Kim, United States

•• Long-lived mutagenic radicals induced in 
mammalian cells by ionizing radiation are 
mainly localized to proteins

1459 Jun Kumagai, Japan

• Chromosomal radiosensitivity of prostate cancer 
patients

1460 Michelle L McRobbie, United Kingdom

•• Long distance and discontinuous gene 
conversion tracts are associated with crossing-
over in human cells

1461 Efrem AH Neuwirth, United States

• No evidence for the elevated frequency of 
spontaneous chromosome aberrations in vivo in 
lymphocytes of A-bomb survivors

1462 Kazuo Ohtaki, Japan

•• Delayed chromosomal instability caused by 
large deletion

1464 Mitsuaki Ojima, Japan

• Persistence of the genomic instability in the 
adult hemopoetic cells after fetal irradiation of 
mouse

1465 Uma Devi Pathirissery, India

•• Biological response following in vivo exposure 
to low doses of 137Cs γ rays

1466 Kanokporn Rithidech, United States

• Detection of genomic instability in descendants 
of male mice exposed to chronic low-level 
gamma-radiation using the test ‘adaptive 
response’

1467 Olga M Rozanova, Russia

•• Genetic instability in the F2-generation offspring 
of irradiated male medaka fi sh

1468 Atsuko Shimada, Japan
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• Age dependency of the mechanism of radiogenic 
thymic lymphomas in B6C3F1 mice

1469 Yoshiya Shimada, Japan

•• p53-dependent manner of persistent activation of 
the radiation-induced reversion in the pink-eyed 
unstable mouse embryo

1470 Kazunori Shiraishi, Japan

• Radiation induced chromosomal instability in 
lymphocytes of cancer patients

1471 Hitomi Sudo, Japan

•• Genomic instability in mutation induction on 
normal human fi broblasts irradiated with chronic 
low-dose radiations in heavy-ion radiation fi eld

1472 Masao Suzuki, Japan

• Mechanism of radiation-induced delayed 
mutagenesis

1473 Hiroko Yamaji, Japan

•• Differentially expressed transcripts in Ikaros-
defective lymphomas in irradiated B6C3F1 mice

1474 Kyoko Yasumura, Japan

• Chromosomal aberrations in individuals exposed 
in utero

1475 Tamara V Azizova, Russia

•• Transgenerational effects of paternal exposure to 
ionizing radiation

1476 Janet E Baulch, United States

• Transcriptional tegulation of the low dose 
ionizing radiation induced protein clusterin

1477 Tracy L Criswell, United States

•• Radiation response of perfused tracheal sections
1478 John R Ford, United States

• Does exposure to very high levels of natural 
radiation induce hematological alterations in 
humans?

1479 Mehdi Ghiassi-Nejad, Iran

•• Effect of low dose radiation on somatic 
intrachromosomal recombination in vivo and in 
vitro

1481 Antony M Hooker, Australia

• The role of cell cycle checkpoint control in the 
response to low doses of ionising radiation

1482 Peter J Johnston, United Kingdom

•• Dose rate effect in radiation-induced 
malformation

1483 Fumio Kato, Japan

• Radioadaptive response in human blood 
subpopulations as measured by acridine orange 
stained microniclus assay

1484 Chong Soon Kim, Korea

•• Ultrafractionation in A7 human malignant 
glioma xenografts in nude mice

1485 Mechthild Krause, Germany

• Transgenerational radiation genetics: a 
feasibility study for the use of the Japanese 
Medaka to investigate adaptive responses and 
genomic instability

1486 Wendy W Kuhne, United States

•• Effect of single WBI with low doses of x-rays 
on the development of and blood supply to 
pulmonary tumor nodules in mice

1487 Emil Lisiak, Poland

• Quantitative analysis of biological responses 
to low dose-rate γ-radiation, including dose, 
irradiation time, and dose-rate

1488 Junji Magae, Japan

•• Low LET radiation-induced telomerase catalytic 
subunit promoter activation is mediated by 
nuclear factor Kappa B

1489 Mohan Natarajan, United States

• Modifi cation of the anti-tumour response in mice 
by a single low-dose whole body irradiation with 
x-rays

1490 Ewa M Nowosielska, Poland

•• Mathematical model for evaluation of dose-
rate effect on biological responses to low dose 
γ-radiation

1491 Hiromitsu Ogata, Japan

• Myeloid-leukaemogenicity study in C3H mouse 
irradiated with 10 MeV fast neutrons- interim 
report-

1492 Yasushi Ohmachi, Japan

•• Quantitative and informatics tools for studying 
the effect of low dose radiation on tissue and cell 
culture

1493 Mary Helen Barcellos-Hoff, United States

• V79 cell survival after a single lithium ion 
nuclear traversal

1494 Massimo Pinto, Italy

•• Potentiation of T cell-mediated immunity by low 
dose radiation

1496 Yurie Sasaki, Japan

• Detection of low-dose hypersensitivity after 
photon and 100 MeV/Μ carbon ion irradiation 
using average colony size as endpoint

1497 Michael Scholz, Germany

•• Low dose cell activation and the bystander effect
1498 Jiri Skopek, Czech Republic

• An examination of radiation hormesis 
mechanisms using a multi-stage carcinogenesis 
model

1499 Robert D Stewart, United States

•• Analysis of the effect of low dose rate γ-ray 
radiations by a murine cell based assay

1500 Takashi Sugihara, Japan
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• Biological effects of alpha radiation on a human 
population

1501 Erika M Thorleifson, Canada

•• Radiation induced apoptosis in human 
lymphocytes as a possible tool for estimation of 
individual radiosensitivity for radiotherapy

1502 Jesper E Torudd, Sweden

• Molecular analysis on germline mutation caused 
by low-dose irradiation

1503 Reiko Uchiyama, Japan

•• Non homologous end-rejoining pathway plays 
an important role in low dose-rate effects

1504 Hiroshi Utsumi, Japan

• Genetic factors affecting radiosensitivity 
and cancer predisposition: application of a 
continuous low dose-rate irradiation colony 
formation assay to select radiosensitive 
retinoblastoma family members for correction 
with a cDNA library

1505 Paul F Wilson, United States

•• A new experimental procedure for evaluating the 
biological effect of radon

1506 Masatake Yamauchi, Japan

• A computational model for simulating the EGF 
receptor signaling network

1507 Fang Zheng, United States

•• Pathological fi ndings in chronic low dose-rate 
γ-ray irradiated mice – partial results

1509 Satoshi Tanaka, Japan

• Recent advances to the Gray Cancer Institute 
charged-particle and soft x-ray microbeams

1510 Melvyn Folkard, United Kingdom

•• Effects of targeted heavy ion irradiation on cell 
nucleus

1511 Tomoo Funayama, Japan

• The INFN-LNL single-ion horizontal microbeam 
facility for cell irradiation

1512 Silvia Gerardi, Italy

•• Development of a photon microbeam irradiation 
system for radiobiology

1513 Katsumi Kobayashi, Japan

• Irradiation of single mammalian cells with a 
precise number of energetic heavy ions

1514 Yasuhiko Kobayashi, Japan

•• The total amount of DNA damage determines 
ultraviolet-radiation-induced cytotoxicity after 
uniform or localized irradiation of human cells

1515 Toshio Mori, Japan

• Microbeam irradiation of living cells at 
LIPSION: a pilot study

1516 Jiri Skopek, Czech Republic

•• Induction of NO production from macrophages 
by γ-irradiation involves DNA damage and NF-
κB activation

1517 Yuko Ibuki, Japan

• The role of nitric oxide in radiation induced 
tumorigenesis: early effects of nitric oxide on 
mammary epithelial cells

1518 Takanori Katsube, Japan

•• Effect of ionizing radiation on nitric oxide 
production in mouse mammary epithelial cells

1519 Mami Miyoshi, Japan

• Expression of cytoskeletal and extra-cellular 
matrix proteins in normal human fi broblasts 
exposed to ionizing radiation and other stresses

1520 Edouard I Azzam, United States

•• Melatonin against radiation induced free 
radicals: a study on tissues of Swiss albino mice

1521 Arvind Lal Bhatia, India

• Thiol and non-thiol antioxidants effect radiaiton 
damage expressed by IEC-6 cells

1522 Charles J Kovacs, United States

•• Singlet oxygen-mediated formation of protein 
peroxides within cells

1523 Michael J Davies, Australia

• The effect of 60Co γ-rays on the contents of 
paramylon and trehalose in Euglena gracilis

1524 Masakazu Furuta, Japan

•• Delayed repair of clustered abasic-DNA damage 
in γ-irradiated human cells

1525 Betsy M Sutherland, United States

• Oxidative stress in CuZn-superoxide dismutase 
knockout mice

1526 Micael Granström, Sweden

•• Ultrastructural effects of heat shock and ionizing 
radiation on leaf cells of winter wheat

1527 Natalia V Gudkova, Ukraine

• Delayed administration of MnSOD-PL following 
irradiation results in increased survival of 
irradiated mice

1528 Hongliang Guo, United States

•• Sulindac enhances arsenic trioxide induced 
apoptotic potential mediated by reactive oxygen 
species production in arsenic trioxide-resistant 
A549 lung carcinoma cells

1530 Hyung-Chahn Lee, Korea

• HSP25 overexpression attenuates oxidative 
stress-induced apoptosis: role of ERK1/2 
signaling and manganase superoxide dismutase

1531 Yoon-Jin Lee, Korea, Democratic People’s Rep

•• The mutation frequency of 8-oxo-7,8 
dihydroguanine (8-oxoG) situated in a multiply 
damaged site: comparison of a single and two 
closely opposed 8-oxodG in Escherichia coli

1532 Svitlana G Malyarchuk, United States
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• Radiation induced membrane oxidative damage 
in apoptotic death of mouse thymocytes

1533 Kaushala P Mishra, India

•• Elevated interleukin-9 receptor expression 
and response to interleukins-9 and -7 in 
thymocytes during radiation-induced T-cell 
lymphomagenesis in B6C3F1 mice

1534 Mayumi Nishimura, Japan

• Comparison of radiation-induced reactive 
oxygen species formation and oxidative DNA 
damage in adult articular chondrocytes and those 
in human peripheral T cells

1535 Yasuhiro Ogawa, Japan

•• Radiation induced oxidative damage and 
glyoxalase system

1536 Anand Ramteke, India

• The effects of arsenic or the combination of 
arsenic and radiation exposure is enhanced 
through the overexpression of the GSTO family 
member p28

1537 Michael D Story, United States

•• Implication of Mn-SOD in radio-resistance of 
Rubrobacter radiotolerans

1538 Hiroaki Terato, Japan

• Current research and service activities of 
AFRRI’s biological dosimetry program

1539 William F Blakely, United States

•• The role of the phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase 
pathway in determining radiation sensitivity in 
the breast cancer cell line MDA-MB231

1540 Lisa A Falcioni, Canada

• A novel gene-expression profi ling procedure
1541 Ryutaro Fukumura, Japan

•• Spatio-temporal control of radioresistance by 
oncogenic Ras and JNK signaling in epithelial 
cells

1542 Theresa M Grana, United States

• Radiation and etoposide induced H2AX focus 
formation in HL-60 cells

1543 Peter J Hahn, United States

•• Specifi c inhibitiin of K-ras increases 
radiosensitivity in K-ras mutant colon cancer 
cell line

1544 Eric J Bernhard, United States

• Activation of SAPK/JNK and the subsequent 
expression of death receptor Fas are required to 
induce apoptosis in x-irradiated MOLT-4 cells

1545 Mikinori Kuwabara, Japan

•• Mg,Ca-ATPase activity under irradiation
1546 Vladimir V Ladutin, Ukraine

• Ionizing radiation affects generation of MART-
1-specifi c cytotoxic T cell responses by dendritic 
cells

1547 Yu-Pei Liao, United States

•• Role of protein kinase C in radiation-induced 
apoptosis in mouse thymic lymphomas: protein 
kinase C subtypes related to radiosensitivity and 
adaptive response

1548 Tetsuo Nakajima, Japan
Bing Wang, Japan

• Genome wide profi ling of an x-radiation 
sensitive human colorectal cancer clone after 
x-radiation treatment

1549 Cheng E Ng, Canada

•• Amelioration of the established radiation-
induced pulmonary fi brosis by a soluble 
transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-b) 
receptor

1550 Akihito Nishioka, Japan

• Radiation inhibits proteasomes and increases 
ubiquitinated proteins

1551 Milena Pervan, United States

•• Ser15-phosphorylated p53: a biomarker of 
ionizing radiation-induced DNA damage

1552 Shahnaz T Al Rashid, Canada

• Anti-tumour effects of monoclonal antibody 
806 and ionising radiation on A431 cells 
overexpressing epidermal growth factor receptor

1553 Caitlin Taylor, Australia

•• Alteration of Ras/Raf signaling pathway in 
HepG2 cells by γ-irradiation

1554 Wing-pui Tsang, Hong Kong

•• The ionizing radiation inducible gene PARX/
ARAP2 participates in Rho and ARF signaling

1556 Jorge A Wong, Canada

• Defective accumulation of p53 protein in 
x-irradiated human tumor cells with low 
proteasome activity

1557 Motohiro Yamauchi, Japan

•• Analysis of apoptosis-related gene expression 
after x-ray irradiation in human tongue 
squamous cell carcinoma cells harboring wild-
type or mutated p53 gene

1558 Jun-ichi Yasumoto, Japan

• Gene expression after x-ray irradiation and/or 
glycerol in human anaplastic carcinoma cells 
harboring mutated p53 gene

1559 Kazue Yuki, Japan

•• Soluble TGF-β type II receptor gene therapy 
reduces TGF-β activity in irradiated lung tissue 
and protects lungs from radiation-induced injury

1560 Mitchell S Anscher, United States

• Spin trapping reagents as radioprotectors against 
whole body x-ray irradiation of mice

1561 Kazunori Anzai, Japan

•• Radioprotection of Swiss albino mice by 
Adhatoda vesica leaf extract

1562 Ashok Kumar, India
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• The radiomodifying effi cacy of beta carotene 
rich plant extracts on neuroethology of Swiss 
albino mice: perception, perspectives and risk 
assessment

1564 Arvind L:al Bhatia, India

•• Diltiazem acts as a novel radioprotector in vivo
1567 P K Goyal, India

• Evaluation of radioprotective effect of Aegle 
marmelos (L.) Correa in the cultured human 
peripheral blood lymphocytes exposed to 
different doses of γ-radiation: a micronucleus 
study

1569 Ganesh Chandra Jagetia C Jagetia, India

•• Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors – a 
new paradigm for protecting normal tissue from 
radiation injury

1571 Jae Ho Kim, United States

• Ceruloplasmin reduces DNA double 
strand breaks and improves cell survival in 
lymphoblastoid cells

1572 Svetlana Korzh, Singapore

•• A role for the angiotensin type-2 receptor in 
experimental radiation nephropathy

1574 John E Moulder, United States

•• Radioprotective effects of mentha piperita 
(LINN) against radiation induced hematological 
injury

1576 Ravindra M Samartha, India

• Ginsan diminished radiation-induced 
immnesuppression by modulating antioxidant 
defense systems

1578 Jieyoung Song, Korea

•• Effects of abdominal lavage fl uid from rats 
with radiation injury and combined radiation-
burn injury on growth of hematopoietic 
progenitor cells

1579 Yong-ping Su, China

• Radioprotective effect of eugenol in mice
1580 Ashu Bhan Tiku, India

•• Dose selenomethionine have radio-protective 
effect on cell lines with wild type p53?

1581 Koh Tsuji, Japan

• Vitamin C (Vit C) added after irradiation reduces 
the number and alters the spectrum of CD59- 
mutants in human/CHO AL cells exposed to 
high LET carbon ions

1582 A Ueno, Japan

•• Enhancement of survival and limitation of 
infl ammatory response in total body irradiated 
mice treated with cytokines

1583 Anne Van der Meeren, France

• Protection against ionizing radiation by 
antioxidant nutrients and phytochemicals

1584 Joseph F Weiss, United States

•• The radiosensitizing properties of an anti-
epidermal growth factor receptor single-chain 
antibody isolated from a phage display library

1585 James A Bonner, United States

• Effects of motexafi n gadolinium on tumor 
oxygenation and cellular oxygen consumption

1586 Sara Rockwell, United States

•• Infl uence of heavy ion particle irradiation in 
mature female rats: the life span and tumors and 
bone damages

1587 Satoshi Fukuda, Japan

• Adenovirus E4orf6 protein inhibits DNA repair 
and radiosensitizes human tumor cells

1588 Lori S Hart, United States

•• Comparison of UVA induced cytotoxicity 
by iodoHoechst isomers

1590 Tom C Karagiannis, Australia

• Enhancement of radiation-induced apoptosis 
by paclitaxel in three human prostate cancer 
cell lines

1591 Shinji Kariya, Japan

•• Doranidazole (PR-350), a hypoxic cell 
radiosensitizer, radiosensitizes human lung 
tumors (RERF-LC-AI) and causes changes in 
tumor oxygenation

1592 Nobuo Kubota, United States

• Mechanistic studies of photosensitised DNA 
strand breakage by iodinated DNA ligands

1593 Petronella Nel, Australia

•• Analysis of thermoradiosensitization using 
radiation repair defi cient cell lines

1594 G Peter Raaphorst, Canada

• Inhibition of DNA repair by a selective 
cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor results in enhanced 
radiosensitivity in head and neck carcinoma

1595 Uma Raju, United States

•• The role of oligodendrocyte apoptosis with early 
proliferation in the CNS after radiation

1596 Shelley L Atkinson, Canada

• Murine hematopoietic stem cell and stromal 
responses to clinically-related, fractionated 
radiotherapy (FxRT)

1597 Mark J Evans, United States

•• The changes of CD34+ cells in C57 mouse 
bone marrow after irradiation and their roles in 
dysfunction of hematopoiesis

1599 yue Gao, China

• Changes in bone marrow populations after 
whole-body exposure to different forms of 
radiation

1600 Lora M Green, United States
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•• Radioprotective synergistic action of cytoklnes 
on the clonal growth of x-irradiated human 
megakaryocytic progenitor cells

1601 Ikuo Kashiwakura, Japan

• Evidence for a single stem cell to reconstitute 
nearly one half of the total blood T cells in two 
A-bomb survivors

1602 Yoshiaki Kodama, Japan

•• Radiation response of rodent neural precursor 
cells

1603 Charles L Limoli, United States

• Prediction for the occurrence of clonal 
chromosome aberrations in human blood 
lymphocytes

1604 Mimako Nakano, Japan

•• Acute whole-body irradiation, even at moderate 
dose, induces alterations in blood-brain-barrier 
permeability

1605 Christine P Amourette, France

• Identifi cation of gamma-radiation induced early 
response genes by subtractive hybridization 
method

1606 Sangwoo Bae, Korea
Yun-Sil Lee, Korea

•• Genetic indicators of radiotherapy normal tissue 
response

1608 Geoff W Birrell, Australia

• Particle radiation-induced genetic damage in 
vivo

1609 Polly Y Chang, United States

•• Different molecular responses of 
bronchoalveolar lavage and interstitial cells in 
c57bl/6j mice following thoracic irradiation

1610 Chi-Shiun Chiang, Taiwan

• Absence of L-selectin results in increased 
survival following pulmonary irradiation

1611 Joel S Greenberger, United States

•• Dose-volume-region effects in partial irradiation 
of rat lung

1613 Alena Jiresova, The Netherlands

• Genotype-dependent in vivo tissue responses to 
radiation exposure

 1614 Sally A Lorimore, United Kingdom

•• The effect of the timing of prenatal exposure 
to x-irradiation on Purkinje cell numbers in rat 
cerebellum

1615 Takanori Miki, Japan

• Radiation susceptibility of the mouse smalleye 
mutants, Del(2)Sey3Hpax6 and Del(2)Sey4Hpax6, 
which delete the chromosome 2 middle regions

1616 Yumiko Nitta, Japan

•• Expression of ICAM-1 in blood-spinal cord 
barrier disruption and CNS radiation injury

1617 Robert A Nordal, Canada

• Comparisons of pulmonary carcinogenesis in 
rats after inhalation exposures to 239Pu dioxide 
aerosols or x-ray-irradiations

1618 Yoichi Oghiso, Japan

•• Radio-sensitivity of the LEC rat
1619 Toshiaki Ogiu, Japan

• The proliferative response of mouse jejunal 
crypt cells to radiation-induced cell depletion is 
not mediated exclusively by epidermal growth 
factor receptorΤΕΤ

1620 Howard D Thames, United States

•• Global gene expression analysis in pulmonary 
fi brosis resistant (FR) and prone (FP) mouse 
strains after radiation treatment

1621 Elizabeth L Travis, United States

• Induction of osteosarcomas and related 
oncogene alterations in mice after injections of 
239Pu citrate

1622 Yutaka Yamada, Japan

•• A model of malignant and benign tumor 
induction in rat skin following irradiation with 
high-energy, heavy ions

1623 Fredric J Burns, United States

• The wavelength dependence of UV-B 
photoinhibition of P680+ reduction in 
Photosystem II – a model for the plant UV-B 
photoinhibition action spectrum

1624 Philip B Lukins, Australia

•• Skin cancer susceptibility genes and radiation: 
Induction of macroscopic BCCs in Ptc1 
heterozygous mice on different genetic 
backgrounds

1625 Simonetta Pazzaglia, Italy

• Induction of basal cell carcinoma by ionizing 
radiation in patched defi cient mice

1626 Anna Saran, Italy

•• Responses of medaka early embryos to γ-
irradiation

1627 Kouichi Aizawa, Japan

• RBE intercomparison of proton beams at fi ve 
radiotherapy facilities in Japan

1628 Mizuho Aoki, Japan

•• Femtosecond laser microbeam technique for 
sub-micron point source high-resolution cell 
DNA damage and repair studies

1629 Stanley W Botchway, United Kingdom

• The effect of sub-lethal damage repair and 
exchange on the fi nal slope of cell survival 
curves

1630 G Peter Raaphorst, Canada

•• The radiosensitivity of glioblastoma cell lines 
after hypoxia-induced bax expression

1631 Dennis F Deen, United States
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• European Union’s research related to the health 
effects of ionizing radiation

1632 Christian Desaintes, Belgium

•• An automatic system to search, acquire, and 
analyse chromosomal aberrations obtained using 
FISH technique

1633 Raffaele D Esposito, Italy

• Nucleoplasmic bridges are a sensitive 
measure of chromosome rearrangement in the 
cytokinesis-block micronucleus assay

1634 Philip Thomas, Australia

•• Biological effects of tracheal epithelial cells in 
air-liquid interface cultures by radon exposure

1635 Kumiko Fukutsu, Japan

• Clonal aberrations in astronauts’ blood 
lymphocytes

1636 Kerry A George, United States

•• Response of thyroid follicular cells to 
accelerated iron ions

1637 Lora M Green, United States

• Biological dosimetry of heavy ion induced 
chromosome lesions in human peripheral blood 
lymphocytes of different healthy donors

1638 Torsten Groesser, United States

•• Combined effects of modelled microgravity and 
various LET radiations in human lymphocytes

1639 Gianfranco Grossi, Italy

• Radiological implications of commonalities 
between atherosclerosis and cancer

1640 Mohammed A Hannan, Canada

•• Molecular alterations in tumorigenic human 
breast epithelial cells transformed by high LET 
radiation

1641 Tom K Hei, United States

• DNA strand breaks induced by ions near the 
Bragg peak – are DSBs induced more effi ciently 
than SSBs?

1642 Kotaro Hieda, Japan

•• BRCA1 gene expression and promoter 
methylation patterns in early-onset breast 
cancers among A-bomb survivors

1643 Yuko Hirai, Japan

• Using DNA DSB induction and rejoining 
kinetics data, the DSB model for cooperative 
repair correctly predicts the cell survival curve 
for V79 chinese hamster fi broblasts

1419 Christopher S Lange, United States

•• Theoretical model of DNA double-strand break 
misrejoining

1644 William R Holley, United States

• An in vivo model of mitotic cell death and Ras/
MAPK signaling

1645 Justin M Holub, United States

•• Infuluence of housing condition upon absorbed 
dose in peritoneal cavity of mouse chronically 
irradiated with low dose-rate 137Cs-γ-rays

1646 Yuko Hoshi, Japan

• Hungarian situation f the technologically 
enhanced naturally occuring radioactive 
materials

1647 Pavel Szerbin, Hungary

•• Radiation-induced chromosome aberrations and 
cell killing in normal human fi broblasts and 
ataxia telangiectasia fi broblasts

1648 Tetsuya Kawata, Japan

• Synchrotron powder diffraction studies of phase 
transitions in perovskite oxides

1649 Brendan J Kennedy, Australia

•• Mediastinal irradiation as part of the treatment 
of oesophageal cancer eight years after heart 
transplantation

1650 Youlia M Kirova, France

• Gamma-ray accelerates the male germ cell 
maturation of the Medaka Fish, Oryzias latipes

1651 Yoshikazu Kuwahara, Japan

•• DNA damage induced by subexcitation electrons
1652 Andrew D Bass, Canada

• Profi le of gene expression induced by ionising 
radiation in human CD4+ T lymphocytes

1653 Marcella Mori, Belgium

•• Radiation-induced germ-line mutations detected 
by a direct comparison of parents and children 
DNA sequences containing SNPs

1654 Mitsuoki Morimyo, Japan

• Structural analysis of radiation-induced 
chromosome aberrations by atomic force 
microscope (AFM) before and after Giemsa 
staining

1655 Masahiro Murakami, Japan

•• Pre-irradiation of γ-ray increases the 
accumulation of BSH into the tumor: 
implications for boron neutron capture therapy

1656 Kenji Nagata, Japan

• Radiation-modulated gene expression in C. 
elegans

1657 Gregory A Nelson, United States

•• The search for gene targets in human gliomas by 
cDNA microarray

1658 Frank QH Ngo, Taiwan

• Selective irradiation of the blood vessels 
by using boron neutron capture reaction 
– development and its utilization

1659 Koji Ono, Japan

•• Nutrition and radiotherapy
1660 Henry Osiecki, Australia
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• A model and code for the simulation of 
radiation-induced chromosome aberrations 
detectable with Giemsa or FISH

1661 Andrea Ottolenghi, Italy

•• Immortalization of primary human airway 
epithelial cells by ectopic expression of 
telomerase and their transformation by heavy 
ions

1662 Chang Q Piao, United States

• Glucose metabolism in a rat mammary 
adenocarcinoma

1664 Rachel Richardson, United States

•• Characterization of carbon ion-induced 
mutations in Arabidopsis thaliana

1666 Naoya Shikazono, Japan

• The virtual cell and multi-endpoint data analysis
1668 Robert D Stewart, United States

•• Cell killing and chromosomal aberration induced 
by heavy-ion beams in cultured human tumor 
cells

1669 Kaoru Takakura, Japan

• Basal ganglia morpho/dosimetry in gamma knife 
radiosurgery

1671 Vinicio Toledo, Mexico

•• Construction of high-resolution and physical 
maps around a radiation susceptibility gene on 
rat chromosome 4 using LEC congenic lines

1673 Atsushi B Tsuji, Japan

• The effect of irradiation and chemotherapeutic 
agents on a new pancreatic carcinoma cell line

1674 Akiva Vexler, Israel

•• 1H MRS can detect dose dependent effects in 
irradiated tumor cells and spheroids

1675 Vincenza Viti, Italy

• Metabolic effects induced by proton beams in 
tumor cells: a 1H MRS study

1676 Vincenza Viti, Italy

•• Mutagenecity of nitrogen ions with 5-20KeV in 
mammalian cells

1677 Lijun Wu, China

• Tumor suppressor function of Betaig-h3 gene in 
radiation carcinogenesis

1678 YongLiang Zhao, United States

•• Development of radiation-inducible promoters 
for use in nitric oxide synthase gene therapy of 
cancer

1681 David G Hirst, United Kingdom

• Mechanism of apoptosis induced by a non-
ionizing radiation, ultrasound

1682 Takashi Kondo, Japan

•• Repair of clustered DNA damage in 
Escherichia coli

1686 Svitlana G Malyarchuk, United States

• Modulation of the PkC, HSPs and NFkB 
expression by podophyllum hexandrum in 
murine model: Implications in radioprotection

1692 Madhu Bala, India

•• Inhibition of Nek2 contributes to failure of 
centrosome separation after DNA damage.

1693 Ruth J Muschel, United States

• Developing effi cacy and safety profi les for 
5-androstenediol.

1694 Thomas M Seed, United States
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PL01/0101: What have ATM and p53 told us about radiation signal transduction?

 Martin F Lavin, University of Queensland & Queensland Institute of Medical Research, Australia

Exposure of cells to ionizing radiation causes breaks in DNA that activate cell cycle checkpoints, DNA repair machinery and 
transcriptional events, all designed to maintain the integrity of the genome. The p53 and ATM (ataxia-telangiectasia mutated) 
tumour suppressor proteins play central roles in these processes. It is now well established that ATM is rapidly activated by double 
strand breaks in DNA by autophosphorylation to in turn phosphorylate and activate a host of downstream substrates. p53 is one of 
these substrates which becomes stabilized in response to radiation to transcriptionally activate a multitude of proteins that induce 
cell cycle delay or apoptosis. The exact mechanism of stabilization of p53 remains unclear but appears to be due to multiple post-
translational modifi cations. It is evident that the process of stabilization and activation is complex and is infl uenced by a variety 
of different proteins. ATM contributes to the activation of p53 by at least 3 separate mechanisms including direct phosphorylation, 
phosphorylation mediated through the checkpoint protein Chk2 and by reducing the ability of binding of Mdm2 for p53. In the 
complex process of signalling mediated by radiation many more proteins than p53 and ATM participate. The involvement of all 
these proteins will be discussed and the outcomes reviewed.

CL01/0102: Repair pathway of DSBs induced by ionizing radiation is distinctly different from that of DSBs 
that arise during DNA replication

 Shunichi Takeda,  Eiichiro Sonoda,  Mitsuyoshi Yamazoe, Kyoto University, Japan;  Minoru Takata, Kawasaki Medical School, 
Japan

Various types of DNA lesions are generated continuously in the cells. Some lesions could block a DNA replication fork leading 
to a daughter strand gap and double-strand break (DSB). Studies of E. Coli and yeast indicate that daughter strand gap is fi lled by 
translesion synthesis (TLS) polymerases, and repaired by homologous recombination (HR). DSBs are also induced by IR, which 
is widely used to study DSB repair pathways in mammals. Previous studies have shown that there are two major DSB repair 
pathways, nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) and HR.

We have made from chicken B lymphocyte line DT40 the following gene disrupted clones: mutants of HR (rad51, mre11, 
rad54), NHEJ (ku70), and TLS (rev3), and obtained three conclusions from the following fi ndings. (1) Conditional inactivation 
of rad51 and Mre11 causes extensive chromosomal breaks and kill the cells. In contrast, ku70 shows virtually no spontaneous 
chromosomal breaks, and grows normally. Thus, HR plays a major role in repairing DSBs that occur during replication. (2) The 
rad54 mutant, where HR capability is marginally impaired, can grow nearly normal kinetics but exhibit IR sensitivity at late S to 
G2 phase, while ku70 exhibit IR sensitivity particularly at G1 to early S phase. Cells defi cient in both genes (rad54/ku70) exhibit 
extremely high IR sensitivity in any phases. These observations suggest that NHEJ plays a critical role in DSB repair following 
IR while HR can repair only chromatid breaks by facilitating recombination with the intact sister. (3) We found that rad54/rev3 
is synthetic lethal and exhibit extensive chromosomal breaks before cell death. Presumably, HR and TLS play a substantially 
overlapping role in processing daughter strand gaps caused by replication block. In summary, HR and TLS may prevent 
chromosomal breaks during replication while NHEJ is a key player in repairing IR induced DSBs in higher eukaryotic cells.

CL02/0103: Biomarkers of radiation or oxidative damage to DNA in cells

 Jean Cadet,  Thierry Douki,  Jean-Luc Ravanat, Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique/Grenoble, French Guiana; 
 Sylvie Sauvaigo, France

Major efforts have been devoted during the last two decades to the development of chemical and biochemical assays aimed at 
monitoring oxidized bases within DNA. Until recently, the level of oxidized bases in cellular DNA was overestimated by factors 
varying from one to three orders of magnitude. The reasons of these inconsistencies are now identifi ed. Thus, artifactual oxidation 
of nucleobases may occur during the silylation reaction prior to gas chromatography mass spectrometry analysis and to a lesser 
extent during DNA extraction. The use of the so-called chaotropic DNA extraction method together with chelating agents was 
found to signifi cantly prevent spurious DNA oxidation to occur. HPLC separations coupled to either electrochemical detection or 
versatile electrospray ionization tandem-mass spectrometry appear to be appropriate analytical tools when at least 20 µg of DNA 
is available. Interestingly, up to 11 modifi ed nucleosides and nucleobases including the four cis and trans diastereomers of 5,6-
dihydroxy-5,6-dihydrothymidine, 5-formyl-2’-deoxyuridine, 5-(hydroxymethyl)-2’-deoxyuridine, and 5-hydroxy-2’-deoxyuridine, 
8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2’-deoxyguanosine, 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2’-deoxyadenosine together with related formamidopyrimidine 
derivatives were measured in the DNA of neoplastic human monocytes exposed to ionizing radiation using the latter assay. The 
association of base excision DNA repair enzymes including bacterial formamidopyrimidine glycosylase (Fpg) and endonuclease 
III (endo III) with the comet assay represents a better alternative for assessing low levels of base damage. The basal level of Fpg- 
and endo III-sensitive sites was found to be similar, close to 2.1 per 107 bases, within the DNA of human monocytes. The yields 
of the different classes of damage per Gy and 107 bases are the following: 0.48 Fpg-sensitive sites, 0.53 endo III-sensitive sites 
and 1.30 strand breaks (direct nicks and alkali-labile sites). Interestingly, the above three classes of damage to cellular DNA were 
measured for doses of ionizing radiation as low as 0.2 Gy using an improved version of the modifi ed comet assay.
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CL03/0104: Tumour alpha/beta ratios and dose-rate selection in brachytherapy

 Gillian M Duchesne, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

Traditionally brachytherapy employed low dose rate (LDR) techniques. Recent adoption of high dose rate (HDR) applications, 
addressing radiation protection concerns, has sparked debate over possible reductions in therapeutic ratio. The radiobiological 
characteristics of two contrasting examples, prostate cancer and cervical cancer, are examined.

Both in-vitro and clinical observations of prostate cancer suggest a low α/β ratio. Labelling indices are below 2.5%, translating 
into long potential doubling times (Tpot ) of 16 to 61 days or more. Clinical PSA doubling times are in the order of years. Analysis 
of clinical endpoints in prostate cancer treated with either LDR or HDR techniques indicates that its α/β ratio may lie between 1 
– 4 Gy, similar to slowly proliferating late reacting tissues. As such, therapeutic gain may arise from the use of hypofractionated 
HDR treatments, exploiting the sensitivity to large fraction sizes, effectively escalating dose. The slow proliferative rate also gives 
credence to the use of LDR, although several tumour doublings may occur during the effective treatment time, and analysis of the 
clinical data using a low α/β ratio suggests that LDR doses are only equivalent to 70 Gy with conventional fractionation.

Cervical carcinoma is a rapidly proliferating tumour with Tpot values of 3-6 days. LDR implants were delivered over 
relatively short treatment times, negating repopulation effects, and the ‘hyperfractionation’ effect of LDR was suited to the high 
α/β ratio. HDR, although also preventing signifi cant repopulation, has the potential to decrease the therapeutic ratio if low α/β, 
late-reacting tissues are not protected. Clinical data however show improved outcomes and reduced morbidity with HDR through 
reduced doses to normal tissues.

Conclusion: Choosing the optimal dose rate in brachytherapy depends on tumour behaviour and achievable accuracy. HDR 
offers some advantages even for high α/β ratio tumours, and may be the technique of choice for prostate cancer.

CL04/0105: Radiation induced genomic instability

 William Morgan, University of Maryland, Baltimore, United States

This presentation will focus on delayed genetic effects occurring in the progeny of cells after exposure to ionizing radiation. We 
have developed a model system for investigating those genetic effects occurring multiple generations after radiation exposure. 
The presentation will describe some of the delayed effects observed after radiation exposures including delayed chromosomal 
rearrangements, and recombination events as determined by a plasmid based assay system. We will present new data on how 
changes in gene expression as measured by differential display and DNA microarray analysis provides a mechanism by which 
cells display a memory of irradiation, and introduce candidate genes that may play a role in initiating and perpetuation the unstable 
phenotype. These results will be discussed in terms of the recently described non-targeted Death Inducing Effect (DIE) where 
by secreted factors from clones of unstable cells can elicit effects in non irradiated cells and may serve to perpetuate the unstable 
phenotype in cells that themselves were not irradiated.

This work was supported by the Biological and Environmental Research Program (BER), U.S. Department of Energy, Grant 
No. DE-FG02-01ER63230, and National Institute of Health Awards CA73924 and CA 83872.

CL05/0106: Radiation processing in Australia

 George West, Steritech Pty Ltd, Australia

Australia is a true pioneer in commercial irradiation processing as the fi rst commercial irradiation processing plant in the world 
was commissioned in Melbourne in 1959. This talk will briefl y discuss the establishment of the process in Australia. Steritech’s 
three irradiation plants will be discussed in detail, especially the different engineering aspects and the effect that those differences 
have on irradiation performance and fl exibility of operation.Steritech’s new state of the art “pallet irradiator” will be featured. 
The transportation and loading of Cobalt 60 into the plants will be demonstrated, and public opposition, and security issues since 
September 11th 2001, will be highlighted. The wide variety of products that are routinely processed at Steritechs plants will be 
revealed including some “world fi rsts” for Australia. Finally, the talk will address the future of irradiation processing in Australia 
including the potential, or otherwise, of the irradiation of food items.
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CL06/0181: Intelligent polyfunctional polymers and hydrogels for industrial and biomedical applications

 El-Sayed Hegazy,  H.A Abd El-Rehim,  H Kamal,  El-Hag Ali, National Center for Radiation Research and Technology, Egypt

Recently, a great deal is focused on the search and development of new materials more effi cient and stimuli-responsive for 
many applications such as biomedical, separation and purifi cation purposes. The major problem associated with the current 
immunoadsorption is the low capacity of adsorbents, which can probably be attributed to the materials used as solid support 
matrix. To solve this problem, various reactive groups should be introduced to the polymeric membranes and hydrogels. The 
selection of reactive groups may lead to stimuli-responsive materials for selective separation and purifi cation purposes in different 
applications; such as industrial waste treatment. From the important materials which could be used for such purposes are the 
functionalized grafted membranes and hydrogels with their reactive functional groups such as carboxylic, amide, nitrile, oxime 
groups... etc. Such functionalized materials can be prepared by radiation grafting and radiation copolymerization processes. A 
more reactive and stimuli-responsive functional groups could be easily introduced to the grafted membrane and hydrogels by 
further chemical treatment with specifi c and suitable reagents for the desired applications. Preliminary studies have been made 
and results showed a good promise for the use of such materials in the biomedical fi eld as a drug delivery system and or for 
waste treatment from some metals such as Pb, Zr, Fe, Cu, Zn …etc. In this respect, attempts have been made to synthesize and 
characterize different graft copolymers and hydrogels by using gamma irradiation as initiator. The factors affecting the preparation 
and homogeneity of the prepared graft copolymers and hydrogels were thoroughly investigated. The ability of the prepared 
materials for possible use in the corresponding practical applications was determined.

SW01/0112: 3D structures of members of the EGFR family: insights into EGFR signalling

 Colin Ward,  Edouard C Nice,  Antony W Burgess, Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research, Australia;  Thomas PL Garrett, 
 Meizhen Lou, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Australia;  Neil M McKern,  Thomas C Elleman, 
 Morry J Frenkel,  Tim E Adams,  George L Lovrecz,  Peter A Hoyne, CSIRO Health Sciences and Nutrition, Australia

The biology and biochemistry of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) system has intrigued both scientists and clinicians 
for more than 25 years. Aberrant signalling by the EGF/EGFR family in a number of cancers is associated with poor prognosis, 
non-responsiveness to chemotherapy and decreased survival. The ErbB signalling pathways are therefore important therapeutic 
targets.

We have recently determined the three dimensional structures at 2.5 Å of truncated forms of the ectodomain of EGFR (residues 
1 -501) in complex with TGFa and the unliganded homologue of ErbB2 (residues 1 -509). Crystals of TGFa:sEGFR501 contain 
two molecules of each polypeptide in the asymmetric unit. Dimerisation occurs via interactions between the CR1 domains of each 
receptor. Each ligand is clamped between the L1 and L2 domains from the same sEGFR501 molecule, and makes contact with 
only one receptor molecule in the dimer: the two ligands are located on opposite sides of the complex at least 70.9 Å apart (1).

The erb B2 structure (2) contains one molecule of the truncated ErbB2 ectodomain in the asymmetric unit. The inability to 
bind ligand appears to be caused by amino acid differences in the L1 and L2 domains of ErbB2. Furthermore, ligands could not 
bind because of kinks in the fi rst CR1region which would occlude the potential ligand-binding site. The large loop that projects 
from the surface of the EGFR CR1 domain is also present in ErbB2. The conformations of the EGFR and ErbB2 CR1 loops are 
remarkably similar, however, no homodimers are present in the ErbB2 crystal and electrostatic calculations suggest that a back-to-
back ErbB2 homodimer would be electrostatically unfavourable.

We will compare these structures with the recently solved structures of EGFR/EGF and the unliganded ErbB3 ectodomain, 
which throw further light on the potential mechanisms of EGFR signalling.

1. Garrett TPJ, McKern NM, Lou M, Elleman TC, Adams TE, Lovrecz GO, Zhu HJ, Walker F, Hoyne PA, Jorissen RN, Nice 
EC, Burgess AW & Ward CW (2002) Cell 110, 763-773.

2. Garrett TPJ, McKern NM, Lou M, Elleman TC, Adams TE, Lovrecz GO, Kofl er, M., Jorissen RN, Nice EC, Burgess AW & 
Ward CW (2003) Molecular Cell 11, 495-505
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SW01/0110: ERBB and other receptor Tyr kinases in tumor cell radiation responses – mechanisms of 
resistance, opportunities for radiosensitization

 R Schmidt-Ullrich,  G Amorino,  J Contessa,  P Dent,  R Mikkelsen,  K Valerie, Commonwealth University, United States

Ionizing radiation in the therapeutic dose range causes the indiscriminate activation of all ERBB and other receptor Tyr kinases 
(RTKs) expressed by a given tumor cell. This activation results in the simultaneous activation of multiple pathways that converge 
to major cytoprotective responses with components of stimulation of cell proliferation, enhanced DNA repair and anti-apoptosis. 
Since all three responses have been linked to increased cellular radioresistance we have demonstrated that the inhibition with 
tyrphostin Tyr kinase inhibitors or the expression of dominant negative (DN) ERBB1 (EGFR) radiosensitizes human carcinoma 
and malignant glioma cells both in vitro and in vivo. Despite their simultaneous activation, different ERBB receptors and IGF-
1R retain their specifi cities in preferential signaling to defi ned pathways, such as ERBB1 to MAPK and ERBB2 and ERBB3 to 
PI3K and AKT, respectively. These fi ndings have been derived from the combined use of ERBB-specifi c kinase inhibitors and 
the over-expression of DN EGFR-CD533 and ERBB2-CD572. This is important since the selective inhibition of ERBB receptors 
can lead to pronounced compensatory responses that counteract inhibition. Such compensatory responses have been identifi ed 
for ERBB3 and IGF-1R and occur in concert with SRC. Frequently expressed mutated, constitutively active variants of ERBB1, 
e.g., EGFRvIII, represent another mechanism that confers radioresistance since these receptors furnish a greatly enhanced MAPK 
response after irradiation relative to the wild-type receptor. In summary, effective inhibition of ERBB and other RTKs requires 
knowledge of the ERBB receptor expression profi le of tumor cells, needs to disable more than one receptor, and has to consider 
powerful compensatory responses within the receptor network that counteract the potential therapeutic benefi ts derived from 
receptor inhibition.

SW01/0111: EGFR as a predictor and a target in radiotherapy

 Kian K Ang,  Luka Milas, University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, United States

Many randomized trials conducted over the last few decades show that combinations of radiation and chemotherapy, particularly 
when given concurrently, decrease the mortality rate of patients with locally advanced cancers of the head and neck, uterine cervix, 
etc. However, as longer follow up data have become available it has become evident that the survival benefi t has been achieved at 
the expense of increased toxicity and that a substantial fraction of patients with advanced neoplasms still die of the index tumor 
progression. These observations underscore the need for developing new approaches to improve the therapeutic ratio. One of the 
strategies aims at identifying molecular prognostic markers that also can predict the pattern of relapse and serve as a target for 
intervention to selectively sensitize tumors to radiation or chemotherapy. Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) has emerged 
as a promising molecule.

EGFR is a transmembrane glycoprotein possessing intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity. On ligand binding, it initiates 
transduction signals that regulate cell division, proliferation, differentiation, and death, all of which play important roles in cellular 
transformation and tumor response to therapy. Studies conducted in our and a few other laboratories in cell lines, murine tumor, 
or human xenografts show that EGFR overexpression is associated with cellular resistance to radiation and that EGFR blockade 
results in radiation sensitization. We addressed the signifi cance of EGFR expression in advanced head and neck carcinoma (HNC) 
in patients enrolled into a phase III trial and treated with well-defi ned radiation regimens alone. This work revealed fi rst that HNC 
had a wide range of EGFR expression, which was independent of the tumor stage. Second, EGFR overexpression (>median) 
correlated signifi cantly with lower overall survival (OS, p=0.0008), disease-free survival (DFS, p=0.0018), and local-regional 
control (LRC, p=0.003) but did not discriminate the incidence of distant metastasis (DM, p=0.96). Third, in multivariate analysis, 
EGFR overexpression emerged as the strongest independent predictor of LRC and robust independent determinant of OS and 
DFS. This study provides thus strong evidence that EGFR signaling pathways affects radiosensitivity of human HNC.

Therapeutic approaches targeting EGFR signaling pathway either alone or in combination with radiation or cytotoxic agents 
being developed include blockade of the extracellular receptor domain with antibodies (e.g., C225), inhibition of the intracellular 
tyrosine kinase activity, inhibition of receptor production by antisense approaches, expression of a truncated dominant-negative 
EGFR mutant. For example, preclinical studies show that EGFR blockade by C225 sensitizes tumors to radiation and a phase III 
clinical trial testing its effi cacy in combination with radiation has completed patient accrual. Subsequent preclinical studies have 
shown that the addition of some cytotoxic agents to radiation-C225 combination further enhances the tumor response relative to 
bi-modality therapies. Based on these data a tri-modality regimen consisting of radiation, C225, and docetaxel is entering phase 
I-II clinical testing. The results of ongoing clinical trials testing many molecularly targeted therapies will start to emerge during the 
next few years.
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SW01/0109: The emerging role of EGFR and COX-2 inhibitors in the treatment of human cancers: walk 
before you run!

 David Raben, University of Colorado, United States

Targeting selective biological pathways underlying tumor development/progression has been heralded as an important paradigm 
shift in the approach to cancer treatment. Familiar to most investigators are the studies done with EGFR and COX-2 inhibitors. 
1. EGFR Inhibition: The rationale behind the use of EGFR inhibitors to fi ght cancer was motivated by the observation that 
EGF receptor activation stimulates many signaling pathways associated with cancer development/progression and importantly, 
resistance to radiation. Because of the frequency of EGF related abnormalities in receptor signaling in many cancers, EGFR 
became one of the fi rst targets for selectively attacking the specifi cs of the cancer cell. Two broad categories of compounds 
that inhibit EGFR signaling, monoclonal antibodies and tyrosine kinase inhibitors have generated excitement. When combined 
with chemotherapy or radiation, marked enhancement of cancer cell or tumor death was reported with both types of EGFR 
inhibitors. At the time of the initial reports, pre-clinical issues with sequencing or dosing were of modest importance, as most 
results appeared promising. These early successes resulted in rapid translation (perhaps too rapid) into the clinic with EGFR 
inhibitor monotherapy or in combination with chemotherapy or radiation. Results from initial clinical trials employing EGFR 
related targeted agents have shown that in contrast to what was expected, only selected patients benefi ted. 2. COX-2 Inhibition: 
The rationale underlying investigations with COX-2 inhibitors was based on the inverse correlation that existed between the 
incidence of colon cancer and patients taking NSAIDS, which interfere with prostaglandin synthesis. The mechanism involved 
in this process includes inhibition of cyclooxygenase (COX) enzymes. There are two cyclooxygenase isoforms, COX-1 and 
COX-2. COX-1 is constitutively expressed in nearly all-normal cell types. In contrast, COX-2 is expressed primarily in neoplasm 
rather than normal tissue. COX-2 expression has been correlated with aggressive tumor behavior in part due to associations with 
angiogenesis and tumor invasiveness. This disparate expression of COX-1 and COX-2 in normal and tumor tissue has generated 
enthusiasm for selective COX-2 targeting. Pre-clinical studies demonstrated prevention of many types of cancers including oral 
cancers, colon and lung cancers with the use of COX-2 inhibitors. More recently, oncology investigators have shown that in many 
different human cancers as well as endothelial models, inhibiting COX-2 signaling improved response to radiation damage. These 
fi ndings have resulted in translation to human clinical trials combining COX-2 inhibitors and chemo-radiation. Conclusion: The 
challenge now for radiation oncology investigators is in devising pre-clinical studies with the proper models that expand our 
ability to predict response to EGFR and COX-2 inhibitors in the clinic. Perhaps exploring the use of poly-targeted strategies that 
inhibit both angiogenic signaling and EGFR signaling concurrently might improve results further and prevent development of 
resistance. Understanding why these agents fail to work is as important as understanding why they work. Exploring better ways to 
administer conventional chemotherapy/radiation and targeted agents from a pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic standpoint is also 
needed. The goals of this discussion are to review the current successes and pitfalls with the use of EGFR and COX-2 inhibitors 
alone and in combination with radiation. We have to walk before we can run!

SW01/0108: Cyclooxygenase -2 (COX-2) enzyme and its inhibition: role in tumor growth and therapy

 Uma Raju, University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, United States

COX-2 is an inducible isoform of COX enzyme involved in prostaglandin (PG) production in infl ammatory tissues and in 
malignant tumors. It is induced by infl ammatory cytokines, oncogenes, growth factors and hypoxia. COX-2 is expressed in a 
variety of human malignancies, including cancers of the head and neck, lung, esophagus, colon, pancreas, prostate, and breast 
and this expression is often associated with more aggressive tumor behavior and poor patient prognosis. COX-2, or its major 
metabolite prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), was reported to inhibit cell death by apoptosis and stimulate neo-angiogenesis, both 
processes being essential for unhindered tumor growth. PGs are implicated in protection against damage by cytotoxic agents, 
including ionizing radiation. Hence, inhibition of PG synthesis in tumors would be expected to potentiate tumor response to 
cytotoxic agents. Our laboratory and others have shown that selective inhibition of COX-2 enzyme activity delayed tumor growth 
and enhanced the antitumor effi cacy of radiation and other cytotoxic agents in vitro and in vivo. Several preclinical studies showed 
that selective inhibition of COX-2 prevents carcinogenesis, slows the growth of established tumors, and enhances tumor response 
to radiation without affecting normal tissue radioresponse. The cellular mechanisms underlying the radiosensitizing effect of 
COX-2 inhibitors are not understood. The mechanisms may involve direct actions on tumor cells and indirect actions such as 
inhibition of tumor angiogenesis. In vitro studies have implicated two major processes in the radiosensitizing effect of COX-2 
inhibitors: (1) cell cycle redistribution and (2) blockage of sublethal radiation DNA damage repair. Selective inhibition of COX-
2 has the potential to improve radiotherapy, a therapeutic strategy that has recently entered clinical testing. (Supported by the 
National Institute of Health grant CA-06294, Pharmacia and Aventis Pharmaceuticals)
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SW02/0114: The infl uence of nuclear chromatin organization on the formation of ionizing radiation induced 
chromosomal aberrations

 Jan Boei,  Sylvia Vermeulen,  Janna Fomina,  Mischa Vrouwe,  AT Natarajan,  Leon Mullenders, Leiden University Medical Center, 
The Netherlands

Ionizing radiation is very effi cient to induce structural chromosomal aberrations. Errors in the repair of the induced DNA double 
strand breaks, are believed to be the most plausible explanation for the formation of these aberrations. Illegitimate rejoining of 
broken chromosome ends might lead to exchanges between the involved chromosomes. The introduction of the fl uorescence 
in situ hybridization (FISH) techniques has greatly improved the detection effi ciency of exchange aberrations in metaphase 
chromosomes. Furthermore, FISH on the interphase nucleus using whole chromosome-specifi c probes has demonstrated that 
following telophase of mitosis, the decondensing chromatids do not intermingle extensively, but occupy discrete volumes termed 
chromosome ‘domains’ or ‘territories’. The interaction probability between break-ends is higher when they are formed close 
together (in space and time) than when they are formed far apart. These, so called, proximity effects makes it likely that many of 
the interacting breaks will be present within one chromosome domain leading to the formation of inter- and intra-arm intrachanges.

Recently, it has been demonstrated that chromosome domains are not randomly distributed within the interphase nucleus. 
Chromosomes with a high gene density are predominantly positioned in the center of the nucleus, whereas gene poor 
chromosomes are frequently found at the nuclear periphery. According to the proximity effects, it seems likely that neighboring 
chromosomes have a higher chance to exchange than chromosomes which are located further apart. If a functional necessity exists 
for the positioning of chromosomes, exchange aberrations might disturb the nuclear organization and could eventually lead to 
altered cellular behavior.

Our data suggests that proximity and position effects play an important role in the formation of radiation induced chromosomal 
aberrations. The consequences of high intrachange frequencies for the interpretation of aberration patterns observed by FISH 
analysis will be discussed. Furthermore, experimental strategies to get more insight into the organization and dynamics of 
chromatin before and after irradiation will be presented.

SW02/0117: Transcription-based model for the induction of chromosomal exchange events 
by ionising radiation

 Ian R Radford, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

The mechanistic basis for chromosomal aberration formation, following exposure of mammalian cells to ionising radiation, 
has long been debated. Although chromosomal aberrations are probably initiated by DNA double-strand breaks (DSB), little is 
understood about the mechanisms that generate and modulate DNA rearrangement.

Based on results from our laboratory and data from the literature, a novel model of chromosomal aberration formation has 
been suggested (Radford 2002). The basic postulates of this model are that: (1) DSB, primarily those involving multiple individual 
damage sites (i.e. complex DSB), are the critical initiating lesion; (2) only those DSB occurring in transcription units that are 
associated with transcription “factories” (complexes containing multiple transcription units) induce chromosomal exchange events; 
(3) such DSB are brought into contact with a DNA topoisomerase I molecule through RNA polymerase II catalysed transcription 
and give rise to trapped DNA-topo I cleavage complexes; and (4) trapped complexes interact with another topo I molecule on a 
temporarily inactive transcription unit at the same transcription factory leading to DNA cleavage and subsequent strand exchange 
between the cleavage complexes.

We have developed a method using inverse PCR that allows the detection and sequencing of putative ionising radiation-
induced DNA rearrangements involving different regions of the human genome (Forrester and Radford 1998). The sequences 
detected by inverse PCR can provide a test of the prediction of the transcription-based model that ionising radiation-induced 
DNA rearrangements occur between sequences in active transcription units. Accordingly, reverse transcriptase PCR was used 
to determine if sequences involved in rearrangements were transcribed in the test cells. Consistent with the transcription-
based model, nearly all of the sequences examined gave a positive result to reverse transcriptase PCR (Forrester and Radford 
unpublished).

References
Radford, I.R. (2002) Int. J. Radiat. Biol. 78: 1081-1093.
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SW02/0113: Investigations into the molecular mechanism of chromatid breakage in the 
G2-phase of mammalian cells

 Peter E Bryant,  University of St Andrews,  Graham N Armstrong,  Lindsey Gray, United Kingdom;  Dieter Frankenberg, Germany; 
 Hossein Mozdarani, Tarbiat Modares University, Iran

Chromatid breakage following irradiation of cells in the G2-phase of the cell cycle results from the induction of DNA double-
strand breaks (dsb). The conversion of dsb into chromatid breaks (cb) has a genetic basis, seemingly different from that of dsb 
rejoining. The variation in extent of this conversion is exemplifi ed by the stiking variation in frequency of cb in irradiated cycling 
T-lymphocytes between different normal individuals. Elevated cb frequency in lymphocytes of around 40% of breast cancer 
patients and their fi rst-degree relatives suggests the presence of mutations in low penetrance cancer predisposing genes that also 
affect conversion of dsb to cb. Investigation of the mechanism of chromatid radiosensitivity using genetically engineered rodent 
cell lines containing unique dsb break sites indicate that a single isolated dsb is suffi cient to cause a cb. The single-event nature of 
chromatid breakage is confi rmed by the fact that cb are induced as a linear function of radiation dose. Moreover, we have recently 
shown that ultrasoft carbon-K X-rays also induce chromatid breakage. In this case the energy of the secondary electrons produced 
by carbon-K X-rays is too low to span more than one DNA double helix, thus further supporting our conclusion that a single dsb 
is responsible for the formation of a cb. Chromatid breakage is thought to involve a rearrangement between DNA strands at the 
crossover points of chromatin loop(s) triggered by the presence of a dsb within the loop structure. The occasional observation of 
‘looped-out’ sections of chromatin at cb sites supports this hypothesis. The occurrence of ‘colour-switches’ between FPG stained 
chromatids at a proportion of break sites (e.g. about 16% in CHO cells) shows that a signifi cant proportion of cb defi nitely result 
from chromatin rearrangements. Measurements of altered colour-switch ratio (csr) in mutant rodent and human cells (irs1 and 
AT cells respectively) also indicate a genetic basis for the rearrangement process. Preliminary experiments using FISH-probes 
labelling specifi c dsb sites support the rearrangement hypothesis for cb.

SW02/0116: Use of M-FISH analysis of α-particle-induced chromosome aberrations for the assessment 
of chromosomal breakpoint distribution and complex aberration formation

 Rhona M Anderson,  Natalia D Sumption,  David G Papworth,  Dudley T Goodhead, MRC Radiation and Genome Stability Unit, 
Harwell, United Kingdom

Double strand breaks (dsb) of varying complexity are an important class of damage induced after exposure to ionising radiation 
and are considered to be the critical lesion for the formation of radiation-induced chromosome aberrations. Assuming the basic 
principles of the ‘Breakage and Reunion’ theory, dsb represent ‘breakage’ and aberrations are produced from the illegitimate 
repair (reunion) of the resulting dsb free-’ends’. Numerous questions relate to this process, in particular, (1) do chromosomal 
breakpoint ‘hot-spots’ that represent sensitive sites for breakage and/or regions of preferential repair/mis-repair, exist? (2) 
Considering that individual chromosomes and chromosome regions occupy discrete territories in the interphase nucleus, could 
rearrangements between specifi c chromosomes refl ect domain organisation at the time of damage? (3) Assuming the topological 
constraints imposed on chromatin are not dramatically infl uenced by the presence of dsb, then how do multiple ‘ends’ from 
different chromosomes proximally associate for mis-repair as complex chromosome aberrations? To address these questions, we 
have analysed the chromosome aberrations induced in peripheral blood lymphocytes after exposure to 0.5 Gy α-particles (mean 
of 1 α-particle/cell) using the technique of M-FISH. This technique ‘paints’ all the human chromosomes (excluding homologues) 
uniquely, allowing chromosomal mis-repair to be visualised as differential colour-junctions and in addition, enhanced DAPI 
banding enables gross breakpoint assignation of these colour junctions. To test for non-randomness, we are comparing the 
frequency of occurrence of breakpoints throughout the genome with that which would be expected based on chromosome 
length. Similarly, the involvement of each chromosome relative to other chromosomes within individual rearrangements can be 
determined by assuming the volume of chromosome domains is also proportional to their length. The current data to be presented 
will be discussed in the context of how α-particle-induced complex chromosome aberrations may be formed (Anderson et al., 
(2002) PNAS 99 12167-12172).
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SW02/0115: Revisiting cytogenetic paradigms armed with new tools

 Michael N Cornforth, Univ. Texas Medical Branch, United States

It could be argued that most of the fundamental tenets of radiation biology were either discovered, or subsequently confi rmed, 
by observing eukaryotic chromosomes under the microscope. These include, but are certainly not limited to, dose-response 
relationships with respect to intensity (dose rate/dose fractionation) and radiation quality (LET/track structure). Chromosome 
aberrations are exquisitely sensitive indicators of radiation damage, and provide quantitative information of biological effect 
on a cell-by-cell-basis. As such, they have long been a favored endpoint for theoreticians, thereby fi guring prominently in the 
development of generalized models of radiation action. Most of these seminal contributions to radiation biology occurred over 
a period of time when cytogenetic techniques were, of course, less refi ned than today. Considering the increasing rate at which 
technological advances have been made available to the researcher over the past few years, a reexamination of some of the 
radiological principles that cytogenetics helped to found seems in order. As an example of such effort, this talk will center around 
improvements to the use of whole chromosome painting by FISH- principally combinatorial painting techniques like mFISH 
and SKY- for the purposes of examining in greater detail structural aberrations to chromosomes produced following exposure to 
ionizing radiations of differing quality and intensity. This and related approaches by various laboratories around the world have 
turned up a few surprise discoveries that do not always fi t established paradigms, and which serve to sharpen arguments that have 
been used to buttress existing models of aberration formation.

SW03/0118: Regulation of mRNA translation infl uences hypoxia tolerance

 Marianne Koritzinsky,  Brad G Wouters, University of Maastricht, The Netherlands;  Costas Koumenis, Wake Forest University Sch
ool of Medicine, United States;  Nahum Sonenberg, McGill University, Canada

Hypoxia is a heterogenous but common characteristic of human tumours and poor oxygenation is associated with poor prognosis. 
We believe that the presence of viable hypoxic tumor cells refl ects in part an adaptation and tolerance of these cells to oxygen 
defi ciency. Since oxidative phosphorylation is compromized during hypoxia, adaptation may involve both the upregulation 
of glycolysis as well as downregulation of energy consumption. mRNA translation is one of the most energy costly cellular 
processes, and we and others have shown that global mRNA translation is rapidly inhibited during hypoxia. However, some 
mRNAs, including those coding for HIF-1α and VEGF, remain effi ciently translated during hypoxia. Clearly, the mechanisms 
responsible for the overall inhibition of translation during hypoxia does not compromize the translation of certain hypoxia-induced 
mRNA species. We therefore hypothesize that the inhibition of mRNA translation serves to promote hypoxia tolerance in two 
ways: i) through conservation of energy and ii) through differential gene expression involved in hypoxia adaptation. We have 
recently identifi ed two pathways that are responsible for the global inhibition of translation during hypoxia. The phosphorylation 
of the eukaryotic initiation factor eIF2α by the ER resident kinase PERK results in down-regulation of protein synthesis shortly 
after the onset of hypoxia. In addition, the initiation complex eIF4F is disrupted during long lasting hypoxic conditions. The 
identifi cation of the molecular pathways responsible for the inhibition of overall translation during hypoxia has rendered it 
possible to investigate their importance for hypoxia tolerance. We have found that mouse embryo fi broblasts that are knockout 
for PERK and therefore not able to inhibit protein synthesis effi ciently during oxygen defi ciency are signifi cantly less tolerant to 
hypoxia than their wildtype counterparts. We are currently also investigating the functional signifi cance of the disruption of the 
eIF4F complex during hypoxia.

SW03/0119: Turnover rate of hypoxic cells in solid tumors

 Anna SE Ljungkvist,  Jan Bussink,  Paul FJWPFJW Rijken,  Albert J van der Kogel, University Medical Centre Nijmegen, 
The Netherlands

Background: Most solid tumors contain hypoxic cells, and both the amount and duration of tumor hypoxia has been shown to 
infl uence the effect of radiation treatment negatively. It is important to understand the dynamic processes within the hypoxic cell 
population in non-treated tumors, and the effect of different treatment modalities on the kinetics of hypoxic cells to be able to 
design optimal combined modality treatments.

Methods and Results: The turnover rate of hypoxic cells was analyzed in three different solid tumor models with a double 
bio-reductive hypoxic marker assay with sequential injection of the two hypoxic markers. Previously it was shown that this assay 
could be used to detect both a decrease and an increase of tumor hypoxia in relation to the tumor vasculature with high spatial 
resolution. In this study the fi rst hypoxic marker, pimonidazole, was administered at variable times relative to tumor harvest, and 
the second hypoxic marker, CCI-103F, was injected at a fi xed time before harvest. The hypoxic cell turnover rate was calculated 
as the loss of pimonidazole positive cells relative to CCI-103F. The murine C38 line had the fastest hypoxic turnover rate of 60% 
/24h and the human xenograft line SCCNij3 had the slowest hypoxic turnover rate of 30% /24 h. The hypoxic turnover rate was 
most heterogeneous in the SCCNij3 line that even contained viable groups of cells that had been hypoxic for at least 5 days. The 
human xenograft line MEC82 fell in between with a hypoxic turnover rate of 50% /24 h. The hypoxic cell turnover was related to 
the potential tumor volume doubling time (Tpot) with a Tpot of 26h in C38 and 103h in SCCNij3.

Conclusion: The dynamics of hypoxic cells, quantifi ed with a double hypoxic marker method, showed large differences in 
hypoxic cell turnover rate and were related to Tpot.
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SW03/0120: Metabolic profi ling of tumors

 Stefan Walenta,  Thies Schroeder,  Wolfgang Mueller-Klieser, University of Mainz, Germany

The tumor specifi c microenvironment includes heterogeneities in pathophysiological parameters such as oxygen partial 
pressure, pH, and lactate content. These factors not only mirror the tumor malignancy, but also have a potential impact on tumor 
progression, metastatic spread and ultimately patient survival. For example, it has been documented in the literature that a 
hypoxic and acidic cellular environment found in many human tumors as a result of tumor-specifi c metabolism and blood supply 
will in turn enhance the malignant phenotype of cancer cells. In contrast to most normal cells in the human body, cancer cells 
permanently produce lactate and excrete it as lactic acid into their extracellular microenvironment, a process that persists even 
in the presence of oxygen. In several independent clinical studies, it was shown by our group that a high lactate concentration in 
human primary tumors is indicative of a signifi cantly higher risk of metastatic spread and of a reduced patient survival probability, 
compared to tumors with lower lactate content. This was true in primary squamous cell carcinomas of the human cervix uteri and 
of the head & neck. In a preliminary study a similar relationship was found for human colorectal adenocarcinomas. These results 
were obtained using the technique of imaging bioluminescence, that allows detecting regional metabolite concentrations in defi ned 
histological subregions of tissue sections. This close association between locoregional lactate levels and tumor aggressiveness 
supports the hypothesis that the pathophysiological state of human primary carcinomas could serve as an early prognostic tool in 
the clinic with regard to formation of metastasis and patient survival. We suggest that such a metabolic profi ling of tumors should 
be included in novel guidelines to improve individualized tumor therapy. Supported by the Deutsche Krebshilfe (70-1952-Mul and 
70-02710).

SW03/0122: Inhibition of angiogenesis and fractionated irradiation

 Michael Baumann, University Hospital Dresden, Germany;  Daniel Zips, Germany

Experimental data show that inhibition of tumor angiogenesis by application of specifi cally targeted anti-angiogenic agents 
can reduce the growth rate of tumors and metastasis. Although this represents a promising approach in cancer treatment, 
presently available anti-angiogenic agents do not eradicate tumors. Therefore combination of such agents with radiotherapy is of 
considerable biological and clinical interest. Preclinical experiments in a variety of tumor models indicate that anti-angiogenic 
agents can improve outcome after irradiation. The underlying biological mechanisms of this combination effect are not fully 
understood. On the other hand possible hazards of anti-angiogenic agents such as increasing tumor hypoxia have to taken into 
consideration. Increased radiobiological hypoxia was observed after application of TNP-470 and suramin in experimental tumors 
whereas this was not found after anti-VEGF treatment. Experimental data suggest that anti-VEGF therapy may even improve 
tumor microenvironment, e.g. by ablation of immature, non-functional vessels. This possibly may improve the radiation response 
of tumors. One possible biological rationale to combine fractionated irradiation with anti-VEGF strategies in a concomitant setting 
is based on the fact that withdrawal of VEGF increases the radiosensitivity of endothelial cells resulting in an impaired tumor 
vasculature and thereby may increase tumor cell loss and/or decrease tumor cell proliferation during fractionated irradiation. 
Adjuvant application of anti-angiogenic agents after the completion of fractionated irradiation is suggested to prolong dormancy of 
clonogenic tumor cells and metastasis. However, a number of open questions including optimal scheduling, normal tissue toxicity 
and predictive factors of response are awaiting further preclinical research.

SW04/0123: Establishment of a new dosimetry system for atomic-bomb survivors

 Joseph F Weiss, U.S. Dept. of Energy, United States;  Burton G Bennett, Radiation Effects Research Foundation, Japan

Reassessment of the dosimetry for atomic-bomb survivors has been completed for application in the epidemiology study of the 
Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF). The previous system of 1986 (DS86) suffered from an apparent discrepancy in 
the neutron fl ux inferred from the calculation and derived from measurements of activation in environmental samples obtained 
close to the hypocenter. The resolution of the discrepancy was achieved by the more sensitive measurements that became possible 
in recent years. International collaboration and intercomparisons by scientists in the US, Japan, and Germany contributed greatly 
to the understanding and interpretation of the results. At the same time, the parameters of the calculations were thoroughly 
reviewed and the computing power greatly enhanced. Excellent agreement in calculations and measurements was achieved, which 
provides high confi dence in the new system, DS02.

The dosimetry reassessment was mandated and supported by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the Japanese Ministry 
of Health, Labour, and Welfare (MHLW), which are jointly responsible for the RERF project. During the past several years, US 
and Japanese Working Groups conducted the further measurements and calculations and developed the new dosimetry system. A 
Joint Senior Review Group reviewed and approved the overall effort. Following the fi nal meeting of the Senior Group in March 
2003, the implementation of the new system at RERF began. The effort involved in the dosimetry reassessment is a considerable 
tribute to the importance of the RERF epidemiology study, which contributes in signifi cant ways to scientifi c knowledge and to 
welfare of the survivors.
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SW04/0124: Reassessment of the RERF dosimetry system – overview of the new dosimetry system DS02

 Robert W Young, Scientifi c Solutions & Analysis, United States

This paper describes a major reassessment of the system used at the Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF) to determine 
radiation doses for atomic-bomb survivors. This effort has resolved the neutron discrepancy in RERF dosimetry, and has 
defi ned the parameters for a replacement system for survivor dose calculation. A Joint US-Japan Working Group undertook a 
comprehensive evaluation of the calculations that comprise the RERF dosimetry system and the measurements used to verify 
those calculations. During the course of this reassessment, the working groups, with members from American, German and 
Japanese universities and national laboratories, have recomputed all of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki radiation calculations, made 
fast-neutron and low-background thermal-neutron measurements, upgraded the calculation of the radiation shielding provided 
by terrain and large buildings, and conducted a comprehensive reassessment of all radiation measurements. The new calculations 
produced during this reassessment agree with both gamma and neutron measurements out to distances from the detonations at 
which in-situ measurements become indistinguishable from background, effectively resolving the long-standing neutron dose 
discrepancy. The calculations that produce this agreement are the basis for the new DS02 dosimetry system. New calculations 
and measurements confi rmed the yield and epicenter for the Nagasaki detonation while refi ning both these values for Hiroshima. 
Current measurements and calculations confi rm a 21-kiloton-yield for the Nagasaki bomb and a burst point to within two meters 
of previous assessments. In Hiroshima, the estimated yield has been increased from 15 kt to 16 kt and the epicenter has been 
repositioned 20 meters higher and 15 meters to the west. While these refi ned parameters make the dosimetry system more accurate 
and users of the system more confi dent in the results, the calculated dose to survivors will change only about ten percent.

SW04/0125: Intercomparison study of Eu-152 and Cl-36 measurements

 Masaharu Hoshi,  Satoru Endo, Hiroshima University, Japan;  Tore Straume, University of Utah, United States;  Kazuhisa Komura, 
Kanazawa University, Japan;  Werner Ruehm, Ludwig Maximilians Universitaet Muenchen, Germany;  Yasuo Nagashima, 
University of Tsukuba, Japan;  Hiroto Fukushima, Japan Chemical Analysis Center, Japan

There were discrepancies between the data of the thermal neutron activation of Eu-152 and those calculated based on DS86. 
Comparing with DS86, the data were low near ground zero and high more than about 800 m ground range. After the Eu-152 
measurement, Cl-36 data had been measured. At the longer distance the data of Cl-36 had better agreement with DS86. In the 
US and Japanese joint study we decided to start new intercomparison study using 16 granite samples (9 exposed and 7 control) 
to clarify such difference. These samples were cut into 5 pieces. One of the pieces was sent to the Japan Chemical Analysis 
Center and there dissolved to extract europium. The obtained samples are measured at Ogoya, Kanazawa University, in which 
Ge-detectors are installed in the old tunnel to reduce background. For the measurement of Cl-36 each of the three peaces are sent 
to the Tukuba University, Utah University and the Technical University of Munich and measured by AMS method. There is, in 
addition, a possibility such differences will occur in the process of the sample preparation. Therefore, we prepared mixtures of 
standard solutions of Eu and Cl and irradiated using the 252Cf neutron source in Hiroshima University. Comparing with the new 
DS02 calculation, good agreements have been observed. Therefore we can clarify new results of 152Eu and 36Cl support the DS02 
calculation within ground distance of 1100m. The specifi c activity of 36Cl/35Cl ratios divided by 152Eu/151Eu ratios are obtained and 
compared with the corresponding neutron capture cross section ratio of 35Cl and 151Eu (43.6 b and 5900 b, respectively). The ratio 
averaged over all measured samples is 0.87±0.03. According to the results of this study, the 152Eu and 36Cl data agree well with not 
only each other and also with the DS02 calculation.

SW04/0126: The implementation of DS02 at RERF and resulting survivor doses

 Shoichiro Fujita,  Harry M Cullings,  Dale L Preston, Radiation Effects Research Foundation, Japan

After a 15-year multinational effort, a new dosimetry system (DS02) has been developed for use in the computation of atomic 
bomb survivor dose estimates. It is based on new energy- and angle-dependent gamma-ray and neutron fl uences at distances up 
to 2500 m from the hypocenters. The changes refl ect changes in the height (from 580 m to 600 m) and yield (from 15 kT to 16 
kT) of the Hiroshima bomb, improved air and material cross-sections, improved transport models, better software, and more 
powerful computers. DS02 also uses modifi ed weighting factors for fl uence-to-dose conversions. It features improved methods 
for characterization of shielding for several groups of survivors, including: people shielded by terrain features not previously 
considered, people exposed in houses or wooden schools, and those exposed in light factories in Nagasaki.

The core dosimetry system is developed and approved by outside experts, but Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF) 
staff are responsible for modifi cation and testing of the dose estimation codes, development of methods to provide dose estimates 
for survivors beyond 2,500m from the hypocenter, and extraction of additional shielding information from original survivor 
records. Revisions are also being made to methods that adjust for the effect on risk estimation of uncertainties in individual dose 
estimates.

In this talk we outline the key features of RERF’s implementation of the DS02 system and summarize the nature of changes in 
survivor dose estimates. We also discuss continuing efforts to improve the quality and completeness of data on survivor location 
and surrounding shielding. These efforts involve the application of modern geographic information systems, pre-and post-bomb 
aerial photographs, neighborhood reconstructions available from shielding histories, and both war-era and modern maps of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
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SW04/0127: The impact of the change in dosimetry on atomic bomb survivor cancer risk estimates

 Dale L Preston,  Yukiko Shimizu,  Donald A Pierce,  Shoichiro Fujita,  Harry M Cullings,  Kazunori Kodama, Radiation Effects Rese
arch Foundation, Japan

As a result of a concerted multinational effort over the past 15 years, the dosimetry system (DS86) used to compute dose estimates 
for individual survivors has been replaced by a new system (DS02). Although the development of DS02 was motivated by 
concerns about discrepancies between measured neutron activation values in exposed materials and DS86 calculated values, the 
new system also incorporates a number of additional enhancements. These include: improved radiation-transport models, the use 
of newly coded information on shielding by nearby structures, improved models for computation of Nagasaki factory workers 
and people exposed in wooden schools, and allowance for shielding by important terrain features not taken into account in earlier 
survivor dosimetry systems. While the changes in neutron dose estimates are considerably less than has been suggested in some 
reports, the changes in survivor dose estimates will affect risk estimates to some extent.

We use the new dose estimates, which are to be computed in the spring of 2003, to investigate the impact of the change in 
dosimetry using data on about 11,000 solid cancer deaths during the period from 1950 through 2000 among more than 86,000 
atomic bomb survivors in the Radiation Effects Research Foundation Life Span Study cohort. We compare overall risk estimates 
and inferences about low dose risks and the nature of age-time patterns using DS02 and DS86 survivor dose estimates. We also 
consider the magnitude and nature of differences between Hiroshima and Nagasaki risk estimates.

SW04/0128: International use of RERF data in radiation protection

 Warren K Sinclair, NCRP (President Emeritus), United States

The Lifespan study (LSS) of the survivors of the A bombs dropped at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 is the most extensive study 
of human exposure to ionizing radiation. It enables us to express the late effects of radiation (both cancer and non-cancer) as 
risk per unit dose. The study is still ongoing, but, with almost 60% of the survivors accounted for, risk estimates are increasingly 
accurate.

A most important factor is the dose causing the effect. A new dosimetry system, DS02, has recently been completed. It is 
superior to and more refi ned than its predecessor, DS86. There is no longer uncertainty about excess neutrons at far distances from 
the hypocenter at Hiroshima. The calculations for DS02 are sound and agree with measurements so well that DS02 is unlikely to 
be improved upon greatly in the future. The risk coeffi cients for cancer due to gamma rays, with appropriate allowance for the 
contribution of neutrons at Hiroshima, are more assured than ever before. Agreement between the two cities is better than before.

In the application of these risks to radiation protection the only limitation is the dose rate question. Although many survivors 
are at low dose, all were exposed at high dose rate. We still have to “guestimate” the effects of lower dose rate from human 
populations exposed in more fragmentary studies. UNSCEAR, in its 1994 evaluation of dose rate effects, recommended that low 
dose rate be considered 3 times less effective than high dose rate. ICRP in its 1991 recommendations used a factor, the DDREF, of 
2 to reduce the risk. Note that the RERF data is linear at low doses, without threshold which could not exceed 0.1 Gy.

Other factors in radiation protection affected by DS02 will also be discussed.

SW05/0130: Restoration of mp53 to wtp53 by chemical chaperones restores p53-dependent 
apoptosis after radiotherapy

 Takeo Ohnishi,  Isao Asakawa,  Tetsuro Tamamoto,  Akihisa Takahashi,  Ken Ohnishi, Nara Medical University, Japan

In recent, the mutations of many kinds of cancer related genes have been investigated for the predictive assay against cancer 
therapy by the application of molecular biology. A tumor suppressor gene product of wtp53 plays important roles in cancer 
suppression through the induction of cell growth arrest, DNA repair or apoptosis. The p53 exerts its function by induction of 
downstream genes and/or interaction to various proteins. Mutations in the p53 gene (mp53) cause conformational alterations in the 
p53 protein, the majority of which can no longer induce expression of the downstream genes. The genetic status of p53 gene has 
been focused as the most important candidate among them for cancer therapy. The gene therapy of p53 has been already applied. 
We reported that the transfection of mp53 gene increased the radio-, thermo- and chemo-resistance, and depressed apoptosis 
introduced with them through bax-induction and proteolysis of PARP and caspase-3. From these results, we propose that the gene 
therapy of wtp53 to p53-deleted cancer cells may be very useful for cancer therapy by the combination with radiotherapy. Even 
in the case of mp53 cancer cells, we succeeded the restoration of mp53 to wtp53 by glycerol or C-terminal peptide of p53 as 
chemical chaperones. These experimental progresses might support effective cancer therapy against individual patients bearing 
with different p53 gene status by the use of the most suitable treatment to them in the near future.
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SW05/0129: Heat shock protein 90 chaperone complex inhibitor enhanced radiosensitivity through 
modifi cation of response to hormone and degradation of androgen receptor in hormone sensitive prostate 
cancer cell line

 Norio Mitsuhashi, Tokyo Women’s Medical University, Japan;  Koichi Harashima,  Tetsuo Akimoto, Gunma University, Japan

It is easily speculated that androgen or androgen deprivation affects proliferative activity or radiosensitivity, but there has been 
enough information how androgen or androgen deprivation infl uences the response to radiation. In this setting, the effect of 
dihydrotestosterone (DHT) on cellular growth and radiosensitivity was examined in hormone-responsive human prostate cancer 
cell line (LnCap). The binding of androgen receptor (AR) with heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90) plays an important role in stability 
of the function of receptor. It was, therefore, examined how Hsp90 chaperone complex inhibitor modifi ed the effect of DHT on 
radiosensitivity in addition to the effect of DHT, especially focusing on AR and its downstream signal transduction pathways. 
Hydroxy-fl utamide (OH-fl utamide) was also used to confi rm the effect of activation of AR on radiosensitivity because AR of 
LnCap has a point mutation, leading to activation of AR caused by the binding of OH-fl utamide.

Radicicol was used as a Hsp90 chaperone complex inhibitor, and incubated with cells at a concentration of 500 nM. Radicicol 
was incubated with cells for 9 h, and cells were irradiated 1 h after the start of incubation. DHT and OH-fl utamide were incubated 
with cells until staining.

DHT or OH-fl utamide resulted in stimulation of cellular growth in contrast to inhibition of cellular growth caused by higher 
concentrations, so that we adopted 1 nM as a concentration of DHT and 1µM as a. concentration of OH-fl utamide. DHT or OH-
fl utamide in combination with radiation resulted in slight decrease in radiosensitivity compared with radiation alone. Radicicol 
at a concentration of 500 nM in combination with DHT or OH-fl utamide abolished decrease in radiosensitivity caused by DHT 
or OH-fl utamide. In terms of the expression of AR, radicicol in combination with radiation and/or DHT, OH-fl utamide induced 
degradation of AR. In consistent with degradation of AR, the expression of prostate specifi c antigen (PSA) decreased.

DHT or OH-fl utamide made cells radioresistant compared with radiation alone, and radicicol enhanced radiosensitivity 
through modifi cation of response to hormone and degradation of AR in hormone-responsive prostate cancer cell line.

SW05/0131: Hypoxia targeting therapy with prodrug specifi cally stabilized and activated in 
hypoxic tumor cells

 Shinae K Kondoh,  Toshihiko Ueda, Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine, Japan;  Masahiro Inoue, 
Osaka Medical Center, Japan;  Hiroshi Harada,  Masahiro Hiraoka, Kyoto University, Japan;  Kiyoshi Akagi, Kansai Medical Univ
ersity, Medical School, Japan

Hypoxia fraction in tumors is associated with increased metastasis and poor survival in patients suffering from malignant tumors 
such as the head and neck, cervical or breast cancers. Hypoxia can be a direct cause of therapeutic resistance because some drugs 
and radiation require oxygen to be maximally cytotoxic. Recently we have reported a novel hypoxia targeting prodrug, TOP3, 
which is a fusion protein, composed of HIV TAT protein transduction domain, a part of HIF1α ODD domain, and Procaspase-
3. TOP3 can be transferred into every cell both in vitro and in vivo but becomes stable only in hypoxic cells, in which TOP3 is 
activated and induces apoptosis. The application of this fusion protein to a tumor-bearing mouse resulted in signifi cant suppression 
of the tumor growth and even in reduction of the tumor mass without any obvious side effects. The administrations of TOP3 in 
combination with a low dose of X-ray showed an additive antitumor effect on pancreatic tumor cells. Furthermore, we show that 
the rodent model of ascites generated by malignant cells provides an excellent platform of testing hypoxia targeting drugs, since 
it comprises homogeneous fl uid with tumor cells surviving and proliferating under hypoxic condition. TOP3 induced apoptosis 
of AH130, rat ascites hepatoma cells, in vitro only under hypoxic but not normoxic condition. Intraperitoneal administration of 
TOP3 prolonged life span of the rats with AH130 derived malignant ascites. Sixty percent of the treated rats were cured of ascites 
without recurrence for more than six months, in contrast all untreated rats died within 20 days after tumor cell inoculation. These 
results strongly suggest that TOP3 would provide a new strategy for hypoxia targeting therapy and that the combination of TOP3 
with radiotherapy or chemotherapy may provide a new strategy for annihilating malignant tumors.
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SW05/0132: The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFr) as a target for in situ radiation therapy

 Katherine A Vallis, Raymond M Reilly, University of Toronto, Canada

In situ radiation therapy traditionally involves the use of a monoclonal antibody (mAb) directed against a specifi c tumor-associated 
antigen and labeled with a -particle emitter such as 131I. An alternative strategy is to use a low molecular weight peptide rather 
than a mAb as the carrier molecule. Also, recent evidence shows that radioactive elements that emit Auger electrons may be 
useful for inducing receptor/cell-specifi c cytotoxicity. Auger electrons provide low energy emissions (<10-20 keV). Although they 
have a short range in tissue (a few mm), Auger electrons have a high rate of energy deposition that is comparable to high linear 
energy transfer radiation such as -particles. Human epidermal growth factor (hEGF) is a natural peptide ligand for EGFr, which 
is frequently overexpressed in breast cancer. EGF is rapidly internalized and translocated to the cell nucleus following binding to 
EGFr. We are developing a strategy of EGF conjugated to an Auger electron-emitting radionuclide, 111In, as a treatment for EGFr-
overexpressing breast cancers. This strategy has several advantages over the mAb approach, as EGF is an endogenous peptide and 
should not be immunogenic. Also, its small molecular size should facilitate extravasation and tumor penetration.

We have shown that 111In-hEGF is highly and selectively radiotoxic to MDA-MB-468 human breast cancer cells 
overexpressing EGFr but was not radiotoxic to MCF-7 breast cancer cells with a 100-fold lower level of EGFr expression. We 
have also demonstrated that 111In-hEGF was greater than 80-fold more potent on a molar concentration basis at inhibiting the 
growth of MDA-MB-468 breast cancer cells than paclitaxel (IC50 70 pM vs. 6 nM respectively) and greater than 400-fold more 
potent than doxorubicin (IC50 20 nM). We have evaluated the therapeutic effi cacy of 111In-hEGF in athymic mice implanted 
subcutaneously with MDA-MB-468 breast cancer xenografts. Tumour growth was strongly inhibited following administration of 
fi ve weekly doses (0.5 mCi per dose) of 111In-hEGF. Based on these promising preclinical data, 111In-hEGF has been formulated 
for human use and we have designed a clinical trial to test this agent in patients with metastatic breast cancer.

SW06/0133: Radiation grafted surfaces for solid phase synthesis “effect of grafting depth on solid support 
performance”

 Firas Rasoul, University of Queensland, Australia

Solid phase synthesis (SPS) has developed rapidly throughout the last decade. Pharmaceutical companies have committed 
signifi cant resources to the development of high throughput solid phase synthesis and combinatorial chemistry handling 
capabilities, which resulted in increased synthesis throughput for drug discovery research. The most widely used solid supports 
for SPS are based on cross-linked styrene-divinylbenzene resin (Merrifi eld resins) and their derivatives. However, with the 
increasing demand for reaction reproducibility, consistency of reaction kinetics and effi ciency, as well as ease in parallel handling, 
the “pellicular” type support is more attractive than traditional polystyrene resin for SPS. A pellicular solid support consists of 
a polymer, such as polystyrene, grafted to a rigid plastic such as a polyolefi n or fl uorinated polymer. A series of ‘pellicular’ type 
supports were fabricated by direct gamma radiation mediated graft polymerisation of styrene onto polypropylene, followed by 
functionalization (aminomethylation). In this study, we report the effect of grafting conditions, which include polymer type, 
radiation dose rate and total dose, concentration of monomer and solvents on the grafting depth profi le and coupling reaction 
rates of functionalisation polystyrene grafted polypropylene surfaces. Confocal Raman spectroscopy was used for measuring the 
level of penetration of polystyrene graft into polypropylene and other structural features such as density of graft and depth of 
functionalization. Raman spectroscopy results showed that the calculated rate coeffi cient for coupling of Fmoc-labelled amino 
acids was primarily dependent on graft thickness, but was also infl uenced by the proportion of polystyrene graft to polypropylene. 
In general, it was also shown that with increasing loading capacity of the support the calculated rate coeffi cient for amino acid 
coupling decreased correspondingly. In addition, a new approach was used to prepare a high surface area support that had both a 
high rate coeffi cient and a high loading capacity.

SW06/0134: Polymer surface functionalisation and grafting in plasmas: surface modifi cation vs degradation

 Graeme A George, Queensland University of Technology, Australia

The plasma surface modifi cation of polyolefi ns and fl uoropolymers has been widely employed for controlling the hydrophilicity 
and reactivity of the surface. The plasma may be a simple rf. discharge in a gas such as helium or may involve the incorporation of 
monomers or reactive gases in the plasma with post-plasma treatment. The reactions may take place directly in the plasma or may 
involve the reactive species being transferred to the sample, so providing some selectivity in the surface treatment.

The reactions that occur during plasma treatment involve the direct Vacuum UV irradiation of the surace as well as the reaction 
of ionic and neutral atomic species in either the ground or excited states. The role of degradation and ablation of the surface vs. 
functionalisation and grafting of polymeric species is one that is important in achieving control of plasma modifi cation.

Self-assembled monolayers have been used as a model for the surface of a polyolefi n and, by using a well-characterised plasma 
the competition between ablation and functionalistion has been addressed. This may be extended to analysing the composition of 
the surface of polasma-modifi ed polymers such as polypropylene and ethylene-propylene copolymers. Raman microspectroscopy 
has been a powerful tool in probing the composition of surface graft copolymers from plasma modifi cation.
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SW06/0135: Low energy electron beam curing and grafting of monomers onto cellulose and synthetic 
polymers – LEEB curing and grafting in air

 John L Garnett,  Gary R Dennis,  Elvis F Zilic, University of Western Sydney, Australia

The paper will report the low energy electron beam curing and grafting of a range of novel monomers on cellulose and synthetic 
substrates at low radiation doses. The relationship between monomer structure and curing and grafting effi ciency will be 
examined. Additives for improving the adhesion of certain monomers during curing and grafting will be reported. EB curing and 
grafting of these monomer systems in air will be discussed. The signifi cance of concurrent grafting with cure will be considered. 
This latter process, recently termed “cure” grafting is important in these EB processes. A mechanism for these EB curing and 
grafting reactions will be proposed. Potential industrial applications of this work will be discussed including EB coating and 
metallising of paper.

SW06/0136: Characterisation of IPNS of thermoplastic elastomers

 Robert P Burford,  Martin G Markotsis, University of New South Wales & CRC – Polymers, Australia;  Robert B Knott, Australian 
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Australia

Tough but strong composites can form using thermoplastic elastomers as starting materials by controlling nanometer-scale 
texture. Block copolymers based on butadiene or isoprene and styrene are widely used industrially. They can, when blended, 
toughen polystyrene but the formation of interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) is another potentially better way to enable 
compatibilization. IPNs combine two or more polymers in network form with one network polymerised and/or crosslinked in the 
immediate presence of the other. Materials can be formed with controlled morphologies, by for example growing the dispersed phase.

Jones et al produced polystyrene/poly(styrene-butadiene-styrene) IPNs1 using thermal methods. Phase separation is confi ned 
to domains ~20-40 nm and materials can have good mechanical and impact properties. Some samples however embrittled due to 
thermal degradation of the butadiene regions in the SBS material.

It is possible to form similar IPNs of PS/SBS using gamma irradiation2, which provides a room-temperature alternative to 
traditional thermal methods. However the previous work was confi ned to an oil-extended grade of SBS where the infl uence of the 
oil extension was not known.

Here two main types of IPNs of block copolymers (thermoplastic elastomers, TPEs) and PS were prepared using sequential 
polymerisation. In one type, the TPE was thermally crosslinked, and styrene was polymerised and crosslinked using gamma 
irradiation to produce tough transparent IPNs which show no evidence of thermal degradation.

A second group was prepared thermally, but with varying ratios of PS and TPE. These are of interest as the ratio affects 
strength and toughness. In this presentation we emphasise morphological aspects at the nm level using transmission electron 
microscopy and small angle neutron scattering.

References: [1]Burford, R. P. & Jones, J. J. in Progress Pacifi c Polymer Sci., 2 (ed. Imanishi, Y.) (Springer-Verlag, 1992).
[2]Shirodkar, B. D. & Burford, R. P. Radiation Phys Chem 62, 99 (2001).

SW07/0137: Characterization of the properties of luminescent probes for free radicals and oxidative stress 
using radiation-chemical methods

 Peter Wardman,  Lisa K Folkes,  Kantilal B Patel,  Mark J Burkitt,  Clare M Jones,  Andrew Lawrence,  Michael R L Stratford, 
Gray Cancer Institute, United Kingdom

Fluorescent or luminescent probes used to measure oxidative or nitrosative stress include leuco (reduced) dyes such as 
dihydrofl uoresceins (e.g. DCFH2), vicinal diamines, and lucigenin. These may react with hydrogen peroxide, peroxynitrite, or 
their radical precursors (superoxide, nitric oxide) or products (nitrogen dioxide, carbonate radical, hydroxyl radical). Only by 
gaining a detailed, quantitative knowledge of the reaction pathways can these probes be used with confi dence. By producing 
specifi c radicals and observing directly their reactions, e.g. by pulse radiolysis, we have measured the rate at which the lucigenin 
radical reacts with oxygen to generate superoxide, the product it is supposed to measure; quinones interfere. DCFH2 does not react 
with hydrogen peroxide signifi cantly, but we have shown that cytochrome c is a potent catalyst (Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun, 
2001, 282, 329). Since this is released from mitochondria to cytosol in apoptosis, probe oxidation may refl ect apoptosis rather 
than increased superoxide generation. GSH also modulates the oxidation of DCFH2 in a superoxide-generating system containing 
cytochrome c, the effect varying with the GSH/GSSG ratio and the level of SOD. The rate constants of uncatalysed oxidation 
of DCFH2 with nitrogen dioxide, glutathione thiyl radicals and other radicals have been measured and indicate other potential 
pathways must be considered. Similarly, fl uorescent probes for ‘nitric oxide’ actually require prior oxidative activation by e.g. 
peroxidases or nitrogen dioxide, and the reactions are subject to interference from competing reductants. This work is supported 
by Cancer Research UK.
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SW07/0138: The role of proteins in propagation of radiobiological effects

 Jan M Gebicki, Macquarie University, Australia

The identifi cation of initial molecular targets of ionizing radiations in living cells is of considerable interest, because it would 
provide a targeted approach to the inhibition or enhancement of radiation damage at an early stage. There is considerable evidence 
that the fi rst molecular targets in cells are proteins rather than DNA or lipids. Recent work has demonstrated that proteins exposed 
to physiologically signifi cant free radicals acquire semistable peroxide groups which can give rise to new radicals, inactivate 
enzymes, crosslink to DNA, and oxidise intra- and extracellular antioxidants. We have also shown that protein peroxides are 
generated in cultured cells incubated in the presence of hydroxyl or peroxyl radicals. Our current studies are focussed on reactions 
of the precursors of protein peroxides, carbon-centred and peroxyl radicals. Pulse-radiolytic measurements showed that these 
radicals are able to oxidise ABTS (2,2’-azinobis(3-ethyl-6-benzothiazoline sulphonate)) with rate constants between 2x10+4 and 
2.5x10+9 M-1s-1, depending on the molecular weight of the individual proteins. Direct measurement of the reaction of lysozyme 
radicals with ascorbate gave a rate constant of 1.5x10+4 M-1s-1, demonstrating the possibility of rapid destruction of this important 
antioxidant in vivo by radiation. Steady state oxidation of glutathione and ascorbate with gamma rays showed that any proteins 
present in radical-scavenging concentrations caused loss of these antioxidant at rates comparable to the direct reaction with 
HO radicals. Taken overall, these results suggest that cell damage by ionising radiation results in formation of reactive protein 
intermediates which constitute a new class of reactive oxygen species.

Gebicki S & Gebicki JM. Biochem. J. 289; 743-749 (1993)
Gebicki JM. Redox Report 3; 99-110 (1997).
Gieseg S, Duggan S & Gebicki JM. Biochem. J. 350; 215-218 (2000).

SW07/0139: Protein peroxides – key intermediates in oxidative damage?

 Michael J Davies, The Heart Research Institute, Australia

Proteins comprise a major target for reactive radicals and other oxidants in biological systems as a result of their abundance and 
high rate constants for reaction. Kinetic data suggest that proteins consume > 75% of the hydroxyl radicals generated by gamma 
radiation. Hydrogen atom abstraction from protein side-chains or the backbone gives rise to carbon-centred radicals, which react at 
diffusion-controlled rates to give peroxyl radicals. Current data suggests that the major decay route for these peroxyl radicals is via 
hydrogen atom- or electron-abstraction from neighbouring residues with resultant formation of a further protein radical (thereby 
initiating chain reactions) and a protein peroxide. These peroxides are major products of protein oxidation induced by a range of 
species including hydroxyl, alkoxyl and peroxyl radicals, metal ion-catalysed systems, peroxynitrite, activated white cells and 
singlet oxygen. The yield of these materials, based on the amount of initial oxidant, can be as high as 95%, though this depends on 
the species involved and the conditions used. These species can be formed in an essentially random manner on both side-chains 
and the backbone (e.g with hydroxyl radicals) or with great specifi city (e.g. with singlet oxygen, where His, Trp and Tyr are the 
major targets). Some of these peroxides have been characterised. Protein peroxides have half-lives of minutes to days at 4oC but 
can decay rapidly at 37oC, or on exposure to UV light or metal ions. Peroxide decomposition can give further radicals, identifi ed 
by EPR spin trapping, via cleavage of the peroxide bond. Evidence has been obtained for reaction of these protein peroxides, via 
both radical and non-radical pathways, with other cellular targets including other proteins (e.g. to give enzymatic inactivation), 
with lipids (thereby initiating peroxidation) and with DNA (to give 8-oxodG, strand breaks and DNA-protein cross-links).

SW07/0140: Long-lived radicals (LLR) which cause genotoxic effects

 Masami Watanabe,  Seiji Kodama,  Keiji Suzuki, Nagasaki University, Japan;  Jun Kumagai,  Tetsuo Miyazaki, Nagoya University, 
Japan

Many researcher studying in area of radiation biology have been believed that active short life-time radicals such as OH and H 
radicals, play an important role to express genotoxic effects of radiations in cells, such as mutation and transformation induction. 
However, in 1993 we found a new type of radicals with long life-time in gamma- or X- irradiated golden hamster embryo (GHE) 
cells (T1/2>20hr) at room temperature by using electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy . It may be more important in 
mutation induction rather than the active short-live radicals.

When Vitamin C (AsA) is added to the gamma- or X- irradiated cells at 20 min or 6 hr after the irradiation, respectively, 
LLR are scavenged by it simultaneously with the drastic suppression of genotoxicity such as mutation and transformation. 
Since reactive oxygen species (ROS) disappear within microsecond after the irradiation, AsA do not scavenge the ROS but 
LLR. Therefore, we have proposed that LLR must be responsible radicals for inducing mutation, and probably important for the 
genotoxicity in the irradiated mammalian cells. Addition of AsA to the cells before or after irradiation does not have any effects 
on reducing cell death and chromosomal aberration. For these ten years, we have pointed out the importance of LLR, rather than 
short life-time radicals, produced in gamma- or X-ray irradiated mammalian cells which can induce mutation in the irradiated 
mammalian cells.

By the studies using Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) spectroscopy, we found that LLR probably locate in 
interior of biopolymers where few water molecules exist. By further analysis of the ESR spectra of LLR and comparison of the 
yields of radicals in proteins and DNA, we reached to the conclusion that LLR are produced in protein and assigned as sulfi nyl 
radicals as oxidized cysteine groups. LLR are not produced in DNA or in lipids. Our result show that the LLR produced in protein 
is responsible for the gene mutation in irradiated cells. Although this contradicts now common view in the radiation biology, many 
unresolved phenomena in the radiation biology can be explained well.
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PL02/0182: Commercialisation of science in Australia

 Graham Mitchell, Foursight Associates Pty Ltd, Australia

Major changes are occurring across the science and technology (S&T) landscape in this country. Messages from Federal and State 
Governments in recent times could not have been clearer – in return for “taxpayer $ into ideas” (in other words, funding for front 
end basic research) there is an expectation that “ideas will be translated into $” (in other words, commercialisation will be pursued 
aggressively). As we in Australian S&T are constantly reminded, with part justifi cation only, Australian researchers (especially 
in the life sciences) are good at generating a wealth of ideas but not much wealth from ideas! It is claimed that despite scientifi c 
excellence, many in the sector are risk averse, immobile, prone to academic snobbery, better employees than employers, not 
entrepreneurial etc, etc. Regardless of the veracity of any of this, the 1990s has seen a change with many more scientists interested 
in pursuing the progression of ideas to research to invention to intellectual property to competitive advantage to commercialisation 
to wealth, jobs and social development to profi ts and tax dollars to increased support for innovation, R&D, basic research etc.

In regard to biomedical research, it has been said that “… medical biotechnology was the fi rst business with enough glamour 
to persuade eminent scientists that the entrepreneurial spirit and academic respectability are not mutually exclusive!” Maybe it’s 
OK to be a science-literate businessman and to make money from science.

Successful biotech companies emerge when good science meets excellent management and that combination, in an 
enabling environment, attracts informed investors and partners. Biotech companies may focus on a single product, a portfolio, 
or a technology platform and the majority are destined not to become, and have no intention of becoming, an integrated 
biopharmaceutical or agrichemical company. Their capacity to raise funds is infl uenced by “signals” that the technology, the 
people and the business proposition have merit – government assistance (e.g. BIF, R&D Start, STI funding) and some type 
of relationship with Big Pharma/Big Biotech provide assurances. In the life sciences, durable and strong IP is critical. This 
presentation will focus on choice of commercialisation strategy (i.e. licensing vs. start up vs. joint venture etc); the hazards of 
“expropriation” for the small end of town; little c versus big C commercialisation; creating value in the biopharmaceutical sector; 
and persistent restraints to innovation in Australia.

SW08/0141: Fates of clustered DNA damages in human cells

 Betsy M Sutherland,  Paula V Bennett, Brookhaven National Laboratory, United States;  John C Sutherland, Brookhaven National 
Laboratory and East Carolina Univer, United States;  Jacques Laval, Institut Gustav Roussy, France

Bistranded damage clusters-two or more oxidized bases, abasic sites or strand breaks on opposing DNA strands within a few 
helical turns-are induced in human cells (28SC monocytes) by low doses of ionizing radiation in a linear dose-response. We have 
now asked if they are repair-resistant, or if cellular repair mechanisms can cope with such complex damages. We have studied 
repair in 28SC cells of three types of clustered damages: Nfo-abasic clusters, Nth-oxidized pyrimidine clusters, and Fpg-oxidized 
purine clusters as well as double strand breaks (DSBs) induced by low (10-50 cGy) doses of 50 kVp X-rays. DSBs disappear 
within a few minutes after irradiation. Abasic clusters also disappear, but in a time frame of many hours; the kinetics of their 
processing suggests that cells use active repair mechanisms to remove abasic clusters. Oxidized base clusters remain detectable for 
many hours, suggesting that a fraction of such damages may constitute persistent clusters. Few de novo DSBs are induced during 
post-irradiation incubation, indicating that-unlike E. coli-human cells do not accumulate high levels of DSBs in their attempts to 
repair non-DSB clustered damages. However, signifi cant levels of de novo abasic clusters and de novo oxidized base clusters are 
detected in cells incubated after irradiation, suggesting that they may constitute intermediates in repair of such clustered damages. 
Our results support a model of processing of clustered damages in human cells that minimizes long-term accumulation of double 
strand breaks but instead employs de novo cluster intermediates, including both abasic clusters and oxybase clusters.

SW08/0142: Stalled repair of lesions when present within a clustered DNA damage site

 Martine E Lomax,  Siobhan Cunniffe,  Peter O’Neill, Medical Research Council, United Kingdom

Ionising radiation produces clustered DNA damages (two or more lesions within one or two helical turns of the DNA) which could 
challenge the repair mechanism(s) of the cell. Using purifi ed base excision repair (BER) enzymes and synthetic oligonucleotides 
a number of recent studies have established the excision of a lesion within clustered damage sites is compromised. Evidence will 
be presented that the effi ciency of repair of lesions within a clustered DNA damage site is reduced, relative to that of the isolated 
lesions, since the lifetime of both lesions is extended by up to four fold. Simple clustered damage sites, comprised of single-strand 
breaks, abasic sites and base damages, one or fi ve bases 3´ or 5´ to each other, were synthesised in oligonucleotides and repair 
carried out in mammalian cell nuclear extracts. The rate of repair of the single-strand break/abasic site within these clustered 
damage sites is reduced, mainly due to inhibition of the DNA ligase. The mechanism of repair of the single-strand break/abasic site 
shows some asymmetry. Repair appears to be by the short-patch BER pathway when the lesions are 5’ to each other. In contrast, 
when the lesions are 3’ to each other repair appears to proceed along the long-patch BER pathway. The lesions within the cluster 
are processed sequentially, the single-strand break/abasic site being repaired before excision of 8-oxoG, limiting the formation 
of double-strand breaks to <2%. Stalled processing of clustered DNA damage extends the lifetime of the lesions to an extent that 
could have biological consequences, e.g. if the lesions are still present during transcription and/or at replication mutations could 
arise.
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SW08/0143: Enzymatic processing of radiation-induced strand-break termini

 Michael Weinfeld,  Aghdass Rasouli-Nia, Cross Cancer Institute, Canada;  Feridoun Karimi-Busheri, University of Alberta, 
Canada;  Lawrence F Povirk, Virginia Commonwealth University, United States;  Gabriel Moncalian, The John A Tainer, The Scrip
ps Research Institute, United States

Radiation and reagents, such as neocarzinostatin and calicheamicin, generate bistranded DNA lesions, including strand breaks 
with termini that require processing before the restoration of missing bases and/or DNA ligation can proceed. These include 
phosphate and phosphoglycolate groups at the 3’-termini and hydroxyl groups at the 5’-termini. Before DNA polymerases and 
ligases can act on these termini, they have to be converted to 3’-hydroxyl and 5’-phosphate groups. At single-strand breaks, 3’-
phosphoglycolate termini can be removed by the human AP-endonuclease (APE1), but APE1 functions very poorly at double-
strand breaks, particularly those with overhanging 3’-termini. In addition, APE1 does not remove 3’-phosphate groups effi ciently 
(if at all). We have examined the capacity of other enzymes to process strand-break termini, including the Mre11/Rad50 nuclease 
complex and human polynucleotide kinase (hPNKP). Using a series of synthesized oligonucleotide substrates we show that 
the 3’-5’ exonuclease activity of the Mre11/Rad50 complex (isolated from Pyrococcus furiosus) can digest 3’-termini bearing 
phosphoglycolate end-groups, but not termini bearing a 3’-phosphate group. Thus, Mre11/Rad50 can be considered to be a 
phosphodiesterase, but not a phosphomonoesterase. Human PNKP, on the other hand, can hydrolyze 3’-phosphate termini but not 
3’-phosphoglycolate termini. However, phosphoglycolate at double-strand breaks can be removed by a combination of human 
tyrosyl-DNA phosphodiesterase and PNKP. Human PNKP also has the capacity to phosphorylate 5’-OH termini at both single and 
double-strand break termini.

SW08/1335: Molecular characterization of a complex site-specifi c radiation-induced 
DNA double-strand break

 Kamal Datta,  Miral Dizdaroglu,  Pawel Jaruga,  Ronald D Neumann,  Thomas A Winters, Warren Grant Magnuson Clinical Center, 
United States

Radiation lethality is a function of radiation-induced DNA double-strand breaks (DSB). Current models propose the lethality of a 
DSB to be a function of its structural complexity. We present here for the fi rst time a map of damage associated with a site-specifi c 
double-strand break produced by decay of 125I in a plasmid bound by a 125I-labeled triplex forming oligonucleotide (125I-TFO). The 
E. coli DNA repair enzymes, endonuclease IV (endo IV), endonuclease III (endo III), and formamidopyrimidine-DNA glycosylase 
(Fpg), which recognize AP sites, and pyrimidine and purine base damage respectively, were used as probes in this study. 125I-TFO 
bound plasmid was incubated with and without DMSO at -80°C for 1 month. No signifi cant difference in DSB yield was observed 
under these conditions. A 32 base pair fragment from the upstream side of the decay site was isolated by restriction digestion 
and enzymatically probed to identify damage sites. Endo IV treatment of the 5’-end labeled upper strand indicated clustering of 
AP sites within 3 bases downstream and 7 bases upstream of the targeted base. Also, repeated experiments consistently detected 
an AP site 4 bases upstream of the 125Itarget base. This was further supported by complementary results with the 3’-end labeled 
upper strand. Endo IV analysis of the lower strand also shows clustering of AP sites near the DSB end. Endo III and Fpg probing 
demonstrated that base damage is also clustered near the targeted break site. DSBs produced in the absence of DMSO displayed 
a different pattern of enzyme sensitive damage than those produced in the presence of DMSO. Identifi cation of specifi c base 
damage types within the restriction fragment containing the DSB end was achieved with GC/MS. Base damage consisted of 
8-hydroguanine, 8-hydroxyadenine, and 5-hydroxycytosine. These lesions were observed at relative yields of 8-hydroguanine 
and 5-hydroxycytosine to 8-hydroxyadenine of 7.4:1 and 4.7:1, respectively, in the absence of DMSO, and 8.9:1 and 2.6:1 in the 
presence of DMSO, respectively. Analysis of an internal control fragment isolated from a region of the plasmid < 1000 bp away 
from the 125I target site showed neither DSBs, nor sensitivity to repair enzyme probing.
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SW09/0145: Relevance of the Fanconi anemia genetic stability pathway to formation and processing of 
double-strand breaks (DSBs)

 Larry H Thompson,  R S Tebbs,  J M Hinz,  N A Yamada,  E P Salazar,  I M Jones, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
United States;  N J Jones, The University of Liverpool, United Kingdom;  C L Limoli, University California, San Francisco, 
United States

Although the exact functions of the FA proteins are largely unknown, a nuclear complex containing the A, C, E, F, and G proteins 
appears necessary for resistance to mitomycin C (MMC). FANCD1/BRCA2 is directly involved in DSB repair by homologous 
recombination, and ATM phosphorylates FANCD2 in response to ionizing radiation. We constructed a knockout mutation of 
the hemizygous FancG gene in CHO cells, which have a relatively stable subdiploid karyotype. A knockout clone (FGKO40) 
was isolated from a pool of ~100 clones after screening ~30,000 clones by PCR analysis. FGKO40 cells grow robustly; their 
doubling time is ~8% slower than wild-type cells, and the plating effi ciency and cell cycle distribution are normal. Survival 
curves show that FGKO40 is sensitive to diverse agents: 6-thioguanine (5x), MMC (3x), methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) (4x), 
methylnitrosourea (4x), ethylnitrosourea (3x), chloroethylnitrosourea (3x), UVC (1.5x), hydroxyurea (1.2x), camptothecin (1.2x), 
and gamma-rays (1.15x). Thus, the FancG protein is important for cellular recovery from diverse genotoxic insults besides 
crosslinking agents. The level of reactive oxidative species is elevated 1.6-fold in FGKO40 cells, but the spontaneous mutation 
rate at the hprt locus is lower than normal. The rate of conversion to methotrexate resistance is increased ~2.5 fold in FGKO40 
cells. In an alkaline comet assay, FGKO40 had a normal level of spontaneous DNA breaks as well as breaks produced by an 8-min 
treatment with MMS. In response to a pulse treatment with MMS, synchronous FGKO40 cells at the end of G1 phase progress 
normally through S phase but have a slightly lengthened G2 phase. Overall, the phenotype of FGKO40 cells suggests a defect in 
DNA replication that may result in increased DSBs when damaged DNA is replicated. (Work done under the aus-pices of the US 
DOE by LLNL under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48 and funded by the Low-Dose Radiation Res. Program (BER) grant number 
SCW0389/0008 and by NIH/NCI grant CA89405)

SW09/0146: Role of DNA-PK in cellular responses to DNA double-strand breaks

 David J Chen, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are probably the most dangerous of the many different types of DNA damage that occur within 
the cell. DSBs are generated by exogenous agents such as ionizing radiation (IR) or by endogenously generated reactive oxygen 
species and occur as intermediates during meiotic and V(D)J recombination. The repair of DSBs is of paramount importance to 
the cell as misrepair of DSBs can lead to cell death or promote tumorigenesis. In eukaryotes there exists two distinct mechanisms 
for DNA DSB repair: homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). In mammalian cells, however, 
it is clear that nonhomologous repair of DSBs is highly active and plays a major role in conferring radiation resistance to the 
cell. The NHEJ machinery minimally consists of the DNA-dependent Protein Kinase (DNA-PK) and a complex of XRCC4 and 
DNA Ligase IV. The DNA-PK complex is composed of a 470 kDa catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs), and the heterodimeric Ku70 
and Ku80 DNA end-binding complex. DNA-PKcs is a PI-3 kinase with homology to ATM and ATR in its C-terminal kinase 
domain. The DNA-PK complex protects and tethers the ends, and directs assembly and, perhaps, the activation of other NHEJ 
proteins. We have previously demonstrated that the kinase activity of DNA-PK is essential for DNA DSB repair and V(D)J 
recombination. It is, therefore, of immense interest to determine the in vivo targets of DNA-PKcs and the mechanisms by which 
phosphorylation of these targets modulates NHEJ. Recent studies have resulted in the identifi cation of a number of protein targets 
that are phosphorylated by and/or interact with DNA-PKcs. Our laboratory has recently identifi ed autophosphorylation site(s) on 
DNA-PKcs. We fi nd that phosphorylation at these sites in vivo is an early and essential response to DSBs and demonstrate, for the 
fi rst time, the localization of DNA-PKcs to the sites of DNA damage in vivo. Furthermore, mutation of these phosphorylation sites 
in mammalian cells leads to radiation sensitivity and impaired DSB rejoining and NIEJ capability. These fi ndings establish that 
phosphorylation of DNA-PKcs is required for the repair of DSBs by the NHEJ pathway.

SW09/0147: Radiosensitivity: a role of ATM in chromatin modifi cation

 Mira O Jung, Georgetown University School of Medicine, United States

Chromatin architecture plays an important role in DNA-template based processes, including transcription, DNA damage 
repair, replication, and apoptosis. Post-translational modifi cation of histones and non-histone proteins through actions of 
histone acetyltransferase (HAT) and histone deacetylase (HDAC) regulates chromatin conformation, resulting in the control 
of accessibility of proteins to target sites. Some of these proteins are involved in cell cycle regulation and DNA damage repair 
process (ie. Rb, E2F1, p21, p53 and BRCA 1 and 2). However, the mechanism underlying the role of chromatin modifi cation on 
cellular intrinsic radiation sensitivity is poorly understood.

ATM, the product of the gene mutated in cells from patients with the radiation sensitivity syndrome of ataxia-telangiectasia, 
has been shown to be involved in multiple DNA damage-induced signal transduction pathways. Previously, we have observed 
that ATM interacts with histone deacetylase HDAC1 both in vivo and in vitro and its complex exhibits deacetylase activity in 
response to ionizing radiation. Further studies have suggested that ATM is involved in the regulation of p53 via post-translational 
modifi cation. Using isogenic AT cell lines, which show radiation sensitivity differences (Do 0.7 and 1.4 Gy), we performed 
microarray analyses of gene expression at various intervals following irradiation. These data provide evidence for distinctive 
ATM-dependent or -independent radiation-mediated gene regulation patterns.
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SW09/0148: ATM and checkpoint responses to DNA double strand breaks

 Kum Kum Khanna, Queensland Institute of Medical Research, Australia

DNA damage checkpoints can be classifi ed into G1/S, intra-S and G2/M checkpoints, so named according to the cell cycle 
transitions that they regulate. DNA damage incurred during the G1 or G2 phase of the cell cycle leads to growth arrest at the G1/S 
and G2/M phase boundaries, respectively, whereas genotoxic stress during S phase results in the transient suppression of DNA 
synthesis. In mammals, ATM (ataxia-telangiectasia mutated) is a protein kinase that controls all checkpoint responses to DNA 
damage. ATM is a versatile kinase which uses various means to regulate a given checkpoint pathway. It has been shown to act 
upon several proteins within the same pathway, many times controlling several different modifi cations of the same protein or using 
several different targets to arrive at the same end point. Some of the ATM targets act as adaptors by recruiting additional substrates 
for ATM. ATM controls two types of responses in G1. The p53-dependent responses inhibit Cyclin/Cdk activity by transcriptional 
induction of p21, whereas p53-independent responses inhibit CDKs through degradation of Cdc25A to maintain CdK2 inhibitory 
phosphorylation. In regulating p53, ATM directly phosphorylates p53 on Ser15, which likely causes p53 transcriptional activation, 
concurrently activating other kinases that phosphorylate p53 at other sites such as Ser20, which reduces the ability of MDM2 to 
bind p53, thus promoting its stability. ATM further ensures p53 stability by phosphorylating MDM2. At least six ATM targets, 
namely CHK2, CHK1, NBS1, BRCA1, SMC1 and FANCD2, have been implicated in the control of S-phase checkpoint. Cdc25A 
is the downstream effector of CHK1 and CHK2, though the underlying mechanism for control of intra S-phase checkpoint by 
other targets remain obscure. G2 checkpoint prevents mitotic entry solely through inhibitory phosphorylation of Cdc2/Cdk1. 
Several ATM targets including CHK1, CHK2, BRCA1, MDC1 and p53BP1 have been implicated in the control of G2/M 
checkpoint. CHK1 and CHK2 phosphorylate Cdc25, leading to its cytoplasmic sequestration, thus preventing activation of CDK1. 
BRCA1, MDC1 and p53BP1, are required for effi cient phosphorylation/activation of CHK1 and CHK2 in-vivo.

SW09/0149: A role of NBS1 in genome stability after double-strand breaks

 Kenshi Komatsu, Radiation Biology Center, Kyoto University, Japan;  Junya Kobayashi, Hiroshima University, Japan; 
 Hiroshi Tauchi, Ibaraki University, Japan;  Shinya Matsuura, Research Institute for Radiation Biology and Medicine, Japan; 
 Antonio Antoccia, University La Sapienza, Rome, Italy

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) represent the most serious damage in genome, and hence, the cells correctly repair one DSB 
generated in a cell. This effi ciency of DNA repair could correspond to detect several bp out of 6x109 bps in genome. However, it is 
not yet characterized how DSBs are recognized and repair proteins are accurately recruited to the sites of DSBs. Here, we propose 
a two-step binding model led by NBS1, gene product defective in Nijmegen Breakage Syndrome. NBS1 physically interacts with 
histone, rather than damage DNA, by direct binding to γ-H2AX. We demonstrate that the NBS1-binding can occur in the absence 
of interaction with hMRE11 or BRCA1. NBS1 has no DNA binding region but carries a combination of the fork-head associated 
(FHA) and the BRCA1 C-terminal domains (BRCT). We show that the FHA/BRCT domain of NBS1 is essential for this physical 
interaction, since NBS1 lacking this domain failed to bind to γ-H2AX in cells, and a recombinant FHA/BRCT domain alone can 
bind to recombinant γ-H2AX. Thus, the interaction with γ-H2AX has a crucial role for re-localization of NBS1/hMRE11/hRAD50 
nuclease complex to the vicinity of DNA damage. After conversion of this complex to binding to damage DNA, it will initiate 
DNA repair. When the ability of homologous recombination in chicken NBS cells was assayed by using SCneo reporter plasmid, 
the homologous recombination was about 100-fold decrease, compared to that of chicken wild cells. However, non-homologous 
end joining in chicken NBS cells is indistinguishable from those in wild type cells. NBS1 is also involved in S-phase checkpoint 
through the SMC1 phospohrylation when cells were irradiated with a low dose. As a result, this re-localization of NBS1/hMre11/
hRad50 complex through interaction of NBS1 with histone could be a key step in a two-step binding mechanism for homologous 
recombination repair and cell-cycle checkpoints.

SW10/0152: BNCT compound development: review of strategies and results

 Michiko Miura, Brookhaven National Laboratory, United States

The clinical effi cacy of boron neutron-capture therapy (BNCT) for tumors is not just dependent on the quality of the epithermal 
neutron irradiation fi eld. Even more important are the toxicities of the boron-rich carrier compounds administered before 
irradiation and on their uptake by tumor and by radiosensitive, clinically vital normal tissues within the irradiation fi eld. The 
higher the boron concentration in tumor compared to that in those normal tissues, the greater is the effi cacy, because the maximum 
allowable dose to tumor is determined only by the maximum allowable dose to those normal tissues. An overview of some of the 
strategies currently used to design, synthesize, test (in vivo), and assess boron carriers for BNCT will be presented.
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SW10/0150: The radiation biology of Boron Neutron Capture Therapy

 Jeffrey A Coderre, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) produces a complex mixture of high and low-LET radiations in tissue. Using data on the 
biological effectiveness of these various dose components, derived primarily in small animals irradiated with thermal neutrons, 
it has been possible to express clinical BNCT doses in photon-equivalent units. The accuracy of these calculated doses in normal 
tissue and tumor will be reviewed. Clinical trials are underway at a number of centers. There are differences in the neutron 
beams at these centers, and differences in the details of the clinical protocols. Ideally, data from all centers using similar boron 
compounds and treatment protocols should be compared and combined, if appropriate, in a multi-institutional study in order to 
strengthen statistical analysis. An international dosimetry exchange is underway that will allow the physical doses from the various 
treatment centers to be quantitatively compared. As a fi rst step towards the comparison of the clinical data, the normal brain 
tolerance data from the patients treated in the initial Brookhaven National Laboratory and the Harvard/MIT BNCT clinical trials 
have been compared. The data provide a good estimate of the normal brain tolerance for a somnolence syndrome endpoint, and 
provide guidance for setting normal brain tolerance limits in ongoing and future clinical trials. Escalation of the dose in BNCT can 
be accomplished by increasing the amount of the boron compound administered, increasing the duration of the neutron exposure, 
or both. The dose escalations that have been carried out to date at the various treatment centers will be compared and contrasted. 
Possible future clinical trials using BNCT in combination with other modalities will be discussed.

SW10/0153: Boron neutron capture therapy with boronophenylalanine for patients 
with glioblastoma multiforme

 Britta H Stenstam, Studsvik/Nyköping, Sweden, Sweden

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and MIT/Harvard were the fi rst to use BPA for BNCT and both have carried out phase 
I/II studies for Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM). The results are suffi ciently encouraging to warrant further study. More recently 
the Helsinki BNCT group in Finland have used a similar protocol as that used at BNL, with a 2-3 hour infusion of total BPA-
doses ranging from 290 to 400 mg/kg bodyweight. Also, the Finish group has an ongoing protocol for recurrent or persisting 
glioblastoma following conventional external beam photon irradiation (XRT).

In a program based on a facility built by Professor Kurt Sköld and co-workers at Studsvik, Sweden, a different approach has 
been adopted, based on knowledge from previous research. This involves longer infusion times for BPA. The aim of the fi rst 
Swedish protocol was to evaluate:

1. Safety of BNCT with three times more BPA administered with the same infusion rate as in previous trials but with three 
times longer infusion time, i.e. 900 mg BPA/kg bodyweight in a 6 hr infusion.

2. Overall Survival Time, Time to Progression, Quality of Life and Side effects.
Patient acquisition into the phase II trial for BNCT, as primary radiation treatment for GBM, was concluded in February 2003 

as the last of the 30 patients was treated. So, in August “at least 6 months follow up” is reached for all patients. Although the 
median survival time (MST) has not yet been reached for the whole group, for the cohort of the fi rst 14 patients, with a follow-up 
time now exceeding 18 months the MST is 16.6 months and 79% of the patients have survived more than one year. A randomised 
(phase III) trial for BNCT as primary radiation treatment for GBM is planned to start in October of 2003.

Presently ongoing is a phase II trial for patients with recurrent GBM after surgery and conventional XRT. In the period March 
2001 to May 2003 a total of 39 patients have been treated within the BNCT program at Studsvik.

SW10/0183: Clinical experience of boron neutron capture therapy for patients with malignant 
brain tumour using BSH

 Yoshinbu Nakagawa, National Kagawa Children’s Hospital, Japan;  Teruyoshi Kageji, Tokushima University, Japan

Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) has been studied using a combination of thermal neutron and BSH (Na2B12H11SH) in 
Japan since 1968. On the day of BNCT, about twelve hours before neutron irradiation, BSH is diluted in 500 ml of saline and 
given by drip intravenous infusion (60~80 mg BSH/kg body weight). At the beginning of the project, BSH was directly injected 
into the carotid or vertebral artery of some patients. To clarify the relationship between the radiation dose, histological grading 
and clinical outcome, we retrospectively analysed the outcome for 105 patients, with glial tumours, treated between 1977 to 
1997. Six patients out of 105 lived more than 10 years after BNCT. The estimated tumour volume radiation dose in the group was 
18.2 ± 3.3Gy. It was 12.4 ± 3.5Gy in 11 patients who lived more than 5 years. In the patients who lived more than 3 years (n=29 
patients) the dose to the minimum tumour volume was 11.5Gy in grade 2, 15.6Gy in grade 3 and 18.2Gy in grade 4 gliomas. On 
the other hand they were 6.7Gy in grade 2, 11.8 Gy in grade 3. and 9.8Gy in grade 4 in patients (n=76) who lived less than 3 years. 
Radiation necrosis was found in 19 patients (19/183 10.4%). The maximum vascular radiation dose of the patients with necrosis 
was 21± 8.1 Gy, while it was 9.4 ± 5.1 Gy without radiation necrosis. According to the data, we have made new protocol using 
epithermal neutrons and BSH. The outcomes for fi fteen patients with glioblastoma, who were treated by the new protocol using a 
new mode composed of thermal and epithermal neutrons are reported.
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SW10/0155: Clinical BNCT, where are we and where should we be going?

 Wolfgang AG Sauerwein, Andrea Wittig, University Hospital Essen, Germany;  Aris Zonta, University of Pavia, Italy; 
 Raymond Moss, Joint Research Centre of the European Commission,Petten, The Netherlands;  Luca Cionini, University of Pisa, 
Italy

The future in cancer treatment is with dedicated targeted therapies, selectively destroying tumour cells whilst sparing 
surrounding healthy tissue, so leading to increased effi cacy and decreased toxicity. Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) 
is a radiotherapeutic modality that through the limited spatial distribution of its effects provides a highly selective delivery of 
dose. It exploits the ability of the non-radioactive isotope boron-10 to readily capture thermal neutrons, to immediately produce 
particles with high Linear Energy Transfer, high Relative Biological Effectiveness and a limited range in tissue of 10 microns. In 
addition BNCT offers physical targeting methods such as optimised beam delivery and extra-corporal irradiation, which makes 
the global approach even more likely to succeed than cellular targeting based on a drug only approach. To be effective, B-10 has 
to be delivered selectively to the target cells, which is not the case at present in BNCT. Currently, clinical BNCT has been proven 
feasible using different neutron beams and clinical approaches (intraoperative, external beam and extracorporal irradiation), 
pharmacokinetic studies including tissue uptake evaluation and phase I trials have been performed using the drugs BSH and BPA. 
The effi cacy of BNCT has been shown in single cases and phase II trials are now open for patient recruitment.

In order to develop BNCT further, dedicated trial strategies have to be developed that allow the investigation of this binary 
treatment modality. Special emphasis has to be spent to the development of new targeting compounds, which is especially diffi cult 
because the drugs by themselves do not have any effect. If one day BNCT has been proven to be in specifi c situations superior to 
conventional treatments, then cheap and hospital based neutron sources must become available in order to introduce it in routine.

PP01/0156: Identifi cation of molecular mechanisms of radiation-induced vascular damage in normal tissues 
using microarray analyses

 Jacqueline JCM Kruse,  Johannes AM te Poele,  Nicola S Russell,  Liesbeth J Boersma,  Fiona A Stewart, Netherlands Cancer Instit
ute, The Netherlands

Radiation-induced telangiectasia, characterized by thin-walled dilated blood vessels, can be a serious late complication in 
patients that have been previously treated for cancer. It might cause cosmetic problems when occurring in the skin, and excessive 
bleeding requiring surgery when occurring in rectal mucosa. The mechanisms underlying the development of radiation-induced 
telangiectasia are unclear. The aim of the present study is to determine whether microarrays are useful for studying mechanisms 
of radiation-induced telangiectasia. The second aim is to test the hypotheses that telangiectasia is characterized by a fi nal common 
pathway in different tissues. Microarray experiments were performed using amplifi ed RNA from (sham)irradiated mouse tissues 
(kidney, rectum) at different intervals (1-30 weeks) after irradiation. After normalization procedures, the differentially expressed 
genes were identifi ed. Control/repeat experiments were done to confi rm that the observations were not artifacts of the array 
procedure. The mouse kidney experiments showed signifi cant upregulation of 31 and 42 genes and downregulation of 9 and 4 
genes at 10 and 20 weeks after irradiation, respectively. Irradiated mouse rectum has 278 upregulated and 537 downregulated 
genes at 10 weeks and 86 upregulated and 29 downregulated genes at 20 weeks. During the development of telangiectasia, 19 
upregulated genes and 5 downregulated genes were common to both tissues. Upregulation of Jagged-1, known to play a role in 
angiogenesis, is particularly interesting in the context of radiation-induced telangiectasia. Microarrays are affective discovery 
tools to identify novel genes of interest, which may be involved in radiation-induced normal tissue injury. Using information from 
control arrays (particularly straight color, color reverse and self-self experiments) allowed for a more accurate and reproducible 
identifi cation of differentially expressed genes than the selection of an arbitrary 2-fold change threshold.
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PP01/0157: Signaling pathways in NSCLC as a predictor of outcome and response to therapy

 Anjali K Gupta,  Daniel E Soto,  Karen S Gustafson,  Michael D Feldman,  Rosemarie Mick,  Mitchell Machtay,  Ruth J Muschel, 
 W Gillies McKenna, University of Pennsylvania, United States

Purpose: The 5-year survival rate for patients with stage III non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is 10%. A number of genetic 
alterations are associated with this disease including mutations and amplifi cations of EGFR (70%) and Ras (20-30%). Both Ras 
and EGFR are upstream of PI3K. Our previous data shows that these regulate tumor radiation sensitivity. Here we ask whether the 
activation of this pathway has prognostic relevance in NSCLC.

Experimental Design: Two series of patients were retrospectively analyzed. The fi rst series consisted of 23 Stage III NSCLC 
patients treated pre-operatively with chemo/radiation on a protocol. The second consisted of 12 Stage III NSCLC patients treated 
with chemo/radiation without surgery who had survived more than 2 years. Expression levels of EGFR and Her-2 were assessed 
by immunohistochemical staining. PI3K signaling was evaluated by staining for phosphorylated Akt (P-Akt), a downstream target 
of PI3K. The staining for EGFR, Her-2, and P-Akt were related to outcome in the two groups. Additionally the importance of 
PI3K signaling was evaluated in 3 NSCLC cell lines using a pharmacological blockade of PI3K by LY294002.

Results: In the fi rst series of patients, 43% were positive for EGFR, 5% for Her-2, and 82.6% for P-Akt. Of the survivors, 
25% were positive for EGFR, 0% for Her-2, and 42% for P-Akt. For P-Akt, this difference had a probability calculation of 0.003. 
The three NSCLC cell lines that we tested were found to have high levels of P-Akt. Pharmacologically inhibiting PI3K led to 
decreased Akt phosphorylation and radiosensitization of all three cell lines.

Conclusion: Inhibition of Akt by inhibiting PI3K leads to radiosensitization. The fi nding that NSCLC survivors treated by 
radiation have lower levels of PI3K and Akt signaling is consistent with this idea. This further suggests that Akt might be a useful 
target for sensitization of NSCLC to radiation.

PP01/0158: New molecular analysis of differential gene expressions to evaluate new exposure markers and 
radioresistance

 Sabrina Ballerini,  Giorgio Federici, University of Tor Vergata, Internal Medicine Department, Italy;  Emiliano Basso, 
 Luca Gasparollo,  Anna Giovanetti,  Roberto Amendola, ENEA, ION, Institute for Radiation Protection, Italy

Molecular techniques, such as macro array and representation difference analysis (RDA) (1), allow to detect subtle variations 
into complex biological processes induced by exposure to ionising radiation. One of the most reliable method to investigate 
radioresistance in vitro is to select a clone with acquired or intrinsic resistant phenotype by delivering repeated fractions of low-
dose X-irradiation to a parent cell line. The resulting isolated resistant clone is then suitable for molecular techniques to analyse 
differential genes which expressions are important in characterising response and resistance to radiation. The cDNA expression 
arrays allow to perform the analysis of hundreds of known genes while RDA permits the comparison of genomic cDNA also from 
higher eukaryotes.

The aim of the present work was to verify the suitable of these new molecular approaches to recognize the expression of genes 
hypothetically useful as radioprotection markers. To this end, a relatively high dose of X-rays was used (2 Gy), differentially 
expressed genes were isolated, and new experiments based on high sensitive and reproducible RT-PCR are foreseen for lower 
doses. Human neuroblastoma cell lines IMR32 and its resistant clone (Clone F), previously isolated by repeated 2 Gy X-
irradiation(2), were irradiated with a single 2 Gy X-rays. Six hours later, cells were monitored for surviving fraction, index of 
apoptosis and RNAs were extracted, purifi ed and analysed either by human macro array with 205 cDNA of apoptosis genes related 
spiked on and either by RDA methodology. Human apoptosis macro array confi rmed higher expression of genes related both to 
apoptosis regulator (Bax) and apoptosis effectors (caspase-2) in IMR32 cell line. RDA showed several differentially expressed 
genes in the resistant clone. Among these genes, two unknown forms of a protein with a putative enzymatic activity are cloned and 
transfected in the sensitive cell line to understand their role in radioresistance.
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PP01/0159: A cDNA microarray study of multiple-gene expression in mouse Ku80 knockout and wild-type 
cells after single-dose-irradiation

 HM Ting,  John YH Chan,  JS Lin,  Frank QH Ngo, National Yang Ming University, Taiwan;  David J Chen, Lawrence Berkeley Nati
onal Laboratory, Berkeley, California, United States

The study aims to compare differences in global gene expression between mouse Ku80-/- (KO) and Ku+/+ (WT) embryonic 
fi broblasts under irradiated and non-irradiated conditions. Both dual-fl uorescence and colorimetric-based cDNA microarrays 
were employed, containing human 4,600 and mouse 9,600 gene sequences, respectively. Colony formation assay showed that KO 
cells were much more radiosensitive than WT cells, with nearly shoulderless survival curve. At 12 hrs postirradiation of 10 Gy, 
KO exhibited extensive G2/M accumulation, compensated by a reduction of G1 cells, while WT demonstrated about two-fold 
increase in G2/M and 4-fold S reduction. RT-PCR confi rmed the knockout of Ku80 gene in the Ku-/-, and its presence in the WT 
cells. Without irradiation, microarray containing human gene targets showed that in log-growth KO cells, one gene (HXB) had 
nearly 3-fold expression level compared to WT. However, 18 genes were signifi cantly down regulated in KO. A similar situation 
was revealed when the mouse-targets microarray was used for hybridization, with differences only in some genes. Similarly 
down-regulated genes correspond to cytokinesis, transcription, and apoptosis. At 12 hrs postirradiation, very few genes showed 
differential expression in either KO or WT. Almost none of the genes involved in DNA repair including base excision repair, 
nucleotide excision repair, mismatch repair, homologous recombination, non-homologous end rejoining, DNA polymerase, and 
editing & processing nucleases showed altered expression by irradiation at this time. Under the same irradiation protocol, small 
changes (up) were detected for Cyclin’s, CDK7, and Wee1 and for some apoptosis factors and inhibitors in WT, but not in KO. 
Investigations at earlier postirradiation times may help interpretation of the molecular mechanisms underlying the differences in 
survival and cell-cycle arrests between KO and WT.

PP01/0160: Adenoviral DPC-4 expression in DPC-4 Null BxPC-3 Cells, Restored TGF- β signaling, 
induces bax expression and enhanced sensitivity to ionizing radiation

 Mohammed S Inayat,  Swatee Dey,  Damodaran Chendil,  Mansoor Ahmed, University of Kentucky, United States

The DPC-4 gene was identifi ed as the consensus site of a hot spot of homozygous deletions in 30% of pancreatic cancer cases. The 
DPC-4 gene has similar sequence to one found in the Drosophila, which is implicated in the TGF-β signaling pathways. The TGF-
β signals through type I and II serine/threonine kinase receptors. The signal is transduced by a series of proteins known as MAD-
related proteins or SMADs. Smad 3 and DPC-4 appears to mediate the actions of TGF-β. Thus, inhibition of cell cycle regulatory 
proteins downstream from TGF-β receptors may explain the role of DPC-4 as a tumor suppressor gene. In this study, we selected a 
DPC4-null pancreatic cancer cell line BxPC-3 to test the hypothesis that DPC-4 plays a role in the regulation of radiation-induced 
apoptosis through TGF-β signaling pathway. BxPC-3 cells were infected with Ad5/Vector or Ad5Smad4/DPC4 and irradiated to 
assess the impact on radiation sensitivity. BxPC-3 cells overexpressing DPC-4 were signifi cantly sensitive (p<0.04) to radiation-
induced clonogenic inhibition (SF2=0.59±0.023; D0=240 cGy) when compared to cells overexpressing adenoviral vector alone 
(SF2=0.26±0.08; D0=145 cGy). Interestingly, bax protein was found elevated in the untreated samples and irradiated BxPC-3 
cells overexpressing DPC-4. This elevation was found to MOI-dose dependent. A gel-shift analysis using oligo probe spanning 
the potential Smad binding element (SBE) site on the bax promoter region showed a shift in the band and this shifted band was 
competed out with cold oligo probe, indicating that a potential binding site for DPC-4 is present in the promoter of Bax. The DPC-
4 SBE binding site on p21waf1/cip1 promoter is an 8-bp palindrome sequence (5’-GTCTAGAC-3’) and act as sequence specifi c 
transcriptional activators. A closely related SBE site, 5’-GTCATGGAC-3’(-885 to -879) was found in the promoter of bax gene. 
Based on these observations, we hypothesized that bax is a TGF-β effector gene. Currently, we are testing this concept in another 
DPC-4 null pancreatic cancer cell line HS766T. Together, these fi ndings demonstrate that restoration DPC-4 function restore the 
TGF-β response and enhances radiation sensitivity.

PP01/0161: Radiosensitization of human endothelial cells by IL-24

 Raymond E Meyn, University of Texas M D Anderson Cancer Center, Department of Experimental Radiation Oncology, 
United States

Radiation therapy remains an important cancer treatment modality but despite improvements in dose delivery many patients still 
fail at their primary tumor site. Therefore, new strategies designed to improve local control are needed. Protocols combining 
radiation with anti-angiogenic agents might be of particular advantage based on their documented low toxicity. In this regard, we 
have been conducting preclinical investigations of a novel cytokine, mda7/IL-24. Our collaborators have shown that mda7/IL-24 
protein targets the endothelial cells of the tumor microvascular system and has potent anti-angiogenic properties in both in vitro 
and in vivo assays. Recently, we have demonstrated that recombinant mda7/IL-24 protein radiosensitizes human endothelial 
cells in vitro. Specifi cally, 10 ng/ml of recombinant human IL-24 protein for 12 hrs reduced the survival at 2 Gy for human 
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) from 0.33 to 0.12. We are also working on understanding the molecular basis for 
this radiosensitizing effect. Preliminary data suggest a model whereby mda7/IL-24 engages a specifi c receptor on the surface of 
endothelial cells and initiates a signal transduction pathway that modulates the cell’s propensity for radiation-induced apoptosis 
and capacity for repairing radiation-induced DNA double strand breaks. Mechanistic insight gained from these studies may have 
implications for the actions of other anti-angiogenic agents and may generally explain the regulation of radiosensitivity imparted 
by growth factors and cytokines.
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PP02/0162: Estimating the optimal radiotherapy utilisation rate based on clinical guidelines 
and best available evidence and comparing it to current practice

 Geoff Delaney,  Susannah Jacob,  Michael Barton, Liverpool Health Service, Australia

Introduction: It has previously been suggested that approximately 50% of all cancer patients should receive radiation. However, 
this estimate is not evidence-based.

Study Aims: To estimate the ideal proportion of new cases of cancer that should receive external beam radiotherapy at least 
once during the course of their illness based on the best available evidence, and develop a model of radiotherapy utilisation that is 
useful for future changes in cancer incidence, stage at presentation and indications for radiotherapy.

Materials and Methods: A systematic review of international guidelines on the treatment of cancers of the specifi c tumour-sites 
was undertaken. An optimal radiotherapy utilisation tree was constructed, depicting the indications for radiotherapy at various 
stages of cancer. The proportion of patients with clinical attributes that indicated a benefi t from radiotherapy was obtained by 
inserting epidemiological data into the radiotherapy utilisation tree. The optimal proportion of patients with cancer that should 
receive radiotherapy was then calculated using TreeAge software

Results: The proportion of cancer patients in whom external beam radiotherapy is indicated was calculated to be 53% of 
all cancer. This estimate includes the following recommended optimal radiotherapy utilisation rates for the commonest cancers 
– breast 83%, lung 76%, prostate 60%, rectum 61%, melanoma 23% and gynaecological cancer 31%. Ideal utilisation rates for 
each cancer were compared with the published utilisation rates of radiotherapy in Australia and internationally over the last 
decade. Signifi cant differences were found between the evidence-based recommended radiotherapy utilisation rate and the actual 
rates reported in clinical practice particularly for rectal and prostate cancer.

Conclusion: This methodology allows comparison of optimal rates with actual rates to identify areas where improvements in 
the evidence-based use of radiotherapy can be made and provides valuable data for radiotherapy service planning.

PP02/0163: Long-term effi cacy and curative potential of radiotherapy in early and intermediate 
stages of Hodgkin´s disease – experiences of the German Hodgkin Study Group (GHSG)

 Rolf-Peter Mueller,  Hans Theodor Eich,  Andreas Engert,  Beate Pfi stner,  Volker Diehl, University of Cologne, Germany

Purpose: Between 1984 and 2001 more than 5000 patients were enrolled in the multicentric randomized trials of the GHSG 
and are evaluable for response, survival, recurrences, and toxicities. An extensive radiotherapy (RT) quality assurance program 
has been practiced during the study generations to improve nationwide patients suffi cient therapy and adequate RT. Since 1998 
involved fi eld radiotherapy (IF-RT) is prospectively planned by the RT reference center in Cologne.

Methods and Results: The 1st protocol generation, HD0 – HD3 proved the effi cacy of standard extended fi eld (EF)-RT of 
40 Gy in early stages and the combined modality treatment (CMT) of chemotherapy (CT) with COPP and COPP/ABVD with 
additional RT. In the 2nd generation (HD4 trial) including stage I + II without risk factors, there was no difference in FFTF 
comparing EF-RT of 40 Gy with EF-RT of 30 Gy plus 10 Gy to involved areas. Though the failure rate of 25% was quite high, 
long-term survival was more than 90% due to excellent salvage options. The 3rd generation (HD7) examined the effi cacy of initial 
short term CT with 2 x ABVD before EF-RT of 30 Gy and IF-RT of 40 Gy to RT alone. Final results showed signifi cant reduction 
of failures after CMT. The ongoing HD10 trial for early stages compares 2 vs. 4 cycles of ABVD before IF-RT of 30 Gy vs. 20 
Gy. For intermediate stages, HD5 showed no benefi t for COPP/ABV/IMEP vs. standard COPP/ABVD. The following HD8 trial 
proved the same effi ciency of EF-RT vs. IF-RT after 2 x COPP/ABVD. The ongoing HD11 trial tests different CT (ABVD vs. 
BEACOPP) with 2 vs. 4 cycles and the additional effect of 30 Gy vs. 20 Gy IF-RT.

Conclusions: There was a continuous shift from EF-RT to only IF-RT for defi nitive treatment of early and intermediate stages 
of Hodgkin´s disease after CT during the last 17 years. Based on these experiences CMT with ABVD and IF-RT is recommended 
for early and intermediate stages.
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PP02/0164: Preoperative chemoradiation therapy for oesophageal cancer – 
results of the Australasian study IG 9401

 Bryan H Burmeister,  Bernard M Smithers, Princess Alexandra Hospital, Brisbane, Australia;  Val Gebski, Radiation Oncology, 
Westmead Hospital, Australia;  Lara Fitzgerald, Clinical Trials Centre, Sydney, Australia;  Peter Devitt, Royal Adelaide Hospital, 
Australia;  Stephen P Ackland, Mater Hospital, Newcastle, Australia;  David Joseph, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Perth, 
Australia;  James W Denham, Newcastle Mater Misericordiae Hospital, Australia

Objectives: The role of preoperative adjuvant chemoradiation therapy remains controversial. We performed a randomised phase 
III trial to determine whether one cycle of chemotherapy combined with radiation therapy resulted in improved relapse-free 
and overall survival in resectable oesophageal carcinoma. Methods: Two hundred and fi fty seven patients from 25 institutions 
were randomised over 70 months from Australia, New Zealand and Singapore. Patients were stratifi ed for histology, gender and 
institution. The neoadjuvant regimen consisted of cisplatin 80mg/m2 day 1 and fl uorouracil 800mg/m2 days 2 – 5 combined with 
radiation therapy 35 Gy in 15 fractions. Surgery was performed 4 – 6 weeks after the radiation was completed. Results: Two 
hundred and fi fty six patients were eligible. The median age was 62yrs (range 28 – 81). There were 206 males and 50 females. 
Most (61%) had adenocarcinomas. More than 80% completed the intended protocol including the surgery. The toxicity of the 
chemoradiation therapy was mild with no effect on the morbidity of surgery or the hospital stay. The overall treatment related 
mortality was low. The median survival of those receiving neoadjuvant therapy was 21 months and for those receiving surgery 
alone 19 months (p = 0.38). Three year survival was 33% and 28% respectively. There was a suggestion of improvement in 
relapse-free survival for patients with squamous cell carcinoma. Preoperative therapy resulted in a signifi cantly lower rate of 
positive resection margins and lymph node involvement. The pathological complete response rate in those receiving preooperative 
therapy was 15%. Conclusion: The combination of one cycle of chemotherapy and moderate dose radiation therapy followed by 
surgery does not improve survival.

PP02/0165: A randomized trial of tamoxifen with or without breast radiation 
in women over 50 years of age with T1/2 N0 disease

 Anthony Fyles,  Lee Manchul,  David McCready,  Pat Merante,  Melania Pintilie, Princess Margaret Hospital, Canada; 
 Maureen Trudeau, Sunnybrook and Women’s College Health Sciences Centre, Canada;  Ivo Olivotto,  Lorna Weir, British Columbia
 Cancer Agency, Canada

Objectives: To determine the effect of breast radiation (RT) on disease-free survival (DFS) and ipsilateral breast relapse (IBR) in 
women over 50 with T1 and T2 node negative breast cancer.

Methods: Between December 1992 and June 2000, 769 women were randomized to RT and Tamoxifen (Tam) 20 mg daily 
for 5 years or Tam alone. Median age was 68 years, 639 patients had pT1 lesions and ER/PR were positive in 700 patients. Six 
hundred and thirty-four patients had pathologically negative nodes and 135 over age 65 were clinically node negative. Median 
follow-up was 5.6 years and patient and tumour characteristics were well balanced between the two arms.

Results: Overall, there were 54 relapses from breast cancer in the Tam arm and 27 in the Tam + RT arm. IBR at 5 years was 
7.7% in the Tam arm compared to 0.6% in the Tam + RT group (p<0.0001). Signifi cant factors for breast relapse and DFS at 5 
years included tumour size (p=0.02 and 0.0001 respectively), hormone-receptor status (p=0.0008 and 0.0001), grade (p=0.001 and 
0.003) and treatment arm (p=0.0001 and 0.004). Four-hundred and nineteen patients with low-risk features (T1, receptor-positive 
and grade 1/2) treated with Tam alone had a 5% risk of IBR at 5 years, increasing to 10% at 8 years.

There was no difference in relapse at regional or distant sites, or in the contralateral breast. No difference was seen in the 
number of deaths due to breast cancer (13 and 11 for Tam + RT and Tam, respectively), nor in OS (93% at 5 years in both arms).

Conclusions: Tamoxifen and breast RT results in a signifi cantly lower rate of breast relapse than Tam alone in women over 50 
with node-negative breast cancer. There does not appear to be a low-risk group who can be treated with Tamoxifen without breast 
radiation.
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PP02/0359: What do PSA changes after radiotherapy with or without prior androgen deprivation mean?

 James W Denham, Newcastle Mater Misericordiae Hospital, Australia;  D Woodhead,  D S Lamb,  G Duchesne, Australia

Background: The TROG 96.01 randomised patients with Stage B2 and C prostate cancer to radiotherapy alone to 66 Gy (RT), 3 
months maximal androgen deprivation with goserelin and fl utamide (MAD) prior to and during RT, and 6 months MAD prior to 
and during RT. Minimum follow up time is now 3 years.

Prior to preliminary analysis of one of the trial’s main endpoints biochemical relapse free survival (bRFS), the PSA time 
course for every patient was evaluated to assess the performance of the ASTRO defi nition of biochemical failure (BF).

Results: Following MAD and RT PSA levels immediately rise in the majority of cases (PSA ‘rebound’). In over 50% of 
cases, PSA levels then plateau at <1 ng/ml for 2 – 3 years prior to clear evidence of failure. Premature diagnosis of BF is possible 
in some of these cases. Fluctuations in PSA level (‘bouncing’) are more frequent after MAD and RT. As a result there can be 
diffi culty in interpreting the ASTRO defi nition of BF in cases where overall PSA trend is upwards shortly after completion of 
therapy.

In patients experiencing BF, the rate of PSA rise often corresponds to the site of failure. PSA doubling times (DT) under 7 
months are usually associated with development of bony metastases, while DTs greater than that are usually associated with local 
failure.

Decline in PSA levels following RT alone is frequently not mono-exponential and patients with those patterns experience 
lower PSA nadir levels and are subject to lower risks of all forms of relapse. These patients also survive longer. In cases where 
PSA descent patterns are discernable after MAD and RT, opposite trends are seen.

Conclusions: Caution is necessary in diagnosing BF after MAD plus RT. Variations in the natural history of prostate cancer are 
refl ected by variations in the rate of PSA changes following therapy. The importance of monitoring this marker and evaluating its 
time course is emphasised. Prospective studies are needed

PP02/0167: Audit with feedback (AWF) as a CME tool for radiation oncologists (ROs): 
evaluation of effi cacy, perception, and cost-effectiveness

 Tom P Shakespeare,  Rahul K Mukherjee,  Jiade J Lu,  Chris J Wynne, National University Hospital, Singapore, Singapore; 
 Michael F Back, Tan Tok Seng Hospital, Singapore

Introduction: Meta-analyses demonstrate AWF is effective CME, however educational effi cacy for ROs is unknown. We evaluated 
an AWF CME intervention for ROs, determining effi cacy, cost-effectiveness and participant satisfaction.

Methods: CME program: CME incorporated fortnightly random patient chart audit, scoring management adequacy via 
checklist. Scores were presented at a same-day institutional meeting, and case management discussed. Senior peers provided 
educational feedback.

Evaluation: RO behavior/performance was evaluated via chart review of new patients seen 2 months before commencement 
of CME (T0), and after 12 months of CME (T1). A validated instrument scored 19 items as “0” (inadequate/inappropriate) or “1” 
(adequate/appropriate). Comparisons of mean point-score for 10 behaviour items targeted by the CME AWF checklist, 3 non-
targeted behaviour items, and 6 performance items were made; also percent charts achieving a “1” for each item at T0 and T1. A 
14-item participant questionnaire measured satisfaction before and after effi cacy results were known. Responses scored from 0 
(very dissatisfi ed) to 5 (very satisfi ed), then averaged. Annual cost and cost-per-point gained incorporated salaries of organizers/
participants, and consumables.

Results: 113 and 118 charts were evaluated at T0 and T1. Mean score of targeted behavior improved between T0 and T1 (8.7 
to 9.2 out of 10,p=0.0001), with no signifi cant improvement for non-targeted behavior/performance items. Improvement occurred 
for “Decision for treatment” (non-targeted; percent charts scoring “1” increased from 84% to 92%,p=0.08), and targeted items 
“Letter to referrer” (53% to 66%,p=0.04), “Treatment intent” (54 to 77%,p=0.0002), “Laterality doublet” (91 to 98%, p=0.04), and 
“Isodose-plan signed” (94 to 100%,p=0.006). Improvements varied between ROs. Participant satisfaction was positive, increasing 
from 3.2 to 3.7 after effi cacy result distribution (p=0.0001). Annual costs and cost-per-point gained were $AUD13,820 and $27.

Conclusions: Audit with comparative, educational feedback is cost-effective and positively-perceived CME, signifi cantly 
improving targeted RO behavior. RO CME design and evaluation require further research.
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PP03/0168: A radioiodinated quinazolinone derivative for enzyme-mediated anticancer therapy

 Amin I Kassis,  Agop M Kirichian,  Ketai Wang,  James S Adelstein, Harvard Medical School, United States

We have developed a new strategy that aims to concentrate therapeutic radionuclides within solid tumors. This approach, which 
we have named EMIT (Enzyme-Mediated Insolubilization Therapy), is a method for the enzyme-dependent, site-specifi c, in 
vivo precipitation of a radioactive molecule (from a water-soluble precursor) within the extracellular space of solid tumors. The 
prodrug, ammonium 2-(2’-phosphoryloxyphenyl)-6-iodo-4-(3H)-quinazolinone, labeled with iodine-125 (125IPD), and its authentic 
compound labeled with iodine-127 (IPD) have been synthesized, purifi ed, and characterized. The alkaline-phosphatase (ALP)-
mediated conversion of these water-soluble nonfl uorescent prodrugs to the water-insoluble fl uorescent species, 125I-labeled 2-(2’-
hydroxyphenyl)-6-iodo-4-(3H)-quinazolinone (125ID) and its 127I-labeled derivative (ID), has been demonstrated following the in 
vitro incubation of 125IPD/127IPD with several tumor cell lines. Biodistribution studies in mice indicate that 125IPD is minimally 
retained by all tissues and organs. In addition, following its intravenous injection in mice, 125IPD is localized in ALP-rich regions 
and converted to 125ID, which remains indefi nitely within the tissues where it is produced. The injection of 125IPD into ALP-
expressing solid tumors also leads to the entrapment of radioactivity at the injection site.

We believe that EMIT is a strategy that will lead to the active and specifi c concentration and entrapment of therapeutic 
radionuclides (α- and energetic β-emitters) within solid tumors, the consequent protracted irradiation of tumor cells within the 
range of the emitted particles, and the effective therapy of solid tumors.

PP03/0169: Evaluation of preclinical single and multiple dose toxicity and effi cacy of 213Bi-labeled 
plasminogen activator inhibitor 2 for breast and prostate cancer

 Syed Rizvi,  Yong Li,  Barry Allen, St George Hospital, Australia;  Tamantha Littlejohn, Marie  Ranson, University of Wollongong, 
Australia;  Mathew Links, St. George Cancer Care Centre, Australia;  David Irving,  John Andrews, Network Pty Ltd., Sydney, 
Australia

The aim of the study was to evaluate the single and multiple dose toxicity (maximum tolerated dose or MTD) regimes for 213Bi-
labeled PAI2. Dose range of 2-8 mCi/kg was used for the single dose toxicity studies. It was found that end point (20% weight loss 
and/or distressed behaviour) was not reached for the highest dose either with single or multiple dose injections. For multiple dose 
toxicity studies, the dose levels ranged between 0.4 – 2 mCi/kg, and were administered daily for 5 days. The highest level tested 
(2mCi/kg/day x 5) was the maximum tolerated dose as 3/6 mice succumbed to the endpoints. However, histological examination 
of major organs showed no adverse morphological changes. From these toxicity studies, we concluded that either a dose of 
1.6mCi/kg of 213Bi-PAI2 per day for 5 days or a single injection of 8 mCi/kg can be administered without reaching the endpoints. 
These dose levels were used for effi cacy trials.

The effi cacy studies were conducted to examine if the 1.6mCi/kgday x 5 multiple dose schedule (sub-maximum tolerated 
dose) showed effi cacy against established and early stage human breast and prostate tumours in mice. Statistical analyses of the 
data indicate a signifi cant tumour growth rate delay and increased time to reach tumour size endpoint for alpha-PAI2 treatment 
compared to control tumours, in both pre-tumour stage and established tumour models.

PP03/0170: Evaluation of sestamibi scanning as a predictor of risk of development of breast cancer and as a 
non-invasive biomarker for breast cancer chemoprevention trials

 Bruce F Kimler,  David Preston,  Christine H McMillin,  Reginald Dusing,  Carola M Zalles,  Carol J Fabian, University of Kansas 
Medical Center, United States

Sestamibi scintimammography is becoming increasingly accepted as an adjunct to conventional breast imaging by mammography 
and ultrasound. We sought to determine whether it might serve to detect/quantify pre-cancerous breast lesions, specifi cally 
hyperplasia with atypia which, when detected by random periareolar fi ne needle aspiration (FNA), is known to be associated with 
increased risk for subsequent development of breast cancer. If a parameter derived from sestamibi scanning could be shown to 
correlate with and predict for atypia, then this could serve 1) to refi ne estimates of risk of development of breast cancer; and 2) 
as a surrogate endpoint biomarker in clinical breast cancer chemoprevention trials. To this end, we performed sestamibi scanning 
on both breasts of 65 women at high risk for development of breast cancer who also underwent FNA. Seventeen women (26%) 
exhibited non-proliferative cytology; 30 (46%) had hyperplasia; and 18 (28%) had hyperplasia with atypia in the FNA specimen. 
Since the fi ne needle aspiration specimens from both breasts are pooled to provide a single result, we likewise pooled the sestamibi 
results from both breasts so as to consider the most abnormal fi nding. Twenty-fi ve women (39%) were characterized as having 
an abnormal sestamibi scan with heterogenous, focal, intense uptake. There was no correlation between an abnormal scan and 
cytologic evidence of hyperplasia with atypia. Neither was there a correlation between any of a variety of quantitative measures 
of the sestamibi scans and the cytological classifi cation. At this time, there is no indication for the use of sestamibi scanning for 
the prediction of risk of subsequent development of breast cancer, or as a surrogate endpoint biomarker in clinical breast cancer 
chemoprevention trials.
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PP03/0171: Pilot study using technetium-99m pertechnetate sequential radionuclide-sialography for 
assessing salivary gland function of nasopharyngeal cancer patients on radiation therapy

 Keng Sin Ng,  Felix Sundram,  S Somanesan, Singapore General Hospital, Singapore;  Hoon Seng Khoo Tan,  Fei Gao, 
National Cancer Centre, Singapore, Singapore;  Bernice Chung, Singapore;  David Machin, University of Sheffi eld, 
United Kingdom

Introduction: Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is mainly treated by radiation therapy. A common complication of radiotherapy 
is xerostomia. Direct measurements of the amount of saliva produced using suction cups and volumetric assessments are 
cumbersome and time consuming. Sequential radionuclide sialography is a reproducible and convenient method of measuring 
salivary function. Materials and Methods: Patients with newly diagnosed NPC underwent a pilot study using technetium-99m 
pertechnetate sequential radionuclide sialography to assess their salivary function before and at 3 months post radiation therapy. 
From the sialography, time-activity-curves were obtained for analysis of salivary function. The shape of the time-activity-curve 
with citric acid stimulation was classifi ed into 4 types according to the degree of radiation-induced dysfunction. Results: All 14 
patients had worse time-activity curves for both parotids and submandibular glands after radiation therapy. The P values for the 
change in time-activity-curves for all the salivary glands were less than 0.005. All patients with abnormal type of curves before 
radiation therapy presented type IV(non-functioning) curve after radiation therapy. A ratio (Rc) of pre- and post-stimulation counts 
allowed for quantifi cation of the degree of stimulatory response. We found a signifi cant decrease in Rc before and after radiation 
therapy for all the salivary glands (P < 0.001). The salivary gland to background ratio, which is a refl ection of the degree of 
salivary gland functional uptake, also had a signifi cant reduction after radiation. Conclusion: It is feasible to use technetium 99m 
pertechnetate in the measurement of salivary gland function in nasopharyngeal cancer patients treated with radiation therapy.

PP03/0172: Targeted alpha therapy for human prostate cancer cell lines in vitro using α-particle emitter 
(213Bi)-labeled Herceptin

 Yong Li,  Paul Cozzi,  Chang Qu,  David Zhang,  Syed Rizvi,  Chand Raja,  Barry Allen, St George Hospital, Australia

Metastasis is the principle cause of death in prostate cancer patients. Over-expression of human epidermal growth factor 
receptor (HER-2) has been found to contribute to short disease-free and overall survival and metastatic potential. HER-2 is the 
target of a new treatment for metastatic breast cancer using the humanised monoclonal antibody trastuzumab (Herceptin) and 
has been implicated in the oncogenesis of human prostate cancer. In this study, a novel a-particle emitting (213Bi) Herceptin 
construct, which targets the HER-2 extracellular domain on prostate cancer cells, was prepared and evaluated in vitro. We used 
immunocytochemistry, fl ow cytometry and Western blot analysis to examine the expression of HER-2 in a panel of established 
human prostate cancer cell lines, used the MTS assay to evaluate the cytotoxicity of 213Bi-Herceptin on theses cell lines and 
used terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated deoxyuridinetriphosphate nick end-labelling (TUNEL) assay to document 
apoptosis. The results indicate that LNCaP-LN3 cells express high levels of HER-2 protein, in contrast, PC3 cells express an 
undetectable level of HER-2 protein and DU145 cells express low levels of HER-2 protein; 213Bi-Herceptin was specifi cally 
cytotoxic to LNCaP-LN3 cells in a concentration-dependent fashion, cause the cells to undergo apoptosis, whereas DU145 showed 
an HER-2 level-dependent response to 213Bi-Herceptin cytotoxicity. In contrast, PC3 cells were resistant to 213Bi-Herceptin-induced 
cytotoxicity. The apoptosis in LNCaP-LN3 cells could be inhibited by incubation with Herceptin. Our results suggest that 213Bi-
Herceptin immunoconjugate might be a promising new agent for the treatment of preangiogenic cancer cells or micro-metastase 
with high levels of HER-2 expression .
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PP03/0173: Simultaneous deuteron-cyclotron production of no-carrier-added copper-64 and gallium-67,66 
for applications in PET radiodiagnostic and metabolic therapy of tumours

 Flavia Groppi,  Mauro L Bonardi,  Claudio Birattari,  Chiara Hae Song Mainardi, Università degli Studi and INFN-Milano, 
L.A.S.A., Radio, Italy;  I.R Bellobono, Universita’ degli Studi di Milano, Italy;  Enzo Menapace, ENEA, Division for Advanced Phys
ical Technologies, Italy

Copper-64 is a radionuclide suitable for labelling of radiopharmaceuticals for PET imaging, as well as metabolic radiotherapy of 
tumours. Among the several methods for production of no carrier added 64Cu(61Cu), we investigated the deuteron irradiation on Zn 
targets via (d,axn) plus (d,2pxn) nuclear reactions in the energy range up to 19 MeV with simultaneous production of 66Ga, 67Ga 
and 65Zn, 69mZn.

The irradiations were carried out with the SCANDITRONIX MC40 cyclotron of the Joint Research Centre-Ispra (Italy) of the 
EU, whose maximum energy is up to 19 MeV for deuteron beams.

Some thick targets (total absorption) were irradiated at the maximum energy available, to determine the thick target yield. The 
excitation functions in the energy range 3-19 MeV have been experimentally determined. A comparison will be made between the 
integrated thin-target excitation function and Thick-Target yield, previously measured.

A very effective and fast radiochemical separation of No Carrier Added 64Cu (61Cu) from both 67Ga (66Ga) radionuclides and 
65,69mZn was pointed out and will be resumed, together with the necessary and related quality controls tests.

At 19 MeV energy, an appreciable experimental thick-target yield of 8560 ± 240 MBq C-1 at the End Of an Instantaneous 
Bombardment (EOIB) is achieved. After a 25.4 hours irradiation (2 half-lives of 64Cu) with a beam current of 100 µA of a thick 
natZn target, could be produced theoretically 42 GBq of 64Cu at the EOB. With present radiochemical yield of 80 %, the practical 
activity achievable for NCA 64Cu(containing the shorter-lived 61Cu) would be 34 GBq. After a proper cooling-time is obtainable 
a 64Cu with a suitable radionuclidic purity (RNP). As the activity as the RNP obtainable are suitable for both high-resolution PET 
imaging and radioimminotherapy of several patients.

As a relevant by-product must be remember 67Ga, whose applications in nuclear medicine radiodiagnostic are known since a 
long time.

PP04/0174: Radiation scattering behaviour of IPNs formed from thermoplastic and conventional 
elastomeric systems

 Martin G Markotsis,  Robert P Burford, University of New South Wales & CRC – Polymers, Australia;  Robert B Knott, Australian
 Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Australia;  Tracey L Hanley, CRC – Polymers & University of New South Wales, 
Australia;  Nicole Papamanuel, University of New South Wales, Australia

Interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) using thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) as starting materials can form tough but strong 
composites. Such networks when optimally prepared can combine the advantages of blending and crosslinking that result in 
nanometer scale interpenetration between polystyrene and poly(styrene-butadiene-styrene) (SBS) phases and consequential 
synergistic properties.

In this study IPNs of SBS and PS were prepared using sequential network formation with the SBS crosslinked thermally and 
the styrene network formed using gamma irradiation. This work produced tough transparent IPNs of PS/SBS. Thermal degradation 
of the butadiene segments was avoided.

We have previously examined a range of both thermal and radiation crosslinked IPNs using time-independent small angle 
neutron scattering (SANS) facilities at ANSTO and NIST. New data on IPN precursors, comprising both time-independent and 
real-time patterns at typically 15 minute intervals, are given for the fi rst time. This allows the development of nanostructure in 
bulk (~1 mm) samples to be measured, and compared to previous arduous time-independent transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) results on thin (~100nm) sections.

TEM, SANS and atomic force microscopy were used to determine the size and shape of the phase domains and investigate 
any variation with crosslinking level and irradiation dose. The primary SBS network morphology was found to control IPN 
morphology and the effects of varying the SBS structure and crosslink density were examined. The phase domains in these 
materials are ~20-50 nm in size, which gives synergistic property enhancement. With linear SBS giving more oriented morphology 
than the radial (SB)

n
 material which has more symmetric morphology.

We briefl y introduce new work on elastomeric IPNs based on epichlorohydrin rubber and copolymers of butadiene and 
acrylonitrile which can form semi- and full IPNs using independent crosslinking modes. The differences in data possible with 
small angle X-ray scattering and SANS will be illustrated.

PP04/0175: Oriented nano-wire formation by single ion track reaction in polysilanes

 Shu Seki,  Satoshi Tsukuda,  Seiichi Tagawa, ISIR, Osaka University, Japan;  Masaki Sugimoto,  Akira Idesaki,  Shigeru Tanaka, 
 Akihiro Oshima, ARISE, Waseda University, Japan

We found that cross-linking reaction of polysilane derivatives was predominantly caused and gave “nano-gel” in the chemical 
core, unlike main chain scission occurring at the outside of the area. High density energy deposition by ion beams causes non-
homogeneous crosslinking reaction of polysilane derivatives within a nano-sized cylindrical area along an ion trajectory, and gives 
b-SiC based nano-wires of which sizes (length, thickness) and number densities are completely under control by changing the 
parameters of incident ion beams and molecular sizes of target polymers. Based on the concept of the “single track gelation”, the 
present study demonstrates the formation of cross-linked polysilane nano-wires with the fairly controlled sizes.
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PP04/0176: Measurement of volatile evolution from polyurethane induced by 
accelerated ion beam irradiation

 Julian J Murphy, AWE, United Kingdom

Irradiation of polymer samples using an accelerated beam of He2+ ions passed through a 10µm thick window of havar foil has been 
performed. Such irradiation simulates the effects of large α radiation doses, on a vastly reduced time-scale. Analysis of volatiles 
evolved during irradiation is perfomed by a residual gas analyser (RGA), which is lkocated close to the sample chamber.

Presented in this paper are the results obtained during a radiation study on polyester/MDI based polyurethane materials. 
During high dose rate irradiation a number of high mass species were observed. A comparison between two similar polyurethanes 
formulated with slightly different polyesters indicated some differences. They were, however, too minor to link to specifi c 
degradation mechanisms.

The dominant degradation products evident to the RGA at low dose rates were H
2
, CO and CO

2
. A series of polyurethane 

samples previously conditioned by γ irradiation ot doses between 0 and 5MGy were irradiated in the ion beam. Identifi cation of 
differences in trends in the rates of volatile evolution between these samples indicated the precise vacuum conditions at the time 
of irradiation had a major infl uence. There was also an indication that the surface of the sample had a small effect on rates of 
volatile evolution. Comparative plots of CO and CO

2
 evolution for a series of 1MGy irradiations indicated variations in behaviour 

between samples with different γ doses. Evolution during the fi rst 1MGy was inhibited for the unirradiated sample, the extent of 
inhibition diminished with increasing γ dose and was no longer evident in a sample with 1.5MGy γ dose. H

2
 does not show an 

equivalent inhibition. Evidence for a low dose crosslinking reaction is put forward as a reason for the inhibition. Chemical reaction 
mechanisms are postulated and used to explain differences in the behaviour observed.

PP04/0177: Production of fl uorescent and phosphorescent latex nanoparticles by ultrasound irradiation

 Muthupandian Ashokkumar,  Melanie Bradley,  Franz Grieser, University of Melbourne, Australia

A novel one step emulsion polymerisation process has been developed that produces fl uorescent or phosphorescent nano-sized 
latex particles. The method used involves the sonication of a polymerisable monomer/ water mixture in which a fl uorescent or 
phosphorescence solute is solubilised in the monomer prior to sonication. The sonication process not only creates an emulsion 
from the mixture but also creates radicals that initiate the polymerisation of the dispersed monomer droplets. Using selected 
spectroscopic probes we have been able to characterise the physical environment within the latex. In our investigation on the 
effect of polymerising droplets of pyrene doped methyl methacrylate(MMA) on the pyrene fl uorescence, it has been observed 
that the high local viscosity within the latex prevents pyrene excimers from forming whereas they dominate in the unpolymerised 
monomer droplets. A lifetime analysis of the pyrene emission indicates that the viscosity within the latex is >6500 cp. 
Solvatochromic fl uorescent solutes incorporated in the nanosized latex report that the dielectric constant is about 2, which is the 
same as that of bulk PMMA. In the presentation it will be shown that room temperature phosphorescence can be readily detected 
from certain solutes that have been incorporated in the sonochemically generated latex. The advantages of producing nanosized 
latex by sonochemical means will also be described.

PP04/0178: Early events in emulsion polymerisation by radiation initiation

 Peter Hidi, KCPC, University of Sydney, Australia;  David F Sangster, Key Centre for Polymer Colloids,University of Sydney, 
Australia

These investigations are designed to provide information on the early events in ab initio polymerisation. There is a paucity of data 
in this regime and consequently of validated models. Gamma radiation initiation was used because it has the advantages of precise 
control, incremental dosing and reproducibility. However, the data will be applicable to chemically initiated systems.  
Previously, it was found that, the size of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) particles was very dependent on the concentration 
of surfactant, sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), over the range 1-8 mM SDS. Furthermore, the total number of molecules of SDS 
per sq nm of particle surface was constant over this range – 12 for solutions initially 1.6% monomer and 4 for 5% MMA. At and 
above [SDS] of 8 mM the particle size reached a plateau.

We have studied the effect at 30°C of further experimental parameters, dose (time evolution) and dose rate, surfactant 
and monomer concentrations, on conversion, particle size, particle numbers and molecular weight distribution. Quantitative 
relationships have been derived for the partitioning of the monomer between its (a) entering existing particles and causing 
growth or (b) remaining in the aqueous phase to form radicals and undergoing secondary nucleation leading to new small particle 
formation. These relationships are confi rmed by particle size and molecular weight measurements. Higher dose rates i.e. higher 
radical fl uxes gave smaller particles. 

Similar results have been found for the monomers MMA, styrene and vinyl acetate despite the differences in water solubility.
The picture which emerges gives a more complete and clearer idea of the basic processes which operate in these systems. The 

consequent refi nement to existing models leading to a modifi ed predictive model are discussed
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the support of AINSE and of the Key Centre for Polymer Colloids.
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PP04/0179: Effect of pH grade on polymer-gel dosimeter and its brachytherapy application

 Vaclav Spevacek,  Jan Hrbacek,  Pavel Dvorak,  Tomas Cechak, Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic; 
 Josef Novotny Jr, Hospital Na Homolce, Czech Republic;  Josef Novotny, Hospital Na Homolce, Czech Republic

Purpose: To evaluate impact of pH grade on characteristics of polymer-gel dosimeter and its application in dose distribution 
verifi cation in brachytherapy. Material and Methods: A polymer-gel dosimeter based on radiation induced polymerization and 
crosslinking of acrylic monomers (acrylic acid, N,N’ methylen-bis-acrylamide) was investigated with respect to its pH grade. pH 
grade of a dosimeter was varied by concentration of natrium hydroxide. Afterwards, dosimeter was split into several samples which 
were uniformly irradiated with Co60 gamma rays. The range of doses applied was usually from 0 to 50 Gy with the main interest 
in region up to 20 Gy. Evaluation of dosimeter dose response was performed using MRI (T2). Dose response curves obtained 
were evaluated with respect to pH grade as a parameter. In parallel, there was studied temperature resistance (melting temperature) 
of gels with various pH grade. pH grade modifi ed polymer-gel dosimeter was then used to compare dose distribution calculated 
with brachytherapy treatment planning system for simple irradiation geometry with Ir192 HDR source. Additionaly, Monte Carlo 
calculated data were also included in the brachytherapy study. Results: There was observed effect of pH grade on dose-response 
curve parameters (slope of linear fi t, backgroud response, linear range and maximum measurable dose). In general, the lower pH 
grade the higher sensitivity. Another positive effect of decreased pH grade is signifi cantly higher maximum measurable dose. 
Maximum melting temperature of a gel was observed with pH grade betwen 3.5 and 4. For both higher and lower pH grades the 
melting temperature was lower. Using pH modifi ed polymer-gel dosimeter simple brachytherapy dose distribution was measured 
and compared with calculated and Monte Carlo simulated data. Conclusions: There was observed strong dependence of dose-
response relationship on pH grade of polymer-gel dosimeter resulting in signifi cant improvement of dosimeter characteristics, 
namely sensitivity, applicable range of doses and melting temperature which is related to its practical use.

PL03/0180: Not all things in radiobiology are black or white but much is gray

 RJ Michael Fry, Indiana School of Medicine, United States

L.H. Gray is honored in a very special and unitary way but he is remembered in a much more personal way by those lucky enough 
to have known him. In 1965 he divided his Bertner Award lecture to address two questions:”What has radiation biology to say 
concerning the treatment of cancer?” and “What has radiation biology to say about carcinogenesis?”, questions as relevant now 
as then. He also analyzed the competitive effects of initiation and cell killing on the dose response for cancer induction. This led 
others to mistakenly introduce a term into the equation to describe cancer induction that takes cell killing into account.

Cell killing can have diverse effects in carcinogenesis: reduction of the potential for induction; enhancement of expression; 
and a role in the induction of some bone tumors in which cell killing leads to aberrant growth. Today a case for the importamce of 
apoptosis would be pleaded.

Questions for the radiobiologist in studies of cells in vitro and in animals include: is the model appropriate for the questions 
posed?; are the results general and representative or signifi cantly infl uenced by the nature of the model?

In studies of in vitro cell killing, cell lines rather than primary cells are usually used because of the ease and fl exibility. This 
choice appears to assume that transformation does not infl uence the responses to radiation. Can this be so?; survival curves and the 
genes would say not.

PL04/0280: Assessing the effect of EPO on tumor oxygenation and radioresponsiveness via in vivo 
bioluminescence imaging

 John P Kirkpatrick,  Jing Mi,  Brian S Sorg,  Zahid Rabbani,  Zeljko Vujakovic, Duke University Medical Center;  Bryan M Clary, 
 Kimberly L Blackwell,  Mark W Dewhirst,  David M Brizel, Duke University Medical Center, United States

Evaluating tumor kill by volume measurement lacks sensitivity while in vivo-in vitro and histological assays are unsuitable 
for serial measurements. In vivo bioluminescence imaging (BI) nondestructively measures the number of metabolically active 
cells containing luciferase (LUC) over time. In this paper, the effect of erythropoietin (EPO) on tumor oxygenation and 
radioresponsivenessis is studied using BI and conventional methods.

Murine adenocarcinoma cells, transfected with the LUC gene, were placed in the fl ank of BALB/C mice. EPO 1 u/g or saline 
was injected sc tiw for two weeks, starting the day of transplant. Mice then underwent irradiation (XRT) or pO

2
 measurement with 

an optical probe. In BI, mice were injected with luciferin and total photon fl ux (TPF) measured with a CCD camera. In vitro, cells 
were plated, irradiated and incubated at 37°C.

Initial hematocrit was 47% (n=119) vs. 61% in EPO-treated mice (n=23, p<.0001.) EPO-treated mice (EPO-TM) showed 
higher median pO

2
 (6.4 vs. 4.7 mm Hg, p=0.04) than controls. For 1-3x7 Gy, TPF was stable for 2 days after the start of XRT, then 

fell precipitously. Two weeks post XRT, TPF was 10-5 the initial value and a nidus of LUC activity persisted for months in most 
tumors. Tumor volume decreased only 1-2 orders of magnitude. For 3x7 Gy, tumor regrew in 1/11 EPO-TM and controls (p=NS.) 
For 1x7 Gy, tumors regrew in 4/6 EPO-TM and 2/4 controls (p=NS). TPF did not increase with tumor regrowth. Recurrent tumors 
exhibited lower median pO

2
 (2.1 mm Hg, p=.003) and higher hypoxic fraction than controls. A clonogenic assay yielded D

10
 = 3.7 

Gy with all colonies expressing LUC. The TPF of 0-Gy treated wells rose signifi cantly over incubation, while that of wells treated 
to 10 Gy was unchanged.

Though EPO improved tumor oxygenation, no effect on XRT-mediated cell kill was seen. BI measured tumor killing in vivo 
over a broad dynamic range. The results suggest that cell killing in vivo is a multistep process, amplifi ed by humoral factors.
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CL07/0201: Extracellular signaling and radiation response

 Mary Helen Barcellos-Hoff, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States

Transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) is rapidly activated extracellularly following ionizing radiation exposure in vivo. We 
have identifi ed a novel redox mechanism in which the latent protein undergoes a highly specifi c oxidation that releases TGF-β 
from the latent complex to bind to cell surface receptors that phoshorylate the R-Smad signaling pathway. Activation of TGF-β1 in 
irradiated tissue contributes to extracellular matrix remodeling and altered phenotypes that can contribute to either carcinogenesis 
or fi brosis. We have used Tgfβ1 knockout mice, exogenous inhibitors and specifi c immunostaining for latent and active forms 
to study specifi c effects of TGF-β in irradiated tissues. Our recent studies show that TGF-β1 plays a primary role in the cellular 
response to DNA damage. Radiation-induced apoptosis and cell cycle delay fail in epithelial tissues of Tgfβ1 null mice. Consistent 
with the lack of appropriate cell fate decisions, p53 phosphorylations that are necessary for its stability and transcriptional activity 
are signifi cantly reduced in tissues and cultured cells from Tgfβ1 heterozygous mice. These data suggest that TGF-β1 should 
be considered a key regulator of genomic integrity. Its early loss during carcinogenesis, by whatever means, could contribute to 
genome instability through reduced action of p53.

CL08/0202: Use of PET scanning to measure response to radiotherapy

 Michael Mac Manus, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, St Andrew’s Place, Australia

Introduction: Metabolic imaging with positron emission tomography (PET) has the potential to provide an earlier and more 
accurate estimate of treatment response to radiotherapy than structural imaging with modalities such as CT or MRI. The most 
useful tracer has been 18F-fl uorodeoxyglucose (FDG). PET may also be superior to conventional nuclear medicine imaging tests 
such as Gallium scanning in lymphoma. In this presentation, the role of PET scanning in measurement of treatment response is 
reviewed for a range of malignancies, with a particular emphasis on results in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) from Peter 
MacCallum Cancer Centre (PMCC).

Methods: Since the fi rst PET scanner was installed at PMCC in 1996, several prospective and retrospective studies of the value 
of PET in patients treated with radiotherapy have been performed. Published and unpublished data from these studies have been 
reviewed, together with relevant published literature from other centres on response-assessment using PET.

Results: In a series of 88 patients treated with radical radiotherapy for NSCLC at PMCC, follow-up PET scans were performed 
at a median of 70 days after treatment. PET responses were; CR n=40 (45%), PR n=32 (36%), NR n= 5 (6%) and PD 11 (13%). 
Survival at 1 and 2 years after PET was 68% and 45% respectively. CR patients survived longer than non-CR patients, median 31 
vs 11 months respectively (P=0.0001). Non-CR patients (PD patients excluded) had signifi cantly higher rates of local failure (HR 
2.15, p=0.009) and distant metastasis (HR 2.05, p=0.041) than CR patients. On multifactor analysis PET scanning was the most 
powerful prognostic factor. In head and neck cancer and lymphoma PET scanning has also shown signifi cant promise, capable 
of supplying response information which is complementary to structural imaging. PET may even replace gallium scanning for 
restaging lymphoma.

Discussion: There is emerging evidence to suggest that PET scanning can provide crucial prognostic information soon after 
the completion of radiotherapy that may be valuable in determining the need for further therapy. Incorporation of PET into future 
clinical trials may lead to the development of more appropriately tailored “response-adapted” treatments.

CL09/0203: The role of phosphorylation in non-homologous end-joining

 Susan P Lees-Miller, University of Calgary, Canada

The DNA-dependent protein kinase, DNA-PK, is composed of a 469 kDa catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs) and a heterodimeric 
DNA-binding protein, Ku70/Ku80. Cells that lack DNA-PKcs or Ku are highly sensitive to ionizing radiation and are defective 
in DNA double-strand break repair due to their inability to carry out non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ). The fi rst step in NHEJ 
is assembly of the DNA-PKcs-Ku complex at the site of a DNA double strand break. In the absence of other substrates, DNA-
PK phosphorylates itself on all three subunits, resulting in loss of DNA-PK protein kinase activity (Chan & Lees-Miller, 1996, J. 
Biol. Chem. 271, 8936-41). Autophosphorylation causes disruption of the DNA-PK-DNA complex and phosphorylation-induced 
disruption of the complex can be reversed by treatment with protein phosphatases (Douglas et al, 2001, J. Biol. Chem, 276, 18992-
8; Merkle et al, 2002, Biochemistry, 41, 12706-14). We propose that autophosphorylation provides a mechanism for regulation of 
NHEJ. We have mapped 7 in vitro phosphorylation sites in DNA-PKcs and show, using phosphospecifi c antibodies, that 4 of these 
sites are phosphorylated in vivo in okadaic acid-treated cells (Douglas et al, 2002, Biochemical Journal, 368,243-51). Full length 
DNA-PKcs containing single or multiple phosphorylation site mutations was expressed in the DNA-PKcs negative V3 cell line. 
Cells expressing DNA-PKcs in which multiple autophosphorylation sites were mutated were highly radiosensitive (Ding et al, 
submitted). The effects of these mutations on NHEJ and the effects of DNA-PK phosphorylation on other members of the NHEJ 
pathway will be discussed.
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CL10/0204: Stem cells and radiation: effects in targeted and non-targeted cells

 Eric G Wright, University of Dundee, United Kingdom

The renewing tissues of the body are hierarchically organized and maintained by a small population of self-maintaining stem cells 
that are important targets for malignant transformation and also for gene therapy and tissue engineering approaches in regenerative 
medicine. Deleterious effects of toxic insults such as ionizing radiation may be due to stem cell death, with consequent loss of 
mature functional cells, or to stem cell damage that leads to aberrant responses to regulatory mechanisms. However, because the 
homeostatic regulation of these tissues is complex (involving intercellular signalling and cellular interactions that control cell 
proliferation, differentiation and death) radiation effects on stromal cells that perturb the microenvironmental control may also 
result in deleterious effects on the stem cell compartment. The rapidly developing fi elds of research investigating radiation-induced 
genomic instability and bystander effects also indicate that radiation effects on stem cells can be indirect. Although the non-
targeted mechanisms responsible for bystander effects and the induction and maintenance of the inducible instability phenotype 
are not understood, inter-cellular signalling and free radical-mediated processes may be common features. Inter-cellular signalling 
and production of free radicals are also features of infl ammatory responses; a recently identifi ed indirect consequence of radiation 
with the potential for both persisting and bystander-mediated damage as well as for conferring a predisposition to malignancy. 
The production of clastogenic factors and their capacity for indirect cell damage after irradiation, the involvement of stromal cells 
in malignancy and bystander-mediated genetic instability may all refl ect aspects of non-specifi c infl ammatory-type responses to 
radiation-induced stress and injury. Recent investigations demonstrating that radiation-induced signalling processes are infl uenced 
by tissue-specifi c and genetic factors add additional complexity but also provide additional approaches to investigating both the 
indirect consequences of radiation exposure and the well recognized variations in the long-term pathological consequences.

CL11/0205: Radiation modifi cation of polymers: fundamentals and applications

 R.L Clough, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, United States

When polymers were fi rst exposed to ionizing radiation some 50 years ago, the resultant changes were found to be complex and 
relatively non-selective. Most importantly, irradiation was seen to give a mix of bond forming and bond breaking processes, 
and different polymer types were classifi ed into two groups according to which process predominated. For polymers in the 
“crosslinking” category, large industrial applications emerged within the fi rst two decades of the initiation of this fi eld, including 
heat shrink products, high performance wire insulation and tire manufacturing. There has been continuing work toward 
development of a wide range of new applications based on polymers and radiation, and this fi eld remains quite active today. One 
approach to fi nding new commercial processes has been to take advantage of a variety of different radiation-induced phenomena 
(for example, uses for chain scission have emerged for enhancing the processing properties of various bulk polymers, for recycling 
of rubber, and for microlithography and LIGA). Another approach has taken advantage of progress in the science of radiation 
chemistry, by employing our increasing knowledge to enhance and/or reduce competing processes through the use of additives, the 
design of specialized resins, controlling gaseous atmospheres, varying processing conditions such as temperature, post-irradiation 
treatments, etc. This presentation will survey some of the exciting developments in polymer radiation processing, and will point 
out some of the underlying phenomena that are being manipulated to further their success. We will fi nish by describing progress 
on fundamental isotope-labeling studies of one longstanding mechanistic complexity, oxidation chemistry, which is critical in 
many radiation processing applications, such as retarding post-irradiation degradation problems, enhancing chain scission where 
desired, altering surface polarity, and providing a useful pretreatment in grafting schemes.

Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States 
Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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CL12/0206: Scientifi c opportunities for research using neutron beams at the Australian Replacement 
Research Reactor

 Robert Robinson, Bragg Institute, ANSTO, Australia

The 20-MW Australian Replacement Research Reactor represents possibly the greatest single research infrastructure investment 
in Australia’s history. Construction of the facility has commenced, following award of the construction contract in July 2000, 
and the construction licence in April 2002. The project includes a large state-of-the-art liquid deuterium cold-neutron source and 
supermirror guides feeding a large modern guide hall, in which most of the instruments are placed. Alongside the guide hall, there 
is good provision of laboratory, offi ce and space for support activities. While the facility has “space” for up to 18 instruments, the 
project has funding for an initial set of 8 instruments, which will be ready when the reactor is fully operational in January 2006. 
Instrument performance will be competitive with the best research-reactor facilities anywhere, and our goal is to be in the top 3 
such facilities worldwide. Staff to lead the design effort and man these instruments have been hired on the international market 
from leading overseas facilities, and from within Australia, and 6 out of 8 instruments have been specifi ed and costed. At present 
the instrumentation project carries ~15% contingency. An extensive dialogue has taken place with the domestic user community 
and our international peers, via various means including a series of workshops over the last 2 years covering all 8 instruments, 
emerging areas of application like biology and the earth sciences, and computing infrastructure for the instruments.

In December 2002, ANSTO formed the Bragg Institute, with the intent of nurturing strong external partnerships, and covering 
all aspects of neutron and X-ray scattering, including research using synchrotron radiation.

I will discuss the present status and predicted performance of the neutron-beam facilities at the Replacement Reactor, synergies 
with the synchrotron in Victoria, in-house x-ray facilities that we intend to install in the Bragg Institute, at Lucas Heights, and the 
tremendous opportunities that all of this presents for scientifi c research in Australia.

CL25/0207: “Do you have a hole in your head?” Complications of radiosurgery

 David Larson, University of Califonia San Francisco, United States

Radiosurgery is commonly used for a variety of indications and the yearly rate of publications on radiosurgery continues to 
increase. A comprehensive literature search of the US National Library of Medicine was performed to review published data 
on early and late complications. Publications were included provided complications were defi ned and either crude or actuarial 
complication risks were reported, even if frequency of follow-up or duration or treatment of complications was not. Most reports 
of complications focus on late, rather than early, complications. Risks of early complications are strongly defi nition-dependent 
and span a broad range (0-64%). Most early complications are transient and mild. Average risks of late complications, for selected 
treatment indications, are: 5% (metastases), 3% (AVM), 6% (meningioma), 9% (trigeminal neuralgia), 6% (non-8th nerve 
damage in acoustic neuromas). Rates of late 8th nerve damage in acoustic neuromas remain relatively high despite reductions 
in prescription dose. Cyst formation, sometimes asymptomatic, may develop several years after successful radiosurgery. Risks 
of complications can be minimized through adherence to accepted dose-volume standards. The importance of dose conformity 
is uncertain, at least within the range of commonly accepted values. Most early and late complications are treated medically. 
MRIs showing radionecrosis may eventually normalize with corticosteroids. The long-term risk of secondary cancer induction is 
likely 1-3%. Reports of radiosurgery complications might be improved following widespread adoption of uniform defi nitions and 
grading of early and late toxicity and uniform standards for frequency of follow up. Pooled data from multiple institutions might 
provide suffi cient data to perform multivariate analysis of potential prognostic factors.

SW11/0209: Radiological terrorism and Australia’s response

 Don Patterson, Emergency Management Australia, Australia

A Terrorist attack in Australia involving dispersal of radioactive material is different from conventional terrorist attacks involving 
explosives. The trauma experienced by victims during an explosive incident includes cuts, broken limbs, burns and shock. When 
an explosive device involving radioactive materials is involved, there are a number of additional characteristics including the 
contamination of victims and the surrounding area and the potential requirement for ongoing monitoring and decontamination. 
Response actions may require additional complex emergency response measures including immediate protective actions to protect 
those potentially exposed to contamination, mass casualty care, and public and mental health.

There are concerns that terrorist organizations are showing increasing interest in acquiring radiological material that could 
be used with explosive. A dirty bomb or technically known as a radiological dispersal device (RDD) is a device designed to 
spread radioactive contamination over a wide area and pose a health and safety threat to those within the contaminated area. The 
radioactive material could be in the form of a large chunk of material, fi ne powder, a liquid mist, or a gas. The material may also 
be spread in other ways, such as by simply emptying a container over the desired area. As RDD’s do not require large amounts of 
explosives, there is unlikely to be a large numbers of casualties, however the areas contaminated by the radiological material may 
cause immediate and long term health risks to those exposed. An RDD is a weapon of Mass Disruption rather than destruction.

While the likelihood of RDD’s being employed by terrorist in Australia is still considered remote, Australia’s emergency 
response organizations are developing plans to ensure a rapid and comprehensive response occurs should such an event occur in 
this country, The presentation will outline Australia’s response arrangements at the local/state level and the type of federal support 
that would be available to the States and territories during a an incident involving the use of a radiological device.
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SW11/0210: The role of ASTRO and the radiation oncologist in preparedness

 Nancy Daly, American Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology, United States

The events on September 11, 2001 were unpredictable and tragic, however it is not inconceivable that a similiar terrorist event 
could occur again, this time involving radiologic or nuclear material. In order to prepare for this ASTRO convened a task force. 
Initially the task force worked with the American College of Radiology (ACR)and the American Society of Physicists in Medicine 
(AAPM)to publish a PRIMER entitled ‘Disaster Preparedness for Radiology Professionals’.

The PRIMER serve as a quick refernce in the event of a radiation disaster and is available on the ASTRO Web site 
(www.astro.org). The task force has also developed a detailed and extensive training program, in partnership with the U.S. 
Department of Energy’s Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site (REAC/TS) in Oak Ridge (TN), that will 
equip radiation oncologists with the necessary expertise to train hospital radiation oncology departments and other healthcare 
personnel who are responsible for implementing and carrying out hospital planning for disasters involving radioactive materials. 
This presentation will outline the effort ASTRO has been involved with since September 11, 2001 to prepare the professional 
community it represent in the event of a radiation/nuclear disaster.

SW11/0211: Radiation injury and radiation protection: preclinical models

 Thomas M Seed, Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, United States

No abstract available.

SW11/0212: Biological dosimetry-knowing what happened

 William F Blakely, Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, United States

Effective medical management of a suspected radiation overexposure incident necessitates recording dynamic medical data and 
measuring appropriate radiation bioassays in order to provide diagnostic information to the treating physician and dose assessment 
for the personnel radiation protection records. Biological Assessment Tool (BAT), a radiation casualty management software 
application available at the AFRRI’s website (www.afrri.usuhs.mil), was developed to facilitate medical recording and to assist in 
bioassay dose predictions. Prodromal signs and symptoms as well as the body location and degree of transitory radiation-induced 
erythema should be recorded. Goans and colleagues have recently published dose prediction models for the prodromal symptom, 
time until onset of vomiting, following photon and criticality accident exposures. A complete blood cell count (CBC) with white 
cell differential should be obtained immediately after exposure, three times a day for the next 2-3 days, and then twice a day for 
the following 3- 6 days. Lymphocyte cell counts and lymphocyte depletion kinetics provide a dose assessment prediction between 
1 and 10 Gy photon equivalent dose range. A blood sample should also be taken for dose assessment, following coordination with 
a qualifi ed radiation cytogenetic biodosimetry laboratory, typically 24 hours after exposure using the “gold standard” lymphocyte-
dicentric radiation bioassay. Several of these cytogenetic biodosimetry laboratories use the premature chromosome condensation 
(PCC) bioassay, which permits dose assessment at higher doses (>5 Gy photon equivalent and acute high-dose rate exposures). 
Other opportunistic dosimetry approaches should be considered if available.

Automated instrumentation to accomplish sample preparation and analysis for the conventional cytogenetic-based bioassays 
need to be integrated and beta tested in reference cytogenetic biodosimetry laboratories. Complimentary novel interphase-based 
cytological bioassays that detect cells with chromosomal type aberrations and radiation responsive molecular biomarkers (i.e., 
gene expression, protein) need to be validated and optimized for rapid radiation dose assessment applications.
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SW11/0213: Bioterrorism and radiation. What to do? What research is needed?

 C Norman Coleman, Radiation Oncology Sciences Program, NCI, United States;  Phil Tofi lon, Radiation Research Program, NCI, 
United States

Radiological and nuclear terrorism has emerged as a major concern. Often included within the broad category of bioterrorism, the 
response to the intentional exposure of populations to radiation requires governmental agencies, law enforcement agencies, policy-
makers, experts in radiation medicine and radiation biology and an educated citizenry.

Emerging knowledge of normal tissue injury following radiation will provide important areas for research, as outlined in a 
recent Radiation Research Program (RRP) Workshop from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) (Stone HB, Rad Res 157:204-
223, 2002). Such research involves radiation biology and wound healing and may ultimately provide strategies for pre-exposure 
radioprotectors as well as post-exposure strategies to prevent serious normal tissue damage. Radiation in the Moderate Dose 
range, defi ned as 1-10 Gy, applies to radiological and nuclear terrorism and also to clinical radiation therapy. (RRP Moderate Dose 
Radiation Workshop, Coleman CN, Rad Res, in press 2003). New approaches such as Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) 
will expose more tissues to low doses of radiation.

Strategies for developing agents for normal tissue targets (Tofi lon). The successful application of radiotherapy as a cancer 
treatment modality is severely constrained by the risk for normal tissue injury. Because approximately half of all cancer patients 
receive radiation treatment, the ability to selectively protect normal tissue would be of obvious clinical benefi t. In addition to 
cancer therapy, current geopolitical circumstances reinforce the need for generating agents that protect against the consequences of 
environmental radiation exposure, accidental or intentional. Currently, there are relatively few available agents with the potential 
to reduce or eliminate radiation-induced normal tissue injury after clinical and/or environmental exposure. A goal of the Radiation 
Research Program is to identify and develop novel radioprotectors. Towards this end, one approach is to apply target based high 
throughput screening strategies to the discovery of radioprotective agents. A major obstacle to the development of radioprotectors 
has been a defi ciency in the understanding of the processes (cellular and molecular) responsible for radiation-induced normal 
tissue injury. However, recent studies have begun to identify critical events in the pathogenesis of radiation injury that occur in 
a number of tissues and, importantly, that may be susceptible to manipulation. High throughput screening has been a frequent 
fi rst step used in industry and academia for the identifi cation of compounds that target specifi c molecules or cellular processes. 
Thus, it would appear that high throughput approaches should be applicable to the identifi cation of agents that affect molecules 
or processes that play critical roles in the expression of radiation induced normal tissue injury. These studies involve the use of 
chemical and/or combinatorial libraries with targets such as radiation-induced apoptosis and TGFb-mediated gene expression

SW12/0214: ACE inhibitors and AII receptor antagonists in the treatment 
and prevention of radiation nephropathy

 John E Moulder,  Brian L Fish,  Eric P Cohen, Medical College of Wisconsin, United States

Radiation nephropathy has emerged as a major complication of bone marrow transplantation when total body irradiation is used 
as part of the regimen. More recently, radiation nephropathy has also appeared as a complication of radionuclide radiotherapy. 
Classically, radiation nephropathy was assumed to be inevitable, progressive, and untreatable. However, in the early 1990’s, we 
demonstrated that established experimental radiation nephropathy could be treated with angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) 
inhibitors, and that early use of ACE inhibitors could retard the development of radiation nephropathy. A placebo-controlled 
clinical trial of ACE inhibitors to prevent radiation nephropathy in bone marrow transplant patients is now underway at our 
institution.

In further studies, we showed that an angiotensin II (AII) type-1 receptor antagonist was also effective in treatment and 
prophylaxis of radiation nephropathy, and most recently we have found that combined use of AII type-1 and type-2 receptor 
antagonists is even more effective than ACE inhibitors or type-1 receptor antagonists alone.

An obvious explanation for the effi cacy of AII receptor blockade in radiation nephropathy would be that radiation leads to 
activation of the renin-angiotensin system. However, studies done to date have found no evidence that renal irradiation leads to 
excess levels of renin or AII, and no evidence for radiation-induced up-regulation of AII receptors. An alternative explanation 
for the effi cacy of these agents in prophylaxis would be that the normal activity of the RAS is deleterious in the presence of 
radiation injury. On-going studies suggest that the prophylactic effi cacy of ACE inhibitors and AII receptor blockers may involve 
interactions with a radiation-induced decrease in renal nitric oxide activity or with radiation-induced tubular cell proliferation. 
However, while prevention of radiation nephropathy with ACE inhibitors and AII receptor antagonists may work via suppression 
of the renin-angiotensin system, their effi cacy in treatment of established radiation nephropathy appears to depend on blood 
pressure control as well.

These studies were supported by grant CA24652 from the U.S. National Cancer Institute.
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SW12/0215: Reactive oxygen species perpetuate radiation-induced lung injury: causes and cures

 Zeljko Vujaskovic, Duke University Medical Center, United States

The risk of unacceptable radiation-induced lung injury remains a signifi cant limiting factor in the current treatment of the tumors 
involving the thoracic region. Despite advances in normal tissue radiobiology, demonstrating that ionizing radiation triggers 
a cascade of genetic and molecular events that proceed during a latent period of pulmonary injury, the precise mechanisms 
underlying radiation-induced lung injury remain unclear. Based on our recent results, we propose a new paradigm of radiation-
induced lung injury hypothesizing that hypoxia plays a central role in generating a non-healing wound response that perpetuates 
radiation lung injury through continuous generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and expression/activation of cytokines. 
Several lines of evidence from our group support this hypothesis. Using electron spin resonance (ESR) and spin trapping we 
have demonstrated the presence of ROS in rat lungs 13 weeks after irradiation. In a transgenic mouse model we have shown that 
overexpression of extracellular superoxide dismutase (EC-SOD), an important scavenger of ROS, ameliorates RT-induced lung 
injury. In addition, our data show that synthetic superoxide dismutase (SOD) mimetic compounds can be used to target ROS 
and reduce RT-induced lung damage. The fi ndings noted above indicating a role for chronic ROS expression in the perpetuation 
of a wound healing response, suggest that long term SOD mimetic administration may be an effective therapeutic intervention. 
This strategy may reduce the risk of radiation-induced lung injury at standard radiation doses and may allow for higher doses of 
radiation to be delivered to selected tumors without increasing the risk of pulmonary complications.

SW12/0216: Reduction of radiation-induced damage to salivary gland by bone marrow derived stem cells

 Robert P Coppes,  Pieter K Wierenga,  Harm H Kampinga,  Gerald de Haan, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

Irradiation of the salivary glands can result in severe side effects that reduce the patient’s quality of life. Late damage to the 
salivary glands is mainly caused by exhaustion of the tissue’s stem cells. Post-irradiation replacement of salivary gland stem 
cells with healthy donor stem cells may reduce complications. Bone marrow derived stem cells (BMSC) have been show to be 
multipotent and engraft in many tissue after injury. In this study we assessed the potential of BMSC to reduce irradiation-induced 
salivary gland damage. The salivary glands of wild type C57Bl/6 mice were locally irradiated with 20 Gy. Thirty days later, BMSC 
from transgenic eGFP+ C57Bl/6 mice were transplanted by i.v. injection or by direct injection into the salivary glands. In addition, 
animals were transplanted with eGFP+ bone marrow after 9.5 Gy TBI excluding the salivary glands. Subsequently, the animals 
were locally irradiated to the salivary gland with 20 Gy. Thirty days later i.v. G-CSF mobilised eGFP+ bone marrow derived stem 
cells to the peripheral blood. Again thirty days after mobilisation, the salivary gland were harvested. eGFP+ cells were detected 
by confocal laser fl uorescence scanning microscopy and fl ow cytometry and H&E histology was performed. eGFP+ cells were 
detected in the salivary gland after all protocols. The number of eGFP+ cells in irradiated salivary glands was highest in animals 
treated with G-CSF. Intraglandular transplantation, in contrast, was successful only in 1 out of 8 attempts. Immuno-histochemistry 
using a-SM-actin antibodies showed the close vicinity of actin and eGFP within the cells, demonstrating the occurrence of BMSC 
derived myoepithelial cells in irradiated salivary gland. Further, cell-type specifi c antibodies will reveal the nature of all eGFP+ 
cells. H&E histology revealed improved gland morphology in animals treated with G-CSF after irradiation when compared to the 
non-treated animals. These preliminary results indicate that bone marrow-derived cells home to severely damaged salivary glands 
after transplantation/mobilisation. Hence, BMSC transplantation could become a promising modality to ameliorate radiation-
induced complications in salivary glands after radiotherapy.

SW13/0217: Paclitaxel and radiation in combination: mechanistic studies in a murine model

 Christopher G Milross, Prince of Wales Hospital, Australia

Concurrent use of chemotherapy and radiotherapy has become common in the treatment of locally advanced cancers. Ideally 
clinical combinations would be based on sound basic biological studies designed to determine the nature of any interaction 
between agents. Paclitaxel is a cytotoxic drug that acts on cellular microtubules. The combination of paclitaxel and radiation was 
studied in vivo with the aim of generating mechanistic data to guide translation of the combination into clinical practice.

Mice (C3Hf/Kam) bearing syngeneic tumours were used. Antitumour effi cacy was determined by tumour growth delay 
and TCD50 assays, for single agents and combinations. The potential mechanisms of interaction were investigated by 
micromorphological examination of treated tumours, by modelling response data to quantify changes in radiobiological hypoxia, 
by polarographic measurement oxygenation, and by fl ow cytometric study of cell cycle effects. Results were compared for 
individual tumour types to confi rm predominant mechanisms. The potential for therapeutic gain was determined by examination of 
the acute radiation response of jejunum and skin.

Using the MCa-4 mammary tumour it was established that paclitaxel enhanced the local tumour radiation response. The 
magnitude of this enhancement was dependant upon the interval between paclitaxel and radiation. Enhancement was evident 9 
hours after paclitaxel and increased further up to 72 hours. The predominant mechanism responsible for this interaction was shown 
to be tumour reoxygenation.

A favourable interaction between paclitaxel and radiation was demonstrated in both paclitaxel-sensitive and -resistant tumours. 
In the apoptosis prone MCa-29 mammary tumour reoxygenation was shown to be the predominant mechanism responsible, 
whereas cell cycle mediated interaction was likely to be the sole mechanism in paclitaxel resistant SCC-VII. No enhancement of 
acute normal tissue radiation response was observed.

These studies confi rmed that paclitaxel interacted favourably with radiation. The results support the continuation of clinical 
studies combining paclitaxel with radiation.
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SW13/0218: Targeted potentiation of tumor radioresponse by polymer-drug conjugates

 Kathy A Mason, U.T. M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, United States

Though chemoradiotherapy has produced signifi cantly improved response and survival rates among cancer patients, there is still 
a compelling need to establish more effective ways to deliver these agents. Conjugating drugs with polymeric carriers is one way 
to improve selective delivery to tumors. Poly (L-glutamic acid)-paclitaxel(PG-TXL) is one such conjugate. We hypothesize that 
the radiosensitizing effect of a chemotherapeutic agent can be further enhanced if the drug is delivered at an optimal concentration 
and is maintained in the tumor for a prolonged period. Compared with paclitaxel, its uptake, tumor retention, and antitumor 
effi cacy are increased. Initial studies showed that PG-TXL given 24 h before or after radiotherapy enhanced tumor growth delay 
signifi cantly more than paclitaxel. To determine if PG-TXL-induced enhancement is obtained in a more clinically relevant setting, 
we investigated PG-TXL effects on tumor cure and acute normal tissue toxicity.

Results: We recently showed IJROBP:55(3):707-712, 2003 that PG-TXL dramatically improved radioresponse of a mouse 
ovarian carcinoma, reducing TCD50 of single-dose irradiation from 53.9 (52.2-55.5) Gy to 7.5 (4.5-10.7) Gy, an enhancement 
factor (EF) of 7.2. The drug improved the effi cacy of fractionated irradiation even more, reducing the TCD50 of 66.6 (62.8-
90.4) Gy total fractionated dose to only 7.9 (4.3-11.5) Gy, for an EF of 8.4. PG-TXL did not affect normal tissue radioresponse 
(jejunum, skin, hair) resulting from either single or fractionated irradiation.

Conclusion: PG-TXL dramatically potentiated tumor radiocurability after single-dose or fractionated irradiation without 
affecting acute normal tissue injury. Thus, PG-TXL has a high potential to improve clinical radiotherapy. Our data support a 
treatment strategy combining radiation and polymeric chemotherapy that may have important clinical implications in terms of 
scheduling and optimization of the therapeutic ratio. The design and status of ongoing clinical trials will be presented.

SW13/0219: Lung cancer as a clinical model for combination chemotherapy and radiotherapy

 David L Ball, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

There are good theoretical reasons why the combination of chemotherapy [CT] and radiotherapy [RT] might be more effective 
for the treatment of cancer than either modality alone. This presentation will use clinical studies in lung cancer to illustrate the 
principles and benefi ts of combined CT/RT.

Non-small cell lung cancer [NSCLC]. Since the NSCLC Collaborative Group meta-analysis (1) revealed that the addition of 
cisplatin based CT to RT confers a small but signifi cant survival advantage in patients with locally advanced NSCLC, ongoing 
studies have been designed to determine the optimum timing, duration and type of CT. The meta-analysis data were largely 
derived from studies employing induction CT followed by RT, but two recent trials suggest that concomitant CT/RT may be 
superior (2,3). The concomitant approach has the theoretical advantages of platinum radiosensitisation, non-cross resistance of the 
two modalities and reduced overall treatment time. The available data suggest that cisplatin and carboplatin have similar effi cacy. 
Induction CT before concomitant CT/RT is of uncertain value, and was less effective than concomitant CT/RT in one randomised 
phase II study (4).

Small cell lung cancer [SCLC]. Two meta-analyses have demonstrated that in patients with limited disease, thoracic 
RT improves survival. RT appears to be more effective the earlier it is given. Recent studies have supported the use of b.d. 
fractionation and shorter treatment time (5,6). Platinum-based CT is not only superior to other CT but is preferred because of its 
compatibility with concurrent RT.

Conclusion. In an interesting example of convergent evolution, recent developments in the treatment of both NSCLC and 
SCLC have resulted in broadly similar approaches for both histologies. In both diseases concomitant CT/RT instituted early may 
improve survival by increasing local control and reducing the probability of distant metastasis.

References.
1. Non-small Cell Lung Cancer Collaborative Group. BMJ 1995; 311:899-909.
2. Furuse et al. JCO 1999; 17:2692-2699.
3. Movsas et al. Proc ASCO 2001; 20:1247.
4. Choy et al. Proc ASCO 2002; 21:291a.
5. Turrisi al. NEJM 1999; 340:265-271.
6. Takada et al. JCO 2002; 20:3054-3060.
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SW13/0220: Chemoradiotherapy: successes and problems in translational research

 Sara Rockwell, Yale University School of Medicine, United States

The development of mechanistic-based clinical regimens which combine radiation and chemotherapy to improve local control 
and cure in solid malignancies has proven to be a diffi cult problem. Studies with human and animal cell lines in culture provide 
valuable data on the effects and mechanisms of action of radiation and anticancer drugs. They can also suggest mechanisms of 
interaction between drugs and radiation that might be used to obtain therapeutic gain. Studies with syngeneic rodent tumors or 
human tumor cell lines xenografted into immune-defi cient rodents can be used to test the effects of combined modality regimens 
on tumors in vivo. Studies of normal tissues in rodents can be used to evaluate potential toxicities. However, at each step in this 
process of preclinical evaluation there are limitations of the model systems and gaps in the knowledge obtainable from the models. 
There are also gaps in our understanding of the biology of malignancies in human patients both before treatment and to an even 
greater extent during protracted therapeutic regimens. Our knowledge of the mechanisms producing dose-limiting injuries in 
patients is also limited, as is our understanding of the factors which infl uence the risk to individual patients and the interactions of 
drug and radiation injury in patients. The limitations of our models and our knowledge generally preclude the direct translation of 
preclinical fi ndings into rationally designed, effective clinical trials, and can lead to either unexpectedly positive or disappointing 
results when clinical trials are developed, performed and analyzed. Successes and problems in the translation of preclinical studies 
of radiation/drug combinations into effective clinical regimens will be discussed and will be illustrated using our laboratory and 
clinical experience with agents designed to modulate tumor oxygenation and with regimens combining radiation therapy with 
radiosensitizers or with the mitomycins.

SW14/0221: Dysfunctional mammalian telomeres join to double-strand breaks

 Susan M Bailey,  Yuanlin Peng,  Quinming Zhang,  Joel S Bedford,  Howard L Liberman,  Robert L Ullrich, Colorado State Universit
y, United States;  Edwin H Goodwin, Los Alamos National Laboratory, United States

Telomeres are highly specialized nucleoprotein structures that maintain genomic stability by protecting the ends of linear 
chromosomes, an essential function inferred cytogenetically from the end-to-end fusions that result when telomeric end-capping 
fails. In striking contrast to natural chromosomal termini, broken chromosome ends produced by DNA double strand breaks (DSB) 
are highly recombinogenic, and represent a major threat to the integrity of the cell’s genome due to their potential for causing 
chromosomal rearrangements that contribute to genomic instability and tumorigenesis. Previously, we demonstrated that effective 
end-capping of mammalian telomeres has a seemingly paradoxical requirement for proteins more commonly associated with 
DNA DSB repair. Ku70, Ku80, and DNA-PKcs all participate in DSB repair through non-homologous end-joining. Somewhat 
surprisingly, mutations in any of these genes cause spontaneous chromosomal end-to-end fusions that maintain large blocks of 
telomeric sequence at the points of fusion and are not a consequence of telomere shortening. We have also shown that nascent 
telomeres produced via leading-strand DNA synthesis are especially susceptible to these end-to-end fusions. Here we report that 
impaired end-capping in DNA-PKcs-defi cient backgrounds not only allows these dysfunctional telomeres to join to one another, 
but also to broken chromosome ends created by radiation-induced DSB. Mouse cell lines were exposed to graded doses of gamma-
rays and examined utilizing the strand-specifi c fl uorescence in situ hybridization technique of CO-FISH, in order to distinguish 
true telomere-to-DSB events from telomere-to-telomere fusions. Telomere-to-DSB fusions were observed in a dose-dependent 
fashion in each mutant cell line analyzed, including BALB/c, which is both radiosensitive and susceptible to radiogenic mammary 
cancer. Telomere-DSB fusion represents a new and sensitive method of detecting telomere dysfunction as measured by failure 
of end-capping function. To apply this approach in human cells, we are currently optimizing targeted gene silencing by RNA 
interference using small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) to reduce expression of various candidate proteins in human cells.

SW14/0222: Untargeted and delayed mutation in F1 mice born to irradiated spermatozoa and the p53 
dependent genomic cross-talk

 Ohtsura Niwa, Kyoto University, Japan

The mutation frequency at the maternally derived allele of a minisatellite and the pink-eyed unstable locus was found to increase 
in F1 mice by irradiation to spermatozoa. This suggests the presence of a cross-talk between paternally derived damaged genome 
and maternally derived undamaged genome. Indeed, fertilization by irradiated spermatozoa was found to suppress DNA synthesis 
both in sperm pronucleus and female pronucleus, confi rming the genomic cross-talk. This cross-talk was found to be dependent on 
functional p53, indicating a novel p53 dependent S checkpoint. The p53 dependent S checkpoint operates also in mouse fi broblasts 
only at low doses of radiation and the role of p53 was to assist ATM dependent phosphorylation of PCNA which then suppressed 
DNA replication fork progression. p53 dependent genomic cross-talk is likely to play a role in untargeted and delayed mutation 
since somatic reversion in F1 mice of the maternally derived pink-eyed unstable allele was not elevated by sperm irradiation when 
mice were of the p53-/- genotype.
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SW14/0223: Spontaneous tumorigenesis and mutagenesis in mice with a targeted 
disruption of the Mutyh gene

 Teruhisa Tsuzuki,  Kazumi Yamauchi,  Katsumi Sakamoto,  Yohei Tominaga,  Yoshimichi Nakatsu, Kyushu University, Japan; 
 Kaoru Yoshiyama,  Hisaji Maki, Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan;  Yusaku Nakabeppu, Medical Institute of Bioregu
lation, Kyushu University, Japan

Reactive oxygen species, which can be produced through normal cellular metabolism as well as by X-ray irradiation, are thought 
to play an important role in mutagenesis and tumorigenesis. Among the various classes of oxidative damage products, 8-oxo-7,8-
dihydroguanine (8-oxoG) and 2-hydroxyadenine (2-OH-A) are important because of their abundance and mutagenicity. The Mutyh 
gene, encoding adenine/2-hydroxyadenine DNA glycosylase, is expected to prevent G:C to T:A transversions, by excising adenine 
from G:A mismatches induced by 8-oxoG and 2-OH-A. In the present study, to analyze the function of the mammalian Mutyh 
protein in vivo, we established Mutyh gene-knockout mice by gene targeting, and observed spontaneous tumorigenesis as well as 
mutagenesis. When examined 18 months after birth, a greater number of tumors had formed in various tissues of Mutyh-defi cient 
mice, as compared with wild-type mice. Specifi cally, more small intestinal tumors were formed in Mutyh-defi cient mice than in 
wild-type mice, and its value was statistically signifi cant. Next, we analyzed the mutation frequency and their spectra in Mutyh-
defi cient or profi cient mice at the age of 24 weeks. The mutation frequency observed in spleen samples from the Mutyh-defi cient 
mice showed no apparent increase compared to the value of samples from wild-type mice. Furthermore, the site distribution 
of the mutations that occurred in the rpsL gene was signifi cantly different between these two Mutyh genotypes; an increase in 
frequency of G:C to T:A transversions was evident in Mutyh nullizygous mice. These fi ndings confi rm that the Mutyh gene, which 
is thought to prevent mutations originating from 8-oxoG and 2-OH-A, plays a crucial role in suppressing tumorigenesis as well as 
mutagenesis.

SW14/0224: Factors observed to modify mammary carcinogenesis from low doses of low 
and high LET radiations in the sprague-dawley rat

 John F Dicello,  David L Huso,  Jill Mann,  Baktiar O Karim,  Archie Christian,  Paul O Eyabi,  Khalid A Khan,  Gary R Novak, 
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, United States

The probability of cancers developing after exposures to low doses of radiation is important knowledge, both for risk assessments 
for environmental exposures on Earth and in Space, and for the determination of normal tissue tolerances in radiation therapy. 
The few comprehensive, lifetime studies of in-vivo responses, especially to energetic heavy ions, report tumorigenesis rather 
than carcinogenesis, with the majority of tumors being benign. To fi ll this gap of data for carcinogenesis, our group has been 
examining carcinogenesis in Sprague-Dawley rats exposed to megavoltage gamma rays, energetic protons, and energetic heavy 
ions. Four cohorts of female Sprague-Dawley rats were exposed to cobalt-60 gamma rays, cesium-137 gamma rays, 250-MeV 
protons, and 1-Gev iron ions at doses beginning at 5 cGy for the iron ions and 50 cGy for the gamma rays and protons. We have 
been examining the morphology of the tumors and tissues. We have observed a correlation between the risk of mammary cancers 
and specifi c genetic, cytogenetic, epigenetic, and abscopal factors; our group has correlated the risk of mammary cancers after 
irradiation in this animal model with the status of the pituitary, the ovaries, and the estrous cycle, as well as with caloric intake, 
and these results will be summarized. We had postulated that even for low doses of highly ionizing radiations, the risk might be 
reduced after the animals were exposed by the administration of anti-estrogens. We administered Tamoxifen to the animals for 
their lifetimes beginning four weeks after exposure. The incidence, the change in incidence with the administration of Tamoxifen, 
and the histopathology of radiation/Tamoxifen resistant malignancies will be presented.

Supported in part by the National Space Biomedical Research Institute and NASA Project RE00203.

SW14/0225: Radiation-induced genomic instability driven by de novo chromosomal rearrangement hot spots

 Andrew J Grosovsky,  Rebecca N Allen,  Stephen R Moore, University of California Riverside, United States

Genomic instability has become generally recognized as a critical contributor to tumor progression by generating the necessary 
number of genetic alterations required for expression of a clinically signifi cant malignancy. Our study of chromosomal instability 
investigates the hypothesis that chromosomal rearrangements can generate novel breakage-prone sites, resulting in instability 
acting predominantly in cis. Here we present an analysis of the karyotypic distribution of instability associated chromosomal 
rearrangements in TK6 and derivative human lymphoblasts. Karyotypic analysis performed on a total of 455 independent clones 
included 183 rearrangements distributed among 100 separate unstable clones. The results demonstrate that the breakpoints of 
chromosomal rearrangements in unstable clones are non-randomly distributed throughout the genome. This pattern is statistically 
signifi cant, and incompatible with expectations for random breakage associated with loss or alteration of a trans-acting factor. 
Furthermore, specifi c chromosomal breakage hot spots associated with instability have been identifi ed; these occur in several 
independent unstable clones and are often repeatedly broken and rejoined during the outgrowth of an individual clone. In 
complimentary studies, genomic instability was generated without any exposure to a DNA-damaging agent, but rather by 
transfection with alpha heterochromatin DNA. In a prospective analysis, human-hamster hybrid AL cells containing a single 
human chromosome 11 were transfected with heterochromatic alpha DNA repeats and clones were analyzed by chromosome 
11 painting. Transfection with alpha DNA was associated with karyotypic heterogeneity in 40% of clones examined; control 
transfections with plasmid alone did not lead to karyotypic heterogeneity.
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SW15/0229: Stochastic models for radiation carcinogenesis by inhaled radionuclides

 Werner Hofmann, University of Salzburg, Austria;  Douglas J Crawford-Brown, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
United States;  Helmut Schöllnberger, RIVM/LSO, Bilthoven, The Netherlands

A biologically-based state-vector model (SVM) of radiation carcinogenesis has been developed which incorporates the 
stochasticity of cellular transitions and specifi c in vivo conditions in the lungs. Dose-rate dependent random transitions of cells 
between states of DNA strand breaks, interaction between breaks, fi xation of damage, reversible and irreversible promotion, as 
well as cellular inactivation, damage repair and reversion of promoted cells are simulated by Monte Carlo methods. While most of 
the model parameters are developed directly from studies of the underlying processes, remaining parameters are constrained by fi ts 
to experimental data on cell transformation in vitro.

The stochastic SVM was applied to predictions of lung cancer incidence in mining and general populations exposed to 
radon progeny. When incorporating in vivo features of cell differentiation, stimulated mitosis and inhomogeneity of doses 
within bronchial epithelium, excellent agreement between epidemiological data and modeling predictions could be achieved. At 
low doses, the SVM predicts a non-linear dose-response relationship, where computed lung cancer risk is smaller than current 
estimates based on the linear-no threshold (LNT) hypothesis. The model also predicts a mild dose-rate effect at suffi ciently low 
doses, i.e., lower dose rates produce smaller risks.

At the tissue level, low doses of alpha particles are produced by a relatively small number of cellular hits, delivering, 
however, a rather high amount of energy to the nucleus of a traversed cell. To model alpha particle effects at the cellular level, the 
stochastic carcinogenesis model was extended by incorporating explicitly the randomness of alpha particle interactions in a given 
cell nucleus as a function of time. This microdosimetric model predicts a sub-linear dose-response relationship, which is most 
signifi cant at low doses and dose rates. This fi nding suggests that radon in homes may cause fewer lung cancers than currently 
predicted on the basis of the LNT hypothesis.

SW15/0231: Possibilities and limitations of mechanistic models for cancer induction 
by low doses of ionizing radiation

 Herwig G Paretzke,  Wolfgang F Heidenreich,  Werner Friedland, GSF-Institute of Radiation Protection, Germany

Ionizing radiation is known to be able, with a certain probability, to induce cancer in irradiated animals and humans at higher 
doses. In the low dose regime, however, which is of highest relevancy to most natural, medical and occupational exposures, 
solid experimental or theoretical knowledge on such radiation effects is very limited or even not existant. Because regulations 
and legislation need risk estimates even in this situation, various models for and assumptions on the mechanisms of radiation 
carcinogenesis in the low dose regime have been develloped for many years. Recent progress in scientifi c knowledge and 
technology has lead to signifi cant advancements in such modelling at the subcellular, cellular, tissue, systemic and population 
level. Several aspects of present possibilities and limitations of low dose mechanistic carcinogenesis modelling at these different 
levels for the purpose of interpolation and extrapolation of experimental observations across doses, dose rates, radiation quality, 
populations, individuals, etc. are discussed in this paper. Unfortunately and in spite of signifi cant progress and of its importance, 
low dose radiation risk quantifi cation is still an unsolved, complex and challenging problem.

SW15/0230: Stochastic carcinogenesis model allowing for genomic instability fi tted to SEER colon cancer 
data, and comparisons with patterns of risk in Japanese A-bomb survivor colon cancer data

 Mark P Little, Imperial College Faculty of Medicine London, United Kingdom;  Eric G Wright, University of Dundee, 
United Kingdom

A generalization of the two-mutation stochastic carcinogenesis model of Moolgavkar, Venzon and Knudson and certain models 
constructed by Little is developed; the model incorporates progressive genomic instability and an arbitrary number of mutational 
stages. This model is shown to have the property that, at least in the case when the parameters of the model are eventually 
constant, the excess relative and absolute cancer rates following changes in any of the parameters will eventually tend to zero. It is 
also shown that when the parameters governing the processes of cell division, death, or additional mutation (whether of the normal 
sort or that resulting in genomic destabilization) at the penultimate stage are subject to perturbations, there are relatively large 
fl uctuations in the hazard function for the model, which start almost as soon as the parameters are changed. The model is fi tted to 
US Caucasian colon cancer incidence data. A model with fi ve stages and two levels of genomic destabilization fi ts the data well. 
Comparison with patterns of excess risk in the Japanese atomic bomb survivor colon cancer incidence data indicate that radiation 
might act on early mutation rates in the model; a major role for radiation in initiating genomic destabilization is less likely.
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SW15/0227: A mathematical multistage model for radiation carcinogenesis accounting for induced genomic 
instability and cell death

 Megu Ohtaki,  Kennich Satoh, RIRBM, Hiroshima University, Japan;  Shizue Izumi, RERF, Japan;  Ohtsura Niwa, Kyoto University, 
Japan

We developed a mathematical model of carcinogenesis with the genomic instability hypothesis based on structure of chromosome. 
The model is regarded as an extention of the classical multistage model due to Armitage and Doll. This model also takes account 
of ‘induction of cell death,’ which is another important effect of radiation on cells. It is assumed that the effect of radiation 
exposure on ‘cell killing’ may occur in all stages of carcinogenic process. The resulting model can explain not only the paradoxical 
relationship between low mutation rate and high cancer incidence but also the low order dose-response relationship of cancer 
risk. We also try to formulate the model by assuming the situation of single point acute exposure that is simulated for the case of 
Atomic bomb survivors. As a result, it is derived that the excess absolute risk of cancer incidence increases with the 5th order of 
attained age, the excess relative risk also increases almost linearly with the exposed dose, and the effect decreases in proportional 
to the reciprocal attained age.

SW15/0228: Biologically based analysis of lung cancer incidence in a large Canadian occupational cohort 
with low-LET low-dose radiation exposure, and comparison with Japanese atomic bomb survivors

 William D Hazelton,  Stanley B Curtis,  Suresh H Moolgavkar, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, United States; 
 Daniel Krewski, United States

Lung cancer incidence is analyzed in a large Canadian National Dose Registry (CNDR) cohort with individual annual dosimetry 
for low-dose occupational exposure to gamma and tritium radiation using several types of multistage models. The primary analysis 
utilizes the two-stage clonal expansion model (TSCE), with sensitivity analyses using extensions of this model incorporating 
additional stages. Characteristic and distinct temporal patterns of risk are found for dose-response affecting early, middle, or 
late stages of carcinogenesis, e.g. initiation with one or more stages, clonal expansion, or malignant conversion. Fixed lag 
or lag distributions are used to model time from fi rst malignant cell to incidence. Background rates are analyzed by gender, 
job classifi cation and birth cohort. Lacking individual smoking data, surrogate doses based on US annual per capita cigarette 
consumption appear to account for much of the birth cohort effect. Males, with mean cumulative exposure for gamma and tritium 
of 11.5 mSv and 322 incident lung cancer cases have a signifi cant dose-response with 33 cases attributable to radiation. Female 
dose-response, with mean cumulative exposure of 1.7 mSv and 78 incident cases, appears similar but is not statistically signifi cant. 
Findings for males include an inverse-dose-rate effect (increased risk with protraction of a given dose) and dose-response effects 
on initiation, promotion and malignant conversion, although the effect on initiation is not statistically signifi cant. The excess 
relative risk (ERR) and excess absolute risk (EAR) depend on age at exposure, duration, dose, and age at follow-up. The ERR 
increases with dose, tapering off at higher doses, making a plot of ERR against dose concave-downward, similar to apparent 
low-dose results seen below 1 Sv for solid tumor mortality of atomic bomb survivors. The concave-downward trend of ERR and 
the inverse-dose-rate effect are both counter to prevailing beliefs about effects of low-LET ionizing radiation. The dose-response 
estimated from the Canadian data is consistent with the dose-response seen in the A-bomb survivors’ data when account is taken of 
the virtually instantaneous exposure in the latter cohort.

SW15/0226: Mutations, radiation, and cancer: basic stochastic aspects

 Donald A Pierce,  Dale L Preston, Radiation Effects Research Foundation, Japan;  Michael Vaeth, Aarhus University, Denmark

We fi nd that the effect of A-bomb radiation exposure was, for solid cancers, equivalent to a 2-3 days/mSv increase in “cancer age”. 
That is, the radiation effect appears to be equivalent to carcinogenic processes that would have occurred spontaneously during 
such a time interval. This novel description/interpretation may be useful for communicating and understanding low-dose risks. It 
is comparably accurate to the more usual descriptions in terms of excess relative risk, with no need to allow for exposure age but 
with the cancer-age increase for women being twice that for men to allow for their effectively slower carcinogenic processes. The 
cancer-age-change hypothesis was suggested by idealized stochastic analysis of cellular accumulation of mutations. This presumes 
that spontaneous mutation rates can depend arbitrarily on the mutational status of a cell but are otherwise age-homogenous, and 
that an increment of radiation exposure increases all prevailing mutation rates by a common factor. That such stochastic analysis 
can provide hypotheses that can be verifi ed directly demonstrates what can be the value of idealized mathematical modeling.
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SW16/0232: Development of new polymers for 157nm photolithography

 Paul A Zimmerman, International SEMATECH, United States

As the semiconductor industry moves to ever-smaller feature sizes to maintain competitive stances and reduce cost there is 
an inevitable need to develop new polymeric materials to meet increasingly harsh processing conditions. These polymers are 
involved in photoresists, pellicles and optical coatings. In photolithography, the move from 248 and 193 nm to 157nm requires a 
revolutionary development in these materials. The reason for this is the high energy of 7.9eV at 157nm, which in itself is capable 
of breaking all of the chemical bonds present within the current materials. Of course some degradation pathways will be favored 
in these materials. Unfortunately, much of the work on polymer degradation has been focused at =200nm or at much shorter 
wavelengths leaving a gap of knowledge between. This study seeks to examine the impact of 157nm radiation on polymers and 
develop an understanding of degradation mechanisms so that new materials can be developed for photolithography. Currently 
of all of the polymers for 157nm photolithography, the polymers for the pellicle raise the most concern. A pellicle is a thin (~1 
micron) polymer fi lm that protects the reticle from deposition of particle contamination. These pellicles will be required to have 
exposure lifetimes of 1kJ/cm2 at 157nm; however, existing materials have lifetimes of only a few J/cm2. Additionally the pellicles 
will have to meet additional requirements for transmission and variance over the lifetime of the pellicle.

SW16/0233: Pulse-radiolysis studies of charge transport in conjugated polymers

 John M Warman, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

Conjugated polymers are being seriously considered as cheap and fl exible replacements for inorganic semiconductor materials in 
photovoltaic, electroluminescent, and (plastic)electronic devices. In all of these applications the ability of charge to migrate rapidly 
within the material is a principal requirement. We have used nanosecond pulse-radiolysis combined with time-resolved microwave 
conductivity detection to measure the mobility of charge carriers in conjugated polymers. Three different techniques will be 
presented for studying a) bulk, complex-morphology solids, b) single crystals, with well-aligned polymer chains, and c) dilute 
solutions of isolated polymer chains.

SW16/0234: Radiotherapy gel dosimetry: a review

 Clive Baldock, Queensland University of Technology, Australia

Radiation therapy or radiotherapy is a common form of cancer treatment. Recent advances in radiotherapy such as intensity 
modulated radiation therapy indicate that treatment outcomes may be improved. The principle limitation of these more advanced 
techniques of radiation therapy is the ability to quantify the absorbed radiation dose to the tumour which is related to the 3-
dimensional geometry of the tumour. The main advances in 3-dimensional radiation dosimetry are the development of radiation 
sensitive polymer gel dosimeters. The use of radiation sensitive gels for radiation dosimetry in cancer therapy was fi rst suggested 
in the 1950s. It was subsequently shown in 1984 that radiation induced changes in nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation 
properties of gels infused with conventional Fricke dosimetry solutions could be measured. Due to diffusion-related limitations 
in the use of Fricke gels, alternative polymer gel dosimeters were subsequently suggested in 1992. Since then, both magnetic 
resonance and optical imaging techniques have been used to evaluate polymer gel dosimeters to produce three-dimensional 
radiation dose distributions. More recently the uses of x-ray computer tomography and vibrational spectroscopy have also 
been demonstrated as valuable techniques in the evaluation of these dosimetry gels. Although not yet used routinely clinically, 
applications of these radiologically soft-tissue equivalent gel dosimeters have been shown to have great potential in the evaluation 
of complex radiation dose distributions. A review of 3-dimensional radiotherapy gel dosimetry is presented.

SW16/0235: Living radical polymerization using gamma-initiation

 Leonie Barner,  Chris Barner-Kowollik,  Mike Whittaker,  Martina Stenzel, Australia

This paper will discuss the use of reversible-addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization in conjunction with 
gamma initiation. Several issues will be covered, viz, the kinetics of the reactions and using gamma to probe mechanistic features 
of the reaction. In addition gamma grafting will be covered as a route to solid phases for combinatorial chemistry.

I will also discuss a route to grafting using atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) where gamma is used to generate 
initiating sites on the substrate polymer.

Some results involving the use of UV irradiation will also be discussed
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SW17/0236: Dosimetry: progress and problems

 Manuel Bardiès, INSERM U463, France

Dosimetric studies for targeted radiotherapy can be justifi ed in many ways:
The assessed doses delivered to tumor targets, as well as neighboring healthy tissues, can be used as indicators of the quality 

of the delivered treatment. Legislation imposes that dosimetry studies be done when radiopharmaceuticals are administered to 
patients. The increasing number of patients undergoing treatments requires that the delivered dose be documented in order to plan 
eventual additional treatments.

In the past, applications of dosimetry have been more often restricted to diagnosis. Its growing applications to treatment are 
nevertheless facing a certain number of challenges: Increase of the precision level, necessity to perform patient-specifi c dosimetry 
analyses, the choice of dosimetry techniques depends on the level at which the studies are conducted:

The main challenge at the organ level is the transition from the conventional approach (MIRD) to a more patient-specifi c 
dosimetry. Dosimetry at the tissue level considers essentially beta emitters. Most of the time, convolution methods allow to obtain 
the desired information. At the cellular level, we mainly consider emitters of short-range emissions (beta, alpha, Auger). Choosing 
the appropriate type of approach (macro- or micro-dosimetry) then becomes crucial.

Limitations associated to the conduct of dosimetry studies are of many orders:

Practical limitations:
• How to sample in a “satisfactory” way
• Imagery with high count rate
• 2D vs 3D imagery 
• Image fusion and registration 
• Patient specifi c calculations

Conceptual limitations:
• What is the highest degree of precision that can be reached by the quantifi cation method used?
• Is the problem well defi ned?
• relation between level considered for calculations/available data
• What is the present state of knowledge in radiobiology?

Conclusion: Numerous tools can be used in dosimetry studies. The implementation of these tools in nuclear medecine 
departments is not suffi cient. It is necessary to defi ne common standards. The generation of radiobiological data allowing to better 
evaluate the dose-effect relationship must be further investigated.

SW17/0237: Particle tracks, DNA damage and bystander effects

 Hooshang Nikjoo, MRC, Radiation and Genome Stability Unit, United Kingdom;  Tim Goorley, MCNP Development Team, 
United States;  Igor K Khvostunov, Medical Radiological Research Centre, Russia;  Shuzo Uehara, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, 
Japan;  Ritsuko Watanabe, Radiation Risk Analysis, JAERI, Tokai, 319-1195, Japan

This paper presents a review of recent progress in development of models in track structure, DNA damage and bystander effect 
by radiations of low and high LET. The importance of these models arise from the knowledge that a central issue in radiation 
biology and clinical radiological research is the prediction of response of the cells or tissue to radiations of different qualities at 
high and low doses and dose-rates. In this respect, the classical picture has become more complicated with the development of 
new phenomena such as bystander effect and genetic instability and other uncertainties due to tissue vascularisation and perfusion 
have added another level of complexity to the problem. To provide a more mechanistic description of the cell/tissue dose response 
we need to formulate a quantitative description of the general features of radiation insult in terms of DNA damage, and a deeper 
understanding of the nature of radiation damage using biophysical approaches including track structure and microdosimetry. In 
particular data will be presented on the spectrum of DNA damage induced by radiations of low and high LET and 125I and the 
role of bystander effect in inactivation of cells in treatment of cancer.

SW17/0238: Tumor therapy with radionuclides; assessment of progress and problems

 Jorgen Carlsson, Uppsala University, Sweden

Radionuclide therapy is a promising modality for treatment of tumors of hematopoietic origin while the success for treatment 
of solid tumors so far has been limited. The authors consider radionuclide therapy mainly as a method to eradicate disseminated 
tumor cells and small metastases while bulky tumors and large metastases have to be treated surgically or by external radiation 
therapy. The promising therapeutic results for hematological tumors give hope that radionuclide therapy will have a breakthrough 
also for treatment of disseminated cells from solid tumors. New knowledge is continuously emerging related to this since new 
molecular target structures are being characterized and the knowledge on pharmacokinetics and cellular processing of different 
types of targeting agents increases. There is also improved understanding of the factors of importance for the choice of appropriate 
radionuclides with respect to their decay properties and the therapeutic applications. Furthermore, new methods to modify the 
uptake of radionuclides in tumor cells and normal tissues are emerging. However, we still need improvements regarding dosimetry 
and treatment planning as well as an increased knowledge about the tolerance doses for normal tissues and the radiobiological 
effects on tumor cells. This is especially important in targeted radionuclide therapy where the dose rates often are low.
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SW17/1297: Comparison of succinylated recombinant streptavidin and a streptavidin mutant (K134A) as 
carriers for astatine-211 in pretargeting protocols

 D Scott Wilbur,  Donald K Hamlin,  James A Sanderson,  Yukang Lin,  Janna Quinn,  Robert L Vessella, University of Washington, 
United States

We are investigating the use of streptavidin (SAv) as a carrier of the alpha-particle emitting radionuclide astatine-211 (t
1/2

 = 7.2h) 
for therapy of metastatic prostate cancer using a pretargeting protocol. The pretargeting approach involves administration of a 
biotinylated monoclonal antibody, followed by avidin for blood clearance, and then the radiolabeled SAv. The use of SAv in 
pretargeting is being investigated as At-211 can be stably attached, and its’ molecular size (52 kDa vs. 150 kDa for IgG) allows 
more rapid delivery of At-211 to cancer cells. A major drawback to using SAv in pretargeting protocols is its’ high propensity to 
localize in kidney. Some time ago, we found that succinylation of SAv greatly diminished the kidney localization. More recently, 
we found that a SAv mutant (K134A) appeared to have even less kidney localization than succinylated SAv. Thus, this study was 
conducted to examine the tumor targeting and kidney localization of the two modifi ed SAv molecules in a pretargeting protocol. In 
the experiment, 150 µg of radiolabeled and biotinylated anti-PSMA antibody ([125I]107-1A4) was administered, then after 48 h 100 
µg of avidin was administered, and after an additional 3h, 50 µg of either radiolabeled succinylated recombinant SAv ([131I]sSAv) 
or radiolabeled recombinant SAv mutant ([131I]mSAv, K134A) was administered. As the studies were directed toward At-211, 1, 
4, and 24 h sacrifi ce times were evaluated. The results showed that the antibody distribution was the same irrespective of the SAv 
being evaluated. The blood clearance of [131I]sSAv and [131I]mSAv was similar, but the tumor accumulation was appreciably higher 
with the [131I]sSAv. Importantly, [131I]sSAv cleared from kidney whereas [131I]mSAv did not. Additional studies are planned to 
better understand the differences in tumor and other tissue concentrations observed for the two modifi ed SAv.

PL05/0239: The worldwide use of neutron and synchrotron radiation

 John White, Australian National University, Australia

The radiation from intense neutron, x-ray and muon sources is now used by tens of thousands of people worldwide to understand 
biological, chemical and physical processes as well as for diagnosis and therapy. This lecture will illustrate the importance of this 
use in the context of new sources being developed in USA, Europe, Asia and Australia to access new opportunities in these areas. 
The current capital spending on these sources worldwide is estimated to be of the order of $US 4 billion over the next fi ve years.

Intense beams of thermal and epithermal neutrons are produced at high fl ux nuclear reactors and at spallation neutron sources. 
They have revealed for example – the internal structure of viruses and ribosomes, the nature of biomineralisation processes, the 
behaviour of proteins at interfaces. In chemistry, physics and materials science they are as indispensable to the new fi eld of “soft 
matter” science as to the “hard matter” science of magnetism and high temperature superconductivity. Examples from the above 
areas and of the “mimicking” of biomineralisation in the laboratory to produce new materials will be given. New sources are being 
built in USA, Europe, Japan and Australia.

Synchrotrons accelerate electrons up to energies of seven billion electron volts, the electrons in that process emitting highly 
collimated x-ray beams with energies from a few electron volts to hundreds of thousands of electron volts. The great intensity 
of these beams (up to 1021 photons per second) and their precisely tunable energy make them uniquely powerful for solving the 
structure of enzymes and the use of this information for rational drug design as well as many other areas.

Structures with hundreds of thousands of atoms can now be solved in days rather than months or years – as in the recent past. 
Robotic protein crystal growth, crystal mounting and diffraction are now planned at the world’s three largest synchrotron centres. 
Again, in chemistry and physics the opportunities are great. Europe, Canada, Brazil, China and Australia have a total of eight new 
sources in construction or soon to start.

Professor John White is the former Director of the Institut Laue-Langevin (Grenoble, France) – the world’s most powerful 
reactor based neutron source, Chairman of the International Advisory Committee for the Japanese J-PARC project, Chairman of 
the National Committee for Crystallography (Australian Academy of Science) and Vice President of the Australian Institute of 
Nuclear Science and Engineering (AINSE).
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SW18/0241: Identifi cation of candidate new cancer susceptibility genes using yeast genomics

 Martin Brown,  James A Brown, Stanford University, United States;  John C Game, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 
United States

A large proportion of cancer susceptibility syndromes are the result of mutations in genes in DNA repair or in cell-cycle 
checkpoints in response to DNA damage, such as ataxia telangiectasia (AT), Fanconi’s anemia (FA), Bloom’s syndrome (BS), 
Nijmegen breakage syndrome (NBS), and xeroderma pigmentosum (XP). Mutations in these genes often cause gross chromosomal 
instability leading to an increased mutation rate of all genes including those directly responsible for cancer. We have proposed that 
because the orthologs of these genes in budding yeast, S. cerevisiae, confer protection against killing by DNA damaging agents it 
should be possible to identify new cancer susceptibility genes by identifying yeast genes whose deletion causes sensitivity to DNA 
damage. We therefore screened the recently completed collection of individual gene deletion mutants to identify genes that affect 
sensitivity to DNA-damaging agents. Screening for sensitivity in this deletion collection is greatly facilitated by the fact that each 
deleted gene is replaced by a cassette containing two molecular “barcodes”, or 20-mers, that uniquely identify the strain when 
DNA from a pool of strains is hybridized to an oligonucleotide array containing the complementary sequences of the barcodes. 
We performed the screen with UV, IR, H

2
0

2
 and other DNA damaging agents. In addition to identifying genes already known to 

confer resistance to DNA damaging agents we have identifi ed, and individually confi rmed, several genes not previously associated 
with resistance. Several of these are of unknown function. We have also examined the chromosomal stability of selected strains 
and found that IR sensitive strains often but not always exhibit genomic instability. We are presently constructing a yeast artifi cial 
chromosome to globally interrogate all the genes in the deletion pool for their involvement in genomic stability. This work shows 
that budding yeast is a valuable eukaryotic model organism to identify potential cancer susceptibility genes.

SW18/0240: Complex responses to alkylating agents

 Leona D Samson, MIT, United States

Using Affymetrix oligonucleotide GeneChip analysis, we previously found that, upon exposure to the simple alkylating agent 
methylmethane sulfonate, the transcript levels for about one third of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome (~2,000 transcripts) 
are induced or repressed during the fi rst hour or two after exposure. In order to determine whether the responsiveness of these 
genes has any relevance to the protection of cells against alkylating agents we have undertaken several follow-up studies. First, 
we explored the specifi city of this global transcriptional response to MMS by measuring the global response of S. cerevisiae 
to a broad range of agents that are known to induce DNA damage. We found that each agent produced a very different mRNA 
transcript profi le, even though the exposure doses produced similar levels of toxicity. We also found that the selection of genes that 
respond to MMS is highly dependent upon what cell cycle phase the cells are in at the time of exposure. Computational clustering 
analysis of the dataset derived from a large number of exposures identifi ed several promoter motifs that are likely to control some 
of the regulons that comprise this large set of genes that are responsive to DNA damaging agents. However, it should be noted 
that these agents damage cellular components other than DNA, and that the responsiveness of each gene need not be in response 
to DNA damage per se. We have also begun to study the response of other organisms to alkylating agents, and these include E. 
coli, cultured mouse and human cells, and mice. Finally, we have developed a high throughput phenotypic screening method to 
interrogate the role of all non-essential S. cerevisiae genes (about 4,800) in protecting S. cerevisiae against the deleterious effects 
of alkylating agents; we have termed this analysis ‘genomic phenotyping’. This study has uncovered a plethora of new pathways 
that play a role in the recovery of eukaryotic cells after exposure to toxic/mutagenic agents.

SW18/0242: Utilization of isogenic yeast DNA repair mutants and gene expression profi ling to elucidate DNA 
damage response networks

 Paul W Doetsch,  Tiffany Salmon,  Barbara Evert, Emory University, United States

In order to assess the effects of defects in the base excision repair (BER), and/or nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathways on 
levels of gene expression, the global genome expression patterns of a wild type S. cerevisiae strain, and mutant strains defective 
in BER, NER, and both BER and NER were compared. Isogenic strains were exposed to equitoxic doses of hydrogen peroxide 
such that for each strain the same level of cell death occurs. Two doses of hydrogen peroxide were used, a moderate toxicity dose 
resulting in 50% cell survival and a highly toxic dose resulting in approximately 1% cell survival. We observed a global down 
regulation of ORFs in the normal (wild type), the BER defective, or the NER defective strains in response to the highly toxic dose. 
For transcriptional responses at the moderate toxicity dose, the BER defective, and the NER defective strains respond similarly. 
The normal response differs signifi cantly compared to the BER defective, the NER defective or the combined BER / NER dual 
pathway defective strain. ORFs, which respond to a moderate toxicity dose of hydrogen peroxide can be grouped into several 
categories, including DNA repair/tolerance, DNA replication, cell cycle, transcription, signal transduction, general stress response 
proteins, and protein degradation. These studies differ markedly from other microarray studies which examined mainly stress 
responses in wild type yeast strains with normal DNA repair capacites. One outcome of our experiments is the identifi cation of 
responses due to the presence of unrepaired DNA damage which serves as the signal for the observed up- or down-regulation of 
certain genes. Using this type of approach, such responses can be distinguished from stress responses initiated by signals (e.g. at 
the membrane or cytoplasmic level) other than DNA damage. We have also gauged spontaneous and induced mutation frequencies 
and recombination rates, as well as cell cycle and morphological characteristics of these strains.
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SW18/0281: Evaluating low dose ionizing radiation effects on gene expression in human skin biopsy cores

 Zelanna Goldberg,  Chad Schwietert,  Robin L Stern, University of California, Davis, United States;  Bruce E Lehnert, Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (retired), United States

Signifi cant biological effects can occur in animals, animal cells, immortalized human cell lines, and primary human cells after 
exposure to doses of ionizing radiation (IR) in the <1-10 cGy region. However it is unclear how these observations mimic 
or even pertain to the actual in vivo condition in humans, though such knowledge is required for reducing the uncertainty of 
assessing human risks due to low dose IR (LDIR) exposures. Further, low dose effects have increasing clinical relevance in the 
radiotherapeutic management of cancer as the volume of tissue receiving only LDIR increases as more targeted radiotherapy (i.e. 
IMRT) becomes more widely used. Thus, human translational data must be obtained with which to correlate in vitro experimental 
fi ndings and evaluate their “real-life” applicability. To evaluate LDIR effects in human tissue we have obtained freshly explanted 
full thickness human skin samples obtained from aesthetic surgery, and subjected them to ex vivo irradiation as a translational 
research model system of a complex human tissue. Ionizing radiation (IR) exposures were delivered at 1, 10, or 100 cGy. The 
temporal response to IR was assessed by harvesting RNA at multiple time points out to 24 hours post IR. Gene expression 
changes were assessed by real time PCR. We have shown that RNA can be reliably extracted with fi delity from 3 mm diameter 
punch biopsies of human tissue and provide good quality sample for the real time PCR evaluation. Genes of interest include 
those reported to have altered expression following LDIR from in vitro cell culture models. These include genes associated 
with cell cycle regulation, DNA repair and various cytokines. These feasibility studies in human skin irradiated ex vivo, have 
demonstrated that gene expression can be measured accurately from very small human tissue samples, thus setting the stage for 
biopsy acquisition of tissue irradiated in vivo from patients-volunteers. The clinical study has begun and the data from the fi rst 
cohort of patients has validated the feasibility of this approach to obtain a landmark dataset of human LDIR responses from in 
vivo radiation exposures. This research was supported by the Offi ce of Science (BER), U.S. Department of Energy, Grant No. DE-
FG03-01ER63237.

SW19/0243: Nonionising radiation and risk of human cancer: comparison of ultraviolet 
and radiofrequency radiation

 Adele Green, Queensland Institute of Medical Research, Australia

Human exposure to ultraviolet radiation (UVR) comes largely from sunlight, although a small proportion of people receive high 
dose UVR from artifi cial sources. The causal link between solar UVR and the keratinocyte cancers, basal cell carcinomas and 
squamous cell carcinomas of the skin, is well-established based on a large body of observational and experimental evidence. UVR 
damages molecules such as DNA directly and this is the principal mechanism of carcinogenesis, though other mechanisms such 
as immunosuppression and interaction with viruses may also be involved. People are also exposed to another form of nonionising 
radiation, radiofrequency radiation (RFR), through occupation, the community environment from base stations, and through use 
of cellular telephones and related communications devices. However, unlike UVR, the relationship between RFR and cancer is far 
from clear. The main tumours that have been investigated to date are brain tumours and leukaemia but assessing the RFR exposure 
pathway to such cancers poses many methodological challenges for epidemiologists. Refi nements to measurement of exposure 
are the major urgent need, and the lack of evidence regarding carcinogenic effects of RFR in experimental settings complicates 
the assessment. Further insights into the links between RFR and chronic disease such as cancer are likely in the next few years 
however when results of several large-scale epidemiological studies now in train around the world become available.
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SW19/0244: Investigation of cellular signalling responses to non-ionising radiation in melanocytes by 
microarray analysis

 Glen M Boyle,  Julie Pedley,  Adam C Martyn,  Lisa M Fraser,  Kelly J Banducci,  Peter G Parsons, Queensland Institute of Medical 
Research, Australia;  Samuel N Breit, St. Vincent’s Hospital and the University of NSW, Australia

Melanoma is a highly aggressive cancer resulting from the abnormal proliferation and spread of specialised pigment cells in the 
skin, known as melanocytes. Extensive epidemiological and molecular evidence suggests that a major risk factor for melanoma 
formation is exposure to non-ionising radiation in the form of solar ultra-violet (UV) light. However, the exact role of solar UV in 
the development of melanoma is unclear. To elucidate the molecular events that occur in melanocytes following solar UV exposure 
and determine how they lead to melanoma development, cDNA microarray analysis was used to analyse the gene expression 
profi le of normal melanocytes, melanocytes exposed to simulated solar UV and melanoma cells.

The development of cDNA microarray technology has allowed gene expression profi ling at the mRNA level to be conducted 
for many thousands of genes simultaneously by hybridising an array of known sequences with labelled cDNA reverse transcribed 
form the sample RNA. Gene expression analysis was performed for over 13,000 genes. More than 500 genes were identifi ed 
as differentially expressed in melanocytes following a single UV exposure, although overall there was a general suppression 
of transcription. Genes that were up-regulated included oncogenes and cytoskeletal genes; in contrast, genes encoding protein 
tyrosine kinases and apoptosis effectors were down-regulated. Many of the genes identifi ed as being differentially expressed 
represent novel UV-regulated targets.

Repeated exposure to solar UV resulted in the elevation in expression of a novel member of the transforming growth factor-b 
(TGF-b) superfamily, the Macrophage Inhibitory Cytokine-1 (MIC-1). Our results have shown that MIC-1 is up-regulated by 
solar UV in melanocytes, and is highly expressed (>3 fold) in a number of metastatic melanoma cell lines (31/61) in comparison 
to primary melanocytes. Furthermore functional, dimerised MIC-1 was found to be secreted by melanocytes, and secreted levels 
were increased by solar UV exposure, as determined by immunoprecipitation of culture media. MIC-1 expression in a panel of 
melanoma cell lines was found to strongly correlate with the constitutive expression of MITF. Immunohistochemistry showed 
no signifi cant MIC-1 expression in primary melanoma biopsies (25/25), but very high levels of MIC-1 expression in metastatic 
melanoma biopsies (17/17). MIC-1 is a novel UV-regulated gene, and may function as a novel growth factor, and play a key role 
in the metastasis of melanoma.

Knowledge of the function and regulation of these novel UV-regulated genes may suggest new approaches to the prevention 
and treatment of melanoma.

SW19/0245: Non-ionizing radiation

 R M Tyrrell,  C Pourzand,  J.L Zhong, University of Bath, United Kingdom

The ultraviolet A (320 – 380 nm) component of sunlight generates an oxidative stress in skin which contributes to both the 
acute (sunburn) and chronic (aging, skin cancer) effects of sunlight. The damaging effects occur via generation of active oxygen 
species and will be exacerbated by the presence of catalytically reactive iron so that the observation that UVA radiation causes 
an immediate release of “free” iron in human skin fi broblasts and keratinocytes via the proteolysis of ferritin is likely to be 
biologically signifi cant. UVA radiation also breaks down heme-containing proteins in the microsomal membrane to release free 
heme. The well-characterised activation of heme oxygenase 1 by UVA radiation will lead to breakdown of heme and further 
release of iron. Overall these interactions generate a strong oxidative stress on cells. Both the basal and UVA-induced levels of 
labile iron are 2-4 times higher in fi broblasts than keratinocytes and this is consistent with the higher resistance of keratinocytes to 
UVA-induced necrotic cell death. Modulating cellular iron levels by hemin (to enhance the levels) or iron chelators (to reduce the 
levels) has the predicted effect on levels of necrotic cell death. Overall these studies further illustrate the potent oxidising nature of 
UVA radiation.

A series of genes activated by UVA radiation including heme oxygenase 1 (HO-1), ferritin and superoxide dismutase (SOD) 
may be involved in protection against the damaging effects of this oxidising carcinogen. HO will act by removing free heme 
and possibly by promoting the effl ux of free iron, ferritin will bind free iron and SOD will remove superoxide anion. The strong 
response of HO-1 to oxidants in human skin fi broblasts provides a useful molecular model to study this inducible enzyme 
which appears to play a major role in anti-infl ammatory activity in mammals and could play a signifi cant role in preventing 
atherosclerosis. Several indirect lines of evidence support the role of UVA induced oxidative stress in human photocarcinogenesis. 
Certain phenolic antioxidants (notably from green tea) have been shown to protect against UV carcinogenesis in rodent models 
after both topical and systemic application. Interestingly our recent studies1 have shown that several fl avonoids and their 
metabolites (e.g. epicatechin and its methylated derivatives) protect human skin cells against UVA induced cytotoxic membrane 
damage. The protection takes several hours to develop and requires de novo protein synthesis consistent with existing evidence 
that these compounds are not acting as classical antioxidants but trigger the expression of a specifi c gene or genes whose protein 
product is involved in an adaptive response that leads to protection.

1) Basu-Modak, S., Gordon, M., Dobson, L. H., Spencer, J. P. E., Rice-Evans, C. and Tyrrell R. M. Epicatechin and its 
methylated metabolite attenuate UVA-induced oxidative damage to human skin fi broblasts (Free Radical Biology and Medicine, in 
press).
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SW19/0246: Immunosuppression by non-ionising and ionising radiation – are there similarities?

 Vivienne Reeves, University of Sydney, Australia

Solar UV radiation, the ubiqitous environmental non-ionising radiation, initiates its immunomodulating effects almost entirely in 
the skin. In direct contrast, ionising radiation penetrates much more effi ciently, and has a multitude of internal targets throughout 
the body. As a consequence, the mechanisms underlying UV-induced immunosuppression have been more readily characterised, 
whereas surprisingly little is known about immunosuppression resulting from ionising radiation.

Photoimmunological studies in mice during the past 20-30 years have established the action spectrum for UV-induced 
immunosuppression, implicating the UVB waveband, 290-320 nm. Controversy rages over the immunosuppressive potential of 
the UVA waveband, 320-400 nm, but we demonstrate that environmentally relevant doses of UVA not only are immunologically 
innocuous, but provide protection against UVB-immunosuppression. Increasingly larger UVA exposures increasingly 
immunosuppress mice. The UVA immunoprotective effect is strongly dependent on the induction of a cutaneous redox-regulated 
enzyme, haem oxygenase (heat shock protein 32) that is known to protect cells from oxidative stress, and it is consistent that 
a number of exogenous antioxidants (vitamin E, vitamin C, green tea polyphenols, isofl avones) can protect effectively from 
photoimmuno-suppression. Thus the UV-immunosuppressed state is promoted by oxidative damage and depletion of endogenous 
antioxidant molecules. It is also associated with cutaneous cytokine derangements, such that Th-2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-10) are 
increased at the expense of Th-1 cytokines (IFN-gamma, IL-12), and with histamine and infl ammatory prostaglandin activity. In 
contrast, immunoprotective UVA irradiation protects the cutaneous cytokine array, inhibits IL-10 upregulation and increases IFN-
gamma and IL-12 expression.

On the other hand, while ionising radiation is known to cause immunosuppression, large doses target the bone marrow and 
haemopoiesis lethally and destroy the immune cell populations. The infl uence of smaller doses is of relevance however, for 
workers in the radiation and aviation industries, in spacefl ight and in exposure to environmental contamination. Unfortunately data 
is scanty on dose responses, and on wavelength dependencies, although some data suggest that minute doses may benefi t animal 
growth, health and longevity. In the cGy dose range, ionising radiation has been reported to be anticarcinogenic in animals and in 
several human population studies. Ionising radiation damage to cells is also oxidant-dependent, depletes endogenous antioxidant 
molecules, and can be inhibited with exogenous antioxidant treatments. It induces heat shock proteins hsp 25, hsp 70, and recently 
was shown to induce haem oxygenase in rat liver. Its effects on immune markers have been studied almost exclusively in vitro, 
and upregulation of several pro-infl ammatory cytokines (IL-1, IL-6, TNF) has been reported; of interest, the central Th-1 cytokine, 
IL-2 was induced in irradiated lymphocytes suggesting immunopotentiation. Important early work (1986) observed that tumour-
associated suppressor T lymphocytes were selectively radiosensitive to whole body x-rays compared with activated effector T 
cells, resulting in regression of tumours in mice.

Thus the oxidative nature of ionising radiation-induced alterations mirrors cellular effects attributable to the UVA waveband, 
and suggests a possible similar immunoprotective pathway for at least a window of dosages. However there are very few data on 
ionising radiation effects on immune function, an area that needs to be addressed. The selective immune cell responses to x-rays 
that have been described could possibly be used in improved anti-tumour therapies, if better understood.

SW19/0247: Excision repair of DNA damage in mammalian cells: 
damage recognition and transcription responses

 Albert A Van Zeeland,  Leon HF Mullenders,  Marcel Volker,  Davy Rockx,  Harry Vrieling,  Leon H Mullenders, Leiden University M
edical Center, The Netherlands

The pathway of nucleotide excision repair (NER) consists of two sub pathways i.e. global genome repair (GGR) and transcription 
coupled repair (TCR). GGR removes DNA damage from the genome overall while TCR is responsible for the accelerated removal 
of lesions from the transcribed strand of expressed genes.

We have analysed the assembly of the GGR complex in normal and DNA repair-defi cient (xeroderma pigmentosum) human 
cells, employing a technique of local UV-irradiation and immuno staining. Local exposure of small parts of the nucleus of normal 
human cells causes rapid accumulation of NER factors to sites of local damage. This accumulation disappears after about 2 to 
3 hours, a time frame which is similar to that observed for the repair of 6-4 photo products. Comparison of cells from various 
xeroderma pigmentosum complementation groups showed that XPC is essential for NER complex formation at sites of local 
damage. Furthermore, DDB2 which is defi cient in XP-E cells, binds to DNA damage before XPC and facilitates NER complex 
formation.

Recognition of UV-induced DNA damage during TCR does not need the presence of XPC and is probably mediated by RNA 
polymerase II (RNAPII) stalled at the site of a lesion. Upon removal of the lesion transcription is resumed. This is in line with the 
observation that Cockayne syndrome cells are unable to carry out TCR and are also defective in restart of transcription following 
inhibition after UV-exposure.

Since it has been shown that TCR is also observed after introduction of base damage by exposure to ionising radiation, we 
investigated the frequency of base damage as a function of dose following X-rays. Subsequently, we determined the inhibition 
of RNA synthesis at a dose of X-rays causing equal frequency of base damage as found after exposure to 10 J/m2 UV-radiation. 
The results show that inhibition of transcription following exposure to X-rays is very limited and much less than observed after 
exposure to UV-radiation when compared at equal levels of DNA base damage. Furthermore, CS cells behave in this respect in the 
same way as normal cells or cells defective in Ligase 4. Analysis of cell free extracts showed that the unphosphorylated form of 
RNAPII disappears after UV-radiation but not following exposure to X-rays. These data suggest that TCR of base damage induced 
by X-rays is not dependent on stalling of RNAPII at the site of a lesion.
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PP05/0362: Inactivation of normal human fi broblasts by ionising irradiation results to a similar extent from 
chromosomal damage and p53-dependent G1-arrest

 Kerstin Borgmann,  Ingo Brammer,  Ekkehard Dikomey, University-Hospital Hamburg, Germany

Purpose: After ionizing irradiation, fi broblasts lose clonogenicity (1) by non-repaired DNA double-strand breaks leading to lethal 
chromosome aberrations and (2) by permanent G1 arrest. The aim of this study was to determine the relative contribution of these 
two processes.

Materials and Methods: 13 normal human fi broblast strains and 3 cell lines with non-functional p53 (LFS2800, FaDu, CHO). 
Cells were irradiated in plateau phase followed by immediate or delayed (14 h) plating. Lethal chromosome aberrations (CA) were 
measured by metaphase technique, the fraction of cells permanently arrested in G1 (fG1arr) by fl ow cyto-metry and cell survival 
by colony assay.

Results: For normal human fi broblasts, the number of lethal chromosome aberrations increased with dose but varied 
substantially among the strains studied. Only for delayed but not immediate plating the surviving fraction was correlated with 
the number of lethal aberrations (r2=0.69, p<0.0008 vs. r2=0.19, p=0.16). When survival was converted into lethal events the 
ratio between these events and the number of lethal aberrations amounted to 2.00±0.05:1, indicating that chromosomal damage 
accounted on average for only 50% of cell killing. The remainder was attributed to cell inactivation by the p53-dependent 
permanent G1-arrest, since cells lacking in functional p53 (LFS2800, FaDu, CHO) were characterised by a ratio of 1.01±0.02:1. In 
addition, there was a negative correlation between the extent of G1-arrest and the number of CA with those cell lines showing the 
highest G1-arrest having the lowest number of CA indicating that there is an interaction between these two processes.

Conclusion: For normal human fi broblasts, cell inactivation results from chromosomal damage and permanent G1 arrest to a 
similar extent.

PP05/0363: XRCC4: a candidate for in vivo substrate of DNA-PK

 Yoshihisa Matsumoto,  Yoshio Hosoi,  Norio Suzuki, University of Tokyo, Japan;  Masanori Tomita, Radioisotope Technology Divisi
on, Physical and Chemical, Japan

Ionizing radiation can induce various types of DNA damages and, among them, double-strand break (DSB) is considered the most 
critical lesion. DNA-PK is activated in vitro upon binding to the ends of double-stranded DNA. While DNA-PK is composed 
of the catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs or p470) and Ku antigen heterodimer (Ku86/Ku70), animals or cells lacking one of these 
subunits exhibit hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation with reduced DNA double-strand break repair (DSBR) ability as well as 
defective V(D)J recombination. These lines of evidence indicated that DNA-PK might be one of the critical enzymes in the non-
homologous end-joining (NHEJ) repair and/or the signal transduction of radiation-induced DNA DSBs.

Although DNA-PK has been reported to phosphorylate in vitro a number of proteins, such as p53, substrate(s) in vivo remain 
to be clarifi ed. We recently demonstrated XRCC4, which is a DNA ligase IV-binding protein with supposed function in DSBR, 
as a candidate for in vivo substrate of DNA-PK in response to radiation: in Western blotting analysis, XRCC4 was mainly 
found as p55 form in unirradiated cells, but p60 form appeared 0.5hr after 40Gy X-irradiation. Since p60 was diminished by 
phosphatase treatment, p60 was considered the phosphorylated form. p60 was undetectable in DNA-PKcs-defi cient cells, but was 
detectable in cells from ataxia-telangiectasia patients after X-irradiation. These lines of evidence indicated p60 as a radiation-
induced, phosphorylated form of XRCC4, requiring DNA-PKcs but not ATM. We also analyzed the phosphorylation in vitro of 
recombinant XRCC4 by purifi ed DNA-PK. The results indicated the presence of at least three phosphorylation sites. In order to 
clarify the biological signifi cance of the phosphorylation, studies are now in progress using mutant XRCC4-expressing clones and 
phosphorylation-specifi c antibodies.
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PP05/0364: Genomics and radical mediated DNA damage: major differences between ionizing radiation and 
DNA-cleaving enediynes

 Joseph P Cosgrove,  Thomas J Begley,  Leona D Samson,  Peter C Dedon, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States

While the evidence is strong for radical-mediated oxidative processes in the pathophysiology of cancer and aging, the mechanisms 
by which cells respond to oxidative stress have eluded defi nition. To this end, we have undertaken genomic studies comparing 
the response of S. cerevisiae to DNA-specifi c oxidizing agents, the enediynes calicheamicin (CAL), esperamicin (ESP), and 
neocarzinostatin (NCS), and the non-specifi c gamma-radiation (RAD). While RAD results in relatively indiscriminate oxidation of 
cellular molecules, the enediynes are highly specifi c to DNA and produce damage by a common mechanism involving radical-
mediated oxidation of deoxyribose.

Transcriptional profi ling in response to these agents (80% survival; 15 min exposure; Affymetrix) revealed unexpected 
differences between RAD and the enediynes and among the three enediynes. Only 2 genes responded in common to all agents, 
while 9 genes were regulated in common for the 3 enediynes (no DNA repair genes altered in common). The limited common 
gene expression changes for the 3 enediynes may result from differences in deoxyribose oxidation chemistry, DNA and chromatin 
targets or the proportions of single- and double-strand DNA lesions. RAD produced a more robust response than the enediynes, 
altering expression of 195 and 52 genes by more than 2- and 5-fold, respectively, compared to 16-44 and *2 genes, respectively, 
for the enediynes. This suggests that the transcriptional response varies in intensity according to the number of cellular features 
affected by the toxin. Genes showing the strongest up-regulation with RAD: ribonucleotide reductase, multidrug resistance, DS 
break repair/RAD51, GSH transferase; strongly reduced gene expression: TEL1 (damage signaling), NAT2 (acetyltransferase).

Genomic phenotyping studies, using a subset of the Research Genetics deletion library, revealed that loss of apn1, the major 
AP endonuclease, caused resistance to NCS, possibly due to reduced formation of protein-DNA cross-links at NCS-induced 
deoxyribonolactones. Loss of snf2, a chromatin remodeling protein related to lung cancer prognosis, caused strong resistance to 
both NCS and CAL, as did loss of rnr3, a gene up-regulated 20-fold by RAD.

PP05/0365: The relation between DNA-double strand breaks and mutations induced by heavy ion exposure

 Juergen Kiefer, University Giessen, Germany

DNA double strand breaks induced by heavy ion exposure were measured by pulsed fi eld electrophoresis using yeast cells as a 
model system. Ions ranged from protons to uranium with energies between 5 and 18 MeV/u covering LET-values from about 2 to 
11 000 keV/mm. Mutations were measured in V79 Chinese hamster cells with the HPRT-system. Cross section for both endpoints 
increased with LET in a linear-quadratic fashion approaching saturation at an LET around 200 keV/mm. RBE for double strand 
break induction had a maximum of 2 while RBE for mutation induction peaked at 25. A quantitative comparison of induction 
cross sections demonstrates that the increased effectiveness of mutation induction with increasing LET cannot be accounted for 
by the higher yield of DNA double strand breaks. It is shown that the mutagenic potential of double strand breaks increases with 
LET suggesting that the molecular nature is altered in such a way that the probability of misrepair increases with higher ionisation 
density. The analysis thus provides indirect evidence that “clustered lesions” are important for mutation induction.

PP05/0366: DNA fragmentation in AG1522 human fi broblasts irradiated with gamma-rays and charged 
particles: experimental 

 Francesca Antonelli, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy;  Mauro Belli,  Valentina Dini,  Eugenio Sorrentino,  Giustina Simone, 
 Maria Antonella Tabocchini, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy;  Silvia Gerardi, Laboratori Nazionali Legnaro, INFN, Legnaro, 
Italy;  Yoshia Furusawa, National Institute of Radiological Science, Japan

The specifi c pattern of energy deposition at cellular level by protons and HZE particles (the components of space radiation of 
major concern) is believed to produce spatially correlated damage in the DNA which is critical for radiobiological effects.

AG1522 human fi broblasts were irradiated with low-energy protons (0.88 MeV) at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro 
(Padova, Italy), with 1 and 5 GeV/u Fe ions at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (USA) and with 414 and 115 MeV/u Fe 
ions at the National Institute for Radiological Sciences (Chiba, Japan). Gamma-rays were used as reference radiation. The DNA 
fragmentation patterns have been investigated using calibrated Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) in the size range 23 kbp 
– 5.7 Mbp. The results until now obtained show linear, or almost linear, increases of DSB with the dose. DSB yields are in the 
following increasing order: gamma-rays, 115 MeV/u Fe ions, then protons and 414 MeV/u Fe ions very close each other, and then 
1 and 5 GeV/u Fe ions, also very close each other. When the same data were considered as a function of particle fl uence, the order 
is different with 115 MeV/u Fe ions being the most effective particles per unit fl uence. The total number of fragments per particle, 
in the size range considered, increases with LET.

Fragmentation spectra shows that the frequency distributions of fragments induced by charged particles are shifted towards 
smaller sizes with respect to that induced by comparable doses of gamma-rays. A more detailed analysis is given in “DNA 
fragmentation in AG1522 human cells irradiated with gamma-rays and charged particles: theoretical analysis” by Belli et al 
(presentation at this meeting).
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PP05/0367: HDAC1 and Nek2 are downstream effectors of IR-activated PP1

 James M Larner,  David L Brautigan,  Chang Y Guo, University of Virginia, United States

IR activates the serine threonine phosphatase PP1 through dephosphorylation of T320 in an ATM dependent manner. Although 
the functional consequences of IR-activated PP1 are poorly understood Histone deacetlyase 1 (HDAC1) and Nek2 are know to 
exist in complexes with PP1. HDAC1 promotes transcriptional and is regulated through phosphorylation. Nek2 is known to be key 
regulator of centrosome separation. We investigated the effect of IR-activated PP1 on these two putative downstream substrates of 
PP1.

HDAC1 was immunoprecipitated from Jurkat cells at various times after 0 or 10 Gy and its activity was determined. The 
change of HDAC1 association with PP1c and RB was analyzed by western blot. Cells were also labeled with 32P orthophosphate 
and HDAC1 was immuoprecipitated and its phosphorylation status following IR analyzed. COS7 cells were transfected with 
HA3-Nek2 and HA3 Nek2 (AA), a mutant which contains a double alanine mutation and is defi cient in binding to PP1c. Nek2 
was immunopreciptated with anti-HA and its kinase activity assayed in vitro using myelin basic protein as substrate. Cells were 
also examined by immunofl uorescence with antibodies against anti-tubulin (centrosome separation), anti-HA and Hoechst dye. 
Centrosome separation was measured using a validated calibration-measuring tool from contrast enhanced gamma-tubulin 
staining.

Our results demonstrate that IR activates and dephosphorylates HDAC1 as well as releases HDAC1 from a preformed 
HDAC1: PP1: RB complex. IR inhibits wild type HA3-Nek2 in an ATM-dependent but fails to inhibit mutant HA3-Nek2 (AA) 
activity. IR also both dephosphorylates PP1 in the Nek2 complex and inhibits centrosome separation. Nek2 abrogates IR-induced 
inhibition of centrosome separation.

We conclude that HDAC1 and Nek2 are downstream substrates of IR- activated PP1. IR-activated PP1 may be critical 
effector of the damage response through regulation of gene transcription through HDAC1 and checkpoint activation (centrosome 
separation) through Nek2.

PP06/0254: Variable tumour blood fl ow infl uences tumour growth and hypoxia in rodents and humans

 Ralph E Durand, B.C. Cancer Agency, Canada

We are studying the causes and implications of variable tumour blood fl ow in clinical and xenografted tumours using 
immunohistochemical techniques with fl ow cytometry and image analysis. Both established tumour xenograft systems and 
biopsies of in-situ cervical cancer after pimonidazole administration have been evaluated. In the laboratory, enzymatic reduction 
of part of the biopsy to a single cell suspension has been followed by pulse labelling with iododeoxyuridine, then fi xation for fl ow 
analysis of DNA content. The remaining material, like that from xenografts infused with Hoechst 33342 to indicate blood fl ow, 
has been analyzed by image cytometry after staining with proliferation (IUdR, PCNA or Ki-67/MIB1) or structural (cytokeratin, 
CD31, CD104, etc.) markers.

The variability of tumour blood fl ow that can be easily documented in xenografts leads to discontinuities in proliferation 
and hypoxia that appear to be duplicated in the clinic. Interestingly, more than half of the tumours with substantial pimonidazole 
labelling showed hypoxic cells capable of incorporating IUdR in vitro, thus suggesting transient hypoxia in in-situ human tumours. 
Other evidence also suggests that tumour blood fl ow is non-constant in patients.

Two preliminary conclusions are emerging: 1) non-constant blood fl ow that provides an additional restriction on tumour 
growth rate in the pre-treatment situation may lead to rapidly accelerated repopulation following the initiation of chemo- or 
radiotherapy, and 2) a signifi cant fraction of human cervix cancers may express both “acute” and “chronic” hypoxia. Both 
observations are consistent with non-constant blood fl ow leading to dynamic time-dependent changes in hypoxia and proliferation 
patterns. With our xenograft systems, we are now undertaking 3-D assessments of tumour vasculature and its function that are 
expected to provide an improved understanding of the tumour-level factors that result in non-constant tumour blood fl ow.
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PP06/0255: Prediction of radiosensitivity in tumour cells: use of the alkaline comet assay to assess 
radiosensitivity in bladder and colorectal tumour cell lines

 Stephanie R McKeown,  Mandy Price,  Amanda Dunne,  Nor-Fedilah Rajab,  Tracy Robson,  Valerie J McKelvey-Martin, 
 David G Hirst, University of Ulster, United Kingdom;  Peter W Hamilton, Queen’s University Belfast, United Kingdom

Radiotherapy is the treatment of choice for a wide range of solid tumours yet it is impossible to predict which tumours will show 
a good response. We have investigated the radiosensitivity of a number of tumour cell lines (5 bladder and 4 colorectal) to verify 
whether the alkaline comet assay (ACA) can be used to predict tumour radiosensitivity. Preliminary studies showed that it is 
essential to carry out irradiations on cells pre-embedded in agarose to ensure that repair, prior to lysis, is kept to a minimum. Cells 
were embedded prior to irradiation, lysed and the comet tail moment analysed; this was compared to cell survival measured using 
a clonogenic assay. For all doses (0 – 6Gy) there was a good correlation between the two measures: r2 = 0.897 for bladder tumour 
cells and r2 = 0.929 for colorectal tumour cells. We also irradiated cells with 4Gy X-rays and measured initial damage, repair rate 
and residual damage. In both groups initial DNA damage and residual damage correlated with clonogenic survival; repair rate was 
very similar for the cell lines and was not predictive. One cell line (T24) had a pronounced shoulder on the radiation dose response 
curve such that there was a radioresistant response at 2 Gy and a radiosensitive response at 4 Gy. This change in response within 
the clinically relevant range emphasises that for a predictive test to have validity in the clinic it must be carried out in the clinically 
relevant range.

The fi nding that initial damage varies between individual cell lines is consistent with some, but not all reports in the literature. 
We have also carried out nuclear texture analysis to measure phenotypic changes in DNA distribution and chromatin organisation. 
The results support the contention that organisation of nuclear chromatin is inherently different in different cell lines and may be 
signifi cant in determining their response to radiation damage.

PP06/0256: In vivo quantifi cation of DNA double strand breaks

 Martin Simonsson,  Fredrik Qvarnström,  Ingela Turesson,  Uppsala University, Sweden;  Karl-Axel Johansson,  Jan Nyman, 
 Ingegerd Hermansson, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Sweden;  Anders Odén,  Majlis Book, Consulting Statistician, Sweden

DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) can be introduced in the genome by exposure to exogenous agents such as ionising radiation 
and radio-mimetic chemicals. The biological importance of these breaks is signifi cant even at low numbers. Inaccurate repair or 
lack of repair of a single DSB has the potential to kill a cell or lead to tumourigenesis. Thus the induction and repair of DSBs are 
crucial events in the onset of malignancies.

Following the induction of DSBs, the core histone H2AX is rapidly phosphorylated at residue serine 139. This phosphorylated 
form of H2AX is referred to as gH2AX. Histones wrapped in megabase regions fl anking these breaks are involved in this process, 
which results in the formation of discrete nuclear foci. It has previously been shown that a single DSB is suffi cient to produce a 
detectable focus.

So far there has been a lack of methods capable of measuring the amount of DSBs at clinically relevant quantities. Such a 
method would embrace a wide fi eld of applications. It could be applied as a biological dosimeter when studying carcinogenic 
effects and provide the basis for an assay predicting individual radiosensitivity. We describe a measurement procedure that 
detects and quantifi es small amounts of DSBs in vivo. This is accomplished using immunofl uorescence detection of the molecular 
marker gH2AX. The gH2AX foci are quantifi ed in histological sections using basic digital image analysis methods as the main 
component.

In a primary assessment of the procedure we analysed the in vivo dose response of prostate cancer patients in clinical practice 
undergoing radiotherapy. Epidermal nucleated cells in skin biopsies taken 30 minutes following the fi rst single dose delivered 
show linear dose response for low doses ranging from 0 – 1.2 Gy. The described procedure for double strand break quantifi cation 
can detect dose changes as low as 0.18 Gy.

PP06/0257: Comet assay, a possible screening assay to classify subgroups of individuals with different 
radiosensitivity using high throughput scanning system for multiple samples of human blood lymphocytes

 Mayumi Iwakawa,  Miyako Goto,  Shuhei Noda,  Yoshinobu Harada,  Takashi Imai, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, 
Japan

This research was designed to identify the correlation between clinical radiosensitivity among breast cancer patients and in vitro 
radiosensitivity measured by alkaline comet assay in high throughput fashion. In 62 patients with breast cancer and age-matched 
41 healthy volunteers, acute adverse effects on skin after radiotherapy were clinically scored according to RTOG grading 
system. Maximum score during 6 months after radiotherapy was grade 0 for 9 patients, grade 1 for 25 patients, grade 2 for 24 
patients, and grade 3 for 4 patients. The parameters of alkaline comet assay were initial damage, which was mean tail moment 
(MTM) values in irradiated cells in vitro immediately after irradiation with 5 Gy, and % residual damage (RD) at 15 min after 
irradiation. Correlation between initial damage and skin reaction was found in breast cancer patients between grade 1 and grade 
2, 3 (p=0.017). There was no correlation between RD and skin reaction (p=0.056), while large inter-individual variation of RD 
was revealed among breast cancer patients with grade 0 (17.04 +13.31 %), or grade 2, 3 (16.86 +11.09 %). By introducing a 
new analyzer, throughput of the comet assay data was highly improved. Our data suggests that the comet assay might be one of 
supportive assays to classify subpopulation of patients who have different radiosensitivity from normal responders with a fair-poor 
discriminating capacity of the test to identify the patients with higher risk of developing a severe acute reaction.
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PP06/0258: Overexpression of epidermal growth factor predicts reduced survival in patients with stage III 
and IV head and neck cancer

 Pradip K Ganguly, Dr. H. Bliss Murphy Cancer Centre, Canada

Purpose: The elucidation of molecular pathways and possible biological mechanisms in determining DFS and OAS have been 
investigated in patients with advanced SCCHN.

Materials and Methods: 58 patients with T3/T4 stage SCCHN, who were treated with hyper fractionated radiation, were 
studied. Using immunohistochemical staining, EGFR, TGF-alpha and Erb B-2, Ki67, topoisomerase II alpha, apoptosis (bc 12, 
Bax,Bel-X, Mcll,p53 and Bag-1) and angiogenesis, were studied.

Results: Overexpression of EGFR noted in 29 (50%) cases. 17 out of 29 (57%) developed recurrence after 3 yrs. compared 
to 6 out of 29 (21%) with negative or weak EGFR expression. Four out of 29 (15%) with EGFR overexpression lived over 5 yrs. 
compared to 12 out of 29 (42%) with negative or weak expression. Multivaiate analysis showed over expression of EGFR was a 
strong independent predictor of both reduced DFS (p<0.0005) and OAS (p<0.0001). TGF-alpha overexpression was associated 
with reduced DFS and OAS with p<0.059.

Conclusion: Cell signal transduction mediated by the EGFR tyrosine kinase pathway is a dominent biological mechanism 
governing progression of SCCHN. Strategic use of agents blocking EGFR over expression should be considered as part of 
standard treatment of advanced SCCHN.

Keywords: SCCHN

PP06/0259: Cell survival and DNA damage in fi broblasts following irradiation in vivo

 Richard P Hill,  John Akudugu,  Mohammed Khan,  Pavel Kaspler, Ontario Cancer Institute/Princess Margaret Hospital, Canada; 
 Robert Bell,  Brian O’Sullivan, Princess Margaret Hospital, Canada;  Peter Ferguson, Mount Sinai Hospital, Canada

The in vitro radiosensitivity of fi broblasts derived from patients undergoing radiotherapy has been investigated by a number of 
groups for possible prediction of normal tissue effects. Some studies have suggested a weak correlation between radiosensitivity 
and late normal tissue effects, such as fi brosis, but others have not. One possible reason may be that radiosensitivity in vivo is not 
always refl ected by radiosensitivity in vitro. We are investigating whether heterogeneity in the normal tissue response of individual 
soft tissue sarcoma patients receiving pre-operative radiotherapy can be assessed by determining the number of micronuclei (DNA 
damage) in fi broblasts obtained and assayed directly from their skin after irradiation. The micronuclei are counted in binucleate 
cells in primary cultures of the fi broblasts at 72 hrs after treatment with cytochalasin B. This endpoint is dose responsive and in 
rats we have demonstrated that the presence of micronuclei can be detected months after irradiation. The assay can thus provide 
data for fi broblasts irradiated with fractionated doses in situ in tissue or for fi broblasts irradiated in vitro following outgrowth from 
the tissue. We have demonstrated that fi broblasts obtained directly from irradiated skin at surgery (approx 5-6 weeks after the end 
of radiotherapy) from a small number of soft tissue sarcoma patients given nominally similar preoperative irradiation (50Gy in 20 
fractions to the tumor) show signifi cant variability in response. Estimates of radiation dose to the skin have suggested that much 
of this variability may be dose related but further studies are underway with skin samples from regions given carefully measured 
doses. Comparisons with micronucleus formation for fi broblasts from the same patient irradiated in vitro are also underway. Our 
results demonstrate that DNA damage in fi broblasts in irradiated tissue can be assessed directly ex vivo and that DNA damage can 
be detected at 1-2 months after irradiation.

PP07/0260: Spinal cord compression audit, Auckland Public Hospital

 Marcel Knesl,  Caroline Tsai, Radiation Oncology, Auckland Hospital, New Zealand;  C Benjamin, Auckland Hospital, 
New Zealand

Introduction: This was a retrospective audit of patients presenting with spinal cord compression (SCC) to the department of 
Radiation Oncology over a 12-month period, from 1/7/2001 to 30/6/2002. The impact of timely Radiotherapy on quality of life 
was one of the main areas considered by the audit.

Results: Retrospective data was collected and analysed on 50 patients who received RT for SCC between 1/7/2001 and 
30/6/2002. Patients who did not present with true anatomical SCC, i.e. presenting with cauda equina or sacral plexus compression 
were excluded from the audit. Patients were also excluded if clinical records were not available. Clinically the presenting grade of 
power was defi ned as Grade 1- patients fully ambulatory; Grade 2- able to move limbs against gravity; Grade 3- unable to move 
limbs against gravity; and Grade 4- paraplegic. 44% of the patients presented with a history of symptom duration of between 8 to 
14 days. The level of SCC most frequently seen on MRI was the Thoracic spine (78%). Prostate, Breast and Lung were the 3 main 
primary carcinomas responsible for the SCC seen in the patients. Of the 50 patients treated, 52% presented with Grade 1 power; 
38% Grade 2; 10% Grade 3 and 0% Grade 4. Standard RT techniques were utilised with a dose of 20Gy in 5 fractions, utilising a 
single posterior fi eld, 6 MeV photons. Following RT, 88% of the patients presenting with Grade 1 power maintained their level of 
function. 74% of Grade 2 patients remained at the presenting level of function, with 3 patients improving to be fully ambulatory 
while another 2 patients function worsened. 20% of Grade 3 patients remained at their level of presentation, while 1 improved the 
other 3 worsened.

Conclusion: Timely RT for patients presenting with SCC is an effective treatment in maintaining quality of life. The audit 
highlights the need for early presentation to be able to achieve the maximal quality of life function. Patients presenting late with 
signifi cant loss of function are unlikekly to do well and are best managed more conservatively
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PP07/0261: Use of CT or MR dosimetry in high dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy for prostate cancer

 Chen Liu,  R Das,  Andrew See,  Gillian M Duchesne, Peter MacCallum Cancer Center, Australia;  S Van Dyk,  KH Tai, Australia

Introduction: Brachytherapy (BT) has, in recent years, become a well-utilised treatment option for prostate cancer. Tumour control 
probability relies on accurate dosimetry, which in turn relies on the accurate defi nition of the prostate gland. In external beam 
radiotherapy and BT, MRI has been shown to be a superior imaging modality when delineating the prostate gland especially at the 
apex.

To date, data on MRI planning in prostate BT has focussed mainly on permanent interstitial implants. No data currently exists 
comparing MRI VS CT planning in HDR BT and its subsequent impact on prostate dosimetry.

Aim: To determine the effects of MRI vs CT in HDR BT with respect to prostatic volumes and normal tissue doses, with the 
evaluations made using dose-volume histograms (DVH).

Method: Dosimetry parameters derived using CT and MRI (T2 weighted) scans of 11 patients who had received TRUS guided 
implants for HDR BT, were compared using the PlatoTM computer planning system. Treatment plans were generated on volumes 
marked by the same radiation oncologist for each patient. Comparison was made of the treatment plans (dosimetry) between:
• CT generated plans;
• CT generated plans assessed using MRI marked volumes and
• MRI generated plans.

Discussion: We confi rm the previously reported results that CT scans can overestimate prostatic volumes compared with MRI. 
Variations were noted in CT and MRI based plans that may allow improved sparing of the rectum and urethra when using MRI 
planning. The main disadvantages of using MRI scans are access to facilities as well as identifying a dummy source to adequately 
defi ne the tips of our catheters.

Conclusion: It is feasible to utilise MRI scans for HDR BT planning. The clearer defi nition of anatomical structures has added 
advantages when contouring the prostate.

PP07/0262: Radiation necrosis in a population of high grade glioma patients: The Alfred experience

 Michelle Brown,  Robin Smith, William Buckland Radiotherapy Centre, Alfred Hospital, Australia;  Pasqual Fedele,  Michael Dally, 
Alfred Hospital, Australia

Seventeen cases (12 GBM, 5AA) of radiation necrosis (RTN) were identifi ed from 439 patients with high grade glioma treated 
at the Alfred Hospital between July 1993 and Nov 2002. Identifi cation was based on biopsy apart from 3 patients with resolving 
imaging changes without intervention. Pathological review demonstrated 9 cases of pure or predominantly RTN and 5 cases of 
necrosis mixed with viable tumour. Six patients required surgery for symptom relief and the remainder to confi rm or establish the 
diagnosis.

Age, dose, pathology, performance status, presence of diabetes and hypertension were examined as possible risk factors for the 
study population. It was noted that 36 patients had received a stereotactic boost with seven of these developing radiation necrosis.

PP07/0263: A phase II trial of continuous infusion 5-fl uorouracil (5FU) and pelvic radiation for unresectable 
locally recurrent rectosigmoid cancer

 Nikki Plumridge,  Sam Ngan,  Bickol N Mukesh,  T Leong,  Daryl Lim Joon, Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, Australia
 M Guiney,  G Richardson,  V Ganju,  Danny Rischin, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

Purpose: To assess the effi cacy of continuous infusion 5FU in addition to radiation for palliation in unresectable, locally recurrent 
rectosigmoid carcinoma.

Methods and Materials: Twenty-two patients were registered in this phase II trial from 1995 to 1999. Inclusion criteria 
were patients with inoperable, locally recurrent rectosigmoid adenocarcinoma, without prior pelvic radiotherapy, or prior 5FU 
chemotherapy for recurrent disease. Patients were of good performance status had no distant metastases. The radiotherapy protocol 
involved 45 Gy in 25 fractions over 5 weeks, with a further 5.4 Gy to 9 Gy fractionated boost. Continuous infusion 5FU, 225mg/
m2/day was administered daily throughout the course of radiotherapy.

Results: Twenty-one patients were suitable for evaluation. The median age was 72 years (52-86 years). Most patients had 
undergone abdomino-perineal resection as initial management (52%). Median radiation dose was 50.4 Gy (45 Gy 14%, 50.4 Gy 
38%, 54 Gy 38%). Median potential follow up time was 72 months (range 36 – 88 months). At close-out date, only 3 patients 
were alive. All mortality was related to disease. Symptomatic response was achieved in 82% of patients (95% CI = 57% – 96%). 
Estimated overall symptom progression-free survival was 14 months (95% CI = 7 – 25 months). Estimated median overall survival 
was 25 months (95% CI = 14 – 35 months). There were four Grade 3 acute toxicities, one each of stomatitis, vomiting, diarrhoea, 
and skin reaction. Six patients had Grade 1 late toxicities, all lower gastrointestinal. No higher grade late toxicity was recorded.

Conclusion: Combined treatment of continuous infusion 5-FU and pelvic radiotherapy for unresectable locally recurrent 
rectosigmoid cancer provides good palliation with acceptable toxicity. It compares favourably with our previous experience 
treating with radiation alone.
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PP07/0264: Adjuvant treatment and outcomes of stage III endometrial carcinoma

 Caroline Connell, Royal Adelaide Hospital, Australia;  Jane Ludbrook,  Margaret Davy,  Eric Yeoh,  Scott Carruthers, Australia

Introduction: Surgery with staging using FIGO (1988) classifi cation is accepted management for stage III endometrial carcinoma. 
The delivery of adjuvant therapy is controversial and tends to be individualised.

Aim: To analyse the treatment delivery and outcomes of stage III endometrial carcinoma.
Methods: Retrospective review of stage III endometrial carcinoma patients who underwent radical surgery at the Royal 

Adelaide and Queen Elizabeth Hospitals from 1984 to 2003. Medical records were reviewed for details of patient characteristics, 
surgery, histopathology, adjuvant therapy and recurrence/survival.

Results: Sixty-six patients with a median age of 69 (37-97), had a median follow-up of 26 months (1-188 ). For all stage 
III patients, the actuarial 5-year disease-free and overall survivals were 50 and 43% respectively. Thirty-fi ve patients received 
pelvic +/- paraaortic radiotherapy, 5 whole abdominal radiotherapy, 14 vaginal brachytherapy boost, 10 chemotherapy and 13 
adjuvant hormones. Forty-six percent of patients recurred in a median time of 13 months (0-95). For these patients, the sites of fi rst 
recurrence were pelvis in 27%, pelvis and abdomen in 23%, abdomen alone in 13%, distant alone in 27%, distant and abdominal 
in 7% and all three sites in 3%. On univariate analysis disease-free survival was impacted by; age, grade, parametrial involvement, 
number of extrauterine sites, lymphovascular invasion, adjuvant radiotherapy to the pelvis alone and postoperative macroscopic 
residual disease. Lymphovascular invasion, post-operative residual disease and adjuvant pelvic radiotherapy remained signifi cant 
on multivariate analysis.

Conclusion: These outcomes for stage III endometrial carcinoma are comparable to the current literature. Ongoing research is 
required to establish the most appropriate adjuvant therapy in these high risk patients.

PP07/0265: Radiotherapy for stomach cancer: the dosimetric consequences 
of physiological movement of organs at risk

 Cynleen Kai, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia;  Daryl Lim Joon,  M Lim Joon,  G Quong,  M Feigen,  M Wada,  T Choy, 
 T Chui,  C Mantle,  A Viotto,  Aldo Rolfo,  K Rykers,  M Grace,  W Fernando,  G Liu,  V Khoo, Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 
Australia;  M W Chao, Radiation Oncology Victoria, Australia

Purpose: To assess the impact of movement of the liver and kidneys (organs at risk) on the dose volume histogram (DVH) when 
treating stomach cancer with radiation therapy.

Method: Immediate serial CT non-contrast and contrast scans are obtained as part of the planning process for treating stomach 
cancer with radiation in the neo-adjuvant and adjuvant setting at our institution.

In a series of fi ve patients the liver and right and left kidneys were contoured on both sets of scans. The maximal translational 
movement in three planes and volume changes of each structure was measured. The maximum, minimum and mean dose was 
calculated and compared for each organ at risk in both scans. To assess the change in the DVH, the following dose volume 
parameters were analysed: V50Gy, V35Gy, V30Gy, and V10GY for liver; V50Gy, V30Gy, V23Gy and V15Gy for both kidneys.

A complete analysis of results will be presented

PP07/0266: Internet access, awareness and utilisation of web based evidence: a survey of ANZ and 
Singaporean radiation oncology registrars in 2003

 Karen Wong, Westmead Hospital, Australia;  Michael Veness, Radiation Oncology, Westmead Hospital, Australia

Background: The past decade has seen an ‘explosion’ in electronically archived evidence available on the Internet. Access to, 
and awareness of, pre-appraised web based evidence such as is available at the Cochrane Library, and more recently the Cancer 
Library, is now easily accessible to both clinicians and patients.

Method: A postal survey was recently sent out to all Radiation Oncology registrars in Australia, New Zealand and Singapore. The 
aim of the survey was to ascertain previous training in literature searching and critical appraisal, the extent of Internet access and 
use of web based evidence and awareness of databases including the Cochrane Library.

Results: Sixty six (66) out of ninety (90) registrars responded (73% response rate). Fifty fi ve percent of respondents had 
previously undertaken some form of training related to literature searching or critical appraisal. The majority (68%) felt confi dent 
in performing a literature search, although 80% of respondents indicated interest in obtaining further training. The majority (68%) 
reported accessing web-based evidence for literature searching in the previous week, and 92% in the previous month. Nearly 
all respondents (89%) accessed web-based evidence at work. Most (94%) were aware of the Cochrane Library with 48% of 
respondents having used this database. Sixty-eight percent were aware of the Cancer Library. In 2000 a similar survey revealed 
only 68% of registrars aware and 30% having used the Cochrane Library.

Conclusions: These fi ndings reveal almost universal access to the Internet and use of web-based evidence amongst Radiation 
Oncology registrars. There has been a marked increase in awareness and use of the Cochrane Library with the majority also aware 
of the recently introduced Cancer Library.
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PP07/0267: Post-operative chemo-radiotherapy for high-risk head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 
(HNSCC): fi rst reported Australian experience

 Belinda Campbell,  Danny Rischin,  June Corry, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia;  Sandro Porceddu,  L Weih,  D Lai, 
 J DiJulio,  M Grossi,  LJ Peters, Australia;  M Guerrero, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Background: In 1999, the Head and Neck Unit at Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre adopted a policy of treating high-risk, post-
operative SCC patients with concurrent weekly platinum-based chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Patients were required to be 
medically fi t to receive either cisplatin or carboplatin.

Materials and Methods: Between July 1999 and January 2003, 59 patients were treated with post-operative chemo-
radiotherapy. Median age was 59 (21 – 78) years, 76% were male and 83% had Stage III-IV disease at initial presentation. The 
predominant primary site was the oral cavity (37%). Thirty-fi ve patients had nodal disease with extracapsular extension, and there 
were 37 cases with positive or close margins (<5mm) at the primary site. Thirteen patients received combined treatment due to 
recurrent disease. The majority of patients (54%) were treated with cisplatin, while the remaining 46% received carboplatin due to 
contraindications to cisplatin. The median radiation therapy dose was 60 (50-66) Gy.

Results: Fifty-seven (97%) patients completed at least 4 of the 6 planned courses of chemotherapy, 57 (97%) completed 
the planned course of radiotherapy. Twenty-seven (46%) patients had a grade 3/4 acute radiation reaction. Febrile neutropenia 
occurred in 2 (3%) patients. There were no treatment-related deaths. Median potential follow-up at the close-out date was 17 (4 
– 45) months. The estimated 2-year local-regional control, progression free and overall survival was 69%, 53%, 61%, respectively. 
There have been 9 grade 3-4 late treatment sequelae.

Conclusion: This series represents the largest reported Australian experience with post-operative chemo-radiotherapy in high-
risk HNSCC. Treatment with concurrent platinum-based chemotherapy and radiotherapy is reasonably tolerated, and acute and 
late toxicity appears acceptable. The results we have achieved are comparable to those reported in the recent randomized trials of 
EORTC and RTOG.

PP08/0268: Fabrication of polymer-alloy based on polytetrafl uoroethylene by radiation-crosslinking

 Akihiro Oshima,  Saneto Asano, Advanced Research Institute for Science and Engineering, Japan;  Toshiyuki Hyuga, 
 Syogo Ichizuri,  Masakazu Washio, Waseda University, Japan

Perfl uoropolymer such as polytetrafl uoroethylene (PTFE), tetrafl uoroethylene co-perfl uoroalkylvinylether (PFA) and 
tetrafl uoroethylene-co-hexafl uoropropylene (FFP) have been classifi ed to be a typical polymer of radiation-induced degradation. 
However, we confi rmed that the crosslinking of PTFE, PFA and FEP proceed by irradiation under selective condition where 
oxygen-free and high temperature above the melting temperature of them.

In this study, fabrication of polymer-alloy based on PTFE has been demonstrated by radiation-crosslinking techniques.
The polymer alloy, which was PTFE fi ne powder contained with other polymeric materials, was obtained by electron beams 

irradiation under oxygen-free atmosphere.
Characterization of polymer-alloy based on PTFE has been studied by various measurements such as solid state 19F- and 13C-

NMR spectroscopy, thermal analysis (DSC, TGA), and so on.

PP08/0269: Potential applications of radiation formed PVA/PVP hydrogel patches

 Zainuddin Zein,  David JT Hill,  Andrew K Whittaker, The University of Queensland, Australia

It has been shown that radiation induced-polymerization and crosslinking is a very convenient method to produce hydrogels. The 
process is free of catalyst or initiator, which are mostly toxic, easy to control and allows sterilization simultaneously. In this sense, 
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)/polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) hydrogel patches have been prepared by subjecting the polymer aqueous 
solutions to γ-irradiation. Under the action of ionizing radiation, the mechanism of hydrogel formation may be simplifi ed into two 
main stages; formation of free radicals and their intermolecular combination. The fi ve-line ESR spectra found following irradiation 
of PVP (powder) at 77 K and annealing up to 250 K suggests that free-radicals are mainly localized at tertiary carbon (C

�
) atoms. 

While for PVA, as the major component of the four-line ESR spectra at 77 K was a triplet and this was the only species observed 
at 298 K, so most radicals were formed through hydrogen abstraction from tertiary carbon (C

�
) atoms. If radicals localized on 

different molecular chains combine, new covalent bonds are formed. When a suffi ciently high number of crosslinks form, an 
insoluble network (gel) appears. It was observed that the gel fraction for PVA/PVP hydrogels increased with increasing irradiation 
dose and it seems that the gel fraction never reaches 100%. This implies that upon irradiation of PVA/PVP aqueous solutions, 
chain scission also accompanies crosslinking. Based on a toxicity test, it was found that none of this chain scission products 
produce detectable toxicity. The physico-chemical and mechanical properties of the PVA/PVP hydrogel obtained by irradiation 
of PVA/PVP (8.0 %wt / 4.8 %wt) solution with a crosslinking dose of 25 kGy were shown to yield properties most suitable for 
ideal wound covering. Additionally, as the hydrogel has a high water content and a relatively moderate water diffusion coeffi cient, 
it offers potential for transdermal drug delivery systems as well as for cosmetic applications, such as facial skin care and dental 
whitening.
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PP08/0270: Low energy (100 meV – 500 eV) ion reactions with biomolecules

 Michael A Huels,  Marjorie Imhoff,  Lamia Sellami,  Zongwu Deng,  Mahmoud Rajabian, University of Sherbrooke, Canada

Low energy ion reactions with biomolecules play important roles in nascent radiation damage to biological systems: when 
ionizing radiation, particularly heavy ions, deposits energy in living cells it produces abundant reactive transients, e.g., free low 
energy ionic & neutral fragments, and secondary electrons. While the latter have been shown to initiate DNA strand breaks via 
mechanisms involving ion fragment formation from DNA components, viz. bases, sugars, hydration water, the detailed dynamics 
of low energy ion damage to DNA or its components, prior to ion thermalization (picosec), are unknown. Moreover, low energy 
ion-surface reactions have emerging applications, e.g., to chemical modifi cations of biomaterials or biofunctional surfaces used for 
implants, biosensors, biochips, polymers, membranes, or biomimetic systems.

Here we present new techniques developed for multiparametric studies of low energy ion reactions with non-volatile 
biomolecules: (1) a “soft landed” ion-beam system allows irradiation of biomolecular fi lms by highly focused, mass and energy 
selected, positive and negative ion beams in the 0.5-500eV energy range. A mass spectrometer monitors desorbing reaction 
products during ion impact, or after bombardment by secondary ion mass spectrometry (MS), or temperature-programmed 
desorption MS; (2) a low energy ion-plasma chamber permits exposure of biomolecular fi lms to ions of fi xed but variable energy 
(kT-100eV), with subsequent analysis of recovered products via HPLC, LCMS, GCMS, NMR, or gel electrophoresis; (3) Ion 
molecule reactions initiated in situ via 5-70 eV electron impact. We will present & discuss new measurements from fi lms of 
hydrocarbons, DNA bases, and cholesterol, reacted with various atomic and molecular cations & anions at energies down to 
~0.5eV. For each target, we observe positive and negative ion-fragment desorption during ion impact even at low energies, as well 
as chemical transformations of biomolecules in the irradiated fi lms.(Funded by CIHR & NSERC)

PP08/0272: Radiation induced low-energy electron transport in a tissue environment

 Larry H Toburen,  Michael Dingfelder,  Naim Öztürk,  Christina Christou,  Jefferson L Shinpaugh, East Carolina University, 
United States;  Werner Friedland, Institute of Radiation Protection, Neuher, Germany;  Walter E Wilson, Washington State Universi
ty, United States;  Herwig G Paretzke, GSF-Institute of Radiation Protection, Munich, Germany

Monte Carlo (MC) track simulation codes are used extensively in radiobiology to quantify the spatial distributions of interactions 
initiated by the absorption of ionizing radiation. The spatial patterns of ionization and excitation are instrumental for assessing 
the formation of damage clusters in DNA and chromosomes leading to such biologic endpoints as cellular transformation and 
mutation. The MC codes rely on an extensive database of elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections to follow the production 
and slowing of secondary electrons. Because of inherent uncertainties in this database we are exploring the sensitivity of MC 
results to the details of the cross sections used with emphasis on low-energy electrons, i.e., track ends, that are anticipated to play 
a dominant role in damage cluster formation. Simulations of electron transport using gas or liquid based interaction cross sections 
illustrate substantial difference in the spectra of electrons with energies less than about 50 eV. In addition, the electron yields from 
MC simulations appear to be nearly a factor of fi ve larger than our recent measurements of electron transport spectra in water (ice) 
at electron energies of about 10 eV. Examples of the changes in electron transport spectra for variations in the electron scattering 
cross sections used for the MC calculations will be illustrated and compared with an evolving database of measured spectra of 
electrons from ion induced secondary electron transport in thin foils. These measurements provide guidance for assessment of 
elastic and elastic cross sections appropriate to condensed phase transport.

This work is supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy, Grant No. DE-FG02-01ER-63233; the National Cancer 
Institute, Grant No. 1R01CA93351-01A1; and the European Community under Contract No. FIGH-CT-1999-00005.

PP08/0273: Use of radiation processing to produce branched polypropylene

 A B Lugao,  B Hutzler,  H Otaguro,  P Duclerc,  E L Cardoso,  S J Souza, Institute for Energy and Nuclear Research, Brazil

Radiation processing of PP have been extensively studied connect with the sterilization of disposable syringes. Moreover, it can 
be considered a common process to tailor the molecular weight of PP or in other words to produce visbreaked PP. Recently it was 
introduced new grade of controlled rheology PP or high melt strength polypropylene (HMSPP).

PP is considered a totally linear polymer due to its polymerization process based on Ziegler-Natta systems. So, at this time 
it is possible to produce only linear PP in a one step polymerization reaction. As a result of its linearity PP suffers from low melt 
strength, i.e., the melted PP does not exhibits an increase in resistance to stretching during elongation. Consequently PP is not used 
for all s melt blow procedure, like foam production, high speed coating etc. The use of radiation processing to produce HMSPP 
was proposed by Himont/Montell patents. HMSPP is being produced by low dose electron irradiation of very high molecular 
weight isotatic PP in N2 atmosphere. In such way it is possible to get branching (long chain branching) of PP fragments on PP 
main chains besides an extensive degradation and some level of crosslinking.

Borealis introduced also its HMSPP. It was based also on solid state chemistry as PP undergoes extensive degradation if 
processed under reactive extrusion. Borealis uses small amounts of low temperature peroxides and multifunctional monomers. 
Both under very specifi c conditions were able to recombine producing a long chain branched structure.

This paper reports our development of HMSPP based on the radiation grafting of PP using multifunctional monomers. 
The rheology measurements showed that it was achieved a product with very high melt strength and improved extensibility. 
Fractionation studies of PP showed a more pronounced grafting on the high molecular mass PP molecules. Dynamic mechanical 
analysis (DMA) showed very interesting features that will be discussed in this paper.
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PP09/0274: Radiation biology of blood outgrowth endothelium

 Robert J Griffi n,  Brent W Williams, Chang W Song,  Robert P Hebbel,  Arkadiusz Z Dudek, University of Minnesota Medical Schoo
l, United States

We have isolated and cultured endothelial cell precursors from human peripheral blood. These blood outgrowth endothelial 
cells (BOEC) home to areas of neovascularization where they differentiate into mature endothelial cells. We are investigating 
the potential of BOECs as a novel method to manipulate tumor neovasculature and the infl uence on radiation response. We fi rst 
labeled BOECs with 51Cr and analyzed their distribution using a gamma counter after i.v. injection. Free 51Cr was injected into 
other animals as control. We found that BOECs predominately went to the lungs immediately after injection, but were cleared by 
24-48 h after injection. Similar clearance was noted in the liver, spleen and muscle. Approximately 4% of the injected BOECs 
migrated to the tumor and were found to remain at that level at 72 h. This data suggests that BOECs may survive in the tumor 
microenvironment preferentially to other tissues. We hypothesized that if these cells preferentially home to the tumor and are 
stimulated to divide by the tumor microenvironment there may be an increase in tumor growth. We found that three consecutive 
daily i.v. injections of 500,000 BOEC in the beginning stages of tumor growth signifi cantly enhanced the growth rate RERF 
human lung tumors by an average of 1.5-fold. There were no other signs of toxicity observed. We have also observed evidence of 
increased perfusion, vessel number and oxygenation of tumors in BOEC treated mice. A single radiation dose of 15 Gy induced a 
1.65-fold regression in RERF tumor volume in BOEC treated mice as compared to a 1.18-fold regression in control RERF tumors, 
suggesting that the introduction of BOEC can change tumor radiosensitivity. Currently, we are assessing the degree of proliferation 
of BOECs in the tumor and developing strategies to deliver gene therapy to the tumor and to assist normal tissue recovery from 
radiation damage using BOECs. Supported by NIH/NCI grant CA44114 and an institutional seed grant.

PP09/0275: Chromosomal instability and the abrogated G2/M arrest in x-irradiated 
myelodysplastic syndrome cells

 Sadayuki Ban,  Hitomi Sudo,  Kumiko Saegusa,  Masashi Sagara,  Takashi Imai, Frontier Research Center, National Institute of 
Radiology, Japan;  Ken Kuramoto, Hematology Branch, US-NCI, United States;  Hideo Tanaka, Hiroshima University, Japan; 
 Akiro Kimura, Hematology and Oncology, RIRBM, Hiroshima University, Japan

A preliminary epidemiological study demonstrated that myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) has an excess relative risk per sievert 
of 13 in atomic bomb survivors in Hiroshima. MDS is the only other radiogenic blood disease apart from leukemia. Clinically, 
MDS involves dysplastic hematopoiesis and an increased risk of leukemic transformation. Because it is uncertain whether MDS 
pathogenesis affects lymphoid progenitor cells as well as myeloid progenitor cells, we investigated the karyotypes of bone marrow 
cells and the micronucleus (MN) frequency in peripheral T lymphocytes of twenty- three atomic bomb survivors with MDS 
and fi ve normal individuals. Aneuploidy was observed in 10 of 23 patients. Chromosome aberrations were observed in 3 of 12 
patients with mild symptoms, and six of 11 patients of severe symptoms. The spontaneous- and X-ray-induced-MN frequencies 
were signifi cantly higher in MDS patients than in normal individuals. Interestingly, radiation sensitivity increased along with 
the severity of MDS clinical subtypes. Because many of the patients in this study had not been exposed to chemo- or radiation- 
therapy, their unusual radiosensitivity may be related to their chromosomal or genomic instability. Immortalized lymphoid cell 
lines were established from B-lymphocytes infected with Epstein-Barr virus in vitro. The abrogation of radiation-induced-G2/M 
arrest was observed in 10 of 12 MDS-B lymphoid cell lines, but not in the normal B lymphoid cell lines. Our data suggest that the 
control of chromosomal stability is impaired in pluripotent stem cells of MDS patients, and that the abrogated G2/M arrest may be 
involved in the pathophysiology of disease progression and the high radiation sensitivity of patients.

PP09/0276: LET dependent recovery of mouse hematopoietic stem cells from particle irradiation

 Kumie Nojima, National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS), Japan;  Shunji Nagaoka, Fujita Health University School of He
alth Sciences, Japan

Radiation induced acute changes of mouse hematopoietic functions and its recovery were studied in different LET of heavy 
ions, carbon (13keV/∝m and 29 keV/∝m ), neon (32keV/∝m and 55 keV/∝m ), silicon (56keV/∝m), argon (85keV/∝m), iron 
(200keV/∝m). After whole body irradiation was applied up to 3 Gy, the subsequent hematopoetic parameters were followed by the 
blood analysis for 3 weeks. All functions, spleen weight, WBC, hemoglobin concentration, granulocyte monocyte colony forming 
unit (GM-CFU) in bone marrow and spleen indicated dose dependent reduction within 2 days after the irradiation and followed 
by a slow recovery. Complete recovery took approximately 3 weeks for all functions. GM-CFU in spleen showed the highest 
sensitivity to all particles indicating a large reduction down to less than 1 % of control at 3 Gy exposure. Of the particles exposed 
Si (55keV/∝m ) induced the largest effects and the slowest recovery, whereas Fe (200keV/∝m ) indicated signifi cantly the least 
effects and quick recovery. The results suggested a strong LET dependency of the hematopoietic progenitor cells which may have 
a RBE maximum less than 100 keV/∝m. The recovery kinetics indicated non-monotonic increase within 10 days suggested an 
involvement of time dependent releases of cytokines (IL-1b and IL-3) which may modify the proliferation of hematopoietic cells.
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PP09/0277: Radioresistance of mouse intestine induced by carbon-ion irradiation

 Akiko Uzawa,  Koichi Ando,  Takeshi Fukawa,  Mizuho Aoki,  Nobuhiko Takai,  Yasuyuki Mitato,  Guangming Zhou,  Sachiko Koike, 
National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

The purpose of this paper is to report that gut crypt cells become radioresistant after single or fractionated irradiation with 
intermediate LET carbon ions. C3H female mice received whole body irradiation with 20 keV/mm carbon ions, and served the 
jejunum for crypt survival assay 3.5 days after irradiation. Dose-crypt survival relationship showed that the D0 value increased 
from 1.06 Gy to 1.94 Gy when the fi rst dose of 9.0 Gy was followed by single graded doses of carbon ions with an interval time 
of 4 hr. The Increased D0 gradually decreased with a half decay time of 50 hr, and returned to 1.08 Gy, a similar value of single 
irradiation. When mice received 1 Gy carbon ions for 9 fractions with an interval time of 4 hr each, the D0 value of crypt cells 
surviving the preceding total dose of 9 Gy also increased to 1.89 Gy. The D0 increase was less prominent when the size of fi rst or 
preceding dose was small. It is concluded that charged particles with intermediate LET produce a unique biological response, and 
would be benefi cial for radiotherapy of visceral tumors.

PP09/0278: Ionizing radiation induces apoptosis in hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells

 Aimin Meng,  Daohong Zhou, Medical University of South Carolina, United States;  Hartmut Geiger,  Gary Van Zant, 
University of Kentucky, United States

Purpose: To determine if ionizing radiation (IR) induces apoptosis in hematopoietic stem (HSC) and progenitor cells.
Materials and Methods: Lin- cells were isolated from mouse bone marrow (BM) and pretreated with vehicle or 100 µM z-VAD 

1 h prior to exposure to 4 Gy IR. The apoptotic and/or necrotic responses of these cells to IR were analyzed by measuring the 
annexin V and/or 7-AAD staining in HSC and progenitor populations using fl ow cytometry, and hematopoietic function of these 
cells was determined by CAFC assay.

Results: Exposure of Lin- cells to IR selectively decreased the numbers of HSC and progenitors in association with an 
increase in apoptosis in a time-dependent manner. Pretreatment of Lin- cells with z-VAD signifi cantly inhibited IR-induced 
apoptosis and the decrease in the numbers of HSC and progenitors. However, IR alone or in combination with z-VAD did not 
lead to a signifi cant increase in necrotic cell death in either HSC or progenitors. In addition, pretreatment of BM cells with z-VAD 
signifi cantly attenuated IR-induced reduction in the frequencies of day-7, -28 and -35 CAFC.

Conclusions: Exposure of HSC and progenitors to IR induces apoptosis. The induction of HSC and progenitor apoptosis 
contributes to IR-induced suppression of their hematopoietic function.

PP09/0279: Transcriptional down-regulation of Ataxia-Telangiectasia Mutated protein (ATM) radiosensitizes 
human prostate cancer cells

 J-P Truman,  W-C Liao,  D Ehleiter,  R Kolesnick,  M Lavin,  S Leibel.,  Z Fuks,  A Haimovitz-Friedman, Departments of Radiation On
cology and the Laboratory of Signal Transduction, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center and The Queensland Cancer Fund R
esearch Laboratory, Royal Brisbane Hospital, Brisbane, Australia

Functional loss of the Ataxia Telangiectasia-Mutated (ATM) gene product leads to a pleiotropic phenotype, with radiation 
hypersensitivity as one of the most widely studied events. We have recently reported that treatment of LNCaP human prostate 
cancer cells with the Protein Kinase C activator 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol 13-acetate (TPA) with radiation initiated an apoptotic 
response via activation of the enzyme ceramide synthase (CS) and de novo synthesis of the sphingolipid ceramide (Garzotto M 
et. al. 1999), while radiation alone failed to induce apoptosis in these cells. Recent studies in our laboratory showed that the CS 
pathway is activated in response to DNA damage and that this activation is regulated by the ATM gene product (Liao W-C et. al. 
1999). Here, we show that TPA reduces the ATM protein level in both LNCaP and CWR22-Rv1 cells. Radiation alone had no 
signifi cant effect on ATM levels in these prostate cancer cell lines, nor when applied together with TPA. TPA-induced reduction 
of ATM protein correlated with increased apoptosis in these cell lines. Quantitative RT-PCR showed a 50% reduction of ATM 
mRNA between 8-16 h of TPA treatment. Gel-shift analysis showed a signifi cant reduction in the amount of Sp-1 transcription 
factor binding to the ATM promoter, as early as 4 h post TPA-treatment for LNCaP, but with slower kinetics for CWR22-Rv1. 
The use of morpholino-antisense ATM replaced the TPA effects by signifi cantly reducing the levels of ATM protein present, and 
conferred intense XRT-induced activation of CS, ceramide and apoptosis. These data demonstrate that in some human prostate cell 
lines, transcription of ATM can be attenuated by TPA treatment, enhancing sensitivity to ionizing radiation through a CS-mediated 
pathway. This investigation defi nes a new approach to overcome radiation resistance in human prostate cancer cells in a cell-type 
specifi c manner.
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PL06/0282: A sense of danger from radiation

 William H McBride, UCLA, United States

The mammalian body is not accustomed to dealing with exposure to therapeutic levels of ionizing radiation. Tissues therefore 
use canonical pathways that have evolved to deal with tissue damage caused by other agents to sense and respond to danger from 
radiation. These “danger” signals are normally used by the body to discriminate between physiological and pathological forms 
of cell death, to make adaptive cellular responses to challenge, to initiate wound healing, and to link infl ammation with antigen-
specifi c immunity. In tissues that have suffered potentially lethal DNA damage from irradiation, such responses may, however, be 
inappropriate.

Irradiation of tissues results in a pattern of gene expression that is consistent with an acute phase infl ammatory reaction 
followed by cyclical recurring waves of similar events over time. The gene expression footprint varies with the tissue type 
and with the radiation dose spatially, temporally, and quantitatively, but overall a classical coordinated response is formed 
that coincides with repeated attempts to heal the damaged tissue. From this perspective, radiation-induced complications are a 
dysregulated wound healing response and it becomes important to know if the “danger” signals are part of the pathogenesis of 
normal tissue damage or are required for recovery of tissue function. Another potential consequence of production of “danger” 
signals is that they may infl uence the response of tumor to irradiation by altering intrinsic cellular radiosensitivity or the tumor 
microenvironment. Furthermore, they could mediate bystander effects, and could promote the generation of immunity to tumor 
or “self” antigens. It is perhaps unfortunate that, the “danger” signals sent following radiation therapy for cancer seem ineffective 
at translating tumor cell death into the generation of specifi c immunity. The focus of this talk will be on how tumors and normal 
tissues sense and respond to danger, the signals they send, and the impact these “danger” signals might have on the eventual 
outcome of radiation exposure including why they appear inadequate at promoting tumor-specifi c immunity. Manipulation of 
“danger” signaling clearly offers opportunities for improving the therapeutic benefi t of radiation therapy by limiting normal tissue 
radiation damage, enhancing tumor cell kill, or promoting immunity.

PL07/0301: Improving tumour response

 Soren Bentzen, Mount Vernon Hospital, United Kingdom

Radiation oncology is in the middle of the most exciting developments in its 100-year history. Progress in treatment planning 
and delivery, in medical imaging and in basic cancer and normal tissue biology is likely to change the indication for radiotherapy 
as well as the way it is prescribed and delivered. Technological and conceptual advances, in particular the development of the 
multi-leaf collimator and the concept of inverse treatment planning, have led to the introduction of intensity modulated radiation 
therapy (IMRT) with its capability to plan and deliver non-uniform dose distributions in the clinic. This has forced us to re-think 
radiation oncology: refi ning the indication for radiotherapy, optimizing the prescription of dose distributions and considering how, 
based on clinical evidence, radiation can best be combined with other treatment modalities, surgery, cytotoxic chemotherapy and 
biologically targeted therapies. The attraction of radiation therapy as an element of multi-modality cancer therapy is that it induces 
DNA damage that can be modulated in space and time. Progress in basic cancer biology, genomics and proteomics, as well as 
biological imaging provides novel avenues for individualization of cancer therapy and for biological optimization of radiotherapy. 
In improving cancer care, it is the therapeutic ratio, rather than tumour control per se, that must be optimised. Interestingly, the 
two main avenues for improving the effectiveness of radiotherapy currently being actively pursued in the clinic generally aim 
at different sides of the therapeutic ratio: 3D conformal radiotherapy and IMRT predominantly aim to reduce normal-tissue side 
effects – and by doing this, open the way for dose escalation that may lead to increased tumour control rates – whereas combined 
radio-chemotherapy aims to improve tumour response – while keeping the fi ngers crossed that this will not increase normal-tissue 
complications to the same extent. In parallel with these technological and biological advances, the practice of radiation oncology 
is increasingly becoming evidence-based medicine and novel treatment methods will have to prove themselves in this framework. 
Taken together, these fascinating developments defi ne the overall research direction – and the challenges – for translational and 
clinical research in radiation oncology in the coming decade.
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CL13/0302: Understanding and exploiting the genomic response to hypoxia

 Amato J Giaccia, CCSR-South, United States

The tumor microenvironment infl uences both therapeutic outcome and malignant progression. Of the many factors that may be 
altered in the tumor microenvironment, changes in tumor oxygenation have been strongly associated with a lower probability 
of local tumor control and survival. In vitro studies indicate that cells exposed to a low oxygen environment exhibit multiple 
phenotypes, including cell-cycle arrest, increased expression of pro-angiogenic genes, increased invasive capacity, increased 
apoptosis, increased anaerobic metabolism and altered differentiation programs. While the mechanistic basis of hypoxia as 
an impediment to radiotherapy and chemotherapy is well understood, it is unclear what changes in the cellular phenotype are 
important in understanding how hypoxia modifi es malignant progression. One insight into how hypoxia modulates malignant 
progression comes from understanding the critical transcriptional regulators of gene expression under hypoxic conditions such as 
hypoxia inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) as well as changes in gene expression in untransformed and transformed cells. Overall, about 
1.5% of the genome is found to be transcriptionally responsive to changes in oxygenation. Most importantly, the coordinated 
changes in gene expression under hypoxic conditions underscore the physiologic basis for altering gene expression in response to 
a low oxygen environment. In addition, some hypoxia-induced genes exhibit increased expression after reoxygenation, suggesting 
that they are regulated both by hypoxia and oxidative stress.

Analysis of the genomic response to hypoxia has several therapeutic uses. First, it allows one to ask the question of what the 
cellular consequences are to inhibition of the transcriptional response to hypoxia such as by targeting the HIF-1 transcription 
factor. While the effect of loss of HIF-1 in tumors leads to inhibition of tumor growth, it does not eliminate tumors. In fact, studies 
indicate that inhibition of HIF-1 leads to a tumor growth delay, but eventually tumor growth resumes in a HIF-1 independent 
manner. Therefore, it would be more advantageous to kill cells that have elevated levels of HIF-1 than to merely inhibit HIF-1 
activity. A second use of understanding the genomic response to hypoxia is in the identifi cation of hypoxia induced genes that 
encode secreted protein products that can be used as surrogate markers for tumor hypoxia. In this manner, a simple blood test 
could potentially be developed that would indicate whether aggressive therapy needs to be undertaken if the tumor has elevated 
levels of a hypoxia secreted marker. In summary, understanding the genomic response to hypoxia has provided insights for the 
development of new diagnostic tests, and potential therapeutic strategies to exploit this therapeutic problem.

CL14/0303: Colloids and clusters

 Jacqueline D Belloni, University Paris-Sud/CNRS, France

For more than two decades, extensive research work has been devoted to the unique properties of clusters. Properties of 
clusters which are made of only a small number (or nuclearity) of atoms or molecules are far from those of bulk material and 
depend drastically on the nuclearity. Therefore, they constitute a new state of matter, or mesoscopic phase, between the atom 
or molecule and the crystal. Owing to its specifi c approach, radiation chemistry offered fi rst the opportunity to reveal the 
existence of nuclearity-dependent properties of clusters and has then proven to be a powerful method to study the mechanisms of 
cluster formation and reactivity in solution. New methods have been developed for the synthesis of mono- and multimetallic or 
semiconductor clusters, their direct observation, the study of their properties, and of their crucial role in number of processes, such 
as phase transition, catalysis, surface phenomena, non linear optics, imaging,…

CL15/0304: Proteins at the interface of homologous recombination and nonhomologous end-joining

 Jac A Nickoloff,  Chris Allen,  Mark A Brenneman, University of New Mexico School of Medicine, United States;  Phang-Lang Chen, 
University of Texas San Antonio, United States;  Susan M Bailey, Colorado State University, United States;  Edwin H Goodwin, 
Los Alamos National Laboratory, United States

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) in eukaryotes are repaired by homologous recombination (HR) and nonhomologous end-
joining (NHEJ), and both pathways are important for maintaining genome stability. Traditionally, proteins involved in DSB repair 
have been assigned to either HR or NHEJ, and it is clear that these pathways compete for DSBs. There is increasing evidence for 
functional overlap between these pathways, especially at the early stages of repair. In mammalian cells, NHEJ involves DNA-
PK, a heterotrimeric complex of Ku70/Ku80 (Ku) and a catalytic subunit, DNA-PKcs, as well as Artemis, XRCC4 and LIG4. 
Mammalian HR proteins include RAD51, fi ve RAD51 paralogs (RAD51B, RAD51C, RAD51D, XRCC2, and XRCC3), RAD52, 
and RAD54. Competition between HR and NHEJ was suggested by genetic studies and by the fi nding that HR proteins (RAD51, 
RAD52) and NHEJ proteins (Ku, DNA-PKcs) bind to DNA ends. Functional overlap between HR and NHEJ was fi rst suggested 
by yeast data indicating that the Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2 (MRX) complex has roles in both pathways, and recent data suggest similar 
dual roles for the MRE11-RAD50-NBS1 complex (MRN), the mammalian MRX counterpart. DNA-PKcs has well-established 
roles in NHEJ, and we and others have shown that defects in DNA-PKcs (as well as Ku and XRCC4) increase HR. These results 
can be interpreted in terms of passive competition between HR and NHEJ. Surprisingly, chemical inhibition of the DNA-PKcs 
kinase activity reduces HR, suggesting “interactive” competition between HR and NHEJ. Mutations in DNA-PKcs, Ku70 or Ku80 
result in spontaneous fusions of chromosomes at the telomeres. We found that inhibition of the DNA-PK kinase also promotes 
telomeric fusions, thus demonstrating that the telomere protection role of DNA-PK requires its kinase activity. In another line of 
investigation, we found that expression of a C-terminal fragment of NBS1 has dominant negative effects on DSB-induced HR, 
thus providing another link between HR and NHEJ.
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CL16/0305: The basis of chemoradiotherapy: pragmatism vs science

 Theodore L Phillips, University of California, San Francisco, United States

Of all of the methods evaluated to improve Radiotherapy through biologic means, the combination of simultaneous chemotherapy 
and radiotherapy has been by far the most successful. Improved local control and survival have been proven in randomized trials 
and by meta-analysis. It has taken fi fty years to progress from early predictions of favorable interactions between radiation and 
cytotoxic drugs to improved survival at many tumor sites. How much has pragmatism and empiricism contributed to progress and 
how much has the lack of predictable effects of new agents in the laboratory delayed progress? Much of the progress has depended 
on serendipity and chance observations of interactions such as D’Angio’s observation of the potentiation of radiation effects by 
actinomycin-D in 1959. Initial fear of adverse reactions if drug and radiation were concurrent further delayed progress. Laboratory 
experiments in the 1970’s and 1980’s provided the ground work for a scientifi c approach to predicting interaction, more 
successfully for normal tissues than for tumors. This presentation will summarize the development of proven clinical approaches 
which have become standard therapy and review the present status of predictive laboratory tests which have the potential to predict 
favorable interactions and accelerate the introduction of new combinations into the clinic.

CL17/0306: Mutagenic and epigenetic events in radiation induced cancer

 Donald G MacPhee, Radiation Effects Research Foundation, Japan

Until a decade ago, the prevailing orthodoxy in cancer causation was that a number of somatic mutations – occasionally one or 
two, more likely half a dozen or so – had to accumulate in a single cell before a cancer could develop. Each mutation in each 
tumor might have a different origin, some arising spontaneously, others caused by exogenous mutagens. Since all metabolizing 
cells contain large quantities of endogenously-generated mutagens (e.g. reactive oxygen species) and are exposed to many 
environmental mutagens, it seems that tracing the precise causes of any of the mutations that contribute to the development of a 
cancer will be impossible. Recently we learned that there are mechanisms besides mutation that can heritably alter cells in ways 
that give the same result as mutation. I refer to epimutational changes, which can cause a gene to be either heritably silenced 
(by hypermethylation of CpG dinucleotides in the promoter of that gene) or heritably upregulated (by removal of one or more 
methyl groups from ‘normally’ methlyated promoter sequences). Other ways of achieving permanent changes in gene expression 
have also been documented, including chromatin remodeling mediated by histone acetylation, deacetylation or other means. 
It is not yet known whether environmental agents can increase the rates at which epimutational changes occur, but there are 
strong indications that they can. We must therefore fi nd out which of the gene activity changes in a given cancer are mutational 
and which epimutational before we even start trying to identify specifi c exposures that may have caused them. As for radiation 
carcinogenesis, these complexities may mean that there will be few opportunities to obtain the information that would be required 
to establish molecular links between radiation exposure, tumorigenesis, and estimates of excess cancer risks. These ideas will be 
discussed in the context of a study of the high risk of early-onset breast cancers among A-bomb survivors.

CL18/0307: Charge transfer in pi-stacked systems including DNA

 Laurens DA Siebbeles, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

Charge migration in DNA is a subject of intense current study motivated by long-range detection of DNA damage and the 
potential application of DNA as a molecular wire in nanoscale electronic devices. A key structural element, which makes DNA 
a medium for long-range charge transfer, is the array of stacked base pairs in the interior of the double helix. The overlapping 
pi-orbitals of the nucleobases provide a pathway for motion of charge carriers generated on the stack. This “pi-pathway” resembles 
the columnarly stacked macrocyclic cores in discotic materials such as triphenylenes. The structure of these pi-stacked systems is 
highly disordered with dynamic fl uctuations occurring on picosecond to nanosecond time scales.

Theoretical calculations, concerning the effects of structural disorder and nucleobase sequence in DNA, on the dynamics 
of charge carriers are presented. Electronic couplings and localization energies of charge carriers were calculated using density 
functional theory (DFT). Results for columnarly stacked triphenylenes and DNA nucleobases are compared. The results are used 
to provide insight into the factors that control the mobility of charge carriers. Further, experimental results on the site-selective 
oxidation of guanine nucleobases in DNA (hot spots for DNA damage) are analyzed on basis of the theoretical results.
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SW20/0308: Processing of free radical damaged DNA bases

 Susan Wallace, University of Vermont, United States

Free radicals produced during the radiolysis of water gives rise to a plethora of DNA damages including single strand breaks, sites 
of base loss and a wide variety of purine and pyrimidine base lesions. All these damages are processed in cells by base excision 
repair. The oxidative DNA glycosylases which catalyze the fi rst step in the removal of a base damage during base excision repair 
evolved primarily to protect the cells from the deleterious mutagenic effects of single free radical-induced DNA lesions arising 
during oxidative metabolism. This is evidenced by the high spontaneous mutation rate in bacterial mutants lacking the oxidative 
DNA glycosylases. However, when a low LET photon transverses the DNA molecule, a burst of free radicals is produced during 
the radiolysis of water that leads to the formation of clustered damages in the DNA molecule, that are recognized by the oxidative 
DNA glycosylases. When substrates containing two closely opposed sugar damages or base and sugar damages are incubated 
with the oxidative DNA glycosylases in vitro, one strand is readily incised by the lyase activity of the DNA glycosylase. Whether 
or not the second strand is incised depends on the distance between the strand break resulting from the incised fi rst strand and 
the remaining DNA lesion on the other strand. If the lesions are more than two or three base pairs apart, the second strand is 
readily cleaved by the DNA glycosylase, giving rise to a double strand break. Even if the entire base excision repair system is 
reconstituted in vitro, whether or not a double strand break ensues depends solely upon the ability of the DNA glycosylase to 
cleave the second strand. These data predicted that cells defi cient in the oxidative DNA glycosylases would be radioresistant while 
those that overproduce an oxidative DNA glycosylase would be radiosensitive. This prediction was indeed borne in Escherichia 
coli that is, mutants lacking the oxidative DNA glycosylases are radioresistant while cells overexpressing one of the oxidative 
DNA glycosylases are radiosensitive. Human TK6 lymphoblastoid cells overexpressing the oxidative DNA glycosylases are 
also radiosensitive. Furthermore, both radioresistance and radiosensitivity correlated with the enzymatic production of double 
strand breaks produced after irradiation during attempted repair. Because these data indicated the potential harmful effects of the 
ordinarily benefi cial presence of the oxidative DNA glycosylases after treatment of cells with ionizing radiation, it was of interest 
to see if the base excision repair enzymes were induced by ionizing radiation. We found that ionizing radiation does not induce the 
oxidative DNA glycosylases in either bacterial or in human TK6 lymphoblastoid cells. Interestingly, during this past year, three 
novel DNA glycosylases that recognize free radical-damaged bases have been identifi ed. The characterization of these activities 
will also be discussed.

SW20/0310: Coordinating repair of oxidative DNA damage with transcription and replication

 Priscilla K Cooper, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States

Transcription-coupled repair (TCR) preferentially removes DNA lesions from template strands of active genes. Defects in TCR, 
which acts both on lesions removed by nucleotide excision repair (NER) and on oxidative lesions removed by base excision repair 
(BER), underlie the fatal developmental disorder Cockayne syndrome. Although its detailed mechanism remains unknown, TCR 
involves recognition of a stalled RNA polymerase (RNAP), removal or remodeling of RNAP to allow access to the lesion, and 
recruitment of repair enzymes. At a minimum, these early steps require a non-enzymatic function of the multifunctional repair 
protein XPG, the CSB protein with ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling activity, and the TFIIH complex (including the XPB and 
XPD helicases) that is also required for basal transcription initiation and NER. XPG exists in the cell in a complex with TFIIH, 
and in vitro evidence has suggested that it interacts with CSB.

To address the mechanism of TCR, we are characterizing protein-DNA and protein-protein interactions of XPG. We show 
that XPG preferentially binds to double-stranded DNA containing bubbles resembling in size the unpaired regions associated 
with transcription. Two distinct domains of XPG are required for the observed strong binding specifi city and stability. XPG both 
interacts directly with CSB and synergistically binds with it to bubble DNA, and it strongly stimulates the bubble DNA-dependent 
ATPase activity of CSB. Signifi cantly for TCR, XPG also interacts directly with RNAP II, binds both the protein and nucleic 
acid components (the R-loop) of a stalled RNA polymerase, and forms a ternary complex with CSB and the stalled RNAP. These 
results are consistent with the model that XPG and CSB jointly interact with the DNA/chromatin structure in the vicinity of the 
stalled transcriptional apparatus and with the transcriptional machinery itself to remodel the chromatin and either move or remodel 
the blocked RNA polymerase to expose the lesion.
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SW20/0309: Dominant negative inhibition of base excision repair and its effect 
on radiosensitivity of human tumor cells

 Adrian C Begg,  Conchita Vens, The Netherlands Cancer Institute, The Netherlands

We retrovirally transduced human tumor cells with a dominant negative to DNA polymerase beta (polDN), comprising the 14kDa 
DNA binding domain of DNA polymerase beta but lacking polymerase function. Radiosensitization of two human carcinoma 
cell lines, A549 and SQD9, was observed (SER 1.5 to 1.7). Polymerase beta knock-out cells could also be radiosensitized by our 
polDN. These results contrast with the lack of increased radiosensitivity in DNA polymerase b knockout mouse cells. Polymerase 
beta functions on the short patch pathway of BER, and possibly also on the long patch pathway. Our fi ndings suggest that polDN 
not only inhibits both long and short patch repair (being further investigated using plasmid repair assays) but maybe other 
pathways as well.

Radiosensitization was dependent on expression level of the dominant negative, and was seen in both single cell clones and in 
unselected virally transduced populations. Sensitization was not due to changes in cell cycle distribution. Little or no sensitization 
was seen in G1-enriched populations, although sensitization was seen in confl uent (G0-enriched) cultures. Expression of polDN 
sensitized cells to MNNG, supporting a BER inhibition mechanism for the polDN. No sensitization to UVC irradiation was seen, 
excluding an effect on nucleotide excision repair. Possible infl uences on other repair pathways, for example DNA double strand 
break repair pathways, are being investigated. So far, no infl uence on double stand break repair has been seen with constant fi eld 
gel electrophoresis.

These data indicate an important role for BER in determining sensitivity to ionizing radiation, although other related pathways 
cannot be ruled out. A full understanding of how cells respond to damage and which pathways are used for repair under which 
circumstances will ultimately help in both predicting response and identifying novel targets for radiosensitizing tumor cells.

SW20/0311: Novel sub-pathways of non-homologous end joining

 William S Dynan, Medical College of Georgia, United States;  Durga Udayakumar,  Catherine L Bladen,  Farlyn Z Hudson, 
United States

Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) is the major pathway for repair of DNA double-strand breaks in human cells. However, 
the full set of proteins required for the reaction has yet to be identifi ed. Here we describe the purifi cation of a novel factor that 
restores high levels of end joining activity in a biochemical complementation assay containing recombinant Ku and DNA ligase 
IV/XRCC4 complex. The active fractions do not contain detectable levels of the Mre11/Rad50/NBS1 (M/R/N) complex, which 
has previously been shown to stimulate end-joining in vitro. Thus, the new factor defi nes an independent, parallel sub-pathway 
of NHEJ repair that is distinct from the previously defi ned M/R/N dependent sub-pathway. Although the new sub-pathway 
operates constitutively in the absence of DNA-PKcs, purifi ed DNA-PKcs imposes a restriction, or “checkpoint” such that protein 
phosphorylation must occur before the reaction can proceed.

SW20/0312: Repair of DNA DSB in higher eukaryotes

 Huichen Wang,  Ange Ronel Perrault, Jefferson Medical College, United States;  Yoshiko Takeda,  George Iliakis, Medical School of
 the University Duisburg-Essen, Germany

Cells of higher eukaryotes process within minutes double strand breaks (DSBs) in their genome using a NHEJ apparatus that 
engages DNA-PKcs, Ku, DNA ligase IV, XRCC4, and other as of yet unidentifi ed factors. Although chemical inhibition, or 
mutation, in any of these factors delays processing, cells ultimately remove the majority of DNA DSBs using an alternative 
pathway operating with slower kinetics. This alternative pathway is active in mutants defi cient in genes of the RAD52 epistasis 
group. We proposed, therefore, that it refl ects an alternative form of NHEJ that operates as a backup (B-NHEJ) to the DNA-
PK-dependent (D-NHEJ) pathway, rather than homology directed repair of DSBs. We studied the role of Ku and DNA-PKcs in 
the coordination of these pathways using as a model end joining of restriction endonuclease linearized plasmid DNA in whole 
cell extracts. Effi cient error-free endjoining observed in such in-vitro reactions is strongly inhibited by anti-Ku antibodies. The 
inhibition requires DNA-PKcs, despite that fact that Ku effi ciently binds DNA ends in the presence of antibodies, or in the 
absence of DNA-PKcs. Strong inhibition of DNA endjoining is also mediated by wortmannin, an inhibitor of DNA-PKcs, in the 
presence but not in the absence of Ku, and this inhibition can be rescued by pre-incubating the reaction with double stranded 
oligonucleotides. The results are compatible with a role of Ku in directing endjoining to a DNA-PK dependent pathway, mediated 
by effi cient end binding and productive interactions with DNA-PKcs. On the other hand, effi cient end joining is observed in 
extracts of cells lacking DNA-PKcs, as well as in Ku-depleted extracts sugggesting the operation of alternative pathways. Extracts 
depleted of Ku and DNA-PKcs rejoin blunt ends, as well as homologous ends with 3’ or 5’ protruding single strands with similar 
effi ciency, but addition of Ku suppresses joining of blunt ends and homologous ends with 3’ overhangs. We propose that the 
affi nity of Ku for DNA ends, particularly when cooperating with DNA-PKcs, suppresses B-NHEJ by quickly and effi ciently 
binding DNA ends and directing them to D-NHEJ for rapid joining. A model accommodating biochemical and genetic results will 
be presented.
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SW21/0313: Radiation induced bystander effects: mechanisms and implication 
for low dose radiation risk assessment

 Tom K Hei,  Gerhard Randers-Pehrson, Columbia University, United States;  Hongning Zhou, Center for Radiological Research, 
Columbia University, United States

Using a precision microbeam to target an exact fraction of cells in a population and irradiated their nuclei with exactly one alpha 
particle each, we found that the frequencies of induced mutations and chromosomal changes in populations where some known 
fractions of nuclei were hit are consistent with non-hit cells contributing signifi cantly to the response. In fact, irradiation of 10% 
of a mammalian cell population with a single alpha particle per cell results in a mutant yield similar to that observed when all 
of the cells in the population are irradiated. Although the bystander observations have been well established, the underlying 
mechanism(s) remain largely unknown. There are indications that multiple pathways are involved in the bystander phenomenon 
and different cell types respond differently to the bystander signaling. In confl uent monolayers, there is evident that gap junctional 
communication is crucial in mediating the bystander effect whereas reactive oxygen and reactive nitrogen species have been 
implicated as the mediating molecules in sub-confl uent cultures. Although p53 is not necessary for the expression of bystander 
effect, there is evident that repair defi cient cells may express a higher bystander response. Using cDNA microarrays, a number of 
cellular signaling genes have been shown to be differentially expressed among bystander cells. The functional roles of these genes 
in the bystander effect will be discussed. The bystander observations imply that the relevant target for various radiobiological 
endpoints is larger than an individual cell and suggest a need to reconsider the validity of the linear extrapolation in making risk 
estimate for low dose radiation exposure. (Work supported by NIH grants CA 49062 and CA-RR11623)

SW21/0314: Gap-junctions, oxidative metabolism and the ionizing radiation induced bystander effect

 Edouard I Azzam,  Sonia M de Toledo, UMDNJ – New Jersey Medical School, United States;  Douglas R Spitz, University of Iowa, 
United States;  John B Little, Harvard School of Public Health, United States

Evidence accumulated over the past two decades has indicated that exposure of cell populations to ionizing radiation results in 
signifi cant biological effects occurring in both the irradiated and non-irradiated cells in the population. This phenomenon, termed 
the ‘bystander response’, has been shown to occur both in vitro and in vivo. Experiments have indicated that genetic alterations, 
changes in gene expression and lethality occur in bystander cells that neighbor directly irradiated cells. Furthermore, cells recipient 
of growth medium harvested from irradiated cultures exhibit responses similar to those of the irradiated cells. Several mechanisms 
involving secreted soluble factors, gap-junction intercellular communication (GJIC) and oxidative metabolism have been proposed 
to regulate the radiation-induced bystander effect. In support of the role of GJIC, recent data on the regulation of expression of the 
CONNEXIN43 gene in confl uent normal human fi broblast cultures exposed to low fl uences of alpha-particles and other stresses 
and the implication of this regulation to the bystander response will be presented. Also, direct evidence for the role of oxidative 
metabolism in the expression of stress-related proteins and cytogenetic damage in bystander cells will be emphasized.

SW21/0315: Modulation of nitric oxide-mediated bystander effects by chronic irradiation with γ-rays

 Hideki Matsumoto,  Sachiko Hayashi,  Zhao-Hui Jin,  Eiichi Kano, Fukui Med. University, Japan;  Masanori Hatashita, 
Dept. Exp. Radiol. Health Phys., Fukui Med. Univ., Japan;  Akira Tachibana, Kyoto University, Japan;  Takeo Ohnishi, 
Nara Medical University, Japan

There has been a recent upsurge of interest in radiation-induced bystander effects. Previously we reported that the accumulation 
inducible nitric oxide (NO) synthase (iNOS) was induced only in human glioblastoma mutant (m) p53 cells by acute irradiation 
with X-rays, suggesting a suppression of iNOS induction after acute irradiation with X-rays in wild-type (wt) p53 cells. NO 
secreted from the irradiated mp53 cells induced the accumulation of p53 in unirradiated wtp53 cells. The radiosensitivity of 
wtp53 cells was reduced by exposure to the conditioned medium from irradiated mp53 cells, suggesting that NO is an initiator of 
radiation-induced bystander effects (1, 2).

In the present study, we found that the accumulation of iNOS in wtp53 cells was induced by chronic irradiation with gamma 
rays followed by acute irradiation with X-rays, but not by each one. It is suggested that the accumulation of iNOS may be due 
to the depression of acute irradiation-induced p53 functions by pre-chronic irradiation (3). We found that chronic irradiation 
with gamma rays did not inhibit the accumulation of p53 after exposure to the conditioned medium from the irradiated mp53 
cells. However, the decay of accumulated p53 was stimulated by chronic irradiation with gamma rays. At the same time, the 
accumulation of Hdm2 was observed; suggesting that chronic irradiation with gamma rays may stimulate the degradation of p53 
accumulated by NO-mediated bystander effects.

1. Matsumoto, H. et al., Radiat. Res., 155: 387-396, 2001.
2. Matsumoto, H. et al., Methods Enzymol., 359: 280-286, 2002.
3. Ohnishi, T. et al., Radiat. Res., 151: 368-372, 1999.
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SW21/0316: Bystander effects and biota: implications of radiation-induced bystander effects for protection 
of the environment from ionising radiation

 Carmel E Mothersill, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland;  Colin B Seymour, RESC Ireland, Ireland

Bystander effects are now known to be induced by both high and low LET in a variety of cells in culture. They have been proven 
to occur in vivo in mice following 0.5Gy total body irradiation and in blood from humans being treated for cancer by radiotherapy. 
Effects have also been detected in fi sh, crustacea and molluscs. The important questions now are not whether bystander 
effects occur but why and what implications they have, if any, for radiation protection. Different species and different genetic 
backgrounds within a species produce different types of bystander effect, different organs also produce different effects. This paper 
will review the data in this fi eld and will discuss likely implications for protection of man and non-human biota. In particular it 
will look at the potential long-term outcomes for different organisational levels, from cell to ecosystem, of bystander mechanisms. 
In view of new concerns about the effects of low level radiation on non-human biota, emphasis will be placed on considering 
how bystander effects might operate at chronic low doses versus acute accidental low doses. Problems of radiation interaction 
with chemicals, whether chemicals can also induce “bystander effects” , and how regulators might handle these situations which 
occur all the time in real environments, will be presented for discussion. Finally the paper will discuss likely implications of these 
mechanisms for evolutionary biology.

SW22/0317: Anemia and radiotherapy: a radiobiologist’s view

 David G Hirst, University of Ulster, Newtownabbey, United Kingdom

Anaemia is a factor associated with poor prognosis for cancer patients regardless of the treatment modality. A major component 
of this effect is the increased extent and severity of hypoxia leading to radio- and chemo- resistance and enhanced malignant 
progression, though it is also possible that the more aggressive tumours are more likely to induce anaemia in the host. There 
is, however, a clear consensus that the sensitization or elimination of hypoxic cells is an important goal in oncology. There is 
also a compelling case for correction of haemoglobin levels to within the normal range prior to and during therapy, as this has 
been shown to enhance quality of life as well as improve tumour response to radiotherapy. Attempts to explain the relationship 
between anaemia (and its correction) and radiobiological hypoxic fraction on the basis of the underlying tumour biology 
encounter several diffi culties. The hypoxic cells in a given tumour are not a static population, but exist in a dynamic equilibrium. 
The oxygen supply at a given time and location dictates the balance between the proliferation-generated displacement of cells 
into the radiobiologically hypoxic compartment and cell death from lack of metabolic substrates (principally oxygen). The 
size of this compartment is also dictated by the ability of a given tumour’s cells to utilise anaerobic glycolysis for survival in 
a hypoxic environment. An abrupt reduction in blood oxygen availability, such as following acute induction of anaemia or 
breathing a reduced oxygen tension, induces a rapid fall in tumour oxygen concentration and an increase in the radiobiologically 
hypoxic fraction, however, this reduced oxygen delivery is able to support the survival of fewer tumour cells; the most severely 
hypoxic cells die and are no longer of radiobiological signifi cance. Similarly, the abrupt correction of anaemia results in a rapid 
oxygenation of hypoxic cells, but this environment can now support more proliferation and cell survival, so a new dynamic 
equilibrium will be established in which the hypoxic fraction is similar to that before the intervention. However, this model does 
not accurately represent the clinical situation in which anaemia has probably become progressively more severe over a period of 
several weeks and correction may be gradual in response to erythropoietin. Several models in rats and mice have attempted to 
simulate the clinical experience and while the data are not entirely consistent, most suggest that correction of anaemia can lead to 
an improved tumour response.

SW22/0374: The biology of erythropoietin and erythropoietin receptors

 Andrew Roberts, The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Australia

Erythropoietin belongs to a family of four alpha-helical glycoprotein cytokines which are key regulators of haemopoiesis. 
Erythropoietin is principally produced by the kidney, and its production is exquisitely regulated in response to changes in oxygen 
delivery to that organ. Erythropoietin receptors are present on cells of the erythroid lineage, and are absolutely required for 
cellular response to erythropoietin. Experimental evidence for this comes from murine models of absolutely defi ciency of either 
erythropoietin or its receptor. These mice die in utero of the consequences of severe anaemia. Primitive red cell precursors are 
present, but cannot differentiate into mature red cells in the absence of erythropoietin signalling. The molecular mechanisms 
underpinning this dependence, and how erythropoitin signalling is regulated at a cellular level will be discussed.

Erythropoietin is the key positive extracellular regulator of red cell production in mammals. Anaemias due to erythropoietin 
defi ciency are readily corrected by administration of recombinant erythropoietin (Epo) eg renal failure. Anaemias of other 
causes including the anaemia of malignancy are commonly associated with an inappropriately low erythropoietin response to the 
anaemia, and consequently may benefi t from Epo therapy. Clear benefi ts in terms of quality of life measures have been proven, 
but these do not appear to be simply explained by virtue of improvements in haematocrit. The biology of erythropoietin and how it 
relates to anaemias of malignancy will be explored.
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SW22/0321: Human recombinant erythropoietin signifi cantly improves in vivo intratumoral 
oxygenation in breast cancer

 Kimberly L Blackwell,  Stacey A Snyder,  Zeporah Sykes,  Gloria G Broadwater,  David M Brizel,  Mark W Dewhirst, Duke University
 Medical Center, United States;  L Joliffee,  F Farrell, Johnson and Johnson Pharmaceutical Research Division, United States

Tumor oxygenation is known to be an important predictive/prognostic markers in a variety of tumors, including cervix, head/
neck, sarcoma, non-small cell lung, and breast. Tumor oxygenation is infl uenced by many interactions including oxygen delivery 
(angiogenesis, permeability, and HgB) and consumption (metabolic rate, growth rate). This study randomized 29 nonanemic, 
female Fischer 344 rats into 3 treatment arms to examine the effects of erythropoietin (EPO) on R3230 mammary carcinoma 
oxygenation. The three treatment arms were: A) placebo, B) EPO prior to tumor implantation (2,000 U/kg/SQdose, M/W/F for 6 
doses) and C) EPO after tumor implantation (2,000 U/kg/SQdose, M/W/F for 6 doses). Tumors were implanted in the hindfl ank 
and in vivo oxygenation was measured at day 22 after implantation using the Oxylite™ system (Oxford Optronix, UK). An 
average of 180 measurements/animal were performed. Tumors were stained for the expression of pimonidazole (PIM), vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and angiogenesis. On day 22, median tumor volume was 360 mm3 (R: 192-599 mm3) and 
no differences in tumor volume were seen between arms. Mean Hct were equal between arms at therapy initiation but were 
signifi cantly higher for animals in arms B and C at Day 22 (p=0.001/0.002). EPO treated tumors (C) had signifi cantly less hypoxic 
measurements when compared to either the placebo (A) or those receiving EPO prior to implantation (B) as shown:

 Arm A Arm B Arm C p-value

O
2
 < 5 mm Hg (%) 11.9 18.2 <1 0.006

O
2
 < 10 mm Hg (%) 27.0 33.7 9.7 0.008

Med 25th

Quartile (mmHg) 8.98 7.27 17.6 0.008

IHC markers of tumor hypoxia, including PIM, were similar between Arms A/B but were less in Arm C. These data confi rm 
that tumor oxygenation in non-anemic individuals may be improved through the administration of EPO and these oxygenation 
improvements appear to be independent of HgB effects. Mechanisms of this improved oxygenation will be presented including 
EPO effects on angiogenesis, VEGF, and HIF-1α.

SW22/0318: Functional erythropoietin receptors on human tumor cells

 Laurie Feldman,  Yuxun Wang,  Jacqueline R Busingye,  Arthur J Sytkowski, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, United States; 
 Johng S Rhim, University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, United States

Erythropoietin (EPO) is the principal regulator of red blood cell survival, growth and maturation and has achieved great clinical 
utility for the correction of anemia associated with renal failure, cancer and chemotherapy, and stem cell transplantation. EPO 
increasingly is being recognized as a pleiotrophic growth factor, having actions on nonhematopoietic cells as well. Both EPO 
and erythropoietin receptor (EPO-R) expression have been associated with cells of the endothelium, retina, central nervous 
system, gastrointestinal tract and female reproductive system. The role of EPO in these nonhematopoietic sites is not thoroughly 
understood and in some instances may be site-specifi c. Promotion of angiogenesis and blood vessel integrity, increased cell 
proliferation, prevention of apoptosis, and protection against ischemic damage in the presence of hypoxia have all been described 
as possible functions of EPO in one or more of these cell types. On the other hand, EPO-R also have been identifi ed on a variety of 
tumor cells (while in some cases not on the adjacent normal tissue), and several reports have suggested a role for EPO in the direct 
stimulation of cancer cell growth in vivo and in vitro. Among those tumor cells on which we and others have identifi ed functional 
EPO-R are breast and ovarian cancer cells. Additionally, the work presented here describes the fi rst evidence that transformed 
prostate epithelial cells, prostate cancer cell lines, and both normal and cancerous prostate tissue express EPO-R. All of the EPO-
R bearing prostate cell lines tested underwent a signifi cant dose-dependent proliferative response to EPO, and EPO triggered 
intracellular signaling in the cells as evidenced by protein phosphorylation. The results implicate EPO in the biology of both 
normal and malignant prostate cells and suggest the need for careful evaluation of the use of recombinant EPO as a therapeutic 
agent in prostate cancer.
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SW22/0319: Erythropoietin in radiotherapy

 Roland Guttenburger, Universitätsklinikum Freiburg, Germany

A high blood hemoglobin level is an independent factor for good prognosis as demonstrated in retrospective and prospective 
studies in a number of cancer sites. However, there is still debate on how hemoglobin affects outcome after radiotherapy. The 
issues are:
• How about the predictive power and the magnitude of effect in various tumor entities?
• Are all potential mechanisms for the hemoglobin effect considered?
• Do EPO receptors found on tumor and normal cells outside the bone marrow play a role?

Experimental and clinical data on anemia and its treatment have been extensively discussed. So far, the means to manipulate 
the hemoglobin level, their indication and administration are to be clarifi ed.

The issues are:
• Why does transfusion not improve prognosis?
• What have we learned from trials using EPO to stimulate endogenous Hb production?
• What are the potential pitfalls of correcting anemia with EPO?
• What is the optimal design of EPO-RT trials?

Although there are still more questions than answers, the therapeutic potential of erythropoietin is of considerable interest 
to radiation oncologists. This report gives a summary reviewing the topic and ends on a note of caution: Mild anemia in cancer 
patients is no indication to use EPO outside clinical trials!

SW23/0322: Overview of the RERF scientifi c research program

 Burton G Bennett, Radiation Effects Research Foundation, Japan

RERF was founded to study the effects of radiation in survivors of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Several fi xed 
cohorts or sub-cohorts were established to provide epidemiological and clinical data on the health status and mortality of survivors 
and their children. Genetics and radiobiological studies are carried out to help interpret the fi ndings.

The Life Span Study is the core project of RERF. It consists of a large cohort from a general population of both sexes and all 
ages, encompassing a wide range of accurately known doses and incorporating accurate disease incidence and mortality recording. 
These features make this a very valuable and informative study.

The Adult Health Study is a clinical study of a sub-cohort of the Life Span Study. Examinations of survivors are conducted 
every two years, providing a continuing health profi le of an aging population and establishing the radiation-related risk of non-
cancer diseases.

The children of atomic-bomb survivors are being studied to determine whether genetic effects might be apparent that could be 
related to parental exposures. Initial study of post-natal defects did not demonstrate discernable effects. The mortality follow up is 
continuing. A new clinical study of survivor children was recently started to examine the health condition of these now middle-
aged individuals.

It is now 58 years since the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The legacy of those events still marks the lives of 
the survivors. RERF feels an important responsibility to investigate the effects of radiation to contribute to the welfare of those 
affected, to understand and quantify the effects, and to provide a scientifi c basis for radiation protection worldwide. We intend to 
continue a high quality scientifi c research program into the future, establishing where possible more collaborative efforts to be sure 
that our shared resources and capabilities are most effectively utilized.

SW23/0325: Human fetuses do not register chromosome damage infl icted by radiation exposure 
in lymphoid precursor cells

 Nori Nakamura,  Kazuo Ohtaki,  Yoshiaki Kodama,  Mimako Nakano,  Masahiro Itoh,  Akio A Awa,  John B Cologne, Radiation Effect
s Research Foundation, Hiroshima, Japan

Human fetuses are generally thought to be highly sensitive to radiation exposure since diagnostic, low-dose X rays (5-50 
mSv) have been suggested to increase the risk of childhood leukemia by about 50%. In contrast, animal studies generally did 
not demonstrate a high radiosensitivity of fetuses and the underlying causes for the discrepancy are not understood. Here, we 
examined atomic-bomb survivors exposed in utero for translocation frequency in blood lymphocytes at 40 years of age. Contrary 
to our expectation of higher radiosensitivity in fetuses than in adults, the frequency did not increase with dose except for a 
small, but statistically signifi cant increase (<1%) at doses below 0.1 Sv. Although an upward convex, humped dose response has 
been observed in other instances, the peak usually lies at doses above a few Gy, and few examples are known showing the peak 
response at such low doses. We interpret the results as indicating that fetal lymphoid and/or their precursor cells are sensitive to 
elimination through apoptosis when damaged. Our results provide a biological basis to resolve the long-standing controversy 
that substantial risk of childhood leukemia is implicated in human fetuses exposed to low-dose diagnostic X rays whereas animal 
studies composed mainly of exposures to higher doses consistently fail to confi rm it.
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SW23/0324: Thyroid disorders in atomic-bomb survivors

 Misa Imaizumi,  Kazuo Neriishi,  Masazumi Akahoshi,  Gen Suzuki,  Eiji Nakashima, Radiation Effect Research Foundation, Japan; 
 Shigenobu Nagataki, Japan Radioisotope Association, Japan;  Katsumi Eguchi, Nagasaki University, Japan

It is known from several studies, including those from RERF that radiation exposure can cause thyroid tumors (Socolow, N 
Engl J Med. 1963;268:406, Parker, Ann Intern Med. 1974;80:600). Effects of radiation on autoimmune thyroid disease are not 
well understood. We have conducted thyroid disease screening on a population of 2856 individuals from the Adult Health Study 
(AHS) cohort of atomic-bomb survivors for the period of 1984-1987. This study, which for logistical reasons involved survivors 
only from Nagasaki, revealed a statistically signifi cant relationship between radiation dose and prevalence of solid nodules, 
including cancer, and that of autoimmune hypothyroidism (Nagataki, JAMA. 1994;272:364). Because the previous thyroid 
study was conducted only in Nagasaki, the new comprehensive thyroid disease screening study has been ongoing in Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki AHS participants since March 2000. For about 4,000 participants in Hiroshima and Nagasaki AHS cohort, 
thyroid ultrasonography, aspiration biopsy of nodules, thyroid function test, thyroid autoantibody (thyroid peroxidase antibody 
and thyroglobulin antibody) test by highly sensitive assay using enzyme linked immunosorbent assay were performed for the 
diagnosis of thyroid diseases. Analysis of data from the 1874 people examined through July 2001 (915 people from Hiroshima, 
959 people from Nagasaki) provides evidence that thyroid cancer increases with radiation dose. The prevalence of positive result 
for thyroid autoantibody test is increased in the people exposed to relative low dose of radiation (0.01-0.99 Sv). Examination and 
measurements was completed in February 2003 for all patients. The analysis of these data is providing new and more complete 
insights into relationships between thyroid diseases and low doses of radiation.

SW23/0326: The impact on radiation risk estimates of effect modifi ers and confounders

 Gerald B Sharp,  John B Cologne,  Donald A Pierce,  Shoji Tokuoka, Radiation Effects Research Foundation, Japan

We have conducted studies of the joint effects of radiation with other risk factors for liver, lung, and breast cancer in the cohort of 
Japanese survivors of the 1945 atomic bombings.

Based on follow-up of 45,113 subjects from 1958 through 1994, of whom 592 developed lung cancer, we found the effects of 
smoking and radiation to be signifi cantly non-multiplicative and consistent with additivity. Adjustment for smoking reduced the 
female:male ratio of radiation risk estimates for lung cancer in this cohort from 5.8 to 1.6, a ratio more similar to that for all solid 
cancers.

We conducted cross sectional and case control studies within the A-bomb survivor cohort to assess the joint effects of radiation 
with hepatitis B virus (HBV) and C virus (HCV) infections on the etiology of liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). 
Our study of 268 pathologist-confi rmed cirrhosis cases and 843 subjects without cirrhosis, found no relationship between A-bomb 
radiation and cirrhosis after adjustment for viral hepatitis. In terms of HCC, our study of 238 pathologist-confi rmed cases and 894 
controls showed super-multiplicative interaction between radiation and HCV infections. Our results suggest that while chronic 
radiation exposure acts as a complete carcinogen for HCC, acute irradiation may act in concert with an agent such as HCV that is 
associated with liver cell proliferation.

Studies in progress of the joint effects of radiation with insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) and IGF Binding Protein 3 
(IGFBP-3), and total estradiol on the etiology of breast cancer, a particularly radiogenic tumor, will also be discussed.

SW23/0327: Irradiation increased oxidative stress levels in thymocytes in B6 mice

 Gen Suzuki,  Yoichiro Kusunoki,  Masayuki Kyoizumi, Radiation Effect Research Foundation, Japan;  Makoto Akashi, 
 Toshiyasu Hirama,  Yoshiya Shimada, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

It is generally accepted that radiation induces genetic instability in progenitor cells, accumulation of somatic mutations in 
descendant cells and fi nally increases transformation frequency, although the mechanism is still elusive. In addition to cancer, 
RERF reported that A-bomb exposure increased the incidence of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular diseases. Since oxidative 
stress is one of causes of atherosclerosis, and because alpha-ray irradiation elevated oxidative stress levels for prolonged period 
in cultured cells, we asked whether radiation might induce long-lasting oxidative stress in mice. Four weeks old B6 female mice 
were X-irradiated by 1.6 Gy once a week for 4 successive weeks. This radiation protocol is a standard one that induces thymic 
lymphoma effectively in B6 mice. Oxidative stress levels were measured 8-10 weeks after the fi nal irradiation by two methods. 
One was the staining of thymocytes with dihydro-rhodamine-123 (DHR) that accumulated in mitochondria and converted into 
a fl uorescent dye, rhodamine-123, upon oxidation. Another was an EIA measurement of an oxidative stress marker, urinary 
8-isoprostane, which refl ected the oxidation of lipid membranes. Oxidative stress levels in thymocytes increased in 9 out of 15 
irradiated mice, especially those mice showing abnormal thymic regeneration. The levels of urinary 8-isoprastane increased in 
irradiated mice. These results support an idea that radiation induces long-lasting oxidative stress in vivo and at least in part through 
this mechanism induces cardiovascular diseases.
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SW24/0328: Current status of radioimmunotherapy of epithelial tumours

 Andrew M Scott, Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research, Australia

Targeted radioimmunotherapy is one of the most promising areas of clinical investigation in cancer. The selection of targets for 
this approach is based on fundamental issues relating to specifi city, biologic function and the molecular causes of cancer. Key 
elements in the development of recombinant antibodies (mAbs) to epithelial targets linked to isotopes for dsDNA damage and 
induction of apoptotic cell death, are 1) selection of suitable antigens as targets; 2) utilising constructs that are engineered for 
selectivity and optimal pK; 3) radioisotopes with high LET (eg 131I, 90Y, 177Lu, 225Ac) becoming more readily available; and 4) 
combination approaches (eg with drugs, multistep targeting) now developed for optimising cell death.

We have developed a range of recombinant mAbs for radioimmunotherapy of epithelial tumours, directed against antigens 
expressed on stromal and cancer cell surface targets. We have completed 2 Phase Ib trials with huA33 (against colorectal cancer), 
and demonstrated selective targeting of tumour for up to 6 weeks. MTD in a 131I dose escalation study of 15 pts was 40mCi/
m2, due to haematologic toxicity. Population based pK showed T1/2beta 135.2hrs, Cl 0.035L/hr, V1 3.48L, V

ss
 5.49L. Stable 

disease was observed in 27% pts. A Phase I trial of combined treatment with chemotherapy and huA33 radioimmunotherapy has 
commenced. Optimising radioimmunotherapy approaches with biologic therapy has the potential to improve response rates and 
lead to potential new therapies for cancer patients.

SW24/0329: Radioimmunotherapy of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma

 Gregory Wisemann, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota, United States

Non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas (NHL) are malignancies derived from lymphocytes with approximately 80% involving B-cell 
lymphocytes and 95% of B-cell lymphomas expressing the CD20 antigen on the tumor cell surface membrane. Although NHL 
is considered a curable disease, many patients especially those with indolent NHL relapse and eventually die. For patients 
with limited stage disease, conventional radiation therapy is utilized. For advanced stage disease combination chemotherapy 
and Rituximab, a chimeric anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody is the standard therapy. Radioimmunotherapy is a recent addition 
for treatment of NHL and utilizes a tumor cell targeting monoclonal antibody chemically linked to a therapeutic radionuclide 
delivering radiation to tumor cells while limiting toxicity to normal cells. The advantage of radioimmunotherapy is the ability 
to treat multiple tumor sites throughout the body following intravenous infusion. The most common radionuclides used for 
radioimmunotherapy have been 131Iodine (I-131) and more recently 90Yttrium (Y-90). Y-90 is bound to the monoclonal antibody 
using metal chelating groups while I-131 is directly linked to the antibody. Phase I, II and III therapy trials of I-131 or Y-90 labeled 
anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies have shown radioimmunotherapy to be safe and highly effective in the treatment of B-cell NHL. 
Transient hematologic toxicity with nadirs occurring at 7 to 9 weeks and lasting approximately 1 to 2 weeks has been the only 
side-effects. The response rates from radioimmunotherapy have been higher than for the unlabeled antibody therapy (Y-90 anti-
CD20 vs. Rituximab response rates = 80% vs. 56% ( p = 0.002) and complete response (CR) rates were 30% and 16% respectively 
(p=0.04). Radiolabeled anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies are now being used alone or in combination with chemotherapy, external 
beam radiation or stem cell transplantation for treating patients with NHL.

Conclusion: Radioimmunotherapy has become a value new treatment for patients with NHL taking advantage of the radiation 
sensitivity of lymphoma cells and the tumor specifi c targeting of monoclonal antibodies.

SW24/0330: Bone-seeking radiopharmaceuticals in skeletal malignancy: evolution, not revolution

 David MacFarlane, Royal Brisbane Hospital, Australia

Many advanced malignancies are complicated by skeletal metastases, with attendant pain and disability. External beam 
radiotherapy is still the most effective treatment for isolated lesions. Bone-seeking radiopharmaceuticals were perceived as a 
means of delivering radiation to multiple lesions simultaneously. A wide variety of radioisotopes have been used in this endeavor, 
with myelosuppression being the most signifi cant potential adverse effect. Benefi ts of treatment are modest, including a transient 
improvement in pain control and perhaps prolongation of the treatment-free period. This is best demonstrated in prostate cancer 
with lower responses by skeletal metastases from breast and lung cancers.

However, the treatment is yet to produce any improvement in patient survival. Experimental approaches to improve treatment 
effi cacy include combination with cytotoxic therapy, and administration earlier in the course of the disease.

Bone seeking radiopharmaceuticals have been used in treatment of advanced osteosarcoma in humans and canines and 
achieved effective palliation. The myelosuppressive effects of these agents have been exploited in patients with multiple myeloma 
to assist in attaining myeloablation prior to stem cell transplantation.

Development of more potent non-radiolabelled bisphosphonates and recognition of their antitumour effect against several 
tumours has sparked a recrudescence of interest in their use for bone metastases. Set against these developments, the role of bone-
seeking radiopharmaceuticals in skeletal metastases may need to be redefi ned..
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SW25/0334: H
2
 production in the radiolysis of water/oxide mixtures

 Jay A LaVerne, University of Notre Dame, United States

Recent studies have demonstrated that the energy deposited by ionizing radiation in heterogeneous aqueous systems can migrate 
from the solid phase to the liquid phase. One simple probe of the energy available in the aqueous phase is the observation of 
excess H

2
 production in the radiolysis of aqueous oxide slurries or of water adsorbed on oxide surfaces. The formation of H

2
 is 

found to be dependent on particle size indicating the importance of the interface. Radiolytic yields of H
2
 from adsorbed water can 

be two orders of magnitude greater than expected from the amount of energy directly deposited in the water layer. The excess 
H

2
 is probably due to the escape of electrons from the oxide surface to the bulk water, but the exact mechanism for the migration 

of energy in the bulk oxide and the interfacial reactions are not known. Studies with varying concentration of scavengers for the 
hydrated electron and its precursor suggest that relatively slow hydrated electron reactions are responsible for the additional H

2
 

produced in the bulk water phase of some oxide slurries. The impact of these observations on different heterogeneous aqueous 
systems will be discussed.

SW25/0331: Radical scavenging by colloid particles

 Paul Mulvaney, University of Melbourne, Australia

Small colloid particles may be used to scavenge photolytically or radiolytically generated radicals in aqueous solution. The 
process normally involves electron transfer between the particle and radical. In this talk we discuss fi rstly the kinetics of electron 
transfer,the scavenging effi ciency and cathodic discharge processes. Double layer corrections are essential to understand the 
rates of scavenging. In the second part of the talk, the use of surface plasmon spectroscopy to monitor electron transfer to metal 
particles is presented. Finally the concept of a colloid based nanocapacitor will be illustrated. This consists of a semiconductor-
metal core-shell nanoparticle. This heterostructure functions as a diode, allowing electrons to be trapped in the core. The process is 
demonstrated using radiolytically generated 2-hydroxypropyl radicals and Au@SnO

2
 particles.

SW25/0332: Low energy electron damage to condensed biomolecules

 Andrew D Bass,  Leon Sanche, University of Sherbooke, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada

A signifi cant fraction of the energy given to condensed matter from high-energy radiation is transferred via the production of 
secondary electrons with initial energies < 20 eV [1] that prior to thermalization, interact with the surrounding environment. 
Consequently, there is a need to investigate the condensed phase interactions of low energy electrons (LEE) and identify their 
role in radiation damage to living systems. Experiments with energy-selected beams of electrons, incident from vacuum upon 
thin molecular solids, reveal that the interactions of LEE with condensed atoms and molecules have much in common with those 
observed in gas-phase collision physics [2]. For example, scattering cross sections at low energies are often dominated by the 
formation of transient negative ions (TNI) while molecular damage can be affected via dissociative electron attachment (DEA). 
Moreover, experiments with plasmid DNA targets [3] reveal a surprisingly low energetic threshold for single and double strand 
breaks by LEE and an energy dependence indicative of damage via TNI formation. Here, we will describe new measurements of 
electron induced damage to plasmid and linear DNA as determined by the electron stimulated desorption (ESD) of H-, O-, OH- and 
CN- from these targets. These results are compared to ESD measurements of anions from pure samples of various DNA sub-units 
including H

2
O, amino acid bases and sugar-phosphate chain analogues and with the desorbed yield of neutrals from single-

stranded oligonucliotides. ESD experiments with dimethyl-disulfi de and acetamide targets, which model the peptide and disulfi de 
bonds of proteins, will also be discussed.

This work is supported by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research.
[1]V. Cobut et al., Radiat. Phys. Chem. 51, 229 (1998)
[2]L. Sanche Scanning Microscopy 9, 619 (1995)
[3]B. Boudaiffa et al. Science 287, 1658 (2000)
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SW25/0333: Alteration of interfaces under irradiation

 Catherine M Corbel, France

An approach that has been successful to investigate the properties of irradiated matter has been the use of electron, ion or neutron 
beams. Such a method is applied here to uranium oxide/water interfaces, UO2/H2O, to investigate whether the models that 
predict the long term ageing of spent nuclear fuel/water interfaces, UOX/H2O, needs to include effects due to its long term alpha 
radioactivity.

After a brief review of the literature, a new type of experiment is described where a cyclotron (CERI_CNRS/Orléans) 
is used to irradiate a UO

2
/H

2
O interface with a He2+ ion beam. The beam emerges in water with an energy that varies at the 

interface between 0 and 20 MeV depending on the oxide thickness. The effect of oxygen in solution is investigated by comparing 
experiments where UO2 is leached by either Air or Ar (99,9999 %) purged deionized water.

After irradiation at high fl ux (>= 3.3x1010 α.cm-2 s-1), the Air or Ar purged solutions contain high concentrations of hydrogen 
peroxide, hydroxonium and uranium. The concentrations measured after one hour of irradiation increases as a function of the fl ux. 
The formation of an hydrated uranium peroxide, studtite UO

2
(O

2
).4H

2
O, layer on the UO

2
 surface is identifi ed by grazing X-ray 

diffraction. Irradiation induces a corrosion process where U(IV) is transformed into U(VI).
The effect of the radiolytic production of H

2
O

2
 is compared to that of H

2
O

2
 addition. The formation of studtite is in both cases 

observed. The uranium release differs however strikingly. It is much higher when H
2
O

2
 is produced by irradiation than when it 

is simply added. Furthermore, it varies in opposite direction as a function of the H
2
O

2
 concentration. This gives evidence that the 

chemistry at the UO
2
 interface under irradiation differs signifi cantly from the chemistry induced by simply adding H

2
O

2
 to the 

solution. The free potential of a Pt electrode replacing UO
2
 is much higher under irradiation than after irradiation or H

2
O

2
 addition. 

The results suggest that transient radiolytic species play a role in the U release induced by He2+ irradiation. It is necessary to 
elucidate this role and include it in the models applied to the ageing of UOX/interfaces.

SW26/0336: Analysis of proteins phosphorylated at the early response of DNA double-strand breaks

 Akihiro Kurimasa,  Nozomi Tomimatsu,  Naoyo Kajitani,  Candice GC Tahimic,  Mitsuo Oshimura, Tottori University, Japan; 
 David J Chen, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States

The serine/threonine protein kinase, ATM, recognizes DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) at a very early stage, and plays a central 
role in transmitting damage signals to the cell cycle control machinery. To further understand the early events in DSBs recognition, 
we are undertaking two approaches: 1) identifi cation of novel substrates which are phosphorylated by ATM using phospho-specifi c 
antibody, and 2) analysis of phosphorylation profi le employing the proteomics-based 2-DE gel electrophoresis technique.

There is a well-known consensus sequence for phosphorylation by ATM characterized by serine followed by glutamine 
(SQ), and their surrounding amino acids. Using one of the consensus sequences, we synthesized a phosphorylated peptide for 
immunizing rabbit and generated a phospho-specifi c antibody. This novel antibody recognized phosphorylated proteins in mouse 
fi broblast cultures after 5 min of exposure to ionizing radiation. This high and constant level of phosphorylation persisted until 
the 2nd hour and started decreasing to basal levels from the fourth hour. This antibody also detected phospho-proteins in mouse 
fi broblast cultures exposed to chemical reagents that induce DSBs such as NCS, bleomycin and etoposide, and is thought to be 
specifi c for DNA DSBs-related proteins. Furthermore, this antibody did not recognize phospho-proteins in ATM-defi cient cells, 
suggesting that this phosphorylation is dependent on ATM kinase or downstream kinases controlled by ATM.

As a second approach, we identifi ed several spots that are phosphorylated in ATM wild type cells but not in ATM-defi cient 
cells by 2-DE proteomic analysis. We are conducting further studies to generate comprehensive, ATM-dependent phosphorylation 
profi les as a novel approach to understand early events in DNA damage recognition by ATM.

SW26/0338: Essential role of Nbs1 in DNA repair and damage response

 Hiroshi Tauchi,  Chizuko Muranaka,  Kenta Iijima,  Yusuke Ichimasa, Ibaraki University, Japan;  Junya Kobayashi, RIRBM, 
Hiroshima University, Japan;  Dik van Gent, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands;  Shunichi Takeda,  Kenshi Komatsu, 
Kyoto University, Japan

DNA double-strand break (DSB) induced by ionizing radiation is a critical damage for cell survival. There are at least two 
pathways which can repair DSBs: non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination (HR). The initial steps in 
DSB repair by HR involve the processing of DNA ends to produce 3’ single-stranded tails which are the substrates for homologous 
pairing and strand invasion. The Rad50/Mre11/Nbs1 complex has been suggested as a candidate which can generate the nuclease 
activity necessary to produce these tails. Nbs1 is known as an underlying gene for Nijmegen breakage syndrome, and is reported 
to be a regulator of the biochemical activities of the Rad50/Mre11/Nbs1 complex such as ATP-driven DNA unwinding and 
nuclease activity. However, little is known of the relationship between the NHEJ and HR repair pathways and the triple complex, 
because Mre11-null or Rad50-null vertebrate cells are lethal in contrast to yeast mutants. To investigate the role of the Rad50/
Mre11/Nbs1 complex in HR in vertebrate cells, we established an Nbs1 knockout cell line by using the chicken DT40 cells. The 
disruption of Nbs1 reduces gene conversion and sister chromatid exchanges, similar to other HR-defi cient mutants. In fact, a site-
specifi c DSB repair assay showed a remarkable reduction of HR events following DSB generation in Nbs1-disrupted cells. The 
rare recombinants observed in the Nbs1-disrupted cells were frequently found to have aberrant structures, which are possibly arise 
from an unusual crossover events, suggesting that the Nbs1 complex might be required to process recombination intermediates. 
The results from further analysis on functional domain of Nbs1 in HR, or on the role of Nbs1 in cellular responses to DNA damage 
will be presented.
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SW26/0337: Delayed activation of p53 in the progeny of x-ray surviving cells

 Keiji Suzuki,  Seiji Kodama,  Masami Watanabe, Nagasaki University, Japan

Ionizing radiation induces genomic instability, which is transmitted through many generations after irradiation in the progeny of 
surviving cells. To detect delayed reactivation of p53 protein, we constructed a reporter plasmid containing the p53-responsible 
promoter and the bacterial beta-galactosidase gene, and introduced it into human fi brosarcoma (HT1080) cells, which retain wild 
type p53 function. The resultant clones induce beta-galactosidase protein after X-irradiation, and the induction kinetics were 
similar to those of p21 protein. More than 90% of the cells were stained blue when the cells were incubated with X-gal 4 hours 
after 6 Gy of X-rays, while very few control cells were beta-gal positive. The primary colonies formed after 6 Gy of X-rays 
were collected, and they were subjected to secondary colony formation. We observed that a signifi cant number of surviving 
colonies contained beta-gal positive cells, suggesting that delayed reactivation of p53 occurred in the progeny of irradiated cells. 
Furthermore, foci formation of phosphorylated histone H2AX, which corresponds to DNA double strand breaks, was detected in 
the progeny of surviving cells. These fi ndings provide the possibility that the observed instability results from these DNA breaks, 
i.e., the breaks lead to delayed chromosome rearrangements, delayed cell death etc., many generations after irradiation, and that 
activation of p53 function may eliminate cells that have potentially accumulated genomic alterations.

SW26/0335: A sensitive transcriptome analysis method

 Masumi Abe,  Ryutaro Fukumura,  Hirokazu Takahashi,  Toshiyuki Saito,  Akira Fujimori,  Kouichi Tatsumi,  Ryoko Araki, National In
stitute of Radiological Sciences, Japan; Shinji Sato, maze, Japan

We have developed a gene expression profi ling method called “High coverage expression profi ling” (HiCEP) analysis. The method 
requires no sequence information and so is applicable even to eukaryotes for which there is no genome information available. By 
making improvements to the selective PCR technique we have reduced the rate of false-positive peaks to approximately 5% and 
then the number of peaks including overlapping peaks was decreased drastically. This enables us to determine the relationship 
between peaks and original transcripts unequivocally, and will make it practical to prepare a database for all peaks. The precise 
selection also enables us to easily clone peaks of interest and predict the corresponding gene for each peak. The procedure is 
highly reproducible and sensitive enough to detect even a 1.2-fold difference in gene expression. Most importantly, the low false-
positive rate enabled us to analyze gene expression with wide coverage by means of 4-nucleotide recognition restriction enzymes 
for the fi nger printing of mRNAs. The method detects 70-80% of all transcripts, including non-coding transcripts, unknown and 
known genes.

PL08/0340: A century of quantitating radiation response

 H Rodney Withers, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, United States

As their name indicates, X rays were a surprise serendipitous discovery about which nothing was known a little over a century 
ago. Not surprisingly, characterizing of dose responses evolved slowly, refl ecting diffi culties in quantifying both physical dose 
and biological responses. It was about 35 years after Roentgen’s discovery before an international standard (the R) was accepted 
for measuring dose and named after him. Within 10 years of that there was pressure to change from measuring ionization of air 
to absorbed dose in tissue but another 20 years and a second World War before the rad was adopted. Thirty years later the rad 
was dropped in favor of SI units to describe the same thing and named the Gray after the main proponent of the concept of the 
rad. Early on, radiochemical dosimetry was introduced in the form of color changes in proprietary pastilles. Biological function 
was also used as a dosimeter in the early times, examples being erythema of the skin, inhibition of growth of bean roots, or the 
suppression of hatching of eggs from fruit fl ies or worms. Other biological responses were measured (eg destruction of fertility 
by irradiating testes), but were not used as dosimeters. Dose survival curves based on clonal regrowth by survivors were fi rst 
described for bacteria about 30 years before Puck’s fi rst description of mammalian cell radiosensitivity, using Chinese hamster 
cells. Functional changes in irradiated normal tissues after a multifraction course of radiation therapy can provide a very precise 
estimate of cell survival per single dose fraction but conversely, it requires very precise measurement of survival from a single 
dose fraction to be able to predict the ultimate response to a series of doses, a level of precision never likely to be achieved for 
clinical application. It seems that there is not a wide spread in radiosensitivities of normal tissues within the population. Progress 
is slow in predicting which tumors will respond poorly to radiation therapy but predictably such predictions will have to depend 
on measuring surrogates for cellular radioresistance, rather than tumor cell survival per se. If we are lucky, a few of the enormous 
number of molecular responses to the stress of irradiation may become useful predictors of response of individual tumors to 
radiotherapy.
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SW27/0342: Exploiting biological responses to hypoxia

 Bradly G Wouters,  Marianne Koritzinsky, University of Maastricht, The Netherlands;  Costas Koumenis, Wake Forest University, 
United States

Tumors grow within a unique microenvironment characterized by a heterogeneous distribution of oxygen. Many investigators 
have realized that this unique environment can serve as a target to direct therapy specifi cally to the tumor. Examples include 
development of bioreductive drugs that are activated only in hypoxic cells and anaerobic bacteria which deliver gene products in 
colonized hypoxic tumor areas. More recently, hypoxia has been associated with malignant progression, angiogenesis, metastasis 
and genomic instability. This has stimulated an understanding of the biological responses to hypoxia and these responses may 
also become attractive targets for therapy. Changes in cell behavior during hypoxia are brought about by changes in gene 
expression and protein function. Two principal gene regulatory pathways have been identifi ed that operate at the levels of gene 
transcription and protein synthesis respectively. Transcriptional changes are due in large part to the activation of the HIF1 
transcription factor which induces more than 30 known genes. Changes in the rate of protein synthesis result from the inhibition 
of the initiation step of mRNA translation through regulation of the initiation factors eIF2α and eIF4E. Both of these pathways 
infl uence the expression of many different gene products which ultimately determine the behavior of hypoxic cells. Both of these 
pathways may also promote the tolerance of tumor cells to hypoxia through regulation of energy homeostasis. ATP production 
is stimulated by HIF through the induction of genes involved in glycolysis, whereas ATP usage is reduced through inhibition of 
protein synthesis, normally the highest consumer of ATP in the cell. I will review our recent research aimed at understanding the 
molecular pathways which respond to hypoxia to inhibit mRNA translation and their biological consequences. Our data indicate 
this biological response to hypoxia is an attractive target for exploitation as a result of its infl uence on both hypoxia tolerance and 
gene expression.

SW27/0343: Interim results of TROG 98.02 – a randomized phase II study of 5-fl uorouracil, 
cisplatin and radiation versus tirapazamine, cisplatin and radiation for advanced squamous cell 
carcinoma of the head and neck

 Lester Peters, Australia;  Danny Rischin,  June Corry,  Richard Fisher, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia; 
 James W Denham, Newcastle Mater Misericordiae Hospital, Australia;  Michael Jackson,  Michael Geoffrey Poulsen, 
Royal Brisbane Hospital, Australia;  Michael Penniment, Royal Adelaide Hospital, Australia;  J Smith;  A Macann;  M Kenny

Design: From September 1998 to May 2002, 122 previously untreated patients with Stage III (excl T1N1) or IV squamous 
cell carcinoma of the oral cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx or larynx were randomised to receive radiotherapy and concurrent 
chemotherapy using either cisplatin (50 mg/m2) on day 1 and infusional 5FU (360 mg/m2/day) on days 1-5 of weeks 6 and 7 
(CIS/FU) or cisplatin (75 mg/m2) plus tirapazamine (290 mg/m2/day) on day 2 of weeks 1, 4 and 7 and tirapazamine alone (160 
mg/m2/day) on days 1, 3 and 5 of weeks 2 and 3 (CIS/TPZ). Radiotherapy for all patients was 70Gy/35 fx/7 weeks to gross 
disease and 50 Gy to sites of potential subclinical regional spread. Originally designed as a limited (60 patient) trial to select one 
of the regimens for future TROG studies based on their feasibility, response rates and toxicity, the accrual target was increased to 
120 patients in order to more reliably assess the safety of the regimens in a multi-institutional setting and to allow comparisons of 
effi cacy to be made. The primary effi cacy endpoint of the expanded study was failure-free survival.

Results: Effi cacy: With a median follow-up of 2.6 years (range 0.4-4.0 yrs), estimated 3 year failure-free survival rates were 
55% for CIS/TPZ vs 44% for CIS/FU (logrank p=0.16). Corresponding overall survival rates were 60% vs 46%. Estimated 
freedom from loco-regional relapse was 84% for CIS/TPZ vs 66% for CIS/FU. (p=0.069).

Toxicity: Acute radiation toxicities were similar except for grade 3 skin reactions, which were signifi cantly increased and 
protracted in the CIS/FU arm (p=0.015). Grade 3-4 neutropenia occurred in 36% of the CIS/TPZ arm compared to 17% in the CIS/
FU arm (p=0.022). Corresponding rates of febrile neutropenia were 15% and 6%. Grade 3 nausea, vomiting and diarrhoea were 
more common in the CIS/TPZ arm. Grade 3-4 TPZ-related cramping occurred in 15% of patients. Overall decrease in performance 
status during treatment was worse in the CIS/TPZ arm (p=0.016). Late toxicities were similar for all tissues except mucous 
membranes where all 8 grade 3-4 changes occurred in the CIS/TPZ arm.

Conclusion: Treatment with the CIS/TPZ regimen is associated with better loco-regional disease control, FFS and OS than is 
treatment with CIS/FU though none of the differences in this interim analysis is statistically signifi cant. Toxicity is signifi cant but 
manageable. Final analysis of the trial will be reported in 2004. Based on this phase II study, a large international phase III trial 
evaluating the CIS/TPZ regimen relative to the Intergroup protocol using concurrent cisplatin 100 mg/m2 on days 1, 22, and 43 of 
radiotherapy is underway with over 100 patients randomised as of 1 May 2003.
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SW27/0341: Prodrugs designed to discriminate pathological (tumour) 
and physiological (normal tissue) hypoxia

 William R Wilson, Auckland Cancer Society Research Centre, New Zealand;  Adam V Patterson, The University of Auckland, 
New Zealand

There is now abundant evidence that hypoxic contributes to treatment failure in radiation therapy. As a target for therapeutic 
intervention, hypoxia is especially attractive because it is a common feature of most human tumours and therefore a potential 
“pan target” across many tumour types. However, attempts to exploit hypoxia face the problem that oxygen concentrations in 
some normal tissues are also heterogeneous and that O

2
 distributions in tumours and normal tissues overlap. Simply adjusting 

the K value (O
2
 concentration for 50% inhibition of activation) does not provide a satisfactory solution. Bioreductive drugs 

like tirapazamine with high K values are activated signifi cantly in several normal tissues, while nitro compounds and quinones 
with low K values spare the hypoxic tumour cells at “intermediate” O

2
 tensions (1-10 mM O

2
) which are considered to be major 

contributors to tumour radioresistance. A potential strategy for overcoming this dilemma is to design prodrugs that are activated 
only at very low K values, but give relatively stable cytotoxic metabolites capable of diffusing to cells at higher O

2
 concentrations. 

This approach redefi nes the therapeutic target as cells adjacent to zones of pathological hypoxia (<1 mM O
2
), providing 

discrimination from physiological hypoxia in normal tissues. Detecting bioreductive prodrugs capable of providing bystander 
killing of this kind is not straightforward. We have adapted a multicellular layer (MCL) co-culture model for quantifying bystander 
effects in GDEPT (Wilson et al., Cancer Res., 62: 1425-1432, 2002), and have used this to measure bystander effects of hypoxia-
activated prodrugs. This model uses differences in metabolic activation of bioreductive drugs between A459 cell lines with low 
and high cytochrome P450 reductase activity, rather than O

2
 gradients, to effect localised prodrug activation. It shows that TPZ 

and the nitroimidazole RSU-1069 have little or no bystander effect, but that dinitrobenzamide mustards related to CB 1954 show 
marked bystander killing. Additional studies characterising the extracellular metabolites of dinitrobenzamide prodrugs show they 
have suitable properties for diffusion into well-oxygenated regions from hypoxic zones.

SW28/0346: Environmental radiation protection – a brief history

 Alex P Zapantis, Offi ce of the Supervising Scientist, Australia

The effects of ionising radiation on man has been studied intensely for decades, and the system of radiation protection for man 
has been continually refi ned in the light of those studies. That system assumes that if man is protected, non-human biota at the 
species level will also be adequately protected. However, an increasing recognition of the need to protect the environment, and 
international agreements signed in 1992, have resulted in that paradigm being questioned, with the onus shifting slowly towards 
demonstrating that the environment is protected. Further, radiation protection agencies and environmental protection agencies 
around the world have now started considering the issue of developing a system of radiation protection for the environment. The 
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) are also active 
in this area.

The purpose of this paper is to briefl y outline some of the issues confronting environmental and radiation protection specialists, 
and to mention some of the initiatives being taken by the international community to resolve those issues.

SW28/0344: International activities in environmental radiation protection – 
a radiation biologists perspective

 Synnöve Sundell-Bergman,  Carl-Magnus Larsson, Swedish Radiation Protection Authority, Sweden

The evolving integration of environmental impact assessments into the regulatory process together with Society’s concern about 
environmental protection have emphasised the importance of developing a common international approach that demonstrates 
protection of the environment from ionising radiation. ICRP has expressed their wish to play a key role, both in advising and in 
providing the basic interpretation of existing scientifi c knowledge for such an approach. The European Union launched a research 
project three years ago, aiming at developing a methodology to be used for environmental risk assessments for ionising radiation 
(Framework for ASSessment of Environmental impacT). The main objective of FASSET has been to produce a system for the 
environmental risk assessments which links together exposures, doses and effects. This is accomplished by use of reference 
organisms including radioecological and dosimetric modelling. Within FASSET a database on biological effects was also set 
up including more than thousand references and ca 25 000 data entries. Most of the information in the database, however, 
originates from studies on acute exposures while the focus for non-human organisms must be on chronic exposures to long-lived 
radionuclides in the environment. It therefore seems necessary to perform several extrapolation tasks in order to characterize the 
risks. The heterogeneity of exposure conditions in the environment along with non-uniform deliverance of doses of main practical 
relevance must be considered. This will have great impact on the fi nal biological effects. Applications of weighting factors may 
be anticipated which are already an established method in radiation protection dosimetry. A summary of the work that has been 
completed to date in FASSET and ICRP will be presented. Some aspects will be further given on the RBE key issues.
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SW28/0345: Combined exposures of ionising radiation and chemicals: what is the relevance for 
environmental protection?

 Christian Streffer, University of Essen, Germany

Risk factors and regulations for toxic agents are usually based on studies after exposures to single agents, but exposures in the 
environment take place mostly to multiple agents. Frequently additive effects are observed after combined exposures in the 
low dose ranges, but some studies have been performed which show that certain cases supraadditive effects can develop after 
combined exposures to ionising radiation and chemicals. Apparently specifi c mechanisms are necessary for such a supraaditivity.

For the development of stochastic radiation effects the fi rst steps are connected to radiation damage in DNA which can 
be repaired effi ciently, however, some residual damage remains. This damage and misrepair events are the basis for a later 
development of damaging effects. Cell proliferation and its changes are involved. Chemicals can interfere with these steps of 
development. It is possible that chemicals (e.g. alkylating agents)as well as ionising radiations induce DNA damages. In most 
cases this only leads to additive or subadditive effects. However, substances which reduce the DNA repair, cf. heavy metals, can be 
very important enhancers of radiation damage. Further some hormones like estrogens and corresponding anthropogenic chemicals 
can stimulate cell proliferation and enhance the radiation effect through these mechanisms cf. by increasing the number of mutated 
cells. This can occur even after a longer period of the radiation exposures whereas inhibition of DNA repair is necessary directly 
after radiation exposures.

In a number of cases it has been shown that chemicals frequently only lead in a higher dose range to supraadditive effects with 
radiation. However, in this respect hormonal acting substances can be very effi cient even in a low dose range.

Also in some studies it could be shown that the effects of ionising radiation can be enhanced by other toxic exposures. 
The most important and best studied examples are the combination of tobacco smoke with high exposures to radon and their 
radioactive daughter products.

SW29/0347: Subpicosecond pulse radiolysis studies on spur reactions and nanotechnology

 Seiichi Tagawa, Osaka University, Japan

Recently we developed a subpicosecond pulse radiolysis system, although the time resolution of pulse radiolysis had remained 
about 30 ps for these 30 years. Time resolution and S/N ratio have been improved dramatically. The subpicosecond pulse 
radiolysis is a very powerful method to detect and observe transient phenomena in radiation chemistry and physics within 30 ps.

By using the subpicosecond pulse radiolysis, many researches have been carried out on ultrafast phenomena in radiation 
chemistry, physics, biology and applied fi elds such as material science.Especially the spur reaction, which is one of the most 
important reactions in radiation chemistry, physics and biology, has been studied in the very wide time range from subpicosecond 
to several hundred nanoseconds by very high S/N ratio. These experimental results were analyzed theoretically and applied to the 
basic data for nanofabrication, which are very important in both next generation lithography and nanotechnology.

SW29/0348: Capabilities and applications of Brookhaven’s picosecond laser-electron accelerator facility

 Alison M Funston,  James F Wishart,  John R Miller,  Andrew R Cook,  Richard A Holroyd,  Pavel Poliakov,  Norihiko Takeda, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, United States

The Brookhaven National Laboratory Laser-Electron Accelerator Facility (LEAF) is a unique facility that combines the strengths 
of accelerators and lasers in one instrument for pulse radiolysis. It is based on a compact (30 cm) accelerator that produces 9 MeV 
electron bunches on the order of 5 picoseconds long. An intrinsic feature of the LEAF facility is the availability of additional 
laser pulses synchronised with the electron beam, which enable picosecond pulse-probe and femtosecond pulse-pump-probe 
transient absorption experiments to be performed on radiolytically-generated reactive chemical species to measure their reactivity 
and excited-state dynamics. LEAF has been used to study early radiolytic processes such as geminate recombination, as well as 
dissociative electron attachment to aryl halides, charge transport in molecular wires, radiolysis of ionic liquids and supercritical 
fl uids, and reaction mechanisms relevant to solar photoconversion. Present and future experimental capabilities of the LEAF 
facility will be presented along with examples of applications such as those listed above. Supported by the U.S. Department of 
Energy, Division of Chemical Sciences, Offi ce of Basic Energy Sciences, under contract DE-AC02-98-CH1088.
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SW29/0349: ELYSE, a new picosecond electron accelerator at Orsay

 Jacqueline D Belloni,  Michel Gaillard,  Hughes Monard,  Jean-Philippe Larbre,  Francis Gobert,  Mehran Mostafavi, 
 Isabelle Lampre,  Jean-Louis Marignier, University Paris-Sud/CNRS, France

ELYSE is a new instrument allowing to study fast kinetics processes at picosecond range by the complementary techniques of 
pulse radiolysis and laser photochemistry which was installed by the Laboratoire de Chimie Physique, University Paris-Sud, at 
Orsay. It was designed and constructed by the Linear Accelerator Laboratory, Orsay. The accelerator is a RF photocathode electron 
gun type which will deliver electron pulses of less than 5 ps FWHM. The Cs

2
Te cathode was chosen because of its high effi ciency 

and long life time. Photoelectrons are generated by a picosecond synchronized laser system with a normal incidence. The charge 
per pulse is 1 nC with a dark current less than 1 % and a repetition frequency 1 to 50 Hz. Other detailed specifi cations of the 
accelerator, of the laser and of the optical spectroscopy detection set-up are described.

PP10/0350: Infl ammatory response and abscopal effects in the lungs after abdominal irradiation

 Anne Van der Meeren,  Pascale Monti,  Claire Squiban,  Julie Wysocki,  Marie Vandamme,  Nina Griffi ths, IRSN, France

Abscopal effects can be defi ned as biological effects observed in a tissue outside of the fi eld of irradiation. Elucidating such 
mechanisms might help in the understanding of the radiation-induced multi organ failure. However, the mechanisms involved are 
still poorly understood. In the present study, C57BL6/J mice were irradiated in the abdominal region using an ORION accelerator, 
at the dose of 15 Gy. Infl ammatory response was evaluated by measuring with ELISA TNF-α, IL-6 and KC in the plasma of 
irradiated mice as well as in the jejunum and in the lungs. In addition, immunohistochemistry was used to determine PECAM-1 
expression in the lungs.

Results show the radiation-induced increase Three and 6 days after exposure in the concentrations of IL-6 and KC measured 
in the plasma, although TNF-α remained undetectable. In the jejunum, KC content was greatly enhanced in irradiated animals, but 
IL-6 and TNF-α enhancements were only moderate. KC was also increased in the lungs of irradiated animals as compared to sham 
irradiated mice. In addition, PECAM-1 expression on lung endothelial cells was enhanced 3 and 6 days post-exposure. Our results 
show that the lungs, outside of the fi eld of irradiation, show an infl ammatory response with enhanced chemokine production 
and adhesion molecule expression on endothelial cells. This effect could be mediated through the release and circulation of 
infl ammatory mediators in the blood and possibly in the lymphatic fl uid.

PP10/0500: Radiosensitization by small interfering RNAs (siRNA) targeting ATM

 Huifang Huang,  Biao Xi,  Alan Alfi eri,  Madhur Garg,  Ajay Sharma,  Chandan Guha, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, 
United States

Purpose: Previous work by us (Guha, C., et al, Gene Therapy 7, 2000 and Fan, Z., et al, Human Gene Therapy 7, 2000), using 
antisense ATM approaches demonstrated radiosensitization of prostate and glioblastoma cell lines. In an attempt to further develop 
radiosensitizing gene therapy strategies for attenuation of ATM protein expression, we screened a series of siRNAs against ATM in 
human transformed kidney and cervical carcinoma cells.

Methods: siRNAs were constructed as double-stranded ATM siRNA or the siRNA Hairpin cloned into pSilencer 1.0 -U6 
expression vectors and transfected into HeLa and 293 cells. All transfected cell-lines were clonally expanded and isolated for 
Western blot analysis. Clonogenic survival assay (0 – 10Gy single dose or 2Gy x 2q 4hr separation) for selected transfectant lines 
was perfomed. Cell cycle progression and S-phase fraction were determined by FACScan analysis.

Results and Discussion: Signifi cant down-regulation of ATM expression occurred as early as 48hrs in both oligonucleotide and 
plasmid-transfected cells. Protein down-regulation was dependent on target sequences selected and independent of format, whether 
in oligonucleotide only or as hairpin-plasmid. These siRNAs also demonstrated cytotoxicity as assessed by reduction of plating 
effi ciencies in clonogenic assay. ATM siRNA-transfected cells exhibited enhanced radiosensitivity, compared to cells transfected 
with control vectors. These data suggest that attenuation of ATM by transfection of siRNAs against ATM could be useful tools 
for studying the role of ATM in radiosensitivty of tumors. Adenoviral vectors expressing these siRNAs are being developed for 
potential use in radiosensitizing gene therapy.
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PP10/0352: Primary results of in-vivo photon activation therapy by synchrotron x-rays associated with 
intra-tumor cisplatinum in Fisher rats bearing orthotopic F98 glioma

 Marie-Claude Biston,  Aurélie Joubert,  Hélène Elleaume,  Jean-François Adam,  Anne-Marie Charvet,  François Estève, 
 Jacques Balosso, Equipe d’accueil Rayonnement Synchrotron Recherche Médi, Université Joseph Fourier, France; 
 Stéphanie Corde, Waikato hospital, France

Conventional radiotherapy of high-grade glioma is unsuccessful since less than 50 % of patients survive at 6 months. We propose 
a new radiotherapy procedure, the photon activation therapy (PAT), associating synchrotron radiation with a chemotherapy agent, 
cisdiamminedichloroplatinum (II) (CDDP). PAT aims at using the monochromaticity of the synchrotron source for selective 
excitation of a high-Z compound introduced in tumor cell DNA to maximize the photoelectric effect probability, thus increasing 
local toxicity, possibly by the contribution of Auger effect. We report the results obtained with 46 male Fisher 344 rats inoculated 
with 103 F98 glioma cells. The F98 model is known to be refractory to radiotherapy and very weakly immunogenic 1. On day 13 
after stereotactic inoculation, 3 µg of CDDP in 5 µl were injected intra-cerebrally (ic) into the tumor. The rats were then irradiated 
on day 14, with 78 keV photons, and 15 Gy. All F98 cell implantations resulted in tumor development. Median Survival Time 
(MeST) of untreated rats was 26 days (n = 9). No signifi cant difference (p = 0.0754) as assessed by the log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test 
was seen between animals treated with CDDP alone (MeST = 39 days) (n = 10) versus radiation alone (MeST = 48 days) (n = 9). 
However, a very large difference (p < 0.0001) was found between irradiated alone versus rats treated with CDDP and radiation 
(MeST = 206.5 days). After 260 days, 6 out of 18 rats treated with CDDP and radiation, are still alive. Previously, Barth et al2 
reported an increased in life span relative to MeST of 188 % using Boron Neutron Capture Therapy. This dramatic increase in life 
span (694 %) is to our knowledge, the largest obtained up to now with the F98 glioma model.

1 Barth, R. F. Journal of Neuro-Oncology. 36: 91-102, 1998.
2 Barth, R. F. et al International Journal of Radiation Oncology, Biology, Physics. 47: 209-18, 2000.

PP10/0353: ’Molecular switch’ vectors for hypoxia- and radiation-mediated gene therapy of cancer

 Olga Greco,  Brian Marples,  Michael C Joiner,  Simon D Scott, Wayne State University & Karmanos Cancer Institute, United States

Intratumoral areas of low oxygen concentration are known to be refractive to radiotherapy treatment. However, this physiological 
condition can be exploited for selective cancer gene therapy. We have developed a series of synthetic promoters selectively 
responsive to both hypoxia and ionizing radiation (IR). These promoters contain hypoxia regulatory elements (HREs) from the 
erythropoietin (Epo), the phosphoglycerate kinase 1 (PGK1) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) genes, and/or IR-
responsive CArG elements from the Early Growth Response 1 (Egr1) gene. The HRE and CArG promoters were able to regulate 
expression of reporter and suicide genes in human tumor cells, following corresponding stimulation with hypoxia (0.1% O2) or X-
irradiation (5Gy) [Greco et al, 2002, Gene Therapy 9:1403]. Furthermore, the chimeric HRE + CArG promoters could be activated 
by these stimuli independently or even more signifi cantly when given in combination, with the Epo HRE/CArG promoter proving 
to be the most responsive and robust. In order to amplify and maintain transgene expression even following withdrawal of the 
triggering stimuli, we have developed a ‘molecular switch’ system [Scott et al, 2000, Gene Therapy 7:1121]. This ‘switch’ system 
has now been engineered as a single vector molecule, containing HRE and CArG promoters. This new series of HRE/CArG switch 
vectors have been tested in a herpes simplex thymidine kinase (HSVtk)/ganciclovir (GCV) suicide gene assay. Results indicate 
that a) higher and more selective tumor cell kill is achieved with the switch when compared with the HRE and CArG promoters 
directly driving HSVtk expression and b) the Epo HRE/CArG switch vectors appear to function as effi ciently as the strong 
constitutive cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter construct.
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PP10/0354: Targeting of radioactive dendrimer nanoparticles to human squamous cell carcinoma: imaging 
and therapy implications

 Mohamed K Khan,  Shraddha S Nigavekar,  Lok Yun Sung,  Istvan Majoros, University of Michigan, United States; 
 Kimberly A Candido,  James R Baker,  Lajos Balogh, University of Michigan, Center for Biologic Nanotechnol, United States; 
 Christopher W Becker, University of Michigan, Michigan Memorial Phoenix Project, United States

Purpose: Poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimer nanoparticles are branched spherical macromolecules with discrete nanometer 
sizes, modifi able surfaces, and the ability to contain any combination of metals (radioactive isotopes) at a log fold higher level than 
is possible with antibodies. We quantitatively test whether it is possible to target 5 nm radioactive folate surfaced nanoparticles to 
human oral squamous cell carcinomas (SCC).

Methods: Two 3H labeled 5 nm dendrimers were synthesized and tested (folate surfaced E5.FA, and non-folated control 
E5.OAc). A human oral SCC (with elevated folate receptor) was injected s.c. into athymic (nu/nu) mice, the tumors grown to 600 
mm3, and the mice injected i.v. with 200 µg of nanoparticle. At different time points (5 minutes, and 2, 24, 96 and 168 hours) 
post-injection, samples of tissues and organs (lung, heart, liver, pancreas, spleen, kidney, tumor, and brain) were collected and 
processed. Another control group of mice was injected with 80 µg of free folic acid solution fi ve minutes prior to E5.FA, to 
compete for folate receptor binding, demonstrating specifi city. Nanoparticle excretion (urine and feces) was quantifi ed.

Results: Both nanoparticles cleared rapidly from blood. E5.FA deposition was proportionally greater in all tissues than 
E5.OAc, correlating with their folate receptor content. E5.FA deposition into the tumor was high and increased over time, peaking 
at 96 hours post-injection. This increase over time was only seen in tumor tissue. E5.FA tumor deposition was signifi cantly 
competed by a single injection of free folate, showing specifi city of folate receptor binding. At 4 days, 60% of the E5.OAc and 
only 19% of the E5.FA was excreted, indicating higher uptake of the folate surfaced nanoparticle. No toxicity was seen for up to 7 
days.

Conclusion: Specifi c (competitive) binding of a 5 nm folated nanoparticle to human oral SCC was shown, and effi cient 
targeting demonstrated. No toxicity was noted. This is a proof of principle of the ability to target radioactive dendrimer 
nanoparticles to specifi c receptors in tumor tissues. This has important implications for tumor imaging and therapy.

PP10/0355: Photodynamic therapy-generated vaccines prevent tumor recurrence after radiotherapy

 Mladen Korbelik,  Jinghai Sun, British Columbia Cancer Agency, Canada

Photodynamic therapy (PDT), an established clinical modality for a variety of malignant and non-malignant diseases, infl icts 
photoreactive drug-mediated oxidative stress that prompts the engagement of host infl ammatory and immune responses which 
contribute to the therapy outcome. Recently, it has become evident that in vitro PDT-treated tumor cells or their lysates can 
be utilized as an effective vaccine against established tumors of the same origin. The mechanism underlying the vaccine 
action appears to be based on eliciting immune recognition of the tumor and developing an effi cient immune response even 
against poorly immunogenic tumors. This study examined whether PDT-generated vaccines can be effectively combined with 
radiotherapy. Subcutaneous SCCVII tumors (squamous cell carcinomas) growing in syngeneic C3H/HeN mice were treated by 
radiotherapy (60 Gy x-ray dose). PDT-vaccine treatment, done by peritumoral injection of in vitro PDT-treated SCCVII cells (20 
million/mouse), was performed either immediately after radiotherapy or ten days later. The mice were then observed for tumor 
regression/recurrence. The tumors treated with radiotherapy alone shrunk and became impalpable for a brief period after which 
they all recurred. In contrast, vaccination performed at 10 days post radiotherapy delayed tumor recurrence and prevented it in 
one of six mice. Even better results were obtained with mice vaccinated immediately after radiotherapy, with mice showing not 
only a delayed tumor recurrence but also no sign of tumor in 50% of mice. The PDT-vaccine treatment without radiotherapy 
produced in this trial a signifi cant tumor growth retardation but no complete regressions. These results indicate that PDT-generated 
vaccines can ensure immune rejection of cancer once the lesion size is reduced by radiotherapy. Even without obtaining a systemic 
immunity for the elimination of disseminated malignant deposits, these fi ndings suggest that PDT-vaccines can improve local 
control of radioresistant tumors or possibly allow a reduction in radiotherapy doses for decreasing normal tissue damage.
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PP11/0356: Implant quality and acute urinary toxicity with 125I permanent seed implantation for clinically 
localized prostate cancer. Results of the fi rst 30 patients treated at PMCC

 Andrew See,  Gillian M Duchesne,  R Barnes,  G Song,  M Chamberlain,  R Das, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia; 
 KH Tai,  S Van Dyk, Australia

It is widely recognized that a steep learning curve exists for departments initiating a prostate LDR implant service. Appropriate 
team credentialing, willingness to accept mentoring and attention toward ongoing QA initiatives are required to ensure that both 
clinical and dosimetric endpoints consistently achieve standards deemed appropriate.

Methods: The department of urological services began a prostate seed service in 4/2002. All participating staff were suitably 
trained in Seattle, Washington with unit protocols based on standard trans-rectal sonographic pre-planning, modifi ed peripheral 
loading, prescription dose 145Gy and 4 week CT based post implant dosimetry.

Patient eligibility paralleled federal medicare guidelines with men presenting with favorable risk disease, gland volumes < 
40cc and a paucity of bladder outfl ow obstructive symptoms (IPSS = 8 Qmax>15ml/sec) considered potential candidates.

Results: a) Presenting Demographics: (n=30) Median age 62 (41-73), T stage 1c:2a:2b:2c = 18:10:1:1, Median PSA 6.3ng/
ml (5.1ng/ml – 11.1ng/ml), Median IPSS 5 (0-12), Mean Qmax 18ml/s (10ml/s -35ml/s).; b) Acute toxicity: No signifi cant 
peri-procedural complications. One patient developed urinary retention day 3 and was successfully trialed day 10. All patients 
experienced some degree of sub-acute urinary irritation although three patients followed for at least 12 months have returned to 
their baseline level of functioning. c) Post implant Dosimetry: Median D90 = 139Gy (104Gy – 190Gy). 3 Patients received a 
D90 < 90% with one at 104Gy receiving additional ‘top-up’ external beam radiation (20Gy). A defi nable improvement in implant 
quality was observed over the 12 month study interval.

Conclusion: Although acute toxicity was considered acceptable, patients do experience a sub-acute period of low grade albeit 
persistent urinary irritation and need to be cautioned appropriately.

A high level of implant quality was achieved in the majority of patients.
Despite 5 years HDR brachytherapy experience, considerable refi nement in technique and approach was required in order to 

achieve consistent high level results.

PP11/0357: Dose escalation by hypo fractionation in localized prostate cancer – 
a large single institution experience

 Arul Mahadevan,  Eric Klein, Cleveland Clinic Foundation, United States;  Patrick Kupelian, MD Anderson Cancer Center, 
Orlando, United States

Purpose: To report the outcomes of high dose radiation therapy using Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) with hypo 
fractionation in localized prostate cancer at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation.

Materials and Method: A total of 278 patients with localized prostate cancer were treated with IMRT between 1998 and 2001. 
All cases had available pretreatment PSA (iPSA) and biopsy Gleason scores (bGS), no nodal metastasis, a minimum 2 year 
follow-up, and >5 follow-up PSA levels. The frequency by T-stage was: T1-T2A in 86%, T2B-T2C in 9%, and T3 in 5%. The 
median iPSA was 8.35. The frequency by bGS was: <6 in 55%, and >=7 in 45%. The age range for the patients was from 48 to 85 
years (median 68 years). The median follow-up was 33 months (range: 24-49 months). The median doses delivered were 83Gy 
(delivered at 2.5Gy per fraction to 70 Gy; this being equivalent to 83 Gy at standard fractionation of 1.8 Gy using an alpha/beta 
of 2). The ASTRO defi nition for biochemical failure was used. Toxicity was assessed using Radiation Therapy Oncology Group 
(RTOG) criteria.

Results: The 3-year biochemical relapse free survival (bRFS) for the entire cohort at three years was 91%. Any (grade 1 or 
higher) acute genito-urinary (GU) side effects were seen in 79% of patients. Grade 2 or higher acute GU toxicity was seen in 
18% of patients. Any (grade 1 or higher) acute gastro-intestinal (GI) side effects were seen in 65% of patients. Grade 2 or higher 
acute GI toxicity was seen in 11% of patients. Any (grade 1 or higher) late GU side effects were seen in 3% of patients. Grade 2 
or higher late GU toxicity was seen in 1.5% of patients. Any (grade 1 or higher) late GI side effects were seen in 13% of patients. 
Grade 2 or higher late GI toxicity was seen in 5% of patients.

Conclusions: Higher doses of radiation delivered by IMRT resulted in excellent bRFS outcomes in patients with localized 
prostate cancer receiving external beam radiation therapy. IMRT can be effectively used to safely increase dose delivery without 
compromising on quality of life. Hypofractionation is an effective method to dose escalate in localized prostate cancer. Longer 
follow-up is needed to further substantiate these results.
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PP11/0358: Overall survival after radiotherapy for localised prostate cancer is unlikely to be infl uenced by 
biochemical relapse

 Scott Williams,  Gary Pratt,  Jeremy Millar, The Alfred Melbourne, Australia;  Gillian M Duchesne, Peter MacCallum Cancer Cent
er, Australia

Purpose: To assess the impact biochemical failure (bF) has on overall survival following radiotherapy for prostate cancer.
Materials and Methods: The complete PSA and survival records of more than one thousand two hundred men with localised 

prostate cancer treated with external beam radiation monotherapy were analysed. Standard pretreatment prognostic variables, 
as well as the development of bF, were assessed using univariate and multivariate methods, in a fi xed as well as time-dependent 
manner.

Results: Median follow-up was 90 months (98 months for those still alive). Actuarial overall survival and biochemical relapse-
free survival at 10 years was 66% and 29% respectively. Using the overall survival endpoint, multivariate analysis shows age, 
pretreatment PSA and tumour differentiation to be statistically signifi cant variables. The presence of biochemical relapse, when 
corrected for in a time-dependent manner, showed no correlation to survival.

Conclusions: Age and pretreatment PSA are the strongest predictors of survival following external beam radiotherapy 
monotherapy. Biochemical relapse does not appear to infl uence the risk of death, and appears unlikely to do so given the 
competing risks in this elderly population.

PP11/0360: Initial Australian experience with daily ultrasound localisation for prostate radiotherapy

 Andrew Kneebone,  M W Fuller,  M J Williams, Liverpool Hospital, Australia

Background: Variability in prostate position is a major problem in the delivery of external beam radiotherapy (EBRT). Daily 
ultrasound localisation prior to radiotherapy has become popular in the United States but to date has not been used clinically in 
Australia or New Zealand.

Methods: Daily transabdominal ultrasound images through the prostate were acquired using the BAT® ultrasound system. 
Contour data from the planning system is reconstructed at the same locations/angles as the BAT® images. By overlaying the 
planned contours with the newly acquired images, the isocentre is adjusted to ensure that the prostate will be within the irradiated 
volume.

Results: After commissioning by Medical Physics, an initial pre-clinical trial period was adopted. This involved performing 
BAT® alignments daily but treating to the planned isocentre in 30 patients. Eighty three percent of patients (25/30) had images 
judged to be of good or excellent quality by the reviewing radiation oncologist. It was noted that for each operator there was a 
period needed to build confi dence/competence in both imaging and interpreting the images for the moves. The median scan time in 
addition to the normal patient set-up was 3.2 minutes (range=1.5-12.0 mins) with the second 15 patients scanned quicker than the 
fi rst 15 (2.9 minutes versus 3.8 minutes). A summary of the movements recommended by the BAT system is contained in the table 
below.

Shift (mm) Left-Right Ant-Post Sup-Inf

0-5 73% 61% 59%

5-10 22% 29% 31%

10-15 5% 8% 8%

15-20 1% 1% 2%

>20 0 0.4% 0.4%

Conclusions: We feel that daily prostate ultrasound localization offers a signifi cant advance in delivering EBRT for prostate 
cancer. The incorporation of the system into clinical use, however, was not without diffi culty and requires signifi cant time and 
effort from therapists, physicists and medical staff. Further clinical evaluation of the unit is ongoing.
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PP11/0361: Excision margin status: does it impact on local control of breast cancer?

 Gillian Lamoury,  Graeme Morgan,  Robyn Ward, St Vincent’s Hospital/ UNSW Research Groups, Sydney, Australia; 
 Nicholas Hawkins, School of Medical Science, UNSW, Sydney, Australia;  Andy Hamby, St James University Hospital, Leeds, U.K, 
United Kingdom

Objective: Whilst many patients treated with breast conservation undergo re-excision(s) to obtain clear margins, the relationship 
between clear margins and local recurrence remains unclear. We aimed to determine the impact of fi nal pathological margin status 
on local recurrence and other breast cancer outcomes.

Methods: Our study cohort consisted of 755 consecutive patients treated with breast conservation between January 1984 and 
December 1995. Pathology reports were available for review in 681subjects (90%). Patients were stratifi ed into 8 groups based on 
fi nal pathological margin status: 1) negative (>3mm, n = 307), close [further divided into two groups 2) >0 <1mm, (n= 54) and 3) 
>1< 2mm, (n = 67)], 4) positive (n= 79),

5) indeterminate (n= 144), 6) low grade DCIS at the margin (n= 3), 7) high grade DCIS at the margin (n= 23) and 8) LCIS at 
the margin (n= 4).

Results: There were no differences between the groups based on histology, T size, grade, LN positivity or total radiation 
dose. At a median follow-up of 71 months, the breast relapse free survival (BRFS) was 97%, the distant metastasis free survival 
(DMFS) 78% and the overall survival (OS) 86%, for the entire cohort. There were no statistically signifi cant differences between 
the negative, close, and positive groups in terms of BRFS: 96% vs. 94% vs. 93% (p=0.59), MFS: 98% vs. 97% vs. 98% (p=0.87) 
or OS: 84%vs. 85% vs. 86% (p=0.78). Although not statistically signifi cant, the presence of EIC, in the context of close or positive 
margins, impacted adversely upon local and overall disease free survival.

Conclusions: Patients undergoing breast conservation carry a lifelong risk of local recurrence. It is still not clear whether 
obtaining a radical margin decreases this risk. Tissue microarray analysis will be performed to further elucidate the causes of 
ipsilateral recurrence at a molecular and genetic level.

P11/0166: Vaginal cancer, an analysis of stages 1 and 2

 Graeme J Dickie,  Lee Tripcony, Royal Brisbane Hospital, Australia;  Geoffrey Otten, John Hunter Hospital, NSW, Australia; 
 James Nicklin, Royal Women’s Hospital, Brisbane, Australia

A retrospective analysis was performed of 70 patients with stages 1 and 2 vaginal cancer seen between 1982 and 1998 at the Royal 
Brisbane and Royal Women’s Hospitals, Queensland. Forty three patients had previously had a hysterectomy. Stage, histology 
and grade were the most important prognostic factors. The 5 year survival rate for stage 1 was 71%, compared to 48% for stage 
2. The majority (61 patients) had squamous cell carcinoma with a 68% survival compared to 22% for adenocarcinoma. Those 
with histological grade 1 and 2 had a 69% survival comaped to 40% for grade 3 disease. Age, whether the patient had a previous 
hysterectomy, tumour site and size were not signifi cant prognostic factors. The majority of patients were treated with radiotherapy 
alone. However those that had surgery alone or surgery combined with radiotherapy had a signifi cantly improved survivial 
compared to the radiotherapy alone group. The majority of tumours recurred in the locoregional area and the median time to 
recurrence was 12 months.

PP12/0248: The role of DNA repair genes in the formation of chromosome aberrations

 Carol S Griffi n, Radiation and Genome Stability Unit, United Kingdom;  John Thacker, Medical Research Council, 
United Kingdom

The mechanisms of chromosome aberration formation have not yet been fully determined. With the current availability of primary 
cells from DNA repair defi cient knock out mice and the introduction of multi-colour FISH, it is now possible to analyse in detail 
the formation of chromosome aberrations in the absence of repair genes from the main repair pathways. We have studied the 
induction of chromosome aberrations in mouse ES cells defi cient in homologous recombination repair (Xrcc2-/-), single strand 
annealing (Ercc1-/-), non-homologous end joining (Ku70-/-) and transcription coupled repair (Csb-/-). Both low and high LET 
ionising radiation were used to introduce double strand breaks and the cells analysed at various times after treatment. We have 
examined chromosomal changes in mouse cells using Spectral karyotyping (SKY).

Our results on the frequency and type of chromosome aberrations generated in these different repair defi cient mouse cells will 
allow us to formulate models for chromosome aberration formation.
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PP12/0250: Mapping the interaction domains between Rad51B and Rad51C; predictions and experiment

 Dorota Sawicka,  Kristi A Miller,  Joanna Albala,  Daniel Barsky, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, United States

Rad51B and Rad51C are proteins important in the repair of DNA double strand breaks through homologous recombination. 
These proteins have been confi rmed to form a complex both in vitro and in yeast cells. Homology modeling was used to predict 
the 3D structures of Rad51B and Rad51C. Similar to Rad51, these proteins appear to have two distinct domains-an N-terminal 
putative DNA binding domain and a C-terminal domain that contains the Walker A and Walker B motifs that are important for the 
ATPase activity of these proteins. Deletion mutants were created, based on our models, to determine how the Rad51B/C complex 
is formed. We have shown that preserving the integrity of an internal beta sheet, predicted in both proteins, is vital to observing 
complex formation between Rad51B and Rad51C. Our predictions, that the N terminus of Rad51B binds the C terminus of 
Rad51C, have been verifi ed by yeast two hybrid analysis and co-immunoprecipitation of these protein fragments from baculoviral 
infected insect cells. By iterative modeling and experiment, we have determined that a 15 amino acid length fragment on Rad51B 
is critical for binding Rad51C. Point mutations in this fragment are being used to determine the points of contact between Rad51B 
and Rad51C.

PP12/0251: Characteristics of double-strand break rejoining in cells of radioadaptive response

 Akira Tachibana,  Yasuko Ohtani,  Kumi Nakamura,  Masao S Sasaki, Kyoto University, Japan

Radioadaptive response is a biological defense mechanism that is induced by low-dose ionizing irradiation for cellular resistance 
to the genotoxic effects of subsequent irradiation. We have shown that the radioadaptive response is mediated through the 
pathways involving protein kinase C and p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase. However, its molecular mechanism is still largely 
elusive. We examined end-joining reaction of double-strand breaks (DSBs) in DNA by an in vitro system using nuclear extracts.

The effi ciency of end-joining of DSBs by the extract from cells irradiated with 3 Gy (3 Gy extract) was about a third of that by 
the extract from unirradiated cells (unirradiated extract). The rejoining effi ciency of the extract from cells pre-exposed with 2 cGy 
and then challenged with 3 Gy (2 cGy + 3 Gy extract) was similar to the effi ciency of the unirradiated extract.

The fi delity of end-joining was estimated from the frequency of mutant plasmids. The mutant frequency by the 3 Gy extract 
was higher than the unirradiated level. But, the mutant frequency by the 2 cGy + 3 Gy extract was about half of the unirradiated 
level, showing high fi delity.

These results are in good accord with our previous results on radioadaptive response of chromosome aberrations, mutation and 
cell killing.

Furthermore, the processing of DSBs is also modifi ed in radioadaptive cells, revealed by DNA analysis as alterations in the 
spectra of mutations both at the Hprt locus in vivo and in the plasmid in vitro.

We also examined the end-joining reaction using the extracts isolated from p53-defi cient mouse cells irradiated with X-rays 
with or without pre-irradiation. No change was observed either in the effi ciency or in the fi delity of end-joining irrespective of pre-
irradiation. Therefore, p53 could be an important regulatory factor of end-joining in radioadaptive response.

PP12/0253: Repair of clustered DNA lesions by human base excision repair pathways

 Grigory L Dianov,  Irina I Dianova, MRC Radiation and Genome Stability Unit, United Kingdom;  Helen Budworth, 
United Kingdom

Ionizing radiation induces clustered DNA damage where two or more lesions are located proximal to each other on the same 
or opposite DNA strands. In this study we addressed the question of how 8-oxoguanine or thymine glycol (Tg) located within 
clustered lesion would affect the repair of these sites by the base excision repair system. We found that 8-oxoguanine located 
opposite to an abasic site does not affect either the effi ciency or fi delity of repair synthesis by DNA polymerase beta. However, 8-
oxoguanine located one nucleotide 3’-downstream to the abasic site signifi cantly reduces strand displacement synthesis supported 
by DNA polymerase beta or delta, and cleavage of the generated fl ap by fl ap endonuclease, thus inhibiting the long-patch base 
excision repair pathway. We also found that Tg located opposite to an abasic site does not affect 5’-sugar phosphate removal by the 
dRP lyase activity of DNA polymerase , but further processing by DNA polymerase beta and DNA ligase III was diminished. In 
agreement with these fi ndings, while an AP site located opposite to Tg was effi ciently incised in human cell extract, only a limited 
amount of it was fully repaired. We also addressed the question of how two 8-oxoguanine lesions, located two nucleotides apart 
on the same DNA strand, are repaired. We found that each lesion is repaired independently by base excision repair, however, we 
observed an asymmetric effect on the rate of repair of each lesion. A lesion situated 3’ to another lesion on the same DNA strand 
exhibits a delay in repair after removal of the damaged base and incision of the abasic site by AP endonuclease. Our data suggest 
that clustered lesions containing 8-oxoguanine and Tg are repaired slower than a single-standing lesion of a similar type and may 
be partially responsible for the deleterious effect of ionizing radiation.
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PP12/0375: Repair of DNA double strand breaks in human cells induced by restriction enzyme I-SceI

 Masamitsu Honma,  Wensheng Wong,  Mayumi Sakuraba,  Satoshi Tadokoro,  Makoto Hayashi, National Institute of Health Sciences
, Japan;  Masako Izumi,  Fumio Hanaoka,  Fumio Yatagai, The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN), Japan

It is important to elucidate the fate of DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) occurred spontaneously or induced by ionizing 
irradiation. The DSBs are usually repaired in mammalian cells through either of two pathways: end-joining (EJ) or homologous 
recombination (HR). Although the former is predominant in mammalian cells, the relative contribution of each pathway is unclear. 
We introduced the restriction enzyme site I-SceI into the thymidine kinase (tk) gene of human lymphoblastoid cell line TK6 
and established a system to investigate the fate of DSBs quantitatively and qualitatively. TK6 is heterozygous (tk+/-) for a point 
mutation in exon 4. We produced TSCE5 and TSCER2 cell lines from TK6 by gene targeting. We inserted into both cell lines a 31 
bp DNA fragment containing an 18 bp I-SceI site in intron 4 of the tk+ allele and, in TSCER2, a point mutation in exon 5, making 
it a compound heterozygote (tk-/-). When a DSB at the I-SceI site is repaired by EJ in TSCE5, it causes a deletion, permitting the 
cell to be isolated as a TK-defi cient mutant. In TSCER2, on the other hand, when the DSB is repaired by HR between tk alleles, 
a tk+ allele is generated and the phenotype reverts. With introduction of a I-SceI expression vector, mutants from TSCE5 and 
revertants from TSCER2 appeared at the frequency of 10-4 and 10-6, respectively, suggesting that EJ contributed to the repair of 
DSBs 100 times more frequently than HR. Analysis of the tk gene revealed that EJ mainly caused small deletions with a 1 or 8 
bp microhomology at the joint. Moreover, almost all revertants generated by HR were produced by gene conversion. This system 
can be considered as a model for repair of a single DSB induced by low-dose irradiation. We are also making an effort to use this 
system as a tool to investigate the factors associated with DSB repair in mammalian cells.

PP12/1421: Human RAD9 can transactivate p21 using a p53 DNA-binding consensus sequence

 Howard B Lieberman,  Yuxin Yin,  Cynthia Liu,  Kevin M Hopkins,  Xiaojian Wang, Columbia University, United States

When human cells incur DNA damage, two fundamental responses can follow, cell cycle arrest or apoptosis. RAD9 and p53 
function in both processes, but the mechanistic relationship between their activities is unknown. p53 mediates checkpoint control 
at G1 by transcriptional regulation of p21. We show that RAD9 can also regulate p21 at the transcriptional level. Furthermore, 
we show that RAD9 specifi cally binds to the p53-consensus DNA binding sequence in the p21 promoter, much like p53. Our 
data reveal a new mechanism for regulation of p21 and demonstrate for the fi rst time results consistent with RAD9 acting as 
a transcription factor. We suggest that RAD9 and p53 co-regulate p21, and perhaps other genes as well, to control cell cycle 
progression by similar molecular mechanisms.

PP13/1685: Effect of concentration of polyfunctional monomers on physical properties of acrylonitrile-
butadiene rubber under electron-beam irradiation

 Tariq Yasin,  Shamshad Ahmed, Pakistan Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology, Pakistan;  Fumio Yoshii,  Keizo Makuuchi, 
Takasaki Radiation Chemistry Research Establishment, Japan

The effect of concentration of different polyfunctional monomers (PFMs) on the physical properties of electron-beam irradiated 
acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR) has been investigated. The PFMs used were diethylene glycol dimethacrylate (2G), 
tetraethylene glycol dimethacrylate (4G), trimethylol propane triacrylate (A-TMPT), trimethylol propane trimethacrylate (TMPT) 
and tetramethylol methane tetraacrylate (A-TMMT). The physical properties of EB irradiated NBR sheets were evaluated by 
measurement of tensile strength, elongation %, hardness and gel fraction etc. The results show a remarkable increase in all 
physical properties as the concentration of PFMs increases from 1 phr to 5 phr in the NBR samples. The improvement in physical 
properties of radiation crosslinked NBR in the presence of PFMs may be attributed to its increased crosslinking density as 
observed by corresponding increase in gel content.

PP13/0369: Applications of radiation within the wine industry

 Kyle J Wilson,  Gerald Moran,  Doug Boreham, McMaster University, Canada

The objective was to test the feasibility of taint removal in industrial wines through the use of radiation. The process used 
the cobalt-60 source in the McMaster University Nuclear Reactor. When wine, composed mainly of water (~87%), alcohol 
(~10%), acid (~2%), and anthrocyanins/tannins (~0.1%), is irradiated, water molecules are hydrolyzed generating free radicals 
in solution. These free radicals are oxidizing agents that will oxidize other molecules in the wine. The focus has been a specifi c 
taint introduced into 2000-2001 vintages by the Asian lady-bird beetle (Harmonia Axyridis) whose population has increased 
dramatically of late. This taint – thought to be a methoxy-pyrazine – is detectable by taste in 1-2 parts per trillion (ppt). 
Preliminary sensory evaluation has shown that radiation dramatically improves tainted wines by eliminating the lady beetle taint. 
Chemical tests have indicated that radiation is acting as an oxidizing agent, reducing levels of SO

2
 (introduced into wines to 

prevent oxidation) by nearly 40-70%. Research ongoing involves the detection of the taint (the implicated methoxy-pyrazine) by 
mass spectrometry as a taint assessment tool, and an indicator that radiation has removed the taint.
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PP13/0370: Aquatic ecosystems within the Chernobyl npp exclusion zone: 
radioactive contamination, doses and effects

 Dmitri I Gudkov,  Mikhail I Kuzmenko,  Yuri G Krot,  Ludmila S Kipnis, Institute of Hydrobiology Ukraine, Ukraine; 
 Miroslav G Mardarevich,  Andrey V Ponomaryov, Institute of Hydrobiology, Ukraine;  Valery V Derevets,  Alexandr B Nazarov, 
SSSRE Chernobyl Radioecological Centre, Ukraine

For past 17 years after accident the character of radioactive contamination of water objects within the Chernobyl NPP exclusion 
zone has undergone essential changes. First of all it connected with realisation on a wide area of deactivation works, and also with 
transformation of radioactive substances in water-soil systems. Besides, during 1991-95 the complex of hydraulic engineering 
structures as protection dams, interfering washing away of radioactive substances from soils of the left-bank catchment basin and 
changed a hydrological regime of these territories during a high water, was constructed.

The levels of radionuclide contamination of water objects within the Chernobyl NPP exclusion zone was rather stabilised. Due 
to high water change rate the river bottom sediments have undergone decontamination processes (especially during fl oods and 
periods of high water) and over the years have ceased to play the essential role as a secondary source of water contamination. On 
the other hand, the closed reservoirs have considerably higher levels of radioactive contamination caused by limited water change 
and by relatively high concentration of radionuclides deposited in the bottom sediments. Therefore, for the majority of standing 
reservoirs the level of radionuclide content is determined mainly by the rates of mobile radionuclide forms exchange between 
bottom sediment and water, as well as by the external washout from the catchment basin.

In this paper will be considered: (1) the latest data on radionuclide content (Sr-90, Cs-137, Pu-238, Pu-239+240 and 
Am-241) and dynamics in water, seston, bottom sediments and hydrobionts of different trophic levels and ecological groups; 
(2) the peculiarities of formation of vegetative communities from lakes within embankment territory of Pripyat River fl ood-
lands and its impact on radionuclide redistribution in aquatic ecosystems; (3) the major hydrochemical factors, which determine 
the behaviour of radionuclides in the aquatic ecosystems; (4) the possibility to use of hydrobionts as biological indicators of 
radioactive contamination of water objects; (5) the absorbed dose for aquatic organisms living in water reservoirs with different 
levels and nature of radioactive contamination; (6) some somatic and citogenetic effects of radiation exposure on hydrobionts 
within the Chernobyl NPP exclusion zone.

PP13/0455: Development of polyolefi n based radiation crosslinked 
and fl ame-retardant formulations for wire insulations

 Shamshad Ahmed,  M Fuzail,  Tariq Yasin, Pakistan Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology, Pakistan

Low density poly(ethylene/ethylenevinylacetate) blends were admixed with crosslinking agent, antioxidant and fl ame retardants(
decabromodiphenyl oxide and antimony oxide) and the heat pressed sheets were exposed to gamma radiation doses between 100 
kGy to 150 kGy. The product passed the fl ame retardancy test and possessed the right gel fraction as determined by a hot set test 
performed at 200°C. The formulation however demonstrated reduction in tensile strength when compared with the formulation 
crosslinked without the addition of fl ame-retardants. Replacement of LDPE by LLDPE however led to a product possessing the 
desired tensile strength without affecting the mechanical properties in any adverse manner. To achieve a suitable product for 
coating on conductor, a lubricant and a metal deactivator MD 1024 were added and the irradiated wire insulation passed the hot set 
test, and was found to possess the desired mechanical properties. PVC fl ame retardant formulations were developed by mixing of a 
standard PVC fl ame-retardant formulation developed in the laboratory with 3 phr of TMPTMA, a crosslinking agent, followed by 
irradiation of the admixture to doses between 20-60 kGy. The formulation irradiated to 40 kGy passed the hot set test performed at 
150oC and possessed the desired mechanical properties.
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PP13/0372: Electron beam destruction of contaminant gasoline additives in water

 Stephen P Mezyk,  Jace Jones, California State University Long Beach California, United States;  William J Cooper, University
 of North Carolina Wilmington North Carolina, United States;  Kevin E O’Shea,  Duk K Kim, Florida International University, 
United States

The U.S. phase-out of tetraethyl lead in the 1970’s resulted in ever-increasing amounts of high-octane compounds, notably methyl 
tert-butyl ether (MTBE), being added to gasoline to give cleaner burning fuel. However, the 1990 Clean Air Act oxygenate 
requirements led refi ners to more than double the amount of these chemicals being blended into gasoline, and this combination of 
large scale use, high water solubility, low soil adsorption, and only minor biodegradability under normal aquifer conditions has 
now resulted in large-scale MTBE contamination occurring in natural, ground, and drinking water systems.

The remediation of gasoline oxygenate contaminated ground and drinking water remains a pressing environmental 
problem. Studies of MTBE-contaminated water have shown that conventional air stripping and carbon adsorption are not 
viable technologies. Therefore Advanced Oxidation (and Reduction) Processes (AOPs) are expected to be required for these 
remediations. These technologies are defi ned as those that use the hydroxyl radical (and hydrated electron) and include H
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/UV, sonolysis, and electron beam treatment of contaminated waters.

The water decontamination of current and potential gasoline oxygenates (MTBE, ethyl tert-butyl ether (ETBE), tert-butyl 
alcohol (TBA), ethanol, and tert-amyl ether (TAME)) using free radicals produced by the electron beam irradiation AOP has been 
studied. Kinetic studies have been used to determine rate constants for the reaction of these ethers and alcohols with hydroxyl 
radicals, hydrated electrons and hydrogen atoms, and also the subsequent formation and decay of their corresponding peroxyl 
radicals. These kinetic data have been combined with mechanistic degradation and product distribution information to construct 
a computer kinetic model that can predict the removal of these contaminants under a variety of water conditions. This model 
was used to compare the predicted MTBE removal from water against experimental measurements performed under large scale 
electron beam treatment conditions.

PP13/1034: Breaking emulsions at a silicon surface studied by neutron refl ectometry

 Philip Reynolds,  Mark Henderson,  Johann Zank,  John White, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia;  Stephen Holt, 
Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory, United Kingdom

Neutron refl ectivity has allowed the measurement of the structures formed when high internal phase water-in-oil emulsions are in 
contact with hydrophilic oxide surfaces prepared at planar faces of silicon blocks. The emulsions were a dispersion of micrometre 
sized droplets of saltwater-in-hexadecane stabilised by various oligomeric amphiphiles such as sorbitan monooleate. Contrast 
variation by selective deuteration of different components of the emulsion shows that for highly stable emulsions an oil rich layer 
is produced at the solid-emulsion interface. There is an almost complete surfactant monolayer at the hydrophilic solid face, then 
a hexadecane-rich layer that persists for 150Å. For emulsions less stable to phase separation, a more complex structure involving 
broken aqueous droplets forms with aqueous lamellae spread over the oxide surface, again stabilised by adsorbed amphiphile 
layers.

PL09/0373: The crooked shall be made straight: dose response relationships for carcinogenesis

 Eric J Hall, Columbia University, United States

Estimates of radiation-induced malignancies come principally from the A-bomb survivors and from medically exposed 
individuals, including second cancers in radiotherapy patients.

The A-bomb survivors show an excess incidence of carcinomas which is linear with dose from about 10 cGy to 2.5 Gy. Above 
and below this dose range, there is considerable uncertainty concerning the shape of the dose response relationship. These two 
dose ranges will be discussed separately.

Low dose extrapolations
ICRP and NCRP suggest that cancer risks at doses lower than those at which direct epidemiological observations are possible 

should be obtained by a linear extrapolation from higher doses. This is labeled a “prudent and conservative” assumption but is a 
subject of considerable controversy. Two factors, the existence of radiosensitive subgroups in the human population (such as AT 
heterozygotes), and the demonstration of a Bystander effect both exaggerate the consequences of small doses of radiation and 
imply that a linear extrapolation from high doses would underestimate low dose risks.

High dose extrapolations
In the context of radiotherapy, some normal tissues receive 70 Gy, while a larger volume receives a lower dose, but still far 

higher than the range for which data are available from the A-bomb survivors. The question is, what is the dose response for 
carcinogenesis in the range 10 to 70 Gy? At one extreme, it might be expected that the risk of inducing cancer would fall off 
rapidly at higher does due to cell killing. The other extreme possibility is that the risk of solid tumors levels off by about 10 Gy, 
but does not decline thereafter. For a few cancers, data are available from 2 Gy in A-bomb survivors to 70 Gy in radiotherapy 
patients, and it appears that the relative risk does not vary with dose. This implies that the volume of tissue irradiated is more 
important than the maximum dose. This result has far reaching implications for new technologies such as IMRT, which produce 
a dose distribution that conforms closely to the tumor volume, but at the price of an increased risk of induced cancer because a 
larger volume of normal tissue is exposed to lower doses.
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PL10/0401: Predictive assays: past, present and future

 Peggy L Olive, British Columbia Cancer Research Centre, Canada

The appreciation for tumor heterogeneity and failure to achieve local control have provided the impetus to develop methods that 
can predict the response of individual tumors to radiotherapy. For tumors of a specifi c histopathological type and size, prediction 
includes concepts of dose distribution, therapeutic ratio, and genetics and physiology of solid tumors. It requires methods that 
can reliably measure properties of tumors known to infl uence outcome. Tumor hypoxia, proliferative rate and genetic resistance 
formed the basis for methods developed beginning in the 60’s. Subsequently, normal tissue response to radiation was viewed by 
many as equally if not more important than tumor response because it limited the dose that could be delivered. Understandably, 
early efforts to develop predictive assays concentrated on optimization of individual methods like oxygen microelectrodes, 
fl ow cytometry to measure tumor potential doubling time, and clonogenic assays to measure intrinsic radiosensitivity. When 
individual methods often failed to predict outcome, the reasonable conclusion was reached that any single method was likely to 
be inadequate because it ignored the other causes for treatment failure. The somewhat daunting task of combining several assays 
to improve prediction was not widely attempted in part because of the complexity of the individual methods but also because of 
the need for several pre-treatment biopsies. Molecular imaging and gene/protein microarrays are two recent developments that 
hold considerable promise to address these problems. Hypoxia, long known to promote radiation resistance, was fi nally shown in 
the 90’s to predict treatment response of several tumor types. However, prediction was still not possible on an individual tumor 
basis. Combining radiation with therapies designed to reduce hypoxic cells (e.g., sensitizers, cytotoxins) had two important 
consequences. If only a subset of tumors contained signifi cant numbers of hypoxic cells, this subset needed to be identifi ed to 
avoid unnecessary exposure of patients unlikely to benefi t. Improvements in combination therapies (e.g., ARCON) led to the 
inability of pre-treatment hypoxia to predict outcome because it was no longer a factor. Clearly the value of predictive assays is 
closely tied to treatment effi cacy. As we enter the era of molecular therapeutics targeted to specifi c cellular molecules, predictive 
assays are likely to play an increasing role in cancer treatment. Validation that the target is present in an individual tumor and is 
inactivated by the treatment should be critical factors in assessment. Although the original goal of predictive assays was to apply a 
limited number of functional assays to help identify radioresistant tumors or radiosensitive normal tissues, these efforts have been 
recently overshadowed by major advances in molecular genetics and imaging. This is providing both new insights and tools for 
future developments in this fi eld.

CL19/0402: Targets for radiation in normal and tumor tissues

 Zvi Fuks, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, United States

Stem/clonogenic cell damage is generally considered an autonomous response to radiation, and the magnitude of normal and 
tumor tissue injury a refl ection of the intrinsic radiosensitivity of these cells. However, recent studies indicated that radiation-
induced microvascular dysfunction may play a critical role in stem/clonogenic cell response to radiation in several normal and 
tumor tissue models. Radiation-induced jejunal crypt damage, organ failure and death from the gastrointestinal syndrome were 
prevented at the range of 8-15 Gy when endothelial apoptosis was inhibited pharmacologically by intravenous administration of 
basic fi broblast growth factor (bFGF), or genetically by deletion of the acid sphingomyelinase gene. Whereas endothelium but 
not crypt cells expressed FGF receptor transcripts, and bFGF inhibited initial crypt damage but did not affect regeneration of 
surviving crypts, these data indicated that the endothelial lesion occurs prior to and may regulate crypt stem cell damage in the 
evolution of the GI syndrome. MCA/129 fi brosarcoma and B16F1 melanoma grown in apoptosis-resistant acid sphingomyelinase 
(asmase)- or Bax-defi cient mice displayed markedly reduced baseline microvascular endothelial apoptosis and grew 200-400% 
faster than tumors on wild-type microvasculature. These data provided genetic evidence that endothelial apoptosis is a homeostatic 
factor regulating angiogenesis-dependent tumor growth. Furthermore, these tumors exhibited reduced endothelial apoptosis 
upon irradiation, and unlike wild type mice were resistant to single-dose radiation up to 20 Gy. These studies indicate that 
microcirculatory function may regulate normal and tumor tissue stem/clonogen cell response to radiation at the clinically relevant 
dose range.
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CL20/0403: Pathogenesis of late effects of radiotherapy in normal tissues

 Wolfgang Doerr, Technical University of Dresden, Germany

Normal tissue responses to radiotherapy are grouped as either early or late effects, with acute reactions occurring within 90 
days from onset of treatment. Acute effects are typically seen in turnover tissues, like epidermis or oral mucosa, where normally 
permanent proliferation precisely counteracts cell loss. Radiation impairs cell production, while differentiation and cell loss 
remain largely unchanged. This results in progressive hypoplasia and eventually complete depletion of the functional cell 
compartment. During fractionated radiotherapy a compensatory tissue response (“repopulation”) is induced, and hence the 
predominant factor of the severity of acute effects is overall treatment time. The pathogenesis of late radiation effects is more 
complex. Target cell populations include parenchymal cells, like type II pneumocytes or kidney tubular cells, but also fi broblasts 
and vascular endothelial cells. Sterilisation of parenchymal cells results in impairment of organ function. Radiation damage to 
fi broblasts induces differentiation into postmitotic fi brocytes, with the consequence of increased collagen deposition, which further 
affects organ function. Moreover, vascular endothelial changes lead to impaired blood supply and thus also contribute to organ 
dysfunction. The relative importance of these three processes varies between individual organs and tissues. Late radiation effects 
are progressive and irreversible. Dose fractionation, i. e. size of dose per fraction, is the most prominent parameter of radiation 
tolerance for late responding tissues, which is the biological basis for hyperfractionated radiotherapy. Interaction between acute 
and late effects of radiotherapy in the same tissue results in consequential late effects. In these cases, the acute response results 
in breakdown of a barrier against mechanical and/or chemical stress. This infl icts additional trauma to the target structures of the 
(generic) late effects depending on the severity of the acute response. In some organs, e. g. urinary bladder, the consequential 
component dominates the late response. Consequential late effects follow the radiobiological characteristics of the acute effect, 
e.g. dependence on overall treatment time.

CL21/0404: Synchrotrons: biomedical applications of the most versatile radiation source of all

 Robert Lewis, Monash University, Australia

Synchrotrons are the brightest and most versatile sources of radiation that have ever been devised. The spectrum extends from 
the infra-red to hard X-rays and the application range is just as wide. Applications range from radiotherapy to archaeology and 
from genomics to mineral identifi cation. For a property of particle accelerators that was for many years seen as a problem, the 
transformation has been remarkable. There are now more than 50 synchrotron facilities worldwide and the number is still growing 
rapidly. Some 25 years after the fi rst dedicated machines came into operation, Australia is about to enter the fi eld with a national 
facility being built at Monash University in Melbourne.

The largest impact of synchrotrons has been in the X-ray region of the spectrum where the performance gain over conventional 
sources is many orders of magnitude. In fact synchrotrons are the only signifi cant improvement in X-ray production since the 
rotating anode was fi rst marketed in 1929. The possibilities opened up by the availability of monochromatic, tightly collimated 
beams of enormous intensity has impacted on practically every area of science.

Following a brief overview of synchrotron radiation production, the various prominent techniques that synchrotron radiation 
has made possible will be reviewed.

Particular emphasis will be placed on the biomedical applications which include;
• advanced imaging techniques exploiting X-ray phase contrast
• radiotherapy using microbeams
• structural biology
• elemental, chemical and molecular structure mapping of live wet samples.
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CL22/0405: Complex damage, low doses and bystander effects

 Dudley T Goodhead, MRC Radiation and Genome Stability Unit, Harwell, United Kingdom

Ionizing radiations of all types can produce a wide array of biological effects that overlap with those produced by many other 
genotoxic agents. Ionizing radiation, however, has unique features that sets it apart and these features are likely to dominate its 
modes of action and consequences, especially at low doses. Radiation insult is always in the form of highly structured ‘tracks’ 
along the paths of moving charged particles. This feature largely determines the spectrum of initial DNA damage produced in cells 
or people, the repairability of the damage by cellular processes, and its spatial and temporal distribution in the irradiated material. 
At the DNA level a substantial proportion of the initial damage is clustered over a few base pairs within a few nanometres of 
the track, thereby forming local complex damage consisting of several strand breaks and/or damaged bases. Simple double-
strand breaks are in the minority compared to more complex combinations, even from so-called sparsely-ionizing (or low-LET) 
radiations.

At low doses, the nature of the radiation tracks determines also the distributions of the primary complex lesions over the 
larger subcellular, cellular and tissue scales. At exposure levels of natural background radiation and also in most situations 
of occupational or diagnostic medical exposure, cells are traversed by single isolated individual tracks, so it is the biological 
capabilities of these single tracks that must determine the probability of harmful effects, if any. Thus, questions relating to 
the linear no-threshold hypothesis versus thresholds, hormesis, hypersensitivity, and so on, reduce at the low-dose end to 
understanding the capabilities and consequences of a single track, or a small number, and the persistence and range of its infl uence 
in tissue.

Much is now understood about the nature and consequences of immediate ‘targeted’ radiation damage in cells from radiation 
tracks in them and near their DNA. However, over the last decade, there has been a wealth of new data showing that there are 
also ‘untargeted’ intracellular and extracellular processes that can be observed as high frequencies of delayed cellular effects (eg 
genomic instability) or effects in cells that have not themselves been irradiated (‘bystander’ effects). In considering risks from 
low doses and/or low dose rates of radiation, what are the relative contributions from untargeted mechanisms and how should this 
balance be applied to guide extrapolations of robust epidemiological data to the low exposure levels of practical relevance?

CL23/0406: Genetic analysis of radiation-induced mouse thymic lymphomas

 Ryo Kominami,  Yuichi Wakabayashi, Niigata University, Japan;  Ohtsura Niwa, Kyoto University, Japan

Mouse thymic lymphomas are one of the classic models of radiation-induced malignancies, and the model has been used for 
the study of genes involved in carcinogenesis. ras oncogenes are the fi rst isolate which undergoes mutations in 10 to 30 % of 
lymphomas, and p16INK4a and p19ARF in the INK4a-ARF locus are also frequently inactivated. In our previous study, the 
inactivation of Ikaros, a key regurator of lymphoid system, was found in those lymphomas, and it was suggested that there are 
other responsible genes yet to be discovered. On the other hand, genetic predisposition to radiation-induced lymphoma often 
differs in different strains, and this refl ects the presence of low penetrance genes that can modify the impact of a given mutation. 
Little study of such modifi ers or susceptibility genes has been performed, either. Recent availability of databases on mouse 
genome information and the power of mouse genetic system underline usefulness of the lymphoma model in search for novel 
genes involved, which may provide clues to molecular mechanisms of development of the radiogenic lymphoma and also genes 
involved in human lymphomas and other malignancies. Accordingly, we have carried out positional cloning for the two different 
types of tumor-related genes. In this symposium, our current progress is presented that includes genetic mapping of susceptibility/
resistance loci on mouse chromosomes 4, 5 and 19, and also functional analysis of a novel tumor suppressor gene, Rit1/Bcl11b, 
that has been isolated from allelic loss (LOH) mapping and sequence analysis for γ-ray induced mouse thymic lymphomas.

CL24/0407: Global trends in radiation processing

 Gerry Defalco, MDS Nordion, Ion Technologies, United States

There will be a brief introduction of the companies of MDS serving the Medical, Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical sectors 
worldwide. MDS Nordion will be introduced in more detail focused on the products and services of our Nuclear Medicine and 
Ion Technologies business units. World Trends and issues in Radiation Processing will be discussed on: Sterilization of Medical 
Devices, Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics and Consumer products and fi nally I will present an overview on Food Irradiation progress 
worldwide.
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SW30/0408: Targeting EGFR and COX-2 as a potential treatment improvement strategy 
in cancer radiotherapy

 Luka Milas, University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, United States

Molecular targeting, i.e. use of agents that counteract molecular processes that are dysregulated in cancer cells, which may be 
responsible for tumor radio-or chemoresistance, is a recently extensively investigated approach to further improve radiotherapy, 
chemotherapy or radiochemotherapy. Many potential targets for augmentation of radio (or chemo) response have been identifi ed 
including epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) enzyme, mutated ras and angiogenic molecules. 
Agents that selectively inhibit these molecules are becoming available at a rapid rate, and many of them have been shown in 
preclinical testing to be highly effective in improving tumor radioresponse or chemoresponse, without signifi cantly affecting 
normal tissues. The interaction of EGFR and COX-2 inhibitors with radiation has attracted a fl are of investigational interest, and is 
over-viewed here.

EGFR is frequently overexpressed or mutated in many types of cancer, which is associated with more aggressive tumor 
behavior and poorer tumor response to cytotoxic agents, including radiation. Blockade of EGFR or interference with its 
downstream signaling processes can improve tumor treatment. Our own studies, using human tumor xenografts, demonstrated 
that blocking EGFR with C225 anti-EGFR antibody produces a dramatic enhancement of tumor radioresponse, and even more 
dramatic response when radiation is combined with chemotherapeutic agents. C225 acts by a number of mechanisms including 
inhibition of DNA repair from radiation damage, enhancement of apoptosis and tumor necrosis, and by inhibition of tumor 
angiogenesis. Inhibition of tyrosine kinase activation by small molecule agents, such as Iressa or Tarceva, is another approach in 
interfering with EGFR-signaling, which also showed potent enhancing effect on tumor radioresponse.

There are two COX enzymes: COX-1 and COX-2. While COX-1 is a ubiquitous constitutive enzyme having housekeeping 
physiological function, COX-2 is an inducible enzyme that is induced by diverse infl ammatory stimuli, oncoproteins and growth 
factors. COX-2 is overexpressed in many types of cancer where it mediates production of prostaglandins, which in turn stimulate 
tumor growth and protect cells against damage infl icted by cytotoxic agents including radiation. Selective inhibitors of COX-2 
affect tumors selectively. Preclinical studies by us and others show that selective COX-2 inhibitors greatly enhance radioresponse 
of mouse tumors and human tumor xenografts, while they do not appreciably affect normal tissue radioresponse. The mechanisms 
of radiosensitization include increase in intrinsic radiosensitivity of tumor cells, inhibition of repair from sublethal radiation 
damage and inhibition of tumor angiogenesis.

Both EGFR and COX-2 inhibitors have entered clinical testing in combination with radiotherapy or radiochemotherapy with 
encouraging initial results.

SW30/0409: Radiation oncology: what can we achieve by optimized dose delivery?

 Theodore Lawrence, University of Michigan, United States

Spectacular technical advances have marked the last twenty years in radiation oncology. This revolution began with CT-based 
planning which was followed by 3D conformal therapy. The latter approach produced two important capabilities. The most 
obvious was that tumors could be viewed in their true location with respect to normal tissues and treated with beams that were not 
in the axial plane. A second equally important advance was the development of 3D planning tools such as dose volume histograms. 
These tools permitted quantitative comparison of treatment plans and have supported the development of models relating normal 
tissue irradiation to the risk of complication. The “3D hypothesis” – that 3D treatment planning would permit higher doses of 
radiation to be safely delivered-has been proven. Dose escalation studies have been successfully conducted in the lung (= 100 
Gy), liver (= 90 Gy), brain (= 90 Gy), and prostate (= 78 Gy). Prospective phase II and phase III trials suggest improved outcome 
using these higher doses for tumors in the liver and prostate compared to doses considered acceptable in the 2D era. The next 
technical revolution is underway, with advances in “4D” radiotherapy (accounting fully for organ motion) and in intensity-
modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) to further improve the conformality and accuracy of treatment. Proton therapy will improve 
dose distributions still further. These improved dose distributions can be combined with more accurate tumor delineation provided 
by functional imaging to offer the potential for additional dose escalation without toxicity and for improved tumor control. These 
developments permit us to ask if we are approaching the limits of dose optimization and how (if?) research in radiation delivery 
should proceed.
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SW30/0410: Physical boundaries, biological frontiers?

 W Gillies McKenna, University of Pennsylvania, United States

In the fi rst century of its use in cancer treatment Radiation Oncology was a largely empirical therapy refi ned by the experience 
of the practitioners. This is not to say that there was no theoretical underpinning for what was done, nor that no advances were 
made, but it does mean that many of the ideas that drove advances in the fi eld, such as the linear quadratic formulation, were not 
mechanistically based. In the last decade Radiation Oncology has increasingly viewed itself as Targeted Therapy. This formulation 
however has evolved to mean two quite distinct things. One formulation of this term means improved physical targeting of the 
radiation dose. This has been largely driven by the extraordinary improvements in medical imaging in the last decade in CT, 
MRI, PET and other modalities. With the improved ability to visualize the tumor 3-dimensionally Radiation Oncologists have 
been driven to improve the dose distribution to better conform the dose. This has led to 3-D conformal therapy, IMRT and is 
behind the renewed interest in particle therapy. At the same time Targeted Therapy has also come to mean the identifi cation of 
molecular targets in the tumor cells, stroma and vasculature that could be used to modify the response of the tumor to treatment. 
This symposium will explore these trends. We will ask whether trends in improved physical targeting can continue and will 
follow the improvements in imaging as it increasingly moves away from anatomically based imaging to functional imaging based 
on physiological or molecular characteristics of tissue. We will also explore some of the molecular targets that are likely to be 
translated into clinical practice in the coming decade and the likelihood that they will deliver on their promise to improve clinical 
outcome.

SW31/0412: Protein interactions involving Rad51 and the Rad51 paralogs

 David Schild,  David W Collins,  Yi-Ching Lio,  Benjamin P Chen,  David J Chen, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 
United States;  Lumir Krejci,  Patrick Sung, Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, United States

Homologous recombinational repair of DNA double-strand breaks and crosslinks in human cells is likely to require Rad51 
and the fi ve Rad51 paralogs (XRCC2, XRCC3, Rad51B/Rad51L1, Rad51C/Rad51L2 and Rad51D/Rad51L3), as has been 
shown in chicken and rodent cells. These Rad51 paralogs share 20-30% sequence identity with Rad51 and with each other, and 
probably assist Rad51 in displacing RPA from ssDNA during an early step in recombinational repair. Using baculovirus and 
two- and three-hybrid yeast systems, we originally observed interactions among the human Rad51 paralogs. Our group and 
others have determined that XRCC3 and Rad51C are present in a heterodimer in human cells and that Rad51C is also present 
in a heterotetramer with Rad51B, Rad51D and XRCC2. Our fi nding of two complexes containing Rad51C, suggests that there 
might be a type of hand-off occurring between these complexes during recombinational repair. X-ray treatment did not alter 
either the level of any Rad51 paralog, or the observed interactions between paralogs. However, the endogenous level of Rad51C 
is moderately elevated in XRCC3-overexpressing cells, suggesting that dimerization between these proteins might help stabilize 
Rad51C.

Recently we have started to characterize mutations in Rad51C that have reduced interaction with other paralogs. In two-hybrid 
experiments, one mutation almost abolishes the interaction with Rad51D and signifi cantly reduces the interaction with Rad51B, 
but has only a minimal effect on the XRCC3 interaction. The Rad51C mutations are also being characterized in mammalian 
cells. We have also started to examine the phenotype of paralog depletion in human cells using siRNA against both Rad51C and 
XRCC3. Preliminary results indicate that depletion of RAD51C sensitizes HeLa cells to MMC. Direct depletion of Rad51C and of 
XRCC3 by siRNA also indirectly lowers the endogenous level of the other, suggesting that each may help stabilize the other.
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SW31/0413: Diminished levels of allelic losses by homologous recombination in radiation-hypersensitive cells

 Kouichi Tatsumi,  Masumi Abe, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Yuko Hoki,  Eiko Kubo,  Masahiro Muto, 
 Ryoko Araki, Res. Ctr. Radiat. Safety, Nat. Inst. Radiol. Inst., Japan;  Akira Fujimori, Nat. Inst. Radiol. Inst., Japan;  Koki Sato, 
Fac. Biol. Tech., Kiniki Univ., Japan

Mitotic recombination (MR) due to somatic crossing-over is a predominant mechanism for allelic losses in mammalian cells either 
spontaneous or radiation-induced. A selectable mutation assay accompanying real-time detection PCR was developed to analyze 
the second step in loss-of-function mutations employing a human lympho-blastoid cell line derived from an obligate heterozygote 
of 2,8-dihydroxyadenine urolithiasis, adenine phosphoribosyltransferase (APRT) defi ciency with a nonsense mutation at exon 
3 of the gene. 68 % of spontaneously arising 2,6-diaminopurine resistance (DAPr) mutant clones were associated with loss of 
heterozygosity (LOH), while 92 % of 2 Gy gamma-ray induced mutant clones were so associated. Investigation of gene dosage 
revealed that about one half of the spontaneously arising mutant clones and two-thirds of those induced by gamma-rays showed 
reduction to homozygosity of the constitutionally inactivated APRT allele. In an ataxia telangiectasia (AT) cell subline in which a 
new inactivation mutation had been introduced into one APRT allele by ICR-191, MR rarely occurred and exclusively deletions 
predominated in both spontaneous and X-ray induced DAPr mutants with LOH. A similar assay system was also developed with 
C3H mouse FM3A mammary tumor cells, SR-1, carrying a C→T transition at exon 5 of an APRT allele. In an XRCC7 (DNA-
PKcs) defi cient subline of SR-1, SX9 , spontaneous mutation frequencies for the Aprt locus (8AAr) was 10-3, which was about 10 
times higher than that in parental SR-1 cells. Mutation frequencies induced by X-rays comparably increased in a dose-dependent 
manner for the Aprt locus in both cell lines. Against our expectation, the lack of an NHEJ pathway of DNA double strand break 
repair resulted in a lower proportion (11.1 %) of MR with deletions (77.8 %) as the molecular cause for 8AAr mutations following 
X-irradiation, while virtually all of X-ray induced 8AAr mutant clones were MR in the control SR-1 cells. Factors infl uencing the 
mode and the proportion of MR together with their biologically purposeful regulations should be further pursued, since this type of 
genetic event can well be a rate-limiting step of radiation carcinogenesis.

SW31/0516: Evidence for a Chk2-BRCA1-BRCA2 pathway in controling homologous recombination

 Simon N Powell, Massachusetts General Hospital, United States

The BRCA2 protein is thought to play a role as a supportive protein for the assembly of Rad51 fi laments at the sites of DNA 
damage or stalled DNA replication, and thereby facilitates the process of homologous recombination (HR). We provide direct 
evidence that the interaction of BRCA2 and Rad51, via the BRC repeat motifs of BRCA2, is the key to its function in HR. 
Furthermore, the BRCA2’s role to facilitate HR is dependent on a replicating DNA template, closely linking the process of 
HR to DNA replication. To date, no other role for BRCA2 has been elucidated in-vivo. BRCA1, by contrast, has a complex 
series of functions including a supportive role in HR, a possible role in non-homologous recombination (NHR), transcriptional 
co-activation and E3 ubiquitin ligase activity. The protein undergoes extensive post-translational modifi cation, principally by 
phosphorylation, in both S-phase and in response to DNA damage. We show that ATM-dependent modifi cations of BRCA1 are 
important for S-phase and G2/M checkpoints, but have no direct impact on DNA repair. However, a chk2 dependent modifi cation 
of BRCA1 at serine-988, appears critical for the promotion of Rad51-dependent HR and the inhibition of Mre11/Rad50/NBS1-
dependent repair. Direct modifi cation of chk2 kinase activity, by over-expression of a kinase-dead chk2, results in an identical 
phenotype as seen with the S988A mutation of BRCA1. Taken together, these results suggest that a chk2-BRCA1-BRCA2 
dependent pathway promotes error-free HR, suppresses error-prone NHR and thereby maintains genomic stability.

SW31/0411: Apoptotic pathways as regulators of recombination

 Stacey S Gauny,  Amy Kronenberg, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States;  Wei-chung Liu, Harvard University Sch
ool of Medicine, United States;  Claudia Wiese, Gesellschaft fuer Schwerionenforschung, Germany

Apoptosis, or programmed cell death (PCD), is a fundamental process that protects organismal integrity. In earlier work, we 
demonstrated that over-expression of either of two anti-apoptotic members of the BCL-2 family (BCL-2 or BCL-X

L
 could elevate 

the frequency of radiation-induced mutations at the autosomal TK1 locus in human TK6 lymphoblasts that express wild-type 
TP53. Ectopic expression of BCL-X

L
 also elevated the frequencies of double-strand break-induced gene conversion. The purpose 

of this study is to determine if BCL-2 family proteins promote radiation mutagenesis indirectly through their suppression of PCD, 
or whether the “pro-mutagenic” function of these proteins can be separated from their anti-apoptotic function. We developed 
stable transfectants of TK6 cells that express a mutated form of BCL-X

L
 with a single amino acid substitution in the BH1 domain 

that is known to interfere with the ability to suppress PCD (BCL-X
L
gly159ala). We also developed stable transfectants of TK6 

cells that express a dominant negative caspase-9 that suppresses PCD. The results to date indicate that the mutated form of BCL-
X

L
(gly159ala) does not suppress x-ray-induced PCD in TK6 cells, but it elevates radiation-induced TK1 mutant frequencies to the 

same extent as high level expression of wild-type BCL-X
L
. These data suggest that the anti-apoptotic function of BCL-2 family 

proteins is not required to elevate radiation mutagenesis. Separate experiments using TK6 cells that express a dominant negative 
caspase-9 indicate that this protein inhibits x-ray-induced PCD but TK1 mutant frequencies are not elevated. Taken together, the 
results suggest there is a separate function of BCL-2 family proteins that elevates radiation-induced mutagenesis independent of 
the well-known anti-apoptotic effect of these proteins of importance in human carcinogenesis. Supported by NIH R01CA73966 
and NASA T-964W to A. Kronenberg
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SW32/0415: Dynamic organization of genetic recombination proteins and chromosomes

 Jeroen Essers,  Gert van Cappellen,  Ellen van Drunen,  Arjan Theil,  Nicolas NGJ Jaspers,  Adriaan B Houtsmuller,  Wim Vermeulen, 
 Roland Kanaar, Erasmus MC, The Netherlands

Homologous recombination requires the co-ordinated action of the RAD52 group proteins, including Rad51, Rad52 and Rad54. 
Upon treatment of mammalian cells with ionizing radiation, these proteins accumulate into foci at sites of DSB induction. We 
probed the nature of the DNA damage-induced foci in living cells with the use of photobleaching techniques. These foci are not 
static assemblies of DNA repair proteins. Instead, they are dynamic structures of which Rad51 is a stable core component, while 
Rad52 and Rad54 reversibly interact with the structure. Furthermore, even though the RAD52 group proteins colocalize in the 
DNA damage-induced foci, the majority of the proteins are not part of the same multi-protein complex in the absence of DNA 
damage. Executing DNA transactions through dynamic multi-protein complexes, rather than stable holo-complexes, allows greater 
fl exibility during the transaction. In case of DNA repair, for example, it allows cross talk between different DNA repair pathways 
and coupling to other DNA transactions, such as replication. In addition to the behavior of proteins in living cells, we have tracked 
chromosomes during cell division. Our results suggest that the relative position of chromosomes in the mother cell is conserved in 
its daughter cells.

SW32/0416: The breast cancer susceptibility gene BRCA1: DNA repair and other functions

 Melissa Brown, University of Queensland, Australia

BRCA1 is a tumour suppressor gene. Germline mutations in BRCA1 confer susceptibility to breast and ovarian cancer and levels 
of BRCA1 mRNA and/or protein are reduced in a signifi cant proportion of sporadic breast tumours. The product of this gene is 
a large multifunctional nuclear phosphoprotein that has been implicated in the regulation of cell cycle progression, apoptosis, 
transcription and DNA repair. Thus BRCA1 is thought to function as a genomic caretaker, responding to DNA damage by halting 
cell-cycle progression and activating DNA repair or cell death pathways. Evidence of a role for BRCA1 in DNA repair includes 
the identifi cation of a novel C-terminal amino acid sequence motif (BRCT) common to a broad range of DNA repair proteins, the 
observation that the BRCA1 protein interacts with a number of DNA repair proteins, including Rad50, and the demonstration of 
defective double-strand break repair by homologous recombination and genetic instability in BRCA1-defi cient cells.

Loss of BRCA1 contributes to breast tumourigenesis by inducing genomic instability. The consistent histological phenotype of 
BRCA1 tumours, including their high-grade, pushing margins and syncytial appearance, together with the results of differential-
expression analyses, indicate that the mutations that accumulate in these tumours are far from random. At present however the 
pathway between BRCA1 loss and BRCA1-mediated tumour development is poorly understood. In an attempt to address this we 
have studied the cellular and molecular effects of disrupting BRCA1 function. Results from this analysis and our studies on the 
regulation of BRCA1 expression will be presented.

SW32/0417: Role of Rad21 and Rec8 genes in ionising radiation response

 Huiling Xu,  Jonathan Tomaszewski,  Michael J McKay, Peter MaCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

The recently discovered multi-protein complex called cohesin serves as a chromosomal glue which plays important role in 
mediating chromosome segregation. Cohesin is also implicated in other cellular processes including homologous recombination, 
the upkeep of chromosome stability and DNA repair. Rad21 and its paralogous protein, Rec8 are key components of the cohesin 
complex. Rad21 has been implicated mainly in mitotic cell function, whereas Rec8 were thought to operate exclusively in meiosis. 
Recent studies in non-mammalian metazoa and in lower eukaryotes have shown that Rad21 is required for the effective repair of 
ionising radiation (IR) induced DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) and Rec8 is involved in meiotic homologous recombination 
(HR). To investigate the role of these genes in mammalian systems, we generated mutant lines of mice with heterozygous or 
homozygous deletions of Rad21 and Rec8 genes, respectively. The response of these mutant animals and cells to ionising radiation 
was analysed.
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SW32/0414: Infl uence of double-strand break repair pathways on radiosensitivity during the cell cycle

 Nazumi Alice Yamada,  John M Hinz,  Edmund P Salazar,  Larry H Thompson, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
United States

Double-strand breaks (DSBs) in DNA compromise the maintenance of genomic integrity. DSBs are repaired by the pathways of 
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombinational repair (HRR). We investigated the relative contribution 
of these pathways to radioresistance in mammalian cells through the cell cycle after exposure to ionizing radiation (IR). CHO 
mutants with defects in NHEJ (Dna-pk

cs
 mutant V3) or in HRR (Xrcc3 mutant irs1SF) and wild-type (WT) AA8 cells were 

irradiated with approximately equitoxic doses and fractionated into ~20 synchronous populations by centrifugal elutriation. HRR-
defective cells were most resistant in early G1 phase and became progressively more sensitive as they moved through G1 and S. 
This gradual decline continued as cells moved into G2/M, suggesting a decline in NHEJ capacity through the progression of the 
cell cycle. NHEJ-defective cells were exquisitely sensitive in early G1, rapidly increased their survival by 300-fold as they moved 
into S phase, and were most resistant in late S phase. Survival declined ~3-fold as cells entered the G2/M phase, suggesting that 
contribution by HRR also declines during G2/M. WT cells were most sensitive in early G1 and most resistant when they were 
predominantly in late S, where both pathways confer protection; survival declined in the fractions having increasing percentages 
of G2/M cells (and almost no G1 cells). Although other factors besides DNA replication, such as chromatin architecture, probably 
infl uence repair and radioresistance, we speculate that both NHEJ and HRR pathways become less active as cells enter G2/M. 
In order to explore why HRR activity appears to decline in G2/M, we are investigating the expression levels and cell cycle 
dependence of complex formation by key HRR proteins in synchronized WT cells. We have also constructed hamster cell lines 
with ATPase mutants of the HRR proteins, Rad51C and Xrcc3, to understand the role of ATP hydrolysis in HRR. (Work done 
under the auspices of the US DOE by LLNL under contract No. W7405ENG48 and supported by NIH/NCI grant CA92584-02.)

SW33/0419: Regulation of fi brotic phenotype of the fi broblast cell system by TGF-b

 Hans Peter Rodemann,  Oliver Haase, University of Tuebingen, Germany

Radiation fi brosis of various organs is a multicellular process mediated through the action of specifi c growth factors and cytokines. 
Although different cell systems, i.e. endothelial and epithelial cells, macrophages and fi broblasts are involved in the induction and 
manifestation of fi brosis, the fi brogenic tissue remodeling is mainly due to the action of the fi broblast/fi brocyte cell system. This 
cell system is stimulated by irradiation to alter its differentiation pattern and collagen production leading to the fi brosis-specifi c 
production and deposition of interstitial collagens. Normally the fi broblast/fi brocyte cell system presents a 2:1 ratio of progenitor 
fi broblasts and terminal differentiated functioning fi brocytes. As shown by the use of TGF-b1 knock-out systems, the cytokine 
TGF-b1 is a major determinant of fi broblasts’ radiation sensitivity and differentiation. TGF-b1 activated in response to radiation 
from its latent form (LTGF), TGF-b1 regulates the radiation-induced terminal differentiation of the fi broblast cell system through 
the TGF-b1 receptor II-dependent Smad signaling cascade. As a result of this pathway the expression of cell cycle inhibitors 
such as p21 and p27 is induced leading to a permanent cell cycle arrest and terminal differentiation of progenitor fi broblasts into 
collagen producing postmitotic fi brocytes. Antagonizing the protease-dependent and radiation-induced activation step of LTGF-b1 
to TGF-b1 or neutralizing active TGF-b1 by specifi c antibodies inhibits the induction of the fi brotic phenotype of the fi broblast 
cell system. Applying in situ hybridization techniques, the same molecular and cellular response pattern as shown in in vitro 
cultures could be demonstrated for lung tissue in vivo.

Supported by a grant from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (Ro 527/4-2).
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SW33/0420: The role of TGF-β in radiation-induced fi brosis

 Jurre Hageman,  Bart JL Eggen,  Harm H Kampinga,  Rob P Coppes, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

Introduction: Transforming growth factor (TGF-β) is a multipotent cytokine that regulates a variety of cellular activities such as 
extracellular matrix (ECM) formation. TGF-β contributes to the pathogenesis of tissue fi brosis by upregulating genes encoding 
structural ECM proteins, TGF-β it self and genes encoding inhibitors of extracellular secreted proteases. Several studies reported 
a synergistic effect between TGF-β-signaling and irradiation in the induction of fi brosis. One reported explanation for this 
synergistic effect is that irradiation initiates the formation of radiation-induced reactive oxygen species that cause activation of 
latent extracellular TGF-β.

Aim: The aim of this study was to determine the molecular mechanisms that underlie the proposed synergy between TGF-β 
signaling and irradiation on fi brosis.

Method: To determine whether irradiation modulated the Smad-dependent transcriptional response of TGF-β target genes, the 
effect of TGF-β and irradiation on the activity of the PAI-1 promoter (PAI-luc) and a Smad-specifi c luciferase reporter construct 
(SBE-luc) were investigated using transfection assays in CCL-64 cells (mink lung epithelium).

Results: PAI-1 promoter activity increased signifi cantly in response to gamma-irradiation or TGF-β stimulation. When 
both gamma-irradiation and TGF-β stimulation where applied, we found a synergistic effect of gamma-irradiation and TGF-β 
stimulation. In contrast, cells transfected with the SBE-luc plasmid showed no irradiation induced luciferase activity, while TGF-β 
stimulation did activate this promoter. Neutralizing antibodies against TGF-β where able to completely block the TGF-β induced 
activity of the PAI-1 promoter. However, they could not block the radiation-induced activity of the PAI-1 promoter.

Conclusions: These sets of data show that up regulation of the PAI-1 promoter by irradiation is independent of TGF-β induced 
SMAD signaling and indicated that irradiation-induced activation of this promoter is independent of activation of (latent) TGF-β 
present in the culture medium. We are currently investigating the trans-acting factor that is responsible for the radiation-induced 
activation of the PAI-1 promoter.

SW33/0418: Proteinase-activated receptors – mediators of early and delayed normal tissue radiation 
responses

 Martin Hauer-Jensen, Arkansas Cancer Research Center, United States

Proteinase-activated receptors (PARs) are G-protein coupled receptors that are activated by proteolytic exposure of a receptor-
tethered ligand. The discovery of this receptor family represents one of the most intriguing recent developments in signal 
transduction. PARs are involved in the regulation of many normal and pathophysiological processes, notably infl ammatory and 
fi broproliferative responses to injury. Preclinical studies performed in our laboratory suggest that proteinase-activated receptor-1 
(PAR-1) plays a critical role in the mechanism of chronicity of radiation fi brosis, while proteinase-activated receptor-2 (PAR-2) 
may mediate important fi broproliferative responses in irradiated intestine. Specifi cally, activation of PAR-1 by thrombin, and 
PAR-2 by pancreatic trypsin and mast cell proteinases, appears to be involved in acute radiation-induced infl ammation, as well 
as in subsequent extracellular matrix deposition, leading to the development of intestinal wall fi brosis and clinical complications. 
Pharmacological modulators of PAR-1 or PAR-2 expression or activation would be potentially useful as preventive or 
therapeutic agents in patients who receive radiation therapy, especially if blockade could be targeted to specifi c tissues or cellular 
compartments.

SW33/0421: Molecular mechanisms in the development of radiation-induced telangiectasia

 Fiona A Stewart,  Jacqueline JCM Kruse,  Johannes AM te Poele,  Nicola S Russell,  Liesbeth J Boersma,  Peter ten Dijke, The Nethe
rlands Cancer Institute, The Netherlands

Late vascular injury can cause serious problems for cancer survivors treated with radiotherapy. In large vessels this manifests 
as atherosclerosis, whereas in capillaries it manifests as telangiectasia. The mechanisms whereby telangiectasia develop are not 
fully understood but it has become clear that they involve an imbalance in the response to injury between endothelial cell (EC) 
sprouting and vessel maturation; processes for which proper Notch and TGFβ signalling are required. The purpose of this study is 
to investigate the molecular mechanisms leading to radiation-induced telangiectasia, with the aim of intervening in this process to 
block progressive development of tissue injury.

Our in vivo studies on irradiated mouse kidneys demonstrated replacement of fi ne capillary networks with tortuous, 
telangiectatic vessels, increased vessel permeability and reduced glomerular perfusion. Thrombotic changes in glomerular ECs, 
e.g. increased production of vWF and decreased ADPase activity, preceded telangiectasia and renal dysfunction. Increased 
expression of Jagged1, a Notch ligand that is upregulated by TGFβ and is involved in EC migration and vessel maturation, also 
preceded the development of telangiectasia in irradiated mouse kidney and rectum. Increased amounts of the TGFβ accessory 
receptor Endoglin were present in irradiated glomeruli. In vitro work demonstrated that Endoglin expression is required for TGFβ/
ALK1 signalling and EC proliferation.

Our ongoing studies aim to test the hypothesis that proper signalling of TGFβ and Jagged/Notch pathways are essential for 
the correct formation and maintenance of the microvasculature and that disruption of these pathways are directly involved in the 
development of radiation-induced telangiectasia. Elucidating the mechanisms of radiation-induced telangiectasia should reveal 
targets for intervention in this common and distressing side effect of radiotherapy. It may also have general implications for late 
radiotherapy damage in many organs.
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SW34/0422: Radiation damage to DNA-protein complexes

 Marie Begusova,  Dusan Merta, Nuclear Physics Institute, Prague, Czech Republic;  Denise Sy,  Michel Charlier, 
 Mélanie Spotheim-Maurizot, Centre de Biophysique Moléculaire CNRS, Orléans, France

Tools of theoretical modeling are used to study in detail radiation attack to complexes between DNA and proteins. The relative 
yields of chemical reactions of OH., H and eaq- species with each reactive site of the sugar moiety and of the bases within DNA 
and with each amino acid within proteins are calculated using the Monte Carlo method-based model RADACK (Sy et al. 1997, 
Int. J. Rad. Biol. 72, 147; Begusová et al. 2001, J. Biomol. Struct. Dyn. 19, 141). As examples of DNA-protein complexes were 
chosen: i) a 36 base pairs DNA oligonucleotide bearing the lac operator with the specifi cally bound lac repressor protein, ii) 
formamidopyrimidine-DNA glycosylase (protein Fpg) bound to an abasic site analogue-containing DNA.

The differences in the location of radiation damage in the free and in the bound DNA and in the free and in the bound proteins, 
the radiosensitivity of partners and its infl uence on the stability of the complexes will be presented. The obtained data reveal a 
modulation of indirect radiation effect within DNA and protein in the complex (a “radiolytic footprint” of the protein on the DNA 
oligonucleotide and vice versa). The results of simulations will be compared to available experimental data and the impact of 
irradiation on cell processes will be discussed.

SW34/0423: Protective role of OH scavengers and DNA/chromatin organization in the induction of DNA 
breaks: mechanistic models and Monte Carlo simulations

 Francesca Ballarini,  Marta Rossetti,  Domenico Scannicchio, Universita’ degli Studi di Pavia, Dipartimento di Fisic, Italy; 
 Werner Friedland,  Herwig G Paretzke, GSF-Institute of Radiation Protection, Munich, Germany;  Peter Jacob, GSF-National Re
search Center for Environment and Health, Germany;  Silvia Molinelli,  Andrea Ottolenghi, Universita’ degli Studi di Pavia, Italy; 
 Andrea Volata, Universita’ degli Studi di Pavia, Italy

Radiation-induced DNA damage can be modulated by various factors, including the environment scavenging capacity (SC) and 
the DNA organization within the cell nucleus (chromatin compactness, DNA-binding proteins etc.). In this context the induction 
of ssb and dsb by photons and light ions of different energies impinging on different DNA structures (e.g. linear DNA, SV40 
“minichromosomes” and cellular DNA) at different OH-radical SC values was modelled with the Monte Carlo PARTRAC code. 
Presently PARTRAC can transport electrons, photons, protons and alpha particles in liquid water with an “event-by-event” 
approach, and can simulate the DNA content of mammalian cells with an “atom-by-atom” description, from nucleotide pairs to 
chromatin fi bre loops and chromosome territories. Energy depositions in the sugar-phosphate were considered as potential (direct) 
ssb. The production, diffusion and reaction of chemical species were explicitly simulated; reactions of OH radicals with the sugar-
phosphate were assumed to lead to “indirect” ssb with probability 65%. Two ssb on opposite strands within 10 bp were considered 
as a dsb.

Yields of ssb and dsb/Gy/Dalton were calculated for different DNA structures as a function of the OH mean life time. By 
increasing the SC, the break yields decreased and tended to coincide with direct damage yields. In general, also depending 
on radiation quality, linear DNA was found to be more susceptible to strand breakage than SV40 minichromosomes, which in 
turn showed higher damage yields with respect to cellular DNA. The very good agreement found with available experimental 
data provided a validation of the model and allowed us to quantify separately the protective effect of OH scavengers and 
DNA/chromatin organization. Comparisons with data on nucleoids (DNA unfolded and depleted of histones) suggested that 
the experimental procedures used to obtain such targets might lower the environment SC, due to the loss of cellular scavenging 
compounds.

SW34/0424: Computer modelling of DNA damage induced by cis-platinum photoactivation 
around the Pt K-edge

 Michel Terrissol, CPAT, Université Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, France;  Ekkehard Pomplun, Forschungszentrum, Julich, Germany

The Photo Activation Therapy (PAT) begins to be used for cancer treatment because it allows a more precise irradiation of the 
tumour and a diminution of the drug intake by the patient. To support this innovative method we develop a computer simulation 
able to model the photoactivation, the Auger and fl uorescence X-rays emission, the transport of all these particles and the primary 
DNA damage.

Experimental studies have shown the effi ciency of the antitumour drug CDDP (Cis-diaminedichloroplatinum) photoactivated 
above and below the platinum K-edge. We present here Monte Carlo simulations of all physical and chemical events initiated by 
Auger and X-rays on a molecular model of a core particle (nucleosome + histones). The yields of ssb and dsb were derived using 
direct effects on DNA and reaction of all radical species generated during the radiolysis of the bulk water.

The distribution and complexity of DNA damage resulting of photoactivations above and below the platinum K-edge 
were studied as a function of Auger and fl uorescence spectra emitted in both cases. The results will be compared with existing 
experimental studies realised with synchrotron beam lines.
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SW34/0425: Correlation and competition effects in radical attack

 Nicholas JB Green, King’s College London, United Kingdom;  Victor M Bluett, United Kingdom

The complexity of radiation damage arises from the spatial structure of the radiation track, which can lead to clustering of radical 
attack sites as well as clustering of direct damage. Normal chemical kinetics is not capable of describing multiple hits on the 
same molecule, nor their spatial distribution. This paper presents a new formulation of the kinetics, which describes both effects 
accurately in simple model systems. The formulation is validated by comparison with random fl ights simulations. Spatially non-
additive effects on the competition between sites in a single target molecule are also analysed and simulated.

SW35/0426: Site-specifi cally modifi ed oligonucleotide model systems for studying electron transfer and 
oxidative reaction mechanisms in DNA initiated by intense ionizing laser pulses

 Nick Geacintov, Vladimir Shafi rovich, New York University, United States

Electron transfer processes in DNA are of considerable interest because such phenomena occur under the infl uence of ionizing 
radiation leading ultimately to oxidative DNA damage and strand cleavage. Experimental and theoretical efforts in the fi eld of 
electron/hole transfer in DNA has been stimulated in recent years by observations that such transfers can occur with varying 
effi ciencies when the donor and acceptor moieties are separated from one another by varying numbers of base pairs in double-
stranded DNA. In order to better understand the mechanistic and theoretical underpinnings of such phenomena, model systems 
have been devised in which an altered nucleobase is site-specifi cally incorporated into an oligonucleotide of defi ned base 
composition and sequence. Electron transfer reactions can be initiated by laser pulses which allow for time-resolved studies of 
distance-dependent electron transfer processes utilizing time-resolved transient absorption methods. We have used site-specifi cally 
incorporated 2-aminopurine and covalent pyrenyl-labeled adenine and guanine bases to initiate electron transfer events in DNA 
following photoexcitation and ionization of the 2-aminopurine or pyrenyl residues with picosecond – nanosecond duration laser 
pulses. The photochemical oxidation products are analyzed by a combination of enzymatic digestion, reverse phase HPLC, and 
mass spectrometric techniques. The implications for understanding the mechanisms of electron transfer and subsequent oxidative 
reactions in these DNA model systems will be discussed.

SW35/0427: Electron and hole transfer in DNA: the role of tunneling and environment

 Michael D Sevilla, Oakland University, United States;  Zhongli Cai, Universite de Sherbrooke, Canada

Owing to the biological signifi cance of radiation induced DNA damage, electron and hole transfer processes in DNA have 
attracted considerable interest. Various mechanisms for these processes have been proposed including tunneling and hopping. 
In our efforts we have investigated electron transfer for DNA in glasses, ices and solids at low temperatures via electron spin 
resonance (ESR) spectroscopy. Electrons and holes generated by irradiation at 77 K are trapped on DNA and transfer to a 
randomly interspersed intercalator, mitoxantrone (MX). Monitoring the changes of ESR signals of MX radicals, one electron 
oxidized guanine (G•+), one-electron reduced cytosine [C(N3)H•], and thymine anion radicals (T•-) with time at 77 K allows for 
the direct observation of electron and hole transfer. For DNA in aqueous glasses at low temperatures we are able to isolate the 
tunneling of excess electrons and we report overall distances of travel and the tunneling decay constant, beta. Studies with the 
duplexes polydAdT•polydAdT and polydIdC•polydIdC randomly intercalated with mitoxantrone (MX) show the excess electron 
transfer distances to be longer for pdAdT•pdAdT, than for for pdIdC•pdIdC. The beta value for DNA (0.9Å -1) lies intermediate 
between that for pdAdT•pdAdT (0.75 Å -1) and that for pdIdC•pdIdC (1.4 Å -1). These results suggest that proton transfer from I 
to C•- forming CH• signifi cantly slows but does not stop electron transfer. Similarly in DNA proton transfer in GC anion radical is 
not found to prevent electron transfer. Electron and hole transfer processes in frozen solutions (D2O ices) show that electron/hole 
transfer in polyA•polyU is signifi cantly further than in DNA and transfer distances in polyC•polyG are substantially less than in 
DNA. These fi ndings confi rm our results in aqueous glasses. Our investigations of the effect of hydration, space fi lling lipid amine 
cation complexes, and temperature will also be discussed. Our modeling of electron transfer rates and distances of electron transfer 
in DNA-complexes allow for estimates of the spacing between DNA double stranded helices in each complex. This research was 
supported by the NIH NCI Grant RO1 CA45424.
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SW35/0428: Transfer and trapping of charge injected directly into DNA by ionizing radiation

 William A Bernhard, University of Rochester, United States

Most of the stable end products that are produced by the direct ionization of DNA are derived from early events involving one-
electron oxidation (hole formation) and one-electron reduction (electron addition). The probability that a hole will be injected 
in a particular component of DNA is directly proportional to the electron density of the component. In dry DNA, the initial hole 
distribution, therefore, is 58 % on the sugar phosphate backbone and 42 % on the bases. Inclusion of DNA’s solvation shell, 
doubles the target mass, resulting in about half the initial holes being formed in the solvation shell and the other half in DNA. 
The ejected electrons are preferentially trapped by DNA bases. The goal of our work is to determine how the injected holes and 
electrons migrate through DNA and what reactions lead to shallow (reversible) traps and deep (irreversible) traps.

Our approach is to use EPR spectroscopy to study the unstable free radical intermediates and HPLC to study the stable end 
products in the same DNA samples. Crystalline DNA is used in order to maximize the structural knowledge of the samples and 
minimize errors due to sample variability. From our fi ndings we argue that 1) hole transfer from the solvation shell to DNA 
distributes either evenly between the sugar and bases or with a bias for the sugar, 2) hole transfer from the backbone to the bases 
competes with irreversible trapping at the sugar by deprotonation of the sugar-phosphate radical cation, 3) the rate of hole transfer 
from backbone to base is independent of base type, and 4) a small fraction of excess electrons are permanently trapped by double 
protonation of the cytosine radical anion. The possible biological implications of these fi ndings will be discussed.

Supported by PHS Grant R37-CA 32546, awarded by NCI, DHHS.

SW35/0429: Energetics of electron and hole transfer in DNA in aqueous solution

 Robert F Anderson, Auckland Cancer Society Research Centre, New Zealand;  Roger L Martin, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, 
Australia;  Sujata Sanjay Shinde,  Graham A Wright, The University of Auckland, New Zealand

The formation of free radical damage on DNA, its migration and interaction with additives, is the subject of much experimental 
and theoretical interest as it underlies processes such as radiosensitization and radioprotection. We are using pulse radiolysis to 
both add an electron to and abstract an electron from the bases in double strand DNA in aqueous solution at ambient temperatures 
(295 K) as separate initiating events. The subsequent migrations of the charged species formed in the DNA are followed by time-
resolved spectrophotometry, from which kinetic parameters in real time are determined. Studies on excess electron migration 
employ electron-affi nic nitroacridine and nitroquinoline intercalators, of known one-electron reduction potentials, to trap the 
migrating electrons and the movement of electron defi cient centers are trapped by oxidizable bibenzimidazole ligands that are 
bound in the minor groove of the DNA helix. Whereas only short distances of charge migration, of a few base pairs, is observed 
in the case of added electrons, tens of base pairs in migration distances are observed for electron defi cient centers in aqueous 
solution. Both electron and hole transfers that are initiated in the DNA are found to be activation energy-controlled, which 
differs from (i) photodonor-acceptor complexes systems and (ii) radical species which are attached to DNA, that invoke electron 
tunnelling and hopping descriptions.

SW36/0430: The infl uence of bystander effects on calculation of radiation dose

 Antone L Brooks, Washington State University TriCities

Radiation dose is defi ned as either a “point quantity” or as the average energy absorbed in a defi ned mass of tissue. The fi rst 
defi nition is very useful in radiation therapy while the second is useful for radiation protection. Dose is very dependent on the 
mass of the tissue used. If only cells that have energy deposited in them respond, then mass of concern is easily defi ned. However, 
using microbeams and other in vitro techniques it has been demonstrated that cells not “hit” by the radiation make signifi cant 
biological responses. These result in both damage and protective effects and are an important part of the radiation risk. It is 
essential to consider all responding cells to estimate dose. “Bystander” effects seem to be all or non phenomena that is not altered 
by the number of cells hit or dose. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that the fl ux of alpha particles in a single cell 
or the amount of energy deposited in individual cells by low LET radiation can alter the magnitude of the bystander response. 
Under such non-uniform exposure conditions the total or average dose to all the cells is altered very little while the dose to the 
individual cell increases greatly. The bystander effect has also been demonstrated in animals exposed to non-uniform distributions 
of radioactive materials. Examples of in vivo bystander effects are discussed for liver, bone and the lung exposed to internally 
deposited alpha emitting radionuclides. Combining the Linear-No-Threshold hypothesis with the “hot particle” hypothesis 
suggests that the dose and risk should be derived from cells “hit” by the radiation and that the risk is linearly related to this dose. 
The “Bystander Effects” demonstrates that this is not the case and that dose should be calculated from the total energy deposited 
divided by the mass of the tissue. Research supported by the Offi ce of Biological and Environmental Research (OBER), U.S. 
Department of Energy through a Grant No DE-FG03-99ER62787 to Washington State University.
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SW36/0434: Intra-chromosomal aberrations observed after high-LET radiation exposure in vivo using a 
state-of-the-art cytogentic technique

 Catherine R Mitchell,  Charles R Geard,  David J Brenner, Columbia University, New York, United States;  Prakash Hande, 
National University of Singapore, Singapore;  Tamara V Azizova,  Ludmilla E Burak,  Valentin F Khokhryakov, Southern Urals Biop
hysics Institute, Russia;  Evgeny K Vasienko, Mayak Production Association, Russia

Multicolor banding fl uorescence in situ hybridization (mBAND) was used to investigate the presence of stable intra-chromosomal 
aberrations in chromosomes 1, 2 and 5 in a population of individuals exposed previously to low and/or high-LET radiation. 
Peripheral blood lymphocytes were taken from healthy Russian nuclear workers occupationally exposed to plutonium α-particles, 
γ-rays or both at the Mayak complex from 1949 onwards. Metaphase spreads were produced and chromosomes hybridized with 
mBAND probes and scored for intra-chromosomal aberrations including inversions and deletions.

A large difference between the intra-chromosomal aberration frequencies for the high-plutonium (~1.1 Gy) and the high-
γ exposed (~1.5 Gy) individuals was observed in all three chromosomes studied (chromosome 1: 1.9 ± 0.5 % (n=7) vs. 0.1 ± 
0.1% (n=5); chromosome 2: 1.7 ± 0.4% (n=7) vs. 0 [0 -0.3]% (n=6); chromosome 5: 3.7 ± 0.5 % (n=11) vs. 0.1 ± 0.1 % (n=11) 
(high-plutonium vs. high-γ exposure)). Controls (n=5) showed very few or no intra-chromosomal aberrations. Signifi cantly fewer 
aberrations were observed in chromosomes 1 and 2 compared with chromosome 5, studied previously in this cohort, suggesting 
that intra-chromosomal changes involving chromosomes 1 and 2 may be more lethal to the cell than those involving chromosome 
5. The dramatic differences in yields of intra-chromosomal aberrations in high-plutonium exposure relative to low may provide a 
means of discrimination to estimate both the dose and type of previous radiation exposure in populations.

SW36/0431: Activation of ERK1/2 pathways by extremely low-dose ionizing radiation in normal human cells

 Keiji Suzuki,  Seiji Kodama,  Masami Watanabe, Nagasaki University, Japan

X-ray irradiation at very low doses of between 2 and 5 cGy stimulated activity of a member of mitogen-activated protein (MAP) 
kinase, the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) 1/2, in normal human diploid cells. Higher doses of irradiation at more than 
1 Gy induced phosphorylation of ERK1/2 and accumulated p53 protein. Phosphorylation of ERK1/2 decreased with dose down to 
50 cGy, however, doses of between 5 cGy and 2 cGy phosphorylated ERK1/2 as effi ciently as higher doses of X-rays, while the 
p53 protein level was no longer changed by doses below 50 cGy. ATM-dependent phosphorylation of p53 protein at Ser15 and 
histone H2AX at Ser139 was only observed at higher doses at more than 10 cGy of X-rays. We found that the MEK1 inhibitor, 
PD98059, and the specifi c epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor, AG1478, decreased phosphorylation 
of the ERK1/2 proteins induced by 2 cGy or 6 Gy of X-rays. These results indicate that a limited range of low dose ionizing 
radiation differentially activate ERK1/2 kinases via activation of EGF receptor and MEK, which mediates various effects of cells 
receiving very low doses of ionizing radiation.

SW36/0433: Sensitive detection of somatic intrachromosomal recombination in response to low dose 
radiation exposure – how low can we go?

 Pamela J Sykes, Flinders University & Medical Centre, Australia

High doses of ionizing radiation are mutagenic in a wide range of mutation assays. The majority of radiation exposure studies in 
in vivo mouse mutation assays have been performed at high doses, eg greater than 1 Gy. However, these doses are not relevant to 
the low doses of ionizing radiation that the majority of the population might be likely to come in contact with. Radiation protection 
levels have been based on a simple linear no threshold model, which suggests that any radiation above zero is potentially harmful. 
We utilised the sensitive pKZ1 somatic intrachromosomal recombination (SICR) mutagenesis mouse model to study the mutagenic 
effect of very low doses of X-radiation. Cells which have undergone SICR inversion events within the transgene in pKZ1 mice 
are scored by histochemical staining of E.coli b-galactosidase in tissue sections. pKZ1 mice were subjected to a single whole-
body, high dose-rate, X-radiation exposure ranging from 1 mGy up to 2 Gy. A non-linear dose-response was observed using SICR 
in spleen tissue as the end-point with signifi cant inductions in SICR at higher doses and a signifi cant reduction in SICR below 
endogenous frequency at lower doses. A similar dose response was observed when a pKZ1 cell line was exposed to the same dose 
range. Preliminary results from adaptive response experiments, low dose-rate experiments, and the effect of a defective atm gene 
using pKZ1 mice will also be discussed. The important question posed by these results is “Is a reduction below endogenous SICR 
level caused by low doses of ionizing radiation anti-mutagenic?” This question will be discussed in terms of possible mechanisms. 
Research funded by the Low Dose Radiation Research Program, Biological and Environmental Research (BER), U.S. Department 
of Energy, grant # DE-FG02-01ER63227.
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SW36/1495: Biological effects of exposure to low dose rate environmental radiation at Chernobyl

 Brenda E Rogers, West Texas A&M University, United States;  Ronald K Chesser, Texas Tech University, United States; 
 Jeffrey K Wickliffe, University of Texas Medical Branch, United States;  Robert J Baker, United States

The Chernobyl Exclusion Zone affords the opportunity to address questions of in vivo exposure of whole animal model systems to 
continuous, low dose rate radiation in an environmentally relevant context. For the past decade, we have investigated the genetic 
and biological effects of exposure to environmental radiation at Chernobyl. We have developed novel methods for determination 
of absorbed radiation doses using specifi c activities of various radionuclides both internal and external to the body of the organism. 
Despite rather remarkable internal body burdens of radiocesium and radiostrontium, mammal populations continue to thrive and 
successfully reproduce in this region. In order to relate the results of our environmental studies to data obtained from laboratory 
studies, we have introduced the laboratory model, Mus musculus, to the Chernobyl environment. Inbred strains (BALB/c, C57BL/
6) were exposed to the Red Forest region of the exclusion zone by housing them in environmental enclosures where they lived in 
burrows of contaminated soil. Mice typically received 0.5-1.0 cGy/d, yielding 0.5 to 3 Gy over the 90d exposure period. Multiple 
endpoints were employed to examine the biological effects of these exposures. Flow cytometric analysis of micronucleated 
erythrocytes did not indicate chronic toxicity in exposed mice when compared to control animals (housed in identical enclosures 
with uncontaminated soil). Exposed mice did not exhibit signifi cantly different mutation frequencies or mutational spectra (via the 
transgene mutation assay) when compared to controls or to studies investigating spontaneous mutation frequencies. Preliminary 
data from microarray experiments indicate a signifi cant change in the expression profi les of the DNA repair genes examined, when 
compared to controls. Data from the micronucleus assay, transgene mutation assays, as well as microarray experiments suggest an 
increased capacity for repair in response to chronic low dose, low dose rate exposure to the radiation contamination at Chernobyl.

SW36/0432: Dose-rate effect in radiation mutagenesis: role of p53 gene

 Toshiyuki Norimura,  Hiroyo S Kakihara,  Naoki Kunugita,  Akira Ootsuyama, University of Occupational and Environmental Healt
h, Japan;  Fumio Kato, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences Toho University, Japan

Normal function of the p53 gene is integral to the cellular response to genotoxic stress. One prediction arising from this that p53 
defi ciency results in an increased survival of cells bearing DNA damage, thereby leading to an increased mutation frequency 
and eventually predisposing to malignancy, either by failure to permit repair of damaged DNA or by failed deletion of mutation 
bearing cells. In order to investigate the in vivo role of p53 in surveillance against mutation, and particularly to address the 
signifi cance of p53-dependent apoptosis, we have used p53 null and wild-type p53(+/+) mice to determine the mutation frequency 
at the TCR locus following exposure to gamma-irradiation.

After gamma-irradiation with 3 Gy, the mutation frequency of mice T-lymphocytes defective in T-cell receptor (TCR) gene 
expression was higher than the control level at acute exposure (1020 mGy/min). However, when an equal dose of 3 Gy was given 
but at a lower dose-rate (1.2 mGy/min), the frequency of mutant T-lymphocytes did not increase at all for p53(+/+) mice which are 
capable of p53-dependent apoptosis, whereas the dose of 3 Gy remained mutagenic for p53(-/-) mice, which are unable to carry 
out p53-dependent apoptosis. The frequency of mutant T-lymphocytes increased rapidly to a maximum of 4x10-3 at 8-10 days 
after acute gamma-irradiation, then gradually decreased with half-life of 13 days for p53(+/+) mice. Whereas in the p53(-/-) mice, 
the peak TCR mutation frequency remained constant for up to 28 days and did not decrease at all in the course of the experiment. 
These results indicate that p53 defi ciency should lead to an increased mutation frequency by failed elimination of the mutagenic 
damage from the irradiated tissues. Hence, complete repair of genotoxic damage requires the two mechanisms, p53-dependent 
apoptotic tissue repair as well as the well-known DNA repair.

SW36/0435: Mechanisms of suppression of neoplastic transformation in vitro 
by low doses of low LET radiation

 John Les Redpath,  Mahesh Pant,  XiaoYan Lao,  Qing Lu,  Eugene Elmore, University of California Irvine, United States

The suppression of neoplastic transformation of human hybrid cells in vitro by low doses (<10 cGy) of low LET radiation 
is a reproducible fi nding. Various mechanisms have been proposed to account for this observation. In our laboratory we are 
investigating four possible mechanisms. These are 1. The selective killing of a transformation-sensitive subpopulation, 2. The 
upregulation of DNA repair, 3. The upregulation of reduced glutathione, and 4. Alteration in cell to cell communication. The 
fact that this suppression has been observed over a wide range of doses (0.04 to 10.0 cGy) indicates that it is unlikely that 
any one of these mechanisms is solely responsible. Indeed, it is probable that multiple mechanisms are involved and that they 
assume different importance at different doses. Data collected to date indicate that at a dose of 5 cGy, selective killing of the 
transformation sensitive G2 population could account, at least in part, for the observed suppression at that dose. We also have 
evidence that inhibition of DNA repair has a more potent abrogating effect on the degree of suppression in cells treated with 5 
cGy compared to 0.5 cGy, indicating DNA repair may be more important at higher rather than lower doses. On the other hand we 
do not see any effect of buthionine sulfoxime-induced suppression of GSH on the transformation frequencies at either 0.1 or 4 
cGy and conclude that upregulation of GSH is unlikely to be involved as a suppressive mechanism. Experiments are underway to 
examine the effect of inhibition of cell to cell communication.

Supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.
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PL11/0472: Single-track radiation biology

 Barry D Michael, Gray Cancer Institute, United Kingdom

The importance of the damage induced at the level of the single charged-particle track has been recognised since the earliest days 
of radiation research. It has, however, only been over about the past decade that the cellular effects of isolated tracks have been 
actively studied. Recent research on this topic has either used conventional low-fl uence sources (especially of alpha-particles) or 
sophisticated targeting methods. Many of the effects of radiation arise very close to the track. The use of conventional irradiation 
methods can only give information about responses induced throughout a population of cells, without reference to how each cell 
has actually been traversed due to the random arrival of tracks in space and time. When more specifi c information is needed, for 
example about the locations of sensitive targets, it is preferable to use a microbeam to irradiate pre-selected regions of the cell. The 
microbeam approach is of particular value in studies related to radiation risk. This is because it is possible to determine the actions 
of single particle tracks and thereby mimic in vitro the exposure conditions that generally apply at protection levels. It is evident 
that responses in the low-dose region (i.e., at an average of less than one track per cell) differ markedly from those at higher doses. 
Here, the classical model of radiation effects, in which discrete cellular targets respond individually according to the amounts of 
unrepaired or misrepaired DNA damage, has been challenged by the observation of processes that operate over distances that are 
comparable with or greater than the dimensions of the cell itself. These “non-targeted effects” include bystander effects, genomic 
instability and adaptive responses and their behaviour is governed by signalling events. Microbeam methods provide a powerful 
means of studying the targets and pathways involved in non-targeted effects. They are also proving to be useful in conjunction 
with immunofl uorescence staining to gain information about the recruitment and function of proteins involved in sensing and 
repairing low levels of DNA damage as well as how these processes relate to chromatin structure.

SW37/0436: Space radiation and open questions in radiobiology

 Francis A Cucinotta, NASA Johnson Space Center, United States

The risks of cancer, damage to the central nervous system, and other late effects from space radiation continue to be large concern 
in planning for long duration space travel. In order to enable the future human exploration of our solar system, the increased 
understanding of space radiobiology is needed to support reductions in the uncertainties of risk projection models and for the 
development of approaches and methods to quantify the potential success of biological or shielding countermeasures. We discuss 
the critical questions in space radiobiology that must be answered in order achieve the goal of safe long duration space travel. 
The characteristics of high-charge and -energy (HZE) particle track structure and secondary radiation have been shown to cause 
unique initial damages to biomolecules, cells and tissues, however quantifying the relationship between initial biological damage 
and health risks remains a fundamental problem. We describe recent progress in biophysical approaches that relate the description 
of initial HZE particle induced damage processes to intermediate and fi nal biological outcomes, and provide a framework for 
reducing the number of unanswered critical questions in space radiobiology

SW37/0437: First measurements of the Martian radiation environment

 Cary J Zeitlin, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States;  Francis A Cucinotta,  Timothy F Cleghorn, 
 Premkumar Saganti, NASA Johnson Space Center, United States;  Kerry T Lee,  Lawrence Pinsky,  Victor Andersen, 
University of Houston, United States;  Ronald Turner, ANSER Corp., United States

The 2001 Mars Odyssey spacecraft has been returning data from Mars since February 2002. Its orbit is polar and nearly circular, 
about 400 km above the surface, with a two-hour period. Among the instruments onboard Odyssey are the Martian Radiation 
Environment Experiment (MARIE) and the Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS), which is a suite of instruments that includes several 
neutron detectors. This paper focuses on results from MARIE, which is measuring Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) and Solar Particle 
Events (SPE) at Mars in order to assess radiation health risks to future human explorers. MARIE is highly effi cient for SPE, and 
for GCR in the charge range from 2 (helium) to 10 (neon); spectra obtained in this range are compared to data from the ACE/
CRIS detector and show good agreement. The SPE data obtained by MARIE are unique and may show effects due to “magnetic 
anomalies,” regions of remanent magnetism on the Martian surface. Data from the Mars Global Surveyor magnetometer are used 
in this analysis.

Although the GRS instruments are primarily intended to measure radiation from the Martian surface, both the gamma-ray 
detector and the neutron detectors provide valuable information about the local radiation environment at Mars. The gamma-ray 
crystal is useful in providing coverage during MARIE data outages, which arise due to limited storage space and tend to limit 
acquisition during SPE. The neutron detectors provide data that can, with modeling of neutron transport through the atmosphere, 
be used to predict surface neutron doses. The combined data from these instruments are giving a clear picture of the radiation 
environment at Mars and the potential risks that will be faced by humans who venture there.
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SW37/0439: The role of biomarkers in measuring radiation exposure

 Alexander A Morley, Flinders University and Medical Centre, Australia

The rationale behind the use of a biomarker as an endpoint of radiation effect is that it is closer to the fi nal biological endpoint 
of importance, usually cancer, and that it is affected by individual susceptibility as well as the exposure. Current biomarkers 
will be reviewed. They all have problems of sensitivity, specifi city, and precision, and the quantitative relationship between 
the measurement of a biomarker and the likelihood of development of cancer is unknown. These problems are substantial 
when groups are studied, but they are even more so when individuals are studied. At least until new and better biomarkers can 
be identifi ed, biomarkers may be better suited to prospective identifi cation of individuals susceptible to radiation rather than 
retrospective quantifi cation of radiation effects.

SW37/0438: Translational research: cells, tissues and organisms

 Polly Y Chang, SRI International, United States

Exposure to the complex space radiation environment poses an important health hazard for astronauts in long-term space 
missions. The central theme of NASA’s space radiation health research effort is to acquire scientifi c knowledge to understand 
the mechanisms of particle radiation effects in biological systems and to use this knowledge to set exposure limits and to 
design countermeasures that will protect the astronauts. During the past few decades, a rich body of data has been developed 
to characterize HZE-induced biological responses both in vitro and in vivo using ground-based accelerator facilities available 
in a number of facilities around the world. Although much is known about particle-radiation-induced DNA damage and cell 
killing in cultured cell lines, recent evidence suggest that numerous other factors, such as membrane effects, altered gene 
expression, bystander effects and specifi c cell-type dependent features also play critical roles in cellular responses. Dose- and 
particle-dependent studies are also available for multicellular tissues and animal model systems where emerging information 
demonstrates complex interactions between cells including intercellular communications, activation of proteins, alterations in the 
microenvironment, tissue-specifi city, and genetic status and these contribute in determining the consequences of HZE radiation. 
Due to the lack of human data, risk estimates depend on the extrapolation of experimental results in animals and cultured cell 
systems to man. In this presentation, selected topics reviewing particle radiation effects in cells, tissues and animal will be used to 
illustrate the importance of translational research and some of the limitations of such approaches.

SW38/0440: Late effects of chronic low dose-rate γ-ray irradiation on mice

 Satoshi Tanaka,  Ignacia III B Tanaka,  Sumiko Sasagawa,  Kazuaki Ichinohe,  Takashi Takabatake,  Hiroshi Otsu,  Fumiaki Sato, 
Institute for Environmental Sciences, Japan;  Satoru Matsushita, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Late effects of continuous exposure to ionizing radiation are potential hazards to workers in radiation facilities as well as to the 
general public. Recently, specifi cally low dose-rates and low dose effects have become a serious concern. Using a total of 4000 
mice, we studied the late biological effects of chronic low dose-rate radiation based on the life span. Two thousand male and 2000 
female 8 week-old specifi c-pathogen-free (SPF) B6C3F1 mice were randomly divided into 4 groups (1 non-irradiated control and 
3 irradiated). Irradiation was carried out for approximately 400 days using 137Cs gamma-rays at dose-rates of 21 mGy day-1, 1.1 
mGy day-1 and 0.05 mGy day-1 with total doses equivalent to 8000 mGy, 400 mGy and 20 mGy, respectively. All mice were kept 
under SPF conditions until they died spontaneously. Statistical analyses shows that the life spans of the both sexes irradiated at 21 
mGy day-1 (p<0.0001) and of females irradiated at 1.1 mGy day-1 (p<0.05) were signifi cantly shorter than that of the control group. 
Our results show no evidence of lengthened life span in mice continuously exposed to very low dose-rates of gamma-rays.

SW38/0441: Carcinogenesis and adaption to radiation in vivo

 Ron E Mitchel, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Canada

The “Linear No Threshold” hypothesis, used in all radiation protection practices, assumes that all doses, no matter how low, 
increase cancer risk. Adaptive responses to low doses and dose rates of low LET radiation in cells do not support the hypothesis. 
This talk describes animal experiments that test the hypothesis in vivo. In mice, a 100-mGy dose of γ-radiation did not alter 
frequency but did increase latency for acute myeloid leukemia initiated by a subsequent large dose. This result indicates that low 
doses reduce the rate at which initiated cells become genomically unstable and consequently reduce risk in genetically normal 
mice. This reduction in the progress of genomic instability also occurred in cancer prone Trp53 heterozygous mice where a 10-
mGy adapting exposure prior to a large dose signifi cantly extended lifespan and increased latency, without altering frequency, for 
all malignant tumors taken together. However, the latency responses were tumor type specifi c. The adapting exposure increased 
latency for lymphomas and hemangiosarcomas, but decreased latency for spinal osteosarcomas. Increasing the adapting dose 
to 100-mGy eliminated the protective effect and reduced lifespan compared to high exposure alone. In Trp53 heterozygous 
mice, a 10-mGy dose alone, without a subsequent high dose, increased latency for spontaneous osteosarcomas, lymphomas and 
hemangiosarcomas without altering frequency. Increasing the dose to 100-mGy produced variable results, with decreased latency 
for some tumors but increased latency for other tumors, indicating that this higher dose was in a transition zone between reduced 
and increased risk. We conclude that adaptive responses are induced by low doses in normal or cancer prone mice, and that these 
responses reduce carcinogenic risk by increasing tumor latency. The transition dose from protective to detrimental effects is tumor 
type specifi c. At low doses in vivo, the relationship between dose and risk is not linear.
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SW38/0442: Studies on radiation-induced tumour induction in mice and its modifi cation by low radiation 
doses and antioxidants

 Haldhar D Sarma,  Badri N Pandey,  Kaushala P Mishra, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India

Ionizing radiation induced tumor induction in thymus and its suppression by pre-exposure to low dose irradiation has previously 
been investigated in Swiss Albino mice in our laboratory and these studies showed that a single dose of whole body gamma 
irradiation (3 Gy ) induced thymic lymphoma (TL) followed by shortening of the life span of tumor bearing animals. These 
fi ndings have prompted us to undertake detailed investigations on the mechanisms of radiation induced occurrence of tumor and 
its modifi cation by antioxidants and low dose exposures prior to tumor causing radiation dose. The induced tumor has been found 
to exhibit sensitivity to therapeutic doses of radiation and concentration dependent anti-tumor drug, doxorubicin. Moreover, 
transplanted tumor growth was found signifi cantly reduced by exposure to fractionated doses of radiation. Studies have further 
confi rmed that pre-exposure of animals to low doses of radiation signifi cantly suppressed the growth of the transplanted tumor. 
In addition, tumor cells exposed to 1cGy of radiation and transplanted to mice showed 30 % reduction in the incidence of tumor. 
The development of TL was found associated with the enlargement of spleen and induction of anaemia. Recent results have 
shown that whole body exposure of animals to sub-lethal doses ( 1-5 Gy) resulted in dose dependent increase in reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) level in thymocytes from irradiated animals. Preliminary in vitro studies on thymocytes of irradiated mice showed 
increased per cent apoptosis, as measured by fl uorescence method, which was inhibited by antioxidants. This talk is designed to 
present a highlight of involvement of radiation generated ROS in cell/ membrane damage and role of cellular apoptosis in the 
mechanism of radiation induced tumorigenesis in mice.

SW38/0443: Suppressive effect of low dose rate radiation on tumorigenesis in mice

 Kazuo Sakai,  Hiroshi Tanooka, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Japan;  Toshiyasu Iwasaki,  Yuko Hoshi, 
 Takaharu Nomura,  Yasuhiro Ina, Low Dose Radiation Research Center, Japan

Irradiation with low dose/dose rate irradiation is known to stimulate a number of biological functions in vitro and in vivo, 
including anti-oxidative capacity, DNA damage repair, the process of apoptosis, and immune responses. Each of these functions 
may work in a suppressive manner in the process of tumorigenesis. To examine this possibility we have looked into the effects of 
low dose rate irradiation on the process of chemically induced or radiation-induced tumorigenesis in mice, using our long-term 
low dose rate irradiation facility, which is equipped with a 370 GBq 137Cs source built in a clean room to allow chronic irradiation 
of mice under a clean conventional condition.

A group of 5-week-old female ICR mice, 35 in each group, were irradiated at 2.6, 0.95, or 0.30 mGy/hr for 35 days. The mice 
were then injected in the groin with 0.5 mg of 20-methylcholanthrene dissolved in olive oil and irradiation was continued. A 
statistically signifi cant suppression of cumulative tumor incidences up to 216 days after MC injection was observed in the group 
irradiated with 0.95 mGy/hr. The suppression of tumor incidence or the delay in tumor appearance was also observed in B6C3F1 
and C57BL/6N strain.

Thymic lymphomas were induced in 10-week-old C57BL/6N female mice by 4 weekly X-irradiations (1.8 Gy at 2.0 Gy/min). 
The continuous irradiation, from 5th week of age to 13th, at 0.95 mGy/hr delayed the timing of the appearance of the thymic 
lymphomas.

These results indicate the suppressive effect of the low dose rate irradiation on the process of tumor induction initiated by at 
least two types of agents: methylcholanthrene and high dose radiation.

This work has been performed in collaboration with T. Iwasaki, Y. Hoshi, T. Nomura, Y. Ina, T. Yamada, and H. Tanooka, Low 
Dose Radiation Research Center, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry.
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PP14/0444: Tolerance of the human spinal cord to single dose radiosurgery

 Samuel Ryu,  Guopei Zhu,  Fang-Fang Yin,  Munther Ajlouni,  Jae Ho Kim, Henry Ford Hospital, United States

Purpose: Tolerance of the spinal cord to the single dose of radiation is not well defi ned. Although there are cases of human spinal 
cord tolerance from re-irradiation to the same cord level, the information about the tolerance of human spinal cord to single large 
dose of radiosurgery is not available. We carried out spinal radiosurgery to treat spinal metastasis and studied the single dose 
tolerance of the human spinal cord in an ongoing dose escalation paradigm.

Method and Materials: A total of 39 patients with 48 lesions of spinal metastasis were treated with single dose radiosurgery 
at Henry Ford Hospital. The radiosurgery dose was escalated from 8 Gy to 16 Gy at 2 Gy increment. The radiation dose was 
prescribed to periphery of the spinal tumor. The radiation dose to the spinal cord was estimated by computerized dosimetry. The 
median follow-up time was 10 months (range 6-18 months) from the radiosurgery. The endpoint of the study was to demonstrate 
the effi cacy of the spinal radiosurgery and to determine the tolerance of human spinal cord to single dose radiosurgery.

Results: The dose to the spinal cord was generally less than 50 % of the prescribed radiation dose. The volume of the spinal 
cord that received higher than this dose was less than 20 % of the anterior portion of the spinal cord. Maximum single dose 
of 8 Gy was delivered to the anterior 20 % of the spinal cord in this dose escalation study. The dose volume histogram will be 
presented. There was no acute or subacute radiation toxicity detected clinically and radiologically during the maximum follow-up 
of 20 months. Further dose escalation is in progress.

Conclusion: The single tolerance dose of the human spinal cord appears to be at least 8 Gy when it was given to the 20 % 
of the cord volume, although the duration of follow up is not long enough to detect severe late cord toxicity. This study offers a 
valuable radiobiological basis of the normal spinal cord tolerance, and opens spinal radiosurgery as a safe treatment for spinal 
metastasis.

PP14/0445: Impact of IMRT and leaf width on extracranial stereotactic radiotherapy

 Pavel Dvorak, Czech Technical University in Prague, Austria;  Joachim Bogner,  Bernhard Kroupa, Dietmar Georg, 
Div. Med. Rad. Physics, Austria;  Karin Dieckmann, AKH, Vienna, Austria

Purpose: To evaluate the potential benefi t of IMRT on Extracranial Stereotactic Radiotherapy (ESRT) of liver and lung lesions. 
Additionally, the infl uence of a thin leaf MLC on conformal radiotherapy and IMRT is investigated. Material and Methods: 10 
patients treated previously with ESRT are considered in the study (7 lung, 3 liver lesions). Thus all treatment plans used for 
the actual treatment are considered as the standard for further comparison. A standard ESRT treatment consists of 7-10 MLC 
shaped fi elds, where a total dose of 36Gy is prescribed to the 65% isodose in 3 fractions. For inverse planning two treatment 
planning systems (TPS) are evaluated, Helax-TMS V6.1(A) (Nucletron, Holland) and BrainSCAN 5.1 (BrainLAB, Germany). 
For Helax-TMS IMRT a standard MLC with 1cm leaf width is used applying the segmented MLC technique, while BrainSCAN 
IMRT plans are delivered using a micro-MLC with a variable leaf width (3-5.5mm). Following parameters were evaluated: dose 
conformity, DVHs of organs at risk, CTV and PTV, volumes of lower (3 and 6Gy) isodoses, total number of segments and total 
number of MU. Results: The use of MLC with a smaller leaf width provides signifi cantly better dose conformity which is also 
refl ected in dose parameters of organs at risk. This is valid for both the standard conformal and IMRT technique. There was no 
evident difference in lower isodoses volume for all comparisons made. While CTV dose parameters do not show a signifi cant 
difference either between TPSs or between standard conformal and IMRT technique, PTV mean doses are lower for IMRT plans, 
especially for lung lesions. There was an increase in MUs (up to 40%) needed to deliver the prescribed dose for IMRT planned 
with Helax-TMS. BrainSCAN required approximately twice the number of MU to deliver IMRT plan as compared to standard 
conformal. On the other hand, time required to produce satisfactory IMRT plans was considerably shorter for the BrainSCAN 
system. Conclusion: Based on the current results no benefi t of IMRT for ESRT is observed for both TPSs investigated, although 
highly irregular shaped tumors located closely to organ at risk were included. We observed a signifi cant improvement in terms of 
conformity with a micro-MLC.

PP14/0446: Initial assessment of IMRT for head & neck cancer at Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney

 Jennifer Donovan,  Annie Ho,  David Fraser,  Lyn Oliver,  Graeme Morgan, Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney, Australia

Aim: To evaluate the treatment of patients with head & neck cancer using IMRT and to compare treatment delivery, outcomes and 
toxicity with conventional fi xed-fi eld radiotherapy.

Patients & Methods: Between June 2001 and December 2002 a total of 60 patients were treated with IMRT at RNSH. Of these, 
28 patients had a head & neck cancer. Twelve patients had parotid cancer although a variety of H&N sites were treated. Selection 
for IMRT was based on tumour site, histology, patient age and co-morbidities. All patients had shell immobilisation, CT scanning 
and inverse planning for dose optimisation. Treatment was on a 6MV Varian linac with an MLC width of 5mm.

Outcomes: The initial clinical experience with the IMRT programme at RNSH is promising. Tumour control rates are 
satisfactory compared with standard RT and no adverse acute side effects have been observed.

Conclusion: Although IMRT is a very time and resource consuming technique its full potential has yet to be determined. 
Indications for its use in H&N cancer will be discussed. Based on the outcomes for our initial patient group a dose escalation study 
is proposed.
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PP14/0447: Conformal avoidance helical tomotherapy for dogs with nasopharyngeal tumors

 James S Welsh, University of Wisconsin, United States;  Michelle Turek,  Thomas R Mackie,  Paul Miller,  Minesh P Mehta, 
 Lisa J Forrest, United States

Helical tomotherapy provides a unique means of delivering intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) using a novel treatment 
unit, which merges features of a linear accelerator with a helical CT scanner. Thanks to the CT imaging capacity, targeted regions 
can be visualized prior to, during, or immediately after each treatment. Such image-guidance through megavoltage CT will allow 
the realization and refi nement of the concept of adaptive radiotherapy – the reconstruction of the actually delivered daily dose (as 
opposed to planned dose) accompanied by prescription adjustments when appropriate. In addition to this unique feature, helical 
tomotherapy promises further improvements in the specifi c avoidance of critical normal structures, i.e. conformal avoidance, the 
counterpart of conformal therapy.

The fi rst defi nitive treatment protocol using helical tomotherapy is presently underway for dogs with nasopharyngeal tumors. 
In general, such tumors can be treated with conventional external beam radiation therapy but at the cost of severe ocular toxicity 
due to the anatomy of the canine head. These are readily measurable toxicities and are almost universal in incidence; therefore, the 
canine nasopharyngeal tumor presents an ideal model to assess the ability to conformally avoid critical structures. It is hoped that 
conformal avoidance helical tomotherapy will improve tumor control via dose-escalation while reducing ocular toxicity in these 
veterinary patients. A total of 10 fractions are scheduled for these patients; the fi rst 3 dogs have all received at least 7 fractions 
delivered via helical tomotherapy. Although preliminary, the fi rst 3 dogs treated have not shown any evidence of ocular toxicity in 
this ongoing study.

PP14/0448: Tumour dose uniformity in radiotherapy: experimental evidence for cell response to non-
uniform irradiation

 Martin A Ebert, Newcastle Mater Hospital, Australia;  Natalka Suchowerska,  Mai Zhang,  Michael Jackson, Royal Prince Alfred H
ospital, Australia

A common goal of radiotherapy is the application of uniform radiation dose to the tumour volume. Such a goal has been 
formalized by the ICRU (ICRU 50, 1993), based on the assumption that cells respond independently and any under-dosed 
region represents an area with a higher probability to act as a recurrence site. However, dose distributions provided by intensity-
modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and other techniques offer opportunities to escalate tumour doses and greatly reduce normal tissue 
doses, with these effects enhanced further if dose non-uniformity is allowed in the tumour.

A study of the response of several tumour cell lines has suggested an averaging effect if those cells are exposed to a gradient 
rather then a uniform dose. A study was performed with cell cultures exposed in a 6 MV X-ray beam in full equilibrium conditions 
with the beam modulated by a wedge fi lter. With cell communication channels open, cells exposed at the lower or higher dose 
ends of the wedge responded as if irradiated to mean dose levels, with the severity of this effect dependent on cell type. A possible 
explanation for this effect is cellular communication. When cells are irradiated with communication channels physically blocked, 
the normal dose response experienced under uniform irradiation conditions results.

There are signifi cant implications of this result for radiotherapy treatment and prescription, dependent primarily on translation 
of the results to the clinical setting. The ability to deliver largely non-uniform doses to tumours would greatly facilitate normal 
tissue avoidance and enhance our ability to escalate doses to tumours. This result can also be used to explain some recent 
observations regarding dose-response extracted from clinical trial data.

PP14/0449: Intensity modulated radiation therapy as an external beam boost in gynaecologic cancer patients 
unsuitable for brachytherapy

 Philip Chan,  Gregory Perkins,  Inhwan Yeo,  Mohammad Islam,  Lee Manchul,  Wilfred Levin,  Anthony Fyles, Princess Margaret Ho
spital, Canada;  Michael Milosevic, The Princess Margaret Hospital &University of Toronto, Canada

Purpose: To evaluate the ability of intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) in reducing the volume of bladder, rectum and small 
bowel irradiated, in women with gynaecologic malignancies receiving external beam boost beyond 45 Gy.

Methods: IMRT plans were created for 10 patients with cervical (5), endometrial (2) and vaginal (3) cancer previously 
treated with external beam pelvic radiotherapy (EBRT) and a conformal radiotherapy (CRT) boost at a comprehensive cancer 
center. The CTV included the gross tumour, including the proximal vagina and/or cervix. Dose volume histogram (DVH), organ 
dose summaries and RTOG toxicity scores from the conformal treatments were used to guide IMRT plan optimization. Each 
prescription dose (PD) was maintained and the IMRT plan optimized to minimize the dose to critical normal tissues. The 2 plans 
were compared in terms of dose conformity, heterogeneity and normal tissue dose vs. volume.

Results: The PD ranged from 20 to 30Gy. Nine of 10 patients tolerated the CRT with RTOG toxicity <= 2. The median PTV 
was 214 cm3 (151 SD). On average the PTV overlapped with 29.6% of bladder and 15.3% of rectum. The dose conformity (PTV 
D95) was signifi cantly improved with IMRT (p=0.03). PTV dose inhomogeneity, as measured by the dose encompassing 5% of 
the volume (D5), increased slightly with IMRT. The dose received by 50% of the rectum (D50) decreased from an average of 80% 
of the RD with the CRT to 62%(± 18.3) with IMRT (p=0.00005). IMRT reduced the dose received by 50% of the bladder volume 
by 10% (p=0.04). A marginal reduction was seen in 50% of small bowel by 2.5% of PD (p=0.28).

Conclusions: These results indicate IMRT can improve target coverage and reduce dose to critical structures in gynecologic 
patients receiving an EBRT boost. The value of IMRT in comparison to brachytherapy will be evaluated in future studies.
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PP15/0450: Low dose fractionated radiation (LDFRT) inhibits estrogen response element (ERE) binding 
activity and lipocalin-2: A potential molecular mechanism of LDFRT mediated sensitization

 Jason A Brandon,  Swatee Dey,  Damodaran Chendil,  Mohammed Mohiuddin,  Mansoor Ahmed, University of Kentucky, 
United States

In this study, the concept of low dose fractionated radiation (LDFRT)as chemo-potentiator was tested in two ovarian cancer cell 
lines, BG-1 and SW626. Studies were performed to: (1) compare the Taxotere potentiating effects of single high dose radiation 
(>1 Gy) versus hyper radiation sensitivity (HRS) inducing low radiation dose and (2) to understand the molecular mechanism 
of LDFRT mediated chemopotentiating effects. BG-1 cells showed an increase in p53 protein and its target gene p21waf1/cip1. In 
SW626, high basal levels of p53 were detected and was unchanged after treatment with concomitant induction of Bcl-2. However, 
no change in the Bcl-2 and bax levels were observed before and after radiation in BG-1 cells. These fi ndings indicate that BG-1 
cells contain functional p53 and SW626 lacks functional p53. Clonogenic assay data showed that the BG-1 cells (SF2=0.19; 
D0=82.1 cGy) were sensitive to ionizing radiation when compared with the SW626 cells (SF2=0.27; D0=148 cGy). Taxotere 
(0.25nM) combined with radiation showed a signifi cant radiosensitizing effect in BG-1 cell line, but not in SW626, with the 
enhancement ratio (ER) for BG-1 cells being 2.27 (SF2=0.06; D0=67.4 cGy), and ER for SW626 cells being 0.98 (SF2=0.27; 
D0=143 cGy). Taxotere (0.50nM) plus radiation (1-6 Gy) showed a signifi cant radiosensitizing effect in the mutant p53 SW626 
cell line, with an ER of 4.5 (SF2=0.045; D0=42.9 cGy). However, pretreatment with Taxotere(0.25nM) followed by LDFRT (1Gy 
fraction 2 times or 0.5Gy fractions four times) showed an ER of 7.5 for BG-1 cells. Pretreatment with Taxotere (0.50nM) followed 
by LDFRT showed an ER of 8.5 and 7.5 respectively for SW626 cells enhancing the radiosensitizing effect in both BG-1 and 
SW626 cells. Protein-DNA Array analysis of transcription factors showed that LDFRT completely inhibited the DNA binding 
activity of Estrogen Response Element (ERE).These fi ndings were confi rmed by EMSA and CAT assays. One of the ERE target 
gene, lipocalin 2 (that has pro-survival function), was signifi cantly inhibited in response to LDFRT or LDFRT plus TXT. These 
fi ndings implicate that LDFRT in combination with Taxotere overcome the pro-survival effects of ERE and lipocalin-2.

PP15/0451: The effect of neoadjuvant chemotherapy by sequential paclitaxel and doxorubicin on the 
interstitial fl uid pressure and pO

2
 in patients with palpable breast cancer

 Alphonse G Taghian,  Sherif I Assaad,  Peryhan Molokhia,  Rita Abi Raad,  Eren Yeh,  Simon N Powell, Massachusetts General Hospi
tal, United States;  Adrian Casty, Massachusetts General Hospital, Switzerland

Background: Tumors with high interstitial fl uid pressure (IFP) are thought to respond poorly to chemotherapy (CT) due to poor 
drug delivery. In addition, a decrease in IFP is hypothesized to improve drug delivery and therefore result in a better response to 
CT. Pre-clinical studies suggested that Paclitaxel specifi cally reduces the IFP, with the consequence of improved pO

2
 and tumor 

response to subsequent CT.
Objectives: Evaluate the IFP and pO

2
, using ultrasound guidance, before and after neoadjuvant CT using paclitaxel (P) or 

doxorubicin (D) in patients with breast cancer of >3cm.
Methods: Patients were randomized, according to IRB approved protocol, to receive neoadjuvant sequential CT: 4 cycles of 

dose-dense D (60mg/m2 / 2 weeks) followed by 9 cycles of P (80 mg/m2 / week) (D->P arm) or the reverse sequence (P->D arm). 
Patients were reevaluated clinically and radiologically and IFP (wick-in-needle technique) and pO

2
 (Eppendorff) were measured in 

tumors and in normal tissue at baseline, after completion of the fi rst and the second drug.
Results: Forty-two patients have enrolled in the protocol, with 30 of them having completed CT. Fifteen patients were 

randomized to each arm. The mean IFP at baseline was 7.3 mmHg (range 0.6-17), while in normal tissue 1 mmHg (range -1 to 
1.3) (p < 0.05). The median tumor pO

2
 measurements varied between 1.6 and 49.4 mmHg with overall mean of 22 mmHg. The 

median pO
2
 in normal tissue was 45 mmHg (range 26-55) (p=0.0002. In the P->D arm, the mean IFP at baseline and after P 

were 7.3 mmHg and 4.6 mmHg, respectively (p=0.01). The mean pO
2
 in this group before and after P was 13.2 and 27.0 mmHg, 

respectively (p=0.01). In the D->P arm, the mean IFP at baseline and after D were 6.6 mmHg and 5.2 mmHg, respectively (p=NS). 
The mean pO

2
 at baseline and after D was 19.6 and 13.7 mmHg, respectively (p=0.38).

Conclusion: These preliminary data showed that Paclitaxel signifi cantly decreased the IFP and increased the pO
2
, whereas 

doxorubicin did not change the IFP and had a tendency to decrease the pO
2
. These data suggest that tumors with high initial IFP 

would be better treated with paclitaxel fi rst in order to reduce the IFP and improve the pO
2
.
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PP15/0452: A randomized phase III trial comparing concomitant chemoradiotherapy versus radiotherapy 
alone in advanced head and neck cancers – mature Results: Yoodhvir Singh Nagar, Lucknow Cancer 
Institute, India

 Shalini Singh, King George’s Medical College, India;  Shaleen Kumar, Institute of Medical Sciences, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, 
India;  Niloy Ranjan Datta, Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate, India

Background: To evaluate contribution of concomitant chemoradiotherapy (CTRT) over and above radiotherapy alone (RT) in 
previously untreated stage III/IV, squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCH&N).

Patients and Methods: Patients with cancers of oral cavity (OC), oropharynx (OP), supraglottis (SG) and hypopharynx (HP) 
were randomized into RT arm or CTRT arm. Radiotherapy was identical in both arms (70Gy/35 fractions/7 weeks). In CTRT arm 
concomitant cisplatin (35mg/m2) was given weekly for seven cycles. Surgery was reserved for salvage purposes when required.

Results: From May 1996 to December 1998, 155 patients (RT=78, CTRT=77) were enrolled and 139 patients (RT= 
1,CTRT=68) were assessable. Over 90% patients in both arms completed planned treatment. The complete response rate was 51% 
in RT arm and 71% in CTRT arm (p=0.017). The median disease free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS) in RT arm and 
CTRT arm were 3 months vs. 11 months (p=0.0009) and 9 months vs. 26 months (p=0.01) respectively. The 5-year DFS and OS 
in the two arms were 10% vs. 27% (p=0.000) and 16% vs. 29% (p=0.01) respectively. Acute grade III toxicity was comparable 
in both the arms (12% vs. 16%, p=0.74). Late grade I/II toxicity was higher in CTRT arm (70% vs. 51%, p=0.09). Serious late 
toxicities were not seen in both arms. On univariate analysis the favorable factors for immediate response were protocol (CTRT 
better), primary site (SG & OP better than OC & HP), T-stage (T1-T2 better), Nodes (N0 better than N+), Stage (III > IV), KPS 
(>80) and lesser overall treatment time (OTT). Multivariate analysis retained protocol, T stage, N stage and OTT as factors 
independently affecting the immediate response.

Conclusions: Addition of concomitant weekly cisplatin (35mg/m2) to radiotherapy improves the likelihood of local control, 
DFS and OS with acceptable acute and late toxicities and can be recommended as a standard form of treatment in advanced 
SCCH&N.

PP15/0453: High risk Merkel cell carcinoma of the skin treated with synchronous carboplatin/etoposide and 
radiation: a trans-Tasman radiation oncology group study

 Michael G Poulsen, Mater Queensland Radium Institute, Australia;  Danny Rischin,  Jill Ainslie, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, 
Australia;  Euan Walpole,  Jennifer Harvey, Princess Alexandra Hospital, Australia;  John Mackintosh, Mater Private Hospital, 
Australia;  Chris Hamilton, Newcastle Mater Hospital, Australia;  Lee Tripcony, Division of Oncology Royal Brisbane Hospital, 
Australia

Purpose: The effectiveness of synchronous carboplatin, etoposide and radiation therapy was prospectively assessed in a group of 
patients with high risk Merkel Cell Carcinoma of the skin.

Patients and Methods: Patients were eligible if they had disease localised to the primary site and nodes and were required to 
have at least one of the following high risk features: recurrence after initial therapy, involved nodes, primary size greater than 1 
cm, gross residual disease after surgery or occult primary with nodes. Radiation was delivered to the primary site and nodes to a 
dose of 50 Gy in 25 fractions over 5 weeks and synchronous carboplatin (AUC 4.5) and etoposide 80 mg/M2 intravenously days 
1-3 was given in weeks 1, 4, 7 and 10. The median age of the group was 67 [43-86] years and there were 39 males and 14 females. 
Involved nodes (stageII) were present in 33 (62%) cases. The sites involved in decreasing order were head and neck (22), occult 
primary (13), upper limb (8), lower limb (8) and trunk (2).

Results: Fifty-three patients were entered between 1996 and 2001.The median potential follow up was 48 months. There 
were no treatment related deaths. The 3 year overall survival, loco-regional control and distant control were 76%, 75% and 76% 
respectively. Factors that were predictive for local control and survival were tumour site and the presence of nodes. Multivariate 
analysis indicated that the major factor infl uencing survival was the presence of nodes. However this was not a signifi cant factor in 
loco-regional control.

Conclusions: High levels of loco-regional control and survival have been achieved with the addition of chemotherapy to 
radiation treatment for high risk Merkel cell carcinoma of skin. The role of chemo-radiotherapy for high risk MCC warrants 
further investigation.
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PP15/0454: Intensifi cation of treatment for progressive loco-regional disease in HNSCC patients receiving 
post-operative or defi nitive radiotherapy

 June Corry,  Danny Rischin,  Bickol N Mukesh, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia;  Sandro Porceddu,  Lester Peters, 
Australia

Background: Patients who develop progressive loco-regional disease (PD) during radical treatment for squamous cell carcinoma 
(SCC) of the head and neck region represent an uncommon but real management dilemma often leading radiation oncologists to 
abort treatment. We present here our experience using treatment intensifi cation for such patients

Methods: A prospective record of eligible patients was kept from May 1998 to December 2001. For post-operative patients, 
PD meant any disease recurrence between surgery and completion of post-operative radiotherapy. For patients receiving defi nitive 
(chemo)radiotherapy, PD meant any loco/regional progression of disease that required re-planning of radiotherapy.

Results: Twenty patients (16 male: 4 female; median age 60 yrs) with various sites of primary disease met eligibility criteria. 
There were 15 post-operative patients (PORT) and 5 (chemo)radiation patients. Median time to commencement of treatment was 
42 days from surgery (PORT patients), and 22 days from presentation for (chemo)radiation patients; median time to detection of 
PD was 57 days and 23 days respectively. Treatment intensifi cation was by increased radiation dose intensity using twice-daily 
fractionation (9), increased radiation dose intensity and additional chemotherapy (10), additional concurrent chemotherapy only 
(1). The complete response rate to treatment intensifi cation was 53%. At the close-out date for analysis, 11 patients were alive, 9 
with no evidence of disease, 2 with loco-regional disease. Eight patients died of loco-regional disease; one also developed distant 
metastatic disease. One lost to follow-up.

The median potential follow-up time for all patients was 31 months (range: 3-56 months). The median failure free survival for 
all patients was 4.9 months; for those who had a complete response to treatment it was 20.3 months. The median overall survival 
time has not been reached; overall survival at 2 years was 57%.

Conclusions: Intensifi cation of treatment in patients who develop progressive loco-regional disease during radical treatment is 
warranted and can lead to long-term disease control.

PP15/0517: Accelerated proliferation of non-small cell lung cancer cells after induction chemotherapy

 Sherif Y EL Sharouni,  Henk B Kal, University Medical Centre Utrecht, The Netherlands

Background: Induction chemotherapy of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) stage IIIB with gemcitabine and cisplatin for 
downstaging the tumour with the aim for further treatment with ionising radiation, is one of the treatments for lung cancer 
employed. The purpose of this study was to investigate the infl uence of the waiting time for radiotherapy, i.e. the interval between 
induction chemotherapy and radiotherapy, on the rate of tumour growth.

Methods: Interval times between end of chemotherapy and day of diagnostic CT, planning CT and fi rst day of radiotherapy were 
determined. Increase in tumour volume was measured for 23 patients with NSCLC by measuring the primary tumour dimensions on 
the diagnostic CT made after induction chemotherapy and on the CT used for radiotherapy planning. Volume doubling times were 
calculated from the time interval between the two CTs and ratio of the volumes on CT planning and CT diagnostic.

Results: The mean time interval between end of chemotherapy and day of diagnostic CT was 16 days, till CT planning 66 days 
and till fi rst day of radiotherapy 76 (29 – 108) days. Tumour doubling times ranged from 9 to 153 days with a mean of 47 days. 
This is far less than the mean doubling time of NSCL in untreated patients.

Conclusions: This study shows that time interval between chemo- and start of radiotherapy varies between 29 to 108 days. 
The consequence is fast tumour progression as result of accelerated proliferation: mean tumour-doubling times are decreased by a 
factor of 2 to 4. The gain obtained with induction chemotherapy with regard to volume reduction was practically lost in the waiting 
time for radiotherapy. We recommend diminishing the time interval between chemo- and radiotherapy to as short as possible.

PP16/0456: Excited states of guanine cation radicals in DNA result in the formation of DNA sugar radicals

 Lata Shukla,  David Becker,  Michael D Sevilla, Oakland University, United States

In an investigation of sugar radical formation in irradiated DNA, we report the conversion of one-electron-oxidized guanine (G+•) 
to the C1’ and C3’ sugar radicals via visible and UV-photolysis. Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) spectroscopic investigations were 
performed on salmon testes DNA, 5’-dGMP and 3’-dGMP as model systems. DNA samples (100 mg/mL D

2
O) were prepared with 

Tl3+ or Fe(CN)
6

3- as electron scavengers. Upon gamma-irradiation, the electron-gain path in the DNA is strongly suppressed; at 
low temperatures, a mix of G+• and sugar radicals are found. Some thymine allyl-type radical (UCH

2
•) may also be present at this 

point. After UV-photolysis, the percentage of sugar radicals, specifi cally the C1’ radical, increases with a concomitant decrease 
in the percentage G+•. In hydrated DNA samples, the conversion of the G+• to the C1’ radical increased as the level of hydration 
increased. Similar effects are observed in DNA samples using visible photolysis; however, the conversion of G+• to sugar radical 
is less effi cient than with UV light. For deoxynucleotide phosphate samples (2 mg/mL D

2
O/8 M LiCl), dGMP+• is produced by 

attack of Cl2-•. Subsequent visible photolysis of the 3’-dGMP+• (77 K) results in formation of the sugar C1’ radical; for photolysis 
of 5’-dGMP+•, the C3’ radical is preferentially formed. For DNA, the C1’-H bond is the weakest in the sugar moiety; thus, the C1’ 
radical is formed from the electronically excited base-cation radical in preference to other sugar radicals. The formation of the C3’ 
radical in 5’-dGMP and the C1’ radical in 3’-dGMP is explained by the extra stability afforded by an OH group at C3’ radical site 
vs. a phosphate group. In agreement, earlier ab initio calculations showed that replacing the OH group at the C3’ position with a 
phosphate group destabilizes the C3’ radical relative to the C1’ radical.

Supported by NIH NCI RO1 CA 45424 
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PP16/0457: Chromosome aberrations for high- and low-LET radiation

 Aloke Chatterjee, University of California, United States;  William R Holley,  Bjorn Rydberg, Lawrence Berkeley National Laborat
ory, United States

We have an existing model for interphase chromosomes which expilicitly takes into account interphase(G0 and G1) chromosome 
structure,nuclear organization with variable overlaps between chromosomes. This model is available for human as well as mouse 
lymphocytes. Each chromosome is modeled as a random polymer constrained inside a spherical volume in accordance with its 
length. This interphase chromosome model has been used to evaluate yields of translocations and dicentrics as a variation in 
dose (including low-dose values below 10cGy) for low-LET radiation. Our results are available for different limits of detectable 
resolutions(1 Mbp to 20 Mbp). The model for the interphase chromosome is quite suitable to evaluate complex aberration 
frequencies. Recently the model has been used to evaluate the effects of energetic low- and high- fl uences of protons,helium 
particles,neon particles and iron particles. Results will be presented to demonstrate that for low-LET radiation the shape of the 
dose response curves are linear quadratic in contrast with the linear relationship for high-LET radiation. Similar results are also 
obtained for complex aberration frequencies. The high-LET results should be considered as a prediction of the model since 
very limited amount of data are available for direct comparison with experiments. An extension of the model to gene specifi c 
mutational events as a function of low-doses of low- and high-LET radiation will be discussed.

*Research was funded by the Low Dose Radiation Research Program,Biological and Environmental Research,U.S.Department 
of Energy and also by NASA for all the heavy ion related studies.

PP16/0458: Hole transfer in DNA studied by pulse radiolysis

 Tetsuro Majima,  Kiyohiko Kawai, Osaka University, Japan;  Tadao Takada, The Institute of Scientifi c and Industrial Research, 
Osaka, Japan

Attention has been paid to charge transfer in DNA with respect to oxidation damage of DNA and nano bio-devices such as 
DNA molecular wire. We report hole transfer in DNA during pulse radiolyses of molecule-conjugated DNA (M-DNA). Direct 
measurement of the charge transfer in DNA has never been reported due to the low extinction coeffi cient of nucleobase radical 
ions and to diffi cult defi nition of nucleobases. We have used M-DNA in which M radical cation has enough extinction coeffi cient 
and distinct absorption. Radical cation was generated in M-DNA during pulse radiolysis in water, and hole transfer through DNA 
was monitored by time-resolved transient absorption spectra of the radical cations.

Hole was generated in Py-DNA by pulse radiolysis in water. Hole transfer to Py through DNA was monitored by transient 
absorption of Py˙+ at 465 nm. The hole hopping rate (k) from G-region to Py was determined to be 104 s-1 which decreased 
with intervening A-T base-pairs between Py and G-region. We suppose that G(-H+)-radical and C(+H+) basepair can alive in 
DNA more than 100 us and that this long lifetime is responsible to the long-distance hole transfer. The dependence of k against 
the distance between the G-region and Py led to the slope of 0.3 Å-1 which is due to multi-step k with the smaller distance 
dependence. On the other hand, beta = 0.6 Å-1 was found for the single-step k in DNA.

On the basis of pulse radiolytic studied on various molecule-conjugated DNA, we found that hole transfer between two 
chromophores (A&B)-conjugated DNA increased with decreasing the distance between A&B and was accelerated slightly with 
increasing the number of Gs of the bridge between A&B, and that k was modulated by the bridged base sequences. We also found 
that weak distance dependent hole transfer in DNA by adenine hopping mechanism.

References
K. Kawai, T. Takada, S. Tojo, N. Ichinose and T. Majima, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 123 (2001) 12688-12689.
K. Kawai, Y. Wata, M. Hara, S. Tojo, and T. Majima, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 124 (2001) 3586 – 3590.
K. Kawai, K. Miyamoto, S. Tojo, and T. Majima, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 125 (2003) 912-915.
K. Kawai, T. Takada, S. Tojo and T. Majima, J. Am. Chem. Soc., in press.
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PP16/0459: Proton transfer from electronically excited alkane radical cations. effect of electronic excitation 
energy on proton-donor site selectivity: a study in γ-irradiated CCl

3
F/heptane

 Dominique Stienlet,  Jan Ceulemans, K.U.Leuven, Belgium

Donor and acceptor site selectivity in the proton transfer from alkane radical cations to alkane molecules have been studied 
extensively in recent years, using γ-irradiated frozen CCl

3
F/alkane solutions to study symmetric proton transfer and γ-irradiated 

alkane mixed crystals for the study of asymmetric transfer.1 The purpose of the present study is the elucidation of the effect 
of electronic excitation energy on donor site selectivity in the proton-transfer process. To this effect, γ-irradiated cryogenic 
CCl

3
F/heptane systems containing heptane nanoparticles were investigated by EPR spectroscopy both before and after electronic 

excitation of the trapped heptane radical cations present (through illumination within their electronic absorption band). The 
electronic excitation results in a very substantial increase in the extent of proton transfer from heptane radical cations to heptane 
molecules. Also, the donor site selectivity typical for ground-state heptane radical cations vanishes completely, as the site of 
proton donation becomes instead related to the electronic structure of the electronically excited heptane radical cations. Thus, not 
the structure of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) in heptane but that of inner (more energetic) orbitals becomes 
decisive with respect to the site of proton donation from its radical cation. The study opens important new horizons for a detailed 
investigation of the electronic structure of the different electronically excited states of alkane radical cations, that are formed 
by removal of inner (non-HOMO) electrons. By combination with theoretical calculations, a detailed picture of the electronic 
structure of alkanes (not just from the HOMO) comes within reach.

1J. Ceulemans. Proton Transfer from Alkane Radical Cations to Alkane Molecules: Selectivity with Respect to the Site of 
Proton Donation and Proton Acceptance. Acc. Chem. Res. 2002, 35, 523-531.

PP16/0460: Charge transfer within 125IUdR

 Ekkehard Pomplun, Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany

The decay of 125I incorporated into thymine releases a shower of about 15 electrons on average thereby creating a correspondingly 
large point charge. This charge is expected to be neutralised by electron transfer, most rapidly by electrons from neighbouring 
atoms of the same molecule. These transfer processes will, in turn, induce charges on all the molecule’s atoms so that these 
are repelled from each other in a Coulomb explosion. Such a destructing mechanism has been found experimentally in small 
molecules, e.g. CH

3
125I and C

2
H

5
125I.

This work focuses on semi-empirical and ab initio quantum mechanical calculations to test the stability of molecule 
confi gurations of thymine suffering an increasing number of charges. Geometry optimisation was applied as well as subsequent 
molecular dynamic simulations to study changes in the structural conformation in dependence of time and temperature.

Preliminary results show signifi cant differences of the molecular charge density distribution with increasing number of 
charges. At charges of < 5+, no dramatic changes in bond lengths are found. However, at about >= 5+ the calculations no longer 
converge due to the strong repelling forces. The overall result is in agreement with recent experimental data (Lobachevsky and 
Martin, 2000) demonstrating a nonradiation component playing a signifi cant role in DNA strand break induction.

P16/1115: Exposure to the atmospheric ionizing radiation environment: a study on Italian civilian aviation 
fl ight personnel

 Giovanni De Angelis,  Massimiliano Caldora,  Mariano Santaquilani,  Riccardo Scipione,  Arduino Verdecchia, Istituto Superiore di
 Sanita, Italy

A study of the effects of high-LET, low-dose and low-dose-rate ionizing radiation and associated risk analysis is underway. This 
study involves analyzing the atmospheric ionizing radiation exposure (including high-energy neutrons) and associated effects for 
members of civilian aviation fl ight personnel, in an attempt to better understand low-dose long-term radiation effects on human 
subjects. The study population includes all Italian civilian airline fl ight personnel, both cockpit and cabin crewmembers, whose 
work history records and actual fl ights (route, aircraft type, and date for each individual fl ight for each person where possible) 
are available. The dose calculations are performed along specifi c fl ight legs, taking into account the actual fl ight profi les for all 
different routes and the variations with time of solar and geomagnetic parameters. Dose values for each fl ight are applied to the 
fl ight history of study participants in order to estimate the individual annual and lifetime occupational radiation dose. An update of 
the study of the physical atmospheric ionizing radiation exposure is given here, in terms of environmental modeling, fl ight routes, 
radiation dose evaluation along different fl ight paths, and exposure matrix construction. The exposure analysis is still in progress, 
and the fi rst results are expected soon.
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PP17/0461: Enhancement of interferon-related radiation toxicity after inhibition of cellular DNA-repair 
proteins

 Margret Rave-Fraenk,  Nadine Dettmar,  Heinz Schmidberger, University Goettingen, Germany;  Joerg Lehmann, University of Cali
fornia, United States

Purpose: Interferon-beta (IFN) has reported radiosensitizing activity against tumor cells, associated with an increase of the alpha-
component of the survival curves. As the mechanism of interaction between IFN and radiation is still unclear, we investigated the 
relationship between IFN and the regulation of the repair of radiation-induced damage.

Material and Methods: DNA-repair defi cient (M059J) and profi cient (M059K) glioblastoma cells were treated with 3000 
I.U. of INF-beta, graded doses of gamma rays or a combination of both. The repair capacity of M059K cells was modulated by 
wortmannin (WMN) treatment. DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK) activity was determined to control the effi cacy of 
the WMN-induced repair inhibition. Cytotoxicity was evaluated by a standard colony-forming assay; survival curves were fi tted 
according to the linear-quadratic equation. Sensitizer enhancement ratios (SERs) were calculated at the 37% survival level, and 
isobologram analysis was applied to test the IFN-radiation interactions.

Results: M059J cells were radiosensitive and showed a supraadditive IFN-radiation interaction. M059K cells were 
radioresistant and showed a solely additive IFN-radiation interaction. In repair-inhibited M059K cells, we observed an increase 
in IFN-induced radiation cytotoxicity. This effect further increased with increasing repair inhibition/WMN-concentration. The 
respective SERs were 1.12 (IFN only), 1.25 (IFN + 5uM WMN), 1.23 (IFN + 20uM WMN), and 1.96 (IFN + 50uM WMN). IFN-
induced radiation cytotoxicity was always related to an increase of the alpha component of the respective survival curves.

Conclusion: The inhibition of cellular repair proteins could induce and increase an IFN-related enhancement of radiation 
toxicity. These results point towards an interaction between IFN or IFN-induced proteins and the regulation of the repair of 
radiation-induced damage.

PP17/0462: Ku80, DNA ligase IV, and Nbs1 are not essential for heat-radiosensitization in mammalian cells

 Joseph R Dynlacht,  Eric Bittner,  Jody A Bethel,  Brian D Beck, Indiana University, United States

Hyperthermia is currently being evaluated as a potential cancer treatment modality, particularly as an adjuvant to radiation 
therapy. Hyperthermia sensitizes mammalian cells to ionizing radiation. Radiosensitization is believed to be mediated by an 
inhibition of repair of radiation-induced double strand breaks (DSBs). In mammalian cells, DSB repair occurs predominantly 
via the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathway. Ku80, a critical protein involved in NHEJ, is predominantly found in the 
soluble nuclear protein fraction. We have found that when human U-1 melanoma cells are heated at 42.5°-45.5° C and nuclei 
are isolated immediately thereafter, a dose-dependent decrease in extractability of Ku80 in the nuclear fraction is observed. The 
increase in Ku80 retained in the nuclear fraction of heated cells is indicative of protein aggregation within the nucleus. Recovery 
of nuclear Ku80 extractability to that of unheated cells was observed when cells were incubated at 37° C after heating, and is 
likely attributed to disaggregation of the protein. Since an excellent correlation has been shown between heat-radiosensitization 
and heat-inactivation of Ku-DNA binding activity, our data initially led us to speculate that inhibition of DSB repair and heat-
radiosensitization was due to aggregation and subsequent inactivation of Ku80. However, when survival curves obtained for 
irradiated or heated, irradiated Ku80-/- mouse embryo fi broblasts (MEFs) were compared with survival curves obtained for 
wild-type cells, we found that heat-radiosensitization was not reduced in the Ku80-/- cells, but was actually increased. Thus, our 
fi ndings indicate that Ku80 and the NHEJ pathway are not involved in radiosensitization. Non-involvement of NHEJ in heat-
radiosensitization was confi rmed by comparing clonogenic survival between DNA Ligase IV-defi cient human cells and wild-type 
cells. Our data therefore implicate homologous recombination in inhibition of repair of radiation-induced DSBs and as a target for 
heat-radiosensitization. In addition, using NBS cells lacking functional Nbs1 protein, we demonstrate that an Nbs1-based damage 
sensing mechanism for detection of DSBs is also not essential for heat-radiosensitization.
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PP17/0463: Treatment of radiation-induced acute oral mucositis in a rat model

 Mohi Rezvani, University of Oxford, United Kingdom

The stem cells of the epithelial lining of the oral mucosa are non-specifi cally affected by many anti-cancer agents including 
radiation. Radiation-induced mucositis of upper aerodigestive tractis a major dose-limiting factor in the treatment of head and 
neck tumours. A new non-toxic drug (Compound A) consisting of Curcumin, -tocopherol and sun fl ower oil (SFO) was developed 
and its effi cacy was tested in the treatment of radiation-induced normal tissue lesions. Mature (12 weeks old; 200-225g) female 
Sprague-Dawley rats were used in compliance with the Animal (Scientifi c Procedures) Act 1986. While under anaesthesia the 
animals tongue was slightly extended outside and a region of the underside of the tongue was irradiated in-situ with single doses 
of 2.27 MeV -rays from a 5mm diameter 90Sr/90Y plaque. The dose-rate of the source was ~10Gy/min at the surface of the 
mucus membrane. Irradiations and subsequent assessment of the lesion were carried out under general anesthesia maintained by 
a 1.5% Halothane, oxygen mixture. Four groups of 36 animals were irradiated with single doses of either 13.5, 15, 16.5 or 18 Gy. 
Following irradiation the animals in each dose group were subdivided into four treatment subgroups of 9 rats to receive 0.5 ml 
per day of either Compound A, SFO, -tocopherol or water by oral gavage until the end of experiments. Nine animals were used at 
each dose point in each treatment group. Mucosal ulceration (erosion of mucosal epithelium) was considered as an end-point and 
this is referred by radiation-induced mucositis in the context of present experiments. From the day after irradiation until any acute 
radiation-induced oral mucosal lesion had healed the animals tongue were assessed daily for the presence of radiation-induced 
mucositis (mucosal ulceration). Quantal data for the incidence of radiation-induced mucositis were analysed using logit analysis 
and dose modifi cation factor (DMF) was obtained. There was a modest increase in the ED50 values after both a-tocopherol and 
SFO administration that resulted in DMF values of 1.05 and 1.04, respectively. However, compound A signifi cantly reduced the 
incidence of radiation-induced mucositis with a signifi cant DMF value of 1.24±0.06.

PP17/0464: Recovery of reticulocytes and prevention of radiation-induced weight loss in mice by 
γ-tocotrienol: possible application to cancer therapy

 K Sree Kumar,  Vasan Srinivasan,  Raymond E Toles,  Venita L Miner,  Thomas M Seed, Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institu
te, United States

Gamma-tocotrienol (GT), an alpha-tocopherol (AT, vitamin E) isomer was found to be better than AT against radiation-induced 
lethality. CD2F1 male mice (LD

50/30
 radiation dose 9 Gy) were injected subcutaneously with 10 mg/mouse each of GT or AT. 

After 24 hrs, mice were given 11 Gy 60Cobalt radiation. All mice treated with AT survived; only 50% of the mice treated with GT 
survived. The mechanism of protection may not involve apoptotic pathway since GT did not affect caspase-3 activity whereas AT 
suppressed radiation-induced increase in activity. Recovery profi les of blood cells and weight loss were also evaluated. Mice were 
treated with AT, GT, or vehicle prior to sublethal whole-body gamma irradiation. In the AT- and GT-treated mice, the recovery 
rates of neutrophils, platelets, erythrocytes, and reticulocytes were greater than in vehicle-treated controls. The highest level 
(265% of the normal) of reticulocytes in GT or AT treated mice was reached in 15 days postirradiation; the highest level (450% 
of the normal) in vehicle-treated controls was reached 20 days after irradiation. Recovery profi le of erythrocytes suggested that 
reticulocytes in the irradiated controls matured slowly into erythrocytes; reticulocytes in GT or AT treated mice matured at a faster 
rate. Radiation-induced weight loss was studied at a supralethal dose of 10.5 Gy. All animals, irrespective of the treatments lost up 
to 20% weight in 5 days. After a transient increase, irradiated controls and AT-treated mice continued to decline in weight (13 to 
17%) till day 16 after irradiation. GT-treated mice lost only 1% to 9% after the initial loss in 5 days. These studies indicate that GT 
may be preferable than AT not only as a non-toxic radiation protective agent but also as an ideal adjuvant in alleviating anemia and 
weight loss accompanying radiotherapy or chemotherapy of cancer.
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PP17/0465: Didox, a potent ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor, confers enhanced radio-sensitizing effect in 
prostate cancer cell line PC-3 nude mice xenograft model

 Vincent S Gallicchio,  Mohammed S Inayat,  Mohammed Mohuiddin,  Mansoor Ahmed, University of Kentucky, United States; 
 Howard L Elford, Molecules for Health, VA, United States

Previously, we have reported that Didox a second generation ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor, mediates a potent radiosensitizing 
effect in p53 null PC-3 prostate cancer cells by overcoming radiation induced NFκB activity and BCL-2 expression. In this study, 
we evaluated the combine effect of Didox and radiation therapy on the growth of prostate tumors in the nude mouse model. Nude 
mice aged 4-6 weeks, were injected with 100 mL 5x10 6 PC-3 cells subcutaneously on the medial side of the thigh, just above the 
level of the stifl e. The animals were observed for 3- 4 weeks until the xenografts reached tumor volume of 0.5 cm3. At this time, 
animals were randomized into 4 groups for the following treatment regime. Group 1: Untreated, Group II: Didox alone (5days/
week), Group III: radiation alone and Group IV: Didox +Radiation. In this group animals were irradiated with 2Gy dose per using 
a 1 37Cesium source with whole body of the animal shielded by 5 cm thick cerroband block and only the side of the thigh with the 
tumor was exposed followed by Didox, which was injected intra peritoneal with a dose of 350mg/kg/day. The combined treatment 
was administered alternate weeks until a total of 20 Gy dose was achieved. Tumor volume assessment was evaluated using a 
geometric formula shown below which takes into account all three-principle diameters.

V= (p/6) x (product of 3 principle diameters)
The mice were treated for 4 weeks at which time they were euthanized and analyzed for gross toxicity by measuring peripheral 

blood indices and femur cellularity. Hemopoietic progenitors were evaluated using a standard semi solid progenitor assay 
to determine the CFU-GM and BFU-E numbers. In this study we demonstrated that Didox administered following radiation 
signifi cantly regressed tumor volume without inducing signifi cant bone marrow toxicity. These results confi rm earlier seen results 
obtained from in-vitro work and confi rm Didox is a potent radiosensitizing agent in vivo. The potential clinical utility of this agent 
warrants further research.

PP17/0466: In vitro radioprotection by methylproamine

 Roger F Martin,  Sam Broadhurst,  Pavel N Lobachevsky, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia;  Jonathan M White, 
 David P Kelly, University of Melbourne School of Chemistry, Australia

Reports of the unexpected radioprotective activity of the minor groove-binding bibenzimidazole Hoechst 33342 has prompted 
the development of a new DNA-binding radioprotector. Guided by the hypothesis that the radioprotective activity of Hoechst 
33342 was due to electron donation, in contradistinction to the oxidative properties of electron afi nic radiosensitisers, analogues 
of Hoechst 33342 with electron-rich substituents were synthesised. The most promising of these analogues is methylproamine, 
in which the ethoxy group of Hoechst 33342 is replaced by an NN-dimethylamino, with the addition of a methyl group into the 
phenyl ring.

The impressive feature of methylproamine is its radioprotective potency in cell culture. Survival curve studies with V79 cells 
have demonstrated a dose modifi cation factor of 2.1 with cells exposed to a concentration of just 30micromolar methylproamine, 
before, after and during irradiation. By comparison, 100-fold higher concentrations of the classic amino thiol radioprotectors are 
required to confer this level of radioprotection in similar experiments reported in the literature. Analysis of the methylproamine 
survival curve data according to the alpha-beta model indicate that both components are modifi ed by the radioprotector. Studies 
not reported here, have demonstrated radioprotective activity of methylproamine in vivo, raising the possibility of potential utility 
in protecting normal cells during cancer radiotherapy.

PP18/0467: Mechanisms of late cardiac radiation injury

 Marjan Boerma,  Jan Wondergem, LUMC, dept. Clinical Oncology, The Netherlands;  Cindy I Schutte-Bart,  Laurine E Wedekind, 
 Chris Zurcher, LUMC, The Netherlands;  Jacqueline JCM Kruse, The Netherlands Cancer Institute, The Netherlands

Cardiac injury is a late side effect of radiotherapy treatments in which the heart is situated in the radiation fi eld. The observed 
myocyte loss is not likely to be a direct effect of irradiation, since cardiac myocytes are known to remain functional after high 
radiation doses. The purpose of this study was to elucidate mechanisms that are responsible for myocyte loss and fi brosis after 
irradiation. In a rat model, different histopathological characteristics were determined after local heart irradiation with a single 
dose between 15 and 22.5 Gy and compared with hearts of rats that had been treated with the radioprotector amifostine (ethyol). 
Myocardial lesions as fi brosis, degeneration and infl ammation were often observed in the endocardial layer of the ventricles, a 
region of the heart which is known to be most sensitive in situations of deprived blood supply. Changes, observed in coronary 
arteries, included a loss of smooth muscle cells, fi brosis, and enlargement of the luminal diameter. Based on their morphology, 
coronary arteries are likely to have lost their “windtunnel” function, which is important to maintain blood fl ow. One month after 
irradiation, myocardial capillaries became immunoreactive for von Willebrand factor (vWf). From 3 months onwards, vWf 
staining was observed also within the extracellular matrix of areas with massive fi brosis and degeneration. These dose- and 
time dependent increases in deposition of vWf indicate the presence of damaged microvascular endothelial cells. In sections of 
amifostine treated rat hearts, vWf staining was increased to a lesser extent. From 3 months onwards, ventricular mast cell numbers 
showed a dose-dependent increase. In the left ventricle, mast cell numbers were correlated to total histopathological score. 
Altogether, these results suggest that upon irradiation, the heart is subjected to a decreased myocardial blood supply. Mast cells 
might also play an important role in the development of myocardial injury.
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PP18/0468: Identifi cation of differentially regulated antioxidant proteins by redox proteomics in irradiated 
mouse liver

 Jinsil Seong,  Jiyoung Kim, Yonsei University Medical College, Korea;  Jeung Hee An, Radiation Oncology, Brain Korea 21 Projec
t for Medicine, Korea

Since radiation treatment has been reappraised in the treatment of hepatic tumors, radiation response in liver is emerging as a new 
interesting area of investigation. The main issue is how to minimize radiation-induced hepatotoxicity. In this study, identifi cation 
of the repertoire of the proteins was analyzed by a proteomics approach regarding cellular responses of liver tissue to ionizing 
radiation. C3H/HeJ mice were given 10 Gy radiation and liver tissues were analyzed by 2-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE) and 
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-fl ight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS). At least twenty-eight proteins 
showed signifi cant alteration following radiation. The increased proteins include cytochrome c, glutathione S transferase pi 
(GSTP), NADH dehydrogenase and peroxiredoxin VI (Prx VI), whereas the proteins such as peroxisomal bifunctional enzyme, 
phosphatidylethanolamin and ras relative protein decreased after radiation treatment. Mainly GSTP and Prx VI including thiol 
group seem to be implicated into radiation response in liver. Further study is warranted to elucidate their role in radiation-induced 
hepatotoxicity.

PP18/0469: Tailor-made diagnosis and therapy of breast cancer for familial predisposed women

 Marlis Frankenberg-Schwager, University of Goettingen, Germany;  Dieter Frankenberg, Germany

Familial predisposed women heterozygous for an inherited mutation in a tumor suppressor gene (such as BRCA1+/- or BRCA2+/-) 
are at a higher risk for loss of tumor suppressor gene function than normal women and may develop breast cancer (BRCA-/-). For 
early detection of breast cancer these women are advised to start mammography screening at an early age and at annual intervals. 
Mammography X-rays were shown to enhance neoplastic transformation and mutation in human cell lines. Based on the mutation 
data it is estimated that a single mammogram confers loss of BRCA function (BRCA-/-) in at least several thousand breast 
epithelial target cells of a predisposed woman. BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes belong to a group of genes required for the error-free 
repair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) by homologous recombination. This pathway is impaired in BRCA1-/- or BRCA2-/- 
cells and DSBs are channeled into potentially error-prone pathways such as non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and single-strand 
annealing (SSA). BRCA-defi cient cells show a mutator phenotype characterized by an increasing genetic instability. This seems to 
be the mechanistic explanation for the enhanced risk of breast cancer in predisposed women.

Consequently, for the recommended early and frequent screening of predisposed women the induction of DSBs by 
mammography X-rays should be avoided. Instead, a diagostic tool not associated with radiation, such as NM imaging, is 
preferable, which also provides a signifi cantly higher accuracy than conventional imaging to detect breast cancer in high-risk 
women.

BRCA-defi cient cells are extremely sensitive to DNA-DNA crosslinking agents. Experimental evidence suggests that repair 
of DNA interstrand crosslinks occurs in the S-phase of the cell cycle and DSBs are formed as repair intermediates. These can 
be repaired by homologous recombination between sister chromatids in normal but not in BRCA-defi cient cells. Consequently, 
DNA crosslinking agents appear to be the tailor-made therapy which is specifi cally effective in killing BRCA-/- cells, while 
concomitantly sparing BRCA+/- cells of predisposed women.

PP18/0470: Early detection of p53-/- thymocytes appeared during radiation-induced thymic lymphomagenesis 
in p53 heterozygous (+/-) B10 mice

 Shiro Aizawa,  Kaoru Tanaka,  Masahiko Mori,  Kazuko Yoshida, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Radiation exposure is known to be highly leukemogenic, but the mechanism of action is not yet understood. Studies with the 
p53 heterozygous mouse have shown that a single dose of radiation can induce a high incidence of thymic lymphomas, most 
of which manifest the loss of wild-type p53 allele. The loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in the p53 gene is then thought to be an 
early event in radiation-induced thymic lymphomagenesis. Thus, the p53 heterozygous mouse might provide a useful model for 
studies of consequences of exposure to radiation. However, sensitive detection of p53-/- thymocytes appeared in p53+/- thymocyte 
population is needed to examine the appearance of p53-/- thymocytes in p53 heterozygous (+/-) B10 mice in the early stage of 
radiation-induced thymic lymphomagenesis. In this study, we characterized highly radioresistant thymocytes as a candidate of 
p53-/- thymocytes, because the enrichment of p53-/- thymocytes by a high dose of irradiation could be expected from the facts 
that p53+/- thymocytes are sensitive to radiation-induced apoptosis but p53-/- thymocytes highly resistant. At various times post 
irradiation (6Gy) as lymphoma-inducting treatment, p53 heterozygous B10 mice were treated with a high dose (30Gy) of whole 
body irradiation to enrich p53-/- thymocytes and, 24 hours later, the remaining thymocytes were assayed for surface marker and 
p53 genotype. In a signifi cant fraction of the mice 7wks after 6Gy-irradiation, we observed an abnormal increase of relative cell 
number of CD4+CD8+ thymocytes remaining in the thymus of highly irradiated mice and such abnormal thymocytes could be 
detected even 5 weeks after the irradiation. The abnormal CD4+CD8+ thymocytes were shown by PCR analysis of sorted cells to 
contain cells with p53-/- genotype. The data obtained so far suggest that p53-/- thymocytes may appear as prelymphoma cells within 
several weeks post irradiation in CD4+CD8+ thymocyte subpopulation of irradiated p53 heterozygous mice.
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PP18/0471: Homozygous deletions within the 11q13 cervical cancer tumor suppressor locus in radiation-
induced neoplastically transformed human hybrid cells

 Marc S Mendonca,  Daphne L Farrington,  Brendan M Mayhugh,  Kathleen Comerford, Indiana University School of Medicine, 
United States;  Rita Chakrabarti,  Eri S Srivatsan, University of California, Los Angeles, United States;  John Les Redpath, 
 Eric J Stanbridge, University of California, Irvine, United States

Studies on non-tumorigenic and tumorigenic human cell hybrids, derived from the fusion of HeLa (a cervical cancer cell line) 
X GM00077 (a normal skin fi broblast cell line), have demonstrated “functional” tumor suppressor activity on chromosome 11. 
Radiation induced, neoplastically transformed hybrid cells called GIMs (gamma ray induced mutants), isolated from the non-
tumorigenic CGL1 cells, have lost one copy of the fi broblast chromosome 11. We hypothesized that the remaining copy of the 
gene is mutated in the cytogenetically intact copy of fi broblast chromosome 11. Since a cervical cancer tumor suppressor locus has 
been localized to chromosome 11q13, we performed deletion-mapping analysis of eight different GIMs and four non-tumorigenic 
hybrid CONs using a total of 32 different polymorphic and microsatellite markers on the long arm (q-arm) of chromosome 11. 

The analysis confi rmed the loss of a fi broblast chromosome 11 in fi ve of the GIMS. Further, homozygous deletion (complete 
loss) of chromosome 11q13 sequences including that of D11S913 was observed in two of the GIMs. Detailed mapping with 
genomic sequences localized the homozygous deletion to a 5.7 kb interval between EST AW167735 and EST F05086. Southern 
blot hybridizations confi rmed the homozygous deletion. Additionally, the PCR analysis showed a reduction in signal intensity for 
a marker mapped 30 kb centromeric of D11S913 in four other GIMS. Finally, northern blot hybridization with the genomic probes 
revealed the presence of a novel >15 kb transcript in six of the GIMs that is not present in the CONs. Since the chromosome 11q13 
deletions in the tumorigenic hybrid cell lines overlap with the minimal deletion in cervical cancer, the data suggest that the same 
gene may be involved in the development of cervical cancer and in radiation induced carcinogenesis. We propose that a gene 
localized in proximity to the homozygous deletion is the candidate tumor suppressor gene.

P18/1555: Gene expression response of A253 human salivary cell line to radiation, Cis-Pt, and EGF

 Gayle Woloschak,  Tatjana Paunesku,  Bharat Mittal,  Patricia Dyck,  Barbara Pauloski,  Alfred Rademaker,  Jerilyn Logemann, 
Northwestern University, United States;  Richard Quigg, University of Chicago, United States

We are interested in long and short term effects of head and neck cancers treatment, and prior to the studies of patient samples, 
experiments were designed to observe treatment effects in cultured cells, and examine gene expression profi les from A253 human 
salivary cells (derived from a head and neck tumor) following exposure to gamma-rays, cisplatin (cis-Pt), and a combination of 
either with epidermal growth factor (EGF) treatment.

A253 cells were treated by: 2 Gy or10 Gy of γ-rays (Cs137 source, 77 cGy/min), Cis-Pt at 50 µ/mL, and EGF at 40 ng/mL. 
RNAs were processed and hybridized with Affymetrix Hu95A arrays according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Data were 
scanned and analyzed and we found signifi cant differences in the expression patterns of numerous genes were observed. Some of 
the more interesting genes are:

Requeim [a protein required for apoptosis]; Cyclin D1 (prad1/bcl1) [a cyclin that can function as an oncogene]; FK506 
Binding Protein [which may be competing with TGF-beta type I receptor for binding with FK506 thus acting against this 
powerful immunosuppressant]; Thioredoxin (TXN) [an oxidoreductase with multiple in vitro substrates, including ribonuclease, 
choriogonadotropins, coagulation factors, glucocorticoid receptor, and insulin]; Glutathione Peroxidase (GPX) [whose role in 
protection against oxidative stress was long ago well documented]; Aquaporin 3 (AQP3) [protein with a water-channel function 
that was confi rmed by functional expression in Xenopus oocytes]; Eukaryotic Initiation Factor 1A (EIF1A) [a translation factor, 
proposed as a candidate gene for Turner syndrome]; and fi nally Insulin-like Growth Factor-Binding Protein 6 (IGFBP6) [an 
autocrine growth inhibitor shown to inhibit growth of HaCat cells and other keratinocyte cell lines].
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PP19/0474: UV-induced apoptosis in the p53-defi cient SCL-II cell-line is accompanied by the expression of a 
bax-related protein of 18 kDa

 Ralf Kriehuber, AG Molekulare Strahlenbiologie, Institut für Zellbiolog, Germany;  Ines Mundt,  Marcus Unverricht, 
 Dieter G Weiss, Universität Rostock, Germany

SCL-II is a TP53-defi cient squamous cell carcinoma cell line of the skin, showing no G1/S cell-cycle stop and only a weak p53-
independent apoptotic response after exposure to ionizing radiation. Additionally, no induction of p21waf-1/cip-1 and bax can be 
observed after ionizing radiation at any time after exposure (Kriehuber et al. 1999, Kriehuber and Simkó 2000, Lange et al. 2002).

We examined in UV-irradiated (0.1-2 mJ/cm2) SCL II-cells the time-dependent appearance of apoptotic cells (fl uorescence 
microscopy) and the expression status of cell-cycle and apoptosis related proteins (SDS-PAGE, Western- and Immunoblot).

The number of apoptotic cells increased 3 h post-irradiation and peaked 6 h after exposure (180/1000 cells). Quantitative 
analysis of immunoblots (Fluoro-S-Imager, Biorad) revealed a diminished expression of p21waf-1/cip-1 3 h to 6 h post exposure, 
whereas TP53 expression remains unchanged to control. Four hours after exposure to UV the active form of Caspase-3 was 
detectable, whereas the expression of the anti-apoptotic bcl-2 was diminished 6 – 9 h post-exposure. A Bax specifi c antibody 
detects 4 h to 8 h after UV-irradiation a second yet to characterize 18 kDa protein. Cycloheximide treatment abolished the 
occurrence of the 18 kDa band. The intensities of the 21 kDa and 18 kDa band equals the intensity of the single 21 kDa band in 
control lysates, suggesting that the 18 kDa band is a truncated or post-translational modifi ed form of bax.

We suggest a p53-independent UV-inducible apoptotic pathway in SCL-II cells, employing p53-downstream proteins bax or 
bax-related protein. Bcl-2 and p21waf-1/cip-1 seemed to be cleaved or down-regulated during this process. The bax/ bax-related 
protein have to be further characterized and possible up-stream effectors have to be identifi ed.

PP19/0475: Role of mitochondrial Bax/VDAC complex in cytochrome c release in ionizing radiation-induced 
p53 depdendent apoptosis

 Yoshisada Fujiwara,  Qing-Li Zhao,  Takashi Kondo, Toyama Medical and Pharmaceutical University, Japan

The mitochondrial (MT) cell-death pathway that involves cytochrome c (Cytc) release plays a key role in the ionizing radiation 
(IR)-induced p53-dependent apoptosis. However, several proposed mechanisms of Cytc release involving the proapoptotic Bax and 
Bak remain controversial. We investigated the Bax (Bak)/VDAC complex formation and its role for Cytc release in p53/Bax/Bcl-
XL-expresssing human Molt-4 and Black93 cells or Bak/Bcl-2 (neither p53 nor Bax)-expressing Reh cells following 5 Gy X-rays. 
In the p53/Bax-expressing Molt-4 and Black93 cells, IR caused p53 activation, and upregulation, activation and translocation to 
MT of Bax accompanied by downregulation of antiapoptotic Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL. The protein cross-linking and immunoprecipitation 
study on isolated MT from those cell lines revealed increasing formations of dimeric and tetrameric Bax/VDAC complexes as well 
as Bax oligomers with time after irradiation. By immunofl uoresent microscopy, clotrimazol, that displaces hexokinase from VDAC, 
recruited activated Bax to it, resulting in Cytc release and enhanced IR-apoptosis. Immunocytochemcially, the cell-permeant 
synthetic peptide of VDAC-binding domain of hexokinase enhanced Bax translocations to MT, Cytc release and IR-apoptosis. On 
the contrary, DIDS, known as a blocker of anion channels such as VDAC, inhibited IR-induced Cytc release and apoptosis. These 
results indicate the Bax/VDAC interaction is indispensable for apoptosis induction. However, Bak/Bcl-2-expressing, IR apoptosis-
resistant Reh cells formed the Bak/VDAC heterodimer invariably with time post-IR, but released no Cytc. Thus, the Bax/VDAC 
interacted channel, most likely the Bax/VDAC heterotetramer, rather than Bax oligomers, in the outer MT membrane may be 
responsible for the Bax-mediated Cytc release from MT in the p53/Bax-dependent IR-apoptosis.

PP19/0476: Apoptosis, cell cycle control and DNA repair: role of cyclin E in coordinating the cellular 
response to DNA damage

 Suparna Mazumder,  Erica DuPree,  Alex Almasan, Cleveland Clinic Foundation, United States

Cyclin E/Cdk2 is a critical regulator of cell cycle progression from G1 to S phase in mammalian cells and has an established role 
in oncogenesis. We have examined the role of deregulated Cyclin E expression in cell cyckle control, apoptosis, and DNA repair. 
Following radiation, we found a substantial increase in p50-Cyclin E protein in multiple myeloma, lymphoma, breast and prostate 
cancer cells. Particularly in hematopoietic cells , the levels of p50-Cyclin E initially increased (Mazumder et al; Oncogene 2000:
2828), followed by a later as a result of treatment with ionizing radiation and a time-dependent expression of a novel p18-Cyclin 
E. p18-Cyclin E was generated during apoptosis triggered by multiple genotoxic stress agents (Mazumder et al; MCB 2002:2398). 
Moreover, caspase-mediated Cyclin E cleavage abrogated interaction with Cdk2 and therefore inactivated the associated kinase 
activity. Overexpression of Cyclin E276-395 specifi cally induced apoptosis in hematopoietic cells. These data indicate that CycE 
has a dual role in apoptosis induced by genotoxic stress. CycE activation as an early response is likely to play a critical role in 
the initiation of cell death, with a distinct role for CycE 276-395 in the amplifi cation of the apoptotic process. Since p18-CycE 
no longer interacts with cdk2, it is likely that it induces amplifi cation of apoptosis by interacting with novel partners. To test this 
possibility, yeast 2-hybrid screening, mass-spec analyses and pull-down studies all indicated that p18-cyclin E interacts with DNA 
Ku-70, a critical component of the NHEJ repair machinery. We are currently testing the hypothesis that the repair function may 
be inactivated by interaction of these repair molecules with p18-CycE. These interactions may elucidate the critical question in 
the DNA-damage response fi eld, which has been so far elusive, of how the DNA repair and apoptotic responses are coordinated. 
Augmenting apoptotic responses and minimizing DNA repair in tumor cells, while at the same time facilitating effective DNA 
repair in normal cells is the ultimate goal in clinical therapy. Participation in cell cycle control, apoptosis, and DNA repair makes 
Cyclin E unique and our studies exciting.
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PP19/0477: Regulation and function of wild-type p53 in primary uveal melanoma cells

 Binh N Tran,  Michael Onken,  Lori Worley,  Amy Loercher,  James W Harbour, Washington University-St. Louis, United States

Objective: To determine whether abnormalities in the p53 pathway may contribute to radioresistance in melanoma, we analyzed 
the status of the p53 pathway in irradiated primary uveal melanoma cells.

Methods: Low passage uveal melanoma cells and normal uveal melanocytes from enucleated globes were established in 
F-12 (Ham’s) with 10% fetal bovine serum at 4% oxygen. Cells were plated at 1x10e5 cells/100 mm. tissue culture dish, grown 
to plateau phase, irradiated with 250 kVp Xrays to a total dose of 9 Gy, collected and analyzed by western blot analysis using 
antibodies that detect p53, p53-phospho-Ser15, p21, HDM2 and BAX. HDM2 was inhibited by treatment of cells with an anti-
HDM2 peptide. Cell viability was assessed by MTS and clonogenic assays.

Results: Irradiation of melanocytes and melanoma cells with 9 Gy resulted in minimal loss of viability. p53 protein levels were 
low in unirradiated uveal melanoma cells and increased several fold following irradiation, suggesting that p53 was not mutated in 
the melanoma cells. An increase in phosphorylation of Ser15 was observed following irradiation in the melanomas, suggesting that 
the upstream signaling pathway was intact. Protein levels of the p53 target p21 increased in most irradiated melanoma cells, but 
in one melanoma cell line, suggesting abnormal activation of p53. Other p53 target genes HDM2 and Bax were not consistently 
induced by p53 in the melanoma cells, further suggesting disruption of downstream p53 signaling. Inhibition of endogenous 
HDM2 with a targeted peptide resulted in rapid accumulation of p53, increase of p21 and Bax levels, and induction of caspase-
dependent apoptosis.

Conclusions: In most uveal melanomas, p53 does not appear to be mutated, and upstream signaling to p53 in response to 
radiation-induced DNA damage appears to be intact. The ability of p53 to activate downstream targets, however, is defi cient in 
most uveal melanomas. The fact that p53 can be activated to induce apoptosis by inhibiting endogenous HDM2 suggests that the 
inhibition of p53 is functional in nature. This may explain at least in part the radioresistance of these cells.

PP19/0478: Regulation of radiation-induced apoptosis by early growth response-1 gene in solid tumors

 Mansoor Ahmed, University of Kentucky, United States

Ionizing radiation exposure is associated with activation of certain immediate-early genes that function as transcription factors. 
These include members of jun or fos and early growth response (EGR) gene families. In particular, the functional role of EGR-1 in 
radiation-induced signaling is pivotal since the promoter of EGR-1 contains radiation-inducible CArG DNA sequences. The Egr-1 
gene belongs to a family of Egr genes that includes EGR-2, EGR-3, EGR-4, EGR-α and the tumor suppressor, Wilms’ tumor 
gene product, WT1. The Egr-1 gene product, EGR-1, is a nuclear protein that contains three zinc fi ngers of the C

2
H

2
 subtype. The 

EGR-1 GC-rich consensus target sequence, 5’-GCGT/GGGGCG-3’ or 5’-TCCT/ACCTCCTCC-3’, has been identifi ed in the 
promoter regions of transcription factors, growth factors, receptors, cell cycle regulators and pro-apoptotic genes. The gene targets 
mediated by Egr-1 in response to ionizing radiation include TNF-α, p53, Rb and Bax, all these are effectors of apoptosis. Based on 
these targets, Egr-1 is a pivotal gene that initiates early signal transduction events in response to ionizing radiation leading to either 
growth arrest or cell death in tumor cells. There are two potential application of Egr-1 gene in therapy of cancer. First, the Egr-1 
promoter contains information for appropriate spatial and temporal expression in-vivo that can be regulated by ionizing radiation 
to control transcription of genes that have pro-apoptotic and suicidal function. Secondly, EGR-1 protein can eliminate ‘induced-
radiation resistance’ by inhibiting the functions of radiation-induced pro-survival genes (NFκB activity and bcl-2 expression) and 
activate pro-apoptotic genes (such as bax) to confer a signifi cant radio-sensitizing effect. Together, the reported fi ndings from my 
laboratory demonstrate clearly that EGR-1 is an early central gene that confers radiation sensitivity and its pro-apoptotic functions 
are synergized by abrogation of induced radiation resistance. [This work was supported by National Cancer Institute (CA78471), 
Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (to M.M.A), Charlotte Geyer Foundation (to M.M.A) and United States Army Medical 
Research Grant DAMD17-98-1-8473 (to M.M.A).]

PP19/1368: Apoptosis supression of cultured mouse brain cells by low dose rate irradiation of heavy particles

 Shunji Nagaoka, Fujita Health University, Japan;  Kumie Nojima,  Yukio Uchihori,  Masao Suzuki, National Institute of Radiologica
l Sciences (NIRS), Japan

An environment of low dose rate radiation of heavy particles was achieved in an incubator by using off-centered scattered beam 
of accelerator (HIMAC). Cultured hole brain cells prepared from newborn mice of C3H, SCID and B6 were incubated in 10% 
FBS-DMEM medium for fi ve days in the HIMAC incubator irradiating the low dose rate of heavy particles. The heavy particle 
irradiation was passively occurred while the HIMAC beam port was activated during the other experiments in the night period. 
The radiation doses inside and outside the incubator were continuously measured by LIULIN detectors. The accumulated dose 
during incubation varied 0.5-10mGy depend on the frequency of HIMAC operations. The apoptotic sensitivities of the brain 
cells were evaluated by fi xing and Hoechst33342 staining after additional acute exposure of 200 KV X-ray within 4 Gy. A slight 
increase in apoptotic fraction without the acute irradiation was observed in cells inside the incubator compared to the laboratory 
control. The apoptosis induction was however suppressed when the additional X-ray irradiation was applied in a range of 0.25-
0.75Gy. This suggested that an adaptive response may be induced when heavy particle irradiation of the low dose rate was applied 
prior to the acute X-ray irradiation. This paper will discuss effects of the accumulated doses of the preceding irradiation of heavy 
particles and periods until the subsequent acute irradiation.
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PP20/0479: Human cell culture models for investigating molecular and cytogenetic 
changes in radiation carcinogenesis

 Andrew C Riches,  Clare Peddie,  Cecilie Briscoe,  John Nicholson,  Peter Bryant, University of St. Andrews, United Kingdom; 
 Horst Zitzelsberger,  Lui Hieber, GSF, Munich, Germany; Lindsey Gray, United Kingdom

Primary cultures of human epithelial cells have proved diffi cult to transform because of the inherent short duration that these 
cells can be cultured. However, primary cultures of human cells canbe immortalised using the catalytic sub-unit of telomerase 
(hTERT). Radiation carcinogenesis has been investigated using a human retinal pigment epithelial cell line (340RPE-T53 
hTERT). Transformants canbe selected using anchorage independent growth and cell lines derived from these are tumourigenic in 
immunosupressed mice. Molecular cytogenetic changes using CGH, SKY and FISH with breakpoint-specifi c YAC- and BAC- 
probes revealed a high level amplifi cation on 10p11.2 in several clones which has been identifi ed as an atypical protein kinase C 
binding protein using FISH gene-specifi c PCR products.

Patterns of gene expression were studied using HuGen Human cDNA arrays using indirect labelling. The control parent RPE 
cell line could then be compared with cloned radiation-induced tumour cell lines derived from it following fractionated doses of 
gamma irradiation. Osteonectin was down regulated in 4 different tumour lines. This gene maps to a region of chromosome 5q 
that is commonly deleted in leukaemia. Nexin and p105 were down regulated in 3 lines and tumour suppressing subtransferable 
candidate 1 in I line.

Further hTERT immortalised cell lines have been derived from primary cultures of human mammary epithelial cells. The 
breast epithelium contains a number of different cell types and the lines have been characterised using immunocytochemical 
techniques. The cells are cytokeratin 19 negative but CD10, cytokeratin 5 and p63 positive indicating a basal cell phenotype. 
Following exposure to fractionated doses of gamma irradiation anchorage independent colonies are formed.

Thus human cell lines immortalised with hTERT are providing a useful model system for investigating radiation 
carcinogenesis and the molecular and cytogenetic changes induced.

Supported by EC Nuclear Fission Safety Programme (FIGH-CT-1999-0002)

PP20/0480: The role of DNA damage signalling and DNA repair factors in telomere 
maintenance in mammalian cells

 Prakash Hande, National University of Singapore, Singapore

Loss of telomere equilibrium and associated chromosome/ genetic instability might effectively promote tumour progression. 
Telomere function may have contrasting roles: inducing replicative senescence and promoting tumourigenesis and these roles may 
vary between cell types depending on the expression of the enzyme telomerase, the level of mutations induced, and effi ciency/
defi ciency of related DNA repair pathways. Our report on telomere status in SCID mouse cells was the fi rst one to suggest a 
potential role of DNA repair proteins in telomere maintenance in mammalian cells. Mice defi cient in a DNA-break sensing 
molecule, PARP-1 {poly (ADP)-ribopolymerase}, have increased levels of chromosomal instability associated with extensive 
telomere shortening. Ku80 null cells showed a telomere shortening associated with extensive chromosome end fusions where as 
Ku80+/- cells exhibited an intermediate level of telomere shortening. Inactivation of PARP in p53-/- cells resulted in dysfunctional 
telomeres and severe chromosome instability leading to advanced onset and increased tumour incidence in mice. Telomere 
dysfunction in PARP-/-p53-/- double knockout mice facilitated increased incidence of tumours in these mice. Interestingly, 
haploinsuffi ciency of PARP-1 in Ku80 null cells causes more severe telomere shortening and chromosome abnormalities 
compared to either PARP-1 or Ku80 single null cells and develop spontaneous tumours. Analysis of mouse embryonic fi broblasts 
derived from PARP-1-/-SCID double mutant mice is in progress and the results will be presented. The results demonstrate that 
DNA break-sensing molecules and DNA repair factors play a role in maintaining the telomere equilibrium and chromosome 
integrity thereby suppressing tumourigenesis.
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PP20/0481: Radiation-induced genomic instability triggered by telomere dysfunction

 Seiji Kodama,  Ayumi Urushibara,  Barkhaa Undarmaa,  Naoki Mukaida,  Keiji Suzuki,  Masami Watanabe, Nagasaki University, 
Japan;  Mitsuo Oshimura, Tottori University, Japan

Radiation induces genomic instability in the progeny of irradiated cells. However, there is only poor scientifi c evidence to 
clarify the nature of an initial event that leads to genome rearrangement triggered by radiation. To know the mechanism of 
genomic instability by radiation, we investigated the stability of an irradiated chromosome in the unirradiated environment by 
a chromosome transfer method. Mouse A9 cells containing a human chromosome 4 or 11 were irradiated with X-rays, and then 
the irradiated human chromosome was transferred into unirradiated mouse m5S cells using a microcell-mediated chromosome 
transfer. Chromosome aberrations were analyzed by whole chromosome painting using a probe specifi c for human chromosome 
4 or 11. The chromosome analysis revealed that the irradiated chromosome per se showed the unstable nature in the unirradiated 
recipient cells. The chromosome instability was characterized by end-to-end telomeric fusions possibly mediated by radiation-
induced telomere dysfunction. A similar result was obtained in radiosensitive scid mouse cells and Atm knock out mouse cells that 
were derived from secondary surviving colonies after X-irradiation. We demonstrated that both scid mouse cells and Atm-defi cient 
mouse cells were susceptible to delayed induction of end-to-end fusions mediated by telomeric instability over 20 cell divisions 
post-irradiation. In Atm-defi cient mouse cells, the telomeric instability was characterized by the abnormal telomere FISH signals 
including loss of the signals and the extra-chromosomal signals that were associated and/or not associated with chromosome ends. 
These results suggest that both DNA-PKcs and Atm protein play an essential role for telomere maintenance and also that radiation 
promotes telomere dysfunction. On the basis of the present results, we propose that radiation-induced delayed chromosomal 
instability is triggered by telomere dysfunction and that telomere is a critical target for induction of genomic instability by 
radiation.

PP20/0482: RECQL4-defi cient mouse: an animal model for Rothmund-Thomson syndrome

 Yuko Hoki Fujimori,  Ryoko Araki,  Akira Fujimori,  Tatsuya Ohhata,  Masumi Abe, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, 
Japan

RECQL4 is a candidate gene responsible for a subset of Rothmund-Thomson Syndrome (RTS). The RECQL4-/- mice expressing 
the RECQL4 gene with a premature termination codon before its consensus helicase domain causes embryonic lethality at day 
3.5- 6. In order to obtain a model animal for the syndrome, we generated the helicase -inactivated mice by deleting the exon13, 
one of the exons coding the consensus RECQ helicase domain in which most mutations of RTS patients have been identifi ed. 
The exon13-deleted mice were viable but exhibited severe growth retardation and hypoplastic phenotype in skin, thymus, spleen 
and intesiteine. Furthermore, embryonic fi broblasts showed defect in cell proliferation. These observation suggests that helicase 
activity of RECQL4 is associated with general cellular proliferation mechanism and indicated that loss of RECQL4 helicase 
activity can cause appearance of prematured aging that is observed in a subset of RTS.

PP20/0483: The role of free radicals and stress signalling in persistent genomic instability 
induced by long wavelength UV light

 Ross Phillipson,  Trevor J McMillan, Lancaster University, United Kingdom

Induction of persistent genomic instability has commonly been investigated with ionising radiation. It has been characterised as 
a decrease in plating effi ciency, and an increase in chromosomal aberrations and mutation frequency in the progeny of cells that 
survive the initial irradiation. We now present data demonstrating the phenomenon following exposure to long-wavelength solar 
UV-A (320-400nm) radiation at environmentally relevant doses. Using the spontaneously immortalised human skin keratinocyte 
line, HaCaT, we observed a signifi cant decrease in plating effi ciency (77 +/- 2% of control), and increase in micronuclei (2.5 fold) 
and mutation frequency (2 fold), 7 days after the initial radiation insult. Modifi cation of UV-A-induced instability by incubation 
with exogenous catalase implicated reactive oxygen species (ROS), in-particular hydrogen peroxide, in the production and/or 
maintenance of the phenomenon. Assessment of anti-oxidant enzymes revealed a signifi cant increase in glutathione-s-transferase 
activity (158 +/- 4% of control) at day 7 in the irradiated cell population, which was inhibited by incubation with exogenous 
catalase (97 +/- 3%), providing further evidence for an ROS-mediated pathway. Furthermore, inhibition of UV-A-induced 
micronuclei at day 7 by the fl avonoid-containing-protein inhibitor diphenyleneiodonium (DPI) indicates that the NADPH oxidase 
family of enzymes may be involved in this phenomenon. Measurement of superoxide production by the cytochrome c reduction 
assay revealed that the irradiated cell population produce 50% more superoxide than the unirradiated controls, and that incubation 
with DPI led to a preferential reduction in superoxide production in the UV-A treated population at day 7. Finally, NADPH 
oxidase activity is increased signifi cantly over controls in UV-A-treated cells. These data demonstrate that oxidative stress, 
analogous to that produced by ionising radiation, induces persistent genomic instability through a mechanism that involves the 
aberrant production of superoxide/hydrogen peroxide and NADPH oxidase. The NADPH oxidase/Superoxide cycle represents a 
possible model by which this instability is maintained in irradiated cells.
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PP20/0484: Neoplastic transformation in vitro and tumourigenicity in vivo are well 
correlated for x-rays but not for α-particles

 Andrew J Mill, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom;  Margaret M Lehane, Ireland

The purpose of this study is to establish the relationship between radiation-induced oncogenic transformation as measured in 
vitro with the subsequent expression of tumourigenicity in vivo. Focus formation and the ability of transformed focus cells to 
reconstruct were compared with tumour formation following irradiation of C3H 10T½ mouse fi broblasts with 250 kVp X-rays 
and with plutonium-238 alpha-particles (energy, 3.26 ± 0.22 MeV; incident LET in water, 121 keV µm-1). It was found that 
the tumourigenicity of X-ray induced transformed foci was high (0.85, 95% CI: 0.69 – 0.95) while for alpha-particle induced 
foci this was signifi cantly lower (0.39, 95% CI: 0.27 – 0.53). Focus reconstruction also demonstrates a good correlation with 
tumourigenicity for X-rays, but not for alpha-particles. One important consequence of these results is that the RBE of alpha-
particles (and probably other radiations with high LET) for tumour formation is signifi cantly lower than the RBE for oncogenic 
transformation. Possible mechanisms for this difference, involving delayed reproductive death, will be discussed.

This observation has signifi cant implications for the radiation weighting factors (wR) used in radiological protection. These 
are based on results from short-timescale in vitro endpoints such as chromosome aberrations and they may therefore be an 
overestimate compared with the true value for more delayed effects such as cancer induction.

PP21/0485: Studies of bystander effects in artifi cial human 3D tissue systems using microbeam irradiation

 Oleg V Belyakov,  Eric J Hall,  Stephen A Marino,  Gerhard Randers-Pehrson,  David J Brenner, Columbia University, United States

The bystander effect involves cells directly hit by radiation sending out signals to adjacent non hit cells. These signals have been 
demonstrated to increase the probabilities of a variety of different endpoints. It has been suggested that bystander effects may 
well dominate radiation effects at very low doses. Most studies to date have focused on two-dimensional monolayers, often with 
cells that are not in contact. We are studying radiation-induced bystander effects in three-dimensional human tissue systems. 
In order to maintain good reproducibility, we are using several novel artifi cial human skin tissue systems, in collaboration with 
MatTek Corporation. These artifi cial tissues, allow us to model conditions present in vivo. Three systems are being used to study 
bystander responses: EpiDerm, a model of the normal human epidermis, EpiOcular, a corneal human model and EpiAirway which 
reconstructs the tracheal/bronchial epithelial tissue of the human respiratory tract. The Radiological Research Accelerator Facility 
(RARAF) microbeam was used to irradiate tissue samples in a known pattern (well-separated points on a line, accuracy ±2 µm) 
with a known number of particles. After irradiation, the tissues models were incubated for 3 days, fi xed in 10% NBF, paraffi n 
embedded and then sliced into 5 µm histological sections located at varying distances from the plane of the irradiated cells. We 
are using three endpoints: an in situ apoptosis assay, epidermal differentiation and a proliferation assay. In this three-dimensional 
system, we have demonstrated a clear bystander response, established a dose dependency and studied the role of differentiation vs. 
damage induction processes. Bystander effect is important for understanding the dose-response mechanisms relevant to low dose 
irradiation in vivo. Our fi nal goal is to develop a tissue-based hypothesis for the protective role of bystander effect in radiation-
induced tissue response and, ultimately, carcinogenesis.

PP21/0486: Nitric oxide mediated bystander responses induced by microbeam targeted cells

 Chunlin Shao,  Kevin M Prise,  Melvyn Folkard,  Barry D Michael, Gray Cancer Institute, United Kingdom

Considerable evidence has recently been accumulated in support of the existence of a “bystander effect”, which cells having 
received no irradiation show biological consequences from their vicinal irradiated cells. The application of microbeams is 
providing new insights into the radiation-induced bystander effect. The present study found that when a fraction of radioresistant 
human glioblastoma cells were individually targeted with a precise number of helium ions generated from the Gray Cancer 
Institute Charged Particle Microbeam, micronucleus (MN) induction signifi cantly exceeded the expected value that was calculated 
from the number of MN observed when all of the cells were targeted assuming no bystander effect occurring. Even when only a 
single cell within a population was hit by one helium ion, the MN induction in the population could be increased by 16%. These 
results provide direct evidence of radiation-induced bystander effect. Moreover, MN was effectively induced in the unirradiated 
primary human fi broblasts and glioblastoma cells either co-cultured with irradiated cells or treated with the medium harvested 
from irradiated cells, indicating a signal molecule was produced from the irradiated cells. However, when c-PTIO, a nitric oxide 
(NO)-specifi c scavenger, was present in the medium during and after irradiation until MN analysis, the production of MN in all of 
the above cases was reduced to low levels. Consequently, NO plays an important role in the radiation-induced bystander effect.
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PP21/0487: X-ray microbeam bystander studies between stripes of dose

 Eleanor A Blakely,  Richard I Schwarz,  Albert C Thompson,  Kathleen A Bjornstad,  Christopher J Rosen,  Damir Sudar, Lawrence B
erkeley National Laboratory, United States;  Polly Y Chang, SRI International, United States

Evidence is emerging that radiation exposure can change communication between cells of the same type, as well as between cells 
of different cell compartments within tissues. We are using a novel X-ray Microprobe Beamline at the Advanced Light Source 
(ALS) at LBNL to investigate bystander effects of low doses in well-characterized human mammary epithelial cells (HMEC) and 
human skin fi broblasts (HSF). The ALS facility is capable of producing a beam of 12.5 keV X-rays with a focussed spot size of 
2 square micron and a wide range of doses and dose-rates. Unlike normal X-ray sources, this beam has a very small background 
of either low- or high-energy X-rays. In initial studies, cultures grown in microwell slide chambers have been irradiated 
with precise stripes of dose up to 100 micron wide. We are using fl uorescence microscopy on a high-precision-controlled 
microscope stage to evaluate several classes of radiation-induced soluble signals, how these signals are communicated across 
cell compartments, and how radiation changes cell signaling both acutely and chronically. To evaluate the spatial dependence 
of intercellular communications, we varied the distance between dose stripes from 0-900 micrometers. We are investigating the 
radiation induction of p21Cip1 (CDKN1a), and phosphorylation of H2AX and p53 serine-15 as endpoints. Our preliminary results 
indicate that there is a dose- and cell-type-dependent expression of p53 serine-15P within 10 minutes after exposure to a 100 
micron wide stripe of dose. Immunohistochemistry of p53-serine-15P-positive cells traversed by the beam illuminates the path 
of the X-ray microbeam, with epithelial cells responding more rapidly and with greater intensity than fi broblasts. The intensity 
of the immunofl uorescence scales with the dose. The number of p53-serine-15P-positive cells in the unirradiated cell populations 
between the stripes has been counted as a measure of the bystander effect, and compared to appropriate controls. We will report 
on cellular responses to doses of 400 cGy down to 2 cGy examined in a time course from 10 min to 12 hours after exposure. 
Supported by the U. S. DOE’s Low Dose Radiation Research Program under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.

PP21/0488: Single particle irradiation system to cell (SPICE) at NIRS

 Masae Yukawa,  Hiroshi Yamaguchi,  Yukio Sato,  Hitoshi Imaseki,  Nakahiro Yasuda,  Tsuyoshi Hamano,  Kenichi Matsumoto, 
 Yoshiya Furusawa,  Fuminori Soga, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Masao Suzuki, iSRL, National Institute of 
Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Takehiro Ishikawa,  Teiji Mori, Japan

Recent evidences on bystander effect by application of the particle microbeam to biological experiments give a strong impact 
to radiation research at a low dose and low dose rate, with respect to mechanisms of radiation actions and to risk estimation for 
radiation protection. Selective irradiation with an ionizing particle to a targeted cell organelle may disclose such mechanisms 
as signal transaction among cell organelles and cell-to-cell communication in the processes toward an endpoint observed. A 
microbeam facility named as SPICE has been under fabrication as an additional beam port of the Tandem accelerator (3.4 MeV 
proton and 5.1 MeV 4He2+) installed in National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS). For our primary goal, “irradiation of 
cell organelle with a single particle with a position resolution of 2 micrometer in a reasonable irradiation time”, usage of a triplet 
Q magnet supplied by Oxford Microbeam Ltd. for focusing the beam is challenged. Other features are almost similar to those of 
other facilities, such as precise position control of a cell dish holder, design of the cell dish, data acquisition of microscopic image 
of a cell organelle (cell nucleus), data processing, reliable particle detection, soft and hard wares to integrate all these related data, 
and system to control and irradiate a targeted spot with exactly determined number of particles. This paper discribes the detailed 
and latest situation of our facility, and the future plan of its application to radiation research.

PP21/0489: Bystander responses in cells models; targets, dosimetry and mechanisms

 Kevin M Prise,  Melvyn M Folkard,  Guiseppe Schettino,  Chunlin Shao,  Victoria Stewart,  Nikolai Zyuzikov,  Barry D Michael, 
Gray Cancer Institute, United Kingdom;  Lijun Wu, Ion Beam Bioengineering Center, Hefei, Chinese Academy, China

The use of microbeam approaches has been a major advance in probing the relevance of bystander responses in cell and tissue 
models. Our own studies at the Gray Cancer Institute have used both a charged particle microbeam, producing protons and 
helium ions and a soft X-ray microprobe, delivering focused carbon-K, aluminium-K and titanium-K soft X-rays. Using these 
techniques we have been able to build up a comprehensive picture of the underlying differences between bystander responses 
and direct effects in cell and tissue-like models. What is now clear is that bystander dose-response relationships, the underlying 
mechanisms of action and the targets involved are not the same as those observed for direct irradiation of DNA in the nucleus. Our 
recent studies have shown bystander responses induced in human or hamster cells even when radiation is deposited away from 
the nucleus in cytoplasmic targets either after charged particle or soft X-ray exposure. Importantly, the level of bystander effect, 
measured as cell killing was similar to that observed when the same amount of energy was deposited but targeted to the nucleus. In 
other studies, we have shown that underlying determination of the level of response is the energy deposited in a single cell rather 
than the number of cells hit. Also the overall response at low doses may be dominated by bystander signaling. These observations 
have signifi cance for our understanding of radiation risk at low doses including those of environmental exposures and the 
applicability of the Linear Non Threshold model. The realization that cell to cell signaling is important for radiation response may 
also open up new therapeutic opportunities to either improve tumor cell kill or protect normal tissues if the pathways underpinning 
bystander signaling can be elucidated and controlled.
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PP21/0490: Investigations into the bystander effect: signal versus response

 Alice M Vines,  Colin B Seymour, RESC Ireland, Ireland;  Carmel E Mothersill, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland

The bystander effect is the general term used to describe the effects seen in cells or tissue that have never been directly irradiated, 
but display similar symptoms to those that have. Some of these symptoms include reduced cell survival, chromosomal aberrations, 
and increased apoptosis. This investigation aims to explore the signal produced by certain cell and tissue types, and the 
relationship this has with the subsequent response. The goal is to elucidate whether the reduction in cell survival frequently seen 
in response to the bystander effect is determined by the signal produced or the response of the cell type. Firstly, a matrix design 
experiment was set up using 3 cell lines. Each cell line was irradiated to produce ICCM (Irradiated Cell Conditioned Medium), 
which was in turn used to treat all cell lines in the study. Medium transfer is carried out within cell lines, (ICCM from CHO onto 
CHO cells) and between cell lines (ICCM from CHO onto HPV-G cells). In the second set of experiments, tissue samples from 
male Wister rats were used to generate ITCM (Irradiated Tissue Conditioned Medium). This medium was then tested on a cell line 
with an established response to the bystander effect. As an extension to these two experimental protocols, both ICCM and ITCM 
were used to investigate if there is calcium fl ux in the cells as a response to the bystander medium. This has recently been shown 
to be an early response to the bystander signal. Results indicate that it is the signal produced by the irradiated cells that determine 
the overall effect of the bystander signal, and not the response of the cells expose to it. CHO-K1 cells treated with autologous 
ICCM show a 16.2% drop in cell survival. However, when this cell line is treated with HPV-G ICCM, it shows a 36.5% drop in 
survival. HPV-G cells treated with autologous medium display a similar response to this, with a 41.1% drop in survival, though 
when treated with CHO-K1 ICCM, the drop in survival is 22.9%. This suggests that the signal produced determines the level of 
response with these cell lines. This is an important step in understanding the bystander effect, and enabling it to be effectively 
exploited for clinical applications, such as radiotherapy.

PP22/0491: Implications of the two stage clonal expansion model to radiation risk estimation

 Stanley B Curtis,  William D Hazelton,  E Georg Luebeck,  Suresh H Moolgavkar, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, 
United States

The Two Stage Clonal Expansion Model of carcinogenesis has been applied to the analysis of several cohorts of persons exposed 
to chronic exposures of high and low LET radiation. The results of these analyses are: (1) the importance of radiation-induced 
initiation is small and, if present at all, contributes to cancers only late in life and only if exposure begins early in life, (2) 
radiation-induced promotion dominates and produces the majority of cancers by accelerating proliferation of already-initiated 
cells, and (3) radiation-induced malignant conversion is important only during and immediately after exposure ceases and tends to 
dominate only late in life, acting on already initiated and promoted cells. Two populations, the Colorado Plateau miners (high-
LET, radon exposed) and the Canadian radiation workers (low-LET, gamma ray exposed) are used as examples to show the time 
dependence of the hazard function and the relative importance of the three hypothesized processes (initiation, promotion and 
malignant conversion) for each radiation quality.

PP22/0492: Analysis of the lung cancer mortality in Mayak worker cohort with a model of carcinogenesis

 Vesna Jacob,  Peter Jacob, GSF – National Research Center for Environment and Health, Germany;  Irina Kusnetzova, Southern U
rals Biophysics Institute, Russia

Purpose: Lung cancer mortality in the Mayak worker cohort is analysed with the two stage clonal expansion (TSCE) model of 
carcinogenesis. Reactor workers in Mayak facilities were exposed to external γ-ray and neutron exposures, and workers in the 
radiochemical and plutonium facilities additionally to internal exposures due to plutonium inhalation. The cohort used in this study 
involves male nuclear workers for whom plutonium measurements and smoking information (smoker/non-smoker) exists and with 
health follow-up to the end of 1999. A subcohort with 5421 workers and 274 lung cancer deaths is analysed.

Methods: Specifi c emphasis was given to the distinction of the effects of external and internal exposures. Within the TSCE 
model, an action of radiation was assumed both in initiation and promotion. The baseline lung cancer mortality rate was derived 
from the cohort itself.

Results: The model which gives the best fi t of the data has a linear dose dependence in TSCE-model parameters for both 
external and internal radiation. Using the smoking information signifi cantly increased the quality of the fi t. Analysis showed no 
effect of radiation on transformation.

It is found that most of the lung cancer cases are due to plutonium inhalation. The estimated excess relative risk per unit dose 
due to the plutonium α particles is 0.13/Sv. For the γ-ray component, the present analysis gives an excess relative risk for lung 
cancer mortality of 0.05/Sv.

Conclusions: Lung cancer mortality among Mayak workers is analysed within two step clonal expansion model. Models 
of carcinogenesis are well suited for analysing data with complex exposure scenario. Resulting risk for plutonium exposures is 
compatible with the radiation weighting factor 20. In general no strong dose or dose-rate effects were observed within the cohort.
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PP22/0493: Low LET (sparsely ionising) radiations: cancer risk for mammography patients

 Geoff J Heyes,  Andrew J Mill,  Monty W Charles,  Richard Hugtenburg, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom; 
 Alun H Beddoe, University Hospital, Birmingham, United Kingdom

This project seeks to quantify the differences in biological effectiveness of cancer induction for various energies of X-ray 
radiation, in particular the low energy X-rays used in mammography screening (29kVp) and high energy X-rays used in 
Radiotherapy (<1MeV).

An analysis of published data on chromosomal damage in human blood lymphocytes also provides evidence that low energy 
X-rays are signifi cantly more effective than high-energy gamma radiation.

Work has already been done to produce an electron spectra simulating that to which the atomic bomb survivors were exposed 
to (Pattison et al 2001 Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 95.125-136) This project will, for the fi rst time, compare the biological effectiveness of 
mammography X-rays with this simulated Atomic Bomb electron spectra. This will enable a comprehensive study of the relative 
risk of Atomic bomb gamma radiation to the lower energy X-rays used in diagnostic medical exposures.

In this project, neoplastic transformation has been chosen as the biological endpoint for the CGL cell system. Cell exposures in 
vitro have been made using a Sr90/Y90 electron source (2.2MeV) and a clinical 29kVp mammography unit. A limiting RBE of 7 
was observed for 29kVp X-rays transformation compared to the 2.2MeV electron source.

A spontaneous transformation frequency of 0.28 per 10 4 survivors was observed. We have demonstrated the neoplastic 
transformation assay enables a sensitive and comprehensive study of the different radiation types to be made.

Our results to date will be presented, along with an overview of our project, our future work, and its possible signifi cance for 
cancer risk estimates in medicine and in the workplace.

This project is funded by a grant from the EPSRC

P22/1090: Use of proteomics and HPLC to screen plasma for markers of millimeter wave overexposure

 Johnathan L Kiel,  Nancy J Millenbaugh,  Patrick A Mason, Air Force Research Laboratory, United States;  Roza Sypniewska, 
 Robert V Blystone,  Laura L Soza,  William S Lawrence, Trinity University, United States;  John E Kalns, Air Force School of Aerosp
ace Medicine, United States

Recent development of commercial and military technologies for communication, automotive, weapon detection, and non-lethal 
weapon applications has led to wider use of millimeter wave (MMW) generating sources, some of which utilize increasingly 
higher power outputs. As more of these systems are employed in the fi eld, maintenance technicians and operators may face a 
greater risk of overexposure. Currently, no known markers exist for diagnosis of MMW exposure, particularly in cases with no 
overt thermal skin injury. The purpose of this study was to screen plasma proteins to determine the presence of unique markers 
of MMW heating. Rats were anesthetized and then either sham exposed or exposed to environmental heating (EH) or MMWs 
at 35-GHz until colonic temperatures reached 42°C. Animals were allowed to recover and plasma was collected at 6 and 24 hr 
after exposure. Plasma proteins were separated using 2-D gel electrophoresis and images of silver stained gels were analyzed 
manually to identify proteins that were up-regulated following MMW treatment. Comparison of the 2-D gels shows a pattern in 
which several protein spots increased in intensity at 24 hr post-exposure for MMW heating with the most obvious changes in the 
range of 30-50 kD. These changes were not observed in plasma from EH treated rats indicating the existence of MMW specifi c 
markers and different biological responses to these two forms of heating. In order to detect changes in the 6 hr post-exposure 
samples, size exclusion chromatography and reverse phase HPLC were also used to separate proteins into fractions ranging from 
1-700 kD. Chromatograms show quantitative protein differences, particularly in the ranges of 40-50 kD and 180-200 kD. Final 
identifi cation of these potential plasma markers is in progress and is expected to allow further development of targets for diagnosis 
and therapeutic interventions to improve standards for protection and treatment of personnel.

PP22/1305: Comparison of three fl ow cytometric mutation assays as biological dosimeters for ionizing 
radiation in humans

 Klaus Hempel,  Christoph Reiners, University of Wuerzburg, Germany;  Jan Grawé, University of Uppsala, Rudbeck Laboratory, 
Sweden;  Johannes Biko,  Reinhard Lorenz,  Stanislas Vershenya, University of Wuerzburg, Clinic of Nuclear Medicine, Germany

Flow cytometric methods can be accomplished rapidly and require less expertise than cytogenetic methods for biodosimetry 
of ionizing radiation. In a prospective study with more than 200 patients repeatedly treated with I-131 for thyroid cancer the 
capabilities of three fl ow cytometric assays for biodosimetry of ionizing radiation were evaluated. The cumulated dose to red 
marrow and lymphatic organs varied between 0.02 to 2.5 Sv. The dose-rate was in the order of 0.01 to 0.2 Sv per day.

The following three assays were investigated: The GPA assay for mutants at the Glycophorin A locus, the TCR-assay for 
mutants at the T-cell receptor genes and the micronucleus (MN) assay for transferrin positive reticulocytes. The latter assay is a 
new development in humans. It detects MN, which arise at the last mitosis of erythroblasts. The spontaneous MN frequency is in 
the range of 1 o/oo. Radioiodine treatment induces a peak of MN-frequency between 3 to 5 days after I-131 application. Its height 
depends on the red marrow dose. The doubling dose is about 20 mSv. This radiation effect disappears in about 10 days.

An overview of our fi ndings will be presented to show applications and limitations of fl uorometric mutation assays in 
biodosimetry of ionizing radiation.
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PP23/0497: Sensitization of prostate cancer to ionizing radiation by targeting poly(ADP-robose) 
polymerase: preclinical studies

 Li Zhang,  Prafulla C Gokhale,  Rajshree Mewani,  Bihua Li,  Anatoly Dritschilo,  Viatcheslav A Soldatenkov, Georgetown University
 Medical Center, United States

Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) is a DNA-binding enzyme which plays important roles in the maintenance of genome 
stability, immediate cellular responses to DNA damage, and apoptosis. A DNA-binding domain of PARP (PARP-DBD) acts as 
a dominant-negative mutant by binding to DNA strand breaks irreversibly and sensitizing mammalian cells to DNA-damaging 
agents (1, 2). To direct the expression of human PARP-DBD to prostate we developed recombinant plasmids expressing the 
PARP-DBD under the control of the 5’-fl anking sequences of the human prostate-specifi c antigen (PSA) gene. In vitro studies 
revealed that PSA promoter driven expression of the PARP-DBD showed prostate tissue specifi city and androgen responsiveness 
and sensitized LNCaP cells to DNA-damaging agents, such as ionizing radiation and etoposide (3). To assess the effi ciency of this 
strategy in vivo, we developed a cationic liposome-mediated gene delivery of PARP-DBD plasmid in tumor xenografts of PSA 
producing and androgen sensitive prostate cancer cells (LNCaP and 22Rv1). Tumor bearing mice were treated with intratumoral 
liposome-complexed PARP-DBD (LE-PARP-DBD), ionizing radiation (IR) or a combination of LE-PARP-DBD and IR. Control 
groups received blank liposomes or were left untreated. Administration of LE-PARP-DBD resulted in expression of dominant-
negative mutant of PARP in tumor cells and enhanced radiation-induced inhibition of tumor growth. These results provide a proof-
of-principle for a novel therapeutic strategy to control prostate cancer. The study was supported in part by grants from the U.S. 
Army Medical Research and Development Command DAMD 17-00-1-0019 and DAMD 17-00-1-0276 (to V.S.). (1) J.Biol.Chem., 
265:18721-18724, 1990; (2) Cancer Research, 58: 3495-3498, 1998; (3) Cancer Research, 62: 6879-6883, 2002

PP23/0498: Relevance of keratinocyte growth factor administration protocol for amelioration of acute 
radiation-induced oral mucositis

 Kathrin Spekl,  Katrin Heider,  Sandra Reichel,  Wolfgang Dörr, Technical University of Dresden, Germany

Keratinocyte growth factor (rHuKGF) signifi cantly reduces oral mucositis in the mouse tongue model. The present study was 
initiated to optimise the KGF treatment protocol, using mucosal ulceration as the endpoint.

Fractionated irradiation with 5x3 Gy/week was followed by test irradiation on day 7 or 14. In the fi rst experiment, 1 or 3 
injections (5 mg/kg/day) were applied either before the onset of fractionation (day -3, day -2, days -3 to -1) or over the fi rst 
weekend (day +4. day +5, days +4 to +6), followed by one further injection at the subsequent weekend (day +4/day +11). In a 
second experiment, graded doses of KGF (1-30 mg/kg) were administered on days -3, +4 +11.

After 5 or 10 fractions of 3 Gy, the ED50 for test irradiation was 5.1±1.9 Gy or 5.7±1.5 Gy, respectively, compared to 
10.7±1.0 Gy for test irradiation alone. This indicates effective repopulation in week 2. KGF administration over the weekend 
before irradiation plus on day +4 increased the ED50 to 12.1-12.3 Gy, independent of the number of injections. Injections over 
the fi rst weekend plus on day +11 resulted in ED50 values of 12.8-14.3 Gy, again independent of KGF injection number. In the 
dose optimisation study, KGF doses as low as 1 mg/kg resulted in a signifi cant increase in ED50s for all days studied. Maximum 
effi cacy was found with doses of 15-22.5 mg/kg, with ED50 values of 12.1±1.3 Gy (day -3), 14.4±1.3 Gy (day +4), and 13.7 Gy 
(day +11) Higher KGF doses did not result in a further increase in ED50.

In conclusion, a marked increase in oral mucosal radiation tolerance by KGF was observed in all protocols tested. Repeated 
injections on consecutive days did not increase the effect. A signifi cant effect of dose per injection was demonstrated, with 
optimum doses (mouse tongue mucosa) of 15-22.5 mg/kg.
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PP23/0351: Genetically targeted radiotherapy using the sodium-iodide symporter 
for treatment of head and neck cancer

 Andrew W Gaut,  Gang Niu,  Michael M Graham,  Frederick E Domann, Kimberly J Krager, University of Iowa, United States

Attempts at using gene therapy for cancer treatment have achieved limited success. Traditional in vivo gene therapy techniques are 
limited by relatively ineffi cient gene transfer, with only a small fraction of tumor cells transfected with the gene of interest. Gene 
therapy strategies yielding substantial bystander cytotoxicity are preferable and could yield signifi cant clinical effect despite a lack 
of gene transfer to the entire tumor. We report the successful use of such a strategy in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 
(HNSCC) cell lines.

The sodium iodide symporter (NIS) gene, expressed primarily in the thyroid, is responsible for physiologic iodide 
accumulation. Expression of NIS in non-thyroid cell lines has been shown to confer iodide-concentrating ability. Using a 
recombinant adenovirus-NIS construct (Ad-NIS) delivered to HNSCC cell lines, we demonstrate radioiodide accumulation 15- to 
30-fold higher than that of cell lines transduced with a control (Ad-Bgl II) adenovirus. Consistent with NIS-mediated uptake, this 
accumulation is inhibited by treatment with perchlorate.

Using a clonogenic cell survival assay, we demonstrate a statistically signifi cant, dose-dependent decrease in cell survival after 
delivery of Ad-NIS followed by administration of varying doses of I-131. Compared to a control, Ad-Bgl II-treated group, absolute 
survival was reduced by 80% at the highest dose of I-131 in Ad-NIS-treated cells.

We also demonstrate the ability of NIS gene transfer followed by systemic administration of I-131 to dramatically attenuate 
tumor formation in nude mice. Three weeks after subcutaneous injection of tumor cells, tumors treated with Ad-NIS had decreased 
in size by 0.7±0.1 mm, whereas control tumors treated with Ad-Bgl II had increased in size by 7.4±1.7 mm.

The relative accessibility of head and neck cancers make them attractive targets for gene therapy. Our data demonstrate the 
feasibility of genetically targeted radiotherapy using the NIS gene as a possible therapeutic intervention.

Supported by NIH CA91709.

PP23/0501: Manipulation of P450 gene expression in tumours; a novel approach 
for targeted activation of bioreductive prodrugs

 Tracy Robson,  Anita Yakkundi,  Helen O McCarthy,  Verna McErlane,  Ciara M Hughes,  David G Hirst,  Stephanie R McKeown, 
University of Ulster, United Kingdom;  Laurence H Patterson, London School of Pharmacy, United Kingdom

We are developing a gene-directed enzyme prodrug therapy (GDEPT) strategy to enhance the metabolism of a novel bioreductive 
drug, AQ4N. Bioreductive drugs are metabolically activated in the hypoxic cell environment allowing effective targeting of 
hypoxic radioresistant tumour regions. We aim to achieve additional layers of selectivity by using an X-ray inducible promoter 
linked to our therapeutic gene (cytochrome P450s). This strategy would enhance metabolism of the drug only within the radiation 
fi eld. Furthermore, normal tissue would be unaffected as the bioreductive drug is only activated in hypoxic conditions. We have 
identifi ed several human cytochrome P450s which are important for AQ4N prodrug activation, these include CYP3A4, 1A1 
and 2B6. RIF1 murine tumour cells transfected with cDNA from any one of these CYPs displayed increased DNA damage 
and clonogenic cell kill following treatment with AQ4N under hypoxia compared to controls. We are presently testing the 
ability of these transfectants to enhance anti-tumour effectiveness of AQ4N in combination with radiation in vivo. We have 
shown that a single CYP3A4 injection using a simple non-optimized approach can increase metabolism of AQ4N and when 
used in combination with radiation 3 out of 4 tumours are locally controlled for > 60 days (McCarthy et al., 2002). This result 
is remarkable considering the large enhancement of the radiation effect achieved by adding AQ4N alone. This implies that the 
bioreduction of AQ4N by CYPs in this tumour system is sub-optimal and this strategy could therefore be very promising for 
clinical use where CYP levels are known to be variable. We are now exploring the CYP/AQ4N GDEPT strategy in combination 
with cyclophosphamide, which is also metabolised by CYPs and aim to link these CYPs to the radiation and hypoxia inducible 
WAF1 promoter for selective activation in vivo.
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PP23/1097: Production of secondary neutrons from tissue during therapy with Bremsstrahlung and hadrons 
– are there potential risks with carbon ions?

 Anwar M Chaudhri, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany

We were the fi rst group in the world who unambiguously measured and calculated the fl uence and energy distribution, as well as 
the dose contribution, of secondary neutrons being produced in tissue under bombardment with Bremsstrahlung of 6-28 MeV end-
point energies.

As the cross sections of neutron production from tissue are much higher under irradiation with heavier particles, such as 
protons, alpha particles, carbon and neon ions, etc. than photon bombardment, it would be expected that a lot more neutrons 
would be produced from tissue during radiotherapy with hadrons (protons, alphas, carbon ions, Ne-ions, etc.). By making use of 
the relevant nuclear cross sections and neutron out put studies from different elements, we have been able to estimate the fl ux of 
these secondary neutrons under different bombarding conditions. Our results indicate that at least 4 neutrons , with energies greater 
than 5 MeV, are produced for every carbon ion of 400 MeV / nucleon energy incident on tissue. This number reduces to 3,1.4 and 
0.3 respectively at carbon energies of 300, 200 and 100 MeV / nucleon. In the case of neon these fi gures are slightly higher. For 
irradiation with alpha particles the number of these secondary neutrons reduces to about 1 per alpha particle with incident energy 
of 200 MeV / nucleon. In the case of proton therapy the numbers of secondary neutrons of all energies from tissue are estimated 
to be 0.05, 0.2 and 0.4 per proton of energies 100, 200 and 300 MeV / nucleon. There would no doubt be even more neutrons with 
energy lesser than 5 MeV which so far could not be estimated due to the lack of experimental data. The dose due to these neutrons 
have been estimated.

It is pointed out that the high fl ux of neutrons being produced under hadron bombardment, especially with C and Ne ions, have 
the potential to cause some harmful effects, including induction of new primary cancers. These neutrons would also affect the 
observed RBE of hadrons. It is strongly recommended that the matter of secondary neutron production from tissue during therapy 
with hadrons and their effects be thoroughly investigated.

Reference: (1). P.D. Allen and M. A. Chaudhri, Phys. Med. Biol. 33 (1988)

PP23/0518: Functional histology of tumors as a basis of molecular imaging

 Anna S Ljungkvist,  Johan Bussink,  Paul F Rijken,  Albert J van der Kogel, University Medical Centre Nijmegen, The Netherlands; 
 Johannes H Kaanders, The Netherlands

Objective: To characterize the various elements of the microenvironment and their interrelationships by quantitative image 
analysis. Tumor cell proliferation, hypoxia, and apoptosis are detected by immunohistochemical methods, and mapped in relation 
to the vasculature. This allows quantitative relationships to be measured in the context of tissue structure.

Material and Methods: Guided by e.g., gene expression profi les for hypoxia induced-genes, several molecular markers 
of tumor hypoxia were identifi ed and are immunohistochemically detectable. We have thus far concentrated on the glucose 
transporters glut-1 and glut-3, as well as a pH-regulating enzyme, carbonic anhydrase IX. The extent and distribution of hypoxia 
is assessed by administering nitroimidazole-based markers such as pimonidazole, that can be detected immunohistochemically. 
Multiple hypoxia markers (CCI-103F, pimonidazole) can be used to study the effects of modifi ers of perfusion or oxygenation 
on the distribution and dynamics of hypoxic cells in the same tumor. Proliferating cells are detected by thymidine analogues. 
Apoptotic cells are imaged by TUNEL and caspase-3 detection.

Results: In xenografted human tumors, examples of the use of quantitative imaging of hypoxia and proliferation are the 
study of reoxygenation after irradiation, or the investigation of the lifespan and dynamics of hypoxic cell populations over time. 
Perturbation of the microenvironment after cytotoxic treatments has been investigated by co-registration of the various markers, 
e.g. after treatment with the hypoxic cytotoxin tirapazamine.

Conclusion: The combination of well-timed administration of external markers of hypoxia and proliferation with the detection 
of intrinsic molecular markers followed by quantitative image-registration yields a comprehensive view of the dynamics of the 
microenvironment in individual tumors.
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PP24/0503: Spatial properties of trapped radicals in DNA

 John D Zimbrick, Purdue University, United States;  Michael K Bowman, United States;  David Becker,  Michael D Sevilla, 
Oakland University, United States

The spatial properties of trapped radicals produced in heavy ion-irradiated solid DNA at 77K have been probed using pulsed 
Electron Paramagnetic Double Resonance (PELDOR) techniques. Salmon testes DNA hydrated to eighteen water molecules 
per nucleotide was formed into solid cylinders 4-5 nm in diameter, frozen in liquid nitrogen and then irradiated side-on with 
Ar-36 ions of energy 100 MeV/nucleon and LET of approximately 400 keV/micron. Irradiated samples were maintained at 
cryogenic temperature at all times. Measurements were made on a Bruker ESP380E pulsed EPR spectrometer at 60K. PELDOR 
measurements were made using a refocused echo detection sequence that allowed the dipolar interaction between trapped radicals 
to be observed. The EPR spectrum is attributed to electron loss/gain DNA base radicals and neutral carbon-centered radicals that 
likely arise from sugar damage. Here we will focus on the general features of the free radical distribution in the particle tracks. 
We fi nd a radical concentration of 13.5*1018 cm-3 in the tracks and a track radius of 6.79 nm. The cross section of these tracks is 
144 nm2 yielding a lineal radical density of 2.6 radicals/nm. Based upon the yields previously determined for particles having 
calculated LET values of 300 to 400 keV/micron and using our measured lineal density, we obtain an LET of 270 keV/micron, 
which is in good agreement with the calculated range of values. A portion of this research was performed at the W. R. Wiley 
Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory, a national scientifi c user facility sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy’s 
Offi ce of Biological and Environmental Research and located at Pacifi c Northwest National Laboratory. Argon irradiations were 
performed at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University. Supported by the Structural 
Biology Program of the DOE OBER and by the NIH/NCI, grants CA45424 (MS) and CA80211 (JZ).

PP24/0504: Neutron dose response in human tooth enamel for accidental 
or emergency biophysical dosimetry

 Rao Fawwad H Khan,  Douglas R Boreham,  William J Rink, McMaster University, Canada

In an earlier communication, it was established that the effectiveness of neutron in producing long lived stable radicals in human 
tooth enamel is approximately ten times smaller than that of gamma radiation and the radical species produced as a results of 
neutron interaction produces the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal with the same g-values as gamma radiation (Khan, 
RFH, Rink, WJ, and Boreham, DR, Radiation Measurements, in press 2003). The response of human enamel has been further 
investigated for various dose rates and at different energies of the incident neutrons. The neutron beam used was from the 3MV 
McMaster K.N. Van de Graaff accelerator facility from a low gamma yield 7Li(p, n)7Be type thick target. Like gamma radiation, 
the neutron sensitivity (/Gy-100mg) of human tooth enamel remained the same for mean neutron energies from 150 keV to 450 
keV. The radical species giving rise to dosimetric signal in the EPR spectrometer was followed up to 100 days and found to be 
stable within one standard deviation. Similarly the neutron signal intensity remained independent of the dose rate from 0.5 to 2.4 
Gy-h-1. Unlike different power saturation behavior of neutron and gamma radiation observed in various polymers, tooth enamel 
mineral’s power saturation cannot be used to distinguish between either a neutron or a gamma induced signal.

PP24/0505: Formates – promising materials for EPR dosimetry at low doses

 Eirik Malinen,  Tor A Vestad,  Eli O Hole,  Einar Sagstuen, University of Oslo, Norway;  Anders Lund, Linköping University, Sweden

In EPR dosimetry, the number of radiation-induced radicals in a given medium is used as a measure of the absorbed dose. 
The most common EPR dosimeter material is the amino acid alanine. However, due to its relatively low sensitivity, alanine 
is practically unsuitable for estimating doses below 1 Gy. The search for dosimeter materials with improved sensitivity in 
comparison to alanine is still in progress, with one class of promising substances being polycrystalline formates, that is, formic 
acid salts.

The dosimeter responses of various formates in comparison to alanine were investigated, with doses ranging from 0.5 Gy to 1 
kGy. Optimal EPR acquisition parameters, but equal acquisition times, for each of the respective dosimeter materials were used, 
in order to facilitate direct comparisons of sensitivity. Among the different formates studied in the current work, the best was 
lithium formate monohydrate, being 5.6 – 6.8 times as sensitive as alanine. This compound displayed a linear dose-response in the 
relevant dose region, little fading and a superior energy response (relative to water) in comparison to alanine.

The feasibility of this dosimeter material for the use in clinical applications was investigated. Dosimeters were exposed 
to doses from 60 – 700 mGy, yielding signal intensities well above the noise level, even for the lowest dose, using realistic 
acquisition times. Also, a linear dose response was obtained at these doses.

The potential of using mixtures of polycrystalline substances, having different X-ray absorption properties, for the 
determination of X-ray beam quality by EPR spectroscopy has also been investigated. Taking the ratio between different 
resonances in the EPR spectrum of an X-irradiated composite dosimeter of alanine and calcium formate, with the latter having a 
much higher effective atomic number, a measure of beam quality may be obtained.
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PP24/0506: The use of small angle neutron scattering to measure the colloidal stability of magnetic 
nanoparticles intended for biomedical applications

 Joan Connolly, Curtin University of Technology, Australia;  Tim G St Pierre, The University of Western Australis, Australia; 
 Mehta Rutnakornpituk,  Judy S Riffl e, Virginia Polytechnical Institute and State University, United States

The size and shape of particles in suspension and the interactions between the particles can be determined from small angle 
neutron scattering (SANS) studies. Magnetic cobalt nanoparticles have been manufactured with a view to using their unique 
properties for biomedical applications such as drug delivery and targetting to specifi c sites in the body. The nanoparticles are 
designed to form stable suspension and to remain isolated from one another in order to prevent formation of clusters of particles. 
The colloidal stability of the suspension is related to the size of the particles with larger particles being less stable than small ones 
in general. Electron microscopy images indicate that the cobalt nanoparticles form clusters but it is unclear if the clustering is an 
artifact of the specimen preparation. Small angle scattering experiments can determine if the aggregation observed on drying is the 
true behaviour of the nanoparticles while suspended in the carrier fl uid. Cobalt nanoparticles and silica-coated cobalt nanoparticles 
were studied using SANS at the Australian Small Angle Neutron Scattering Facility (AUSANS) at the Australian Nuclear Science 
and Technology Organisation. Both sets of nanoparticles were coated in a silicon-based polymer and suspended in a silicon-based 
carrier fl uid to form a stable dispersion. The SANS study points to the nanoparticles being fully dispersed and isolated when in 
the fl uid state. Interactions between the particles may cause clustering over time. To study this, the SANS measurements were 
repeated after a 7 month interval. No signifi cant changes in the particle sizes as measured by the SANS technique are observed 
indicating the suspensions of the particles are colloidally stable over time. Together these results indicate the nanoparticles may be 
candidates for biomedical applications.

PP24/0507: Numerical simulation of alpha hit probability distributions in sensitive bronchial epithelial cells 
by inhaling radon progenies

 Imre Bal·sh·zy,  István Szöke, KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute, Hungary;  Árpád Farkas, Hungary;  Werner Hofmann, 
University of Salzburg, Austria

The general objective of our research is the modelling of physical and biological processes related to the development of adverse 
health effects following the inhalation of radioaerosols, especially the initiation of lung cancer in central human airways by the 
inspiration of radon progenies. There is experimental evidence that bronchogenic carcinomas originate mainly in the vicinity of 
the carinal ridge of the large bronchial airways where primary hot spots of deposition have been found. In case of uranium miners, 
more than ninety percent of the registered lung cancer formations have occurred in this region of the lung. However, current lung 
deposition models do not take into consideration the inhomogeneity of deposition within the airways. In the present study, cellular 
deposition pattern, alpha-track and DNA hit probability distributions of inhaled radon progenies in the upper and central human 
airway epithelial cells are computed with a computational fl uid particle dynamics model.

Our computer programme generates the three-dimensional morphologically realistic geometry of the upper and central 
airways. The fl ow fi elds within these airways are simulated by the FLUENT CFD (computational fl uid dynamics) code at wide 
range of fl ow rates. Large number of attached and unattached radon progeny trajectories is simulated by our particle trajectory 
code to determine the proper deposition, activity patterns and alpha-track distributions on the surface of the airways. Three-
dimensional distribution of secretory and basal cells are constructed. Finally, the number of DNA hits and hit probability 
distributions are quantifi ed.

Computed deposition, activity and hit probability patterns are strongly inhomogeneous at all realistic parameter selections 
and are sensitive to the shape of the geometry. Hot spots of alpha hits are found at the carinal region and at the inner sides of the 
daughter airways during inhalation and, with lower intensity, at the top and bottom sides of the parent airways during exhalation.
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PP24/0508: Implantation of β-emitters on biomedical implants: 32P isotropic ion implantation using a coaxial 
plasma reactor

 Marc A Fortin,  Royston W Paynter,  Andranik Sarkissian,  Barry L Stansfi eld,  Bernard Terreault, INRS-EMT (Université du Québec
), Canada;  Vincent Dufresne, École Polytechnique de Montréal, Canada

The development of endovascular brachytherapy and the treatment of certain types of cancers (liver, lung, prostate) often require 
the use of beta-emitters, sometimes in the form of radioisotope-implanted devices. Among the most commonly used isotopes 
fi gures 32P, a pure beta-emitter (maximum energy: 1.7 MeV), of which the path in biological tissues is of a few cm, restricting 
the impact of electron bombardment to the immediate environment of the implant. Several techniques and processes have been 
tried to elaborate surfaces and devices showing strongly bonded, or implanted 32P. Anodizing, vapor phase deposition, grafting of 
oligonucleotides, as well as ion implantation processes have been investigated by several research groups as methods to implant 
beta-radioisotopes into surfaces. A coaxial plasma reactor was developed at INRS to implant radioisotopes into cylindrical 
metallic objects, such as coronary stents commonly used in angioplasty procedures. The dispersion of 32P atoms on the interior 
surfaces of the chamber can be investigated using radiographs, contributing to image the plasma ion transport mechanisms that 
guide the effi ciency of the implantation procedure. The amount of radioactivity on the wall liner, on the internal components, 
and on the biomedical implants are quantifi ed using a surface barrier detector. A comparative study establishes a relationship 
between the gray scale of the radiographs, and dose measurements. A program was developed to convert the digitized images into 
maps showing surface dose density in mCi/cm2. An integration process allows the quantifi cation of the doses on the walls and 
components of the reactor. Finally, the resulting integral of the 32P dose is correlated to the initial amount of radioactivity inserted 
inside the implanter before the dismantling procedure. This method could be introduced as a fast and reliable way to test, qualify 
and assess the amount of radioactivity present on the as-produced implants. Moreover, the technique can be applied to image and 
retrace the contamination arising throughout the implantation procedure, for example on instruments and tools.

PP25/0509: Do radiation oncologists practice evidence based medicine? Results of a survey of management 
of the axilla in operable breast cancer

 Roslyn M Drummond, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

In 2002 the Radiation Oncology Expert Advisory Group (ROEAG) of the National Breast Cancer Centre (NBCC) and RANZCR 
Faculty of Radiation Oncology, posted a questionaire to practicing radiation oncologists in Australia and New Zealand seeking 
information on a variety of practical issues in the radiation oncology treatment of women with operable breast cancer. The 
questionaire aimed to evaluate the infl uence of the guidelines and discussion papers published in a resource for radiation 
oncologists and registrars by the NBCC in the preceding three years.

This paper reports on the responses to the questions relating to management of the axilla . A discussion paper containing 
guidelines on management of the axilla was published in 2001.

102 responses were received (41% response rate) with 93% acknowledging receipt of the paper on management of the axilla. 
74% of respondents stated that this paper was important or very important to their practice.

Four questions investigating when radiation oncologists would irradiate the entire axilla following an axillary dissection were 
asked. While 100% of respondents would irradiate the axilla if the surgeon reported unresectable disease in the axilla, 56% of 
respondents would irradiate the axilla if the pathologist describes extranodal spread in the report on the operative specimen. The 
paper “Management of the Axilla” clearly states that there is no level I or II evidence to support axillary irradiation in patients with 
breast cancer based solely on reported extranodal spread.

Factors infl uencing radiation oncologist’s clinical practice will be briefl y discussed, as well as the implications for changing 
practice in response to new clinical trial evidence.
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P25/1166: Randomised double-blind trial of amifostine vs placebo for radiation-induced xerostomia in 
patients with head and neck cancer

 Martin F Borg,  Roslyn McGowan, Royal Adelaide Hospital, Australia;  Suren Krishnan,  Ian Olver,  Elizabeth Coates, 
 Barry Chatterton,  Alastair Goss,  Brian Stein, Australia

Purpose: The primary objectives are to compare head and neck cancer patients receiving standard radiation therapy, randomised 
to amifostine (200mg/m2) or to placebo (normal saline) with respect to the incidence of grade 2 or higher acute and late salivary 
gland toxicities.

Methods: The study drug is delivered as a 3-minute intravenous infusion 15-30 mins prior to each fraction. Chemotherapy is 
delivered before the study drug. Twenty patients (18 males and 2 females) have been entered into the pilot study, 19 with stage III/
IV disease. Seventeen patients have completed treatment, their age ranging from 37 to 74 years. Seventeen patients were referred 
postoperatively.

Results: All patients commenced radiation therapy within one-half hour of the study drug. Only 4 episodes of hypotension 
have been recorded, all less than 30 mmHg. One incidence of grade 3 vomiting (which responded to cessation of chemotherapy) 
was recorded and one case of neutropenia, both secondary to chemotherapy. Three serious adverse events were recorded, including 
1 patient who died 3 weeks after completing chemoradiotherapy (pulmonary embolus), 2 hospital admissions, one for weight 
loss, neutropenia, depression and vomiting, and a second for an allergic cutaneous reaction. 15/17 received the full study drug: 1 
patient withdrew after the fi rst fraction and, in the second secondary to the cutaneous reaction. All patients received the prescribed 
radiation dose. Seven patients received chemotherapy (cisplatin), 1 ceasing treatment after 3 weeks (grade 3 neutropenia). All 
patients were well hydrated. Follow-up is short (mean of 7.25 months). Complete response was achieved in 13, partial response in 
1. Three patients have relapsed, only 1 of who is in second complete remission.

Conclusion: The trial is running smoothly, and has recently been adopted as a multi-centre trial under the auspices of TROG, 
aiming to recruit 200 eligible patients, who commenced radiation and amifostine/placebo.

PP25/0511: Pre-operative radiotherapy for soft tissue sarcoma

 Andrew Hui,  K Wong,  Sam Ngan,  G Powell,  P Choong, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Vic, Australia

Introduction: Radiotherapy (both pre-operative and post-operative) has been shown to improve local control in localized soft tissue 
sarcoma. The treatment policy of our unit is to offer preoperative external beam radiotherapy (50.4Gy in 28 fractions over 5.5 
weeks) followed by surgery about 4 week later. The aim of this study is to review the treatment outcome and toxicity of patients 
treated with preoperative radiotherapy followed by surgery.

Methods: Patients with localized soft tissue sarcoma who presented between January 1996 and December 2000 and treated 
with preoperative radiotherapy followed by limb-sparing surgery were reviewed. Patients with recurrent disease or metastatic 
disease at diagnosis and patients below the age of 16 were excluded. Head and neck sarcoma, retroperitoneal sarcoma, and 
desmoid tumour were also excluded. Local and distant recurrences, overall survival and treatment toxicity were analyzed.

Results: Sixty-seven cases were identifi ed. There were 41 males and 26 females. The median age was 52 years. Nine patients 
had tumours located in the upper limb, 52 in the lower limb and 6 in the superfi cial trunk. The most common histological 
diagnoses were malignant fi brous histiocytoma, and liposarcoma. At the time of last follow-up, there were four isolated local 
recurrences, two of which were salvaged. Eighteen patients developed distant metastases. Acute wound complications were 
acceptable and late toxicity was uncommon.

Conclusion: Preoperative radiotherapy followed by surgery is an effective strategy in the management of localized soft tissue 
sarcoma.
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PP25/0513: Comparing the radiosensitivity of cervical and thoracic spinal cord using 
the relative seriality model

 Magdalena Adamus-Górka,  Bengt K Lind,  Anders Brahme, Karolinska Institutet & Stockholm University, Sweden

Background: Spinal cord is one of the most important normal tissues that are aimed to be spared during radiation therapy of 
cancer. This organ has been known for its strongly serial character and its high sensitivity to radiation. In order to compare the 
sensitivity of different parts of spinal cord, the early data (1970’s) for radiation myelopathy available in the literature could be 
used.

Method: In the present study the relative seriality model (Källman et al. 1992) has been fi tted to two different sets of clinical 
data for spinal cord irradiation: radiation myelitis of cervical spinal cord after treating 248 patients for malignant disease of 
head and neck (Abbatucci et al. 1978) and radiation myelitis of thoracic spinal cord after radiation treating 43 patients with lung 
carcinoma (Reinhold et al. 1976). The maximum likelihood method was applied for the fi tting and the corresponding parameters 
together with their 68% confi dence intervals calculated for each of the datasets respectively. The alpha-beta ratio for the thoracic 
survival was also obtained.

Results: On the basis of the present study the following conclusions can be drawn:
• radiation myelopathy is a strongly serial endpoint,
• it appears to be differences in radiosensitivity between the cervical and thoracic region of spinal cord,
• thoracic spinal cord revealed very serial characteristic of dose response, while the cervical myelopathy seems to be a bit less 

serial endpoint,
• the dose-response curve is much steeper in case of myelopathy of cervical spinal cord, due to the much higher gamma value 

for this region.
Conclusions: This work compares the fi tting of NTCP model to the cervical and thoracic regions of the spinal cord and shows 

quite different responses. In the future more data should be tested for better understanding the mechanism of spinal cord sensitivity 
to radiation.

PP25/0514: A randomised clinical trial of misoprostol for radiation mucositis

 Farshad Foroudi,  Iris Timms,  Yasoda Sathiyaseelan,  Burcu Cakir,  Kenneth W Tiver, Westmead Hospital, Australia;  Val Gebski, 
 Michael Veness, Radiation Oncology, Westmead Hospital, Australia

Purpose: Radiation mucositis is a major acute toxicity of radiation therapy for head and neck malignancies. We tested whether 
Misoprostol, a synthetic prostaglandin E

1
 analogue given prophylactically decreased intensity of radiation mucositis.

Method: A double blind randomized trial was conducted. The intervention consisted of swishing dissolved drug or placebo 
as a mouthwash, and then swallowing two hours prior to radiation treatment. Patients were stratifi ed based on concurrent 
chemotherapy, altered fractionation, smoking, extent of oral mucosa in radiation fi eld, and institution. The main end point was 
the extent of RTOG grade III mucositis, taking into account both time and duration of mucositis. 42 patients were randomized 
to active drug, and 41 patients to placebo. The trial was designed to have 70 patients in each arm. The trial closed due to poor 
accrual.

Results: In the Misoprostol group 18/42 (43%) had grade III/IV mucositis, and in the placebo group 17/40 (42%). The mean 
difference between the areas under the curve was 0.38 (p-value: 0.38). For grade II mucositis the corresponding fi gures were 18 
(42%) and 19 (47%). The time from commencement of radiation therapy to the development of peak mucositis was 49 days in the 
misoprostol patients and 51 days in the placebo group. The duration of grade III mucositis 12.5 days in the Misoprostol patients 
and 7 days in the placebo patients. In the Misoprostol arm 4 patients had an interruption to their Radiation Therapy, in the Placebo 
arm 5 had interruptions. Patients average weight loss was 8.1 and 8.2kg. Average self-assessment was via a 10cm LASA scale for 
soreness of throat and overall well-being. Misoprostol showed a worse QoL on soreness of mouth (mean difference: 0.84 units 
(p-value .03), but overall well-being was similar on both treatment arms 1 patient withdrew in the Misoprostol arm and 2 in the 
placebo arm.

Conclusion: Misoprostol given prophylactically does not reduce the incidence of Grade III/IV mucositis, is associated with a 
shorter time to developing these toxicities and worse QoL with respect to a sore mouth.
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PP25/0512: A therapeutic gain model for brachytherapy

 David R Wigg, Clinical Radiobiology Royal Adelaide Hospital, Australia

When treating with continuous irradiation the potential therapeutic gain or loss depends on several treatment, normal tissue and 
tumour variables.

There are similarities between equations defi ning tissue effects with fractionated treatment and brachytherapy. The former is 
sensitive to dose per fraction (and incomplete repair for short intervals between treatments) and the later is sensitive to dose rate 
and continuous repair factors. Because of these similarities, for typical tumours and normal tissues, dose per fraction and dose 
rates generally work in similar directions. As the dose per fraction or dose rate increases the therapeutic gain falls.

With continuous irradiation the dose rates effects are determined by Beta cell kill and hence the absolute value of Beta . 
Minimal sensitivity occurs at very low and very high dose rates. The magnitude of cell kill also depends on the Continuous Repair 
Factor (g) which is a function of the treatment time and the Repair Half Time (in hours) of the tissues (Repair Half Time T ½ = 
Ln(2)/h, when h = the Repair Constant).

An interactive optimising model has been written to predict the therapeutic gain or loss as the parameter values are varied. This 
model includes the tumour and normal tissue parameters alpha and beta Gy (or individual values), their Repair Half Times, dose 
rates and overall treatment time. The model is based on the Linear-Quadratic equation and the Total Effect (TE) method of Thames 
and Hendry although the Extrapolated Response Dose (ERD) method of Barendsen produces the same results.

The model is written so that the gain or loss may be seen when treatment is always to normal tissue tolerance doses. The 
magnitude of the therapeutic loss as the dose rate increases and its sensitivity to changes in normal tissue and tumour parameter 
values is clearly demonstrated.

PL12/0515: Radiation, an ideal cytotoxic for the study of cell biology in the small intestine

 Chis Potten, United Kingdom

Epithelial tissues are highly polarised with the proliferative compartment sometimes subdivided into units of proliferation in 
many instances. My interests have been in trying to understand how many cellular constituents exist, what their function is 
and intercommunicants are that ensure appropriate steady state cell replacement rates. Radiation has proved to be a valuable 
tool to induce cell death, reproductive sterilisation, and regenerative proliferation in these systems, the responses to which 
can provide information on the number of regenerative cells (a function associated with stem cells). Such studies have helped 
defi ne the epidermal proliferative units and the structurally similar units on the dorsal surface of the tongue. The radiation 
responses considered in conjunction with a wide range of cell kinetic lineage tracking and somatic mutation studies with complex 
mathematical modelling, provide insights into the functioning of the poliferative units (crypts) of the small intestine. Comparative 
studies have then been undertaken with the crypts in the large bowel. In the small intestine, which rarely develops cancer, various 
protective mechanisms have evolved to ensure the genetic integrity of the stem cell compartment. Stem cells in the small intestinal 
crypts have an intolerance of genotoxic damage (including that induced by very low doses of radiation), they do not undergo 
cell cycle arrest and repair but commit an altruistic p53 dependent cell suicide (apoptosis). This process is compromised in the 
large bowel by bcl-2 expression. Recent studies have suggested a second genome protection mechanism operating in the stem 
cells of the small intestinal crypts that may also have a p53 dependence. Such studies have allowed the cell lineages and genome 
protection mechanisms operating in the small intestinal crypts to be defi ned.

P01/1001: Yields of base damage products in crystalline DNA produced by the direct-type effect

 David C Gilbert,  William A Bernhard,  Steven G Swarts, University of Rochester, United Kingdom

Our aim is to determine the yields of base damage products due to direct-type effects in well-defi ned DNA samples. The sample, 
crystalline d(GCACGCGTGC)

2
, which contains Co(III), has been structurally characterized by others using X-ray crystallography 

and the free radical yields measured by our laboratory using EPR spectroscopy. Polycrystalline samples were x-irradiated (70 
KeV) at room temperature (RT) to doses up to 150 kGy. Following dissolution under air, the base products were identifi ed and 
quantifi ed using GC-MS. 7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine (8-oxo-G) is the primary base damage product found, with a yield of ~0.09 
µmoles/J, whereas 2,6-diamino-4-oxo-5-formamidopyrimidine (FpyG) was below the limits of detection of the GC-MS assay. 
Radiation yields for 5,6-dihydrothymine (DHT) and 5-hydroxymethyluracil of 0.0017 and 0.0042 µmoles/J, respectively, were 
also observed. These results differ from those obtained in a previous study of solid-state hydrated DNA irradiated at RT (Swarts 
et al., Radiat. Res. 145: 304-14, 1996), where the yields of FpyG and DHT were approximately 11% and 20% that of 8-oxo-G, 
respectively. Our working hypothesis is that Co(III) in crystalline d(GCACGCGTGC)

2
 modifi es the product distribution. Based on 

the EPR data, the infl uence of Co(III) on the initial distribution of radical trapping is negligible. This suggests that electron transfer 
from the pyrimidines to Co(III) occurs either upon annealing and/or upon solvation, thereby competing with dihydropyrimidine 
formation. While strand break (sb) yields for d(GCACGCGTGC)

2
 are not yet completed, in earlier work on crystals of other 

oligomers, we obtained sb yields of 0.06-0.16 µmoles/J. We anticipate, therefore, that the stoichiometry between 8-oxo-G and sb 
formation will be about 1:1.

This study was supported by PHS Grant 2-R01-CA32546, awarded by the National Cancer Institute. Its contents are solely the 
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the offi cial views of the NCI.
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P01/1002: Radiation chemical and photochemical study of Z-DNA modifi ed by 2-aminopurine and 8-
bromodeoxyguanosine

 Takumi Kimura,  Kiyohiko Kawai,  Tetsuro Majima, Osaka University, Japan

DNA is able to take a number of local conformations. (CG) n repeats have the highest potential to Z-DNA which has a left-handed 
zig-zag backbone and unusual syn-conformation purine base. Because of the polymorphic nature of dinucleotide repeats, it seems 
possible that Z-DNA forming sequences may provide a source of genetic variation if they occur in regions that are important for 
the regulation of gene activity. Here, we investigated structural properties of Z-DNA compared with those of B-DNA with respects 
to one-electron attachment reaction of 8-bromodeoxyguanosine (dBrG) and fl uorescence properties of 2-aminopurine (Ap).

To investigate one-electron attachment reaction of Z-DNA, we synthesized oligodeoxynucleotides modifi ed by dBrG in 
which syn-conformation deoxyguanosine was stabilized by steric repulsion between 8-bromo group of dBrG and sugar moiety 
in Z-DNA. Debromination from the dBrG modifi ed oligodeoxynucleotides occurred from the one-electron attachment during 
the gamma-ray irradiation. The structural dependence of B- and Z-DNA was observed in the one-electron attachment reaction. 
Interestingly, the higher conversion of dBrG were observed in the Z-DNA than in the B-DNA. Since the solvent accessibility to 
purine base in Z-DNA increases compared with that in B-DNA, it is suggested that the electron attachment is enhanced in Z-DNA 
than in B-DNA.

Next we studied the fl uorescence properties of Ap in left-handed Z-DNA and compared with those in B-DNA. Since 
photoexcited adenine analogue Ap can serve as a sensitive probe of DNA structural dynamics, we synthesized Ap- and dBrG-
modifi ed oligodeoxynucleotides. Higher intensity was observed in the steady-state fl uorescence of Ap in Z-DNA than in B-DNA. 
A new peak at 275 nm was observed in the excitation spectrum measured at the Ap emission wavelength 370 nm in Z-DNA. This 
has been explained by the energy transfer from the excited nucleobases to Ap. It is found that Ap is a useful fl uorescence probe of 
Z-DNA.

P01/1003: Direct radiation damage in DNA: what is the strand break mechanism?

 Shubhadeep Purkayastha,  William A Bernhard, University of Rochester, United States

The goal is to determine the physical-chemical mechanism of strand break (sb) formation in DNA exposed to the direct effects 
of ionizing radiation. A previous study in our lab reported the fi rst direct measurements of radiation-chemical yields of individual 
sb products induced by the direct effect in crystalline oligodeoxynucleotide. In these HPLC studies, onset of dose saturation 
occurs at unusually high doses, above 400 kGy. If the precursor to sb is indeed a free radical, it should display a similar resistance 
to dose saturation. The present study tests the hypothesis that sugar centered radicals are precursors to sb. In this work, we 
investigate the same crystalline systems used earlier for strand break yield measurements: d(CGCG)

2
, d(CGCACG:CGTGCG) and 

d(GCACGCGTGC)
2
. Dose response characteristics of the free radical population in each of these systems is investigated in the 0 

to 1000 kGy dose range. A model is proposed which effectively describes the relationship between the free radical concentration 
and the absorbed dose in these systems and includes the following parameters: the radical concentration at saturation C0, the 
radical yields gb and gs, and the destruction constants kb and ks. The subscripts b and s refer to base-centered and sugar-centered 
radicals, respectively. In each of these systems, the free radical concentration exhibits a remarkable resistance to dose saturation 
up to at least 1000 kGy. Preliminary results also yield values of 0.805 and 0.113 MRad-1 for parameter kb and values of 0.019 and 
0.003 MRad-1 for parameter ks, for d(CGCG)

2
 and d(GCACGCGTGC)

2
, respectively. In both systems, ks is ~1/40 kb. The much 

smaller ks proves that the sugar-centered radicals have a smaller cross section for destruction, and are therefore more resistant to 
dose saturation as compared to the base centered radicals. These results lend strong support to our hypothesis that sugar-centered 
radicals are precursors to the majority of strand breaks produced by the direct-type effect in DNA.

This study was supported by PHS Grant 2-R01-CA32546, awarded by the National Cancer Institute. Its contents are solely the 
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the offi cial views of the NCI.
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P01/1004: Fragment analysis of DSB induced by 125I

 Bo Stenerlöw, Uppsala University, Sweden;  Kecke Elmroth, Gothenburg University, Sweden

Aim: Recent data suggest that the contribution of small fragments must be considered in the estimation of double-strand breaks 
(DSB) following high-LET irradiation. The objective of this study was to quantify the correct number of double-strand breaks 
induced by the Auger emitter 125-I, incorporated into DNA in cells. Also, the correlation between DSB induction and chromatin 
organization was studied by using different labelling protocols.

Methods: Hamster V79 cells were either labelled with 125-iodo-deoxyuridine during two cell cycles (asynchronous culture) or 
by a short pulse in early S-phase (synchronized culture). The cells were frozen after labelling for accumulation of decays at -70°C. 
Cells were then thawed and analysed for DSB induction using PFGE. DNA fragments in the size range of 5 kbp to 5700 kbp were 
separated. The yields obtained by fragmentation analysis were compared with the yields obtained by conventional FAR assay not 
including smaller fragments.

Results: Fragmentation analysis revealed that incorporation at “random” positions in the genome (asynchronous cells) 
resulted in a distribution of DNA fragments similar to low-LET irradiation. The number of DSB/decay was found to be 1.3. Using 
conventional FAR assay assuming a true random distribution, only 0.9 DSB/decay was found.

Analysis of synchronized cells, frozen immediately after pulse-labelling or chased for 3.5 h, resulted in a different pattern. 
Pulse-chase labelling signifi cantly increased the non-random fraction of fragments after the same number of decays compared to 
asynchronous irradiation. Also, the DSB induction in cells irradiated in late S-phase was higher compared to cells in early s-phase, 
implicating a role of chromatin maturation in initial damage.

Conclusion: Results obtained with the fragmentation analysis show that 125-I irradiation induces an excess of smaller DNA 
fragments. Therefore, conventional FAR assay will underestimate the number of DSB produced.

P01/1005: Molecular simulation of ligand binding with DNA: 
implications for new radiopharmaceutical design

 Amin I Kassis,  Kai Chen,  James S Adelstein, Harvard Medical School, United States

We have been using computer-assisted molecular modeling software to assess the effects of structural modifi cation on the 
interaction of DNA-binding iodine-125 (125I)-labeled Hoechst ligands with DNA and to predict DNA double-strand break (DSB) 
formation post 125I decay. To ascertain the robustness of the approach, the Lamarckian genetic algorithm (AutoDock 3.0) was 
fi rst used to model the interaction/binding between DNA and m-iodo-p-methoxyHoechst (IMH), a ligand whose binding to 
the minor groove of DNA had been demonstrated (crystal structure) and which is available in the Protein Data Bank. m-Iodo-
p-ethoxyHoechst (IEH), a radioligand that we had previously synthesized and characterized, was then docked onto DNA, the 
IEH-DNA complex minimized, and the free binding energy and inhibition constant (K

i
) were estimated and compared with those 

obtained for IMH-DNA. Finally, Insight II was used to measure the distances between any atom (e.g. 125I) and the central axis of 
the targeted DNA and these were correlated with the DSB yield when these agents are bound to DNA.

The data demonstrate that the docking of IMH onto DNA leads to a ligand-DNA complex that is only about 1Å RMSD (root 
mean square deviation) from the crystal-structure position reported. The docking of IEH (a close analog of IMH) onto DNA also 
results in a very small RMSD (1.27Å). These software programs allow the estimation of radionuclide-to-DNA molecular distances 
and thus can guide us in the selection of radiolabeled molecules to be synthesized and used to deposit DNA-breaking radiation 
doses in mammalian cell DNA.

Compared with traditional/current radiopharmaceutical development approaches, the method greatly saves time and money, 
especially since the reactivity of newly designed radiolabeled compounds with their targeted DNA molecules can be predicted by 
means of molecular modeling prior to chemical synthesis.
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P01/1006: Plasmid DNA breakage by decay of DNA associated isotopes 123I and 125I

 Pavel N Lobachevsky,  Tom C Karagiannis,  Roger F Martin, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

The biological consequences of decay of DNA-associated 125I have been extensively investigated using a variety of systems. It 
is well established that decay of the isotope in close proximity to DNA produces a DSB with an effi ciency close to 1. Much less 
information is available for another iodine isotope – 123I. It is a “weaker” Auger emitter than 125I, and has much shorter half-life; 
13.2 hours compared to 60 days for 125I. Cell culture studies indicate that decay of 123I is more than two times less effi cient in 
killing V79 cells than decay of 125I, and produces from 0.45 to 0.74 DSB per decay in the cell nucleus. The Monte Carlo simulation 
of 123I decay and DSB induction has generated a value of 0.4 DSB per decay of incorporated isotope.

We have adapted the plasmid DNA assay to compare strand breakage by decay of DNA-associated 123I and 125I, exploiting 
DNA minor groove binding ligand Hoechst 33258 labelled with either of these isotopes. Application of the plasmid assay to this 
study highlighted a range of important factors, which were taken into account to ensure a valid outcome. These factors involve 
the statistical implications of the nature of the breakage events (such as multiple breaks arising from a single decay event), two 
different sources of damage, namely internal (from DNA-associated decay events) and external (from decays occurring anywhere 
in solution), and consideration of the fraction of DNA-bound ligand.

In our experiments, we incubated pBR322 plasmid with [125I]-iodoHoechst 33258 or with mixture of ligands labelled with 123I 
and 125I. The latter approach allows measurement of the ratio of probabilities of DSB formation per decay for the two isotopes, 
with much higher precision than determination of the individual breakage probabilities for each isotope.

We obtained for the probability (per decay) of induction of DSB by the 125I-labeled ligand a value of 0.82 ± 0.05. Inclusion of 
DMSO as a radical scavenger, reduces this value to 0.65 ± 0.05 DSB per decay.

The ratio of DSB probability per decay of 123I to that of 125I is 0.63 ± 0.03, with little change with inclusion of DMSO; namely 
to 0.65 ± 0.03.

This project was supported by a grant from AINSE.

P01/1007: Modeling non-adiabatic photoexcited reaction dynamics in condensed phases

 David F Coker, Boston University, United States

Reactions of photoexcited molecules, ions, and radicals in condensed phase environments involve non-adiabatic dynamics over 
coupled electronic surfaces. We focus on how local environmental symmetries can effect non-adiabatic coupling between excited 
electronic states and thus infl uence, in a possibly controllable way, the outcome of photo-excited reactions. Semi-classical and 
mixed quantum-classical non-adiabatic molecular dynamics methods, together with semi-empirical excited state potentials are 
used to probe the dynamical mixing of electronic states in different environments from molecular clusters, to simple liquids and 
solids, and photo-excited reactions in complex reaction environments such as zeolites.

P01/1008: Markers of protein oxidation: different oxidants give rise to variable yields of bound and released 
carbonyl products

 Henri A Headlam,  Michael J Davies, The Heart Research Institute, Australia

Exposure of proteins to radicals in the presence of molecular oxygen results in side-chain oxidation and the formation of a range 
of side-chain oxidation products. A number of these materials have been used as markers of protein oxidation, including carbonyl 
groups formed on a range of side-chains. Recently, initial hydroxyl radical attack on a range of aliphatic side-chains (including 
Ala, Val, Leu, Asp residues), in the presence of molecular oxygen, has been shown to give rise to amino acid hydroperoxides and 
loss of the side-chain from the protein as a low-molecular-weight carbonyl compounds. These released carbonyls arise via the 
formation, and subsequent beta-scission, of alkoxyl radicals formed at the C-3 site. These carbonyls are not measured in most 
carbonyl assays and hence the extent of oxidative stress may be underestimated. We show in this study that the ratio of bound-to-
released carbonyls is highly variable even when equivalent doses of oxidant are employed. Thus radiolytically-generated hydroxyl 
radicals give vastly different ratios of bound to released carbonyl products when compared to metal-ion/hydrogen peoxide 
systems, peroxyl radicals (derived from the thermolabile azo-compound AAPH) and hypochlorous acid. These studies therefore 
suggest that the absolute yield of carbonyl products detected on proteins cannot be compared between different oxidant systems, 
and a low level of protein-bound carbonyls does not always indicate a low level of oxidative stress.
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P01/1009: Photo-oxidation of histidine peptides yields high concentrations of unstable peroxides

 Vanessa V Policarpio,  Clare L Hawkins,  Michael J Davies, The Heart Research Institute, Australia

Oxidation of proteins by UV, and visible light in the presence of sensitizers, results in side chain modifi cation as well as 
aggregation and fragmentation. In particular, singlet oxygen has been reported to oxidize Met, Trp, Tyr, Cys and His side chains 
in a selective manner. In this study the oxidation of histidine and its derivatives, and His-containing peptides is examined using a 
range of sensitizers, to determine whether peroxides are major intermediates, and the mechanism of formation of these species.

Visible light-sensitised oxidation of Gly-His-Gly in the presence of oxygen and rose bengal gives unstable substrate-
derived peroxides with the peroxide yield increasing with increasing photolysis time. Similar behaviour was detected with other 
photosensitizers, though the peroxide yields varied with the sensitizer at identical concentrations with rose bengal > aluminium 
phthalocyanine > hematoporphyrin IX > zinc phthalocyanine > tetrakisporphine. The peroxide yield was decreased in the presence 
of azide and enhanced when deuterium oxide was employed as the solvent, consistent with peroxide formation being singlet 
oxygen mediated. Experiments using anoxic conditions gave low yields of peroxides confi rming the oxygen-dependence of these 
reactions. HPLC analysis showed rapid loss of the parent peptide, with subsequent formation of both stable and unstable products; 
these are currently being characterized by MS and NMR. Similar behavior has been observed with other His derivatives. The 
yield of singlet oxygen formed in these reactions has been estimated using a bleaching assay (N, N-dimethyl-4-nitrosoaniline). 
Quantifi cation of singlet oxygen formation and Gly-His-Gly derived peroxide during rose bengal-mediated photooxidation 
indicated a conversion effi ciency of the initial singlet oxygen into substrate-derived peroxides of ca. 75% indicating that peroxide 
formation is a highly effi cient and major reaction pathway.

P01/1010: Free radical generation in post-irradiation period: an evidence from the conversion of xanthine 
dehydrogenase into xanthine oxidase

 Raosaheb K Kale, School of Life Science, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India

Xanthine oxidoreductase (XOR) system which consists of xanthine dehydrogenase (XDH) and xathine oxidase (XO), is one of 
the major sources of free radicals in biological systems. XOR system is pre-dominantly present as XDH in the normal tissue 
and converts into free radical generating XO-Form in the damaged tissue. Therefore, XO-Form of XOR system, is expected 
to be mainly found in the radiolytically damaged tissue. In such an event, XO may catalyze the generation of free radicals and 
potentiate the radiation effects in post-irradiation period. Recent fi ndings on the effect of ionizing radiation on XOR system 
in the liver of mice, peroxidative damage and lactate dehydrogenase support this possibility. From these results it has been 
hypothized that free radical generating systems could be activated in the radiolytically damaged cell and in turn contribute to the 
cause and complications of late effects and their persistence in post-irradiation period. This aspect may have great signifi cance in 
understanding the radiation – induced damages. It may also have serious implication in various fi elds like radiation therapy, health 
physics, carcinogenesis, space travelling radiation exposures and post nuclear accident care. Further, it is suggested that efforts 
need to be made to search more system(s) which could be activated particularly at lower doses of radiation and generate free 
radicals in post-irradiation period.

P01/1011: A method to improve effi ciency in a computational method of near-approach DNA radiation 
chemistry simulations

 Bulent Aydogan,  David T Marshall, UMDNJ – Robert Wood Johnson School of Medicine, United States;  Wesley E Bolch, 
University of Florida, United States;  Steven G Swarts, University of Rochester, United States;  James E Turner, Oak Ridge Nationa
l Laboratory (Retired), United States

Computer modeling of water radical reactions with DNA is complex and cpu-intensive. An improved approach introduced in 
this work is to perform atomistic modeling of indirect effects in total isolation of the chemistry that occurs further away from the 
DNA target. This approach would permit the highly detailed atomistic modeling to be performed only once in order to produce 
a database of outcome probabilities. This database can then be used in radiation chemistry modeling under different irradiation 
conditions of the radical track away from the DNA target. This method provides greater statistical confi dence in the calculation of 
water radical attack to DNA for the cases where the number of water radical attacks to DNA molecule is relatively small.

With the proposed approach, the fates of water radicals are pre-calculated, with a known confi dence level, separately from 
the diffusion and chemistry of water radicals in the particle track. This method reduces the cpu time by eliminating the need to 
repeat the near chemistry when changing irradiation conditions. In this study, a 167-base pair DNA molecule of known sequence 
is constructed and used to create an outcomes database of water radical attack. The use of this database is demonstrated by 
considering DNA damage induced via irradiation of the oligonucleotide by a clinical Cobalt-60 therapy machine.
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P01/1012: Repair of oxidative DNA damage by amino acid residues in histone proteins

 Jamie R Milligan,  Joseph Aguilera,  John F Ward, University of California at San Diego, United States

After ionizing irradiation of DNA, the sites of electron loss (holes) tend to localize on guanine as guanyl radicals. In eukaryotes, 
DNA exists as chromatin in which the most basic structural unit of organization is the nucleosome. The nucleosome consists of 
slightly less than two superhelical turns of DNA wrapped around a histone octamer. Examination of the literature reveals that at 
physiological pH, the reduction potentials for the singly oxidized derivatives of the DNA base guanine, and side chains of the 
amino acids methionine, histidine, tryptophan, cysteine, and tyrosine are respectively ca. +1.4, +1.4, +1.2, +1.0, +0.9, and +0.9 
V. These values imply that hole transfer from DNA to a protein is energetically very favorable by up to 1.4-0.9 = 0.5 V (ca. 50 kJ 
mol-1). The histone octamer is particularly rich in histidine and tyrosine. X-ray crystallography shows many of these residues are 
located within a nanometer of the DNA bases. Therefore guanyl radicals produced in nucleosomal DNA may be subject to repair 
by nearby amino acids. Here we report on a method by which the rates of these reactions can be estimated.

Supported by NIH grant CA46295 and the UCSD Cancer Center.

P01/1014: Measurement and protection of the oxidative damage induced by high-LET carbon-ion 
irradiation in salmon sperm DNA solution

 Takashi Moritake,  Tadao Nose, University of Tsukuba, Japan;  Koji Tsuboi, Institute of Clinical Medical Center, Japan; 
 Kazunori Anzai,  Nobuo Ikota, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Toshihiko Ozawa, Redox Regulation Research G
roup, Japan;  Koichi Ando, Research Center of Charged Paticle Therapy, National In, Japan

Purpose: The aims of this study are to quantify the yield of hydroxyl radicals (·OH) , and to evaluate the oxidative damage 
on DNA after high-linear energy transfer (LET) carbon-ion beams and x-rays. For this purpose, the relationship between the 
radiolytic yield of ·OH in aqueous solution and 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) level in DNA solution were assessed after 
radiation. In addition, the anti-oxidative effect of 3-methyl-1-phenyl-2-pyrazonline-5-one (edaravone) on DNA was evaluated.

Materials and Methods: Culture medium containing 200 mM 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO) was irradiated with 
doses of 0 to 20 Gy with an LET of 20 to 90 keV/µm, and the yields of ·OH were measured using an electron spin resonance 
(ESR) spectrometer. Salmon sperm DNA solution at a concentration of 1.0 mg/ml was irradiated with 10 Gy of x-rays or 290 
MeV/nucleon carbon-ion beams with an LET range of 20-80 keV/µm. 8-OHdG levels in the DNA solution were measured 
by HPLC with an electrochemical detector (ECD) after each irradiation. Edaravone was added to the DNA solution in fi nal 
concentrations of 10 µM to 1 mM and 8-OHdG levels were measured by the same method after irradiation.

Results: The yield of ·OH by carbon-ion radiolysis increased in proportion to the absorbed dose over the range of 0 to 20 Gy, 
and the yield of ·OH decreased as LET increased logarithmically from 20 to 90 keV/µm. The level of 8-OHdG increased dose-
dependently after x-ray irradiation, and it was signifi cantly suppressed by edaravone. Furthermore, the yield of 8-OHdG and the 
protection effi ciency by edaravone decreased as LET value increased.

Conclusion: These unique fi ndings provide further understanding of the indirect effect of high-LET radiation, and chemical 
protection of oxidative damage on DNA is important for clinical application of high-LET radiation.

P01/1015: Long term low dose rate irradiation causes recovery from type II diabetes and suppression of 
aging in type II diabetes-prone mice

 Takaharu Nomura, Low Dose Radiation Research Center, Central Research In, Japan;  Nao Makino,  Kazuo Sakai, Central Researc
h Institute of Electric Power Industry, Japan;  Takeshi Oda, Low Dose Radiation Research Center, Japan;  Ikuno Suzuki, Research I
nstitute of Electric Power Industry, Japan

The effects of low dose rate gamma irradiation on model C57BL/KsJ-db/db mice with Type II diabetes mellitus was investigated. 
These mice develop Type II diabetes by 10 weeks of age, due to obesity, and are characterized by hyperinsulinemia.

A group of 12 female 10-week old mice were irradiated at 0.65 mGy/hr in the low dose rate irradiation facility in the Low Dose 
Radiation Research Center. The urine glucose levels of all of the mice were strongly positive at the beginning of the irradiation. In 
the irradiated group, a decrease in the glucose level was observed in three mice, one in the 35th week, another in the 52nd week and 
the third in the 80th week. No recovery from the diabetes was observed in the 12 mice of non-irradiated control group.

There was no systematic change of body weight or consumption of food and drinking water between the irradiated group and 
the non-irradiated group or between the recovered mice and the non-recovered mice.

Survival was better in the irradiated group. The surviving fraction at the age of 90 weeks was 75 % in the irradiated group 
but only 40 % in the non-irradiated. A marked difference was also observed in the appearance of the coat hair, skin and tail. The 
irradiated group was in much better condition.

Mortality was delayed and the healthy appearance was prolonged in the irradiated mice by about 20-30 weeks compared with 
the control mice.

These results suggest that the low dose irradiation modifi ed the condition of the diabetic mice, leading not only to recovery 
from diabetes, but also to suppression of the aging process.
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P01/1017: Radiation damage to DNA-binding proteins

 Francoise Culard,  Severine Eon,  Guillaume DeVuyst,  Michel Charlier,  Melanie Spotheim-Maurizot, Centre de Biophysique Molec
ulaire CNRS, France

The DNA-binding properties of proteins are strongly affected upon irradiation. The tetrameric lactose repressor (a dimer of 
dimers) losses its ability to bind operator DNA as soon as at least two damages per protomer of each dimer occur. The monomeric 
MC1 protein losses its ability to bind DNA in two steps : i) at low doses only the specifi c binding is abolished, whereas the non-
specifi c one is still possible; ii) at high doses all binding vanishes. Moreover, the DNA bending induced by MC1 binding is less 
pronounced for a protein that underwent the low dose irradiation. When the entire DNA-protein complexes are irradiated, the 
observed disruption of the complexes is mainly due to the damage of the proteins and not to that of DNA. The doses necessary for 
complex disruption are higher than those inactivating the free protein. This difference, larger for MC1 than for lactose repressor, is 
due to the protection of the protein by the bound DNA. The oxidation of the protein side chains that are accessible to the radiation-
induced hydroxyl radicals seems to represent the inactivating damage.

P01/1018: Quantitative analysis of radiation-induced DNA deoxyribose oxidation products

 Christiane Struve,  Xinfeng Zhou,  Mohamad Awada,  Peter C Dedon, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States

Deoxyribose oxidation plays an important role in the chemistry and biology of radical-mediated DNA damage beyond the simple 
interruption of the DNA backbone, including involvement in complex DNA lesions, cross-linking with DNA repair proteins and 
the formation of endogenous DNA adducts. This is illustrated by our discovery that 3’-phosphoglycolaldehyde residues, arising 
from 3’-oxidation of deoxyribose in DNA, form glyoxal and the glyoxal adduct of dG. Our research is driven by the lack of 
information about the spectrum and quantity of deoxyribose lesions in isolated DNA, human cells and tissues. This problem is 
compounded by the fact that oxidation of each of the fi ve possible positions in deoxyribose can generate several unique damage 
products, most of which are toxic to cells. To this end, we have developed a sensitive GC/MS method to identify and quantify 
virtually all deoxyribose oxidation products in isolated DNA and in cells exposed to oxidizing agents under biological conditions. 
This method was applied to quantify 3’-phosphoglycolaldehyde residues in DNA oxidized by Fe-EDTA, gamma-radiation and 
alpha-particles with a detection limit of 30 femtomoles/sample corresponding to two phosphoglycolaldehyde molecules in 10^6 
nucleotides for a 170 µg DNA sample. A 13C

2
 – labeled phosphoglycolaldehyde was used as internal standard. The method was 

verifi ed by analysis of a synthetic, phosphoglycolaldehyde-containing oligonucleotide. It is widely believed that Fe-EDTA and 
gamma-radiation induce DNA damage by the formation of hydroxyl radicals and therefore we expected to see similar effi ciencies 
in phosphoglycolaldehyde formation. However, the results reveal large differences in the effi ciency of phosphoglycolaldehyde 
formation by these oxidants and suggest weaknesses in models relating DNA structure to chemical reactivity of DNA. An 
understanding of the relative quantities of various deoxyribose oxidation products will provide important insights into the basic 
chemical mechanisms of DNA damage involved in the pathophysiology of human diseases such as cancer.

P01/1020: Charge transfer through molecular wires investigated using pulse radiolysis

 Alison M Funston,  John R Miller, Brookhaven National Laboratory, United States;  Eric E Silverman,  Kirk S Schanze, 
University of Florida, United States

The generation of charged species via the use of short pulses of ionizing radiation is ideal for the investigation of charge transfer 
through molecular wires. Other techniques commonly used to measure the energetics, spectra and transport have not been 
successful for these wires, whereas pulse radiolysis allowed their determination. This technique has been used to generate both 
cations and anions of the molecular wires poly(phenylene ethynylene) and poly(biphenylene ethynylene) in a 1,2-dichloroethane/
toluene solvent mixture. The spectra of the anions and cations have been determined, these display absorbances in the visible 
and near infrared regions of the spectrum attributable to the formation of polarons. The strong bands in the near infrared are 
indicative of the delocalisation of the charge over a number of subunits of the wire and indeed the charges have been reported to 
be delocalised over approximately 4 repeat units. The intermolecular charge transfer of the polymer cations to thiophene based 
hole acceptors has been investigated and equilibrium constants for the hole transfer determined. Charge transport along the wires 
has also been investigated using terthiophene endcapped polymers. The charge transport from the polymer to the terthiophene 
endcap is very rapid in the poly(phenylene ethynylene) derivative, with a rate constant k >> 1x108 s-1. For the poly(biphenylene 
ethynylene) derivative, the equilibrium constant is such that the hole is not transported to the endcap but resides predominantly 
within the polymer system.

The radiation chemistry of the solvent mixture itself has also been investigated and the addition of toluene in appreciable 
amounts results in a tripling of the radiation chemistry yield via the production of an additional long-lived radical species not 
formed in 1,2-dichloroethane alone. The nature of this species has been elucidated.
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P01/1021: Water diffusion in phosphate-containing hydrogels

 Karina A George,  Edeline Wentrup-Byrne, QUT, Australia;  David JT Hill,  Andrew K Whittaker, University of Queensland, 
Australia

An understanding of the kinetics and diffusion of liquids through polymeric hydrogels is critical for the successful design and 
application of these materials in biomedical fi eld, particularly as controlled drug delivery systems. In this study, the mechanisms 
of water transport and parameters that describe the diffusion process in crosslinked poly(2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate-co-
methyloxyethylene phosphate), poly(HEMA-co-MOEP) polymers were investigated.

The copolymerisation of HEMA with MOEP was initiated by γ radiolysis with full conversion of monomer to polymer. 
The sorption of water into the polymers with 0 – 30 mol% MOEP was monitored gravimetrically over a period of 2 – 3 weeks. 
This study provided an insight into the diffusion mechanism and showed that the PHEMA hydrogel displayed concentration-
independent Fickian diffusion. As the concentration of MOEP in the network increased, the diffusion rate and the rigidity of 
the network also increased in a linear fashion. NMR imaging was used in conjunction with the gravimetric study to elucidate 
the transport mechanisms, diffusion coeffi cients and proportionality constants governing the water diffusion in the phosphate-
containing polymers. The hydrogels with 3 – 20 mol% MOEP exhibited exponential concentration-dependent Fickian diffusion 
and the transport mechanism in the system with 30 mol% MOEP was shown to be anomalous. The systems with greater 
concentrations of MOEP displayed a high degree of fracturing during water sorption and resulted in the ultimate destruction of the 
cylindrical geometry.

P01/1022: Pulse radiolysis study on proton and charge transfer reactions in poly (methyl methacrylate)

 Aturo Nakano,  Kazumasa Okamoto,  Takahiro Kozawa,  Seiichi Tagawa, Osaka University, Japan

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) has been used as a positive type resist for electron beam and X-ray lithography. PMMA is a 
well-known chain-scission type polymer and its radiation-induced reactions have extensively been studied with pulse radiolysis 
and ESR methods. However, the details of reaction mechanisms have not been elucidated. In this study, radiation-induced 
reactions of solid PMMA were studied by a pulse radiolysis method in the wide time range from nanoseconds to minutes. We 
especially focused on charge transfer reactions in the nanosecond time range and proton transfer reactions in the later time range.

To investigate the charge transfer reactions and the proton transfer reactions in solid PMMA, pyrene and crystal violet lactone 
(CVL) were used as a solute. The samples were obtained by the polymerization of monomer solutions containing solutes. The 
pulse radiolysis experiments were carried out at room temperature with a L-band linear accelerator of Osaka University.

The spectrum of PMMA containing pyrene showed characteristic optical absorptions attributed to pyrene cation radicals and 
anion radicals. The time-dependent behavior of pyrene ion radicals can be observed with the time resolution of approximately 10 
ns. The formation of pyrene anion radicals was observed in the time range of several hundreds nanoseconds. CVL was used as 
an indicator to trace the protons generated in PMMA. Buildup of an optical absorbance attributed to proton adduct of CVL was 
observed in the time range of minutes. This result shows that protons formed in PMMA have a long lifetime and migrated in the 
matrix. The protons are thought to be originated from the cation radicals of PMMA.

P01/1023: The radiation chemistry of two aromatic polyimides containing phenylphosphine oxide

 David J Hill,  Adrian S Riding,  Andrew K Whittaker, University of Queensland, Australia;  John W Connell, NASA, United States

TOR-NC and TOR-NC-6FDA are two optically transparent aromatic polyimide fi lms that contain phenylphosphine oxide, which 
may have the potential to be used in spacecraft applications. An important factor for their potential use in space environments is 
their resistance to ionising radiation. In this study the radiation resistance and radiation degradation was studied and referenced 
against the commercial available aromatic polyimide Kapton.

Both TOR-NC and TOR-NC-6FDA were found to be highly resistant to gamma radiation. This can be verifi ed by the G[R·] 
values of 0.29 and 0.40 respectively, for samples irradiated at 77K. The ESR spectra obtained at this temperature for both TOR-NC 
and TOR-NC-6FDA are narrow singlets, devoid of any fi ne structure, with g values of 2.0042 and peak to peak widths of 0.6mT 
and 0.7mT respectively. These values indicate that the radicals are delocalised in an aromatic backbone that contains oxygen and 
nitrogen and/or on the phenylphosphine oxide units.

TOR-NC and TOR-NC-6FDA were also both found to undergo a crosslinking degradation mechanism on exposure to gamma 
radiation with no evidence of permanent chain scission. This was determined from solubility, DSC and GPC measurements. The 
polyimides irradiated under vacuum yielded very small, but measurable red shifts due to the formation of conjugated structures 
formed by this radiation induced crosslinking. Samples irradiated in air on the other hand display a relatively large red shift. This 
was found to be primarily due to formation of oxidised species on the surface of the fi lm as well as surface roughening.
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P01/1024: The radiation chemistry of poly(chlorotrifl uoroethylene)

 Kristofer J Thurecht, University of QLD, Centre for Magnetic Resonance, Australia;  Andrew K Whittaker,  David JT Hill, 
University of QLD, Australia

The ability for fl uoropolymers to withstand harsh chemical and thermal environments has induced extensive research into 
their properties over the last fi ve decades. Whilst fl uoropolymers may be relatively immune to extensive thermal and chemical 
degradation, the effects of high-energy radiation on their properties and structure are of increasing importance. Exposure to high-
energy radiation seems to be an integral part of any fl uoropolymer lifetime, with exposure occurring either in use or the processing 
of the fl uoropolymer. Such examples include, the radiation sterilization of poly(tetrafl uoroethylene) (PTFE) for human implants 
where radiation sterilization is necessary and the use of FEP (fl uorinated ethylene propylene) in the aerospace industry whereby 
the fl uoropolymer is exposed to high cosmic fl uxes.

Poly(chlorotrifl uoroethylene) (PCTFE) is a semicrystalline fl uoropolymer with properties similar to that of Tefl on. The 
inclusion of a chlorine atom into the structure has quite a signifi cant effect on the properties of the overall polymeric system. We 
have studied the effects of high-energy radiation on the properties of PCTFE, and discuss the viability of surface modifi cation of 
this polymer through grafting.

In this paper, we present a suitable ESR spectrum for the radicals present upon irradiation of PCTFE at both room temperature 
and 77 K with gamma rays. Furthermore, the identities of some of the radicals present in the ESR spectrum of the polymer 
were elucidated by thermal annealing and photolytic work. Solid-state MAS NMR was used to determine the structure of 
new species formed upon irradiation of the polymer at temperatures below and above its melting point. ESR and NMR results 
suggest that extensive main-chain scission was occurring and was deemed to be the dominant radiolysis process occurring at all 
temperatures for this fl uoropolymer. Grafting reactions are discussed and characterized by ESR and XPS, and we’ve shown the 
methylmethacrylate radical growing on the PCTFE substrate.

P01/1025: Radiation-induced grafting of styrene onto 
poly(tetrafl uoroethylene-co-perfl uoropropyl vinyl ether)

 Tim R Dargaville,  David JT Hill,  Andrew K Whittaker, The University of Queensland, Australia;  Graeme A George, Queensland U
niversity of Technology, Australia

Fluoropolymers such as poly(tetrafl uoroethylene-co-perfl uoropropyl vinyl ether), PFA, are chemically resistant and thermally 
stable materials. They have therefore found numerous applications where these are necessary material properties, for example as 
surface coatings for use in aerospace, in the manufacture of inert fi ltration membranes and as ion-conducting separators for fuel 
cells. A fl uoropolymer has also been recently patented as a high temperature matrix resin for solid phase organic chemistry, SPOC. 
Because of their inherent inertness, for applications such as ion-conducting separators and SPOC resins, the fl uoropolymers are 
fi rst grafted with styrene that is then further modifi ed to allow ion conduction or molecular linking, respectively. Radiation induced 
grafting of styrene is a most attractive approach to graft of polystyrene onto these chemically resistant substrate fl uoropolymers.

In the paper the radiation-induced in situ grafting of polystyrene onto PFA will be discussed. Among the fl uoropolymers, PFA 
offers the advantage that it is melt processable and it is not as crystalline as poly(tetrafl uoroethylene), PTFE. However, PFA has 
very similar properties to those of PTFE as it contains approximately 98 percent TFE.

The role of the solvent for the styrene, the effect of the radiation dose rate and total radiation dose will also be elucidated 
through measurements of the grafting yields and through Raman microprobe mapping of grafted surfaces and delineation of the 
depth profi le for the polystyrene graft. The results of the study will be interpreted in terms of the potential applications for the 
grafted polymers as ion-conducting membranes and as matrix resins for SPOC.

P01/1026: Surfaces for bio-molecules display: UV radiation grafting of acrylic acid copolymers

 Firas Rasoul,  David Hunter, University of Queensland, Australia;  Idriss Blakey,  Ebtihal Girgis, Polymerat Pty Ltd, Australia

Polymer surface modifi cation has been a signifi cant issue over two decades in many fi elds of application. Among modifi cation 
techniques developed to date, surface grafting has emerged a simple, useful, and versatile approach to improve surface properties 
of polymers for a wide variety of applications. Grafted Polymer Surfaces has became a useful tool for Bio-molecule display 
and capture. Furthermore all polymeric materials that come into contact with biological environments are purposely surface 
modifi ed, such that surface bio-interactions of the material may be turned for optimum performance in a particular environment 
or application. Properties such as antibacterial, surface wettability and bio-compatibility may be enhanced. In this study we have 
used sequential and simultaneous UV grafting of Acrylic Acid: Butyl Vinyl Ether copolymers onto polypropylene. In sequential 
grafting, Benzophenone initiator was initially irradiated with polypropylene surfaces using 1000 W Hg/Xe Lamp. The irradiated 
polypropylene samples were then either thermally or photochemically reacted with different ratios of AA and BVE. Grafting was 
confi rmed by ATR IR spectroscopy. AA: carbonyl stretch at 1712 cm-1 and the BVE the ether band at 900 cm-1.
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P01/1027: HPLC and EPR studies on decomposition of thymine by ultrasoft x- or 60Co γ-irradiation

 Ken Akamatsu, Japan Atomic Energy Resource, Japan;  Kentaro Fujii, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan; 
 Akinari Yokoya, JAERI, SPring-8, Japan

The production of thymine decomposition products and their radical precursors by monochromatic ultrasoft X (USX)- or 60Co 
γ-irradiation were studied using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 
spectroscopy. By HPLC analysis of irradiated thymine at the photon energy of 395, 407, 538 eV using a soft X-ray beamline 
in SPring-8, some well-known thymine decomposition product, dihydrothymine, hydroxymethyluracil, 5-formyluracil were 
assigned and several hydrophobic products compared to thymine were also found. Although the kind of the product by the soft 
X-irradiation was almost similar to those by the γ-irradiated, a quantitative difference was shown: particularly, the relative strength 
of each hydrophobic product to dihydrothymine in USX-irradiated samples is larger than that of the γ-irradiation. It is inferred that 
the hydrophobic products are produced by thymine radical recombination. On the other hand, EPR experiment of thymine was 
performed using a newly developed X-band EPR device installed in the beamline. The thymine powder pellet was irradiated with 
USX photons around 500 eV at 77 K and RT at a microwave cavity in a vacuum chamber. As a reference, the EPR measurement 
of 60Co γ-irradiated sample at RT was also performed. The results mainly show that unstable radicals appearing only in situ USX-
irradiation are observed and these radicals are clearly distinguished from other stable radicals remaining after irradiation. The EPR 
spectrum of the stable radical is similar to that obtained by γ-irradiation. These suggest that the radicals are mainly produced by 
oxidation of thymine by oxygen K-shell resonant excitations following to Auger process. In this presentation, we will discuss the 
thymine decomposition by USX in comparison with that by the γ-rays.

P01/1028: Low energy electron-initiated ion-molecule reactions of ribose analogues

 Pawel Mozejko, CIHR group in Radiation Sciences, University of Sherbro, Canada;  Luc Parenteau,  Michael A Huels, 
 Andrew D Bass,  Leon Sanche, University Of Sherbooke, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada

Recent experiments in which plasmid DNA samples were bombarded with low energy (< 20 eV) electrons (LEE), demonstrate 
that electron scattering via formation of transient negative ions provides an effi cient pathway for secondary electron damage to 
DNA [1]. While further experiments with DNA proceed, a thorough understanding of the mechanisms responsible for this damage 
requires complementary studies of LEE interactions with small molecular “sub-units” of DNA, viz., H

2
O, DNA bases, and sugar-

phosphate backbone analogues. To this end, the cyclic molecule tetrahydrofuran, and its derivatives, provide useful models for the 
sugar-like molecules contained in the backbone of DNA. In addition to LEE induced dissociation by processes such as dissociative 
electron attachment (DEA), molecules may be damaged by ions and neutral species of non-thermal energies created by LEE in 
the surrounding environment [2]. In this contribution, we investigate with electron stimulated desorption techniques, LEE damage 
to fi lms of desoxy-ribose analogues in the presence of various molecular coadsorbates, that simulate changes in local molecular 
environment [3]. In one type of experiments tetrahydrofuran is deposited onto multilayer O2. A desorbed signal of OH- indicates 
ion-molecule reactions of the type O- + C

4
H

8
O -> OH- + C

4
H

7
O, where the O- was formed initially by DEA to O

2
. Further electron 

stimulated desorption measurements for tetrahydrofuran and derivatives adsorbed on H
2
O, Kr, N

2
O and CH

3
OH will be presented 

and discussed. (Supported by CIHR and NSERC)
[1] B.Boudaiffa et al. Science 287, 1658 (2000)
[2] e.g., A.D.Bass, et al., J. Chem. Phys. 109, 8635 (1998)
[3] M.A. Huels, L.Parenteau and L.Sanche J. Chem. Phys. 100, 3940 (1994)

P01/1030: Picosecond radiolysis of ionic liquids

 Alison M Funston,  James F Wishart, Brookhaven National Laboratory, United States;  Pedatsur Neta, National Institute of Standar
ds and Technology, United States;  Sharon I Lall,  Robert Engel, City University of New York, United States

Ionic liquids (ILs) are a rapidly expanding family of condensed-phase media with important applications in nuclear fuel and waste 
processing, energy production, improving the effi ciency and safety of industrial chemical processes, and pollution prevention. 
Ionic liquids are completely nonvolatile, noncombustible, highly conductive, recyclable and capable of dissolving a wide variety 
of materials. An understanding of the radiation chemistry of ionic liquids is important for development of their applications in 
radioactive material processing and for the application of pulse radiolysis techniques to the general study of chemical reactivity in 
ionic liquids.

Kinetic studies with a picosecond electron accelerator, such as the BNL Laser-Electron Accelerator Facility (LEAF), allow one 
to observe primary radiation products and their reactions on short time scales. For example, the solvated electron lifetime in neat 
methyltributylammonium bis(trifl uoromethylsulfonyl)imide is ~300 ns and its absorption maximum is ~1400 nm. Kinetic studies 
of primary radiolytic products and their reactivities will be described for several types of ionic liquids.

Supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of Chemical Sciences, Offi ce of Basic Energy Sciences, under 
contract DE-AC02-98-CH1088.
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P01/1031: The interaction of protein and polysilicic acid: an x-ray and neutron refl ection study

 Mark Henderson,  Adam Perriman,  John White, The Australian National University, Australia;  Hana Robson-Marsden, Australia

The objective of this study was to begin to emulate biomineralisation processes whereby an ordered network of silica, directed 
by an organic template, is constructed. Two preparative routes were applied. In the fi rst method a protein-silica interaction was 
induced by near-matching the isoelectric point of a thin protein fi lm (bovine milk beta-casein or beta-lactoglobulin) to that of a 
polysilicic acid sub-phase in order to form a composite material at the air-water interface. The fi lm conformation adopted at the 
interface was then studied by refl ectivity using neutrons and X-rays as a function of fi lm compression and pH. The second method 
involved a self-assembly process, illustrated here by an attempt to include either hen egg-white lysozyme, bovine milk beta-casein 
or beta-lactoglobulin into a highly ordered silicate fi lm grown at the air-water interface.

P01/1032: Subpicosecond pulse radiolysis study of solvated electron in alcohols

 Takahiro Kozawa,  Yoshiro Numata,  Akinori Saeki,  Kazumasa Okamoto,  Yoichi Yoshida,  Seiichi Tagawa, Osaka University, Japan

Since hydrated electrons were fi rst observed by Boag, many researches on the solvated electrons in water and alcohols have been 
carried out expecially with pulse radiolysis and laser photolysis. However, the radiation chemistry of solvated electrons within 30 
ps has been still unknown because the highest time resolution of pulse radiolysis had remained 30 ps since the fi rst picosecond 
pulse radiolysis experiment was carried out in the late 1960’s. Recently, a subpicosecond pulse radiolysis system was developed at 
Osaka University. The subpicosecond pulse radiolysis system consists of a femtosecond electron linear accelerator, a femtosecond 
laser and a jitter compensation system. This system enabled the investigation on radiation chemistry of solvated electrons within 
30 ps after irradiation. The objective of this study is to make clear the formation processes of solvated electrons in alcohols. Also, 
we aimed at the elucidation of the reactions of solvated electrons with solutes in the formation processes.

Subpicosecond pulse radiolysis of several kinds of alcohols such as methanol were carried out at the wavelength of 790 nm at 
room temperature. Two components which have different lifetimes were clearly observed in the results. It has been reported that 
presolvated electrons and solvated electrons are formed in alcohols on the exposure of electron beam. Assuming a strictly stepwise 
model, the experimental data were analyzed. The experimental data were fi tted well by this procedure. Adding dichloromethane as 
an electron scavenger, the rate constants of reactions with solvated electrons and presolvated electrons were estimated.

P01/1033: Chemical denaturation of globular proteins at the air-water interface

 Adam Perriman,  John White,  Mark Henderson, The Australian National University, Australia

X-ray and neutron refl ectometry has been used to probe the equilibrium surface structure of hen egg white lysozyme (lysozyme) 
and bovine β-lactoglobulin (β-lactoglobulin) under denaturing conditions at the air-water interface. This was achieved by 
performing experiments on 10 mg mL-1 protein solutions containing increasing concentrations of guanidinium hydrochloride 
(G.HCl).

For solutions containing no G.HCl, the surface structure of the proteins was represented by a two-layer model with total 
thicknesses of 48 Å and 38 Å for lysozyme and β-lactoglobulin, respectively. The total volume of a single protein molecule 
and the associated water molecules was determined to be approximately 45 (0.3) nm3 for lysozyme, and 60 (0.3) nm3 for β-
lactoglobulin. The thickness dimensions and the total volumes compared favourably with the crystal dimensions of 45 x 30 x 30 
Å (40.5 nm3 ), and 36 x 36 x 36 Å (47 nm3 ) for lysozyme and β-lactoglobulin, respectively. This comparison suggests that when 
no denaturant was present, the structures of lysozyme and β-lactoglobulin were near to their native conformations at the air-water 
interface.

The response to the presence of the chemical denaturant was different for each protein. The surface layer of β-lactoglobulin 
expanded at very low concentrations (0.2 mol dm-3) of G.HCl, where the lysozyme layer contracted. At higher concentrations, 
unfolding of both the proteins led to the formation of a third diffuse layer. In general, lysozyme appeared to be less responsive to 
the chemical denaturant, which is most likely a result of the higher disulfi de content of lysozyme.

A protocol allowing quantitative analysis of the contribution from the air-water interface to the chemical denaturation of a 
protein was developed. The protocol involved calculation of the Gibbs free energy of a protein at zero denaturant concentration, by 
using the change in the adsorbed layer thickness as an order parameter.
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P01/1035: Improved management of SG BD demineralizer for reduced generationof low-level radioactiove 
spent resin in Korean nuclear power plants

 In Rhee,  Daechul Cho, Soonchunhyang University, Korea;  Jaewon Yeon, Korea

Most nuclear power plants in Korea have adopted Ethanolamine(ETA) as a secondary pH control agent to increase the pH at 
the liquid phase, which may reduce the corrosion in steam generator tubes and moisture separator/reheat system. Along with its 
benefi cial effect of SG protection from corrosion and degradation, the replacement of ammonia with ETA causes the increased 
generation of spent resin and the reduced run time of demineralizer in steam generator blowdown(SG BD) system.

The composition ratio of cation- to anion- exchange resin in SG BD mixed bed should be increased in the ETA chemistry 
environment to meet the ratio of cation to anion in the aqueous solution, which results in the simultaneous exhaustion of cation 
and anion exchange resins. The utilization rate of mixed bed is greatest at the cation-to-anion ratio of 95:1 on the theoretical 
equivalent basis in the solution, but practically highest at that of 22:1 due to the possible inhomogeneous distribution of cation and 
anion exchange resins in SG BD bed. The run time of the bed could be extended by 30% such that, at that much, the purchase cost 
of new resin is saved and the production rate of spent resin is reduced.

The guideline on the replacement of resin in SG BD bed is not necessary to secure the removal of radioactive particles without 
the leakage of the primary coolant into the secondary side since all the radioactive ions can be eliminated by SG BD bed with the 
suffi cient time. They are retained during more than one month after their ingress into the SG BD bed without leakage. With the 
reduced replacement, thus, the SG BD spent resin that comprises 65% of low-level radioactive solid waste can be much cut down.

P01/1036: Adjacent effect on positive charge transfer from radical cation of n-dodecane to scavenger studied 
by supbicosecond pulse radiolysis, statistical and Monte Carlo approach

 Akinori Saeki,  Seiichi Tagawa, Osaka University, Japan;  Takahiro Kozawa,  Yoichi Yoshida, The Institute of Scientifi c and Industri
al Research, Japan

Time-dependent behaviors of radical cation in n-dodecane in the presence of high-concentrated cation scavenger triethylamine 
were measured by subpicosecond pulse radiolysis system. The signifi cant reduction of the initial yield in the optical density was 
observed. This reduction were not able to be explained by the fi rst order rate constant. Therefore, we assumed that this phenomena 
occur due to the adjacent effect of the solute molecules.

We approached this effect by the statistical model and confi gurational-bias Monte Carlo method. In both methods, we 
supposed a condition that the cation site in the radical cation is delocalized and will be scavenged rapidly within the time 
resolution if the solute molecules is adjacent to any sites of the solvent. In addition to the adjacent effect, the fact that a large part 
of the solvent molecules is excluded by the solute molecules especially at high concentration was taken into consideration.

First, we formulated this effect by a statistical model. In addition to the above assumption, this model is based on the following 
assumption; the effects of molecule’s shape, conformation and interaction among molecules were ignored and the aggregation of 
the solute molecules were treated randomly. As a result, the formula indicated good agreement with the experimental data.

Second, as another approach, we adopted the confi gurational-bias Monte Carlo simulation to reproduce the liquid system. The 
OLPS model was used to describe the intermolecular and intramolecular potentials. The adjacent effect estimated by this method 
corresponded to the experimental data with a threshold of 0.5 nm. This value are close to a typical reaction radius. The average 
number of adjacent solvent molecules and the distribution of aggregated solute’s number were also collected from the position data.

P05/1037: Pulse radiolysis studies on the radical reactions between benzotriazine 1,4-dioxide bioreductive 
anticancer drugs and 2-deoxyribose

 Sujata S Shinde,  Michael P Hay,  Swarna A Gamage,  William A Denny, The University of Auckland, New Zealand; 
 Robert F Anderson, Auckland Cancer Research Centre,Auckland University, New Zealand

The mechanism by which the bioreductive,anticancer drug tirapazmine (TPZ)effects DNA damage resulting in DNA double strand 
break has been investigated in model studies on 2-deoxyribose (2-dR)using pulse radiolysis. We have recently reported(1)that 
following the one-electron reduction of TPZ an oxidizing species is formed upon a fi rst-order elimination action. The proposed 
benzotriazinyl radical, was found to oxidise 2-dR with a rate constant of 3.7±0.5 x 106 M-1 s-1.This reaction has been investigated 
further using the 6-Me and 6-N(Me)2 analogues of TPZ which have been found to also oxidise 2-dR with rate constants of 3.1±0.2 
and 0.34±0.06 x 106 M-1 s-1 respectively. The one-electron reduction potentials, E2(1), of the benzotriazinyl radicals of TPZ and 
these two analogues have been determined as 1.31, 1.30 and 1.16 V at pH 7. The E2(1) of the benzotriazinyl radical of the 7-
N(Me)2 derivative determined as 0.94 V,did not oxidise 2-dR in similar experiments. These results indicate that a threshold exists 
for the oxidation of 2-dR by the benzotriazine 1,4-dioxide class of bioreductive drugs. A proportion of the radicals formed upon 
oxidative radical attack on 2-dR have been found to be reducing species which undergo electron transfer to TPZ and analogues. 
The degree of electron transfer from the 2-dR radicals to TPZ and analogues has been found to be dependent on the E1(1), of the 
compounds with compounds of high E1(1) exhibiting higher amounts of reduction. Evidence will be presented that this electron 
transfer process proceeds through the initial formation of an intermediate adduct which breaks down to produce the radical anion 
of TPZ and analogues. The bimolecular rate constant for the formation of the initial radical adduct of TPZ has been measured to 
be 4.4 ± 0.2 x 109 M-1 s-1 followed by a unimolecular reaction which takes place at 1.39 ± 0.3 x 104 s-1. The possible signifi cance 
between these model studies and the formation of clustered damage leading to a DNA double strand break, following the one-
electron reduction of the benzotriazine 1,4-dioxide class of bioreductive drugs, will be discussed.

1)Anderson,R.F.,Shinde,S.S.,Hay,M.P.,Gamage,S.A.,Denny,W.A. J.Am.Chem.Soc.,125,748-756,2003.
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P01/1039: Selective carriers for the conversion electron radionuclides, 117mSn and 195mPt as potential 
therapeutic bone agents

 Jan Rijn Zeevaart,  Werner Louw,  Judith Wagener, NECSA, South Africa;  Irene Dormehl,  Elmare Kilian, University of Pretoria, 
South Africa

The damaging effect of Auger and conversion electrons to living cells is well known. Due to the fact that radionuclides that 
decay by these means, relate minimal irradiation (and thus radiation dose) outside the immediate point of decay, they will spare 
surrounding healthy tissue. This would be a favourable aspect for agents used in the pain palliation and curative treatment 
of painful bone metastasis. The existing agents’ effectiveness are limited by their bone marrow toxicity that increases with 
an increase of administered dose due to the fact that the emitted β-electrons have a >6 mm soft tissue penetration. Although 
117mSn(IV)-DTPA is currently in phase II clinical trials, DTPA is not a selective bone carrier and even less selective for bone 
metastasis. An alternative carrier proposed is a polymeric phosphonate ligand; PEI-MP. The phosphonate groups ensure bone 
selectivity and a tailor-made polymeric size, tumour selectivity via the ‘enhanced permeability and retention’-effect. So far the 
polymer has been successfully labelled with 117mSn and biodistribution studies on tumour (osteosarcoma) bearing mice indictated 
high tumour selectivity. Speciation and biodistribution results for 117mSn(II)-PEI-MP will be presented. Results on the synthesis and 
labelling of bone seeking agents with 195mPt will also be presented.

P02/1040: GSM microwaves and 50 Hz electromagnetic fi eld induce stress response but not apoptosis in 
human lymphocytes from hypersensitive and healthy persons

 Igor Belyaev, Department of Genetic & Cellular Toxicology, Stockholm, Sweden;  Lena Hillert, Karolinska Institutet, Sweden; 
 Marina Protopopova, Cancer Centrum Karolinska, Karolinska Institutet, Sweden;  Galina Selivanova, Cancer Centrum Karolin
ska, Karolinska Institutet, Sweden;  Lars Malmgren,  Bertil Persson, Lund University Hospital, Sweden;  Mats Harms-Ringdahl, 
Stockholm University, Sweden

We used specifi c conditions of exposure to microwaves from a GSM (global system for mobile communication) mobile phone 
(915 MHz, SAR=0.4 mW/g) and 50 Hz electromagnetic fi eld (EMF, 15 µT amplitude) to investigate the response of lymphocytes 
from healthy subjects and from persons reporting hypersensitivity to EMF. The groups of hypersensitive and healthy donors 
were matched by gender and age and the data were analyzed in blind. The changes in chromatin conformation were measured 
with the method of anomalous viscosity time dependencies (AVTD). 53BP1 protein, which has been shown to co-localize in 
foci with DNA double strand breaks (DSB), was analyzed by immunostaining in situ. Exposure either to GSM microwaves or 
EMF/50 Hz resulted in signifi cant condensation of chromatin, which was similar to the effect of heat shock at 410C. These effects 
varied between donors with a trend for prolonged condensation of chromatin in the cells from hypersensitive subjects. Cells from 
subjects, which were classifi ed as pronounced hypersensitivity, responded to GSM /ELF stronger than cells from matched control 
subjects, but these differences in responses need to be confi rmed in a larger study group. Neither GSM nor ELF exposure induced 
formation of 53BP1 foci. In contrary, distinct decrease in background level of 53BP1 signaling was observed upon these exposures 
as well as after heat shock treatments. This decrease correlated with the AVTD data and may indicate decrease in accessibility 
of 53BP1 to antibodies because of stress-induced chromatin condensation. No apoptosis was induced by exposure to ELF/50 Hz 
and GSM microwaves. In conclusion, ELF magnetic fi elds and GSM microwaves under specifi ed conditions of exposure induced 
stress response in lymphocytes from healthy and hypersensitive donors.

P02/1042: Anaysis of dose record and epidemiology for radiation workers in Korea

 Soo Yong Choi,  Tae Hwan Kim, Korea Institute of Radiological and Medical Sciences, Korea

This study presents data on the externally received doses and preliminary results of epidemiological survey for radiation workers.
The statistical analysis was carried out in order to understand better the occupational radiation doses in Korea. Records 

containing dose information from 1984 to 1999 for 64,518 persons were extracted from the National Dose Registry of Korea 
(Korea Radioisotope Association’s personal dose record). The total number of workers registered from 1984 to 1999 was 64,518. 
The number of workers steadily increased and the accumulated dose somewhat increased. The proportion of radiation workers 
by occupation was 38.4% for nuclear power plant, 20.3% for industrial organization and 12.4% for non-destructive industry, 
respectively. The collective annual dose of radiation workers was 31.72 man Sv in 1999. The mean annual dose by sex was 1.49 
mSv for male and 0.56 mSv for female. The mean annual dose for workers was 1.41 mSv with the highest mean dose being 
received by non-destructive industry (3.53 mSv). Very few workers(0.8%) received more than 20 mSv and only one more than 
50 mSv, the legal limit for an annual dose. There has been a steady decline in the mean dose since 1984, showing a signifi cant 
decrease in dose with time. The data showed that radiation protection in Korea was improving, though annual doses were still 
higher than other countries. Nevertheless, this fi nding brings to light the necessity of the workers to pay more careful attention to 
radiation protection procedures and practices, and suggest the need for continuous effort to implement procedures.

We are carrying out epidemiological survey in order to evaluate radiation effects on Korean workers based on radiation dose 
data from the year of 2000. Follow-up is carrying out in order to detect and measure directly the risks of cancer using the Korean 
Mortality Data, Cancer Registry and individual investigation.
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P02/1043: Hepatocellular carcinoma risk in relation to atomic-bomb radiation and hepatitis virus infections

 Saeko Fujiwara,  John B Cologne,  Nobuaki Hattori,  Gen Suzuki, Radiation Effects Research Foundation, Japan

In Japan, most cases of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) are related to chronic hepatitis C (HCV) or B (HBV) virus infections. 
Increased liver cancer risk among atomic-bomb survivors has been reported based on mortality studies or tumor registries, but 
virus infection status—particularly B, which is associated with radiation dose—was not taken account. The objectives of this study 
were to determine HCC risk in relation to radiation exposure, after adjusting for virus infection in a cohort follow-up study.

The study subjects were 6,121 Adult Health Study participants who received tests for hepatitis C and B virus antigen or 
antibody in 1993-5. A total of 58 HCC cases were newly diagnosed during 1993-2002. As of August 2002, 8% of individuals 
positive for HCV antibody subsequently developed HCC, compared with less than 1% of individuals who were negative for 
HCV antibody. Cox regression analysis revealed that the incidence of HCC was 27 times higher among HCV antibody positive 
individuals and 7 times higher among HBV surface antigen positive individuals. Men had 1.6 times higher risk than women. The 
risk of HCC increased with age at exam overall but declined with age at exam among the HCV-infected persons. Risk of HCC was 
1.3 times higher on average among individuals exposed to radiation, but persons who were younger at the time of bombing had a 
higher risk of HCC for radiation. There was no evidence of interaction between HCV and radiation exposure.

In conclusion, hepatocellular carcinoma risk increased with radiation exposure among persons exposed at young ages, even 
after adjusting for hepatitis virus infection. There was no evidence of synergy between radiation and HCV infection in this late 
follow-up. Further study including earlier diagnosed cases is needed to clarify this issue.

P02/1044: Effect of pfaffi a paniculata for estradiol-17ƒÀ, progesterone and testosteronein blood 
concentration levels in mice

 Yeun Hwa Gu,  Ikukatsu Suzuki, Suzuka University of Medical Science, Japan;  Kenichi Bamen, Bio Queen Co. LTD, Japan; 
 Masafumi Ookannda, BBB Co., LTD, Japan

In the nature, it is being taken in that food with the medicine effect element is inoculated while the origin is done in the instinct as 
a creature and it is unconscious. But recently the analysis of these elements have been developed and knowing that many effective 
elements are contained. We analyzed elements of Pfaffi a paniculata roots. And so giving the root of Pfaffi a paniculata powder in 
the water and treated freely to the mice for 30 days. Results we were obtained two botanical steroids, which were ƒÀ-sitosterol 
and stigmasterol. And other elements of Pfaffi a paniculata roots were obtained paffi c acid, allantoin, saponins, ƒÀ-sitosteryl-ƒÀ-
D-glucoside and stigmasteryl-ƒÀ-D-glucoside. Then we measured a changing in the blood concentration with estradiol-17ƒÀ and 
progesterone for female mice, and testosterone for male mice. Results estradiol-17ƒÀ, progesterone and testosterone of blood 
concentration were showed clearly higher than control group with in comparison. Moreover, the medication which lasts from an 
at all side effect-like symptom’s not observing for a long time is thought to be possible, even if it is only made to add it to the 
usual feed and the drinking water and it can be given easily and it faces the medication of 30 days, too. It can be expected to act 
effectively by using Pfaffi a Paniculata at the secondary growth term for fertility and sterility in the animals.

P02/1045: Diagnostic and therapeutic radiation in relation to risk of glioma, meningioma, 
or acoustic neuroma

 Deirdre A Hill, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, United States;  Martha Linet,  Peter Inskip, National Cancer Institute, NIH, 
DHHS, U.S., United States

Background: We sought to determine whether diagnostic or therapeutic radiation to the head and neck was related to altered risk of 
glioma, meningioma, or acoustic neuroma.

Methods: Incident adult brain tumor cases (n=782) and controls (n=799) were interviewed at 3 hospitals during 1994-1998. 
Brain tumor risk associated with diagnostic or therapeutic radiation exposure to the head/neck was estimated separately for glioma 
(n=489), meningioma (n=197), or acoustic neuroma (n= 96). Odds ratios (OR) were calculated using logistic regression, with 
adjustment for confounding and matching factors. Risk was examined according to age at exposure, age at interview, recency of 
exposure, and presence/absence of a head injury.

Results: Risk of meningioma was somewhat elevated among respondents who reported radiotherapy to the head or neck (OR 
2.3; 95% confi dence interval (95% CI) 0.9-5.9; n= 8). Individuals who reported dental x-rays at least every 4 years after age 25 
had slightly increased risks of glioma, meningioma or acoustic neuroma, but no dose-response relationship was evident. Risk of 
acoustic neuroma increased with number of panorex/full mouth exams, with persons reporting 6 or more at a 2.2-fold elevated risk 
(95% CI 1.0-5.1). Persons who received CT scans, cerebral/carotid arteriograms, head/face diagnostic radiographs, or upper spine 
exams did not have an increased risk of any brain tumors, and often had a signifi cantly reduced glioma risk. Results did not differ 
markedly according to age at interview, recency of exposure, or presence/absence of a head injury.

Discussion: Our data do not provide convincing evidence that persons exposed to diagnostic radiation have an increased risk 
of glioma or meningioma, and only modest risks were evident for acoustic neuroma. Our fi ndings suggest that current radiation 
exposure from diagnostic radiographs is unlikely to pose an increased glioma or meningioma risk, or to contribute to more than a 
small fraction of acoustic neuroma risk.
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P02/1047: Thyroid nodule prevalence and radiation dose from fallout near the Semipalatinsk 
test site in Kazakhstan

 Charles E Land,  Nickolas K Luckyanov,  Steve L Simon, NIH/NCI/DCEG/REB, United States;  Zhaxibay Zhumadilov, Semipalati
nsk State Medical Academy, Kazakhstan;  Boris I Gusev, Khazakh Research Institute for Radiation Medicine and E, Kazakhstan; 
 Michael N Hartshorne, University of New Mexico and VA Medical Center Albuquer, United States;  Zhanat A Carr, WHO/PHE/
REH, Kazakhstan

Thyroid nodule prevalence was use as a biomarker for radiation-related thyroid cancer risk associated with dose from internal and 
external radiation sources in fallout from the Semipalatinsk Test Site (STS) in Kazakhstan. Ultrasound scans were done on the 
thyroid glands of 1990 current residents of 7 villages near the STS, all members of a defi ned study cohort established in the 1960s, 
and all juveniles at some time during 1949-1962. Questionnaire-guided interviews focused on residential history and childhood 
consumption of milk and milk products. A refi ned dose reconstruction algorithm, developed jointly by experts from Russia and 
the US, was applied to the resulting data to calculate individual estimates of thyroid dose from external and internal sources of 
fallout-related radiation. Individual radiation dose estimates ranged from zero to 20 Gy for total dose (0-1.7 Gy and 0-20 Gy for 
dose from external and internal sources, respectively). The ratio of internal to external dose generally increased with increasing 
distance, refl ecting a shift towards smaller particle sizes at greater distances and more effective transfer of small particles through 
the foodchain. Dose-response analysis was focused on variation of nodule prevalence by sex, age at screening, measured thyroid 
volume, and reconstructed thyroid dose from external (mainly gamma-ray) and internal (mainly 131I) radiation sources. Nodule 
prevalence was markedly higher among women and increased signifi cantly with increasing age at screening and with thyroid 
volume. Highly signifi cant dose responses were observed for nodule prevalence as a function of total thyroid dose and, in a 
separate analysis, of doses from internal and external sources as distinct independent variables; dose response was linear for total 
dose < 5 Gy. The estimated RBE for internal cf. external dose was 0.6, with wide confi dence bounds. Our preliminary fi ndings 
suggest that nodule prevalence may depend similarly upon internal and external sources of radiation dose to the thyroid gland, 
broadly consistent with other determinations of the RBE of 131I cf. x ray with respect to thyroid cancer as an endpoint, based on 
theoretical, experimental, and epidemiological data.

P02/1048: Ophthalmologic study in atomic bomb survivors

 Kazuo Neriishi,  Eiji Nakashima,  Ayumi Hida, Radiation Effects Research Foundation, Japan;  Atsushi Minamoto, 
 Hiromu K Mishima, Hiroshima University School of Medicine, Japan;  Satoshi Mukai, Hiroshima University School of Medicine, 
Japan;  Hiroyasu Taniguchi,  Tsugio Amemiya, Nagasaki University School of Medicine, Japan

Purpose: Recent reports have indicated that late onset radiation cataract and early onset senile cataract had developed by 
radiation exposure at juvenile period. This study is to conduct an ophthalmologic study on A-bomb survivors who were 
exposed at juvenile period. Subjects: Those who were age 13 or less at the time of the bombs and those who had the previous 
ophthalmologic examination during 1978-1980 among AHS participants in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Methods: Slit lamp 
examination, digital photograph, and classifi cation by the Lens Opacity Classifi cation System II. Worse eye grade represents for 
individuals who have different grades of two eyes. By using age, sex, city and dose as explanatory variables, proportional odds 
logistic regression analysis was conducted taking no fi nding group as a reference among opacity groups for nuclear color, nuclear 
opacity, cortical opacity, and posterior subcapsular opacity. Results: During June 2000 – September 2002, 873 persons underwent 
the ophthalmologic examination. Statistical signifi cance was not observed in nuclear color and nuclear opacity, but statistical 
signifi cance was observed in cortical and posterior subcapsular opacities (p <0.001, both). It was true among newly detected cases, 
excluding 13 persons with posterior subcapsular opacity, detected in the previous study (p <0.001). Conclusion: In the relationship 
between radiation exposure and lens fi ndings in A-bomb survivors, a statistically signifi cant association was observed in late onset 
radiation cataract and early onset senile cataract.
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P02/1050: Hormetical effect of radiation in the Russian population calculated by using the Random 
Coincidence Model

 Chowunchun Prapunsri, Institute for Science and Technology Research and Development, Thailand;  Carl M Fleck, Atomic Institut
e of the Austrian Universities, Vienna University, Austria

The radiation induced cancer caused by higher radiation levels from the Chernobyl accident in the Russian population is calculated 
by using the Random Coincidence Model. The model that involves the damage of nucleotides caused by spontaneous damage 
and radiological induced damage has proved in explaining hormesis of the late effect of radiation. The data of radiation exposure 
obtained in different measured units are converted into the unit of fi t parameters (mGy/a). The data of the population in the year of 
the accident are obtained from several reports. The exposure and population data are arranged into pixels. The calculation is done 
in matrices, which are composed of 2,500 pixels. A computer program was specially written for this calculation. Fit parameters 
for low LET radiation obtained from fi tting of the epidemiological data of ARIP are used as constants. An excess of dose rates 
above background radiation from the Chernobyl accident is applied into these epidemiological data fi ts. Since several types of 
tumor progressed through the 5th transformation step, the summation of the 5th steps of the generation rate of malignant cells is 
presented as the results of the radiation induced cancer. The results in the Russian population can be inferred from that of the U.S. 
population by conservative estimation. It is found that the number of the generation rate of malignant cells is affected not only by 
various dose rates but also by the enhanced repair capacity. When the enhanced repair capacity is taken into account, an excess 
of dose rates in a range of 0.01-14.31 (mGy/a) above background radiation can reduce generation rate of malignant the cells by 
about 0.03 % to 36.30 %. The dose rate in the fi rst time interval must be high enough to stimulate the repair system for resisting 
the damage in the next exposure. At low doses and low dose rates, the cellular repair mechanisms are available to compensate for 
the damage.

P02/1051: Cancer and non-cancer mortality risks in atomic bomb survivors, 1950-1997: lSS report 13

 Yukiko Shimizu,  Dale L Preston,  Donald A Pierce,  Akihiko Suyama,  Kazunori Kodama, Radiation Effects Research Foundation, 
Japan;  Kiyohiko Mabuchi, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, United States

The present report continues the series of general reports on mortality in the Life Span Study (LSS) cohort followed by the 
Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF). The present report deals with solid cancer and non-cancer disease mortality 
during the period from 1950 through 1997, updating with seven additional years of follow-up LSS Report 12. The LSS cohort 
includes 86,572 people with individual dose estimates. There have been 9,335 deaths from solid cancer and 31,881 deaths from 
non-cancer disease during the 47 years follow-up. 19% of the solid cancer and 15% of the non-cancer disease deaths occurred 
during the newly added follow-up period.

While excess rates for radiation-associated solid cancers are seen to increase throughout the study period regardless of age 
at exposure, relative risks are highest for those exposed as children but appear to decline with increasing age. For those exposed 
at age 30 the solid cancer risk is elevated by 47% at age 70. There are interesting variations by site of age and age at exposure 
pattern, though the patterns of the risk do not differ statistically from those for solid cancer as a group. However, the interpretation 
of age at exposure effects on the ERR or the EAR is complicated by changes in background rates with birth cohort or time trend.

The evidence for radiation effects on non-cancer mortality remains strong with risks increased by about 14% per Sv during the 
last thirty years of follow-up. Statistically signifi cant increases are seen for heart disease, stroke, digestive diseases, and respiratory 
diseases. Although the non-cancer data are consistent with some non-linearity in the dose response, the evidence against linearity 
is weaker than past. However, there is no direct statistical evidence of radiation effects for doses less than 0.5 Sv.

P02/1052: Chromosome aberrations and oncogene alterations in atomic bomb related leukemias – different 
mechanisms from de novo leukemias

 Kimio Tanaka, Institute for Environmental Sciences, Japan;  Hideo Tanaka, Hiroshima University, Japan;  Nanao Kamada, 
Hiroshima Atomic Bomb Relief Foundation, Japan

It is well known that leukemia occurred more frequently among atomic bomb survivors. In 132 atomic bomb related ( AB- related) 
leukemia patients during 1978-1999, 33 acute myeloid leukemia (AML)/myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) patients had their 
exposure doses of more than 1Gy (DS86). Chromosome aberrations of the 33 patients were compared with those from 588 de 
novo AML/MDS patients who had been bone before August 1945 as control. No FAB M3 patient was observed in the exposed 
group. Most AB-related AML preceded a long term of MDS stage. Twenty seven of the 33 patients showed complex types of 
chromosome aberrations with more than three chromosomes involving chromosomes 5,7 and 11. The number of chromosomes 
abnormality per cell in the AB-related leukemia was 3.78 while 0.92 in de novo leukemia. Only one of the 33 patients had 
normal karyotype, while 44.1% in de novo leukemia patients. Translocations of chromosome 11 at 11q13 to 11q23 and deletion/
loss of chromosome 20 were frequently observed in AB-related leukemia. No leukemia-type specifi c translocations such as 
t(8;21),t(15;17) and 11q23 were found in the 33 AB-related leukemia patients. Furthermore, molecular analyses using FISH and 
PCR-SSCP revealed the presence of breakpoint located outside of MLL gene in the patients with translocations at 11q22-23 and 
DNA base derangements of RUNT domain of AML1(CBFβ 2)gene with AML/MDS patients without t(8;21) and with a high dose 
of exposure. These results suggest that AB-related leukemia derives from an exposed pluripotent hematopoietic stem cell which 
has been preserved for a long time in the bone marrow, expressing high genetic instability such as microsatellite instability. On the 
other hand, de novo leukemia develops from a committed hematopoietic stem cell and shows simple and leukemia-type specifi c 
chromosome aberrations. These fi ndings are important for understanding mechanisms for radiation-induced leukemia.
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P02/1053: The relationship between aortic calcifi cation on chest radiography and ionizing radiation in 
RERF’s Adult Health Study

 Michiko Yamada,  Gen Suzuki, Radiation Effect Research Foundation, Japan;  Naomi Masunari,  Fumiyoshi Kasagi, Japan

Background: Aortic calcifi cation has been reported to be an indicator of atherosclerosis and a predictor of coronary heart disease. 
However, the relationship between aortic calcifi cation and conventional coronary risk factors or recently reported coronary risk 
factors including ionizing radiation, which is one kind of oxidative stress, has not been established. Objective: To investigate 
the relationship between aortic calcifi cation and ionizing radiation in a longitudinal study design. Methods: The study cohort 
comprises the Radiation Effects Research Foundation’s Adult Health Study participants which include atomic-bomb survivors and 
sex- and age-matched controls. A total of 522 men and 938 women identifi ed as not having aortic calcifi cation based on plain chest 
X-ray examinations at baseline examination between 1991 and 1993 were assessed regarding the presence of aortic calcifi cation 
(mild/ severe calcifi cation) about 10 years later. The relationship between cumulative incidence of aortic calcifi cation and atomic-
bomb radiation was analyzed using logistic regression analysis after adjusting for sex, age, and other coronary risk factors such 
as blood pressure, total cholesterol, and infl ammation markers. Results: Age-adjusted cumulative incidence of aortic calcifi cation 
showed a possible increase with atomic-bomb radiation dose for both total aortic calcifi cation and severe aortic calcifi cation. 
But after adjusting for other coronary risk factors such as smoking, SBP, total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol, hemoglobin A1c, 
and leukocyte neutropils, radiation dose was not a signifi cant predictor of cumulative incidence of severe aortic calcifi cation. 
Conclusion: Age-adjusted increase of cumulative incidence of aortic calcifi cation with atomic-bomb radiation dose suggests 
ionizing radiation is one predictor of atheroscelerosis. Nevertheless, its predictive impact may not be as signifi cant as conventional 
coronary risk factors.

P02/1054: Research of potential radiation risks in areas with nuclear power plants in Japan: mortality rates 
from solid cancers and congenital anomalies between 1972- 1997 in 100 selected municipalities

 Yasuhiko Yoshimoto,  Shinji Yoshinaga, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Social concerns for potential radiation risks due to nuclear power plant (NPP) routine operation have challenged us to overcome 
the inherent limitation of a geographical correlation study. A multi-site study to evaluate health risks in the NPP vicinities for a 
long time is useful to offer more comprehensive information than a local site study because the radiation dose is very small, at 
most 10-20 µSv per year in Japan. Mortality rates from solid cancers and congenital anomalies (age<1 year) between 1972- 1997 
in 100 selected Japanese municipalities either with or without a NPP were analyzed using Poisson regression. Excess relative risk 
(ERR) in all periods and 20 municipalities with a NPP showed a signifi cant negative value (-0.052, p<0.001) for solid cancers and 
no signifi cant different for congenital anomalies compared with in the remaining 80 control areas. Broadly speaking, the mortality 
rates from these two causes do not support the social concern about a possibly increased health risks due to radiation from 
Japanese NPP facilities although several issues remain to be resolved.

At present it is not possible in the analysis for us to get an appropriate surrogate score for radiation dose. Further examinations 
are expected especially for specifi c site groups of solid cancers. Our previous report observed a signifi cant small positive ERR 
(0.228, p=0.0027) for leukemia mortality at old ages, which is due to factors other than radiation. On the other hand, a possible 
pathogenesis for congenital anomalies is less justifi ed than for solid cancers; no adverse deterministic effects on fetus in the 
concerned radiation dose range and much less likely adverse genetic effects than had worried in the past when conducting many 
tests of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere. Temporal and geographical pattern of these mortality rates throughout Japan will be 
useful to reduce uncertainty of our fi ndings.

P02/1055: Non-melanoma skin cancer in relation to ionizing and ultraviolet radiation among radiologic 
technologists in the United States

 Shinji Yoshinaga, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Michael Hauptmann,  Alice J Sigurdson,  Michele M Doody, 
 D M Freedman,  Martha S Linet,  Elaine Ron,  Kiyohiko Mabuchi, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, United States; 
 Bruce Alexander, University of Minnesota, United States

Ionizing and ultraviolet (UV) radiations are known to increase the risk of non-melanoma skin cancer. However, the effect of 
chronic or protracted exposure to ionizing radiation and the modifying effect of UV exposure on skin cancer risk are not well 
defi ned. We evaluated risk of basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the skin among radiologic 
technologists in the United States. A total of 1,355 incident cases with BCC and 270 with SCC were ascertained in 65,304 white 
technologists between the baseline questionnaire survey in 1983-1989 and the follow-up survey in 1994-1998. Analysis by Cox’s 
proportional hazard model, stratifi ed by birth cohort and adjusted for potential confounders including pigmentation characteristics 
(skin complexion, eye and hair color) and estimated index of residential UV exposure, indicated signifi cantly increased relative 
risks for BCC, but not for SCC, among early technologists who likely had high radiation exposure. Relative risks of BCC were 
1.42 (95% CI: 1.12-1.79), 2.04 (95% CI: 1.44-2.88), and 2.17 (95% CI: 1.14-4.10) among those who fi rst worked in the 1950s, 
1940s, and before 1940, respectively (p for trend: <0.01), compared with technologists who fi rst worked after 1960. The effects 
of ionizing radiation on BCC were not signifi cantly modifi ed by UV exposure (p for effect modifi cation: 0.31), but they were 
modifi ed by eye and hair color (p=0.01 and 0.03), with light eye or hair color conferring a higher radiation-related risk. In contrast, 
relative risks of both BCC and SCC signifi cantly increased with increasing residential UV exposure index, and no modifying 
effects of pigmentation characteristics were observed. This study provides evidence of increased BCC risk associated with chronic, 
occupational exposure to a low-to-moderate level of ionizing radiation, which may be modifi ed by pigmentation characteristics.
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P02/1056: Analysis of mortality amongst canadian nuclear power industry workers following chronic low-
dose exposure to ionizing radiation

 Lydia B Zablotska, Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia University, United States;  Geoffrey R Howe, Columbia University, 
United States;  Patrick Ashmore, Statistics Canada, Canada

The causal link between external ionizing radiation dose and increased risk of a number of cancers has been fi rmly established in 
the study of survivors of the atomic bombings in Japan (A-bomb study). Linear extrapolations from this study have been used to 
predict risks associated with low-dose low-dose-rate exposures.

Our cohort included 45,467 nuclear industry workers from the Canadian National Dose registry monitored for more than one 
year for chronic low-dose whole-body ionizing radiation exposures from 1952 until the end of 1994 (average follow-up = 14.7 
years, mean cumulative dose = 14.3 milliSievert (mSv)). Overall, mortality was lower than age-, gender, and calendar year-specifi c 
Canadian mortality rates (SMR = 0.57, 95% CI: 0.54, 0.60), which is consistent with a healthy worker effect.

We estimated a sizeable increase in the risk of leukemia excluding chronic lymphocytic leukemia (excess relative rate (ERR) 
=7.79 per Sv, 90% CI: < -1.27, 55.30). Increased risk was also estimated for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, but not for multiple 
myeloma. We estimated signifi cantly increased risks for total solid cancer mortality (ERR=2.2 per Sv, 90% CI: 0.02, 5.47) and for 
cancers of rectum and lung, and positive non-signifi cant risks for cancers of esophagus, colon, and buccal cavity.

The link between radiation exposure and mortality from noncancer causes has not been established conclusively. We estimated 
an ERR = – 0.004 per Sv (90% CI: -1.10, 1.62) for mortality from noncancer diseases excluding accidents. Mortality from 
cardiovascular and circulatory diseases was also not associated with dose.

The present results are compatible with those of the A-bomb study. The probabilities of observing our results if the true 
estimates of radiation risk were equal to the A-bomb estimates are very high (0.22, 0.75 and 0.88 for respectively). Despite the low 
power, our study has provided some evidence that extrapolated risks do not signifi cantly underestimate risks incurred at low doses 
and low dose-rates. The combination of the present results with other studies of nuclear workers (currently under way under the 
coordination of the IARC) would increase the power of the study and will produce more stable estimates.

P02/1057: Hot particle carcinogenesis – is there a hot particle effect?

 Monty W Charles,  Andrew J Mill, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom;  Phillip J Darley, United Kingdom

Even after many years of study a remaining controversial issue is whether spatially non-uniform radiation exposures, such as those 
from small radioactive particles (‘hot particles’), are more or less carcinogenic than when the same amount of energy is deposited 
uniformly throughout a tissue volume. This review provides a brief summary of information which can inform this debate. The 
review emphasises the importance of emerging human epidemiology data, particularly from the former Soviet Union (FSU).The 
limited data on lung cancer mortality following occupational inhalation of plutonium aerosols, and the incidence of liver cancer 
and leukaemia due to Thorotrast administration for clinical diagnosis, do not appear to support a signifi cant enhancement factor. 
In-vivo and in-vitro experimental fi ndings, will also be reviewed. Very few animal studies, including mainly lung and skin 
exposures, provide any indication of a hot particle enhancement for carcinogenicity. Some recent in-vitro malignant transformation 
experiments provide evidence for an enhanced cell transformation for hot particle exposures but the effect is modest. Overall, 
this review supports the conclusion that average dose, as advocated by the ICRP, is likely to provide a reasonable estimate of 
carcinogenic risk (within a factor of ~ ± 3). The uncertainties in our knowledge of the carcinogenic risks of hot particles will be 
compared with the uncertainties in the practical evaluation of the radiation dose from hot particles. The uncertainties in hot particle 
dosimetry can be surprisingly large. No data appear to be available at doses below about 0.1 Gy to deal directly with the issue of 
hot particle carcinogenesis from low activity particulates found in some environmental situations.

P02/1058: Bystander cells and the linear no threshold risk model

 Leslie A Braby,  John R Ford, Texas A&M University, United States

Bystander cell effects add a new dimension to the problem of estimating health risks at low doses. Some of the endpoints observed 
in bystander cells, such as malignant transformation and micronucleus induction, would appear to increase the risk of health 
effects at low doses. Other endpoints, such as apoptosis, could reduce the risk. It may not be possible to determine if the net effect 
of changes in bystander cells is benefi cial or harmful until we fully understand the mechanisms leading to health effects. However, 
it is clear that the bystander effect increases the effective size of the target for radiation-induced health effects, making it many 
times the size of a single cell nucleus. This is important because a key justifi cation of the Linear No Threshold model for radiation 
risk is based on the stochastic nature of interactions in targets. Below some dose, the energy deposited in targets does not change, 
but the fraction of targets which receive energy decreases linearly with dose. Assuming that damage to a single target is suffi cient 
to initiate the health effect, and that the targets act independently of each other, the probability of the effect must also decrease 
linearly with dose. The dose where this linear response begins depends on the size of the sensitive site. Since the bystander 
effect increases the effective site size, it decreases the dose where we can be confi dent that a linear response occurs. When the 
bystander effect is considered, the gap between the dose where reliable risk estimates can be obtained and the dose where linear 
extrapolation is justifi ed is so large that the shape of the dose response relationship can not be predicted.

*Work supported by the US Department of Energy, Offi ce of Biological and Environmental Research, under Contract DE-
FC03-99ER62858
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P02/1060: Solar radiation and mitochondrial DNA damage

 Helene Z Hill, New Jersey Medical School, United States;  Jonathan Locitzer,  Nassrin Eslamdoust,  Augustina Ogbonnaya, 
 Karen Hubbard, City College of New York, United States

The 16.6 kB human mitochondrial DNA contains two homologous 13 base pair direct repeats separated by about 5 kB. During 
asynchronous mitochondrial DNA replication, the distant repeat sequences are thought to anneal, resulting in the looping out of 
a portion of the non-template strand which is subsequently deleted as a result of interaction with reactive oxygen species (ROS). 
A normal daughter and a deleted daughter mitochondrion result from such insults. This deletion has been termed the common 
deletion as it is the most frequent of the known mitochondrial DNA deletions. The common deletion is present in high frequency 
in several mitochondrial disorders, accumulates with age in slow turnover tissues and is increased in sun-exposed skin. Berneburg, 
et al. (Photochem. Photobiol. 66: 271, 1997) induced the common deletion in normal human fi broblasts after repeated exposures 
to UVA. In this study, the common deletion has been shown to be induced by repeated non-lethal exposures to FS20 sunlamp 
irradiation. Increases in the common deletion were demonstrated using nested PCR which produced a 303 bp product that was 
compared to a 324 bp product that required the presence of the undeleted 5 kB region. The cells were exposed to 10 repeated doses 
ranging from 0.5 (UVB) – 0.24 (UVA) J/sq m to 14.4 (UVB) – 5.8 J/sq m (UVA) measured using a UVX digital radiometer and 
UVB and UVA detectors respectively. Comparison with the earlier study by Berneberg, et al. suggests that this type of simulated 
solar damage is considerably more effective in fewer exposures than UVA radiation alone. The common deletion provides a 
cytoplasmic end-point for ROS damage produced by low dose chronic irradiations and other low level toxic exposures and should 
prove useful in evaluating cytoplasmic damage produced by ionizing radiation as well.

P02/1061: Radiation and noise exposures elicit biological and behavioural effects in the rat

 Akhilesh Trivedi,  David S Michaud,  Catherine Ferrarotto,  Stephen E Keith, Health Canada, Canada;  Susan M Miller, Consumer a
nd Clinical Radiation Protection Bureau, Heal, Canada;  Wayne J Bowers,  Prem Kumarathsan, Environmental Health Science Bur
eau, Health Canada, Canada

The presence of radiation and noise is ubiquitous in a living environment. Therefore, the effect of these sources alone and together 
on the body has the potential for public health consequences. We have examined the physiological and behavioural effects of 
separate and combined exposures to radiation and noise in adult male Sprague-Dawley rats. For three weeks animals were exposed 
to the following conditions: 1) daily exposure to x-rays (cumulative whole body dose = 5Gy); 2) random intermittent noise band-
limited between 400Hz-20 kHz; 2 h/day 90 dB lin and 3) combined exposures. Control animals were housed under ambient noise 
conditions (~ 55-60 dBA) and sham-exposed to x-rays. The mean body weight gain (initial avg. ~ 250g) appeared to be affected by 
the treatments; control (88g); noise (76g); radiation (60g) and noise/radiation (43g). Compared to control and noise only animals, 
plasma levels of 8-hydroxy-2’-deoxyguanosine increased signifi cantly in animals exposed to both radiation alone and radiation 
with noise, while big-endothelin-1 was signifi cantly reduced in both groups exposed to radiation. There were no noticeable 
changes in the levels of adrenocorticotrophic hormone and the variability in plasma norepinephrine and epinephrine precluded 
conclusions with respect to changes in sympathetic activity. No groups showed any consistent changes in plasma levels of 
interleukin-1, corticotrophin releasing hormone or urocortin. Plasma corticosterone increased in animals exposed to only noise, but 
this hormone was signifi cantly reduced in animals exposed to only radiation. Behavioural endpoints revealed that startle amplitude 
(@ 105dB) was highest in animals exposed to only noise and lowest in animals exposed to both noise and radiation, compared 
to the control animals. These results suggest that radiation exposure might alter systems activated by stressor exposure and/or act 
independently to infl uence health outcomes.
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P02/1063: Complex chromosome aberrations as a biomarker of exposure to high-LET α-particles: current 
validation studies

 Rhona M Anderson,  Dudley T Goodhead, MRC Radiation and Genome Stability Unit, Harwell, United Kingdom; 
 Alexander V Sevan’kaev, Medical Radiological Research Centre, Obninsk, Russia

The identifi cation of a biomarker of environmental exposure to radon could enable a causal link between this chronic low-dose 
high-LET α-particle radiation exposure and the onset of specifi c health effects, such as cancer, to be established. We have recently 
characterised such a biomarker, in peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) after low dose α-particle irradiation in vitro, using both 
3-colour and 24-colour (M)-FISH techniques, terming it as a ‘cytogenetic profi le of α-particle-induced damage’ (Anderson et 
al., 2000, 2003). In summary, this profi le comprises complex chromosome aberrations that are stable and therefore transmissible 
(predominantly insertions), and also non-transmissible complexes, recently shown to be qualitatively specifi c of the damage 
produced by the direct nuclear traversal of a single α-particle (Anderson et al., 2002). To test the validity and practical usefulness 
of such a biomarker, we have compared the complexity and type of aberrations observed in individuals occupationally exposed 
to internal α-emitting radionuclides with those who have received only external γ or mixed α- and γ-irradiation. Non-exposed 
regional controls were also assessed. M-FISH analysis of ~1000 cells shows that complex aberrations (transmissible and non-
transmissible) consistent with those observed in vitro are a common feature in the α-particle exposed group. Specifi cally, the 
proportion of transmissible complexes ranged from 25 to 64%, demonstrating that transmissible-type complexes are induced in 
vivo and therefore could be relevant indicators of past exposures. Similarly, the detection of non-transmissible complexes, is an 
indicator of recently ‘hit’ PBL and therefore on-going or chronic exposure to α-particles. To further validate this biomarker of 
exposure we are currently using M-FISH to examine the complexity and transmissibility of α-particle-induced aberrations in 
primitive cells that are hierarchical to PBL and which have self-renewing capability. Specifi cally, we are mimicking in vivo radon 
exposures of the haemopoietic compartment by irradiating human CD34+ cells in vitro with α-particles of varying LET.

P02/1064: Age dependence and latency periods for lung cancer from radon

 Anita M Enfl o, Retired from the Swedish Radiation Protection Authority, Sweden

Children are exposed as much, or even more, than adults to domestic radon. As children are supposed to be more sensitive to 
radiation, childhood exposure should cause more lung cancer than exposure at elderly ages. Assuming a latency period of 20 years, 
as found for lung cancer for miners, the lung cancer cases from radon should be expected to start in the age groups between 20-35 
years.

Even in high radon countries, as for example Sweden and the other Nordic countries, lung cancer is very rare in the age group 
of less than 35 years. Thus, either children do not seem to be very sensitive to radon or the latency period is longer. Assuming a 
latency period of 35 years, instead, the expected lung cancer cases from domestic radon to children should be expected in the age 
group 35-50 years. Although the lung cancer cases start rising in that age period, most of the lung cancer cases are at much higher 
ages. Most of the lung cancer cases occur among heavy smokers and smoking is considered the by far highest risk factor for lung 
cancer.

Children are generally not smokers. Thus it should be of great value to study the relationship between lung cancer and 
domestic radon for this age group. The lack of lung cancer cases at younger ages makes such a study diffi cult. At elderly ages, 
the smoking habits make a study of the relationship between domestic radon and lung cancer diffi cult and inexact. It could be 
suggested that lung cancer starts about 20 years after smoking debut, both what concerns radon related and smoking related lung 
cancer.

P02/1065: Simulation of time-related changes in dose conversion factor for indoor radon progeny

 Tetsuo Ishikawa,  Shinji Tokonami,  Yuji Yamada, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

The inhalation of airborne short-lived radon progeny contributes to the most important natural radiation exposure at many 
working places and in homes. For the estimation of dose, a relation between radon progeny exposure and dose, the so-called 
dose conversion factor (DCF) is needed. The DCF in steady-state conditions can be calculated by available software that 
implements the ICRP 66 model (ex. LUDEP distributed by NRPB). However, the DCF for indoor radon progeny is variable with 
environmental changes. For example, the DCF could be affected by the working of an air cleaner or opening doors/windows. The 
objective of the present study is to simulate time-related changes in the DCF with such environmental changes.

For this purpose, a compartment model was developed using a commercially available computer program. The following 
parameters were included in the model: (1) room-specifi c parameters such as ventilation rate and room size, (2) aerosol parameters 
(particle concentration, activity size distribution, attachment rate, etc), and (3) dosimetric parameters (breathing rate, dose per unit 
intake, etc).

As an example of model applications, changes in the DCF by the working of the air-cleaner were simulated. Equilibrium 
equivalent radon concentration (EERC), unattached fraction (f

p
) and the DCF were plotted against time. The air-cleaner removed 

aerosol particles as well as radon progeny of both unattached and attached fractions. Thus, the working of the air-cleaner caused 
the decrease of EERC and the increase of f

p
. The DCF increased with f

p
. According to UNSCEAR reports, the dose due to radon 

progeny is calculated by multiplying EERC by the DCF. Because of the increase of the DCF, the dose was not reduced than 
expected from the decrease of EERC. The model was useful for simulating effects of environmental changes on the DCF.
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P02/1066: Solid radon sources with stable and high emission rate

 Akira Koizumi,  Yuji Yamada,  Kumiko Fukutsu,  Masahide Furukawa, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan; 
 Katsuyoshi Tatenuma,  Koji Ishikawa, KAKEN Co., Japan

Solid radon sources using a fi brous and porous SiC ceramic disc were developed. In our research project high concentration of 
radon gas was required, to be obtained stable emission of radon for long period and to be stable against radiation. A material of 
radon sources desirable to be ceramics for stable emission. Radium solution was dropped on a fi brous SiC ceramic disc of 1mm in 
thickness, 45 mm in diameter, and sintered at 400 degree centigrade. Radioactivity of radium dropped on the surface of the discs 
were 1.85 MBq – 1.85 kBq per disc.

The released radon concentration of the sweep air from the radon source chamber was measured by a scintillation cell 
type radon monitor (Pylon, AB-5-300A). The produced radon concentration was dependent on the sweep-air fl ow rate. The 
concentration in the case of 1.85 MBq disc was measured to be 38 kBq/m3 at 0.5 L/min. The concentration of radon was very 
constant for long term. The emission rates were given from the rate of measured concentration and theoretical concentration. The 
emission rates of radon from the ceramic radon sources were estimated from 70% on 1.85 kBq to 8% on 1.85 MBq. And it was 
observed that the emission rates increased with decreasing radioactivity of the dropped radium. It was considered to be caused by 
occurrences of multiple layers of radium sulfate molecules on the fi brous ceramics.

P02/1067: Determination of indoor radon at the centre and walls of dwellings using sold state nuclear track 
detectors

 L Oufni, Nuclear Physics and Techniques Laboratory, Morocco

In view of the fact that radon and its daughters product are a major source of natural radiation exposure, the measurement of radon 
activity in dwellings is assuming ever increasing importance. Radon is believed to cause an increased risk of lung cancer and it is 
therefore of interest to identify houses with high levels of indoor radon. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the indoor radon 
in the dwellings of a few villages of Errachidia area (South-east of Morocco) by using LR-115 type II solid state nuclear track 
detectors (SSNTD) method. The radon values recorded at the centre of the room It is observed that the radon activity near the 
walls is more than that at the centre. The average indoor radon at the centre is 310 Bq m-3 (the range of action level recommended 
by International Commission on Radiological Protection is 200-600 Bq m-3). The seasonal variation of radon activity is also 
discussed. The difference in the indoor radon activity value recorder at the centre and at the walls in winter season is investigated.

P02/1068: Mixed exposures to radon and thoron for cave residents at Chinese loess plateau

 Shinji Tokonami,  Masahide Furukawa,  Weihai Zhuo,  Tetsuo Ishikawa,  Hidenori Yonehara,  Yuji Yamada, National Institu
te of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Quanfu Sun, National Institute for Radiological Protection, China;  Suminori Akiba, 
Kagoshima University, Japan

In order to understand biological effects of human beings caused by indoor radon exposure, radiation measurements were 
comprehensively made in cave dwellings were widely distributed at Chinese loess plateau. In those measurements, radon, 
thoron and equilibrium equivalent thoron concentration were determined in each house throughout one year. Radon and thoron 
concentrations were measured with a newly designed passive radon-thoron discriminative monitor. The equilibrium equivalent 
thoron concentration was measured with the deposition rate measurement technique. These devices were placed in each house 
for 6 months and were replaced with new ones for another 6 months. To obtain reliability of environmental data for the long-term 
measurement, active measurements were accordingly carried out during this observation period. For radon progeny measurement, 
an alpha spectroscopic method was used with grab sampling. For thoron progeny measurement, on the other hand, a simple but 
newly developed measurement technique was adopted with the alpha-track registration on the CR-39 detector. Using the data 
obtained over one year, those results were categorized with housing structure and were statistically analyzed. Compared to other 
studies conducted at Chinese loess plateau, the present study has shown that the radon concentration is not so high as them, the 
presence of thoron is signifi cantly detected but the magnitude of thoron progeny concentration is small.
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P02/1069: Signifi cance of Rn-Tn discriminative measurement in dose and risk estimation of environmental 
radon exposure

 Yuji Yamada,  Shinji Tokonami,  Weihai Zhuo,  Hidenori Yonehara,  Tetsuo Ishikawa,  Masahide Furukawa,  Kumiko Fukutsu, 
National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Quanfu Sun,  Chongsong Hou,  Shouzhi Zhang, Nat Inst for Radiological Protec
tion & Nuclear Safety, China;  Suminori Akiba, Kagoshima University, Japan

Numerous epidemiological studies have been carried out to clarify the biological effects caused by indoor radon exposure. In 
most of those studies, only radon measurement was made. There were not so many studies in which radon and thoron were 
discriminatively measured for long term in order to estimate the effective dose. Most of passive monitors for radon are often 
affected by thoron, so that the measured radon concentration might be possibly overestimated. A simple discriminative method 
by using two passive monitors was newly developed and was introduced to Chinese loess plateau where cave dwellings are 
widely distributed. The equilibrium equivalent concentration of thoron (EETC) as well as radon and thoron concentrations was 
also measured in over 200 dwellings. The average concentrations of radon and thoron in Shaanxi Province, China were 76 and 
255 Bq/m3, respectively. And the EETC was 2.2 Bq/m3. In estimation of effective dose a major difference was found among the 
measuring methods. In high thoron areas such as this Chinese loess plateau, it is confi rmed that radon concentration measured 
without discrimination between radon isotopes is overestimated. In addition to this overestimation, the EETC was found to be very 
low contrary to the conservative expectation based on the high thoron concentration. As a result, the effective dose decreased to be 
about a half. It suggests that the insuffi cient measurement leads misunderstanding of risk coeffi cient, and that the discriminative 
measurement of radon isotopes is indispensable in future studies.

P02/1070: Folic acid defi ciency increases sensitivity to genome damage by ionising radiation

 Michael Fenech, CSIRO Health Sciences and Nutrition, Australia;  Sasja Beetstra, Australia

Folic acid defi ciency can lead to uracil misincorporation and disable DNA repair, by decreasing thymidine concentration. It is 
hypothesized that folic acid is an important micronutrient in the prevention of chromosome damage induced by gamma-irradiation. 
In this study the impact of folic acid defi ciency on the chromosome damage and chromosome 21 aneuploidy by gamma-radiation 
was determined using the cytokinesis-block micronucleus assay in long term WIL2-NS cultures in cell culture medium with 
4 different folic acid concentrations (0.2 nM, 2 nM, 20 nM and 200 nM). The study showed a signifi cant increase of 55.5% in 
micronucleus frequency with decreasing folic acid concentration (P < 0.0001). Additionally, there was a signifi cant difference 
of 46.5% and 50.1% in micronucleus frequency and of nucleoplasmic bridge frequency, respectively, between the control and 
irradiated (1.5 Gy) group (P < 0.05). Folic acid defi ciency caused an increase of 51.7% in micronucleus frequency (P < 0.0001) 
and of 7.1% nucleoplasmic bridge frequency (P = 0.0280) in irradiated cultures when compared to irradiated folic acid replete 
cultures. Folic acid defi ciency and gamma-radiation were shown to have a signifi cant interactive effect on micronucleus frequency 
(Two-way ANOVA, P < 0.0001). Apoptosis and necrosis were increased by folic acid defi ciency but they were not signifi cantly 
altered by ionising radiation exposure. Chromosome 21 aneuploidy was signifi cantly increased (P <0.05) by folic acid defi ciency 
but not by ionising radiation and there was no signifi cant interaction between these two factors. The results show that folic acid 
defi ciency induces chromosome 21 aneuploidy by non-disjunction as well as inducing chromosome breaks and chromosome 
rearrangements. In conclusion, folic acid defi ciency interacts signifi cantly with ionising radiation in inducing chromosome damage 
that leads to the formation of micronuclei (e.g. chromosome breaks and chromosome loss).

P02/1071: Search for methods and materials for practical use of residential radiation doses calculated via a 
standardized local methodology

 Daechul Cho,  In Rhee, Soonchunhyang University, Korea;  Gab-Bock Lee, Korea Electric Power Research Institute, Korea

The aim of this work is on determination of standard parameters for computing residential doses per year near the nuclear power 
plants with consideration of local circumstances in Korea that may not be similar to those in the foreign developed power plants. 
All the data presented here was originated from four Korean nuclear power plants that are located along the seashore in the south 
provinces of Korea. We have selected critical nuclei, pathways and human organs related to the human exposure via simulated 
estimation with K-DOSE 60 based on the updated ICRP-60 with laborious addition of experimental input from key other Korean 
nuclear research organizations. From those results, we found that 1) the critical nuclides were found to be 3H, 133Xe, 60Co for Kori 
plant and 14C, 41Ar for Wolsung plant. The most critical pathway was ‘vegetable intake’ for adults and ‘milk intake’ for infants. 
However, there was no preference in the effective organs, and 2) sensitivity analyses showed that the chemical composition in a 
nuclide much more infl uenced upon the radiation dose than any other input parameters such as food intake, radiation discharge, 
and transfer/concentration coeffi cients by more than 102 factor. The effect of transfer/concentration coeffi cients on the radiation 
dose was negligible. All input parameters showed highly estimated correlation with the radiation dose, approximated to 1.0, 
except for food intake in Wolsung power plant (partial correlation coeffi cient (PCC)=0.877). Consequently, we suggest that 
a prediction model or scenarios for food intake refl ecting the current living trend and formal publications including details of 
chemical components in the critical nuclei from each plant are needed. Also, standardized domestic values of the parameters used 
in the calculation must replace the values of the existed or default-set imported factors via properly designed experiments and/or 
modelling such as transport of liquid discharge in waters nearby the plants, exposure tests on corps and plants so on. More detailed 
supportive information will be available in the conference.
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P02/1072: The principal phenolic and alcoholic components of wine protect human lymphocytes against 
hydrogen peroxide- and ionising radiation-induced DNA damage in vitro

 Michael Fenech, CSIRO Health Sciences and Nutrition, Australia;  William Greenrod, Australia

We have tested the hypothesis that the alcoholic and phenolic components of wine are protective against the DNA damaging and 
cytotoxic effects of hydrogen peroxide and gamma radiation in vitro. The components of wine tested were ethanol, glycerol, a 
mixture of the phenolic compounds catechin and caffeic acid, and tartaric acid, all at concentrations that were 2.5% or 10.0% of 
the concentration in a typical Australian white wine Riesling. These components were tested individually or combined as a mixture 
and compared to a white wine stripped of polyphenols as well as a Hanks balanced salt solution control which was the diluent for 
the wine components. The effect of the components was tested in lymphocytes, using the cytokinesis-block micronucleus assay, 
after 30 minutes incubation in plasma or whole blood for the hydrogen peroxide or gamma-radiation challenge respectively. The 
results obtained showed that ethanol, glycerol, the catechin-caffeic acid mixture, the mixture of all components, and the stripped 
white wine signifi cantly reduced the DNA damaging effects of hydrogen peroxide and gamma radiation (ANOVA P = 0.043 
– 0.001). The strongest protective effect against DNA damage by gamma irradiation was observed for the catechin-caffeic acid 
mixture and mixture of all components (30% and 32% reduction respectively). These two treatments as well as ethanol produced 
the strongest protective effects against DNA damage by hydrogen peroxide (24%, 25% and 18% respectively) . The protection 
provided by the mixture did not account for the expected additive protective effects of the individual components suggesting that 
the components may be exerting their effects through similar mechanisms which are saturated at the concentrations tested. Ethanol 
was the only component that signifi cantly increased base-line DNA damage rate, however, this effect was negated in the mixture. 
In conclusion our results suggest that the main phenolic and alcoholic components of wine can reduce the DNA damaging effects 
of two important oxidants ie hydrogen peroxide and ionising radiation, in this physiologically relevant in vitro system.

P02/1073: Radioprotection effect on irradiation mice of haemopoietic cell of MF(BZ) by the celiac 
medication

 Yeun Hwa Gu,  Yasuyuki Takagi,  Takeo Hasegawa,  Ikukatsu Suzuki, Suzuka University of Medical Science, Japan; 
 Chieko Tatehaba, Cigario Co., Ltd, Japan

The medicine that suspension made phosphoric acid saline make the dryness leaf powder of MF(BZ) which is typical unpolished 
rice fi ne particles in medical herb with the multiple seeds muddy, in the ICR male mouse (age of fi ve weeks). It period in three 
times a week, eight weeks, and Celiac Medication was given. (360mg/kg/mouse). 2Gy irradiated it by the X-ray irradiation device 
(200kV, 0.35Gy/min) for the MF(BZ) medication the third week. Collecting blood was done in the sutra time target from the day 
before X-ray irradiation, and a change in the corpuscle number (the number of the leukocyte, the number of the lymphocyte, the 
number of the granulocytes, the number of monocyte) was observed. The number of the leukocytes of the non-medication control 
group faced, and increase in the number of the leukocytes in the medication group wasn’t recognized with the thing before the 
X-ray irradiation as a result. It faced though the number of the leukocytes decreased remarkably due to the radiation irradiation in 
the non-medication control group, and the decrease was controlled as for the medication group. The recovery of the number of the 
leukocytes of the medication group in the group after the X-ray irradiation showed a tendency of becoming early in comparison 
with the non-medication control group. As for the number of the lymphocyte except for the leukocyte, the number of the 
granulocyte, the number of monocyte as well, it could get the same result as the number of the leukocytes. Than the above result, 
MF(BZ) toward the mice blood cell. Effect on radiation protection along with effect on repression of a blood number decrease due 
to the irradiation manufactured by was suggested.

P05/1074: Assessment of breathing rate of adult Korean for use in internal dosimetry

 Jeong In Kim,  Yeon Ju Lee,  Young Woo Jin,  Chong Soon Kim, Radiation Health Research Institute, KHNP, Korea;  Young Khi Lim, 
KHNP, Korea;  Jai Ki Lee, Hanyang University, Korea

Breathing rate is one of the key factors in evaluating doses due to inhalation of airborne radionuclides. Since the reference values 
of breathing rate provided by the International Commission on Radiological Protection(ICRP) are based on the physiology 
of Caucasian, they are not necessarily appropriate for internal dosimetry for Korean. In this study, we assessed breathing 
rate of Korean by measuring the forced vital capacity(FVC), the forced expiratory volume in second(FEV1) and the minute 
ventilation(MV). Measurements were made using SP-1 spirometry unit(Schiller AG. 1998) for 1474 adult Koreans whose heights 
and weights are in the range of one standard deviation from the mean values. The total liters of air breathed for working and 
resting were evaluated after the ICRP approach. We also considered smoking and ailment in the lungs. The resulting breathing rate 
appears to be 2.3×104L/day which well agrees with the value given in ICRP 23.
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P02/1075: Analysis of human HPRT- deletion mutants by the microarray-CGH (comparative genomic 
hybridization)

 Mieko Kodaira,  Keiko Sasaki,  Hiromi Tagawa,  Hideo Omine,  Jun-ichi Kushiro,  Norio Takahashi, Radiation Effects Research Fou
ndation, Japan;  Hiroaki Katayama, Department of Information and Technology, Japan

We are trying to evaluate genetic effects of radiation on human using mutation frequency as an indicator. For the effi cient detection 
of mutations, it is important to understand the mechanism and the characteristics of radiation-induced mutations. We have started 
the analysis of HPRT mutants induced by X-ray in order to clarify the deletion size and the mutation-distribution.

We analyzed 39 human X-ray induced HPRT-deletion mutants by using the microarray-CGH. The array for this analysis 
contains 57 BAC clones covering as much as possible of the 4Mb of the 5’ side and 10Mb of the 3’ side of the HPRT gene based 
on the NCBI genome database. DNA from parent strain and each HPRT-mutant strain are labeled with Cy5 and Cy3 respectively, 
and were mixed and hybridized on the array. Fluorescent intensity ratio of the obtained spots was analyzed using software we 
developed to identify clones corresponding to the deletion region.

The deletion in these strains ranged up to 3.5 Mb on the 5’ side and 6 Mb on the 3’ side of the HPRT gene. Deletions in 13 
strains ended around BAC clones located at about 3 Mb on the 5’ side. On the 3’ side, deletions extended up to the specifi c clones 
located at 1.5 Mb in 11 strains. The mutations seem to be complex on the 3’ end of deletion; some accompanied duplications 
with deletions and others could not be explained by one mutation event. We need to confi rm these results, taking into account the 
experimental reproducibility and the accuracy of the published genetic map. The results of the research using the microarray-CGH 
help us to search the regions where deletions are easily induced and to identify the factors affecting the range of deletions.

P02/1076: Study for genetic effects of atomic-bomb radiation by using of a DNA microarray-based 
comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH) Method: Norio Takahashi, Radiation Effects Research 
Foundation, Japan

 Norio Takahashi, CREST, Japan;  Keiko Sasaki,  Mieko Kodaira,  Keiko Sugita,  Hiroaki Katayama, Radiation Effects Research Fou
ndation, Japan;  Naohiro Tsuyama,  Naohiro Tsuyama, Yamaguchi University, Japan

Objective: We have studied the effects of A-bomb radiation on human germ cells. Since radiation-induced mutations seem to be 
predominantly a deletion type, mutations on autosomes appear as a change of two copies of DNA fragment to one. To identify 
these mutations genome-wide, the array-CGH method is one of the most effective methods. We conducted a population-based 
study using the arrays with Bac-clones selected about 1 Mb interval from chromosome #1-#4.

Methods: DNA obtained from 60 children from A-bomb survivors was used as probe. 1) A mixture of Cy5-labeled reference 
DNA and a Cy3-labeled test DNA was hybridized to the arrays onto which 753 Bac-clones were immobilized. Inversely, 2) a mix 
of a Cy3-reference DNA and Cy5-test DNA was hybridized. Each subject was examined, by using one set of 1) and 2) above, and 
the obtained fl uorescence intensity ratios were processed by the software which were prepared in our foundation.

Results: Copy number change could be precisely identifi ed, because determination for each person of the presence or absence 
of copy number change was made based on the combined results from 1) and 2) above.

Conclusion: By using the array-CGH method under the improved experiment conditions and the sophisticated software for 
processing the data, we identifi ed one type of putative polymorphic variation in four children during our population study for 60 
children.

P02/1078: Reconstructing dose and effects in environmental radiation studies

 Ronald K Chesser, Texas Tech University, United States;  Brenda E Rogers, West Texas A&M University, United States

The goal of this study was to assess the reported biological effects associated with reformulated absorbed doses for organisms 
reported in prior investigations of environmental radiation. We developed ellipsoid models that permit geometries that closely 
mimic diverse body and tissue shapes. The fraction of energies absorbed within the ellipsoid volumes was determined for all 
internal (muscular, skeletal, leaf) and external sources of radiation. Recalculated radiation doses ranged from 0.013 to 120.0 
mGy/d from internal and external sources of 137-Cs and 90-Sr/Y. Reported biological effects included increased micronucleus 
counts, chromosome breakage, size and colorimetric changes, and alterations in micro- and mini-satellites. Although no signifi cant 
patterns of radiation dose and biological effects were seen, many effects were reported for organisms receiving very low doses 
of radiation. In fact, substantial effects were reported at doses well below regulatory levels. It was impossible to determine 
approximate doses at which particular genetic effects were induced because of the wide range of dose-response values for each 
affected character. Risk models for radiation doses are largely dependent on acute, controlled exposures. Although this approach 
likely overestimates the realized risks, there is insuffi cient consistency from environmental studies to refi ne the estimates for 
chronic exposures.
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P02/1080: Environmental protection from ionising contaminants in the arctic

 Justin Brown,  Helene Stensrud,  Per Strand,  Alicja Jaworska, Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, Norway

The traditional ICRP doctrine concerning environmental protection, in essence expressing that the dose limits in place for man 
ensure that fl ora and fauna are protected from the effects of ionising radiation, has been recently criticised. In its place, a system 
for the radiological protection of the environment has been promoted to include agreed quantities and units, selected reference 
organisms, reference dose models and tables of effects for reference organisms.

The EC project “Environmental Protection for Ionising Contaminants in the Arctic “EPIC” adopts a practical perspective 
in developing a protection framework for the Arctic environment. The objectives of the project were:(1) collate the information 
about environmental transfer of selected radionuclides (2) identify reference Arctic biota; (3) model the uptake of radionuclides; 
(4) develop a reference set of dose models (5) compile data of dose-effects relationships for reference biota, and (6) integrate 
assessment of environmental impact from radionuclides with those for other contaminants.

In the selection of reference organisms, several key criteria have been identifi ed: ecological niche, radiosensitivity, 
radioecological sensitivity, distribution and amenability to further research. The application of these criteria has allowed an 
informed selection of suitable Arctic reference organisms to be made.

Field studies were performed in the area of residual radioactive contamination in the Republic of Sakha, Yakutia. Biological 
material and soils were sampled, notes on plant morphology in elevated dose area were made, and seeds from high dose rate areas 
were sampled and tested for germination rate.

A database on dose-effects relationships has been constructed. The database is subdivided into radiation effects on terrestrial 
and aquatic organisms. The database will help to establish dose-effect relationships for different end points. At present, effort has 
been concentrated on populating the database; In future, reconstruction of doses or contamination levels will be performed for 
those studies that require it.

P02/1081: Cs-137 concentrations in the muscles of Walleye Pollack

 Takami Morita,  Katuhiko Yoshida, National Research Institute of Fisheries Science, Japan

High concentrations of Cs-137 were detected in the muscles of Walleye Pollack (Theragra chalcogramm) collected from 
Kitamiyamato banks (sampling on 25 Jul. 2000), Kamui area (16 Oct. 2000) and Niigata coasts (31 Jan. 2001). The concentrations 
were 0.35 ± 0.01, 0.41 ± 0.01, and 0.63 ± 0.02 Bq/kg-wet, respectively. The average concentration in our past investigations was 
about 0.25 ± 0.01 Bq/kg-wet. Samples from other areas, the coat of Kushiro (8 May 2001), North Tishima (13 Nov. 2000) and the 
Sea of Okhotsk (6 May 2001), had the average concentrations. There were no such high concentrations of Cs-137 in other fi sh 
species collected from Kitamiyamato banks, Kamui area, and Niigata coasts. Fish samples with high concentrations all make the 
migration in the north of Japan sea. These results would indicated that samples took in Cs-137 elements from sea-water or foods 
on the migration route.

Cs-137 concentrations in muscles of walleye pollack does not increase with the body lengths unlike other marne fi shes, which 
enables the comparison of Cs-137 concentrations between areas without considering the body lengths. Walleye pollac migrates 
in the large area in the sea of Japam and draws near other country expcpt Japan. These habits make walleye pollac the excellent 
bioindicators to monitor oceanic radioactive pollution.

P02/1082: Method of pre-concentrating for the measurement of low- level specifi c radioactivity at radiation 
researches

 Valery P Nesterenko, Belarusian National Technical University, Belarus

In long-term perspective the check point doze formation radionuclide on the overwhelming part of the territory contaminated as a 
result of Chernobyl catastrophe, is 137Cs (about 70% of collective effective equivalent doze, calculated for population of the whole 
world as a consequence of the Chernobyl tragedy). Radioactive hyperactive particles of a fuel origin, containing 137Cs, have being 
transboundarily spread in the atmosphere far from the place of accident and have penetrated in Finland, Sweden and even in Japan. 
In this connection the major attention is given to a study of radioecology of this element. While carrying out such an investigations 
the measurement of rather low levels of a specifi c radioactivity, as a rule, is required, that is conjugated with known diffi culties. 
For radiochemical concentrating of ionizing radiation carriers and samples preparing for spectro- and radiometry it is proposed to 
use new sorption materials. The synthesis of thin layers of Cu(II) and Fe(III) hexacyanoferrates (II) was performed by the method 
of the chemosorption layering on a matrix which represent the derivatives of polyacrylonitrile fi bres. According to the data of the 
X-Ray study of the synthesized pellicular hexacyanoferrates, these compositions is described by the formulas 
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. K+-ions in these compositions are able to exchange for other ions 

(mainly Cs+-ions). The research of ion-exchange kinetic K+ – 137Cs+ have been carried out by the method of limited volume with 
the use of a gamma-spectrometer for measurement of specifi c activity of solutions. Distribution coeffi cients of 137Cs+-ions for 
Cu(II) and Fe(III) hexacyanoferrates are equal 17000 and 12000 respectively. This indicates the perspectiveness of their practical 
use – for example, at radiation researches during the measurement of low-level specifi c radioactivity.
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P02/1083: Characteristics of cesium accumulation in mushroom and microorganism

 Hideo Sugiyama,  Hiroshi Terada, National Institute of Public Health, Japan;  Atsushi Fukumoto, IDAC, Tohoku University, Japan; 
 Chikako Kuwahara, Kanagawa Prefectural Public Health Laboratory, Japan;  Hisashi Shibata, Yamanashi Forestry & Forest Pro
ducts Research Institute, Japan;  Fumio Kato, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences Toho University, Japan

High-level concentration of radiocesium in mushrooms is widely known after the Chernobyl accident. In Japan, the concentrations 
in mushrooms have been higher than those in all of foodstuffs involving imported foods from foreign countries, though over 
seventeen years have passed since the accident. We assumed that the transfer of Cs-137 to mushrooms is both a direct path way 
from soil and an indirect path way from the cells of soil microorganisms. In this study, in order to study the characteristics of 
accumulation of Cs in mushrooms, we performed the culture experiments of the saprophytic mushroom mycelia (Pleurotus 
otsreatus), one of edible mushroom to Japanese taste, and one of the representative soil microorganisms isolated from wild 
mushroom substrata, using stable Cs or Rb, Sr. The concentrations of radiocesium in wild mushrooms collected from the several 
forests in Japan have been investigated by gamma-ray spectrometry. On a scanning electron microscopy (SEM)- energy dispersive 
X-ray microanalyzer (EDX) study, brilliant spots were observed both in the mushroom mycelia (P. ostreatus Y-1) and in the 
mycelia of actinomycetes isolated from mushroom substrata. Higher peaks of Cs, P, Rb, and Sr were observed in comparison 
with the non-spots areas of the mushroom mycelia grown on the agar plate. Investigation on the effect of pH on Cs tolerance and 
Cs accumulation. Cs tolerance of the planktonic and the fi lamentous bacteria showed considerable difference; in 13 soil samples, 
planktonic bacteria being able to grow in the presence of 50mM CsCl were present in all the samples at a higher density but no 
fi lamentous bacteria could grow in the presence of 50mM Cs as far as tested in the 13 soil samples.

P02/0495: Thyroid exposure, cancer incidence and excess risk in Belarus and Ukraine in the aftermath of the 
Chernobyl accident

 Peter Jacob,  Jan C Kaiser, GSF-National Research Center for Environment and Health, Germany;  Jacov E Kenigsberg, Resea
rch and Clinical Institute of Radiation Medicine, Belarus;  Sergey E Vavilov, Ukrainian Radiation Protection Institute, Ukraine; 
 Mykola D Tronko, Institute of Endocrinology & Metabolism of the Academy, Ukraine;  Sergey M Shinkarev, Assoc of Victims of Ra
diation Disasters and Accidents, Russia

Estimates of excess thyroid cancer risks are performed based on data for 469 settlements in Belarus and for 719 settlements in 
Ukraine in which more than 10 measurements of the 131I activity in the human thyroid were performed during the fi rst seven 
weeks after the Chernobyl accident. Methods were developed to derive from the whole set of measurements representative age 
and gender dependencies of thyroid doses in cities and in rural areas as well as scaling factors for each of the settlements with 
which estimates of age and gender specifi c doses for each of the settlements could be derived. The risk analyses is performed with 
population data for the year 1986 and with all thyroid cancer cases among the birth cohort 1968 to 1985 from the 1188 settlements 
that were operated in the period 1986 to 2001.

In a second study, simulation calculations are performed in order to explore the ecological bias in studies as they are performed 
with settlement specifi c data in the aftermath of the Chernobyl accident. Based on methods, that were developed by Lubin for 
exploring the ecologic bias due to smoking in indoor radon studies of lung cancer, the possible infl uence of enhanced medical 
surveillance of the thyroid (screening effects) was investigated. Calculations were performed by simulating thyroid doses of 
366,397 children in a total of 743 settlements and assuming a linear dependence of the risk on dose and various scenarios of 
the screening. The ecologic bias was estimated for each of the scenarios. Two analytical equations allow the exact numerical 
computation of the bias which is determined by the screening factor, the number of screened individuals, and some covariance 
terms in the input data.

P01/1084: Energetics of anion displacement in irradiated solids

 Ronald Cooper, University of Melbourne, Australia; Kath Smith, ANSTO, Australia

The effective immobilisation of high level radioactive waste ( HLRW)by incorporation into stable solid matrices is a viable storage 
strategy. The long term self irradiation response and eventual durability to aqueous transport are critical issues.

Borosilicate glasses and a variety of ceramics are candidates as hosts for HLRW. In this study a series of perovskite and 
pyrochlore structures composed of various titanates and zirconate structures have been examined.

Optical emission spectrafrom pulsed electron beam irradiated crystalline samples have beeen recorded by time resolved 
spectroscopy with nanosecond time resolution. A variable energy (0.2-0.6 MeV)Febetron 706 electron accelerator has been used to 
produce the emission which is observed over the time range 5ns to 1u second.

The principal observations reveal emission spectra in the 350-500nm wavelength range. Further, the emission intensity per unit 
absorbed dose versus electron energy showed a distinct onset – i.e. threshold- behaviour. This varied over the range of compounds 
studies from around 0.23 Mev for TiO

2
 to 0.3 MeV for Al

2
O

3
. This threshold can only be interprested as due to the displacement of 

a lattice ion- namely oxygen.
The values of the displacement energy of oxygen ions in the lattice can be calculated to range from around 38eV to 55 eV. The 

implications of these energetics for defect production will be discussed.
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P02/1085: Geomagnetic polarity reversals as a mechanism for the punctuated equilibrium model of 
biological evolution

 James S Welsh, University of Wisconsin, United States;  Anna L Welsh, United States;  William F Welsh, San Diego State University, 
United States

In contrast to what is predicted by classical Darwinian theory (phyletic gradualism), the fossil record typically displays a pattern of 
relatively sudden, dramatic changes as detailed by Eldregde and Gould’s model of punctuated equilibrium. Evolutionary biologists 
have been at a loss to explain the ultimate source of the new mutations that drive evolution. One hypothesis holds that the abrupt 
speciation seen in the punctuated equilibrium model is secondary to an increased mutation rate resulting from periodically 
increased levels of ionizing radiation on the Earth’s surface. Sporadic geomagnetic pole reversals, occurring every few million 
years on the average, are accompanied by alterations in the strength of the Earth’s magnetic fi eld and magnetosphere. This 
diminution may allow charged cosmic radiation to bombard Earth with less attenuation, thereby resulting in increased mutation 
rates. This episodic fl uctuation in the magnetosphere is an attractive mechanism for the observed fossil record.

Methods: Selected periods and epochs of geologic history for which data was available were reviewed for both geomagnetic 
pole reversal history and fossil record. Anomalies in either were scrutinized in greater depth and correlations were made.

Results: A 35 million year span (118-83 Ma) was identifi ed during the Early/Middle Cretaceous period that was devoid of 
geomagnetic polarity reversals(the Cretaceous normal superchron). Examination of the fossil record (including several invertebrate 
and vertebrate taxons) during the Cretaceous normal superchron does not reveal any signifi cant gap or slowing of speciation.

Conclusions: Although increased terrestrial radiation exposure due to a diminution of the Earth’s magnetosphere caused by 
a reversal of geomagnetic polarity is an attractive explanation for the mechanism of punctuated equilibrium, our investigation 
suggests that such polarity reversals cannot fully provide the driving force behind biological evolution. Further research is required 
to determine if genetic mutation rates are altered during polarity reversals and what role this may play in evolutionary biology.

P02/1088: A model investigation of annual surface ultraviolet radiation in Iran

 Ali-Akbar Sabziparvar, University of Bou-Ali Sina, Iran

In recent years, there has been some concern regarding solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation received at the earth,s surface because of 
its biological hazards affecting living organisms. Although the geographical distribution of ground-based UV network is relatively 
good in some continents,but over Asia, the number of UV instruments are not suffi cient for meteorological and biological 
purposes. Iran, as an Asian country, is also suffering from the lack of UV monitoring network with the exception of one ground-
based UV spectrophotometer site (Brower III) at Esfahan.

Using a complex radiative transfer model and various meteoroloical data (for 8 years) such as total column ozone, cloudiness, 
surface albedo, surface air pressure, relative humidity, visibility and daily total solar radiation (TSR), the geographical distribution 
of annual integrated biological surface UV irradiances such as UVB, erythema and cataracts are calculated. The comparison is 
made for cloud-free and all-sky conditions for eight selected cities distributed from the southern tip of the country (25 N-60 E) 
to the northern border (39 N-48 E). It is shown that the difference between the annual UV at south and north in all-sky condition 
is larger than the differences in cloud-free condition. The ratio of some biological UV irradiances at southern cities to the same 
component at northern cities shows a factor of two and more which is quite signifi cant. The possible reasons which might cause 
such differences are discussed.

Keywords: Annual UV irradiance; Biological UV irradiance; Geographical UV distribution;Iran;

P02/1089: Response to challenging dose of x-rays as a predictive assay for molecular epidemiology

 Antonia Cebulska-Wasilewska, The Henryk Niewodniczanski Institute of Nuclear Physics, Poland

Human biomonitoring, as a tool to identify or quantify the potential risk from genotoxic exposures, has gained increasing interest 
especially in the areas of cancer risk assessment and diseases treatment. Chromosome aberrations resulting from direct DNA 
breakage or from inhibition of DNA repair or synthesis, measured in peripheral blood lymphocytes have been used in occupational 
health surveillance programs in order to assess risks from exposures. Many results in our human monitoring studies have shown 
infl uence of the environmental or occupational exposure on the cytogenetic damage detected in lymphocytes, confi rming both, 
the association with adverse health outcome and the infl uence of life style related confounding factors. Susceptibility to the 
environmental agent actions was also evaluated in lymphocytes in the studies of variation between responses to the challenging 
dose of UV or X-rays followed by the evaluation of the repair capacity of the DNA damage induced by a challenging dose. The 
induced and residual DNA damage was analyzed with the use of SCGE assay. Susceptibility and repair capacities of healthy 
donors and cancer patients were compared. Studies have shown a good correlation between DNA damage induced in vivo or 
in vitro and cytogenetic measures. Results from studies on susceptibilities and repair competence performed in occupationally 
exposed and unexposed 475 healthy donors and patients with diagnosed cancer are discussed. Signifi cantly lower effi ciency of 
repair process was observed in cancer patients. The possible effects on repair competency of various occupational exposures and 
infl uence of the diet and other confounding factors is shown. Although in our preliminary studies comet assay failed to detect DNA 
damage repair disorders in a teratoma immature infant, though, prospective use of a challenging dose of radiation combined with 
the comet assay as a predictive assay is suggested and limitation discussed.

Acknowledgments:
Research was partially supported by grant: EC EXPAH QLK4-CT-2000-00091
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P02/1091: Removing NDMA (N,N-dimethylnitrosamine) from natural waters

 Stephen P Mezyk, California State University Long Beach, United States;  William J Cooper, University of North Carolina at Wilmi
ngton, United States;  David M Bartels, Argonne National Laboratory, United States

Nitrosoamines are ubiquitous in water environments, and are of concern as they are potent carcinogens. In particular, N,N-
dimethylnitrosamine (NDMA, (CH

3
)

2
NNO) is volatile, and therefore has been detected around factories producing secondary 

amines or rocket fuel, in areas near industrial plants that use dimethylamine in organic synthesis, and even in foods and beverages 
that contain nitrite or which have been exposed to nitrous oxides.

Various technologies have been suggested for removing trace levels of NDMA contamination from aqueous systems. However, 
Advanced Oxidation Technologies (AOTs), such as ozone, UV/ozone, and UV/H

2
O

2
, which use oxidation via the hydroxyl 

radical (•OH), or heterogeneous catalysis by TiO
2
, sonolysis, or the electron beam process, which produce a mixture of oxidizing 

•OH radicals with reducing hydrated electrons (e-
aq

) and hydrogen atoms (•H), may also produce unwanted stable products in the 
treatment. Some of these stable products, such as secondary amines, allow regeneration of NDMA to occur.

To ensure that any process applied to NDMA contaminated water occurs effi ciently and quantitatively a complete 
understanding of the chemistry involved under the conditions of use is necessary. This requires mathematical modeling of the 
process, which in turn needs reaction rate constants and mechanisms. In this study, absolute rate constants at room temperature 
for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical, hydrated electron, and hydrogen atom with NDMA in water have been determined using 
electron pulse radiolysis and absorption spectroscopy, (e-

aq
 and •OH) and EPR free induction decay attenuation (•H) measurements. 

The specifi c values of (4.30 ± 0.12) x 108, (1.41 ± 0.02) x 1010, and (2.01 ± 0.03) x 108 M-1 s-1, respectively, demonstrate that the 
reductive destruction of this nitrosoamine would be the dominant removal pathway in any remediation process. Based on these 
data we have begun modeling the large-scale electron beam destruction of NDMA contaminated waters.

P08/1092: Oxidative damage in human DNA and urine analyzed by HPLC- electrochemical detection 
(HPLC-EC) and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS)

 Toshiaki Mori,  Takashi Yagi, Osaka Prefecture University, Japan;  Kirsti Savela,  Minna Harri, Finnish Institute of Occupational H
ealth, Finland

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) may lead to the oxidative DNA damage representing an early step in chemical carcinogenesis 
and the progression of tumors. The oxidative stress has been suggested as a possible mechanism of non-genotoxic chemical 
carcinogenesis. The oxidation to DNA may include modifi ed bases, strand breaks and AP-sites. We have studied oxidative DNA 
damage using 7,8-dihydro-8-oxodeoxyguanosine (8-oxodG) and thymine glycol (TG) as biomarkers for occupational exposure 
to diesel exhaust. DNA was extracted from lymphocyte of 19 exposed bus garage and waste collection workers, and 18 controls. 
The measurement of 8-oxodG was carried out by HPLC coupled with an EC detector. High individual variations of 8-oxodG 
levels were observed, however, the mean 8-oxodG obtained from the exposed workers (4.8/10E5 dG) was not statistically different 
from the control persons (4.1/10E5 dG). Thymine glycol (TG) in urine of exposed and control persons was analyzed with TG-d4 
as an internal standard. Five ml of urine was treated with the affi nity column and C18 cartridges, then HPLC separations were 
processed. The fractions containing endogenous TG and the deuterated internal standard were derivatized with BSTFA and 
acetonitrile (4/1). The GC/MS analysis was performed with JMS-700 GC/MS of JEOL by the high resolution SIM mode. The 
TG levels in human urine were low and the purifi cation procedure of urine samples needs to be further developed. Supported by 
Academy of Finland.

P03/1093: Dosimetry and process control for food irradiation

 Gavin J Gant, ANSTO, Australia

Whatever a radiation process is designed to achieve, dosimetry is fundamental to it, either as a necessary control, or to establish 
the process, or for research and development studies. Dosimetry provides the quantitative baseline against which the biological 
or chemical changes induced by radiation can be measured. In the case of irradiation of food, a minimum dose will be required to 
achieve the technological objective. A maximum dose will be defi ned by the onset of the loss of acceptable quality of the food, but 
upper dose limits will usually be prescribed by regulatory bodies.

There is no accurate way of assessing the dose once the food has left the irradiation plant. Therefore the dose must be properly 
applied and verifi ed during processing. The dose is measured using dosimeters. There are many different types of dosimeters for 
different applications, dose ranges and conditions of use. All dosimeters must be calibrated, with a measurement traceability chain 
to a national or international primary standard.

This paper describes the classifi cation of dosimeters and gives examples and their applications. Calibration and use of a typical 
dosimetry system used for food irradiation is then discussed, including the effects of environmental infl uence factors such as dose 
rate and temperature, and how measurement traceability can be established.

Before routine processing of a product can occur, process qualifi cation must be carried out to ensure the irradiation 
process produces acceptable results. An example of a dose mapping study is given, followed by discussion of some practical 
considerations of process control, including measurement uncertainty and how this relates to the setting of process limits.
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P03/1094: Irradiation of strawberries and tomatoes – chemical changes, marker compound

 Friederike Breitfellner,  Michaela Schindler,  Sonja Solar,  Gerhard Sontag, University of Vienna, Austria

The objective of this study was directed to the detection of radiation induced chemical changes in strawberries and tomatoes. 
The investigations were focused on polyphenols (phenolic acids and fl avonoids). These compounds, which are present in minor 
amounts [low ppm-range (mg/kg)], are part of the bioactive substances and have anticancerogenic, antimicrobial and antioxidative 
properties.

Determination of polyphenols occurred by HPLC with diode array and/or coulometric electrode array detection. In 
strawberries 15 phenolic compounds could be detected. Upon irradiation (1-6 kGy) fi ve were decreasing and one was increasing 
with dose, nine remained unaffected /1, 2/. In tomatoes fi ve phenolic components could be identifi ed, three of them decreased 
markedly with irradiation. In unirradiated samples of both foods the content of phenolic derivatives varied signifi cantly, depending 
on variety, origin and degree of ripeness. Since these differences were in the same range as the radiation induced chemical 
changes, it could be conculded that irradiation does not reduce food quality based on the phenolic components.

In strawberries a substance was detected which may be used as marker to prove an irradiation treatment. Its zero dose level 
is insignifi cant yet its concentration showed a linear increase with dose, it trebled at 3 kGy and quintupled at 6 kGy. Due to its 
presence in very low concentration (<1ppm) the chemical structure could not yet been determined. MS/MS analysis proved a 
molecular weight of m/z 318 as well as characteristic fragments of m/z 197, 165, 137, 93. On the basis of the UV-VIS spectrum 
(absorption maximum 265 nm) it can not be attributed to fl avonoids, ellagic acids or cinnamic acid derivatives.

References:
/1/ Breitfellner, F., Solar, S., Sontag, G. 2002. Effect of γ-irradiation on phenolic acids in strawberries. J. Food Sci. 67 (2), 

517-521.
/2/ Breitfellner, F., Solar, S., Sontag, G. 2002. Effect of γ-irradiation on fl avonoids in strawberries. Eur. Food Res. Technol. 

215, 28-31.

P04/1096: Production of neutrons for BNCT with accelerators

 Anwar M Chaudhri, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany;  Anwar M Chaudhri,  Nasir M Chaudhri, 
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Pakistan;  Qaiser Jabbar,  Qamar Nadeem, Lahore College for Women, Lahore, Pakistan

Neutrons for BNCT are generally obtained from reactors, capable for producing large fl uxes of thermal neutrons. However, these 
machines are extremely expensive and not the most convenient instrument for hospital uses. Furthermore, there is also an enigma 
of radiation hazards attached to reactors in built up areas, such as hospitals, etc. On the other hand, neutrons can also be produced 
by bombardments of suitable targets with protons, deuterons and other light ions from accelerators which are already existing 
in hospitals and medical institutions (for example for nuclear medicine, etc. purposes) and /or being planned for therapeutic 
applications (Hadron therapy, etc.). Even a new accelerator for BNCT would be a lot cheaper than a reactor and, contrary to a 
reactor, would also be able to direct and deliver the neutrons at any convenient place.

In this paper we are presenting the neutron production data from all the elements and isotopes in the periodic table with Z=20 
to Z>92, under bombardment with protons, deuterons and alpha particles of up to 35 MeV. The lighter elements, with Z less than 
20, such as deuterium, Be, Li, C, etc., are treated separately. The results are presented in graphical form from which the yield of 
neutrons under given irradiation conditions can be directly obtained for any target thickness. It is shown that adequate neutron 
fl uxes can be produced which, when moderated, should provide useful thermal beams for BNCT.

P04/1098: Simulation of alpha particle induced radiation damage in tissue

 Werner Friedland, GSF – Institute of Radiation Protection, Neuher, Germany;  Peter Jacob, GSF-National Research Center for En
vironment and Health, Germany;  Michael Dingfelder, East Carolina University, United States;  Herwig G Paretzke, GSF-Institute 
of Radiation Protection, Munich, Germany

The biophysical charged particle track simulation code PARTRAC, used for quantitative testing of working hypotheses on 
biological radiation action, was extended to handle interactions of alpha particles and any other helium ions or atoms within an 
energy range from 10 GeV down to 1 keV in an event-by-event manner. The interaction cross sections for excitation and ionisation 
events in liquid water, which is used as a model substance of organic matter, were derived in accordance with the models already 
used for interactions of electrons and protons. Charge changing cross sections were modelled using semi-empirical approaches 
adjusted to available experimental data and ICRU recommended stopping cross sections. Secondary electron emission spectra 
were modelled taking also into account simultaneous ionisation and charge changing processes.

Alpha particle induced DNA damage in cell nuclei was simulated regarding the end points DSB induction and DNA fragment 
production. The simulation results were compared with experimental fi ndings of broad beam and microbeam irradiations. A 
simulation model for cell survival was derived from corresponding experimental data after traversals by single respectively several 
alpha particles in relation to simulated complex DNA damage due to such an irradiation. Radiation damage in small pieces of 
tissues due to alpha particle irradiation was calculated and analysed with special emphasis on the incidence of complex DNA 
lesions and cell inactivation in neighbouring cells. The geometrical set-up used corresponds to an irradiation of either liver tissue 
from Thorotrast or of bronchial tissue from inhaled radon progeny. In addition to conventional radiation induced damage the 
contribution of non-targeted effects were quantitatively estimated.
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P04/1099: Radiobiology of low energy α-particles

 Mark A Hill,  David L Stevens,  Dudley T Goodhead, MRC Radiation & Genome Stability Unit, Harwell, Oxfords, United Kingdom; 
 Bliss L Tracy, Health Canada, Ottawa, Canada

Radon, with its alpha-particle emitting progeny, is the dominant source of environmental ionizing radiation to the general 
population, contributing ~ 50% of the average effective dose and is believed to be the second most important cause of lung cancer 
after smoking. Alpha-particles originating on the surface of the respiratory track must travel through mucus and non-proliferating 
epithelial cells before reaching the basal cells. Therefore knowledge of the biological effectiveness of low energy alpha-particles 
and track-ends (alpha-particles stopping in the cell) are likely to be of critical importance.

The MRC alpha-particle source has now been characterized for irradiation of mammalian cells with energies ranging from 
4MeV (100 keV/µm) down through the Bragg peak (0.7MeV, where the LET reaches a maximum of ~220keV/µm) and below. 
The irradiation system, along with initial studies on cell inactivation of hamster (V79) and human (AG1522) cell lines, will 
be presented. The data were interpreted using cell morphology from confocal microscopy on live cells (rather than electron 
microscopy, which is likely to underestimated cell thickness due to shrinkage of fi xed cells) and Monte Carlo simulations of α-
particle traversals through the appropriate cell geometry. The results of low dose-rate irradiation experiments with alpha particles 
on the induction of cell inactivation, mutation and chromosome aberrations will also be presented.

P04/1100: ‘Soft-landed’ ion beam studies of low energy (0.5 – 500 eV) atomic and molecular ion damage to 
thymine fi lms

 Marjorie Imhoff,  Zongwu Deng,  Mahmoud Rajabian,  Frank Brüning,  Michael A Huels, University of Sherbrooke, Canada

An understanding of all nascent events leading to radiolytic DNA damage is required in order to achieve a complete description 
of ionizing radiation effects on living cells. These early, sub-picosecond events, involve a variety of reactive transients, viz. low 
energy (E<20eV) secondary electrons (SE), neutral radicals, as well as abundant low energy (E<10eV) secondary ions created 
either by the primary radiation, or by SE via resonant mechanisms. Although much recent attention has focused on DNA damage 
initiated by SE, the subsequent reactive damage induced by the equally reactive non-thermal ionic species is virtually unexplored.

In order to remedy this, we have begun a series of studies focused on low-energy ion damage to fi lms of DNA, its components, 
or other biomolecular/biomimetic solids, utilizing novel ultra-high-vacuum “soft-landed” ion beam techniques adapted to the study 
of organic solids. The unique design of the apparatus allows irradiation of molecular fi lms with a highly focused, mass and energy 
selected ion beam in 0.5-500eV energy range. A high resolution mass spectrometer monitors desorbing (positive, negative, neutral) 
species during (positive/negative) ion impact, or after bombardment by secondary ion mass spectrometry (MS) or temperature-
programmed desorption MS. Here we present fi rst measurements on thymine fi lms irradiated with Ar+, He+, H+, D+, H

2
+, H

3
+, D

2
+, 

D
3

+ at ion energies down to 0.5eV. In all cases, we observe simultaneous positive and negative ionic fragment desorption during 
ion impact on thick and thin (sub-monolayer) thymine fi lms. For example, 10-500eV Ar+ ions induce desorption of at least 12 
different charged fragment species from thymine with CO+, CH

3
+, O-, CN- and OCN- being the most abundant. Results show 

competition between potential scattering at low ion energies, and kinetic scattering dominating at the highest ion energies. Similar 
results for other ion beams (e.g. CH

4
+, CH

5
+ or O-) will also be presented. (Funded by CIHR)

P04/1102: Effect of exposure to accelerated heavy-ions (Fe or Ar) on the cell proliferation kinetics

 Parinaz Mehnati, Tabriz Medical Sciences University, Iran;  Hiroshi Sasaki, Kyushu university, Japan

The cosmic enviroment is considered to be a complicated mixture of high-energy photons and radiation particles. For an accurate 
assesment of potential health risks to humans during such mission it is necessary to understand the biological signifi cance of 
such highly energetic particles. The surviving fraction of Chinese hamster ovary cells exposed to 4 Gy accelerated Fe(LET: 2000 
KeV/µm) or Ar(LET:1640 KeV/µm)- ions decreased to 30% and 28% respectively. We observed the division delay during the cell 
cycle for individual cells before and after exposure and applied it as an indicator of the hit by heavy-ions. The exposed cells were 
classifi ed into three categories: a)Hit-cells with division delay and abnormal fat(70%), b)Non-hit cells with a normal generation 
time and no morphological changes(20%), c)Hit-survival cells with division delay but different fat(10%). We speculated that the 
higher value of the surviving fraction(30%) compered to the non-hit cells fraction(20%)could be attributed to the presence of 
hit-survival cells. We used CR-39 plastics to detect the cellular hit-sites. Also for DNA damage recognition induced heavy-ion we 
performed expression of poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase and p53 in exposed cells.
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P04/1103: Radial dose distribution of 6.0 MeV/n α-particle in water

 Fuminori Soga,  Yukio Sato, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Masataka Hirabayashi, Tokyo Science University, 
Japan;  Daisuke Ohsawa, Kyoto University, Japan

For the study of radiation biology and its application to radiotherapy, the double differential cross section of electron emission 
from water vapor induced by 6.0 MeV alpha particle beam is measured. The energy spectra of electrons ranging 7- 10000 eV are 
detected by the electrostatic analyzer and micro channel plate. The measurements are made at angles between 20 and 160 degrees.

With use of this data set, the radial dose distribution in water is calculated by using KURBUC code. It is the Monte Carlo type 
code of the electron transport process, where the track of the electron is simulated through each individual interactions including 
elastic scattering, ionization cross section and total excitation cross section in case that electrons with certain energy are put in the 
liquid-density water.

In order to understand the effect of radiation when the particle fl ux is injected in the human body like radiotherapy using 
accelerator beam, the dose distribution in the biological substances is essential as the fi rst step to know the effect of irradiation.

From the double differential cross sections obtained, the cumulative density functions are produced concerning both energy 
and angle. These functions are used for the initial randomly produced rays for 3 dimensional Monte Carlo track simulations.

The results show that the track of electrons emitted and slowed down is most frequent in the perpendicular direction to the 
initial beam direction and most of the secondary electrons are stopped within the range of 100 nanometers.

The characteristic of the obtained radial dose distribution is nearly 1/r2 dependence with broad plateau region (penumbra) and 
gradual decreasing tail of penumbra extending more than a few micrometers which is much longer than the theoretical prediction.

P04/1104: Modeling of nano-wires by single ion hitting for Si-based polymers

 Satoshi Tsukuda,  Shu Seki,  Seiichi Tagawa, ISIR, Osaka University, Japan;  Masaki Sugimoto,  Akira Idesaki,  Shigeru Tanaka, 
JAERI, Takasaki, Japan

Non-homogeneous crosslinking reactions along ion trajectories promote isolated cylindrical nano-wires of which sizes are 
completely under control. G-values of crosslinking reaction (G(x)) mainly determine the size of nano-wire, especially its 
cylindrical cross section. High energy heavy ion beam irradiation to polysilanes, polycarbosilane, and polyvinylsilane thin fi lms 
gives the nanowires with a variety of dimensions. The values of radii of the cross section change from ~3 to ~30 nm with an 
increase in G(x), molecular weight of the target polymers, and energy deposition rate of incident particle (LET). We also report the 
modeling of the nano-wires by thermal and chemical treatment in the present study.

P04/1105: DNA fragmentation in AG1522 human fi broblasts irradiated with gamma-rays and charged 
particles: theoretical analysis

 Mauro Belli,  Alessandro Campa,  Giuseppe Esposito,  Giustina Simone, Physics Laboratory – Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy; 
 Valentina Dini,  M Antonella Tabocchini, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy

A phenomenological model of DNA double strand breaks (DSB) induction has been implemented to characterise the differences 
among experimental DNA fragmentation spectra. Data concern spectra induced in AG1522 human fi broblasts by several 
doses of gamma-rays, low-energy protons of 0.88 MeV and iron ions of 115 MeV/u and of 1 GeV/u, and were obtained by gel 
electrophoresis in the size range from few Mbp down to few kbp.

The computational method makes fi rst a comparison between the experimental fragmentation spectra and those computed with 
a generalisation of the broken-stick model. The calculation considers the DNA DSB induced by radiation as randomly placed, 
but the manifestly non-random fragmentation of the control sample is taken into account and considered as the initial fragment 
distribution. Then, an analytical method is introduced, that allows an evaluation of the deviation from randomness of the radiation-
induced fragmentation.

The analysis of the experimental spectra shows that there is an increasing departure from randomness in the following order: 
gamma-rays, protons, 1 GeV/u iron ions and 115 MeV/u iron ions. This deviation is characterised by an enhanced induction of 
fragments in the experimental range of lower molecular weights, and therefore by a larger correlation between double strand 
breaks at distances corresponding to the sizes of these smaller fragments. This is most probably due to a larger intratrack 
component in the fragment production by high-LET radiation. In fact, the results show that for the 0.88 MeV protons, that have 
an LET substantially lower than the 1 GeV/u and 115 MeV/u iron ions, and therefore a higher fl uence at the same dose, the 
fragmentation is more random at the higher doses.

The analysis clearly distinguishes the fragmentation spectra induced by different radiation qualities, and it could offer a basis 
for the study of the link between the DNA damage, correlated at various spatial scales, and biological end points.
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P04/1106: Secondary electron emission from biologically relevant targets: an experiment to test Monte Carlo 
electron transport codes

 Christina I Christou, East Carolina University, Physics Department, United States;  Jefferson L Shinpaugh,  Edson LL B Justiniano, 
 Michael Dingfelder,  Naim Ozturk,  Larry H Toburen, East Carolina University, United States

Monte Carlo (MC) track structure simulation codes have historically been powerful tools to model and understand radiation 
transport. A major limitation to these codes is that they rely on gas phase data and/or untested theoretical condensed phase models 
as their inputs. This is largely due to the fact that condensed phase data have been either diffi cult to obtain or are unavailable. As 
the complexity and sophistication of these codes increases, it is becoming crucial to provide more sensitive input data that better 
refl ect the nature of the medium traversed, as well as the type of processes occurring. Furthermore, scrutinized testing of these 
codes is critical to ensure that they do in fact provide the level of accuracy required to model radiation transport at the nanoscale 
level they were designed to probe. We present here preliminary data for a novel technique that enables us to determine double 
differential yields for the ejection of low-energy electrons (differential in energy and angle) from biologically relevant condensed 
phase targets following 2MeV H+ impact. Our preliminary studies with water-ice and condensed CH

4
 show agreement with MC 

simulations performed simultaneously in our laboratory for electron energies larger than 50 eV. In addition, our initial results from 
a condensed SF

6
 target reveal similar structure to equivalent gas phase studies. Our ultimate goal is to report double differential 

electron emission yields for a variety of different biologically relevant condensed phase targets. These are the fi rst data of this 
type, and it is hoped that they will be a valuable tool in not only testing current MC codes, but also in helping to solidify our basic 
understanding at the physics level, of radiation transport and damage production in biological material at the nanometer (DNA 
size) scale.

P04/1107: Simulation of silicon microdosimetry spectra in fast neutron therapy using the GEANT4 Monte 
Carlo toolkit

 Iwan M Cornelius, University of Wollongong, Australia;  Anatoly B Rosenfeld, Centre for Medical Radiation Physics, Australia

Microdosimetry is used to predict the biological effects of the densely ionizing radiation environments of hadron therapy and 
space. The creation of a solid state microdosimeter to replace the conventional Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter (TEPC) 
is a topic of ongoing research. The Centre for Medical Radiation Physics has been investigating a technique using microscopic 
arrays of reverse biased pn junctions. A prototype silicon-on-insulator (SOI) microdosimeter was developed and preliminary 
measurements have been conducted at several hadron therapy facilities.

Several factors impede the application of silicon microdosimeters to hadron therapy. One of the major limitations is that 
of tissue equivalence, ideally the silicon microdosimeter should provide a microdosimetry distribution identical to that of a 
microscopic volume of tissue. For microdosimetry in neutron fi elds, such as Fast Neutron Therapy, it is important that products 
resulting from neutron interactions in the non tissue equivalent sensitive volume do not contribute signifi cantly to the spectrum. 
Experimental measurements have been conducted at the Gershenson Radiation Oncology Center, Harper Hospital, Detroit by 
Bradley et al. The aim was to provide a comparison with measurements performed with a TEPC under identical experimental 
conditions.

Monte Carlo based calculations of these measurements were made using the GEANT4 Monte Carlo toolkit. Agreement 
between experimental and theoretical results was observed. The model illustrated the importance of neutron interactions in the 
non tissue equivalent sensitive volume and showed this effect to decrease with sensitive volume size as expected. Simulations 
were also performed for 1 micron cubic silicon sensitive volumes embedded in tissue equivalent material to predict the best case 
scenario for silicon microdosimetry in Fast Neutron Therapy.

P04/1108: Monte Carlo simulation of low-energy electron transport in biologically relevant targets

 Michael Dingfelder,  Naim Öztürk,  Larry H Toburen, East Carolina University, United States;  Werner Friedland, Institute of Radiat
ion Protection,Neuherb, Germany;  Herwig G Paretzke, GSF-Institute of Radiation Protection, Munich, Germany

Monte Carlo (MC) track structure simulations provide an event-by-event description of radiation interaction with matter. Spacial 
distributions of ionisations and excitations are essential for examining radiation induced damage and the formation of cluster 
damage in DNA. MC simulations follow the incident particle, as well as all procuded secondary electrons, from starting or 
ejection energies down to total stopping, by experiencing elastic and inelastic scattering events. Reliable cross sections for these 
interactions especially for low-energy electrons, i.e., the track ends are required as input data. Since new experimental information, 
e.g, on low energy electron inelastic cross sections in amorphous ice (Michaud et al., Radiat. Res. 159, 3-22 (2003).) became 
available recently we have reviewed and updated our interaction model for electrons in liquid water, as actually implemented 
in the biophysical charged particle track simulation code PARTRAC. New excitation modes for transitional, librational and 
vibrational modes as well as other electronic excitations (dissociative attachment, ...) have been added, elastic and electronic 
excitation cross sections extented or extrapolated to lower energies in order to follow electrons down to 1 eV. Partrac has been 
used to simulate secondary electron emission spectra from proton impact on thin carbon and water-ice foils and compared to 
recently measured electron transport spectra in water-ice (see contribution of C. Christou et al.) to assess the new low-energy 
transport model of PARTRAC.

This work is supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy, Grant No. DE-FG02-01ER-63233 and the European 
Community under Contract No. FIGH-CT-1999-00005.
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P04/1109: Electron microbeam specifi cations for use in cell irradiation experiments

 Eun-Hee Kim,  Myoung-Choul Choi,  Dong-Hoon Lee, Korea Institute of Radiological and Medical Sciences, Korea;  Mee Chang, 
 Chang-Soon Kang, Seoul National University, Korea

Introduction: The microbeam irradiation system was devised originally to identify the hit and unhit cells by confi ning the beam 
within the target cell. The major achievement through the microbeam experiment studies has turned out to be the discovery of the 
“bystander effect”. Microbeam experiments have been performed with alpha and proton beams in major and with soft x-rays in 
minor. The study with electron microbeam has been deferred mainly due to the diffi culty in confi ning the electron tracks within a 
single target cell. In this paper, the electron microbeam irradiation system under development in Korea is introduced in terms of 
the beam specifi cations.

Methods: The KIRAMS electron microbeam irradiation system consists of an electron gun, a vacuum chamber for beam 
collimation into 5 µm in diameter and a biology stage. The beam characteristics in terms of current and energy spectrum of the 
electrons entering a target cell and its neighbor cells were investigated by Monte Carlo simulation for the electron source energies 
of 25, 50, 75 and 100 keV. Energy depositions in the target cell and the neighbor cells were also calculated.

Results: The beam attenuation in current and energy occurs while electrons pass through the 2 µm-thick Mylar vacuum 
window, 100 µm-thick air gap and the 2 µm-thick Mylar bottom of cell dish. With 25 keV electron source, 80 % of decrease in 
current and 30 % of decrease in average energy were estimated before entering the target cell. With 75 keV electron source, on the 
other hand, 55 % of decrease in current and less than 1 % of decrease in average energy were estimated. Average dose per single 
collimated electron emission was 0.067 cGy to the target cell nucleus of 5 µm in diameter and 0.030 cGy to the cytoplasm of 2.5 
µm in thickness with 25 keV electron source while they were 0.15 cGy and 0.019 cGy, respectively, with 75 keV electron source. 
The multiple scattering of electrons resulted in energy deposition in the neighbor cells as well. Dose to the fi rst-neighbored cell 
was as high as 4 % of that to the target cell nucleus even though dose to the second-neighbored cell was less than 1 % of dose to 
the target cell nucleus.

P04/1110: A study of a model dose-rate dependence of thermoluminescence intensity

 L Oufni, Nuclear Physics and Techniques Laboratory, Morocco;  MA Hamdialaoui, Modelling of Physics, chemicals and Life Phys
ics System, Morocco

Thermoluminescence (TL) is the thermally stimulated light emitted from an insulator or semi-conductor when it is heated after 
irradiation with an ionising radiation such as X-rays or g-rays. TL, the emission of light during heating from solids previously 
irradiated by different sources, is routinely utilized for dosimetry. Another important application of TL is the dating of ancient 
archaeological pottery samples as well as of geological samples. In the applications of TL in dosimetry and archaeological 
dating, it is usually assumed that the measured TL depends on the total dose applied and it is independent of the dose rate. Thus, 
calibration of a TL specimen is usually performed at a signifi cantly higher dose rate than that of the dose to be determined. A 
theoretical work gave a numerical solution of the simultaneous different equations governing the fi lling of traps and centres at 
different dose rates. In the present work, the numerical solution is extended so that it includes the important stage of TL, namely 
the heating phase. It is shown that with a rather simple model of one trapping state and two kinds of recombination centres, 
dose-rate effect may occur. An appropriate choice of the relevant parameters indeed yields one emission, which increases with 
increasing dose rate, whereas another emission decreases with the dose rate with a constant total dose, in agreement with an 
experimental result in quartz quoted in literature.

P04/1111: Monte Carlo simulation of water radiolysis for protons and α-particles

 Shuzo Uehara, Kyushu University, Japan;  Hooshang Nikjoo, MRC Radiation and Genome Stability Unit, United Kingdom

Monte Carlo track structure codes have contributed extensively to the understanding of the molecular nature and mechanism of 
the damage in biomolecular targets. The objectives of this work is to simulate water radiolysis following physical tracks generated 
by the full slowing down of low-energy ions. These ion codes can generate physical tracks with initial energies from 1 keV/u to 
2 MeV/u for protons and alpha-particles by taking into account all primary interactions including charge transfer processes in 
addition to elastic scattering, ionization and excitation. The chemistry code extends the description of the physical track to the 
prechemical and chemical stages for both primary ion and secondary electron in liquid water. In the prechemical stage, during the 
period between 10-15 – 10-12s, after completion of the physical stage, H

2
O+, H

2
O* and sub-excitation electrons are converted into 

radical species and molecular products. Dissociation schemes, branching ratios, and thermalisation distances of sub-excitation 
electrons were taken from the literature. A step-by-step approach was adopted for the chemical stage (10-12 – 10-6s). During each 
time step of length t each species was allowed to randomly diffuse with a diffusion coeffi cient D. The root mean square distance 
travelled s was calculated according to s=(6Dt)1/2, where s distributes around 0.1 nm for t=10-12s. At the end of each time step, the 
pair of species closer than their reaction radii were removed and replaced by the reaction products. In this work we considered 
11 species and 26 chemical reactions. This work presents calculations of time-dependent yields of water radicals and molecular 
products produced subsequent to irradiation of water with low-energy protons and alpha-particles of various energies.
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P04/1112: Monte Carlo simulations and cluster damage analysis for mammography x-ray spectra

 Frank Verhaegen, McGill University, Montreal General Hospital, Montreal, Canada;  Brigitte Reniers, Universites Catholiques de
 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

In mammography screening there is a continuous concern regarding the benefi t/risk balance when exposing healthy breast tissue to 
low-energy x-rays. A variety of x-ray units using different combinations of target materials and additional fi ltrations has been well 
studied for mammography imaging but not for their dosimetric and microdosimetric characteristics.

We used EGSnrc Monte Carlo (MC) codes1 to simulate various mammography x-ray units with target materials W, Mo, Rh 
and additional fi ltrations of Mo, Rh and Al. The obtained photons were transported in breast tissue. At different depths in the 
tissue, initial electron spectra were calculated. These were used as input for microdosimetric MC calculations to generate lineal 
energy distributions, using the event-by-event MC code TRION2. Track structure calculations were performed using TRION in 
combination with the in-house developed cluster analysis tool CLUSTAN.

Calculated photon spectra with EGSnrc were found to be in excellent agreement with measured spectra, despite the fact 
that EGSnrc doesn’t model electron impact ionisation. The microdosimetric simulations indicated that signifi cant differences in 
radiation damage are to be expected for the different target/fi ltration combinations and at different depths in breast tissue. With 
increasing depth the dose average lineal energy in a 1 micron sphere was found to decrease signifi cantly (more than 5% over 5 cm 
tissue) due to a slight beam hardening effect. A signifi cant difference (also more than 5%) was found between the dose average 
lineal energies for the different target/fi ltration combinations. Cluster analysis also indicated small differences between damage 
patterns between different mammography target/fi ltration combinations and at different depths in breast tissue.

References: 1Kawrakow I., 2000a. Med. Phys. 27, 485-498
2Lappa A V et al. 1993 Radiat. Environ. Biophys. 31, 1-19.

P04/1113: Radiation-induced DNA damage in halogenated pyrimidine incorporated cells and its correlation 
with radiosensitivity

 Ritsuko Watanabe, Japan Atomie Energy Reserach Institute, Japan;  Hooshang Nikjoo, MRC, Radiation and Genome Stability Uni
t, United Kingdom

Cells with DNA containing 5-halogenated pyrimidines in place of thymidine show signifi cant reductions of slope (Do) and 
shoulder (Dq) of their radiation survival curves. Similar radiosensitization has also been observed in the yield of DNA strand 
breaks. The purpose of this study is to obtain an insight into the mechanism of cell lethality by examining the relationship 
between the spectrum of DNA damage and the cell survival. In this study we estimated the enhancement of strand breaks due to 
incorporation of halogenated pyrimidine, the complexity of DNA damage and the probability of the initial DNA damage leading 
to cell inactivation. Monte Carlo track structure methods were used to model and simulate the induction of strand breakage by 
X-rays. The increase of DNA strand break was estimated by assuming the excess strand break was caused by the highly reactive 
uracilyl radicals at the halouracil substituted sites. The assumption of the enhancement mechanism of strand breaks was examined 
and verifi ed by comparison with experimental data for induction of SSB and DSB. The calculated DNA damage spectrum shows 
the increase in complexity of strand breaks is due to incorporation of halogenated pyrimidines. The increase in the yield of DSB 
and cell lethality show similar trend at various degrees of halogenated pyrimidine substitution. We asked the question whether 
this agreement supports the hypothesis that DSB is responsible for cell lethality? The estimated number of lethal damage from the 
cell survival using a linear-quadratic model is much less than the initial yield of DSB. This work examines the correlation of cell 
lethality as a function of frequencies of complex form of double strand breaks.

P04/1114: Microdosimetry calculations for low-LET bystander experiments with microbeams

 W E Wilson,  J H Miller,  D J Lynch,  R R Lewis,  M T Batdorf, Washington State University, United States

Experimental results on bystander effects induced by low-LET radiation are becoming available through application of focused 
X-ray sources and electron microbeams. Microdosimetric quantities useful in experiments with these facilities are obtained from 
track-structure simulations; our enhanced PITS code simulates, event-by-event in liquid water, interactions of mono-energetic 
electrons or fl uorescent X-rays at primary energies up to 100 keV. Soft X-ray capability is extended to photon focusing and 
Bremsstrahlung production. Energy deposition is scored in virtual spheres at varied lateral (r) and forward (h) penetrations, for 
sphere diameters appropriate to the energies of the secondary electrons. Mean energy deposited at (r,h) is calculated from the 
distributions in event size. Characterization of energy deposition by low-LET radiation in terms of the spatial dependence of 
event frequency and mean event size in micron-sized targets enables rapid calculation of the mean dose to particular cells in 
complex geometrical arrangements. The cells of interest may be part of a multi-cellular target, e.g., an explant or acinus, where the 
difference between dose to bystanders and to cells targeted by the microbeam is an important aspect of the experimental design. 
Beam energy and size, window thickness, and depth into the sample have a large impact on the amount of energy delivered to 
particular cells. This mean-value approach will be useful when the volumes of interest are large enough to diminish the importance 
of statistical fl uctuations or the number of variables makes the Monte Carlo method impractical. We are developing interactive 
computational tools, including a graphical user interface, that incorporate the event frequency, mean specifi c energy, and density of 
energy deposited in complex cellular targets. The computations are controlled by user?s choice of number and energy of primary 
particles, and target shape and size. The total energy deposited in cGy in the volume of interest is digitally displayed.

This work is supported by the Offi ce of Biological and Environmental Research of the U.S. Department of Energy under Grant 
DE-FG03-99ER62860 to Washington State University, Richland, WA 99352, USA.
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P04/1116: Exposures to the atmospheric ionizing radiation environment: a comparision between Icelandic 
and Italian civilian aviation fl ight personnel

 Giovanni De Angelis, Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Italy;  Vilhjalmur Rafnsson,  Patrick Sulem,  Asta Gudjonsdottir, 
University of Iceland, Iceland;  Jon Hrafnkelsson, Iceland University Hospital, Iceland

A comparative study has been performed between the radiation exposure patterns of the Icelandic and the Italian civilian aviation 
fl ight personnel. These two populations represent two extremes within the group of worldwide airline personnel. The Icelandic 
crewmembers, like only in the world their Canadian colleagues, always fl y over or very close to the geomagnetic pole, and are 
this way exposed to high doses within each fl ight leg, whereas the Italian crewmembers, apart from transatlantic fl ights, are 
always fl ying close to the geomagnetic equator or anyhow quite far from the geomagnetic pole, receiving a small dose rates for 
each fl ight. For both Icelandic and Italian fl ights the actual radiation dose calculations along the various fl ight legs have been 
performed taking into account the different fl ight profi les for different routes and the variations over the considered time period 
of the heliocentric potential and of the geomagnetic fi eld, in order to take into account the whole atmospheric neutron spectrum. 
Average dose rate values for aircraft types and routes have been obtained, along with their variations with time, and the different 
exposure patterns have been put into evidence. The annual individual dose for each crewmember is obtained by multiplying the 
average dose rates by the number of block hours for aircraft type fl own each year. In the future it will be possible to analyze dose 
rates and cumulative doses to crewmembers in relation with different health outcomes for the two considered aircrew groups. The 
data analysis in this respect is in progress, and the fi rst exposure results are expected soon.

P04/1117: Lunar lava tubes radiation safety analysis

 Giovanni De Angelis, Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Italy;  John W Wilson,  Martha S Clowdsley,  Donald H Humes, NASA Langley 
Research Center, United States;  John E Nealy, Old Dominion University, United States;  John M Clem, Bartol Research Institute, 
United States

An analysis of radiation safety issues on lunar lava tubes as potential manned habitats has been performed. Lava tubes are formed 
when an active low-viscosity lava fl ow develops a continuous and hard crust, which thickens and forms a roof above the still 
fl owing lava stream. At the end of the extrusion period, an empty fl ow channel free from molten magma is left. Lava tubes are 
commonly observed on the Earth, on basaltic volcanic terrains, with typical sizes of the order of 1-2 km of length, and few meters 
for cross-sectional parameters (i.e. height and width). Under lunar conditions (i.e. lower gravity fi eld, absence of atmosphere), 
lava channels and tubes are at least an order of magnitude larger in each size dimension, i.e. hundreds of meters wide by hundred 
of meters or more deep, and tenths of kilometers long. For many years it has been suggested that these natural cavities on the 
Moon could provide an ideal location for a manned lunar base, by providing shelter from various natural hazards, such as cosmic 
rays radiation, meteorites, micrometeoroids, and impact crater ejecta, and also providing a natural environmental control, with 
a nearly constant temperature, unlike that of the lunar surface showing extreme variation in its diurnal cycle. The analysis has 
been performed considering radiation from galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and Solar Particle Events (SPE) interacting with the 
lunar surface, modeled as a regolith layer and rock. The chemical composition has been chosen as typical of the lunar regions 
where the largest number of lava tube candidates are found. Particles have been transported all through the regolith and the 
rock, and received particles fl ux and doses have been calculated. The radiation safety of lunar lava tubes environments has been 
demonstrated.

P04/1118: A radiation analysis of lunar surface habitats

 Giovanni De Angelis, Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Italy;  John W Wilson,  Ram K Tripathi,  Martha S Clowdsley, NASA Langley Rese
arch Center, United States;  John E Nealy, Old Dominion University, United States

An analysis is performed on the radiation environment found on the surface of the Moon, and applied to different possible lunar 
base mission scenarios. An optimization technique has been used to minimize the astronaut radiation exposure and at the same 
time control the effect of shielding, in terms of mass addition and material choice, as a mission cost driver. The optimization 
process performs minimization of mass along all phases of a mission scenario, considered in terms of time frame, equipment, 
location, crew characteristics and performance required, radiation exposure annual and career limit constraints (those proposed 
in NCRP 132), and implementation of the ALARA principle. In the lunar environment manned habitats are to host future crews 
involved in the construction and/or in the utilization of moon based infrastructure. Three different kinds of lunar missions are 
considered in the analysis, Moon Base Construction Phase, during which astronauts are on the surface just to build an outpost 
for future resident crews, Moon Base Outpost Phase, during which astronaut crews are resident but continuing exploration and 
installation activities, and Moon Base Routine Phase, with shifting resident crews. In each scenario various kinds of habitats, from 
very simple shelters to more complex bases, are considered in detail (e.g. shape, thickness, materials, etc) with considerations 
of various shielding strategies. The results for all scenarios clearly showed that the direct exposure to the space environment 
like in transfers and EVAs phases gives the most of the dose, with the proposed shielded habitats and shelters giving quite a 
good protection from radiation. Operational constraints on hardware and scenarios have all been considered by the optimization 
techniques. Within the limits of this preliminary analysis, the three Moon Base related mission scenarios are perfectly feasible 
from the astronaut radiation safety point of view with the currently adopted and proposed exposure limits.
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P04/1119: Cosmic radiation induced chromosomal aberrations in human lymphocytes

 Giovanni De Angelis, Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Italy;  Rainer Facius,  Guenther Reitz, German Space Agency (DLR), Germany; 
 Guenter Obe, University of Essen, Germany

Since decades, elevated frequencies of dicentric chromosomes (DIC) in human lymphocytes have successfully been used as a 
biological dosimeter in cases of acute, often accidental exposures to ionizing radiation. As long as duration and time lags after 
exposure are small compared to the lifetime of DIC, their frequencies can also be used to assess doses from protracted, chronic 
irradiation. E.g., within the substantial range of uncertainties, the frequencies of DIC observed in cosmonauts are compatible 
with the frequencies expected from doses of low and high LET radiation to which they were exposed in LEO. On the other hand, 
frequencies of DIC detected in lymphocytes of civilian aviation crewmembers rarely correlate with the doses accumulated all 
along their professional career. For such long duration exposures with relatively low induction rates, the concomitant decay of DIC 
frequencies due to the removal during exposure of lymphocytes carrying DIC has to be taken into account. We present temporal 
profi les of frequencies of DIC during the exposure calculated with a model of exponential decay of DIC for some scenarios of 
chronic exposure to cosmic radiation. E.g., even after a ‘heavily’ shielded Mars mission, the expected frequencies of DIC in 
lymphocytes of astronauts will be 10 to 40 times higher than the terrestrial control levels. For air fl ight personnel we calculated the 
time profi les of frequencies of DIC in lymphocytes of a ‘typical’ pilot, a male cabin attendant and a female cabin attendant whose 
professional radiation exposures were recalculated for the actual fl ight routes fl own during their entire fl ight career as recorded 
in detailed duty logs. These results demonstrate that experimental (epidemiological) studies concerning DIC in air or space fl ight 
personnel must explicitly take into consideration the temporal exposure profi les in the prospective study population and that the 
point in time at which blood samples are to be drawn must be selected accordingly.

P04/1121: Radiation dosimetry for crewmember exposure to cosmic radiation during astronaut training 
operations

 Mark R Shavers, Wyle Laboratories, United States;  Brad B Gersey,  Richard T Wilkins, Prairie View A&M, United States; 
 Edward J Semones, Lockheed Martin Space Operations Co., United States;  Francis A Cucinotta, NASA Johnson Space Center, 
United States

“Atmospheric exposures” of astronauts to cosmic ions and secondary particles during air-fl ight training are being measured and 
analytically modeled for inclusion in the astronaut medical records database. For many of the ~170 astronauts currently in the 
astronaut corps, their occupational radiation exposure history will be dominated by cosmic ion exposures during air-travel rather 
than short-duration spacefl ight. Relatively low (usually <10 µSv hr-1) and uniform organ dose rates result from the penetrating 
mix of cosmic particles during atmospheric exposures at all altitudes, but at rates that vary greatly due to differences in fl ight 
profi les and the geomagnetic conditions at the time of fl ight. The precision and accuracy to which possible deleterious effects of 
the exposures can be assessed suffers from limitations that similarly impact assessment of human exposures in low-Earth orbit: 
uncertainties associated with the environmental measurements and their interpretation, uncertainties associated with the analytical 
tools that transport the cosmic radiation environment, and uncertain biological responses to low-dose-rate exposures to radiation 
fi elds of mixed radiation “quality”. Lineal energy spectra will be measured using a Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter 
designed for training and operational sorties frequently fl own in T-38, Space Shuttle Trainer, and high altitude WB-57 aircraft. 
Linear energy spectra will be measured over multiple fl ights using CR-39 plastic nuclear track detectors, as well. Flight records are 
available for nearly 200,000 sorties fl own in NASA aircraft by astronauts and fl ight offi cers in the Johnson Space Center Aircraft 
Operations Division over the past 25 years, yet this database only partially documents the complete exposure histories. Age-
dependent risk analysis indicates signifi cant impact, particularly to young women who anticipate lengthy on-orbit careers.
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P04/1122: Synchrotron radiation therapy of malignant brain gliomas loaded with an iodinated contrast agent

 Jean-François Adam,  Hélène Elleaume,  Aurélie Joubert,  Marie-Claude Biston,  Anne-Marie Charvet,  Jacques Balosso,  Jean-
François Le Bas,  François Estève, E.A. RSRM, Université Joseph Fourier, France

In conventional radiotherapy, treatment of brain tumors remains a delicate challenge, because the damages to the surrounding 
normal brain tissue limit the amount of radiation that can be delivered. One strategy to overcome this limitation is to infuse an 
iodinated contrast agent to the patient during the irradiation, which accumulates in the tumor, through the broken blood brain 
barrier; and to irradiate with kilovoltage X-rays, in tomographic mode, the tumor being located at the center of rotation and the 
beam size adjusted to the tumor dimensions [1]. The dose enhancement results from the photoelectric effect on the iodine and from 
the irradiation geometry. Synchrotron beams, providing high intensity, tunable monochromatic X-rays, are ideal for this treatment. 
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate in vivo the effi ciency of this novel synchrotron radiotherapy modality. 

Intracranial implantations of 105 F98 glioma cells were performed on 17 Fisher 344 rats. 6 rats were untreated controls, 5 received 
radiotherapy alone (10 Gy in the tumor, single fraction, tomographic irradiation) and 6 the same treatment under a continuous infusion 
of iodinated contrast agent (2.7 ± 1.05 mg/ml mean tumoral iodine concentration). The beam energy was set at 50 keV.

Mean survival times (mean ± SD) were 12.3 ± 0.8, 15.4 ± 2.7 and 18.2 ± 1.3 days, untreated controls, irradiated without 
iodine, irradiated with iodine, respectively. The median survival times were 12.5, 15 and 18 days respectively, which corresponds 
to increase life spans of 20% and 44% for the rats irradiated without or with iodine respectively.

The rats, which receive contrast agent before therapy survived signifi cantly longer than the ones, which received radiotherapy 
alone (p=0.04). These preliminary results are encouraging and deserve further investigations. Synchrotron radiation could be a 
powerful tool for brain tumor radiation therapy. 

[1] Mesa AV, Norman A, et al. Phys Med Biol 1999 44:8 1955-68

P04/1123: Decomposition of 2-deoxy-D-ribose by ultrasoft x-ray and low energy electron impact

 Kentaro Fujii,  Ken Akamatsu, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan;  Akinari Yokoya, JAERI, SPring-8, Japan

The process of DNA damage induced by low energy electrons progresses through various stages. By using the similar energy of 
monochromatic ultrasoft X-rays as a source of the damage induction, we can select the specifi c process like an Auger event on a 
specifi c atom by a core level excitation in such a complicated process.

In this study, oxygen K-shell excitation for 2-deoxy-D-ribose molecule was performed by both ultrasoft X-ray irradiation and 
low energy electron irradiation, and compared the subsequent desorption of positive ions from the sample thin fi lm irradiated by 
a quadrupole mass spectrometer in a vacuum. As the desorbed ions from 2-deoxy-D-ribose, H+, CH
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energy electron impact showed similar mass pattern with that for the photon impact, however, signifi cantly high H+ ion yield were 
observed compared with other ion species. Some of these ions are related to simultaneous bond scission at particular C-C and C-O 
(or C-C) bond in the furanose ring structure in 2-deoxy-D-ribose molecule indicating that the photon or electron impact in above 
oxygen K-edge region causes an intense destruction of the furanose ring structure.

The relatively higher yield of H+ ion induced by the electron impact is thought to attribute to a different collision mode of the 
electron impact from that of the photon impact. Inelastic scattering of electron could effi ciently induce the H+ desorption from 
2-deoxy-D-ribose. It seems that H+ ion plays an important role, such as generation of protonated or deprotonated radicals, in 
DNA damage process. By comparing the data from the different radiation sources, the mechanism of DNA strand breaks and base 
damages through the degradation of 2-deoxy-D-ribose by oxygen K-excitation will be discussed.

P04/1124: Development of absolute intensity monitors and homogeneous irradiation system for synchrotron 
radiation at SPring-8

 Nobuteru Nariyama,  Shingo Taniguchi, Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute, Japan;  Noriyuki Kishi, Kyoto University, 
Japan;  Seiki Ohnishi,  Naoteru Odano, National Maritime Research Institute, Japan

At SPring-8 of 8-GeV synchrotron radiation facility in Japan, high-intense monoenergetic photon beam up to hundred keV are 
available. For biological and medical researches, the absolute intensity monitor and homogeneous irradiation system are necessary. 
In this study, as intensity monitor two sizes of parallel-plate free-air ionization chambers were developed: plate distance of 8.5 cm 
for high-energy photons up to 190 keV and that of 0.42 cm for low-energy high-intense photons from undulator. Sizes of the larger 
chamber were determined considering electron loss using a Monte Carlo electron-photon transport code EGS4. For homogeneous 
irradiation method, a rotational linear-scanning method was proposed.

An experiment was carried out at bending-magnet beamlines BL20B2 and 38B1 for high-energy photons. Dose measured with 
the chamber was compared to that of another free-air ionization chamber with 5-cm plate separation and a Si-PIN photodiode, 
which have been calibrated with a calorimeter. Agreement was confi rmed from 30 keV up to 150 keV with a discrepancy less than 
3%, which were independent of the beam size, intensity and injection position of the chamber.

For intense photons from undulator, saturation measurement was made using the smaller chamber at BL46XU. Saturation was 
confi rmed at 3 kV for 15- and 20-keV photons up to 1012 photons/s.

Using the larger chamber, fi xed and Xθ-scanning irradiation methods were compared by irradiating thermoluminescent 
dosimeters at BL20B2, which can provide broad beam. As a function of the estimated exposure, all the signal data points became 
on the same straight line. Consequently, the Xθ-scanning method was found to be effective.
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P04/1125: In situ EPR study for guanine radicals induced by synchrotron ultrasoft x-ray irradiation

 Akinari Yokoya,  Ken Akamatsu,  Kentaro Fujii, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan

To understand the molecular mechanism of base damages by ultrasoft X-ray irradiation, guanine radicals have been studied using 
a newly developed an EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance) spectrometer installed in a highly brilliant synchrotron soft X-ray 
beamline (BL23SU) in SPring-8. This system enables us to irradiate monochromatic soft X-rays to sample and observe radicals 
induced in it simultaneously. The unique character of this apparatus revealed the induction of unstable short-lived radicals in 
guanine pellet sample irradiated in a vacuum. The EPR spectrum clearly distinguished from that of stable one which still exists 
after exposing to ultrasoft X-rays at 77 K. These signals were immediately disappeared by beam-off. The intensity of the short-
lived signals strongly depended on ultrasoft X-ray energy irradiated. At the energy of oxygen K-resonant excitation (536 eV) 
the signal intensity was strongly enhanced over fi ve times larger than that obtained at lower energy side (524 eV). Based on a 
comparison with our spectroscopic data, it is expected at 536 eV that core level excitation of 1s electron of O6 oxygen in guanine 
to an anti-bonding molecular orbital (σ*) of O=C bond succeeds a resonant Auger decay process. At above and below nitrogen 
K-edge (401 eV), on the other hand, the enhancement was insignifi cant. The EPR spectrum of the stable radical was similar to 
that of guanine radical cation reported in previous literatures. These results indicates that the short-lived radical species are mainly 
induced by as a result of core excitation on solely existing oxygen atom in carbonyl group in guanine and they might change into 
the stable guanine radical cation, which could be a precursor of a guanine lesion in DNA.

P04/1126: Validation of analytical formulae for the effi ciency calibration of γ detectors used in laboratory 
and in situ measurements

 Mahmoud Ibrahim Abbas, Alexandria University, Egypt

Previously obtained direct analytical formulae for the effi ciency calibration of gamma (scintillation and semiconductor) detectors 
using an arbitrarily positioned point source are extended to include sources with volumetric shapes. The attenuation of photons by 
the source it self (self-absorption) is determined by calculating the photon path length through the source material. The theoretical 
and experimental effi ciency values are in good agreement.

P04/1127: Role of self absorption correction factor in x-ray production measurements at different angles

 Kirnajit Singh Kahlon,  Ranjit Singh Hundal, Sliet Longowal Sangrur Punjab India, India

Angular distribution of Ll x rays in Tl at 60 keV energy has been studied. The results confi rm the predictions of Flugge et al 
(1972), that x ray emission resulting from fi lling of photoionisation vacancies in L3 sub shell are anisotropic. Self absorption 
correction factor “b”is found to play important role in such measurements . It has been found that that in a spread of ± 2 0 , in 
any geometrical setup, self absorption correction factor value can vary up to 17% at lower value of emission angle (in different 
elements). Such a large variation can effect our conclusions considerably.

P04/1129: Precision radiometry and ultraviolet applications

 Philip B Lukins,  Frank Wilkinson,  Errol G Atkinson,  Mark Ballico,  Erik Thorvaldson, CSIRO, Australia

There is a constantly increasing need for improvements in the accuracy, stability and usability of optical sources and detectors. 
This is particularly the case in medical, photobiological, environmental monitoring and some industrial applications. The optical 
radiometry group at NML maintains Australia’s national standards for optical power and several related geometrical and physical 
optical quantities.

Recent advances in spectroradiometry, cryogenic radiometry, absolute photometry and fi lter radiometry have allowed the 
accuracy of optical power measurements to be improved to ~ 0.02 – 0.2 % over most of the spectral range of 240 – 1700 nm which 
we routinely cover.

We have a particular interest in UV measurements, and have developed techniques for the measurement and characterization 
of UV sources and detectors at the ~ 0.2 % level. The poster summarises our overall radiometric capabilities and gives several 
examples of our work in the UV region including:
• spectral characterization of UV sources (lamps and lasers)
• characterization of UV detectors (solid-state and thermal)
• calibration of UV lamps and radiometers
• UV photobiology applications including skin carcenogenisis and photosynthetic inhibition in plants
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P04/1130: A physical and engineering study on the irradiation techniques in neutron capture therapy aiming 
for wider application

 Yoshinori Sakurai,  Koji Ono,  Minoru Suzuki, Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute, Japan;  Itsuro Katoh,  Sin-ichi Miyatake, 
Osaka Medical College, Japan;  Hironobu Yanagie, The University of Tokyo, Japan

The solo-irradiation of thermal neutrons has been applied for brain cancer and malignant melanoma in the boron neutron capture 
therapy (BNCT) at the medical irradiation facility of Kyoto University Reactor (KUR), from the fi rst clinical trial in 1974. In 
1997, after the facility remodeling, the application of the mix-irradiation of thermal and epi-thermal neutrons was started, and the 
depth dose distribution for brain cancer has been improved in some degree. In 2001, the solo-irradiation of epi-thermal neutrons 
also started. It is specially mentioned that the application to oral cancers started at the same time. The BNCT clinical trial using 
epi-thermal neutron irradiation at KUR, amounts to twelve as of March 2003. The seven trials; more than a half of the total trials, 
are for oral cancers. From this fact, we think that the wider application to the other cancers is required for the future prosperity of 
BNCT.

The cancers applied for BNCT in KUR at the present time, are brain cancer, melanoma and oral cancers, as mentioned above. 
The cancers, expected to be applied in near future, are liver cancer, pancreas cancer, lung cancer, tongue cancer, breast cancer, 
etc.. Any cancer is almost incurable by the other therapy including the other radiation therapy. In the wider application of BNCT 
to these cancers, the dose-distribution control suitable to each cancer and/or each part, is important. The introduction of multi-
directional and/or multi-divisional irradiation is also needed. Here, a physical and engineering study using two-dimensional 
transport calculation and three-dimensional Monte-Carlo simulation for the irradiation techniques in BNCT aiming for wider 
application is reported.

P05/1131: Delayed execution of apoptosis and impaired developmental competence of the embryos in 
response to fertilization with x-irradiated sperm

 Satish Adiga,  Tsutomu Shimura,  Megumi Toyoshima, Kyoto University Radiation Biology Centre, Japan;  Masataka Taga, 
Radiation Effect Research Foundation, Hiroshima, Japan;  Masao Inoue, Kanazawa Medical University, Japan;  Ohtsura Niwa, 
Kyoto University, Japan

Ionizing radiation induces DNA double-strand breaks and infl icts a variety of damage responses, which include induction of cell 
cycle checkpoint and apoptosis in damaged cells. However, damage response in preimplantation stage mouse embryo is not yet 
elucidated. We have previously shown p53 dependent S-checkpoint, which reduced the pronuclear DNA synthesis in zygotes 
fertilized with irradiated sperm. Interestingly, the zygotes with sub-optimal DNA have progressed beyond implantation but a 
majority of the fetus showed post implantation demise. These observations made us to undertake the present study to fi nd out 
whether apoptotic machinery functions in the embryos, and if so, is it p53 dependent, and whether developmental potential is 
compromised in the embryos fertilized with irradiated sperm. In this study we used sexually mature male ICR mice, X-irradiated 
at 6 Gy and immediately mated with female ICR mice.Embryos were recovered from the pregnant mice on day 3.5, 4.0 and 
4.5 post conception. Embryonic development and total cell number were assessed in addition to the incidence of apoptosis and 
micronuclei frequency in both wild type and p53 knock out mice.

The early cleavage in the embryos is not affected by the X-irradiation of sperm until 6-8 cell stage, however, we observed 
delayed development and reduced total cell number in the embryos at peri-implantation period. This is in agreement with our 
previous study where we found delayed cleavage and reduced fetus-placental ratio in embryos fertilized by X-irradiated sperm. 
We observed high incidence of apoptosis in wild type embryos fertilized with irradiated sperm and the apoptosis was higher in 
blastocysts than in arrested or slow cleaving embryos. However, apoptosis was not evident in p53-/- embryos suggesting that 
activation of functional p53 mediated apoptosis pathway is possible only after blastocyst formation. Incidence of apoptosis 
increased signifi cantly after day 4.0 post conception and it was associated with the expression of active caspases. We have been 
doing DNA content analysis of the embryos at peri- implantation stages to fi nd out the cause of post implantation fetal death 
observed in our previous study and the results will be discussed.
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P05/1132: Results of radial therapy epidermoid of lungs cancer with dynamic fractionating dozes

 Mirza Iqbal Baig, Grodno State Medical University, Belarus

Under supervision there were 53 patients epidermoid of lung cancer by which radial therapy under the radical program 
(Muravskaja G. V. and co author 1998)was carried out .

The purpose of work was studying results of radial treatment epidermoid lungs cancer under the radical program and some 
factors of the prognosis.

The diagnosis of epidermoid lungs cancer patients has been confi rmed by morphologic. All patients were under supervision 
more than 1 year.27 from the above stated patients (the fi rst group) 26 patients (the second group)-less than one year lived more 
than 1 year (51.0%).

The two year survival rate of patients of the fi rst group has made 15.1% .Three year survival rate – 11.3% .Results correspond 
to the literary data(Bauman M.2001)distinction on age was not. At the analysis of distribution of patients on a degree of prevalence 
of a tumour it is established , that in the fi rst group it was observed:T2NO-4;T2N1-4;T2-3N2,T3NO-1-19,accordingly, in the 
second group:T2 N0-3,T2N1-2;T2-3N2,T3N1-14;T2-3 N3-7.In both groups prevailed 111 degree of disease:in the fi rst -70,9%,in 
the second 80.8%.But in group of patients living less than one year, in 26,9% was observed metastatic spreading tumours in 
the lympatic nodes, corresponding to category N3.In the second group also much more often me t atelectasis, not allowed 
radiographical to limit a shadow of a tumour from a shadow atelectasis (58.0±9.7% and 30.0±8.8%,p<0.05).Frequency full 
resorption tumours was observed in the fi rst froup in 37.0±9.3%,in the second 3.9±3.8%, almost in 10 times it is less.The received 
data specify direct correlation between the loco-regional control and lymphogenous distribution epidermoid lungs cancer ,presence 
atelectasis.In the latter case deterioration of frsults , probably, is caused byimpossobility at radiological research to defi ne border 
a tumour and atelectasis that is importantat planning volume of irradiation.In this connection other method of visualization are 
necessary for restriction of a tumour from atelectasis.

P05/1133: In vitro cytotoxicity of alpha conjugates for human pancreatic cancer cell lines

 Chang Qu,  Yong Li,  M A Rizvi,  Barry Allen, St George Hospital, Australia;  J Samra,  R Smith, Australia

Targeted Alpha therapy (TAT) can inhibit the growth of micrometastases by selectively killing isolated and preangiogenic clusters 
of cancer cells. The aim of this study is to demonstrate the cytotoxicity of different alpha conjugates in vitro to human metastatic 
pancreatic cancer cell lines (CAPAN-1, CFPAN-1 and PANC-1). We are labeling the C595 and J591 (non-specifi c controls) 
monoclonal antibodies (Mabs) with 213Bi were performed according to the standard methods in our laboratory. 213Bi-C595 is 
specifi cally cytotoxic to CAPAN-1, CFPAN-1 and PANC-1cell lines in a concentration-dependent fashion. While non-specifi c 
alpha conjugates only killed very small fractions of pancreatic cancer cells. These alpha conjugates might be useful agents for the 
treatment of micro-metastases in pancreatic cancer patients with over-expression of the targeted receptors.

P05/1134: Hypofractionated intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) for localized prostate cancer

 Charles N Catton,  Hamideh Alasti,  Robert Bristow,  Andrew Bayley,  Michael Milosevic,  Padraig Warde, The Princess Margaret Ho
spital and the University of Toronto, Canada;  Kris Wallace,  Tara Haycocks, The Princess Margaret Hospital, Canada

Purpose/Objective: Evidence supports the hypothesis that alpha/beta ratio of prostate adenocarcinoma is low, and 
hypofractionation may provide therapeutic advantage. The feasibility is investigated for delivering 60Gy in 20 daily fractions in 4 
weeks to the prostate while sparing sensitive tissues from late radiation injury by using the normal tissue avoidance characteristics 
of IMRT.

Material/Methods: Men with T1-T2N0M0 low and intermediate risk prostate cancer were entered onto a phase I/II trial after 
providing informed consent. Study endpoints are acute and late RTOG toxicity, PSA relapse-free survival and prostate re-biopsy 
negative rate at 2.5 years.

CTV is the prostate alone. PTV is 10mm beyond CTV, except for 7mm posteriorly. Inverse planning was employed, and PTV 
was included within the 95% isodose line. Prescribed dose was 60Gy/20 daily fractions/4 weeks, prescribed to CTV minimum 
using IMRT sliding window technique. Target positioning was corrected daily by image matching implanted prostatic fi ducial 
markers using an aSi imager.

Results: 53 patients have been entered and 44 have completed treatment. Median post-treatment follow-up is 6 months (1-18 
months). Worst RTOG acute toxicity scores for those completed treatment were GU0-1 (32/44);GU2 (12/44). GI 0-1 (38/44); GI2 
(5/44); GI3 (1/44). Worst RTOG late toxicity scores for those followed for more than 6 months were GU0-1 (23/23); GI 0-1(23/
23). Most patients have yet to reach PSA nadir. One progressed, and received salvage hormone therapy.

Conclusions: Hypofractionated IMRT for localized prostate cancer is feasible, with minimal acute toxicity observed. Daily 
target identifi cation and correction was successfully achieved by image matching implanted fi ducial markers. Follow-up is short, 
but the absence of any signifi cant late GU or GI toxicty is very encouraging. Longer follow up is necessary to confi rm low late 
toxicity rates and to determine tumor control. Accrual will continue to 200 patients.
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P05/1135: Biologically effective dose in total body irradiation and bone marrow transplantation

 Henk B Kal,  Loes van Kempen-Harteveld,  Henk Struikmans, University Medical Center Utrecht, The Netherlands

Introduction: Bone marrow transplantation (BMT) has improved the long-term survival of patients treated for haematological 
malignancies. Total-body irradiation (TBI) is an important part of the conditioning regimen for BMT. Controversial results are 
reported whether higher TBI doses will result in a better overall and/or disease-free survival or not. The purpose of this study is 
to review the results of TBI treatments with different total doses, dose rates and number of fractions reported in literature and to 
derive dose-effect relationships for the various TBI treatment endpoints.

Methods: We performed a search to identify TBI regimens and the endpoints overall survival, disease-free survival, relapse 
incidence and treatment-related mortality. Biologically effective doses (BEDs) were calculated using the linear-quadratic concept. 
For the endpoints relapse incidence, disease-free survival and overall survival we used alpha/beta =10 Gy and for the rate of 
sublethal damage repair a value of 1.4/h.

Results: Overall survival, disease-free survival and relapse incidence were obtained as function of the biologically effective 
dose. An increase in relapse-free survival and decrease of relapse incidence with larger BED values were observed. No signifi cant 
relationship of overall survival with BED was observed.

Conclusion: Normalisation of the TBI regimen (dose, dose rate and number of fractions) using the linear-quadratic concept in 
biologically effective dose resulted in meaningful dose-effect relationships for disease-free survival and relapse incidence.

P05/1136: The combined radiation therapy of locally advanced cervical cancer

 Ludmila Ivanovna Krikunova,  Liana Sirekanovna Mkrtchyan, Medical Radiological Research Center RAMS, Russia

Objectives of investigation. To evaluate the effi cacy of combined radiotherapy for patients with cervix uteri cancer of stage II-III.
Materials and methods. Combined radiotherapy using MDR brachytherapy with 137Cs (Selectron unit) was applied to 50 

patients (pts) with cervix uteri cancer (group 1) and 60Co-HDR (Agat-B unit) – to 50 pts (group 2). In the both groups, the stage 
II of the illness dominated – in 56% pts from the group 1 and in 86% pts from the group 2. The squamous cell cancers diagnosis 
was verifi ed in 80% pts from the group 1 and 92% pts from the group 2. The dominating types of growth were the exophyte type 
in the group 1 and 2 – 38% and 44% respectively. Mixed type of the tumour extension dominated in 50% pts from the group 1, 
parametrial type – in 28% pts from the group 2.

The patients underwent two-step combined radiotherapy. At the fi rst step the tumour and regional metastatic areas were 
irradiated by biaxial arc rotation with fractions of 2Gy applied to two centres each. At the second step of treatment parametrical 
cellulose and pelvic lymph nodes were irradiated by multiapplicator teletherapy, and the primary target was irradiated by 
brachytherapy. Brachytherapy in group 1 was delivered by MDR Selectron with 137Cs. Single dose to the point A was 10.6Gy, total 
dose applied 58.4 Gy due to extra, sixth fraction of 5.4Gy. Brachytherapy in group 2 was delivered by HDR Agat-B unit with 60Co. 
In the groups, the single local dose was 5.0 Gy, exposures were performed twice a week. The total local dose made up 50Gy.

Results. Effi ciency of the combined radiotherapy was evaluated by Kaplan-Meier method. Five-year cumulative survival 
rate of patients of cervix uteri cancer was 78.9% in the group 1(II stage – 86.7%, III stage – 69.2%) and 73.8% in the group 2 (II 
st.-81.3%, III st.-28.6%). Late radiation cystitis was diagnosed in 22% cases in the group 1 and in 28% cases in the group 2. Late 
radiation rectitis were observed in 20% and 32% in the groups 1 and 2 respectively.

Conclusions. Combined radiotherapy of extended forms of uteri cancer using MDR brachytherapy with 137Cs is highly 
effective, it allows one to reduce the risk for radiation damage of neighboured tissues and organs.

P05/1138: Low dose 2 x 2Gy palliative radiotherapy in advanced low grade non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma

 Michael Ng,  Andrew Wirth,  Gail Ryan, Peter MacCallum Cancer Center, Australia;  Michael MacManus, Peter MacCallum Institu
te, Australia;  Sidney Davis, William Buckland Centre, The Alfred Hospital, Australia

Background: Low grade non-Hodgkin lymphomas ( LGL ) are radiosensitive tumors. Treatment with radical intent using limited 
fi eld radiotherapy of 25-40Gy induces prolonged remission in Stage I-II patients.

However, the majority of patients with LGL present with advanced disease ( Stage III-IV ); its course is indolent, with relapses 
inevitable. The treatment options for advanced disease are observation, chemotherapy, antibody therapy or radiotherapy. The use 
of palliative radiotherapy in advanced LGL is well established.

Several reports indicate promising results with the use of low dose radiotherapy, 2 x 2Gy, in palliation of advanced LGL.
Aim: This study reports on our early experience with the novel concept of low dose radiotherapy in patients treated palliatively 

for advanced LGL, looking at symptomatic and objective response rates and toxicity.
Methods: Five patients received 4Gy in 2Gy fractions, over 2-3 days to 7 symptomatic lymphomatous sites using external 

beam radiotherapy. Sites included; cutaneous 3, pelvic nodes 2, inguinal nodes 1, and parotid gland 1. Patients were treated with 
this approach if they declined more aggressive treatment or were considered medically unfi t.

Results: The median follow up was 7 weeks ( range 4-17 weeks ).
At 1-2 months, all achieved a symptomatic complete response (CR) at the index site. 2 patients had objective CR and 2 

patients had objective partial response. At time of analysis, 1 patient had evidence of local relapse. 2 patients experienced mild 
side effects of nausea or diarrhea.

Conclusion: Based on this small series, the use of this low dose radiotherapy in the palliative management of advanced LGL 
is well tolerated, effective for symptomatic relief with good overall response rates. Our series is comparable with previous reports 
and warrants further confi rmation in a larger series to defi ne groups most likely to benefi t.
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P05/1139: Development of a multi-fraction radiation protocol for intracerebral human glioblastoma xenografts

 Tomoko Ozawa,  Raquel A Santos,  Lily J Hu,  Bruce A Faddegon,  Kathleen R Lamborn,  Dennis F Deen, University of California Sa
n Francisco, United States

Patients with malignant gliomas are typically treated by surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy. Fractionated radiotherapy 
consists of 30 daily doses of 1.8 to 2 Gy given over a 6-week period. We have investigated a multi-fraction radiation protocol 
in which rats bearing intracerebral tumors are irradiated once daily for 10 days with a 2-day break in the middle. This scheme 
simulates the fi rst third of a typical human radiation protocol, and it is a practical scheme to conduct in the laboratory. U-87 MG 
or U-251 MG human glioblastoma cells were implanted into the right caudate-putamens of male athymic rats. We irradiated rats 
using an irradiation jig that allowed us to deliver Cesium-137 photons at a dose rate of 280 cGy/minute selectively to the portion 
of the head containing the tumor. This device adequately shields all other parts of rat, including the critically sensitive oropharynx. 
Animals received the fi rst radiation dose when intracerebral tumors were ~20 mg in size. Untreated U-87 MG tumor-bearing rats 
died with a median survival of 23 days, while tumor bearing rats that were given ten 1-Gy doses died with a median survival 
of 28.5 days. Untreated U-251 MG tumor-bearing rats died with a median survival of 34.5 days, while tumor-bearing rats that 
were given ten 1-Gy doses died with a median survival of 58 days. However, 5 of 14 of these rats had a lifespan >68 days and 
were considered cured. A daily dose of 0.75 Gy produced a median survival of 43 days, but again 2 rats had a lifespan >70 days. 
Currently, we are seeking a dose that causes reproducible tumor growth delay of 1 to 2 weeks, without curing any animals, to use 
in future studies that combine radiation with other anti-tumor agents. Supported by NS-42927 and CA-85356.

P05/1141: Is there any advantage of CT based 3-dimensional conformal planning over conventional 
orthogonal x-ray based planning in HDR brachytherapy in breast cancer

 Biswa M Biswal,  Nik R Idris,  Ahmad B Zakaria, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia;  Nizam Khairul, Malaysia

Overview: The conventional brachytherapy dose calculation is based on a particular brachytherapy rule or individual dosimetry 
based on the reconstruction of the sources from the orthogonal fi lms. In the recent years many centers are using CT based 
3D conformal brachytherapy in order to improve the dosimetric outcome of a given plan. Here we would like to present our 
experience on the use of both techniques to deliver HDR interstitial brachytherapy as boost in early breast cancer.

Materials and Methods: From January 2001 to January 2003, we treated 4 breast cancer patients using conventional orthogonal 
x-rays and CT scan in 3 cases for the treatment plan. All patients received an external beam radiotherapy dose of 46 Gy in 23 
fractions over 4.5 weeks to the whole breast using 6 MV photon beam. Subsequently the primary lesion was supplimented with 
HDR brachytherapy to a dose of 2.5 Gy BID for 3 consecutive days using a (192)Ir microSelectronHDR. The dose prescription was 
individualized to encompass the tumor volume with a 10 mm margin. The differences of the dosimetric outcome were compared.

Observations: All patients completed above schedule of radiotherapy. The primary was implanted with single plane in 3 
patients and multiplane implant in 4 patients. Orthogonal x-ray based localization was performed in 4 patients and CT scan based 
localization in 3 cases. Three patients were implanted single plane and 4 patients with multiplane implants with amedian catheter 
number of 9 (range 6-14). The 3D conformal dose optimization was performed using Nucletron planning system (Plato). The mean 
100% and 150% isodose volume was 67.3 cm3 and 31.25cm3 respectively. The identifi cation of primary tumor volume, organ at 
risk, and identifi cation of afterloading catheters were superior in CT based plan than conventional planning.

Conclusions: CT scan based 3D conformal brachytherapy planning give better identifi cation of tumor volume and its 
curvature, decrease the time to identify the sources and evaluate the radiation dose to organs at risk.

Keywords: HDR brachytherapy, CT based conformal brachytherapy, dosimetry, interstitial implantation, advantage

P05/1142: Synchtron beam radiotherapy

 Frank Company, University of Western Sydney, Australia

Highly collimated synchrotron x-ray beams with high fl uence rate may be used in stereotactic radiotherapy of brain tumours. 
Several monochromatic x-ray beams having uniform microscopic thickness ie (microplanar beams) are directed to the center of the 
tumour from varying directions, delivering lethal dose to the target volume while sparing normal cells. This proposed technique 
takes advantage of the hypothesised repair mechanism of capillaries between closely spaced microplanar beam zones.

The sharply dropping lateral dose of a microplanar beam provides low scattered dose to the off-target interbeam volume. In 
close proximity to the target volume, relatively high secondary electron doses close to the edge of the beams overlap and produce 
a high dose region between angled beams. This allows precise targeting and prevents gradual blurring of the higher and lower dose 
margins in the target volume.

The advantages of stereotactic microplanar beam radiotherapy will be lost as the dose between microplanar beams exceeds the 
tolerance dose of the dose limiting tissues. Therefore to minimizes the risks of delayed radiation damage it is essential to optimize 
the interbeam doses inside a human head phantom.

The EGS4 Monte Carlo code is used to calculate the lateral dose profi le and depth doses of a 100 keV single microplanar beam 
in the phantom. A general equation for absorbed dose as a function of depth and lateral distances is derived for the single beam. 
Several microplanar beams are directed into the target volume at the center of the phantom. Using the equation, maximum dose 
on the beam axis (primary+total scattered dose) and the minimum interbeam dose ( total scattered dose) are calculated at different 
depths and an isodose map of the phantom is obtained. A stereotactic microplanar beam radiotherapy model is proposed for a 10 
mm diameter (approximately spherical) tumour at the center of the phantom

Keywords: Micoplanar beam, Monte Carlo, stereotactic, radiotherapy, phantom.
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P05/1143: Relationship between radiation dose and lung function in patients with lung cancer 
receiving radiotherapy

 Vanja Hårsaker,  Einar Dale,  Øyvind S Bruland,  Dag R Olsen, The Norwegian Radium Hospital, Norway

Background: In patients with inoperable non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), radical radiotherapy is the treatment of choice. The 
dose is limited by consequential pneumonitis and lung fi brosis. Hence, a better understanding of the relationship between the dose-
volume distributions and normal tissue side effects is needed. CT is a non-invasive method to monitor the development of fi brosis 
and pneumonitis, and spirometry is an established tool to measure lung function.

Methods: NSCLC patients were included in a multicenter trial and treated with megavoltage conformal radiotherapy. In a 
subgroup comprising 16 patients, a total dose of 59-63 Gy with 1.8-1.9 Gy per fraction was given. Dose-volume histograms were 
calculated and corrected according to the linear-quadratic formula using alpha/beta=3 Gy. The patients underwent repetitive CT 
examinations (mean follow-up, 133 days) following radiotherapy, and pre and post treatment spirometry (mean follow-up, 240 
days).

Results: A signifi cant correlation was demonstrated between local lung dose and changes in CT numbers >30 days after 
treatment (p<0.001). For lung volumes exposed to >40 Gy Gy there was a sudden increase in CT numbers at 70-90 days. 
Somewhat unexpectedly, the highest mean lung doses were found in patients with the least reductions in lung function (peak 
expiratory fl ow; p<0.001).

Conclusion: The correlation between CT numbers, radiation dose and time after treatment show that CT may be used to 
monitor development of lung fi brosis/pneumonitis after radiotherapy for lung cancer. Paradoxically, the patients with the highest 
mean lung doses experienced the minimum deterioration of lung function. This may be explained by reduction in the volume of 
existing tumour masses obstructing the airways, leading to relief of symptoms. This fi nding stresses the role of radiotherapy for 
lung cancer, especially where the treatment aim is palliative.

P05/1144: The infl uence of 18FDG-PET on conformal radiotherapy planning for patients with non-small cell 
lung cancer (NSCLC)

 C J Featherstone,  Lois Holloway,  S K Vinod,  I Ho-Shon,  A Kaplan, Liverpool Hospital, Sydney, Australia

Aim: To determine how 18FDG-PET has infl uenced treatment intent and lung radiotherapy planning parameters(V
20Gy

and Mean 
Lung Dose [MLD]) in patients with NSCLC referred for radical radiotherapy.

Method: Thirteen patients with inoperable NSCLC, staged by 18FDG-PET, were referred for radical radiotherapy to Liverpool 
Hospital, Sydney between September 2002 and February 2003.

All patients were contoured according to a departmental protocol and underwent CT planning.
The primary lung tumour and radiologically enlarged lymph nodes were contoured using both lung and mediastinal settings 

(GTV
1
). Any additional nodal areas identifi ed by 18FDG-PET were outlined as a separate volume (GTV

2
), unless the primary was 

in close proximity. The PTV was created using 3-D autoexpansion to encompass GTV
1
+GTV

2
, adding a margin of 2cm (Plan 1).

Plans were appraised to ensure a homogeneous radiation dose distribution to 60Gy throughout the PTV as per ICRU 62 
guidelines.

The patients were replanned to treat only radiologically visible disease (Plan 2: PTV 
2
= GTV

1
+2cm margin). The lung 

parameters for Plan 2 were compared to Plan 1.
Results: 18FDG -PET infl uenced the TNM stage of 8 (61%) patients when compared to conventional imaging, upstaging 7 

patients (N0 to N2) and downstaging 1 patient (M1 to M0).
For the 13 patients the median V 

20Gy
= 22% (range 10-45%) and median MLD= 1519cGy (range 626-2441cGy) for Plan 1.

GTV
2
 was contoured on 6 patients. For these patients the median V 

20Gy
 and median MLD were 17% and 1134cGy for Plan 2 

compared to 29% and 1755cGy for Plan 1.
Only one patient was excluded from radical treatment due to a combination of adverse lung parameters and poor pulmonary 

function.
Conclusions:18FDG -PET has an important role in the management of patients with NSCLC. In this study it infl uenced both the 

stage and PTV. It adversely infl uenced lung parameters in 6 (46%) patients although it only excluded 1(8%) patient from radical 
treatment.
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P05/1145: Image-based intracavitary brachytherapy in the treatment of inoperable uterine cancer: 
individualized dose specifi cation

 Robert Y Kim,  Elizabeth Falkenberg, University of Alabama at Birmingham, United States

Purpose: With advances in imaging studies, dose specifi cation of uterine cancer can be defi ned at the specifi c sites such as the 
myometrium or the serosal surface rather than arbitutary points or mghrs. This report presents our experience with image-based 
brachytherapy for inoperable uterine cancer.

Materials and Methods: Seven patients with organ-confi ned uterine cancer (2 stage I G1, 2 stage I G2, 3 stage 1 G3) underwent 
defi nitive radiation therapy due to poor medical condition. All of the patients underwent a CT or MRI scan of the pelvis prior to 
intracavitary application. Based on the size of the uterine cavity, a single channel intrauterine applicator was selected for a small 
uterus and a multiple channel intrauterine applicator was used for a larger uterus as well as colpostats in the upper vagina. All 
of the patients underwent cervical dilation and insertion of intrauterine device under the guidance of real-time ultrasound in the 
operating room. A CT or MRI scan of the pelvis was performed with the applicator in place in addition to orthogonal pelvic fi lms. 
Dose specifi cation was 75 Gy to the mid-myometrium and less than 50 Gy to the serosal surface of the uterus.

Results: Three patients with stage I G1-2 disease had intracavitary brachytherapy alone. Four patients with stage I G2-3 disease 
were treated with a combination of external pelvic radiation and intracavitary brachytherapy. Five patients had low-dose rate 
brachytherapy and two patients had high-dose rate brachytherapy. Five patients had a single channel intrauterine brachytherapy 
and two patients had multiple channel brachytherapy. Based on the CT or MRI measurements of the uterine wall thickness, 75Gy 
was prescribed at 1.5 cm from the midline of the uterus in 4 patients and at 2.0 cm in 3 patients. The medium follow-up time after 
radiation treatment was 23 months. Five patients are alive without evidence of disease and two patients died of other causes. All 
patients had local control without major side effects.

Conclusion: Image-based brachytherapy can be done easily and provide an individualized dose specifi cation for inoperable 
uterine cancer with good local control.

P05/1146: A pilot study of the simultaneous integrated boost method for malignant gliomas using IMRT

 Yasumasa Nishimura,  Minoru Suzuki,  Kiyoshi Nakamatsu,  Shuichi Kanamori,  Takuya Uchiyama,  Fumiharu Akai, Kinki University, 
School of Medicine, Japan

Background: A pilot study of intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) using the simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) method 
was designed for treating malignant gliomas. The strategy is that hypofractionated radiotherapy (RT) with a large fraction size 
may be effective for malignant gliomas, because the survival curves for malignant glioma cell lines in vitro show a large shoulder 
indicating a low a/b ratio.

Methods: Between Dec., 2000 and Nov., 2002, six patients with malignant gliomas were enrolled in this pilot study. IMRT 
delivered 70 Gy/28 fractions (fr)/daily 2.5 Gy to the gross tumor volume (GTV) and 56 Gy/28 fr /daily 2.0 Gy to the surrounding 
edema defi ned as the clinical target volume annulus (CTV-a). The time to recurrence and death, and the failure patterns were 
evaluated.

Results: No delay due to acute radiation toxicity was observed in any of the patients. Five of six patients recurred 
locoregionally. Two patients with glioblastoma (GBM) recurred during RT and the other three patients at 4 , 5, and 7 months 
after the start of RT, respectively. The sites of recurrence or progression were local in the GTV in four patients and subependymal 
dissemination in one patient, respectively. Three patients, two GBMs and one anaplastic astrocytoma, died of the disease at 4, 16 
and 7 months after the start of RT, respectively.

Conclusions: The treatment of 70 Gy/28 fr/ daily 2.5 Gy to the GTV and 56 Gy/28 fr /daily 2.0 Gy to the CTV-a did not 
improve the local control for malignant gliomas, although this treatment protocol was feasible clinically. Thus, we are planning the 
phase I study for dose intensifi cation by escalating a daily fraction size.
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P05/1148: Australia-wide comparison of IMRT prostate plans

 Marketa Skala,  Michael Bailey, South Western Sydney Area Health Service, Liverpool, Australia;  Lois Holloway, 
 Andrew Kneebone, Liverpool Hospital, Australia;  Jim Cramb, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia;  Geoff Hope, Peter Ma
cCallum Cancer Institute, Australia;  Judith Martland,  Regina Phillips,  Philip Vial, Royal North Shore Hospital, Australia

Introduction: Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Centre (MSKCC) has published its IMRT protocol, which has resulted in excellent 
bNED rates and low toxicity. If centres attempting to emulate these results show signifi cant variation in the treatment plans 
produced it is unlikely that similar results will be achieved.

The aim of this study was to investigate the ability of Australian centres to meet these criteria and to evaluate the plans 
produced

Methods: Five Australian radiation therapy departments that have the ability to produce IMRT plans were invited to participate 
in this study.

Each centre received a 5mm-slice CT data set complete with contours of the prostate, seminal vesicles, rectum, bladder, 
femoral heads and body outline.

The planning team at each institution was asked to produce the best plan achievable aiming to meet the MSKCC prescription 
and critical organ dose constraints.

Results: Three centres submitted plans for evaluation. All plans covered the PTV adequately, but only one plan met all the 
critical organ dose constraints. No centres used “collar” or overlap volumes in areas of steep dose-gradient. Physician appraisal of 
the DVHs and axial slices with isodose levels favoured the plan with lowest rectal dose.

Discussion
Australia-wide IMRT for prostate cancer is in the early stages of implementation, with routine use limited to one centre.
A successful IMRT plan requires close collaboration between planner and radiation oncologist.
Experience of planning team was an important determinant of compliance with dose constraints.

P05/1150: 188Re- DMSA loaded biodegradable polymeric radio therapeutics: in vitro studies with cultured 
Glioma cell lines

 Guru Pad Bandopadhyaya,  Jaya Shukla, All India Institute Of Medical Sciences, India

99mTc(V) Dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) has been well documented as a well-known tumor-seeking agent .The attachment 
of a b-emitter / higher energy g- emitter in lieu of positioned Tc-99m of DMSA molecule, loaded in a polymeric microspheric 
delivery system may be utilized theoretically as therapeutic agent for neurogenic and neuroendocrine tumors. With this aim studies 
were conducted using bioabsorbable poly lactic -co glycolic acid (75:25), biocompatible polymer was synthesized and designed 
in the form of microspheres to degrade slowly over period of several weeks. The synthesized polymeric micro spheres were 
further loaded with 188Re tagged dimercaptosuccinic acid. A solvent evaporation technique was employed to encapsulate DMSA 
in PLGA micro spheres. Drug loading & polymeric characterization were initially evaluated using spectophotometric analysis, 
Thermo gravimetric analysis, and differential scanning calorimetric and infrared spectroscopy. Drug release kinetics indicated 
that the total amount of DMSA released and the release rate were directly dependent on loading percentage. Radiolabelling 
effi ciency of the tagged polymer was calculated after running the ITLC in Methyl ethyl ketone solvent system. The cold & Re-188 
labeled DMSA- PLGA polymeric micro spheres were incubated separately with human Glioma cells in cultured medium for the 
assessment of its in-vitro kinetics on cell lines. The presence of microspheres nearer to its action sites on cultured glioma cells 
were demonstrated using scanning electron microscopy.

P05/1151: Chromosomal changes in somatic cells of differently treated patients

 Cvetka Bilban-Jakopin, Institut of Oncology, Slovenia;  Marjan Bilban, Institute of Occupational Safety, Slovenia

Purpose: The aim of this study was to fi nd out the changes in somatic cells after surgery (S), chemotherapy (CH), radiotherapy 
(RT) or CH and RT.

Methods: This prospective study included 119 patients, who had different therapies. The patients of Group I had S and RT, 
those of Group II had S and CH, of Group III S and CH, of Group IV CH, of Group V RT, of Group VI S and control group of 
those without malignant disease. The changes in the genoma of individual cells after therapy were detected by the following tests: 
Structural chromosomal aberrations (CA), sister chromatid exchange (SCE) and the micronucleus (MN) test. Mutagenetic testing 
was performed at the time of diagnosis and was repeated immediately after treatment and 6 months later.

Results: Prior to treatment, the chromosome damage in our patients was not higher than in the control group.
Immediately after the completed treatment, we observed a strong inhibition of the mitotic activity of limfocytes as well as 

a signifi cant increase in the frequency of CA, MN and SCE in all Groups. CH affects the genoma picture to a lesser extent than 
RT and causes different types of chromosome changes. In patients treated with different therapy, we found statisticaly signifi cant 
differences between all the Groups in MN (p<0,05), CA frequencies (p<0,05) and SCE (p<0,05).

Six months after the completed treatment, the mitotic activity was found to be nearly normal, but the chromosome damage 
occurred. CA and SCE values did not differ much from the values measured immediately and MN values decreased without 
returning to the baseline levels. The chromosome damage persisted even six months after combined RT and CH.

Conclusion: The damage in the genome of individual cells was in some cases even greater than immediately after treatment. 
These heavily damaged cells, if viable, may be at higher risk of neoplastic transformation, due to the changes in the expression of 
oncogenes or tumour suppressor genes.
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P05/1153: Low dose fractionated radiation chemo-potentiates the effects of taxotere in nude mice xenografts 
of SCCHN tumors

 Swatee Dey,  Neviana Dimova,  Mohammed S Inayat,  Susanne Arnold,  Mohammed Mohiuddin,  Mansoor Ahmed, 
University of Kentucky, United States;  Paul Spring, University of Kentucky Medical Center, United States

To test the concept that low dose fractionated radiation (LDFRT) is a chemo-potentiator in in-vivo settings, this study evaluated 
the combination effect of LDFRT and Taxotere (TXT) on the growth of head and neck tumors in a nude mouse model. This was 
studied using SQ-20B squamous cell carcinoma cells injected into nude mice. Tumor growth regression in response to these 
treatments were assessed by measurement of tumor volume. Radiation dose was delivered to the tumor area using a 137Cesium 
source. A total of 30 animals were randomized into 6 groups for the following control or treatment regimens: Group I: parental 
xenografts only, with no treatments; Group II: xenografts treated with 2 Gy dose of radiation for a total dose of 8 Gy; Group III: 
xenografts injected with taxotere only; Group IV: taxotere injected xenografts treated with 2 Gy dose of radiation for a total dose 
of 8 Gy; Group V: xenografts treated with LDFRT (four fractions of 0.5 Gy dose radiation) for a total dose of 8 Gy; Group VI: 
xenografts injected with a combination of taxotere and LDFRT for a total dose of 8 Gy. Taxotere was injected into the tumor at a 
dose of 20 mg / kg / dose, once a week for four weeks. Radiation alone treatments (2Gy or LDFRT) were delivered once a week 
for four weeks. In combination treatments, 2 Gy single dose or LDFRT was delivered one hour post TXT treatment. Subcutaneous 
tumors were measured every 2-3 days and tumor volume was assessed to compare the response of different treatments. A modest 
difference was observed between the Group I and Group II, indicating that 2 Gy radiation dose alone showed a tumor growth delay 
compared to the untreated group, however, did not show any tumor regression. Taxotere alone and taxotere in combination with 
2 Gy alone showed an increased tumor growth delay and tumor regression when compared to either Group I or II. Interestingly, 
LDFRT treatment with or without taxotere showed a signifi cant enhancement of tumor regression, whereas, LDFRT when 
combined with taxotere showed tumor regression throughout the study period (p < 0.00001). These fi ndings strongly suggest that 
LDFRT, can be used in combination with taxotere to potentiate the effects of the drug on tumor volume regression.

P05/1154: Modifi cation of radio- and thermo-sensitivity by amrubicin or amrubicinol in human lung 
adenocarcinoma A549 cells

 Sachiko Hayashi,  Hideki Matsumoto,  Hiroki Shioura,  Ryuhei Kitai,  Eiichi Kano, Fukui Medical University, Japan; 
 Masanori Hatashita, Dept. Exp. Radiol. Health Phys., Fukui Med. Univ., Japan;  Zhao-Hui Jin, Ukui Med. University, Japan; 
 Toshio Ohtsubo, Otorhinolaryngology Clinic, Shizuoka, Japan

Amrubicin (AMR) is a totally synthetic 9-aminoanthracyclin anticancer drug. It is considered that AMR is an inhibitor of DNA 
topoisomerase II as the case of another anthracyclin anticancer drug, adriamycin (ADM) (1), which has signifi cant antitumor 
activity against a broad spectra of human malignancies. The antitumor activity of AMR was found superior to that of ADM in 
experimental therapeutic models of human tumor xenografts (nude mouse). AMR was converted in vivo to major metabolite, 
amrubicinol (AMROH), which was markedly more effective cytotoxic agent than the mother compound. In the clinical studies 
currently conducted on malignant lymphoma, non-small or small cell lung carcinoma, the activity of AMR was shown very 
promising. However, the interactive cytocidal effects of the combined treatment with AMR or AMROH and radiation or 
hyperthermia are under investigation. In the present study, we examined chemical modifi cation of radio- and thermo-sensitivity 
by AMR or AMROH in cultured human lung adenocarcinoma A549 cells. Sublethal damage repair (SLDR) was inhibited by the 
pretreatment with AMR or AMROH followed by X-irradiation. This fi nding suggests the possibility of the combined treatment 
of AMR or AMROH and X-irradiation as clinical cancer therapy strategy, since the doses in the routine clinical radiotherapy is 
ranged with a sublethal dose of 2 Gy. We also found that SLDR was inhibited by the pretreatment with AMR or AMROH followed 
by hyperthermia. We will discuss about clinical adoption of the combined treatment with AMR or AMROH and radiation or 
hyperthermia.

1. S. Hayashi, et al., Int. J. Mol. Med., 8: 417-422, 2001.
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P05/1155: Stimulation of adenosine receptors: approach to enhancement of hematopoiesis suppressed by 
chemoradiotherapy

 Michal Hofer,  Milan Pospicil,  Antonín Vacek,  Lenka Weiterová, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Czech Republic; 
 Vladimír Znojil, Institute of Pathological Physiology, Czech Republic;  Iva Pipalová, Masaryk University, Czech Republic; 
 Jiri Vácha, Masaryk University, Czech Republic

Elevated extracellular adenosine has been found to stimulate hematopoiesis in experimental mice exposed to radiotherapy 
(gamma-rays), chemotherapy (5-fl uorouracil), or combined action of both these modalities (gamma-rays + carboplatin). These 
fi ndings have been obtained after treatment of the animals with the combination of dipyridamole (DP), preventing the cellular 
uptake of adenosine, and adenosine monophosphate (AMP), acting as adenosine prodrug. Increased cycling of hematopoietic 
progenitor cells following the administration of DP + AMP has been shown to represent an important mechanism of acceleration 
of regeneration of suppressed hematopoiesis. In recent experiments, non-degradable synthetic adenosine receptor agonists, 
more or less specifi c for individual subtypes of adenosine receptors (A1, A2A, A2B, and A3 subtypes) have been studied. These 
studies have included 5’-(N-ethylcarboxamido)adenosine (NECA, rather non-selective agonist with relatively high affi nity to 
A2B receptor subtype), N6-cyclopentyladenosine (CPA, agonist specifi c for A1 receptor subtype), 2-p-(carboxyethyl)phene
thylamino-5’-N-ethylcarboxamidoadenosine (CGS 21680, agonist specifi c for A2A receptor subtype), and 1-deoxy-1-([((3-
iodophenyl)methyl)-amino]-9H-purin-9-yl)-N-methyl-beta-D-ribofuranoamide (IB-MECA, agonist specifi c for A3 receptor 
subtype). Results from these studies have stressed the potential signifi cance of stimulation of various adenosine receptor subtypes 
for modulation of functional status of hematopoietic progenitor cells. These fi ndings may fi nd important practical implications in 
the treatment of side effects of chemoradiotherapy. Supported by the Grant. No. 305/02/0423 from the Grant Agency of the Czech 
Republic

P05/1156: A novel anticancer ribonucleoside, TAS106, switches necrosis to apoptosis in x-irradiated MKN45 
cells through survivin down-regulation and G2/M checkpoint abrogation

 Osamu Inanami,  Akiko Iwahara,  Tohru Yamamori,  Yasuhiro Kon,  Akira Matsuda,  Mikinori Kuwabara, Hokkaido University, 
Japan;  Daisuke Iizuka, Laboratory of Radiation Biology, Japan;  Kenji Kitazato, Hanno Research Center, 
Taiho Pharmaceutical Co, Japan

1-(3-C-ethynyl-beta-D-ribo-pentofuranosyl)cytosine (ECyd, TAS106) is a newly developed anti-tumor agent targeting RNA 
synthesis. In this study, we examined whether the exposure of gastric tumor MKN45 cells to X-rays in the presence of ECyd at 
the low concentrations, which induces no apoptosis itself, induced apototic cell death. We report here that a low dose of ECyd 
converted X-ray-induced necrosis to caspase-dependent apoptosis in gastric tumor cell line MKN45. This conversion from 
necrosis to apoptosis was linked to the abrogation of the X-ray-induced G2/M checkpoint. This apoptosis was signifi cantly 
reduced by the treatment with N-tosyl-L-phenylalanyl-chloromethyl ketone (TPCK) or benzyloxycarbonyl-Val-Ala-Asp-
fl uoromethylketone (Z-VAD-fmk). These results suggested that chymotrypsin-like and caspase-like proteases were responsible 
for apoptosis induced by co-treatment of X-rays with ECyd. Western blot analysis showed that X-rays increased the expression of 
cyclin B1, phospho-Cdc2 and Wee1, whereas co-treatment with X-rays and TAS106 decreased the expression of these signaling 
molecules associated with G2/M arrest. Furthermore, TAS106 was shown to decrease the expression of survivin but not Bcl-2 
and Bcl-XL. Overexpression of wild-type survivin inhibited the induction of apoptosis in co-treatment of X-rays with TAS106. 
These results indicated that TAS106 sensitized X-ray-induced apoptosis through the down-regulation of survivin and abrogation 
of the cell cycle machinery. It is well known that apoptotic cells, relative to necrotic cells, are easily eliminated from normal tissue 
by phagocytosis without severe infl ammatory responses. Therefore, manipulation of the survivin/caspase pathway by using the 
combination of a low concentration of TAS106 and radiation may facilitate the elimination of cancer cells in mitosis.
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P04/1157: Lymphocyte subpopulations in prostate cancer patients undergoing radiotherapy: infl uence of 
neoadjuvant total androgen suppression

 Roberta M Johnke,  Judy M Edwards,  Lisa M Biggs,  Barbara M Daly,  Ulf L Karlsson,  Tung-Kwang Lee, East Carolina University 
Brody School of Medicine, United States;  Charles J Kovacs,  Mark J Evans, East Carolina University, United States

In this investigation, we continue our characterization of the immunological effects of neoadjuvant total androgen suppression 
(TAS) on stage I-II prostate cancer patients undergoing radiotherapy (xRT), and provide evidence that the addition of TAS to 
conventional xRT appears to have radioprotective effects on T lymphocyte subpopulations. Patients for this study (n=37) were 
selected according to RTOG #94-08 or #94-13 eligibility guidelines, and received either xRT alone (n=18) or xRT plus TAS 
(n=19). Blood samples were drawn prior to, and weekly during, xRT, and analyzed fl ow cytometrically to determine B cell 
(CD19+), T-helper (Th) cell (CD4+), T-suppressor/cytotoxic (Ts) cell (CD8+), and natural killer (NK) cell (CD16+/CD56+) 
concentrations. All data were normalized to percent of patient preirraidation values (prexRT controls). Results demonstrated 
that, for each treatment group, B cells were by far the most radiosensitive lymphocytes, declining to ~18% of prexRT controls 
by treatment end, while NK cells were found to be the most radioresistant (45%-46% of prexRT controls by treatment end). 
The radioresponse of Th and Ts cells was intermediate (34%-43% & 33%-42% of prexRT controls, respectively, by treatment 
end), with no signifi cant differences in radiosensitivity being seen between Th and Ts subsets. Intergroup comparisons of the 
subpopulations indicated that the radioresponse of both B cells and NK cells was independent of TAS addition. However, the Th 
and Ts compartments between the two treatment groups displayed signifi cantly different responses. Specifi cally, the magnitude 
of radiation-induced decline was signifi cantly less in the xRT plus TAS group (57% & 58% decline, respectively) than in the xRT 
alone group (67% & 66% decline, respectively). The precise mechanisms underlying this radioprotective effect remain unclear, but 
may involve a TAS-induced reduction of testosterone’s immunomodulating effects on T lymphocyte proliferation and apoptosis.

P05/1158: AKT increases VEGF expression in tumor cells by transactivating the proximal VEGF promoter

 Nabendu Pore,  Eric J Bernhard,  Hui-Kuo Shu,  Bin Li,  Donald M O’Rourke,  Amit Maity, University of Pennsylvania, 
United States;  Daphne Haas-Kogan, University of California San Fransisco, United States

VEGF is overexpressed in many cancers including glioblastomas and may contribute to their growth. EGFR amplifi cation and 
loss of PTEN, commonly found in glioblastomas leading to increase phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K) activity and VEGF 
expression. In the current study we show that AKT, which is downstream of PI3K, regulates VEGF expression. U87MG human 
glioblastoma cells lack wildtype PTEN and express high levels of phosphorylated AKT. Over expression of AKT either by 
stable expression in immortalized human astrocytes or by transduction with adenovirus containing activated myristoylated AKT 
in SF188 glioblastoma cells increases VEGF expression. Moreover the elevation of angiogenesis by constitutively expressed 
AKT is further confi rmed by in vivo matrigel plug assay in nude mice. The upregulation of VEGF by AKT is mediated through a 
region in the proximal promoter located between -88 and -70 (+1 is transcription start site). In transient transfection activity of a 
luciferase reporter containing the -88/+54 region of the VEGF promoter is increased by cotransfection with myristoylated AKT 
and downregulated by a dominant negative AKT expression vector. Mutation of the putative Sp1 binding sites located in the -88/-
70 region we show that AKT acts through Sp1 to transactivate the VEGF promoter. Cotransfection of the VEGF promoter reporter 
with both Sp1 and myristoylated AKT expression vectors increases promoter activity to a greater extent than either Sp1 or Akt 
by itself. In vivo phosphate labeling of proteins reveals that AKT leads to increased Sp1 phosphorylation. Gel shift assays using 
a radio labeled probe corresponding to nucleotides -88 through -66 in the promoter show increased binding with nuclear extracts 
from cells transduced with adenovirus expressing myristoylated AKT. In conclusion, our results suggest that loss of PTEN leads 
to increased VEGF expression by increasing AKT activation and Sp1 phosphorylation, thus transactivating the VEGF promoter. 
These fi ndings were initially made in glioblastoma cells but have also been extended to prostate cancer cells
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P05/1159: SUPREMO (Selective Use of Postoperative Radiotherapy aftEr MastectOmy) – a phase III 
randomised trial assessing the role of postmastectomy chest wall irradiation in ‘intermediate risk’ women 
with operable breast cancer receiving adjuvant systemic therapy

 Ian H Kunkler,  Alan Price,  Mike Dixon, Western General Hospital, Edinburgh, United Kingdom;  Peter Canney, Western Infi rma
ry,Glasgow, United Kingdom;  Robin Prescott, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom;  Richard Sainsbury, Imperial College, 
University of London, United Kingdom;  Penny Hopwood, Christie Hospital, Manchester, United Kingdom;  Edwin Aird, 
Mount Vernon Hospital, Northwood, United Kingdom

Danish and Canadian randomised trials of postmastectomy radiotherapy (PMRT) have shown the importance of loco-regional 
control to survival in ‘high risk’ pre and postmenopausal women receiving adjuvant systemic therapy. The effects of radiotherapy 
(RT) in terms of improving survival are similar to those of systemic therapy. International consensus now supports the use of 
postmastectomy chest wall irradiation in women with 4 or more involved axillary nodes or primary tumour size=/> 5cm. The role 
of PMRT in women at ‘intermediate risk’ with 1-3 involved nodes or node negative with other risk factors is controversial.

The absolute reduction in risk of loco-regional recurrence varies widely (3-23%) in trials of PMRT in women with 1-3 
involved nodes receiving systemic therapy. A UK survey of clinical oncologists (Kunkler et al,The Breast 1999;8:235) showed 
wide variations in opinion on the use of radiotherapy in these subgroups. It is possible that while RT may confer most benefi t in 
loco-regional control, a greater survival benefi t might accrue in patients with smaller tumours and fewer involved nodes. The 2000 
Oxford overview of randomised trials of postoperative RT identifi es non breast cancer deaths from RT related vascular morbidity 
as counterbalancing the benefi ts of RT in reducing breast cancer mortality. With the more extensive use of potentially cardiotoxic 
anthracycline containing adjuvant systemic therapy there are concerns about greater cardiac morbidity in patients receiving PMRT 
in addition.

A large randomised international trial (SUPREMO) is proposed to recruit 3500 patients with (a) 1-3 involved axillary nodes 
or (b) node negative with other risk factors (grade 3 or lymphovascular invasion) treated by mastectomy, axillary clearance and 
appropriate systemic therapy for T0-3,N0-1,MO breast cancer. The primary endpoint is overall survival. Secondary endpoints are 
disease free survival, quality of life, morbidity (including cardiac), cost per life year saved and molecular markers of radiation 
resistance/sensitivity.

P05/1160: Enhanced chemotherapeutic effi cacy of paclitaxel by telomeric fusion-induced genomic instability

 Kyoung-Mi Juhn,  Jeong-Eun Park,  Yeun-Jin Ju,  Kee-Ho Lee, Korea Cancer Center Hospital, Korea, Democratic People’s Rep; 
 Gil-Hong Park, College of Medicine, Korea, Democratic People’s Rep;  Sang-Hoon Kim, Kyoung Hee University, Korea; 
 Joon Kim, Graduate School of Biotechnology and BioInstitute, Korea

One goal in modern anti-cancer therapies is to design a sensitizing agent to enhance chemo-therapeutic effi cacy for the cancer 
treatment with minimum cytotoxic effect on the normal cells. In this respect, telomerase is an attractive molecular target, since 
its activity has been found in more than 85% of human cancers but absent in most normal somatic tissues. Here, we show that 
telomerase inhibition enhanced chemo-therapeutic effi cacy of paclitaxel in Myc/Ras-transformed mouse embryonic fi broblast 
(MEF) cells derived from the late generation telomerase null mice which lacked telomerase RNA component. The exposure 
of anti-microtubule agent, paclitaxel to telomerase-defi cient MEFs elicited severe decrease in cell survival and increase in 
chromosomal end-to-end fusions compared to the telomerase-reconstituted cells. In addition, telomerase-defi cient MEFs in 
response to paclitaxel exposure induced an impaired cell cycle disruption with more accumulation of tetraploid population than 
telomerase-reconstituted MEFs. These fi ndings suggest that the increased genomic instability through telomere dysfunction might 
have a profound effect on polyploidy formation after paclitaxel treatment, which might be the mechanistic basis on enhanced 
chemotherapeutic effi cacy of paclitaxel.

Kyoung-Mi Juhn1, 4, Jeong-Eun Park1, Yeun-Jin Ju1, Gil-Hong Park2, Sang-Hoon Kim3, Joon Kim4 and Kee-Ho Lee1
1Laboratory of Molecular Oncology, Korea Cancer Center Hospital; 2Department of Biochemistry, College of Medicine, 

Korea University; 3Department of Biology, Kyoung Hee University; 4Laboratory of Biochemistry, Graduate School of 
Biotechnology and BioInstitute, Korea University
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P05/1161: Flavopiridol, a broad spectrum cdk inhibitor enhances cell and tumor radioresponse

 Kathy A Mason,  Uma Raju,  Nancy Hunter,  Kian K Ang,  Luka Milas, University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, 
United States;  Eiko Nakata, U.T. M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Japan

Cell cycle regulatory proteins, including cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinases (cdks), are functionally dysregulated in cancer 
cells, and hence are under intense investigation as potential molecular targets for cancer therapy. A potent inhibitor of cdks is 
fl avopiridol, a synthetic fl avone. Inhibition of cdks by fl avopiridol results in antitumor activity and in the improvement of tumor 
response to chemotherapeutic agents in preclinical tumor models. Our studies investigated the antitumor effi cacy of fl avopiridol 
in combination with radiotherapy using syngeneic mouse tumors and examined possible mechanisms of the interaction. Mice 
bearing 8-mm tumors were treated with fl avopiridol, local tumor irradiation or both, and tumor growth delay was the treatment end 
point. Flavopiridol, at a dose of 2.5 mg/kg, was given IP twice a day for 10 days starting when tumors were 6.5-mm in diameter 
(thus prior to local tumor irradiation) or 4 hours after irradiation. Treatment with fl avopiridol as a single agent only modestly 
delayed tumor growth. However, the agent strongly potentiated tumor response to radiotherapy by enhancement factors (EF) 
ranging from 1.3 to 2.0. Potentiating effect was slightly greater when drug treatment began after radiation. Mechanistic studies 
showed that fl avopiridol directly increased the intrinsic radiosensitivity (EF 2.1) of tumor cells assayed in vitro by clonogenic cell 
survival, and indirectly improved tumor radioresponse in vivo by inhibiting tumor angiogenesis. At the molecular level, increased 
cell radiosensitivity was associated with drug-induced down-regulation in the expression of Ku70 and Ku 80 proteins that play 
a role in DNA repair processes. In addition, fl avopiridol down-regulated the expression of cyclin D1 and cyclin E proteins, as 
well as the phosphorylated form of Rb proteins, which were associated with cell cycle redistribution. Overall, our preclinical 
fi ndings demonstrate that fl avopiridol is a strong enhancer of tumor response to radiation, and thus may have potential to improve 
radiotherapy.

Supported by Aventis Oncology

P05/1162: On vesical pathophysiology in context of chemoradiotherapy

 Michael Ch Michailov,  Ursula Welscher,  Eva Neu, Inst. fuer Umweltmedizin, Muenchen, Germany;  Gero Hohlbrugger, Med. Fac., 
Univ. Innsbruck, Austria;  Gerd Staehler, Urol. Klinik, Univ. Heidelberg, Germany;  Ralf Wilkowski, University Muenchen, 
Germany

Functional disturbances of urinary bladder are described (incl. methods) after combined oncotherapy of the urogenital system: 
Radiocystitis (bladder hypertone, incontinence), etc. Earlier and recent results are given. Human detrusor (surgical tissue: 10-30 
Gy/min) is over 10-times more radiosensitive than this of animal (rat, guinea pig = GP) and reacted with a dose-dependent tonic 
contraction (% init. prep. length): After 1 Gy: 4.3±9%; 2.5: 7.8±1.7; 5: 15.9±14.7; 10: 38.2±22.6; 30: 47.4±12.8 (p<0.01 or <0.05 
for total n=45). The spontaneous phasic contr. (SPS) disappeared after irradiation in human, but not in GP detrusor preparations. 
Cytostatics such as cis-platinum (10 ng-1 µg/ml) and endoxan (0.1 ng-100 µg/ml) had inhibitory effects on SPS and contr. after 
neurogenic electrostimulation of GP (more than 50%), but adriblastin (0.1-10 µg/ml) and colchicine (1-100 µg/ml) – augmentory 
ones. Electrophysiological data demonstrated the presence of stretch dependent ion channels in GP vesical myocytes: The usual 
spike activity was transformed into a burst-plateau one: rate of rise and of fall of action potentials increased after stretch (3 to 80 
mN: 0.4±0.2 to 3.3±0.7 V/cm resp. 0.4±0.3 to 2.3±0.6, n=33). A probable pathogenetic relation of cytostatic and radiation (acute 
and late) effects to the described stretch channels and electrical patterns, fast detrusor (1-5/min) and slow trigonal contr. (0.1-0.5/
min) as well as decrease of membrane potential of urothel at radiocystitis is of high scientifi c interest and has to be investigated: 
This could open a new possibility for vesical prophylaxis and pharmacotherapy [1a-c, 2a-e]. Lit.: [1] Michailov, Welscher et 
al: Fund & Clin Pharmacol 13, 246s (1999) [a]; Biosci 24/S, 142 (1999) [b] Str ther 167, 311-318 (1991) [c]. [2] Neu et al: Eur 
J. Physiol 443, S334 (2002) [a]; Pharmacologist 44/2/S 26.8 (2002) [b]; Rad. Res.: 11th ICRR Dublin, 186 (1999) [c], 10th 
Würzburg, 266 (1995 [d], 9th Toronto, 266 (1991) [e]
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P05/1163: Complex reactions of excitable tissue on radio-, photo- and thermostimulation

 Eva Neu, Inst. fuer Umweltmedizin Muenchen, Germany;  Reinhard Bischof,  Walter Seidenbusch, Inst. fuer Exp.Physik, 
Univ. Innsbruck, Austria;  Dieter Broers,  Michael Ch Michailov,  Ursula Welscher, Inst. fuer Umweltmedizin, Muenchen, Germany; 
 Normann Willich, Klinik fuer Radioonkologie, Univ. Muenster, Germany

Photo-, radio and thermotherapies are an essential part of modern treatment. A summary of some selected earlier and resent data 
about motor reactions of non- and vascular preparations is given [1-4, incl. methods]. Radiostimulation: X-irradiation (50-150 
kV: 1-50 Gy, 10-30 Gy/min) induced in frog and rat aorta (helical strips) as well as guinea pig (GP) (and rat) detrusor, t. coli, frog 
lung and neuro-muslce prep. of hirudo med. reversible contractions. Photostimulation: After UV-irradiation (450 W Xenon lamp) 
frog aorta and hirudo (max. 267-308 nm) and frog lung (max. 294-335 nm) also reacted with reversible contr., but rat aorta and 
GP t. coli (max. 294-335 nm) with a photorelaxation. Laser (He-Ne 632.8 nm, 10 mW) induced photocontractions in detrusor and 
hirudo. Thermostimulation: After hypothermia (37 to 25/5°C) a relaxation of frog and rat aorta appeared: X-ray contr. of frog aorta 
and GP detrusor was potentiated, but of rat aorta – abolished; hyperthermic (37 to 42/45 °C) tonic contr. of rat rct. were observed. 
Differences in the radio-, photo- and thermosensitizing / -inhibitory effects by drugs and ions are observed. The infl uence of non-
ionizing radiation (infrared laser 9.5-11.5 µm and 50 µm-1 mm) as well as of micro- (cm) and ultrashort (m) waves (MHz, GHz) 
on excitable tissue in context of combined effects with ionizing radiation and signal transduction will be studied. Lit.: Furchgott et 
al [a] J Gen Physiol 44, 499, 1961; [b] Nature 218, 682, 1968. [2] Michailov et al, Strahlenther [a] 167, 5, 311-318, 1991 & 165, 
860-5, 1989 & 159, 448-451, 1983; [b] Proc. ICRR Dublin, 234, 1999 & Würzburg 400, 1995. [3] Neu et al [a] in: IORT, Vg “Blaue 
Eule” 27-39, 1993; [b] Gyn Rdsch 33/S1, 206-7, 1993. [4] Welscher et al [a] Front Rad Ther Oncol 31, Karger 22-35, 1997; [b] Proc 
ICRR Würzburg 434, 1995 & Toronto 265, 1991; [c] Physiol Res 48, S138, 1999; [d] Eur J. Physiol 430/S, 604, 1995.

P05/1164: Interactions of black cohosh, a traditional herbal medicine, with therapy for breast cancer

 Sara Rockwell,  Yanfeng Liu,  Susan A Higgins, Yale University School of Medicine, United States;  Olukemi Fajolu, Yale University, 
United States

Herbal medicines based on extracts of Cimicifuga racemosa (black cohosh) are widely used by breast cancer patients, but the 
effects of these extracts have not been rigorously studied. We examined the effects of standardized commercial extracts of black 
cohosh on the cytotoxicity of radiation, Adriamycin, Taxotere, and Cisplatin to breast cancer cells in vitro. Exponentially growing 
cultures of EMT6 mouse mammary tumor cells were exposed to black cohosh extracts continuously for 24 h, beginning 4 hours 
before irradiation or the 2 h drug treatment. Full dose-response curves were determined for radiation and for each drug under 
three conditions: alone, in combination with black cohosh extract, and in combination with the vehicle used to prepare the extract. 
Cell survival was assayed using a colony formation assay. The herbal extracts alone had no signifi cant effect on the growth or 
viability of these breast cancer cells. The effects of the extracts on the outcome of treatment varied with the treatment agent. 
Black cohosh protected cells slightly from Cisplatin, had no effect on the dose-response curve for radiation, and sensitized cells 
to Adriamycin and Taxotere. The vehicle had no discernable effect. These fi ndings show that black cohosh extracts are not simply 
“harmless herbs” that can be ignored by physicians treating cancer patients, but instead contain active agents which can modulate 
the effects of therapy with conventional therapeutic agents. Further cell culture studies are needed to determine the mechanism 
underlying this effect. Studies with tumors and normal tissues in mice are needed to assess whether black cohosh extracts alter the 
effectiveness of radiation and drugs in treating breast cancer or alter the toxicities of these therapies.

This research was supported by a grant from the Ethel F. Donaghue Women’s Health Investigator Program at Yale.

P05/1165: Spatial relationship between tumor perfusion and endogeneous glucose distribution

 Thies Schroeder,  Nicole Larrier,  Benjamin Viglianti,  Zahid N Rabbani,  Cathy Peltz,  Zeljko Vujascovic,  Mark W Dewhirst, 
Duke University Medical Center, United States

Earlier studies detecting glucose in tissue and solid tumors by bioluminescence imaging suggested, that glucose distribution 
patterns may be spatially related to functional vascularity. The purpose of this study was to evaluate this relationship by comparing 
glucose distribution patterns as determined by bioluminescence imaging to perfusion patterns of endogeneous Hoechst 33342 in 
rats bearing mammary carcinomas. R 3230 mammary carcinoma cells have been implanted subcutaneously into 7 female Fischer 
344 rats. Two months post implantation, after injection of Hoechst 33342 the tumors were removed and snap frozen to conserve 
metabolite levels. Concomitantly, blood was sampled from the animals for analysis of glucose concentrations using a micodialysis 
analyzer. Cryosections of the tumors have been prepared, and every slice has been analyzed for both, Hoechst binding by 
fl uorescence microscopy, and for glucose distribution patterns using bioluminescence imaging.

In many cases vascular structures could be retrieved by the spatial pattern of glucose distribution. In some cases however, 
higher glucose concentrations could be found independent from Hoechst signal. On the other hand, regions of high Hoechst 
signal are not necessarily correlated with high glucose concentrations. When comparing blood and tissue glucose levels, tissue 
glucose content as measured with bioluminescence imaging (1.9-3.5 mM) is considerably lower than blood glucose (5.6-8.0 mM), 
demonstrating the expected gradient from blood to tissue.

This study demonstrates the feasibility of monitoring glucose gradients in relation to functional vasculature throughout the 
body, from blood down to tissue or tumor and further, throughout the microenvironment of the solid tumor. Glucose distribution 
patterns may be an important tool in perfusion studies, e. g. in detecting the direction of blood fl ow in ex-vivo samples or in 
estimating glucose consumption rates of tumor cells adjacent to or in between perfused vessels.

This work was supported by a grant from the NCI CA40355
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P05/1168: A noval approach to sensitize solid tumor to radiosurgery by using hypoxic and proliferating-cell 
radiosensitizers

 Fu-Du Chen,  Jung-Wen Kuo,  Jeng-Jung Hwang,  Hsin-Ell Wang,  Frank QH Ngo, National Yang Ming University, Taiwan

There are two types of radiosensitizers have been used for clinical trial. Namely, halogenated pyrimidine (e.g. 5-iododeoxyuridine 
(IUdR)), and hypoxic cell radiosensitizers (e.g. misonidazole (MISO), etanidazole, etc.). However, there is no report of 
simultaneous application of these two radiosensitizers in research and clinical radiotherapy. In recent years, single dose stereotatic 
radiosurgery has been used for controlling metastatic lesions in the brain. In these lesions are composing of aerated cycling and 
hypoxic resting tumor cells. We proposed to used the above two types of radiosensitizers to enhance tumor control probability of 
the stereotactic radiosurgery.

In this study, drugs such as IUdR and MISO were selected and C3H/HeN mice bearing KHT sarcoma were used for evaluation 
of biodistribution and effectiveness of these two radiosensitizers. The biodistribution of these two drugs was studied using gamma 
counting and autoradiographic techniques. The optimal effectiveness of these two drugs combined with radiation was evaluated by 
in vivo – in vitro clonogenic assay system.

The biodistribution data obtained from gamma counting was similar to that obtained from autoradiography. Although 
the clearance rates of [131I] IUdR and [18F] FMISO were very rapid, the incorporation of [131I] IUdR into DNA of KHT 
sarcoma cells was very stable from 0.5 to 24 hours. The biodistribution of [131I] IUdR and [18F] FMISO as shown by 
macroautoradiography appeared that they were incorporated/bound to the different areas of the tumor. At 2 hours after quartic 
injection of IUdR followed by a single injection of MISO appears to be the optimal time for the combination with radiation. The 
enhancement ratio for MISO, IUdR and MISO + IUdR combined with radiation were 1.2, 1.3 and 1.55 respectively. These results 
demonstrated for the fi rst time that a maximum radiosensitization effect was occurred using the above method of combination.

P05/1169: Opposite effects of Ha-Ras and Ki-Ras on radiation-induced apoptosis via differential activation 
of PI3K/Akt and Rac/p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling

 Jung-A Choi,  Chang-Mo Kang,  Yun-Sil Lee,  Su-Jae Lee, Radiological & Medical Research Center,Korea Institute, Korea;  Hong-
Duck Um, Institute of Radiological & medical Sciences, Korea;  Sang-woo Bae,  Chul-Koo Cho, Korea Cancer Center Hospital, 
Korea;  Tae-Hwan Kim, Korea Institute of Radiological & Medical Sciences, Korea

It has been well known that Ras signaling is involved in various cellular processes, including proliferation, differentiation, and 
apoptosis. However, distinct cellular functions of Ras isozymes are not fully understood. Here we show the opposing roles of Ha-
Ras and Ki-Ras genes in the modulation of cell sensitivity to ionizing radiation. Overexpression of active isoform of Ha-Ras (12V-
Ha-Ras) in Rat2 cells increases resistance to the ionizing radiation. Constitutive activation of phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI3K) 
and Akt is detected specifi cally in 12V-Ha-Ras-overexpressing cells. The specifi c PI3K inhibitor LY294002 inhibits PI3K/Akt 
signaling and potentiates the radiation-induced apoptosis, suggesting that activation of PI3K/Akt signaling pathway is involved in 
the increased radio-resistance in cells overexpressing 12V-Ha-Ras. Overexpression of activated Ki-Ras (12V-Ki-Ras), on the other 
hand, markedly increases radiation sensitivity. The p38 mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase activity is selectively enhanced by 
ionizing radiation in cells overexpressing 12V-Ki-Ras. The specifi c p38 MAP kinase inhibitor, PD169316, or dominant-negative 
p38 MAP kinase decreases radiation-induced cell death. We further show that the mechanism that underlies potentiation of cell 
death in cells overexpressing 12V-Ki-Ras involves Bax translocation to the mitochondrial membrane. Elevated Bax translocation 
following ionizing irradiation in 12V-Ki-Ras-overexpressing cells is completely inhibited by PD169316 or dominant-negative p38 
MAP kinase. In addition, introduction of cells with RacN17, a dominant negative mutant of Rac, resulted in a marked inhibition of 
radiation-induced Bax translocation and apoptotic cell death as well as p38 MAP kinase activation. Taken together, these fi ndings 
explain the opposite effects of Ha-Ras and Ki-Ras on modulation of radio-sensitivity, and suggest that differential activation 
of PI3K/Akt and Rac/p38 MAP kinase signaling by Ha-Ras and Ki-Ras may account for the opposing response to the ionizing 
radiation. These data provide an explanation for the diverse biological functions of Ras isozymes, and accounts for the differential 
response of transformed cells to anticancer agents.
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P05/1170: Do rolipram and cAMP inhibitors plus radaition enhance cytotoxicity through a cell cycle 
dependent mechanism in human glioma cell lines?

 Sarah H Kim,  Thomas Chen,  Axel Schonthal,  Kelly Felton,  Colin K Hill, USC Keck School of Medicine, United States

Glioblastoma multiforme portends a poor prognosis despite multi-modality therapy of surgery, adjuvant radiation and 
chemotherapy. In this study the cyclic AMP inhibitors 8 bromo cAMP, 8 chloro cAMP and Rolipram are examined for 
radiosensitizing activity by cell survival and cell cycle analysis. U87 (wild type p53) and A172 (mutant p53) human glioma cell 
lines are maintained in MEM with antibiotics, 10% FBS and HEPES buffer at 37 Celsius and 5% CO

2
. The experiments are in 

fi ve groups: Drug alone for 24 hours, drug for 24 hours plus gamma radiation, Rolipram plus 8-Bromo-cAMP or 8-chloro-cAMP 
for 24 hours, the drug combination plus radiation, and radiation only. After 24 hour treatments the cells are examined for survival 
by colony forming assay and cell cycle activity by fl ow cytometry. In the radiation experiments cell cycle analysis is performed 
immediately after radiation and/or 6 hours later. We are also looking at cyclic AMP kinase activities by protein analysis. Results 
show that combining Rolipram with 8-bromo cAMP causes a signifi cant increase in radiosensitivity in the A172 cells but a smaller 
increase in sensitivity in the U87 cells. All other combinations give smaller changes in radiosensitivity. When we examine the 
cell cycle effects, there is evidence both Rolipram and 8-bromo-cAMP and the combination increase G1 after 24 hours of drug 
treatment. A172 cells have the highest percentage of G1 (73%). When 2 gray or more of radiation is added after 24 hours drug 
treatment and the cell cycle examined 6 hours later the G1 arrest is further increased in A172 compared to U87. Experiments 
using 8-chloro-cAMP give similar results. We hypothesize the increased cytotoxicity seen in A172 cells when given drug/radiation 
combination may be secondary to increased G1 arrest. However the changes in G1 arrest do not appear to completely explain the 
large change in survival.

P05/1171: Vitamin E analogue, D-alpha tocopherol succinate, enhances x-ray induced growth delay of 
human adenocarcinoma cancer cell line

 Alicja Jaworska, Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, Norway;  Trond Erik Ottesen, Norway;  Svein Dueland, The Norwegia
n Radium Hospital, Norway

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of d-alpha Tocopherol succinate (alpha-TS) in modifying radiation-
induced viability reduction and apoptosis occurrence in the model for normal and cancer cells. Our hypothesis was that alpha-TS 
enhances the growth-inhibitory effect of x-irradiation in cancer cells and that the effect is more pronounced in these cells than in 
normal cells.

Methods: Murine NIH 3T3 Swiss albino embryonic cells and HT29 human Caucasian colon adenocarcinoma cells were used 
in the experiments. Alpha-TS was added to the cultures 1 h prior to irradiation with doses of 2 or 5Gy of x-ray. After irradiation 
cells were incubated for 73 h. Trypan blue exclusion viability test and estimation of apoptosis and necrosis were made. Apoptotic 
and necrotic cells were counted in fl uorescence microscope using fl uorescence dyes: propidium iodide and Hoechst 33342. For 
experiments with the dose of 5 Gy at least fi ve series of experiments were performed.

Results: At lower doses (up to approximately 25µM/ml) treatment with alpha-TS alone enhanced growth of both cell lines. 
At higher doses treatment with alpha-TS alone delayed the growth of the cell cultures, accompanied by 20-25% necrosis. At the 
concentrations higher than 25µM/mL alpha-TS alone caused growth delay of both cell cultures, being much more pronounced for 
the cancer cell line HT29. At the concentrations of 50 µM/mL, responsible for about 30-60% of growth delay, there was observed 
a synergy effect for x-rays and alpha-TS for both cell lines. The effect was more pronounced for HT29 cells (DMF=0.48 for HT29 
versus DMF=0.73 for NIH 3T3).

These results may confi rm the views of the literature reports suggesting that use of vitamin E together with radiation could be 
favorable for colon cancer treatment; however, more experiments using more advanced techniques are needed.

P05/1172: Correlation between radio-therapeutic effi cacy and telomeric fusion-induced genomic instability

 Yeun-Jin Ju,  Jeong-Eun Park,  Kyoung-Mi Juhn,  Kee-Ho Lee, Korea Cancer Center Hospital, Korea, Democratic People’s Rep; 
 Gil-Hong Park, College of Medicine, Korea, Korea, Democratic People’s Rep;  Sang-Hoon Kim, Kyung Hee University, Korea, 
Democratic People’s Rep;  Won-Bong Park, Seoul Women’s University, Korea, Democratic People’s Rep

Telomere is a molecular guardian that maintains genomic stability by protecting the end of chromosomes from nucleolytic 
degradation, ligation, or chromosome fusion. Telomere dysfunction has been shown to affect chemo- and radio-therapeutic 
effi cacies in mouse embryonic fi broblast cells derived from the late generation telomerase null mice which lacked telomerase 
RNA component (mTERC-/-). In the present study, radiosensitive telomerase null cells exhibited more severe telomeric fusion 
than radioresistant telomerase-reconstituted cells. Serial passages of telomerase null cells led to progressive telomere shortening 
eventually resulting in greater genomic instability with increased chromosomal end- to -end fusions. This increased genomic 
instability enhanced the susceptibility to ionizing irradiation in the passaged transformed mTERC-/- mouse embryo fi broblast. 
These fi ndings indicate that the capacity to form chromosomal end- to -end fusion, an important causative factor for genomic 
instability, might be the mechanistic basis of enhanced radio-therapeutic effi cacy.
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P05/1174: Inhibition of signal transduction by the Hsp90 inhibitor sensitizes human tumor cells to radiation

 Hikaru Machida,  Yoshitaka Matsumoto, Ibaraki Prefectural University of Health Sciences, Japan;  Makoto Shirai, 
Ibaraki University, Japan;  Nobuo Kubota, University of Minnesota Medical School, Japan

Hsp90 plays a key role in the stability and function of many cell-siganling molecules. We examined the effects of the Hsp90 
inhibitors, geldanamycin (GA) and its analogue 17-allylamino-17-demethoxygeldanamycin (17AAG), on radiosensitivity and 
signal transduction pathways in human tumor cell lines. GA radiosensitized both SQ-5 and DLD-1 derived from lung carcinoma 
and colon adenocarcinoma, respectively, but potentiated X-ray sensitivity more in SQ-5, than in DLD-1 cells. Hsp90 binds to 
EGFR family, and its overexpression has been correlated with tumor resistance to radiation. We found that GA depleted EGFR 
and ErbB-2 in DLD-1 cells, and depleted only ErbB-2 in SQ-5 cells. Akt is thought to mediate many biological actions toward 
anti-apoptotic responses. GA also reduced the expression of Akt and phosphorylated Akt (pAkt) expression in SQ-5 cells. In 
addition, the ratio (%) of apoptotic cells and poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase cleavage increased in SQ-5, but not in DLD-1 cells 
after exposure to GA and X-ray irradiation. These fi ndings suggest that GA enhances the radiation sensitivity of human tumor 
cells by inhibiting the EGFR signal transduction system and the Akt signaling pathway. We also showed that 17AAG, a less toxic 
derivative of GA, sensitized other squamous cell carcinoma cells to radiation. Hsp90 inhibitor should be a potent therapeutic drug 
that can enhance the clinical effectiveness of radiation upon radioresistant tumor cells.

P05/1178: Combined effect of radiation with β-Laphochone against cancer cells

 HeonJoo Park, Inha Univeristy, Korea;  EunKyung Choi,  SeungDo Ahn, University of Ulsan, Korea;  KiJung Ahn, 
University of Minnesota, United States;  Sung Whan Ha, Seoul National University, Korea;  Chang Won Song, 
University of Minnesota, United States

ß-Lapachone (ß-Lap) obtained from Lapacho tree has been demonstrated to have potent anti-cancer effects. We have observed 
that ß-Lap is cytotoxic against various cancer cells including FSaII tumor cells of C3H mice, A549 human lung cancer cells, RKO 
human colon adenocarcinoma cells and PC3 human prostate cancer cells. When A549 cells were exposed to ionizing radiation 
and treated with ß-Lap, the combined effect to cause clonogenic and apoptotic cell death was synergistic. Importantly, such a 
synergism occurred when cells were treated with ß-Lap after irradiating the cells, and not before irradiating the cells, strongly 
indicating that radiation rendered the cells sensitive to ß-Lap. Further studies indicated that cells remain sensitive to ß-Lap even 
5-10 hours after irradiation and that sensitization to ß-Lap occurs with a radiation dose as low as 2.5 Gy. It has been suggested 
that NAD(p)H:quinone oxidoreductase (NQO1) mediates the ß-Lap induced cell death. We observed that the expression of NQO1 
in A549 and RKO cells signifi cantly increases for 10 h after 4-Gy irradiation suggesting that the increase in the response of cells 
to ß-Lap after irradiation was due to the increase in the NQO1 level. Western blot analysis demonstrated that ß-Lap reduced the 
level of NFkß in nucleus and increased the release of cytochrome C from mitochondria, which could be the cause of apoptosis. 
Interestingly, PARP cleavage did not appear to be involved in the ß-Lap-induced apoptosis. Treatment of mice bearing RKO tumor 
xenografts with 12 or 24 mg/kg of ß-Lap (i.p) markedly enhanced the radiation-induced tumor growth delay. It has been known 
that NQO1 is more abundant in neoplastic tissues than in normal tissues indicating that combination of ß-Lap and radiation may be 
an effective regimen to preferentially destroy tumors relative to normal tissues.

P05/1179: Enhancement of radiation response in human cancer cells in vitro and in vivo by phytosphingosine

 Moon-Taek Park, Lab of Radiation Effect, Radiological & Medical Center, Korea;  Min-Jeong Kim,  Chang-Mo Kang,  Tae-
Hwan Kim, Korea Institute of Radiological & Medical Sciences, Korea;  Sangwoo Bae,  Chul-Koo Cho, Korea Cancer Center Hosp
ital, Korea;  Yun-Sil Lee,  Su-Jae Lee, Laboratory of Radiation Effect, Radiological & Medical, Korea

Recent discoveries have revealed that sphingolipids (ceramide, sphingosine, sphingosine 1-phosphate, etc.) are highly bioactive 
compounds and are involved in diverse cell processes, including cell-cell interaction, cell proliferation, differentiation and 
apoptosis. However, the physiological roles of phytosphingosine are largely unknown. In the present study, we have investigated 
effect of phytosphingosine on anti-tumor activities of radiation in human cervical, breast, lung cancer cells and T cell lymphoma. 
Cells were treated with various concentrations of phytosphingosine and/or various doses of radiation. Phytosongosine sensitized 
cells in vitro and in vivo for treatment with ionizing radiation. Phytosphingosine in combination with ionizing radiation 
synergistically decreased clonogenic survival in a dose dependent manner. Similar to the result of clonogenic survival, in human 
cancer cells, combined treatment with phytosphingosine and ionizing radiation drastically induced apoptotic cell death. At 
dose levels of phytosphingosine with only minimal apoptotic effect, pretreatment of phytosphingosine synergistically enhanced 
ionizing radiation-induced apoptosis. Combined treatment with phytosphingosine and ionizing radiation resulted in an increased 
caspase family activation. In vivo, treatment of phytosphingosine (3 x 20 mg/kg) in combination with ionizing radiation exerted 
substantial tumor growth regression for human lung and cervical tumor xenograft. These results indicate that phytosphingosine 
can synergistically enhance radiosensitivity of human cancer cells in vitro and in vivo, suggesting a potential clinical application of 
combination treatment with phytosphingosine and ionizing radiation.
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P05/1180: DFT Investigation of dehalogenation of halouracils upon low energy electron attachment: alone 
and pair with adenine

 Xifeng Li,  Leon Sanche, University of Sherbrooke, Canada;  Michael D Sevilla, Oakland University, United States

In this density functional theory (B3LYP functionals) investigation of the radio-sensitization properties of 5-halogen substituted 
uracils, the PES along the C

5
-X bond before and after electron attachment are investigated. For unpaired halouracils, it is found 

that their EAs are all higher than those of the DNA bases, supporting the experimental reports on the increased probability of 
low energy electrons to localize on halouracils in DNA. The U-yl• radical has an exceptionally high AEA of 2.34 eV and proton 
affi nity of 9.5 eV, showing its reactive nature and potential to cause DNA damage once generated in the genome. Each of the 
halouracil anion radicals is found to have two thermally accessible electronic states of differing symmetries, i.e., π*(A”) and 
σ*(A’), and a mixed state PES that undergoes a transition from a slightly non-planar π* state to that of σ* state. The lowest energy 
barriers for formation of the extended σ* states are estimated to be 20.80, 3.99 and 1.88 kcal/mole for F, Cl and Br substituted 
uracil anion radicals, respectively. The overall energetics suggest that the π* to σ* conversions are exothermic for ClU and BrU 
anions. For the F-U anion the lowest energy path is not the loss of fl uoride ion but the detachment of HF. The sensitivity of the 
halouracils to LEE is found to be in the order of BrU >= ClU >> FU, in agreement with experimental observations. It was found 
that the gas phase adiabatic EA of halogenated base pairs are higher than that of AU, and slightly higher or comparable to the base 
pair guanine-cytosine. Base pairing with adenine slightly decreases the EA of the halouracils, in contrast to the substantial increase 
in EA on base pairing of natural bases. As a result, the probability of electron capture by halouracils when in ds DNA is expected 
to be substantially reduced. Even though the activation barriers for dehalogenation are small for both BrU-A and ClU-A, only 
BrU-A has negative values of both ∆H and ∆G, while ClU-A has negative ∆G but positive ∆H. Base pairing does not change the 
reactive nature of the uracil-5-yl radical. Our results suggest that the radio-sensitization properties of halouracils should be less 
effective in double strand than in single stranded DNA.

P05/1181: Tumor reoxygenation by aqueous oxygen solutions and its role in cancer treatment with 
chemotherapy and radiation therapy

 Stuart K Calderwood, Boston University School of Medicine, United States;  Rajani Mallick, United States;  Rahilya Napoli, 
 Emil Frei, Dana Farber cancer Institute (DFCI), United States

Many tumors contain signifi cant areas of hypoxia which cause resistance to tumor radiation therapy and chemotherapy. We 
have used perfusion into afferent arteries with super saturated aqueous oxygen solutions (AO) to re-oxygenate the hypoxic areas 
of experimental tumors with the aim of restoring sensitivity to treatment and enhancing cancer therapy. We fi rst concentrated 
on examining the ability of AO infusion to reoxygenate the MAT B III 13762 rat carcinoma growing in the thighs of rats. In 
experiments on 33 AO infused tumors using Eppendorf microelectrode monitoring, we consistently observed a signifi cant decrease 
in the fraction of tumor domains with O

2
 less than 5mmHg before and after AO infusion. Signifi cant tumor reoxygenation was 

observed in most tumors with a volume less than 2.5 cm3. We next examined 15 New Zealand white rabbits transplanted with the 
VX2 carcinoma. Tissue oxygen studies indicated that intramuscular rabbit VX-2 tumor has a consistently lower hypoxic fraction 
(O

2
 <5mm Hg) than the rat MAT B III 13762 tumor of (23% of tumor domains at O

2
 <5mm Hg). Signifi cant reoxygenation did 

occur in these infused tumors although the degree of reoxygenation was slightly less than in the rat MAT B III 13762 perhaps 
refl ecting the lower hypoxic fraction. Further studies showed that AO could also be infused directly into tumors with a reduction 
of hypoxic fraction of between 60-90% Overall, the experiments show that AO infusion into either arterial or intratumor 
sites is a viable approach to tumor reoxygenation and preliminary studies indicate increase effectiveness in treatment with 
cyclophosphamide / AO combination.

P05/1182: DNA-targeted 1,2,4-benzotriazine 1,4-dioxides as hypoxia-selective analogues of tirapazamine

 Michael P Hay,  Frederik B Pruijn,  Swarna A Gamage,  H.D Sarath Liyanage,  William A Denny, The University of Auckland, 
New Zealand;  Mary S Kovacs, Stanford University, United States;  William R Wilson, Auckland Cancer Society Research Centre, 
New Zealand;  J Martin Brown, Stanford University School of Medicine, United States

Tirapazamine (TPZ) is a bioreductive hypoxia-selective cytotoxin currently in Phase II/III clinical trial in combination with 
radiotherapy or cisplatin-based chemotherapy. In order to develop TPZ analogues with improved solubility/potency and therapeutic 
indices, we prepared a series of compounds where a DNA-targeting chromophore is attached to the 3-position via a fl exible linker. 
We measured binding of these compounds to calf thymus DNA, using an equilibrium dialysis method with HPLC analysis. The 
binding constants, KDNA, ranged from 100 M-1 to 7 × 105 M-1. DNA binding affi nity was dependent on the presence of a positive 
charge, either in the linker chain or in the chromophore. The effi cacy of the compounds in killing aerobic and hypoxic mouse 
SCCVII tumour cells in vitro was determined by clonogenic survival. Cytotoxicity was measured as the concentration required to 
reduce plating effi ciency to 10% of controls (C10) and the hypoxic toxicity relative to TPZ (RHT) was determined, together with 
the differential between the hypoxic and aerobic cytotoxicity, for each compound (HCR). There was a strong positive correlation 
between KDNA and RHT (spanning ca 70-fold range; r = 0.966) and no correlation between KDNA and HCR. The strongest binder 
in the series was 56 times more potent than TPZ under hypoxia and had an HCR of 188 (ca 258 for TPZ). These data support the 
hypothesis that, by targeting TPZ to DNA, higher levels of the toxic TPZ radical are formed in the vicinity of the DNA by reductive 
enzymes in the cell nucleus under hypoxia, leading to more DNA damage and increased cytotoxicity. This work, combined with 
other pharmacological studies, is expected to identify DNA-targeted TPZ analogues that have increased anti-tumour effi cacy.

This work was supported by the US National Cancer Institute under Grant CA82566.
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P05/1183: Structure activity relationships for in vitro cytotoxicity of tirapazamine analogs

 Mary S Kovacs, Stanford University School of Medicine, United States;  Michael P Hay,  Frederik B Pruijn,  Robert F Anderson, 
 Adam V Patterson,  William R Wilson,  J Martin Brown, Stanford University School of Medicine, United States;  William A Denny, 
The University of Auckland, New Zealand

Tirapazamine (TPZ; 3-amino-1,2,4-benzotriazine 1,4-dioxide) is a hypoxic cytotoxin currently in Phase II/III clinical trials in 
combination with radiotherapy and with cisplatin based chemotherapy. To develop improved TPZ analogs we have synthesized 
thirty-nine 3-amino-1,2,4-benzotriazine 1,4-dioxides (BTOs) to examine structure-activity relationships (SAR) for ring 
substitution. The electronic, hydrophobic and steric parameters of substituents at the 5, 6, 7, and 8 positions were systematically 
varied, and the aqueous solubility and one-electron reduction potentials [E(1)] of the analogs were determined. For each 
compound we determined cell killing of mouse SCCVII tumor cells in vitro under aerobic and hypoxic conditions by clonogenic 
survival and determined their relative hypoxic toxicity (RHT; relative to TPZ) and hypoxic cytotoxicity ratio (HCR). A subset of 
compounds was independently evaluated using a 96-well SRB proliferation assay, the data from which correlated well with that 
derived by the clonogenic endpoint. Most substituents, except 5- and 8-dimethylamino and 8-diethylamino, gave analogs less 
soluble than TPZ. E(1) values ranged from -240 mV through -670 mV (with TPZ having a value of -456 mV), and correlated 
well with the electronic parameter sigma for substituents at the 5-, 6-, 7-, and 8-positions. The cell killing potency of the analogs 
under aerobic conditions showed a relatively weak positive correlation with hydrophobicity (logP) but a strong positive correlation 
with E(1) (i.e. electron-withdrawing substituents increased aerobic toxicity). Hypoxic cytotoxicity also generally increased with 
increasing E(1), with a maximum (RHT up to 3.9-fold) seen in halo- and trifl uoromethyl-substituted BTO derivatives having E(1) 
between ca. -370 and -400 mV. The results suggest that substituents in the benzene ring of BTO analogs can be used to predictably 
vary one-electron reduction potentials and also provide a much better defi nition than previously of the optimum range of these 
reduction potentials for a desirable biological activity profi le (high HCR, RHT and solubility).

P05/1184: Potential of para-boronophenylalaninol as a boron carrier in boron neutron capture therapy, 
referring to that of its enantiomers

 Shin-ichiro Masunaga,  Yoshinori Sakurai, Kyoto University, Japan;  Koji Ono,  Minoru Suzuki,  Kenji Nagata, Kyoto University Res
earch Reactor Institute, Japan;  Mitsunori Kirihata, Osaka Prefecture University, Japan;  Masao Takagaki, Aino Junior College Ho
spital, Japan;  Hideko Nagasawa, University of Tokushima, Japan

Purpose: We evaluated the potential of a newly developed 10B-containing alpha-amino alcohol of para-boronophenylalanine-10B 
(BPA), para-boronophenylalaninol (BPAol), as a boron carrier in boron neutron capture therapy.

Methods: C57BL mice bearing EL4 tumors and C3H/He mice bearing SCC VII tumors received 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine 
(BrdU) continuously via implanted mini-osmotic pumps to label all proliferating (P) cells. After oral administration of L-BPA 
or D-BPA, or intraperitoneal injection of L-BPAol or D-BPAol, the tumors were irradiated with reactor thermal neutron beams. 
For the combination with mild temperature hyperthermia (MTH) and/or tirapazamine (TPZ), the tumors were heated at 40 
degrees centigrade for 30 minutes right before neutron exposure, and/or TPZ was intraperitoneally injected 30 minutes before 
irradiation. The tumors were then excised, minced and trypsinized. The tumor cell suspensions thus obtained were incubated with 
cytochalasin-B (a cytokinesis blocker), and the micronucleus (MN) frequency in cells without BrdU labeling ( = quiescent (Q) 
cells) was determined using immunofl uorescence staining for BrdU. Meanwhile, 6 hours after irradiation, tumor cell suspensions 
obtained in the same manner were used for determining the apoptosis frequency in Q cells. The apoptosis and MN frequency in 
total (P + Q) tumor cells were determined from the tumors that were not pretreated with BrdU.

Results: Without TPZ or MTH, L- and D-BPAol increased both frequencies markedly, especially for total cells. Although not 
signifi cantly, L-BPA and D-BPAol increased both frequencies slightly more remarkably than D-BPA and L-BPAol, respectively. 
On combined treatment with both MTH and TPZ, the sensitivity difference between total and Q cells was markedly reduced. MTH 
increased the 10B uptake of all 10B-carriers into both tumor cells to some degree.

Conclusion: Both L- and D-BPAol have potential as 10B-carriers in neutron capture therapy, especially when combined with 
both MTH and TPZ.
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P05/1185: The involvement of DNA repair genes in the hypoxia-dependent NLCQ-1 (NSC 709257) toxicity 
and its synergistic interaction with cisplatin or melphalan

 Maria V Papadopoulou, Evanston Northwestern Healthcare, United States;  Chang-Jiang Xue,  William D Bloomer, United States

4-[3-(2-Nitro-1-imidazolyl)-propylamino]-7-chloro-quinoline hydrochloride (NLCQ-1) is a weakly DNA-intercalating hypoxia 
selective cytotoxin, which synergistically enhances the antitumor effect of several chemotherapeutic agents or radiation against 
mouse tumors or human xenografts. Synergy with melphalan (L-PAM) or cisplatin (cisPt) requires hypoxic pre-exposure of cells 
to NLCQ-1 or, in mice, administration of NLCQ-1 about 1 h before L-PAM or cisPt. This suggests that NLCQ-1 may cause DNA 
lesions upon reductive metabolism. To indirectly identify such lesions, rodent cell lines defective in specifi c DNA repair genes 
(EM9 and UV41) and their repair-profi cient parental AA8, were exposed to NLCQ-1 alone and in combination with L-PAM 
or cisPt under hypoxic/aerobic conditions and appropriate routes, and assessed for clonogenicity. Selected comparisons with 
tirapazamine (TPZ) were also performed. DNA ssbs were identifi ed by using the alkaline comet assay. Synergism was assessed 
by isobologramic analysis. EM9, which lack the functional XRCC1 gene and are unable to effi ciently repair DNA ssbs, were 3.7x 
and 4.5x more sensitive to NLCQ-1 and TPZ, respectively, than the parental AA8 cells. Similarly, UV41, which are defective in 
the ERCC4/XPF gene and thus, hypersensitive to DNA cross-linking agents, were 4.1x more sensitive than AA8 cells to NLCQ-1. 
Equitoxic concentrations of NLCQ-1 and TPZ gave similar numbers of ssbs in AA8 and EM9 cells exposed to each compound 
for 1 h under hypoxic conditions. In combination with L-PAM or cisPt, synergy was observed in AA8 but not in EM9 or UV41 
cells, with either NLCQ-1 or TPZ. These results suggest that NLCQ-1 is involved in the formation of DNA ssbs and interstrand 
crosslinks, with the latter being most likely responsible for NLCQ-1 hypoxic toxicity. The synergistic interaction of NLCQ-1 with 
L-PAM or cisPt is probably due to an enhancement in the L-PAM/cisPt-induced DNA interstrand crosslinks, possibly as a result of 
an inhibited repair mechanism of these lesions.

P05/1186: Dinitrobenzamide mustard prodrugs – hypoxic cytotoxins and dual substrates for E.coli 
nitroreductase

 Adam V Patterson,  Alison Hogg,  Susan Pullen,  Alfred Degenkolbe,  Dan Li,  Anna Chappell,  Shan Ying,  Graham J Atwell, 
 William A Denny, The University of Auckland, New Zealand;  Robert F Anderson,  William R Wilson, Auckland Cancer Society Res
earch Centre, New Zealand

Background: Conditional replicating adenoviral vectors (CRAds) have received considerable attention as therapeutic tools in 
combination with radiotherapy. Viral distribution and micro-regional geometry are likely to be important issues in the treatment 
of human solid tumours with gene therapy, particularly following intravenous virus administration. The use of CRAds that are 
“armed” with enzyme/prodrug systems may overcome some of the perceived limitations; CRAds can redistribute and self-amplify 
in a cytolytic fashion whilst prodrug metabolites may elicit a local bystander effect. Either or both of these cytotoxic properties 
could have favourable interactions with radiotherapy (IR). Nevertheless, they may be insuffi cient to avoid pockets of vector-naïve 
tumour cells beyond the diffusion limits of cytotoxic prodrug metabolites, such as when perivascular seeding occurs. Under such 
circumstances hypoxic tumour cells may represent the least accessible compartment for vector transfection; the same tumour 
subpopulation that is likely to be radioresistant.

E.coli nitroreductase (NTR) can bioactivate dinitrobenzamide mustards (DNBMs) and is a promising enzyme/prodrug system 
for “arming” CRAds. Notably DNMBs can also be activated by endogenous human reductases under low oxygen conditions 
providing an opportunity to identify dual hypoxic cytotoxins/NTR substrates that may circumvent some of the geometry issues 
and provide complementarity with IR.

Aim: To identify a prodrug for NTR that is also active as a hypoxic cytotoxin in vivo.
Results: From a set of 164 DNB prodrugs, 19 with favourable activity in vitro against a panel of four NTR-expressing cancer 

cells were selected and screened for activity as hypoxic cytotoxins in vitro. Measured E17 values ranged from -444 to -366 mV. 
Seven DNBMs possessed acceptable hypoxic selectivity against the human NSCLC cell line A549WT or clones engineered to 
overexpress either a human single-electron reductase, cytochrome P450 reductase (A549P450R), or oxic selectivity for E.coli 
NTR (A549NTR). Four compounds were identifi ed as dual P450R/NTR substrates and were evaluated in vivo for hypoxic 
cytotoxicity in the Rif-1 murine tumour excision assay. Oxic tumour cells are sterilised through the application of 15Gy and the 
impact of post-irradiation prodrug administration upon the hypoxic cell subpopulation was quantitated. Two DNBMs (SN 27744 
and SN 27762) were found to be highly active and another (SN 27645) had modest activity. A secondary in vivo screening using 
the human A549 xenograft excision assay ± 20Gy (± P450R overexpression) revealed a similar SAR. Notably, overexpression of 
P450R was not mandatory for in vivo activity.

Conclusion: We have identifi ed several DNBMs with the potential for activation by NTR “armed” CRAds whilst 
independently functioning as hypoxic cytotoxins. These prodrugs may have utility in circumstances where vector geometry is 
constrained and hypoxic tumour cells are distal from viral deposition and spread. We are currently developing an NTR “armed” 
variant of the CRAd, ONYX-411, to test these observations. However the NTR-independent activity of these prodrugs provides an 
opportunity for their early development as single-agents for use in radiotherapy.

Supported by: NZ Health Research Council programme grant 01/276 and AINSE grant 02/097P
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P05/1187: Can intrinsic radiosensitivity be reliably estimated from survival data for acute irradiation 
conditions?

 David J Carlson,  Robert D Stewart, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, United States;  M Guerrero,  X A Li, University of Maryl
and School of Medicine, Baltimore, United States

The lack of a reliable, and preferably mechanistic, method to predict radiosensitivity parameters impedes ongoing efforts to 
develop biologically optimal radiation therapy treatments. The development and application of predictive assays is also hampered 
by the apparent lack of a systematic relationship between in vitro and in vivo intrinsic radiosensitivity. As a fi rst step towards better 
quantifying the relationship between in vitro and in vivo radiosensitivity, we re-analyzed a large number of datasets using the 
Linear Quadratic (LQ) survival model with and without the generalized Lea-Catcheside dose protraction factor G.

With G = 1 (no correction for dose rate effects), the analysis of cell survival data for acute irradiation conditions (dose rate > 
45 Gy h^-1) yields α/β ratios of 8.17 and 8.33 Gy for CHO 10B2 and C3H 10T1/2 cells, respectively. When the dose protraction 
factor is computed using a 2 hour repair half-time, reanalysis of these same datasets gives an α/β of 7.2 Gy for CHO 10B2 cells and 
7.6 Gy for C3H 10T1/2 cells. For repair half-times from 0.2 to 5 h (G ~ 0.65 – 0.99), α/β ranges from 1.8 to 7.8 Gy for CHO 10B2 
cells and from 3.2 to 8.0 Gy for C3H 10T1/2 cells. Global fi ts to low, intermediate, and high-dose-rate survival data indicate that the 
optimal α/β is 1.96 and 7.61 Gy for CHO 10B2 and C3H 10T1/2 cells, respectively. These studies demonstrate that the α/β cannot 
be reliably estimated from survival data for acute irradiation conditions. To better quantify intrinsic radiosensitivity, both low and 
high dose rate survival data are needed. Regardless, the analysis of cell survival data should always use the LQ with corrections for 
dose rate effects. A range of repair half-times should also be used to help estimate uncertainties in α, β, and the α/β ratio.

P05/1188: Radiation induced micro-nuclei as an indicator of radiation dose in exposed human population

 Subhash Chander,  Dillip K Parida,  Omana Nair,  Pramod K Julka,  Goura K Rath, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, India

Radiation is a proven DNA damager. Biological dosimetry is important tool for estimating radiation dose and associated 
risks in human population. Estimation of radiation-induced micronuclei is simple, rapid and reliable method of biological 
dosimetry. We have evaluated the effect of radiation dose and chemotherapeutic agents on number of micronuclei. Materials and 
Methods: Heparinized venous blood was taken from patients pre and post therapy and from 50 volunteers to assess the baseline 
micronuclei status by Fenech and Morley’s method. The patients were treated with tele-cobalt as well as linear accelerator. The 
samples were kept at room temperature for 30-60 minutes to facilitate possible repair. Lymphocytes were then cultured in RPMI-
1640 medium supplemented with 20% fetal calf serum and antibiotics. The cells were stimulated to undergo mitosis with PHA-M 
immediately after setting the cultures. CYT-B was added to each culture after 44 hours. The cells were processed and scored under 
microscope at1000x magnifi cation and micronuclei identifi ed as per Heddle (1973). Results: Doses <100 cGy showed increase in 
micronuclei frequency. Beyond 100 cGy the number of accentrics were seen more often. The in-vitro dose response curve with 
cisplatin showed an initial increase in micronuclei frequency up to 1 mg in 10 ml culture, this became a plateau afterwards. Two 
cycles of chemotherapy showed increased micronuclei frequency. The follow up evaluation showed general decline in micronuclei 
frequency after 6 months. Results can successfully be used to screen exposed human population.

P05/1189: Individual radiosensitivity measured with lymphocytes can be used to predict the risk of fi brosis 
after radiotherapy of breast cancer patients

 Ulrike Hoeller,  Kerstin Borgmann,  Winfried Alberti, University Hamburg, Germany;  Ekkehard Dikomey, University-
Hospital Hamburg, Germany

Purpose: To analyse the relationship of individual cellular radiosensitivity and fi brosis after breast conserving therapy. A new 
model was used describing the percentage of patients developing fi brosis per year per patients at risk . Patients and Method: 
In a retrospective study, 86 patients were included, who had undergone breast conserving surgery and irradiation of the breast 
with a median dose of 55 Gy (54-55Gy), 2.5 Gy/fraction (n=57) or 2 Gy/fraction (n=29). Median age was 62 years (range: 
44-86) and median follow up was 7.5 years (range 5-16). Patients were examined for fi brosis according to the LENT/SOMA 
score. For analysis, fi brosis was classifi ed as none (G0-1) or present (G2-3). The time to complete development of fi brosis 
was determined by analysis of yearly mammograms. Individual cellular radiosensitivity was determined by scoring lethal 
chromosomal aberrations in in vitro irradiated (6 Gy) lymphocytes using metaphase technique. Patients with low/intermediate 
cellular radiosensitivity were compared with patients with high cellular radiosensitivity with actuarial methods. Results: Ten 
patients developed fi brosis at 1-8 years after radiotherapy. Individual cellular radiosensitivity was described by normal distribution 
of lethal chromosomal aberrations, average 5.47 lethal aberrations per cell (standard deviation 0.71). Cellular radiosensitivity was 
defi ned as low/intermediate (le 6.18 lethal aberrations) in 73 patients and as high (> 6.18 lethal aberrations ) in 13 patients. In both 
groups the actuarial rate of fi brosis-free patients declined exponentially with time after radiotherapy. Patients with high cellular 
radiosensitivity showed a 2.3 fold higher annual rate for fi brosis than patients with intermediate and low radiosensitivity (3.6±0.1 
vs. 1.6±0.3). Conclusion: In breast cancer patients, high individual cellular radiosensitivity as determined by the number of lethal 
chromosome aberrations in in vitro irradiated lymphocytes was correlated with an enhanced annual rate of fi brosis.
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P05/1190: Combination of different tests to identify individual radiosensitivity

 Luitpold VR Distel,  Ulrike Keller,  Michael Wittlinger,  Gerhard G Grabenbauer,  Rolf Sauer, Klinik für Strahlentherapie, 
University Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany;  Susann Neubauer, Gynäkologen-Medizinische Genetik, Nürnberg, Germany

It has still not been fi rmly established which test or combination of tests is the most suitable for detecting individual 
radiosensitivity. Usually one specifi c assay is performed to detect increased radiosensitivity. Our approach was to combine tests 
to select the most effi cient combination identifying radiosensitive individuals and investigate the underlying mechanisms of 
increased radiosensitivity. 21 lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from radiosensitive individuals with and without known genetic 
background were checked for repair of DNA-double strand breaks, apoptosis, arrest in G2, induced chromosomal damage and 
activation of p53 at Ser15.

Cell lines derived from patients with Ataxia Telangiectasia and Nijmegen Breakage Syndrome and from individuals 
heterozygous for both syndromes, as well as a Ligase IV knock out cell line and 5 cell lines from cancer patients with increased 
radiosensitivity were compared to 5 cell lines of healthy control subjects. Initial and remaining DNA double strand breaks(CFGE, 
0-150Gy, 24h), Apoptosis (TUNEL-Assay, 2/5Gy, 0-96h), G2-arrest (Image cytometry, 2/5Gy, 0-96h), chromosomal aberrations 
(3-color FISH, 0.7/2Gy, 48h) and p53 Ser15 induction (Immunoblotting, 5Gy 0-144h) were studied.

ATs and a radiosensitive cancer patient showed increased remaining DNA DSBs, NBS-cells did not. 2 AT and 3 cell lines from 
cancer patients had low apoptotic rates, while cells from NBS patients had slightly higher apoptotic rates. G2 arrest in AT cells was 
strong and long lasting, in NBS cells the G2 arrest was induced at comparable level to controls up to 72h, however a late G2 arrest 
appeared after 96h. Two of the patients had an induced G2 arrest. Increased incidence of chromosomal aberrations was found in 
AT, NBS and cancer patients compared to control cells. AT showed a long lasting phospho-p53 Ser15 induction, NBS cells an 
early and low p53 expression, 2 lines from cancer patients had higher expression of p53.

In this set of tests, the analysis of chromosomal aberrations by 3-color FISH seems the most promising method. The combination 
of tests gives a profi le of impaired cell functions and enables to investigate the underlying genetic defects more directly.

P05/1191: Biomarkers of oxidative stress and their application for assessment of individual radiosensitivity

 Siamak Haghdoost,  Stefan Czene,  Mats Harms-Ringdahl, Stockholm University, Sweden;  Ingemar Naslund, Dept. of Radiotherapy
 Radiumhemmet, Sweden;  Sven Skog, KFC, Novum, Huddinge Hospital, Sweden

The main biological effect of ionizing radiation is the induction of different types of DNA damages. Besides strand breaks, 
different types of chemical changes of the deoxynucleotides appear, i.e.base-damages, induced by free radicals. One common 
base-damage is 8-hydroxy-2`-deoxyguanosine (8-oxo-dG). 8-oxo-dG is removed from the DNA by the process of base and 
nucleotide excision repair and released from the cell.

In our previous study we have shown that excretion of 8-oxo-dG (measured by HPLC-EC) into urine is signifi cantly different 
in patients showing minor radiosensitivity during the fi rst 6-7 days of radiotherapy as compared to patients with pronounced 
reactions. This information could be advantageous for adjustment of the total dose and add other therapy modalities and/or 
treatments to benefi t cancer patients.

We report herein on the evaluation of a novel ELISA approach for the detection of 8-oxo-dG in human serum. Background 
data on 8-oxo-dG levels in serum from healthy individuals and breast cancer patients will be discussed. Dose response curves, 
after irradiation of whole blood in vitro, for evaluation of individual radiosensitivity for both groups will also be discussed.

P05/1192: The signifi cance of plasma TGF-β1 level in nasopharyngeal carcinoma patients treated with 
radiotherapy

 Hong-Wen Chen,  Yuen-Liang Lai, Mackay Hospice Palliative Care Center, Mackay Memorial, Taiwan;  Yue-Cune Chang, 
Tamkang University, Tamsui, Taiwan;  Jeng-Jong Hwang, National Yang Ming University, Taiwan;  Ling-Wei Wang, Veterans Gene
ral Hospital, Taiwan

Purpose: To study the correlation between plasma TGF-β1 level and radiation-induced mucositis and dermatitis in nasopharyngeal 
carcinoma (NPC) patients treated with radiotherapy (RT).

Materials and Methods: Eighteen NPC patients treated with adjuvant radiotherapy (RT) were studied. Blood samples were 
collected before, during (every 2-3 weeks) and after RT. Plasma TGF-β1 level was determined with an ELISA assay. Patients were 
divided into two groups according to the pre-treatment TGF-β1 levels: 1)>=8 ng/mL; 2)<8 ng/mL. The degree of tumor regression 
and the grade of radiation toxicity, which include radiation-induced mucositis and dermatitis, were followed up during and after RT.

Results: Partial remission (PR) rate was 100% in patients who fi nished the complete radiation treatment. The overall average 
plasma TGF-β1 level in NPC patients was decreased signifi cantly during RT as compared to that of the pre-treatment (p = 0.003). 
The grading, i.e. the severity of radiation toxicity or acute radiation morbidity score, in some patients, who showed signifi cantly 
increased plasma TGF-β1 level during RT (p = 0.011) as compared to that of the pre-treatment, was >=2. The plasma TGF-β1 
level was reduced about 0.2 ng/mL per fraction (1.8 Gy/fraction).

Conclusion: Both tumor volume and infl ammatory tissues contributed to the increase of elevated plasma TGF-β1 level. 
However, the former had more impact on the change of plasma TGF-β1 level than the latter during RT. We suggest that the change 
of plasma TGF-β1 level during RT may not be a suitable prognostic factor for radiation-induced mucositis and/or dermatitis in 
NPC patients. However, it could be applied to correlate the shrinkage of tumor volume after RT.
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P05/1193: The change of plasma TGF-β1 level in GP7TB hepatoma-bearing rats before and after 
radiotherapy

 I-Fen Fu,  Jeng-Jong Hwang, National Yang-Ming University, Taiwan;  Rheun-Chuan Lee,  Shan-Su Huang, Veterans General Hosp
ital, Taipei, Taiwan

Purpose: To determine the correlation between plasma transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) level and radiation effect in rats 
with GP7TB hepatic carcinoma followed single dose radiotherapy (RT).

Material and Methods: 30 rats were divided into three groups: control (no tumor, no irradiation); sham (with tumor, no 
irradiation) and irradiated (with tumor & irradiation). Two million GP7TB hepatoma cells were inoculated into the liver of 
Fischer344 rat. Three weeks after tumor cells injection, bloods were collected through tail veins before and every two weeks after 
10 Gy local irradiation with a Co-60 unit. An enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was used to quantify plasma TGF-β1 
concentrations. The tumor volume measurement was assayed with a guided axial computed tomography (CT) scanner before and 
once every three weeks after RT.

Results: The average plasma TGF-β1 level of GP7TB hepatoma-bearing rats was signifi cantly higher than that of the control 
rats (p < 0.05), but decreased signifi cantly within a week after RT as compared to the sham group (p < 0.05). The TGF-β1 level 
of irradiated group after RT was also signifi cantly lower than that of the pre-treatment of the same group (p < 0.01). Although 
no signifi cant shrinkage of tumors was observed by CT, tumors were stopped growing after RT. The average survival time in 
irradiated tumor-bearing rats was signifi cantly longer than that of the non-irradiated.

Conclusion: The average plasma TGF-β1 level of GP7TB hepatoma-bearing rats was signifi cantly higher than that of normal 
rats, and was decreased shortly after RT. 10 Gy local irradiation is able to suppress the growth of hepatoma, and increases the 
overall survival time. We suggest that GP7TB hepatoma-bearing rat model could be used for monitoring the correlation between 
plasma TGF-β1 level and radiation-induced hepatitis during and after RT.

P05/1194: Predicting radiosensitivity using DNA end-binding complex analysis

 Sheikh M Ismail,  Monica Puppi,  Sheela Singh,  Thomas Buchholz,  Michael Story,  William Brock,  Craig w Stevens, MD Anderson C
ancer Center, United States

Previous reports have suggested that measuring radiosensitivity of normal and tumor cells would have signifi cant clinical 
relevance for the practice of radiation oncology. Normal tissue toxicity may be predicted by normal tissue radiosensitivity, and 
tumor control probability may be predicted by tumor radiosensitivity. The surviving fraction after 2 Gy (SF2) has been shown 
by several investigators to measure clinically relevant radiosensitivity. However, this assay is time consuming, expensive, and 
requires an invasive biopsy. We hypothesised that radiosensitivity might also be predicted by analysing DNA-end binding 
complexes (DNA-EBCs) which form at DNA double-strand breaks (the most important cytotoxic lesion caused by radiation). To 
test this hypothesis, the DNA-EBC pattern of 21 primary fi broblast and 15 tumor cell lines were studied. DNA-EBC patterns were 
determined using a modifi ed electrophoretic mobility shift assay and were correlated with radiosensitivity, as measured by SF2. 
DNA-EBC analysis identifi ed a rapidly migrating, ATM-containing band whose density correlated with SF2 (0.02 <SF2<0.41) 
in primary fi broblasts (r2=0.77). The DNA-EBC pattern of peripheral blood lymphocytes was identical to that of fi broblasts. 
Band A density correlated with SF2 (0.35 <SF2<0.80) in 15 human tumor cell lines (r2=0.91). DNA-EBC analysis also predicts 
radiosensitization by two unrelated, relatively non-toxic radiosensitizers: the COX2 inhibitor SC-236, and the histone deacetylase 
inhibitor, sodium butyrate.

These data indicate that DNA-EBC analysis may be a practical, clinically relevant marker for tumor and normal tissue 
radiosensitivity.
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P05/1195: Proinfl ammatory cytokine profi les and morbidity in prostate patients undergoing wide-fi eld + 
prostate boost radiotherapy

 Charles J Kovacs,  Barbara M Daly,  Mark J Evans,  Roberta M Johnke,  Tung-Kwang Lee,  Ulf L Karlsson, East Carolina University
 Brody School of Medicine, United States;  Hyder Arastu,  Ron Allison, East Carolina University, United States

Infl ammatory and fi brogenic cytokine expression following ionizing radiation has been proposed to be a potential biomarker of 
the radiation response. For this reason, circulating levels of IL-1&alpha, M-CSF and TGF&beta were measured in a group of 
patients (n=38) presenting with well-defi ned adenocarcinoma of the prostate and treated with wide-fi eld pelvic + prostate boost 
(WFP+PB) radiotherapy (xRT) according to RTOG protocols No 94-08 and 94-13. Lower gastrointestinal (GI) and genitourinary 
(GU) morbidity associated with WFP+PB xRT were blindly evaluated prospectively according to RTOG criteria and, using this 
scoring system, patients were characterized as being either average reactive (AR) or over reactive (OR) to a full course of the 
WPF+PB xRT. When compared to corresponding control subjects (n=25), patients entered into this study were found to have 
elevated plasma levels (p<0.05) of the three cytokines prior to treatment. Moreover, during xRT, the circulating levels of the three 
cytokines were further elevated in the form of cyclic waves with concurrent waves of IL-1&alpha and M-CSF preceding that of 
TGF&beta. In addition to providing support for the existence of a humoral response to xRT in patients receiving WFP+PB xRT, 
the data further demonstrated a signifi cant correlation between the integral radiation dose (ID) and the temporal expression and 
magnitude of plasma cytokine levels in patients that had received 1-5 fractions (1.8 – 9 Gy) of WFP+PB xRT. With additional 
fractions of WFP+PB, the correlation between ID and circulating cytokine expression was dampened. Over a 30-month follow-up 
period, there was no evidence of a late fi brotic effect of WFP+PB and 25 patients were found to be AR while 13 demonstrated OR 
to WFP+PB. For the 13 OR patients, a correlation was found between the level of enhanced infl ammatory cytokines and grade 2-3 
GI/GU morbidity. (Supported by NIH, DHHS grant CA GRB-Z)

P05/1196: The tumour distribution of bromodeoxyuridine labelled S-phase cells is found to be strongly dose 
dependant

 Alastair H Kyle,  Lynsey A Huxham,  Jennifer H Baker,  Helen E Burston,  Andrew I Minchinton, BC Cancer Research Centre, Canada

Bromodeoxyurdine (BrdU) is used extensively to measure the fraction of S-phase cells in tumours. Unlike endogenous markers of 
proliferation, such as PCNA and Ki-67, BrdU is exogenously administered and reaches the tumour via vasculature where it must 
then distribute throughout the tissue in order to label S-phase cells. Interest in using BrdU labelling of histological sections to 
evaluate the distribution of the effect of different treatment modalities on tumours led us to study the ability of BrdU to distribute 
within tissue. The study used SiHa (human cervix squamous cell carcinoma) xenografts, a tumour that exhibits cords of cells 
extending up to 150 µm away from blood vessels. A quantitative microscopy-based technique was employed to determine the 
distribution of S-phase labelled cells relative to the vasculature over a dose range of 25-2000 mg/kg BrdU. Detection of BrdU 
incorporation in DNA was carried out immunohistochemically and vasculature was identifi ed using perfusion of carbocyanine, a 
fl uorescent perivascular stain. Analysis of BrdU labelling distribution in the tissue found that a dose of 1000 mg/kg was required 
to label cells furthest from vasculature. Dosing at lower levels resulted in only the cells close to blood vessels being labelled. This 
result is surprising since 100 mg/kg BrdU is commonly used in fl ow cytometry studies. Results were compared with penetration 
seen in vitro using multilayered cell culture, a three-dimensional tissue culture model of solid tumours. Using multilayered cell 
culture, an exposure of 100 µM BrdU for 1 hour was required for labelling of S-phase cells 150 µm into the tissue, while cells 
adjacent to the edge of the tissue could be adequately labelled with just 5 µM BrdU for 1 hour. The AUC for a 100 mg/kg BrdU 
dose in mice was found to be ~30 µM x h.

P05/1197: Utility and predictive value of micronuclei assay during radiation therapy in cancer cervix

 Shalini Singh, King George’s Medical College, India;  Niloy Ranjan Datta,  Narendra Krishnani,  Punita Lal,  Yoodhvir Singh Nagar, 
Sanjay Gandhi Post Graduate Instit of Med Sciences, India

Purpose: To examine the correlation between micronuclei induction (without cytokinesis block) with clinical outcome and explore 
it’s potential as a predictive tool of tumor response.

Material and Methods: Between April 1998 to May 1999, twenty-fi ve patients of squamous cell carcinoma (FIGO stages I-IV) 
were treated by external radiation therapy (EXRT). Serial cytological smears were taken from cervical growth before treatment 
and at weekly intervals during the course to completion of EXRT. Slides was stained by Giemsa and May-Grunwald’s stain. 
Scoring of micronuclei were done in 1000 tumor cells as – number of micronuclei (MN), micronuclei frequency (MNF) and total 
micronuclei frequency (TMNF). A cut off value of 50% increment over baseline micronuclei value and fi rst week was taken to 
correlate micronuclei induction with local disease free (LDFS) and overall survival (OS).

Results: The mean age was 52 years (range 30 – 85). The mean (standard deviation,SD) EXRT dose was 50.52 ± 5.66Gy 
(range 45 – 68). This was followed by intracavitary brachytherapy to a mean(SD)dose of 18.82 ± 3.82Gy (range: 6 – 25).

A total of 1,25,000 tumor cells were counted from 125 samples. A signifi cant rise of mean micronuclei count was seen both for MN 
and TMNF when compared from baseline value to successive weeks of EXRT. However, micronuclei induction was highly signifi cant 
in fi rst week of EXRT (p=0.004). A trend of superior LDFS and OS was observed in patients showing more than 50% increment in MN 
from baseline value to fi rst week of EXRT. However, this reached statistical signifi cance for TMNF for LDFS (p=0.05).

Conclusions: Serial cytological micronuclei assay (without cytokinesis block) is simple, feasible, rapid and economical in vivo 
methodology for cancer cervix patients. A signifi cant rise in TMNF in present study during initial week may offer a predictive 
potential in assessing radiosensitivity and guiding individual treatment strategies.
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P05/1198: Correlating telomere length and radiosensitivity in cancer patients

 Carl N Sprung,  Deborah SP Davey,  Michael J McKay, Peter MacCallum Cancer Center, Australia

Approximately three percent of cancer patients suffer from signifi cant side effects in normal tissue exposed to ionising radiation 
during radiotherapy (RT). Although RT is an effective therapy for cancer treatment, the treatment dose intensity is generally 
restricted to minimize the incidence of these severe reactions. This imposes tumour control limitations on most patients. A major 
goal of radiation biology research is to develop effi cient predictive assays that could identify these hyper-radiosensitive (hRS) 
individuals prior to treatment. This predictive ability would enable the individualisation of RT doses, which should result in 
improvement of tumour control rates and a reduction in the incidence of RT side effects. Recent studies have reported a correlation 
between cellular and organismal RS and shortened telomeres. Interestingly, a number of DNA repair proteins have been found to 
be associated with telomeres. Additionally, individuals with cancer-proneness and RS syndromes, such as ataxia telangiectasia and 
Fanconi anemia, have shortened telomeres. In animal models, mutations in DNA repair genes such as Ku, has resulted in shortened 
telomeres. We have a unique bank of blood samples and lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) from over 50 hRS patients. We have 
used traditional methods of telomere length assessment and a clinically relevant method, fl ow cytometry fl uorescence in situ 
hybridisation (fl ow-FISH) to determine the telomere length in both LCLs and peripheral blood mononuclear cells from the hRS 
patients. Results from the screening of these samples will be presented. If clinical hRS can be correlated with shortened telomeres 
in some patients, fl ow-FISH may have utility as part of a pre-treatment hRS assay for use in the clinic.

P05/1199: Determining molecular signatures for head and neck squamous cell carcinomas that characterize 
patient outcome after combined surgery and radiotherapy by analysis of gene expression using microarrays: 
Analysis of tumor heterogeneity

 Michael D Story,  Kian Ang,  David N Stivers,  Adel El-Naggar,  Uma Giri,  Cheryl L Ashorn, University of Texas, MD Anderson Can
cer Center, United States

Our goal is to develop and use gene expression profi les to characterize inter-individual differences in treatment response of 
HNSCC patients undergoing surgery and radiotherapy. We have shown that surgical/pathologic criteria can stratify patients in 
low, intermediate, and high risk groups, however, 40% of patients in the high risk group fail this therapy regime through either 
local recurrence, distant metastasis, or both. We hypothesize that by determining the expression of thousands of genes we can 
identify gene expression patterns that distinguish tumor response, particularly for those that failed therapy, and we can develop 
prospective predictors to help tailor therapy to the individual. Furthermore, we may be able to development new targets for 
therapeutic intervention. At issue, however, is the inherent heterogeneity of HNSCC tumor tissue and how that may limit the use 
of microarrays: that is, will multiple sampling from the same tumor yield differences in gene expression that would preclude the 
ability to discern meaningful differences between individual tumors or cohorts of tumors? We tested this by dividing 3 HNSCC 
tumor samples from the oral cavity, determined by pathology to be comprised of at least 85% tumor, into multiple regions and 
then examining gene expression in triplicate from 3 different regions within each tumor sample. Cluster analysis was performed 
on all samples to determine the relationship of each sample to one-another. First, replicate slides from the same sample clustered 
together, then samples from the same tumor clustered together. This relationship was confi rmed by Principal Component Analysis. 
These data suggest that with proper quality assurance mechanisms in place, heterogeneity of tumors can be limited, thus allowing 
gene expression differences to be examined. We have initiated analysis of HNSCC tumor samples using a 19,200-feature 
oligonucleotide array to determine molecular signatures that characterize patient response.
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P05/1200: Validation of novel DSB co-localizing residual foci assay for radiosensitivity

 Eva Markova, Stockholm University, Slovak Republic;  Niklas Schultz,  Jesper Torudd,  Mats Harms-Ringdahl, 
Stockholm University, Sweden;  Marina Protopopova, Cancer Centrum Karolinska, Sweden;  Galina Selivanova, 
Centrum Karolinska, Karolinska Institutet, Sweden;  Igor Ya Belyaev, Department of Genetic & Cellular Toxicology, Stockholm, 
Sweden

There is a need to develop sensitive in vitro methods for assessment of cellular radiosensitivity in dose range relevant for 
radiotherapy. The measurements of residual DNA DSB may be most promising in this area of research. Large differences were 
seen between cell lines and correlation with cell death was observed. However, residual DNA DSB is usually assessed by pulse 
fi eld gel electrophoresis (PFGE) but biologically irrelevant doses must be applied to see an effect. We suggest here a novel 
residual foci assay for radiosensitivity based on measurements of DSB-co-localizing proteins such as the tumor suppressor p53 
binding protein 1 (53BP1) and g-H2AX. Radiation-induced foci were studied in human cells of different types: G0-lymphocytes, 
normal fi broblasts VH-10, cancer cell line HeLa. Dose of 1cGy induced signifi cant amount of foci. Usually, yield of foci was 
maximal at 30 min after irradiation. Afterwards foci disappeared. A dose dependent number of residual 53BP1 foci, approximately 
1.4 foci/Gy/cell, were observed in lymphocytes 24 h after irradiation with doses 1-10 Gy. In the same dose range, we analyzed 
dose dependencies for several different endpoints of apoptosis such as cell morphology, p53 induction, and apoptotic DNA 
fragmentation. The saturation of apoptosis was observed at 1-2 Gy. These data suggested that one residual 53BP1 focus per cell is 
needed for induction of apoptosis in human G0-lymphocytes. Residual foci were larger in size as compared with primary foci and 
were well counted by the software developed for confocal images. This software-based analysis allowed counting of foci in many 
cells and not less then 300 cells/sample were usually analyzed in each independent experiment. We have shown that radiation-
induced foci do not pass mitosis. Therefore, the time for analysis of residual foci should be less then duration of cell cycle or cells 
should be kept in confl uence. We have obtained dose responses for residual foci in HeLa and VH-10 cells. These dose responses 
correlated with clonogenic survival. The obtained results suggest that the residual foci assay may be used for measuring of 
radiosensitivity of cancer cells and prediction of radiosensitivity in radiotherapy. γ

P05/1201: A high sensitivity, high throughput, automated single-cell gel electrophoresis (‘Comet’) DNA 
damage assay

 Borivoj Vojnovic,  Paul R Barber,  Peter J Johnston,  Helen C Gregory,  Ros J Locke, Gray Cancer Institute, United Kingdom

A fully automated microscopy machine vision image capture and analysis system for the collection of data from slides of 
‘comets’ has been developed. The novel image processing algorithms employed in delineating the ‘comet head’ from the ‘comet 
tail’ allow us to determine accurately very low levels of damage. In conjunction with calibrated and automated image capture 
methods, we are able to eliminate operator subjectivity and analyse large numbers of cells (>2500) in a short time (<1 hour). The 
image processing algorithm is designed to handle particularly diffi cult nuclei containing a high degree of structure, due to DNA 
clumping. We also present techniques used to extend the assay’s dynamic range by removing interfering background fl uorescence 
and to defi ne a region of interest. If subtle biological variations are to be quantifi ed (e.g. cell cycle dependant damage), then 
the use of large cell populations is dictated. Under those circumstances, the use of a fully automated system is particularly 
advantageous providing that the manner in which data is extracted does not introduce any inadvertent bias. In practice, it is 
essential that the image processing steps are geared towards the correct recognition of an acceptable cell nucleus, i.e. comet ‘head’. 
We acknowledge the fi nancial support of CRUK, Programme Grant C133/A1812 – SP 2195-01/02 and the US Department of 
Energy Low Dose Radiation Research Program grant DE-FG07-99ER62878.

P05/1202: Can intrinsic human tissue radiosensitivity be correlated with late responding gene RNA 
expression in white blood cells using a 96 gene micro-array?

 Derrick Schmidt,  Oscar Streeter,  Grant Dagliyan,  Colin K Hill, USC Keck School of Medicine, United States;  Donna M Williams-
Hill, USFDA and USC Keck School of Medicine, United States

Radiation is widely used in the treatment of cancers. It is generally believed there is a sigmoid relationship between radiation dose 
and probability of cure. There is also a sigmoid relationship between radiation dose and normal tissue response. Generally total 
radiation dose to a tumor is limited by normal tissue tolerance. It has been postulated that up to 70% of inter-individual differences 
in radiosensitivity may be due to genetic predisposition (Tureson I. Et al, IJROBP, 1996;36:1065). However, to date, clinicians 
have no way of estimating or predicting an individual’s normal tissue response to radiation exposure. Thus the prescribed dose 
cannot be tailored to an individuals actual expected response but is an empirically derived compromise based on experience. 
Although a number of studies using cellular techniques have shown that human cell radiosensitivity can be measured, none of 
these can be performed quick enough to be used in the clinic. In this study we are looking at gene expression that occurs some 
24 hours after an exposure compared to expression before any exposure in peripheral white blood cells from patients undergoing 
radiotherapy for various tumors. The patients will be followed for overt radiation sensitivity by standard criteria by clinicians in 
the Department. The main aims are: does RNA expression level in a 96 gene micro-array vary before and after radiation and do 
these changes in RNA expression correlate with the objective measurements of acute radiation response observed by the clinicians 
in the patients. The USC IRB recently approved the protocol and human consent for this study to enter 50 patients in the next 12 
months using mostly head and neck and endometrial cancer patients where we can get a normal tissue sample to examine as well 
as the blood sample. We will present the rationale, protocol, methods and early results in detail.
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P05/1203: Assessing hypoxia in androgen dependent prostate tumour models using EF5

 Donald TT Yapp,  Hans Adomat,  Janet Woo,  Wieslawa Dragowska,  Kirsten A Skov, BC Cancer Research Centre, Vancouver, 
Canada;  Cameron J Koch, Univ. of Pennsylvania. PA, United States;  Martin Gleave,  Mary Bowden, The Prostate Centre, VGH, 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada

Introduction: Hormone withdrawal therapy is an important treatment modality in prostate cancer in addition to surgery or 
radiotherapy. Most tumours respond to androgen ablation and regress; but eventually the tumours become androgen independent 
and can re-grow more aggressively. Rationale: The timing of radiation would be important if tumour hypoxia varies during 
hormone therapy. We are investigating the effect of androgen status on tumour hypoxia in murine prostate models. Tools: Initially, 
the Shionogi murine system, a hormone dependent tumour model for prostate cancer, was used with the nitroimidazole, EF5, to 
study changes in hypoxia during tumour progression. Methods: EF5 was injected into mice 3 hours before tumour harvest; half 
the tumour was disaggregated and analysed with fl ow cytometry while the other half was frozen for sectioning. The Cy3/5-tagged 
monoclonal antibody ELK3-51 was then used to assess EF5 binding in cells or in tissue sections (EF5 binding occurs in the 
absence of oxygen). Results: Tissue sections from androgen dependent (AD) tumours had variable regions of EF5 binding before 
castration; little EF5 binding was seen in tumours from castrated (CX) mice. However, androgen independent (AI) tumours (21 
days post-castration) showed high levels of well-distributed EF5 binding. Flow cytometry indicated that the percentage of cells 
from AD, CX and AI tumours with levels of EF5 binding greater than control tumours (not exposed to EF5) were ~30%, ~2% 
and ~50%, respectively. The extent of hypoxia did not appear to be related to tumour size. Our results at other time points, and in 
the human LNCaP model will be presented. Implications: If hypoxia is also variable in human prostate tumours, then it would be 
important to choose appropriate timing for radiotherapy or determine hypoxia on an individual basis in prostate patients.

P05/1204: Lactate stimulates migration of human cancer cells: possible consequences for the development of 
metastases

 Stefan Walenta,  Christian Springborn,  Sebastian Zilkens,  Brigitte Groetzebach,  Wolfgang Mueller-Klieser, University of Mainz, 
Germany

A high lactate production is a common feature of the majority of malignant tumors. In several independent series of clinical studies 
we could show that a high lactate content in primary human carcinomas was correlated with a higher incidence of metastases and a 
reduced patient survival, compared to tumors with a lower lactate content. Since one of the early events in metastasis is the active 
movement of cancer cells out of the primary tumor site, we have investigated the effect of exogenous lactate on the migratory 
activity of human cancer cells in vitro. – A 48 well micro chemotaxis chamber was used to quantify the migration of SQ20B and 
PCI13 cells which were derived from human head and neck squamous cell carcinomas. The chamber consists of bottom and a top 
Lucite slide, separated by a gelatin covered polycarbonate membrane with pores of 8 µm, where cells eventually migrate through. 
– In summary, there was a time and concentration dependent unidirectional enhancement of cell migration. For example, cells 
were incubated in growth medium supplemented with 20 mM L-lactate. On the average, the rate of cell migration was signifi cantly 
enhanced (p < 0.001) to 139 % for SQ20 and 136 % for PCI cells, compared to untreated control cells (100 %). No effects on 
cell migration were detected for culture media containing 20 mM D-lactate or 20 mM sodium chloride. These results suggest that 
an elevated lactate production may not only be an accompanying phenomenon of malignant transformation, but may also play 
an active part in tumor progression by enhancing cell migration and dissemination of potentially metastatic cells from primary 
lesions. Supported by the Deutsche Krebshilfe (Az.: 70-02710).

P05/1205: Prenyltransferase inhibitor radiosensitization of pancreatic ductal carcinoma (PaCa) cells

 Thomas B Brunner,  Stephen M Hahn,  Anil K Rustgi, University of Pennsylvania, Division of Gastroenterolog, United States; 
 W Gillies McKenna,  Eric J Bernhard, University of Pennsylvania, United States

Purpose: Farnesyltransferase inhibitors (FTIs) radiosensitize tumor cell lines expressing activated H-Ras. K-Ras however remains 
active after FTI treatment due to prenylation by geranylgeranyltransferase. Up to 90% of pancreatic carcinomas (PaCa) are mutant in 
K-ras. We hypothesized that combined FTI and geranylgeranyltransferase inhibitor (GGTI) treatment could radiosensitize PaCa cells.

Methods: Nine human PaCa lines (7 K-ras-mutant, 2 ras-wt) and transgenic mouse pancreatic ductal cells (PDC) expressing 
wt-ras or mutant K-ras were tested in clonogenic assays with combined FTI-A +/- GGTI-B (Merck & Co Inc.). Inhibition of PI3-
kinase (with LY294002) or inhibition of MEK1/2 (with U0126) served to assess the signifi cance of the PI3-kinase and MAPK 
to radiation survival in these cells. H- and K-Ras prenylation status and changes in phosphorylation of AKT and MAPK were 
monitored as were changes in cell cycle distribution.

Results: FTI+GGTI treatment achieved inhibition of K-Ras prenylation in all PaCa cell lines. This treatment radiosensitized the 
K-ras mutant cell lines AsPC-1, Capan-2, MiaPaCa-2 and PSN-1, PancM, but not Capan-1 or the ras-wt cell lines (BxPC-3, HS766T, 
PDC-wt). L-778,123, a dual action inhibitor, sensitized all K-ras mutant cells. Surprisingly, PancM, Panc-1, MiaPaCa-2 and PDC 
K-Ras cells were radiosensitized by FTI treatment alone. R11577, another FTI without GGTI activity, also sensitized Panc-1 and 
MiaPaCa-2 and additionally AsPC-1 cells. Radiosensitization was also achieved after treatment with LY294002 in all PaCa lines 
expressing mutant-K-ras and the ras-wt line BxPC-3 overexpressing Akt2. However these lines were not sensitized by U0126.

Conclusions: FTI+GGTI sensitize K-ras mt PaCa cell lines to radiation. PI3-kinase signaling but not MAPK signaling appears 
to contribute to radiation survival in PaCa cells. Radiosensitization of certain PaCa cells by FTI alone indicates that alternate 
pathways or farnesylated targets other than K-Ras may also be involved in radiation survival of a subset of pancreatic tumor cells.
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P05/1206: Ki-Ras-induced activation of NF-kappaB by dual signaling pathways

 Bo-Yeon Kim, Korea Research Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnolog, Korea;  Lucus Tramontozzi,  Anatoly Dritschilo, 
 Mira Jung, Georgetown University, United States;  Thomas Franke, Columbia University, United States

The Ki-RAS oncogene is frequently mutated in human tumors, including pancreatic (70 to 90%), lung (25 to 50%), and colon 
(50%) adenocarcinomas. The expression of a Ki-Ras oncoprotein is associated with constitutive activation of the transcription 
factor NF-kappaB in pancreatic carcinoma cells. We have previously shown that Ki-Ras induces NF-kappaB activation in 
part through the signaling pathway that includes NIK (NF-kappaB-inducing kinase), IKKbetaβ(IkappaB kinase beta), and 
IkappaBalpha (alpha isoform of the inhibitor of NF-kappaB). Here we show that the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) inhibitor 
wortmannin inhibited the constitutive activation of NF-kappaB apparent in human epithelial cells that stably express activated 
Ki-Ras (267B1/Ki-ras cells). The phosphorylation and activation of Akt induced by Ki-Ras in these cells was accompanied by 
formation in the nucleus of a complex comprising Akt, glycogen synthase kinase-3, and the p65 subunit of NF-kappaB. From the 
observations of transfecting the cells with wild type Akt or treating the cells with lithium chloride, the phosphorylation of GSK-3 
by activated Akt appeared to result in the dissociation of NF-kappaB from this complex, allowing it to interact with the kappaB 
motif of target genes. These results were supported by in vitro protein-protein interaction studies with purifi ed Akt, GSK-3 and 
p65 molecules. Our data thus suggest that the PI3K-Akt-GSK-3 signaling pathway, in addition to the NIK-IKKbeta-IkappaBα 
pathway, mediates the Ki-Ras-induced NF-kappaB activation through direct interaction with NF-kappaB molecules.

P05/1207: Overexpression of extracellular superoxide dismutase reduces severity of radiation-induced lung 
toxicity through downregulation of the TGF-β signal transduction pathway

 Zahid N Rabbani,  Mitchell S Anscher,  Emerald Archer,  Liguang Chen,  Thaddeus V Samulski,  Rodney J Folz,  Mark W Dewhirst, 
 Zeljko Vujaskovic, Duke University Medical Center, United States

Purpose: The objective of this study is to determine whether overexpression of ECSOD, ameliorates acute radiation induced lung 
injury by inhibiting activation of TGF-β and downregulating phosphorylation of (p)Smad 3 signal transduction protein.

Methods: Transgenic (TG) B6C3 mice that overexpress human EC-SOD (hEC-SOD) and wild-type (WT) littermates received 
single dose of 15 Gy to the whole thorax and sacrifi ced at 1day, 1wk, 2wk, 3wk, 6wk, 10 and 14 weeks. Different endpoints were 
assessed to look for lung damage.

Results: Starting at 3rd week after radiation, there was signifi cant increase in breathing rates, right lung wet weights and lung 
tissue damage score of XRT-WT vs. XRT-TG (p<0.05). In BALF, total cell counts per ml were signifi cantly increased in XRT-WT 
whereas XRT-TG animals did not show any signifi cant increase except at 14 weeks after irradiation (p<0.05). Macrophages and 
lymphocytes were the predominant infl ammatory cells in BALF of XRT-WT compared to XRT-TG (p<0.05). XRT-WT group had 
a signifi cantly higher percentage of activated TGF-β1 than the XRT-TG (p=0.04) at 14 weeks. There was a mild immunoreactivity 
of pSmad3 in bronchial epithelium and typeII pneumocytes of control animals. In XRT-WT pSmad3 immunostaining was 
moderate at 1 week and moderate to strong at 3, 6 and 10 weeks whereas in XRT-TG mice immmunostaining was mild to 
moderate.

Conclusions: This study shows that, the overexpression of ECSOD in transgenic animals is radioprotective in acute phase 
of radiation induced lung injury. Fewer infl ammatory cells in XRT-TG group confi rms the deprivation of important source for 
free radicals and TGF-β cytokine. Signifi cant reduction in TGF-β activation in ECSOD overexpressing animals, followed by 
downregulation of pSmad3 indicates important role of reactive oxygen species in activation of TGF-β signal transduction pathway.

P05/1208: Inhibition of repopulation is not a determining factor for the radiosensitizing effects of rapamycin

 Jann N Sarkaria,  Brett L Carlson,  Ann C Mladek, Mayo Clinic, United States

The mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) is a key downstream effector of the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, and we have 
previously shown that inhibition of mTOR by rapamycin signifi cantly enhances the effi cacy of prolonged fractionated radiation 
in U87 glioma cells grown as xenografts or spheroids. To test whether inhibition of repopulation between radiation fractions 
contributes to the sensitizing effects of rapamycin, the effi cacy of our previous protracted radiation schedule was compared 
with an accelerated regimen in U87 spheroids. Regrowth of individual spheroids was tracked over time following treatment 
with either accelerated or protracted radiation in the presence or absence of rapamycin. As in our previous studies, treatment 
with 10 nM rapamycin signifi cantly increased the time required for U87 spheroids to regrow to 10 times their original volume 
(22 ± 2 days [mean ± 95% CI]) compared to control (7 ± 1 days). Regrowth after protracted radiation (2 Gy every 3 days x 4; 
9 ± 2 days)did not signifi cantly differ from control treatment, while accelerated radiation (2 Gy every 4 hours x 4) modestly 
delayed spheroid regrowth (12 ± 2 days). Specifi c to our model, the relatively small difference in regrowth time between the two 
radiation fractionation schedules suggests that repopulation is not a major detrimental factor in the protracted radiation schedule. 
Interestingly, the combination of rapamycin with either protracted or accelerated RT signifi cantly enhanced the effi cacy of the 
radiation with regrowth times of 31 ± 4 days and 29 ± 4 days, respectively. Consistent with this in vitro data, preliminary results 
from an animal study suggest that treatment with a rapamycin analog and daily radiation is as effective as protracted radiation/
rapamycin schedules. Thus, any effects of rapamycin on repopulation in our model systems do not contribute signifi cantly to the 
sensitizing effects of rapamycin.
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P05/1209: Molecular mechanisms of the enhanced anti-tumor effect of ionizing radiation by epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR) blockade: the role of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)

 Benjamin Solomon,  Carleen Cullinane,  Grant A McArthur, Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute, Australia

Recent studies demonstrating that inhibition of the EGFR enhances the anti-tumor effect of radiation have prompted the 
commencement of clinical trials of this therapeutic strategy. The mechanisms involved in this interaction remain to be fully 
established and are potentially important for patient selection, as well as understanding the basis of resistance to this approach. 
Initial studies with the EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor gefi tinib (ZD1839, Iressa) used in combination with radiation in A431 
xenografts in nude mice demonstrated greater in vivo than in vitro effects. An effect on angiogenesis was suggested by reductions 
in microvessel staining and VEGF expression in tumors treated with ZD1839. Measurement of VEGF production of cell culture 
supernatant demonstrated that gefi tinib is able to inhibit EGF-stimulated as well as basal VEGF production in A431 cells as well as 
in other cell lines including head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (SCC-25) and androgen-insensitive prostate cancer (DU145). 
Signal transduction pathways downstream of the EGF leading to VEGF production were dissected using specifi c inhibitors of 
PI3K (LY294002), MAPK (U0126), and p38 Kinase (SB203580) in A431 cells. Inhibition of PI3K reduced EGF stimulated VEGF 
production. Similarly EGF stimulated HIF-1alpha protein expression was reduced by EGFR inhibition with gefi tinib as well as by 
downstream inhibition of PI3K. Cell lines producingVEGF in a doxycycline-inducible manner (pBIEGFPVEGF165) have been 
generated to determine the effects of maintaining VEGF expression despite EGFR inhibition. Experiments performed in vivo with 
these lines to determine if inducible-VEGF expression rescues tumors from the enhanced effects of radiation in combination with 
EGFR inhibition will be presented.

P05/1210: Inhibition of protein translation via mTOR signaling as a target in radiotherapy

 Sherry A Weppler,  Philippe Lambin,  Brad G Wouters, University of Maastricht, The Netherlands

The mTOR kinase lies downstream of AKT within the PI3K pathway which transduces proliferation, growth and survival signals 
from many receptor tyrosine kinases (such as EGFR, Her2/Neu, PDGFR, IGFR). The PI3K pathway is often upregulated in human 
cancers either by overexpression of these receptors, AKT mutations, or by loss/mutation of the major negative regulator of this 
pathway, PTEN. Upon stimulation, mTOR phosphorylates two effector proteins, 4E-BP1 and p70S6K, which mediate an increase 
in the level of protein translation. A small subset of the total mRNA population is responsible for this increase in translation and 
we believe that expression of these proteins can trigger an angiogenic response. Therefore, by regulating translation levels through 
the inhibition of mTOR signaling we may be able to inhibit proliferation as well as decrease angiogenesis. Indeed, rapamycin (a 
potent inhibitor of mTOR signaling) has shown promising anti-proliferative and anti-angiogenic properties in tumours and cell 
lines with active PI3K pathways. Recent studies have also revealed that rapamycin can remarkably enhance the regrowth delay 
(~19 days) of glioblastoma xenografts when combined with fractionated radiation.

We are interested in determining whether rapamycin sensitivity is dependent upon proteins downstream of mTOR such as 
the total levels and/or association of translation initiation factor eIF4E and 4E-BP1. A wide range of sensitivity was found in a 
panel of cell lines assessed for rapamycin induced growth inhibition. IC50s of <1nM were observed for U87, MCF-7, and A549 
while HeLa and MD-AMB231 required >1000 times more drug for an equivalent inhibition of growth. Currently, we are testing 
the association of eIF4E and 4E-BP1 in response to serum starvation and stimulation using m7GTP affi nity chromatography. We 
anticipate that cells with a reduced serum response will be more sensitive to rapamycin treatment. Future in vitro, in vivo, and 
clinical studies are planned in order to evaluate RAD001, a rapamycin derivative produced by Novartis. Ultimately, we hope to 
use eIF4E and 4E-BP1 as potential indicators of patient response in clinical trials with RAD001.
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P05/1211: A prospective phase I/II trial of the cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor celecoxib in patients with 
carcinoma of the cervix – acute toxicity and biomarker response analysis

 Philip Chan,  Corinne Doll,  Amit Oza,  Melania Pintilie,  Wilfred Levin, Princess Margaret Hospital, Canada;  Lee Manchul, 
 Anthony Fyles, Princess Margaret Hospital, Canada;  Michael Milosevic, The Princess Margaret Hospital &University of Toronto, 
Canada

Purpose: To evaluate the toxicity and biomarker response of celecoxib (C) as a biologic modifi er in combination with defi nitive 
chemoradiotherapy (CRT) in women with cervix cancer.

Methods: Fifteen cervix patients were entered into the fi rst phase of this prospective study between March 2001 and January 
2002. FIGO stages included IB(2), IIB(8), IIIB(4), and IVA(1), and median age was 51 years (range 26-62). Celecoxib 400mg 
orally was given b.i.d. 2 weeks prior to, and during the CRT. Toxicity assessments were performed weekly up to 12 weeks 
following treatment prior to further accrual using the NCIC-CTC. Hypoxia (HP5) and interstitial fl uid pressure (IFP) assays were 
performed at day 0 and 14.

Results: Eleven patients completed the prescribed therapy. Only 2 of 4 patients discontinued C due to GI toxicity. In total there 
were 6 (40%) with grade 3/4 acute toxicity. Four were related to GI, one to skin reaction while the other was haematological. 
Although it was diffi cult to distinguish CRT toxicity from C, the proportion of patients with severe acute toxicity was similar to 
what we previously reported with CRT alone (8/24 (33%), Rodrigues, IJROBP 2001:Vol 51:(3): (Supp 1): 334). GI toxicity was 
more common in this study whereas haematologic effects were more frequent in the previous study. Evaluating the most recent 
measurable data set, 6 of 16 patients showed a decrease in HP5, (3.8 – 89.7%) while 10 of 14 patients had a reduction in IFP, (1.3 
– 16.2mmHg). Two grade 4 late GI toxicity developed.

Conclusion: Celecoxib is tolerated by patients receiving CRT for cervix cancer. Response of microenvironmental biomarkers 
to C was seen in the majority, suggesting a role as early markers of treatment outcome. Further follow-up is needed to assess the 
risk of late toxicity. The trial has been re-opened with C reduced to 300 mg b.i.d.

P05/1212: A novel gene therapy-based approach that selectively targets hypoxic regions within solid tumors

 Shona T Dougherty,  Graeme J Dougherty, UCLA Medical Center, United States;  Peter D Davis, Angiogene Pharmaceuticals Ltd, 
United Kingdom

There is compelling evidence that malignant cells present within the hypoxic regions that are commonly found within solid tumors 
contribute signifi cantly to local recurrence following radiation therapy. We describe now a novel strategy designed to target such 
cells that exploits the differential production within hypoxic regions of the pro-angiogenic cytokine vascular endothelial cell 
growth factor (VEGF). Specifi cally, we have generated cDNA constructs that encode two distinct chimeric cell surface proteins 
that incorporate, respectively, the extracellular domains of the VEGF receptors Flk-1 or Flt-1, fused in frame to the membrane 
spanning and cytoplasmic domains of the pro-apoptotic protein Fas. Both chimeric proteins (Flk/Fas and Flt/Fas) appear stable 
and can be readily detected on the surface of transfected cells by Western blot and/or FACS analysis. Importantly, tumor cells 
expressing the chimeric proteins were rapidly killed in a dose-dependent fashion upon the addition of exogenous recombinant 
VEGF. Adenoviral vectors encoding Flk/Fas have been generated and shown to induce tumor cells to undergo apoptosis upon 
transfer to hypoxic conditions in vitro. This activity is dependent upon the endogenous production of VEGF. Studies are currently 
underway to test the ability of adenoviral Flk/Fas (Ad.Flk/Fas) to reduce tumor recurrence in vivo when used as an adjuvant 
therapy in conjunction with clinically relevant doses of ionizing radiation.

P05/1213: Neutralizing VEGF bioactivity with a soluble chimeric VEGF receptor protein fl t (1-3) IGG 
inhibits testosterone stimulated prostate growth in castrated mice

 Peter Hammarsten,  Erik Lissbrant,  Ingela-Franck Lissbrant,  Stina Häggström-Rudolfsson,  Anders Bergh, Umeå University, 
Umeå, Sweden;  Napoleone Ferrara, Department of Molecular Oncology Genentech Inc, United States

Recent studies show that testosterone stimulated growth of the glandular tissue in the ventral prostate in adult castrated rats is 
preceded by increased epithelial VEGF synthesis, endothelial cell proliferation, vascular growth, and increased blood fl ow. These 
observations suggest that testosterone stimulated prostate growth could be angiogenesis dependent, and that VEGF could play 
a central role in this. To test this hypothesis adult male mice were castrated and after one week treated with testosterone and 
vehicle, or with testosterone and a soluble chimeric VEGF-receptor fl t(1-3)IgG protein. Treatment with testosterone markedly 
increased endothelial cell proliferation, vascular volume and organ weight in the ventral prostate lobe in the vehicle groups, but 
these responses were inhibited but not fully prevented by anti-VEGF treatment. The testosterone stimulated increase in epithelial 
cell proliferation was unaffected by fl t(1-3)IgG, but endothelial and epithelial cell apoptosis were increased in the anti-VEGF 
compared to the vehicle treated group.

This study, together with our previous observations, suggest that testosterone stimulates vascular growth in the ventral prostate 
lobe indirectly by increasing epithelial VEGF synthesis and that this is a necessary component in testosterone stimulated prostate 
growth.
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P05/1215: Direct electric current for the treatment of depends on different tumor

 Yeun Hwa Gu,  Yoshiro Tanabe, Suzuka University of Medical Science, Japan;  Hitoshi Tawaraya, Sunny Health Co., Ltd., Japan; 
 Ihll Bong Choi, Catholic University of Medicine, Department of Radiatio, Korea

Now, as for the cancer therapy, surgery, radiotherapy treatment, immuno therapy, hyperthermia, chemotherapy are done. Mold 
cavity of focus limiting to a certain locus is up to it early so that carcinoma is called whole body disease to metastasis tumor 
become ill. Surgical treatment and radiotherapy are effective for local cancer therapy, but, as for the chemotherapies, we think with 
more suitable therapy that we cure illness from head to foot. Electrotherapy, it has been developed a study of electrotherapy in 
1980 by Swedish Nordenstrom. Thereafter it was tried by electrotherapy and combination of chemotherapies, but there are a few 
many study reports. A principle of electrotherapy was indistinct still and we used ICR mice for a thing of the principle elucidation 
and did fundamental experiment. The experimental animal transplanted a cancer cell (sarcoma180, scc-7) in right femoral region 
sub cutis of ICR mouse. The experimental group (sarcoma180, scc-7) divided it into control group, 1 coulomb group, 5 coulomb 
group, 10 coulomb group and totaled 8. Electrotherapy group was tumor tissue, and a system cancer effect was recognized than 
control group by this study. In particular an ECT effect was remarkable scc-7 cancer. In addition, we confi rmed that accumulation 
of drug in aim apparatus stood out between an anode and cathode by a study of MTX of a precedence experiment and was 
different. We think that good cancer therapy of the effi ciency can more by executing ECT in the tumor tissue side.

P05/1216: Radiation-induced activation of maspin expression in human breast cancer cells

 Kimberly J Krager,  Frederick E Domann, University of Iowa, United States

Maspin (SERPINB5) is a member of the serpin gene family. Maspin expression is absent in the majority of human breast 
carcinoma cell lines compared to normal breast epithelial cells. Forced expression of maspin by transfection has been shown to 
inhibit breast cancer cell invasion and metastasis formation. Maspin is downregulated at the transcriptional level by epigenetic 
mechanisms involving aberrant cytosine methylation, histone hypoacetylation and chromatin remodeling in the promoter region of 
the gene. Recently maspin has been identifi ed as a p53 inducible gene, thus raising the possibility that ionizing radiation induced 
accumulation of p53 might constitute a suffi cient stimulus to induce maspin expression in human breast cancer cells.

We hypothesized that exposure of human breast cancer cells to ionizing radiation would result in upregulation of maspin 
expression in a p53-dependent manner. To test this hypothesis we exposed MCF-7 cells to varying doses of Cs-137 gamma rays 
and at various time points after irradiation harvested DNA, RNA and protein for analysis of maspin promoter methylation, maspin 
mRNA levels, and p53 protein levels respectively.

We found that the maspin promoter was methylated in MCF-7 cells, which is consistent with previous reports. While 
unirradiated MCF-7 cells were negative for maspin mRNA, maspin steady state mRNA levels increased in the irradiated cells in a 
dose-dependent fashion. In addition, p53 protein accumulation was observed in the lysates isolated from irradiated cells compared 
to unirradiated cells. Thus, the accumulation of p53 protein correlated with the increase of the maspin transcript.

Our results suggest that p53 protein accumulation participates in the radiation-induced expression of maspin in these human 
breast cancer cells. The radiation-induced re-activation of maspin expression by might be therapeutically useful to prevent the 
invasion and spread of human breast cancers. This work was supported by NIH CA73612

P05/1217: Can primary reducing radicals be recruited for prodrug activation in tissue?

 Angela G Kriste,  Dianne M Ferry,  Robert F Anderson,  William R Wilson, Auckland Cancer Society Research Centre, New Zealand

We have previously demonstrated that the nitroarylmethyl quaternary ammonium (NMQ) prodrugs of mechlorethamine (HN2) 
can be activated under anoxia by ionizing radiation (Kriste et al. Radiation Research, 158, 753 – 762, 2002). The HN2 released by 
these model compounds, however, is insuffi ciently potent for the prodrugs to be therapeutically useful. To address this concern, 
NMQ trigger units (4-nitroimidazole, 2-nitropyrrole and 3-nitrothiophene; all demonstrate one-electron release of HN2) were 
tethered to the DNA intercalator, AMAC (IC

50
 values of 1.3 to 66 nM against human and rodent tumour cells). We now report 

whether AMAC can be radiolytically released from NMQ-AMAC prodrugs in a hypoxic tissue-like environment. Initially 
radiolysis was investigated in anoxic 0.1 M Formate buffer. Here, the G value for AMAC release was 0.33 ± 0.02 µmol/J. In 
anoxic human plasma, radiolytic release was half as effi cient (G(AMAC)= 0.18 ± 0.03 µmol/J). To investigate AMAC release 
in tissue, V79-171b rodent tumour cells were seeded onto Millicell-CM cell culture inserts and grown to 10 – 20 cell diameters. 
These multicellular layers (MCLs) were equilibrated with prodrug (1µM, 4 hours), and transferred to a gassing chamber (95% 
nitrogen or oxygen, 2 minutes). MCLs were irradiated (high dose linear accelerator, 0 – 800 Gy, 35 Gy/pulse) and lysed. HPLC 
analysis indicated that each prodrug was taken up intracellularly to ca. 50 µM. Furthermore, AMAC release was linear with 
radiation dose and was inhibited under oxia. In this tissue, G values spanned a range from 9.0 to 15 nmol/J. These low values, ca. 
5 % of the plasma value, are interpreted as refl ecting unfavourable prodrug localization into acidic intracellular endosomes, with 
no clear E(1) dependance. Whether radiolytic reduction occurs via e

aq
- or H• abstraction to generate carbon-centred radicals is 

unknown. MCL studies with NMQ prodrugs that release alternate amine containing cytotoxins are currently in progress.
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P05/1218: Transcriptional targeting in cancer gene therapy using the p21/WAF1 promoter

 Helen O McCarthy,  Jenny Worthington,  Anita Yakkundi,  Claire Ward,  Eimear Barrett,  David G Hirst,  Stephanie R McKeown, 
 Tracy Robson, University of Ulster, United Kingdom

Lack of target cell specifi city is the main limitation with gene therapy. Tissue-specifi c receptors (Kashara et al. 1994) and 
enhancers (Manome et al. 1994) have been used to localise therapy to the desired area. However low levels of gene expression 
are often associated with these methods. There has been a great deal of interest in the use of exogenous inducible promoters that 
operate at the transcriptional level, such as the Egr-1 promoter (Manome et al. 1998). This investigation focuses on the promoter 
for the x-ray inducible gene, p21/WAF1 (wild type p53 activated fragment). The WAF1 promoter has a p53 binding site which 
has been shown to confer p53 dependent inducibility upon the gene (El-Deiry et al. 1993). However a p53 independent activation 
pathway also exists (Wu et al. 2000). The current study examines the radiation and hypoxia inducibility of the WAF1 promoter in 
several human tumour cell lines of which the p53 status is known. Using the pEGFP reporter gene, we have established that the 
promoter is induced by radiation at clinically relevant doses (Worthington et al, 2000) and also by hypoxia. Results indicate that 
the WAF1 promoter is not leaky in normal human cells but is leaky in human tumour cells regardless of p53 status, indicating a 
level of tumour specifi city not yet fully explored. This observation, coupled with its hypoxia and radiation inducibility at clinically 
relevant radiation doses, suggest that the WAF1 promoter could have signifi cant advantages in overcoming the target specifi city 
associated with gene therapy.

P05/1219: Evaluation of the PSMA promoter for use in a conditionally replicative adenovirus (CRAd) and 
radiotherapy

 Roger Ove,  Amy Swift,  Victor N Krasnykh,  Dirk M Nettelbeck,  Masato Yamamato,  David T Curiel, Univerity of Alabama at Birmin
gham, United States

Introduction. CRAds are currently being evaluated for possible use with concurrent prostate radiotherapy/brachytherapy. Viruses 
with tissue specifi c promoters governing the viral E1A region exist for Cox-2 [Yamamato] and Flt-1 Tyr[Nettelbeck], and a PSMA 
(prostate specifi c membrane antigen) promoter and promoter/enhancer CRAd is being developed. PSMA is promising in that it is 
very specifi c to prostate cancer.

Methods. We evaluated replication defi cient Cox-2 and PSMA luciferase reporter viruses (Ad-Cox2-luc and Ad-PSMA-
luc/RGD) with and without 3Gy radiation. The Ad-PSMA-luc/RGD genome contains an RGD fi ber knob modifi cation, to 
allow infection via integrin interaction (bypassing CAR). Cell lines used were the prostate cell lines PC3 (PSMA-) and LNCaP 
(PSMA+), the breast line BT474 (Cox2-), and immortalized human hepatocytes (THLE-3). Cells were radiated 1 hour before viral 
infection, and assayed 48-hours after infection. Luciferase activity was assayed per total cellular protein of the surviving cells.

Results. Ad-PSMA-luc was negative in BT474, THLE3, and PC3, but showed increased expression in LNCaP. Radiation 
moderately increased expression. Ad-Cox2-luc was positive in all four lines. Radiation led to slightly lower promoter activity in 
BT474 and PC3, 2-fold lower expression in LNCaP, and a slight increase in THLE3. A control reporter virus (Ad-CMV-luc) was 
strongly positive for all lines except BT474, which was negative. Radiation had no affect on CMV promoter activity. Comparison 
PSMA promoter and PSMA promoter/enhancer plasmids showed a 60-fold increase with the addition of the enhancer (50 times the 
SV40 promoter/enhancer). The enhancer led to only 2-fold increase in Du145 (PSMA-).

Conclusions. The PSMA reporter virus (Ad-PSMA-luc) showed selective activity in PSMA positive cells. Moderate 
enhancement is seen with low dose radiation, but not with Ad-Cox2-luc. The PSMA promoter and promoter/enhancer are 
promising in the CRAd context. Timing and dose of irradiation needs to be explored further.

P05/1220: Properties of hybrid TiO
2
-oligonucleotide nanocomposites

 Tatjana Paunesku,  Natasa Stojicevic,  Gayle Woloschak, Northwestern University, United States;  Tijana Rajh,  Jorg Maser, 
 Stefan Vogt,  Barry Lai,  Marion Thurnauer, Argonne National Laboratory, United States

Recent advancements in hybrid nanotechnology involving nucleic acids and inorganic molecules/structures are predominantly 
oriented towards cellular imaging or DNA microarray development or for nanoconstruction (such as assembly of ordered patterns 
of nanocrystals). Nevertheless, in this evolving fi eld there is little work reported yet about the development of nanoparticles that 
can be used to manipulate biological materials in a novel way.

We have synthesized TiO
2
-DNA nanocomposites as new vehicles for biotechnology that express new biochemical properties, 

in an attempt to develop them into nanodevices that would be able to enter cells and conduct their functions in vivo and in situ.
Absorption of light and ionizing radiation leads to charge separation in TiO

2
, and nanocrystallites modifi ed by the presence of 

oligonucleotides exhibit semiconducting through both constituents. In such a system charge pairs are instantaneously separated 
and electropositive holes accumulate on the oligonucleotide DNA, leading to a photo-/radio- catalytic DNA endonuclease reaction.

In addition, hybrid nanocomposites of 4.5 nm TiO
2
 nanoparticles covalently attached to DNA oligonucleotides can be 

transferred across cellular and nuclear membranes using standard transfection techniques and retained inside mammalian 
cells. Therefore, TiO

2
 nanoparticles-biopolymer nanocomposites integrate intrinsic biological/ electrochemical (DNA) and 

photoelectrical (TiO
2
) properties of the biomolecule and inorganic components, which makes them suitable for development of 

new tools for biology and medicine.
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P05/1221: Replication capability of an engineered adenoviral vector in hypoxic conditions

 Juong G Rhee, University of Maryland Baltimore, United States;  Yong J Lee,  Jae J Song, University of Pittsburgh, United States; 
 Toru Shibata, Kyoto University, Japan

A replication-defi cient adenovirus (E1 and E3 deleted) was engineered to allow viral replications in response to hypoxia by 
inserting a hypoxia-responsive promoter (5 repeats of a hypoxia-responsive element and a minimal CMV promoter) and a full 
length E1A gene plus a truncated E1B gene (19kD). Using DU-145 prostate cancer cells, we studied the replication capability of 
the virus in hypoxic conditions. The cells were grown in 6-well plates and hypoxia was achieved in a glass chamber by gassing a 
mixture of 95% N

2
 balanced with CO

2
. Following the hypoxic treatments, the cells were returned to an aerobic incubation for 10 

days for a clonal formation in vitro. These hypoxic DU-145 cells were killed by the virus infection. At a multiplicity of infection 
(MOI) of 1, cell kill was evident following 3 hrs of N

2
 gassing and maximized following 12 hrs of N

2
 gassing. When the infected 

cells (MOI of 1) were mixed with the uninfected control cells at different ratios (1/10-5/10), the number of cell deaths caused by 
hypoxia was proportionate to that of the infected cells. When the treatment cycle (12 hr-N

2
 followed by 12 hr-O

2
) was repeated 1-2 

times, cell survival in the mixtures further decreased showing an additional cell kill. This result suggests that excess viruses can be 
released from the virus harboring cells and spread to their neighboring cells, thereby increasing viral infections. Interestingly, the 
cells that survived the cycling N

2
-O

2
 treatments became sensitive to x-rays (2 Gy). The characteristics of our hypoxia-responsive 

adenovirus might be useful in treating solid tumors with hypoxic foci, particularly if combined with ionizing radiation.

P05/1222: A novel suicide gene therapy using iNOS

 Jenny Worthington,  Tracy Robson,  Eimear Barrett,  Catherine Adams,  David G Hirst, University of Ulster, United Kingdom

The role of NO in tumours is extremely complex; depending on the concentration it has major effects on vascular tone, endothelial 
proliferation, cell viability and radiosensitivity. As such, it is not surprising that its manipulation has been identifi ed by many 
investigators as an exciting target for cancer therapy. The use of a gene therapy strategy utilising the iNOS gene to produce NO 
offers the potential for targeting NO production specifi cally within the tumour volume, combined with high NO-generating 
capacity.

We have shown that iNOS gene therapy driven by a strong constitutive promoter (CMV) results in signifi cant growth delay 
of the murine RIF-1 tumour in vivo. Due to the potent nature of NO any gene therapy strategy will require at lest one level of 
specifi city. We have used the X-ray inducible WAF1/iNOS construct to confi ne NO generation to within the radiation fi eld i.e. the 
tumour. A single injection of the X-ray inducible WAF1/iNOS construct followed, 16 h later, by an induction dose of 4 Gy X-rays 
resulted in signifi cant enhancement of the cell killing effect of subsequent therapeutic doses of X-rays in the same tumour model. 
The effect was equivalent to a sensitiser enhancement ratio of ~2.0, half the radiation dose being required to produce the biological 
effect when iNOS gene therapy was combined with radiation. Intra-tumoural injection of the WAF1/iNOS construct followed by 4 
Gy X-rays also resulted in signifi cant radiosensitisation in the HT29 xenograft model. We have so far demonstrated the cytotoxic 
and radiosensitising potential of iNOS gene therapy, however there are further benefi ts to the use of NO as an anti-cancer agent. 
These include anti-angiogenic effects and inhibition of tumour metastasis. Further studies will enable the design of a clinically 
appropriate protocol to be established.

P05/1223: Contribution of p53 on the induction of VEGF by hyperthermia

 Masanori Hatashita, Dept. Exp. Radiol. Health Phys., Fukui Med. Univ., Japan;  Sachiko Hayashi,  Hideki Matsumoto, 
 Eiichi Kano, Fukui Med. University, Japan;  Zhao-Hui Jin, Ukui Med. University, Japan

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) plays an important role in angiogenesis, which is associated with tumor growth. 
Recent evidence has shown that the p53 gene is one of the factors for determining cellular thermosensitivity. Previously, we 
have reported that the cellular thermosensitivity of wild-type (wt) p53 cells was higher than that of p53-defi cient or mutant 
(m) p53 cells. We have also found that the thermosensitivity of wtp53 tumors was also higher than that of mp53 tumors. These 
fi ndings suggest that the induction or suppression of tumor environmental factors due to a p53-dependent manner may contribute 
to the kinetics of tumor regrowth after hyperthermia. However, the correlation of p53 functions and the induction of VEGF by 
hyperthermia remains unclear. In the present study using human glioblastoma cells, we found that the accumulation of VEGF was 
induced by hyperthermia at 44 degrees C in the mp53 cells, but not in the wtp53 cells. We will discuss the contribution of p53 
gene to anti-tumor effects of hyperthermia.
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P05/1224: p53-Independent thermosensitization by mitomycin C in human non-small cell lung carcinoma 
cells

 Zhao-Hui Jin, Ukui Med. University, Japan;  Hideki Matsumoto,  Sachiko Hayashi,  Hiroki Shioura,  Ryuhei Kitai,  Eiichi Kano, 
Fukui Medical University, Japan;  Masanori Hatashita, Dept. Exp. Radiol. Health Phys., Fukui Med. Univ, Japan;  Toshio Ohtsubo, 
Otorhinolaryngol. Clinic, Shizuoka, Japan

The combined treatment with hyperthermia and chemotherapeutic drugs such as cisplatin (CDDP), doxorubicin (DOX) and 
mitomycin C (MMC) has been widely adopted as a strategy of interdisciplinary cancer therapy to obtain greater therapeutic 
benefi ts. However, the involved mechanisms of the interactive cytotoxic effects of hyperthermia and MMC remain unclear. To 
elucidate the relationship between p53 functions and the interactive effects of the combined treatment with mild-hyperthermia 
and MMC, we examined the potentiation of cytocidal effects, the induction of apoptosis, the changes in cell cycles and the 
accumulation of Hsp72 after the combined treatment with hyperthermia at 42 degree C and MMC using human non-small 
cell lung carcinoma H1299 transfectants with either null, wild-type (wt) or mutant (m) p53 gene. H1299/null, H1299/wtp53 
and H1299/mp53 cells showed similar sensitivities to either hyperthermia at 42 degree C alone or MMC alone. The combined 
treatment resulted in a synergistically enhanced cytotoxicity in H1299 transfectants in a p53-independent manner. The mechanisms 
involved an enhancement of heat-induced apoptosis and a modulation of the cell cycle distribution by the combined treatment. 
The accumulation of Hsp72 was not suppressed by the combined treatment, as is not the case of the combined treatment with 
hyperthermia and either CDDP (1) or bleomycin (2). Our fi ndings demonstrate a p53-independent mechanism for a synergistically 
cytotoxic enhancement by the combined treatment with mild-hyperthermia and MMC.

1. Matsumoto, H. et al., Int. J. Radiat. Oncol. Biol. Phys., 41: 915-920, 1998.
2. Jin, Z-H. et al., Int. J. Oncol., 20: 137-142, 2002.

P05/1225: Measurement of feline cytokines interleukin-12 and interferon- g produced by heat inducible gene 
therapy adenoviral vector using real time PCR

 Farzan Siddiqui,  Paul R Avery,  Robert L Ullrich, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, United States;  Susan M LaRue, 
 Mark W Dewhirst,  Chuan-Yuan Li, Duke University, United States

Biologic tumor therapy using Interleukin-12 (IL-12) has shown promise as an adjuvant to radiation therapy. The goals for 
cancer gene immunotherapy include effective eradication of established tumors and generation of a lasting systemic immune 
response. Among the cytokines, IL-12 has been found to be most effective gene in eradicating experimental tumors, preventing 
the development of metastases, and eliciting long-term antitumor immunity. Depending on the tumor model, IL-12 can exert 
antitumor activities via T cells, NK cells or NKT cells. It induces the production of IFN-g and IFN-inducible protein-10. It is 
also postulated to have antiangiogenic effects, thus inhibiting tumor formation and metastases. However, its use in clinical trials 
has been restricted largely owing to its systemic hematologic and hepatotoxicity. We tested the effi cacy of adenovirus mediated 
expression of feline IL-12 gene placed under the control of an inducible promoter, the heat shock proteins (hsp70B). This places 
gene expression under the control of an external physical agent (hyperthermia), thus offering an “on-off” switch and potentially 
reducing systemic toxicity by restricting its expression locally to the tumor. Crandell Feline Kidney (CrFK) cells were infected 
using the construct and the supernatant was then used to stimulate production of interferon g (IFN-g) in feline peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (PBMC). As there is no commercially available ELISA kit currently available to detect or measure feline 
cytokines, we used real time-PCR to measure cytokine mRNA. These results will be used to initiate a clinical trial in cats with 
soft tissue sarcomas examining hyperthermia Induced gene therapy in conjunction with radiation therapy. The real time- PCR 
techniques developed here will be used to quantitatively measure cytokine mRNA levels in the punch biopsy samples obtained 
from the cats during the clinical trial. Support for this study was in part by NCI grant CA72745.

P05/1226: Tempo enhances heat-induced apoptosis by mitochondrial targeting of Bax

 Qing-Li Zhao,  Yoshisada Fujiwara,  Takashi Kondo, Toyama Medical and Pharmaceutical University, Japan

A stable membrane-permeable nitroxide, Tempo, exerts an SOD-like antioxidant activity against ROS. Reportedly, Tempo 
inhibits ROS-induced thymocyte apoptosis, while 10 mM Tempo activates JNK1 to induce apoptosis in breast cancer cells. 
We have observed that nontoxic 5 mM Tempo enhances suboptimal hyperthermia (44°C/10 min)-induced apoptosis in U937 
cells. Here we report the enhancing mechanism, focusing on activation and targeting of Bax to mitochondria and cytochrome 
c release. Methods: U937 cells were treated with either Tempo (5 mM, 37°C/10 min), heating (44°C/10 min), or Tempo-plus-
heating, washed and incubated for various times up to 6 h, until assessing apoptosis, mitochondrial potential (∆Ψ>), and amount 
of superoxide by fl ow cytometry using Annexin V-FITC/PI, TMRM, and dihydroethidium, respectively. Bax, Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL, 
and cytochrome c were detected by western blotting, activated Bax was by immunoprecipitation, and ATP was by a luciferase 
assay. Bax targeting to and cytochrome c release from mitochorndria were also detected immunocytochemically under fl uorescent 
microscopy. Results and Discussion: Treatment of U937 cells with 5 mM Tempo for 10 min at 37°C or suboptimal heating (44°C/
10 min) alone did not induce apoptosis. The combined treatment with 5 mM Tempo and 44°C for 10 min dramatically induced 
~90% apoptosis in 6 h, as did the 44°C/30 min heating. During the enhanced apoptosis, cytochrome c release progressed. Although 
signals of Bcl-2, Bcl-XL and Bax in cell lysates were not altered, Bax was specifi cally activated and translocated to mitochondria 
after the combined treatment. Further, loss of ∆Ψ> and decreases in superoxide and ATP progressed after the combined treatment, 
suggesting that the treatment may disturb mitochondrial electron transport. Thus, Tempo sensitizes the heat-induced apoptosis 
through (1) targeting of Bax to mitochondria and releasing cytochrome c, and (2) mitochondrial dysfunction.
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P05/1227: Prevention of PDT-induced esophageal stricture by MnSOD-PL gene therapy

 Michael W Epperly,  Joel S Greenberger, University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute, United States;  Yaron Perry,  James D Luketich, 
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, United States

Photodynamic Therapy (PDT) is currently being used to treat esophageal cancer and Barrett’s esophagus. PDT is very promising 
except that it results in a high rate of esophageal stricture. The clinical protocol involves the injection of Photofrin into the patient 
followed 48 hours later with a laser treatment of 630 nm of light. At this wavelength Photofrin reacts with the light and results in 
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the mitochondria. To determine if MnSOD-PL prevents esophageal stricture we 
developed a pig model. Pigs (20 kg outbred female) were injected intravenously with Photofrin (2 mg/kg) and an endoscope was 
placed into the esophagus where MnSOD-PL (10 mg plasmid DNA) was administered at the site of PDT treatment. Control pigs 
received Photofrin only. Twenty-four hours later an endoscope was placed into the esophagus and the laser inserted through the 
endoscope to 10 cm above the GE junction where 400 Joules of light were administered to the esophagus. A second PDT treatment 
of 400 Joules was given 48 hours later. The pigs were followed for development of esophageal stricture as determined by a 10% 
weight loss, an endoscopic exam demonstrating esophageal stricture, and an x-ray following barium swallow. Upon detection of 
esophageal stricture, the pigs were sacrifi ced. The esophagus was removed and pathological examination performed. By 14-21 
days all control pigs developed esophageal stricture while pigs receiving MnSOD-PL had a prolonged survival for at least 6 weeks 
after injection of MnSOD-PL. At this time, the MnSOD-PL-injected pigs were sacrifi ced. The esophagus was removed from each 
animal and examined for the development of esophageal stricture. No esophageal stricture was detected by x-ray following barium 
swallow, endoscopic exam or pathological examination in esophagus samples from MnSOD-PL treated pigs. Results of these 
experiments demonstrate that MnSOD-PL may be effective in preventing normal esophageal tissue damage by PDT.

P05/1229: Socioeconomic status and patterns of care in lung cancer

 Andrew Hui, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centrre, Australia;  S K Vinod, Liverpool Hospital, Australia;  B Jalaludin, South Western S
ydney Area Health Service, Australia;  P Yuile, The Mater Hospital, Australia;  Geoff P Delaney,  Michael Barton, Liverpool Health
 Service, Australia

Introduction: This retrospective study aims to explore any associations between socioeconomic factors and lung cancer 
management and outcome in the Australian setting.

Method: The study population consisted of patients newly diagnosed with lung cancer in 1996 who were living in the Northern 
Sydney Area Health Service (NSAHS) or South Western Sydney Area Health Service (SWSAHS). These two Area Health 
Services differ in socioeconomic profi les based on socioeconomic indexes for areas (SEIFA), median income, education level 
and unemployment rate. Data on patient demographics, tumour characteristics, management details, recurrence and survival were 
collected, and the patterns of care were analysed. Socioeconomic status indicators of the two Area Health Services were imputed 
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics data.

Results: There were 270 and 256 new cases of lung cancer identifi ed in NSAHS and SWSAHS respectively. Patients in 
NSAHS were slightly older (median age 73 versus 68 years) and there was less male predominance. The stage distributions 
and performance status of the two cohorts were similar. There were no signifi cant differences in the utilisation rates of different 
treatment modalities between the two areas: radiotherapy (54% in NSAHS and 55% in SWSAHS), chemotherapy (34% and 25%), 
surgery (26% and 21%) and no treatment (22% and 25%). The 5-year overall survival was slightly in favour of NSAHS (10.5% 
and 7.4%), but did not reach statistical signifi cance.

Conclusion: Despite differences in socioeconomic profi les between the two area health services, patients with lung cancer had 
similar patterns of care and survival.

P05/1230: Cancer survivors and their partners: the assessment of unmet supportive care needs

 K Smith, University of Sydney & Westmead Hospital, Australia;  Sue Pendlebury, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Australia; 
 P Butow, Faculty of Medicine, University of Sydney., Australia;  E Sayers,  M Little, University of Sydney, Australia;  K Hobbs, 
 G Wain, Westmead Hospital. Sydney, Australia

Our understanding of unmet supportive care needs of cancer survivors and their partners is limited. Most studies have focused 
on needs of patients undergoing treatment and on Quality of life or patient satisfaction. For the purpose of this research, cancer 
survivors are defi ned as persons who received a cancer diagnosis at least one year previously and are disease free. The aim of this 
study is to develop measures to assess unmet needs in survivors and their partners.

After developing the questionnaire items it was piloted for validity in a wide sample of cancer patients from the radiation oncology 
department. 105 patients, all women, 101 with breast cancer and 40 partners participated. Psychological morbidity of depression and 
anxiety was recorded and was low. Quality of life for both survivors and partners was close to the US population mean.

For patients top 4 unmet needs was 1. Anxiety about cancer returning (35%), current information (21%), understandable 
information (28%), ongoing case manager (25%). Unmet needs for partners were 1. Need to know all the doctors were 
communication (3.2%), need for local health services (2.8%), current information (2.1%) and help with managing concerns about 
the cancer returning (2.1%). 73% of partners reported at least one positive outcome from their partner’s experience, signifi cantly 
more than the survivors.

In conclusion, interim analysis of the questionnaire reveals validity. Survivors report ongoing high levels of unmet needs 3-9 
years after cancer diagnosis ( 30%). Less than 4% of partners report such unmet needs. There is signifi cant correlation between 
needs of partners and survivors, many of which relate to issues of ongoing support and information delivery.
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P05/1231: Patient satisfaction in radiation oncology

 Yvonne Zissiadis, Perth Radiation Oncology Centre, Australia;  Andrea Provis, Perth Oncology, Mount Hospital, Australia; 
 Carlo Pirri, Murdoch University, Aruba;  Satvinder s Dhaliwal, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Australia

In this current economic climate where the costs of providing a good medical service are escalating, patients are demanding a 
higher level of service from the Radiation Oncology providers. This coupled with the rising level of patients’ expectations make 
it absolutely paramount for Radiation Oncology providers to offer the best possible service to their patients. In order to do this, 
it is essential to assess the present level of patient satisfaction prior to deciding which aspects of the current service need to be 
changed.

In this pilot study, we assess the level of patient satisfaction with aspects of the radiotherapy service and the level of patient 
anxiety both prior to and following radiotherapy at the Perth Radiation Oncology Centre. A questionnaire was created using a 
combination of the Information Satisfaction Questionnaire-1 (ISQ-1), the Very Short Questionnaire 9 (VSQ 9) and the State Trait 
Anxiety Index (STAI). One hundred new patients were studied, all of whom were to have radiotherapy with curative intent. The 
results of this study are reviewed in this presentation.

P05/1233: Metabolic modulation of low-dose hypersensitivity and induced radioresistance in two human 
glioma cell lines: possible implications for low-dose radiotherapy

 Sudhir Chandna, Division of Biocybernetics & Radiopharmaceuticals, Inst, India;  Bilikere S Dwarakanath,  Divya Khaitan, 
Institute of Nuclear Medicine & Allied Sciences, India;  Viney Jain, Wright State University, United States

Purpose: We previously reported the induction of low-dose hypersensitivity (HRS) and induced radioresistance (IRR) at γ-ray 
doses <50cGy in two human glioma cell lines (BMG-1, U87). Enhanced cell density/ multiplicity and sub-optimal growth 
conditions reduced HRS in BMG-1 cells. Since metabolic status is known to infl uence cellular radiation response, we have 
investigated the effect of 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG), an inhibitor of glucose transport and glycolytic ATP production, on 
HRS/IRR as well as on the induction of adaptive resistance (AR) in these two cell lines. Methods: Cells were exposed to varying 
concentrations of 2-DG (2DG/Glu, R=0.5,1.0 and 2.0) for 4h immediately following exposure to doses 3cGy-2Gy, or during the 
4h interval between adapting (priming) and test doses. Macrocolonies were counted 5-7 days later for assessing cell survival. 
Results: Higher concentrations of 2-DG (R=1.0, 2.0) signifi cantly inhibited IRR in BMG-1 cells, and increased the HRS in U87 
cells. Interestingly, while the lowest 2-DG dose (R=0.5) resulted in a complete abrogation of HRS in exponentially growing U87 
cells, higher dose (R=2.0) induced similar effect during liquid holding in confl uent cells. HRS-causing low doses administered 4h 
prior to the test doses abrogated HRS, thereby inducing adaptive resistance (AR). While 2-DG (R=1.0) signifi cantly inhibited this 
AR in BMG-1 cells, lesser effect was observed in U87 cells. Increase in cell multiplicity after plating profoundly infl uenced HRS/
IRR and its modifi cation by 2-DG (R=2.0) in U87 cells. Low multiplicity (cells/colony, n = 1.8) caused signifi cant sensitization at 
all the doses, while at high multiplicity (n = 196), HRS was completely abolished and 2-DG had no effect. Medium multiplicity 
(n = 12) caused steep increase in HRS by 2-DG. Conclusions: This study shows that HRS/IRR is signifi cantly altered by metabolic 
modulation. This alteration is also infl uenced by cell-cell interaction, and may vary between cell lines. While the molecular 
mechanisms underlying these complex phenomena remain to be elucidated, 2-DG induced increase in HRS in U87 cells as well as 
the abrogation of IRR and AR in BMG-1 cells imply that 2-DG may enhance the effi cacy of low-dose radiotherapy.

P05/1234: An oncolytic adenovirus in combination with radiation treatment (RT) for nasopharyngeal 
carcinoma (NPC)

 Marie C Chia, University of Toronto, Canada;  Jian-Hua Li,  Fei-Fei Liu, Princess Margaret Hospital, Canada;  Willa Shi, 
 Henry J Klamut, Ontario Cancer Institute/Princess Margaret Hospital, Canada;  Craig Strathdee, Immunex, United States; 
 Dolly Huang, Chinese University of Hong Kong, China

Rationale: We have succeeded in regulating gene expression in nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) by exploiting the exclusive 
presence of the Epstein Barr virus (EBV) genome in the cancer cells. When the latently expressed EBV-gene product, EBNA-
1, binds to a family of repeats (FR) sequence, located in the oriP of the EBV genome (oriP-FR), this results in transcriptional 
activation of downstream genes. Based on these observations we designed a transcriptional targeting strategy that now allows for 
the construction of a conditionally replicating adenovirus under the control of the oriP-FR promoter. Results: Cloning the E1A 
transcriptional unit downstream of the EBV-responsive, oriP-FR promoter sequence generated the novel adenovirus adv.oriP.E1A. 
E1A protein expression using Western blot analysis demonstrated a time-dependent increase in expression in the EBV-positive 
C666-1 cells, in contrast to minimal expression in EBV-negative NPC cells. The MTT assay showed a dose-dependent cytotoxic 
effect of adv.oriP.E1A in the C666-1 cells, and the combination with 6 Gy of ionizing radiation resulted in an additive cytotoxic 
effect. In contrast, no evidence of cytotoxicity was observed in a panel of four other human cell lines after adv.oriP.E1A treatment. 
Western blotting for adenoviral fi ber knob protein demonstrated a time-dependent increase in expression, consistent with viral 
replication; this was confi rmed using quantitative real-time PCR. Ex-vivo infection of C666-1 cells with adv.oriP.E1A inhibited 
tumor formation for at least 100 days after intramuscular injection as compared to control cells that established palpable tumors 
one week after injection. Treatment of established C666-1 tumours with six intratumoral injections of 2 x 109 pfu adv.oriP.E1A in 
combination with 2 x 4 Gy radiation therapy (RT) resulted in complete regression for 3-weeks. Conclusion: We have successfully 
constructed a novel selectively oncolytic virus for EBV-positive NPC cells, demonstrating signifi cant cytotoxicity in vitro and 
therapeutic benefi t in combination with RT in vivo.
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P05/1235: 2-Deoxyglucose as an adjuvant in improving radiotherapy of malignant gliomas

 Singh Dinesh,  J P Gupta, Dharamschilla Cancer Hospital, India;  Dwarakanath S Bilikere, INMAS, India;  Banerjee K Ajit, 
VIMHANS, India;  Viney Jain, Wright State University, United States

Experimental studies in model systems (tumor cell lines, organ cultures and tumor bearing mice) have shown that the glucose 
anti-metabolite, 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG), an inhibitor of glucose transport and glycolysis, can selectively enhance radiation 
damage in cancer cells, by inhibiting energy dependent DNA and cellular repair processes. Phase I/II clinical trials demonstrated 
that the 2-DG administration (200 mg/kg b.wt, orally) 30 minutes before hypofractionated radiotherapy (RT) was well tolerated 
by glioma patients. Present studies were undertaken to evaluate the tolerance and toxicity of the combined treatment (2-DG + RT) 
with increasing doses of 2-DG in GBM patients. Seven weekly fractions (5 Gy/fraction) of 60 Co gamma-rays were delivered to 
tumor (pre-surgical CT evaluation) plus 3 cm margin. 2-DG (200-300 mg/kg body wt.) was administered orally 30 min. before 
irradiation, after overnight fasting. Treatment was well tolerated up to a 2-DG dose of 250 mg/kg b.wt. with transient symptoms 
similar to hypoglycemia, which were self-limiting due to the increase in the levels of blood glucose. At 300 mg/kg body wt. 
2 patients out of 6 felt very restless and discontinued the treatment after 2 fractions, however, life threatening changes in vital 
parameters were not observed in these patients. MRI studies did not reveal any signifi cant damage to the normal brain in 6 patients 
(out of 10), who were alive with improved quality of life between 12 and 41 months after the diagnosis. Multi-center phase II 
studies to evaluate the feasibility, safety and effi cacy of combining 2-DG with radiotherapy/radiosurgery in GBM patients are 
currently ongoing.

P05/1236: Hyperbaric oxygen treatment, a novel therapy in the management of radionecrosis for head and 
neck patients

 Pradip K Ganguly, Dr. H. Bliss Murphy Cancer Centre, Canada

Purpose: The aim of this study was to review incidence of radionecrosis following radical radiation for SCCHN and effi cacy of 
hyperbaric oxygen treatment.

Background: Radionecrosis occurs after high dose radical radiation specially when associated with high risk factors such as 
poor dental hygiene, smoking and heavy alcohol consumption and bone/periosteum infi ltration by tumor. Hyperbaric oxygen 
induces capillary angiogenesis.

Method: 153 patients with SCCHN were reviewed. All patients were treated with a radical dose of radiation. 12 (7.8%) 
developed radionecrosis, and 8 patients underwent hyperbaric oxygen treatment. Treatment involves breathing 100% oxygen for 
90 minutes at 2.4 ATA. Protocol is termed 30/10; i.e. 30 sessions prior to any surgical intervention and 10 sessions after surgery.

Results: 2/8 (25%) achieved CR. 4(50%) stable state and one underwent further surgery. One patient died of disease and was 
not evaluable. Three patients treated conservatively.

Conclusion: Incidence of radionecrosis is similar to published results. In spite of small sample size, hyperbaric oxygen 
treatment is feasible, well tolerated and seems to be benefi cial.

Keywords: SCCHN. Radionecrosis. Hyperbaric Oxygen.

P05/1237: In vitro and in vivo targeted alpha therapy (TAT) of colorectal cancer using monoclonal antibodies 
c30.6 and 35A7

 Syed Rizvi,  Yong Li,  Barry Allen, St George Hospital Center, Australia;  Gerd Beyer, University Hospital Geneva (HUG), 
Switzerland;  Aiden Byrne, St. George Cancer Care Centre, Australia

Effective targeted cancer therapy requires high selectivity and cytotoxicity of the labelled product. We report the 
preparation and testing of anticolorectal cancer monoclonal antibodies c30.6 and 35A7 (specifi c) and WM53 (non-specifi c) 
radioimmunoconjugates (RIC) labelled with alpha-emitting Terbium-149 and positron emitting Terbium-152 using cyclic 
dianhydride of diethylenetriaminepentacetic acid (DTPA) as chelator. The isotopes were produced at CERN (Geneva) and ANU 
(Canberra). The labeling effi ciency of all RICs was >90%. Stability of the RIC was tested using DTPA challenge. We found 70-
80% of the label bound to the antibody after 1-4 half-lives of respective isotopes. The selective cytotoxicity was established using 
MTS Assay. It was found that only specifi c RIC killed the colorectal cancer cells whereas free alpha and positron emitters failed 
to kill any cells. The non-specifi c RIC also proved to be non-cytotoxic. The antibody c30.6 is chimeric and has been produced by 
using recombinant DNA technology. The preliminary success of TAT with this chimeric antibody opens the door for a possible 
clinical trial, once the in vitro and in vivo investigations are complete.
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P05/1238: Radiation-induced relief of pain in an animal model with bone invasion from cancer

 Jinsil Seong,  Jiyoung Kim,  Kyu Hyun Kim,  Un Jung Kim,  Bae Whan Lee, Yonsei University Medical College, Korea

In clinic, local radiation is effective for relief of pain from cancer invasion into the bones. This effect is usually observed before 
the regression of tumor occurs, which implies radiation-induced pain relief by mechanisms other than tumor irradication. In this 
study, possible mechanisms were explored in animal model system. To establish an animal model, syngeneic hepatocarcinoma, 
HCa-I was transplanted on femoral periosteum of C3H/HeJ male mice and bone-invasive tumor growth was identifi ed through the 
histological analysis. Development of tumor-induced pain was assessed by von Frey fi lament test, acetone test, and radiant heat 
test. Animals were also irradiated for their tumors. Any change in pain was analyzed by above tests for the quantitative change 
and by immunohistochemical stain for the expression of molecules such as c-fos, substance P, and calcitonin gene-related peptide 
(CGRP) in lumbar spinal cord. Cancer invasion into the bone was started from 7th day after transplantation and became evident 
at day 14. Objective increase of pain in the ipsilateral thigh was observed at day 14 on von Frey fi lament test and acetone test, 
while there was no remarkable regression of the tumors. In this model system, local radiation of tumor resulted in decrease in 
objective pain on von Frey fi lament test and acetone test. In the immunohistochemical stain for lumbar spinal cord, the expression 
of substance P and CGRP but not c-fos increased in tumor-bearing animal compared to the control. The expression of these 
molecules decreased in animals given local radiation. In summary, an animal model system was established for objective pain 
from cancer invasion into the bones. Local radiation of tumor induced objective pain relief and this effect seems to be mediated 
not by tumor regression but through altered production of pain-related molecules.

P05/1240: Subcellular imaging of atoms with electron energy loss spectrometry (EELS) and mass 
spectrometry (TOF-SIMS and Laser-SNMS)

 Andrea Wittig,  Emmanuelle Bourhis-Martin, University of Essen, Germany;  Jean Michel, INSERM ERM, Université de Reims C
hampagne-Ardenne, France;  Micheal Fartmann, University of Münster, Germany;  Heinrich Arlinghaus, Physikalisches Institut, 
University of Münster, Germany;  Wolfgang Sauerwein, University Hospital of Essen, Germany

Introduction: Further improvement of anti-cancer therapies as well as other therapeutic and diagnostic strategies rely on the ability 
to selectively deliver compounds to target cells. In this fi eld of research, imaging of such targeting compounds and knowledge 
of their distribution as well as that of intrinsic elements and molecules in cells is of great interest. The aim of this project is to 
develop tools for imaging and quantifying of atoms and molecules within single cells.

Materials and Methods: Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) as well as time of fl ight secondary ion mass spectrometry 
(TOF-SIMS) and laser secondary neutral mass spectrometry (Laser-SNMS) -both capable of simultaneously detecting all masses 
with very high sensitivity and sub-cellular resolution have been used for imaging and quantifying atomic species in biological 
samples. Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) has been chosen as one example for a targeted therapy, which requires 
knowledge of the subcellular distribution and concentration of boron.

Results: For analysis of cell cultures, an especially careful cryo-fi xation method and subsequent freeze-fracturing are 
necessary. With TOF-SIMS and Laser-SNMS also freeze-dried cryo-sections of various tissues have been analysed. With both 
techniques, high-resolution elemental images and mass spectra were obtained. The measurement of the Na/K ratio revealed a 
ratio similar to the one of living cells. Incubation of melanoma cells with the boronated compound BSH resulted in a boron signal 
inside the cells, which was lower than that one outside cells in the culture medium. The results with EELS give evidence of an 
inhomogeneous spot-like distribution of boron inside single cells.

Discussion: Successful sample preparation preserving the chemical integrity of cells has been demonstrated. Imaging of boron 
inside single cells was possible with all methods used demonstrating their suitability for imaging elements and molecules in 
biological material after an especially careful sample preparation.
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P05/1241: Biodistribution of the compounds BSH and BPA used for BNCT in four different tumor entities in 
relation to blood and normal tissues

 Andrea Wittig,  Emmanuelle Bourhis-Martin,  Wolfgang Sauerwein, University of Essen, Germany;  Finn Stecher-Rasmussen, 
Nuclear Research and Consultancy Group NRG Petten, The Netherlands

Introduction: The success of boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) relies on the selective delivery of a boronated compound to 
tumour cells. The compounds BSH and BPA are in use as experimental drugs in clinical trials, demonstrating some ability to target 
glioblastoma and melanoma. The aim of this study is to identify other tumor entities apart from melanoma and glioblastoma that 
may obtain benefi t from BNCT using the 2 available drugs. The potential of applying both compounds subsequently to obtain a 
favourable absolute 10B concentration in the tumour and an optimised 10B-ratio between tumor, blood and healthy tissue was also 
evaluated.

Materials and Methods: For the investigations different human tumours (glioblastoma (U87), melanoma (MV3), sarcoma (S3) 
and adenocarcinoma (PC-3) were transplanted subcutaneously at the right chest wall in nu/nu mice. Animals received either BSH 
(200 mg/kg) or BPA (700 mg/kg) or both compounds subsequently as intraperitoneal injection. The boron concentration in tissues 
was measured by prompt gamma ray spectroscopy.

Results and Discussion
For all tissues evaluated but especially for tumor samples the measured values showed quite high standard deviations even 

under the very controlled experimental conditions applied in these experiments. Therefore, a considerable amount of analyses 
are necessary for a statistically reliable analysis. Preliminary results show signifi cant differences in the accumulation of both 
compounds in the different tumour entities and in the different organs evaluated. After the application of BSH high boron 
concentrations have especially been found in the kidneys and liver, after application of BPA high concentrations were also found in 
the kidneys and the liver but also quite high values in the skin and the lung. The application of both drugs leads to higher absolute 
values that are however lower as expected assuming an additive increase of uptake.

P05/1242: Preventive measures to stop the spread of SARS at an outpatient based radiotherapy centre

 Jih Tang,  Chris J Wynne,  Rahul K Mukherjee,  Michael F Back, Tan Tok Seng Hospital, Singapore;  Thomas P Shakespeare, 
 Jiade J Lu, National University Hospital, Singapore, Singapore

Introduction: Singapore reported the emergence of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in March 2003. Almost 50% of 
people initially infected were healthcare workers.

Methods: Transmission of SARS was postulated to be by droplet infection via close contact. To ensure the daily functioning 
of the NUH Radiotherapy Centre, a combination of airborne, droplet and contact precautions were adopted to interrupt the 
transmission cycle. These included 1)screening of patients and visitors at the door via a questionnaire detailing their contact 
history; 2)mandatory temperature checks for all staff, patients and relatives; 3)categorising patients into high, medium or low risk 
based on temperature, respiratory symptoms or a history of travel to SARS affected areas or close contact within 10 days of known 
SARS patients; 4)strict adherence and repeated educational updates on handwashing techniques, gowns and gloves and the use of 
a fi ltration mask; 5)voluntary or enforced isolation of staff if their daily temperature were greater than 37.5oC.

Further aggressive measures to prevent community spread included 1)no visitor policy for inpatients; 2)no accompanying 
persons for outpatient visits; 3)no departmental/hospital meetings; 4)no cross institutional practice.

Results: Isolation and implementation of barrier nursing procedures were probably the most effective methods in limiting the 
spread of SARS and were used in treating high and medium risk patients.

Dishonest disclosure by patients concerning contact history, delays in commencing treatment, longer daily treatment time and 
the higher cost incurred in treating patients due to the use of preventive gear were some of the diffi culties encountered.

Conclusions: With these measures in place, none of the staff at NUH radiotherapy centre contracted SARS and daily 
radiotherapy could continue during the height of the outbreak.

P05/1243: Computed tomography planning for breast cancer: the Perth radiation oncology cancer centre 
experience

 Tee Sin Lim, Royal Perth Hospital, Australia;  Yvonne Zissiadis, Perth Radiation Oncology Centre, Australia;  Vicki Peterson, 
 Dominic Zucaro, Australia

Breast Cancer is the most common malignancy in women. Treatment simulation and planning for this disease is a complex 
process. With the availability of modern Computed Tomography (CT) technology, the use of CT planning with virtual simulation 
for breast cancer becomes more accessible and is increasing in many institutions. Since the 1st February 2003, the Perth Radiation 
Oncology Centre proposed to CT plan all patients having radical/curative radiotherapy to the breast/chest wall with or without 
nodal irradiation. Between the time period 1/2/2002 to 1/4/2003,44 patients were scheduled for radical radiotherapy to the 
breast/chest wall with or without nodal irradiation. Forty of these patients were CT-planned. In this study, we present our results in 
terms of 1)practicality of CT planning, 2)dose distribution and variation within the breast, 3) radiation dose to the heart,lungs and 
brachial plexus, and 4) toxicity details.
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P05/1244: Is there value in long term follow-up of breast cancer patients?

 N Hiramanek,  A Kricker, University of Sydney, Australia;  T Eade,  Sue Pendlebury, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Australia

After potentially curative treatment of primary breast cancer it is clinical practice to arrange hospital follow-up of patients 
however its value is uncertain. Multiple reasons for follow-up exist in addition to detection of recurrence, such as monitoring for 
late effects, patient support, clinical trials, potential for curative salvage and prevention of further new cancers.

This study aims to evaluate the role of routine follow-up in the current management of breast cancer by identifying the 
proportion of patients with recurrence who were diagnosed as a consequence of regular hospital based follow-up and indirectly 
assess the value of this system.

A retrospective review was undertaken of all patients attending the Royal Prince Alfred hospital radiotherapy clinic 
for treatment of invasive breast cancer in 1997. Hospital records were reviewed to ascertain patient, tumour and treatment 
characteristics, timing of recurrence and mode of detection including whether patients were symptomatic at relapse and whether 
they presented to a scheduled appointment.

From a total of 286 patients who presented to the radiotherapy outpatients department, 220 patients were entered into the 
study. Relapse was recorded in 33 patients. Most recurrences were symptomatic with the majority of patients presenting with pain. 
Routine mammogram was the fi rst indicator of recurrence in 3 patients. Most recurrences presented at unscheduled appointments. 
Only 5 patients had asymptomatic recurrences, of these 1 was detected by clinical examination.

Further research is needed to determine alternatives to hospital based follow-up,whether follow-up of breast cancer can be 
undertaken in the community and and if any subsets of patients will benefi t from ‘routine’ follow-up. The benefi ts and cost-
effectiveness of less rigid approaches to follow-up of breast cancer patients need to be evaluated in large prospective randomised 
trials.

P05/1245: Tackling the radiotherapy waiting list: a local initiative

 Jarad M Martin,  Gillian M Duchesne,  Gail Ryan, Peter MacCallum Cancer Center, Australia

Background: Waiting time (WT) for radiotherapy is a major problem in radiation oncology practice. The purpose of this paper is to 
present the experience of the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre in trialling a number of strategies to reduce patient WT.

Methods and Materials
All patients starting megavoltage radiotherapy with radical intent in three one week blocks had their WT recorded. The cohorts 

were each eight weeks apart and were before (September), during (November) and after (January) the introduction of a priority 
points system.

Results: Median WT were 35 days in September, 42 days in November and 31 days in January. The number of extremely 
long waits (>90 days) decreased to one by January. Signifi cantly more patients were pre-booked for treatment in January (27/51) 
compared with September (17/65, p=0.003) and November (12/65, p<0.001). Pre-booked patients have a shorter WT compared 
with non-prebooked patients (p<0.0001). Diffi culties at one particular treating unit contributed to the longer median WT in 
November. The breast (66) and gastrointestinal/sarcoma (33) units treated the largest numbers of patients. Whilst there was no 
signifi cant difference in WT in non-breast unit patients between the three cohorts, there was a decrease in WT in breast unit 
patients, especially between November and January (p=0.0008). There was no signifi cant increase in delay to starting treatment in 
other individual treating unit subgroups.

Conclusions: A combination of encouraging prebooking and the introduction of a priority points system has led to decreased 
WT, especially amongst breast unit patients. Extremely long waits have been abolished, and indirect stressors have been relieved 
to some degree.
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P05/1246: Radiation oncology professional revalidation: is it the instrument and not the doctor that fi rst 
needs to be valid?

 Tom P Shakespeare,  Rahul K Mukherjee,  Jiade J Lu,  Mahesh Kumar Balubarsaringam,  Chris J Wynne, National University Hospit
al, Singapore;  Michael F Back, Tan Tok Seng Hospital, Singapore

The RANZCR developed a draft audit checklist for testing as a competency instrument for Radiation Oncologists (ROs) in 
Australasia. We aimed to evaluate the reliability of this instrument as well as our own Singapore-designed instrument, and suggest 
modifi cations for incorporation into any fi nal revalidation audit form.

Methods: Competency instruments: The RANZCR instrument contains 11 competency items that are scored using a variety 
of scoring categories. The TCI-Singapore instrument includes 19 competency items scored with two categories, equating to 
“adequate” or “inadequate”.

Evaluation: Two RANZCR Fellows performed independent chart review of 80 randomly selected patients seen at The Cancer 
Institute (TCI) of the National University Hospital, Singapore. Both the RANZCR and TCI-Singapore instruments were used to 
score each chart. One week later one RO repeated the process. Instruments were compared for inter- and intra-observer reliability 
using misclassifi cation rates.

Results: Misclassifi cation of the RANZCR audit items ranged from 0-39% (median 8%) for intra-observer reliability, and 
0-81% (median 9.5%) for inter-observer reliability. For example, inter-observer reliability for non-radiation management items 
ranged from 69 to 81% misclassifi ed, and misclassifi cation of “Examination” and “Dose ICRU” items were 46% and 38% 
respectively. The TCI Singapore instrument demonstrated higher reliability, with misclassifi cation rates ranging from 0 to 7.5% for 
both intra- and inter-observer reliability (median 2.5% and 1.3% respectively).

Conclusions: Ensuring revalidation instrument validity is critical to reliably judge clinician competency. The draft RANZCR 
revalidation audit instrument requires further refi nement to improve validity. Several items require modifi cation or removal due 
to poor reliability, whilst inclusion of other important and reproducible items could be considered. The TCI-Singapore instrument 
demonstrated higher reliability than the RANZCR instrument whilst maintaining relevance for competency assessment. The TCI-
Singapore instrument has the added advantage of incorporating a simple scoring system and criticality index to allow comparisons 
against future College standards.

P05/1247: Lessons from SARS for radiation oncologists

 Chris J Wynne,  Jiade J Lu,  Rahul K Mukherjee,  B K Mahesh,  T P Shakespeare, National University Hospital, Singapore; 
 Michael F Back, Tan Tok Seng Hospital, Singapore

Starting March 2003, the SARS virus infected over 200 people in Singapore. Most of the infections were acquired within 
hospitals. It forced the temporary closure of 2 of 3 public hospital radiotherapy departments and completely disrupted the routine 
functioning of the entire health system.

There are generic lessons to be learnt from this new disease that are applicable to cancer control and management.
• Understanding the natural history – Rapid acquisition of data concerning the pattern of disease from the fi rst cohort of infected 

patients allowed early identifi cation of subsequently infected individuals and immediate isolation. Recognition of atypical 
presentation led to more stringent screening and control measures.

• Risk reduction – A vigorous process of education, communicating all facts known about the disease probably decreased the 
risk of transmission. When education alone did not modify behaviour, fi nancial disincentives were used.

• Non-proven therapies – The rapid proliferation of advertisements for herbs, tonics and lifestyle modifi ers purported to be 
immune stimulants refl ects the community’s demand for non-proven treatments.

• Non-compliance – Persons with history of contact with a SARS patient were issued home quarantine orders. Many people 
were non-compliant with these directives resulting in more stringent quarantine measures. 20% of hospital staff failed to wear 
personal protective equipment as directed. Doctors continued to work whilst febrile.

• Leadership – The continuing functioning of the country, health institutions and departments depended on leadership skills. The 
rapidly evolving crisis demanded appropriate communication and organizational skills.

• Personal lessons – This disease exposed all healthcare workers to an increased risk of morbidity and mortality. It provoked a 
fright and fl ight response. The uncertainty regarding the future, particularly at the height of the epidemic, gave some insight 
into the anxiety faced by cancer patients.
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P05/1248: A new type of radiotherapeutic sensitizing drug: a clinical trials of sodium glycididazole

 XiuLong Zheng,  Xiangshun Meng,  Fang Zhao,  Yu Li,  JiangGuo Gao, Second Military Medical University, China

Introduction:A new type tumor radiosensitizing drug-Sodium Glycidadizole(CMNa)synthesized since 1984.Now been completed 
I-III clinical trials.The therapeutic effi cacy and toxicity of CMNa combined with conventional radiotherapy for head neck,lung and 
esophagus cancer patients in phase II trialwere recommended.

Methods and patients: 207 Pts:Head neck cancer(n=84)Esophagus cancer(n=61),lung cancer(n=62)were Karnofsky70.enroll
ed,proceeded for clinical trial phase II in fi ve clinical hospitals denoted by National DrugAdminitration.Thereafter, the Pts were 
divided into test group(gp,n=104)and control gp(n=101)according to the rule of diblind, randoms and parallels. Median age of the 
former was 52.3±12.5;later 54.1±12.3. The Pts of the test gp was iv injected CMNa 800 mgs/m2/time,3/wks,then conventionally 
irradiated 2 Gy with 4-6 MV lineary accelerator within an hr for 6-7 wks;Wheareas the Pts of control gp was the same treatment as 
test gp but iv injected with only placeibo,no drug.All patients were assessed by CT,or X-ray fi lms.

Results:When the radiation doses arrived to the median dosage D4000 cGy after 6-7 wks therapy, the therapeutic 
effi ciency(CR+PR)of the test group(CMNa+RT) increased from the 80.6%(79/98) of control gp to 92.7%(101/109)(p=0.01),and 
the drug did not increase the radiation effects of normal tissues by irradiation. It showed that the CMNa possessed signifi cantly 
radiotherapeutic sensitizing effi cacy and very low toxicity. Even some Pts continuously iv injected CMNa up to 21 times, total 
dosage 16.8g/m2 , still did not see any remarkable side toxicities and nerotoxicity.

Conclution: With this protocol, an iv injected CMNa 800 mgs/time,3 times/week before conventional radiation for tumor Pts 
was safely, could increase the radiosensitizatiuon of hypoxia cells in tumor remarkable; whereas no radiosensitizing effects of 
normal tissues. Thus, CMNa is a new type, high effi cency and lower toxicity radiotherapeutic sensitizing drug, could enhance 
antitumor effects evidently. We have been gotten the New Drug Certifi cation & Producing Drug Certifi cation from the National 
Municipal Drug Administration and sold it on the market.

Supported by research project FSSTC969010149

P05/1249: Tumor volume correlates poorly with disease stage in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC): 
preliminary analysis of the Trans-Tasman Radiation Oncology Group (TROG) 99-05 database

 David Ball,  Richard Fisher, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia;  Bryan Burmeister, Princess Alexandra Hospital, 
Australia;  Michael Penniment, Royal Adelaide Hospital, Australia;  David Joseph, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Australia; 
 Hedley Krawitz, Auckland Hospital, New Zealand;  Geoff Delaney, Liverpool Hospital, Australia

Background: A prospective database was established by TROG in 1999 to investigate the relationship between tumor volume and 
survival in patients with inoperable NSCLC who were planned for radical radiotherapy (RT) +/- chemotherapy. Tumor volume 
is theoretically a major determinant of the probability of disease eradication by RT. This preliminary analysis was performed to 
determine if the current staging system refl ects tumor volume.

Methods: Patients (pts) were eligible if they had proven NSCLC, disease was confi ned to primary site and/or intrathoracic 
nodes, and planned treatment was radical RT. Chemotherapy was permissible before or during RT, provided that disease volume 
was measured before any treatment. Pts were ineligible if surgery was planned. All pts underwent CT planning, and the volumes of 
the primary tumor and involved nodes were measured using the 3D planning software according to a strict protocol. Volumes and 
diameters were analysed after log transformation.

Results: Between 9/99 and 1/03, 233 pts were accrued; at the time of analysis tumor volume data were available for 212 pts. 
There was good correlation between maximum tumor diameter and tumor volume (r = 0.93; p < 0.001). Although (geometric) 
mean tumor volume increased with increasing stage (p<0.001) there was considerable tumor volume overlap between stages: 
concordance based on prediction of T stage from tumor volume was only 50%. No signifi cant differences in nodal volume 
between N stages were observed in 93 N+ pts (p for trend = 0.098).

Conclusion: The current TN staging system refl ects tumor volume poorly. This may have implications for its use in separating 
RT pts into homogeneous prognostic groups. This study continues accruing.
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P05/1250: Hormone levels in radiotherapy treatment related fatigue

 Biswa M Biswal,  Gulam S Mallik, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia

Introduction: Radiotherapy is known to cause debilitating treatment related fatigue. Fatigue in general is a conglomeration of 
psychological, physical, hematological and unknown factors infl uencing the internal milieu of the cancer patient. Radiotherapy can 
add stress at the cellular and somatic level to aggravate further fatigue in cancer patients undergoing radiotherapy. Stress related 
hormones might be mediating in the development of fatigue.

Materials and Methods: This is an ongoing prospective study to evaluate if the hormonal profi le related to stress is infl uenced 
by radiotherapy treatment related fatigue. The study was conducted from September 2002 onwards in the division of Radiotherapy 
& Oncology of our Medical School. Previously untreated patients with histopathology proof of malignancy requiring external 
beam radiotherapy were considered for this study. Selection criteria were applied to exclude other causes of fatigue. Initial 
fatigue score was obtained using Pipers Fatigue Score questionnaire containing 23 questions, subsequently fi nal fatigue score was 
obtained at the end of radiotherapy. Blood samples were obtained to estimate the levels of ACTH, TSH, HGH, and cortisol on the 
fi nal assessment. The hormone levels were compared with resultant post radiotherapy fatigue score.

Results: At the time of reporting 50 patients were evaluable for the study. The total signifi cant fatigue score was observed 
among 12 (24%) patients. The individual debilitating fatigue score were behavioral severity 14 (28%), affective meaning 14(28%), 
Sensory 13 (26%) and cognitive mood 10 (20%) respectively. From the analysis of hormonal profi le, growth hormone level > 1 
ng/mL and TSH <0.03 appears to be associated with high fatigue score (though statistically not signifi cant); whereas there was no 
correlation with ACTH and serum cortisol level.

Conclusions: In our prospective study severe radiotherapy treatment related fatigue was found among our patient population. 
Low levels of TSH and high levels of GH appear to be associated with signifi cant fatigue.

Keywords: Radiotherapy, treatment related fatigue, hormone profi le, and correlation

P05/1251: A randomised trial of preoperative radiotherapy for stage T3 adenocarcinoma of rectum (TROG 
01.04): a progress report

 Sam Ngan,  Richard Fisher,  Michael J McKay,  B McClure, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia;  Bryan H Burmeister, 
 D Schache, Princess Alexandra Hospital, Australia;  David Joseph, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Perth, Australia;  M Solomon, 
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Australia;  Stephen P Ackland, Mater Hospital, Newcastle, Australia;  D Goldstein, Prince of Wa
les Hospital, Australia;  S McLachlan, St Vincent’s Hospital, Australia;  H Dhillon, NHMRC Clinical Trials Centre, Australia; 
 P Thompson, Auckland Hospital, New Zealand

Purpose: To provide a progress report of the conduct of the randomised trial TROG 01.04.
Methods: This is a randomised Australian and New Zealand multi-centre trial of preoperative radiotherapy for rectal cancer 

currently being conducted under the auspices of Trans-Tasman Radiation Oncology Group, Australasian Gastrointestinal Trials 
Group, Colorectal Surgical Society of Australasia, and Royal Australasian College of Surgeons.

The trial comprises two studies, each with its own main objective. These objectives are, in patients with T3 clinically 
resectable carcinoma of the rectum, to demonstrate that (Study 1) the local recurrence rate in patients treated with a long course 
(LC) of pre-operative radiotherapy with continuous infusion 5-FU is lower than that in patients treated with a short course (SC) of 
pre-operative radiotherapy with early surgery; and (Study 2) the local recurrence rate in patients given pre-operative radiotherapy 
and chemotherapy is lower than that in patients treated with initial surgery.

Results: Over 150 patients have been accrued from 21 centres in the fi rst 21 months. All patients were enrolled on Study 1, 
SC versus LC pre-operative radiotherapy. Study 2 has enrolled no patients in 15 months and has been discontinued. There was no 
obvious difference in rates of serious adverse events of SC and LC. An Independent Data Monitoring Committee is monitoring 
these and other aspects of the trial.

Conclusions: The trial of SC versus LC is progressing well: such a trial is clearly feasible in Australia and New Zealand. It is 
however not feasible to compare initial surgery with preoperative radiotherapy.
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P05/1252: Determination of in vitro oxygen consumption rates for tumor cells

 L Isabel Cardenas-Navia,  Ben J Moeller,  John P Kirkpatrick,  Tod A Laursen, Duke University, United States;  Mark W Dewhirst, 
Duke University Medical Center, United States

Purpose: To determine pO
2
 at the surface of a monolayer of confl uent HCT 116 cells, and to then determine consumption rate in 

vitro by examining the pO
2
 profi le in media above the cells.

Materials & Methods: A recessed-tip polarographic oxygen microelectrode (diameter ~10 µm) was used to measure pO
2
 

profi les of media above a confl uent monolayer of HCT 116 human colon adenocarcinoma cells in a T25 fl ask exposed to a 
95% air, 5% CO

2
 mixture. A two-dimensional fi nite element analysis of the diffusion equation was used to fi t the data, thereby 

extracting a steady-state O
2
 consumption rate. The diffusion equation was solved for zeroth and fi rst-order expressions. No-fl ux 

boundary conditions were imposed on its bottom and side boundaries and experimental data was used for boundary conditions at 
the gas-media boundary.

Results: All fl asks show an O
2
 gradient in the media, with a mean (SE) media layer of 1677 (147) µm and a mean pO

2
 at the 

cell layer/media interface of 44 (8) mm Hg (n=9). pO
2
 gradient over the entire media layer is 630 (90) mm Hg/cm, equivalent 

to a consumption rate of 6.3 x 10-4 (9.0 x 10-5) mm Hg/s. The mean values for the zeroth and fi rst order rate constants are 8.1 x 
10-9 (1.3 x 10-9) g mol O

2
 /cm3s and 1.0 x 103 (0.46 x 103) /s, respectively. Control experiments in fl asks containing no cells show 

slight gradients in pO
2
 of 38 (12) mm Hg/cm, resulting from some O

2
 diffusion through the fl ask into the surrounding water bath. 

An addition of 10-3M NaCN to the media results in a dramatic increase in pO
2
 at the cell layer, consistent with a shut-down in 

respiration.
Discussion: Under normal cell culture conditions there is an O

2
 gradient present in the media of cull culture systems, resulting 

in physiologic O
2
 concentrations at the cell layer, despite the non-physiologic O

2
 concentration of the gas mixture to which the 

cell culture system is exposed. This signifi cant (p<10-6) O
2
 gradient in the media of cell culture systems is a result of cell O

2
 

consumption and should be considered in cell culture experiments when looking at the microregional effects of O
2
 concentration 

on cellular behavior to ensure the creation of desired conditions, like hypoxia, in vitro.

P05/1253: Clinical trial of intra-operative radiotherapy for low-risk breast cancer: dosimetric considerations

 Martin A Ebert, Newcastle Mater Hospital, Australia;  Ben Carruthers, Curtin University of Technology, Australia;  Warren Kilby, 
Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital, United Kingdom

A low-kV X-ray source, the ‘Intrabeam’, is being trialed in the radiation boosting of low-risk breast cancer patients in theatre 
following tumour resection. The source delivers up to 50 kVp X-rays from an effective point source. The resulting very rapid 
dose fall-off allows delivery of a high dose to the tumour bed with low normal-tissue exposure, though makes dosimetric 
characterisation of the device with radiation detectors diffi cult.

A Monte Carlo technique was used to model the source utilising measured emission spectra and a spherical geometry. 
Calculations gave excellent agreement with measurements for both the bare probe and the probe with applicators attached in terms 
of relative dose distributions, and allowed estimation of doses near to the probe where steep dose gradients make measurement 
diffi cult.

Calculations were performed to examine the effect of bone and air interfaces. Dose enhancement at the bone interface was 
examined in light of published data for induction of bone fractures and it was concluded that, in typical breast treatments, dose to 
ribs will not be suffi cient to be of concern for induction of fractures. When the treatment site is near to the breast surface however, 
the reduction in X-ray backscatter can lead to under-dosing of the ‘target’ volume.

Dose-volume information was calculated for the range of applicators available and a range of possible prescription approaches. 
It was concluded that due to the competing effects of dose inhomogeneity and normal tissue dose, that prescription at a distance of 
10 mm from the applicator surface provides a realistic compromise.

P05/1256: Adjuvant radiation of the axilla for skin cancer – evolution of a technique

 Gerald Fogarty,  A Smith,  Jill Ainslie, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

Phase II and retrospective data show that adjuvant radiotherapy to the axilla improves local control in skin cancers such as 
melanoma, squamous cell carcinoma and Merkel cell carcinoma. Optimisation of the volume treated, dose and fractionation 
patterns are essential in order to avoid long term toxicities to nearby dose sensitive structures in survivors. Traditionally this has 
been planned with plain fi lm simulation and a certain percentage of treatment toxicity has been accepted as inevitable to deliver 
appropriate treatment.

The recent advent of CT planning has enabled a better understanding of the origin of toxicity based on the amount of normal 
structures actually in the treated volume. Other variables such as the differences in individual patient anatomy and the differences 
between the prescribing radiation oncologists’ understanding of the anatomy of the axilla and volumes, such as clinical target 
volume and planning target volume, have also been discovered when compared with plain fi lm simulation. Case studies are 
presented which suggest causes of toxicity and techniques of optimization based on CT planning which differ with other variables 
such as patient anatomy and dose-volume histograms of relevant structures..

Baseline parameters that outline a standard treatment plan based on CT planning are offered that should assist in minimising 
toxicity and maximising the treatment effi cacy. This could also be offered as a template so that inter-doctor and inter-centre 
variations are kept to a minimum. The latter is important in ensuring there is standardisation of treatment particularly when it is 
imperative to maintain consistency of treatment volumes in multi-centre clinical trials.
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P05/1258: Real men do get breast cancer: male breast cancer in North Queensland. A retrospective analysis, 
1995-2003

 Carmen J Hansen,  Michael Collins,  Peter Fon,  Peter Jeal,  Joshua Dass, The Townsville Hospital, Australia

Background: An 84 year old male presented to Radiation Oncology outpatient clinic with an ulcerating right breast lesion and was 
found to have bilateral synchronous primary breast carcinomas. The presentation of this rare disease prompted a retrospective 
review of cases of male breast cancer on record at the North Queensland Oncology Service (NQOS).

Method: All cases of male breast cancer on the NQOS Clinical Administration System (CAS) database were identifi ed by 
keywords breast cancer and male sex. Local surgeons were consulted to identify any cases which had not been referred to us*. 
Demographic data, tumour characteristics, management and outcome were retrospectively analysed, with details from the database 
and medical records. Results were compared from a comprehensive literature review. (*this data is incomplete and has not been 
included in this abstract)

Results: The search to date identifi ed 10 cases of breast cancer in 9 male patients. 5/9 patients are alive, and free of recurrence. 
3/9 patients died from progressive metastatic disease, the remaining patient died from other causes. Age at presentation was 40 
to 84. 5/9 patients presented with Stage I or II disease, 4/9 with Stage III or IV. Histologically, all 10 cases had the diagnosis of 
invasive ductal carcinoma, and 9/10 were oestrogen receptor positive. All patients had a palpable mass at presentation, although 
this was not the only presenting symptom. The mean time from onset of symptoms to presentation was 16 months (range 4 
– 48months). Initial management consisted of mastectomy and axillary dissection in 6/9, radiotherapy to the chest wall in 3/9 and 
hormonal manipulation in 6/9.

Conclusion: Men with breast cancer continue to present late despite an increasing proportion of female breast cancer diagnosed 
at an early stage. Further conclusions will be added with data collection is complete.

P05/1259: Late radiation effects in the dog brain: correlation of MRI and histological changes

 John Hopewell, Research Institute University of Oxford, United Kingdom;  J Benczik, University of Helsinki, Finland;  M Tenhunen, 
 H Joensuu,  M Färkkilä,  R Joensuu,  U Abo Ramadan,  M Kallio, Helsinki University Central Hospital, Finland;  M Snellman, 
 B DeGritz, University of Helsinki, Finland;  G M Morris, University of Oxford, Churchill Hospital, United Kingdom

The brains of groups of fi ve beagle dogs were locally irradiated with single doses of 10 – 16 Gy of 6 MV photons in order to 
determine the correlation between sequential changes in the brain, as detected by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), with the 
eventual appearance of histological lesions. Sequential MRIs were made to detect changes in the brain for up to 77-115 weeks 
after irradiation. Dose-effect relationships were established for changes in the brain as detected by MRI, gross morphology and 
histology. The doses that caused a specifi ed response in 50 % of the animals (ED50 ± SE) were calculated using these dose-effect 
relationships for each endpoint. The ED50 values (± SE) for focal and diffuse changes on T2-weighted MRI were 11.0 ± 1.1 Gy 
and 10.8 ± 0.9 Gy, respectively. The ED50 values (± SE) for contrast enhancement on T1-weighted MRI was 13.4 ± 0.6 Gy. It 
was 11.4 ± 0.6 Gy for any type of histological lesion (haemorrhage, reactive change or glial scar) 77-115 weeks after irradiation. 
For a macroscopic lesion and for the histological appearance of a glial scar (indicative of an earlier area of necrosis) the ED50 (± 
SE) values were 13.0 ± 1.1 Gy and 13.4 ± 0.57 Gy, respectively. The presence of focal or diffuse changes on T2-weighted MRIs 
was the best indicator for the eventual appearance of any type of histological lesion in the dog brain after irradiation with single 
doses of photons. The ED50 for any histological lesion did not differ signifi cantly from the ED50 for a focal (p > 0.35) or diffuse 
(p = 0.3) change on T2-weighted MRIs. The ED50 for a glial scar, indicative of an earlier region of necrosis, was not signifi cantly 
different (p > 0.4) from that for the appearance of contrast enhancement on T1-weighted MRI.
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P05/1260: Limb sparing surgery and boost with high dose rate interstitial brachytherapy in treatment of soft 
tissue sarcoma

 Patricia Koike,  M Miziara,  C Soares,  R Fogaroli,  H Baraldi,  A Pellizoni,  G Borba, Arnaldo Vieira de Carvalho Cancer Institute, 
Brazil

Introduction: Considerer as a rare neoplasia with high aggressively, approximately 0,7% from the malignant tumors and occurs 
more often with youngest. Because of the potential risk of local recurrence, theoretically surgical resection, encompassing 
macroscopic tumor with a margin of macroscopically noninvolved tissue is the right way to perform, with a wide “en bloc” 
resection, amputation, with bad functional results. The aim of conservative treatment is combined modality therapy as surgical 
resection and irradiation to obtain a local control rate as high as possible while preserving functional results.

Purpose: A retrospective review of 31 patients treated with high dose rate (HDR) Brachyterapy in the Radiotherapy 
Department Arnaldo Vieira de Carvalho Cancer Institute.

Methods: Between April 1995 and August 1999, 31 patients who underwent a combine therapy; examined the results on 
multivariate analysis of conservative surgery and brachytherapy follow/or not by external beam radiation (EBRT). The 31 patients 
treated, 17 ( 54,8%) females and 14(45,2%) males have a median age of 48 years ( range,19 to 77 years). Most of the tumors 
was located in the lower limb (17/31 – 54,8%) . The other sites were the upper limb (10/31-32,3%), thoracic wall and abdomen 
(3/31-9,7%).Classifi cation of the tumors, according to the International Union Against Cancer (UICC) staging was T1 5 patients 
(16%), T2 (24/31-77%). Median size of the tumors was 9,2cm ( ranged, 2,5 to 24cm). Most of the tumors being malignant fi brous 
histiocytomas (9/31-29%) and the histological grade II (14/31-45%). Twenty-two (71%) patients had intraoperative implants and 
the insertion of the radioactive source was delayed 24 to 120 hours. Eight patients (25,8%) had postoperative and received HDRB 
45 to 60 days after the surgery . Guide needles were placed in the tumor bed, perpendicular to the scar, systematically in a single 
plane, the implant volume being defi ned by radiotherapist . A minimum safety margin of 2 cm added at the edge of the tumor 
volume. Positioning of the guide needles was done according to the system rules of interstitial brachytherapy dosimetry, varying 
from 3 to 13 and dose from 18 to 30 Gy with division of 3 Gy / 2 times a day. The EBRT began from 0 hour to 4 weeks after 
surgical procedure with dose varying from 20 to 50 Gy.

Results: The actuarial fi ve years was of 54, 3% with an actuarial 5-year local control of 100%. Twelve of 31 patients have 
died, 6 deaths being directly attributable to metastatic recurrence (lung 80% – bone 10%-cerebral 10%), 1 with infarct of the 
myocardium and 5 cause isolated .Acute side effects described were dehiscence of suture (2/31-6, 45%) and local pain. The more 
frequent late effects were experience grade 1 or 2 RTOG reaction (11/31 -35,5%) and neuropathies (2/31-6,45%).

Conclusions: The advantages of brachytherapy are well known, ones are the specifi c localization of radiation delivery and 
the possibility of sparing the surrounding normal tissues. We observed that the additional dose given by HDRB to the tumor bed 
provided a local control with acceptable morbidity rate even with a short follow-up. We conclude that HDRB seems to be an 
effective treatment when combined with EBRT and limb sparing surgery in the management of Soft Tissue Sarcoma.

References:
1. UICC-TNM. Classifi cation des tumeurs malignes. 4th ed. Geneva Switzerland Springer-Verlag;1988.
2. Delanes M., Thomas L., Martel P., et al .Low-dose-rate intraoperative brachytherapy combined with external beam irradiation 

in the conservative treatment of soft tissue sarcoma. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys 2000;47:165-169.
3. Alektiar M., Zelefsky J., et al . Morbidity of adjuvant brachytherapy in soft tissue sarcoma of the extremity and superfi cial 

trunk. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys 2000;47:1273-1279.
4. Subir Nag, Daniel Shasha, et al. The American brachytherapy society recommendations for brachytherapy of soft tissue 

sarcomas. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys 2001;49:1033-1043.
5. Koizumi M., Inoue T., Yamazaki H. et al. Perioperative fractionated high-dose rate brachytherapy for malignant bone and soft 

tissue tumors. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys 1999;43:989-993.
6. Martinez AA, Edmundson GK. Brachytherapy. In Gunderson LL, Tepper JE, editors. Clinical Radiation Oncology. 

Philadelphia: Churchill linvigstone;2000.p.184-204.
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P05/1261: The role of mRNA translation in the adaptation to hypoxia

 Marianne Koritzinsky,  Bradly G Wouters, University of Maastricht, The Netherlands;  Costas Koumenis, Wake Forest University S
chool of Medicine, United States;  Nahum Sonenberg, McGill University, Canada

Hypoxia commonly occurs in human tumours and is associated with a poor prognosis. We and others have shown that global 
mRNA translation is rapidly inhibited during hypoxia. However, some mRNAs, such as those coding for HIF-1α and VEGF, 
remain effi ciently translated. We therefore hypothesize that the inhibition of mRNA translation serves to promote hypoxia 
tolerance in two ways: i) through conservation of energy and ii) through differential gene expression involved in hypoxia 
adaptation. We are investigating the mechanisms responsible for the down regulation of protein synthesis during hypoxia, and how 
specifi c mRNAs maintain their ability to be translated under such conditions. Our goal is to understand the signifi cance of these 
regulatory mechanisms for hypoxia tolerance in vitro and tumor growth in vivo. We have previously shown that one mechanism 
responsible for inhibiting protein synthesis during hypoxia is the activation of PERK, which inhibits the essential translation factor 
eIF2α. Here we show that PERK-/- MEFs are not able to inhibit protein synthesis effi ciently during hypoxia and are signifi cantly 
less tolerant to hypoxia than wt cells. We also show that other mechanisms are important for sustained low protein synthesis during 
chronic hypoxia. We demonstrate that the eIF4F complex is disrupted during prolonged hypoxia, and that this is mediated by 
4E-BP1 and 4E-T. eIF4F is essential for translation which is dependent upon the 5’mRNA cap-structure. These studies therefore 
indicate a switch from the inhibition of all translation through eIF2α during acute hypoxia, to the inhibition of only cap-dependent 
translation during chronic hypoxia. This model predicts the differential induction of genes that can be translated cap-independently 
during chronic hypoxia, which is consistent with the observed differential translation of HIF-1α and VEGF. The functional 
signifi cance of the disruption of the eIF4F complex during hypoxia is currently being addressed by targeting 4E-BP1 and 4E-T 
with RNA interference.

P05/1262: Mechanistic interpretation of radiation dose-response relationship for subclinical metastasis

 Steve P Lee, University of California, United States;  Hong Qian, University of Washington, United States;  H Rodney Withers, 
David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, United States

Purpose: To use a biophysical model based on the kinetics of metastatic formation to interpret radiation dose-response relationship 
for subclinical metastasis, and compare with what is predicted by the empirical model of Withers et al..

Methods: The metastases control probability (MCP) was formulated as a function of radiation dose and metastatic cell burden 
(MCB). The MCB was expressed to be log-uniformly distributed, as suggested by Withers et al.. In the mechanistic model, it was 
derived from the kinetics of primary tumor growth and subsequent metastatic colony formation and growth. A limiting resolution 
for clinical detection of metastasis (e.g. 109 cells) was assumed, and heterogeneous distributions for various biological parameters 
were considered. Mathematical expressions for both empirical and mechanistic models were solved analytically, and numerical 
simulations were performed using Mathcad software.

Results: Withers et al. had presented clinical data to support a sigmoid-shaped MCP curve with a slope that is fl atter than the 
control probability for gross tumor. This was verifi ed by assuming the MCB to be log-uniformly distributed from 1 to 10^9 cells, 
provided that patients without subclinical metastasis are excluded. However, for patients diagnosed to have localized primary 
tumor, whether or not subclinical metastases are present remains unknown. This diffi culty is alleviated in the mechanistic model, 
as an explicit expression for the metastasis-free cohort was obtained by subjecting all patients to undergo the Poisson process of 
metastatic establishment. Numerical simulations confi rmed that the sigmoid MCP curve has a shallower slope if heterogeneity in 
metastatic rate is considered using log-normal distribution. Heterogeneity in metastatic growth rate with Gaussian distribution also 
resulted in signifi cant fl attening from an otherwise sharply-rising deterministic MCP curve.

Conclusion: The mechanistic model of metastatogenesis appears to be more versatile for clinical application than the empirical 
model. It may help in formulating appropriate therapeutic strategy for subclinical metastases.

(Reference: HR Withers, LJ Peters, JMG Taylor. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys 31:353-359, 1995)
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P05/1263: A mono-isocentric, split-beam, multi-fi eld, three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy technique 
for the adjuvant radiation treatment of stomach cancer

 Daryl Lim Joon,  G Quong,  M Feigen,  M Wada,  M Lim Joon,  C Mantle,  Aldo Rolfo,  A Viotto,  K Rykers,  W Fernando,  M Grace, 
 G Liu, Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, Australia;  G Fogarty, Ballarat Radiation Oncology Centre, Australia; 
 T Leong,  D Willis, Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute, Australia;  M W Chao, Radiation Oncology Victoria, Australia; V  Khoo, 
Christie Hospital, Manchester, UK, United Kingdom

Purpose: To describe the design and implementation of a mono-isocentric split-beam multi- fi eld 3-DCRT technique for the 
adjuvant radiation treatment of stomach cancer and compare it to a conventional opposed anterior and posterior fi eld technique.

Methods: CT simulation was performed using a slice thickness of 2.5 mm. Non-contrast (for dosimetry) CT scans and 
contrast (for contouring) scans were obtained and co-registered. Contouring of the clinical target volume (CTV) and normal 
tissue is guided by the use of CT contouring maps that detail the anatomical structures that govern the CTV in stomach cancer. 
Representative CT slices of will be presented. The 3D-CRT technique employed involves a mono-isocentric split-beam multi- fi eld 
arrangement that is applied to cover the planning target volume (PTV) and restrict the dose to critical normal tissue structures 
according to defi ned dose volume constraints. The implementation of the treatment was designed for delivery using a multi-
leaf collimator. An analysis was performed on the volumes, dosimetry and dose volume histograms of fi ve patients. These are 
compared to the results of a conventional opposed AP-PA technique.

Results: The technique has been successfully implemented and used routinely in the chemo-radiation treatment of stomach 
cancer at the centre. The use of contrast CT scans and contouring maps have greatly aided in the expeditious and accurate 
contouring of a relatively complex volume for each individual patient. The technique provides improved dosimetric homogeneity 
and conformity and greater sparing of kidneys according to relative dose volume analysis as compared to conventional 
radiotherapy technique. This is often at the expense of a greater of liver being irradiated but this is still well within liver tolerance.

Conclusion: CT defi ned 3D-CRT for stomach cancer allows for greater individualisation of volumes according to the patients 
CT anatomy and improved conformity of dosimetry. Normal tissue tolerances and constraints are achievable. Kidney sparing is 
greater when compared to conventional techniques

P05/1264: Bladder and rectum: the effect of contouring solid structure VS hollow structure on the dose 
volume histogram in the 3d conformal radiotherapy of prostate cancer

 Daryl Lim Joon,  A Viotto, G Quong,  M Feigen,  M Wada,  M Lim Joon,  C Mantle,  Aldo Rolfo,  K Rykers,  W Fernando,  M Grace, 
 G Liu, Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, Australia;  G Fogarty, Ballarat Radiation Oncology Centre, Australia;  M W Chao, 
Radiation Oncology Victoria, Australia;  V Khoo, Christie Hospital, Manchester, UK, United Kingdom

Aim: To analyze differences in the organ at risk dose volume histograms (DVH) when contouring rectum and bladder wall versus 
the corresponding solid structure in the 3d conformal radiotherapy of carcinoma of the prostate.

Method: Ten CT datasets of patients receiving radical radiotherapy for prostate cancer was collated. Eight had received bowel 
preparation. Contouring and planning was performed on CMS Focus ©. The rectum was contoured 1.0cm superior and inferior to 
the PTV1. The entire bladder was contoured. Solid organ volume was defi ned by the outer contour of the structure. Hollow organ 
(rectal and bladder wall) was defi ned by the outer structure minus the contoured lumen. Dose Volume histogram analysis was 
performed on both the solid and hollow structures at a number of dose points.

Results: The eight patients that received bowel preparation showed only small differences in rectal DVHs. The average 
difference in volume for all dose levels was 0.7 %. A greater difference in DVH relationship was demonstrated in the two patients 
that did not receive bowel preparation as result of a dilated rectum – average difference being 5.2%. At the lower dose levels the 
volume was greater for the solid rectum whereas at the higher dose levels the volume was greater for the rectal wall. The bladder 
wall volume was consistently lower at all dose levels – average of 4.3%.

Conclusions: The difference in volume receiving a particular dose refl ects whether the defi ned dose cloud encompasses the 
wall or lumen. The dose volume relationship can vary according to the relative fi lling of the lumen of the structure. The structure 
wall appears a better representation and produce more consistent values. However if the rectum is empty there is little difference in 
DVH parameters.
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P05/1265: Evaluation of the use of CT Planning VS orthogonal fi lms in the treatment of rectal carcinoma

 Daryl Lim Joon,  M Butcher,  M Marr,  G Quong,  M Feigen,  M Wada,  M Lim Joon,  C Mantle,  Aldo Rolfo,  A Viotto,  K Rykers, 
 W Fernando,  M Grace,  G Liu, Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, Australia;  G Fogarty, Ballarat Radiation Oncology Centr
e, Australia;  M W Chao, Radiation Oncology Victoria, Australia;  V Khoo, Christie Hospital, Manchester, UK, United Kingdom

Purpose: To compare fi eld margins generated from CT planned radiotherapy of rectal cancer with traditional orthogonal fi lm fi eld 
defi nitions.

Method: Thus far, seven CT datasets of patients undergoing preoperative chemo-radiation for rectal cancer have been analysed. 
The CT scan based fi elds were generated according to ICRU 50/62 and anatomical principles. The orthogonal fi lm based fi elds 
were defi ned according to traditional bony landmarks as implemented in the department prior to CT planning. The maximum 
difference in the fi eld margins was measured in the superior-inferior, lateral and anterior-posterior directions.

Results: Overall the CT defi ned volumes were larger than the orthogonal fi lm based volumes.
There was little difference in the posterior fi eld margins (average 0.2 cm). However, the CT based margins were greater than 

the fi lm based margins by an average of 3.2 cm in the anterior direction, 1.5 cm in the superior direction, 1.4 cm in the inferior 
direction and 1 cm laterally

Conclusions: CT based volumes are generally larger than traditional orthogonal fi lm based plans in our radiotherapy 
department. CT fi eld defi nitions were mainly based on soft tissue structures. These structures are often poorly visualised and thus, 
often inadequately covered on simulator fi lms. The exception was the posterior margin that was defi ned by a bony structure on 
both sets of plans.

P05/1266: The development of intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) for prostate cancer at Austin & 
Repatriation Medical Centre (ARMC)

 Daryl Lim Joon,  C Mantle, A Viotto,  Aldo Rolfo,  K Rykers,  W Fernando,  M Grace,  G Liu,  G Quong,  M Feigen,  M Wada, 
 M Lim Joon, Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, Australia;  G Fogarty, Ballarat Radiation Oncology Centre, Australia; 
 M W Chao, Radiation Oncology Victoria, Australia;  V Khoo, Christie Hospital, Manchester, UK, United Kingdom

Aim: To describe the protocol development of the IMRT program for prostate cancer at the ARMC.
Methods: A series of protocols were defi ned and developed to facilitate the delivery of intensity modulated radiotherapy for 

prostate cancer. These included the following:
1.  Physical Simulation including bowel and bladder preparation and immobilization
2.  Image Acquisition including CT & MRI simulation scans with image co-registration
3.  Contouring Defi nitions including target and organ at risk volumes as well as IMRT optimization and evaluation volumes
4.  Radiotherapy Planning including constraint defi nition, inverse planning and CMS Focus specifi c parameters
5.  DICOM RT interface including data transfer between CMS Focus and the Elekta Linac Desktop record and verify system
6.  Verifi cation including action limits and pre-treatment online EPID verifi cation
7.  Radiotherapy Delivery being that of step and shoot
8.  Quality Assurance including physics testing and documentation

Results: The protocol development and testing has lead to the precise clinical delivery of IMRT for prostate cancer at ARMC 
that exceeds most of the parameters that were previously measured with our conventional and 3D conformal radiotherapy. Further 
development is now underway to allow it to be implemented as the routine treatment of prostate cancer at ARMC.

Conclusion: The clinical implementation of IMRT for prostate cancer involves a collaborative team approach including 
radiation oncologists, radiation therapists, and radiation physics. This is necessary to develop the appropriate protocols and quality 
assurance for precision radiotherapy that is required for IMRT.

P05/1267: Radiation therapy and Koebner effect in cancer patients with psoriasis

 Akiva Vexler,  Rami Ben-Yosef, Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical Cente, Israel;  Vyacheslav Soyfer, Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical Center & T
el-Aviv University, Israel

Introduction. Radiation therapy (XRT) may initiate skin side effects that occur more often in patients with skin disorders. One 
of such diseases is psoriasis – a common disorder in the western communities. In the past Grenz rays and superfi cial XRT were 
used to treat psoriatic patients and were reported to initiate the Koebner effect, which is an exacerbation of the underlying disease 
following a skin trauma. Recently, several case reports revealed a similar response in cancer patients receiving megavoltage 
XRT. Hence, one may assume that irradiation should be re-considered or re-modifi ed in order to spare the involved skin. Purpose. 
To report our experience in radiotherapy of cancer patients with psoriasis. Patients and Methods. Six patients with prostate 
adenocarcinoma (3), breast cancer (2) and soft tissue sarcoma (1) suffering from psoriasis were referred for radiotherapy as a part 
of their anti-cancer treatment. In all patients the irradiation fi elds included the psoriatic lesions. The irradiation was delivered using 
linear accelerators operated through 6-8 MV photon and 8 MeV electron beams. The total XRT dose varied from 50 to 70 Gy and 
the daily fraction was 1.8-2.0 Gy. A close monitoring during and after completion of irradiation was carried out and standard skin 
care was advised.

Results. No change in the irradiated psoriatic lesions as well as in the surrounding area was observed in all patients during the 
irradiation. Subsequent follow up (up to 24 months) revealed no new skin lesions and no worsening of existing plaques.

Conclusions. Megavoltage XRT in a conventional daily fraction has no effect on psoriatic skin lesions.
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P05/1268: Breast edema in tangential irradiation of the breast: when does edema cause a clinically important 
decrease in dosimetric parameters?

 Michael Lock,  Mike Bylsma, London Regional Cancer Centre, Canada;  Susanta Hui,  James S Welsh, University of Wisconsin, 
United States;  Sarah Thurman, Harvard University, United States;  Thomas R Mackie, United States

Purpose:Breast edema is a commonly seen complication during treatment, but the potential for radiation underdosing during 
treatment has not been investigated. Method:We analyzed the dosimetric impact of edema in a patient during radiotherapy. We 
will present a quantitative model to relate initial breast geometry, percentage increase in volume based on virtual modeling and 
the subsequent dosimetric consequences. This may allow us to predict when clinically important changes are expected and when 
dosimetric adjustments are required. Results:We analyzed the dosimetric impact of edema in a patient with a T1 N0 invasive breast 
cancer who underwent CT-simulation for planning of tangent fi elds. 45Gy was prescribed to a mid-breast point using 6MV photons 
at 1.8Gy/day. CT-simulation was repeated at 3 weeks. The patient’s breast volume had increased by 13%. The breast was again 
contoured and the dose-distribution obtained from the initial simulation was compared to the dose-distribution that would have been 
obtained with the original plan. The pre-edema dose-distribution demonstrated the following: 42Gy to 100% of the breast volume, 
43Gy to 97.9%, 44Gy to 38.1%, 45Gy to 0.5%. The same treatment plan when applied to the edematous breast Results: 42Gy 
to 98.3% of the breast volume; 43Gy to 85.5%; 44Gy to 28.2%; 45Gy to 0%. To further investigate this observation, CT images 
of a series of patients, representing a range of anatomy, were used for virtual planning. This breast volume was then virtually 
increased by varying amounts and the impact on dose-distribution was determined. Conclusion:Breast edema during external beam 
radiotherapy can result in underdosing. Depending on the extent of the edema and the location of the underdosing, this phenomenon 
may have important clinical consequences. A method to predict situations requiring re-simulation is presented.

P05/1269: Online corrections – Evidence based practice utilizing electronic portal imaging to improve the 
accuracy of fi eld placement for locally advanced prostate cancer

 Mark Middleton,  S Medwell, Ballarat Austin Radiation Oncology Centre, Australia;  Aldo Rolfo,  M Lim Joon, Austin and Repatria
tion Medical Centre, Australia

Purpose: The requirement of accurate fi eld placement in the treatment of locally advanced prostate cancer is of great signifi cance 
given the onset of dose escalation and increased Planning Target Volume (PTV) conformity. With these factors in mind, it 
becomes essential to ensure accurate fi eld placement for the duration of a course of Radiotherapy. This study examines the role of 
Online Corrections to increase accuracy of fi eld placement, utilizing Varian Vision EPI equipment. The study also examines the 
hypothetical scenario of effect on three-dimensional computer dosimetry if Online Corrections were not performed, incorporating 
TCP and NTCP data.

Method: Field placement data was collected on patients receiving radical radiotherapy to the prostate utilizing the Varian 
Vision (TM)EPI software. Both intra and inter fi eld data was collected with Online Corrections being carried out within the 
confi nes of the BAROC PROSTATE EPI POLICY.

Results: Analysis was performed on the data to illustrate the value of Online Corrections in the pursuit of accurate fi eld 
placement. This evidence was further supported by computer dosimetry presenting the worst case possible impact upon a patients 
total course of treatment if Online Corrections were not performed.

Discussion: The use of Online Corrections can prove to be of enormous benefi t to both patient and practitioner. For centres 
with the available technology, it places the responsibility of fi eld placement upon the Radiation Therapist. This responsibility 
in turn impacts on the education, training and empowerment of the Radiation Therapy group. These are issues of the utmost 
importance to centres considering the use of Online Corrections.

P05/1270: The Prince of Wales Endovascular Radiation (POWER) Trial with liquid rhenium-188 for in-stent 
restenosis: results of long term follow up

 Christopher G Milross,  Nigel Jepson,  Denise Lonergan,  Tony Knittel,  Mark Pitney, Prince of Wales Hospital, Australia; 
 Cheryl Friend,  Christopher Karolis,  Roger Allan, Eastern Heart Clinic, Prince of Wales Hospital, Australia

Background: Intracoronary radiation therapy, (ICRT) with the beta-emitting liquid isotope, rhenium-188 (188Re) delivered by a 
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) catheter has been shown to be safe and effective in the treatment of in-
stent restenosis (ISR). However, the late effects and sustained effi cacy of this therapy are unknown.

Methods: The POWER trial enrolled 68 patients with ISR between 06/99 and 05/01. Following successful revascularization 77 
lesions were irradiated with 188Re. Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) measurement of target vessel diameter was used to guide the 
delivery of 25 Gy (prescribed at 0.5mm depth) in all cases. Protocol mandated angiographic follow up at 9 months has previously 
been reported. Clinical outcomes have subsequently been evaluated with a mean follow up of 492-1283 (mean 884) days all patients.

Results: The binary restenosis rate of 25.6% at 9 months has increased to 31% in late follow up. There has only been 1 death 
in the entire cohort, occurring 3 years following ICRT due to a presumed non-cardiac cause. There have been no coronary artery 
aneurysms. The target vessel revascularisation rate (TVR) and major adverse cardiac event (MACE) rates have risen from 19.2% 
and 21.8% to 24.7% and 28.6% respectively in late follow up.

Conclusions: Safety has been maintained in longer term follow up following beta radiation with 188Re for ISR. Although there 
have been cases of late failure, the treatment effects of 188Re are durable with low clinical event rates, target vessel failure and 
TVR in follow up to 3.6 yrs.
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P05/1271: Response of the oral mucosa to porphyrin mediated boron neutron capture therapy

 Gerard M Morris, NONE, United Kingdom

Pre-clinical studies are now in progress to develop boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) modalities for the treatment of head 
and neck carcinomas. BNCT is a bimodal therapy which involves the administration of a boron-10 enriched compound, that 
accumulates preferentially in tumours, prior to irradiation with low energy neutrons. These neutrons are captured by boron-10 
atoms to produce a highly localised radiation exposure. More recently, it has been demonstrated that various boronated porphyrins 
can target a variety of tumours. Of the porphyrins evaluated to date, copper tetracarboranylphenyl porphyrin (CuTCPH) is a strong 
candidate for potential clinical evaluation. It has extremely high specifi city for a variety of tumour models. Therapeutic effi cacy of 
CuTCPH mediated BNCT has been demonstrated in pre-clinical studies using the murine EMT-6 carcinoma model. In the present 
investigation the response of the oral mucosa to CuTCPH mediated boron neutron capture (BNC) irradiation was assessed using 
a standard rat model (ventral tongue). Single exposure irradiation was carried out on the thermal neutron beam at the Brookhaven 
Medical Research Reactor, at 3 days after the fi nal injection of the boronated porphyrin. The impact of CuTCPH mediated BNC 
irradiation on oral mucosa at therapeutically effective exposure times, assessed using the ventral tongue model, was minimal. This 
was primarily due to the fact that blood boron levels (from CuTCPH) were very low at the time of irradiation. Analysis of the 
dose-effect data for CuTCPH gave a compound biological effectiveness (CBE) factor of 2.5. It can be concluded that, although, 
the CBE factor (calculated using blood boron concentrations) was relatively high, CuTCPH mediated BNC irradiation should not 
cause signifi cant damage at clinically relevant radiation doses. This is because blood boron levels would be very low at the time of 
irradiation.

P05/1272: Involved fi eld radiotherapy is the treatment of choice for lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin’s 
disease (LPHD) in clinical stage IA: review of the German Hodgkin Study Group (GHSG)

 Rolf-Peter Mueller,  Hans Theodor Eich,  Andreas Engert,  Luzia Nogova,  Thorsten Reineke,  Volker Diehl, University of Cologne, 
Germany

Purpose: LPHD is both clinically and pathologically distinct from other forms of Hodgkin´s disease (HD), including classical 
type of HD. LPHD is relatively rare and accounts for 3 to 8% of all Hodgkin’s disease cases. A recent report from the European 
task force on LPHD has suggested that patients (pts.) in early stage of LPHD should be treated with reduced treatment intensity. 
However, relevant clinical studies are still lacking. The GHSG has thus reviewed all LPHD-cases registered in the study data base 
and compared the different treatment approaches.

Methods and Materials: A total number of 146 pts. with LPHD treated within the GHSG trials HD7 (n = 36) and LPHD 
observation study (n = 110) in clinical stage IA without risk factors such as bulky mediastinal mass, extranodal involvement, ESR 
> 50 and without massive spleen involvement (HD7) were analysed.

In HD7 pts. were randomized between extended fi eld (EF)-radiotherapy (RT) and 2x ABVD + EF-RT. In the LPHD 
observation study, a more fl exible strategy was practiced, including involved fi eld (IF)-RT only, chemotherapy only, watch and 
wait or combined modality treatment (randomized between 2x ABVD + IF-RT and 4x ABVD + IF-RT).

Results: 34/36 pts. from HD7 were evaluable, of which 20 pts. received EF-RT and 14 pts. were treated with 2 x ABVD + EF-
RT. All patients achieved CR after fi rst line therapy.

In the LPHD observation study, 96/110 pts. were evaluable. At this time treatment was documented in 44/96 pts., of which 18 
pts. received IF-RT (30 Gy) only, 3 pts. chemotherapy only (2 x ABVD) and 23 pts. combined modality treatment. Outcome is 
actually known in 53/96 pts.. 51 pts. achieved a long-term CR and 2 pts. relapsed. In these 2 pts. treatment consisted in one of 2 x 
ABVD only and in the other of 2 x ABVD + 20 Gy IF-RT.

Conclusions: LPHD is a very rare disease which can be treated with reduced dose intensity in early stage disease. Based on 
these data 30 Gy IF-RT as the standard treatment can be recommended.
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P05/1273: Development of free statistical software enabling researchers to calculate confi dence levels, clinical 
signifi cance curves and risk-benefi t contours

 Tom P Shakespeare,  Rahul K Mukherjee, National University Hospital, Singapore;  Val J Gebski, Radiation Oncology, 
Westmead Hospital, Australia

Introduction: Confi dence levels, clinical signifi cance curves, and risk-benefi t contours are tools improving analysis of clinical 
studies and minimizing misinterpretation of published results, however no software has been available for their calculation. The 
objective was to develop software to help clinicians utilize these tools.

Methods: Excel 2000 spreadsheets were designed using only built-in functions, without macros. The workbook was protected 
and encrypted so that users can modify only input cells.

Results: The workbook has 4 spreadsheets for use in studies comparing two patient groups. Sheet 1 comprises instructions 
and graphic examples for use. Sheet 2 allows the user to input the main study results (e.g. survival rates) into a 2-by-2 table. 
Confi dence intervals (95%), p-value and the confi dence level for Treatment A being better than Treatment B are automatically 
generated. An additional input cell allows the user to determine the confi dence associated with a specifi ed level of benefi t. 
For example if the user wishes to know the confi dence that Treatment A is at least 10% better than B, 10% is entered. Sheet 
2 automatically displays clinical signifi cance curves, graphically illustrating confi dence levels for all possible benefi ts of one 
treatment over the other. Sheet 3 allows input of toxicity data, and calculates the confi dence that one treatment is more toxic 
than the other. It also determines the confi dence that the relative toxicity of the most effective arm does not exceed user-
defi ned tolerability. Sheet 4 automatically calculates risk-benefi t contours, displaying the confi dence associated with a specifi ed 
scenario of minimum benefi t and maximum risk of one treatment arm over the other. The spreadsheet is freely downloadable at 
www.ontumor.com/professional/statistics.htm

Conclusions: A simple, self-explanatory, freely available spreadsheet calculator was developed using Excel 2000. The 
incorporated decision-making tools can be used for data analysis and improve the reporting of results of any comparison between 
two patient groups.

P05/1274: Use of transabdominal ultrasound in the diagnosis of gastroesophageal junction diseases, 
comparison with conventional barium study and endoscopy, referred to Ghaem Hospital, Mashhad, North 
East of Iran

 Mohammad Rahrouh,  Ahmad Khosravi, Ghaem Hospital, Mashhad University of Medical, Iran;  Gholam Reza Bakhshandeh Poor, 
Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Iran

Introduction: Over the past two decades, the incidence of adenocarcinoma of the esophagus and gastric cardia has increased at 
a rate exceeding that of any other cancer. Ultrasound imaging of gastroesophageal junction is valuable part of diagnostics and 
identifi es abnormalities may be helpful in establishing the etiology and choosing the treatment method.

Materials and Method: We compared transabdominal sonography with upper gastrointestinal tract x-ray series (barium study) 
for evaluating gastroesophageal junction disease .To demonstrate the gastroesophageal junction with a real-time, transabdominal 
sonography, the patient in a supine position, the transducer was placed under the xiphoid and the ultrasound beam was directed 
cephalad through the window of the left lobe of the liver.

Results: In 84 cases (50 men, 34 women; age range, 31-70 years) underwent abdominal sonography. Normal fi ndings were 
verifi ed by esophagoscopy or by clinical follow-up. The intraabdominal esophagus was demonstrated satisfactorily, and all 
abnormal fi ndings were verifi ed by biopsy and correlated with endoscopy or barium study and surgery. The normal sonographic 
pattern and the thickness of the wall of abdominal esophagus were determined. The detection rate of the normal pattern in 42 
control subjects was 95%, the normal thickness of the wall (range 3-mm to 4 mm). In 28 patients with severe acute esophageal 
infl ammation, the thickness was (range 4 mm to 8 mm). In 14 patients with an invading lesion in the gastroesophageal junction 
due to malignancy, the thickness of the wall was more than 10 mm in each case (range 9 mm to 17 mm).

Conlusion: Because sonography identifi es abnormalities of the gastroesophageal junction, is a good screening method with a 
high sensitivity in the majority of patients for changes in wall architecture and it provides information on disorders of structure 
and motility. This study indicates that the sonographic detection of gastroesophageal junction through the liver window can be 
included in routine abdominal sonography.
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P05/1275: Ultrasound screening of thyroid nodules in adults with no previous exposed to irradiation 
comparison between scanning, palpation and fi ne needle aspiration cytology. A study in Ghaem Hospital, 
Mashhad, North East of Iran

 Mohammad Rahrouh, Ghaem Hospital, Golam Reza Namadanian, Mashhad University, Iran;  Sead Rasuole Zakavi, Mashhad Uni
versity of Medical Sciences, Iran;  Hossein Rezaei, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Iran

Introduction: large number of studies on the association between childhood radiation exposure and thyroid nodules and cancer. 
Ultrasound imaging of thyroid nodules is valuable part of diagnostics and identifi es abnormalities, because ultrasound can detect 
nodules as small as 2-3 mm and no radiation is involved , it has gained wide acceptance for the screening of nodular thyroid 
disease.

Materials and Method: The 500 Subjects were selected random members from medical students in university of medical 
sciences in Mashhad North East of Iran. Individuals were screened by a health survey , thyroid ultrasounds, 99mTc-pertechnetate 
scans, palpation and fi ne needle aspiration obtained as necessary. The ultrasound was performed with a 7.5-MHz transducer in 
direct contact with the lubricated skin of the extended neck. Each ultrasound exam was read independently by two radiologists and 
one endocrinologist. Each nodule was characterized as follows: 1) presence; 2) size ; 3) location; ant or post; 4) location; upper 
pole, midportion of lobe, lower pole, or isthmus; and 5) type; solid, cystic, or mixed.

Results: In 500 cases (312 men, 188 women; age range, 18 – 30 years) underwent neck sonography. Normal fi ndings were 
verifi ed by clinical follow-up and thyroid disease was found in (5%) of subjectes. A total of 25 certain thyroid nodules were 
detected by the ultrasound examinations. Eighty eight percent nodules were less than 1.0 cm dimension.Among the subjects who 
had them thyroid nodules,(48%) were cystic , (44%) were hypoechoic lesions and (8 %) were hyperechoic .The abnormality of 
thyroid echo was solitary in (1,8%) ,multiple in (1,4%) and diffuse in (0,6%) of subjectes.All abnormal fi ndings were verifi ed by 
fi ne needle aspiration biopsy and correlated with thyroid scan, and surgery.

Conlusion:
The results reported here can be compared to several reports on the prevalence of ultrasound detected thyroid nodules in adult 

populations not exposed to radiation .The major advantage is that ultrasound can fi nd clinically important, potentially malignant, 
nodules that are not otherwise detectable . We suggested that the use of thyroid imaging should be based on an evaluation of each 
person’s risk factors

P05/1276: Targeted alpha therapy (TAT) of breast cancer using bismuth-213 – Plasminogen Activator 
Inhibitor 2 (PAI2)

 Syed Rizvi,  Yong Li,  Barry Allen, St George Hospital Center, Australia

Aims:
1. To investigate the conjugation, radiolabeling, stability and selective cytotoxicity for breast cancer cells In vitro.
2. To determine the In vivo inhibition of tumour growth when mice are treated with 213Bi-labeled PAI-2, by targeting uPA/uPAR.

Methods: 213Bi was produced from 225Ac-213Bi Generator system. Cyclic dianhydride of Diethylenetriaminepentace
tic acid (DTPA) was used as chelator for PAI-2 and conjugation was tested by Mass Spectrometry. For in vitro testing, 
Immunohistochemistry and fl ow cytometry were used for in vitro testing of uPA expression; and MTS for cell survival assays. 
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell line was stained by alkaline-phosphatase-anti-alkaline-phosphatase (APAAP) and horseradish 
peroxidase methods in frozen and paraffi n sections.

For in vivo studies, 213Bi tolerance and toxicity, changes in tumour progression and tumour growth after blocking of antigenic 
sites were studied. Apoptosis was documented using terminal deoxyuridinetriphosphate (TUNEL) assay.

Results: We have been successful in labeling and testing recombinant human PAI2 with the alpha radioisotope 213Bi to produce 
213Bi-PAI2, which is highly cytotoxic towards breast cancer cell lines.

The 2 day post-inoculation model, using MDA-MB-231breast cancer cells, was shown to be representative of micrometastatic 
disease. In vivo effi cacy experiments show that a local of injection of 213Bi-PAI2 can completely inhibit the growth of tumour at 2 
days post-cell inoculation, and a single systemic (iv) administration at 2 days causes tumour growth inhibition in a dose-dependent 
manner. The specifi c role of uPA as the target for 213Bi-PAI2 therapy was determined by PAI2 pre-treatment blocking studies.
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P05/1278: Survival and patterns of failure in endometrial serous papillary and clear cell carcinoma: role of 
adjuvant therapy

 Colin Tang,  S Sia,  B Cassidy, Royal Perth Hospital, Australia;  B Brennan, King Edward Memorial Hospital, Subiaco, Australia

Background: Serous papillary carcinoma (UPSC) and clear-cell carcinoma (CCC) of the endometrium account for only 10% of 
the total cases of endometrial cancer, yet they represent about 50% of all relapses in endometrial cancer, with a high propensity for 
extra-pelvic recurrences.

Aim: Due to a lack of consensus on the best treatment method for these unique but unfavourable subtypes of endometrial 
cancer, we aim to assess the survival and patterns of failure in patients with UPSC and CCC of the endometrium, and to examine 
whether adjuvant therapy alters the outcome.

Methods and Material: 550 patients underwent primary surgery for their endometrial cancer at King Edward Memorial 
Hospital between 1991 and 2002. Of these 52 (9.5%) had UPSC or CCC histology. The most common histology was UPSC mixed 
with endometriod carcinoma (22 cases), followed by UPSC alone (14 cases), then CCC mixed with endometriod carcinoma (11 
cases). Surgery was undertaken in all, and majority of patients received para-aortic lymph node biopsy and pelvic lymph node 
dissection. FIGO staging were as follows: two Stage IA, twenty Stage IB, eight Stage IC, fi ve Stage 2, fourteen Stage 3 and three 
Stage 4. Adjuvant therapy was as follows: 27 radiotherapy (18 vaginal brachytherapy, 6 external beam pelvic +/- para-aortic 
radiotherapy, 3 both), 5 chemotherapy (4 alone, 1 with progesterone), 6 hormone alone, and 11 received no treatment. No patient 
received whole-abdominal radiotherapy.

Results: As a group, with a median follow-up of 22 months, the actuarial 5-year overall-survival was 49.6%. Cause-specifi c 
survival at 5 year was 60.1%. Stratifi ed by stages, the median overall-survival for Stage 1 was 111 months versus 13 months for 
all other stages (p<0.0001). Likewise, median survival was not reached for cause-specifi c survival with Stage 1 patients, but for 
all other stages it was 15 months (p<0.0001). 35% of patients relapsed, however, only 3 relapsed locally (one also had distant 
metastases). Most were Stage 2 and above. Of all patients treated with adjuvant radiotherapy none had pelvic relapses, although 
one abdominal and several distant relapses were seen. Chemotherapy alone was used in Stage 3 and 4 diseases, but did not prevent 
relapses. Only one patient received chemotherapy together with high dose progesterone. She had Stage 3C mixed endometriod 
and UPSC and was disease free at 80 months, even though at time of surgery the para-aortic lymph node biopsy confi rmed 
serous papillary metastases. Further details of relapses and correlation with various patient, tumour and treatment factors will be 
presented.

Conclusion: Stage 1 UPSC and CCC of the endometrium has a good overall survival. However, prognosis is dismal with 
Stage 2-4 disease. Adjuvant radiotherapy seems to reduce the incidence of local relapse dramatically whilst not preventing distant 
relapses. Chemotherapy was never used in combination with radiotherapy in our institution although it would be useful to see if 
addition of chemotherapy to those patients with Stage 2 and 3 diseases will reduce the incidence of distant metastases. Concurrent 
use of high dose progesterone in treatment regime may also be of use.

P05/1279: A review of nasal NK/T-cell lymphoma cases seen at a radiotherapy department

 Ivan WK Tham,  Susan Loong,  Khai Mun Lee, National Cancer Centre Singapore, Singapore

Aims: Nasal NK/T-cell lymphoma is a subset of primary extranodal non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL), more commonly seen in 
Asians compared to Caucasians. Diagnosis and treatment are big challenges, in part due to the rarity of the disease. A study was 
conducted to review the treatment modalities and outcomes of patients with nasal NK/T-cell lymphomas treated at the Therapeutic 
Radiology Department, National Cancer Centre from 1997 to 2002.

Materials & Methods: 16 consecutive patients treated with radiotherapy, with or without chemotherapy, were retrospectively 
reviewed.

Results: The median age was 42 (range=27-86). The male:female ratio was 5:3. 9 patients were Ann Arbor stage IEA, 1 was 
IEB, 1 was IIEA, 2 were IIEB, and 3 were IVEB. 10 had disease in the nasal cavity, 3 had nasopharyngeal involvement, and 3 
had disease at both sites. Immunophenotyping was CD 56+ in 13 patients. β2-microglobulin levels was elevated in 7 patients, 
(median= 2163ug/L; range=818-39930ug/L). Lactate dehydrogenase levels were raised in 6 patients (median=336U/L; range= 
199-1032U/L). Of the 16 patients treated with radiotherapy, 13 patients had combination chemotherapy of which 8 had an 
anthracycline-based regime. The remaining 3 patients had comorbidities for which chemotherapy was contra-indicated. Median 
radiation dose was 50Gy (range=35-56Gy). 6 patients received local radiotherapy to the nasal/Waldeyer’s ring region, while 10 
patients also had additional neck nodal irradiation. 3 patients had an RTOG acute morbidity score of 3. All other patients had 
scores of 2 or less. Of the 5 patients who have died, all had CD56+ disease, and had a median survival of 89 days (range=78-417 
days). Actuarial 5 year relapse-free survival was 56%, with the mean follow-up period of 20.9 months. In this series, no patients 
relapsed within the RT fi eld.

Conclusion: NK/T nasal lymphoma often carries a poor prognosis, especially CD56+ disease, even with combined modality 
treatment. Radiation gives good local control for this disease.
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P05/1280: Comparision of γ-ray shielding properties of some borate glasses

 Kulwant Singh Thind, Guru Nanak Dev University, Amrit, India

Several new glasses have been prepared in recent years to suit their increasing number of applications. Some of the glass 
compositions have distinct properties which make them the most preferred materials for certain applications such as shielding, 
optical fi bers, electronics displays etc. The information of composition, processing and effect of environment on the glass 
properties is of great importance for their design and application. The shielding ability of pure elements and some mixtures have 
already been studied but limited attempts have been made on glasses. A good shielding glass should have high absorption cross 
– section for radiation and at the same time irradiation effects on its mechanical and optical properties should be small.

By keeping in view of the importance of shielding ability of borate glasses, we have studied two series of different glass type: 
x PbO – (1-x) B

2
O

3
 and x ZnO – 2xPbO – (1-3x) B

2
O

3
 (where x is the mole fraction) by using narrow beam transmission method. 

A 2” × 2” NaI(Tl) crystal with an energy resolution of 12.5% at 662 keV of 137Cs was used for the determination of attenuation 
coeffi cients and hence interaction cross-sections.

Glass samples were prepared by using melt-quenching technique. Thickness measurement was carried out by micrometer and 
density was measured by Archimede’s Principle using benzene as the immersion liquid. The densities of the glasses were found to 
increase linearly with the increase in the chemical composition of heavy metal oxide. Variations in mass attenuation coeffi cients 
and interaction cross – sections were observed with the change in chemical composition and photon energy. It is found that these 
glasses have potential applications to be used as radiation shielding materials.

P05/1281: Comparison of molar extinction coeffi cients of amino acids and fatty acids

 Kulwant Singh Thind, Guru Nanak Dev University, Amrit, India

Gamma ray and x-ray attenuation in liquid and solid solutions can with great advantage be analyzed in terms of the molar extinction 
coeffi cient, known from spectroscopy in the visible and near-visible spectral range. Most studies of interaction of photons with 
matter in the past have been concerned with solid absorbers. The use of absorber in the form of solution has some advantages: The 
criterion of homogeneity is automatically satisfi ed and the strength of the absorber can be changed by varying the relative amount 
of solute and solvent. In the present work the molar extinction coeffi cients, (e) of aqueous solutions of amino acids viz. Glycine 
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and fatty acids viz: Formic acid (CH
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) have been studied by narrow beam transmission geometry at photon energies in 

the range 81-1332 keV. The molar extinction coeffi cients of all samples were determined by using the following equation:
where I0 and I are the incident and transmitted intensities and is the length of the absorber.
The slopes of the linear plots, log I0/I vs concentration give the values of e for solutes. The experimental results are found to 

be in good agreement with theoretical calculations and were independent of the density of the solution. The extinction coeffi cients 
of amino acids are fi tted to the fourth order polynomial, where as the fatty acids are fi tted to the third order polynomial. The 
measurements of gamma ray attenuation coeffi cients of solutions might be useful to quote the atomic cross sections in units of 
cm2/mol instead of the presently accepted units of barn/atom or barn/molecule.

P05/1282: Infl ammatory response and abscopal effects in the lungs after abdominal irradiation

 Anne Van der Meeren,  Pascale Monti,  Claire Squiban,  Julie Wysocki,  Marie Vandamme,  Nina Griffi ths, IRSN, France

Abscopal effects can be defi ned as biological effects observed in a tissue outside of the fi eld of irradiation. Elucidating such 
mechanisms might help in the understanding of the radiation-induced multi organ failure. However, the mechanisms involved are 
still poorly understood. In the present study, C57BL6/J mice were irradiated in the abdominal region using an ORION accelerator, 
at the dose of 15 Gy. Infl ammatory response was evaluated by measuring with ELISA, TNF-α, IL-6 and KC in the plasma of 
irradiated mice as well as in the jejunum and in the lungs. In addition, immunohistochemistry was used to determine PECAM-1 
expression in the lungs.

Results show the radiation-induced increase in the concentrations of IL-6 and KC measured in the plasma 3 and 6 days after 
exposure, although TNF-α remained undetectable. In the jejunum, KC content was greatly enhanced in irradiated animals, but 
IL-6 and TNF-α enhancements were only moderate. KC was also increased in the lungs of irradiated animals as compared to sham 
irradiated mice. In addition, PECAM-1 expression on lung endothelial cells was enhanced 3 and 6 days post-exposure.

Our results show that the lungs, outside of the fi eld of irradiation, show an infl ammatory response with enhanced chemokine 
production and adhesion molecule expression on endothelial cells. This effect could be mediated through the release and 
circulation of infl ammatory mediators in the blood and possibly in the lymphatic system.
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P06/1283: 99mTc- methionine: a potential radiopharmaceutical for brain tumor spect

 Guru Pad Bandopadhyaya,  Sukanto Barai,  Rakesh Kumar Phulia,  C S Bal,  Jaya Shukla,  Saroj Medhavi,  A Malhotra, All India Ins
titute Of Medical Sciences, India

In the recent years SPECT, PET and production of short-lived isotopes through Cyclotron, metabolic imaging gained an important 
arena over CT and MRI. The higher C 11 methionine uptake in low-grade glioma and reduced uptake in high-grade glioma 
and comparison of their uptake variability with non-tumoral lesion was reported. Using MRI/CT the differentiation of non-
tumorous lesion from gliomas is still a diffi cult task. The evaluation of tumor staging, grading & therapy in various tumors is still 
a challenging priority. The functional endothelial uptake of C 11 methionine and/or blood brain barrier changes demonstrated 
the usefulness of C 11 methionine for evaluation and follow-up of low-grade glioma. The cost effectiveness & nonavailability 
of Cyclotron in underdeveloped & developing countries is a very basic problem & therefore it is very much essential to have 
reactor produced isotopic labeled compounds. With this aim studies were undertaken to develop Tc-99m labeled Methionine 
for its possible use in brain tumor imaging. In our studies we labeled Methionine by chelation and transchelation. The ascorbic 
acid & stannous chloride were used as reducing agents. The labeling effi ciencies as calculated were in order of 99% and 97% for 
chelation & transchelation methods respectively. This technology can be utilized further to for (a) grading low-grade glioma from 
high-grade malignancy, (b) differentiating glioma with non-tumoral lesions. Our pilot studies conducted using SPECT in patients 
indicated the accumulation of 99mTc-Methionine in brain tumors. Region of interest (ROI) was drawn on the slice with greatest 
tumor activity and average pixel count was obtained. To obtain the background activity a similar ROI was drawn on the opposite 
lobe and the uptake was obtained. The tumor uptake was correlated with tumor grade using methionine retention index.

P06/1284: Analytical and radioanalytical quality control of purity and stability of radiopharmaceutical 
[186Re]HEDP for bone metastases pain palliation

 Mauro L Bonardi,  Claudio Birattari, Università degli Studi and INFN-Milano, LASA, Radiochem, Italy;  Flavia Groppi, 
 Augusto Giussani,  Ivan Veronese,  I.R Bellobono, Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy;  Marie Claire Cantone, Università degli S
tudi di Milano, Department of Physics, Italy;  Mario Gallorini,  Enrico Rizzio, University of Pavia, Italy

Rhenium-186 is used as labeling agent for radionuclide therapy due to its nuclear properties: short half-life (89.4 h) and emission 
of energetic beta particles at 1.07 MeV and 0.93 MeV.

The coordination compound [186Re]HEDP (hydroxylethylidenediphosphonate disodium salt) has shown to be a suitable bone-
seeking agent with effi cient palliation of metastatic bone pain. Biodistribution studies showed a relevant in-vivo decomposition.

HPGe spectrometry was used for checking the radionuclidic purity of the radiopharmaceutical.
Chemical purity, specifi c activity of radiopharmaceutical and Re isotopic composition were determined by INAA.
For studying radiochemical purity and stability of radiopharmaceutical, two different paper radiochromatography methods 

were used. In the fi rst one, free tetraoxorhenate(VII) anion was determined using Whatman 3MM paper as stationary phase 
and acetone as mobile phase. Re radiopharmaceutical and the hydrolysed Re(IV) species remain at the origin, while free 
tetraoxorhenate(VII) anion migrates with the solvent front. The second method is based on the use of Whatman 1 Chr paper as 
stationary phase and saline physiological solution as the mobile phase. The hydrolysed Re, remains at the starting point on the 
radiochromatogram, whereas both Re bound to HEDP and perrhenate(VII) anion move with different Rf values.

Stability with time, temperature and pH was studied both in-vitro and in-vivo.

P06/1285: Technique to determination of the binding of radiopharmaceuticals used 
on spect on blood proteins

 Rosimeire S Freitas,  Guilherme L Lima Filho,  Maria L Gomes,  Elaine AC Lima,  Luis Aleixo,  Silvana RF Moreno, Universidade D
o Estado Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil;  Mario Bernardo-Filho, Brazil

Different radionuclides have been used to prepare the radiopharmaceuticals to be used in the SPECT (single photon emission 
computed tomography). This factor has stimulated the research and the development of different radionuclides to be used 
in nuclear medicine procedures. Secure determination to binding to plasma (P) and blood cell (BC) constituents can help to 
understand the biodistribution of the radiopharmaceuticals. We have evaluated with precipitation method the binding to blood 
elements of the radiopharmaceuticals sodium 99mTc-pertechnetate (99mTcO

4
Na), methylenediphosphonic acid (99mTc-MDP), diethyle

netriaminepentaacetic acid (99mTc-DTPA) and dimercaptosuccinic acid (99mTc-DMSA). Blood was withdrawn from Wistar rats that 
were injected the radiopharmaceutical (in vivo). Samples were centrifuged, P and BC were isolated, then aliquots were precipitated 
with trichloroacetic acid (TCA) concentrations (0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0 and 20.0%) and soluble (SF) and insoluble fractions (IF) 
were isolated and counted. The evaluation of the binding of the percent of radioactivity (%ATI) in IF-P and in IF-BC on TCA 
showed that, to (i) 99mTcO

4
Na, it was not altered to all the TCA concentrations, to (ii) 99mTc-MDP, it increased from 15.00 up to 

40.05%, to (iii) 99mTc-DTPA it increased from 8.70 up to 58.75%, to (IV) 99mTc-DMSA it increased from 18.50 up to 98.35%. The 
%ATI in IF-BC was dependent on TCA concentrations: (a) to 99mTcO4Na, it was decreased from 75.2 to 29.8%, to (b) to 99mTc-
MDP it was decreased from 89.2 to 69.8%, to (c) 99mTc-DTPA, it increased from 55.60 up to 74.25%, to (d) 99mTc-DMSA it was not 
altered to all the TCA concentrations. The chemical characteristics and the metabolization of each specifi c radiopharmaceutical, as 
well as the variety of the binding plasma and blood cells, could justify the results.
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P06/1286: An in vivo/in vitro evaluation of Ginkgo Biloba extract on the biodistribution of sodium 
99mTc- Pertechnetate and on the morphology of organs isolated from the rats

 Silvana R F Moreno, Universidade Federal Fluminense, Brazil;  Jorge J Carvalho,  Ana Lucia R Nascimento,  Rosimeire S Freitas, 
 Guilherme L Lima Filho,  Emely K Rocha, Universidade Do Estado Do Rio De Janeiro, Brazil;  Mario Bernardo-Filho, Brazil

The use of radionuclides for a multitude of basic research applications has continued to grow at a very rapid pace.Technetium-
99m(99mTc) is the most widely used radionuclide in clinical nuclear medicine. Although serendipity played a signifi cant role in its 
choice, 99mTc does possess both chemical and physical characteristics which make it the workhorse of radionuclide imaging and 
it has been used for labeling of various radiopharmaceuticals. Many substances have been reported to affect the biodistribution 
of different radiopharmaceuticals. Ginkgo Biloba extract (EGb) is a phytoterapic used in the treatment of hypoxic conditions. 
This medicinal plant has several biological effects, specially, vasodilator, anti-infl ammatory and anti-coagulant properties. It 
has antioxidant characteristics.We evaluated the infl uence of an EGb on the biodistribution of the sodium 99mTc-pertechnetate 
(99mTcO4Na) and on the morphology of the organs from WISTAR rats. The animals were treated (6 days, intragastric via) with 
EGb (40 and 400 mg/mL). After that, 99mTcO

4
Na was injected and the animals were sacrifi ced (after 10 minutes). The organs 

were isolated and counted in a well counter. The percentages of radioactivity per organ (%ATI/organ) and radioactivity per gram 
(%ATI/gram) of each organ were calculated. Histological preparations were carried out with the pieces of organs withdrawn from 
the treated animals (400mg/mL EGb). The results showed that EGb altered (not signifi cant, n=5, p>0.05) the biodistribution of the 
99mTcO

4
Na in the kidneys and liver. A signifi cant (n=5, P<0.05) decrease in the uptake of this radiopharmaceutical in the duoden 

after the treatment with EGb 40 mg/ml and 400 mg/mL was observed (%ATI/organ and %ATI/gram). Morphological alterations 
on kidney and liver due to treatment (in vivo) were found. We suggest that the action of this extract could generate metabolites 
capable to promote modifi cations in the organs and to alter the biodistribution of the 99mTcO

4
Na in the treated animals.

P06/1287: Primary standardisation of Sm-153 by a 4πβ-γ coincidence counting effi ciency 
extrapolation technique

 Mark I Reinhard,  Li Mo,  Justin Davies,  Jason Heeris,  Dimitri Alexiev, Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, 
Australia

Sm-153 is the basis of the Quadramet radiopharmaceutical used for the relief of pain due to osteoblastic skeletal metastases (or 
tumour deposits in the bone). To provide confi dence in its use, there is a requirement for primary standardisation of the Sm-153 
activity.

Primary standardisation of a radionuclide refers to the establishment of a standard measurement procedure for determining the 
absolute activity of a sample of the radionuclide. Results from the new procedure are usually compared internationally to verify 
accuracy. In this way the primary standard gains international acceptance and can then be quoted as a legal national standard.

There is no single set of apparatus or procedure which can determine the activity of all radioactive species. Rather, the method 
developed will depend on the unique decay scheme of the selected isotope. In the case of Sm-153, radioactive decay is via beta 
emission to Eu-153 which is stable. The half-life is 46.3 hrs. The decay scheme is complex with 16 known branches. Most of the 
beta decays (> 99 %), are via high energy branches which have end point energies within the range 635 to 809 keV. Following beta 
emission, relaxation to the Eu-153 ground state occurs via gamma ray emission. The most probabilistic emission is a 103.12 keV 
photon (28.5 %).

The almost coincident emission of the beta particle and 103.12 keV photon form the basis of the primary measurement 
procedure used to standardise this radionuclide. The procedure is known as 4πβ-γ Coincidence Counting Effi ciency Extrapolation 
Technique. Details of the methodology used along with results obtained will be presented.

In addition to primary standardisation, a High Purity germanium gamma ray spectrometer was used to measure the Sm-153 
gamma-ray emission probabilities.
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P06/1288: A comparative study on thallium-201 and technetium-99m-MIBI, urinary excretion 
and external radiation dose

 Ali Sattari, NRCAM, Iran;  Sodabeh Dadashzadeh, Goal Ahmad Nasiroghli, Beheshty University of Medical Science, Iran

Thallium Chloride and technetium-metoxy isobutyl isonitril (MIBI) are the most frequently used in Iran. The aim of this work 
was to study the kinetic and dosimetric characteristics of the above-mentioned radiopharmaceuticals produced at the cyclotron 
department of Nuclear Research Center for Agriculture and Medicine (NRCAM), In order to compare our results with others.

The dose rates at various distances of 5, 10, 50 and 100cm from 70 patients, who were administered diagnostic amounts of 
201Tl-Chloride and 99mTc-MIBI, was measured using an ionization chamber. The measurements were taken at three different time 
intervals, 0.5 hour, 3 hours and 5 hours after injection.

In order to assess the excretion of activity, the urine from 16 patients was collected for the period of 24 hours after 
administration. Eight patients had received 201Tl-chloride and the rest 99mTc-MIBI. The period of urine collection was therefore 
limited 2 to 4 hours.

The maximum values of external dose rates of 201Tl and 99mTc-MIBI were 11.2 µSv/h ±2.3 and 43.1µSv/h ±11.9 respectively at 
5cm from the patients. Signifi cant exposure from patients after injection of 99mTc-MIBI was limited on the day of administration. 
Departure dose rate of 201Tl fell gradually so by 3 days after administration was signifi cant. All excreted urine was also collected 
from 16 patients for the 24 days after administration. The urinary excretion rate of 201Tl was slow; about 2% of the activity within 
24h after injection. The urinary excretion of 99mTc-MIBI was rapid, and large amount of activity was excreted in a few hours after 
injection; 22% within 20h after injection.

According to this study for 99mTc-MIBI Cardiac investigations signifi cant exposure from the patients are limited to the few 
hours after administration. In case of administration 201Tl the dose rates from the patients continues to decrease until three days 
after injection. Consideration of protection for carers is need during these days. These data could be considered as a base for 
calculative exposure dose in close contact during working hours of nuclear medicine staff.

P06/1289: Therapeutic potential of 5-[125I]iodo-2’-deoxyuridine and methotrexate in the 
treatment of advanced neoplastic meningitis

 Amin I Kassis,  Agop M Kirichian,  Ketai Wang,  James S Adelstein, Harvard Medical School, United States;  Elham Safaie Semnani, 
Harvard Medical School

Methotrexate (MTX) is used clinically to treat neoplastic meningitis. This antimetabolite also enhances the in-vitro and in-vivo 
tumor cell uptake of the thymidine analog 5-[125I]iodo-2’-deoxyuridine (125IUdR). We had previously demonstrated that the 
sequential administration of these two agents (MTX-125IUdR) in rats bearing early (3-day-old) intrathecal (i.t.) TE671 human 
rhabdomyosarcoma tumors signifi cantly augmented the therapeutic effi cacy of the Auger-electron-emitting radiopharmaceutical. 
We now have compared the effectiveness of MTX and 125IUdR administered sequentially in rats bearing advanced (10-day-old) i.t. 
TE671 tumors.

Nude rats were injected i.t. with TE671 cells. Ten days later, the animals were injected i.t. with (i) saline daily (12 x), (ii) 31 µg 
MTX every other day (6 x), (iii) 0.2 mCi 125IUdR (1/10th the maximum tolerated dose [MTD]) every other day (6 x), and (iv) 31 
µg MTX (6 x) and 0.2 mCi 125IUdR (6 x) on alternating days. Probability of the onset of paralysis was determined as a function of 
time. The fi ndings were compared with previous results obtained from 3-day-old treated tumors.

The data show that (i) the injection of MTX leads to a modest increase in the onset of paralysis (M
MTX

 = 26 d versus M
saline

 = 22 
d), (ii) the administration of 125IUdR is more effective (M

*IUdR
 = 35 d), (iii) the sequential administration of MTX-125IUdR increases 

the therapeutic effi cacy of 125IUdR (M
MTX-*IUdR

 = 43 d), and (iv) while the successive injection of MTX-125IUdR in these advanced 
tumors is therapeutically effi cacious, the treatment is substantially less effective than when used for early tumors.

We conclude that the i.t. injection of MTX-125IUdR at 1/10th the MTD is therapeutically effi cacious in the therapy of advanced 
intrathecal tumors. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the MTX-125IUdR therapeutic regimen is principally due to 125IUdR.
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P06/1290: Antigenic expression of human metastatic prostate cancer cell lines and primary prostate cancer 
sections for in vitro multiple targeted alpha therapy with 213Bi-conjugates

 Yong Li,  Syed Rizvi,  Paul Cozzi,  Chang Qu,  Barry Allen, St George Hospital Center, Australia;  Julie Brown,  Pamela Russell, 
Prince of Wales Hospital, Australia;  Alan Perkins, Queen’s Medical Center, United Kingdom

Control of metastatic prostate cancer (CaP) is an elusive objective. Some 30% of patients with clinically localized disease will 
develop micro-metastatic disease. Defi ning the expression of tumor-associated antigens (TAA) on CaP will enable appropriate 
selection of therapeutic targets.

The expression of TAA on CaP cell lines (PC-3, DU 145 and LNCaP-LN3) and 17 primary CaP tissues were detected by 
immunohistochemistry and fl ow cytometry. Test and control alpha conjugates (ACs) were prepared using monoclonal antibodies 
(MAbs), an inhibitor, plasminogen activator inhibitor type 2 (PAI2) that binds to the cell-membrane-bound protease, urokinase 
plasminogen activator (uPA), and control protein labeled with 213Bi using standard methodology. These were used singly or 
together against three different CaP cell lines in vitro. The cytotoxicity of ACs was assessed using the MTS assay.

PC-3 and DU 145 cancer cell lines expressed antigens that bind MAbs BLCA-38 and #394 but not J591, while LNCaP-LN3 
cells bound J591 but not #394 or BLCA-38. The target antigens were also expressed heterogeneously on frozen sections from 
human CaP tissues. For PC-3, DU 145 and LNCaP-LN3 cell lines, MTAT, combining 4 ACs (1/4 doses of each) gave D0 (37% 
cell survival) values of 4.5, 5.2 and 8.1 mCi compared with those of controls of 81.5, 86.8 and 84.8 mCi respectively.

Prostate cancer-associated antigens recognized by multiple MAbs are potential targets for alpha therapy. MTAT produced 
cytotoxicity specifi c to three CaP cell lines, and may form the basis of treatments for micro-metastatic CaP, overcoming the 
heterogeneity of expression of targeted antigens.

P06/1291: 213Bi-PAI2 conjugate selectively induces apoptosis in PC3 metastatic prostate cancer cell line and 
shows anti-cancer activity in a xenograft animal model

 Yong Li,  Syed Rizvi,  Barry Allen, St George Hospital Center, Australia

A novel a-particle emitting (213Bi) plasminogen activator inhibitor type 2 (213Bi-PAI2) construct, which targets the membrane-
bound urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA) on prostate cancer cells, was prepared and evaluated in vitro and in a xenograft 
animal model. The PC3 prostate cancer cell line expresses urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA) which binds to its receptor 
(uPAR) on the cell membrane; PAI2 is bound to uPA/uPAR to form stable complexes. In vitro, the cytotoxicity of 213Bi-PAI2 
against prostate cancer cells was tested using the MTS assay and apoptosis was documented using terminal deoxynucleotidyl 
transferase [TdT]-mediated deoxyuridinetriphosphate [dUTP] nick end-labeling (TUNEL) assay. In vivo, antiproliferative effects 
for tumours and prostate cancer lymph node metastasis were carried out in an athymic nude mouse model with a subcutaneous 
(s.c) xenograft of PC3 cells.

213Bi-PAI2 was specifi cally cytotoxic to PC3 cells in a concentration-dependent fashion, causing the cells to undergo apoptosis. 
A single local or i.p injection of 213Bi-PAI2 was able to completely regress the growth of tumours and lymph node metastases 2 
days post sc inoculation, and obvious tumour regression was achieved in the therapy groups compared with control groups with 
213Bi-PAI2 when the tumours measured 30-40 mm3 and 85-100 mm3. All control animals and one of fi ve (20%) mice treated 
with 3 mCi/kg 213Bi-PAI2 developed metastases in the lymph nodes while no lymphatic spread of cancer was found in the 6 
mCi/kg treated groups at 2 days and 2 weeks post-cell inoculation. These results demonstrate that this novel 213Bi-PAI2 conjugate 
selectively targets prostate cancer in vitro and in vivo, and could be considered for further development for the therapy of prostate 
cancer, especially for the control of micro-metastases or in minimal residual disease.

P06/1292: Selective internal radiation therapy with intraarterial infusion of 90yttrium microspheres 
(SIRTex &regTM) for nonresectable primary or secondary hepatic malignancies

 Meir Lichtenstein,  Dorethy Willems,  Peter Gibbs,  Richard Dowling,  Lionel Lim, Royal Melbourne Hospital, Australia

SIR-Spheres®are microspheres containing yttrium-90 delivered through a transfemoral catheter that result in selective targeting 
of high radiation doses to liver tumours. Promising data has been published in small series of metastatic colorectal cancer and 
hepatocellular carcinoma. We report our experience of 9 patients, median age 61 years,6M/3F, treated between 8/2002 and 
2/2003. Six patients had CRC, 2 had ACUP and 1 had hepatoma. Patients with extrahepatic disease, portal vein occlusion, poor 
performance status or signifi cantly impaired liver function were excluded. A pre-treatment MAA scan was performed to exclude 
signifi cant portasystemic shunting. This correlated with a post treatment SPECT scan in all but one patient. Seven patients are 
evaluable for response. Two partial responses of 4+ and 3+ month’s duration have been documented in previously untreated 
colorectalcancer receiving concurrent 5-FU chemotherapy. Short-lived post-treatment fever, nausea and/or pain have been variably 
observed in all patients. Late toxicity has been observed including one patient with bleeding esophageal varices secondary to 
portal hypertension and another with persistent epigastric pain for 3 months, with extensive gastric ulceration confi rmed on 
gastroscopy. Treatment with SIRTex has demonstrated signfi cant activity, but toxicity has been greater than anticipated. Further 
patients are being treated.
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P06/1293: Cyclotron production of Ac-225 / Bi-213 for targeted alpha therapy

 Anwar M Chaudhri, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Pakistan

Due to its physical characteristics the generator system Ac-225 / Bi-213 appear to be a very suitable and convenient method of 
producing an alpha-emitter for TAT.

However, the production of Ac-225 is not so trivial and that is why not a great quantity of this interesting isotope is available 
for clinical applications. Till recently it was produced by the decay of Th-229, which itself is generated by the decay of U-233 
(half life of 159200 years).

Alternative method of production of Ac-225 is by irradiating a target of Ra-226 with protons in a cyclotron through (p,2n) 
reaction.

By making use of our isotopic yields data we have shown that, through (p,2n) reaction on Ra-226, the thick-target production 
yields of Ac-225 would be around 1.1 x 1010 Bq, 1.85 x 10 10 Bq and 2.04 x 10 10 Bq respectively at proton bombarding energies 
of 20, 30 and 34 MeV respectively at incident proton currents of 100 µA, but irradiation time of only one day which is a lot more 
practical than the quoted 10 days by others. Similarly production yields of Ac-225 through the (d,3n) reactions on Ra-226 have 
also been estimated to be 4.2 x 109 Bq, 1.1 x 1010 Bq and 1.4 x 1010 Bq respectively at deuteron energies of 20, 30 and 34 MeV for 
irradiation time of 1 day at beam intensities of 100 µA. The production yields data is presented in graphical form from which the 
production of Ac-225, from a thick, moderately thick or even a thin Ra-226 target can be obtained for any irradiation conditions. 
Furthermore , production yield curves of various other isotopes being simultaneously produced through (p,n), (p,3n), (d,n) and 
(d,2n) reactions on Ra-226, are also presented from which any impurities or unwanted activities, could be estimated. All these 
curves would help to select the optimum irradiation conditions for producing Ac-225 with cyclotrons.

SW17/1294: Comparison of succinylated recombinant streptavidin and a streptavidin mutant (K134A) 
as carriers for astatine-211 in pretargeting protocols

 D Scott Wilbur,  Donald K Hamlin,  James A Sanderson,  Yukang Lin,  Janna Quinn,  Robert L Vessella, University of Washington, 
United States

We are investigating the use of streptavidin (SAv) as a carrier of the alpha-particle emitting radionuclide astatine-211 (t
1/2

 = 7.2h) 
for therapy of metastatic prostate cancer using a pretargeting protocol. The pretargeting approach involves administration of a 
biotinylated monoclonal antibody, followed by avidin for blood clearance, and then the radiolabeled SAv. The use of SAv in 
pretargeting is being investigated as At-211 can be stably attached, and its’ molecular size (52 kDa vs. 150 kDa for IgG) allows 
more rapid delivery of At-211 to cancer cells. A major drawback to using SAv in pretargeting protocols is its’ high propensity to 
localize in kidney. Some time ago, we found that succinylation of SAv greatly diminished the kidney localization. More recently, 
we found that a SAv mutant (K134A) appeared to have even less kidney localization than succinylated SAv. Thus, this study was 
conducted to examine the tumor targeting and kidney localization of the two modifi ed SAv molecules in a pretargeting protocol. In 
the experiment, 150 µg of radiolabeled and biotinylated anti-PSMA antibody ([125I]107-1A4) was administered, then after 48 h 100 
µg of avidin was administered, and after an additional 3h, 50 µg of either radiolabeled succinylated recombinant SAv ([131I]sSAv) 
or radiolabeled recombinant SAv mutant ([131I]mSAv, K134A) was administered. As the studies were directed toward At-211, 1, 
4, and 24 h sacrifi ce times were evaluated. The results showed that the antibody distribution was the same irrespective of the SAv 
being evaluated. The blood clearance of [131I]sSAv and [131I]mSAv was similar, but the tumor accumulation was appreciably higher 
with the [131I]sSAv. Importantly, [131I]sSAv cleared from kidney whereas [131I]mSAv did not. Additional studies are planned to 
better understand the differences in tumor and other tissue concentrations observed for the two modifi ed SAv.

P06/1295: In vivo evaluation of an anti-PSMA antibody conjugated with varying numbers of biotin molecules 
in a pretargeting protocol

 D Scott Wilbur,  Donald K Hamlin,  Janna Quinn,  Robert L Vessella, University of Washington, United States

An investigation has been conducted to determine the effect of varying the number of biotin molecules conjugated with an anti-
PSMA antibody (mAb) as part of our studies to optimize biotinylated antibodies and radiolabeled streptavidin in pretargeting 
protocols for Targeted Radionuclide Therapy of prostate cancer. In the investigation, the anti-PSMA antibody 107-1A4 was 
biotinylated with varying amounts of biotinamidocaproate N-hydroxysuccinimide ester. This procedure resulted in obtaining 
107-1A4 with 2.3, 4.5, and 6.8 biotin conjugated as measured by the standard HABA assay. The biotinylated 107-1A4 was 
radioiodinated and was evaluated in a pretargeting protocol in athymic mice bearing LNCaP human tumor xenografts. In the 
protocol, 50 µg biotinylated [125I]107-1A4 was injected, followed 48h later by 25 µg of avidin for blood clearance, and 1h after 
that 20 µg of radiolabeled succinylated recombinant streptavidin ([131I]sSAv) was administered. The tumor localization and tissue 
distribution was evaluated at 24, 48, and 72h post [131I]sSAv injection. With 2.3 biotin/mAb, an approximate 1:1 molar ratio (4-5 
pmol/g) of sSAv/mAb was obtained at all three time points. With 4.5 biotin/mAb, a 1:1 ratio was observed at 24h, but approx. 2:
1 was observed at 48 and 72h pi. With 6.8 biotin/mAb, sSAv/mAb ratios of approximately 1.5:1; 2:1; and 3:1 were obtained at 24, 
48, and 72h pi respectively. The amount of sSAv localized in the tumor was nearly the same (4-5 pmol/g) when 107-1A4 had 2.3 
or 4.5 biotin conjugated, but decreased to 3-4.5 pmol/g with 6.8 biotin conjugated. Because the highest levels of co-localized sSAv 
was found with the lowest number of biotin conjugates, the observed differences in ratios of sSAv/mAb may be best explained as 
differences in internalization, and degradation of mAb and protease resistant sSAv. In duplicate experiments, similar results were 
obtained with biotinylated 107-1A4 F(ab´)

2
, but not with an mAb to a non-internalizing antigen.
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P06/1296: Monitoring postradiotherapeutic changes of lung tissue with CT, PET and SPECT

 Bettina Beuthien-Baumann, Dep. of Nuclear Medicine University Hospital Dresden, Germany;  Maren Eckhardt,  Rainer Hliscs, 
 Hilbert Blank,  Michael Baumann, University Hospital Dresden, Germany;  Thomas Herrmann, Dep. of Radiotherapy University H
ospital Dresden, Germany;  Joerg van den Hoff, PET-Center Rossendorf, Germany;  Rainer Kumpf, Experimental Center Universit
y Hospital Dresden, Germany

Objective: Damage to lung is a substantial problem in radiation treatment (RT) of malignant disease in the thoracic region. As part 
of an ongoing study, aimed to defi ne the relative radiosensitivity of different regions of the lung, the present investigation explores 
the usefulness of different diagnostic procedures for qualitative and quantitative monitoring of the development of early and late 
radiation damage in the lung of minipigs.

Materials and Methods: The right lung of 6 minipigs (age 6 months) was irradiated with a single dose of 12 Gy. Before 
irradiation and at 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 weeks after irradiation the animals were investigated with HR-CT to follow morphologic 
changes of lung tissue, perfusion SPECT with Tc-99m-macroaggregated albumin (MAA-SPECT), ventilation SPECT with xenon-
133 (Xe-133-SPECT), F-18-Fluor-deoxyglucose-PET (FDG-PET) to monitor infl ammation response and O-15-H2O-PET (H2O-
PET) for quantitative perfusion values and distribution volume.

Results: The morphologic changes in CT were reversible in 4 of 6 animals. Ventilation seemed not signifi cantly affected by 
irradiation, although in this animal model Xe-133 is not the ideal tracer (low breathing under anaesthesia and accumulation of 
Xe-133 in fat tissue). Perfusion changes are clearly visible with MAA-SPECT as early as 4 w post RT. Absolute quantifi cation of 
perfusion of the lung with H2O-PET was not feasible because of identical shapes of the input functions from the right ventricle 
(blood curve) and the lung tissue curve. In contrast, the calculation of the fractional blood volume (fbv) was possible even on pixel 
by pixel basis, yielding parametric maps for this parameter. Similar to MAA-SPECT, a reduction of fbv was seen in the irradiated 
lung, but at a later timepoint. Lung tissue itself showed very low glucose metabolism. Calculation of the absolute glucose 
metabolism according to the Patlak-plot did not show reasonable results. The FDG-data were therefore quantifi ed according to the 
fractional blood volume model. The results show comparable to the H2O-data a decline of the fbv of the irradiated lung.

Conclusion: MAA-SPECT was the most robust imaging modality for functional changes of the lung post RT in this animal 
model.

P06/1297: Why technetium-99m for biomedical radiodiagnostic is not a carrier-free radionuclide? 
Analytical behavior of its “isotopic dilution factor” with time

 Mauro L Bonardi, Università degli Studi and INFN-Milano, LASA, Radiochem, Italy;  Flavia Groppi, Università degli Studi and IN
FN-Milano, Italy;  I.R Bellobono, Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy

Technetium-99m is used extensively in radiodiagnostics and it is usually called a carrier-free radionuclide. This statement is 
substantially wrong for several reasons: fi rstly, 99mTc obtained by its parent “generator” 99Mo decays by IT – before and after 
elution – on its long-lived ground level 99gTc, which constitutes an unavoidable isotopic carrier. The behavior vs. time of isotopic 
dilution factor of no carrier added 99mTc is calculated analytically. In case of production of 99mTc via 98Mo(n,g)99Mo/99mTc route, no 
other radioisotopic impurities other than 99gTc are expected, whereas if 99Mo is produced by fi ssion of enriched 235U (fi ssion-moly), 
97gTc, 98Tc and 99gTc are produced as direct fi ssion by-products. The yields of direct fi ssion production of 97gTc, 98Tc and 99gTc are 
calculated with the theory of fi ssion as a function of Z. Because 100 % yield radiochemistry cannot exist, these Tc radionuclides 
are present in 99Mo, even after several elutions of 99mTc for radiopharmaceutical applications. Secondly, Tc is not an artifi cial 
element, because its long-lived radionuclides 98Tc, 99gTc and 97gTc are present in the environment as fi ssion and activation products 
of U and Th ores. Finally, production by accelerator through light ion irradiation on Mo or other targets leads to a no carrier added 
99mTc too.

P06/1299: Microwave mediated radiosynthesis of [F-18] FLT and its in-vitro study with androgen 
independent human prostate cancer cell line (PC-3)

 Datta E Ponde,  Carmen S Dence,  Nobuyuki Oyama,  Michael J Welch, Washington University, United States

Objectives: The aim of this work was to improve the radiosynthesis of [F-18] FLT and to study its usefulness in monitoring change 
of proliferative activity of prostate cancer cells in the early phase of therapy. Method: Starting with anhydrothymidine, [F-18] FLT 
was synthesized by microwave mediated nucleophilic displacement by fl uoride ion followed by acid hydrolysis in a synthesis time 
of just 55 minutes, which included Oasis® solid phase and HPLC purifi cation. The total radiochemical yield was 10-15% (at EOS), 
and the radiochemical purity was >99%. An in vitro study was carried out with androgen-independent human prostate cancer cell 
line PC-3. Two X 10e5 cells were seeded in 6 well plates with Ham’s F-12K medium with 2 mM L-glutamine adjusted to contain 
1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate supplemented with 10% heat activated FBS. One day later, PC-3 cells were at 50% confl uent, the 
media was removed and the cells divided into two groups. In one group, cells were suspended in fresh media as above with 10% 
FBS, whereas in the other group cells were suspended in fresh media as above but without serum. Twenty-four hours later, [F-18] 
FLT was added to each fl ask (n=3). The cell-associated uptake of [F-18] FLT at 37°C was determined at 0, 1, 3, and 6 h after 
incubation. Results: [F-18] FLT uptake in PC-3 cells decreased by 55% (from 9% to 4%) after 24h incubation with serum free 
media, indicating its potential usefulness to monitor cell proliferation in androgen-independent human prostate cancer. Studies to 
ascertain the uptake-mechanism are in the way. NIH grant HL13851.
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P06/1300: Multi-step radioimmunotherapy of ovarian carcinomatosis

 Gerald G Miller,  S.A McQuarrie,  M.R Suresh, University of Alberta, Canada;  J Mercer, University of Alberta, Cambodia

Ovarian cancer is the leading cause of mortality among gynecological malignancies. Some 70 – 80% of patients fail conventional 
therapy, eventually succumbing to ovarian carcinomatosis. We are exploring a multi-step targeting approach as an adjuvant therapy 
to surgical debulking of the tumour. The prospective intraperitoneal treatment involves administration of a bispecifi c antibody to 
target CA-125 on the surface of ovarian cancer cells and biotin; followed by administration of biotinylated, radiolabeled liposomes 
to effect selective tumour cell killing within the peritoneal cavity. The goal of the study is to provide effi cacious control of 
peritoneal metastatic disease, with improved quality and duration of the life of the patient.

Bispecifi c antibodies to the human ovarian tumour-associated antigen, CA-125, were engineered and their selective targeting 
of human NIH:OVCAR-3 ovarian cancer cells was demonstrated by confocal laser scanning microscopy. Co-localisation of 
biotinylated, long-circulating liposomes was demonstrated, using the same technique. Kinetics analysis of internalisation and 
shedding of the antigen/antibody complex demonstrates an effective residency on the cell surface for at least four hours in vitro. 
Biodistribution studies in immunodefi cient Balb/c mice demonstrate selective tumour association of radiolabeled, targeted 
liposomes. Tumour growth delay/control studies are imminently planned. Our current results warrant further development of this 
approach as a potential therapy for human ovarian carcinomatosis.

Supported by funding from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, and the Alberta Cancer Board.

P07/1301: Estimation of the exposure to ionizing radiation of the staff at the department of 
nuclear medicine in Warsaw

 Jaroslaw Jazwinski,  Jan Chas,  Ewa M Nowosielska,  Marek K Janiak, Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, Poland; 
 Maksymilian Siekierzynski,  Eugeniusz Dziuk, Central Clinical Hospital of the Ministry of Defence, Poland

The aim of present study was to assess the magnitude of exposure to ionizing radiation of the staff at the Department of Nuclear 
Medicine, Central Clinical Hospital, Military University School of Medicine, Warsaw, Poland. At the Department, radiatin risk 
results predominantly from the use of 131I in the treatment of thyroid diseases (hyperthyroidism and thyroid cancer) and from 
the diagnostic use of 99mTc; the total annual activity of 131I and 99mTc applied to patients amounts to 190 GBq and to about 1 TBq, 
respectively.

Control measurements of the work environment with the ionization chamber dosimeter indicated that, in the most unfavourable 
cases, equivalent doses at several sites at the Department can exceed 200 mSv per year. This fi nding prompted introduction of 
the permanent radiological monitoring of the rooms and staff of the Department. This consisted in placing thermoluminescent 
dosimeters (TLDs, type MTS-N, Mikrolab Ltd., Krakow, Poland) in 20 selected measurement points in the rooms of the 
Department (in each case a polimethacrylate cassette containing three TLDs was used) and supplying the staff with individual 
TLDs (each member of the staff was equipped with a cassette containing four TLDs which was worn along with a standard fi lm 
dosimeter). The doses recorded by the TLDs were read in the reader by Mikrolab Ltd. (Krakow, Poland).

The results of the monitoring revealed that in all measurement points but those in the nurses room the equivalent doses 
exceeded the background level. The equivalent doses read from the TLDs worn by the personnel ranged from 0.05 to 0.23 mSv per 
quarter of the year.

In conclusion, it seems unlikely for the personnel at the Department of Nuclear Medicine to receive more than 40% of the 
annual dose limit for the occupational exposure. In fact, as indicated by the readings from the standard fi lm dosimeters the annual 
doses received by members of the staff did not exceed 0.5 mSv (i.e., the sensitivity limit of the fi lm dosimeter for γ radiation).

P07/1302: Bioindication and dosimetry of acute and chronic exposures

 Tamara V Azizova,  Sergey V Osovets,  Maria B Druzhinina, Southern Ural Biophysics Institute, Russia;  David J Brenner, 
Columbia University, United States;  Niel Wald, University of Pittsburgh, United States;  Lyudmila E Burak, Southern Ural Biophys
ics Institute, United States;  Charles R Geard, Columbia University, New York, United States;  Prakash M Hande, National Univers
ity of Singapore, Singapore

Most accurate estimation of exposure doses can be obtained using the physical dosimetry techniques. However, often in terms of 
large-scale radiation accidents, actual diffi culties in dose estimation arise when using physical methods. In such cases, methods 
of biological dosimetry allowing evaluation of additive effects of any radiation exposure for each specifi c case given individual 
radiosensitivity and physiological status are of special importance for dose estimation and prediction of consequences. By now, 
the whole spectrum of bioindication and biodosimetry techniques has been developed. The present study was performed based on 
the clinical data of the Mayak nuclear workers exposed to occupational exposures to acute and chronic radiation over a wide dose 
range from external gamma or gamma-neutron radiation and internal exposure to 239Pu. Application of state-of-the-art statistical 
techniques and refi ned dosimetry data allowed adjusting the dose-response dependence for prodromal symptoms (vomiting, 
weakness), numbers of neutrophils and lymphocytes in peripheral blood during the fi rst hours after acute radiation exposure, 
chromosomal aberrations in the Mayak workers with acute radiation syndrome; numbers of platelets and leucocytes in peripheral 
blood of workers exposed to chronic radiation from external gamma-rays; stable intra-chromosomal aberrations in peripheral 
blood lymphocytes from plutonium workers exposed to chronic internal exposure to incorporated 239Pu.
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P04/1303: Dose-effect and time-effect relationship in total body irradiation on healing of cutaneous wound

 Tian-min Cheng,  Ji-fu Qu,  Hui Xu,  Guo-ping Al,  Guo-he Yan,  Wen-chang Wang,  Ru-fu Xu, Third Military Medical University, 
China;  Yuan Lin, Institute of Combined Injuries, School of Preventive Medicine, China

Objective To study the effects of dosage of total body irradiation on the healing process of cutaneous wound and to observe the 
changes of wound area at different time periods after injury. Methods Rats were irradiated from a 60Co γ-ray source. The single 
dosage varied from 1~8 Gy. Within 1 h after irradiation, two whole thickness circular cutaneous wounds (<0x0424>=22 mm.) 
were produced on the back of the animals, corresponding to 2.5% of total body surface area. Results After total body irradiation 
with 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 Gy combined with cutaneous wound, the rate of healing was obviously retarded as the irradiation dosage 
increased. The surface of wound remained was larger in the high dosage group as compared to that of the lower dosage ones. 
Taking 7 d after injury for example, there was 35.5% wound surface left unhealed, while in the combined injury groups, there were 
35.4%,38.1%,41.6%,48.8%,53.9%,63.7%,69.2% and 73.9% remained unhealed respectively. The statistical results showed that 
there were marked correlation between the various time (t) after total body irradiation and various dosages (x) to the percentage 
of unhealed wound surface (Y). 9 dose-effect relation formulae and 8 time-effect relation formulae were deduced according to the 
statistical results. Conclusion In soft tissue trauma combined with radiation injury, the delay of wound healing is defi nitely related 
to the dose of radiation infl icted. It is also related to the time between injury and time of observation.

Key words:irradiation; combined radiation-trauma injury; wound healing; dose-effect; time-effect

P07/1304: A cost-effective and fl exible metaphase fi nder system for chromosomal biodosimetry

 Akira Furukawa,  Isamu Hayata, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

For biological dosimetry by counting chromosomes aberrations, automation technique has been required to process large number 
of sample preparations at low dose radiation exposure. Metaphase Finder is an automated optical microscope system, which 
automatically scans and fi nds metaphase cells on the slide glass, and relocates metaphase cells to the center of the fi eld of view of 
the microscope to observe chromosomes in high magnifi cation. There are several commercial products of metaphase fi nders, but 
these dedicated-system products are usually expensive and inconvenient for fi tting to the variety of sample preparations.

Now, we have constructed an improved system by assembling each components of the system, such as microscope, automated 
stage and computer, from the selection of the commercially available products, instead of purchasing one dedicated system. The 
new system has high cost-effectiveness and high fl exibility in adapting to the new staining methods.

This Metaphase Finder system consists of following components: an optical microscope, a motorized sample stage, an 
auto-focusing unit and two CCD cameras for focusing and for image acquisition. These components are controlled by a personal 
computer. The image recognition software for detecting metaphase cells from the microscope image was developed on the 
programming environment provided by the general-purpose image analysis software.

The processing speed of this Metaphase Finder system is 20 to 30 minutes per one slide glass (typical scan area is 20 mm x 50 
mm), which is enough acceptable for practical use and remarkably improved from the speed of our previous model of 1993. The 
algorithm for detecting metaphase cells has also improved to adapt to the variety of the condition of the sample preparation.

This new system is scheduled to be distributed to several laboratories in Japan, and will be tested for the practical use.

P07/1305: Comparison of three fl ow cytometric mutation assays as biological dosimeters for ionizing 
radiation in humans

 Klaus Hempel,  Christoph Reiners, University of Wuerzburg, Germany;  Jan Grawé, University of Uppsala, Rudbeck Laboratory, 
Sweden;  Johannes Biko,  Reinhard Lorenz,  Stanislas Vershenya, University of Wuerzburg, Clinic of Nuclear Medicine, Germany

Flow cytometric methods can be accomplished rapidly and require less expertise than cytogenetic methods for biodosimetry 
of ionizing radiation. In a prospective study with more than 200 patients repeatedly treated with I-131 for thyroid cancer the 
capabilities of three fl ow cytometric assays for biodosimetry of ionizing radiation were evaluated. The cumulated dose to red 
marrow and lymphatic organs varied between 0.02 to 2.5 Sv. The dose-rate was in the order of 0.01 to 0.2 Sv per day.

The following three assays were investigated: The GPA assay for mutants at the Glycophorin A locus, the TCR-assay for 
mutants at the T-cell receptor genes and the micronucleus (MN) assay for transferrin positive reticulocytes. The latter assay is a 
new development in humans. It detects MN, which arise at the last mitosis of erythroblasts. The spontaneous MN frequency is in 
the range of 1 o/oo. Radioiodine treatment induces a peak of MN-frequency between 3 to 5 days after I-131 application. Its height 
depends on the red marrow dose. The doubling dose is about 20 mSv. This radiation effect disappears in about 10 days.

An overview of our fi ndings will be presented to show applications and limitations of fl uorometric mutation assays in 
biodosimetry of ionizing radiation.
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P07/1306: Dosimetry for quantitative analysis of low dose ionizing radiation effects on humans in areas of 
low dose during therapeutic irradiation

 Joerg Lehmann,  Christine L Hartmann Siantar, University of California – Lawrence Livermore National, United States; 
 Robin L Stern, University of California, Davis, United States;  Tom Daly,  Michelle L Arnold,  Zelanna Goldberg, University of Cali
fornia, United States

Introduction: In patients that undergo therapy using ionizing radiation (IR), tissues outside of the primary treatment beam that 
still receive radiation dose may be sampled to assess the biological effects of low dose IR in the area of 1-10 cGy. Accurate 
quantifi cation of the dose-response curve in the low dose region requires the prospective identifi cation of the area of tissue that 
will receive a pre-specifi ed low IR dose. This study assesses the feasibility of using Monte Carlo simulations of the radiation 
transport to identify areas of the skin that receive low dose IR delivered in a single fraction. The PEREGRINE Monte Carlo 
calculation engine for radiation therapy planning is extended to the low dose areas of such procedures outside the treatment area 
(0.5-5% of prescribed dose).

Method: Following pre-studies in a simple slab phantom, verifi cation of the entire dosimetry procedure was tested on a 
custom anthropomorphic phantom that could be set to variable thicknesses to mimic patient set-up and variation in patient size. 
Measurements were performed with calibrated TLDs and a Markus ionization chamber for three different phantom thicknesses. 
Single PA beam and fi ve beam setups with and without MLC shaping were investigated. Results of the measurements were 
compared to Monte Carlo simulations.

Results: For single PA irradiation of the anthropomorphic phantom the agreement was within 11%, for all thicknesses. For the 
5-beam cases, PEREGRINE consistently under-predicts the dose by approximately 15% (3-21%), again independent of phantom 
thickness. Since the deviation is systematic, it is possible to correct for it with a single factor and allow the biological experiments 
to proceed.

Conclusions: These studies have demonstrated that Monte Carlo simulation is capable of identifying an area receiving IR 
dose in the range of 1 to 10 cGy during radiation treatment (prescribed dose of 2 Gy) with an uncertainty of less than 10% (after 
correction factor) across variable phantom / patient thicknesses.

Funded by DOE-OBER grant#DE-FG03-01ER63237. This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of 
Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-ENG-48.

P07/1307: Use of thermoluminescent dosimetry for the analysis of radiation exposure of the laboratory 
personnel at the Central Clinical Hospital of the Ministry of Defence, Warsaw, Poland

 Jaroslaw Jazwinski,  Emil Lisiak,  Marek K Janiak, Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, Poland

The aim of present work was to assess radiation exposure of personnel at the Hemodynamics Laboratory of the Cardiology Clinic 
of the Central Clinical Hospital, Military University School of Medicine, Warsaw, Poland. The exposure results from the use of a 
roentgen apparatus during coronarographic examinations and cardiosurgical operations.

The mean exposure dose determined by the control environmental measurements using a chamber dosimeter type VA-J-15A 
was at the level of 0.95·10-4 C/kg (380 mR) per examination/operation. Theoretically, if the maximal possible number of the 
examinations/operations were performed, the roentgen equipment was used continuously, and the personnel rotation was limited 
to the minimum, the equivalent dose absorbed by a surgeon could reach 80 mSv/year. Based on this assumption, radiological 
monitoring of the rooms of the Hemodynamics Laboratory was introduced by using thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs). The 
monitoring was conducted from the third decade of September 2000 until the end of 2002 by placing a polimethacrylate cassette 
containing three TLDs type MTS-N at each of the eight selected measurement points at the Laboratory (the points represented 
places where the personnel spent most of their working day). The recorded doses were read using a TLD reader (Mikrolab Ltd., 
Krakow, Poland).

The results of the monitoring indicated that only in one measurement point in the control room the equivalent doses were at the 
background level; at other points the doses varied from 310 mSv per month at the cardiosurgeon stand to 40 mSv per month at the 
control point on the C-arm of roentgen apparatus (during the monitoring, the apparatus was in the X-ray emission mode for 30 hrs 
per month during which approx. 180 operations were carried out). Taking into account rotation of the personnel and attenuation of 
the radiation by the construction of the operating table, the actual whole body dose to a cardiosurgeon can be of the order of 35-40 
mSv/year. This implies the need for additional individual control of the doses to the hands and eye lenses.
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P07/1309: Challenging the validity of linear no-threshold hypothesis for public health measures in high 
background radiation areas

 S Mohammad Javad Mortazavi, Rafsanjan University of Medical Sciences, Iran;  Mehdi Ghiassi-Nejad, Iran

Levels of natural radiation can vary greatly. Ramsar, a city in the northern Iran, is among the world’s well-known areas with 
highest levels of natural radiation studied so far. Annual external gamma exposure levels in areas with high levels of natural 
radiation in Ramsar are up to 130 mGy y-1 and average exposure rates are about 10 mGy y-1 for a population of about 2000 
residents. Due to the local geological situation with high levels of radium in rocks, soils, and groundwater, Ramsar residents are 
also exposed to high levels of alpha particles in the form of ingested radium and radium decay progeny as well as very high radon 
levels (over 1000 MBq m-3) in their dwellings. In some cases, the inhabitants of these areas receive doses much higher than the 
current ICRP-60 dose limit of 20 mSv y-1 set for radiation workers. We have conducted experiments on the possible alterations 
in cytogentic, hematological and immunological factors. Based on our results obtained to date, no detrimental health effects have 
been observed and the inhabitants are still living in their unaltered paternal dwellings. Furthermore, lymphocytes of residents in 
high level background radiation areas in Ramsar, when subjected to 1.5 Gy of gamma rays, showed fewer chromosome aberrations 
as compared to the residents in a nearby control area with normal background radiation. These fi ndings indicate that high levels 
of natural radiation can induce radioadaptive response. Epidemiological studies performed in other well-known high background 
radiation areas such as Kerala, India and Yangjiang, China have indicated that the natural radiation is not harmful to residents. 
Furthermore, there is some evidence indicating that cancer mortality rate is signifi cantly lower in the high background areas 
than in the control areas. It can be concluded that the LNT model is inappropriate for public health measures in high background 
radiation areas.

P07/1310: Individual doses control in the units of ministry of defence and ministry of interior and 
administration in the years 1986 – 2000

 Jaroslaw Jazwinski,  Ewa M Nowosielska,  Marek K Janiak, Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, Poland

The aim of presented work was the assessment of occupational radiation exposure and its distribution among the workers of 
Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Interior and Administration in the years 1986 – 2000. the research was conducted on the basis 
of data collected by Laboratory of Radiological Inspection and Individual Doses Control, Department of Radiation Protection and 
Radiobiology Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, Warsaw, Poland.

The workers occupationally exposed to radiation were divided into following groups: government department (Ministry of 
Defence or Ministry of Interior and Administration), according to the age (below 25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55 and above 56 years old), 
sex, education, (elementary, secondary, university) or job (doctors, nurses, rtg technicians, etc.).

The number of workers covered with individual doses control changed in Ministry of Defence from 689 (in 1986) to 1030 (in 
2000), and in Ministry of Interior and Administration from 261 to 924 in the same period. The percent of workers, who received 
doses below 2 mSv per year varied in Ministry of Defence from 91,6% (in 1997) to 99,4% (in 1990), and in Ministry of Interior 
and Administration from 96,8% (in 1993) to 99,4 (in 2000). Almost 99% of workers occupationally exposed to radiation and 
covered with individual doses control received doses below 15 mSv, irrespective of year or department.

The analysis of collected data revealed, that for a large majority of occupationally exposed workers the risk arising from 
contact with ionizing radiation is minimal (over 99% of workers covered with individual doses control received doses below 2 
mSv per year), however there are critical groups of workers, for which the received equivalent doses were about 30 – 50 mSv. 
Increased doses of radiation, however not exceeding obligatory limits, are noticed for workers taking part in surgical operations in 
X radiation fi eld, urologic operations and diagnostic and or working on several positions in nuclear medicine departments. In the 
years 1986 – 2000 no excess of annual limit dose (50 mSv) was recorded.

P07/1311: Occupational exposure in interventional radiology

 Hyeon Joo Oh,  Kwang Yong Lee,  Seung Hwan Cha,  Young Kyu Kang,  Hyeog Ju Kim,  Heon Jin Oh, Korea Food & Drug Administ
ration, Korea

This study was conducted to survey of radiation safety control and to measure occupational radiation exposure dose of staff 
in interventional radiology in Korea. Interventioanl radiology requires the operator and assisting personnel to remain close to 
the patient, and thus close to primary beams of radiation. Therefore exposure doses of these personnel are signifi cant from a 
radiological protection point of view. We surveyed the status of radiation safety on interventional radiology of 72 hospitals. The 
result were that 119 radiation equipments are using in interventional radiology and 744 staffs are composed of 307 radiologists, 
116 residents of radiology, 5 general physicians, 171 radiologic technologists and 145 nurses. 81.4% and 20.2 % of operating 
physicians are using neck collar protector and goggle respectively. The average radiation dose was measured 0.46±0.15 mSv/10 
hours fl uoroscopy inside examination room in radiation protection facilities. Occupational radiation exposure data on the staff 
were assessed in interventional radiology procedures from 8 interventional radiology equipments of 6 university hospitals. The 
dose measurements were made by placing a thermoluminesent dosimeter(TLD) on various body surface of operation and assistant 
staff during actual interventional radiology. The measured points were the corner of the eyes, neck(on the thyroid) , wrists, 
chest(outside and inside of the protector), and back. Average radiation equivalent dose of the corner of left eye and left wrist 
of operating physicians were 1.19 mSv(0.11~4.13 mSv)/100 minutes fl uoroscopy and 4.32 mSv(0.16~11.0 mSv)/100 minutes 
fl uoroscopy respectively. Average exposure dose may vary depending on the type of procedure, personal skills and the quality of 
equipment. These results will be contributed to prepare the guide line in interventional radiology in Korea.
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P07/1312: Establishing a growth curve to obtain a mathematical model for calculating shielding 
requirements in diagnostic x-ray departments

 Ali Rahimi, Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences, Iran

Structural radiation protection for diagnostic X-ray facilities is most commonly performed following the recommendations of the 
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements Report No. 49[30]. A number of analytical methods have already 
been developed to improve the design of these facilities. Specifi cally, these methods reassess shielding calculations in X-ray areas 
with respect to the methodology of the calculation of the barrier thickness and the number of sources consider in the area. This 
report provides an extension of an existing method for the calculation of the barrier thickness required to reduce the three types 
of radiation exposure emitted from the source, the primary, secondary and leakage radiation, to a specifi ed weekly design limit 
(MPD). Because each of these three types of radiation are of different beam quality, having different shielding requirements, 
NCRP 49 has provided means to calculate the necessary protective barrier thickness for each type of radiation individually. 
Additionally, barrier requirements specifi ed using the techniques stated at NCRP 49, show enormous variations among users. Part 
of the variations is due to different assumptions made regarding the use of the examined room and the characteristics of adjoining 
space. Many of the differences result from the diffi culty of accurately relating information from the calculations to graphs and 
tables involved in the calculation process specifi ed by this report. Moreover, the latest technological developments such as 
mammography are not addressed and attenuation data for three-phase generators, that are most widely use to day, is not provided. 
The design and shielding barriers in diagnostic X-ray departments therapy generally follows the ALARA principle. That means 
that, in practice, the exposure levels are kept _as low as reasonably achieable . taking into account consideration economical and 
technical factors. Additionally, the calculation of barrier requirements includes many uncertainties (e.g. the workload, the actual 
kVp used etc.).

P07/1314: Quantifi cation of high-LET radiation-induced proteins using the Luminex 100(TM) system

 Nirav Desai,  Honglu Wu,  Kerry George, Wyle Laboratories, United States;  Francis Cucinotta, NASA Johnson Space Center, 
United States

Radiation can induce molecular changes that modulate the metabolic activity of many proteins and this ultimately leads to 
the fi nal outcome of the radiation insult. Multiple proteins were measured simultaneously in human fi broblasts before and 
after irradiation using the Luminex 100(TM) technology, a new generation of fl uorescent microsphere-based fl ow cytometry 
that enables simultaneous assay of up to 100 proteins in a single well or tube. This advanced system offers the sensitivity and 
resolution required to perform the qualitative and quantitative assessment of the protein expression spectrum. Human fi broblasts 
were irradiated with gamma rays and high-LET radiation, and the cytosol and nuclear proteins were extracted at several time 
intervals post irradiation. The extracted proteins were analyzed using both commercially available microspheres and custom made 
microspheres coupled with antibodies of p53 and other proteins known to respond to radiation. The Luminex 100(TM) System is 
shown to be a useful tool for investigating protein expression induced by radiation.

P07/1315: The Chinese tree shrew, Tupaia belangeri, as a small primate model for radiation-induced liver 
damage (RILD)

 Niloy J Deb, Albert Einstein College of Medicine & Montefi ore Med Ct, United States;  Laibin Liu,  Eric Dohm,  Robert Russel, 
 Lawrence Herbst,  Jayanta Roy Chowdhury,  Chandan Guha, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, United States;  Bill D Roebuck, 
Dartmouth Medical School, United States

We have demonstrated that irradiation induced perivenous hepatocellular atrophy in rats and parenchymal liver cell transplantation 
ameliorated rodent RILD. Interestingly, the perivenous hepatocellular loss was not associated with radiation-induced veno-
occlusive disease (VOD) of central veins. The Chinese tree shrew (Tupaia belangeri) liver mirrors many characteristics of the 
human liver including infection with viral hepatitis. We examined whether irradiation induced VOD in Tupaia livers.

Methods: Ten tupaias received intra-operative whole liver RT (30 to 80Gy) using orthovoltage and lead shielding of abdominal 
viscera after surgical exposure. Liver function tests were bi-monthly and non-irradiated tupaias (n=3) served as controls. Liver 
tissues were stained with H & E, trichrome, reticulin and PTAH for morphology, fi brosis, hepatocellular atrophy and fi brin 
staining, respectively. Results: Acute animal mortality (n=2) within 1month post-RT was associated with incisional hernia and 
wasting syndrome. There was progressive elevation of AST and ALT, initiating at 12 wks post RT. At 6 mo following hepatic 
RT, the anterior middle lobes had perivenous hepatocellular atrophy and prominent fi brosis around central veins. There was bile 
ductular proliferation, focal bridging fi brosis and nodule formation. Two out of eight tupaias exhibited coagulative necrosis around 
occluded central and portal veins. PTAH staining demonstrated fi brin strands in veins occluded by fi brin clots.

Conclusion: The appearance of RT-induced hepatocellular loss and fi brosis around central veins at 4-6 months post-RT is a 
prelude to the induction of RILD. Th demonstration of venous occlusion by fi brin clots in 25% of the tupaias warrants further 
investigation to delineate time and dose dependency of RILD and to examine the feasibility of hepatocyte transplantation in 
amelio rating RILD in Tupaias.
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P07/1316: Radiation research and therapy in context of Agenda 21

 Michael Ch Michailov,  Eva Neu, Inst. fuer Umweltmedizin Muenchen, Germany;  Walter Seidenbusch, Inst. fuer Exp.Physik, 
Univ. Innsbruck, Austria;  Rumen Stainov, Fac. for Computer Science, Univ. Fulda, Germany;  Germain Weber, University Vienna, 
Austria;  Dieter G Weiss, University Rostock, Germany;  Helmut Zöpfl , Institute fuer Erziehungswiss, University Muenchen, 
Germany

An evaluation of scientifi c contribution concerning modern oncotherapies and basic research in context of Agenda 21 of UN is 
given, which demands better eduation, health and research. Conferences about intraoperative radiotherapy (IORT) in Munich 
1992, Lyon 1994, San Francisco 1996, Pamplona 1998, Boston 2000, Aachen 2002: West Europe (WE) 331 (FRG 115, France 
73, Italy 66, Spain 43, UK 0, others 34), East Europe (EE) 30 (Russia), USA 125, Japan 57, China 30, India 0 (total n=573). 
Thermotherapy (TT: Int Congr Rome 1996): WE 101 (Italy 40, FRG 39), EE 11 (Russia), Japan 73, USA 72, China 14, India 0 
(n=271). Phototherapy (PT: Int Congr Photobiol, Vienna 1996): We 93 (FRG 27, France 15, UK 12), EE 42 (Russia), USA 17, 
Japan 1, India 0 (n=153). Int. Congresses for Radiation Research (Proc ICRR) Dublin (1999, Vol 2): WE 91 (UK 33, FRG 17, 
France 7), EE 1 (Russia), USA 67, Japan 19, China 1, India 0 (n=198). (Proc ICRR) Wuerzburg (1995, Vol 2): WE 88 (FRG 36, 
UK 30, France 6), EE 6 (Russia 1), USA 73, Japan 13, India 1, China 0 (n=183). Int Congresses of Biophysics (IUPAB) New 
Delhi (1999): WE 21 (UK 8, France 7, FRG 6), EE 1 (Russia), USA 14, India 10, Japan 5, China 1 (others 10, n=62). Buenos 
Aires (2002): WE 128 (France 27, FRG 27, Italy 17, UK 16, Spain 14, others 27), EE 59 (Russia 6, others 53), Argentina 106, 
USA 82, Brazil 44, Japan 27, India 15, China 10 (Taiwan 4), others 59 (n=530). Int Congr of Physiology (IUPS) St. Petersburg 
(1997): WE 235 (FRG 82, UK 50, Italy 25, France 18), EE 99 (Russia 82), USA 206, Japan 41, China 6, India 0 (n=624). Large 
discrepancies are evident in the oncological research (IORT, TT, PT) incl. basic disciplines (biophysics, physiology, radiation) 
between industrial and developing countries. A global realization of Agenda 21 could be essentially supported via foundation 
of international institutions (universities, hospitals for radiology, etc.) in all countries. Information: ICSD POB 340316, 80100 
Muenchen, Germany. Lit: [1] Neu, Greim, Gupta et al. In: Front Pharm Ther 21st Century, New Delhi, 18, 1999. [2] Michailov, 
Govil et al: Eur J Pharm Sci 11/1, Budapest, S121-122, 2000 [a] Michailov, Neu et al: Toxicology 164, 1-3 P1B25, Brisbane, 2001 
[b]

P08/0154: Molecular analysis of radiation injury in rat taste buds

 Keiichi Nakagawa, University of Tokyo Hospital, Japan;  Keiko Abe, University of Tokyo, Japan

[Introduction] A critical adverse effect of radiation therapy for head and neck cancer is the resulting decreased sense of taste, 
which greatly impairs patients’ quality of life. Irradiation of the head and neck area decreases the sense of taste within one or two 
weeks and recovery takes about one month. Although taste bud cells are intimately involved in these manifestations, few basic 
studies in this area have been reported. Here, we investigate the injury and recovery process of taste bud tissue after irradiation, at 
the molecular and cellular levels.

Materials and Methods: Rat tongues were selectively irradiated once with 15 Gy of 6 MV X-rays. Immediately thereafter and 
at periods up to 30 days samples were collected for HE staining, BrdU labelling, p21 and p53 immunohistochemistry, and TUNEL 
staining.

Results: Six days after irradiation, morphologically-identifi ed taste bud cells, as well as the surrounding epithelial tissue, 
were no longer visible. Immature bud cells reappeared ten days after irradiation, and looked morphologically normal at 13 to 15 
days.BrdU labelling revealed DNA synthesis arrest in of epithelial cells 10 days after irradiation. Cells in the basal layer expressed 
p21 four hours after irradiation. Prior to that, it, p53 accumulation was observed in the nucleus. Expression of p21 was no longer 
detectable by on the sixth day or later, and DNA synthesis resumed around the eighth day. No apoptosis was detected at any time.

Conclusions: The disappearance and reappearance of taste bud cells after a single 15-Gy irradiation dose can be explained by 
temporary cell cycle arrest in taste bud stem cells, which is regulated by p21.
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P08/1317: Pre-exposure to low doses: modulation of frequencies and repair of x-ray induced DNA damage?

 Patricia Cramers,  Leon H Mullenders,  Albert A Van Zeeland, Leiden University Medical Center, The Netherlands; 
 Jos C Kleinjans, Maastricht University, The Netherlands

PURPOSE Ionizing radiation (IR) interacts with DNA either by direct hit, or by the production of reactive oxygen inducing strand 
breaks and base modifi cations. There is much evidence indicating alleviation of biological effects after pre-exposure to low doses 
of IR. The mechanisms of this so called adaptive response have not yet been elucidated. Low dose exposure might reduce damage 
induction from the high dose, or might induce repair mechanisms.

The aim of this study was to test whether low radiation doses can cause protection against high dose effects by modulation 
of initial damage and repair. By using confl uent (G1 phase) human primary fi broblasts, we ruled out possible effects of the 
conditioning dose on the cell cycle.

METHODS AND RESULTS When cells were pre-exposed to 0.05 Gy X-rays 4 hours prior to challenging dose (0-6 Gy), 
no protective effect was observed against damage induction, measured by comet assay. However, pre-exposure to 0.1 Gy gave 
slightly lower tail moments in cells challenged with 6 Gy. No difference was observed in repair kinetics between conditioned and 
unconditioned cells. The results were very similar for 3 different human fi broblast cell lines.

DNA DSB were detected even after low doses with gamma H2AX fl uorescence. A linear dose response relationship was found 
in the dose range 0-3 Gy. In 3 out of 4 experiments, the amount of DSB measured by total nucleus fl uorescence was lower in 0.05 
Gy conditioned than in unconditioned cells. No difference in repair kinetics between conditioned and unconditioned cells was 
observed.

CONCLUSIONS Taken together, our results indicate that the modulation of DNA damage and repair by pre-exposure to low 
doses is either low or absent. These and other data (Laval, 1988) (Bravard et al, 1999) suggest that the induction of anti-oxidant 
activity may be dependent on the pre-exposure agent and that for repair, the occurrence of an adaptive response, may be dependent 
on the type of lesion to be repaired (Weinfeld et al, 2001).

P08/1318: Radioadaptive response to the medium-mediated bystander induction of DNA 
strand breaks in HeLa cells

 Takaji Ikushima,  Masayuki Okuyama, Kyoto University of Education, Japan

Numerous investigators have reported two cellular responses of importance at low doses that have a potential impact on the risk 
estimation of ionizing radiation. The radioadaptive response confers resistance to a subsequent dose by a low priming dose, while 
the bystander effect exaggerates the effect of small doses. The present study was conducted to examine the interaction of the 
radioadaptive response with the bystander effect in HeLa cells. The culture was irradiated with 0.5 to 8 Gy of 140 kVp X-rays and 
one hour later, the medium was taken, passed through a fi lter and transferred to the parallel culture of non-irradiated HeLa cells 
as non-targeted cells. After incubation for 30 min, the induced DNA damage was analyzed by the single cell gel-electrophoresis 
assay under alkaline or neutral conditions. The treatments resulted in a dose-dependent increase in tail moment under either 
conditions, indicating the induction of DNA single- and double-strand breaks. The clonogenic survival of non-irradiated cells was 
also reduced after they were cultured in the medium that was taken from irradiated cultures. Any change was not observed when 
the medium alone was irradiated. These results give the disputed evidence that certain genotoxic factor(s) released from irradiated 
cells into the culture medium can induce DNA strand breaks leading to cell death. It is also suggested that physical contact 
between irradiated and non-irradiated cells may not be required for the bystander effect. In adapted cells that were pre-exposed 
to 5 cGy of X-rays and cultured for 4 h beforehand, the yield of DNA strand breaks induced by X-rayed medium was reduced 
by about 50 %. The results, in conjunction with our early fi nding (Ikushima et al., 1996) suggest that the radioadaptive response 
resulting from such a low dose may diminish the bystander effect through an enhanced DNA repair function.

P08/1319: Parental exposure to low-dose x-rays in Drosophila melanogaster induces early emergence in 
offspring, which can be modulated by transplantation of polar cytoplasm

 Tomoko Kanao,  Takehito Okamoto,  Yukihisa Miyachi,  Norimasa Nohara, International University of Health and Welfare, Japan

In recent years there has been growing concern over the biological effects of low-dose X-rays, but few studies have addressed 
this issue. Our laboratory had observed fl ies (Drosophila melanogaster) irradiated with low dose X-rays tend to emerge earlier 
than normal fl ies. This observation led us to quantitatively examine the effects of low dose X-irradiation on development in the 
fl y. Following exposure of prepupal (day 5) fl ies to 0.5 Gy X-rays, the time to emergence was slightly shorter than in the sham 
controls. This tendency was increased when the X-ray exposure came during the pupal stage (day 7). In these fl ies, the time 
to eclosion decreased signifi cantly, by an average of thirty hours sooner than sham controls. A further experiment examined 
whether such radiation effects could be observed in the unexposed F1 generation of exposed individuals. Greater radiation 
effects on early F1 emergence were seen when the time between exposure and mating was 3 days, indicating an effect on early 
spermatid development. Early F1 emergence was also observed after exposure of female fl ies to X-rays during late previtellogeny. 
Furthermore, rapid emergence could be induced in the F1 embryos of unexposed parents by transferring the polar cytoplasm 
(precursor cells of the germ cell line) from F1 embryos of exposed fl ies. These results show that radiation-induced effects can be 
transmitted to the next generation through the germ cell line.
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P08/1320: Understanding the role of p53 in adaptive response to radiation-induced germline mutations

 Nicole L Langlois,  James S Quinn,  Christopher M Somers,  Douglas R Boreham, McMaster University, Canada; 
 Ronald EJ Mitchel, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Canada

Radiation-induced adaptive response is now a widely studied area of radiation biology. Studies have demonstrated reduced levels 
of radiation-induced biological damage when an “adaptive dose” is given before a higher “challenge dose” compared to when the 
challenge dose is given alone. It has been shown in some systems to be a result of inducible cellular repair systems. The adaptive 
response has been clearly demonstrated in many model systems, however its impact on heritable effects in the mammalian 
germline has never been studied. Expanded Simple Tandem Repeat (ESTR) loci have been used as markers demonstrating that 
induced heritable mutations in mice follow a dose-response relationship. Recent data in our laboratory show preliminary evidence 
of radiation-induced adaptive response suppressing germline mutations at ESTR loci in wild type mice. The frequency of heritable 
mutations was signifi cantly reduced when a priming dose of 0.1 Gy was given 24 hours prior to a 1 Gy acute challenging dose. 
We are now conducting a follow-up study to attempt to understand the mechanism of this adaptive response. P53 is known to 
play a signifi cant role in governing apoptosis, DNA repair and cancer induction. In order to determine what function p53 has 
in the adaptive response for heritable mutations, we have mated radiation treated Trp53+/- male mice (C57Bl) to untreated, 
normal females (C57Bl). Using DNA fi ngerprinting, we are investigating the rate of inherited radiation-induced mutations on 
pre- and post-meiotic radiation-treated gametocytes by examining mutation frequencies in offspring DNA. If p53 is integral in 
the mechanism of adaptive response, we should not see an adaptive response in radiation-induced heritable mutations in these 
mice. This research is signifi cant in that it will provide insight to understanding the mechanism behind radiation-induced adaptive 
response in the mammalian germline.

P08/1321: The impact of ionising radiation and lead ions on some physiological and biochemical 
parameters of fi sh

 Miroslav G Mardarevich,  Alexandr S Potrokhov,  Dmitri I Gudkov, Institute of Hydrobiology, Ukraine;  Oleg G Zin’kovsky, 
Department of Physiology of Aquatic Organisms, Ukraine

The recent ecological situation in aquatic ecosystems is characterised by impact on hydrobionts of wide spectrum pollutants of 
different nature. The radioactive and chemical substances get into living organism and partially accumulate on it or circulate 
between organism and water environment. The difference between reception and removing forms the certain concentration of 
substance in organism that determines different on its intensity damages.

In experimental conditions we studied the changes of the nucleic acids contents, the activity of the enzymes nuclein 
metabolism and quantities of general proteins, lipids, glycogen and parameters of peroxide oxidation of lipids (POL) in liver, 
gills, spleen and muscles of the crucian (Carassius <0x0441>arassius L.) after exposure by Co-60 (5 and 10 Gy) separately and 
combined with lead ions in concentration 0,1 and 0,2 mg/l.

The result of researches have shown: at separate and joint impact of the radiation and chemical factors the tissue cells are 
supply with water; there is an intensive use of power-consuming substances in a glycogen > lipids > proteins line; the RNA 
quantity is changed in comparison with DNA. Besides at joint impact the different mechanisms of maintenance of tissue-specifi c 
reaction of organism are observed. Ionising radiation and the lead ions impacts in parallel and independently from each other, 
and the damaging infl uence are directed on different processes in a cells, that causes the different physiological and biochemical 
compensatory-adaptive response. The analysis of changes of DNAase and RNAase activity is specifi es that the character of 
reaction depends from a nature of the agents as well as intensity of impact and character of interaction between ones. Ionising 
radiation caused the greater increase of enzyme activity than lead ions. The analysis of POL parameters has allowed establishing 
that among the studied organs the spleen tissue is most sensitively reacted to a negative impact.

P08/1322: Low dose, radiation-induced adaptive response against cancer in high-dose-exposed, 
cancer-prone, Trp53 heterozygous mice

 Ron E Mitchel,  Joanne S Jackson,  Sara M Carlisle, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Canada

Mice that are heterozygous for Trp53 are both cancer-prone and sensitive to high radiation doses. Groups of 7-8-week-old female 
Trp53 heterozygous mice were exposed to 4 Gy of 60Co-gamma radiation at either high (0.5 Gy/min) or low (0.5 mGy/min) dose 
rate. Other groups received a 10-mGy or 100-mGy dose, given at low dose rate (0.5 mGy/min) 24 h prior to the 4 Gy dose. Tumor 
frequency and latency were measured over the lifespan of the animals. Compared to animals receiving only 4 Gy at high dose 
rate, mice receiving a prior 10-mGy adapting exposure had signifi cantly extended lifespan and increased latency for all malignant 
tumors taken together. However, the latency responses were tumor type specifi c. The prior 10-mGy exposure increased latency 
for lymphomas and hemangiosarcomas, but decreased latency for spinal osteosarcomas. Increasing the adapting dose to 100 mGy 
eliminated the tumor latency increase and signifi cantly reduced lifespan. A 10-mGy adapting dose given prior to a 4 Gy exposure 
at low dose rate generally showed either a reduced effect or no effect. Adapting exposures had no signifi cant effect on tumor 
frequency. We conclude that adaptive responses are induced by low doses of radiation in radiation sensitive, cancer prone Trp53 +/
- mice, and that these responses are expressed as an increase in tumor latency that reduces the carcinogenic effects of a subsequent 
large exposure. The dose at which protective effects give way to detrimental effects is tumor type specifi c.
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P08/1323: Cumulative dose and induced radioadaptive response in inhabitants of high background radiation 
areas of Ramsar, Iran

 S Mohammad Javad Mortazavi, Rafsanjan University of Medical Sciences, Iran;  Mehdi Ghiassi-Nejad, Iran;  Takaji Ikushima, 
Biology Division, Kyoto University of Education, Japan;  P Andrew Karam,  Azam Niroomand-rad,  John Cameron, United States

Ramsar, a city in northern Iran has among the highest levels of natural radiation known to exist in an inhabited area. The high 
levels of natural radiation in Ramsar prompted us to assess the radioadaptive response of some of the residents with high 
cumulative doses. We report the effect of cumulative lifetime dose on the coeffi cient of radioadaptive response. Seven residents 
with cumulative lifetime doses of up to 10 Sv were studied, and fi ve exhibited a reduction in induced chromosomal aberrations 
following exposure to a 1.5 Gy challenge dose of gamma radiation. However, the response in 2 residents with much higher 
cumulative doses than the others, was not statistically different than that of the control population. Regression analysis suggests 
a linear relationship between the radioadaptive response and cumulative gamma radiation doses up to 1 Gy. As the cumulative 
dose increased from a few hundred mGy to 1 Gy, the magnitude of the induced adaptive response increased linearly. Decreased 
radiation susceptibility in the residents of high background radiation areas can be considered as a potential benefi cial effect of high 
levels of natural radiation.

P08/1324: Radioadaptive response: variability of chromosomal radioadaptive response in human 
lymphocytes

 S Mohammad Javad Mortazavi, Rafsanjan University of Medical Sciences, Iran;  Takaji Ikushima, Biology Division, Kyoto Univer
sity of Education, Japan

There is growing evidence for chromosomal radioadaptive response in human lymphocytes. Highly variable inter- and intra-
individual responses have been reported. Some individuals are non-responders and even in some donors the frequency of 
chromatid aberrations induced by a challenge dose increases by pre-exposure to an adapting dose. It has been proposed that 
the lack of radioadaptive response is due to transient physiological factors. We found a young healthy donor who exhibited 
no radioadaptive response in our initial experiments. After a common adapting dose, the donor occasionally showed a highly 
increased susceptibility to subsequent high-dose irradiation. To assess whether the lack of radioadaptive response and the 
induction of a synergistic effect are transient responses, we have performed a 3-year follow-up study employing micronuclei 
in binucleated cells besides chromatid aberrations as biological endpoints. To eliminate the effect of the cell cycle on intrinsic 
radiosensitivity of a cell, we used the multiple-fi xation regimen for analysis of chromosomal aberrations. This donor showed no 
adaptive response in any experiment. Considering the consistent non-responsiveness observed throughout our serial experiments, 
it may be concluded that the lack of radioadaptive response is not attributed to some transient physiological factors but rather to 
permanent constitutional traits.

P08/1325: Marked increase in the rate of ocular lens regeneration in the newt, Cynops pyrrhogaster, 
following partial body, spleen portion exposure to low dose x-rays

 Takehito Okamoto,  Tomoko Kanao,  Yukihisa Miyachi,  Norimasa Nohara, International University of Health and Welfare, Japan

In recent years, concern over the stimulating effects of low-dose X-rays has been growing. Therefore, the effects of low-dose 
X-irradiation on lens regeneration in the newt were examined. Newts were subjected to sham or whole-body X-ray exposure at a 
dose of 0.2 or 0.4Gy, delivered at a rate of 0.43Gy/min. The eyeballs were fi xed in formalin solution, embedded in paraffi n and 
assessed histologically.

On day 14 after lens removal, unexposed animals showed the formation of a hollow epithelial vesicle of depigmented 
cells continuous with the laminae of the iris corresponding to the expected regeneration stage (Reyer’s regeneration stage 
II). In contrast, lenses from newts exposed to a 0.2Gy dose X-ray showed some formation of the primary lens fi ber nucleus 
corresponding to the fi ber differentiation stage (Reyer’s regeneration stage III-early). Thus, low-dose X-irradiation induced 
well-differentiated lens tissue compared to the unexposed groups. An acceleration from Reyer’s stage II to III-early was also 
found on day 14 following irradiation of only the upper belly, including the spleen. The effects of low-dose X-irradiation on lens 
regeneration may be mediated by changes in immune activity.
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P08/1326: Characterisation of an adaptive response in pKZ1 mice after exposure to x-radiation

 Tanya K Day,  Antony M Hooker,  Alec A Morley,  Pamela J Sykes, Flinders University & Medical Centre, Australia;  Madhava Bhat, 
Royal Adelaide Hospital, Australia;  John Cormack, Flinders Medical Centre, Australia

Currently, little is known about the mutagenic effects of exposure to low doses of ionising radiation because of the 
relatively insensitive end-points used for mutation detection. The pKZ1 mouse mutation assay enables detection of somatic 
intrachromosomal recombination (SICR) as a mutation end-point. We have previously observed an increase in SICR in spleen in 
response to a single dose of X-radiation at doses above 0.1 Gy, and a decrease in SICR below endogenous frequency after a single 
dose of X-radiation between 0.01 – 0.001 Gy. These doses are 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than previously reported with other 
mutagenicity assays.

The aim of the present study is to utilize the sensitivity of the pKZ1 model to determine if low doses of X-radiation can reduce 
SICR induced by a subsequent high dose of X-radiation (i.e. an adaptive response). We have performed experiments in pKZ1 mice 
with a priming dose of 0.01 Gy, followed 4 hours later with a challenge dose of 1 Gy. We observed a decrease in induced SICR in 
the animals that had been treated with the low priming dose prior to receiving 1 Gy, compared to the animals that received 1 Gy 
alone. These data demonstrate that the pKZ1 model can be used to study adaptive response to X-radiation.

The next adaptive response experiments using the pKZ1 model will be to determine the lowest priming dose and lowest test 
dose capable of inducing an adaptive response. These studies will have important implications for the way we view the risk of 
exposure to low doses of X-radiation in the environment and potentially the way medical practice utilises X-radiation for diagnosis 
and treatment. Research funded by the Low Dose Radiation Research Program, Biological and Environmental Research (BER), 
U.S. Department of Energy, grant #DE-FG02-01ER63227

P08/1327: Biochemical and biological responses in V79 cells grown in different background radiation 
environment

 Fernanda Amicarelli,  Sabrina Colafarina,  Carmen Ara, L’Aquila University, Italy;  Francesca Antonelli, Istituto Superiore d
i Sanità, Rome, Italy;  Marco Balata, INFN – Gran Sasso National Laboratory, Assergi, Italy;  Mauro Belli,  Giustina Simone, 
Physics Laboratory, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Rome, Italy;  Luigi Satta, La Sapienza University, Rome, Italy

In order to investigate the infl uence of a low background radiation environment on the biochemical and biological responses of 
mammalian cells cultured in vitro, a cell culture laboratory has been set up at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS) of the 
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN), located under the Gran Sasso d’Italia mountain, where cosmic rays are reduced by a 
factor of 106 and neutrons by a factor of 103 respect to the outside environment.

Chinese hamster V79 cells were grown in parallel for up to nine months at LNGS and at the Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS). 
At the LNGS the exposure due to radon was reduced by a factor of about 25 with respect to the ISS. The biological end points 
addressed concerned cells proliferation, the expression of enzymes specifi c for the reduction of superoxydes, mutation induction 
by gamma-rays at the hprt locus and apoptotic sensitivity.

After 9 months of culture, the cells grown at the LNGS, compared to the cells grown at the ISS, exhibit: i) a signifi cant 
increase of the cell density at confl uence; ii) a signifi cantly higher capacity to scavenge organic and inorganic hydroperoxydes 
but a reduced scavenging capacity towards superoxide anions; iii) an increase in both the basal hprt mutation frequency and the 
sensitivity to the mutagenic effect of gamma-rays. The cells grown at the LNGS also show greater apoptotic sensitivity at the third 
month of culture that is no longer detected after nine months.

Overall, these data suggest that cell response to ionizing radiation may be more complex than that predicted by a 
linear relationship with the dose and are consistent with the occurrence of an adaptive response related to the background 
radiation. However, other possibilities cannot be excluded such as the selection, in the two cultures, of clones having different 
characteristics, independently of the different radiation background. Work is in progress to better elucidate this point.

P08/1328: Radiation adaptive response for the growth of cultured glial cells

 Shozo Suzuki,  Yuri Miura,  Mayumi Kano,  Toshifusa Toda, Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology, Japan;  Shiro Urano, 
Shibaura Institute of Technology, Japan

To examine the molecular mechanism of radiation adaptive response (RAR) for the growth of cultured glial cells and to investigate 
the infl uence of aging on the response, glial cells were cultured from young and aged rats (1 month and 24 months old). RAR for 
the growth of glial cells conditioned with a low dose of X-rays and subsequently exposed to a high dose of X-rays was examined 
for cell number and BrdU incorporation. Involvement of the subcellular signaling pathway factors in RAR was investigated 
using their inhibitors, activators and mutated glial cells. RAR was observed in cells cultured from young rats, but was not in cells 
from aged rats. The inhibitors of protein kinase C (PKC) and DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK) or phosphatidylinositol 
3-kinase (PI3K) suppressed RAR. The activators of PKC instead of low dose irradiation also caused RAR. Moreover, glial cells 
cultured from severe combined immunodefi ciency (scid) mice (CB-17 scid) and ataxia-telangiectasia (AT) cells from AT patients 
showed no RAR. These results indicated that PKC, ATM, DNAPK and/or PI3K were involved in RAR for growth and BrdU 
incorporation of cultured glial cells and RAR decreased with aging. Proteomics data of glial cells exposed to severe stress of H
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or X-rays also will be presented in the conference since little or no difference has not been observed with slight stress yet.
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P08/1329: Pre-irradiation at a low dose-rate blunted p53 response

 Akihisa Takahashi,  Ken Ohnishi,  Isao Asakawa,  Tetsuro Tamamoto,  Junichi Yasumoto,  Kazue Yuki,  Takeo Ohnishi, 
Nara Medical University, Japan;  Akira Tachibana, Kyoto University, Japan

We have studied whether the p53-centered signal transduction pathway induced by acute radiation is interfered with chronic pre-
irradiation at a low dose-rate in human cultured cells and whole body of mice. In squamous cell carcinoma cells, we found that 
a challenge irradiation with X-ray immediately after chronic irradiation resulted in lower levels of p53 than those observed after 
the challenge irradiation alone. In addition, the induction of p53-centered apoptosis and the accumulation of its related proteins 
after the challenge irradiation were strongly correlated with the above-mentioned phenomena. In mouse spleen, the induction of 
apoptosis and the accumulation of p53 and Bax were observed dose-dependently at 12 h after a challenge irradiation. In contrast, 
we found signifi cant suppression of them induced by challenge irradiation at a high dose-rate when mice were pre-irradiated with 
chronic irradiation at a low dose-rate. These fi ndings suggest that chronic pre-irradiation suppressed the p53 function through 
radiation-induced p53-dependent signal transduction processes. There are numerous papers about p53 functions in apoptosis, 
radiosensitivity, genomic instability and cancer incidence in cultured cells or animals. According to our data and other fi ndings, 
since p53 can prevent carcinogenesis, pre-irradiation at a low dose-rate might enhance the predisposition to cancer. Therefore, it is 
possible that different maximal permissible dose equivalents for the public populations are appropriate. Furthermore, concerning 
health of human beings, studies of the adaptive responses to radiation are quite important, because the radiation response strongly 
depends on experience of prior exposure to radiation.

P08/1330: Characterisation of a novel gene, DIR1, with a potential role in induced radioresistance

 Andrea Valentine,  George A Burke,  Hayley McKeen,  Sheila M Young,  Ross Phillipson, Lancaster University, United Kingdom; 
 David G Hirst,  Tracy A Robson, University of Ulster, United Kingdom;  Trevor J McMillan, Lancaster University, United Kingdom

There have been recent exciting developments in defi ning cellular responses following exposure to low level genotoxic stress. 
Many studies have demonstrated upregulation of protective mechanisms following exposure to low dose ionising radiation and 
other forms of oxidative damage. This phenomenon is universally recognised as an adaptive response or induced radioresistance 
(IRR). We have isolated a novel gene, DIR1, which is transiently repressed following exposure to low dose radiation and has a 
potential role in IRR (Robson et al, 1999, 2000). Through the employment of antisense strategies, we have demonstrated that 
repression of DIR1 increases cell survival and DNA repair in a range of cell lines on exposure to X-rays (Robson et al, 1999, 
2000) and also UV-A. Recent preliminary transient transfection studies have also shown that upregulation of DIR1 is cytotoxic 
in vitro and therefore may have an application in anticancer therapy. In order to determine the effects of over-expression of the 
gene with respect to both radiosensitivity and chemosensitivity, we are currently employing an ecdysone-inducible mammalian 
expression system to isolate a DIR1 over-expressing cell line. This will enable us to determine the role of DIR1 in processes that 
effect cell survival / apoptosis in a tightly controlled system.

P08/1331: Comparative study on radon effects and thermal effects on humans in radon hot spring therapy

  Kiyonori Yamaoka,  Fumihiro Mitsunobu,  Katsumi Hanamoto,  Yoshiro Tanizaki,  Katsuhiko Sugita, Okayama University Medical Sc
hool, Japan;  Shuji Kojima, Tokyo University of Science, Japan

The radon therapy is used radon (222Rn) gas, which mainly emits alpha-rays, and induces a small amount of active oxygen in the 
body. Because most of the diseases to which the radon therapy as well as the thermal therapy is applied are related to activated 
oxygen, in this study the effects of the radioactivity of radon and thermal effects were compared under the room or the hot spring 
condition with the similar chemical component, using as the parameters which are closely involved in the clinical for radon 
therapy. In the results, the radon and thermal therapy enhanced the antioxidation function, such as the activities of superoxide 
dismutase (SOD) and catalase, which inhibit lipid peroxidation and total cholesterol produce in the body. Moreover the therapy 
enhanced concanavalin A (ConA)-induced mitogen response, and increased the level of CD4, which is the marker of helper T cell, 
and decreased the level of CD8, which is the common marker of killer T cell and supresser T cell, in the white cell differentiation 
antigen (CD4/CD8) assay. Furthermore, the therapy increased the levels of alpha atrial natriuretic polypeptide (alpha ANP), beta 
endorphin, adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), insulin and glucose-phosphate dehydrogenase (G-6-PDH), and decreased the 
vasopression level. The results were on the whole larger in the radon group than in the thermal group. The fi ndings suggest that 
the radon therapy more contributes to the prevention of life style-related diseases related to peroxidation reactions and immune 
depression than thermal therapy. Moreover these indicate what may be a part of the mechanism for the alleviation of hypertension, 
osteoarthritis (pain) and diabetes mellitus brought about more radon therapy than thermal therapy.
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P08/1333: Molecular and functional analysis of DIR1; a novel gene with a potential role in induced 
radioresistance

 Sheila M Young,  Hayley Mc Keen,  Andrea Valentine,  George Burke,  David Hirst,  Tracy Robson, University of Ulster, 
United Kingdom

There is now little doubt about the existence of radioprotective mechanisms that are upregulated following exposure to small 
doses of ionizing radiation and other DNA-damaging agents. The identifi cation of genes whose expression is altered following 
exposure to a low dose of ionizing radiation will be an important step in understanding these phenomena. We have identifi ed a 
novel gene, DIR1, that is transiently repressed by low radiation doses (Robson et al.,1997 and 1999) and is otherwise expressed 
in a wide range of cell lines and tissues. The repression of this gene is in the dose range where induced radioresistance is observed 
in a number of cell survival studies (Joiner et al., 2001) implicating this gene in induced radioresistance. Using antisense 
strategies, we have demonstrated that the DIR1 gene product appears to be involved in cell survival and DNA repair in a range 
of cell lines following exposure to X-rays (Robson et al., 1999 & 2000). Using microchip array analysis we have been able to 
identify a number of genes activated as a consequence of DIR1 repression. Preliminary data implicate genes involved in repair, 
cell cycle and stress response and include ATM and BRCA2. We are now confi rming these responses using northern and western 
blot analysis. Yeast two hybrid analysis has also been useful in demonstrating interacting proteins. One protein, which interacts 
with DIR1 is similar to murine UIP28, a RING fi nger protein which interacts with the ubiquitin conjugating enzyme, UbcM4. 
Interestingly, the ubiquitin (Ub)/proteosome pathway regulates many cellular processes including apoptosis, cell cycle progression, 
stress responses, development and transcriptional regulation. Further characterisation of these downstream genes and interacting 
proteins will allow us to:- i) dissect the cellular pathways involved in adaptation to oxidative and genotoxic stress ii) elucidate 
the mechanisms involved in many disease pathologies iii) identify new molecular targets which could be manipulated to either 
enhance protection against oxidative/genotoxic stress or increase the effectiveness of anticancer therapy.

P08/1334: Investigation of the low-dose γ-irradiation effect on the spontaneous and high-dose radiation-
induced level of cytogenetic damage in mouse bone marrow cells in vivo

 Svetlana I Zaichkina,  Olga M Rozanova,  Gella F Aptikaeva,  Asia Akhmadieva,  Bladimir E Balakin,  Dmitriy Y Klokov, 
 Elena N Smirnova, Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Biophysics, Russia

Our investigation was aimed at studying the effect of low-dose gamma-irradiation of mice on the spontaneous and high-dose 
radiation-induced level of cytogenetic damage during aging of animals.

SHK male mice were used in all the experiments. At the moment of low-dose adapting gamma-irradiation (0.1 or 0.2 Gy 
with a dose rate of 0.125 Gy/min) animals were 2 months old. In the experiments using standard adaptive response protocol the 
challenge dose was 1.5 Gy

(1 Gy/min). Frequency of micronucleated polychromatic erythrocytes mouse bone marrow was assessed at various times of 
animal life span using the micronucleus test.

The results of our study demonstrate that: 1) a single low-dose of gamma-radiation induces the cytogenetic adaptive response 
in mouse bone marrow cells which persists for up to 12 months after irradiation; 2) young and aged mice are equal in ability to 
manifest low-dose radiation-induced adaptive response, i.e. ability in inducing adaptive response does not depend on the age of 
animals at the moment of adapting irradiation; 3) single low-dose g-irradiation decreases the cytogenetic damage to a level below 
the spontaneous rate at the end of lifetime (20 months) of animals.

The mechanisms underlying adaptive response not only protect from cytogenetic damage induced by high-dose irradiation but 
also may play a role in spontaneous mutagenesis during aging.
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SW08/1335: Molecular characterization of a complex site-specifi c radiation-induced 
DNA double-strand break

 Kamal Datta,  Miral Dizdaroglu,  Pawel Jaruga,  Ronald D Neumann,  Thomas A Winters, Warren Grant Magnuson Clinical Center, 
United States

Radiation lethality is a function of radiation-induced DNA double-strand breaks (DSB). Current models propose the lethality of a 
DSB to be a function of its structural complexity. We present here for the fi rst time a map of damage associated with a site-specifi c 
double-strand break produced by decay of 125I in a plasmid bound by a 125I-labeled triplex forming oligonucleotide (125I-TFO). The 
E. coli DNA repair enzymes, endonuclease IV (endo IV), endonuclease III (endo III), and formamidopyrimidine-DNA glycosylase 
(Fpg), which recognize AP sites, and pyrimidine and purine base damage respectively, were used as probes in this study. 125I-TFO 
bound plasmid was incubated with and without DMSO at -80°C for 1 month. No signifi cant difference in DSB yield was observed 
under these conditions. A 32 base pair fragment from the upstream side of the decay site was isolated by restriction digestion 
and enzymatically probed to identify damage sites. Endo IV treatment of the 5’-end labeled upper strand indicated clustering of 
AP sites within 3 bases downstream and 7 bases upstream of the targeted base. Also, repeated experiments consistently detected 
an AP site 4 bases upstream of the 125I target base. This was further supported by complementary results with the 3’-end labeled 
upper strand. Endo IV analysis of the lower strand also shows clustering of AP sites near the DSB end. Endo III and Fpg probing 
demonstrated that base damage is also clustered near the targeted break site. DSBs produced in the absence of DMSO displayed 
a different pattern of enzyme sensitive damage than those produced in the presence of DMSO. Identifi cation of specifi c base 
damage types within the restriction fragment containing the DSB end was achieved with GC/MS. Base damage consisted of 
8-hydroguanine, 8-hydroxyadenine, and 5-hydroxycytosine. These lesions were observed at relative yields of 8-hydroguanine 
and 5-hydroxycytosine to 8-hydroxyadenine of 7.4:1 and 4.7:1, respectively, in the absence of DMSO, and 8.9:1 and 2.6:1 in the 
presence of DMSO, respectively. Analysis of an internal control fragment isolated from a region of the plasmid < 1000 bp away 
from the 125I target site showed neither DSBs, nor sensitivity to repair enzyme probing.

P08/1336: Synchrotron photoactivation of cis-platin (PAT-Plat): radiobiological results

 Stéphanie Corde, Waikato hospital, France;  Nicolas Foray,  Anne-Marie Charvet,  Jean-François Le Bas,  François Estève, 
 Jacques Balosso, EA RSRM, Unité IRM, CHU A. Michallon, France;  Hélène Elleaume, E.A. RSRM, Université Joseph Fourier, 
France

Combination of cis-platinum with ionizing radiation is one of the most promising anti-cancer treatments that appears to be more 
effi cient than radiotherapy alone. Unlike conventional X-rays emitters, accelerators of high energy particles, like synchrotrons, 
display powerful and monochromatizable radiation in the medium X-rays region (10-100 keV) that makes theoretically possible 
the induction by photoelectric effect of a specifi c electronic inner shell ionisation in stable heavy elements. Thus the synchrotron 
external photoactivation of stable platinum (PAT-Plat) binded to DNA through the chemotherapy alkylating-like molecule 
cis-platinum is proposed as an experimental chemo-auger radiotherapy modality. Here were examined the radiobiological 
consequences of one of the fi rst attempt of synchrotron PAT-Plat, performed at the medical beamline ID17 of the European 
Synchrotron Research Facility (Grenoble-France). On SQ20B human tumoral cell line, PAT-Plat performed around K-edge of 
platinum (78.4 keV) was found to result in an absence of difference between survival curves between control and pre-treated cells 
irradiated either below or above Pt K-edge [1]. However for this last particular energy, molecular results showed an extra-number 
of slowly repairable DNA double-strand breaks, an inhibition of DNA-PK activity, dramatic nuclear relocalization of RAD51, 
hyperphosphorylation of BRCA1 protein and activation of proto-oncogenic c-Abl tyrosine. Discussion of these results could rely 
on the intrinsic chemotoxicity of the pharmacological agent, and on the inhibition of NHEJ DNA damages repair pathways as well, 
in favour of the homologous recombination.

Reference: [1] « Lack of cell death enhancement after irradiation by monochromatic synchrotron X-ray at the K-edge of 
platinum incorporated in living SQ20B human cells as cis-diamminedichloroplatinum (II)»; Corde S. et al. (2002) Radiation 
Research 158 (6): 763-770
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P08/1337: Study on cell survival, induction of apoptosis and micronucleus formation in SCL-II and RTiV3 
cells after exposure to the Auger electron emitter Tc-99m

 Katrin Kadenbach,  Ralf Kriehuber, AG Molekulare Strahlenbiologie, Institut für Zellbiolog, Germany;  Sakiko Hornik, Institut für 
Strahlenhygiene, Bundesamt für Strahlensch, Germany;  Dieter G Weiss, University Rostock, Germany

Cell survival, induction of apoptosis and micronucleus (MN) formation have been investigated in the human squamous cell 
carcinoma cell line SCL-II and in the rat tracheal cell line RTiV3 after exposure to the Auger electron emitter Tc-99m.

Cells were either acutely gamma(Co-60)-irradiated (0.78 Gy/min) or exposed to Tc-99m-Pertechnetate (25-300 MBq/20ml) for 
24 h under cell culture conditions and assayed for cell survival (Colony-forming assay), micronucleus formation (Cytochalasin B 
assay) and the frequency of apoptotic cells (Fluorescence microscopy). Analytical dosimetrical models have been applied to derive 
the absorbed dose corresponding to the accumulated decays of Tc-99m.

Absorbed doses up to 1.3 Gy could be achieved after Tc-99m exposure leading to no signifi cant cell killing in this dose range 
except at one dose point (0.25 Gy) in SCL-II cells. MN formation was consistently lower when compared to Co-60 irradiated 
cells and showed a linear dose-response. The apoptotic response in SCL-II cells after Tc-99m exposure was described best by 
a 3rd order polynomial and increased apoptosis induction could be observed at much lower doses (0.25 Gy) in comparison 
to the reference radiation (0.8 Gy). The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) has been determined for MN formation and 
apoptosis induction and was found to be in the range of 0.1- 1.3 for both investigated biological endpoints, depending on which 
mathematical model for describing the dose-effect curve was used. Up-take experiments revealed an activity concentration ratio 
cells vs. medium of 1.2 after 16 h up to 24 h of exposure.

No increased biological effectiveness of Tc-99m applied as Sodium-Pertechnetate could be observed in the investigated cell 
lines in comparison to gamma-irradiation. Induction of apoptosis is slightly increased after Tc-99m exposure in SCL-II cells and it 
has to be further evaluated, if this is due to the emitted Auger-component. A passive up-take mechanism of Tc-99m is proposed. The 
observed very low MN formation in comparison to apoptosis induction suggests a high sensitivity of the MN assay to dose-rate.

This work is supported by the Commission of the European Community (FIGD- CT-2000-00053).

P08/1338: Enhancement of x-ray-induced DNA damage with DNA bound molecules containing platinum

 Katsumi Kobayashi, Photon Factory, KEK, Japan;  Claude Le Sech, LCAM, Orsay, France

Photon-induced Auger effect could contribute a great deal in radiotherapy, because the ejected Auger electrons and/or multiply-
charged ion might induce DNA damage. The compound having a relatively heavy atom would be a candidate for the target 
molecule of radiotherapy, because of its large X-ray absorption coeffi cient. In this study, we adopted one of the platinum-
containing molecule, chloroterpyridine platinum II (PtTC), which binds to the DNA, and examined its possibility of application to 
the radiotherapy.

Solution of pBR322 plasmid DNA was mixed with the PtTC solution to achieve one platinum atom in every 5 base-pairs, and 
irradiated with the 11562 eV X-rays, the resonance energy of PtTC around the L

3
 absorption edge of platinum. Irradiation was 

performed at BL-27B of the Photon Factory, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan. After irradiation, the numbers of single- and double-strand 
breaks (DSBs) were measured by a gel electrophoresis.

Enhancement of the DSB induction was observed when the plasmids contained PtTC. Even when off-resonant X-rays were 
irradiated, DSB yield were higher than expected based upon the absorption cross section. In addition, more than 85 % DSBs 
in the presence of PtTC were scavengable by DMSO, which means more than 85 % DSBs were mediated by water radicals. A 
mechanism could be suggested that the photoelectrons generated from the ionization of water ionize platinum atoms effi ciently. 
Since the heavy atoms have a large collision cross section with electrons, these atoms located close to DNA likely behave as 
a radiosensitizer, and hence the DNA-binding compounds containing heavy atoms have the potential to be a radiosensitizer in 
radiotherapy for the treatment of tumors.

Recently, we started the experiment with mammalian cells in order to demonstrate the potentiality of PtTC. The results with 
the Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells cultured with and without PtTC will be presented.

P08/1339: On the biological effectiveness of incorporated 99mTc

 Ekkehard Pomplun,  Ralf Hille, Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany;  Michel Terrissol,  Corinne Martin, CPAT, Universite Paul Sa
batier Toulouse, France

99mTc is frequently used in diagnostic nuclear medicine because in addition to an appropriate half-life (T
1/2

 = 6,01 h) it is supposed 
to be a pure gamma emitter (140,5 keV). However, the transition from the metastable to the ground state includes internal 
conversion processes, which cause the release of Auger and conversion electrons. Ultra soft X rays depositing their energy mainly 
via photoeffect initiating thereby also low energy photoelectrons and an additional Auger electron have shown an increased RBE. 
Therefore, to quantify the biological effi ciency of incorporated 99mTc, these electrons should be particularly considered.

Methodically, this paper encloses the following steps: (1) Electron emission spectra of 99mTc have been generated by Monte 
Carlo simulation; (2) with subsequent track structure calculations the induction of DNA strand breaks with different complexity 
was modelled, and (3) ultra soft X ray simulation has been used for comparison.

The results show an emission of 4 electrons on average per 99mTc decay. The energies are partly in the same range as those 
produced by ultra soft X rays. Within a spherical volume of 10 µm diameter, typical for a mammalian cell, about 2.5 keV electron 
energy will be deposited per decay. On the basis of the same number of decays or photoeffects, respectively, 99mTc causes a nearly 
identical spectrum of primary DNA strand breaks as carbon K radiation.
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P08/1340: Expression of CONNEXIN43 is highly sensitive to ionizing radiation: implications for the 
radiation-induced bystander effect

 Edouard I Azzam,  Sonia M de Toledo,  Li Chen, UMDNJ – New Jersey Medical School, United States;  John B Little, Harvard Scho
ol of Public Health, United States

In order to gain a greater understanding of the mechanisms underlying the cellular responses to low-dose ionizing radiation, gene 
expression profi les were examined by microarray analysis of cDNA from confl uent human diploid fi broblast cultures exposed 
to very low fl uences of α-particles. The data, supported by northern and western analyses, indicate that radiation induces a 
signifi cant up-regulation of CONNEXIN43 expression. This phenomenon was observed in a variety of irradiated cell types. These 
fi ndings are consistent with our previous observations that connexin43 mediated gap-junction intercellular communication is 
involved in the bystander response observed in cell cultures exposed to fl uences of α-particles by which only a very small fraction 
of the cell nuclei is traversed by a particle track (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 98: 473, 2001). Increased mRNA levels in cells from 
irradiated cultures correlated with increased connexin43 protein levels by about 4 h after irradiation. The induction of connexin43 
was observed by mean-α-particle doses as low as 0.16 cGy, and also in cells exposed to γ-rays, t-butyl hydroperoxide and 
hyperthermia. Exposure to these stresses also resulted in post-translational modifi cation of connexin43; increased phosphorylation 
and hyperphosphorylation of the protein was observed. Up-regulation of connexin43 expression in ionizing radiation exposed 
cells correlated with functional communication through gap-junctions between irradiated and non-irradiated cells. In contrast, the 
response following ultraviolet radiation varied and was cell type dependent. Overall, these data suggest a critical role for genes 
involved in intercellular communication in mediating the cellular responses to a variety of stresses.

P08/1341: Bystander effects in supernatants obtained from thyroid cultures exposed to gamma rays, protons 
and iron ions

 Cheryl G Burrell,  Brandon M Bianski,  Leticia Ortloff,  Eru Kyeyune-Nyombi,  Mitul Mehta,  Adrian Chen,  Lora M Green, 
Loma Linda University, United States

Recent evidence has shown that there are transferable factor(s) present in the supernatant of irradiated cell cultures that, when 
introduced to non-irradiated cells, confers damage similar to that induced in cells directly exposed to radiation. This phenomenon 
is termed the bystander effect. We tested this bystander effect on follicle-forming FRTL-5 cells. First the cells were irradiated 
with various doses of gamma, protons and iron ions, and their conditioned media collected. The collected media were used to 
culture non-irradiated cells for various lengths of time, and the cells assayed for micronucleus formation and DNA damage. In 
the micronucleus assay the resulting damage was equivalent to damage seen in cells directly exposed to the respective radiation. 
The micronuclei were produced at a frequency (14/100 binucleated cells scored) equivalent to cells directly exposed to iron ions. 
The same fi ndings of micronuclei formation were found in cells treated with gamma (1.4/100) and proton (2.4/100) irradiated 
supernatants. DNA damage was assessed by a Tunnel assay and an assay referred to as the Jam Assay. Preliminary data from the 
Jam assay support the micronuclei formation data. The Tunnel assay gave inconsistent results suggesting that the timing allowed 
damaged cells to be lost. Collectively, the fi ndings support that a transferable factor(s) is produced by irradiated cells and is 
capable of inducing damage in unirradiated cells. This bystander effect mechanism will have signifi cant implications for dose 
estimation, for if the delivered dose can be communicated by a soluble factor(s) to distant un-irradiated neighboring cells or tissues 
than clearly there is an amplifi cation of the effect that needs to be considered.

P08/1342: An investigation of bystander effects in schizosaccharomyces pombe

 Linda C DeVeaux,  Douglas P Wells, Idaho State University, United States;  Lynn S Durtschi,  Mohamed Reda,  Catalin Frujinoiu, 
 Frank Harmon, Idaho State University/Idaho Accelerator Center, United States

‘Bystander’ effects have been documented in various mammalian cell types and appear to act by two distinct mechanisms. One 
response requires a functional gap-junction. A non gap-junction-mediated response has also been observed in human cell lines, 
indicating release of a signaling factor. No analogous response has been investigated in unicellular organisms.

Given that DNA damage signaling pathways are present in simple eukaryotes, we investigated bystander signaling effects 
using a single-celled organism, the fi ssion yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe. This organism may provide a much simpler model 
system than higher eukaryotic cells for studying these effects. We measured survival and mutation rate in an unirradiated culture 
after exposure to an irradiated culture. These two cultures were mixed immediately after irradiation, and any signaling factor that 
was produced had direct and continuous access to the unirradiated cells during subsequent cell divisions. The irradiated culture 
was from a multiply auxotrophic strain, whereas the unirradiated culture was from a prototrophic strain. Surviving colonies of 
the unirradiated culture were thus easily distinguished from those arising from irradiated cells. Mutation rates were measured as 
forward mutation to 2-deoxyglucose resistance. We have investigated bystander effects with electron and gamma dose from 6 to 
20 MeV electron linacs. We varied electron beam energies, dose rates and temporal distributions of dose. The importance of this 
research stems from the fundamental evolutionary signifi cance of cell signaling of any kind in unicellular systems, representing a 
major step toward the evolution of multi-cellular states.

This work was supported by the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory under contract number 684-045-
59 and by the Idaho State Board of Education under contract number 691-008-01.
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P08/1343: Bystander effects through gap junction channels by heavy-ion microbeam

 Yoshiya Furusawa,  Koichi Ando,  Mizuho Aoki, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Chunlin Shao, 
Gray Cancer Institute, United Kingdom;  Yasuhiko Kobayashi,  Tomoo Funayama,  Seiichi Wada, Japan Atomic Energy Research In
stitute, Japan

The chemical factor involved in bystander effect and its transfer pathway were investigated in a confl uent human fi broblast 
cell (AG1522) population. Micronuclei (MN) and G1-phase arrest were detected in cells irradiated by carbon (~100 keV/µm) 
ions at HIMAC. A very low dose irradiation showed a high effectiveness in producing MN, suggesting a bystander effect. This 
effectiveness was enhanced by 8-Br-cAMP treatment that increases gap junctional intercellular communication (GJIC). On the 
other hand, the effect was reduced by 5% DMSO treatment, which reduce the reactive oxygen species (ROS), and suppressed by 
100 mM lindane treatment, an inhibitor of GJIC. In addition, the radiation-induced G1-phase arrest was also enhanced by cAMP, 
and reduced or suppressed by DMSO or lindane.

A microbeam device (JAERI) was also used for these studies. It was found that exposing one single cell in a confl uent cell 
population to exactly one argon (~1260 keV/µm) or neon (~430 keV/µm) ion, additional MN could be detected in many other 
unirradiated cells. The yield of MN increased with the number of irradiated cells. However, there was no signifi cant difference in 
the MN induction when the cells were irradiated by increasing number of particles. MN induction by bystander effect was partly 
reduced by DMSO, and effectively suppressed by lindane.

Our results obtained from both random irradiation and precise numbered irradiation indicate that both GJIC and ROS 
contributed to the radiation-induced bystander effect, but the cell gap junction channels likely play an essential role in the release 
and transfer of radiation-induced chemical factors.

P08/1344: Comparison of the survival of directly irradiated cells and cells exposed to medium containing 
bystander factors after over 50 cell doublings

 Edward J Keyes,  Fiona M Lyng,  Orla Howe,  Colin Seymour, RESC Ireland, Ireland; Paul  Schofi eld, University of Cambridge, 
United Kingdom;  Carmel Mothersill, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland

The bystander effect is a mechanism by which cells exposed to high or low LET radiation can either transmit the damage to 
neighbouring unhit cells or can transmit the damage through the cell medium to unirradiated cells. The bystander effect has been 
shown to produce a variety of endpoints, including cell death, changes in gene expression and chromosomal aberration. The 
bystander effect may increase the risk of exposure to a low dose of radiation. According to the UNSCEAR 2000 report only doses 
above 100 mGy will produce signifi cant increase in risk for most tumour types in man and it is only in utero that a signifi cant 
induction in tumour size has been found for doses in the 10-20 mGy range. This research indicates that ICCM (irradiated cell 
conditioned medium) from cells irradiated at 5mGy can induce effects in non exposed cells including, Ca2+ intracellular fl ux, 
altered survival and increased production of heat shock proteins and other proteins associated with apoptosis induction. Epigenetic 
changes (de-novo methylation) as a result of exposure to 5mGy ICCM have also been seen to be induced by 5 mGy ICCM. The 
effects persist and have been detected in progeny of cells at least 50 population doublings after the progenitors were exposed to 
the ICCM. While these effects do not prove that the risk of cancer induction in vivo is increased at low doses, any perturbation of 
pathways involved in the life or death sectoring decisions made by cells after exposure to DNA damaging agents, may impact on 
the number of mutations (including those involved in cancer progression) which can be perpetuated in cell populations.

P08/1345: The effect of bystander medium on the apoptotic process in HPV-G cells

 Paula Maguire,  Fiona Lyng, Radiation and Environmental Centre, Ireland;  Colin Seymour, RESC Ireland;  Carmel Mothersill, 
Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland

It has been shown in recent years that in both in vivo and in vitro situations irradiated cells cause what is known as the bystander 
effect. This presently unknown factor causes chromosomal aberrations, initiation of apoptosis and reduced clonogenic survival. 
Using the medium transfer method to study the bystander effect, this study investigated early events in the apoptotic cascade, 
which leads to cell death in cells receiving medium from irradiated cells but which were not themselves irradiated.

Medium from irradiated ( 0.005Gy to 5Gy) human HPV G keratinocytes was harvested one hour after irradiation, sterile 
fi ltered and transferred on to unirradiated HPV-G cells. The appearance of apopotic markers in the apoptotic cascade was 
monitored over a period of 48 hours following medium transfer. These apoptotic markers include loss of mitochondrial membrane 
potential, cytochrome c release and the activity of the death inducing caspase 3. Clonogenic survival of HPV-G cells over a nine 
day period was also monitored to assess the fi nal survival of the cells. A TUNEL assay, which indicated the level of apoptosis 
over a 72 hour period after exposure to bystander medium was also performed. Data collected in this study indicates that for very 
low doses (0.005Gy) the appearance of well-characterised early “apoptotic” markers such as changes in mitochondrial membrane 
potential doesn’t mean the cell has committed to the apoptotic cascade leading to cell death. This has been illustrated for bystander 
medium from 0.005Gy irradiated cells, which causes mitochondrial membrane potential depolarisation after six-hour exposure but 
little difference has been noted for clonogenic survival for exposure to 0.005Gy bystander medium from that of the control.

The results may help clarify how cells sector to death or survival following receipt of a signal from a radiation event.
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P08/1347: Synergy between chemotherapy and alpha particles: effects in cells directly hit and in bystander cells

 Jeffrey A Coderre, Rong Wang, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States

Radioimmunotherapy with alpha-emitting nuclides offers the potential for selective targeting of micrometastatic sites. The short 
range of alpha particles and limited penetration of the labeled antibody into the tumor make it diffi cult to deliver a lethal dose 
to all tumor cells. In an effort to improve the extent and uniformity of tumor cell kill, experiments are underway to evaluate the 
ability of chemotherapy agents to produce synergistic effects in cells directly hit by alpha particles and in bystander cells. An alpha 
particle cell irradiation system comprised of planar americium-241 alpha particle sources together with custom-made cell culture 
dishes with replaceable mylar bottoms has been constructed and characterized. By changing the alpha particle source, the dose 
rate to cells on the mylar membrane can be varied from 0.0013 Gy/min to 13 Gy/min. The residual range of the alpha particles 
after exiting the mylar membrane is approximately 30 µ/m. Preliminary results with alpha particle exposure in the presence or 
absence of low concentrations of either taxol or oxaliplatin show evidence of synergistic effects. A series of plastic grids have 
been designed and constructed that can be interposed between the alpha particle source and the cells to partially block the alpha 
particles. The ratio of open area to shielded area is kept constant at 50% but the diameter and total number of circular openings 
in the grid is varied, thus changing the proportion of bystander cells present close to the edge between the open and shielded 
zones. This approach creates a two-dimensional model system for micrometastatic tumors of various sizes where the shielded 
areas represent the deeper portions of a tumor beyond the range of surface-bound alpha particles. Experiments are underway to 
determine whether there are synergistic effects between the chemotherapy agents and the bystander cells.

P08/1348: A comparison of the direct and indirect effects of low LET radiation on mitochondrial oxygen 
consumption rate and induction of mtDNA mutations

 Sharon Nugent, Radiation and Environmental Science Centre, DIT, Ireland;  Carmel Mothersill,  James EJ Murphy, Dublin Institut
e of Technology, Ireland;  Colin Seymour, RESC Ireland, Ireland

Growing evidence has recently accumulated showing that “bystander effects” can be observed in cells that were not themselves 
irradiated, but where in the vicinity of irradiated cells, or exposed to medium from irradiated cells. The aim of this study was to 
examine if medium from irradiated cells could initiate irregular mitochondrial function in non-irradiated cells and compare this 
to mitochondrial function in directly irradiated cells. Human keratinocytes (HPV-G cell line) and Chinese hamster fi broblasts 
(CHO) were irradiated with 5.0 Gy γ rays. Cells were then either harvested and examined or the medium from these irradiated 
cells was transferred to non-irradiated cells and these cells then harvested and examined. The oxygen consumption rate of 
whole cells, permeabilised with digitonin, was determined in a Clarke-type oxygen electrode measuring state 4, state 3 and 
uncoupled rates of respiration. Mitochondrial DNA was extracted and selected regions of the mitochondrial genome amplifi ed 
and mutations and small deletions identifi ed by Single Strand Conformation Polymorphism analysis and Restriction Fragment 
Length Polymorphism analysis respectively. Reduced oxygen consumption was observed in both HPV-G cells and CHO cells as 
a result of both direct irradiation and exposure to medium from irradiated cells. Point mutations were observed in mitochondrial 
DNA from HPV-G and CHO cells that were directly irradiated, though no small deletions were identifi ed. The data in this study 
suggests that mitochondrial dysfunction resulting from direct irradiation may be similarly induced in non-irradiated cells by a 
factor or number of factors released into growth medium from irradiated cells. The compact mitochondrial genome also incurs the 
generation of point mutations in irradiated cells, which may well result in the reduced or irregular synthesis of 1 or more of the 13 
mitochondrially encoded polypeptides that make up subunits of complexes I, III, IV and V of oxidative phosphorylation.

P08/1349: Detection of genomic instability in α-irradiated and bystander human fi broblasts

 Brian Ponnaiya,  Gloria Jenkins-Baker,  Alan Bigelow, CRR, Columbia University, United States;  Stephen Marino, 
Columbia University, United States;  Charles R Geard, CRR, Columbia University, New York, United States

We have previously demonstrated a radiation induced bystander effect using novel co-culturing techniques where irradiated and 
bystander cells were cultured on two surfaces of mylar separated by media. Here we present data from experiments designed to 
investigate the induction of chromosomal aberrations in irradiated and bystander fi broblasts using these co-culturing techniques. 
Immortalized fi broblasts ((BJ1-tert) were cultured on both mylar surfaces and cells on one side were irradiated with 0.1 or 1 Gy 
-particles (an average of 1 and 10 particles per cell nucleus respectively), the two sides were separated 1 hour post irradiation and 
analyzed for chromosomal aberrations using standard Giemsa staining at either immediate or delayed time points.

At 24-30 hours post irradiation, frequencies of chromosomal aberrations in irradiated populations were increased in a dose dependent 
manner as expected. Populations that received 0.1 and 1 Gy had 0.3 and 1.3 aberrations/cell; these aberrations were almost exclusively 
chromosome type aberrations. In contrast, at these times bystander populations had elevated yields of chromatid-type aberrations.

When assayed at later times (15-20 population doublings post irradiation) both irradiated and bystander cells demonstrated 
elevated frequencies of chromatid-type aberrations. Frequencies in the irradiated populations ranged from 0.07 to 0.09 aberrations/
cell at 15 doublings, and 0.09-0.14/cell at 20 doublings, with no apparent dose response. Aberration frequencies in the bystander 
populations were between 0.08-0.14 per cell at the delayed time points assayed. Interestingly, the chromatid-type aberrations 
observed immediately post irradiation in the bystander cells, and at later times in both the irradiated and bystander populations 
were qualitatively similar to those previously observed at delayed times in neutron irradiated epithelial cells. Furthermore, there 
was a similar lack of a dose response in those studies as well.

Currently experiments are ongoing to examine irradiated and bystander cells at immediate and delayed times for the presence 
of chromosomal aberrations that are not detectable by standard Giemsa staining (e.g. translocations) using mFISH analyses.
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P08/1350: Single cell low dose studies of bystander cell killing with targeted ultrasoft x-rays

 Giuseppe Schettino,  Kevin M Prise,  Melvyn Folkard,  Boris Vojnovic,  Barry D Michael, Gray Cancer Institute, United Kingdom; 
 Lijun Wu, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China;  Kathrin D Held, Harvard University, United States

Bystander responses have attracted considerable interest in the recent years and several investigations have reported a binary 
behavior with the effect triggered by very small doses and immediately reaching a plateau. The Ultrasoft X-ray Microprobe in 
operation at the GCI is a facility designed to precisely assess the biological response of individual cells in vitro irradiated with 
a sub-micron size X-ray beam . Although recent improvements have upgrade the facility with AlK and TiK X-rays, most of the 
bystander studies have been performed using CK X-rays of 278 eV. The high sensitivity and the accurate irradiation and revisiting 
of the individual samples allowed us to investigate specifi c characteristics of the bystander phenomenon. In particular, evidences 
of a dose dependency of cell killing by bystander effect have been found at doses below 0.2 Gy where no differences is observed 
between all cell and single cell irradiation. Recent improvements have also allowed us to individually identify the phase of the 
cell cycle of all samples exposed. Although the G2-S phase have been found the most sensitive in responding to the bystander 
signal (a factor of 1.3), cells in the G1 phase also respond signifi cantly while the phase of the irradiated cell doesn’t seem to play 
a critical role. The time scale of the bystander effect has also been investigated by irradiating the same sample(s) twice with a few 
hours gap between exposures. Results indicate that the bystander signal is transmitted within a few minutes from the irradiation as 
replacing the medium immediately after irradiation does not infl uence the response, and it doesn’t depend on the number of cells 
irradiated (up to 5). However, after a resting time of a few hours (3 h), the system seems to reset itself and a second irradiation 
has been shown to trigger a further bystander effect. Finally, by considering the total amount of energy deposited in to the sample 
population as critical parameter (instead of the nuclear dose), it emerges that the extent of the bystander effect is inversely 
proportional to the number of cells irradiated. This could indicate a correlation between severity of DNA damage and bystander 
effect as future work with scavengers may reveal.

P08/1351: Gene expression changes and chromosomal abberations in TK-6 cells after exposure to TK-6 
clastogenic factors

 Segura M Tamika,  Diana Wilkinson,  Louise Prud’homme-Lalonde, Defence R&D Canada-Ottawa, Canada;  Erika Thorleifson, 
Health Canada, Canada

It is well accepted that cells in response to radiation exposure may release certain transmissible factors. These transmissible 
factors, clastogenic factors, have been reported to induce genomic instability in cells that have not been exposed to radiation. 
We hypothesize that this observed bystander effect might be a consequence of cellular interactions via secretary proteins such 
as cytokines released by the irradiated cells to affect the non-irradiated cells and initiate a systemic stress response to deal 
with the exposure. We will identify some of these stress response factors induced by ionizing radiation. TK-6 cells, a human 
lymphoblastoid cell line with a stable kariotype and a functional p53 protein, were chosen as the surrogate for determining the 
stress response activation. Non-irradiated TK-6 cells were co-cultured with irradiated and non-irradiated TK-6 or whole blood in 
trans-wells, where the cells were kept separate but the culture media was free to diffuse across the membrane. Cytokine microarray 
analysis 4 hours post co-culturing monitored the cytokine gene expression changes and the dicentric assay was used to evaluate 
chromosomal aberrations in TK-6 cells.

P08/1352: Protective and detrimental bystander effects induced by x-irradiation in the limb bud cell cultures 
of fetal mice

 Bing Wang,  Harumi Ohyama,  Yi Shang,  Osami Yukawa,  Shiro Aizawa,  Isamu Hayata, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, 
Japan

Radioadaptive response and bystander effect represent important phenomena in radiobiology with an impact on the novel 
bioresponse mechanisms and risk estimates. The micromass cultures of limb bud cells (LBCs) provide an in vitro cellular 
maturation system, in which progress of cellular proliferation and differentiation is comparably paralleled to that of in vivo. This 
paper reports for the fi rst time the evidential correlation and interaction, which simultaneously exist in the micromass culture 
system, between radioadaptive response and bystander effect.

A radioadaptive response was induced in LBCs of embryonic day 11 (E11) ICR mice. Conditioning irradiation of the E11 cells 
with 30 cGy resulted in a signifi cant protective effect against the occurrence of apoptosis, inhibition of cellular proliferation and 
differentiation induced by a challenging dose of 5 Gy given next day.

Both protective and detrimental bystander effects were observed, namely, irradiating 50% of the E11 cells with 30 cGy 
led to a successful induction of radioadaptive response, and irradiating 70% of the E12 cells with 5 Gy produced comparably 
the detrimental effect to that of when all the cells were irradiated. Further, the bystander effects were markedly vanished by 
pretreatment of the cells with inhibitors to block the gap junction-mediated intracellular communication.

These results indicated that the bystander effect played an important role in both the induction of a protective effect by the 
conditioning dose and the detrimental effect by the challenging irradiation. Concerning the underlying mechanism, the gap 
junction-mediated intracellular communication was suggested being involved in the induction of the bystander effects.
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P08/1353: Relationship between the adaptive response and bystander effect produced by single cell 
irradiation using a focused ultrasoft x-ray microbeam

 Lijun Wu, Key Laboratory of Ion Beam Bioengineering, China;  Giuseppe Schettino,  Melvyn Folkard,  Zengliang Yu, 
Gray Cancer Institute, UK, China;  Kevin Prise,  Barry Michael, Gray Cancer Institute, UK, United Kingdom;  Yugang Wang, 
Peking University, China

Using the cell killing method and our newly developed focused carbon-K ultrasoft X-rays, we tested for an interaction between 
bystander responses and adaptive responses by irradiating only one V79 cell in a population with a dose of 0.2 or 1Gy, combined 
with a conventional 240kVp X irradiation (0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.2 or 1Gy) 2 hours before or after bystander treatment. The clonogenic 
survival of V79 cells was precisely measured by a single cell revisiting assay after incubation for 3 days. Our results clearly 
showed that the cell killing by the bystander treatment could be reduced by about 5% if we treated the cells with a very low 
dose of conventional 240kVp X-rays of 0.01 or 0.05Gy (at which dose they only kill 1 or 2% cells in a population), whether the 
conventional dose was given before or after bystander irradiation. When the conventional dose was increased to 0.2 or 1Gy (at 
which dose they could kill about 10 or 25% V79 cells), no adaptive response was found if we treated the cells with conventional 
irradiation fi rst and bystander irradiation afterwards. However, the adaptive responses observed when we irradiated a single cell 
within the whole cell population before 0.2 or 1Gy conventional irradiation was given. This showed that the bystander-mediated 
adaptive response could increase the cell survival by 5 or 8% respectively compared with the cell killing by conventional 
irradiation of 0.2 or 1Gy only. We also tested the distribution of dead clones in the microbeam dishes either for bystander 
irradiation only or combined with conventional X-rays. We did not fi nd any distance relationship between the irradiated cell and 
non-irradiated cells, which was consistent with our previous bystander irradiation studies showing an equal probability of fi nding 
damaged clones any where in the scanned area of the dish.

P08/1354: Mechanistic studies on radiation-induced bystander responses in human lung fi broblasts

 Hongning Zhou,  Rudranath Persaud, Center for Radiological Research, Columbia University, United States;  Debasish Roy, 
 Stephen Marino,  Gary Johnson,  Tom K Hei, Columbia University, United States

Considerable evidence has emerged suggesting that direct nuclear damage may not be essential in mediating the genotoxic effects 
of radiation. Non-irradiated bystander cells have been demonstrated to exhibit responses similar to irradiated cells, especially 
damage corresponding to low-dose radiation exposure. Although there is evidence supporting gap junction mediated cell-cell 
communication and secretion of growth factors by irradiated cells as being involved in mediating the bystander effect, the nature 
of the signaling molecule(s) remains unclear. Utilizing specially designed mylar dishes, it was possible to separate and study 
non-irradiated, bystander normal human lung fi broblasts from their irradiated counterparts. The survival fraction of bystander 
cells, when compared with controls, decreased signifi cantly after hit cells received a dose of 0.5 Gy alpha particles. Using cDNA 
expression arrays, the differentially expressed genes in bystander cells was examined at various time points following irradiation. 
Batch of genes involved in several signal transduction pathways were found to be altered in bystander cells. These fi ndings will 
be confi rmed by RT-PCR and/or Northern blot. Possible cross-linked signal transduction pathways on radiation-induced bystander 
effect in normal human lung fi broblasts are currently being examined. (This work was supported in part by NIH grants CA 49062, 
CA 75384 and the Columbia Microbeam Facility NIH Research Resource Center grant RR 11623).

P08/1355: Bimodal cell death induced by high radiation doses in the radioresistant sf9 insect cell line

 Sudhir Chandna, Division of Biocybernetics & Radiopharmaceuticals, Inst, India;  Divya Khaitan,  Rakesh K Seth, 
 Bilikere S Dwarakanath, Institute of Nuclear Medicine and Allied Sciences, India

Purpose: This study was conducted to investigate the mode(s) of cell death induced by high radiation doses in the highly 
radioresistant Sf9 insect ovarian cell line. Methods: Cells were exposed to γ-radiation doses 200Gy and 500Gy, harvested at 
various time intervals (6h-72h) following irradiation, and subjected to cell morphology assay, DNA agarose gel electrophoresis, 
single cell gel electrophoresis (SCGE; comet assay) and Annexin-V labeling for the detection of membrane phosphatidylserine 
externalization. Cell morphology was assessed in cells entrapped and fi xed in agarose gel directly from the cell suspension, thus 
preventing the possible loss of fragments/ apoptotic bodies. Results: Surviving fraction of Sf9 cells was 0.01 at 200Gy and <0.005 
at 500Gy. Annexin-V labeling was enhanced signifi cantly 6h onwards at both the doses, indicating apoptotic cell death. However, 
DNA agarose gel electrophoresis revealed higher molecular weight fragmentation at 200Gy and typical internucleosomal digestion 
at 500Gy. Majority of the cells undergoing death after 200Gy retained spherical shape and protein content even after DNA was 
completely digested in situ, and production of apoptotic bodies was negligible. However, a dose of 500Gy resulted in considerable 
production of apoptotic bodies. Fluorescent detection with FITC-PI combination revealed that these apoptotic bodies retained 
proteins even after completion of DNA digestion. Results obtained with the SCGE technique correlated well with agarose gel 
electrophoresis and changes in cell morphology, as it could detect a very high frequency of cells (>98%) undergoing extensive 
DNA fragmentation at 500Gy, whereas the frequency of cells with DNA fragmentation was considerably less (~12%) at 200Gy. 
Conclusions: While the mode of cell death at 200Gy seems to be different from typical apoptosis, a dose of 500Gy induced 
bimodal cell death, with typical apoptotic as well as the atypical cell death observed at 200Gy.
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P08/1356: Radiation-induced apoptosis in human lymphocytes characterized 
by infrared microspectroscopy (FT-IR)

 Nathalie J Gault,  Jean-Louis Lefaix, CEA, France

Detection of radiation-induced apoptosis at the single cell level requires a method that allows analysis of individual cells for 
the molecular changes. These changes are mainly loss of phospholipid asymmetry in membrane cell, and severe fragmentation/ 
condensation of DNA and nuclear matrix proteins, characteristics that can be revealed by FT-IRM.In the present in vitro 
study, normal circulating human lymphocytes were given 6 Gy single dose and studied from days 1 to 4 after irradiation. As 
the percentage of apoptotic lymphocytes increased, important changes in molecular vibrations of proteins and DNA were 
progressively observed in the IR spectra of apoptotic lymphocytes as compared to spectra of control lymphocytes: 1) the content 
of beta-sheet structure proteins progressively increased in the total cellular protein composition; 2)the DNA content progressively 
decreased; 3) changes in the IR bands due to vibrations of characteristic structural DNA phosphodiester groups at 1088 and 1242 
cm-1 and the base-paired DNA strands band at 1714 cm-1 were observed. Surprisingly, IR bands due to vibrations of phospholipid 
structural groups were only changed at day 4 after irradiation. These molecular changes were directly related to the apoptotic 
process, as dtermined by AnnexinV-FITC fl ow cytometry studies and DNA gel electrophoresis(*). Recent studies confi rmed 
these radiation-induced apoptotic spectral modifi cations in the HaCaT Keratinocyte cell line (**). Thus, FT-IRM constitutes a 
new tool in radiation biology, allowing biochemical analysis at the single cell level. Next studies will be focused on the FT-IRM 
characterization of immediate radiation-induced molecular changes in human cells, according to the type of radiation used. Gault 
and Lefaix, Radiation Research, 2003, ( *)in press, (**)submitted

P08/1357: The involvement of ceramide/sphingomyelinase in high and low LET radiation induced apoptosis 
in human tumor cells

 Cecilia Glöckner,  Margareta R Edgren, Oncology-Pathology, Sweden;  Annelie E Meijer, Karolinska Institutet, Sweden

The aim of this study was to investigate and compare whether the apoptotic response induced after high and low linear energy 
transfer (LET) is mediated via the ceramid/sphingomyelinase pathway.

The human glioma cell line M059J, defi cient in the catalytic subunit of DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PKcs) and its 
isogenic but DNA-PK profi cient counterpart, M059K, were in vitro exposed to 1 and 4 Gy of accelerated nitrogen ions (140 eV/
nm, 8-12 Gy/min) and cobolt gamma-rays (0.2 eV/nm, 0.55 Gy/min). The activity of sphingomyelinase (SMase, acid [A-SMase] 
and neutral [N-SMase]) was measured in an appropriate environment at different times after irradiation. In parallel, the induction 
of apoptosis was analysed using morphological characterisation of apoptotic cells after dual fl uorescence staining and by cell size 
distribution studies.

Low and high LET irradiation induced apoptosis in both cell lines. After high LET radiation exposure there was an early 
apoptotic response, which peaked at 1-10 h post-irradiation. There was a pronounced enhanced activity of SMase following high 
LET irradiation in M059J cells. There was an increase of A-SMase at 3 h and of N-SMase at 10 h. Following low LET irradiation, 
there was an early response (10 h) of N-SMase in M059J cells. Compared to M059J cells, M059K cells did not show any response 
at low LET nor high LET.

The early apoptotic response seen in the DNA-PK defi cient human tumour cells (M059J) following exposure to high LET 
radiation is mediated via the ceramide/spingomyelinase pathway.

P08/1358: Re-establishment of the expression of p16INK4a in the p16INK4a defi cient SCL-II cell line 
recovers the G1/S cell cycle arrest and infl uences the apoptotic response after exposure to ionizing radiation

 Berit Gniech,  Ralf Kriehuber, AG Molekulare Strahlenbiologie, Institut für Zellbiolog, Germany;  Dieter G Weiss, 
University Rostock, Germany

To investigate the p16INK4a pathway and its possible role in apoptosis we re-established the p16INK4a gene expression in a 
squamous cancer cell line (SCL-II) lacking the expression of this protein.

After exposure to ionizing radiation (IR, 4 Gy and 8 Gy) p16INK4a-defi cient SCL-II cells displayed no G1/S cell cycle arrest 
but a prominent G2/M cell cycle block 12- 24 h post-irradiation. The apoptic response was delayed until 24 h post-irradiation. No 
induction of p53, which is constitutional over-expressed in this cell-line, and of p53 transactivated p21WAF1 after exposure to IR 
could be observed, suggesting dysfunctional p53. Rb showed an increased expression immediately post-irradiation. PCR revealed 
the presence of the exons of p16INK4a and p14ARF. The expression of p16INK4a and p14ARF could not be re-established after 
treatment (demethylation) with 5-aza-2’-deoxycytidine. First results in p16INK4a transfected SCL-II cells showed a recovery of 
the G1/S cell cycle arrest and an altered apoptotic response after IR-exposure.

We conclude that the IR-induced G1/S arrest and the apoptotic answer is coupled to the p16INK4a expression status in SCL-II 
cells.

This work is supported by the commission of the BMBF “International Research Center for Functional Life Science” 
(0314214A).
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P08/1359: The effects of radiation on p53-mutated glioma cells using cDNA microarray technique

 Frank QH Ngo,  Ya-Yan H Hsiao, National Yang Ming University, Taiwan

In this study, we investigated the effects of 10-Gy irradiation on cell-cycle arrest, apoptosis and clonogenic death in the p53-
mutated human U138MG (malignant glioblastoma) cell line. In order to evaluate time-dependent events in cellular responses to 
radiation, we did a time course study by incubating cells ranging from 0.5 to 48 hours after irradiation. Cell-cycle distribution 
and apoptosis were evaluated by fl ow cytometry using propidium iodide (PI) and annexin-V plus PI staining. Cell viability 
and proliferative capacity were studied by colony formation assay. Dual fl uorescence cDNA microarray technique was used to 
examine the differential expression patterns of the irradiated cells. The cDNA microarray chips used contained DNA sequences 
corresponding to 12,814 human genes. From the fl ow cytometry data, it can be observed that radiation induced G2/M phase arrest 
and that late apoptosis was more evident following G2/M arrest. After 36 hours, some cells underwent senescence and the remains 
continued on with the cell cycle. Microarray analyses revealed changes in the expression of a small number of cell-cycle-related 
genes (p21, cyclin B1, etc.) and cell-death genes (tumor necrosis factors, DDB2, etc.) suggesting their involvement in radiation-
induced cell-cycle arrest and apoptosis. In silico interpretations of the molecular mechanisms responsible for these radiation 
effects are in progress.

P08/1360: The effects of Epstein-Barr virus-encoded latent membrane protein-1 in the irradiated 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells

 Hsue-Yin Hsu,  Wen-Lin Hsu, Tzu-Chi University, Hualien, Taiwan

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is a common cancer in southern China and Taiwan. NPC is closely associated with Epstein-Barr 
virus (EBV) and the EBV encoded latent membrane protein-1 (LMP-1)is commonly found in the tumor cells. Radiotherapy is the 
effective choice for most of the NPC patients with different classifi cation and stages. The previous studies showed that EBV-
associated NPC tend to be more sensitive to radiotherapy and have been shown the better prognosis than that of EBV-negative 
NPC. It suggests that LMP-1 may be able to modulate the cellular sensitivity of apoptosis induced by radiation in some kinds 
of NPC cells. In our study, LMP-1-expressing HONE-1 NPC cells were taken to treat with radiation to investigate whether the 
LMP-1 can prevent the cells from apoptosis induced by irradiation. The growth of LMP-1-expressing HONE-1 NPC cells were not 
signifi cantly different from that without expressing LMP-1 at a giving dose of 2, 4 or 6Gy. However, the arrested cellular growth 
was found in LMP-1-expressing cells irradiated with a dose higher than 8Gy. In addition to the DNA fragmentation, the different 
levels of several related proteins of the apoptotic pathway and the mRNA of cell cycle arrest in these transfected cells were also 
investigated after various treatments.

P08/1361: Immuno-modifi cation with chronic low dose-rate gamma-radiation prolongs the life span of 
MRL-lpr mice

 Yasuhiro Ina, Low Dose Radiation Research Center, Japan;  Kazuo Sakai, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, 
Japan

The life span of MRL-lpr mice was prolonged with chronic low dose-rate gamma-radiation at 0.30 or 0.95 mGy/hr. The mice have 
deletion in the apoptosis-regulating fas gene that causes abnormal proliferation of lymphocytes, leading to severe whole-body 
lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly and many autoimmune diseases, including glomerulonephlitis, hepatitis, infl ammation in blood 
vessels, joints, lung, skin, intestine and brain, and a very short life. The mice are animal models of systemic lupus erythematosus, 
rheumatoid arthritis and Sjögren’s syndrome. In this study, the effects of chronic low dose-rate radiation were investigated on the 
above-described symptoms in MRL-lpr mice. Immuno-modifi cations as indicated from a signifi cant increase of immunologically 
important CD8+ T cells and a signifi cant decrease of autoreactive CD3+ CD45R/B220+ cells and the disease-specifi c CD45R/B220+ 
CD40+ cells were found in parallel with a decrease in lymphadenopathy, a possible cause of death, together with a decrease in 
proteinuria and brain damage.
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P08/1362: Apoptosis induced in human tumor cells after exposure to Auger electrons: comparison with 
gamma-ray exposure

 Amin I Kassis,  Tetsuro Urashima,  John B Little,  Ketai Wang,  James S Adelstein, Harvard Medical School, United States; 
 Hatsumi Nagasawa, Colorado State University, United States

We compared caspase-3 induction, DNA fragmentation, and bcl-2 family gene expression as markers for apoptosis in human 
malignant cell lines exposed to γ-radiation or Auger electrons emitted from DNA-incorporated iodine-125 (5-[125I]iodo-2’-
deoxyuridine [125IUdR]).

Following low-dose γ-ray or 125IUdR exposure, the highest induction of caspase-3 was observed in the radiation-sensitive 
tumor cell lines (LS174T and RKO) and the lowest induction in the radioresistant lines (TE671 and MCF7). Similarly, DNA 
fragmentation was most prominent in the radiosensitive cells, with the signals becoming stronger with increasing dose, while 
being undetectable in TE671 (γ-rays and 125IUdR) and MCF7 (125IUdR only) cells. Furthermore, the exposure of RKO cells to 
low (20% survival) or high (1% survival) doses of 125IUdR led to a dose-dependent upregulation of almost all pro-apoptotic 
or anti-apoptotic bcl-2 family genes, whereas in MCF7 cells (caspase-3 defective), no such overexpression was observed. The 
upregulation of these genes was not seen following γ-irradiation of either cell line.

The data suggest that (i) apoptotic cell death in LS174T and RKO cell lines, induced by exposure to γ-rays or Auger electrons, 
is dose-dependent, occurs through the caspase-3-mediated pathway, and correlates with radiation sensitivity (colony-forming 
assay); (ii) no correlation exists between γ-irradiation and expression of bcl-2 family genes in RKO or MCF7 cells, indicating that 
caspase-3-independent pathways may be activated through a nonmitochondrial-mediated apoptotic pathway; (iii) after 125IUdR 
exposure, the dose-related bcl-2 family gene expression seen in RKO cells but not in MCF7 cells indicates that a mitochondrial-
mediated pathway is selectively activated by 125IUdR; and (iv) DNA-incorporated iodine-125 is helpful in discriminating the 
pathways utilized by tumor cells undergoing apoptosis.

P08/1363: Mechanism of higher incidence of apoptosis by irradiation in C3H mouse macrophages

 Yoshihisa Kubota,  Hiroshi Sato,  Xue-Zhi Sun, Environmental and Toxicological Sciences Research Group, Japan; 
 Sentaro Takahashi, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

The present study was performed to elucidate the mechanism underlying higher sensitivity of C3H mouse macrophages with 
respect to irradiation-induced apoptosis. Gamma-irradiation at a dose of 10 Gy induced signifi cant apoptosis in peritoneal 
resident macrophages (PRMs) of C3H mice 4 hr after irradiation, but not three other strains of mice tested. The induction of 
apoptosis in PRMs of C3H mice increased in a dose-dependent manner up to 50 Gy, but in PRMs of B6 mice the percentage 
of apoptosis remained low even at a dose of 100 Gy. On the other hand, hydrogen peroxide induced apoptosis in PRMs of both 
strains at similar levels. Pretreatment of PRMs of C3H mice with buthionine sulfoximine or N-acetyl cysteine in order to alter the 
intracellular glutathione level signifi cantly affected hydrogen peroxide-induced apoptosis but had no effect at all on irradiation-
induced apoptosis. Sodium formate (a hydroxy radical scavenger) or deferoxamine mesylate (a potent iron chelater) had no 
effect on irradiation-induced apoptosis but Tiron, a cell permeable superoxide scavenger, signifi cantly interfered with it. The 
enzymatic activity of superoxide dismutase in the cell lysate of PRMs was measured using a commercial assay kit. The activity of 
superoxide dismutase was much lower in PRMs of C3H mice than in those of B6 mice. These results suggest that the remarkable 
irradiation-induced apoptosis observed only in PRMs of C3H mice can be attributed to the lower superoxide dismutase activity 
and that superoxide among reactive oxygen species produced by ionizing radiation is an important molecule in irradiation-induced 
apoptosis in PRMs of C3H mice.

P08/1364: The infl uence of elevated endogenous free radical production on apoptosis and genomic instability 
in transgenic growth hormone mice

 Jennifer A Lemon,  David Rollo,  Doug R Boreham, McMaster University, Canada

Previous studies have shown transgenic growth hormone mice (TGM) have signifi cantly elevated levels of endogenous reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) and lipid peroxidation, shortened lifespan (approximately 50% of normal siblings), greatly enhanced 
learning in youth, and accelerated aging with a rapid age-related loss of cognitive abilities. A complex oral antioxidant supplement 
was found to completely abolish the cognitive decline and signifi cantly extend longevity in TGM. We have determined in a 
recently completed experiment studying radiation-induced apoptosis that the antioxidant supplement signifi cantly reduces the 
elevated level of apoptosis seen in untreated old TGM compared to age-matched controls. It was also determined that older normal 
mice treated with the supplement also show a reduction in apoptosis. We are conducting experiments using spectral karyotyping to 
examine genomic instability in TGM and their normal siblings, that indicate, given their elevated ROS, TGM show an increase in 
chromosome aberrations compared to normal controls. Based on our previous experiments we speculate that TGM treated with the 
antioxidant supplement are expected to show a reduction in ROS induced chromosome aberrations.
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P08/1365: Biosynthesis and sub-cellular localization on nuclear clusterin (nCLU)

 Konstantin S Leskov,  Dmitri Klokov,  Jing Li,  Shinako Araki,  David A Boothman, Case Western Reserve University, United States

Clusterin (CLU) is an ionizing radiation (IR)-induced protein that is reported to have both pro- and anti-apoptotic functions. The 
major form of the CLU protein is secreted (sCLU), and is induced by low doses of IR (>2 cGy). Several groups have shown that 
sCLU acts as a protector against apoptosis. The existence of another, nuclear form of CLU (nCLU) was proposed and reported by 
us (Yang et. al., PNAS, 2000). We demonstrated that nCLU induced caspase-3-independent cell death upon forced over-expression 
in MCF7:WS8 breast cancer cells. We also demonstrated that the C-terminal coiled-coil domain of nCLU was responsible for 
cell death. Our recent data indicate that the N-terminal coiled-coil domain of nCLU bound to the C-terminal coiled-coil domain, 
promoting either intra-molecular folding or oligomerization. We showed that endogenous nCLU protein was induced in the 
nuclei of IR-treated cells by higher doses of IR (1 Gy), and we hypothesized that nCLU protein induction may be necessary for 
the elimination of severely damaged cells. We recently determined the mechanisms for nCLU synthesis. We isolated a cDNA for 
nCLU from IR-treated MCF7:WS8 breast cancer cells. This nCLU mRNA was produced by splicing together exons I and III, 
and eliminating exon II, which contained the fi rst AUG codon and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-targeting signal of sCLU. In 
the result of this alternative splicing, translation started from the second in-frame AUG codon positioned in exon III leading to 
the production of the nCLU protein. We are currently investigating the post-IR nuclear import of nCLU in mammalian cells. Our 
data indicate the presence of two functional Nuclear localization sequences (NLS) in nCLU. Enhancement of the IR-induced 
nuclear import of GFP-nCLU by Leptomycin B suggested that in the unirradiated cells nCLU is actively retained in the cytoplasm 
using Nuclear Export Sequence (NES). We propose that CLU RNA message undergoes alternative splicing resulting in pro- and 
anti-apoptotic form of the protein. We also explored nCLU expression in cells with different estrogen- and radiation sensitivities, 
interaction of nCLU with Ku70 and performed structure-function study of nCLU protein.

P08/1366: Is it possible to correlate the apoptotic response to the clonogenic cell survival after exposure to 
high and low LET radiation?

 Annelie E Meijer, Karolinska Institutet, Sweden;  Annica R-M Jernberg,  Linda M Persson,  Björn Cedervall,  Margareta R Edgren, 
Oncology-Pathology, Sweden

The aim of this study was to investigate whether an apoptotic response at a certain time after irradiation (early event) possibly 
could be related to the clonogenic cell survival (late event).

Clonogenic cell survival (CCS) and apoptosis are dose- and LET-dependent processes. However, apoptosis is also a time-
dependent process. Different techniques detect different stages in the apoptotic process and the measurements are infl uenced by 
for instance cell doublings and the engulfment of dying cells. Therefore it is diffi cult to quantitatively estimate the amount of cells 
undergoing apoptosis.

Human tumour cell lines with different origin, radiosensitivity and gene status (the melanoma cell line AA [wt p53], the glioma 
cell lines M059J [DNA-PK defi cient] and M059K [DNA-PK profi cient]), were in vitro exposed to accelerated nitrogen ions (140 
eV/nm), boron ions (40, 80, or 160 eV/nm) and 60Co gamma-rays (0.2 eV/nm). Reproductive cell death was studied using the 
clonogenic cell survival assay. In parallel, the induction of apoptosis was analysed morphologically and with reference to cell 
size distribution at different times following irradiation. The cell cycle distribution, monitored by DNA fl ow cytometry, was also 
investigated.

The RBE values for CCS was at 10% survival 1.97, 2.81 and 3.25 for the AA cell line following exposure of 40, 80 and 160 
eV/nm boron ions, respectively. The RBE values for apoptosis varied with time and dose and were between 0.6 and 12.5. The only 
correlation to CCS that was possible to see was at one hour after irradiation. Concerning the other cell lines, M059J and M059K, 
the RBE values for CCS were at 10% cell survival following nitrogen exposure, 1.0 and 3.5, respectively. The only correlation to 
apoptosis for these cell lines were at 144 h post-irradiation.

The results from our studies indicate that there is no clear relationship between the induction of apoptosis and clonogenic cell 
survival. However, there may be some correlation at certain times and when all other factors that may vary between the cell lines, 
doses, LETs etc. have been taken into account. So far apoptosis could not serve as an early index of clonogenic cell survival in 
dividing cells.
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P08/1367: Research of the low dose gamma-irradiation infl uence on life span and aging speed 
of Drosophila melanogaster

 Alexey Moskalev, Komi Science Center of Ural Division of RAS, Russia

Researches of radioinduced life span alteration of Drosophila which is carried out in our laboratory in 1996-2003 years, have 
revealed interrelation between mutations of several genes of DNA repair and apoptosis pathways with low doses ionizing 
irradiation and speed of aging.

It was used Drosophila individuals, developing in conditions of a chronic low dose irradiation or on nutrition medium with 
apoptosis inducer etoposide addition. The exposition doze was 0.17 sGy/h. The absorbed doze for one generation (from an embrio 
stage up to an imago start, 10-12 days) corresponded 60 sGy. Etoposide treatment carried out on preimago stages (5 mkM in a 
nutrient medium n concentration).

We investigated the life span after irradiation and etoposide treatment of Drosophila melanogaster laboratory populations 
with defects of some genes of DNA repair machinery and apoptosis pathways in homozygous and heterozygous state, such as 
mei-41 (ATM homolog), two alleles of Dcp-1 (Drosophila caspase), dArk (Apaf-1 homolog), rpr, grim, hid, three alleles of th (IAP 
homolog), wg (Wnt family member). It is shown, that the irradiation and etoposide treatment of these strains results in life span 
change depending on a genotype of the investigated line. The results will be considering in the report.

As well, the analysis of age – dependent change of nervous system activity (as the test of aging speed) of Drosophila 
melanogaster imago was carried out. It was shown, that the irradiation of strains with the increased apoptosis sensitivity results in 
elevated nervous – muscular activity of imago during all experiment periods. At th1 strain increase of activity in comparison with 
the control in the fi rst week has made 41 %, and in two subsequent – about 80 %. Last week authentic increase did not observe. 
At th4 strain statistically signifi cant increase of activity in comparison with the control observed in the fi rst week of experiment 
(18 %), in the second (67 %) and the fourth (88 %). The irradiation of a wild type strain Berlin has caused authentic increase of 
activity in comparison with the control for the thirteenth day (on 17 %) and for the twentieth day (37 %). At the same time, at 
strains with the lowered sensitivity to apoptosis: at strain which individuals are heterozygous in deletion of proapoptosis genes rpr, 
grim and hid; at strains with dysfunction of proapoptosis gene dArk; at strains with dysfunction of caspase Dcp-1 (Dcp-102132 
and Dcp-1k05606 allels) authentic changes of nervous – muscular activity it was not shown.

Thus, we observed the delayed role of apoptosis induction on ageing speed.

P08/1369: Role of membrane and cellular oxidative damage in gamma radiation induced apoptotic 
death in mouse thymocytes

 Badri N Pandey,  Kaushala P Mishra, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India

Involvement of plasma membrane in the molecular mechanism of radiation-induced apoptotic death has increasingly been 
recognized by radiobiologists in the recent years. In present investigation, alterations in plasma membrane and the associated 
cytoplasmic / nuclear events were studied in apoptotic mouse thymocytes after gamma radiation exposure. The membrane 
oxidative damage in irradiated thymocytes was determined by thiobarbituric acid reactive species (TBARS) method and change in 
membrane permeability was estimated employing fl uorescein diacetate (FDA) as fl uorescent probe. Radiation-induced apoptotic 
thymocytes showed an increase in membrane permeability as observed by leakage of FDA, while trypan blue failed to respond. 
Moreover, using fl uorescence technique, the changes in thymocytes membrane permeability could be sensitively determined 
within low to moderate radiation doses (2 cGy to 2 Gy). The dose dependent increase in intra-cellular reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) generation was found in irradiated thymocytes determined by fl uorescence method, which could sensitively detect the 
radiation exposure in sub cGy range. Radiation induced membrane changes were found correlated with induction of apoptotic 
death determined by annexin-V method, caspase-3 assay, measuring nuclear diameter using propidium iodide (PI) staining and 
DNA fragmentation by gel electrophoresis. It has been also shown that membrane associated events observed in radiation induced 
apoptotic thymocytes are prior to nuclear / cytosolic processes. The membrane lipid peroxidation, cellular oxidative damage and 
apoptosis in radiation treated thymocytes were signifi cantly inhibited by membrane-localized antioxidants suggesting signifi cant 
contribution of membrane damage and oxidative stress in radiation mediated apoptosis in thymocytes.
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P08/1370: Radiation induced apoptosis in human lymphocytes using fl ow cytometry: comparison of slow 
neutrons verses gamma radiation

 Lorna A Ryan,  Melissa M Sung,  Nicole McFarlane,  Douglas R Boreham, McMaster University, Canada;  Ruth C Wilkins, 
 James McNamee, Health Canada, Canada

Fast neutron radiation induced apoptosis in human lymphocytes has been documented, however, the effect of low energy, slow 
neutrons on human whole blood cultures has not been reported.

We have compared dose and dose rate effects for gamma-radiation induced apoptosis in subpopulations of human 
lymphocytes. The level of apoptosis induced by different radiation exposures was monitored in two population of lymphocytes: 
T-lymphocytes (CD4+, helper T-cells, CD8+ suppressor T-cells) and B-lymphocytes (CD19+). It was found that CD8+ 
Suppressor T-lymphocytes were the best indicators of radiation induced apoptosis and showed a dose rate effect. We are currently 
investigating apoptosis induced by slow neutrons and comparing it to gamma radiation using new fl ow cytometry techniques for 
the detection of early and late stages of apoptosis. This includes using TMRM (tetramethylrhodemine methyl ester) to identify 
proportion of live cells, Annexin-V to distinguish early apoptotic cells, Caspase-3 and 7-AAD positive cells for late stages of 
apoptosis. The relative biological effectiveness of slow neutrons for lymphocyte apoptosis will be reported and its application for 
emergency biological dosimetry will be discussed

P08/1371: Defective caspase-3 activation and caspase-independent apoptosis in UV-irradiated HeLa S3 cells

 Fumio Suzuki, Research Institute for Radiation Biology and Medicine, Japan;  Kaori Sasai,  Hirohiko Yajima, 
Hiroshima University, Japan;  Yukimi Akimoto, Gunma University, Japan

Following exposure to radiation, most hematopoietic cells show a typical morphological characteristic of apoptosis and die 
quickly before the next mitosis. In contrast, death of non-hematopoietic cells, such as human tumor cells and fi broblasts, occurs 
after one or several cell divisions. Recently, it has been reported that many tumor cell lines die in interphase 12 h or longer after 
irradiation with relatively high doses of UV or ionizing radiation. However, the relationship between delayed interphase cell death 
and apoptosis is not clear.

In this study, we used two kinds of cells, mouse lymphoma 3SB and human leukemic Jurkat cells and two human carcinoma 
cell lines (HeLa S3 and MCF-7). When irradiated with UV, 3SB and Jurkat cells showed an extensive release of cytochrome c 
from mitochondria and exhibited a clear production of oligonucleosomal DNA fragments within 3 h of incubation after irradiation. 
Simultaneously, activation of caspase-9 and its downstream caspases was detected. In the case of HeLa S3 and MCF-7 cells, 
DNA fragmentation could be detected at 24 or 48 h of post-irradiation incubation, but relatively early release of cytochrome c 
was observed (within 6 h after exposure). Interestingly, UV-irradiated HeLa S3 cells exhibited extremely low levels of caspase-
3 like activity, similar to those in caspase-3-defi cient MCF-7 cells, suggesting that the inhibition of apoptosis in HeLa S3 cells 
occurs downstream of cytochrome c release. A similar cell type-specifi c apoptosis was also observed when irradiated with γ-rays. 
To confi rm the existence of caspase-independent apoptosis, we examined the effect of a caspase inhibitor, Z-VAD-FMK, on the 
induction of DNA fragmentation by UV exposure, and found that Z-VAD-FMK completely blocked DNA fragmentation in 3SB 
and Jurkat cells but did not suppress the delayed production of oligonuclesomal DNA fragments in HeLa S3 and MCF-7 cells. 
These data indicate that the delayed form of apoptosis in HeLa S3 cells occurs in a caspase-independent pathway.

P08/1372: Radiation-induced apoptosis of chicken lymphocyte B-cell line DT40

 Yoshiya Furusawa,  Mizuho Aoki, National Institute of Radiological Science, Japan;  Kaoru Takakura, International Christian Uni
versity, Japan

Ionizing radiation causes lesions of DNA, cell cycle arrest, induced cell death, and apoptosis in the irradiated cells. Then it is 
easy to expect that those events would be increased in a cell line which is defective in DNA repair system. However, induction of 
apoptosis by irradiation takes so complicated process when the cells are defective of DNA repair system. Indeed by many recent 
studies it has been clarifi ed that DNA repair gene is also concerned with apoptotic event and some study shows the contrary data. 
Thus, the relationship between the genetics of apoptosis and that of DNA repair is still unclear. In this study two kinds of DNA 
repair proteins, Rad54 and Ku70, were focused. Proteins of Rad54 and Ku70 have important role at two type of DNA repair 
systems called homologous recombination repair and non-homologous end joining repair, respectively. 4 phenotypes of DT40, 
parent type, ku70-/-, rad54-/- and ku70-/-/rad54-/- were used to study the radiation-induced apoptosis (Previous study shows that 
survival fraction of 4 phenotypes of DT40 is decreased in the cell line, in which DNA repair gene is defective). From the results 
in this study, two things are clarifi es. One is that the dependence of apoptotic index on phenotypes is so different between at low 
dose and at high dose irradiation. The other is that Ku70 has effective role to induce apoptosis in DT40 irradiated with high dose 
X-rays.
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P08/1375: Signifi cance of apoptotic cell death after γ-irradiation

Hong Gyun Wu, Seoul National University College of Medicine, Korea; Il Han Kim, Seoul National University, Korea; 
Sung Whan Ha, Charn Il Park, Seoul National University, Korea

Purposes: The objectives of this study are to investigate the signifi cance of apoptotic death compared to total cell death after γ-ray 
irradiation in human H&N cancer cell lines and to fi nd out correlation between apoptosis and radiation sensitivity.

Materials and Method: Head and neck cancer cell lines (PCI-1, PCI-13, and SNU-1066), leukemia cell line (CCRF-CEM), and 
fi broblast cell line (LM217) as a normal control were used for this study. Cells were irradiated using Cs-137 animal experiment 
irradiator. Total cell death was measured by clonogenic assay. Annexin-V staining was used to detect the fraction of apoptotic 
death. The resulting data was analyzed with two parameters, apoptotic index (AI) and apoptotic fration(AF). AI is ratio of 
apoptotic cells to total cells, and AF is ration of apoptotic cell death to total cell death.

AI = (Number of apoptotic cells) / (Number of total cells counted)
AF = {(AI) / (1-survival fraction)} x 100 (%)
Results: Surviving fraction at 2 Gy (SF2) were 0.741, 0.544, 0.313, 0.302, and 0.100 for PCI-1, PCI-13, SNU-1066, CCRF-

CEM, and LM217 cell lines, respectively. Apoptosis was detected in all cell lines. Apoptotic index reached peak value at 72 hours 
after irradiation in head and neck cancer cell lines, and that was at 24 hours in CCRF-CEM and LM217. Total cell death increased 
exponentially with increasing radiation dose from 0 Gy to 8 Gy, but the change was minimal in apoptotic index (Fig. 1.). Apoptotic 
fractions at 2 Gy were 46%, 48%, 46%, 24%, and 19% and at 6 Gy were 20%, 33%, 35%, 17%, and 20% for PCI-1, PCI-13, SNU-
1066, CCRF-CEM, and LM217, respectively. The radioresistant cell lines showed more higher apoptotic fraction at 2 Gy (Table 
1.), but there was not such correlation at 6 Gy.

Conclusion: All cell lines used in this study showed apoptosis after irradiation, but time course of apoptosis was different from that 
of leukemia cell line and normal fi broblast cell line. Reproductive cell death was more important mode of cell death than apoptotic 
death in all cell lines used in this study. But there was correlation between apoptotic fraction and radiation sensitivity at 2 Gy

P08/1377: Mammalian cell mutation assay system using fl ow cytometry to measure mutations 
at CD59 in CHO AL

 Michael H Fox,  Carley D Berg,  Chang-Uk Lim,  Forrest W Payne, Colorado State University, United States;  Jonathan C Sharpe, 
DakoCytomation GTX, Inc., United States;  Charles A Waldren, Colorado State University, Cell and Molecular Biology, 
United States

A variety of systems have been developed to study mutations in cells. Mammalian cell mutation systems require long periods of 
growth for mutant expression and colony growth. A sensitive mammalian cell mutation system has been previously developed that 
depends on the stable incorporation of human chromosome 11 in a Chinese hamster ovary cell line (CHO AL). The surface expression 
of a protein encoded by the CD59 locus leads to loss of expression of the CD59 surface protein. The standard mutation assay with 
this system involves treating mutagenized cells with antibodies against CD59. In the presence of rabbit complement, the cells which 
express CD59 are killed while mutants that do not express CD59 survive. A drawback to this method is that it takes about 10 days for 
the colonies to grow. We have developed a more rapid fl ow cytometry mutation assay based on using monoclonal antibodies against 
CD59 to detect mutants. Cells that are mutated do not express the CD59 protein and thus are unstained while wild type cells express 
CD59 and are positively stained. We have mutated CHO AL cells with gamma radiation (a clastogen), methyl nitrosoguanidine 
(MNNG) (a point mutagen), lead acetate and sodium arsenite, and measured the mutant yield with the fl ow cytometry assay. The 
dose response curve for ionizing radiation was linear (r2 = 0.9928) over the range of 0-4 Gy. The dose response curve for MNNG was 
linear over the range of 0-0.5 ug/mL (r2=0.9987). The exact dose response depended on the time after exposure to the mutagen over 
a range of 7-11 days. In conclusion, we have shown that fl ow cytometry can be used with the CHO AL cells to rapidly and sensitively 
measure mutations induced by a variety of genotoxic agents. This research was funded by NIH/NCI Grant #CA91566.

P08/1378: TP53 foci formation at sites of radiation-induced DNA damage

 Yvonne E Borgiel,  Gisela Taucher-Scholz,  Gerhard Kraft, Gesellschaft fuer Schwerionenforschung, Germany

The tumour suppressor protein TP53 plays an essential role in the cellular radiation response and in the maintenance of genomic 
integrity. This multifunctional protein allows to study the interrelation between cell signalling and DNA repair.

We examined the subnuclear localisation of TP53 after ionising radiation by means of immuncytochemical staining and 
confocal laser scanning microscopy. After exposure to X-rays and charged particles, a dose or fl uence dependent accumulation 
of TP53 to foci was observed in the nuclei of human fi broblasts. We detected TP53 accumulations even after irradiation with 
doses well below 1 Gy. For ion irradiation, a direct correlation between TP53 foci and the sites of particle traversals was proven. 
In addition, the TP53 foci were found to co-localise with proteins known to interact with radiation-induced double-strand breaks 
(DSBs) such as hMre11 and γH2AX, the correlation with γH2AX signals being strongest at longer times post-irradiation (24 h). 
The kinetics of TP53 foci formation was found to depend on the radiation quality, with foci appearing earlier after high-LET than 
after X-irradiation. Furthermore, an increase in ionisation density led to a longer persistence of foci at the sites of DNA damage. 
The appearance of TP53 foci was infl uenced by the PI-3 kinase inhibitor wortmannin. Furthermore, when we used an antibody 
against Ser15-phospho-TP53, the phosphorylated protein was detected at the sites of radiation-induced protein accumulation.

From these results we infer that TP53 accumulation is connected to slowly repaired or irreparable DNA DSBs. This correlation 
allowed us to monitor the formation and processing of heavy ion induced complex lesions regarding their reparability and 
dependency on LET and cell cycle stage.
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P08/1379: The increase of radiosensitivity by overexpression of DNA glycosylases in E. coli Nth: 
correlation with the formation of clustered DNA damage

 Po-Wen Chang,  Kazuhiro Takatori,  Akira Tachibana,  Shuji Yonei, Kyoto University, Japan;  Qiu-Mei Zhang, Graduate School of S
cience, Kyoto University, Japan

Ionizing radiation and radiomimetic drugs, such as bleomycin, induce high levels of a unique form of DNA damage called 
“clustered damage” or “multiple damage sites”, in which two or more lesions are induced within the one or two helical turns 
of the DNA by the attack of a number of radicals. Clustered DNA damage may comprise multiple oxidative damage of DNA 
bases. We have studied the mechanisms of repair for the clustered DNA damage in E. coli. The mutants defective in MutM, 
Nth and Nei DNA glycosylases (mutMnthnei) were less sensitive to γ-rays and X-rays than wild-type strain, whereas the nthnei 
double mutant showed higher sensitivity than wild-type. On the other hand, the overexpression of MutM by the addition of IPTG 
in wild-type and mutMnthnei mutant strains with pKK223-3 bearing mutM gene resulted in enhanced sensitivity to ionizing 
radiation. These characteristics were not observed in the background of recA mutation. Based on these results, it was suggested 
that excision of adjacent base damage in opposing strands by the DNA glycosylases might turn the clustered base damages into 
potentially lethal double-strand breaks. The enhanced sensitivity to γ-rays was also observed in E. coli cells overexpressing human 
hOgg1. The enhancement of radiation sensitivity by the overexpression of MutM and hOgg1 might correlate with their wide-
ranged substrate specifi city and high levels of base excision activity. On the other hand, the mutMnthnei mutants showed higher 
sensitivity to hydrogen peroxide than wild-type strain, suggesting that clustered base damages are not generated by hydrogen 
peroxide treatment. It is suggested that clustered DNA damages are induced in cells by sparsely ionizing radiation and the yield 
is signifi cantly greater than that of double-strand breaks promptly generated by radiation. Therefore, the importance of clustered 
damage must be taken into consideration for assessing the biological effects of radiation.

P08/1380: Use of calculated DNA damage to evaluate gadolinium neutron capture therapy 
for the treatment of brain tumors

 Tim Goorley, MCNP Development Team, United States;  Hooshang Nikjoo, MRC Radiation and Genome Stability Unit, 
United Kingdom

The lethality of Auger electron cascades from atoms incorporated into DNA is well known, which has lead to proposals of their 
use in cancer therapies. In this work, the potential role of Auger electrons in Gadolinium Neutron Capture Therapy (GdNCT) of 
brain tumors was assessed. The number of DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) per Gd-157 thermal neutron capture was calculated 
using Gd Auger and conversion electron emission spectra. The neutron capture reaction rate was calculated with MCNP4B for an 
explicitly defi ned tumor in a geometric head model based on patient CT data. Assuming optimal microscopic distributions of the 
Gd compound in and around DNA, the number of DNA DSBs per tumor cell was calculated. This number was comparable to the 
number of DSBs caused by induced photon radiation and one order of magnitude higher than resulting from background neutron 
radiation. When compared to cell survival curves from incorporated I-125 decay in mammalian cells, it is estimated that the DNA 
damage from electron emission resulting from Gd-157(n,gamma) events would result in a minimum of one to two logs of cell 
killing for a peak tissue dose of 10 Gy.

P08/1381: BRCA1/BRCA2-defi cient cells are sensitive to mitomycin C and tirapazamine

 Lisa Kachnic,  Brian Chon,  Menu Thrakal,  Junran Zhang,  Zhihui Feng,  Simon Powell, Massachusetts General Hospital, 
United States;  Fen Xia, Vanderbilt University & Harvard Medical School, United States;  J Martin Brown, Stanford University, 
United States

Background: BRCA1- and BRCA2- defi cient cells have defective repair of double-strand breaks (DSBs) via homologous 
recombination (HR). The toxicity profi les of these cells is of interest in the treatment of breast and ovarian cancer arising in 
mutation carriers. We focused on Mitomycin C (MMC), which produces DNA interstrand crosslinks, and Tirapazamine (TPZ), 
which is activated by hypoxia, and inhibits DNA replication and topoisomerase II.

Methods: BRCA1-defi cient HCC1937 cells, derived from a breast cancer in a BRCA1 carrier, were compared to cells 
corrected with wild-type (wt) BRCA1. BRCA2-defi cient Capan-1 cells, derived from a pancreatic cancer in a BRCA2 carrier, 
were compared to a wt BRCA2-corrected clone. Expressing the BRC4 peptide in MCF-7 cells disrupted the association of BRCA2 
with Rad51, thereby inactivating the function of BRCA2. Clonogenic cell survival was measured in response to X-rays, MMC, 
and TPZ (under hypoxia).

Results: BRCA1- and BRCA2-defi cient cells were moderately sensitive to X-rays, consistent with defective DSB repair. 
Sensitivity to MMC often reveals cells with a defect in HR, but also defi nes the phenotype of Fanconi anemia, which has no major 
HR defect. Both BRCA1 and BRCA2 defi ciency resulted in marked MMC sensitivity. After 0.5µM MMC, survival was reduced 
>100-fold without wt BRCA1 and 10-fold in BRCA2-inactivated MCF-7 cells. Based on a screen of yeast mutants that showed 
HR-defi cient yeast were sensitive to TPZ, TPZ hypersensitivity was also observed in BRCA1/2-defi cient cells. After 5µM TPZ, 
wt BRCA1 survival was 0.3, whereas BRCA1-defi cient survival was <0.001. Similarly, BRCA2-defi cient Capan-1 cells showed a 
~100-fold increased sensitivity to TPZ.

Conclusions: The marked sensitivity of BRCA-defi cient cancer cells to MMC and TPZ has important implications for the 
optimum systemic therapy of these tumors in the clinic. The critical damage that leads to this marked sensitivity, and how it 
depends on HR, is the subject of ongoing studies.
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P08/1382: Alteration of gene expressions during radiation-induced tumorigenesis in NIH3T3 cells revealed 
by cDNA microarray: involvement of MDM2 and CDC25B

 Hae-Nyun Cho,  Chul-Koo Cho,  Sangwoo Bae, Korea Cancer Center Hospital, Korea;  Chang-Mo Kang,  Seung-Sook Lee,  Min-
Jung Yi,  Su-Jae Lee, Korea Institute of Radiological and Medical Sciences, Korea

To identify a set of genes involved in the development of radiation-induced tumorigenesis, we used DNA microarray consisting of 
1,176 mouse genes and compared expression profi les of radioresistant cells, which were called NIH3T3-R#1 and -R#4 cells and 
showed tumorigenic in nude mouse grafting system, with corresponding their parent NIH3T3 cells. Expressions of MDM2, CDK6 
and CDC25B were found to increase more than 3 fold and entactin protein was downregulated in NIH3T3-R#1 and -R#4 cells, and 
the upregulation or downregulation of these genes were confi rmed by reverse transcription-PCR or western blotting. When these 
genes were transfected to NIH3T3 cells, the CDC25B and MDM2 overexpressed NIH3T3 cells showed radioresistance, while 
CDK6 overexpressed cells did not. In the case of entactin overexpressed NIH3T3-R#1 or R-#4 cells, radioresistance still existed. 
Furthermore, when the CDC25B and MDM2 overexpressing cells were grafted to nude mice, tumorigenesis were detected. 
NIH3T3-R#1 and R#4 cells showed increased radiation-induced apoptosis, accompanied by faster growth rate, and earlier 
radiation-induced G2/M phase arrest, suggesting that the radioresistance of NIH3T3-R#1 and R#4 cells was due to faster growth 
rate than induction of apoptosis. In the case of MDM2 and CDC25B overexpressed cells, similar phenomena, such as increased 
apoptosis and faster growth rate, were shown. The above results, therefore, demonstrate involvement of CDC25B and MDM2 
overexpression in radiation-induced tumorigenesis and provide novel targets for detection of radiation carcinogenesis.

P08/1383: Increase of radiation-induced mutation frequency by partial hepatectomy in new HITEC mice

 Fumio Kato, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences Toho University, Japan;  Toshiyuki Norimura, University of Occupational and En
vironmental Health, Japan

Radiation-induced mutations were studied in vivo with a transgenic mouse strain called HITEC (Hypersensitive In vitro Test of 
Carcinogenicity), which carries the rpsL gene as a reporter for mutations. The wild-type rpsL gene, which confers a streptomycin-
sensitive phenotype, and a gene conferring kanamycin resistance were placed in a shuttle vector plasmid, pSSW, that was 
subsequently transfected into E. coli by electroporation. Transfected cells were plated onto LB plates containing kanamycin (Km) 
or Km plus streptomycin (Sm). The rpsL mutation frequency was defi ned as the ratio of the colony number on Km plus Sm plates 
to that on Km plates.

We had previously investigated the increase in mutation frequency caused by ~3-5 Gy of gamma-rays in mouse liver. 
However, no obvious increase in mutation frequency was observed due to a high background mutation frequency. We therefore 
performed a partial hepatectomy to amplify the mutation frequency. HITEC mice were irradiated with 5 Gy of gamma rays 2 or 
10 days before hepatectomy. The remaining liver was resected 2 or 10 days after hepatectomy, and the mutation frequency was 
then analyzed. In mice in which hepatectomy was done 2 days after whole body irradiation and the remaining liver was resected 
10 days after hepatectomy, the mutation frequency was approximately two-fold higher than that of mice in which only irradiation 
was performed. In mice in which hepatectomy was done 10 days after whole body irradiation and the remaining liver was resected 
2 or 10 days after hepatectomy, the mutation frequency was two to three times greater than that of mice in which only irradiation 
was done. These results indicate that partial hepatectomy increases the frequency of gamma ray-induced liver mutations in HITEC 
mice and that the length of the period from irradiation to hepatectomy or from hepatectomy to remaining liver excision does not 
infl uence this frequency.

P08/1384: NBS1 localizes to gamma-H2AX foci through interaction with the FHA/BRCT domain

 Junya Kobayashi,  David J Chen, Life Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Labor, United States;  Hiroshi Tauchi, 
Ibaraki University, Japan;  Shuichi Sakamoto, Kyoto University, Japan;  Shinya Matsuura, Research Institute for Radiation
 Biology and Medicine, Japan;  Keiji Tanimoto, Hiroshima University, Japan;  Kenshi Komatsu, Radiation Biology Center, 
Kyoto University, Japan

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) represent the most potentially serious damage to a genome, and hence, many repair proteins are 
recruited to nuclear damage sites by as yet poorly characterized sensor mechanisms. Histone H2AX, one of histone H2A family, is 
phosphorylated within a few minutes in response to ionizing radiation (IR) and the phosphorylated H2AX (gamma-H2AX) forms 
foci at the region of DSBs. Moreover, Histone H2AX is essential for the IR-induced focus formation of DNA repair proteins such 
as BRCA1, NBS1 and 53BP1. Hence, we investigated that the function of histone H2AX for the recruitment of NBS1/hMRE11/
hRAD50 complex to DSBs sites.

We clarify that NBS1 physically interacts with histone H2AX independent of DNA. We also show that the NBS1-binding 
can occur in the absence of interaction with hMRE11 or BRCA1. Furthermore, this NBS1 physical interaction was reduced when 
anti-gamma-H2AX antibody was introduced into normal cells. We also demonstrate that the FHA/BRCT domain of NBS1 is 
essential for this physical interaction by the immunoprecipitation studies and a pull-down assay with recombinant FHA/BRCT 
domain. These fi ndings suggest that the FHA/BRCT domain have a crucial role for both binding to histone and for re-localization 
of hMRE11/hRAD50 nuclease complex to the vicinity of DNA damage.
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P08/1385: Traversal of single iron ion through the nucleus of mammalian cell induces γ-H2AX focus 
and 0.45 lethal hit

 Teruaki Konishi,  Akihiro Takeyasu,  Shin Yamaura,  Sachi Ishizawa,  Kotaro Hieda, Rikkyo University, Japan;  Nakahiro Yasuda, 
 Yukio Sato,  Yoshiya Furusawa, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

HeLa cells irradiated with low energy iron ions (0.93 MeV u-1, LET: 4.79 MeV µm-1) at the HIMAC in the NIRS (Chiba) were 
immunostained with γ-H2AX, as an indicator of DNA double-strand breaks (dsbs), to determine whether an iron ion traversing the 
nucleus induces a γ-H2AX focus and a lethal hit. The top views of irradiated cells obtained with a confocal microscope showed 
bright and well-defi ned fl uorescent foci in the nucleus, but the cross sectional views constructed from 20 sliced images with a 0.55 
µm interval showed stripes of fl uorescence from the top to bottom of the nucleus. These stripes revealed the fl uorescent columns 
of γ-H2AX, which can be recognized as foci in the top view, corresponding to the dsbs induced along the ion traversal. The slope 
of the regression line between the number of γ-H2AX foci observed and calculated ion traversals was 0.92 ± 0.09, practically 
unit value, indicating that a focus of γ-H2AX was produced by each ion traversal. The action cross section of cell inactivation 
obtained from the survival curves was 9.80 x 10-11 m2, which was 0.45 of the average area of nucleus of HeLa cells, indicating 
that one lethal hit required 2.2 ion traversals. This rather unexpected result can be explained by two possibilities: (1) DNA may 
be primary but not suffi cient factor for cell killing, and secondary lethal factor, yet not clarifi ed, exists. (2) A radiation sensitive 
area is approximately half the size of cell nucleus, which indicates that the remainder of nucleus is insensitive to radiation-induced 
lethality.

P08/1386: LET-dependence of lesion clustering in irradiated DNA

 Corinne A Leloup,  Guy Y Garty,  Gili Assaf,  Sergei Shchmelinin,  Amos Breskin,  Rachel Chechik, Weizmann Institute of Science, 
Israel;  Reinhard W Schulte, Loma Linda University Medical Center, United States;  Jamie R Milligan, University of California at S
an Diego, United States

Irradiated DNA may suffer from several lesions, such as strand breaks and base damages. Isolated damage is in most cases 
correctly repaired by the cellular repair system. Clustered damage is more diffi cult to repair and can be lethal. Simulations and 
experiences have shown that the degree of clustering is LET-dependent.

We present here the fi rst-ever correlated results of biological and physical measurements of the clustering of radiation damage 
at the nanometer level. We compare physical data of ionization clusters within a gas model of DNA to biological data, measured 
by irradiating thin fi lms of plasmid DNA (in-vitro) and quantifying the strand-break and base-damage clustering.

The results of these studies, carried out with charged particles and gamma rays indicate a strong correlation between clustered 
ionization and clustered DNA damage. Our results show that the clustering of damage increases with LET as indicated by the 
increase in the yield of complex DSBs (per unit dose) with increasing LET. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that protons and He 
nuclei, both having the same LET value (25.5 keV/um in water), yield signifi cantly different effects. The physical measurements 
refl ect an increase in the frequency of large ionization clusters induced by protons compared to He nuclei; it is clearly attributed, 
by model simulations, to the different range of delta-electrons, leading to a more compact proton track structure. The biological 
measurements refl ect twice as frequent proton-induced clustered lesions compared to irradiation by He nuclei.

This work was supported by USPHS grant CA46295 and the NMTB under the U.S. Army Medical Research Acquisition 
Activity DAMD17-97-2-7016. The views and conclusions contained in this presentation are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily refl ect the position or the policy of the U.S. Army or NMTB.

P08/1387: Function of Rad51 paralogs in eukaryotic homologous recombinational repair

 Nan Liu,  Krzysztof Skowronek, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, United States

Homologous recombinational repair (HRR) is an important mechanism for maintaining genetic integrity and cancer prevention by 
accurately repair of DNA double strand breaks induced by environmental insults or occurred in DNA replication. A critical step 
in HRR is the polymerization of Rad51 on single stranded DNA to form nuclearprotein fi laments, the later conduct DNA strand 
paring and exchange between homologous strands. A number of proteins, including replication protein A (RPA), Rad52 and Rad51 
paralogs, are suggested to modulate or facilitate the process of Rad51 fi lament formation. Five Rad51 paralogs, namely XRCC2, 
XRCC3, Rad51B, Rad51C and Rad51D have been identifi ed in eucaryotic cells. These proteins show distant protein sequence 
identity to Rad51, to yeast Rad51 paralogs (Rad55 and Rad57) and to each other. Hamster or chicken mutants of Rad51 paralogs 
exhibit hypersensitivity to a variety of DNA damaging agents, especially cross-linking agents, and are defective in assembly of 
Rad51 onto HRR site after DNA damage. Recent data from our and other labs showed that Rad51 paralogs constitute two distinct 
complexes in cell extracts, one contains XRCC2, Rad51B, Rad51C and Rad51D, and the other contains Rad51C and XRCC3. 
Rad51C is involved in both complexes. Our results also showed that XRCC3-Rad51C complex interacts with Rad51 in vivo. 
Furthermore, overexpression of Rad52 can partially suppress the hypersensitivity of XRCC2 mutant irs1 to ionizing radiation 
and corrected the defects in Rad51 focus formation. These results suggest that XRCC2 and other Rad51 paralogs play a mediator 
function to Rad51 in the early stage of HRR.
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P08/1388: Unusually large complex exchanges in human lymphocytes exposed to 56Fe ions

 Bradford D Loucas,  Richard L Eberle,  Michael N Cornforth, University Texas Medical Branch, United States;  Marco Durante, 
University of Naples Federico II, Italy

The formation of chromosome exchanges requires the interaction of breaks located in close spatial and temporal proximity. 
Radiations that differ markedly in ionization density and/or track structure might therefore be expected to alter the frequency of 
chromosome aberrations, particularly complex exchanges, which require the interaction of three or more chromosome breaks. 
In this study, we irradiated unstimulated (G

0
) human lymphocytes with accelerated 500 MeV/nucleon Fe ions (200 keV/µm) and 

used mFISH to study the frequency (and extent) of complex chromosome exchanges at the fi rst postirradiation mitosis following 
stimulation with PHA. Results were compared to that observed following irradiation with γ-rays. Fe ions produced a whopping 
18-fold increase in the frequency of complex chromosome-type exchanges over that observed in γ-irradiated cells given the 
same dose. Moreover, the extent of complexity of such exchanges, in terms of number of breakpoints involved, was also higher. 
An example is the formation of one particular exchange that presumably required the participation of 27 breaks, i.e., 54 broken 
chromosome ends. Fe ions also produced a number of bizarre complex exchanges that seem to defy conventional cytogenetic 
classifi cation. They appear to represent true hybrid “chromosome-chromatid-type” damage interactions, as opposed to chromatid-
isochromatid interactions commonly seen following exposure during S or G2 phases of the cell cycle. Implications of these results 
will be discussed in terms of a possible role for complex aberrations in the assessment of prior exposure to HZE particles. This 
research was supported by the Offi ce of Science (BER), U.S. Department of Energy, Grant No. DE-FG03-02ER63442 and the 
National Aeronautical and Space Administration Offi ce of Biological and Physical Research (NASA/OBPR).

P08/1389: Detection of radiation-induced dicentrics chromosomes using CENP-C 
antibodies and fl ow cytometry

 Susan M Miller,  Ruth C Wilkins,  Catherine L Ferrarotto,  Barbara C Kutzner,  Pascale V Bellier,  James P McNamee, 
Health Canada, Canada;  Don P Morrison, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Canada;  Peter E Warburton, Mount Sinai School o
f Medicine, United States

Traditional dicentric chromosome analysis by microscopy with Giemsa staining requires specialized training and is labour 
intensive. Adapting dicentric analysis to fl ow cytometry would solve both of these problems, thus allowing for higher throughput 
and greater accessibility. CENP-C antibodies bind to a basic DNA protein localized in the inner kinetochore plate, a region of 
the centromere that unlike CENP-B or CREST staining, is the same size in all chromosomes. Thus, centromere staining with 
CENP-C antibodies standardizes the centromere signal, a key feature required for successful dicentric detection by fl ow cytometry. 
Preliminary microscopy data showed that 99 per cent of dicentrics identifi ed by DAPI had both centromeres labelled with CENP-
C antibodies (FITC). Samples from the same experiment were analyzed using a traditional technique (fl uorescence plus Giemsa 
staining) and the same number of dicentrics per cell was found as with DAPI and CENP-C antibody labelling. For dicentric 
detection by fl ow cytometry, we are developing a method for CENP-C labelling of the centromeres of chromosomes in suspension, 
and plan to validate this procedure for biological dosimetry.

Research supported by CRTI

P08/1390: Metabolic labeling of human cells with tritiated nucleosides results in activation of the 
ATM-dependent p53 signaling pathway and acceleration of DNA repair

 David Murray,  Razmik Mirzayans, Cross Cancer Institute, Canada

We investigated the effects of metabolic labeling with [3H]-thymidine, [3H]-uridine, and [14C]-thymidine on human cells in terms 
of cell growth, p53 signaling, and nucleotide excision repair. Labeling with [3H] nucleosides resulted in growth inhibition by both 
p53-dependent and -independent mechanisms. Tritium labeling also led to nuclear accumulation of p53 and induction of the p53-
regulated gene p21WAF1 and its encoded protein (p21). ATM-defi cient cells, however, did not increase their p53 and p21 protein 
levels in response to radiolabeling. Thus, labeling of human cells with tritiated nucleosides activates the radiation-responsive, 
ATM-dependent, DNA-damage surveillance network. Labeling of normal cells with [3H]-thymidine signifi cantly accelerated the 
repair of ultraviolet (UV) light-induced cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers, as monitored by a sensitive immunofl uorescence assay. 
Unlike [3H] labeling, [14C] labeling did not produce any impact on proliferation, p53 signaling or DNA repair. In light of these 
fi ndings, the validity of results obtained with nucleic acid synthesis and DNA repair assays that involve [3H] and [14C] labeling 
is discussed. Our immunofl uorescence approach detected pyrimidine dimers after exposure to UV fl uences as low as 1 J/m2 (the 
lowest fl uence examined). This approach may prove particularly useful for monitoring DNA damage and its repair following 
exposure to extremely low levels of genotoxic agents.
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P08/1391: Processing of radiation-induced clustered DNA damage generates DSB in mammalian cells

 Melanie K Gulston,  Catherine M de Lara,  Emma L Davis,  Terry J Jenner,  Peter O’Neill, MRC Radiation & Genome Stability unit, 
United Kingdom

Clustered DNA damage sites, in which two or more lesions are formed within a few helical turns of the DNA after passage of a 
single radiation track, are signatures of DNA modifi cations induced by ionizing radiation in mammalian cell. With 60Co-radiation, 
the abundance of clustered DNA damage induced in CHO cells is ~4x that of prompt double strand breaks (DSB) determined by 
PFGE. Less is known about the processing of non-DSB clustered DNA damage induced in cells. To optimize observation of any 
additional DSB formed during processing of DNA damage at 37oC, xrs-5 cells defi cient in non-homologous end joining were used. 
Surprisingly, ~30% of the DSB induced by irradiation at 37oC are rejoined within 4 minutes in both mutant and wild type cells. 
No signifi cant mis-repair of these apparent DSB was observed. It is suggested that a class of non-DSB clustered DNA damage 
is formed which repair correctly within 4 min but, if ‘trapped’ prior to repair, are converted into DSB during the lysis procedure 
of PFGE. However at longer times, a proportion of non-DSB clustered DNA damage sites induced by γ-radiation are converted 
into DSB within ~30 min following post-irradiation incubation at 37oC. The corresponding formation of additional DSB was not 
apparent in wild type CHO cells. From these observations, it is estimated that only ~10% of the total yield of non DSB clustered 
DNA damage sites are converted into DSB through cellular processing. The biological consequences that the majority of non-DSB 
clustered DNA damage sites are not converted into DSBs may be signifi cant even at low doses, since a fi nite chance exists of these 
clusters being formed in a cell by a single radiation track.

P08/1392: Role of DNA-PK in maintaining phosphorylation of H2AX at sites of DNA double-strand breaks

 Ying T Yu,  Judit P Banath,  Susan H MacPhail,  Peggy L Olive, British Columbia Cancer Research Centre, Canada

Phosphorylation of histone H2AX occurs rapidly following exposure of cells to ionizing radiation and is thought to recruit repair 
enzymes to sites of DNA double-strand breaks. We found that the rate of disappearance of phosphorylated H2AX (H2AX) during 
the 6 hours following irradiation was correlated with radiosensitivity (r=0.8) for 10 tumor and normal cell lines including ones 
defi cient in ATM and BRCA1. However, cell lines defi cient in non-homologous end-joining that lack either KU80 (xrs5 and xrs6) 
or the DNA-PK catalytic subunit (hamster V3 and mouse SCID) developed foci effi ciently but showed a rapid loss of H2AX 
in spite of their radiosensitivity. Experiments were performed to determine whether DNA-PK might be required to maintain 
phosphorylation of H2AX during the repair period. Ethanol-fi xed cells were analyzed for H2AX protein using a monoclonal anti-
H2AX antibody and fl ow cytometry. Xr-1 cells, defi cient in the XRCC4 gene that is required for non-homologous end-joining, 
maintain normal DNA-PK activity. Unlike xrs-5 or V3 cells, xr-1 cells lost H2AX slowly after irradiation at a rate consistent 
with their radiosensitivity. Xr-1 or xrs6 cells complemented for the defect in NHEJ also showed the expected rapid rate of loss of 
H2AX. When xr-1 cells were exposed one hour after irradiation to the PI3K inhibitor wortmannin (20 g/mL), the rate of loss of 
H2AX was signifi cantly increased relative to a more modest effect observed in V3 cells. We conclude that: 1) phosphorylation of 
H2AX immediately following irradiation is accomplished primarily by ATM, 2) phosphorylation is dynamic and continues after 
most strand breaks are rejoined, 3) this is accomplished primarily by DNA-PK, and 4) maintaining H2AX phosphorylation during 
the full repair period may facilitate recovery from DNA damage.

P08/1393: An investigation into the mutability of clustered DNA damage in E. coli

 Colin G Pearson,  John Thacker,  Peter O’Neill, Medical Research Council (MRC), United Kingdom;  Naoya Shikazono, Japan Ato
mic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), Japan

DNA clustered damage is the signature lesion induced by ionising radiation. Clustered damage is characterised by two or more 
DNA lesions occurring within two to three helical turns of the DNA. Recent studies in vitro have shown that clustered DNA 
damage is repaired less effi ciently than isolated lesions due to the close proximity of other lesions. We have now used an in 
vivo protocol to assess the repairing of clustered DNA damage and its mutability in wild type and repair defi cient mutants of E. 
coli. Synthetic 40mer oligonucleotides containing a BsmA1 restriction site were designed to include specifi cally altered bases 
that mimic the type of lesions caused by ionising radiation (8-oxoguanine and abasic sites (AP)). Plasmid constructs containing 
oligonucleotides with differently co-ordinated clustered damages were used to transform the repair defi cient mutants for 
formamidopyrimidine DNA glycosylase (Fpg) and mutY glycosylase. Following a 16hr incubation at 37°C, retrieval of plasmid 
DNA and subsequent digestion with BsmA1, differential fragment patterns were found for repaired and mis-repaired DNA through 
agarose gel electrophoresis. The quantifi cation of the amount of DNA in each fragment showed that even in the wild type bacteria 
the proximity of an AP site, up to 5 base pairs from the 8-oxoguanine on the opposite strand, caused the percentage of mis-repair 
to increase 2-3 fold compared with that of the 8-oxoguanine alone. These results were mirrored in the double mutant (fpg /mutY), 
where the differences were far more striking, with 35-40% of the cluster damages being mis-repaired. The results for the single 
mutants provided clear indication that mutY performs a more infl uential role than fpg when processing this particular type of 
clustered damage. It is proposed that the stalled repair of these types of clustered DNA damage results in the damage sites being 
processed during replication where the replication polymerases are error prone.
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P08/1394: Analysis of p21 accumulation at complex DNA lesions

 Jeanette H Rudolph,  Burkhard Jakob,  Claudia Wiese,  Gisela Taucher-Scholz, Gesellschaft fuer Schwerionenforschung, Germany

Ionizing radiation induces DNA lesions that lead to the activation of complex damage response pathways in mammalian cells. In 
one of these pathways the CDK inhibitor p21 is induced via stabilization of TP53. In addition, p21 was shown to accumulate at 
the sites of severe heavy ion-induced DNA damage [Jakob et al., 2000; Scholz et al., 2001]. These p21 foci appeared immediately 
after heavy ion irradiation, suggestive for a TP53-independent response.

We intended to better understand the function of p21 at these high LET-induced DNA lesions. A role for p21 in DNA repair 
was studied by comparing HCT116 p21-/- and HCT116 p21wt cells in their radiosensitivity (colony formation) as well as in their 
ability to rejoin DSBs after ionizing radiation. However, neither the fraction of cells surviving nor the kinetics of DSB rejoining 
were affected by the loss of p21. Therefore, we speculated that p21 might be involved in recognizing damaged DNA sites. To 
investigate the behaviour of the p21 protein within its foci, protein synthesis and proteasomal degradation were inhibited in normal 
human fi broblasts. Using Western blot technique, we determined the p21 turnover time to be approximately 55 min in these 
cells. Furthermore, protein synthesis was not required for p21 foci formation, and p21 protein synthesized either before or after 
irradiation was able to accumulate at the damaged DNA sites. When p21 synthesis was inhibited during and up to 3 h following 
irradiation, newly synthesized p21 protein still was able to form foci. In addition, the formation and the persistence of the p21 
foci were not altered when the p21-level was artifi cially increased by inhibition of the proteasome. Our results indicate that the 
p21 focus most likely is not a static entity. Studies to elucidate a role for p21 in the early recognition of complex DNA lesions are 
currently being performed.

P08/1395: γH2AX foci formation in x-irradiated mammalian cell lines with different radio-sensitivities

 Masashi Sagara,  Sadayuki Ban,  Hitomi Sudo, Frontier Research Center, NIRS, Japan;  Ryuichi Okayasu,  Takashi Imai, National In
stitute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) induced by ionizing radiation represent the most serious damage in cells. Immediately after 
the formation of DSB, Ser-139 of histone H2AX is phosphorylated at the site of DSB. The phosphorylated H2AX (γH2AX) foci 
can be observed with an immunohistochemical staining using anti-γH2AX antibody. It is also known that each γH2AX focus 
corresponds to one DSB and disappears when the DSB is rejoined. Using this method, we compared the amount of unrejoined 
DSBs among cell lines with different radiation sensitivities after X irradiation. At 30 min following 2 Gy of X-rays, the number 
of foci observed is similar in all cell lines studied. However, the disappearance of foci in radioresiatant colon cancer cell lines 
(SW-480 and CaCo-2) was faster than that in radiosensitive ones (SW-48 and LoVo). At 12 hr after X-irradiation, few foci were 
observed in SW-480 and CaCo-2 cells, while many foci were remained in SW-48 and LoVo cells. Furthermore, the number of 
focus disappeared much slower in irradiated radiosensitive AT and 180BR cells as compared to normal human fi broblasts. Similar 
results were obtained when cells from radiosensitive LEC rat were compared with cells from Fisher rat. Our data demonstrate that 
the rejoining kinetics of DSBs measured by γH2AX foci formation correlates with the cellular radiosensitivities.

P08/1396: DNA double-strand breaks and cellular senescence

 Olga A Sedelnikova,  Izumi Horikawa,  Drazen B Zimonjic,  Nicholas C Popescu,  William M Bonner,  J C Barrett, National Institutes
 of Health, United States

Cellular senescence may contribute to organismal aging in eukaryotes. Telomere shortening, oxidative stress and DNA damage are 
suggested as major factors to control aging at cellular levels. Although some DNA-damaging agents induce cellular senescence 
phenotypes prematurely without extensive cell divisions, a role of DNA damage in physiological cell aging is poorly understood. 
By means of immunostaining of a phosphorylated form of the variant histone H2AX, gamma-H2AX, which is specifi c to DNA 
double-strand breaks (DSBs), DSBs were visualized in situ during in vitro aging of normal human cells and in vivo aging of 
mice. The number of DSBs increased with replicative aging in vitro of normal human fi broblasts and prostate epithelial cells: 
0.2-0.3 DSBs per cell in young cells versus 2.2-4.1 DSBs per cell in senescent cells. A DSB inducer bleomycin effi ciently induced 
cellular senescence at its concentration corresponding to ~4 unrepaired DSBs per cell. Cellular senescence induced by oxidative 
stress (hydrogen peroxide) also correlated with such a small number of sustained DSBs. Immunostaining of tissue sections from 
young and old mice revealed that the accumulation of DSBs occurs during in vivo aging of mammals. We also show that the 
aging-associated DSBs are localized preferentially at telomeres, whose critical shortening may be recognized as DNA damage, 
and nucleoli, which play an important role in yeast aging through DSB-mediated production of extrachromosomal rDNA circles. 
These fi ndings establish physiological importance of DSBs in cellular and organismal aging of mammals, and raise the notion that 
diverse factors affecting aging processes may commonly act through accumulation of DSBs.
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P08/1397: Chromosome aberrations in human lymphocytes following total body irradiation

 Naoyuki Shigematsu, Dept. of Radiology, Keio Univ., School of Med., Japan;  Noriko Ihara, Saitama Prefectual Univ., 
Junior College, Japan;  Shouji Kutsuki,  Osamu Kawaguchi,  Atsushi Kubo, Keio University, School of Medicine, Japan; 
 Atsuya Takeda, Tokyo Metroporitan Hiroo Hospital, Japan;  Tetsuya Kawata,  Hisao Ito, Chiba University, School of Medicine, 
Japan

Purpose: Several studies have reported the in vitro dose relationship for chromosomal exchanges. Some experiments using animals 
have suggested that lymphocytes exposed in vivo show a response to irradiation similar to that shown to in vitro irradiation. 
However, there are few quantitative data concerning this issue in cases of human whole body irradiation. The purpose of this 
study is to compare in vivo and in vitro dose-responses for chromosome aberrations in peripheral lymphocytes of cancer patients 
undergoing total body irradiation (TBI).

Materials and Methods: Blood samples from patients diagnosed as having hematological malignancies (CML: 3, AML: 2, 
ALL: 2 and MDS: 1) were drawn before, during, and at the end of TBI treatment. A total dose of 12 Gy in 3 days was fractionated 
into 2 daily doses of 2 Gy using a 6 MV linear accelerator. The fraction of aberrant lymphocytes and the frequencies of dicentrics 
and fragments were measured as a function of the dose delivered to the whole body. The blood samples were also exposed in vitro 
to X-rays, and the aberrations were compared with those in the in vivo exposed samples. Blood lymphocytes from three healthy 
volunteers were also exposed in vitro to X-rays to compare the effects of single and fractionated exposures.

Results: The dicentric and fragment formation frequencies correlated well with the radiation dose in both in vivo (TBI) and 
in vitro studies. However, the frequency of aberrations was higher for in vitro than for in vivo samples. Chromosome aberration 
frequencies in lymphocytes from healthy volunteers were clearly decreased, when the fractionated irradiation schedule was 
employed.

Conclusion: Our experimental results suggest that the absorbed dose in vivo may be underestimated when calculated based on 
the in vitro chromosome aberration dose-response in lymphocytes.

P08/1398: X-ray-induced alteration of chromatin structure may cause phosphorylation of histone H2AX

 Masatoshi Suzuki, Graduate School of Japan, Japan;  Keiji Suzuki,  Seiji Kodama,  Masami Watanabe, Nagasaki University, Japan

H2AX is one of the histone proteins belongs to a H2A subfamily and is phosphorylated in response to ionizing radiation. In 
irradiated cells, H2AX is phosphorylated by ATM and phosphorylated H2AX formed foci immediately after irradiation. It has 
been thought that phosphorylated H2AX is involved in DNA repair, because it colocalizes with DNA repair proteins. However 
the biological signifi cance of H2AX phosphorylation is not clear. Here we examined phosphorylation of H2AX in mitotic cells 
irradiated with X-rays.

Normal human diploid cells were irradiated with 4 Gy of X-rays, which make survival to 10%. In interphase cells, 
phosphorylated H2AX formed punctated foci immediately after irradiation. The number of foci decreased rapidly to 4 hr after 
irradiation, and reduction of the foci became slower thereafter. In metaphase cells, phosphorylated H2AX foci were detected 
on chromosome fragments, however, they also observed on chromosomes without any detectable aberrations. Furthermore, 
phosphorylated H2AX foci were toward along chromosome bridge between dividing chromosomes in anaphase cells.

These results indicate that H2AX is phosphorylated in response to DNA double strand breaks, but phosphorylated foci persist 
on chromosomes whose breaks are repaired. These results provide the possibility phosphorylation of H2AX is caused by not only 
DNA double strand break but also by abnormal chromatin.

P08/1399: Induction and repair of DNA fragments in K562 cells irradiated with γ-rays and nitrogen ions

 Mauro Belli,  Giuseppe Esposito,  Giustina Simone, Physics Laboratory, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Rome, Italy;  Valentina Dini, 
 Antonella Maggi,  Orazio Sapora,  Maria Antonella Tabocchini, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Rome, Italy;  Bo Stenerlöw, 
Uppsala University, Italy

DNA fragmentation induced by radiation of different qualities has been studied in K562 human proerythroblasts inducible to in 
vitro differentiation. Actively proliferating and 72 hours differentiated cells were irradiated with gamma-rays and 125 keV/um N-
ions. DNA fragmentation was studied by PFGE using two different protocols, optimized to resolve molecular weights covering the 
range 5.7-0.145 Mbp, i.e. a size range comparable with the loop dimensions which are known to be dependent on the differentiated 
status. K562 cells, embedded in agarose plugs, were irradiated at 0°C in PBSS buffer with doses up to 200 Gy. Rejoining 
experiments after a dose of 80 Gy were performed incubating the plugs in complete medium at 0°C for 30 min and then at 37°C 
for increasing times up to 120 min.

DNA fragmentation induction as a function of the dose depends on radiation quality, but not on differentiation status. However, 
a different distribution of radiation-induced DNA fragments is observed in actively proliferating and differentiated cells in the high 
molecular weight region. Above 4.6 Mbp gamma-rays are more effective in producing fragments in actively proliferating than 
in differentiated cells, while similar effectiveness is observed for N-ions; in the interval 4.6-2.7 Mbp N-ions gives a higher DNA 
fragmentation than gamma-rays in differentiated cells; below 1.0 Mbp N-ions are more effective than gamma-rays in both cell 
types.

Preliminary results on rejoining of DNA fragments after irradiation with N-ions show similar kinetics for actively proliferating 
and differentiated cells although the distribution of repaired fragments appears different in the two cell types, with small fragments 
repaired faster in actively proliferating cells. Such different patterns could be related to both a different distribution of initial 
lesions and a different accessibility of the repair enzymes to the damaged sites.
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P08/1400: Spatial distribution of DNA damage and repair-related proteins along charged particle 
trajectories

 Burkhard Jakob,  Jeanette H Rudolph,  Claudia Wiese,  Gisela Taucher-Scholz, Gesellschaft fuer Schwerionenforschung, Germany; 
 Michael Scholz, University of Heidelberg, Germany

The biological effectiveness of charged particle radiation is based on physical parameters like track structure and on the cellular 
response to the more complex types of lesions induced.

Using immunofl uorescence staining and confocal microscopy we have revealed the extremely localized accumulation of 
repair-related proteins at the sites of heavy ion-induced DNA damage in nuclei of human fi broblasts. The cell cycle protein p21 
(CDKN1A) is a very early participant in this response, accumulating to foci of dynamic structure that form independently of 
the transactivation by TP53. The pattern of p21 accumulation directly refl ects the microscopic distribution of the dose deposited 
for different radiation types. A new irradiation set-up, characterized by a small angle between the incident beam and the cell 
monolayer, extended the radiation track length and allowed to visualize the spatial distribution of protein aggregates along the 
ion trajectories. The particle tracks are imaged as parallel streaks of focal protein signals within the nuclei. In addition to p21, 
the distribution of repair proteins associating to sites of excision repair (i.e. PCNA) or DSB processing (i.e. hMre11 and TP53) 
was investigated in this way as a function of particle’s LET. Immunostained γ-H2AX was utilized to visualize the formation of 
DSBs. The comparison of intensity profi les along the ion tracks revealed a strict spatial correlation for all the proteins studied. The 
patterns of protein clusters generated along the particle trajectories were inhomogeneous, but strikingly similar for ion beams from 
carbon to uranium, despite the wide range of particle energies and LETs and the greatly differing densities of lesions induced. The 
results point out the importance of chromatin organization in the localization of repair proteins to sites of damage.

P08/1401: Visualization of DNA clustered damage induced by heavy ion exposure

 Masanori Tomita,  Fumio Yatagai, Radioisotope Technology Division, RIKEN, Japan;  Yoshihisa Matsumoto,  Norio Suzuki, 
 Yoshio Hosoi, University of Tokyo, Japan

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are the most lethal damage induced by ionizing radiations. Accelerated heavy-ions have been 
shown to induce DNA clustered damage, which is two or more DNA lesions induced within a few helical turns. Higher biological 
effectiveness of heavy-ions could be provided predominantly by induction of complex DNA clustered damage, which leads to 
non-repairable DSBs. DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK) is composed of catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs) and DNA-binding 
heterodimer (Ku70 and Ku86). DNA-PK acts as a sensor of DSB during non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ), since DNA-PK is 
activated to bind to the ends of double-stranded DNA. On the other hand, NBS1 and histone H2AX are essential for DSB repair 
by homologous recombination (HR) in higher vertebrate cells. Here we report that phosphorylated H2AX at Ser139 (named 
γ-H2AX) and NBS1 form large undissolvable foci after exposure to accelerated Fe ions, while DNA-PKcs does not recognize 
DNA clustered damage. NBS1 and γ-H2AX colocalized with forming discrete foci after exposure to X-rays. At 0.5 h after Fe ion 
irradiation, NBS1 and γ-H2AX also formed discrete foci. However, at 3-8 h after Fe ion irradiation, highly localized large foci 
turned up, while small discrete foci disappeared. Large NBS1 and γ-H2AX foci were remained even 16 h after irradiation. DNA-
PKcs recognized Ku-binding DSB and formed foci shortly after exposure to X-rays. DNA-PKcs foci were observed 0.5 h after 5 
Gy of Fe ion irradiation and were almost completely disappeared up to 8 h. These results suggest that NBS1 and γ-H2AX can be 
utilized as molecular marker of DNA clustered damage, while DNA-PK selectively recognizes repairable DSBs by NHEJ.

P08/1402: Transactivation-independent p53 function is required for S-phase checkpoint in mouse zygote 
fertilized with irradiated sperm

 Megumi Toyoshima, Japan;  Tsutomu Shimura,  Ohtsura Niwa, Kyoto University, Japan;  Satish Kumar Adiga, Kyoto University Ra
diation Biology Centre, Japan;  Masao Inoue, Kanazawa Medical University, Japan;  Zhi-Min Yuan, Harvard School of Public Hea
lth, United States

Mammalian cells maintain genomic integrity through surveillance and control that arrest the cell cycle progression in response to 
DNA damage, allowing time for repair. These surveillance systems, called as the checkpoints, act in three stages in the cell cycle; 
G1-S transition, S phase, and G2-M transition. S-phase checkpoint monitors progression through S phase, which slows the rate of 
on-going DNA synthesis. We have found that irradiated-sperm mouse zygote is devoid of G1/S checkpoint and instead has p53 
dependent S-phase damage checkpoint. In the present study, the mechanism of p53 dependent S checkpoint is investigated.

Phosphorylation of p53 by ATM and ATR is important for its stabilization and activation. We investigated the effects of 
caffeine and wortmannin, the protein kinase inhibitors of both ATM and ATR, and ATM, respectively, on S-phase DNA checkpoint 
in mouse zygote fertilized with irradiated sperm. DNA synthesis was measured by labeling with 3H-labeled thymidine. S-phase 
suppression in irradiated-sperm mouse zygote was abrogated by caffeine, and also by wortmannin. These results suggest that the 
suppression of DNA synthesis was dependent on ATM.

Next, we tried to explore whether p53 suppresses DNA synthesis via some down stream target gene. A transcriptional inhibitor, 
α-amanitin, had no effect on the suppression. p53 mutant (R273H), which lacks the ability to bind DNA, but retains the native 
structure and partial transactivation activity, was unable to suppress DNA synthesis when the protein product was microinjected 
into p53 -/- zygotes. Another p53 mutant (R175H), which also lacks DNA binding activity, was similarly inactive in the 
suppression. In addition, p21-/- zygotes exhibited the same level of suppression upon fertilization by irradiated sperm. Therefore, 
the supprerrion is dependent on the DNA binding function of p53, but not on the transactivation function.

These fi nding reveals a novel mechanism of p53 for S-checkpoint in mouse embryo.
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P08/1403: The effect of track structure on the induction of DNA damage and cell killing

 Seiichi Wada,  Tomoo Funayama,  Yasuhiko Kobayashi, JAERI-Takasaki, Japan;  Masahiro Natsuhori, Kitasato University, Japan; 
 Nobuhiko Ito, Kitasato University, Japan

When the biological materials are irradiated with heavy ion beams, the effects observed in irradiated target differ in the different 
irradiated particles. This difference in the biological effects is considered to be caused not only by the LET values of the particle 
but also by a difference in its track structures. However, little were reported about the biological effects of the track structure. 
To analyze the infl uence of track structure, the biological radiation effects should be evaluated not with the absorbed dose but 
the number of the hit ions. Thus we established a method to detect both the number of ion hits and DNA double strand breaks 
simultaneously in the individual cells. For this purpose, a comet assay was applied to the heavy ion irradiated mammalian cells. 
CHO-K1 cells attached on the ion track detector CR-39 was irradiated with the ion beams with same LET of 430 keV/µm but 
different nuclide (12C and 20Ne) at TIARA Facility, JAERI-Takasaki. After irradiation, the cells were covered with agarose and 
then the electrophoresis was performed. The agarose gel on the CR-39 was stained with ethidium bromide and the opposite side of 
the CR-39 was etched with KOH-ethanol solution at 37°C to visualize ion hit position. Then the photographs of both comet image 
and etched pits were taken, and merged to determine where the ion had hit. The RBE values for 12C-ions irradiation measured 
from survival fraction was higher than that for 20Ne-ions. Similarly, the induction of DNA double strand breaks per a particle 
for 12C-ions was also higher than that for 20Ne-ions. These results indicate that the difference in the track structure causes the 
difference in cell killing effi ciency and induction of DNA damage.

P08/1404: An over-activated ATR/CHK1 pathway is responsible for the prolonged G2 
accumulation in irradiated AT cells

 Xiang Wang,  Jay Khadpe,  Baocheng Hu,  Ya Wang, Thomas Jefferson University, United States;  George Iliakis, Medical School of 
the University Duisburg-Essen, Germany

Induction of checkpoint responses in G1, S, and G2 phases of the cell cycle after exposure of cells to ionizing radiation (IR) is 
essential for maintaining genomic integrity. ATM (ataxia telangiectasia mutated) plays a key role in initiating this response in all 
three phases of the cell cycle. However, cells lacking functional ATM exhibit a prolonged G2 arrest after IR, suggesting regulation 
by an ATM-independent checkpoint response. The mechanism of this AT-independent G2-checkpoint response remains unknown. 
Here, we report that the G2 checkpoint in irradiated human AT (ataxia telangiectasia) cells derives from an over-activation of the 
ATR/CHK1 pathway. Chk1 siRNA abolishes the IR-induced prolonged G2 checkpoint and radiosensitizes AT cells to killing. 
These results link the activation of ATR/CHK1 with the G2 checkpoint activation in AT cells and show that activation of this 
checkpoint contributes to the survival of AT cells.

P08/1405: DNA double strand break repair dependence on poly(ADP-Ribosylation) in L5178Y 
and CHO cells

 Maria Wojewódzka,  Marcin Kruszewski, Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, Poland

L5178Y (LY) sublines, LY-R and LY-S, differ in response to combined treatment with poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitor, 
benzamide (Bz) and ionising radiation: 2mM Bz sensitises LY-S but not LY-R cells [Acta Radiol. Oncol. 24, 451]. The high 
radiation sensitivity of LY-S cells is reasonably explained by the defi ciency in DNA DSB repair [Radiat. Res., 112, 146]. Since, 
the rejoining of DNA breaks in LY-S cells is not sensitive to DNA-PK inhibitors [Mutat. Res., 409, 31], the defi ciency in DSB 
repair is likely due to the impaired function of the enzyme. To investigate the role of polyADP-ribosylation in DNA-PK-mediated 
pathway of DNA repair, we compared the rates of DSB rejoining in LY sublines and a pair of CHO lines: wild type (WT) and 
mutant xrs6 cells. Cells were incubated with 2mM Bz at 37°C for 2 h, X-irradiated with 10 Gy and allowed to repair DNA breaks 
for 15, 60 and 120 min). The remaining DNA DSBs were estimated by the neutral comet assay. As expected, xrs6 cells repaired 
DSBs more slowly than CHO WT cells and the residual DNA damage after 60 min and 120 min of repair was higher in the 
mutant cell line. However, no effect of Bz treatment on the repair kinetic was observed either in xrs6 or WT cells. Interestingly, 
Bz inhibited the repair of DSBs in LY-S line but not its parental LY-R line, in agreement with previously observed sensitisation of 
LY-S cells to X-ray by Bz. An analysis of the repair kinetics of LY cells divided into cell cycle phases confi rmed our fi ndings. In 
conclusion, although the defect in repair of DNA breaks in LY-S is linked with the DNA-PK pathway, apparently, is not connected 
with impaired DNA-PK function in the NHEJ repair system.
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P08/1406: Translesion DNA synthesis and mutation induced in a plasmid with a single adduct of the 
environmental contaminant 3-nitrobenzanthrone in SOS-induced Escherichia coli

 Masanobu Kawanishi,  Takaharu Kanno,  Takashi Yagi, Osaka Prefecture University, Japan;  Takeji Enya-Takamura, National Canc
er Institute, Japan;  Robert P Fuchs, UPR9003 du CNRS, France

3-Nitrobenzanthrone (NBA) is a powerfully mutagenic nitrated aromatic hydrocarbon found in diesel exhaust and in airborne 
particulate matters. NBA forms an unusual DNA adduct in vitro that has a C-C bond between the C-8 position of deoxyguanosine 
and the C-2 position of NBA. We previously found that this adduct is also present in the human cells treated with NBA, and 
induces mutations in supF shuttle vector system. In this study, we analyzed translesion DNA synthesis (TLS) over a single adduct 
in lacZ’ gene in a plasmid in uvrAmutS Escherichia coli. The result showed that the adduct blocked DNA replication and an 
observed TLS frequency was 5.4% in non-SOS-induced E. coli. All progenies after the TLS had no mutation. On the other hand, 
TLS increased to 11.3%, and 4.8% of them had mostly G to T mutations in SOS-induced E. coli. These results suggest that this 
unusual adduct would be one of causes of lung cancer that is increasing in the urban areas polluted with diesel exhaust. It must be 
interesting to reveal which DNA polymerase is involved in this TLS.

P08/1407: DNA synthesis by Escherichia coli DNA polymerase IV (DinB) on templates containing oxidative 
base damages

 Shuji Yonei,  Rie Mizuta, Kyoto University, Japan;  Masaki Hori,  Qiu-Mei Zhang, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University, 
Japan;  Takehiko Nohmi, National Institute of Health Sciences, Japan;  Hiroshi Sugiyama, Tokyo Medical and Dental University, 
Japan

Many types of base damage in DNA cause structural modifi cations that result in the stalling or arrest of DNA polymerases with 
high fi delity during DNA replication. However, the potential for cell death due to arrested DNA replication can be moderated 
by a mechanism called translesion DNA synthesis. E. coli dinB gene had fi rst been identifi ed as one that is involved in mutation 
induction. DinB protein, now called DNA polymerase IV (Pol IV), can bypass a benzo(a)pyrene adduct in DNA. In this study, we 
examined whether or not Pol IV can bypass oxidatively damaged bases; thymine glycol, 5-formyluracil, 5-hydroxymethyluracil, 
8-oxoguanine and 2-hydroxyadenine. The recombinant protein was reacted with chemically synthesized oligonucleotides 
containing one of the oxidized bases in vitro. Pol IV could not bypass thymine glycol, however, correctly extended beyond the 
site of thymine glycol when presented with adenine opposite thymine glycol at the primer terminus. Pol IV could replicate past 
5-formyluracil, 5-hydroxymethyluracil and 8-oxoguanine. Only adenine was inserted across the two lesions, 5-formyluracil and 
5-hydroxymethyluracil. On the other hand, Pol IV effi ciently replicated DNA containing 8-oxoguanine by inserting adenine 
as well as cytosine opposite the lesion. When extending beyond the site of 2-hydroxyadenine, the rate of misincorporation of 
cytosine was about 30 times increased, compared with thymine. The results indicate that Pol IV contributes to mutagenicity of 
2-hydroxyadenine in DNA. It was also found that the frequency of spontaneous A:T->G:C transition mutations increased when 
E. coli CC106 cells were transformed with the Pol IV-overexpressing plasmid, suggesting that cytosine could be incorporated 
opposite 2-hydroxyadenine in the template DNA in vivo. The misincorporation of cytosine should be corrected by mismatch 
repair-dependent removal of cytosine mispaired with the 2-hydroxyadenine lesion.

P08/1408: Loss of wild-type P53 protein in mice fi broblasts leads to increased radioresistance with 
consequent decrease in potentially lethal damage repair

 Ghazi Alsbeih,  Martha Torres,  Najla Al-Harbi, King Faisal Specialist Hospital & Research Centre, Saudi Arabia; 
 Mohamad Alsubael, King Saud University & King Faisal Specialist Hospital, Saudi Arabia

It has been reported that the loss of function of p53 protein is associated with a reduction in the expression of radiation-induced 
potentially lethal damage (PLD). These studies, however, have been carried out using either transformed or transfected cell 
lines where other factors may have existed that could interfere with p53 function. In this study, we used isogenic fi broblast cells 
derived from p53 knockout mice to study radiation sensitivity, the repair of potentially lethal damage (PLDR) and DNA double-
strand breaks (DSBs) repair. Experiments were carried out using wild-type (p53+/+), heterozygous (p53+/-) and homozygous 
mutant (p53-/-) cells. This is an ideal system because the only difference between the 3 cell strains is the status of the p53 protein. 
Radiosensitivity has been studied using clonogenic survival assay. Cells were irradiated in plateau phase then trypsinized and 
plated either immediately (IP) or 24 h later to allow for PLDR. Results showed that contrary to wild-type cells, p53-/- cells 
expressed a non-functional mutant form of p53 that was unable to transcriptionally activate p21 protein in response to radiation. 
The p53-/- cells were signifi cantly more radioresistant than p53+/+. This was associated with a consequent moderate reduction 
in PLDR, mainly due to the increase in radioresistance. DNA repair experiment showed no difference in DNA DSBs rejoining 
capability between the three cell lines. In conclusion, our results show that loss of wild-type p53 lead to increased radioresistance 
with consequent reduction in PLDR but without effect on DNA DSBs repair. (Supported by KFSHRC grant 2020 003)
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P08/1409: Gene expression profi les after ionizing radiation in three closely related human lymphoblastoid 
cell lines with different p53 status

 Mong-Hsun Tsai,  Chandramouli VR Gadisetti,  C Norman Coleman,  James B Mitchell,  Eric Y Chuang, National Cancer Institute, 
United States;  Yidong Chen, National Human Genome Research Institute, United States;  Howard L Liberman, Colorado State Un
iversity, United States

The p53 protein has been implicated in multiple cellular responses related to DNA damage, including apoptosis, cell cycle control, 
as well as DNA replication, transcription, and repair. Alterations in any of these processes could be related to increased genomic 
instability. Our previous study indicated that the lack of wild-type p53 does not lead to increased mutability. To investigate 
further how p53 is involved in regulating mutational processes, we used 8K cDNA microarrays to compare the patterns of gene 
expression among three closely related human cell lines with different p53 status including TK6 (wild-type p53), NH32 (p53-null), 
and WTK1 (mutant p53). Total RNA samples were collected at different time points (1, 3, 6, 9, and 24h) after 10Gy gamma-
radiation. After template-based clustering analysis of the gene expression over the time course, our preliminary results showed 
that 464 genes are either up- or down-regulated by 2 fold following 10Gy radiation treatment. In addition, cluster analyses of gene 
expression profi les among these three cell lines revealed distinct patterns. In TK6, 175 genes were being up-regulated, while 36 
genes showed down-regulation. In contrast, WTK1 showed 75 genes being up-regulated and 12 genes being down-regulated. In 
NH32, only 54 genes showed up-regulation. Furthermore, we found several genes associated with DNA repair such as DDB2, 
p53R2, XPC, PCNA, BTG2 and MSH2 were highly induced in TK6 compared to WTK1 and NH32. These TK6 up-regulated 
genes were confi rmed by using real-time RT-PCR and are being further investigated at the protein level by Western blots.

P08/1410: Assessment of radiation hypersensitive cancer patients through the use 
of a non-homologous end-joining assay

 Deborah SP Davey,  Michael J McKay, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

Our cellular DNA is exposed to DNA-damaging agents such as ultraviolet light and ionising radiation (IR). IR commonly induces 
DNA double strand breaks (DSBs), the most serious of lesions caused by DNA-damaging agents. There are two main pathways of 
DNA DSB repair, homologous recombination and non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ). The NHEJ pathway is important in the 
repair of DNA DSBs in mammals. It repairs DSBs by re-joining broken ends directly and is susceptible to small deletions of DNA. 
Cell lines with mutations in NHEJ components such as DNA-PK and Ku80 have impaired DNA DSB repair and are radiation 
sensitive. Several radiation hypersensitive patients carry a mutation in the Artemis or Ligase IV genes, both components of the 
NHEJ pathway.

One to fi ve percent of cancer patients suffer signifi cant side effects in normal tissue exposed to ionising radiation during 
radiotherapy (RT). Although RT is an effective therapy for cancer treatment, dose intensity is restricted to minimise the incidence 
of radiation hypersensitivity (RS) since hypersensitive individuals cannot be identifi ed before treatment. This imposes tumour cure 
limitations on non-hypersensitive individuals. One goal of radiation biology research is to develop effi cient predictive assays that 
could identify radiation hypersensitive individuals before therapy. This would enable the individualisation of RT doses, resulting 
in improvement of tumour cure rates and a reduction of the incidence of RS. Recent studies utilising an NHEJ repair assay have 
found that cell lines with mutations in the NHEJ pathway use microhomology over direct end-joining to repair DNA DSBs. We 
have a unique bank of lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) and fi broblast lines from over 50 radiation hypersensitive patients. The 
LCLs have been assayed for NHEJ repair using the above assay and results will be presented. Discriminating assays for RS in 
cancer patients, for example, a telomere length assessment assay, are also being pursued.

P08/1411: DNA rearrangements from γ-irradiated normal human fi broblasts preferentially occur in 
transcribed regions of the genome

 Helen B Forrester,  Ian R Radford, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

DNA rearrangement events leading to chromosomal aberrations are central to ionizing radiation-induced cell death. Although 
DNA double-strand breaks are probably the lesion that initiates formation of chromosomal aberrations, little is understood about 
the molecular mechanisms that generate and modulate DNA rearrangement.

Examination of the sequences that fl ank sites of DNA rearrangement may provide information regarding the processes and 
enzymes involved in rearrangement events. Accordingly, we developed a method using inverse PCR that allows the detection and 
sequencing of putative radiation-induced DNA rearrangements in defi ned regions of the human genome. The method can detect 
single copies of a rearrangement event that has occurred in a particular region of the genome and, therefore, DNA rearrangement 
detection does not require survival and continued multiplication of the affected cell.

Ionizing radiation-induced DNA rearrangements were detected in several different regions of the genome of human fi broblast 
cells that were exposed to 30 Gy of γ-irradiation and then incubated for 24 hours at 37oC. There was a 3- to 5-fold increase in the 
number of products amplifi ed from irradiated as compared with control cells in the target regions 5’ to the C-MYC, CDKN1A, 
RB1, and FGFR2 genes. Sequences were examined from 121 DNA rearrangements. Approximately half of the PCR products 
were derived from possible inter-chromosomal rearrangements and the remainder were from intra-chromosomal events. A high 
proportion of the sequences that rearranged with target regions were located in genes, suggesting that rearrangements may occur 
preferentially in transcribed regions. Eighty-four percent of the sequences examined by reverse transcriptase PCR were from 
transcribed sequences in IMR-90 cells. The distribution of DNA rearrangements within the target regions is non-random and 
homology occurs between the sequences involved in rearrangements in some cases but is not always demonstrated.
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P08/1412: Genomic analysis of murine DNA-dependent protein kinase

 Akira Fujimori,  Masumi Abe, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

The gene of catalytic subunit of DNA dependent protein kinase is responsible gene for SCID mice. The molecules play a critical 
role in non-homologous end joining including the V(D)J recombination. Contribution of the molecules to the difference of 
radiosensitivity and the susceptibility to cancer has been suggested. Here we show the entire nucleotide sequence of approximately 
193 kbp and 84 kbp genomic regions encoding the entire DNA-PKcs gene in the mouse and chicken respectively. Retroposon was 
found in the intron 51 of mouse genomic DNA-PKcs gene but in human and chicken. Comparative analysis of these two species 
strongly suggested that only two genes, DNA-PKcs and MCM4, exist in the region of both species. Several conserved sequences 
and cis elements, however, were predicted. Recently, the orthologous region for the human DNA-PKcs locus was completed. The 
results of further comparative study will be discussed.

P08/1413: Investigating the predicted genes involved in the extreme radiation resistance phenotype of 
deinococcus radiodurans

 Elena K Gaidamakova,  Vera Y Matrosova,  Min Zhai,  Matthias Hess,  Marina Omelchenko,  Michael J Daly, Uniformed Servic
es University of Health Sciences, United States;  Yongqing Liu,  Jizhong Zhou, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, United States; 
 Kira S Makarova, National Center for Biotechnology Info Bethesda, United States

Deinococcus radiodurans is a bacterium that can grow under continuous ionizing radiation (60 Gy/h) and survive acute exposures 
as high as 15 kGy without lethality. The genes encoding its remarkable resistance are mostly unknown and only a few that 
have been implicated have been confi rmed. We have used theoretical (whole genome annotation, Makarova et al., 2001) and 
experimental (whole-genome DNA microarray, Liu et al., 2003) data to help identify genes involved in DNA repair and recovery 
from irradiation. These genes were examined in D. radiodurans by generating knockout mutants. Using this approach, >40 ORFs 
were tested and we have identifi ed several novel radiation sensitive mutants. To study the relationships between these genes we 
have also constructed and analyzed double-mutants. Here we present the results of construction, genomic analysis, and resistance 
characteristics for the mutants. The most sensitive novel mutant obtained is one with a disruption in the predicted gene DR0070. 
We have examined the functional role of DR0070 under different stress conditions, its over-expression in Escherichia coli, and its 
upstream regulatory region by gel-shift analysis.

P08/1415: FANCG knockout CHO cells display sensitivity to diverse DNA damaging agents and possible 
genomic instability

 John M Hinz,  Robert S Tebbs,  Nazumi A Yamada,  Ed P Salazar,  Vicki L Kopf,  Larry H Thompson, Lawrence Livermore National L
aboratory, United States

The function of the proteins encoded by the genes responsible for the disease Fanconi anemia (FA) have not been elucidated. 
Several of these proteins (FancA, C, E, F, and G) form a complex in the nucleus, and cells defi cient in any one of these proteins 
are sensitive to crosslinking agents, suggesting a possible role for these proteins in some aspect of DNA repair, chromosomal 
maintenance, or replication. We constructed a FancG knockout mutant (FGKO40) in CHO AA8 cells, as well as FancG-corrected 
FGKO40 cells (KO40BP6, which is a pool of six BAC-clone transformants). FGKO40 cells are sensitive to a wide variety of 
DNA damaging agents. Sensitivity to the cross-linking agents MMC (3x) and chloroethyl-nitrosourea (3x) does not exceed that of 
methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) (4x), methyl-nitrosourea (4x), or ethyl-nitrosourea (3x), or the purine analog 6-thioguanine (5x). 
Other agents show mild sensitivity in FGKO40 cells: ionizing radiation (1.2x), UV-C (1.5x), hydroxyurea (1.2x), camptothecin 
(1.2x), and excess thymidine (normal). The length of S phase was carefully measured by monitoring the progression of highly 
synchronous G1 cells obtained by centrifugal elutriation. FGKO40 cells traversed S phase normally but had a slightly longer G2 
phase than parental cells. Treatment of synchronized G1 cells with MMS did not increase S phase in parental or mutant cells, 
but again G2 was slightly longer for FGKO40. Mutation rates were measured at the hrpt and aprt loci, where gene inactivation 
confers resistance to 6-thioguanine or 8-azaadenine, respectively. FGKO40 had a slightly reduced mutation rate for hprt mutants, 
suggesting reduced recovery of large deletions at this locus. Moreover, the rate of methotrexate resistance was elevated 2.5-fold in 
mutant cells compared to controls. Resistance to this drug is generally associated with amplifi cation of the dhfr locus, suggesting 
FancG plays a role in this aspect of genome stability. We suggest that the defect in FGKO40 cells lies in the formation of excess 
double-strand breaks when DNA containing damage replicates. (Work prepared under the auspices of the US Department of 
Energy by LLNL under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48 and supported by the DOE Low-Dose Program.)
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P08/1416: Human HRAD9B and testicular cancer

 Kevin M Hopkins,  Xiaojian Wang,  Ana Berlin,  Harshwardhan M Thaker,  Howard B Lieberman, Columbia University, 
United States

The HRAD9 gene mediates radioresistance and regulates the G2/M cell cycle checkpoint induced by ionizing radiation. In this 
report, we describe the isolation of the human paralog of HRAD9, called HRAD9B. Furthermore, we demonstrate that, like 
HRAD9 protein, the HRAD9B gene product can coimmunoprecipitate with HRAD1, HRAD9, HHUS1 and HHUS1B proteins. 
However, HRAD9B is expressed predominantly in testis, whereas its paralog is expressed more universally in different tissues. 
And most notably, we demonstrate that HRAD9B exhibits markedly and consistently reduced expression in testicular seminomas, 
high levels of expression in normal adult testis, yet also shows expression in fetal testis cells where meiosis is not performed. 
These results suggest that HRAD9B could at the least serve as a marker for testicular cancer, and its expression may be causally 
related to the disease. Further studies are under way to determine the cause of the reduced expression of HRAD9B in germ cell 
tumors.∋∋∋∋

P08/1417: Analysis of translesion DNA synthesis activity of the human REV1-REV7 complex, which is a key 
player in radiation-induced mutagenesis

 Yuji Masuda,  Kenji Masuda,  Kenji Kamiya, Hiroshima University, Japan

Ionizing radiation frequently causes oxidative DNA damage in cells. It has been suggested that functions of the REV1 and REV7 
genes are induction of mutations and prevention of cell death caused by ionizing radiation. With yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 
results from a variety of investigations have demonstrated that the REV genes play a major role in induction of mutations through 
replication processes which directly copy the damaged DNA template during DNA replication. However, in higher eucaryotes, 
functions of homologues are poorly understood and appear somewhat different from the yeast case. It has been suggested that 
human REV1 interacts with human REV7, this being specifi c to higher eucaryotes. Here we show that purifi ed human REV1 and 
REV7 proteins form a heterodimer in solution, which is stable through intensive purifi cation steps. Results from biochemical 
analysis of the transferase reactions of the REV1-REV7 complex demonstrated, in contrast to the case of yeast Rev3 whose 
polymerase activity is stimulated by assembly with yeast Rev7, that human REV7 did not infl uence the stability, substrate 
specifi city or kinetic parameters of the transferase reactions of REV1 protein. A possible molecular role of the REV7 subunit 
may be to help assembly of the REV1 protein to a large complex containing REV3 and/or other DNA polymerases in higher 
eucaryotes.

P08/1418: Carcinoma of uterine cervix: prognostic signifi cance of DNA- fl ow cytometry during the 
brachytherapy

 Olga A Kravetz,  Liya A Marjina,  Vladimir N Bogatirev, Cancer Research Centre, Moscow, Russia

Objective: To assess the prognostic value of DNA – fl ow cytometry in carcinoma of uterine cervix treated by external irradiation 
and high-dose-rate brachytherapy (60Co).

Design: The clinical base for the study during one year period formed 12 patients with carcinoma of the uterine cervix TNM 
stage T2b-3b N0-1 M0-1. All patients were treated with external irradiation and brachytherapy with 60Co sources (HDR).

Clinical diagnosis was verifi ed histologically in all the cases. Among them were 11 patients with squamous-cell carcinoma: 
1 patient – squamous-cell non-keratinizing carcinoma, 1 patient – poorly differentiated squamous-cell carcinoma; 1 patient with 
adenocarcinoma.

On the 1st step was external irradiation of the whole pelvis (30Gy). The 2nd step – brachytherapy : 60Co – 10Gy/4fr/40Gy 
to point A; During intervals between brachytherapy cycles the external irradiation of parametrium and pelvic lymph nodes was 
performed (20Gy). The total dose from the whole course in point A was 85-90 Gy, in point B – 60 Gy

DNA – fl ow cytometry (analizator EPICS-XL, Coulter, USA) were used for invistigation tumor cells for this group of patients 
in dynamic: before the treatment, after the 1st step, and after the whole course of treatment.

Results: Among all patients of this group 6 (50%) – have a positive results; 3 (25%) – without any dynamic; 3 (25%) – have 
negative dynamic according to the aneuploid tumors and number tumors, S and G2+M cell phase. It was Soft Ware MultiCycle, 
Phoenix Flow Systems,1994, USA. According to our previous results we suggest that 90% of patients with aneuploid tumors were 
more radiosensitive than diploid tumors. Among whole group 3 patients have a progressive of disease – the distant metastases after 
4-5 months.

We are planning to continue our work in evaluation of survival rate in correlation with the results of DNA -fl ow cytometry.
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P08/1419: Using DNA DSB induction and rejoining kinetics data, the DSB model for cooperative repair 
correctly predicts the cell survival curve for V79 chinese hamster fi broblasts

 Christopher S Lange, State University of New York, Downstate Med Ctr, United States

The DSB model [1,2] assumes that the reproductively surviving cells after ionizing irradiation are those which have repaired all 
of their DSBs. A comparision of the DSB, RMR and LPL models showed that only the DSB model correctly predicted the times 
available for repair (t

rep
) [3]. Using PFGE to measure DSB induction and rejoining kinetics, with data analyzed as described 

previously [4,5], we correctly predict the survival curve for V79 Chinese hamster fi broblasts. For these cells, the genomic DNA 
content (C) = 6.5 Gbp, M

avg
 = 282.6 Mbp and N = 23 chromosomes [6]. G

DSB
 = 0.0049 DSB/MbpGy [4,5], τ

DSBR
 = (1.40/ln(2)) 

times dose (D) [7]. The D
37,DSB

 = 1/(MG
DSB

), and y, the relative dose = D/D
37,DSB

. The t
rep

 = 5.4 τ
DSBR

 [3], and the relative time 
available for repair (T

rep
) = 5.4 [3]. From DSBR data, the ratio of fi nal to initial DSBs (B

f
 /B

0
) is dose dependent and = 0.00143D 

+ 0.005. Hence, the probability that a DNA fragment will not be lost (u) = ((1-B
f
 /B

0
)/(1-e-T))0.5 [2], and the cell surviving fraction, 

for cooperative rejoining, is S = (e-y(1+u(1-e-T)(euy-1)))N [2]. The survival predicted assuming cooperative rejoining is in excellent 
agreement with the measured surviving fractions, while the values predicted assuming non-cooperative rejoining (Eq. 10 in [2]) 
considerably and consistently underestimate the observed survival.

Table 1. Comparison of DSB model predicted and observed surviving fractions.

D [Gy] = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14

S
coop

 = 1, 0.79, 0.56, 0.34, 0.17, 0.07, 0.024, 0.007

S
obs

 = 1, 0.80, 0.50, 0.25, 0.12, 0.05, 0.022, 0.009

S
noncoop

 = 1, 0.65, 0.35, 0.16, 0.06, 0.02, 0.005, 0.001
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P08/1420: KUB5 – a new Ku70-binding protein involved in response to ionizing radiation

 Konstantin S Leskov,  Jing Li,  Dmitri Klokov,  Shinako Araki,  David A Boothman, Case Western Reserve University, United States

The Ku complex (composed of Ku70 and Ku80) plays an essential role in eukaryotic cells as a DNA damage sensor, and in 
subsequent non-homologous DNA double strand break repair. However, co-factors that may work in concert with the Ku complex 
have not been fully elucidated. Using Ku70 as ‘bait’, we performed a yeast two-hybrid screening of a human liver cDNA library. 
Five clones named Ku70-binding (KUB) proteins 1-5 were isolated. KUBs 3, 4 and 5 have not been previously described. 
Analyses of KUB5 amino acid sequence showed that the protein was very conserved among species, with approximately 30% 
identity in amino acid residues between human and S. cerevisiae KUB5 homologs. Expression analyses of KUB5 revealed 
that the gene was not altered during cell cycle progression, and following IR. Human KUB5 has a molecular weight of ~36.9 
kDa. The KUB5 highly conserved N-terminal domain is homologous to RPR domains (regulation of pre-mRNA) and contains 
several potential phosphorylation sites, including DNA-PK consensus phosphorylation site SQ. All KUB5 homologs also have a 
conserved coiled-coil domain in their C-terminal domain that is capable of binding the Ku70 protein. We confi rmed the KUB5-
Ku70 protein interaction using co-immunoprecipitation using antibodies to Ku70, Ku80 and a monoclonal antibody to KUB5, 
suggesting that KUB5 can interact with the Ku complex and not just Ku70 alone. Transfection of MCF-7 cells with N-terminally 
tagged GFP-KUB5 revealed punctated localization of the protein in the nucleus. Initial functional analyses of KUB5 showed that 
a haploid S. cerevisiae KUB5(-) strain exhibited increased sensitivity to IR when synchronized in G1 using alpha-factor compared 
to wild-type. These data suggest that KUB5 function may be important for post-IR non-homologous end joining in yeast cells. We 
are currently investigating KUB5 function in mammalian cells by generating KUB5 knock-out mice and using anti-KUB5 small 
interfering RNA (siRNA).

P08/1421: Human RAD9 can transactivate p21 using a p53 DNA-binding consensus sequence

 Howard B Lieberman,  Yuxin Yin,  Cynthia Liu,  Kevin M Hopkins,  Xiaojian Wang, Columbia University, United States

When human cells incur DNA damage, two fundamental responses can follow, cell cycle arrest or apoptosis. RAD9 and p53 
function in both processes, but the mechanistic relationship between their activities is unknown. p53 mediates checkpoint control 
at G1 by transcriptional regulation of p21. We show that RAD9 can also regulate p21 at the transcriptional level. Furthermore, 
we show that RAD9 specifi cally binds to the p53-consensus DNA binding sequence in the p21 promoter, much like p53. Our 
data reveal a new mechanism for regulation of p21 and demonstrate for the fi rst time results consistent with RAD9 acting as 
a transcription factor. We suggest that RAD9 and p53 co-regulate p21, and perhaps other genes as well, to control cell cycle 
progression by similar molecular mechanisms.
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P08/1422: Binding of ATP and DNA to polynucleotide kinase

 Rajam S Mani,  Feridoun Karimi-Busheri,  Mesfi n Fanta,  Carol E Cass,  Michael Weinfeld, University of Alberta, Canada

Human polynucleotide kinase (hPNK) is a DNA repair enzyme required for processing and rejoining of single and double strand-
break termini. The complete cDNA, which codes for a 521-amino acid protein (57.1 kDa), was expressed in Escherichia coli, and 
the purifi ed recombinant protein exhibited both the kinase and the phosphatase activities. The protein undergoes a conformational 
change upon binding ATP (Mani et al., Biochemistry, 2001). In this study, effect of ligand binding on protein intrinsic fl uorescence 
was measured to determine binding affi nity (Kd) and the stoichiometry. Titration of hPNK with ATP indicated tight binding (Kd 
= 1.4 µM) and the observed binding stoichiometry was 1:1. AMP-PNP, a nonhydrolyzable form of ATP, which is an inhibitor of 
kinases exhibited unimodal binding with a Kd value of 1.6 µM. We also studied the binding of an oligonucleotide (20 residues 
in length) to mimic DNA binding. This oligonucleotide bound with high affi nity (Kd = 1.3 µM) in a stoichiometric manner. The 
oligonucleotide was also able to bind to hPNK in the presence of AMP-PNP with a Kd value of 2.5 µM, indicating the formation 
of a ternary complex between hPNK, AMP-PNP and the oligonucleotide. Sedimentation equilibrium measurements indicated the 
protein exists as a monomer in solution and the protein did not undergo any aggregation in the presence of the oligonucleotide. 
Both far and near-UV CD measurements also revealed a conformational change in the protein upon binding the oligonucleotide. In 
this study for the fi rst time, we have demonstrated hPNK to bind the oligonucleotide with high affi nity, thus fulfi lling its functional 
role.

P08/1423: Studies on a role of XRCC4 in human cells

 Masahiko Mori,  Hiromi Itsukaichi,  Reiko Kanda,  Atsuko Nakamura,  Naoko Shiomi,  Shiro Aizawa,  Tadahiro Shiomi, National Insti
tute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Ionizing radiation produces a variety of lesions in DNA including single-strand breaks, double-strand breaks and base damage. 
The repair of DNA double-strand breaks is essential for the maintenance of genomic integrity. Failure to repair DNA double-strand 
breaks result in loss of genetic information, chromosome translocations, carcinogenesis and cell death. XRCC4 is a member of 
non-homologous end-joining proteins that functioned in DNA double-strand break repair in eukaryote including human. XRCC4 
is a DNA ligase IV accessory factor and required for the rejoining of DNA double-strand breaks. Both XRCC4 and DNA ligase IV 
defi cient mice have been generated. Both defi cient mice are not viable because of neuronal degeneration caused by p53-induced 
apoptosis. Cells obtained from XRCC4 or DNA ligase IV defi cient embryo are viable, but show reduced cell proliferation and 
hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation. To study the role of XRCC4 in human cells, we tried to inactivate XRCC4 gene by using 
gene targeting technology in human colon cancer cell line, HCT116. We have succeeded to disrupt both alleles of XRCC4 gene. 
Heterozygous (XRCC4 +/-) cells showed reduced cell proliferation but normal X ray-sensitivity, indicating haploinsuffi ciency 
in cell proliferation but not in X ray-sensitivity. Homozygous (XRCC4 -/-) cells show reduced cell proliferation and increased 
chromosome aberrations, and are highly sensitive to X rays.

P08/1425: Ionising radiation response of mouse embryonic fi broblast cell lines lacking cohesin REC8

 Naomi C Murdoch,  Huiling Xu,  Sandra Vershoor,  Michael J McKay, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

The cohesin complex is required for the cohesion of sister chromatids. Cohesin is loaded onto chromosomes during DNA 
replication and maintains sister chromatid association until anaphase. The cohesin complex is also implicated in homologous 
recombination, the upkeep of chromosome stability, the repair of double stranded DNA breaks (dsbs) and most recently, chromatin 
remodelling. REC8 is a key component of the meiotic cohesin complex that we showed was conserved from yeast to humans 
(Parisi, et. al., 1999). We identifi ed a mouse ortholog of the Rec8 gene and generated Rec8 mutant mice by targeted deletion. To 
determine the role of REC8 in DNA repair, we derived embryonic fi broblast cell lines from Rec8 mutant mice. By clonogenic 
assay we are evaluating the resistance of Rec8 -/- cells to ionising (IR) radiation, an indirect measure of repair of dsbs. The study 
may provide insights into the involvement of cohesins in recombination and IR response.

Reference: Parisi, S., McKay, M.J., Molnar, M., Thompson, M.A., van der Spek, P.J., van Drunken-Schoenmaker, E., 
Kanaar, R., Lehmann, E., Hoeijmakers, J.H.J. & Kohli, J., 1999. Rec8p, a meiotic recombination and sister chromatid cohesion 
phosphoprotein of the Rad21 family conserved from fi ssion yeast to humans. Mol Cell Biol. 19(5):3515-3528.
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P08/1426: Clone and characterization of photolyase-gene from soybean

 Tanbir Najrana,  Tokuhisha Hirouchi,  Kazuo Yamamoto, Tohoku University, Japan

Cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD) and pyrimidine [6-4] pyrimidone photoproduct (6-4pp) are the major products of UV-
radiation. Both CPD and 6-4pp posses lethal as well as mutagenic property. Excision repair and photoreactivation are involved 
as major pathways in repairing those photoproducts. To repari those products plant uses photoreactivation as a major pathway. In 
photoreactivation process photolyase (enzyme encoded by PHR-gene) catalyzes the splitting of the dimer into a monomer under 
blue light. Photolyase is specifi c for damage CPD or 6-4pp. The CPD and 6-4pp photolyases are responsible for repairing CPD 
and 6-4pp lesions respectively. Several investigators reported that removal of CPD lesion is necessary for survival in higher plants 
in the early development. Thus one should realize the importance of clone and characterization of CPD-photolyase gene from 
plants especially from those are lying in the list of foods such as wheat, corn, soybean etc.

cDNA library (pSPORT-P) of soybean was amplifi ed using the primers that designated as common for CPD-photolyase 
gene for plants. These primers gave the desire size of PCR product. Desirable PCR product inserted into TA-cloning vector and 
sequenced. Amino acid sequence revealed considerable homology with CPD-photolyases of rice, arabidopsis thaliana. Then using 
dilution-PCR amplifi cation method (Hirouchi et al., MGG in press) I have identifi ed the true clone from cDNA library of soybean 
that containing the full length of CPD-photolyase gene. Full length of cloned gene is about 1698 bps long and exist start and stop 
codon. Amino acid sequence of the cloned gene shows more than 70% homology with rice, arabidopsis thaliana. Cloned gene 
enables to complement the E. coli ( phr-uvrA-recA-) system that is completely defective in photoreactivation. The size of CPD-
photolyase of soybean is about 56 KDa as identifi ed by 12% SDS PAGE.

P08/1427: Functional domain of NBS1 for telomere replication

 Asako Nakamura,  Erina Nakanishi,  Shuichi Sakamoto,  Kenshi Komatsu, RBC, Kyoto University, Japan;  Hiroshi Tauchi, 
Ibaraki University, Japan;  Junya Kobayashi,  Shinya Matsuura, RIRBM, Hiroshima University, Japan;  Toshinori Ide, Hiroshima U
niversity School of Medicine, Japan

Nijmegen breakage syndrome (NBS), characterized by high sensitivity to ionizing radiation and predisposition to lymphoid 
cancer, is phenotypically similar to ataxia telangiectasia (AT). The gene mutated in NBS, NBS1, functions in both DNA repair and 
telomere maintenance. NBS1 has three functional domains known as FHA /BRCT domain, phosphorylation domain and MRE11 
binding domain. To examine how these functional domains are participating in telomere maintenance, we analyzed the telomere 
length and the interaction of NBS1 with telomere binding protein TRF2 by using NBS cell lines transfected with several mutants 
of NBS1 cDNA. First, the terminal restriction fragment length (TRF) in the primary cells from an NBS patient and an AT patient 
at different population doubling levels were determined by southern blot analysis. NBS primary cells showed short TRF length 
comparable with that of AT primary cells. On the other hand, SV40-transformed NBS cell lines, maintaining the minimum size 
of telomere, elongated TRF length after transfection with full length NBS1 cDNA and S278/343A (mutated in phosphorylation 
domain) NBS1 cDNA, whereas the TRF length remained short in all subclones transfected with truncated NBS1 cDNA. These 
results suggested that phosphorylation of Ser278/Ser343 is not associated with the telomere maintenance of NBS1. Our results 
also showed that NBS1 interacted with TRF2 particularly in G1/early S phase. This cell cycle dependent interaction was detected 
in both AT cells and NBS cells transfected with S278/343A NBS1 cDNA. These evidences indicate that NBS1 functions in 
telomere maintenance through ATM-independent pathway. We are now analyzing the regulatory factor for this cell cycle 
dependent interaction of NBS1 with TRF2.

P08/1428: Responses of non-homologous end joining defi ceint human and rodent cells exposed to high LET 
particles and x-rays

 Ryuichi Okayasu,  Sentaro Takahashi,  Yoshihisa Kubota, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Shiori Saito, 
Chiba University, Japan

We have measured cell survival levels in various human and rodent cell lines exposed to high LET (LET = 80 keV/µm) carbon 
ion particles (290 MeV/u), and compared them with the survivals of the same cell lines exposed to X-rays. Non homologous end 
joining (NHEJ) defi cient human fi broblasts (180 BR) irradiated with high LET carbon ions showed a survival level identical to 
that obtained with x-rays (RBE 1.0), while normal human fi broblasts showed a signifi cantly higher cell survival obtained with 
x-rays than that with high LET carbon ions (RBE > 2.0 at 10% cell survival). NHEJ defi cient hamster xrs6 cells (Ku 80 mutant) 
showed a 180BR-like survival response (RBE 1.5) and wild-type Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells showed a normal human 
cell-like response (RBE 2.2). When xrs6 cells corrected with the normal hamster Ku80 gene (Xrs6-haKu80) were used, the 
response was similar to that of wild-type CHO cells. These results suggest that the proteins associated with NHEJ may not play a 
major role in the recovery process of cells exposed to high LET radiation. We also studied interphase (G1) chromosome damage 
and repair in these cells with the premature chromosome condensation (PCC) technique. Those results are included as well.
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P08/1430: Induction of DNA double strand breaks by long wavelength UV-A exposure and their repair

 Alexander C Rapp,  Karl Otto Greulich, Institute for Molecular Biotechnology Jena, Germany;  Jürgen Thomale, 
University Clinic Essen, Germany;  Michael Hausmann, University Freiburg, Germany

UV-A irradiation has been assumed to be a relatively harmless genotoxic compound that should not induce severe DNA double 
strand breaks (dsbs). Recent fi ndings, however, have indicated that UV irradiation at lambda>320nm induces dsbs, too. These 
fi ndings are based on the detection of DNA fragmentation. In this work we additionally show the activation of the double strand 
break repair pathways after UV-A (365nm, 160-1280 kJ/m2) exposure in situ. By immunohistochemical detection of Rad51 foci 
formation, the involvement of the homologous recombination repair (HRR) is shown. Also the formation of gamma-H2AX 
foci was observed, which is a specifi c phosphorylation at ser139 of histone 2A. This phosphorylation is an early event in the 
recognition of dsbs and is correlated to the non homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway. Close spatial proximity of the Rad51 
and the gamma-H2AX foci is visualised by 3D fl uorescence microscopy. Western blotting shows a more than 7 fold increase of 
the gamma-H2AX protein in the fi rst 20 minutes during irradiation and a quick decrease after exposure. In contrast the amount 
of Rad51 protein is only increased by 20%. A time course of the formation of Rad51 and gamma-H2AX foci during irradiation 
suggests that the detected dsbs are induced directly and are not a result of stalled replication in S-phase. Micronucleus induction 
during the fi rst mitosis after irradiation has proven that chromosomal aberrations are also induced by UV-A exposure. RNA 
expression profi les of 164 DNA damage and repair related genes have been analysed using a custom made DNA gene array. 
The data obtained at 2 and 5 hours after acute exposure to 700 kJ/m2 UV-A as well as after an chronicle exposure during 3 days, 
support the fi ndings from western blotting analysis, that only a weak up-regulation of repair proteins from the NHEJ and HRR 
pathways is observed.

P08/1431: Induction of lethal mutations in the x-chromosome of unirradiated Drosophila oocytes after 
fertilization by irradiated spermatozoa

 Mikhail V Shaposhnikov,  Vladimir G Zainullin, Institute of Biology Ural Div. Rus Acad Sci, Russia

In primary study on Drosophila it was found that irradiated male X-chromosomes induce recessive lethals in unirradiated female 
homologues (Abeleva et al., 1961, Radiobiologya. 1:123-126). The same effects were obtained in Drosophila in some recent 
investigations. The mechanisms of these effects is unknown. However it may be responsible for low-dose radiation effects as it 
induce mutations in unirradiated DNA. We assume that this effect may be a result of activation of error prone repair in response to 
preliminary DNA lesions in irradiated chromosome. In this research we analyse the frequencies of the recessive lethal mutations in 
the X-chromosome of Drosophila females mated with irradiated Basc males. We used acute irradiation with a dose rate of 10 Gy. 
For testing our hypothesis we use the mus209 and mei-41 mutant females. Mus209 is a PCNA gene homologue and mei-41 is a 
homologue of ATM gene. These genes are involved in post-replication DNA repair which may be error prone repair in Drosophila. 
It was obtained the tendency to decreasing the mutation rate at the mei-41[D5] background and decreasing mutation rate in 
mus209[B1] background in comparison with wild type strains CS (p<0.05). The obtained results demonstrate the possible role of 
mus209[B1] and mei-41[D5] genes in the inducing of mutations in the unirradiated X-chromosome in the presence of irradiated 
homologue.

P08/1432: Generation and characterization of Xpg mutant mice with well characterized point mutations

 Tadahiro Shiomi,  Naoko Shiomi,  Katsuko Noshiro,  Seiji Kito, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Kayoko Sakurai, 
Kyoto University, Japan;  Yoshiko Noguchi, Science Service, Japan;  Tsukasa Matsunaga, Kanazawa University, Japan

Patients with xeroderma pigmentosum group G (XP-G) show various symptoms, ranging from mild cutaneous abnormalities 
to severe dermatological impairments. In some cases, patients exhibit growth failure and have a short life span, which are 
characteristics of Cockayne syndrome (CS). The known XPG protein function as the 3’nuclease in nucleotide excision repair 
(NER) cannot explain CS development. Recent studies by Le Page et al. (Cell, 101, 159-171, 200) indicated that the XPG protein 
plays an important role in base excision repair, particularly the transcription-coupled repair (TCR) of oxidative base damage such 
as thymine glycol and 8-oxoG, as well as in NER. A defect of this function seems to be implicated in the occurrence of CS. On the 
other hand, from studies on RAD2, the S. cerevisiae counterpart of XPG, Lee et al. suggested that transcriptional defects are the 
underlying cause of CS (Cell, 109, 823-834, 2002).

To study this point in more detail we generated mouse strains with well- characterized point mutations (D811A, D811stop) 
in mouse XPG (Xpg). We constructed three targeting vectors designed for replacing a region of Xpg genomic DNA (exons 8 to 
15) with corresponding Xpg cDNA fragments that contained D811A, D811stop or no mutation. We generated mice carrying these 
mutations using gene targeting and embryonic stem cell technology. Heterozygous mice for each allele were interbred to obtain 
homozygotes. Mice homozygous for the D811stop mutant allele showed growth failure and most of them (90-95 %) died within 
30 days after birth. In contrast, mice homozygous for Xpg replaced partially with the wild-type cDNA fragment or homozygous 
for the D811A mutant allele showed no obvious growth abnormalities when compared with the wild type. Cells from the D811stop 
homozygotes were highly sensitive to UV. Cells from the D811A homozygotes were also sensitive to UV.
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P08/1433: Haploinsuffi ciency for ATM confers radiosensitivity

 Lubomir B Smilenov,  David J Brenner,  Eric J Hall, Columbia University, United States

Subpopulations that are genetically predisposed to radiation-induced cancer could have signifi cant public health consequences. 
Individuals homozygous for null mutations at the ataxia telangiectasia gene (ATM) are indeed highly radiosensitive, but their 
numbers are very small. Ataxia Telangiectasia heterozygotes (1-2% of the population) have been associated with somewhat 
increased radiosensitivity for some end points, but none directly related to carcinogenesis. Here, intralitter comparisons for 
radiation induced cell transformation of wild type and heterozygous mouse embryo fi broblasts (one allele knocked out) indicate 
that the heterozygous cells are more sensitive to radiation oncogenesis than their normal, litter-matched, counterparts. Our 
biochemical data suggests that the ATM expression level in heterozygous cells is almost 50% lower than that of the wild-type 
cells. Functional assays for p53 show no alteration of the phosphorylation of the p53 ser15 (ser18 in mouse p53). Comparison 
of radiation induced apoptosis in thymocytes from ATM wild type and heterozygous mice show lower apoptotic rates in the 
heterozygous cells indicating defective check point controls. From these data we suggest that Ataxia Telangiectasia heterozygotes 
could indeed represent a societally-signifi cant radiosensitive human subpopulation.

Keywords: ATM, ATM heterozygotes, cell transformation, oncogenesis

P08/1434: DNA-PK dependent targeting of DNA-ends to a protein complex assembled on matrix attachment 
region DNA sequences

 Stanley K Mauldin,  Robert C Getts,  Mary L Perez,  Sharon DiRienzo,  Thomas D Stamato, Lankenau Institute for Medical Researc
h, United States

We fi nd that nuclear protein extracts from mammalian cells contain an activity that allows DNA ends to associate with circular 
pUC18 plasmid DNA. This activity requires the catalytic subunit of DNA-PK (DNA-PKcs) and Ku since it was not observed 
in mutants lacking Ku or DNA-PKcs but was observed when purifi ed Ku/DNA-PKcs was added to these mutant extracts. 
Competition experiments between pUC18 and pUC18 plasmids containing various nuclear matrix attachment region (MAR) 
sequences suggest that DNA ends preferentially associate with plasmids containing MAR DNA sequences. At a 1:5 mass ratio of 
MAR to pUC18, approximately equal amounts of DNA end binding to the two plasmids were observed, while at a 1:1 ratio no 
pUC18 end-binding was observed. Calculation of relative binding activities indicates that DNA-end binding activities to MAR 
sequences was 7 to 21 fold higher than pUC18. Western analysis of proteins bound to pUC18 and MAR plasmids indicates that 
XRCC4, DNA ligase IV, scaffold attachment factor A, topoisomerase II, and poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase preferentially associate 
with the MAR plasmid in the absence or presence of DNA ends. In contrast, Ku and DNA-PKcs were found on the MAR plasmid 
only in the presence of DNA ends. After electroporation of a 32P-labeled DNA probe into human cells and cell fractionation, 87% 
of the total intercellular radioactivity remained in nuclei after a 0.5M NaCl extraction suggesting the probe was strongly bound 
in the nucleus. The above observations raise the possibility that DNA-PK targets DNA-ends to a repair and/or DNA damage 
signaling complex which is assembled on MAR sites in the nucleus.

P08/1435: Identifi cation of DNA glycosylase/AP lyase activity of human hNEIL1 that excises 5-formyluracil 
and 5-hydroxymethyluracil from DNA

 Kazuhiro Takatori,  Shin-Ichiro Yonekura,  Nobuya Nakamura,  Shuji Yonei, Kyoto University, Japan;  Qiu-Mei Zhang, Graduate Sch
ool of Science, Kyoto University, Japan;  Masashi Takao, Tohoku University, Japan;  Hiroshi Sugiyama, Tokyo Medical and Dental 
University, Japan;  Akira Yasui, Tohoku University, Japan

Exposure of DNA to ionizing radiation and chemical oxidants leads to the formation of several thymine hydroperoxides. 
5-Hydroperoxymethyluracil formed spontaneously decompose to produce 5-formyluracil (5-foU) and 5-hydroxymethyluracil (5-
hmU). Recent studies revealed that 5-foU is potentially mutagenic in bacteria and mammalian cells. Despite its identifi cation as a 
major radiation product, the biological effects of 5-hmU remain uncertain. Recently, we found that the E. coli Nth, Nei and MutM 
form Schiff base intermediates with duplex oligonucleotides containing 5-foU or 5-hmU and cleave the strand at the lesion site. 
Functional homologs of E. coli DNA glycosylases that act on oxidized bases have been identifi ed in human cells. hOgg1, hMPG 
and hNTH1 show overlapping substrate specifi cities with E. coli MutM, AlkA and Nth, respectively. Furthermore, recent works 
revealed the presence of three human orthologs of E. coli Nei, hNEIL1, NEIL2 and NEIL3. Human hNEIL1 recognizes similar 
substrates as E .coli Nei, which excises formamidopyrimidines from DNA and oxidized pyrimidines such as thymine glycol 
from oligonucleotides. Our previous works revealed that human cells possess at least two kinds of DNA glycosylase activity 
that remove 5-foU from DNA and showed that hNTH1 had a DNA glycosylase/AP lyase activity for 5-foU. Human cells should 
possess another type of 5-foU DNA glycosylase in addition to hNTH1. In this report we show that hNEIL1 has a 5-foU- and 
5-hmU-DNA glycosylase activity that excises these lesions from duplex oligonucleotides. The purifi ed hNEIL1 cleaved the 5-
foU- and 5-hmU-containing oligonucleotides via b- and d-elimination reactions. The specifi c activities for 5-foU and 5-hmU were 
comparable with that for thymine glycol. In addition, the expression of hNEIL1 cDNA could reduce the frequency of spontaneous 
mutation and the sensitivity to hydrogen peroxide in E. coli nthnei mutant strain.
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P08/1436: Fractionation, purifi cation, and characterization of a novel NHEJ factor

 Durga Udayakumar,  Catherine L Bladen,  Farlyn Z Hudson, United States;  Dynan S William, Medical College of Georgia, 
United States

Our goal is to develop a reconstituted nonhomologous end joining system based on recombinant and purifi ed repair proteins. This 
will allow us to determine the minimal set of proteins required for end joining and whether these proteins cooperate in a single 
pathway or participate in multiple, independent sub-pathways. Here we describe a multi-column scheme for isolation of factors 
involved in NHEJ. The work has led to isolation of a novel, DNA-PKcs regulated factor, that is required for end-joining activity in 
the presence of Ku and the DNA ligase IV/XRCC4 complex. The native molecular weight of the factor is in the 150,000-300,000 
Da range. Further purifi cation and identifi cation of active polypeptides is in progress. Although the factor is active in the absence 
of DNA-PKcs, when purifi ed DNA-PKcs is added to the reaction, end joining becomes sensitive to the DNA-PKcs inhibitor, 
LY294002. Results imply that phosphorylation of the new factor, or of a site in one of the other repair proteins in the reaction, is 
required for end joining to proceed.

P08/1437: DNA ligase III is involved in a DNA-PK independent pathway of NHEJ in human cells

 Huichen Wang, Jefferson Medical College, United States;  Angel R Perrault, Division of Experime, United States;  Wei Qin, 
 Hongyan Wang, Kimmel Cancer Center, Jefferson Medical College, United States;  George Iliakis, Medical School of the Universit
y Duisburg-Essen, Germany

Double strand breaks (DSB) induced by ionizing radiation (IR) and other cytotoxic agents in the genome of higher eukaryotes are 
thought to be repaired either by homologous recombination repair (HRR), or non-homologous endjoining (NHEJ). We previously 
reported the operation of two components of NHEJ in vivo: a DNA-PK dependent component that operates with fast kinetics 
(D-NHEJ), and a DNA-PK independent component that acts as a backup (basic or B-NHEJ) and operates with kinetics an order of 
magnitude slower. To gain further insight into the mechanisms of B-NHEJ, we investigated DNA endjoining in extracts 180BR, 
a human cell line defi cient in DNA ligase IV, using an in vitro plasmid-based DNA endjoining assay. An anti DNA ligase III 
antibody inhibited almost completely DNA endjoining activity in these extracts. On the other hand, an anti DNA ligase I antibody 
had no measurable effect in DNA endjoining activity. Immunodepletion of DNA ligase III from 180BR cell extracts abolished 
the DNA endjoining activity, which could be restored by addition of purifi ed human DNA ligase IIIb. Full-length DNA ligase III 
bound to double stranded DNA and stimulated DNA endjoining in both intermolecular and intramolecular ligation. Furthermore, 
fractionation of HeLa cell extracts demonstrated the presence of an activity stimulating the function of DNA ligase III. Based on 
these observations we propose that DNA ligase III is the ligase operating in B-NHEJ.

Supported by NIH Grants CA42026, and T32-CA09137.

P08/1438: p53 regulates the repair of DNA double-strand breaks by both homologous and non-homologous 
recombination

 Henning Willers,  Simon N Powell, Massachusetts General Hospital, United States;  Jochen Dahm-Daphi, University of Hamburg, 
Germany

Background: p53 is known to suppress spontaneous homologous recombination (HR), while its role in non-homologous 
recombination (NHR) remains to be clarifi ed. Here, we sought to determine the infl uence of p53 on the repair of chromosomal 
double-strand breaks (DSBs) by HR or NHR using specially designed recombination substrates that integrate into the genome.

Materials and Methods: Isogenic mouse fi broblast pairs with or without expression of exogenous p53 protein were utilized. 
A reporter plasmid carrying a mutated XGPRT gene was chromosomally integrated and DSBs were generated within the plasmid 
by the I-SceI endonuclease. Subsequent homology-mediated repair from an episomal donor resulted in XGPRT reconstitution and 
cellular resistance to a selection antibiotic. Analogously, the repair of chromosomal I-SceI breaks by NHR using another novel 
reporter plasmid restored XGPRT translation.

Results: For p53-null cells, the mean frequency of I-SceI break repair via HR was 5.5 x 10-4. The p53-Val135 mutant, which 
previously has been shown to suppress spontaneous HR by 14-fold employing the same cell system and reporter gene, only caused 
a 2- to 3-fold suppression of break-induced HR. In contrast, a dramatic effect of p53 on repair via NHR was found. Preliminary 
sequence analysis indicated that there was at least a 1000-fold reduction of illegitimate repair events resulting in loss of sequence 
at the break sites. The observed effects were mediated by p53 mutants defective in regulation of the cell-cycle and apoptosis.

Conclusions: The main fi ndings were: (1) p53 virtually blocked illegitimate rejoining of chromosomal ends. (2) The 
suppression of homologous DSB repair was less pronounced than the inhibition of spontaneous HR. We hypothesize that p53 
allows to a certain extent error-free homology-dependent repair to proceed, while blocking error-prone NHR. The data support 
and extent a previous model, in which p53 maintains genomic stability by regulating recombination independently of its 
transactivation function.
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P08/1439: DNA damage induces p53-dependent BRCA1 nuclear export

 Fen Xia, Vanderbilt University & Harvard Medical School, United States;  Zhihui Feng,  Lisa A Kachnic,  Simon N Powell, Massach
usetts General Hospital, United States

Carriers of BRCA1 mutations have an 85% risk of developing breast cancer by age 70. This risk is about 20-fold higher than the 
general population. BRCA1 functions in multiple DNA damage response pathways, and its functions are regulated by a variety of 
mechanisms including transcription control, phosphorylation, and protein-protein interactions. Given the critical role of BRCA1 
in nucleus, its sub-cellular localization could be an important mechanism in regulating its function. Recent studies showed 
that BRCA1 is a nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttle protein. It is imported to the nucleus through a nuclear localization signal (NLS)-
mediated importin receptor pathway, and exported to cytoplasm via a nuclear export signal (NES)-facilitated CRM1 pathway. 
However, little is known on how BRCA1 shuttling between the nucleus and cytoplasm is controlled, what cellular process(s) or 
environmental insult(s) triggers cell to import BRCA1 protein to nucleus and verse visa. In view of the fact that BRCA1 plays 
critical roles in several DNA damage response pathways, we hypothesized that ionizing radiation-induced DNA damage may 
affect BRCA1 shuttling. We found that ionizing radiation-induced DNA damage promotes BRCA1 nuclear export in human 
breast cancer cells through a CRM1-dependent mechanism. We further found that DNA damage-induced BRCA1 nuclear export 
is dependent on wild-type p53 function. These results suggest that p53-dependent BRCA1 nucleus export might be an alternative 
mechanism for BRCA1 functional regulation in cellular response to DNA damage. Interruption of BRCA1 shuttling in breast 
cancer cells that do not have functional p53 may compromise the precise regulation of BRCA1 function timely and spatially, 
resulting in aberrant DNA repair and increased genetic instability in surviving cells.

P08/1440: Cell cycle dependence of the mammalian double-strand break repair pathways

 Nazumi Alice Yamada,  John M Hinz,  Edmund P Salazar,  Lawrence H Thompson, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
United States

Double-strand breaks (DSBs) in DNA compromise the maintenance of genomic integrity. DSBs are repaired by the pathways of 
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombinational repair (HRR). We investigated the relative contribution 
of these pathways to radioresistance in mammalian cells through the cell cycle after exposure to ionizing radiation (IR). Our 
study is the fi rst to determine comparative radiosensitivity in mutant and wild-type (WT) cells, synchronized to a high degree 
under physiological conditions. CHO mutants with defects in NHEJ (DNA-PKcs mutant V3) or in HRR (XRCC3 mutant irs1SF) 
and WT AA8 cells were irradiated with approximately equitoxic doses and fractionated into ~20 synchronous populations by 
centrifugal elutriation. Flow cytometry of BrdU-labeled DNA was used to differentiate between cells in G1, S, and G2/M phases. 
After 3 Gy of IR, HRR-defective cells were most resistant in early G1 phase and became progressively more sensitive as they 
moved through G1 and S. This gradual decline continued as cells moved into G2/M, indicating a decline in NHEJ capacity 
through the progression of the cell cycle. After 2 Gy of IR, NHEJ-defective cells were exquisitely sensitive in early G1, rapidly 
increased their survival by 300-fold as they moved into S phase, and were most resistant in late S phase. The survival declined 
~3-fold as cells entered the G2/M phase, implying that HRR’s contribution also declines during G2/M. We conclude that both 
NHEJ and HRR pathways become less active as cells enter G2/M. WT cells given 6 Gy were most sensitive in early G1 and 
most resistant when they were predominantly in late S, where both pathways confer protection; survival declined in the fractions 
having increasing percentages of G2/M cells (and almost no G1 cells). Besides DNA replication, other factors such as chromatin 
architecture probably infl uence repair and radioresistance. (Work done under the auspices of the US DOE by LLNL under contract 
No. W7405ENG48 and supported by NIH/NCI grant CA92584-02.)

P08/1442: The involvement of Nth-Spo, an ortholog of E. coli Nth, in the base excision repair for 8-
oxoguanine in DNA in shizosaccharomyces pombe

 Shin-Ichiro Yonekura,  Takashi Doi,  Shuji Yonei, Kyoto University, Japan;  Qiu-Mei Zhang, Graduate School of Science, 
Kyoto University, Japan;  Hiroshi Sugiyama, Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Japan

Reactive oxygen species may be the most important genotoxic substances because of their continuous production as inescapable 
by-products of respiration. They are also generated by exposure of cells to ionizing radiation and chemical oxidants. Genotoxicity 
of reactive oxygen species results from their reaction with cellular DNA to produce a wide variety of base damages as well as 
strand breaks, which are primarily repaired via the base excision repair. 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) is an abundant and arguably the 
most critical base modifi cation. It is recognized and excised from the DNA by MutM in E. coli and Ogg1 in S. cerevisiae and 
mammalian cells. However, any structural and functional homologs are not yet identifi ed in Shizosaccharomyces pombe. Recently, 
Nth-Spo, an ortholog of E. coli Nth, has been identifi ed and cloned in plasmid vector from the S. pombe. It removes oxidative 
pyrimidines such as thymine glycol and 5-hydroxycytosine from the DNA. E. coli Nth and Nei have been shown to possess the 
ability to excise 8-oxoG from the 8-oxoG:G mispairs in DNA. In this study, we examined whether the Nth-Spo functions as a 
DNA glycosylase/AP lyase for 8-oxoG in DNA like E. coli Nth and Nei. The Nth-Spo was expressed in E. coli BL21 and partially 
purifi ed using glutathione affi nity column chromatography. The DNA glycosylase activity was assayed for 8-oxoG:A, 8-oxoG:
G or 8-oxoG:C-containing duplex oligonucleotide. It was found that the Nth-Spo had an 8-oxoG-DNA glycosylase activity. The 
Nth-Spo effi ciently removed 8-oxoG from 8-oxoG:A and 8-oxoG:G pairs from DNA. The excision activity to remove 8-oxoG 
from 8-oxoG:A and 8-oxoG:G mispairs was much higher than that from 8-oxoG:C. Furthermore, we report whether or not the 
introduction of Nth-Spo cDNA reduces the frequency of spontaneous mutation in mutMmuY and nthnei mutants of E. coli.
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P08/1443: Micronucleus assay for human peripheral blood lymphocytes as a biomarker of individual 
sensitivity to assessing radiation health risk in different population

 Chang-Mo Kang,  Hye-Jung Jeon,  Yun-Sil Lee,  Su-Jae Lee,  Young-Hoon Ji,  Yi-Hwa Kim,  Tae-Whan Kim, Korea Institute of Radiol
ogical & Medical Sciences, Korea;  Chul-Koo Cho, Korea cancer center hospital, Korea

Our studies were to evaluate micronucleus assay for human peripheral blood lymphocytes (HPBL) as a biomarker of individual 
sensitivity to assessing radiation health risk in different population in Korea. Further studied are carried out to provide evidence 
for the existence of individual variations in age-dependent responses. For the MN assay, HPBLs were irradiated with doses of 0, 1, 
2, 4, 8Gy 60Co γ-rays. Spontaneous frequencies not only vary greatly between individuals, but also working or living areas because 
of the groups with different lifestyle living in different ecological situation and the reaction to radiation exposure. It was shown 
that the increased level of spontaneous cell with MN was observed with increased age. The relationship between radiosensitivity 
and the increased spontaneous level of MN may be in inverse proportion. Age and gender are the most important demographic 
variables impact on MN index with MN frequencies in female being greater than those in male by a factor of depending on 
the age group. For both sexes, MN frequency was signifi cantly and positively correlated with age. The main lifestyle factors 
infl uencing the MN index in subjects are signifi cantly and positively correlated with smoking in measuring the spontaneous 
frequencies of micronuclei. The described results show that the genetic damaged rate like MN index in human populations is 
correlated signifi cantly with age, sex and lifestyle factors. So far, it is evident that with regard to the application of MN assay 
all future studies to evaluate radiation health risks in different population have to take into account the infl uence of age, gender, 
and lifestyle. The results suggested that the MN assay have a high potential to ensure appropriate quality control and standard 
documentation protocol which can be used to monitor a large population exposed to radiation epidemiologically. We conclude that 
the determination of individual radiosensitivity with MN assay is reliable, rapid, sensitive and accurate when used to monitor a 
large population.

P08/1444: Relationship between chromosome confi gurations/associations and nuclear size/shape

 Joseph Y Ostashevsky, SUNY-Downstate Medical Center, United States

Chromosome confi gurations (linear,folded,loop,etc.,which are defi ned through a pattern of centromere and/or telomere anchoring 
to the nuclear membrane) and chromosome associations (homologous pairing, number of centromere or telomere clusters per 
nucleus, number of chromosome arms per cluster, etc.) are critical for the formation of radiation-induced chromosome aberrations 
and DSB repair. However, the rules of nuclear architecture are poorly understood.

A polymer approach for chromosome confi gurations, associations, and attachments was developed, based on the coil-like 
behavior of chromosomal fi bers and the tight packing of discrete chromatin domains in a nucleus. The model considers chromatin 
anchoring to nuclear structures and shows that confi nement of chromatin diffusion in a nucleus can be related to its anchoring 
and higher-order chromatin structure. The model was applied to nuclei of budding and fi ssion yeast, Drosophila, worm, newt, 
mammals (human, Indian and Chinese muntjac, mouse) and plants (Arabidopsis, maize, barley, wheat). Quantitative agreement 
between resuts calculated from the model and observed data was obtained in all considered (~25) cases. This supports the model 
and means that permitted chromosome confi gurations and associations can be predicted from the geometrical constraints imposed 
on chromosomes by nuclear size and shape.

P08/1445: Chromosomal instability can be induced by the formation of breakage-prone chromosome 
rearrangement junctions

 Rebecca N Allen,  Linda Ritter,  Stephen R Moore,  Andrew J Grosovsky, University of California, Riverside, United States

Studies in our lab have led to the hypothesis that chromosomal rearrangements can generate novel breakage-prone sites, resulting 
in chromosomal instability acting predominantly in cis. For example, specifi c breakage of large blocks of centromeric region 
heterochromatin on chromosome 16q by treatment with 2,6-diaminopurine (DAP) is associated with repeated rearrangement 
of chromosome 16q during outgrowth of DAP-treated clones, thereby establishing a link between the initial site of damage 
and the occurrence of persistent chromosomal instability. Similarly, karyotypic analysis of gamma ray induced instability 
demonstrated that chromosomal rearrangements in sub-clones were signifi cantly clustered near the site of previously identifi ed 
chromosomal rearrangement junctions in unstable parental clones. This study investigates the hypothesis that integration of 
transfected sequences into host chromosomes could create breakage-prone junction regions and persistent genomic instability 
without exposure to DNA-damage agents. These junctions may mimic the unstable chromosomal rearrangements induced 
by DAP or radiation, and thus provide a test of the broader hypothesis that instability can to some extent be attributed to the 
formation of novel chromosomal breakage hot spots. These experiments were performed using human-hamster hybrid AL cells 
containing a single human chromosome 11, which was used to monitor instability in a chromosomal painting assay. AL cells were 
transfected with a 2.5 Kb fragment containing multiple copies of the 180 bp human alpha heterochromatic repeat, which resulted 
in chromosomal instability in 41% of the transfected clones. Parallel exposure to gamma-radiation resulted in a similar level of 
chromosomal instability, although control transfections with plasmid alone did not lead to karyotypic instability. Chromosomal 
instability induced by integration of alpha heterochromatic repeats was also frequently associated with delayed reproductive cell 
death and regions of chromosomal decondensation. Since heterochromatic sequences represent approximately 9% of mammalian 
genomes, this mechanism could potentially account for a signifi cant fraction of induced genomic instability.
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P08/1446: Dysfunctional telomeres, chromosomal instability and tumorigenesis

 Susan M Bailey,  Robert L Ullrich, Colorado State University, United States;  Edwin H Goodwin, Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
United States;  Laure Sabatier, CEA/DSV/DRR, France;  John P Murnane, United States

Interest in telomere end protection has escalated due to mounting evidence that loss of this function contributes signifi cantly to 
the genomic instability that drives tumorigenesis. Telomeres serve as landing platforms for the assembly of a dynamic end-
capping structure. In striking contrast to natural chromosomal termini, broken chromosome ends produced by DNA double-strand 
breaks (DSBs) are highly recombinogenic and represent a major threat to the integrity of the genome. Paradoxically, members 
of the NHEJ repair pathway are required for normal mammalian telomeric end-capping function. We demonstrate that DNA-PK 
defi ciency results in dysfunctional telomeres that fuse not only to one another, but also to radiation-induced DSB. The telomere 
fusion events maintain large blocks of interstitial telomere sequence – evidence that end capping has failed, but also that the 
dysfunction is not a consequence of critically shortened telomeres and so does not require replication-dependent erosion.

Observations in mouse and human cancers have demonstrated that chromosome fusion resulting from telomere loss also 
produces tumorigenic rearrangements. We propose that dysfunctional telomeres – whether the result of uncapping or loss – lead to 
the formation of dicentric chromosomes, that are resolved at cell division by breakage. The fragmented chromosomes may again 
fuse in the next cell cycle as described by the breakage-fusion-bridge (BFB) model. To study this process in mammalian cells, we 
have utilized selectable marker genes located adjacent to a telomere. In human tumor cells, B/F/B cycles resulted in amplifi cation 
of subtelomeric DNA sequences and continued until the chromosome acquired a new telomere. The most common mechanism 
for telomere acquisition involved nonreciprocal translocations of the ends of other chromosomes, which stabilized the marker 
chromosome but transferred the instability to the chromosome that donated the telomere. Taken together, our results support the 
view that telomere dysfunction initiates the instability necessary to form chromosomal fusion events – the consequences of which 
are seen as amplifi cation and nonreciprocal translocations commonly associated with human cancer.

P08/1447: Ionizing radiation sensitivity and the rate of gross chromosomal rearrangement in yeast

 James A Brown,  Martin Brown, Stanford University, United States

Many of the genes conferring resistance to DNA damage in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae have been identifi ed. The 
systematic deletion of every open reading frame presents the opportunity to make great strides in determining the physiological 
role of many genes whose function has remained elusive. The ability to discriminate among all of the strains carrying unique 
non-essential gene deletions in a pool has allowed us to screen for novel genes required for survival to ionizing radiation. Many 
of these genes have not yet been characterized. A possible role for these genes could be in the initial sensing of the double strand 
break introduced by ionizing radiation, the cell cycle arrest permitting the cell time for the repair process, or directly in the repair. 
A consequence of a failure of any of these functions could result in an increase in mutation rate as well the more detrimental gross 
chromosomal rearrangement (GCR). We tested the hypothesis that any gene which when deleted caused an increase in ionizing 
radiation sensitivity would also demonstrate an increase in mutation rate and GCR. This turned out not to be the case with many 
having no signifi cant increase and one in particular which caused a signifi cant decrease in GCR. Data on several of the more 
intriguing genes will be presented.

P08/1448: LOH induction mechanism of saccharimyces cerevisiae

 Yasukazu Daigaku,  Kazuo Yamamoto, Tohoku University, Japan;  Tetsuya Ono, Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine, 
Japan

When mutation spectrum of haploid yeast cell is analyzed, various point mutations are detectable. On the other hand, when 
mutations of heterozygous locus from diploid cells are analyzed, allelic loss from functional counterpart is frequently observed. 
The event is referred to as loss of heterozygosity (LOH). Irradiation of ultraviolet light or X-ray to diploid cells can induce LOH. 
In case of diploid cells, x-ray irradiation can produce DNA lesions on both chromosome with active locus and chromosome with 
inactive locus. Thus, It is not known whether DNA lesions on both of the chromosomes are necessary or those on either of the 
chromosome are necessary for LOH formation. In this study, level of LOH induction is measured after irradiating with x-ray to 
either of the chromosome. Haploid yeast cells with normal CAN1 gene and with CAN1-defi cient were mated and canavanine-
resistant (CanR) diploid cells were selected. All the CanR cells were found to be due to allelic loss and CanR-frequency was 
2.0 x 10-4/cell. To see the effect of X-ray for induction of LOH, soft X-ray irradiated haploid cells with normal CAN1 gene and 
unirradiated haploid cells with CAN1-defi cent were mated and CanR diploid cells were selected. All the CanR cells were due to 
allelic loss. The frequency was 5.4 x 10-3/cell. After irradiation to CAN1-defi cient haploid cell, CanR frequency was 1.1 x 10-3/cell. 
After irradiation to both normal CAN1 cells and CAN1-defi cent cells, the frequency was 7.5 x 10-3/cell. Consequently, irradiation 
of normal CAN1 cells as well as both haploid cells causes higher induction of LOH than irradiation of CAN1-defi cent cells. 
Therefore, an existence of DNA lesions on the chromosome with normal CAN1 yields effective induction of LOH. We concluded 
that lesions on each chromosome played different roles in LOH induction.
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P08/1449: A comparative study of radiation induced DNA damage and repair in buccal cells and 
lymphocytes assessed by single cell gel electrophoresis (comet) assay

 Varinderpal Singh Dhillon,  Michael Fenech, CSIRO Health Sciences and Nutrition, Australia;  Philip Thomas, CSIRO, Australia

During the past few years, there has been increasing interest in epithelial cells from buccal mucosa for genotoxicity evaluation 
of different chemical and/or physical agents. In the present study we used the buccal and sublingual epithelial cells to detect both 
inter- and intra-individual variation in radiation induced DNA damage and repair. For this purpose we used the single cell gel 
electrophoresis assay which over the years has gained wide spread acceptance as a simple, sensitive and reliable assay to measure 
genotoxicity related effects as well as kinetics of DNA repair. Buccal and sublingual epithelial cells from six individuals (3 male 
and 3 females; 35-45 years old) were collected. Cells were then irradiated for 0, 2 and 4 Gy doses using 137Cs-source (5.58 
Gy min-1). After irradiation the cells were either placed immediately on ice or incubated at 37°C for 2½ hour to allow cellular 
repair. We also studied G0 and G1 lymphocytes from the same individuals to compare the radiation-induced DNA damage and 
repair potential with the two types of buccal cells. Baseline DNA damage rate was signifi cantly greater (p < 0.001) in buccal 
(28.18%) and sublingual epithelial cells (30.66) as compared to G0 (22.02%) and G1 (21.46%) lymphocytes. Radiation-induced 
DNA damage in buccal (19.34%, 2Gy; 21.41%, 4 Gy) and sublingual epithelial cells (18.11% and 20.60%) was very similar and 
signifi cantly lower than that observed in lymphocytes (29.76%, 56.77% for G0 and 32.66%, 59.32% for G1). The extent of DNA 
repair in buccal and sublingual epithelial cells was signifi cantly lower than that observed in lymphocytes. The results for buccal 
and sublingual epithelial cells were highly correlated with each other (r = 0.9541) as were those of G0 and G1 lymphocytes (r = 
0.9868). The results suggest a much reduced capacity for cellular repair in buccal and sublingual epithelial cells.

P08/1450: The induction of genomic instability in related human lymphoblasts following exposure to Cs 
gamma radiation vs accelerated 56Fe Ions

 Helen H Evans,  Min-Fen Horng,  Marlene Ricanati,  Mireya Diaz-Insua, Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine, 
United States;  Robert Jordan,  Jeffrey L Schwartz, University of Washington, United States

The induction of genomic instability by exposure to Cs-37 gamma radiation and Fe-56 accelerated ions was investigated by 
measuring the frequency and characteristics of TK6 and WTK1 unstable clones isolated 36 generations after exposure. While the 
two cell lines are related, TK6 is more sensitive to radiation, has normal p53 expression, and is repair defi cient. Clones surviving 
the radiation and respective controls were analyzed for 17 characteristics including chromosomal aberrations, growth defects, 
alterations in response to a second radiation and mutant frequencies at two different loci. Putative unstable clones were defi ned as 
those exhibiting a signifi cant alteration in one or more characteristics as compared to the respective control medians. Over half of 
the unstable WTK1 clones and over 90% of the TK6 unstable clones surviving exposure to either radiation exhibited chromosomal 
instability, the major aberrations consisting of chromatid breaks and dicentric chromosomes formed by end-to-end fusions. 
Alterations in the other measured characteristics occurred much less often than cytogenetic alterations in the TK6 unstable clones. 
The phenotype of the WTK1 unstable clones was more diverse and complex than in the case of TK6 unstable clones.

The phenotype of the TK6 unstable clones differed in the survivors of Cs-137 vs. Fe-56. In the clones surviving Cs-137, the 
aberrations consisted mainly of dicentric chromosomes, while clones surviving exposure to Fe-56 exhibited both breaks and 
dicentrics. The uniform prevalence of chromosomal aberrations in the unstable TK6 clones vs. the relatively diverse phenotype of 
the unstable WTK1 clones suggests that the defi ciency in DNA double-strand break repair in TK6 cells may be accompanied by 
a defi ciency in telomere maintenance that leads to telomere fusion, dicentric chromosomes, anaphase bridges, breakage and the 
occurrence of chromosomal instability in the majority of clones isolated following exposure.

P08/1451: Induction of chromosomal instability in human lymphoblasts by low doses of γ-radiation

 Catherine F Gibbons,  Andrew J Grosovsky, University of California, Riverside, United States

Genomic instability is a hallmark of tumorigenic progression, and a similar phenotype is also observed in a high fraction 
(10 – 50%) of cells that survive exposure to ionizing radiation. In both cases unstable clones are characterized by non-clonal 
chromosomal rearrangements, which are indicative of a high rate of genetic change during the outgrowth of an unstable parental 
cell. We postulate that the remarkably high frequency of radiation-induced genomic instability is incompatible with a mutational 
mechanism for a specifi c gene, or even a large family of genes. Rather, we hypothesize that a major portion of instability is 
attributable to the formation of chromosomal rearrangement junction sequences that act as de novo chromosomal breakage 
hotspots. We further suggest that critical target sequences, which represent at least 10% of the genome and include repetitive DNA 
sequences such as those found in centromeric heterochromatin, can be involved in breakage and rearrangement hotspots that drive 
persistent genomic instability and karyotypic heterogeneity. Since chromosomal damage is induced even by low dose radiation 
exposure, we hypothesize that this phenotype can be effi ciently induced at doses that are relevant to environmental, occupational, 
or medical exposure. In the present study, TK6 human B-lymphoblastoid cells were irradiated with 0, 10, 20 and 200cGy, in order 
to provide a set of data points for single, low dose exposures. Independent clones were analyzed karyotypically approximately 40 
generations after radiation exposure. Preliminary results suggest that the fraction of clones exhibiting genomic instability after 20 
cGy (0.16) is similar to and statistically indistinguishable from the fraction of unstable clones following 200 cGy (0.2) exposure. 
These fi ndings support the hypothesis that instability following radiation, and perhaps also in cancer, primarily refl ects non-
mutational mechanisms.
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P08/1452: Past exposure to densely-ionising radiation leaves a unique permanent signature in the genome

 Prakash Hande, National University of Singapore, Singapore;  Tamara V Azizova,  Ludmilla E Burak,  Valentin F Khokhryakov, So
uthern Urals Biphysics Institute, Ozyorsk, Russia;  Charles R Geard,  Catherine R Mitchell,  David J Brenner, Columbia University, 
New York, United States;  Evgeny K Vasilenko, Mayak Production Association, Ozyorsk, Russia

It has long been speculated as to whether past exposure to ionising radiation leaves a unique permanent signature in the genome. 
Intra-chromosomal rearrangements or deletions are produced very effi ciently by densely-ionising radiations, as compared with 
chemical mutagens, x-rays, or endogenous aging processes. Until recently, such stable intra-chromosomal aberrations have been 
very hard to detect, but a new chromosome band painting technique has made their detection practical. We report the detection 
and quantifi cation of stable intra-chromosomal aberrations in lymphocytes of healthy former nuclear-weapons workers who 
were occupationally exposed from 1949 onward in the former Soviet Union. The mBAND technique was used to score stable 
intra-chromosomal aberrations (pericentric inversions, paracentric inversions, and interstitial deletions). Stable inter-chromosomal 
aberrations (simple translocations) were detected and scored with mFISH, a whole-chromosome multicolour technique. Even 
many years after occupational exposure, more than half the blood cells of the healthy plutonium workers contain large (> 6 Mbp) 
intra-chromosomal rearrangements. The yield of these intra-chromosomal aberrations was highly correlated with plutonium dose 
to the bone marrow. The control groups contained very few such intra-chromosomal aberrations. Quantifi cation of this large-scale 
chromosomal damage in human populations exposed many years earlier will lead to new insights into the mechanisms and risks of 
cytogenetic damage.

P08/1453: Mutation induction of Hprt gene by ionizing radiation in three human 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell lines

 John JJ Hwang,  GL Lin,  JY Huang, National Yang-Ming University, Taiwan

We established the correlation between the radiosensitivity and the Hprt gene mutant frequency (MF) of three nasopharyngeal 
carcinoma (NPC) cell lines. Cells in exponential phase (CG1 cells were from Taiwan, CNE1 cells were from China and HK1 
cells were from Hong Kong) were irradiatied with 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 Gy. Colony formation was used as the end point for the 
establishment of the radiation survival curves.

For mutagenesis assay, NPC cells were irradiated with 0, 1, 2, 4 and 6 Gy. Irradiated cells were cultured for 9 days in non-
selective medium to allow full phenotypic expression of induced mutants. Cells were then replated into new medium containing 
6-thioguanine (6-TG) to select for Hprt mutants.

D10’s (i.e. radiation dose for 10% surviving fraction) were 5.5 Gy, 6.8 Gy and 7.0 Gy for CNE1 cells, HK1 cells and CG1 
cells, respectively. The curves for MFs of three cell lines were 1.35D2+1.11D, 1.01D2+4.44D-1.1076, and 0.95D2+4.65D, 
respectively.

CNE1 cells were the most radiosensitive among the three human NPC cell lines. Induced MF was increased as radiation 
doses increased. However, CNE1 was less mutable at the Hprt locus as compared to the other two cell lines at the same surviving 
fraction. This fi nding indicates that the negative correlation exists between the radiosensitivity and the induced mutant frequency.

P08/1454: Heavy ion-induced mammary carcinogenesis in four rat strains

 Tatsuhiko Imaoka,  Mayumi Nishimura,  Junya Nagai,  Shizuko Kakinuma,  Yoshiya Shimada, National Institute of Radiological Scie
nces, Japan

The mammary gland is one of the most radiosensitive organs in respect to carcinogenesis. In the heavy ion cancer therapy, it is 
important to predict and prevent secondary cancers, for future improvements enable the patients to live longer after treatment. 
Moreover, the breast cancer risk is unclear for female astronauts exposed to cosmic rays including heavy ions. To obtain basic 
information on the heavy ion-induced mammary carcinogenesis, we irradiated rats of four strains (Sprague-Dawley, F344, 
Wistar and ACI/N) with 290 MeV carbon beam (LET 50 keV/µm) at doses of 0, 0.5, 1 and 2 Gy, and examined mammary tumor 
development up to 300 days. Our results suggest the strain and dose dependency of the heavy ion-induced mammary tumor 
development.
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P08/1455: Genetic predisposition and genomic instability in murine stem cells exposed to low LET radiation

 Denise A Macdonald,  Deborah A Bowler,  Stephen R Moore,  David Papworth,  Munira A Kadhim, Medical Research Council, 
United Kingdom;  Dudley T Goodhead, MRC Radiation and Genome Stability Unit, Harwell, United Kingdom

The contribution of genetic factors to the initiation of radiation-induced genomic instability remains poorly understood. Studies 
with high LET α-particles and very high doses of low LET radiation have described several common mouse strains that differ 
in their sensitivity to the induction of genomic instability and apoptosis. The aim here was to investigate whether low doses of 
low LET radiation would elucidate a similar genetic predisposition. To assess the infl uence of genetic factors on the initiation 
of genomic instability by low doses of low LET radiation, we irradiated stem cells from two mouse strains known to differ in 
susceptibility to radiation-induced delayed chromosomal instability. The frequency of delayed chromosomal aberrations was 
measured in bone marrow cells from CBA/H and C57BL/6 mice after exposure to 0.1 – 2 Gy of 250 kV X-rays. The yield of both 
chromosomal and chromatid-type aberrations were assessed 13-15 cell divisions post-irradiation in the clonal descendents of 
surviving stem cells. The apoptotic index of these surviving clones was scored as morphological changes by electron microscopy. 
At low doses, the frequency of cells with aberrations increased signifi cantly in both strains, contrary to the strain differences 
observed with high LET α-particles in earlier studies (Watson et al. 1997). The percentage of apoptotic cells was similar between 
the strains at low doses, with both showing comparable levels of cells with aberrations and apoptotic cells. However, at higher 
doses, strain differences became evident: CBA/H cells had a substantially higher fraction of cells with aberrations to apoptotic 
cells, while the converse was true for C57/Bl/6. This data indicates that low doses may be insuffi cient to initiate the apoptotic 
pathway, while still resulting in signifi cant induction of delayed chromosomal instability. Overall, these observations have 
important implications for low dose low LET radiation risk assessment and human health.

P08/1456: Diverse mechanism in mutation of ikaros gene in murine T-cell leukemia induced by radiation or 
N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea in B6C3F1 mice

 Shizuko Kakinuma,  Mayumi Nishimura,  Ayumi Kubo,  Jun-ya Nagai,  Tpshiaki Ogiu,  Toshihiko Sado,  Yoshiya Shimada, National In
stitute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Hideyuki J Majima, Kagoshima Univ. School of Dentistry, Japan

Ikaros is a Kruppel-type zinc-fi nger transcription factor that plays a critical role in both lineage commitment and differentiation 
of lymphocytic leukemia. We previously reported, in the X-ray-induced T-cell leukemia (TL) in B6C3F1 mice, a unique locus 
with high frequency of loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in centromeric region of chromosome 11, and mapped the Ikaros gene in this 
locus. In contrast, LOH at Ikaros locus was rarely observed in N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea(ENU)-induced TL. The aim of our study was 
to compare molecular alteration of Ikaros gene between X-ray-induced and ENU-induced TL.

For induction of TL, the mice were exposed weekly to 1.6 Gy whole body X-irradiation for 4 consecutive weeks or were given 
(ENU; 400 ppm) in drinking water for consecutive 6 weeks. DNA and total RNA were extracted from primary TL. LOH status 
at Ikaros locus, expression status and genetic changes of Ikaros was determined using RT-PCR, Western Blotting and nucleotide 
sequencing. Subcellar localization of Ikaros in the TL cells was also analyzed.

The results indicated, in X-ray induced TL, Ikaros was inactivated by multiple mechanisms (null expression, expression of 
dominant negative isoforms and creation of point mutation). In contrast, ENU-induced TL showed predominantly point mutation. 
The point mutations in both-type tumors were similar in the frequencies, but differ in spectrum. The point mutation was frequently 
accompanied by the existence of LOH at Ikaros locus in X-ray-induced TL, while it was not in ENU-induced TL. These results 
suggest that the mechanism of Ikaros inactivation is different between X-ray-induced and ENU-induced TL.

P08/1457: Radiation-induced sister chromatid exchanges observed in a ring chromosome

 Reiko Kanda,  Yi Shang,  Isamu Hayata, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Okadaic acid and calyculin A, inhibitors of serine/threonine protein phosphatases, can induce premature chromosome 
condensation (PCC) at any stage of the cell cycle in human peripheral lymphocytes. In the present study, we investigated unstable 
nature of a ring chromosome observed in PCC preparations, which is an indicator of the newly developed biodosimetry. Human 
peripheral lymphocytes irradiated in vitro or in vivo were cultured and treated with okadaic acid. Air-dried slides were made 
in warm and humid conditions, and processed according to a dual staining method developed for the successive application of 
Giemsa staining and pan-centromeric FISH painting on the same metaphase. In PCC preparations, we observed cells in late 
G2 phase and cells in late M phase. In cells at late M phase, 10-20 % of the rings lacked their own partner of sister chromatids 
(single-chromatid ring), irrespective of exposed dose. Microscopic observation, data on distribution patterns of centromeres in 
rings and on the intercentromere distances in dicentric rings indicate that some of single-chromatid rings might be formed by sister 
chromatid exchanges (SCE) occurred in a chromosome-type ring thereby joining strands of two rings followed by transformation 
into one ring. These single-chromatid rings were less stable in vivo than chromosome-type rings. Many researchers indicated 
that the ionizing radiation itself was a poor inducer of SCE, and that the seeming radiation-induced SCE was a consequence of 
radiation-damage to agents to differentiate sister chromatids, such as BrdU. These ideas were supported by the observation that 
SCE was induced only in the fi rst cell cycle following irradiation of BrdU-substituted cells. The present study proved that the in 
vitro and in vivo irradiation induced SCE in the absence of these agents, and that SCE accelerated the instability of rings by means 
of the secondary transformation of rings.
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P08/1458: Mitochondrial dysfunction may perpetuate radiation induced genomic instability

 William F Morgan,  Gary Fiskum, University of Maryland at Baltimore, United States;  Grace J Kim, University of Maryland at Bal
timore, School of Medicine, United States

Radiation induced genomic instability, RIGI, manifests as a heritable increased rate of genetic alterations in the progeny of 
irradiated cells generations after the initial insult. The progeny show an increased frequency of chromosomal translocations, 
deletions, mutations, micronuclei, decreased plating effi ciency and delayed reproductive cell death. What perpetuates this 
phenomenon is unclear; however, there is evidence that oxidative stress may be involved. Previous data from our lab showed 
that addition of free radical scavengers, DMSO, glycerol and cationic thiol cysteamine reduced the incidence of instability after 
radiation doses of 7.5 or 10 Gy. We use two unstable cell lines, LS12 and Fe10-3, generated from an irradiated parent cell line 
GM10115 and an irradiated but stable control, RT210B, to test the hypothesis that mitochondrial dysfunction may be involved in 
RIGI. Mitochondria are major cellular sources of reactive oxygen species, ROS. They consume about 90% of the cell’s supply of 
oxygen through the electron transport chain and about 1-3% of this oxygen is incompletely metabolized into ROS. Mitochondrial 
damage often leads to increased free radicals and so we are investigating the role of mitochondrial dysfunction in perpetuating 
RIGI. We fi nd increased intracellular ROS, detected with a 2’,7’-dichlorofl uorescin diacetate probe, in unstable clones compared 
to stable cell lines. Electron microscopy studies show that mitochondria in the unstable clones have a lower matrix density than the 
stable cell lines. Mitochondrial respiration, an indicator of mitochondrial function, was found to be lower in the unstable cell lines. 
Mitochondrial DNA was also examined for differences in the unstable cells versus the stable cells. Chronic exposure to rotenone, 
which inhibits complex I of the mitochondria, was used to simulate mitochondrial dysfunction and attempt to generate genomic 
instability. Future work will further characterize mitochondrial ROS generation of each of the cell lines.

P08/1459: Long-lived mutagenic radicals induced in mammalian cells by ionizing radiation are mainly 
localized to proteins

 Jun Kumagai,  Tetsuo Miyazaki, Nagoya University, Japan;  Seiji Kodama,  Masami Watanabe, Nagasaki University, Japan

We have provided evidence that ‘long lived radicals’ (LLRs ), produced by ionizing radiation, are highly mutagenic and 
transforming in mammalian cells. LLRs are effectively scavenged by vitamin C or by epigallocatechin-3-O-gallate (EGCG). LLR 
are not involved in lethality or induction of chromosome aberrations. We now report results of experiments that defi ne the relative 
amounts of LLR in DNA and proteins and identify the major protein radical as sulfi nyl radicals (R-CH

2
-S-O·). To make these 

assignments, yields of LLRs in gamma-irradiated salmon sperm DNA and albumin were compared by ESR. ESR spectra of LLRs 
produced in irradiated Syrian hamster embryo (SHE) cells were precisely analyzed and compared with ESR parameters obtained 
by Density Functional Theory calculations. LLRs yields of 99.8 % are produced in proteins. We also identifi ed a new type of LLR 
as H-added phenylalanine radicals. While our evidence does not rule out the possibility of important biological consequences 
of the low levels LLRs created by radiation, it implicates radicals in proteins as playing a key role in genetic effects of ionizing 
radiation. We suggest that these novel radicals, wherever they reside, need to be considered in explanations of biological sequela 
of radiation.

P08/1460: Chromosomal radiosensitivity of prostate cancer patients

 Michelle L McRobbie,  Andrew Riches, University of St Andrews, United Kingdom;  Keith Baxby, United Kingdom

Radiosensitvity of peripheral blood lymphocytes from prostate cancer patients is being investigated using the G2 assay and the 
Cytokinesis Block Micronucleus(CBMN)assay. The G2 assay evaluates chromosomal damage caused by irradiating cells in the 
G2 phase of the cell cycle. The CBMN assay quantifi es the post mitotic micronuclei, which are the expression of damage incurred 
during G0.

An association between hypersensitivity to the chromosome damaging effects of ionising radiation and cancer predispostion 
has been demonstrated in a number of heritable conditions by using the aforementioned techniques. Recently, increased 
chromosomal radiosensitivity has been demonstrated in a signifi cant proportion of patients with no obvious family history of 
malignancy.

The aim of this study is to establish whether a group of prostatic carcinoma patients exists and if so whether there are any 
correlations between tbeir G2 and G0 sensitivities.

The study has shown there is no correlation between G2 and G0 sensitivity, confi rming the general trend that individuals 
exhibiting chromosomal radiosensitvity are defective in only one mechanism and G2 and G0 sensitivity are largely independent.

Current data indicates that there is an identifi able group of men within the prostate cancer population with increased 
chromosomal radiosensitivity. Using the G2 assay and the 90th percentile of the controls as a cut off point for sensitivity, no 
signifi cant difference between the controls and the patient population has been found. However, using the CBMN assay and again 
the 90th percentile, approximately 11% of the control group are sensitive compared with approximately 40% of the carcinoma 
cases. The implications of this increased radiosensitivity are as yet unclear, but it is indicative of increased chromosomal fragility 
and therefore, possibly associated with malignant transformation. Hence, it may prove a useful tool in identifying individuals at 
increased risk of developing prostatic carcinoma or in predicting the disease progression.
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P08/1461: Long distance and discontinuous gene conversion tracts are associated with crossing-over in 
human cells

 Efrem AH Neuwirth,  Andrew J Grosovsky, University of California, Riverside, United States

Extensive studies in S. cerevisiae have found that the majority of gene conversion tracts are short and continuous, and do not 
have fl anking crossovers. This has lead to models for recombination that do not include formation of Holliday intermediates, 
which are generally considered a necessary prerequisite for crossing-over. We present here a study of homologous recombination 
in TK6 human lymphoblasts in which spontaneous, BPDE and gamma-irradiation induced convertants are selected at the 
endogenous thymidine kinase (TK) locus. Utilizing a novel assay for identifying linkage changes, a 9 Mb region encompassing 
the selected conversion events were examined for recombinational exchanges. Surprisingly, 15% of our convertants have an 
associated crossing-over event and all the convertants associated with a fl anking crossover showed discontinuous and complex 
conversion tracts rather than a continuous region of homozygosity. These conversion tracts were also long, and in at least 2 cases 
the crossover site was mapped as far as 0.1 – 1 Mb from the site of conversion within the TK locus. To explain these fi ndings, we 
propose that for some recombinants Holliday junction intermediates form and branch migrate over extensive regions, allowing 
for discontinuous conversion events by mismatch repair at symmetric heteroduplex positions within the branch migration tract. 
Furthermore, the formation of Holliday intermediates would also account for the high degree of association between long distance 
and discontinuous conversion tracts and crossing-over. We postulate that this mechanism would be enriched among convertants 
induced by randomly placed DNA damage following treatment with agents such as ionizing radiation. Elements of this model are 
now being investigated in continuing studies.

P08/1462: No evidence for the elevated frequency of spontaneous chromosome aberrations in vivo in 
lymphocytes of A-bomb survivors

 Kazuo Ohtaki,  Yoshiaki Kodama,  Mimako Nakano,  Nori Nakamura, Radiation Effects Research Foundation (Hiroshima), Japan

Genetic instability has been suggested as a new mechanism in development of cancer following radiation exposure. Human in 
vivo data are lacking however because, unless cells were cloned in vitro to measure the spontaneous mutation rate, it is generally 
impossible to distinguish the damage caused by direct hit of radiation from those that occurred later through the instability. We 
overcame the problem by looking at chromosome aberrations that occurred among clonally expanded cell populations in vivo; 
namely, the identical aberrations found among multiple cells (clonal cells) are regarded as a result of direct hit by the irradiation 
followed by clonal expansion while the additional independent aberrations among the clonal cells must have occurred later during 
the expansion phase possibly due to the instability.

We used our large G-band data set from 54 A-bomb survivors. 51 were exposed to >2Sv and the mean translocation frequency 
was 32% (11,912 / 37,001). 3 survivors were exposed to <5mSv (control) and the mean translocation frequency was 1.2% 
(21/1,819). For each survivor, the aberration data of the clonal cells (n>10 cells) were sorted and the frequency of the additional 
aberrations among the clonal cells was determined.

In total, 22 clones (total 951 cells) were detected in 18 survivors (all in the exposed group). Among the 951 cells, only 5 
cells boar the additional translocations (5/951=0.5%). This value was not higher than the translocation frequency (0 to 3%) in 
large number of control subjects determined with FISH after scoring 500 cells. The results do not suggest the presence of genetic 
instability among the clonally expanded population in lymphocytes of A-bomb survivors.

P08/1464: Delayed chromosomal instability caused by large deletion

 Mitsuaki Ojima,  Keiji Suzuki,  Seiji Kodama, Masami Watanabe, Nagasaki University, Japan

There is accumulating evidence that genomic instability, manifested by the expression of delayed phenotypes, is induced by X-
irradiation but not by ultraviolet (UV) light. It is well known that ionizing radiation, such as X-rays, induces DNA double strand 
breaks, but UV-light mainly causes base damage like pyrimidine dimers and (6-4) photoproducts. Although the mechanism of 
radiation-induced genomic instability has not been thoroughly explained, it is suggested that DNA double strand breaks contribute 
the induction of genomic instability. We examined here whether X-ray induced gene deletion at the hprt locus induces delayed 
instability in chromosome X. SV40-immortalized normal human fi broblasts, GM638, were irradiated with X-rays (3, 6 Gy), and 
the hprt mutants were isolated in the presence of 6-thioguanine (6-TG). A 2-fold and a 60-fold increase in mutation frequency 
were found by 3 Gy and 6 Gy irradiation, respectively. The molecular structure of the hprt mutations was determined by multiplex 
polymerase chain reaction of nine exons. Approximately 60% of 3 Gy mutants lost a part or the entire hprt gene, and the other 
mutants showed point mutations like spontaneous mutants. All 6 Gy mutants were total deletion. The chromosomes of the hprt 
mutants were analyzed by Whole Human Chromosome X Paint FISH or Xq telomere FISH. None of the point or partial deletion 
mutants showed aberrations of X-chromosome, however total deletion mutants induced translocations and dicentrics involving 
chromosome X. These results suggest that large deletion caused by DNA double strand breaks destabilizes chromosome structure, 
which may be involved in an induction of radiation-induced genomic instability.
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P08/1465: Persistence of the genomic instability in the adult hemopoetic cells after fetal irradiation of mouse

 Uma Devi Pathirissery,  Merriline M Satyamitra, Jawaharlal Nehru Cancer Hospital and Research Centre, India

Genomic instability is a critical early event in radiation carcinogenesis. Irradiation at the preimplantation or fetal stage has 
been shown to increase de novo chromosomal aberrations in the post natal/ adult mice. A study was done to trace the radiation 
induced genomic instability from fetus to adult mice by scoring chromosomal aberrations. Pregnant Swiss mice were exposed to 
0.5- 1.5Gy 60Co gamma radiation on day 14 of gestation and chromosomal aberrations were scored in the fetal liver and postnatal 
bone marrow upto 12 months of age. Fetal liver cells and their CFU-S showed a signifi cantly higher frequency of metaphases 
with chromosomal breaks and fragments, while such an increase was not found in the postnatal bone marrow upto 6 months 
of age. However, the incidence of aberrant metaphases, including hypoploidy and polyploidy, progressively increased from 9 
to 18 months of age. Some animals had highly elevated (4-8 fold) leukocyte counts at these ages. Their bone marrow showed 
signifi cantly higher incidence of aneuploids. An interesting fi nding, not reported earlier, is the progressive increase in aneuploidy 
(chromosome loss) with increase in leukocyte count abnormality in the irradiated animals. Chromosome number reached a low 
value of <20 in some cells. This study demonstrates that irradiation-induced genomic instability in the fetal hemopoietic cells 
can lead to chromosome loss, which is expressed as severe chromosomal aneuploidy at advanced ages. The degree of aneuploidy 
seems to increase with the number of cell divisions (clonal expansion of the affected cells?). The results imply a possible 
association between development of chromosomal aneuploidy and induction of cancers in adult by prenatal irradiation.

(Supported by Indian Council of Scientifi c and Industrial Research).

P08/1466: Biological response following in vivo exposure to low doses of 137Cs γ rays

 Kanokporn Rithidech,  Montree Tungjai,  Edgar Ar-Bab,  Sanford R Simon, SUNY at Stony Brook, United States;  Elbert B Whorton, 
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, United States;  Mangala Tawde,  Carl A Anderson, Brookhaven National Labora
tory, United States

Characterization of early and subsequent biological response in vivo to low doses of ionizing radiation (as low as equal or 
below 10 cGy) is needed to evaluate potential health risks. In this study, several endpoints are used to examine the effects of 
137Cs gamma-rays (0, 5,10, and 100 cGy) on bone marrow cells collected at different times post irradiation of male BALB/cJ 
mice. The magnitude of genomic instability manifested in vivo as chromosome instability was measured up to 6 months post-
irradiation, using three-color FISH to score stable and unstable chromosome-aberrations involving mouse chromosomes 1,2, and 
3. All other visible aberrations involving non-painted chromosomes also were analyzed in the same cells scored for aberrations 
involving painted chromosomes. Low mitotic indices were found at 1 and 4 hours post-irradiation in mice exposed to all dosage-
levels except the 10 cGy-dose group, limiting the statistical signifi cance of the analyses of the low numbers of metaphase cells. 
Preliminary results show signifi cant increases in abnormal cells in the 100cGy-dose group at each harvest-time. The results also 
suggest a dose-related trend in the lower dose groups. Levels of NF-kappa B activation refl ected in expression levels of genes 
known to be under NF-kappa B regulation, and DNA-PKcs activity were measured at 1 and 4 hours post-irradiation. We found that 
NF-kappa B activation in bone marrow cells isolated 1 hour post-exposure of mice to 10 and 100 cGy was signifi cantly increased 
above that in sham-controls. In contrast, no difference in the levels of DNA-PKcs activity was observed at this time at these 
dosages. In samples isolated 4 hours post-irradiation, however, no signifi cant activated NF-κB signal was detected while a marked 
increase in DNA-PKcs activity was observed in bone marrow cells of mice exposed to 100 cGy. Research supported by DOE 
Grant #DE-FG02-02ER63311
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P08/1467: Detection of genomic instability in descendants of male mice exposed to chronic low-level gamma-
radiation using the test “adaptive response”

 Olga M Rozanova,  Svetlana I Zaichkina,  Asia Akhmadieva,  Gella F Aptikaeva,  Dmitry J Klokov, Institute of Theoretical and Expe
rimental Biophysics, Russia

The goal of the present study was to examine whether the genomic instability can be revealed in vivo using the test “adaptive 
response” (AR).

Two-month-old BALB/C male mice were subjected to chronic irradiation in the gamma-fi eld with a dose of 0.1 Gy (0.01 
Gy/day) and a dose of 0.5 Gy (0.01 and 0.05 Gy/day). Control animals were kept under similar conditions but without irradiation. 
Fifteen days after the irradiation, males from the irradiated and control groups were mated in separate cages with unirradiated 
females for 2 weeks. The males, descendants from irradiated and unirradiated parents, at an age of two months were subjected 
to additional irradiation with a dose of 1.5 Gy. To reveal the genetic instability using the AR test, another group of males, the 
descendants from irradiated and unirradiated parents, were exposed to acute irradiation by the scheme of AR: with an adapting 
dose (D1) of 0.1 Gy (0.125 Gy/min) followed after a day by a challenging dose (D2) of 1.5 Gy (0.47 Gy/min). After 28 h, the 
animals of all groups were killed. Bone marrow specimens for calculating micronuclei (MN) in polychromatophyl erythrocytes 
(PCE) were prepared.

It was found that in descendants that resulted from unirradiated parents and the parents irradiated with a dose of 0.1 Gy, the 
percentages of PCE with injuries were nearly equal. Upon irradiation of parents with a dose of 0.5 Gy, the percentage of PCE 
with MN in descendants increased. The examination of radiosensitivity of descendants from irradiated parents showed that 
the percentage of PCE with MN decreased three-to-fourfold (depending on the dose of irradiation of the parents) compared to 
descendants from unirradiated parents. If the descendants from exposed parents were irradiated by the scheme of AR, no AR was 
observed.

Thus, the experimental data indicated that, it is possible to detect the transition of gamma-radiation-induced genomic 
instability in sex cells of male parents into somatic cells of mice (F1 generation) either from changes in radiosensitivity or by the 
absence of the adaptive response.

P08/1468: Genetic instability in the F2-generation offspring of irradiated male medaka fi sh

 Atsuko Shimada,  Akihiro Shima, The University of Tokyo, Japan

Delayed-type mutations induced by radiation have recently been demonstrated in various somatic-cell systems. Such mutations 
are thought to result from the transmission of genetic instability through many cell divisions subsequent to a single exposure to 
ionizing radiation. Recently we have demonstrated that `transgenerational` delayed-type mutations can arise during embryonic 
development of the medaka fi sh as a result of exposing the sperm and spermatids of live fi sh to 137Cs gamma-radiation. Because 
the medaka has a transparent egg membrane and embryo body, visible mosaics can be detected during development at an early-
expressed pigmentation locus, wl (white leucophore). Embryos with both wildtype orange leucophores (+/wl) and mutant-type 
white leucophores (wl*/wl) were scored as mosaic mutants. We have already shown that both paternal allele (from irradiated 
gamete) and maternal allele (from non-irradiated gamete) can be mutated during embryonic development, suggesting that genetic 
instability was induced not only in irradiated chromosomes but also in non-irradiated chromosomes. In order to know whether 
such genetic instability is retained in germ line of the F1 progeny and is transmitted to the F2 generation, we exposed sperm and 
spermatids of the HNI males (+/+) to 4.75 Gy of gamma-rays, then crossed to non-irradiated HNI females (+/+) to get the F1 
progeny. The F1 males were then mated with wl/wl females. The resulting F2 embryos were subjected to mosaic mutant screening. 
It appears that mosaic mutant frequency in the irradiated group was not signifi cantly different from that in the non-irradiated 
control group. A detailed result will be presented.

P08/1469: Age dependency of the mechanism of radiogenic thymic lymphomas in B6C3F1 mice

 Yoshiya Shimada,  Mayumi Nishimura,  Shizuko Kakinuma,  Toshiaki Ogiu,  Ayumi Kubo,  Jyun-ya Nagai, National Institute of Radio
logical Sciences, Japan

The relationship of leukemia incidence with age refl ects the pathogenesis and/or etiology, and may provide an important evidence 
in any attempt to determine the mechanism of leukemogenesis. It has been assumed that form of leukemia of children differs from 
that of adults regarding, for instance, prognosis, that is possibly attributed to differences in disease biology. The aim of this study 
was to delineate the difference of molecular mechanism underlying lymphoma development, which distinguishes these two age 
groups. In the present study, we examined both K-ras mutation and Ikaros inactivation in thymic lymphomas (TLs) induced by 
exposure to X-rays of the B6C3F1 mice at the age of 4 week- or 25-week old. The results indicateed that K-ras mutation was more 
frequent in TLs from old mice than those from young ones (31% vs 17%), whereas Ikaros mutation appeared to be much more 
frequent in TLs from young mice. It suggests that age plays a role in the selection of molecular pathways for leukemogenesis.
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P08/1470: p53-dependent manner of persistent activation of the radiation-induced reversion in the pink-eyed 
unstable mouse embryo

 Kazunori Shiraishi,  Morio Yonezawa, Osaka Prefecture University, Japan;  Othura Niwa, Kyoto university, Japan

We previously reported that radiation has an ability to induce genomic instability which causes delayed and untargeted mutation. 
These mutations aren’t accounted for by the usual relationship between DNA damages and repair. However, the mechanisms 
of a long-term memory of DNA damage and the persistence of up-regulated recombination activity have yet to be elucidated. 
The mouse pink-eyed unstable (pun) mutation is due to an intragenic duplication of the pink-eyed dilution locus and frequently 
reverts black to the wild type in germ cells as well as somatic cells. The frequency of reversion was estimated by counting cluster 
of pigment cells in retinal pigment epithelium. Twice increase of the reversion was observed in F1 mice born to 6Gy irradiated 
male at spermatozoa stage, but not at other spermatogenesis stages( -tid, -cyte, -gonia ). Trans-genarational effect in F2 mice 
also didn’t observe. Therefore, this phenomenon only occurs under the restricted germ cell stage. Additionally, the reversion 
frequency of p53 defi cient F1 mouse born to irradiated sperm was less than irradiated wild mouse. 5aza-dc chemical agent, which 
is DNA methylation emzyme inhibitor, also suppressed pun allele recombination in mouse embryo. These data indicate that p53 
contributes delayed and untargeted mutation, perhaps, by regulation of DNA metylation status

P08/1471: Radiation induced chromosomal instability in lymphocytes of cancer patients

 Hitomi Sudo,  Masashi Sagara,  Sadayuki Ban, Frontier Research Center, Japan;  Shuhei Noda,  Mayumi Iwakawa, 
 Yoshinobu Harada,  Takashi Imai, NIRS, Japan;  John B Cologne, RERF, Hiroshima

Cytokinesis-blocked micronucleus (CBMN) assay has been extensively used to evaluate the radiation sensitivity of human 
individuals. Using the CBMN assay, Scott et al (1998, 1999) demonstrated that a fraction of radiosensitive individuals in breast 
cancer case population was larger than in normal individual population. However, Vral et al were very skeptical about the Scott 
et al’s fi ndings (2002). Under the approval from the ethical committee of NIRS, peripheral blood was obtained from 46 normal 
healthy females, 131 breast cancer patients, 32 cervical cancer patients and 7 female head & neck cancer patients. Radiosensitivity 
of T-lymphocytes was assessed by using a CBMN assay. The frequencies of MN per binucleated cell in healthy donors were 
0.031(±0.010) and 0.151(±0.066) for cells treated before and after X-ray-irradiation (2Gy), respectively. Spontaneous MN 
frequencies in cancer patients were signifi cantly higher than healthy donors (p < 0.001). Radiation sensitivities of breast- and head 
& neck-cancer patients were signifi cantly higher than normal individuals (p < 0.001). Cervical cancer patients were more resistant 
to irradiation than healthy donors, though the number of cases for statistical analysis was small. (p < 0.001). We are considering 
that the HPV infection affected the radiosensitivity of cervical cancer cases. Because it is widely believed that one key mechanism 
which leads to spontaneous micronucleus formation involves an imbalance of chromosomal segregation and a chromosomal 
instability in patients’ lymphocytes might be greater than that in normal individuals’ lymphocytes. Recently, Kuschel et al (2002) 
demonstrated that ratios in two SNPs on XRCC3 were signifi cantly different between cancer patients and healthy females. Then, 
we can suppose that the radiation-related genes with low penetrance may be involved in tumorigenesis of mammary- and head & 
neck-cells, and also, in patients’ radiation susceptibility.

P08/1472: Genomic instability in mutation induction on normal human fi broblasts irradiated with chronic 
low-dose radiations in heavy-ion radiation fi eld

 Masao Suzuki,  Chizuru Tsuruoka,  Yukio Uchihori,  Hiroshi Yasuda,  Kazunobu Fujitaka, iSRL, National Institute of Radiological Sc
iences, Japan

At a time when manned space exploration is more a reality with the planned the International Space Station (ISS) underway, the 
potential exposure of crews in a spacecraft to chronic low-dose radiations in the fi eld of low-fl ux galactic cosmic rays (GCR) 
and the subsequent biological effects have become one of the major concerns of space science. We have studied both in vitro life 
span and genomic instability in cellular effects in normal human skin fi broblasts irradiated with chronic low-dose radiations in 
heavy-ion radiation fi eld. Cells were cultured in a CO2 incubator, which was set in the irradiation room for the biological study of 
heavy ions in the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC) at National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS), and 
irradiated with scattered radiations produced from heavy ions. Absorbed dose measured using a thermoluminescence dosimeter 
(TLD) and a Si-semiconductor detector was to be around 1.4 mGy per day when operating the HIMAC machine for biological 
experiments. The total population doubling number (tPDN) of low-dose irradiated cells was signifi cantly smaller (79-93%) 
than that of unirradiated cells. The results indicate that the life span of the cell population shortens by irradiating with low-dose 
scattered radiations in the heavy-ion irradiation fi eld. Genomic instability in cellular responses was examined to measure either 
cell killing or mutation induction in low-dose accumulated cells after exposing to X-ray challenging doses. The results showed 
that there was no enhanced effect on cell killing between low-dose accumulated and unirradiated cells after exposing to defi ned 
challenging doses of 200kV X rays. On the contrary, the mutation frequency on hprt locus of low-dose accumulated cells was 
much higher than that of unirradiated cells. The results suggested that genomic instability was induced in mutagenesis by the 
chronic low-dose irradiations in heavy-ion radiation fi eld.
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P08/1473: Mechanism of radiation-induced delayed mutagenesis

 Hiroko Yamaji,  Keji Suzuki,  Seji Kodama,  Masami Watanabe, Nagasaki University, Japan

Genomic instability is induced in the progeny of surviving cells, which is manifested by the expression of various delayed 
phenotypes, including X-irradiation-induced genomic instability. In the present study, we examined the molecular mechanism 
of delayed mutagenesis in CHO cells, which harbor the reporter plasmid containing the fusion gene of LacZ gene and Zeocin 
resistance gene. As this CHO-LacZeo cells produced É¿-galactosidase, they formed blue-stained colonies (LacZ+) in the presence 
of X-gal as substrate, on the other hand, these cells formed white colonies (LacZ-) and are sensitive to zeocin when mutated. After 
X-irradiation, frequency of LacZ- colonies increased depending to dose, which indicated that X-irradiation caused the LacZ gene 
mutation in CHO-LacZeo cells. And we collected the primary colonies, and performed the secondary colony formation in the 
absence of Zeocin. The frequency of white colonies was signifi cantly higher than the control colonies. That indicates X-irradiation 
caused delayed mutagenesis in progeny of surviving cells. Using PCR, the LacZ gene was absent in approximately 75% in 
LacZ- clones of secondary colonies; this was like to in the spontaneous LacZ- clones (72%). These results indicate that delayed 
mutagenesis rise spontaneous mutation level.

P08/1474: Differentially expressed transcripts in Ikaros-defective lymphomas in irradiated B6C3F1 mice

 Kyoko Yasumura,  Isamu Sugimura,  Shizuko Kakinuma,  Yoshiya Shimada, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan; 
 Kazuei Igarashi, Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Chiba Unive, Japan

Ikaros, a Kruppel type zinc fi nger protein, is essential for the normal lymphocyte development and differentiation. We 
have previously shown that Ikaros was frequently altered in radiation-induced T-cell lymphomas and assumed that Ikaros 
inactivation might have deep connection with developing leukemia. Although inactivation of Ikaros is inferred to be involved in 
leukemogenesis, little is known about the molecular mechanisms leading to neoplastic transformation. In order to identify the 
potential genes under the control of Ikaros, we performed differential display on RNAs from 3T3-L1 cells transfected with or 
without Ikaros. Finally, two cDNA, TRK-fused gene (Tfg) and death-associated protein 3 (Dap3), which were up-regulated by 
Ikaros, were identifi ed. The expression status of Tfg and Dap3 in radiation-induced T-cell lymphomas, which had defect in Ikaros 
expression, was found to be signifi cantly decreased. Furthermore, we found that upstream the transcription start site of Tfg and 
Dap3 contain putative binding sites of Ikaros. These results suggest that Tfg and Dap3 are the candidates downstream of Ikaros, 
which are possibly involved in radiation-induced lymphomagenesis.

P08/1475: Chromosomal aberrations in individuals exposed in utero

 Tamara V Azizova,  Ludmila E Burak, Southern Ural Biophysics Institute, Russia;  David J Brenner,  Charles R Geard, 
Columbia University, New York, United States

Experiments revealed high sensitivity of the developing embryo and fetus to ionizing radiation. The epidemiological studies 
suggest that the risks per unit dose to the developing embryo and fetus may be considerably larger than to an adult, typically by 
factors ranging from 3 to 10. There are only three large populations of individuals exposed in-utero: individuals exposed in-utero 
from radiological examinations, the in-utero exposed A-bomb survivors, and individuals exposed in utero from 1949 onward at 
the Mayak Production Association, a Soviet nuclear weapons complex. The conclusions of our preliminary study are that intra-
chromosomal aberrations represent a sensitive, long-lived, quantitative, low-background biomarker of densely-ionizing radiation 
exposure in human populations exposed many years earlier.In the present study we propose to use the mFISH technique to score 
chromosomal aberrations in healthy individuals exposed in-utero to gamma-ray doses in the range 5 to 20 cGy. At SUBI, a cohort 
of about 72,000 individuals who were born in Ozyorsk in 1948-1988 was established to evaluate various health outcomes, with an 
emphasis on cancer (under Dr. N.A. Koshurnikova). Within the in-utero cohort, there are 553 individuals currently living locally 
in Ozyorsk who were exposed in-utero only to chronic gamma-rays (Dr. A.V. Kurbatov). Within the in-utero cohort there are 97 
individuals whose mothers were occupationally exposed to radiation only during pregnancy. The mean uterine gamma-ray dose 
in this group is 11 cGy, with a range from 1 to 218 cGy. The study we propose enables us to measure the yield of chromosomal 
aberrations per unit dose in individuals exposed in-utero to chronic gamma-rays in comparison with matched unexposed control 
individuals (same age, same gender) and individuals exposed to the same doses, but as young adults. The additional question we 
will address is whether the chromosomal aberrations we see are clonal, originating from one cell which was damaged in utero, or 
due to chromosomal instability, or due to other reasons.
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P08/1476: Transgenerational effects of paternal exposure to ionizing radiation

 Janet E Baulch,  Otto G Raabe,  James W Overstreet, University of California, Davis, United States

Paternal F0 irradiation with 1 Gy of attenuated 137Cs gamma rays in CD1 mice 6 weeks prior to conception of F1 offspring 
involves sperm that were Type B spermatogonia at the time of irradiation. We have demonstrated that this paternal F0 germ cell 
irradiation affects animal and biochemical endpoints including adult animal body weight, hepatic protein kinase C (PKC) and 
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) enzyme activity levels and p53 and p21-waf1 protein levels and in as many as three 
generations of offspring. These data suggest that irradiated Type B spermatogonia develop a capacity to transmit transgenerational 
effects that are inherited in a non-Mendelian manner across two or more generations. In this study we have replaced the outbred 
CD1 strain of mice with the C57BL/6 strain of mice. We now have data that suggests that heritable effects of paternal F0 
irradiation of the Type B spermatogonia observed in three successive generations of CD1 mice are also present in the C57BL/6 
strain of mice following a paternal F0 radiation exposure using a low dose of ionizing radiation (0.1 Gy attenuated 137-Cs 
gamma rays). Three generations of offspring from irradiated p53 null and C57BL/6 male mice have been evaluated for effects on 
animal and biochemical endpoints. The data suggest that the absence of p53 at the time of paternal F0 irradiation may affect the 
correlative animal and biochemical endpoints evaluated. These biochemical data, together with the results of microsatellite DNA 
expansion analysis, will provide us with important information regarding the mechanism by which irradiation of the paternal F0 
Type B spermatogonia initiates the heritable biological phenotype we have observed and the possible role of genomic instability.

[Funded by NIH RO1 ES06516 to JWO and by the Low Dose Radiation Research Program, Biological and Environmental 
Research (BER), U.S. Department of Energy, grant DE-FG03-01ER63225 to JEB]

P08/1477: Transcriptional tegulation of the low dose ionizing radiation induced protein clusterin

 Tracy L Criswell,  Meghan Beman,  David A Boothman, Case Western Reserve University, United States

Radiation therapy using ionizing radiation (IR), along with chemotherapy, are common treatments for many different cancers. 
Therefore, it is vital to understand the cellular responses to these treatments in malignant cells, as well as the surrounding normal 
tissues for optimizing the effi cacy of these treatments. Clusterin (CLU) has been implicated in many normal and pathological 
disease processes, although the function of clusterin still remains to be elucidated. Additionally, a correlation between increased 
CLU expression and increased tumor malignancy has been noted. It has been suggested that secretory clusterin (sCLU), the fully 
processed and glycosylated form of CLU, plays a role in cytoprotection after cellular stress, possibly due to its ability to act as 
a chaperone and clear cell debris after damage. Our laboratory identifi ed clusterin as an x-ray inducible protein/transcript. We 
have shown that doses of IR as low as 2 cGy, which do not cause DNA damage, induce sCLU transcript and protein suggesting 
a potential role for sCLU in adaptive survival responses and bystander effects. The regulatory mechanisms underlying sCLU 
expression following IR are unknown. Recent data generated by our laboratory suggest that the tumor suppressor protein, p53, 
may play a major role in the regulation of this protein. p53 is found mutated in over 50% of all human cancers. MCF-7 human 
breast cancer cells containing the HPV-16 E6 protein have high basal levels of sCLU as compared to parental MCF-7 cells. 
Additionally, p53 null HCT116 human colon cancer cells show a greatly enhanced induction of sCLU after IR, compared to 
parental HCT116 cells containing wild-type p53. Current work is focused on better understanding the mechanisms underlying p53 
suppression of this gene, as well as transcription factors needed for IR induction.

P08/1478: Radiation response of perfused tracheal sections

 John R Ford,  Amy J Maslowski,  Leslie A Braby, Texas A&M University, United States

A model of respiratory tissue using a perfusion culture system is being developed. We are using this system to quantify the 
effects of normal tissue architecture and the interaction of epithelial cells with other cell types on radiation-induced bystander 
effects. Tracheal tissue taken from young adult male Fischer 344 rats is imbedded in a growth factor enriched agarose matrix. The 
chamber is designed to allow growth medium to periodically wash the epithelial surface of the tracheal lumen while maintaining 
the air-interface that is necessary for the normal differentiation of the epithelium. In preliminary experiments with rat trachea 
we have shown that a differentiated epithelial lining can be maintained for several days. Cells can be obtained for a number of 
different cell culture assays for endpoints such as survival and preneoplastic transformation after irradiation.

This research was supported by the Offi ce of Science (BER), U. S. Department of Energy, Grant No. DE-FG03-02ER63438 
and the National Aeronautical and Space Administration Offi ce of Biological and Physical Research (NASA/OBPR).
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P08/1479: Does exposure to very high levels of natural radiation induce hematological 
alterations in humans?

 Mehdi Ghiassi-Nejad, Iran;  S Mohammad Javad Mortazavi,  Mahnaz Jafari, Rafsanjan University of Medical Sciences, Iran

It has long been known that total body exposure to moderate doses decrease the number of circulating erythrocytes, platelets, 
granulocytes, and lymphocytes. However, data on hematopoietic effects of exposure to very low doses of ionizing radiation in 
humans are scarce. Recently it has been reported that hematological parameters have signifi cant positive associations with the 
radiation dose received by residents lived near a nuclear power plant. Ramsar, a city in northern Iran, has some inhabited areas 
with the highest levels of natural radiation studied so far. A population of about 2000 is exposed to average annual radiation 
levels of 10.2 mGy y-1 and the highest recorded external gamma dose rates are about 130 mGy y-1. In this study, hematological 
parameters such as counts of leukocytes, lymphocytes, monocytes, granulocytes, red blood cells, hemoglobin, hematocrit, MCV, 
MCH, MCHC, RDW, PLT, and MPV were measured in the inhabitants. The results of this study indicated that there was no any 
statistically signifi cant alteration in hematological parameters of the inhabitants of very high background radiation areas of Ramsar 
compared to those of a neighboring control area.

P08/1481: Effect of low dose radiation on somatic intrachromosomal recombination in vivo and in vitro

 Antony M Hooker,  John Cormack,  Alexander A Morley,  Pamela J Sykes, Flinders University and Medical Centre, Australia; 
 Madhava Bhat, Royal Adelaide Hospital, Australia

High doses of ionising radiation are mutagenic in a wide range of mutation assays. The majority of radiation exposure studies in 
in vivo mouse mutation assays have been performed at high doses, eg greater than 1 Gy. However, these doses are not relevant to 
the low doses of ionising radiation that the majority of the population might likely come into contact with. Radiation protection 
levels tend to be based on a simple linear no-threshold model which suggests that any radiation above zero is potentially harmful. 
The pKZ1 recombination mutagenesis mouse model has proven to be a sensitive assay for the detection of mutations caused by 
low doses of chemical agents. In pKZ1 mice, somatic intrachromosomal recombination (SICR) inversion events can be detected 
in cells using histochemistry for the E. coli LacZ transgene. We exposed pKZ1 mice to a single radiation dose ranging from 0.001 
to 2 Gy. A signifi cant increase in SICR was observed in spleen at the two highest doses of 0.1 and 2 Gy and a signifi cant reduction 
in SICR below the endogenous frequency was observed at the two lowest doses of 0.01 and 0.001 Gy. After exposing a pKZ1 cell 
line to the same dose range, a similar J curve response was observed with signifi cant increases in SICR observed at the 3 highest 
doses and a signifi cant decrease below the endogenous frequency at the lowest dose (0.001 Gy). The next experiments will be to 
determine the dose where the SICR frequency returns to the endogenous level. The important question posed by these results is 
“Is a reduction below the endogenous SICR level caused by low doses of ionising radiation anti-mutagenic?” Studies now need to 
be performed to investigate the effect of low doses of radiation on other mutation end-points, and the mechanism for the reduction 
in SICR. Research funded by the Low Dose Radiation Research Program, Biological and Environmental Research (BER), U.S. 
Department of Energy, grant # DE-FG02-01ER63227.

P08/1482: The role of cell cycle checkpoint control in the response to low doses of ionising radiation

 Peter J Johnston,  Michael Woodcock,  Helen C Gregory,  Christine A Martindale,  Geoffrey E Brand,  Anthony J Chalmers, 
 Susan C Short, Gray Cancer Institute, United Kingdom

Mammalian cells exhibit marked sensitivity to ionising radiation at very low doses (<0.5 Gy) compared to high doses. This 
low dose hyper-radiation sensitivity is most marked in the G2 phase of the cell cycle. We have determined that the response at 
low doses of 240 kV X-rays is determined by a rapid, dose sensitive G2/M checkpoint. Low dose hyper-radiation sensitivity is 
enhanced by exposure to hypoxia and inhibitors of poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase implicating a role for free radical induced DNA 
damage in triggering the checkpoint. Similarly, caffeine greatly enhances low dose sensitivity indicating the involvement of 
ATM/ATR in the response. No variation in repair kinetics of either DNA single strand breaks or chromatid breaks is observed at 
low versus high doses and no variation in DNA-dependent protein kinase activity has been observed. This may indicate that low 
dose radiation sensitivity is a result of cells entering mitosis or other critical cell cycle checkpoints prior to the completion of DNA 
repair rather than induction of enhanced repair. This work was supported by the US Department of Energy (grant # DE-FG07-
99ER62878) and the Gray Laboratory Cancer Research Trust.
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P08/1483: Dose rate effect in radiation-induced malformation

 Fumio Kato, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences Toho University, Japan;  Akira Ootsuyama,  Satoshi Nomoto,  Toshiyuki Norimura, 
University of Occupational and Environmental Health, Japan

Dose rate effect is observed widely in radiation biological effect such as cell death, chromosomal anomalies, gene mutation and 
carcinogenesis. In general, the dose rate effect of radiation is closely related to the repairing ability of DNA damage. However, 
DNA repair is not perfect. There must be defense mechanisms other than DNA repair. In previous experiments, we found that 
mouse embryonic or fetal tissues have a p53-dependent ‘guardian’ that aborts cells with radiation-induced teratogenic damage. 
In order to elucidate the ability to p53-dependent apoptotic tissue repair of teratogenic damage, we compared the incidence of 
radiation-induced malformations in wild-type p53(+/+) mice and null p53(-/-) mice exposed at high dose rate or low dose rate. X-
irradiation with 2 Gy at high dose rate (450 mGy/min) on day 9.5 of gestation induced 50% for p53(+/+) mice and 76% for p53(-/-
) mice which are unable to carry out apoptosis. When an equal dose of 2 Gy was given at a low dose rate (1.2 mGy/min), this dose 
did not become teratogenic for p53(+/+) mice, whereas malformation incidences increased 17% above control level for p53(-/-) 
mice. After irradiation with 2 Gy, frequency of apoptotic cells vigorously increased for p53(+/+) mice and did not increased at 
all for p53(-/-) mice. Furthermore, after fractionated irradiation of 2 Gy (two equal fraction at high dose rate), malformation 
incidences decreased with increase in radiation-free interval for p53(+/+) mice, but were 24% higher than the control level for 
p53(-/-) mice, even at 24 h intervals. These results suggest that there is a dose rate effect due to the p53-dependent apoptotic tissue 
repair in addition to the DNA repair.

P08/1484: Radioadaptive response in human blood subpopulations as measured by acridine orange stained 
microniclus assay

 Hee Sun Kim,  Kwang Hee Yang,  Jeong Mi Choi,  Cha Soon Kim,  Yong Khi Lim,  Chong Soon Kim, Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power 
Corporation, Korea;  Jae Ho Woon, National Veterinary Research and Quarantine Service, Korea

In the present experiments, whole blood samples were irradiated in vitro at adaptive dose of 0.01Gy 137Cs g-irradiation. Six 
hours after their initiation, groups of cultures were subsequently exposed to a challenging dose of 1Gy g-irradiation. Following 
stimulation with phytohemagglutin(PHA)and pokweed mitogen(PWM)for T- and B-lymphocyte cultivation, lymphocytes were 
fi xed at 72 hours and stained with Acridine orange dye. B-ymphocytes exhibited higher induction of adaptive response than T-
lymphocyte, when pretreated with 0.01Gy had signifi cantly fewer micronuclei induced by the challenge dose of 1Gy g-irradiation 
compared to the cells which not receive the pretreatment with 0.01Gy. The results provided that the lower dose pre-treatments 
are able to induced signifi cantly high adaptive response in human B-lymphocytes than those of T-lymphocytes subsets and this 
adaptive response may result from the DNA repair mechanism which lead to less residual damage.

P08/1485: Ultrafractionation in A7 human malignant glioma xenografts in nude mice

 Mechthild Krause,  Cordula Petersen, Medical Faculty Carl Gustav Carus, Germany;  Jana Wohlfarth,  Franziska Hessel, 
 Cordelia Hoinkis, University of Dresden, Germany;  Daniel Zips, Germany;  Michael Joiner, Wayne State University, Detroit, 
United States;  Michael Baumann, University Hospital Dresden, Germany

Purpose: Radiation doses of less than 1 Gy can be more effective per unit of dose than doses obove 1 Gy. This phenomenon is 
called low-dose hyperradiosensitivity (HRS) and have been shown especially in radioresistant tumor cell lines in vitro. The aim of 
our experiments was to investigate if the HRS phenomenon can be utilized by an ultrafractionated radiotherapy schedule (3 x 0.4 
Gy/d) to improve local tumor control in vivo. For the experiments we have used A7 human malignant gliomas, which is known to 
show a clear HRS effect after single dose irradiation in vitro.

Material and Methods: Tumor bearing nude mice were irradiated with either 30 fractions in 6 weeks (1.68 Gy/f, 5 fractions per 
week) or with 126 fractions in 6 weeks (0.4 Gy/f, 3 fractions per day, 21 fractions per week, “ultrafractionation”). The total dose of 
fractionated radiotherapy was 50.4 Gy in both experimental arms. Fractionated radiotherapy was applied under ambient conditions 
and followed by graded top-up-doses under clamped conditions. The experimental endpoint was local tumor control 180 days after 
end of treatment.

Results: Ultrafractionation led to a signifi cant decrease in local tumor control. Top-up-TCD50 values were 39.8 Gy [95 % C.I. 
29; 59 Gy] for ultrafractionation and 28.3 Gy [25; 36 Gy] for conventional irradiation (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: Ultrafractionation signifi cantly reduces local tumor control in A7 human glioma which has previously been 
shown to exhibit HRS in vitro. Possible explanations could be, that HRS might occur only under the standardized growth 
conditions in vitro, or that HRS does occur only during some (e.g. the initial) fractions but not during the further course of 
ultrafractionated radiotherapy, or that HRS depends on cell cycle distribution which may be different in vitro and in vivo.

Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (Ba1433)
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P08/1486: Transgenerational radiation genetics: a feasibility study for the use of the Japanese Medaka to 
investigate adaptive responses and genomic instability

 Wendy W Kuhne,  F W Whicker,  Joel S Bedford, Colorado State University, United States

Over the past decade or so, two new areas of concern that may have an important bearing on the issue of genetic hazard 
assessment are the so-called adaptive response (AR), meaning a reduction in radiation sensitivity caused by previous low doses 
of radiation, and genomic instability (GI), referring to a delayed increase in mutations and chromosomal aberrations many 
generations later in the progeny of irradiated cells. Currently, the tacit assumption is that radiation does not induce an AR or GI 
that can be transmitted from irradiated individuals to their subsequent unirradiated progeny (eg,UNSCEAR 1994, 2000 and 2001). 
The intent of this proposal is to initiate research to address the question as to whether this assumption is justifi able, using Japanese 
Medaka (Oryzias latipes). This is a vertebrate animal system that has the potential for addressing low-level genetic effects at a cost 
in time and expense that would be perhaps two orders of magnitude less than similar studies with mice. The adaptive response will 
be assessed in F1 embryos by measuring chromosomal aberrations in the fi rst post-irradiation mitosis after acute-dose irradiations 
with or without different schedules of continuous low dose-rate (LDR) exposure in the F0 and/or post-fertilization F1 generation 
fi sh. Low dose-rate 137Cs gamma ray exposures in a range of 10-5 to 10-2 Gy/h would be used along with acute test doses of 0, 
5, 10, and 50 cGy given to the F1 embryos. Classical aberration measurements with giemsa-stained chromosomes are suffi cient 
for this part of the project. For the instability study, acute radiation doses would be given to the F0 fi sh, and the fraction of F1 
and F2 embryos with translocation heterozygosities would be measured. We are preparing chromosome-specifi c DNA libraries 
for whole chromosome painting (WCP) of several Medaka chromosomes by fl uorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). This is 
being accomplished, as with chromosomes from other species in our laboratory, by microdissection of the Medaka chromosomes, 
followed by DOP PCR.

P08/1487: Effect of single WBI with low doses of x-rays on the development of and blood supply to 
pulmonary tumor nodules in mice

 Emil Lisiak,  Aneta Cheda,  Marek K Janiak,  Jolanta Wrembel-Wargocka, Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, Poland; 
 Miroslaw Dziekiewicz, Central Clinical Hospital of Ministry of Defence, Poland;  Krzysztof W Zielinski,  Sebastian Dominiak, 
Military Medical University, Lodz, Poland

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect of whole body irradiation (WBI) of mice on the development of 
and blood supply to the induced neoplastic colonies in the lungs. BALB/c mice were irradiated with a single dose (0.1; 0,2 or 
1.0 Gy) of X-rays and then i.v. injected with L1 sarcoma cells. Superfi cial tumor colonies in the lungs were counted 14 days 
after irradiation. In histological slides obtained from the colonies blood supply was calculated as the total area of erythrocytes’ 
profi les related to the total area of the neoplastic tissue. In addition, expression of the beta3 subunit of the alphavbeta3 integrin was 
estimated on the surface of the isolated murine endothelial cells pre-exposed to 0.1 or 1.0 Gy of X-rays.

The results indicate that the number of tumor colonies was lower in animals preexposed to 0.1 or 0.2 Gy than in those 
irradiated with 1.0 Gy (58.6%, 64.8% and 89.9%, respectively, of the control value calculated for sham-exposed mice). 
Concurrently, total area of the erythrocytes’ profi les in the vessels of the growing tumors was signifi cantly reduced in mice 
exposed to 0.1 Gy compared to the sham-irradiated animals or to those exposed to 1.0 Gy (7%; 14% and 23% of the total area 
of the tumors tissue, respectively). Interestingly, as revealed by the fl uorometric analysis, exposure of the murine pulmonary 
endothelial cells in suspension to 0.1 Gy but not to 1.0 Gy X-rays led to signifi cant decrease in the expression of the beta3 integrin 
subunit on these cells (76% vs. 94%, respectively, of the control value obtained in sham-irradiated cells).

These results suggest that the inhibitory effect of 0.1 Gy X-rays on the growth of pulmonary tumor nodules may be causatively 
related to inhibition of the development of blood vasculature in the nodules.
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P08/1488: Quantitative analysis of biological responses to low dose-rate γ-radiation, including dose, 
irradiation time, and dose-rate

 Junji Magae,  Chiharu Furukawa,  Yasushi Kawakami, Institute of Research and Innovation, Japan;  Yuko Hoshi, Research Institute 
of Electric Power Industry, Japan;  Hiromitsu Ogata, National Institute of Public Health, Japan

Because biological responses to radiation are complex processes dependent on irradiation time as well as total dose, it is necessary 
to include dose, dose-rate and irradiation time simultaneously to predict the risk of low dose-rate irradiation. In this study, we 
analyzed quantitative relationship among dose, irradiation time and dose-rate, using chromosomal breakage and proliferation 
inhibition of human cells. For evaluation of chromosome breakage we assessed micronuclei induced by radiation. U2OS cells, a 
human osteosarcoma cell line, were exposed to gamma-ray in irradiation room bearing 50,000 Ci 60Co. After the irradiation, they 
were cultured for 24 h in the presence of cytochalasin B to block cytokinesis, cytoplasm and nucleus were stained with DAPI 
and propidium iodide, and the number of binuclear cells bearing micronuclei was determined by fl uorescent microscopy. For 
proliferation inhibition, cells were cultured for 48 h after the irradiation and [3H] thymidine was pulsed for 4 h before harvesting. 
Dose-rate in the irradiation room was measured with photoluminescence dosimeter. While irradiation time less than 24 h did not 
affect dose-response curves for both biological responses, they were remarkably attenuated as exposure time increased to more 
than 7 days. These biological responses were dependent on dose-rate rather than dose when cells were irradiated for 30 days. 
Moreover, percentage of micronucleus-forming cells cultured continuously for more than 60 days at the constant dose-rate, was 
gradually decreased in spite of the total dose accumulation. These results suggest that biological responses at low dose-rate, 
are remarkably affected by exposure time, that they are dependent on dose-rate rather than total dose in the case of long-term 
irradiation, and that cells are getting resistant to radiation after the continuous irradiation for 2 months. It is necessary to include 
effect of irradiation time and dose-rate suffi ciently to evaluate risk of radiation at low dose/dose-rate.

P08/1489: Low LET radiation-induced telomerase catalytic subunit promoter activation is mediated by 
nuclear factor Kappa B

 Mohan Natarajan,  Frank A Hong,  Sumathy Mohan,  Terrence S Herman, UT Health Science Center, United States

The objective of this study is to understand whether low doses of low LET radiation induces survival advantage in normal cells. As 
an increase in telomerase activity is associated with longevity and cell proliferation, we examined the telomerase response following 
g-irradiation in normal aortic endothelial cells. Telomeric Repeat Amplifi cation Protocol assay following low LET radiation showed 
an increase in telomerase enzyme activity as early as 8 h post irradiation and reaches its maximum at 24 h. Subsequent analysis 
revealed that the increased telomerse enzyme activity is due to increased synthesis resulting from an increased transcription. 
Examination of transcriptional activation of telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) promoter regulation showed an enhanced 
transcription of the telomerse gene following g-irradiation. In our previous reports we documented an increase in NF-kB DNA-
binding property following low LET radiation (3). Therefore, to determine whether the activation of NF-kB-signaling is responsible 
for induced TERT promoter activation, cells transiently transfected with minimal promoter region of TERT containing wild type 
or mutant NF-kB binding site were examined following low LET radiation. TERT promoter activation was induced in wild type 
transfected cells whereas, in mutant kB binding site, the activation remained at the basal level similar to that of un-irradiated 
cells. More signifi cantly, the g-ray mediated promoter activation of telomerase gene as well as induce telomerase enzyme activity 
was abrogated by ectopically expressing the IkBa mutant (IkBa (S32A/S36A)), which blocks NF-kB activation. The results thus 
suggest that exposure to low LET radiation could induce telomerase activity and the activation is at least, in part, mediated by the 
transcription factor NF-kB. Sustained activation of telomerase in these cells after low LET radiation may impart extended life span.

This Research was supported by the offi ce of science (BER), U.S Department of Energy Grant No. DE-FG03-02ER63449-02.
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P08/1490: Modifi cation of the anti-tumour response in mice by a single low-dose whole body 
irradiation with x-rays

 Aneta Cheda,  Jolanta Wrembel-Wargocka,  Ewa M Nowosielska,  Emil Lisiak,  Maria Marciniak,  Marek Bilski,  Marek K Janiak, 
Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, Poland

Recently, a few reports have suggested that exposures to low doses of ionising radiation can trigger the activity of natural anti-
tumour defence systems both in laboratory animals and occupationally exposed humans. In fact, the results of our previous 
experiments demonstrated that the whole body irradiation of mice with a single low dose (0.1 or 0.2 Gy) of X-rays leads to a 
signifi cant reduction in the number of the induced pulmonary tumour colonies.

In the present set of experiments, BALB/c mice were irradiated with a single dose of 0.1, 0.2, or 1.0 Gy X-rays and then 
i.v. injected with L1 sarcoma cells. In these animals, cytotoxic activity of natural killer (NK) cells obtained from the spleen was 
signifi cantly higher than in the control, sham-irradiated counterparts. However, since the spleen cellularity was substantially reduced 
after irradiation with 1.0 but not with 0.1 or 0.2 Gy, and in view of the relatively low radiosensitivity of NK cells compared to B and 
T lymphocytes, the stimulatory effect of the former dose of X-rays might be at least partially due to the NK-enrichment of the spleen 
cell populations obtained from mice exposed to 1.0 Gy. Moreover, i.p. injection of the anti-asialo GM1 antibody abrogated the 
differences between the number of tumour cell colonies in the lungs of mice exposed to 0.1, 0.2 and 1.0 Gy of X-rays. In addition, 
the interferon-g (IFN-g)-stimulated peritoneal macrophages obtained from mice exposed to 0.1 or 0.2 Gy X-rays synthesized greater 
amounts of nitric oxide (NO) than macrophages collected from both the sham-irradiated and 1.0 Gy-exposed mice.

These results indicate that the inhibitory effect of 0.1 and 0.2 Gy on the development of secondary tumour nodules may be 
causatively related to stimulation by these small doses of X-rays of the natural anti-tumour defence mechanisms mediated by NK 
cells and/or macrophages.

P08/1491: Mathematical model for evaluation of dose-rate effect on biological responses 
to low dose γ-radiation

 Hiromitsu Ogata, National Institute of Public Health, Japan;  Yasushi Kawakami,  Junji Magae, Institute Research and Innovation, 
Japan

To evaluate quantitative dose-response relationship on the biological response to radiation, it is necessary to consider a model 
including cumulative dose, dose-rate and irradiation time. In this study, we measured micronucleus formation and [3H] thymidine 
uptake in human cells as indices of biological response to gamma radiation, and analyzed mathematically and statistically the 
data for quantitative evaluation of radiation risk at low dose/low dose-rate. Effective dose (ED

x
) was mathematically estimated by 

fi tting a general function of logistic model to the dose-response relationship. Assuming that biological response depends on not 
only cumulative dose but also dose-rate and irradiation time, a multiple logistic function was applied to express the relationship of 
the three variables. Moreover, to estimate the effect of radiation at very low dose, we proposed a modifi ed exponential model.

From the results of fi tting curves to the inhibition of [3H] thymidine uptake and micronucleus formation, it was obvious that 
ED

50
 in proportion of inhibition of [3H] thymidine uptake increased with longer irradiation time. As for the micronuclei, ED

30
 also 

increased with longer irradiation times. These results suggest that the biological response depends on not only total dose but also 
irradiation time. The estimated response surface using the three variables showed that the biological response declined sharply 
when the dose-rate was less than 0.01 Gy/h. These results suggest that the response does not depend on total cumulative dose at 
very low dose-rates. Further, to investigate the effect of dose-rate within a wider range, we analyzed the relationship between ED

x
 

and dose-rate. Fitted curves indicated that ED
x
 increased sharply when dose-rate was less than 10-2 Gy/h. The increase of ED

x
 

signifi es the decline of the response or the risk and suggests that the risk approaches to 0 at infi nitely low dose-rate.
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P08/1492: Myeloid-leukaemogenicity study in C3H mouse irradiated with 10 MeV fast neutrons- 
interim report-

 Yasushi Ohmachi,  Toshiaki Ogiu,  Tsuyoshi Hamano,  Takeshi Hiraoka, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan; 
 Yuka Ishida,  Masashi Takada,  Shin Saigusa, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Yukiko Nakata, National Diffense 
Medical College, Japan

To evaluate RBE of carcinogenic effect of neutrons, infromations on carcinogenicity of various neutron energies must be 
needed. However, such an energy dependent effect of neutorns have not yet fully been understood. We started a series of murine 
carcinogenicity, especially focused on leukaemogenesis, among low energy range (0.5MeV- 10MeV) of neutrons. At the start, 
to evaluate the carcinogenicity of 10MeV neutron, male C3H/HeNrs mice, susceptible strain to radiation-induced leukemia, had 
exposed to neutrons (dose rage: 0.05 – 2Gy ), and to Cs-137-deribed gamma-rays (dose range: 0.2 – 4Gy). Neutron was generated 
from cyclotron, using d (25 MeV)-Be reaction and the exposures to the animals were conducted using vertical beam line. The 
estimated forward neutron spectra found 10 MeV as the peak energy. The estimation of neutron and gamma dose distribution in 
the air found that the irradiated area were covered within 95 -100% relative dose range and that the contamination of gamma-rays 
was about 5% of neutron dose. The animals are under observation for their life span. The study protocol includes autopsy and 
systemic histopathology of moribund or died mice, analyses on hematology, chromosomal aberration and molecular pathology of 
the animals with leukemia. Mice were irradiated with neutrons or gamma-rays from July of 2001 to May of 2002 and the mortarity 
of each types of radiation has reached up to fi ve percent by the end of this February. The incidence of leukemia in neutron- and 
gamma-rays-irradiated mice seemed to be given maximum at 2Gy and 3Gy, respectively. The temporal results of gross pathology 
and histopathology revealed that leukemia, liver tumor, hardarian tumor, lung tumor were the common tumors in the irradiated 
groups. Since the study is in progress, the updated results will be shown at the conferrence.

P08/1493: Quantitative and informatics tools for studying the effect of low dose radiation 
on tissue and cell culture

 Bahram Parvin,  Qing Yang,  Gerald Fontenay,  Mary Helen Barcellos-Hoff, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States

The challenge of the post-genomic era is functional genomics, i.e., understanding how the genome is expressed to produce myriad 
cell phenotypes. To use genomic information to understand the biology of complex organisms, one must understand the dynamics 
of phenotype generation and maintenance. A phenotype is the result of selective expression of the genome. In order to defi ne cell 
‘phenomes,’ one would track the kinetics and quantities of multiple constituent proteins, their cellular context and morphological 
features in large populations.

Our aim is to extend the development of the BioSig imaging bioinformatics system for understanding how ionizing 
radiation alters tissue homeostasis and responses in cell culture experiments. Given several thousand antibodies and reagents for 
differentiating cell-specifi c protein components, biological heterogeneity, and other variables that affect cellular responses, there is 
a clear requirements for managing images and information about these images.

Our focus is on the development of (1) quantitative methods for protein expression either in tissue or cell culture studies, 
(2) a adequate data model that couples quantitative results with the experimental variables, and (3) browsing and visualization 
tools that enable exploration of large scale image data in feature space in the context of biological heterogeneity. The framework 
provides the basis for studying the effect of low-dose radiation on the cellular microenvironment, inter-cell communication, and 
the underlying mechanisms. In turn, this information can then be used to more accurately predict more complex multicellular 
biological responses following exposure to different types of inhibitors. The BioSig informatics approach to microscopy and 
quantitative image analysis has been used to build a more detailed picture of the signaling that occurs between cells, as a result of 
an exogenous stimulus such as radiation, or as a consequence of endogenous programs leading to biological functions.

The utility of the BioSig imaging bioinformatics system for several low dose radiation studies will be demonstrated. The 
BioSig homepage is at http://vision.lbl.gov/Projects/BioSig/index.htm
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P08/1494: V79 cell survival after a single lithium ion nuclear traversal

 Massimo Pinto,  Manuela Buonanno,  Luigi Campajola,  Marco Durante,  Gianfranco Grossi,  Gabriella Pugliese,  Paola Scampoli, 
 Giancarlo Gialanella, Lorenzo Manti, University of Naples Federico II, Italy

Biological studies on the effects of low doses of densely ionising radiation are highly infl uenced by the stochastic character of the 
energy deposition events. For several end-points, including clonogenic survival, to follow-up individual cells that have undergone 
an exactly determined number of charged particle traversals is highly desirable. While RBE-LET curves have been measured after 
conventional “broad beam” irradiation with several ions of varying energies, the probability of cell survival after a single charged 
particle traversal has only been determined for accelerated protons and alpha particles, whereas the ability of single particle 
traversals at higher LET to cause clonogenic death is yet unknown. Recently, low dose studies have also shown phenomena of 
high interest, such as the hypersensitivity/induced radioresistance(HS/IRR) adaptive responses. However, for particles of high 
LET, even a single nuclear traversal may deliver an average dose to a single cell that may be beyond the dose region of the 
HS/IRR response. We ave set up an experimental apparatus for the determination of the inactivation cross section after an exactly 
known number of accelerated Lithium ions traversals (210 keV/micron when hitting the cell surface). Using a bio-stack approach 
(Pugliese et al, IJRB Oct;72(4):397-407 1997) LR115 thin nuclear track detectors have been employed for the direct visualisation 
of Lithium ion traversals in V79 cells nuclei that are labeled with Hoechst 33258. A computer software has been designed and 
implemented to control micro-meter movements of a motorised Marzhauser stage, mounted on a fl uorescent microscope, for 
the acquisition of individual attached cell coordinates, type of traversal, as well as for re-visiting the registered coordinates for 
analysis of survivors. The V79 cell survival experiment after exactly known numbers of Lithium ions traversals is in progress, 
along with a classical `broad beam’ survival assay.

P08/1496: Potentiation of T cell-mediated immunity by low dose radiation

 Yurie Sasaki,  Yasushi Kawakami,  Junji Magae, Institute Research and Innovation, Japan

Low dose radiation is reported to have benefi cial effect on organisms in some cases, though high dose radiation is harmful. 
Attenuation of diabetes, auto-immune diseases and cancer is the example of this benefi cial effect of radiation, i.e. radiation 
hormesis. Because the disorder of accommodation in immune system is involved in such diseases, immunological network is 
assumed to be one of the targets for radiation hormesis. In this study, we utilized mice immunized with allogeneic tumor cells to 
evaluate the hormetic effect of continuous irradiation with low dose rate gamma-ray on the host immune system. C57BL/6 mice 
(H-2b) were exposed to gamma-ray in an irradiation room bearing 50,000 Ci 60Co at 97 µGy/h, the dose rate where no signifi cant 
effect on life span is detected by continuous whole body irradiation. Ninety-eight hour after the initiation of the irradiation, they 
were intraperitoneally immunized with an allogeneic mastocytoma, P815 (H-2b), and further irradiated for 335 h. We found 
that antigen-specifi c killer T cell activity was signifi cantly enhanced by the irradiation. Ability of spleen cells to produce T cell 
lymphokines such as IL-2, IL-4 and IL-10 was also signifi cantly elevated. Antigen-specifi c IgG1 titer in serum which is highly 
dependent on T cells, increased, while IgM titer was not marginally affected. In addition, T cell population in spleen was increased 
and B cell population decreased in naive mice irradiated with the same schedule, while natural killer activity decreased. These 
results suggest that the continuous whole body exposure to low dose rate gamma-ray potentiates T cell mediated immunity and 
shifts the immunological balance from humoral immunity to cellular immunity. Modulation of such immunological balance might 
be involved in the benefi cial effect of low dose rate radiation.

P08/1497: Detection of low-dose hypersensitivity after photon and 100 MeV/Μ carbon ion irradiation using 
average colony size as endpoint

 Michael Scholz, University of Heidelberg, Germany;  Gunnar Boehrnsen, GSI Darmstadt, Germany;  Klaus J Weber, Radiol. Clinic
s Heidelberg, Germany;  Gerhard Kraft, Gesellschaft fuer Schwerionenforschung, Germany

Besides extensive investigations of low dose hypersensitivity after low-LET radiation, more recently similar effects have been also 
detected after high-LET radiation using low energy He ions [1] or high energy carbon ions [2]. Usually, a cutoff value in colony 
size is used to distinguish surviving from inactivated cells. However, essential information is lost when using only two categories 
for the analysis. Therefore, we investigated the effects of low dose irradiation based on the average colony size as a function of 
dose and time after irradiation, thus taking into account all colonies for the analysis without applying cutoff values. Colony area 
was taken as a measure for the cell number, where the appropriate calibration was based on measurements for control cells.

In this case, we found a much more pronounced effect of hypersensitivity after photon irradiation when compared with the 
standard survival assay analysis. A decrease of average colony size to about 80% of the control value was found at about 0.2 Gy, 
followed by a steep increase even slightly above the control level at approx. 0.5 Gy. However, for high energy carbon irradiation 
the effect was somewhat less pronounced. This could be explained by the stochastic distribution of particle hits in the case of low 
doses and thus low fl uences, leading to signifi cant cell-to-cell variations of damage. As a consequence, the structure of dose-
response curves observed after a more homogenous distribution of damages in the case of photon radiation will be blurred in the 
case of particle radiation.

[1] Tsoulou et al., Int. J. Radiat. Biol. 77 (2001), 1133
[2] Boehrnsen et al., Int. J. Radiat. Biol. 78 (2002), 259
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P08/1498: Low dose cell activation and the bystander effect

 Jiri Skopek, University of Leipzig, Czech Republic;  Jutta Jahns,  Guido Hildebrandt,  Tilo Reinert,  Tilman Butz, 
University of Leipzig, Germany;  Jan Österreicher, Purkyne MMA, Hrade, Czech Republic;  Leos Navratil, 1st Medical Faculty, 
The Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic;  Judith Tanner, University of Halle, Germany

Introduction: The terms “low-dose hyper-radiosensitivity” and “increased radioresistance” have been previously introduced. 
A threshold of transition between the two occurs above 0.2 – 0.6Gy. Bystander effect was found as an excess of damage at the 
low doses detected in cells “standing by” the irradiated cells or in cells which were exposed to medium from irradiated cells. We 
investigated cytokine expression in irradiated and bystander cell populations after low LET irradiation.

Materials and Methods: The hybrid cell line E.A.hy. 926 was irradiated with 0; 0.3; 0.5; 1 and 5 Gy. Bystander cell populations 
were established via medium transfer 45 minutes or 4 hours after irradiation from irradiated to non-irradiated cell populations. 
To analyse Interleukin 1 alpha (IL-1a)- and b1-integrin -expression, immunohistochemistry (IH), fl ow cytometry or fl uorescence 
microscopy were performed at different time points after (150 kV) X-ray irradiation.

Results: Fluorescence microscopy demonstrated an increase of IL-1a- and b1-integrin-positive cells after 0.5, 1 and 5 Gy as 
early as 30 minutes and 1 hour post-irradiation. The maximum increase of cytokine – positive cells was observed after 0.5 Gy. 
Flow cytometry also revealed signifi cantly higher percentage of b1-integrin positive cells after the irradiation, especially after a 
dose of 0.5Gy and at 30 minutes post-irradiation. Using IH, increased cytokine-expression was observed in irradiated cell cultures 
after 1 and 5 Gy as well as in bystander populations. The maximum occured at 1 and 24 hours after irradiation/medium transport. 
Clonogenic survival in irradiated cells decreased with the dose but remained at control levels in all bystander populations. Any 
infl uence of irradiated medium itself could be entirely excluded.

Conclusions: Elevated expression levels of b1-integrin and IL-1a were found very early after the application of small radiation 
doses. Cytokines or cell surface molecules could serve as very sensitive markers of post-irradiation response of irradiated and 
bystander populations.

Acknowledgements: We gratefully acknowledge support from the Marie Curie Host Development grant HPMD-CT-2000-
00028, MSM Grant no. 111100005 and the Wilhelm Roux program (NBL3).

P08/1499: An examination of radiation hormesis mechanisms using a multi-stage carcinogenesis model

 Helmut J Schoellnberger, RIVM/LSO, The Netherlands;  Robert D Stewart, Purdue University, United States;  Werner Hofmann, 
University of Salzburg, Austria

A multi-stage cancer model that describes the putative rate-limiting steps in carcinogenesis was developed and used to investigate 
the potential impact on lung cancer incidence of the hormesis mechanism suggested by Feinendegen and Pollycove. In the model, 
radiation and endogenous processes damage the DNA of target cells in the lung. Some fraction of the misrepaired or unrepaired 
DNA damage induces genetic instability and, ultimately, leads to the accumulation of initiated and malignant cells. The model 
explicitly accounts for cell birth and death processes, the clonal expansion of initiated cells, malignant conversion, and a lag period 
for tumour formation. Radioprotective mechanisms are incorporated into the model by postulating dose and dose rate dependent 
radical scavenging. The accuracy of DNA damage repair also depends on dose and dose rate.

Sensitivity studies highlight the importance of including endogenously formed DNA damage in estimates of low dose 
cancer incidence levels. The overall accuracy of singly and multiply damaged site repair may also have a large impact on cancer 
development. For doses comparable to background radiation levels, endogenous DNA damage accounts for as much as 70 to 
90% of the predicted lung cancers. For a lifetime dose of 1 Gy, endogenous processes may still account for as much as 30% of 
the predicted cancers. For the range of model inputs deemed biological plausible, both linear no-threshold (LNT) and non-LNT 
shaped responses can be obtained. Model inputs that give rise to U-shaped responses are consistent with an effective cancer 
incidence threshold that may be as high as 300 mGy (4 mGy per year for 75 years).

P08/1500: Analysis of the effect of low dose rate γ-ray radiations by a murine cell based assay

 Takashi Sugihara,  Tsuneya Matsumoto,  Kimio Tanaka, Institute for Environmental Sciences, Japan;  Junji Magae, 
 Yasushi Kawakami, Institute of Research and Innovation, Japan;  Renu Wadhwa,  Sunil C Kaul, National Institute of Advanced Indu
strial Science &Tech, Japan

A derivative of murine immortal cells NIH/PG13Luc (stably transfected with p53 dpendent luciferase reporter plasmid) was 
developed and used for detection of transcriptional activity of p53 in response to radiations. The cell line was responsive to acute 
γ-ray irradiation (showed 1.5 fold increase of p53 activity when treated with 75 mGy). NIH3T3/PG13Luc cells were sensitive 
enough to detect p53 response to low dose rate γ-ray irradiation (1 mGy/hr, 10 mGy/hr, 50 mGy/hr for 60Co γ-rays). The clear 
difference was observed at 20 hr exposure in 10 mGy/hr up to 50 mGy/hr. When irradiated at even 1 mGy/hr for 20 hr the cells 
showed p53 response. In spite of same total dose γ-ray irradiation at 20 mGy, the effect of the low dose rates (1 mGy/hr for 20hr ) 
had higher amount of p53 experiment from (10 mGy/hr for 2 hr), which suggest reverse-dose rate effect in low dose rate of γ-ray 
irradiation. Cells exposed to 50 mGy/hr and 10 mGy/hr γ-ray irradiation for 72 hr experienced cell cycle arrest. However cells 
exposed to 1 mGy/hr did not show such arrest. FACS analysis of these cells exposed to 10 mGy/hr and 50 mGy/hr γ-ray irradiation 
showed G1, G2 arrest. Cells exposed to 1 mGy/hr γ-ray irradiation showed minor G1 arrest and no G2 arrest. p21mRNA 
expression, a down stream effector of p53 showed increased expression at 50 mGy/hr and 10 mGy/hr γ-ray irradiation at 20 hr and 
no change with 1 mGy/hr exposure for 20 hr. These results may suggest that in low dose rate of γ-ray irradiation may induce p53 
activity that is involved in mechanisms independent to that of expression of p21.
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P08/1501: Biological effects of alpha radiation on a human population

 Erika M Thorleifson,  Leonora Marro,  Bliss L Tracy, Health Canada, Canada;  Diana Wilkinson,  Tamika M Segura, 
 Louise Prud’homme-Lalonde,  Karen Leach,  Barry N Ford, Defence R&D Canada-Ottawa, Canada

In the environment, natural and man-made sources of radioactive material can become integrated into the food chain. Polonium-
210 is a signifi cant source of radiation exposure to caribou and to northern human populations who are dependent on caribou 
for a major portion of their meat supply. Previous work has shown that humans consuming caribou meat containing measurable 
quantities of polonium-210 can incorporate a substantial fraction of the radionuclide (Thomas et. al.). Conventional chromosome 
aberration analysis of blood samples collected from 40 individuals who routinely consumed caribou meat was performed to 
measure genetic damage from the ingested radioactive material. At least 500 metaphase spreads were analysed for each of 39 
individuals. Radiation-specifi c chromosomal aberrations such as dicentrics and rings were scored and their frequencies were 
compared to the range of aberrations observed in non-caribou consuming populations. This study was designed to address the 
possible impact of environmental polonium-210 on background radiation health effects in humans.

Thomas et. al. Human Absorption and Retention of Polonium-210 from Caribou Meat. Radiation Protection Dosimetry 97:
241-250(2001).

P08/1502: Radiation induced apoptosis in human lymphocytes as a possible tool for estimation of individual 
radiosensitivity for radiotherapy

 Jesper E Torudd,  Mats Harms-Ringdahl, Stockholm University, Sweden;  Linda Tapper,  Igor Belyaev, Department of Genetic & Cel
lular Toxicology, Stockholm, Sweden

Peripheral blood lymphocytes undergo apoptosis in response to ionizing radiation and individual variability of dose response 
and time kinetics has been described. Analysis of apoptosis may provide a diagnostic tool for estimation of radiosensitivity of 
patients to radiotherapy. During radiotherapy of tumors, patients are often irradiated locally with fractionated doses, 2 Gy. For 
each fraction of irradiation, of the breast cancer patient, the total blood volume is receiving approximately 5 cGy. The aim of this 
study was to characterize responses of human lymphocytes to low dose γ-radiation, 5-100 cGy. Immediately after irradiation in 
vitro, the dose dependent relaxation of chromatin due to DNA breaks was observed by the method of anomalous viscosity time 
dependence (AVTD). The AVTD response increased linearly with dose, as would be expected based on linear dose-dependent 
primary DNA damage. By means of pulsed-fi eld gel electrophoresis (PFGE), radiation-induced apoptotic fragmentation (50 kb) of 
DNA, was detected at doses from 1-2 cGy. Apoptotic morphological changes and induction of p53 as measured with Western blot 
were studied in the same dose range. Variability in dose responses was observed between donors suggesting possible differences 
in individual radiosensitivity. Apoptotic DNA fragmentation and p53 induction was analyzed in lymphocytes prepared from 
peripheral blood of breast cancer patients, which were irradiated locally in a well-defi ned volume during radiotherapy. The patients 
were subjected to fractionated 2 Gy irradiations. Induction of p53 and DNA fragmentation was observed already 24 h after single 
fraction of irradiation. The response varied between donors suggesting a possible application of this approach for estimation of 
individual radiosensitivity. The advantage of such diagnostic tool would be that this approach could take into account all possible 
variables including genetic background and life style at the time of radiotherapy.

P08/1503: Molecular analysis on germline mutation caused by low-dose irradiation

 Reiko Uchiyama, Radiation Safety Research Centre, Japan;  Katsuyoshi Fujikawa,  Mayumi Nishimura,  Hiroto Adzuma, 
 Yoshiya Shimada,  Masatake Yamauchi, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Genetic heterogeneity and a low frequency of germline mutation at single-copy gene loci have limited the direct measurement 
of germline mutation in human populations. Two confl icting results have been reported for the effect of ionizing radiation on 
germline mutation in human populations. A study conducted on the fi rst-generation progeny of the survivors of the atomic 
bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki found no signifi cant increase in germline mutations. On the other hand, a signifi cant increase 
in germline mutation was reported among the human population in the Belarus area after the Chernobyl accident in 1986. We 
investigated the germline mutation at the molecular level using experimental mouse strains with different genetic backgrounds to 
assess the risk of ionizing radiation on human populations. The C3H male parents were exposed to X ray (0, 0.3, 1, and 3Gy) and 
mated with unexposed C57BL females after two weeks interval, so as to detect the germline mutation occurred at the spermatid 
stage. Genomic DNA samples were prepared from the both parents and F1s, and the genomic DNA sequences were compared 
between parents and offspring at the specifi c genomic gene loci, such as adenine phosphoribosyl transferase (aprt) gene and 
cytidine triphosphate synthetase (ctps) gene, using the automated DNA sequencer. Also hypervariable Pc-1 (Ms6-hm) minisatellite 
repeat locus was analyzed by using Southern blot hybridization technique. Our preliminary results indicated that the changes of 
the restriction DNA fragment length in offspring did not refl ect the occurrence of the mutation, such as point mutation, insertion, 
and deletion, in the genomic gene loci including the intervening sequence (intron).
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P08/1504: Non homologous end-rejoining pathway plays an important role in low dose-rate effects

 Hiroshi Utsumi,  Akira Tachibana, Kyoto University, Japan

It has been generally accepted that low dose rate-effect results from the repair of sublethal damage. As the dose rate is lowered 
and the treatment time protracted, more and more sublethal damage can be repaired during the exposure. Recently we found that 
sublethal damage repair, Elkind recovery is due to double-strand break (DSB) repair mediated by homologous recombination 
(HR), and that these DNA DSBs constitute sublethal damage. To study the molecular mechanism of low dose-rate effect, we 
analyzed the knock-out mutants KU70-/-, RAD54-/-, and KU70-/-/RAD54-/- of the chicken B-cell line, DT40. Rad54 participates 
in the recombinational repair of DSBs, while Ku proteins are involved in non homologous end-rejoining (NHEJ). Survival 
enhancement by low dose-rate irradiation was observed in the parent DT40 and RAD54-/- cells but not in the NHEJ defi cient 
KU70-/- and KU70-/-/RAD54-/- cells. In the low dose-rate effects, NHEJ pathway was more important than HR pathway. This 
suggests that low dose-rate effects are not directly attributable to the SLD repair because the SLD repair results from the HR 
pathway of DSBs. Under continuous low dose-rate irradiation, dividing chicken cells can progress through the cell cycle. 
NHEJ-defi cient cells will be killed in G

1
 phase, since these cells show little activity of DSB repair in G

1
. NHEJ pathway plays an 

important role in low dose-rate effects.

P08/1505: Genetic factors affecting radiosensitivity and cancer predisposition: application of a continuous 
low dose-rate irradiation colony formation assay to select radiosensitive retinoblastoma family members for 
correction with a cDNA library

 Paul F Wilson,  Hatsumi Nagasawa,  Joel S Bedford, Colorado State University, United States;  John B Little, Harvard School of Pu
blic Health, United States

The aim of this study is to identify new or undescribed functions of radiosensitivity and genomic instability genes using a 
continuous low dose-rate colony formation assay. This assay expands on the standard colony formation assay, whereby colony 
formation ability (retention of proliferative capacity) is measured during continuous low dose-rate irradiation rather than 10-14 
days following the completion of such exposures. This approach has previously employed by the Bedford laboratory to identify a 
Prkdc (DNA-PKcs) mutant of CHO cells, irs-20.

In this study we examine the growth response of fi broblasts derived from recently identifi ed radiosensitive retinoblastoma 
family members, both affected probands and their unaffected parents, and various apparently normal fi broblast lines obtained from 
the NIGMS Human Genetic Cell Repository (Coriell Medical Institute, Camden, NJ). Colony formation was assayed by plating 
single cells, exposing them at 37°C to continuous Cs-137 gamma irradiation at dose rates of 0.5-8.5 cGy/h, and scoring survivors 
as colonies with >100 viable cells. The retinoblastoma family members display severely limited growth (survival less than 10E-3) 
at dose rates greater than 2-2.5 cGy/h, while the apparently normal cell lines do not display such inhibited growth until 6-7 cGy/h. 
Two of the retinoblastoma family cell lines, MF-6F and MF-15F (both unaffected but radiosensitive parents), were selected as 
targets of transfection with a viral cDNA library (ViraPort® human cDNA library, Stratagene Cloning Systems, La Jolla, CA) and 
subjected to a ~3 cGy/h selection dose rate, where uncorrected survival relative to normal cells is lower by a factor of 50-150. 
Colonies recovered will provide valuable information regarding the genetic nature of their radiosensitivity (possibly involving 
chromosome stability, DNA repair, and/or cell cycle regulatory pathways), that may infl uence risks for cancer and heritable effects 
for a previously underestimated fraction of the human population. Results of this ongoing study will be presented.

P08/1506: A new experimental procedure for evaluating the biological effect of radon

 Masatake Yamauchi,  Hiroto Adzuma, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Reiko Uchiyama,  Yuji Yamada, Radiati
on Safety Research Centre, Japan;  Kumiko Fukutsu,  Takako Hatada, Radon Research Group, Radiation Safety Research Centre, 
Japan

Inhalation of radon and its short-lived progeny gives a considerable amount of radiation dose to the general public. The dosimetry 
for the radon risk estimation has been attempted by comparing the cancer incidence between different populations including 
underground miners but not yet suffi ciently accurate to provide quantitative estimates of risks of the radon inhalation. To 
understand the molecular basis for the lifetime cancer risk caused by the internally deposited radionuclides, especially the alpha-
particle-emitting nuclides, we planned to establish a simple experimental system using mammary cultured cells. We used mouse 
FM3A cells, derived from mammary grand tumor cells, that grow on soft agar plates with the plating effi ciency of >90%. Since 
the cells can grow while being exposed to the atmosphere, we thought it could be an ideal model system to examine the biological 
effect of radon on epithelial cells. As a preliminary experiment, exponentially growing FM3A cells were exposed to X ray (0, 0.3, 
1, 3, and 10Gy), and plated on the medium containing soft-agar. Colonies formed on the soft-agar plates were picked up, and DNA 
samples extracted from the cells were analyzed at the molecular level by using the direct DNA sequencing method, as well as 
the Southern blot hybridization technique. For direct DNA sequencing, adenine phosphoribosyl transferase gene was chosen as a 
typical case of non-essential genomic gene and cytidine triphosphate synthetase as an essential one. For the Southern blot analysis, 
Pc-1 (Ms6-hm) was chosen as a hypervariable tandem repeat sequence, and its genomic instability was examined. We will explain 
the usefulness of this new experimental procedure for the evaluation of the biological effect caused by radon and its short-lived 
progeny.
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P08/1507: A computational model for simulating the EGF receptor signaling network

 Fang Zheng,  John Miller, Washington State University, United States

We present a computational model that integrates the advantages of some current existing mathematical models based on the 
epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor signal pathways. The model provides quantitative, dynamic representation of the 
components of the EGF signal networks both intracelluarly and extracellularly so it can be used to account for ligand release, 
transport, binding, and intracellular signaling in the autocrine loop of a cell. The conditions for a cell staying “quiescent” are 
investigated and the results show that during the situation, the secretion rate of EGF is low. The study of the perturbation from the 
concentration variation of extracelluar EGF causing the activation of downstream protein in the signaling cascade indicates that 
the amount of RAS-PDE and GAP plays an important role. The ability of cellular resposing to extracelluar perturbation decreases 
as the decreasing concentrations of RAS-PDE and GAP in a system. This model will serve as a theoretical tool combining with the 
experimental data to explore cellular signaling to bystander as a result of low dose gamma ray irradiation.

P08/1509: Pathological fi ndings in chronic low dose-rate γ-ray irradiated mice – partial Results: Satoshi 
Tanaka, Institute for Environmental Sciences, Japan

 Ignacia III B Tanaka,  Sumiko Sasagawa,  Kazuaki Ichinohe,  Takashi Takabatake,  Hiroshi Otsu,  Fumiaki Sato, Institute for Environ
mental Sciences, Japan;  Satoru Matsushita, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Using a total of 4000 mice, we studied the late biological effects of chronic low dose-rate radiation. Eight week-old specifi c-
pathogen-free (SPF) B6C3F1 mice were randomly divided into 4 groups (1 non-irradiated control and 3 irradiated) of 1000 
animals (500 males and 500 females). Irradiation was carried out for approximately 400 days using 137Cs gamma-rays at dose-rates 
of 21 mGy day-1, 1.1 mGy day-1 and 0.05 mGy day-1 with total dose equivalents of 8000 mGy, 400 mGy and 20 mGy, respectively. 
All mice were kept under SPF conditions until they died spontaneously. They were necropsied as soon as possible after death 
and were subjected to gross and histopathological examination. Statistical analyses show that the life spans of the both sexes 
irradiated at 21 mGy day-1 (p<0.0001) and of females irradiated at 1.1 mGy day-1 (p<0.05) were signifi cantly shorter than that of 
the control group. Our results show no evidence of lengthened life span in mice continuously exposed to very low dose-rates of 
gamma-rays. Partial results of pathological examination show that the most common lethal neoplasms in the pooled data of non-
irradiated control and irradiated male mice, in order of frequency, were neoplasms of the hematopoietic system, liver, and lungs. 
In female mice, neoplasms of the hematopoietic system, soft tissues and endocrine system were common. Frequency and type of 
lethal neoplasm did not appear to differ between groups, however, animals irradiated at 21 mGy day-1, died at a younger age when 
affl icted with the same type of neoplasm.

P08/1510: Recent advances to the Gray Cancer Institute charged-particle and soft x-ray microbeams

 Melvyn Folkard,  Borivoj Vojnovic,  Kevin M Prise,  Giuseppe Schettino,  Kirk Atkinson,  Stuart Gilchrist,  Barry D Michael, 
Gray Cancer Institute, United Kingdom;  Alan G Michette, King’s College, London, United Kingdom

We have two fully operational micro-irradiation facilities, with a third facility under construction. One operating facility makes 
use of an existing 4MV VdG accelerator to generate collimated beams of singly, or doubly-charged particles. The second 
operating facility uses ultrasoft X-rays, focused by diffraction optics to a sub-micron spot. As evermore exacting and demanding 
experiments are conceived, so it becomes necessary to increase to the performance and versatility of our microbeams. A number 
of key performance-related aspects have been prioritized for improvement, namely; cell throughput, targeting accuracy, target 
visualization, environmental control and increased penetration (for work involving multi-cellular layers). Both cell throughput and 
targeting accuracy have been addressed by developing a new sample stage that is both faster and more accurate than our existing 
unit. This has been achieved by making the stage substantially smaller and lighter than commercial ‘open-frame’ microscopy 
stages, and through the use of linear encoders and fast-responding DC ‘voice-coil’ motors. A modifi ed version of the new stage 
will also be fi tted to a remote microscope that will enable offl ine target visualization using trans-illuminating, non-UV microscopy. 
Through the use of a localized gas-cooling arrangement we are now able to irradiate sample at near-freezing temperatures, 
enabling studies involving the inhibition of DNA repair, or other metabolic processes. One major advance currently underway, is 
the development of a second focused ultrasoft X-ray facility, optimized for higher energies (4.5 keV Ti-K X-rays) that will provide 
substantially increased penetration in tissues compared to our current X-ray source. The new facility will use a custom high-output 
electron gun and novel permanent magnet focusing arrangement to focus electrons onto a rotating anode titanium target. This 
generates X-rays that will be energy-fi ltered using multilayer mirrors, then focused using a diffraction zone-plate optimized for 
Ti-K X-rays.
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P08/1511: Effects of targeted heavy ion irradiation on cell nucleus

 Tomoo Funayama,  Seiichi Wada,  Yasuhiko Kobayashi, JAERI-Takasaki, Japan

Considering about the high-LET particle radiation that is included in cosmic radiation and also utilized as a probe for cancer 
therapy, quite less was reported around its biological effect in low fl uence range. Besides, as the energy transfer of single hit 
with high LET heavy ion is higher than that of photons and protons, it is expected that the effects on cell killing and also the 
participation of bystander effect will become higher especially in case of low dose radiation. Thus we established a method 
for irradiating single cell with the heavy ion microbeam apparatus installed at TIARA, JAERI-Takasaki. With this method, we 
irradiated CHO-K1 cells in the atmosphere with a single or precise numbers of 40Ar ions (11.5 MeV/u) with a spatial resolution of 
a few microns. The cells irradiated with more than one Ar ion on its nucleus showed complete growth inhibition. In addition, our 
preliminary data indicated that the single ion irradiation of Ne ion on CHO-K1 cell nucleus did not induce observable effect on 
cellular growth. These results suggest that the effects of ion hit increase with the increasing LET value of the irradiated particles. 
Meanwhile, when we irradiated CHO-K1 cell with broad ion beam, the RBE value of Ar ion was lower value than that of Ne ion 
in terms of the cell killing effect. This confl icted result would be arisen from the Poisson spatial distribution of low fl uence ion 
beam radiation, thus it will be concluded that the targeted irradiation is necessary when analyze the effect of low fl uence exposure. 
As our irradiation system has a capability to determine the numbers and the position of ion hits with quite high accuracy by using 
on-time etching method of ion track detector, it will be a quite useful tool when discussing the cellular effect of low dose high-
LET radiation.

P08/1512: The INFN-LNL single-ion horizontal microbeam facility for cell irradiation

 Silvia Gerardi,  Giuseppe Galeazzi,  Roberto Cherubini, INFN-laboratori Nazionali Di Legnaro, Italy

Charged particle microbeams provide a unique method to control precisely the dose and its localisation within the cell. Such a kind 
of tool allows studying a number of important radiobiological processes in ways that cannot be achieved using conventional broad 
beam irradiation, which has the inherent experimental limitation imposed by the random Poisson-distributed particle hitting. We 
have designed and developed an apparatus for the micro-collimation in air of low-energy light ion beams, able to deliver targeted 
and counted particles to individual cells with an overall spatial resolution of few micrometers. The apparatus has been built up at 
the 7MV Van de Graaff CN accelerator, delivering protons, deuterons, helium-3 and helium-4 ion beams in an LET range from 7 
to 180 keV/µm. The beam section is reduced down to 3-7 µm2 by means of a tantalum pinhole microcollimator. A semi-automatic 
cell visualization and an automatic cell positioning and (after irradiation) cell revisiting system, based on an inverted phase 
contrast optical microscope and on X-Y micro-positioning stages with 0.1µm positioning precision, has been developed. Cell 
recognition is performed without using fl uorescent staining and UV light. Particle detection in air is based on a silicon detector 
while beam profi le and precise hit position measurements are accomplished by a high resolution and high sensibility cooled-
CCD camera and Solid State Nuclear Track detectors, respectively. A dedicated software program, CELLView named, has been 
developed by using the LabView 6.0 package (National Instruments) to control all the irradiation protocol operations of sample 
holder movement, cell visualization, image acquisition and processing, cell data logging, cell positioning and revisiting. Facility 
performances and preliminary experimental results will be presented.

P08/1513: Development of a photon microbeam irradiation system for radiobiology

 Katsumi Kobayashi,  Noriko Usami, Photon Factory, IMSS, KEK, Japan;  Hiroshi Maezawa, University Tokushima, Japan; 
 Tohru Hayashi,  Hayashi-So-Ken, Japan;  Kotaro Hieda,  Teruaki Konishi,  Akihiro Takeyasu,  Daichi Yoshihara, Rikkyo University, 
Japan;  Kaoru Takakura, International Christian University, Japan

Risk evaluation of low dose or low dose rate irradiation has been great concern for human societies utilizing modern technologies. 
In order to overcome the Poisson distribution of particle track in cells in low dose region, several microbeam irradiation systems 
have been developed using heavy particles. Considering the more frequent exposure to low LET electrons in our environment, we 
have developed a microbeam irradiation system using monochromatic synchrotron X-rays. It is expected from low LET nature of 
the (photo)electron track, we can study biological effects in lower dose region than attained by high LET heavy particles.

Constructed system is composed of three parts. First is a Karkpatrik Baez (K-B) mirror system to focus the X-ray beam to the 
size of 1 micron diameter. Alternative method to obtain the microbeam in this system is a slit system which can confi ne the beam 
as small as 5 micron. Then, the beam is refl ected right angle upward by Si(311). Second is a fl uorescent microscope equipped with 
a precise motorized stage, on which the sample dish is fi xed and irradiated with microbeam X-rays. Third is a fl uorescence image 
analyzer (computer) with a sensitive CCD camera, which recognize the target cells and their positions. It also controls irradiation 
of X-ray beam to the target cells, one by one, automatically. Expected throughput is 1000 cells per hour in order to keep the cells 
in a good physiological condition during the irradiation process. Developed system has been installed at BL-27B in the Photon 
Factory, IMSS, KEK in Tsukuba, Japan. Experimental stations at BL-27 are situated in the biological sample preparation area, 
where incubators and other equipments to grow and keep mammalian cells are available.

Performance of the system will be presented.
Acknowledgements: We express sincere thanks to Prof. B.D. Michael, Drs. K.M. Prise and M. Folkard of Gray Cancer 

Institute for their helps and advices in designing the system. This work has been supported partially by Grant-in-Aid for Scientifi c 
Research (A), MEXT, Japan.
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P08/1514: Irradiation of single mammalian cells with a precise number of energetic heavy ions

 Yasuhiko Kobayashi,  Tomoo Funayama,  Seiichi Wada,  Mitsumasa Taguchi,  Hiroshi Watanabe, JAERI-Takasaki, Japan

A single cell irradiation system has been developed for targeting cells individually with a precise number of high-LET heavy 
ions. The system has been installed at a high-energy collimated heavy-ion microbeam apparatus under a vertical beam line of 
the JAERI-Takasaki AVF-cyclotron. Using this system, it is possible to study a number of important radiobiological processes in 
single-ion-hit mammalian cells and bystander cells, in ways that can not be achieved using conventional broad fi eld exposures. 
CHO-K1 cells were irradiated in the atmosphere with a single or precise numbers of heavy ions, 13.0 MeV/u Ne-20 and 11.0 
MeV/u Ar-40, with a spatial resolution of a few microns. Positional data of the individual cells were obtained at the off-line 
microscope before irradiation. Targeting and irradiation of the cells were performed automatically at the on-line microscope of the 
microbeam apparatus according to the obtained data. The number of ions penetrating the cells attached on the ion track detector 
CR-39 were counted with a plastic scintillator-photomultiplier tube assembly and a constant fraction discriminator. Immediately 
after the irradiation, the track positions and the number of ions that traversed cells were detected by etching of CR-39 from 
the opposite side of the cells with alkaline-ethanol solution at 37°C. Then photographs of both cells and etched pits were taken 
and merged on a computer display to determine where the ion had actually hit. Therefore, the growth of the cells was observed 
individually up to 60 hours after irradiation.

P08/1515: The total amount of DNA damage determines ultraviolet-radiation-induced cytotoxicity after 
uniform or localized irradiation of human cells

 Toshio Mori,  Kyoko Imoto,  Nobuhiko Kobayashi, Nara Medical University, Japan

We have recently developed a micropore ultraviolet irradiation technique. An isopore membrane fi lter with 3 µm diameter pores 
shields ultraviolet C radiation from cultured human fi broblasts, leading to partial irradiation within the cells with an average of about 
three exposed areas per nucleus. This study addressed the question of whether the spatial distribution of DNA damage within a cell 
nucleus is important in triggering ultraviolet-induced cytotoxicity. We have examined whether there are differences in cytotoxicity 
between partially ultraviolet-irradiated cells and uniformly irradiated cells after equal amounts of DNA damage were induced in 
the cell nuclei. We fi rst determined DNA damage formation in normal human fi broblasts using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay. We found that 5 J per m2 ultraviolet irradiation produced an equivalent amount of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and (6-4) 
photoproducts per cell as 100 J per m2 with the membrane fi lter shield. At those doses, we found that both types of ultraviolet 
irradiation induced similar levels of cytotoxicity as assessed by a 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-
sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium assay. Both types of ultraviolet-irradiated cells also had similar cell-cycle distribution and apoptosis 
as measured by fl ow cytometry. Moreover, no signifi cant differences in repair kinetics for either type of photolesion were observed 
between the two different ultraviolet treatments. Similar results were obtained in Cockayne syndrome cells that are defective in 
transcription-coupled nucleotide excision repair. Present results indicate that in the range of photoproducts studied, the spatial 
distribution of DNA damage within a cell is less important than the amount of damage in triggering ultraviolet-induced cytotoxicity.

P08/1516: Microbeam irradiation of living cells at LIPSION: a pilot study

 Jiri Skopek, University of Leipzig, Czech Republic;  Anja Fiedler,  Jurgen Vogt,  Tilo Reinert,  Tilman Butz, University of Leipzig, 
Germany;  Judith Tanner, University of Halle, Germany;  Jan Österreicher, Purkyne MMA, Hrade, Czech Republic;  Leos Navratil, 
1st Medical Faculty, The Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic

Introduction: Charged-particle microbeams are unique radiobiological tools that provide the capability of precisely controlling the 
number of particles traversing individual cells and the possibility of studying irradiated as well as bystanding cells. We report on 
the development of an irradiation platform and on fi rst experiments with living cells.

Laboratory, irradiation platform and mini-Petri dishes
With the high-energy ion nanoprobe LIPSION we are able to apply a selected number of ions, H+ or He+, to each target 

position. The platform consists of a tunnel with an ion exit window (Si
3
N

4
 of 1 × 1 mm2, 100 nm thick) facing the ion beam. 

A special holder can be slid into the tunnel bearing the plastic mini-Petri dish with a Si
3
N

4
 window (2 × 2 mm2, 200 nm thick). 

Particle detector is placed downstream immediately behind the cells.
Adhesion tests, survival and sedentariness tests
Cells (EaHy 926) were seeded into the dishes (about 4500 on 4 mm2). 14 hours later we found that about 50 % of cells adhered 

while the rest appeared dead (trypane blue). Extensive sedentariness studies simulating the conditions of microbeam irradiations 
proved that cells remain in the same position and vital after 15 min in the vertical position with minimal medium. Computer image 
analysis and different dyes were used to visualize, count and study the cells.

Irradiation of living cells
A low-resolution image of seeded cells was obtained with scanning transmission ion microscopy (STIM) using different 

modes. The energy loss of H+ through exit window, air gap, and Petri-dish bottom is roughly 140 keV as calculated using 
the SRIM-code. The linear energy transfer (LET) for 2.25 MeV protons is of the order of 15 keV/mm. Estimated dose when 
irradiation of 100 protons per cell is applied is about 0.5 Gy. With additional staining procedures a large survival fraction was 
identifi ed even 17.5 hours post irradiations. In addition, further endpoints like cytokine levels and ROS are examined as promising 
sensitive indicators of post-irradiation response.

Acknowledgements: We gratefully acknowledge support from the Marie Curie Host Development grant HPMD-CT-2000-
00028, MSM Grant no. 111100005 and the Wilhelm Roux program (NBL3).
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P08/1517: Induction of NO production from macrophages by γ-irradiation involves DNA damage 
and NF-κB activation

 Yuko Ibuki,  Rensuke Goto, Graduate School of Nutritional & Environmental Science, Japan;  Sumio Mizuno, 
University of Shizuoka, Japan

We have reported that γ-irradiation enhanced nitric oxide (NO) production from resident peritoneal macrophages, participating 
in augmentation of anti-tumor activity of the cells. The murine macrophage cell line RAW264.7 treated with interferon-γ (IFN-
γ) also showed enhanced NO production by γ-irradiation in a dose-dependent manner. We investigated the mechanism of NO 
augmentation after γ-irradiation. The cells showed enhanced inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) expression by γ-irradiation, 
the promoter of which gene contains binding sites for nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB). The activation was also induced 1h after 
γ-irradiation, which was detected by the degradation of I-κB. Inhibitors of I-κB degradation, MG132 and N�-p-tosyl-L-lysine 
chloromethyl ketone (TLCK), suppressed the increase in NO production, showing that γ-irradiation induced NO production via 
NF-κB activation. Although NF-κB is known to be a redox sensitive transcription factor, the antioxidant agents N-acetyl-cysteine 
and 6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethyl-chroman-2-carboxylic acid (trolox) showed no suppression and treatment with H

2
O

2
 showed 

only slight enhancement of NO production. The DNA damaging agents camptothecin and etoposide enhanced NO production 
and induced I-κB degradation. These results indicated that the increase in NO production was due to direct DNA damage, not to 
reactive oxygen species. Furthermore, 3-aminobenzamide and benzamide, inhibitors of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) 
that are activated upon recognition of DNA strand breaks, suppressed the increase in NO production and the I-κB degradation by 
γ-irradiation. We concluded that (1) the increase in NO production was due to direct DNA damage by γ- irradiation, and that (2) 
PARP activation through DNA damage induced NF-κB activation, leading to iNOS expression and NO production.  

P08/1518: The role of nitric oxide in radiation induced tumorigenesis: early effects of nitric oxide on 
mammary epithelial cells

 Takanori Katsube,  Mami Miyoshi,  Hiroshi Inano,  Makoto Onoda, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Nitric oxide (NO) is an essential physiological signaling molecule mediating various cell functions, but also induces cytotoxic 
and mutagenic effects when present in excess. We demonstrated previously that administration of NO scavenger or NO synthase 
inhibitor decreased the incidence of mammary tumors of rat irradiated with γ-ray. Thus NO might participate in the radiation-induced 
tumorigenesis. To elucidate the role of NO in cellular and molecular events, an in vitro model system using a mouse mammary 
epithelial cell line (HC11) has been constructed for radiation-induced tumorigenesis. We, then, showed the induction of NO synthesis 
in the irradiated HC11. Here, we present immediate early (90 min) and early (48 hr) effects of exogenous NO on HC11 in culture.

Monolayer of confl uent HC11 was incubated with either NOC5 (20 mM) or NOC18 (0.4 mM), NO donors, for 90 min or 
48 hr, respectively, and used for analyses of phosphorylated proteins and cell-cell junctional proteins by immunochemical and 
immunocytochemical means. When the cells were treated with NOC5, tyrosine phosphorylation of several proteins was induced. 
Because some of the phosphorylated proteins are associated with non-ionic detergent insoluble fraction, these might include 
cytoskeleton related proteins such as cell-cell junction components. Indeed, immunostaining for the phosphorylated proteins in 
the NOC5 treated cells showed distinct labeling at cell-cell junction sites. On the other hand, continuous localization around the 
cell perimeter of occludin and ZO-1, components of tight junction, was disorganized, and descending expression of these tight-
junctional proteins was also revealed after longer incubation of the cells with NOC18.

Cell-cell junctions not only mediate cell-to-cell adhesion, but also participate in intercellular signaling regulating proliferation 
and differentiation of cells. Thus, deregulation of the junctions is closely related with characteristics of malignantly transformed 
cells, unrestricted cell proliferation and enhanced cell invasion. Taking together, the cell-cell junction could be an important target 
of NO in radiation-induced malignant transformation of mammary epithelial cells.

P08/1519: Effect of ionizing radiation on nitric oxide production in mouse mammary epithelial cells

 Mami Miyoshi,  Takanori Katsube,  Makoto Onoda, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Nitric oxide (NO) is an important biological molecule with a wide variety of functions in physiological and pathophysiological 
events. We reported previously the presence of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) isoforms such as inducible, endothelial and neuronal 
types in the rat mammary glands. In addition, we demonstrated that a selective inhibitor of inducible NOS and NO-specifi c 
scavenger prevent radiation-induced rat mammary tumors, and that radiation-induced NO might contribute to tumor initiation 
of mammary glands in rat. However, the production and action of NO in the epithelium of mammary glands after the exposure 
of radiation are still unclear. In this current study we, therefore, examined the effects of ionizing radiation on a mouse mammary 
epithelial cell line (HC11) to provide a concrete evidence regarding the production of NO in the mammary epithelial cells after 
irradiation. The HC11 cells, established from COMMA-1D mouse mammary epithelial cell line, were cultured in RPMI-1640 
growth medium containing 10% FCS, EGF and insulin until become confl uence, then irradiated by X-ray with a dose at 10 or 
30 Gy (1 Gy/min). After the irradiation, NO produced and secreted by HC11 cells into culture medium was estimated by the 
measurement of nitrite concentration in the culture medium with a Griess assay.

HC11 cells produced NO spontaneously, and NO concentration was gradually increased during the experimented period. On 
the other hand, NO production was transiently enhanced immediately after irradiation of the cells in a dose-dependent manner. 
It, then, descended in an hour after irradiation, and returned to a basal level in 24 hours. These indicate that NO production was 
undoubtedly increased by irradiation in mammary epithelial cells, and support our previous propose that radiation-induced NO 
might contribute to initiation of tumorigenesis of mammary glands.
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P08/1520: Expression of cytoskeletal and extra-cellular matrix proteins in normal human fi broblasts exposed 
to ionizing radiation and other stresses

 Sam Hessami,  Sonia M de Toledo,  John B Little,  Edouard I Azzam, UMDNJ – New Jersey Medical School, United States

In order to gain a greater understanding of the molecular mechanisms and consequences of cellular exposure to oxidative stress, 
gene expression profi les were analyzed by microarray analysis of cDNA from confl uent, density-inhibited human diploid fi broblast 
cultures exposed to α-particles at a mean dose of 1 cGy and from their respective manipulated control. Signifi cant modulation 
in the expression levels of mRNA of genes involved in cytoskeletal and extracellular matrix structure were observed. A 5-9 fold 
changes in the expression levels of COLLAGEN, LAMININ, CADHERIN, FIBULIN, ACTININ, ACTIN, TROPOMYOSIN, 
RESTIN, AND ACTIN DEPOLYMERIZING FACTOR genes were observed. Confi rmation of these results by northern and 
western analyses is in progress. Furthermore, data that shows the regulation of these genes by γ-rays, ultraviolet radiation, 
mechanical stress, t-butyl hydroperoxide and hyperthermia in a variety of cell types will be presented.

P08/1521: Melatonin against radiation induced free radicals: a study on tissues of Swiss albino mice

 Arvind Lal Bhatia,  Kailash Manda, University of Rajasthan, India

Antioxidant enzymes are part of the primary cellular defense against free radicals generated by radiation. Reports on low level 
chronic administration of melatonin with its antiradiation infl uence are scanty. Although compelling logic suggests that melatonin 
may be effective for a variety of disorders, the mode and optimal dose of melatonin is still not clear. Most studies have used doses 
of supraphysiological blood levels. Present investigation reports that melatonin in relatively lower concentrations increases the 
mRNA of both superoxide dismutases (SODs) and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px) and mediates possibly through receptors. 
The infl uence of low dose chronic administration (0.10 mg/Kg body weight/day for 15 days) of melatonin was studied against 
radiation-induced oxidative stress in 6 to 8 weeks old mice. Just after 24 hours of the last dose in various tissues viz. brain, liver, 
spleen and kidney were studied for lipid peroxidation, reduced glutathione (GSH), glutathione disulphide (GSSG), glutathione 
peroxidase (GSH-Px), protein, RNA, DNA and serum phosphatase activity. Radiation induced augmentation in the level of lipid 
peroxidation, glutathione disulphide (GSSG) and acid phosphatase was signifi cantly ameliorated by pre-irradiation treatment 
with melatonin. Radiation induced depletion in the level of reduced glutathione (GSH), glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px) and 
alkaline phosphatase is signifi cantly averted by melatonin administration. Regression analysis of survival data yielded LD50/30 
as 7.16 Gy and 11Gy for control (irradiation alone) and experimental (melatonin + irradiation), respectively. Animals produced a 
dose reduction factor (DRF) as 1.53. Radiation induced defi cit in the body and organ weight was also signifi cantly thwarted in the 
melatonin pre-treated mice. Results indicate the antioxidative properties of melatonin against the gamma radiation. The fi ndings 
support the results showing melatonin as a free radical scavenger, and singlet oxygen quencher and its effect on both SODs 
and GPx mRNA was mediated by a de novo synthesized protein. A lower dose chronic treatment of melatonin suggests that the 
regulation of antioxidant enzymes gene expression is likely to be receptor mediated.

P08/1522: Thiol and non-thiol antioxidants effect radiaiton damage expressed by IEC-6 cells

 Barbara M Daly,  Charles J Kovacs,  Mark J Evans, East Carolina University, United States;  Mickael J Cariveau, United States

The epithelial lining of the GI mucosal surface is traditionally viewed as a passive barrier serving a largely protective function. 
Recently, enterocytes have been seen to function as sensitive indicators of oxidative stress, with defi ned responses to shifts 
in the oxidative balance. Radiation damage, long recognized as the result of the generation of reactive oxygen species, would 
theoretically be modulated by the presence of radical scavenging anti-oxidants. Cultures of IEC-6 cells, a model for the 
gastrointestinal epithelium were found to have lower numbers of adherent cells in response either n-acetyl cysteine (NAC) 
or l-ascorbate in the medium. In both cases the response was dose dependent, with inhibition in response to l-ascorbate well 
established by 48 hours. However, in contrast to the thiol antioxidant NAC where a late recovery was observed at high dose, 
no statistically signifi cant increase in adherent cell numbers were observed with high dose l-ascorbate, and adherent cell 
numbers actually fell off with time. Exposure to antioxidants potentiated the damage from x-ray irradiation further reducing cell 
numbers. While we have previously shown that this damage was not associated with mitotic delay or inhibition of proliferation, 
the mechanism of this response remains undefi ned. Non-adherent cells were found to increase with dose in the presence of 
antioxidants with those cells having morphology consistent with apoptotic cells including nuclear condensation, and blebbing. 
Annexin V cells increased in the non-adherent cell layer, but the numbers did not seem to account for the severe reduction in cell 
numbers observed. It has been suggested that a p53 mutation alters the response to oxidative damage in these cells via a thiol 
containing motif sensitive to the cellular glutathione pool resulting in an automatic signal to release from the basement membrane, 
however it does not explain the similarity in effects to ascorbate.
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P08/1523: Singlet oxygen-mediated formation of protein peroxides within cells

 Adam Wright,  Vanessa Policarpio, Australia;  Clare L Hawkins,  Michael J Davies, The Heart Research Institute, Australia

Singlet oxygen is generated by a number of cellular, enzymatic and chemical reactions as well as by exposure to UV, or visible 
light in the presence of a sensitizer; as a consequence this oxidant has been proposed as a damaging agent in a number of 
pathologies including photo-aging and skin cancer. Proteins are major targets for singlet oxygen as a result of their abundance and 
high rate constants for reaction. In this study it is shown that illumination of viable, sensitizer-loaded, THP-1 (human monocyte-
like) cells with visible light gives rise to intra-cellular protein-derived peroxides. The peroxide yield increases with illumination 
time, requires the presence of the sensitizer, is enhanced in D

2
O, and decreased by azide; these data are consistent with the 

mediation of singlet oxygen. The concentration of peroxides detected, which is not affected by glucose or ascorbate loading of 
the cells, corresponds to ca. 1.5 nmoles peroxide per 106cells using rose bengal as sensitizer, or 10 nmoles per mg cell protein 
and account for up to ca. 15% of the O

2
 consumed by the cells. Similar peroxides have been detected on isolated cellular proteins 

exposed to light in the presence of rose bengal and oxygen. After cessation of illumination, the cellular protein peroxide levels 
decreases with t

1/2
 ca. 4 hrs at 37oC, and this is associated with increased cell lysis. Decomposition of protein peroxides formed 

within cells, or on isolated cellular proteins, by metal ions, gives rise to radicals as detected by EPR spin trapping. These protein 
peroxides, and radicals derived from them, can inactivate key cellular enzymes (including caspases, GAPDH and glutathione 
reductase) and induce DNA base oxidation, strand breaks and DNA-protein cross-links. These studies demonstrate that exposure 
of intact cells to visible light in the presence of a sensitizer gives rise to novel long-lived, but reactive, intra-cellular protein 
peroxides via singlet oxygen-mediated reactions.

P08/1524: The effect of 60Co γ-rays on the contents of paramylon and trehalose in Euglena gracilis

 Masakazu Furuta, Research Institute for Advanced Science and Technology, Japan;  Ayumi Maruyama,  Masami Nakazawa, 
 Mitsuhiro Ueda,  Kazutaka Miyatake, Osaka Prefecture University, Japan;  Aya Kato, Graduate School of Agriculture and Biologic
al Sciences, Japan;  Toshiki Enomoto, Ishikawa Agricultural College, Japan

It is reported that the non-reducing disaccharide trehalose is accumulated in various organisms and protects biomolecules 
against various environmental stresses including heat shock, osmotic shock, and oxidative stresses. Euglena (Euglena gracilis) 
is photosynthetic unicellular organisms which is classifi ed both as animal and as plant because of its motility. In our previous 
study, it was shown that salt stress causes degradation of paramylon, the reserve carbohydrate of Euglena, and trehalose, the 
degraded product of paramylon, accumulated simultaneously to maintain the osmotic pressure of Euglena cells. Euglena is known 
to be radiation-resistant more than Escherichia coli and other bacteria. Therefore, we have investigated whether or not the same 
phenomenon could be observed in Euglena after 60Co-gamma irradiation. Exposure of the native Z strain and chloroplast-defi cient 
SM-ZK strain of Euglena to a dose of 500 kGy induced signifi cant paramylon degradation and trehalose accumulation during the 
incubation in the Koren-Hunter culture medium containing glucose as carbon source after the irradiation. Forty percent of the 
paramylon was degraded within 10-hr incubation after the irradiation but accumulated trehalose content was about one sixth of 
that by salt stress. Trehlose accumulation disappeared when the irradiated cells were incubated in phosphate buffer but it recovered 
when glucose is added to the buffer to the same concentration as K-H media. These results suggest that trehalose accumulation 
in irradiated Euglena cells plays a role in protecting cellular constituents from oxidative damage caused by gamma-irradiation 
independently of the response to salt stress.

P08/1525: Delayed repair of clustered abasic-DNA damage in γ-irradiated human cells

 Alexandros G Georgakilas,  Paula V Bennett,  Betsy M Sutherland, Brookhaven National Laboratory, United States

Abasic sites (apurinic and apyrimidinic sites, AP) are common forms of cellular DNA damage and are formed either by radiation/
radiomimetic drugs or as intermediates during base excision repair (BER). Isolated AP DNA sites are easily repaired by human 
cells. However, bi-stranded closely spaced abasic sites, i.e., Multiple Abasic DNA Damage Sites (MADDS), forming DNA 
damage clusters, are expected to challenge the repair mechanisms of the cell, leading to cell death or mutations. Here we show that 
γ-irradiation of human cells produces high density MADDS (very closely-spaced: 0-5 bp apart) cleaved by putrescine (PUTR) as 
well as less dense MADDS cleaved by Nfo protein (E. coli AP endonuclease). Further, since, the high density class of MADDS 
is hypothesized to be the most diffi cult for cells to repair, we measured MADDS and double strand breaks (DSB) levels, as well 
as cell growth and apoptosis in a detailed time course of 0-14 days following irradiation. Our data show that although DSB are 
readily resealed, repair of MADDS is delayed, and these clusters persist for several days. We also found induction of de novo 
MADDS, presumably intermediates in the course of repair of oxidized base clusters. Few if any de novo DSB were detected. Our 
data suggests that human cells repair clustered DNA damages while minimizing levels of de novo DSB. By avoiding the creation 
of a de novo DSB (or a DSB diffi cult to be repaired if repaired at all), cells can maintain genomic stability and avoid induction of 
chromosomal aberrations.

This research was supported by the Low Dose Radiation Program of Offi ce of Biological and Environmental Research of the 
US Department of Energy, and by a grant R01 CA86897 from the National Institutes of Health to BMS.
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P08/1526: Oxidative stress in CuZn-superoxide dismutase knockout mice

 Micael Granström,  Stefan L Marklund,  Kjell Grankvist, University of Umeå, Sweden

One of the major reasons for damage to DNA from ionizing radiation is the formation of free radicals. Free radicals are also 
produced in normal cellular processes from the metabolism of oxygen. In mammals there are a number of enzymes that protect 
the organism against these radicals. Among these are the glutathione peroxidases, catalase peroxyredoxins and the superoxide 
dismutases.

In the present study we compared CuZn superoxide dismutase (SOD-1) knockout mice and wild type mice. The SOD-1 
knockout mice develop normally but primary cells from the mice don’t cultivate well and the mice seem to be more prone to 
develop hepatomas.

The study included, micronuclei frequency in erythrocytes in vivo, both basal levels and after 0,2 Gy of gamma-radiation and 
the basal aconitase levels in different organs. Viability of resting primary lymphocytes after different treatments was also studied. 
Our results show elevated background frequencies of micronuclei in erythrocytes in SOD-1 knockout mice as compared to wild 
type mice. The overall aconitase levels in the tested organs seemed to be lower in the knockout mice than in the wild type mice. 
In liver and kidney the cytosolic aconitase was almost abolished in the knockout mice. The in vitro experiments showed that cells 
from the SOD-1 knockout mice were more sensitive to methyl viologen (paraquat) and radiation but not hydrogen peroxide than 
cells from wild type mice. The conclusions that can be drawn from this study is that there is a higher degree of basal stress in the 
knockout mice and that primary cells from these mice show a greater sensitivity to superoxide producing agents.

P08/1527: Ultrastructural effects of heat shock and ionizing radiation on leaf cells of winter wheat

 Natalia V Gudkova, M.G. Kholodny Institute of Botany, Ukraine

The effects of heat shock (HS) and gamma-radiation (GR) on mesophyll ultrastructure of the fi rst leaf of etiolated 5-day winter 
wheat seedlings (Triticum aestivum L.) were studied. Two hours after the HS considerable changes in cell ultrastructure were 
noted. Nuclei were lociniate-shaped as a result of invagination of nuclear membranes, with condensed chromatin. Some nuclei 
with particularly damaged membranes were present. Etioplasts took rounded shape and were situated next to cell walls in close 
contact with each other. The distance between the inner membranes, as well as a number of the electron-light vesicles were 
increased, with electron-dense plastoglobules and large starch grains clearly visible. The majority of mitochondria were smaller 
than in the control cells, had well-defi ned cristae and were in contact with plastids and nuclei. Rough endoplasmic reticulum was 
well developed, which could indicate protein synthesis taking place. Considerable increase in cell wall density was noted. GR 
(dose 100 Gy, 4 hours following irradiation) caused less considerable changes of cell ultrastructure. Nuclei took lociniate-shape, 
nuclear chromatin had small-grained structure. Some etioplasts changed their shape. Plastoglobules, as well as large starch grains 
in the stroma of most etioplasts, were well visible. Mitochondria were in close contact with etioplasts, nuclei, and with each other. 
Endoplasmic reticulum was well developed but with ribosomes covering the membrane surface less densely compared to cells 
exposed to HS. The obtained data allowed to conclude that ultrastructure of all studied organelles was changing during 2 h after 
heat shock. These changes could be either the result of cell damage or adaptation mechanisms. In contrast, a relatively short time 
interval (4 hours) after exposure to gamma-radiation (dose 100 Gy), was shown to be insuffi cient for the development of cellular 
ultrustructural changes.

P08/1528: Delayed administration of MnSOD-PL following irradiation results in increased survival of 
irradiated mice

 Hongliang Guo,  Michael W Epperly,  Joel S Greenberger, University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute, United States

We previously demonstrated that intratracheal injection of MnSOD-PL 24 hours before irradiation results in increased survival 
and reduction of irradiation-induced damage to normal lung tissue. Irradiation also results in increased production of TNF-α and 
TGF-β at days 80-120 after irradiation. Increased cytokine expression results in increases in reactive oxygen species (ROS). To 
determine whether injection of MnSOD-PL at times of increased cytokine expression at days 80-100 after irradiation increased 
survival of irradiated mice, control mice or mice injected with MnSOD-PL (500 µg plasmid DNA) 24 hours before irradiation 
then received 20 Gy to the pulmonary cavity. Subgroups of control mice as well as MnSOD-PL-injected mice were again 
injected intratracheally with MnSOD-PL on day 1 (control mice only), 80, 90 or 100 after irradiation. The mice were followed 
for development of irradiation-induced fi brosis at which time the mice were sacrifi ced. All mice injected with MnSOD-PL prior 
to irradiation had increased survival following irradiation compared to control, irradiated mice (p<=0.0066). Mice injected with 
MnSOD-PL on day 80 or 100 following irradiation had a signifi cantly increased survival compared to control, irradiated mice 
(p=0.0015 or 0.0005, respectively). Injection of MnSOD-PL in mice at day 1 or 90 following irradiation showed no increase 
in survival. A second injection of MnSOD-PL at day 80, 90 or 100 in mice that had received MnSOD-PL pre-irradiation did 
not result in a further increase in survival compared to mice injected with MnSOD-PL prior to irradiation. The percent of lung 
displaying organizing alveolitis/fi brosis was calculated for all groups. All mice injected with MnSOD-PL before irradiation had 
decreased percent of lung displaying organizing alveolitis/fi brosis (p<=0.0027). Mice injected with MnSOD-PL at day 1, 80 or 100 
also had a decreased percent of lung displaying organizing alveolitis/fi brosis compared to control, irradiated mice (p<=0.0176). 
These results indicate that there may be secondary increases in superoxide production following irradiation at days 80 and 100 and 
that MnSOD-PL treatment can effectively prevent damage by administration at this delayed time .
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P05/1529: Radiation-induced p52 phosphorylation is transforming growth factor β-1 dependent in primary 
epithelial, but not fi broblast cells

 Michael F Jobling,  Maria J Pajares,  Mary Helen Barcellos-Hoff, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States; 
 Adam Glick, National Cancer Institute, NIH, United States

DNA damage following ionizing radiation (IR) elicits rapid and persistent increase in p53 Ser-18 phosphorylation in the mouse 
mammary gland epithelium. We have recently shown phosphorylation of p53 at Ser-18 (Ser-18P)is dramatically reduced when 
transforming growth factor β-1 (TGFβ-1) is compromised, either chronically in Tgfβ1 null heterozygote mice or transiently by 
neutralizing antibodies (Cancer Res, 62(20): 5627). TGFβ-1 depletion inhibits epithelial cell apoptosis and cell cycle arrest in 
response to IR. In the current study, we sought to determine if isolated primary epithelial cells could recapitulate this response. 
Mammary epithelial cells (MEC) derived from pregnant Tgfβ1 null heterozygote or wildtype mice were cultured and exposed to 5 
Gy on day 2 in serum free media. Ser-18P induction 1-4hr post-IR was measured by immunoblotting was signifi cantly reduced in 
extracts from heterozygote MEC. Caspase-3 cleavage, which was used as an index of radiation-induced apoptosis, induction was 
present at 4 hr post-IR in wildtype cells, but absent in heterozygote cells. Parallel cultures were treated with 500pg/mL TGFβ-1 
for 4 hrs before IR. TGFβ-1 treatment restored both the p53 response and caspase-3 cleavage in the heterozygote cultures. We 
then examinaed primary cultures of Tgfβ1 null and wildtype keratinocytes. Phosphorylation of p53 at both Ser-18 and Ser-23 
were TGFβ-1 dependent, and were restored upon treatment with serum. ATM levels were also affected by the presence of TGFβ-
1, however ATM kinase activity was not regulated in the same fashion. In contrast, neither Tgfβ1 null or heterozygote murine 
embryonic fi broblasts exhibit reduced Ser-18P compared to wildtype cells. We propose that TGFβ-1 is a key regulator of epithelial 
genomic integrity since its loss would contribute to reduced action of p53 and impaired apoptosis and cell cycle arrest.

P08/1530: Sulindac enhances arsenic trioxide induced apoptotic potential mediated by reactive oxygen 
species production in arsenic trioxide-resistant A549 lung carcinoma cells

 Hyung-Chahn Lee,  In-Chul Park,  Myung-Jin Park,  Sungkwan Ahn,  Sang-Hyeok Woo,  Young-Joon Hong,  Su-Jae Lee,  Seok-
Il Hong, Korea Institute of Radiological and Medical Sciences, Korea

Recent reports indicate a broad spectrum of antitumor activity for arsenic trioxide (As
2
O

3
) due to its ability to induce apoptosis via 

intracellular production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Sulindac and nonsteroidal anti-infl ammatory drugs induce apoptosis in 
a variety of cancer cells, including those of colon, prostate, breast, and leukemia. Therefore, we examined the effects of sulindac 
on As

2
O

3
-induced apoptosis in As

2
O

3
-resistant A549 lung carcinoma cells in clinically available concentrations. Sulindac produced 

hydrogen peroxide (H
2
O

2
) and nitric oxide (NO) in a dose-dependent manner and greatly sensitized the cells to As

2
O

3
-induced 

apoptosis. Apoptotic cell death was preceded by collapse of the mitochondrial membrane potential, release of cytochrome 
c/apoptosis inducing factor(AIF) and activation of caspase-3, -8, -9 activation. Importantly, the combined effect of As

2
O

3
 and 

sulindac was associated with an increased production of intracellular H
2
O

2
/reactive nitrogen species(RNS) and was completely 

suppressed by the reduced glutathione. In conclusion, intracellular ROS/RNS products most likely constitute the key mediators 
contributing to the combined effect of As

2
O

3
 and sulindac. Our data provide evidence for the fi rst time that sulindac may help to 

extend the therapeutic spectrum of As
2
O

3
 and suggest that the combination of As

2
O

3
 and sulindac could be more broadly applied in 

cancer therapy.

P08/1531: HSP25 overexpression attenuates oxidative stress-induced apoptosis: role of ERK1/2 signaling and 
manganase superoxide dismutase

 Yoon-Jin Lee, Korea Institute of Radiological & Medical Sciences, Korea, Democratic People’s Rep

HSP25 has been shown to induce resistance to radiation and oxidative stress. However, its exact mechanisms remain unclear. In 
the present study, high concentration of H

2
O

2
 was found to induce DNA fragmentation in L929 mouse fi broblast cells, and HSP25 

overexpression attenuated this phenomenon. To elucidate the mechanisms of H
2
O

2
 mediated cell death, ERK1/2, p38-MAPK 

and JNK1/2 phosphorylation by H
2
O

2
 were examined. ERK1/2 and JNK1/2 were activated by H

2
O

2
 and ERK1/2 activation 

was inhibited in HSP25 overexpressed cells, while JNK1/2 was indifferent. Inhibition of ERK1/2 activation by treatment with 
PD98059 or dominant-negative ERK2 transfection blocked H

2
O

2
-induced cell death, while HSP25 overexpressed cells was 

not affected at all. Moreover, inhibition of JNK1/2 by dominant-negative JNK1 or JNK2, or MKK4 or MKK7 transfection 
did not affect H

2
O

2
-mediated cell death in control cells. Dominant negative Ras or Raf transfection inhibited H

2
O

2
 -mediated 

ERK1/2 activation and cell death in control cells. On the contrary, HSP25 overexpressed cells did not show any differences. 
Upstream pathways of H

2
O

2
-mediated ERK1/2 activation and cell death were both tyrosine kinase (PDGF&receptor and Src) 

and PKC&, while these kinases did not respond by H
2
O

2
 treatment in HSP25 overexpressed cells. Since HSP25 overexpression 

increased manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) gene expression and enzyme activity, involvement of MnSOD in HSP25 
mediated attenuation of H

2
O

2
-mediated ERK1/2 activation and cell death was examined. Blockage of MnSOD with antisense 

oligonucleotides prevented DNA fragmentation and returned the ERK1/2 activation to the control level. Indeed, when MnSOD 
was overexpressed in L929 cells, similar phenomenon to HSP25 overexpressed cells to reduce DNA fragmentation and ERK1/2 
activation was observed. From the above results, we suggested for the fi rst time that reduced oxidative damage by HSP25 was due 
to MnSOD-mediated downregulation of ERK1/2.
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P08/1532: The mutation frequency of 8-oxo-7,8 dihydroguanine (8-oxoG) situated in a multiply damaged 
site: comparison of a single and two closely opposed 8-oxodG in Escherichia coli

 Svitlana G Malyarchuk,  Reneau C Youngblood,  April M Landry,  Elizabeth Quillin,  Lynn Harrison, Louisiana State University Hea
lth Science Center, United States

A multiply damaged site (MDS) is defi ned as >= two lesions within a distance of 10-15 base pairs (bp). MDS generated by 
ionizing radiation contains oxidative base damage, and in vitro studies have indicated that if the base damage is less than 3 bp 
apart, repair of one lesion is inhibited until repair of the lesion in the opposite strand is completed. Inhibition of repair could 
result in an increase in the mutation frequency of the base damage. We have designed an assay to determine whether a closely 
opposed lesion causes an increase in adenine insertion opposite an 8-oxodG in bacteria. The double-stranded oligonucleotides 
(with no damage, each single 8-oxodG or the MDS) were ligated into the fi refl y luciferase coding region of a reporter vector 
and transformed into wild type or MutY-defi cient bacteria. The MDS contained an 8-oxodG in the transcribed strand (T) and a 
second 8-oxodG immediately 5’ to this lesion in the non-transcribed strand (NT). During two rounds of replication, insertion of 
adenine opposite the 8-oxodG in the T or NT strand results in a translation termination codon at position 444 or 445, respectively. 
In wild-type bacteria, we detected a translation stop at a frequency of 0.15% (codon 444) and 0.09% (codon 445) with a single 
8-oxodG in the T or NT strand, respectively. This was enhanced ~3 fold when single lesions were replicated in MutY-defi cient 
bacteria. Positioning an 8-oxodG in the T strand within the MDS enhanced the mutation frequency by ~2 fold in wild-type bacteria 
and 8 fold in Mut Y-defi cient bacteria, while the mutation frequency of the 8-oxodG in the NT strand increased by 6 fold in Mut 
Y-defi cient bacteria. This enhancement of mutation frequency supports the in vitro MDS studies, which demonstrated the inability 
of base excision repair to completely repair closely opposed lesions.

P08/1533: Radiation induced membrane oxidative damage in apoptotic death of mouse thymocytes

 Badri N Pandey,  Kaushala P Mishra, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India

Radiation oxidative damage to plasma membrane of cells and consequent mechanism of apoptotic death have been receiving 
growing attention of radiation scientists in recent years. We have employed fl uorescence probe method to determine changes in the 
permeability and fl uidity of plasma membrane of mouse thymocytes after gamma irradiation ( ~ cGy to 10 Gy ). In vitro studies 
have shown that radiation induced membrane changes were correlated with the induction of apoptoic cell death. Studies have 
also been carried out to evaluate generation of intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) in response to radio-oxidative damage 
to thymocytes using a cytosolic fl uorescence probe, 2’,7’-dichlorodihydrofl uorescein diacetate (DCH-FDA). The apoptosis of 
thymocytes was determined by measuring nuclear diameter using propidium iodide staining and nuclear DNA fragmentation. The 
viability of thymocytes was determined by trypan blue exclusion method that was found to gradually decrease after incubation 
of irradiated cells. Thymocytes labeled with DCH-FDA in PBS showed remarkably increased fl uorescence intensity measured 
after 30 min. of 10 Gy radiation exposure indicating an enhanced formation of intracelluar ROS. DCH-FDA probe was found 
to sensitively detect g radiation effects on cells at low doses (10-50 cGy). The population of thymocytes with reduced nuclear 
diameter was found to progressively increase with the post-irradiation incubation. Moreover, fragmentation of nuclear DNA 
in irradiated thymocytes, as observed by ladder formation on agarose gel, was found to signifi cantly increase after exposure to 
a particular radiation dose. Results suggest that increased intracellular reactive oxygen species generated in response to radio-
oxidative stress were correlated with the induction of radiation induced apoptotic death in thymocytes. These observations and a 
highlight of emerging scenario of ionizing radiation effects on cell and membrane will be presented.

P08/1534: Elevated interleukin-9 receptor expression and response to interleukins-9 and -7 in thymocytes 
during radiation-induced T-cell lymphomagenesis in B6C3F1 mice

 Mayumi Nishimura,  Shizuko Kakinuma,  Daisuke Yamamoto,  Toshihiko Sado,  Yoshiya Shimada, National Institute of Radiological 
Sciences, Japan;  Gen Suzuki, Radiation Effects Research Foundation, Japan

Dysregulation of cytokine receptor expression and responsiveness to cytokines is hypothesized to play an important role in 
the development and expansion of preneoplastic cells or progression of neoplastic cells during the early and late stages of 
leukemogenesis. To determine the crucial changes in initiated cells that confer signifi cant growth during the early stage of 
radiation-induced lymphomagenesis, we examined both the expression of receptors for thymus-derived cytokines and thymocyte 
response to cytokines before the onset of T cell lymphomas in B6C3F1 mice after split-dose irradiation. After irradiation, 
thymic T cell subsets underwent delayed regeneration consisting of two phases as determined by receptor expression. The 
fi rst phase occurred within one week post-irradiation and was accompanied by transient expansion of T cell subsets strongly 
expressing receptor genes for IL-1, IL-2, IL-6, IL-7, IL-15 and TNF. The second phase occurred 12 weeks after irradiation and 
was characterized by increased expression of IL9R. Thymocytes from non-irradiated control mice were unresponsive to IL-9. 
However, IL-9 acted synergistically with IL-7 and PHA to stimulate the proliferation of irradiated cells during the second post-
irradiation phase. Moreover, these cells showed hyper-responsiveness to IL-7 or PHA alone compared to age-matched non-
irradiated control thymocytes. These results suggest that the unusual expression of IL-9 receptors and/or increased responsiveness 
of thymocytes to cytokines are key processes in the development of radiation-induced T cell lymphomas.
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P08/1535: Comparison of radiation-induced reactive oxygen species formation and oxidative DNA damage in 
adult articular chondrocytes and those in human peripheral T cells

 Yasuhiro Ogawa,  Toshiaki Takahashi,  Toshihiro Kobayashi,  Akihito Nishioka,  Shinji Kariya,  Harumichi Seguchi,  Shoji Yoshida, 
Kochi Medical School, Japan;  Norihiko Hamada, Hosogi Hospital, Japan

Changes in mitochondrial membrane potential were observed at 10 h in T lymphocytes after irradiation of 5 Gy. Following the 
changes, mitochondrial cytochrome c-release occured. In order to elucidate the mechanism which acts prior to the changes in 
mitochondrial membrane potential, we examined in a previous study the radiation dose and the timing of oxidative DNA damage 
induced in human peripheral T lymphocytes following 10 MV X-ray irradiation. As a result, the production of 8-oxoguanine, 
i.e., the product of oxidative DNA damage, was clearly identifi ed starting at 10 h, 6 h, and 3 h, after 2 Gy, 5 Gy, and 20 Gy of 
irradiation, respectively. In our previous study, we examined reactive oxygen species (ROS) formation in T lymphocytes following 
5 Gy of irradiation. Using a CCD camera system, we monitored fl uorescence in T lymphocytes loaded with the succinimidyl 
ester of dichlorodihydrofl uorescein diacetate (H2DCFDA), which is non-fl uorescent until oxidized by ROS. We found that ROS 
formation occured immediately after irradiation, continued for several hours, and resulted in oxidative DNA damage. Therefore, 
the origin of the hyper-radiosensitivity of T lymphocytes seemed to be the high production of ROS in the mitochondrial DNA 
following irradiation. In this study, we examined radiation-induced ROS formation in adult articular chondrocytes, which were 
demonstrated to be highly resistant for apoptosis in our previous study. We found that ROS formation was actually scarcely 
seen after irradiation of up to 20 Gy in these cells. Therefore, the origin of the great difference of radiosensitivity between T 
lymphocytes and adult articular chondrocytes are considered to be the degree of ROS formation following irradiation, and the 
difference seemed possibly to result from the scavenging acuity of these two kinds of normal tissue cells for free radicals including 
hydroxyradicals.

P08/1536: Radiation induced oxidative damage and glyoxalase system

 Anand Ramteke, Tezpur University, India;  Praveen Verma, National Centre for Plant Genome Research, India; 
 Kailash C Upadhyay, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India;  Raosaheb K Kale, School of Life Science, Jawaharlal Nehru Universit
y, India

Glyoxalase system is a central pillar of electronic theory of cancer (Szent-Gyorgyi, 1973). It is well established that sensitivity of 
cells is directly proportional to the rate of cell division and inversely proportional to degree of differentiation. Several studies have 
shown the involvement of glyoxalase system in regulation of cell division and differentiation. This system consists of two enzymes 
Glyoxalase I (Gly I) and Glyoxalase II (Gly II), converts hemithioacetal to D-lactate and GSH with S-D lactoylglutathione as an 
intermediate. Reduced glutathione (GSH) determines inherent radio sensitivity of the cells. In actual radio therapeutic practice, 
the total dose of radiation is not chosen on basis of tumor control. It is based primarily on maximum dose tolerated by normal 
tissue. This suggests the importance of understanding the radio response of normal tissue. Since glyoxalase system regulates cell 
division and differentiation it is expected to play important role in outcome of radiotherapy of cancer. However, the radio-response 
of glyoxalase system is not well understood in normal as well as transformed cells. Considering the possible signifi cance of 
the glyoxalase system from radiation therapy point of view, an attempt has been made to understand its response in terms of its 
activity and expression in liver of Swiss albino mice. Since Gly I is a key enzyme of this system its radio response was examined.

In the present work animals (Swiss albino mice) were irradiated with different dose (0-7 Gy) and dose rates (0.063, 0.025 
and 1 Gy/sec) of gamma radiation. Expression of Gly I gene was found to increase up to 5 Gy and then declines thereafter 
beyond 5Gy) in the liver of mouse. Similar pattern was also found in case of its specifi c activity. At total dose of 3 and 7 Gy, both 
expression and activity of Gly I was seen to increase with dose rate. In addition, specifi c activities of different antioxidant enzymes 
were examined. Moreover radiation induced oxidative damage has also been studied. Our fi ndings suggest the possible link 
between methyl glyoxalase and radio sensitivity of the cells and intern with the radiation therapy of cancer.
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P08/1537: The effects of arsenic or the combination of arsenic and radiation exposure is enhanced through 
the overexpression of the GSTO family member p28

 Uma Giri,  Michael D Story,  Nicholas HA Terry,  Dipak K Giri,  Peter R Calkins, University of Texas, M.D. Anderson Cancer Cente
r, United States

p28 is a member of the GST omega superfamily and has dehydroascorbate reductase, GST, and glutaredoxin activities. 
Furthermore, p28 is the rate-limiting enzyme in the bio-transformation of arsenic. The monomethyl arsenous reducatase activity 
of p28 produces dimethylarseniate, the most toxic form of arsenic. We investigated how p28 modulated arsenic cellular sensitivity 
in two mammalian models: 1) in LY-ar and LY-as cells where p28 is over-expressed and not expressed, respectively; and 2) in 
stably transfected A549 cells where p28 is over-expressed via a CMV promoter. The LY-ar mouse lymphoma cell line is radio and 
chemo-resistant and apoptosis refractory, whereas the parental cell line, LY-as, is radiosensitive and apoptotically permissive. In 
addition, we studied the effect of arsenic as a radiosensitizer in both cell systems. In LY-ar cells arsenic induced a dose- and time- 
dependent increase in apoptosis, which is comparable to that seen in LY-as cells. Arsenic plus 2.5Gy radiation induced apoptosis in 
LY-ar cells, which was more than additive. Survival in LY-ar cells was reduced to that of LY-as cells as well.. p28 overexpression 
induced G2/M arrest in A549 cells and the combination of radiation with arsenic decreased the clonogenic survival of both the 
A549 and A549-p28 cells but the effect is more pronounced in the A549-P28 cell line. A549 and A549-p28 cells did not show 
a differential response to Taxol, which induces G2/M arrest and cell death via an inhibition of tubulin depolarization. Arsenic 
modulated the level of reduced GSH in both cell systems in a dose- and time- dependent manner, which correlated with survival 
outcome. This study illustrated that arsenic acts as a radiosensitizer and p28 augmented the potential of arsenic in inducing 
apoptosis, G2/M arrest, and radiosensitization. Further studies are underway to examine the bio-chemical pathways involved in 
arsenic-mediated cell death and the role of p28 therein.

P08/1538: Implication of Mn-SOD in radio-resistance of Rubrobacter radiotolerans

 Hiroaki Terato, Hiroshima University, School of Science, Japan;  Hiroshi Ide, School of Science, Hiroshima University, Japan

Rubrobacter radiotolerans is the most radio-resistant bacterium among known eubacteria without sporulation. D
37

 for gamma-rays 
is 16,000 Gy. We previously reported that it had no signifi cant recovery of DNA damage after ionizing irradiation. It suggests 
that the activity to remove reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated by ionizing radiation is more important than DNA repair 
for the radio-resistance of this species. In this study, we purifi ed, characterized, and cloned a superoxide dismutase (SOD) of this 
organism, and also examined the implication in the radio-resistance.

The cell pellets of this organism were lysed by treatment with lysozyme and achromopeptidase, and sonication. A supernatant 
after centrifugation was recovered as crude cell extract. The crude cell extract was subjected to DEAE-cellulose column 
chromatography, showing one major and another minor SOD fractions. The major one was further subjected to hydroxyapatite, 
gel-fi ltration and second DEAE-cellulose chromatographies. After these chromatography steps, SOD was purifi ed showing a 
single band on silver-stained gel of SDS-PAGE. This SOD seems to form a tetramer constructed by 24,000 Da-monomers. Both 
KCN and H

2
O

2
 did not inhibit activity of the enzyme. The sequence of the limited region of the protein was determined, and 

the gene was cloned using the sequences. The result of homology search showed that the SOD belongs to Mn-SOD family. The 
amino acid sequence identity and similarity to the most closed species of SOD was 64.7% and 88.4%, respectively. To elucidate 
the implication of SOD in the radio-resistance, the SOD gene is introduced into E. coli strains, and the radio-sensitivity of the 
transformants are evaluated.

P08/1539: Current research and service activities of AFRRI’s biological dosimetry program

 William F Blakely,  Pataje G Prasanna,  Marcy B Grace,  Alexandra C Miller,  Christopher B McLeland,  Uma Subramanian, 
 William E Jackson,  Charles A Salter, Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, United States

The long-range goal of the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute’s (AFRRI) Biological Dosimetry Team is to develop 
validated radiation biodosimeters. Our objectives are (1) to establish defi nitive clinical bioassays for rapid, high-throughput 
radiation exposure analyses and (2) to develop complimentary triage-type radiation exposure assessment bioassays to support 
medical treatment decisions. The experimental approach involves two steps. The fi rst is to establish a reference laboratory 
that uses conventional bioassays for defi nitive analyses of biological samples. The second step is to develop a validated and 
forward deployable biological dosimetry capability for rapid radiation dose assessment with an emphasis on the use of molecular 
biology-based diagnostic platforms. The conventional lymphocyte metaphase-spread dicentric assay was established at AFRRI 
in accordance with international harmonized protocols and applied to estimate radiation exposure doses in several overexposure 
accidents. Currently, novel interphase cell-based cytological bioassay that detects cells with chromosomal type aberrations and 
radiation responsive molecular biomarkers (i.e., gene expression, protein) are being validated and optimized for rapid radiation 
exposure assessment applications. In addition the Biological Assessment Tool (BAT), a radiation casualty management software 
application, was developed. Available at AFRRI’s website (www.afrri.usuhs.mil), BAT permits the recording and communication 
of relevant radiological and medical information for radiation accidents. These research and service efforts contribute to an 
improved diagnostic response for accidental overexposures and also have applications in other research fi elds including radiation 
therapy and toxicology.
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P08/1540: The role of the phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase pathway in determining radiation sensitivity in the 
breast cancer cell line MDA-MB231

 Lisa A Falcioni, Laurentian University, Canada;  Stacey A Santi, University of Ottawa, Canada;  Hoyun Lee, 
Laurentian University/University of Ottawa, Canada

To systematically study radioresistance in clinically advanced breast cancer, we previously generated a model system by 
fractionated radiation of MDA-MB231. Subsequently, we isolated radio-resistant (R) and -sensitive (S) subclones from the 
fractionated MDA-MB231 cell population. Our clonogenic assay showed that the R clone is approximately 10-fold more 
radioresistant than the S clone at 5 Gy. To gain a better understanding about the underlying mechanisms through which the R 
clone gains more radioresistance, we analyzed the levels of mRNA using cDNA microarray assays. Our data supports that: (i) the 
intrinsic gene expression patterns of the R and S clones are very similar, except for four genes including p85PI3K; (ii) the R clone 
can rapidly activate the PI3K signal transduction pathway in response to 5 Gy; (iii) the ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation is 
downregulated in the R clone. We are currently in the process of confi rming these initial observations at the levels of protein and 
post-translational modifi cations. In addition, experiments are being carried out to determine whether the intrinsic difference in 
gene expression between the R and S clones is responsible for the “amplifi ed” difference in gene expression following irradiation.

P08/1541: A novel gene-expression profi ling procedure

 Ryutaro Fukumura,  Ryoko Araki,  Masumi Abe, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

The achievement of whole genome sequencing in various species has accelerated the development of genome-wide gene 
expression profi ling techniques. Micro-array procedures based on hybridization technology have been used exclusively for this 
purpose. However, some problems have been raised in actual execution. Here, we report a new expression-profi ling method based 
on PCR technology. This procedure allowed us to analyze more than 80% of expressed genes in certain cells and to investigate 
species in which genome studies have not yet been carried out, because the procedure does not require any genome information. 
Furthermore, the method can discern even 1.5-fold gene expression differences, facilitating the narrowing down of candidates 
isolated by genome-wide approaches to a few strong candidates.

P08/1542: Spatio-temporal control of radioresistance by oncogenic Ras and JNK signaling in epithelial cells

 Theresa M Grana,  Adrienne D Cox, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, United States;  Trever G Bivona,  Mark R Philips, 
New York University School of Medicine, United States

We have shown previously that oncogenic Ras causes radioresistance in RIE-1 intestinal epithelial cells by multiple pathways that 
include PI3-K activation, EGFR autocrine signaling, and a novel Raf-mediated non-MEK effector. It is likely that stress-activated 
signaling via JNK MAPKs also play a role in responsiveness to ionizing radiation (IR). Many downstream signaling events are 
activated following IR in a biphasic manner; in RIE-1 cells, this biphasic activation includes JNK. H-Ras is normally targeted 
to plasma membrane and endomembrane for interaction with its downstream signaling partners, and it has long been thought 
that only plasma membrane-localized Ras was capable of signaling productively to downstream effectors. Using H-Ras proteins 
targeted specifi cally to endomembranes, where they selectively activate JNK vs. ERK MAP kinases, we show that both K-DELR-
Ras (ER/Golgi) and M1-Ras (ER) can induce transformation and radioresistance despite a lack of plasma membrane localization 
and effector interaction. We suggest that plasma membrane-localized Ras may mediate early responses, whereas endomembrane-
localized Ras mediates late cellular responses to IR. Better understanding of the spatio-temporal control of radioresistance may 
provide more effective targets for novel radiosensitizers that target specifi c signaling pathways.

P08/1543: Radiation and etoposide induced H2AX focus formation in HL-60 cells

 Peter J Hahn,  Barbara Nevaldine, University of Pennsylvania, United States

We have investigated the relationship between the H2AX focus formation associated with repair of radiation-induced DNA DSBs 
and the H2AX focus formation associated with radiation and etoposide-induced apoptosis. Following exposure of HL-60 cells to 
8 Gy , H2AX foci appear immediately, disappear within an hour, and then begin to reappear starting at two hours after exposure 
as determined by fl uorescence microscopy and Western hybridization. All cells display multiple foci by 6 hours after exposure. 
Apoptosis, as judged by nuclear fragmention or total mitochondrial depolarization is fi rst evident in a few cells six hours after 
exposure, and reaches 25-40% by 24 hours after exposure, increasing for several days. Treatment with 1 µM Etoposide results in 
H2AX focus formation in most cells by 3 hours after treatment, and 24 hours later, approxomately 15% of the cells are apoptotic 
by nuclear morphology. These results suggest that H2AX foci occur prior to the execution phase of apotosis in HL-60 cells.
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P08/1544: Specifi c inhibitiin of K-ras increases radiosensitivity in K-ras mutant colon cancer cell line

In-Ah Kim, Jun-Min Wu, Annemarie Fernandes, Ruth J Muschel, W Gillies McKenna, Eric J Bernhard, University of Pennsylvani
a, United States

Background & Purpose: The contribution of K-ras mutation to radiation resistance in human cells is not clearly defi ned. In order to 
better defi ne the contribution of K-Ras to radioresistance and to better understand downstream signaling, we used the technology 
of small interfering RNA (siRNA). We tested the inhibition of K-RAS expression using siRNA specifi c for mutation in colon 
cancer cell line, SW480 that express an codon 12 mutation in this gene.

Materials & Methods: We compared the radiation survival and the downstream signaling of this K-ras mutant colon cell line 
after specifi c inhibition of mutant K-ras expression using siRNAs(Dharmacon). The oligo pair was designed for target specifi c 
homology by BLAST search and scrambled oligos were used as control siRNA. Before transfection each suspended oligo pair 
was annealed and 30-60µl of each annealed oligo duplex was transfected into the cells using Oligofectamine (Invitrogen). 
Two days after transfection of siRNA, cells were irradiated for clonogenic assay and harvested using lysis buffer preventing 
dephosphorylation for western analysis.

Results: The specifi c inhibition of K-ras(mutation of V12) signifi cantly downregulated phospho-Akt and moderately 
downregulated p42/44phospho-MAP kinase in SW480 colon cells. The clonogenic survival was decreased after specifi c inhibition 
of K-ras(SF2 0.39) compared to control oligo transfection (SF2 0.45). Pathways down-stream of ras are being investigated by 
siRNA gene silencing technique and results will be presented.

Conclusions: The specifi c inhibition of K-ras using siRNA can modulate radiation survival and downstream signals mainly 
through PI3K-Akt pathway in the K-ras mutant colon cell line. The activation of PI3K-Akt pathway seems to be an important part 
of survival signal that is generated by activated RAS due to K-ras mutation and could be useful target for radiosensitizing therapy.

P08/1545: Activation of SAPK/JNK and the subsequent expression of death receptor Fas are required to 
induce apoptosis in x-irradiated MOLT-4 cells

 Mikinori Kuwabara,  Osamu Inanami, Hokkaido University, Japan;  Kenji Takahashi, The University of Tokyo, Japan

Capase-3 dependent apoptosis was observed in X-irradiated human leukemia cell line MOLT-4. Treatment of cells with the 
anitoxidant Trolox after X irradiation attenuated this apoptosis and inhibited the X-ray-induced increase in the p53 expression 
and SAPK/JNK activation, but gave no effects on the expression of BCL-2 and BAX, which would occur downstream from 
p53, being compatible with its aberrant transcription. Intracellular calcium chelatotion by BAPTA-AM gave some effects on 
radiation-induced apoptosis as well as the activation of SAPK/JNK and caspase-3, but this merely delayed the onset of them. 
Form experiments concerning the effects of the protein synthesis inhibitor cycloheximde on the apoptotic signaling pathways (the 
activation of caspase family proteins and SAPK/JNK and so on), it was found that the expression of death receptor Fas through 
SAPK/JNK activation was required for radiation-induced apoptosis. When the amount of DNA dsb was increased by irradiating 
BrdU-incorporated cells and the effects of the resulting increase of DNA dsb was examined on the induction of apoptosis, no 
enhancement of apoptosis induction was observed. When cells were exposed to X-rays under hypoxic conditions, the decrease in 
the amount of DNA dsb was observed, but hypoxia gave no effects on the frequency of apoptosis induction. These data suggested 
that X-ray-induced apoptosis in MOLT-4 cells was independent of induction of DNA dsb but dependent on the caspase activation 
regulated by de novo Fas synthesis through SAPK/JNK activation. Since post-irradiation treatments of cells with antioxidants 
(Trolox and N-acetyl-cysteine) signifi cantly reduced the frequency of occurrence of apoptosis, X-ray-induced apoptosis in MOLT-
4 cells was thought to be redox-regulated. The mechanisms of induction of apoptosis determined from the study of X-irradiated 
MOLT-4 cells may provide a therapeutic strategy to combat radioresistant p53-mutated tumors.

P08/1546: Mg,Ca-ATPase activity under irradiation

 Vladimir V Ladutin,  Victoria V Orlova,  Pavlo A Lob, National University & AZOV-Transit fi rm, Ukraine;  Inna V Gerasiminko, 
Science-Research Institute of Southern Seas, Ukraine;  Erconides Iturralde Mack, Dnepropetrovsk National University, Panama

The infl uence of different doses irradiation at the Mg,Ca-ATPase activity at the rat brain has been investigated. The analyses were 
made at the apparatus of LKB and Carl-Ceis-Jena fi rm with help of reagents of Sigma and Boehringer fi rm. Rats decapitated after 
1, 3, 6, 24 and 48 h after action of irradiation.

Dose 0.206 C/kg. Erythrocytes. 1 and 3h after irradiation infl uence- decrease of Mg,Ca-ATPase activity to 86-87% relatively 
control level, 24 and 48 h – increase of activity to the control level.

Dose 0.312 C/kg. Large hemispheres. 1h – decrease of ATPase activity to 90% relatively control, 3h – increase to control level, 
24h – fall to 86%, after 48h small increase to 93% relatively control.

Dose 9.287 C/kg. Large hemispheres. 1h – sharp fall of Mg, Ca-ATPase activity to 67 % relatively control, increase of activity 
to 96% after 3h and sharp fall of activity to 64% 6h after action of irradiation.

Dose 9.287 C/kg. Cerebellum. 1h – sharp decrease of ATPase activity to 80%. After 3h -sharp increase to 160% relatively 
control level and sharp fall of ATPase activity to 47% relatively control after 6h.

The mechanism of radiation pathology of active ion transport has been discussed.
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P08/1547: Ionizing radiation affects generation of MART-1-specifi c cytotoxic T cell responses 
by dendritic cells

 Yu-Pei Liao,  Chun-Chieh Wang,  William H McBride, University of California, Los Angeles, United States

The human MART-1/Melan-A (MART-1) melanoma tumor antigen is known to be recognized by cytotoxic T lymphocytes 
(CTLs) and several groups are using this target for clinical immunotherapy. Most approaches use dendritic cells (DCs) that are 
potent antigen presentation cells for initiating CTL responses. In order for CTL recognition to occur, DCs must display 9-residue 
antigenic peptides on MHC class I molecules. These peptides are generated by proteasome degradation and then transported 
through the endoplasmic reticulum to the cell surface where they stabilize MHC class I expression. Our previous data showed 
that irradiation inhibits proteasome function and, therefore, we hypothesized that irradiation may inhibit antigen processing and 
CTL activation, as has been shown for proteasome inhibitors. To study the importance of irradiation effects on DCs, we studied 
the generation MART-1-specifi c CTL responses. Preliminary data showed that irradiation of murine bone marrow derived DCs 
did not affect expression of MHC class I, II, CD80, or CD86, as assessed by fl ow cytometric analyses 24-hour after irradiation. 
The effect of irradiation on MART-1 antigen processing by DCs was evaluated using DC transduced with adenovirus MART-1 
(AdVMART1). C57BL/6 mice were immunized with AdVMART1 transduced DCs, with and without prior irradiation. IFN-γ 
production was measured by ELISPOT assays after 10-14 days of immunization. Prior radiation treatment resulted in a signifi cant 
decrease in MART-1-specifi c T cell responses. The ability of irradiated and non-irradiated AdVMART1/DC vaccines to protect 
mice against growth of murine B16 tumors, which endogenously express murine MART-1, was also examined. AdVMART1/DC 
vaccination protected C57BL/6 mice against challenge with viable B16 melanoma cells while DCs irradiated (10 Gy) prior to 
AdVMART1 transduction abrogated protection. These results suggest that proteasome inhibition in DCs by irradiation may be a 
possible pathway in suppressing CTL responses.

P08/1548: Role of protein kinase C in radiation-induced apoptosis in mouse thymic lymphomas: protein 
kinase C subtypes related to radiosensitivity and adaptive response

 Tetsuo Nakajima,  Harumi Ohyama,  Hiroko Hama-Inaba, Research Center for Radiation Safety, Natl. Inst. Radio, Japan; 
 Osami Yukawa,  Bing Wang,  Isamu Hayata, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Protein kinase C (PKC) is widely accepted to participate in the regulation of radiation-induced apoptosis. However, the function 
is not fully clarifi ed. Here using 3SBH5 cells, one of the radiation sensitive thymic lymphoma cells, involvement of PKC was 
assessed in radiation-induced apoptosis related to radiosensitivity. It was demonstrated that Gö6976, a specifi c inhibitor of PKC 
(α or βI), promoted radiation-induced apoptosis in 3SBH5 cells and that the Ca2+-dependent PKC involving PKC (α or βI) was 
activated by irradiation with 50cGy. Therefore, the radiation-induced PKC (α or βI) activation was suggested to trigger PKC-
mediated survival signal in 3SBH5 cells. During the apoptosis process, PKC (α or βI) distribution did not change in the cells. 
Moreover treatment with the PKC (α or βI) inhibitor 20min after irradiation had no effect on the radiation-induced apoptosis. 
Taken together, these results suggest that PKC (α or βI)-mediated survival signal is induced not through translocation of the PKC 
in the early period after irradiation. In order to analyze a mechanism of radiosensitivity, PKC signaling system in radioresistant 
cell line XR223 cells was compared with that in 3SBH5 cells. It was observed that the distribution of PKC δ was different between 
these cell lines. Mechanisms of PKC (α or βI) activation and PKC δ function are under investigation in these cell lines. It was 
suggested from the result of PKC activation by irradiation with 50cGy that the PKC-mediated survival signal participates in 
adaptive response to radiation. Role of PKC, highlightening the survival signal function, will be discussed from the viewpoint of 
radiosensitivity and adaptive response.α

P08/1549: Genome wide profi ling of an x-radiation sensitive human colorectal cancer clone 
after x-radiation treatment

 Felix M Mesak,  Wei L Tan,  Sami S Qutob, Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre, Canada;  Qing Y Liu, National Research Council, 
Canada;  Cheng E Ng, Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre & Carleton University, Canada

It is well known that rejoining of DNA double strand breaks via either non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homologous 
recombinational repair (HRR) are important after treatment with ionizing radiation. Both processes (NHEJ, HRR) involve a 
multitude of DNA damage sensor, repair and cell cycle checkpoint molecules including ATM,BRCA1 and 2, CDC, CHK, NBS, 
RAD, TP53, XRCC). Unexpectedly, using cDNA microarray that contained ~19,200 genes/ESTs, we did not fi nd signifi cant 
differential expression of these known genes (p<0.01, triplicate experiments, t-test) in a time course study of a X-radiation (XR) 
sensitive human colorectal cancer cell clone HCT116CloneK_XRS irradiated with an acute dose of 4 Gy XR. Instead, we found that 
~47% of the genes that were differentially expressed after XR at the different time points examined (i.e. unirradiated, 10 mins., 
6h, 24h post-irradiation) were genes with unknown functions. Out of ~418 genes/ESTs that were differentially expressed at 
these stated time points, we found only 7 genes that were detected at more than one time point (i.e. YWHAH, an unknown gene, 
UBB, RAP80, GALC, APM2 and DOK1). Further, the ratio of down- to up-regulated gene increased signifi cantly from 0.8 to 
2.7 (p<0.01) just 10 mins. after XR and was even higher at 24h after XR. Hierachical clustering analysis of the genes/ESTs that 
were identifi ed to be differentially expressed at the p<0.01 level above showed a closer global gene expression profi le between the 
unirradiated and the 24h post XR groups than the 10 min and 6h post XR groups. Our results suggested that the expression of the 
radiation-sensitive phenotype of this clone HCT116CloneK_XRS may involve novel genes and/or pathways.
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P08/1550: Amelioration of the established radiation-induced pulmonary fi brosis by a soluble transforming 
growth factor-beta (TGF-b) receptor

 Akihito Nishioka,  Yasuhiro Ogawa,  Shinji Kariya,  Shoji Yoshida,  Hiroshi Sonobe, Kochi Medical School, Japan;  Hikaru Ueno, 
University of Occupational and Environmental Health, Japan

Radiation-induced pulmonary fi brosis is a major complication following chest irradiation for the treatment of many malignancies, 
such as lung cancer, breast cancer and malignant lymphoma. To date, however, few effective methods have been developed for the 
amelioration of the established radiation fi brosis. Transforming growth factor-? (TGF-b) has been considered a key molecule in 
establishment of injury-induced fi brosis in many vital organs. In this study, we investigated whether blockade of TGF-b signaling 
could improve the established radiation-induced pulmonary fi brosis. To specifi cally inhibit TGF-b in vivo, we used an adenoviral 
vector expressing a soluble TGF-b receptor (AdTb-ExR), which adsorbs TGF-b and may inhibit the function of the wild-type 
receptor as a dominant-negative mutant. Rats were received X-ray irradiation at a dose of 30 Gy in a single fraction to the right 
lung, then eight weeks later, intravenously injected with either AdTb-ExR or AdLacZ, a control adenovirus expressing bacterial b-
galactosidase, or saline. Sixteen weeks after irradiation (eight weeks after intravenous injection), rats were sacrifi ced to extract the 
lungs and the lungs were histopathologically examined. Pulmonary fi brosis as well as TGF-b expression were markedly reduced 
in the AdTb-ExR-treated rats in comparison with the saline- or AdLacZ-infected rats. Our results indicate that TGF-b does play a 
critical role in radiation fi brosis, and that fi brotic tissue is not an irreversible dead tissue. They also suggest that the soluble TGF-b 
receptor may have potential for use in the amelioration of this intractable established fi brosis.

P08/1551: Radiation inhibits proteasomes and increases ubiquitinated proteins

 Milena Pervan,  William McBride, University of California, Los Angeles, United States

Exposure of cells to ionizing radiation results in accumulation of a number of short lived proteins that mediate cell survival/death, 
proliferation, repair, and differentiation. Expression of most of these proteins, including p53, mdm2, p21, c-jun, IkB-a, bcl-2, 
bax, cyclins A, B, E, Cdc25A, DNA-PKcs, and caspase-3 is regulated at the post-transcriptional level through ubiquitin/26S 
proteasome pathway. Several previous studies have shown that inhibition of proteasome activity by drugs leads to accumulation 
of ubiquitinated proteins. In this study we show that irradiation can do the same due to its inhibitory effect on 26S, but not 20S, 
proteasome activity. Two prostate cancer cell lines, murine TRAMP-C1 and human PC3, were used to examine the effect of 
ionizing radiation on the catalytic activity of the 26S proteasome. Cells were irradiated with different doses ranging from 0.25 
to 20 Gy and lysed at different time points after irradiation. Crude extracts of both cell lines showed a rapid 30-50% decrease in 
chymotryptic activity of the 26S proteasome, as measured by a fl uorogenic assay. The same level of inhibition was observed if 
purifi ed 26S proteasomes were themselves irradiated, indicating that radiation has direct effects on this multicatalytic enzyme 
complex. Neither direct irradiation of proteasomes or cells had effect on 20S catalytic activity, suggesting that radiation selectively 
acts on 26S structure. Next, we examined whether this partial inhibition had any effect on ability of 26S proteasome to effi ciently 
remove ubiquitinated proteins. Cells were irradiated with 10Gy and lysed at different time points. Ubiquitinated proteins were 
precipitated and examined by Western blot. Levels of ubiquitinated conjugates slowly increased over time and peaked at 7h 
post-irradiation. Accumulation of ubiquitinated conjugates has been shown to lead to formation of protein aggregates which can 
induce cell death. It has also been shown that monoubiquitination of transcription factors plays an important role in activation of 
transcription and transport to intracellular sites. Taken together, our fi ndings suggest a mechanism, other than DNA damage, by 
which irradiation imposes stress upon cells and also identify the proteasome as a novel, sensitive target for ionizing radiation that 
could trigger very rapid cellular stress response.

P08/1552: Ser15-phosphorylated p53: a biomarker of ionizing radiation-induced DNA damage

 Shahnaz T Al Rashid,  Farid Jalali,  Lothar Lilge,  Robert G Bristow, University of Toronto, Canada

Exposure to DNA damage (e.g. induced by ionizing radiation, [IR]) results in activation of the p53 tumour suppressor protein, to 
delay cell cycle progression and presumably allow time for DNA repair. Accumulating evidence suggests that the p53 protein may 
be a co-factor in the homologous recombination and non-homologous end-joining pathways of DNA-dsb (double-strand break) 
repair. Using immunofl uorescence confocal microscopy, we determined the intra-nuclear localization of a DNA-damage-activated 
phospho-form of p53 (serine 15-phosphorylated p53, Ser15-p53) within G0/G1-synchronized fi broblasts. Nuclear accumulation of 
Ser15-p53 foci occurred within 10 minutes of IR, in an ATM- and dose-dependent manner, and were maximally induced by DNA-
dsbs and base damage. Further microscopic and immunodepletion analyses support that Ser15-p53 binds maximally to DNA as 
p53-tetramers as a non-nucleolar, sub-pool of total cellular p53 in the absence of cellular transcription or an intact G1-checkpoint. 
Induction and resolution of Ser15-p53 foci are similar to the DNA-dsb biomarker γ-H2AX foci, and mirror biochemical DNA-dsb 
rejoining kinetics based on continuous-fi eld gel electrophoresis. Consistent with the role for Ser15-p53 in DNA damage sensing 
and repair pathways, we observed intra-nuclear co-localization of Ser15-p53 with 53BP1 and the Rad50/Mre11/Nbs1 complex 
of DNA damage signaling and repair proteins, respectively. A dominant-negative C-terminus mini-protein that abrogated p53 
tetramerization led to decreased co-localization with 53BP1. In contrast, Ser15-p53 co-localized minimally and with opposing 
kinetics to the senescence-associated protein, PML, following similar DNA damage. Current experiments include investigation 
of the chromosomal locales of Ser15-p53 accumulation following targeted sub-nuclear irradiation, and mapping of the functional 
domain(s) of the p53 protein and its phospho-forms required for its unique sub-cellular localization. These in vivo observations 
suggest a novel role for Ser15-p53 as a biomarker of IR-induced DNA damage and directly links activated forms of p53 in a 
temporal relationship within ATM signaling of DNA damage and the subsequent repair of DNA-dsbs.
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P08/1553: Anti-tumour effects of monoclonal antibody 806 and ionising radiation on A431 cells 
overexpressing epidermal growth factor receptor

 Caitlin Taylor,  Huiling Xu,  Ben Solomon,  Michael J McKay, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia;  Terrance G Johns, 
 Andrew M Scott, Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research, Australia

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor and a promising target for antibody-
based cancer therapies due to its increased expression on the cell surface of many human tumours. EGFR overexpression is in 
turn often associated with poor prognosis. The presence of EGFR on the cell surface makes it readily accessible to antibodies, 
the subsequent binding of which may block the growth-regulatory biological functions of the receptor, including proliferation, 
survival, angiogenesis and apoptosis. Recently, we generated monoclonal antibody (mAb) 806, raised against cells transfected 
with the delta2-7 mutation of the EGFR (which lacks exons 2-7 of the external EGFR domain) and tested it on A431 cells (human 
vulvar squamous carcinoma cells that overexpress EGFR). In vitro and in vivo results showed decreases in tumour growth and 
angiogensis as well as increased apoptosis. Importantly, normal tissues that express relatively high levels of endogenous wild 
type (wt) EGFR, such as liver and skin, were negative for mAb 806 binding. MAb 806 therefore represents a unique category of 
mAbs by binding to both the delta2-7 and amplifi ed wt EGFR but not the native wt EGFR when expressed at normal levels. Since 
previous studies of EGFR antagonists have shown synergy with ionizing radiation, the present study aims to examine the potential 
therapeutic advantages of combining mAb 806 with ionizing radiation in A431 cells. Proliferation, cell cycle status, apoptosis and 
clonogenic assays are being performed to characterize phenotypic effects. The effects of timing, single or fractionated radiation 
combined with mAb 806 are also being explored. These experiments will complement the parallel in vivo assessment of drug-
radiation effects on nude mice with established subcutaneous A431 xenografts. Ultimately, the studies may guide selection of 
dosage and timing schedules for therapeutic application of mAb 806 and radiation in Phase I trials in cancer patients.

P08/1554: Alteration of Ras/Raf signaling pathway in HepG2 cells by γ-irradiation

 Wing-pui Tsang,  Wan-yee Tang,  Sophia PY Chau,  Tim-tak Kwok, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

The Ras /Raf signaling pathway is known to be important in determining radiation sensitivity of cells. The expressions of Ras and 
Raf may be altered upon irradiation while how such changes would affect the radiation sensitivity of the surviving cells is still 
not clear. By Western blot analysis, the expressions of Ras and Raf in human hepatocellular carcinoma HepG2 cells were induced 
by gamma-irradiation. Using MTT assay, incubation of HepG2 cells with Ras inhibitor (L744 832) after irradiation was found 
to increase the radiation sensitivity of cells. In Ras signaling pathway, three of the downstream elements are PI3K, Raf, and p38. 
The presence of antisense Raf-1 oligonucleotides and PI3K inhibitor (LY294002) after irradiation did not alter the response while 
the inhibitor of p38 (SB203520) increased the radiation sensitivity of HepG2 cells. The modifi cation pattern for various signal 
molecules inhibitors on radiosensitivity is however different if the cells were derived from those survived after two-daily-10Gy 
irradiation. In that case, the Ras, p38, and PI3K inhibitors had no effect while the antisense Raf-1 oligonucleotides increased 
the radiation sensitivity of cells. Furthermore, the cells survived from two-daily-10Gy irradiation developed radiation resistance 
and also over-expressed Ras and Raf as compared to cells without prior treatment. Results from the present study indicated that 
gamma-irradiation may alter the radiation related signaling pathway in the surviving cells.

P08/1556: The ionizing radiation inducible gene PARX/ARAP2 participates in Rho and ARF signaling

 Jorge A Wong,  Zhuo Chen,  Yongxian Zhao,  Katherine A Vallis, Ontario Cancer Institute/Princess Margaret Hospital, Canada; 
 Koichi Miura, Center for Cancer Research, United States;  Paola A Marignani, Dalhousie University, Canada;  Paul A Randazzo, 
Laboratory of Cellular Oncology, United States

PARX/ARAP2 is a novel protein that we identifi ed in a gene trap screen for ionizing radiation (IR)-regulated genes. It belongs 
to a recently described family of proteins that link Rho, ADP-ribosilation factor (ARF) and phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3-K) 
signaling. We have cloned the full length human PARX. Domain analysis of the predicted protein revealed a sterile-alpha motif, 
fi ve pleckstrin homology domains, a RhoGTPase activating domain (RhoGAP) and an ARF activating domain (ARFGAP). 
PARX is early inducible by IR in a dose-dependent manner in murine ES cells and in several human B-cell lymphoma lines 
with up to six-fold induction at the mRNA level at 2 hours (10 Gy). Thus, the kinetics of PARX induction follows the pattern of 
the rapid response typical of many stress-induced immediate-early genes. PARX expression is also induced in response to other 
cellular stressors including sorbitol and bleomycin. PARX induction is dependent on PI3-K activity and can be suppressed by the 
PI3-K inhibitor LY294002. Induction of PARX in response to IR has been observed in cell lines that are p53 mutant indicating 
up-regulation independent of normal p53 function. The role of p53 in PARX induction is currently being studied using cell lines 
expressing temperature sensitive p53. Biochemical studies reveal that human PARX has in vivo RhoGAP activity for Rac1 and 
phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate dependent ARFGAP activity for ARF1, ARF5 and ARF6. Also, temporal changes in 
PARX cellular localization following IR are currently being investigated using confocal microscopy. PARX is a gene with a 
potential role in the cellular response to genotoxic stress, and may illuminate the currently unclear role the small GTPases Rho and 
ARF play in the radiation response.
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P08/1557: Defective accumulation of p53 protein in x-irradiated human tumor cells 
with low proteasome activity

 Motohiro Yamauchi,  Keiji Suzuki,  Seiji Kodama,  Masami Watanabe, Nagasaki University, Japan

We established p53-inducible clones, 99-p53 His, by transfecting an ecdyson-inducible vector containing the wild type p53 gene 
into p53-null H1299, a human non-small cell lung carcinoma cell line. In contrast to normal human diploid cells, in which p53 is 
accumulated after X-irradiation, the level of p53 protein did not change following 4 Gy of X-rays. We found that phosphorylation 
of p53 at Ser15 and Ser20 was induced similarly between 99-p53 His cells and normal human cells. However, p53 was more 
resistant to degradation in 99-p53 His cells, and its level did not change after treatment with cycloheximide, a protein synthesis 
inhibitor, while p53 protein in normal human cells was degraded rapidly. Furthermore, proteasome inhibitors, ALLN, MG115, and 
MG132 accumulated p53 protein signifi cantly in normal human cells, but there was no accumulation of p53 protein in 99-p53 His 
cells. These results indicate that DNA damage signaling through ATM is functional in 99-p53 His cells, but they have defect in p53 
degradation pathway. Thus, low proteasome activity in 99-p53 His cells could be a reason for the defective accumulation of p53 
protein following X-irradiation. Present study shows that proteasome activity is an important determinant of p53 stability, when 
the wild-type p53 gene is expressed in p53-null cancer cells.

P08/1558: Analysis of apoptosis-related gene expression after x-ray irradiation in human tongue squamous 
cell carcinoma cells harboring wild-type or mutated p53 gene

 Junichi Yasumoto,  Akihisa Takahashi,  Ken Ohnishi,  Yuichiro Imai,  Atsuhisa Kajihara,  Tadaaki Kirita,  Takeo Ohnishi, 
Nara Medical University, Japan

Mutations in the p53 tumor suppressor gene have recently been reported to have an impact on clinical trials of several human 
tumors, including head and neck cancers. To confi rm the p53-dependence of X-ray induced apoptosis, we used two cell lines 
derived from a human tongue squamous cell carcinoma (SAS) with identical genetic backgrounds, except for the p53 gene, 
which are SAS/mp53 cells and SAS/neo cells with wtp53. We previously reported that the radiosensitivity, Caspase-3 activity and 
apoptosis frequency in SAS/neo cells were clearly high as compared with SAS/mp53 cells. In order to elucidate the expression 
of apoptosis-related genes after irradiation, we used cDNA array analysis. The expressions of apoptosis-inductive genes, such 
as DFF40, Caspase-3, Caspase-8, Caspase-9, Caspase-10 and CRADD, were increased by X-ray irradiation in SAS cells with 
wtp53, but not in SAS cells expressing mp53. These results suggest that the X-ray sensitivity of wtp53 cells may come from the 
expression of these apoptosis-related genes.

P08/1559: Gene expression after x-ray irradiation and/or glycerol in human anaplastic carcinoma cells 
harboring mutated p53 gene

 Kazue Yuki,  Akihisa Takahashi,  Junichi Yasumoto,  Ken Ohnishi,  Katsunari Yane,  Hiroshi Hosoi,  Takeo Ohnishi, 
Nara Medical University, Japan

It is well known that most patients with anaplastic thyroid carcinoma die within a year after diagnosis. Thus, it is important to 
improve the therapeutic effects to restore radio- and chemo-sensitivity to anaplastic thyroid carcinoma. We have reported that wild 
type p53 cells were radiosensitive and thermosensitive, because the cells showed a high incidence of apoptosis after radiotherapy 
and hyperthermia compared with mutant p53 cancer cells. Mutation in p53 is closely related to the poor prognosis of anaplastic 
thyroid carcinoma in part. We have reported a new strategy using glycerol as a chemical chaperone for cancer therapy against 
mutant p53 cultured cancer cells. This strategy is based on a conformational change in mutant p53 molecules restoring the normal 
function of p53.

We used the human anaplastic carcinoma strain 8305c. We analyzed the radio-sensitivity by colony formation assay, frequency 
of apoptosis by Hoechst staining and the expression of apoptosis-related genes by DNA array.

The expressions of apoptosis-inductive genes, such as Apaf-1, PTEN were increased by the combined treatment with X-ray 
and glycerol. In addition, apoptosis-suppressive genes such as Survivin, IAP-1 and IAP-2 were increased with the combined them. 
These results suggest that X-ray sensitivity and induction of apoptosis might be controlled by the balance of apoptosis inductive 
and suppressive genes, when 8305c cells were treated with glycerol and then irradiated with X-ray.
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P08/1560: Soluble TGF-β type II receptor gene therapy reduces TGF-β activity in irradiated lung tissue and 
protects lungs from radiation-induced injury

 Zeljko Vujaskovic,  Zahid N Rabbani,  Xiuwu Zhang,  Thaddeus V Samulski,  Chuan-Yuan Li,  Mitchell S Anscher, Duke University M
edical Center, United States

The objective was to determine whether administration of recombinant human adenoviral vector carrying soluble TGF-ß1 type II 
receptor (TßR-II) gene reduces availability of active TGFß1 and protects lung from radiation-induced injury.

Female Fisher-344 rats were randomized into four groups to receive: 1) Control 2) Adenoviral green fl uorescent protein vector 
(AdGFP) alone 3) Radiation (RT) + Adenoviral vector with TGF-ß1 type II receptor gene (AdexTßR-II-Fc) 4) RT alone. Animals 
were irradiated to right hemithorax using a single dose of 30 Gy. The packaging and production of a recombinant adenovirus 
carrying the fused human TßR-II-IgG1 Fc gene was achieved by use of the AdEasy system. The treatment vector AdexTbR-II-Fc 
(1.5*1010 PFU) and control vector AdGFP (1*109 PFU) were injected i.v. 24 hrs after RT. Respiratory rate was measured as an 
index of pulmonary function weekly for 5 weeks post RT. Structural damage was scored histologically. Immunohistochemistry 
was performed to identify activated macrophages. ELISA was used to quantify active TGF-ß1 in tissue homogenate. Western blot 
was used to determine TßR-II expression in plasma and lung tissue.

Animals receiving treatment vector AdexTbR-II-Fc have elevated plasma levels of soluble TßR-II at 24 and 48 hours after 
injection. In the RT+AdexTbR-II-Fc group, there was a signifi cant reduction in respiratory rate (p = 0.002) at four weeks after 
treatment compared to RT alone group. Histology revealed a signifi cant reduction in lung structural damage in animals receiving 
gene therapy after RT vs RT alone (p=0.0013). There was also a decrease in the number of activated macrophage (p= 0.02) in 
RT+AdexTbR-II-Fc group vs RT alone. The tissue protein expression of active TGF-ß1 was signifi cantly reduced in rats receiving 
RT+AdexTbR-II-Fc treatment (p<0.05).

This study shows the ability of adenovirus mediated soluble TßR-II gene therapy to reduce tissue levels of active TGF-ß1 and 
ameliorate radiation-induced lung injury in rats 4 weeks after irradiation.

P08/1561: Spin trapping reagents as radioprotectors against whole body x-ray irradiation of mice

 Kazunori Anzai,  Masako Furuse,  Azusa Matsuyama,  Nobuo Ikota, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Spin trapping reagents are used for ESR measurement of short-lived free radicals by extending their lifetime by formation of 
spin adducts. They may also function as antioxidants to protect injuries related to reactive oxygen species. In the present study, 
therefore, we examined in vivo radioprotection of various spin trapping reagents, such as DMPO (5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-
oxide), DEPMPO (5-diethoxyphosphoryl-5-methyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide), PBN (N-t-butyl-alpha-phenylnitrone), and POBN 
(alpha-(4-pyridyl-1-oxide)-N-t-butylnitrone), against whole body X-irradiation of mice. The spin trapping reagents were 
administered intraperitoneally to mice (C3H, male, 10 weeks old) and the mice were irradiated with X-ray at the total radiation 
dose of 8.0 Gy and the radiation dose rate of 0.6 Gy/min. PBN and POBN showed signifi cant radioprotection, whereas DMPO 
and DEPMPO showed only slight radioprotection. The radioprotection activity of POBN was dose-dependent and the dose of 
450 mg/kg, which shows no acute toxicity, was chosen as the standard dose for later experiments. POBN injected at 60-120 min 
before the X-ray irradiation showed the highest radioprotective activity, but injection after the irradiation showed no effect. Dose 
reduction factor (DRF) of POBN administered at 450 mg/kg was measured as 1.3. Since the radioprotection is observed only 
when the reagents were administered before the irradiation, the primary action of the spin trapping reagents may be quenching of 
the free radicals. However, the effect is different among the reagents examined although the spin trapping activity of them are not 
very different and relatively long period before the irradiation is required for the effect. Therefore, some pharmacological action in 
addition to the radical quenching might be responsible for the radioprotection.

P08/1562: Radioprotection of Swiss albino mice by Adhatoda vesica leaf extract

 Ashok Kumar, University of Rajasthan, India

The radioprotective role of aqueous extract of Adhatoda vesica leaf extract against radiation induced hematological alterations in 
peripheral blood of Swiss albino mice was studied at various post-irradiation intervals between 6 hrs to 30 days. Oral administration 
of Adhatoda vesica leaf extract (800 mg / kg body weight) prior to whole-body irradiation showed a signifi cant protection in terms 
of survival percentage and hematological parameters. Mice exposed to radiation (8 Gy) without Adhatoda vesica leaf extract pre-
treatment exhibited signs of radiation sickness like anorexia, lethargicity, ruffl ed hairs and diarrhoea and such animals died within 
26 days post-irradiation. The dose reduction factor (DRF=1.6) for Adhatoda vesica leaf extract was calculated from LD50/30 values. 
A signifi cant decline in hematological constituents (RBCs, WBCs, Hb and Hct) was evident till day 15, at later period of observation 
(day 15 onwards), no animals could survive from control group whereas, in Adhatoda vesica leaf extract pre-treated irradiated 
group, a gradual recovery was noted in the hematological values. However, these hematological values remained signifi cantly 
below the normal even till day 30. A signifi cant decrease in GSH was recorded in control animals. Experimental animals showed 
a signifi cant increase in GSH content (blood as well as liver) with respect to control, but such values remained below normal. A 
signifi cant increase in TBARS level in liver and serum was evident in control animals. Although, no signifi cant difference was 
noticed in such levels in normal and Adhatoda vesica leaf extract treated animals. But, a signifi cant decrease was registered in 
Adhatoda vesica leaf extract pretreated irradiated animals. The results from the present study suggest that Adhatoda vesica leaf 
extract has radioprotective role in stimulating/protecting the hematopoietic system thereby enhancing the survival and increasing the 
hematological constituents in peripheral blood of mice against lethal dose of gamma radiation was observed.

Keywords: gamma radiation, hematological constituents, Adhatoda vesica, radioprotection, survivality, Swiss albino mice
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P08/1564: The radiomodifying effi cacy of beta carotene rich plant extracts on neuroethology of Swiss albino 
mice: perception, perspectives and risk assessment

 Arvind Lal Bhatia, University of Rajasthan, India

High utilization of O2 and rather poorly developed antioxidative defence mechanism makes the brain highly susceptible to 
oxidative damage. High enrichment with PUFA also renders it susceptible to radiation damage by free radicals. The pure form 
of beta carotene has proved quite effective against radiation but only at optimum dose level when tested for survivability and 
lipid peroxidation, protein, cholesterol, DNA content of brain. This induced us to extend our investigation on plants, Amaranthus 
and Spinach enriched with beta carotene, which could be recommended in the nutritional dietary course without causing 
psychological stress of availability and affordability unlike of tablets of medicines. Both Amaranthus paniculatus and Spinacea 
oleracea, commonly occurring weeds have good nutritive values due to their carotenoid, vitamin C, folate, folic acid contents; 
additionally Amaranthus with high level of lysine and methionine. Swiss albino male mice of 6-8 week(22±3 gm)selected from an 
inbred colony were administered with alcoholic extract at a dose of 600-mg/kg-body weight/day dissolved in distilled water with 
and without prior to irradiation (5 Gy of gamma radiation). The animals were studied on 1, 3, 7, 15, and 30 days after radiation 
exposure. On the basis of LD50/30 values the DRFs were computed as 1.43(AE) and 1.39(S.E). The plant extracts improved 
learning performance in mice in with and without rradiation. Male mice showed better learning performance as compared to 
females in all the groups. The brain showed that the radiation induced depletion of protein, glutathione and cholesterol and 
histopathology was signifi cantly compensated/defi ed and was brought to near-normal level by the 15 days oral administration 
of crude extract of the plants. Radiation induced augmentation in glycogen, cholesterol and lipid peroxidation products were 
signifi cantly checked. The protection appears to be afforded by combined or synergistic effects of plants leaves constituents rather 
than by one factor. The protection on brain proves promising results of both of these plants which are cost-effective and well 
within the reach to the peoples living in adverse and hazardous circumstances and may be of below poverty line.

P08/1567: Diltiazem acts as a novel radioprotector in vivo

 P K Goyal, University of Rajasthan, India

Several compounds of synthetic and natural origin have been are being tested to mitigate radiation injury. However, toxic effects 
associated with most of them at therapeutic levels, have restrained their use and, therefore, search for newer more potential 
radioprotective agents of clinical use is on. Diltiazem, a calcium channel blocker used widely in cardio-vascular therapy, protected 
Swiss albino mice from the deleterious effects of radiation. Administration of such compound, intraperitoneally at the dose of 
100 mg/kg b. wt., 30 minutes before whole-body exposure to lethal gamma irradiation, enhanced the 30 days survival and also 
inhibited the radiation induced life shortening. Dose reduction factor (DRF) of diltiazem for the LD50/30 was computed as 1.91. 
Diltiazem also ameliorated anaemia, leucopenia, thrombocytopenia and multipotential stem cell death induced by irradiation, and 
signifi cantly increased the number of femoral spleen colony forming units (CFU-S) that survived after irradiation. Furthermore, 
Diltiazem itself increased the glutathione (GSH), antioxidant enzymes and erythropoietin (EPO) level signifi cantly above normal 
whereas radiation signifi cantly reduced all such values. Pretreatment with diltiazem checked the radiation induced depletion of 
GSH and all the enzymes maintained their levels within or above the control range. Radiation signifi cantly enhanced the lipid 
peroxidation (LPO) rate, reaching a maximum at 2 hrs after exposure. Diltiazem pretreatment signifi cantly reduced the LPO and 
accelerated recovery to normal levels. This indicates that diltiazem protects against radiation induced LPO, and that GSH and 
antioxidant enzymes appear to have an important role in protection. The signifi cant reduction in the yield of LPO demonstrates 
that diltiazem protects the membranes against radiation induced oxidative damage. Diltiazem also prevents the tubular necrosis 
of kidneys through its calcium channel blocker action and maintains normal level of EPO which stimulates CFU cells in bone 
marrow for the production of hematopoietic cells. These fi ndings conclude that diltiazem provides signifi cant radioprotection in 
vivo and it may be potentially valuable in the prevention of hematopoietic injury caused by radiotherapy.
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P08/1569: Evaluation of radioprotective effect of Aegle marmelos (L.) Correa in the cultured human 
peripheral blood lymphocytes exposed to different doses of γ-radiation: a micronucleus study

 Ganesh Chandra Jagetia, Kasturba Medical College, India

The radioprotective effect of hydroalcoholic extract of Aegle marmelos (AME) was evaluated in the cultured human peripheral 
blood lymphocytes (HPBLs) by micronucleus assay. The optimum protective dose of the extract was selected by treating HPBLs 
with 1.25, 2.5, 5, 6.25, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 mg/ml AME before exposure to 3 Gy of gamma radiation and then evaluating 
the micronuclei frequency in the cytokinesis blocked HPBLs. Treatment of HPBLs with different doses of AME reduced the 
frequency of radiation-induced micronuclei signifi cantly, however, a highest reduction in the micronuclei-induction was observed 
for 5 mg/ml AME. Therefore, this dose of AME was considered as the optimum dose for radioprotection and further studies 
were carried out treating the HPBLs with 5 mg/ml AME before exposure to different doses 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 Gy of γ-radiation. 
The irradiation of HPBLs with different doses of g-radiation caused a dose dependent increase in the frequency of lymphocytes 
bearing one, two and multiple micronuclei, while treatment of HPBLs with 5 mg/ml of AME signifi cantly reduced the frequency 
of lymphocytes bearing one, two and multiple micronuclei when compared with the irradiated control. The dose response for 
both groups was linear. To understand the mechanism of action of AME separate experiments were conducted to evaluate the free 
radical scavenging of -OH, O2--, DPPH, ABTS-+ and NO (nitric oxide) in vitro. AME was found to inhibit free radicals in a dose 
dependent manner up to a dose of 200 mg/ml for majority of the radicals and plateaued thereafter. Our study demonstrates that 
AME at 5 mg/ml protected HPBLs against the radiation-induced DNA damage and genomic instability and the principal action of 
radioprotection may be by scavenging of radiation-induced free radicals.

P08/1571: Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors – a new paradigm for protecting normal tissue from 
radiation injury

 Jae Ho Kim,  Andrew Kolozsvary,  Guopei Zhu,  Sam Ryu,  Kenneth A Jenrow,  Oscar A Carretero,  Mark L Rosenblum, 
 Stephen L Brown, Henry Ford Health System, United States

Normal tissue complications after radiation therapy for cancer treatment are rare, but when they occur they can be life threatening 
or have devastating effects on a patient’s quality of life. We present compelling evidence that angiotensin-converting enzyme 
inhibitors, ACEi, reduce normal tissue injury after radiation exposure. ACEi inhibits the conversion of Ang I to Ang II, a potent 
vasoactive hormone whose overproduction stimulates a number of cytokines, including TGF-β. Radiation protection is illustrated 
with results from two tissue models, mouse skin, an early responding tissue and rat optic nerve, a late responding tissue. Mouse 
hind legs were irradiated to 60Gy in 10 equal fractions over 2 wks. Mice were given 2.5mg/kg/day of ramipril in their drinking 
water. ACEi treated mice demonstrated signifi cantly less damage than the mice in the non-drug treated, radiation alone group 
assessed using acute (hairloss), subacute (desquamation), and late endpoints (leg contraction). In a separate study, rat brains were 
irradiated stereotactically with a single focused beam of 30Gy. Six months after irradiation and 1.5mg/kg/day of ramipril, rats were 
assessed for optic nerve damage functionally using evoked potential to a stobe light stimulus, structurally using Mn++ contrast-
enhanced MRI, and histologically using H&E and Luxol-Fast-Blue stain for myelin. Of note is that all rat groups, including 
ACEi treated rats demonstrated damaged optic nerve by MRI and histology. Preliminary results indicate that ramipril conferred 
signifi cant functional radiation protection since rats receiving radiation alone had a two to three times delay in the duration of 
the visual evoked potential, whereas 75% of rats receiving ramipril and radiation had evoked potentials that resembled that of 
normal untreated control rats. Our studies are unique and important for at least three reasons. This is the fi rst report of the radiation 
protective effects of carboxyl-containing ACEi. Second, ramipril is safe, widely used and readily traverses the blood-brain barrier. 
3) ACEi need not be present during radiation exposure to confer protection.
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P08/1572: Ceruloplasmin reduces DNA double strand breaks and improves cell survival 
in lymphoblastoid cells

 Svetlana Korzh, National Cancer Centre and National University of Singapore, Singapore;  Zhiyuan Gong, National University of
 Singapore, Singapore;  Allan Price, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom;  Susan Loong, National Cancer Centre Singapore, 
Singapore

Ionizing radiation through oxidative free radical production causes dose-dependent oxidative damage to biological 
macromolecules. To reduce the oxidative stress from ionizing radiation, use of antioxidants has been suggested as a prophylactic 
and early remedy of pathogenic therapy.

Ceruloplasmin (Cp), a plasma protein produced by the liver, belongs to a class of multicopper ferroxidases known for their 
role in iron metabolism in vertebrates, including humans. Functions of Cp include copper transport, ferroxidase and aminooxidase 
activities. Serum Cp concentration fl uctuates during infl ammation, infection, trauma and irradiation. The role of Cp as an 
antioxidant after irradiation is not fully understood.

Our aim was to investigate the radioprotective effi cacy of Cp. We studied the effect of ceruloplasmin on the in-vitro 
radiosensitivity of lymphoblastoid cells lines after gamma-ray irradiation. We used radiosensitive cell lines LB0003, LB0004 and 
LB 0005, established from individuals who developed late radiation necrosis following curative radiotherapy and non-sensitive 
cell lines Masci and LB0001 as controls. The cell lines were irradiated with doses from 0 – 60 Gy. Genomic DNA was extracted at 
0 – 24h after irradiation and subjected to PFGE to analyse the initial quantity of DNA DSBs and the quantity of unrepaired DSBs 
to evaluate the kinetics of DSB rejoining.

Human Cp (0.05 or 0.5mg/ml) was added to cell cultures 30 min before or 5 min after irradiation. In the presence of Cp cell 
survival was increased and the level of DBSs reduced demonstrating its radioprotective effect and the potential mechanism of 
its protection against radiation effects. Its radioprotective effi cacy on dose and time of administration of Cp. The radiosensitive 
cell lines differ from controls by kinetics of DSBs repair. Importantly, in presence of ceruloplasmin the level of DNA DSB was 
reduced and the kinetics of DNA DSB repair became comparable to that in controls.

P08/1574: A role for the angiotensin type-2 receptor in experimental radiation nephropathy

 John E Moulder,  Brian L Fish,  Eric P Cohen, Medical College of Wisconsin, United States

Irradiation of the kidneys is followed by a well-defi ned sequence of changes that eventually lead to renal failure. In the rat, 
blockade of angiotensin II type-1 receptors diminishes and delays the structural and functional changes that occur after kidney 
irradiation. It has been hypothesized that some of the effects of angiotensin II type-1 blockers are caused by a rise in angiotensin 
II that stimulates the angiotensin II type-2 receptor. If this hypothesis were applicable to experimental radiation nephropathy, 
one would expect that blockade of the type-2 receptor by itself would exacerbate radiation nephropathy; and/or that blockade 
of the type-2 receptor would counteract some or all of the benefi cial effects of type-1 receptor blockade. Experiments in the rat 
radiation nephropathy model failed to support this hypothesis. To the contrary, a type-2 blocker produced a temporary delay in 
the development of radiation nephropathy when used alone, and it substantially enhanced the prophylactic effi cacy of the type-1 
blocker. These results imply that both type-1 and type-2 angiotensin receptors need to be blocked to achieve the maximum level of 
prophylaxis of radiation nephropathy.

It is possible that the increased effi cacy of the combined blockers is due simply to increased molar levels of angiotensin 
blockers, so we are determining whether increasing the dose of the type-1 blocker will increase its effi cacy. We are also assessing 
the possibility that the effi cacy of angiotensin II blockade can be explained by radiation-induced up-regulation of angiotensin II 
receptors (type-1, type-2 or total).

These studies were supported by grant CA-24652 from the U.S. National Cancer Institute.

P08/1575: Ocular lens availability of glutathione from collagen inserts for protection of eye from radition

 Samia A Omer, Helwan University, Cairo, Egypt

Ocular inserts of glutathione ( G ) were prepared using 1 % collagen solution containing free G ,liposomal G and liposomal G with 
Concanavalin A ,a specifi c targeting agent of G to ocular lens. These inserts have to be sterilized for in-viv ophthalmic application 
by exposure to U V radiation for 2 hr. using dry ice and acetone for protection of G from thermal degradation. In vitro release 
characteristics of G (17.0 umole) from the prepared inserts were investigated at 37c0 in phosphate buffer pH 7.4 . The results of 
release data showed that the release of G from inserts were arranged in the following order,freeG ) liposomal G with or without 
Concanavalin A. The extent of uptake of G from the collagen inserts by rabbit cornea was also tested. The results of ocular lens 
availability of G from collagen inserts revealed that a highly signifi cant increase in the uptake of G by ocular lenses,where the 
percentages drug uptake from the applied doses at T max were1.12% (p(0.05), 2.12% (p(0.01) and 3.4% (p(0.001) in case of using 
collagen inserts containing free G, liposomal G and liposomal G with Concanavalin A respectively. That is to say,lipid nature of 
liposomes together with Concanavlin A improved the penetration of the entrapped hydrophilic G through corneal barrier to the 
ocular lenses.
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P08/1576: Radioprotective effects of mentha piperita (LINN) against radiation induced hematological injury

 Ravindra M Samartha, University of Rajasthan, India

Present study reports the radioprotective effect of aqueous extract of M. piperita against gamma radiation. Male Swiss albino 
mice 6-8 weeks old (25±2gm) from inbred colony were selected and divided into two groups. Group-I animals were given equal 
volume of double distilled water and were exposed to 6, 8 and 10 Gy gamma rays (dose-rate 1.59 Gy/min). Group-II animals were 
given Mentha extract (ME) 1 gm/kg body wt./day for three consecutive days and then exposed to gamma rays.Regression analysis 
of survival data yielded LD50/30 as 6.48 ± 0.07 and 11.59 ± 0.21 Gy for control (Irradiation alone) and experimental (ME + 
Irradiation) animals respectively and produced a dose reduction factor as 1.78. A signifi cant increase in the number of endogenous 
spleen colonies and spleen weight was observed on day 10 in ME pretreated irradiated animals. Further a signifi cant decrease in 
hematological values of control animals as compared to normal was observed at all the radiation doses studied. However, at 6 Gy 
hematological values showed recovery at day 30. The hematological values of ME pretreated irradiated animals showed signifi cant 
increase over the respective controls at each autopsy interval. Although, initially they had lower values of RBCs, WBCs, Hb and 
Hct, but later showed gradual recovery and reached to normal at 48 hrs. (6 Gy), and day 5 (8 Gy). A dose-dependent decrease 
in GSH content was observed in control animals. However, ME pretreated irradiated animals exhibited a signifi cant increase in 
GSH content and decrease in LPO level but the values remained below the normal. A signifi cant increase in the serum alkaline 
phosphatase activity was observed in ME pretreated irradiated animals during the entire period of study and normal range was 
evident at 24 hrs. (6 Gy) and day 5 (8 Gy). However, such level could not be restored even at day 30 in 10 Gy exposed animals. 
Acid phosphatase activity in ME pretreated irradiated animals was measured signifi cantly lower than the respective controls and 
attained the normal value at day 5 (6 and 8 Gy) and day 20 (10 Gy).

The present study suggests that Mentha piperita Linn have radioprotective potential in terms of survival and hematological 
parameters.

P08/1578: Ginsan diminished radiation-induced immnesuppression by modulating antioxidant 
defense systems

 Jieyoung Song,  Soojung Son,  Jiyeon Ahn,  Yeonsook Yun, Korea Institute of Radiological and Medical Sciences, Korea; 
 Jiyoung Shim, Yonsei University Medical College, Korea;  Youngsoo Han, Institute of Radiological And Medical Sciences, Korea; 
 Sunghee Hong, Lab. of Experimental therapy, Korea Institute of Radiol, Korea

Ginsan, a polysaccharide purifi ed from Panax ginseng, was earlier studied for a biological-response modifi er. We further reported 
the protective and restorative activity of Ginsan against sublethal dose of irradiation owing to increase production of endogenous 
hematopoietic growth factors such as IL-1, TNF-α, IL-6 that induce strong redox-enzyme elevation. Exposing to radiation 
induces reactive oxygen species (ROS), which play an important causative role in radiation damage. This study was undertaken 
to investigate the regulation of some antioxidant enzyme activities of spleen and liver by Ginsan in irradiated mice. Splenocytes 
of irradiated mice expressed only marginally increased levels of Mn-SOD, whereas Cu/Zn-SOD and catalase mRNAs were 
signifi cantly decreased (120-200%), while glutathion peroxidase (GPX) were not affected. In vivo treatment of Ginsan (100mg/
Kg, i.p) had no signifi cant effect on the normal condition itself except for GPX mRNA (135% increase vs. control), however, 
the combination of irradiation with Ginsan increased the SODs and GPX production more effectively. In addition to the above 
results, we obtained the similar results of protein expression. The enzyme activities of SODs, catalase, and GPX of Ginsan-treated 
and irradiated mice were signifi cantly enhanced by 140, 115, 126% respectively, compared with those of irradiated mice. On the 
other hand, antioxidant enzymes of liver in irradiated mice did not exhibited any changes compared with those of control mice as 
well as Ginsan-treated mice. Taken together, these results indicate that the induction of antioxidant enzymes might be one of the 
mechanisms responsible for the radioprotective activity of Ginsan.

P08/1579: Effects of abdominal lavage fl uid from rats with radiation injury and combined radiation-burn 
injury on growth of hematopoietic progenitor cells

 Yong-ping Su,  Tian-min Cheng,  Chao-hua Guo,  Xiao-hong Liu,  Ji-fu Qu, Third Military Medical University, China

Objective: To observe the effects of abdominal lavage fl uid from rats with radiation injury, burn injury and combined radiation-
burn injury on growth of hematopoietic progenitor cells. Methods Rats were irradiated with a single dose of 12 Gy γ-ray of 
60Co, combined with 30% TBSA generated under a 5 KW bromo-tungsten lamp for 25 s. Lavage fl uid from the peritoneum was 
collected 3, 12, 24, 48 and 72 hours after injury. Then the lavage fl uid was added to the culture media of erythrocyte progenitor 
cells (CFU-E, BFE-E) or of granulocyte-macrophage progenitor cells (CFU-GM) at 40 mg/ml fi nal concentration. Results The 
formed clones of CFU-E, BFU-E and CFU-GM of the lavage fl uid from rats with radiation injury or combined radiation-burn 
injury at 3h, 12h, 24h, 48h and 72h time points were signifi cantly higher than those from normal. They reached their peaks at 24h 
after injury (215.7%, 202.3%, or 241.2% from burned rats and 188.1%, 202.3% or 204.6% from rats infl ected with combined 
radiation-burn injury as compared with those from normal rats). However, few CFU-E, BFU-E or CFU-GM clones were found 
after addition of lavage fl uid from irradiated rats. Conclusion Peritoneal lavage fl uid from rats with burn injury or combined 
radiation-burn injury enhances the growth of erythrocytes and granulocyte progenitor cells. On the contrary, the lavage fl uid from 
irradiated rats shows inhibitory effects.

Keywords: Radiation injury; Combined radiation-burn injury; Peritoneal lavage fl uid; Hematopoietic progenitor cells
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P08/1580: Radioprotective effect of eugenol in mice

 Ashu Bhan Tiku, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India;  S Abhraham, School of LifeSciences JNU, India;  R K Kale, 
School of Life Science, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India

Although numerous chemical agents have been tested for radioprotective ability, prohibitive toxicity has been a common problem 
encountered in their clinical use. With a hope to overcome this diffi culty, efforts are being made to search the radiomodifi ers from 
medicinal and dietary plants. We have examined radioprotective potential of eugenol, a phytochemical present in herb and spices 
and consumed by human beings in various preparations including pharmaceuticals. When Swiss albino mice were administered 
different doses of eugenol (75,150 and 300mg/kg) for seven consecutive days before exposure to 1.5 Gy of gamma radiations, 
MnPCEs formation in bone marrow cells were found to be signifi cantly decreased compared to the irradiated control group of 
animals. These results are suggestive of protective potential of eugenol. It was also seen that eugenol could neither modulate 
hepatic antioxidant enzymes, nor the GSH levels in the liver of mice. However an increase in the specifi c activity of Glyoxalase 
I was observed. Eugenol also inhibited lipid peroxidation and activity of lactate dehydrogenate. The results are discussed from 
mechanistic point of view and it is inferred that eugenol provides radioprotection mainly by scavenging of free radicals. The 
present fi ndings may have signifi cance in the areas such as radiation medicine, space traveling and nuclear industry.

P08/1581: Dose selenomethionine have radio-protective effect on cell lines with wild type p53?

 Koh Tsuji,  Takami Hagihira, Minami-Wakayama National Hospital, Japan;  Ken Ohnishi,  Takeo Ohnishi, Nara Medical University, 
Japan;  Hideki Matsumoto, Fukui Med. Univ, Japan

Selenium compounds are known to have cancer preventive effects. It is reported recently that selenium in the form of 
selenomethionine (SeMet) can protect cells with wild type p53 from UV-induced cell killing by activating the DNA repair 
mechanism of p53 tumor suppressor protein via redox factor Ref1 by reducing p53 cysteine residue 275 and 277. In contrast, 
SeMet has no protective effect on UV-induced cell killing in p53-null cells. If SeMet also has protective effect in cells with wild 
type p53 on cell killing by photon irradiation, SeMet can be used as normal tissue radio-protector. We examined the effect of 
SeMet on cell killing by X-ray irradiation in several cell lines with different p53 status at exponentially growing phase. Cell lines 
used in this experiment were as follows: H1299/neo; human lung cancer cell line of p53 null type tranfected with control vector 
with no p53, H1299/wp53; wild type p53 transfected counterpart. A172/neo; human glioblastoma cell line with wild type p53, 
A172/mp53-248; mp53-248 (248-mutant, ARG→TRP) transfected counterpart. SAS/neo; human tongue cancer cell line with wild 
type p53, and SAS/mp53-248; mp53-248 transfected counterpart. Cells were subcultured at monolayer in D-MEM containing 
10% FBS. Survivals of the cells were determined by colony forming ability. Ten-MV linac X-ray was used to irradiate the cells. 
Exponentially growing cells were incubated with 20µM of SeMet for 15 hours before irradiation. After 24 hours exposure of 
SeMet, cells were incubated up to two weeks in growth medium for colony formation. Twenty-four hours exposure of 20µM of 
SeMet had no cytotoxicity on these cell lines. SeMet had no modifi cation effect on cell killing by photon irradiation in H1299/neo, 
H1299/wp53, SAS/neo, SAS/mp53-248, and A172/mp53-248. On the other hand, SeMet sensitized A172/neo in radiation cell 
killing. The effects of p53 on interaction of SeMet and photon irradiation differ according to cell lines.

P08/1582: Vitamin C (Vit C) added after irradiation reduces the number and alters the spectrum of 
CD59- mutants in human/CHO AL cells exposed to high LET carbon ions

 Diane B Vannais,  Yuko Hirai,  C A Waldren, Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF), Japan;  A Ueno, National institute of 
Radiation Science NIRS, Japan

Miyazaki, Watanabe, Kumagai and colleagues discovered the existence in mammalian cells of long-lived radicals (LLR) with 
half-lives of minutes to hours. They further showed that concentrations of LLR were increased in a dose dependent manner by 
X-rays; that LLR were transforming and mutagenic but not clastogenic or lethal; that they were scavenged by Vit C but not by 
DMSO, and that they occured mainly (>99.8%) in proteins from which they escape by atomic tunneling. They also showed that 
Vit C added after radiation (but not DMSO) eliminated HPRT mutants in human cells exposed to X-rays. Following on their work, 
we found that Vit C (5 mM) added 30 min after radiation signifi cantly reduced, but did not eliminate, induction of CD59- mutants 
in human-CHO hybrid AL cells exposed to high LET carbon beam radiation (NIRS-HIMAC, 290 MeV/nucleon, LET 100 KeV/µ:
m). Lethality of the carbon beam was not affected by Vit C. DMSO decreased mutation and killing, only when present during 
radiation. Lycopene, reported to reduce spontaneous mutation, did not affect radiation killing or mutagenesis. Our fi ndings with 
Vit C for high LET generally support the results reported for X-rays. Analysis of the spectrum of mutations in CD59- mutant cells 
isolated after carbon beam irradiation (2.5 Gy), indicates a substantial reduction by post-radiation Vit C in mutants with small 
mutations and those displaying genomic instability, seen as increased levels of translocations. Our results substantiate a role for 
LLR in radiation mutagenesis and implicate them in radiation-induced genomic instability. Supported by Japan Sci Tech Agency, 
RERF, WALAD Fund, NIH-NCI 36447, NASA-NSCORT W19133.
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P08/1583: Enhancement of survival and limitation of infl ammatory response in total body irradiated mice 
treated with cytokines

 Anne van der Meeren,  Marie Vandamme,  Claire Squiban, IRSN, France;  Marc-André Mouthon, CEA, France

Infl ammatory reaction is a classical feature of radiation exposure and radiation pneumotitis is a dose-limiting complication in 
the treatment of haematological disorders treated with total body irradiation. Vascular injury is often considered to be a primary 
determinant of tissue dysfunction and is likely responsible for the chronic and progressive nature of delayed radiation injury.

In the present study, we evaluated the infl uence of anti-infl ammatory cytokines (IL-4, IL-11) in association with 
thrombopoietin (TPO) on the 30-day mouse survival as well as on systemic and lung infl ammatory response and on microvascular 
permeability. Mice were total body irradiated with the supra lethal dose of 10 Gy (137Cs). TPO alone allowed the survival of 
45% of the mice although 90% of mice treated with IL-4/TPO or IL-11/TPO survived. TPO, alone or in association, signifi cantly 
decreased the over-production of the chemokine KC observed in the plasma of irradiated mice 10 to 18 days following exposure, 
with a higher effi cacy for TPO when associated with IL-4 or IL-11. No major effect of treatments was seen on the radiation-
induced lung endothelial cell activation, as illustrated by the lack of effi cacy of the treatment on PECAM-1 and P-Selectin 
over-expression with immunohistochemistry. However, both combined-cytokine treatment limited the radiation-induced vascular 
leakage for 70 kD-Dextran across the mesenteric venules measured in irradiated mice four days after exposure.

The effi cacy of treatment with cytokines on the 30-day survival of mice might result from limitation of endothelial cell 
damage. In addition cytokine treament reduced the radiation-induced vascular hyperpermeability which could result in limitation 
of systemic infl ammatory reaction.

P08/1584: Protection against ionizing radiation by antioxidant nutrients and phytochemicals

 Joseph F Weiss, U.S. Department of Energy, United States;  Michael R Landauer, Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, 
United States

The potential of antioxidants to reduce the cellular damage induced by ionizing radiation has been studied in animal models for 
more than 50 years. The application of antioxidant radioprotectors to various human exposure situations has not been extensive 
although it is generally accepted that endogenous antioxidants, such as cellular non-protein thiols and antioxidant enzymes, 
provide some degree of protection. This review focuses on the radioprotective effi cacy of naturally-occurring antioxidants, 
specifi cally antioxidant nutrients and phytochemicals, and how they might infl uence various endpoints of radiation damage. 
Results from animal experiments indicate that antioxidant nutrients, such as vitamin E and selenium compounds, are protective 
against lethality and other radiation effects but to a lesser degree than most synthetic protectors. Some antioxidant nutrients and 
phytochemicals have the advantage of low toxicity although they are generally protective when administered at pharmacological 
doses. Naturally-occurring antioxidants also may provide an extended window of protection against low-dose, low-dose-rate 
irradiation, including therapeutic potential when administered after irradiation. A number of phytochemicals, including caffeine, 
genistein, and melatonin, have multiple physiological effects, as well as antioxidant activity, which result in radioprotection in 
vivo. Many antioxidant nutrients and phytochemicals have antimutagenic properties, and their modulation of long-term radiation 
effects, such as cancer, needs further examination. In addition, further studies are required to determine the potential value of 
specifi c antioxidant nutrients and phytochemicals during radiotherapy for cancer.

P08/1585: The radiosensitizing properties of an anti-epidermal growth factor receptor single-chain antibody 
isolated from a phage display library

 James A Bonner,  Hoa Q Trummell,  Kevin P Raisch, University of Alabama at Birmingham, United States

Purpose: Anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFr) agents have shown promise in the treatment of various malignancies when 
used as single agents or combined with conventional treatments. These agents include monoclonal antibodies that block the ligand 
binding site of EGFr. The studies reported herein were performed to isolate single-chain antibodies (scFvs) that target EGFr and 
to characterize the anti-cancer effi cacy of these smaller antibody molecules. It is our hypothesis that therapeutically effective 
anti-EGFr scFvs could eventually be delivered in a gene-therapy approach that allows affected tumor cells to secrete the anti-EGFr 
scFvs thereby impacting multiple neighboring cells.

Methods: Human scFv phage display libraries were screened for EGFr-binding scFvs. One positive EGFr-specifi c scFv (clone 
45) was tested for its ability to sensitize tumor cells to radiation treatment. The EGFr-overexpressing cell line, A431 cells (human 
squamous cell carcinoma), was used in standard cell proliferation and apoptosis (annexin V) assays.

Results: A431 cells were treated with EGFr-specifi c scFv clone 45 (50 µg/ml), 3 Gy or the combination of the two treatments. 
Cell proliferation was assessed daily and all treatments inhibited proliferation, however; greater inhibition of cell proliferation was 
noted for the combination treatment than either individual treatment. Inhibition at 4 days compared to controls: 26% (scFv), 32% 
(3 Gy), and 54% (combined). Cells treated in a similar fashion were studied for apoptosis 4 days after the initiation of treatment. 
Although the scFv did not induce apoptosis, it did cause a signifi cant increase in radiation-induced apoptosis.

Conclusions: An scFv was isolated from a human scFv phage display library and shown to sensitize human A431 cells to 
radiation treatment. Further studies to determine the mechanism of radiosensitization are being undertaken.
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P08/1586: Effects of motexafi n gadolinium on tumor oxygenation and cellular oxygen consumption

 Erling T Donnelly,  Yanfeng Liu,  Sara Rockwell, Yale University School of Medicine, United States;  Darren Magda, Pharmacyclics, 
Inc., United States

Recent work in our laboratory showed that motexafi n gadolinium (MGd, Xcytrin®), a drug currently in Phase III clinical trials 
as an adjuvant to radiation therapy, modulates the oxygen tensions in EMT6 tumors. The median pO

2
 increased from the control 

value of 1.5 ± 0.4 mmHg to 7.4 ± 3.8 mmHg six hours after treatment with 40 µmol/kg MGd and the percentage of severely 
hypoxic readings in the tumors (<2.5 mmHg) fell from 69.2 ± 2.8 % to 14.8 ± 0.7 %. In the present study we examined the effects 
of MGd on cellular oxygen consumption, a possible mechanism for producing the observed change in tumor oxygenation. Cellular 
oxygen consumption measurements were made using a Clark-type oxygen electrode chamber (Yellow Springs Instruments). 
Measurements were made using 1.5 x 107 plateau phase EMT6 cells in 3 mL Dulbecco’s Modifi ed Eagle’s Medium supplemented 
with 10% dialyzed fetal bovine serum, which contains no ascorbic acid. In the absence of ascorbic acid, 100 µM MGd did not 
alter the cellular oxygen consumption rate for EMT6 cells signifi cantly. Marked inhibition of cellular oxygen consumption was 
observed when cells were incubated with 100 µM MGd in medium supplemented with equimolar ascorbic acid (a 31.5% decrease 
in consumption was observed after 6 hours of treatment). The 5% mannitol vehicle solution with equimolar ascorbic acid had 
no discernible effect on cellular oxygen consumption. Ascorbic acid may facilitate cellular uptake of MGd via the intermediate 
formation of a MGd-oxalate complex. These studies suggest that changes in cellular oxygen consumption could contribute to the 
changes in tumor oxygenation seen after administration of MGd.

These experiments were supported by Pharmacyclics and training grant T32CA09085 from the NIH (E.T.D.). We thank Dr. 
Raymond Russell for allowing us to use his oxygen electrode apparatus.

P08/1587: Infl uence of heavy ion particle irradiation in mature female rats: the life span and tumors and 
bone damages

 Satoshi Fukuda,  Haruzo Iida,  Naoko Yayoshi, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Infl uence of heavy ion particle exposure to mature rats were examined to estimate the risk of space radiation. Female Wistar 
rats, 12 months old, were divided into four groups: Rats of three groups (each group, n=40) were irradiated to the whole body 
with heavy ion particle (Carbon290 Mev) at doses of 0.75, 1.0 and 5.0 Gy. Rats in other group (n=50) were as the control. Rats 
were bred in a cage until they died and checked tumors and alterations. Histological examination was performed. Bone mineral 
density, shape and fragility (strength strain index) of tibia were measured by pQCT and the proximal metaphysis was used for 
histomorphometry. Femur was for strength by three point bending method. The life span after irradiation in each group were 
394±115 days in the 0.75Gy group, 397±91days in the 1.0Gy group, and 111±141days in the 5.0 Gy group, signifi cantly (p<0.001) 
shorter than 509±138 days in the control group.

Rats in the 0.75 and 1.0Gy groups began to die 200 days after irradiation, but about half of animals (58%) in the 5.0Gy 
group died 7-15 days and the remain died 62-424 days after irradiation. The congestion or hemorrhage in the gastric mucous 
membrane was often observed in the rats died early in the 5 Gy group. Tumors in ovaries, uterus, liver, lung, pituitary gland, as 
well as mammary gland were observed in all groups, but particularly, the incidences of ovary tumor 18.9 % in the 0.75Gy group 
and 21.2% in the 1.0Gy group were higher than that (10.8%) of control group. Trabecular bone mineral density of proximal 
metaphysis, and strength index of the diaphysis of tibia in radiation groups did not differ from those of control group. The results 
indicate that exposure of heavy ion particle radiation to mature rats induces the shortening of life span, high incidence of ovary 
tumor, but no alteration of bone such as bone mineral loss and fragility.

P08/1588: Adenovirus E4orf6 protein inhibits DNA repair and radiosensitizes human tumor cells

 Lori S Hart,  David Ornelles,  Constantinos Koumenis, Wake Forest University School of Medicine, United States;  Steve Yannone, 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States

Double strand break repair (DSBR), although vital to normal cell survival and genomic stability, limits tumor cell kill following 
treatment with ionizing radiation (IR). The primary mechanism for DSBR in mammalian cells, non-homologous end joining 
(NHEJ), requires multiple proteins, one of which is DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK). Cells defi cient in DNA-PK, 
although phenotypically normal, are among the most radiosensitive cells available. It has previously been shown that the E4orf6 
gene product of adenovirus type 5 interacts with and inhibits the activity of DNA-PK. Therefore, we hypothesized that E4orf6, 
by interacting with DNA-PK, would inhibit the DSBR capacity of tumor cells and thus increase tumor cell kill upon treatment 
with IR. Stable clones expressing either wild type E4orf6, an E4orf6 mutant (L245P) that is defective at E1B-55K localization to 
the nucleus, or a neomycin control vector were established in colorectal carcinoma (RKO) cells. Based on clonogenic assays, we 
report a 10-fold increase in radiosensitivity of the wild type E4orf6 expressing clones at 6Gy of IR compared to both the neomycin 
and L245P mutant clones. Furthermore, the increase in sensitivity correlates with inhibition in DSBR based on sub-lethal damage 
repair assay. Preliminary data suggests that the transfected E4orf6 interacts with the endogenous DNA-PK and this results in a 
20% decrease in the kinase activity of the DNA-PK compared to neomycin expressing control cells. These results indicate that 
E4orf6 radiosensitizes tumor cells by inhibiting their DSBR activity. We have constructed an adenoviral vector expressing E4orf6 
in a tetracycline-inducible manner, which provides temporal control for E4orf6 expression. We are currently investigating the 
radiosensitizing properties of this expression vector. Successful use of this vector in vitro and in mouse xenografts, will set the 
stage for its future use in conjunction with localized radiotherapy of radioresistant solid tumors.
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P08/1590: Comparison of UVA induced cytotoxicity by iodoHoechst isomers

 Tom C Karagiannis,  Pavel N Lobachevsky,  Roger F Martin, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

Isomers of the DNA minor groove binding ligand, iodoHoechst, have been shown to sensitise DNA to cleavage by UVA. The 
DNA damage has been attributed to formation of a carbon-centred radical upon UVA induced dehalogenation of the drugs. 
Comparison of the effi cacy of the ligands in inducing DNA single strand breaks in plasmid DNA has indicated that the ortho 
isomer is more effi cient than the para- and meta-isomers, mainly due to a greater cross-section for dehalogenation, and to some 
extent from increased effi ciency of DNA damage per dehalogenation event. In the present study, the effi ciency of dehalogenation 
and cytotoxicity of the three iodoHoechst isomers has been compared in human erythroleukemic, K562 cells.

The uptake of the iodoHoechst compounds in K562 nuclei has been measured, and the photoeffi ciency of the cellular 
associated dehalogenation by UVA has been established for the three isomers. The results indicate that the sensitivity to UVA 
mediated dehalogenation is much higher for the ortho analogue compared to the para and meta-analogues. Values of the UVA D37 
doses for the ortho, para and meta isomers are 49 ± 2, 327 ± 29 and 251 ± 32 J/m2, respectively.

Clonogenic survival assays have been used to compare the effi ciency of sensitisation of cells to UVA irradiation by 
the analogues. The ortho analogue exhibits higher effi ciency compared to the meta and para analogues. The numbers of 
dehalogenation events required for cell kill have been calculated from the clonogenic survival at various levels of drug uptake, and 
the results for the ortho, para and meta isomers are 1.2x104, 3.9 x104 and 11.6 x104, respectively.

These results indicate that the ortho analogue is the most effi cient isomer in sensitising cell kill by UVA irradiation due to both 
the high quantum yield for dehalogenation and the higher cytotoxic effi ciency of dehalogenation events.

P08/1591: Enhancement of radiation-induced apoptosis by paclitaxel in three human prostate 
cancer cell lines

 Shinji Kariya,  Ken Sawada,  Takashi Karashima,  Yasuhiro Ogawa,  Akihito Nishioka,  Akira Tominaga,  Taro Shuin,  Shoji Yoshida, 
Kochi Medical School, Japan

BACKGROUND. Several studies reported lack of radiation-induced apoptosis in PC-3 prostate cancer cells and small percentage 
of radiation-induced apoptosis in DU-145 prostate cancer cells. These studies also suggest that an approach to reduce radiation 
resistance clinically might require the use of combination of chemical and biological modifi er. Paclitaxel, a microtubular inhibitor, 
has activity against prostate cancer and has been suggested as a potential radiation sensitiser by several studies. Three human 
prostate cell lines (PC-3, PC-3-M-LN4 and DU-145) were treated with paclitaxel and radiation individually, and in combination to 
determine if paclitaxel enhanced the radiation-induced apoptosis in these cell lines.

METHODS. All three cell lines were exposed to paclitaxel concentrations of 5 to 25 nM. Paclitaxel pretreatment for 24 hours 
before radiation was tested in all cell lines. The radiation dose ranged from 0 to 20 Gy delivered in a single fraction. Percentage of 
DNA fragmentation after treatment with paclitaxel and/or radiation was determined by fl ow cytometry.

RESULTS. DNA fragmentation by paclitaxel was increased in a time- and time-dependent manner in all cell lines. DNA 
fragmentation by radiation was increased in a time-dependent manner, but was not increased in a dose-dependent manner. 
Percentage of DNA fragmentation by the combination of radiation and paclitaxel was slightly higher than radiation alone. 
However, percentage of DNA fragmentation by the combination of radiation and paclitaxel was almost same as paclitaxel alone.

CONCLUSIONS. Paclitaxel did not enhanced radiation-induced apoptosis in PC-3, PC-3-M-LN4 and DU-145 human prostate 
cancer cell lines in this study. These resultes should be considered when designing clinical trials that use paclitaxel as a potential 
radiosensitiser of prostate cancer.

P08/1592: Doranidazole (PR-350), a hypoxic cell radiosensitizer, radiosensitizes human lung tumors (RERF-
LC-AI) and causes changes in tumor oxygenation

 Nobuo Kubota,  Robert J Griffi n,  Brent W Williams, University of Minnesota Medical School, United States;  Chang W Song, 
University of Minnesota, United States;  Tomoaki Yahiro, Pharmaceutical R&D Department Pharmaceuticals Division, Japan
 Susumu Tomiyama,  Hiroshi Harada,  Kouji Yokoyama, POLA Chemical Industries, INC., Japan

We previously have reported the radiosensitizing capability of Doranidazole (PR-350) on SCCVII cells and tumors (Puerto Rico, 
2001). In the present study, we have investigated the effi cacy of PR-350 as a hypoxic cell radiosensitizer using human lung cancer 
cells (RERF-LC-AI) in vitro and also RERF-LC-AI tumors grown s.c. in Balb/c nude mice. Using the micronucleus assay method, 
we determined the effect of PR-350 on the response of RERF-LC-AI cells to radiation under hypoxic conditions and enhancement 
ratios (ER) of 1.45~2.26 were obtained. The in vivo radiosensitizing effect was studied by irradiating RERF-LC-AI tumors with 
15 Gy at 20 min. after i.v. injection of PR-350 (200mg/kg) and measuring the tumor growth delay. Signifi cant growth delay 
occurred after i.v. injection of PR-350 before irradiation compared to radiation alone. We measured tumor pO

2
 at 3, 7 and 14 days 

after treatment using an Eppendorf pO
2
 histograph. The frequency of pO

2
 values <5.0 mmHg, i.e. radiobiological hypoxia, in the 

radiation plus PR-350 group decreased at 7 and 14 days after treatment. The median pO
2
 in tumors treated with radiation plus 

PR-350 were higher than that in tumors treated with radiation plus saline. These data suggest that the O
2
 consumption in tumors 

treated with radiation plus PR-350 was less than that in tumors treated with radiation plus saline due to greater drug and radiation-
induced cell death. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the tumor size in the combined treatment group was smaller than 
in radiation alone. These results suggest that PR-350 may improve the response of tumors to radiotherapy not only by increasing 
the radiosensitivity of hypoxic cells but also by improving tumor oxygenation over many days during fractionated radiotherapy .
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P08/1593: Mechanistic studies of photosensitised DNA strand breakage by iodinated DNA ligands

 Petronella Nel,  Ronald Cooper, University of Melbourne, Australia;  Roger F Martin, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Australia

Halogenated analogues of Hoechst 33258, which bind in the minor groove of DNA, are being investigated as potential 
radiosensitisers and photosensitisers. A proposed model of sensitisation involves radiation-induced dehalogenation of the 
ligand, generating a carbon-centered radical, which abstracts a deoxyribosyl H-atom, leading to a DNA strand break. There is 
more than ten fold difference in sensitisation activity between the isomeric ligands meta- and ortho-iodo Hoechst as measured 
by a single strand breakage assay using pBR322, with the ortho-compound being the more active. The basis for this difference 
was investigated by comparing the relative yields of dehalogenation and strand breakage for each isomer. Dehalogenation was 
monitored by HPLC, and DNA damage was assayed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

Under aqueous conditions and in the presence of salt, which favours minor groove binding of DNA, both compounds were 
approximately equally effi cient at inducing a strand break for a given number of dehalogenation events. By contrast, the quantum 
yields for dehalogenation were 0.56 and 0.049 for the ortho- and meta-isomers respectively. Therefore, the difference between the 
two isomers as photosensitisers of DNA cleavage can be attributed to the difference in the UV-induced dehalogenation effi ciency 
rather than a difference in the effi ciency in the corresponding ligand radical species.

Aqueous ethanol reduces the DNA strand breakage effi ciency of both compounds, due to the action of ethanol as a radical 
scavenger. However, the meta-compound is more markedly affected, with the ligand radical species having a DNA strand breakage 
effi ciency (dehalogenation events per ssb) of 139, compared with a value of 43 for ortho-iodo Hoechst. This indicates that the 
radical generated from the ortho-ligand might be more deeply embedded in the minor groove, which is less accessible to scavenger 
activity than the meta- counterpart.

Sensitisation of DNA strand breakage by ionizing radiation could only be demonstrated for ortho-iodo Hoechst, and only in a 
buffered solvent system which contained 20% ethanol as an hydroxyl radical scavenger.

P08/1594: Analysis of thermoradiosensitization using radiation repair defi cient cell lines

 G Peter Raaphorst,  DongPing Yang,  Gosia Niedbala,  Julie-Maude Leblanc, Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre, Canada

Cell lines having wild type parent cells and derived mutant radiation repair defi cient cells were evaluated to determine if specifi c 
repair defi ciencies could infl uence thermoradiosensitization. In mouse cells that had DNA polymerase β knockout and in human 
breast carcinoma cells transfected with the DNA polymerase β gene to give elevated expression, no difference was observed in 
thermoradiosensitization compared to the parental cell lines. These results indicate that DNA polymerase β and the BER pathway 
are likely not involved in thermoradiosensitization. Using mouse embryo fi broblasts MEF and the KU70 knockout derivative cell 
line we found that there was thermoradiosensitization in both lines, thus the nonhomologous and joining repair pathway may not 
be involved in thermoradiosensitization. We are now in the process of determining whether the homologous recombination (HR) 
repair pathway is involved in thermoradiosensitization using both hamster and chicken cell lines with knockouts in the HR repair 
pathway. In addition we are also exploring the role of nucleotide excision repair in thermoradiosensitization using XP cell lines. 
These results will be reported.

P08/1595: Inhibition of DNA repair by a selective cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor results in enhanced 
radiosensitivity in head and neck carcinoma

 Uma Raju,  Kian K Ang,  Luka Milas, University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, United States

A selective inhibitor of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), SC-236 can cause cell cycle arrest, induce apoptosis in cancer cells and 
inhibit tumor cell growth in vivo. The present study investigated the in vitro radiosensitizing effect of SC-236 and the underlying 
molecular mechanisms in a head and neck carcinoma cell line, HN5. SC-236 inhibited cell growth in a dose dependent manner and 
enhanced cell radiosensitivity assessed by the clonogenic cell survival assay. A dose of 50 µM of SC-236 enhanced radiosensitivity 
by a factor of 2.4. Clonogenic cell survival after split-dose radiation showed that SC-236 inhibited repair from radiation damage. 
The drug down-regulated the expression of Ku70 protein that plays a role in DNA repair processes. In addition, analysis of 
DNA-end binding complexes, by elactrophoretic mobility shift assay showed that SC-236 inhibited the binding of two major 
protein complexes to DNA. Flow cytometry analysis showed that SC-236 accumulated the cells in G1 phase, with a signifi cant 
reduction in the S-phase component. This cell cycle redistribution is likely another mechanism underlying SC-236-induced cell 
radiosensitivity. SC-236 down-regulated cyclin D1 protein levels, and also inhibited phosphorylation of retinoblastoma protein, 
which is in consistent with the observed cell cycle arrest. HN5 cells exhibit constitutively active form of nuclear factor kappa 
B (NFkB) and SC-236 blocked the DNA-binding activity of NFkB and the expression of genes that are regulated by NFkB, 
including cyclin D1 and Ku70. Taken together, our data show that SC-236 strongly augmented the response of head and neck 
carcinoma cells to radiation, and that the underlying mechanisms included inhibition of sublethal DNA damage repair and cell 
cycle redistribution.
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P08/1596: The role of oligodendrocyte apoptosis with early proliferation in the CNS after radiation

 Shelley L Atkinson,  C Shun Wong, Sunnybrook and Women’s College Health Sciences Center, Canada

The central nervous system (CNS) is one of the major dose-limiting organs in radiotherapy (RT). Demyelination is one of the late 
effects observed in the CNS after RT. Oligodendrocytes (OL), the myelin producing cells of the CNS, are believed to be one of the 
primary targets of RT-induced injury. We have previously described the apoptotic response of OL in the rodent spinal cord within 
24 hours of RT. Oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPC) give rise to OL and have been identifi ed in the adult CNS. In this study, 
we determined whether the early apoptosis of OL was the stimulus for the cell proliferation observed within the fi rst month after 
RT and whether OPC were the cells proliferating. Using a transgenic mouse model (CNP-βgeo) in which oligodendroglial cells 
are labeled with β-gal, apoptotic cells in the spinal cord were observed to be positive for β-gal after RT. At 24 h after RT, there 
was a reduction in the density of β-gal labeled cells consistent with death of OL Since p53 is required for RT-induced apoptosis 
of OL, we assessed the proliferation response of p53 transgenic mice after RT. In wild type mice, peak numbers of BrdU positive 
cells were found at 3-4 weeks after RT. A similar time course of proliferation was observed in the irradiated spinal cord of p53 
knockout mice. In the rat spinal cord, a reduction in OL but not OPC density, assessed with APC and NG2 immunohistochemistry 
respectively, was found at 24 hours after RT. However, at 2-4 weeks after RT, OPC density was dramatically reduced. We conclude 
that clonogenic cell death of OPC rather than early apoptosis of OL initiates the early proliferation response in the CNS observed 
following RT. Studies are ongoing to characterize the long-term proliferation response in the CNS after RT.

P08/1597: Murine hematopoietic stem cell and stromal responses to clinically-related, fractionated 
radiotherapy (FxRT)

 Mark J Evans, East Carolina University School of Medicine, United States;  Charles J Kovacs,  Barbara M Daly, East Carolina Un
iversity, United States

While the hematopoietic response to acute and abbreviated fractionated exposures of ionizing radiation is well documented, 
information pertaining to a more clinically-relevant course of radiotherapy is limited. For this reason, and to establish a model 
for future investigation, we have designed a series of studies to defi ne the response of the blood forming and supportive stromal 
compartments of the marrow to a localized, fractionated course of radiotherapy [FxRT; 2.0 Gy (q24h x 5)®74 Gy] in the C57Bl/6 
mouse. The hematopoietic progenitor (CFU-M, CFU-HPP) and the cobblestone-forming cell (CAFC, day 7, 14, 21 and 28) 
assays were used as end points for the blood forming compartment and the long-term bone marrow culture (LTBMC) to assess 
stromal integrity. Both during and subsequent to FxRT, hematopoietic activity in the irradiated femur was signifi cantly dampened, 
although an abortive attempt at recovery was observed subsequent to the completion of FxRT. Moreover, both the CAFC 
subpopulations as well as the functional integrity of LTBMC generated from the irradiated femur were signifi cantly compromised 
by FxRT. Of interest, restoration of the more primitive CAFC subpopulations to near normal levels was observed in the absence of 
a comparable recovery of the more mature CAFC subpopulations and the restoration of stromal integrity to the irradiated marrow. 
As a result, the data are consistent with the generation of a persisting FxRT-induced lesion in the microenvironmental stroma that 
effectively interferes with the normal regulation of hematopoietic differentiation and the recovery of hematopoietic activity in the 
irradiated marrow.

P08/1599: The changes of CD34+ cells in C57 mouse bone marrow after irradiation and their roles in 
dysfunction of hematopoiesis

 Yue Gao, Beijing Institute of Radiation Medicine, China

Objective: To observe the changes of CD34+ cells in C57 mouse bone marrow after irradiation and investigate the role of 
apoptosis in radiation-induced dysfunction of hematopoiesis.

Methods: Flow cytometric enumeration of CD34+ hematopietic stem and progenitor cells by double fl uorescent Labeling 
apoptosis detection by Annexin V-FITC kit, and cycle detection by PI labeling were carried out.

Results: Compared with the normal group, the percentage of CD34+ cells in bone marrow nucleated cells decreased at least 
for 14 days after irradiation, and the changes were related with irradiation doses. At 6 h after irradiation, the largest amount of 
apoptopic cells could be detected. Bone marrow cell cycle was perturbed after 5.5Gy irradiation.

Conclusion: The percentage of CD34+ hematopietic stem and progenitor cells in C57 mouse bone marrow decreased after 
irradiation, and apoptosis might be responsible for the changes of the bone marrow cells.
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P08/1600: Changes in bone marrow populations after whole-body exposure to different forms of radiation

 Daila S Gridley, Loma Linda University and Medical Center, United States;  Lora M Green,  Gregory A Nelson, 
Loma Linda University, United States;  Munira Kadhim, Medical Research Council, Harwell Oxfordshire, United Kingdom

Radiation exposure can occur in occupational settings or as the result of nuclear accidents. More recently, terrorist threats of 
“dirty bombs” have raised public concern over environmental exposure. The consequences include increased risk for cancer and 
infectious diseases. However, genetic background can be a major factor in the outcome. The goal of this study was to compare the 
effects of radiations of differing quality [gamma-rays, protons, protons with aluminum shield, and iron (Fe)], up to a maximum 
dose of 3 gray (Gy), on two mouse strains (CBA/Ca and C57BL/6) that differ greatly in genetic makeup. Overall bone marrow 
cellularity, lymphoid cells, and stem cells expressing markers associated with hematopoietic regeneration were quantifi ed at 24 
hr and 30 days post-irradiation. At 24 hr, radiation dose-dependent decreases in bone marrow cellularity were evident in both 
strains of mice under all radiation conditions. However, lymphoid cell susceptibility tended to be greater in C57BL/6 than in 
CBA/Ca mice. In both strains, the greatest reductions were observed with Fe ions. At this early time, the percentages of stem cells 
expressing CD34, Ly-6A/E, or both markers increased with increasing dose in all irradiated groups, the only exception being CBA 
mice exposed to gamma-rays. By 30 days post-exposure, lymphoid cell numbers in all irradiated CBA/Ca, but not C57BL/6, mice 
were 11% to 160% above normal. In addition, irradiated CBA/Ca animals had high percentages of CD34+ cells, while proportions 
of Ly-6A/E+ cells were low; in the C57BL/6 strain, these measurements were similar to normal. Overall, these fi ndings indicate 
that the susceptibility of bone marrow cells is dependent not only on radiation dose, but also on radiation quality and genetic 
background. In progress studies suggest that cytokines may play a role in the observed cell population changes, and perhaps also 
in radiation-induced genomic instability, a condition associated with cancer.

P08/1601: Radioprotective synergistic action of cytoklnes on the clonal growth of x-irradiated human 
megakaryocytic progenitor cells

 Ikuo Kashiwakura, Hirosaki University School of Health Sciences, Japan;  Kenji Takahashi,  Tsuneo A Takahashi, 
The University of Tokyo, Japan;  Osamu Inanami,  Mikinori Kuwabara, Hokkaido University, Japan

In radiation-induced myelosuppression in animals, treatment with recombinant human thrombopoietin (TPO) or its derivatives 
has a profound effect on thrombocytopenia by effectively decreasing the platelet reduction and accelerating platelet recovery. 
However, previous in vivo or in vitro studies have shown that cytokine cocktail is more effective to promote megakaryopoiesis 
and thrombopoiesis than TPO alone. Therefore, clarifying the optimal cytokine combinations is very important for the recovery of 
hematopoietic systems following radiation exposure. Our previous studies characterized the radiosensitivity of CD34+ CFU-Meg 
(megakaryocytic progenitors) from human placental and umbilical cord blood and the effects of various early-acting cytokines. 
The results demonstrated that a combination of TPO and stem cell factor (SCF) support the maximum clonal growth in vitro and 
protect against radiation damage of CFU-Meg by X-rays. As the mechanisms of the synergistic effect by these cytokines are not 
clear, we extended these studies to investigate the radioprotective synergistic action of TPO and SCF. This combination activated 
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and extracellular-signal-regulated protein kinase (ERK) and suppressed caspase-3 
in 5Gy-irradiated CD34+ cells. Specifi c inhibitors against each protein, PD98059 and various synthetic substrates, showed a 
partial activity of this combination in the clonal growth of X-irradiated CD34+ CFU-Meg. Propidium iodide experiments showed 
nuclear condensation and apoptotic bodies in X-irradiated cells, 52% of which were scored as apoptotic cells. A combination 
of TPO plus SCF or Z-VAD-FMK (general caspase inhibitor) resulted in the strongest inhibition of apoptosis at about 21% and 
18%, respectively. However, wartomanin, a specifi c inhibitor of the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase pathway, showed no effect 
on the synergistic action of TPO plus SCF. We suggest that part of the synergistic effect of TPO plus SCF can be explained by 
the activation of MAPK/ERK and the suppression of caspase cascade, but may not be the only mechanism taking part in the 
synergism.
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P08/1602: Evidence for a single stem cell to reconstitute nearly one half of the total blood T cells in two A-
bomb survivors

 Yoshiaki Kodama,  Mimako Nakano,  Masahiro Itho,  Kazuo Ohtaki,  Yoichiro Kusunoki,  Nori Nakamura, Radiation Effects Researc
h Foundation, Japan

Recently, we have encountered two A-bomb survivors who had identical chromosome aberrations in their lymphocytes with very 
high frequencies; one survivor bore the same translocations in 40% of blood lymphocytes (case 1, estimated dose= 1.06 Sv) and 
the other had identical inversions and deletions in 30% of the lymphocytes (case 2, estimated dose = 3.54 Sv). In case 1, the same 
abnormality was frequently observed in CD4 T cells, CD8 T cells, and EBV-transformed B cells as well, suggesting the origin in 
a bone marrow stem cell. Although it is generally thought that the clonal aberrations observed in A-bomb survivors were induced 
by A-bomb radiation, the results did not allow us to distinguish if the clone preexisted (i.e., as a mosaic individual) or was induced 
following radiation exposure. To discriminate these two possibilities, we applied 24-color FISH to detect additional non-clonal 
aberrations among the clonal cells. As these survivors bore various non-clonal translocations in about 30% (case 1) or 50% (case 
2) of the lymphocytes that do not carry the clonal aberration, the rational is straightforward; if the clonal cells preexisted, we 
expected 30% or 50% of additional but non-clonal aberrations among the clonal cells. By contrast, if the clone emerged following 
the A-bomb radiation exposure, we expected a minimum frequency of additional aberrations among the clonal cells (i.e., close 
to the background aberration frequency observed in non-exposed people). The results showed that the frequency of additional 
translocations among the clonal cells was only 3% (3/101 cells) in case 1 and 1% (1/100) in case 2. Thus, the results clearly 
demonstrated that the clonal cells did not preexist and were produced as a result of extensive proliferation of a single stem cell 
following radiation exposure, which gave rise to comprise nearly one half of the total lymphocytes.

P08/1603: Radiation response of rodent neural precursor cells

 Charles L Limoli,  John R Fike, University of California, San Francisco, United States

Therapeutic irradiation of the brain can cause cognitive dysfunction that is not treatable or well understood. Several lines of 
evidence from our laboratory suggest that radiation induced inhibition of neurogenesis in the hippocampus may be involved. To 
understand the mechanisms underlying these observations, we initiated studies using neural precursor cells isolated from the adult 
rat hippocampus. Cells were cultured exponentially and analyzed for acute (0-24h) and chronic (3-33 day) changes in apoptosis 
and oxidative stress following exposure to X-rays. Oxidative stress was measured using a dye sensitive to reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) and apoptosis was measured using annexin V binding; each endpoint was quantifi ed by fl uorescent automated cell sorting 
(FACS). Following exposure to X-rays, neural precursor cells exhibit a dose-responsive increase in the level of ROS and apoptosis 
over acute and chronic time frames. ROS and apoptosis were maximal at 12h, increasing 35 and 37% respectively over that of 
unirradiated controls. ROS and apoptosis peaked again at 24h, increasing 31 and 21% respectively over controls. Chronic levels 
of ROS and apoptosis were persistently elevated in a dose-dependent manner. ROS showed signifi cant increases (34-180%) over 
a 3-4 week interval, while increases in apoptosis were less dramatic, rising 45% by week one before dropping to background. 
Irradiation of rat neural precursor cells was associated with an increase in p53 protein levels, and the activation of G1/S and G2/M 
checkpoints. These data suggest that the apoptotic and ROS responses may be tied to p53 dependent regulation of cell cycle 
control and stress activated pathways. We propose that oxidative stress plays a critical role in the radiation response of neural 
precursor cells, and discuss how this might contribute to the inhibition of neurogenesis and the cognitive impairment observed in 
the irradiated CNS.

P08/1604: Prediction for the occurrence of clonal chromosome aberrations in human blood lymphocytes

 Mimako Nakano,  Yoshiaki Kadama,  Kazuo Ohtaki,  Masahiro Itoh,  Akio Awa, John Cologne, Nori Nakamura, Radiation Effects Re
search Foundation, Japan

Identical chromosome aberrations among multiple blood lymphocytes in a blood sample (clonal aberrations) are encountered 
occasionally during cytogenetic examination of radiation-exposed people. Clonal aberrations are found primarily among high-dose 
exposed people but no systematic surveys were ever conducted. Therefore, the underlying mechanism is unknown.

Here we conducted a large-scale screening for detecting clonal aberrations using FISH followed by Q-banding. Examinations 
of 500 cells from each of 513 A-bomb survivors led us to detect 96 clones. The clonal cell fraction (Cf) varied from 0.6% to 20% 
among the 500 cells. As the number of clonal event was inversely proportional to Cf, we hypothesized that the progenitor cells 
vary extensively in the number of offspring that they can produce and relative number of progenitor cells decreases as the increase 
of Cf. Subsequently, we succeeded to estimate the absolute number of progenitor cells capable to form clones (Cf >=0.6%) to 
be 2 (1 to 3) in non-exposed individuals. The number increased to up to 7 among the high-dose exposed survivors. Further, our 
preliminary results for the origins of 10 clones indicated that both hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and mature T cells contributed 
to the clone formation roughly equally. Thus, the estimated number of 2 in non-exposed individuals is shared as one HSC and one 
mature T cells. The model could neatly explain the frequency of clones in two reports. Our model predicts that clonal aberrations 
are rarely found but clonal expansion of T lymphocytes occurs commonly. In fact, clonal expansions of non-aberrant cells are 
reported using TCR gene rearrangement patterns as a marker. We now understand the rough structure of lymphocyte pool in 
humans and can predict the probability of detecting a clone if the individual frequency of non-clonal translocations and the number 
of cells scored are given.
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P08/1605: Acute whole-body irradiation, even at moderate dose, induces alterations in 
blood-brain-barrier permeability

 Christine P Amourette,  Arnaud Agin,  Frédéric Sarrauton,  Laurence Touvard,  Josiane Denis,  William Fauquette,  Eric Multon, 
 Michel Diserbo, Centre de Recherches du Service de Santè des Armèes, France

A radiation-induced blood-brain barrier (BBB) breakdown has been evoked, but clearly demonstrated only at high doses of 
ionizing radiations. By using two protocols, we have searched an impairement in BBB integrity induced by moderate doses.

First, the effects of irradiation on the permeability of striatal BBB to [3H]AIBA and [14C]sucrose were investigated in rats 
by using brain microdialysis. 32 rats, irradiated at 4.5Gy were serially experimented from 0 to 24 hours, from 24 to 48 hours and 
at later delays after exposure. 32 sham-irradiated rats served as controls. Second, the entry of pyridostigmine (PYR would not be 
expected to cross the BBB) into the brain was investigated in mice subjected to (neutron-g) exposure at 0.7Gy or 4Gy. For each 
dose 120 animals were irradiated and 120 sham-irradiated mice were included. At different delays after exposure, 10 mice were 
injected with 0.9% NaCl (control) or PYR bromide (0.1 mg/kg). Mice were killed 10min after injection and striatum, cortex and 
hippocampus were quickly dissected. Penetration of the drug into the brain was examined by measurement of AChE activity.

Concerning microdialysis protocol, no late modifi cation of the permeability of BBB was observed. But, in the course of the 
initial syndrome, we observed a transient increase of the permeability to the two markers, between the third and the 17th hour after 
exposure. A secondary transient “opening” of the BBB to [14C] sucrose was noticed about 28 hours following irradiation with no 
modifi cation of the permeability to [3H]AIBA.

Concerning the BBB permeability to PYR, by comparing irradiated-PYR mice to sham-PYR mice, a decrease of AChE 
activity in the three cerebral areas was noted 48 hours after exposure at 4 Gy ; at 0.7 Gy this decrease is noted in the striatum only.

In conclusion, our experiments by using two animal models, two types of radiations, and different tracers show modifi cations 
of the BBB permeability after moderate doses whole-body exposure. A better understanding and awareness of this phenomenon is 
essential for designing appropriate pharmacotherapy in radiotherapy and treatment of accidental overexposure.

P08/1606: Identifi cation of gamma-radiation induced early response genes by subtractive hybridization 
Method: Sangwoo Bae, Korea Cancer Center Hospital, Korea

 Yun-Sil Lee,  Su-Jae Lee,  So Hee Jun,  Yeon A Koh,  Mi Ra Kim,  Sun Hye Shin,  Chul-Koo Cho, Korea Cancer Center Hospital, 
Korea

In order to determine early response genes that are induced by gamma-radiation, we screened messenger RNA from human lung 
cancer cell line, NCI-H460, for differentially expressed-genes after 2 hours of gamma irradiation. Dose-dependent gene expression 
profi le was established by screening mRNA samples prepared from 1cGy, 1Gy or 10Gy irradiated NCI-H460 cells. Each dose of 
gamma irradiation produced distinctive set of early induced-genes. 1cGy of gamma irradiation induced expression of genes that 
are involved in various cellular metabolism such as glycolysis (phosphoglycerate mutase 1, 2-phosphopyruvate-hydratase-alpha-
enolase), nucleotide metabolism (hypothetical protein FLJ12484, inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase 2, SnRNP core protein 
SmD2), translation (ribosomal phosphoprotein P0), and iron metabolism (ferritin L-chain). 1Gy of gamma irradiation induced genes 
involved in cell cycle (CDC2L1, centrin and galectin 3), cellular calcium regulation (copine1 and calcyclin), and p53 transactivation 
(p53R2). 10Gy gamma-irradiation induced apoptosis-related genes including BAD, BID, BAK, AIF, BAX, and DR5.

Of particular note are genes that are regulated by p53, which is one of the major regulators of radiation response. P53 target 
genes (PGAM1, p53R2, BID, BAX, and DR5) were induced within two hours of gamma irradiation with doses ranging from 1cGy 
to 10Gy. This observation suggests that p53 transactivates early radiation response genes in broad range of dose and the resulting 
induced genes may mediate later radiation response. We fi nd it very useful to use those identifi ed genes as markers for dose-
specifi c gamma-radiation and to study effect of various treatments on radiation response by following those gene expressions.
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P08/1608: Genetic indicators of radiotherapy normal tissue response

 Geoff W Birrell, Queensland Institute of Medical Research, Australia;  Jonathan R Ramsay, Mater QRI, Brisbane, Australia; 
 Martin F Lavin, University of Qld & Qld Instit of Medical Research, Australia

The aims of this study are to identify a genetic signature for adverse normal tissue damage from clinical radiotherapy (RT) in 
breast cancer patients, and to characterize the differentially-regulated genes involved. We have chosen to use skin expression 
profi ling for four main reasons; (1) skin is the tissue that expresses the damage and so is directly relevant to the investigation, (2) 
skin biopsies can be snap frozen to preserve and maintain the in vivo expression profi le of the patient, (3) skin punch biopsies are 
minimally invasive which equates to a high participation rate from RT patients (4) radiosensitivity testing and similar assays of 
cultured cells have only a low correlation with clinical adverse reaction. We expect our molecular profi ling approach will give 
insight into the inherent genetic status of the patient that has not been demonstrated in cellular assays. We have begun collecting 
and processing skin punch biopsies from unirradiated sites from informed, consenting patients with adverse (severe acute or late) 
reaction to the skin or subcutaneous tissue following a standard course of RT, and normal controls. We have profi led biopsies from 
7 adverse normal tissue reaction patients and 4 controls. Analyses of this data has identifi ed 202 differentially expressed genes 
(p<0.01) and a class prediction algorithm correctly identifi ed as adverse reaction or normal reaction 6/7 (86%) of our test samples 
that it could predict. We plan to focus on the function of some of these genes to determine their biological and clinical relevance. 
This will include detailed analysis of several of the gene products in an effort to address why these genes are associated with 
clinical reaction and what signaling pathways are involved. We plan to expand our sample number to 50 severe normal tissue late 
reaction (RTOG Grade 3 or 4), 50 severe acute normal tissue reaction and 50 no late or acute reaction to RT (RTOG 0) patients. 
An expected outcome is to fabricate cDNA arrays with the identifi ed predictive gene set plus relevant controls for eventual use as 
predictive assays for RT. This can give clinicians genetic indicators of outcome within 3 days of biopsy which is well within the 
timeframe of clinical RT planning.

P08/1609: Particle radiation-induced genetic damage in vivo

 Polly Y Chang,  James Bakke,  Sylvia Lin, SRI International, United States

Assessment of radiation-induced alterations in the genomic is important to determine both short and long-term effects after 
exposure. Transgenic mouse mutation model systems, based on the insertion of specifi c target genes into the genome of every 
cell of the animals, provide a rapid and effi cient means to obtain statistically reliable results on the frequencies of mutations in 
all tissues without requiring prior drug selection and clonal expansion of the target cells. We are using the plasmid-based lacZ 
transgenic mouse model system to measure the dose- and temporal-dependent particle-radiation induced responses. We measured 
cytogenetic damage to the hematopoietic system as well as mutations in the transgene in both the brain and spleen tissues after 
an acute dose of 250 MeV/amu protons or 1 GeV/amu iron ions. The level of peripheral blood micronucleated reticulocytes 
(MN-RET) increased dramatically within 48 h after whole body exposure for both proton or iron irradiated animals and returned 
to control levels within 1 week after treatment suggesting that these severely damaged transient cell populations are rapidly 
eliminated from the body. Mutation frequencies (MF) of the lacZ transgene increased as a function of proton dose in the spleen 
and brain tissues at 1, 8 and 16 wks post irradiation. We demonstrated that the MF of the lacZ target transgene was responsive to 
low doses of protons with signifi cant increases in the MF (p<0.01) after 0.1 Gy proton in the brain, and after 0.5 Gy of protons 
in the spleen (p <0.05). Dose-dependent increase in MF was also observed in the spleen after >0.5 Gy iron ions. The overall 
magnitude of induction of lacZ MF in the brain is lower than that of the spleen, suggesting that radiation-induced genetic effects 
are tissue-specifi c, and tissue physiology plays a role in determining the late effects after particle radiation. This work was 
supported by NASA/NSBRI# NCC 9-58-163.

P08/1610: Different molecular responses of bronchoalveolar lavage and interstitial cells in c57bl/6j mice 
following thoracic irradiation

 Chi-Shiun Chiang, Tsing Hua University, Taiwan;  Shih-Ming Jung, Chang Gung University and Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, 
Taiwan;  Chi-Jung Wu,  Yen-Wen Hung,  Chin-Yi Lee,  Fang-Hsin Chen, Taiwan;  Ji-Hong Hong, Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, 
Taiwan

To determine the contribution of intra-alveolar cells, as opposed to cells fi xed in the interstitium in the development of radiation-
induced fi brosis. C57BL/6J mice were irradiated to the thorax with various doses of radiation. The cellular composition and 
cytokine production were assessed in the two sites by histological staining and RNase protection assay (RPA). Following thoracic 
irradiation, there was an initial decrease in the number of bronchial alveolar lavage (BAL) cells that was followed after 2 months 
by a dose-dependent increase up to 6 months. Foamy Mac1+ve macrophages were present early and persistent to 6 months in the 
BAL populations, which also expressed the pro-infl ammatory cytokine IL-1β. In contrast, in whole lung tissue there was a steady 
increase in Mac-1+ve cells and increased expression of TNF-α and IL-1β mRNAs to maximum levels at 2 months, subsided at 3 
– 4 months, and further increased at 5 – 6 months when mice began to die from fi brosis. These data indicate distinct temporal and 
spatial changes in pro-infl ammatory cytokine gene expression in different cellular compartments of the irradiated lung. BAL cells 
became infl ammatory early on, but interstitial cells became involved later and are probably more involved in contributing to the 
fi brosis.
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P08/1611: Absence of L-selectin results in increased survival following pulmonary irradiation

 Joel S Greenberger,  Hongliang Guo,  Michael W Epperly, University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute, United States

Irradiation results in increases of ICAM and VCAM expression in pulmonary endothelial cells preceding the development of 
irradiation-induced organizing alveolitis/fi brosis in C57BL/6J mice. There was no detectable increase in E-selectin or P-selectin in 
these studies (Epperly MW, et al. Pulmonary irradiation-induced expression of VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 is decreased by MnSOD-PL 
gene therapy. Biol. Blood Marrow Transplant., 8(4): 175-187, 2002). Following increases in ICAM and VCAM expression there 
was an infi ltration of macrophages and fi broblasts into the area of organizing alveolitis/fi brosis. To determine whether adhesion 
molecules play a critical role in the development of irradiation-induced fi brosis, we irradiated ICAM, VCAM, E-selectin or 
L-selectin knockout mice to 20 Gy to the pulmonary cavity. The mice were followed for the development of organizing alveolitis/
fi brosis at which time the mice were sacrifi ced. There was no improved survival in irradiated ICAM, VCAM or E-selectin 
knockout mice. However, mice lacking L-selectin had an increased survival compared to littermate control, irradiated mice 
(p<0.001). To determine the degree to which mice developed organizing alveolitis/fi brosis, all mice were sacrifi ced when they 
became moribund. The lungs were expanded in OCT, removed, frozen in OCT, and sectioned. The lung sections were stained with 
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and examined for the development of organizing alveolitis/fi brosis using an optical imaging system. 
All mice developed detectable organizing alveolitis/fi brosis following irradiation. The results demonstrated that the absence of one 
adhesion molecule may not be suffi cient to prevent organizing alveolitis/fi brosis. The results indicate the potential involvement 
of L-selectin in irradiation damage in the lung as demonstrated by increased survival of L-selectin knockout mice following 
irradiation. Further experiments will focus on the role of L-selectin in the development of organizing alveolitis/fi brosis.

P08/1613: Dose-volume-region effects in partial irradiation of rat lung

 Alena Jiresova,  Antonius WT Konings,  Harm H Kampinga,  Rob P Coppes, University of Groningen, The Netherlands; 
 Harry van Goor, University Hospital Groningen, The Netherlands

To decrease the uncertainty in normal tissue complication probability prediction dose/volume experiments need to be performed. 
Here we addressed the issue of lung radiosensitivity.

Rats were irradiated by graded single doses (16-22 Gy) to 50% of the total lung volume using a collimated X-ray beam. The 
irradiation was targeted to 6 different regions: right (R), left (L), apical (A), basal (B), mediastinal (M), lateral (LT). Two structural 
endpoints – histology and CT scans, and a functional endpoint – breathing frequency rates (BFR) were evaluated. Dose-effect 
curves for the endpoints were constructed for each region to evaluate the regional dependency of the response.

Histological signs of pneumonitis (8 weeks) and fi brosis (26 weeks) were dose- but not region- dependent. CT changes at 8 
weeks pointed towards hypersensitivity of L and A regions. BFR increases displayed biphasic dynamics with a fi rst peak between 
6 -10 weeks and a second increase starting at 16 weeks. Regional differences were detected during the early peak with the BFR 
increases expressed in the following order of magnitude: A > LT > L > B > R = M. The differences were attenuated at the later 
time points (> week 20).

The results indicate biphasic dynamics in expression of functional damage consistent with the onset of pneumonitis and 
fi brosis in temporal sequence. Regional differences in sensitivity were observed only during the early phase. They could not be 
explained by structural damage in the lung tissue itself but were likely linked to the varying proportion of sensitive gas-exchange 
lung structures as well as the involvement of the heart in the irradiation fi eld.

P08/1614: Genotype-dependent in vivo tissue responses to radiation exposure

 Sally A Lorimore,  Philip J Coates,  Eric G Wright, University of Dundee, United Kingdom

It is well established that deleterious effects of exposure to ionizing radiation arise from the deposition of energy in the cell 
nucleus resulting in targeted damage to DNA. However, in recent years there has been growing awareness of DNA damage arising 
as a consequence of untargeted effects of radiation exposure. Well described untargeted effects include genomic instability (where 
unirradiated progeny of cells irradiated many generations previously demonstrate a high frequency of chromosomal aberrations, 
cell death and gene mutations) and bystander effects (where unirradiated cells demonstrate a range of responses as if they 
themselves had been irradiated by receiving signals via soluble factors or direct cell contact from irradiated cells). When studying 
the long term in vivo mechanisms that result in pathological changes such as malignant transformation, as well as targeted 
damage, the untargeted effects of ionizing irradiation need to be considered. Leukaemias are an important health consequence of 
accidental, occupational or therapeutic exposure to ionizing radiation and because little is understood of the underlying mechanism 
we are investigating both short-term and long-term in vivo responses of irradiated haemopoietic tissues. A recent fi nding is 
macrophage activation and infl ammatory-type responses that have the potential to produce long-lived ongoing cellular damage 
via a “bystander” effect. However, neither the macrophage activation nor the infl ammatory-type response are direct effects of 
irradiation but the consequence of the recognition and phagocytic clearance of radiation-induced apoptotic cells. In addition, these 
responses are genotype dependent, indicating that they are genetically modifi ed processes. Ongoing studies demonstrate a complex 
tissue response consistent with the tissue microenvironment able to contribute secondary cell damage, as a consequence of 
genotype-dependent responses to irradiation, with the potential to contribute to the longer-term genotype-dependent pathological 
consequences.
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P08/1615: The effect of the timing of prenatal exposure to x-irradiation on Purkinje cell numbers 
in rat cerebellum

 Takanori Miki,  Li,  Irawan Satriotomo,  Yoshiki Matsumoto,  Hiromi Kuma,  Okamoto, Yoshiki Takeuchi, Kagawa Medical University
, Japan;  Gu, Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, Kagawa Medical, Japan

Prenatal exposure of the developing brain to X-irradiation is known to cause various deleterious consequences. We have examined 
the effects of prenatal X-irradiation on the development of the cerebellum. Wistar rats were exposed to 1.5 Gy X-irradiation 
either on the 14, 15 or 16th day of gestation (E14, E15, E16). Sham-irradiated animals were used as controls. At seven postnatal 
weeks of age, male rats were deeply anesthetized and killed by intracardiac perfusion with 2.5 % glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M 
phosphate buffer. The unbiased stereological procedure known as the fractionator method was used to estimate the total number 
of Purkinje cells in the cerebellum. Body and cerebellar weights from E14 and E15, but not E16 irradiated rats showed signifi cant 
defi cits compared to control animals. Rats irradiated on E16 and control rats had about 285,100 – 304,800 Purkinje cells in 
the cerebellum. There was no signifi cant difference between these values. However, E14 and E15 irradiated animals had about 
117,500 and 196,300 Purkinje cells, respectively. These estimates were signifi cantly different from those observed in both control 
and E16 irradiated rats. Given that the phase of division of Purkinje cell progenitors is mainly between E14-E15 and the phase of 
differentiation and migration is between E16-E20, it is concluded that the vulnerable period of the Purkinje cells to X-irradiation 
closely overlaps the phase of division of progenitors.

P08/1616: Radiation susceptibility of the mouse smalleye mutants, Del(2)Sey3Hpax6 and Del(2)Sey4Hpax6, 
which delete the chromosome 2 middle regions

 Yumiko Nitta,  Masaharu Hoshi, Hiroshima University, Japan;  Kazukko Yoshida, National Institute of Radiation Science, Japan; 
 Joji Yamate, Osaka Prefecture University, Japan;  Josephine Peters,  Bruce M Cattanach, MRC, United Kingdom

LOH at the chromosome 2 middle regions is common in the radiation-induced mouse acute myeloid leukemia (AML). To identify 
the suppressor or the modifi er gene of AML at this region, the mouse deletion mutants, Del(2)Sey3Hpax6 and Del(2)Sey3Hpax6 
could be the good models, as they deleted the chromosome 2 middle regions hemizygously. The allele of the partially deleted 
chromosome 2 was paternally generated and maintained hemizygously. The exact deleted regions of the two mutants were 
mapped by the PCR-based detection of polymorphism of the STS markers. The length of the deletions was 3.01Mb and 10.11MB 
for Del(2)Sey3Hpax6 and Del(2)Sey3Hpax6, respectively. For the induction of tumors, a radiation, 3.0Gy of Co-60 and a chemical 
carcinogen, N-methyl-N-nitrosourea were applied to the mutants. Their tumorigenicity was compared with those of control as well 
as normal sibs by the Kaplan-Meier analysis. Both mutants were found to predispose to small intestinal tumors. Intestinal tumors 
developed spontaneously with the incidence of 30%. The radiation and the chemical accelerated the malignancy and increased 
the incidence of the intestinal tumors. Radiation shortened the latency of AML development in the Del(2)Sey3Hpax6 mutant but 
not in the Del(2)Sey3Hpax6. Spontaneous AML has not been observed, nor any increase in the incidence of induced AMLs. The 
commonly deleted region of the two mutants, the 3.01Mb region, must be critical for the development of tumors and the high 
susceptibility to radiation. The role of Pax6 gene should be considered in the intestinal tumorigenesis, as the Pax6 gene plays 
an important role in the pancreas development during the embryogenesis. The Wt1, a tumor suppressor gene, which is deleted 
hemizygously in these mutants as well. The screening of homozygous deletion has been started using the induced as well as 
spontaneously developed tumors.

P08/1617: Expression of ICAM-1 in blood-spinal cord barrier disruption and CNS radiation injury

 Robert A Nordal,  Yu-Qing Li,  C Shun Wong, University of Toronto, Canada

Intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) expression is increased following a number of CNS insults in association with blood-
brain barrier (BBB) disruption. While disruption of ICAM-1 expression reduces injury in diverse pathologies ranging from trauma 
to ischemia, its role in CNS radiation injury is not understood.

Adult rats received 0 to 22 Gy to a 1.6 cm length of the cervical spinal cord. Expression of ICAM-1 was studied using 
immunohistochemistry (IHC). Blood-spinal cord barrier (BSCB) disruption was detected by IHC for endogenous albumin and the 
BBB protein endothelial barrier antigen (EBA). To assess the role of ICAM-1 in the mechanisms of BSCB disruption, animals 
received IV injections of an ICAM-1-specifi c blocking antibody (IA-29) or vehicle control, and BSCB disruption was examined 
by albumin IHC. ICAM-1, albumin, and EBA staining areas were quantifi ed by digital image analysis.

ICAM-1 expression localized predominantly to endothelium in non-irradiated spinal cord sections. Some expression was also 
identifi ed in astrocytes. ICAM-1 expression was increased in white matter, but not in grey matter following radiation. After 22 
Gy, ICAM-1 protein increased at 24 hours, and increased again from baseline at 17-20 weeks. Induction was seen in both the total 
immunostained area, and in the number of ICAM-1 positive glia. A dose response was observed in ICAM-1 expression 20 weeks 
after 16-20 Gy. BSCB disruption also increased with doses 16-20 Gy at 20 weeks. Blocking ICAM-1 with IA-29 signifi cantly 
decreased BSCB leakage of albumin at 24 hours (p=0.03). Regions with both increased ICAM-1 expression and BSCB disruption 
were identifi ed in white matter. Thus the dose response and spatial distribution of increased ICAM-1 expression parallels that for 
BSCB disruption.

These results are consistent with a role for increased ICAM-1 expression in radiation-induced BSCB disruption. The effect of 
blocking ICAM-1 with a neutralizing antibody suggests its involvement in mechanisms of barrier disruption.
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P08/1618: Comparisons of pulmonary carcinogenesis in rats after inhalation exposures to 239Pu dioxide 
aerosols or x-ray-irradiations

 Yoichi Oghiso,  Yutaka Yamada, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Shingo Nakamura, Institute for Environmental
 Sciences, Japan

Lifetime pulmonary carcinogenesis was compared in female Wistar rats following internal exposures to alpha-particles or 
external X-ray-irradiations to clarify dose responses and histogenesis of lung tumors. The dose response curve for lung tumor 
incidences was obtained with a peak incidence of about 97% at 5-6 Gy and a threshold-like dose range less than 0.2 Gy for 
malignant carcinomas after inhalation exposures of total 600 rats to submicron-sized and polydispersed Pu-239 dioxide aerosols. 
As compared to the dose response curves with the maximum incidence of approximately 40% at 10 Gy after either whole-body or 
thoracic X-ray-irradiations in total 600 animals, relative biological effectiveness for Pu-induced lung tumors was estimated factor 
of about 8-9, while histological types and cellular origins of lung tumors were almost similarly identifi ed to be type II cell- or 
Clara cell-derived adenomas and adenocarcinomas. For comparisons of mutations of the tumor suppressor gene, p53 related to 
pulmonary carcinogenesis, PCR-SSCP analysis in combination of direct sequence analysis was performed on DNA extracted from 
both histological sections of lung tumor specimens. The mutation frequency was about 13% with G to A or C to T transitional 
point mutations mostly in exons 5 and 6 in total 98 cases of Pu-induced lung tumors, while only 3% of mutation frequency with 
C to T transition in exon 6 was detected from total 33 cases of X-ray-induced lung tumors. These results indicate differences in 
radiation quality for pulmonary carcinogenesis in the rat between low LET X-ray and high LET alpha-particles, although the other 
types of genetic mutations could be associated with the developmental stages.

P08/1619: Radio-sensitivity of the LEC rat

 Toshiaki Ogiu,  Mayumi Nishimura,  Yuka Ishida,  Atsushi B Tsuji,  Aya Sugyo,  Yoshinobu Harada,  Takashi Imai, National Institute of
 Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Okio Hino, Cancer Institute, Japan

The LEC rat is known to be a mutant strain which spontaneously develops heritable hepatitis due to copper accumulation, caused 
by mutation of the copper transporting ATPase gene (Atp7b). In addition, immunodefi ciency and radio-sensitivity have also 
been observed. Hayashi et al. extensively examined the radio-sensitivity of the LEC rat and concluded that its hypersensitivity is 
controlled by a single autosomal gene. Furthermore, they suggested the possibility that it correlates to copper accumulation due to 
the Atp7b gene mutation, because ionizing radiation-induced hydroxyl radicals might act in concert with copper-induced hydroxyl 
radicals. Firstly, we analyzed linkage between radio-sensitivity and the mutation responsible for LEC hepatitis in F1 animals of 
cross with the F344 rat. Our results clearly demonstrated an absence of any signifi cant association. In addition, partial dominance 
for radio-sensitivity was observed and radio-sensitive (F1 x LEC) backcross rats were twice as numerous as their radio-resistant 
counterparts, suggesting the possibility of control by two or more recessive genes. In order to select the radio-sensitivity gene in 
the LEC rat, we wished to develop congenic line of F344 rats using a phenotype-driven breeding protocol: rats of each backcross 
generation were mated with LEC rats and their progeny were irradiated with 4.5 Gy X rays, which dose cause death in LEC rats 
but did not in F344 rats, and judged 30 days later. Lately we also combined using genomic-wide genotyping in each backcross 
generation and their progeny to select heterogeneous rat. Although congenic rat line is not yet established until March of 2003, 
backcross exceeded 16 generations. This radio-sensitivity gene was demonstrated to locate in the region within 10Mb on the rat 
chromosome 4.

P08/1620: The proliferative response of mouse jejunal crypt cells to radiation-induced cell depletion is not 
mediated exclusively by epidermal growth factor receptorΤΕΤ

 Susan C Evans,  Ja Rhonda Tealer,  Kathryn A Mason, United States;  Howard D Thames, MD Anderson Cancer Center, 
United States

Several lines of correlative evidence link epidermal growth factor and its receptor (EGFR) to proliferative activity in jejunal crypt 
cells. We hypothesized that EGFR mediated the compensatory proliferative burst in the crypts that follows radiation-induced cell 
killing, and tested the hypothesis by comparing the repopulation response of wild-type mice, and mice either heterozygous or 
homozygous for an EGFR point mutation that is 90% defi cient in activity, using the microcolony assay. Mice were exposed whole 
body to 137Cs γ rays at a dose rate of approximately 1.6 Gy/m. Single doses, and equal doses separated by either 4 or 72 h were 
given. The separation between the dose-response curves for 4 and 72 h, a measure of the degree of proliferative recovery from cell 
depletion, was similar for all three strains of mice, and there was no indication of any difference in radiosensitivity. These results 
indicate that EGFR is not an indispensable component in the pathway(s) that mediate fast proliferative recovery after radiation-
induced cell depletion in the intestinal epithelium.
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P08/1621: Global gene expression analysis in pulmonary fi brosis resistant (FR) and prone (FP) mouse strains 
after radiation treatment

 Xinhui Zhou,  Min Du,  Elizabeth L Travis, University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, United States;  John Allard, 
 Gary Peltz, Roche Bioscience, United States

Lung injury such as pneumonitis and pulmonary fi brosis, is a common side effect of multimodal cancer treatment, especially after 
simultaneous application of high doses of radiation to the thorax and radiosensitising drugs. Previously we showed that individual 
variation in susceptibility to radiation-induced pulmonary fi brosis is genetically controlled with two signifi cant linkage regions 
on chromosome 1 and chromosome 17. In the current studies, we performed global gene expression at one month after 16 Gy to 
FR (C3) and FP (B6) strain of mice using Affymetrix GeneChip 5.0 software by random pairwise comparisons of non-treated and 
treated B6 and C3 mice. Only those genes with at least 66% concordance among all possible pairwise comparisons and at least 
one two-fold increase or decrease were selected for radiation-induced differential expression analysis between the two strains. Our 
results showed that some genes such as TFF2, p21, plasminogen activator, chemokine receptors, interleukin receptor, etc. were 
differentially expressed between B6 and C3 mice without radiation treatment, while other genes such as DNA repair proteins, 
Vegf, extracellular matrix proteins, adhesion proteins and Kruppel-like factor, etc. were differentially expressed after radiation. 
Interestingly, some of these such as p21, TFF2, Vegf are located in the linkage region on chromosome 17 that was identifi ed by 
our previous studies. Further validations for these candidates will be undertaken to identify susceptible genes or genes modulating 
radiation-induced murine pulmonary fi brosis by different strategies. This work is supported by NIH grant CA 64193.

P08/1622: Induction of osteosarcomas and related oncogene alterations in mice after injections 
of 239Pu citrate

 Yutaka Yamada,  Yoichi Oghiso, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Shingo Nakamura, Institute for Environmental
 Sciences, Japan

Lifespan bone carcinogenesis was compared among C3H/He, C57BL/6 and B6C3F1 strains of female mice following injection of 
soluble Pu-239 citrate to clarify the specifi city for pathogenesis and molecular mechanisms of bone tumors. Bone tumors, mostly 
osteogenic sarcomas, appeared early from 200 to 600 days after the injection, showing almost similar dose responses with the peak 
incidence of 50-63% at the skeletal dose of 2-3 Gy, in total 630 animals from all the strains. The primary sites of bone tumors from 
these strains of mice were predominantly distributed in 80-90% of the skeletal bones with well-developed trabecular bone surfaces 
and large vascular sinusoids. Most of bone tumors appeared to be osteosarcomas derived from trabecular osteoblasts, while only 
a small part was giant cell sarcomas from osteoclasts as well as a few of fi brosarcomas. As far as the other tumors including 
lymphomyeloid neoplasms and the other solid tumors were less frequently or scarcely found in Pu-injected mice, osteosarcomas 
are only the specifi c tumor commonly observed among mouse strains with different genetic background. To examine whether any 
oncogene alterations were related to such osteosarcomagenesis, PCR-SSCP and direct sequence analyses were performed on DNA 
extracted from 11 fresh and frozen bone tumor specimens. Only one case, however, showed C to A transversion in codon 245 of 
exon 7 of p53 alone, while the other 10 cases showed neither p53 mutations nor K-, H-, N-ras mutations. These results indicate 
specifi c induction of osteosarcomas in mice early following exposures of skeletal bones to alpha-particles despite no evidence 
for p53 and ras mutations but the other genetic alterations which might be related to ontogenic and developmental stages of 
osteosarcomas.

P08/1623: A model of malignant and benign tumor induction in rat skin following irradiation 
with high-energy, heavy ions

 Fredric J Burns,  Feng Wu,  Jane Xu,  Arthur Nadas, NYU School of Medicine, United States

Approximately 963 rats were exposed to the plateau region of 3 different heavy ion beams, argon, neon and 56Fe ion beams at 
dose rates of about 2.0 Gy/min. A fold of dorsal skin (area = 4 x 6 cm) was held in the beam by surgical thread, while the body was 
shielded at least 95% from the main beam. Some irradiated groups were subdivided into 2 equal groups; one receiving a dietary 
supplement of 200 ppm retinyl acetate, and the other receiving regular lab chow. Subsequent to irradiation the rats were observed 
for onset of neoplastic skin lesions, which were identifi ed, photographed and eventually examined histologically at the end of 
life. A model is developed to describe cancer induction based on the idea that a benign tumor requires only 1 radiation-induced 
mutation, while malignant tumors must have a second mutation which may occur spontaneously or be induced by the radiation. 
The above assumptions lead to theoretical dose-response functions: [fd(D)]malig = f(D) /D = CL + BD for malignant tumors 
and [fd(D)]benign = f(D)/D = C1L + C2 for benign tumors, where f(D) is the cancer yield in cancers/rat at a given time, fd(D) 
is cancer yield per unit dose, L is linear energy transfer, D is radiation dose and C, C1, C2 and B are empirical parameters. The 
benign and malignant yields are remarkably consistent with the dose and LET expectations inherent in the above formulations. 
Work supported by NASA.
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P08/1624: The wavelength dependence of UV-B photoinhibition of P680+ reduction in Photosystem II 
– a model for the plant UV-B photoinhibition action spectrum

 Philip B Lukins,  Gregory B Stevens, CSIRO, Australia;  Bart van der Laar, University of Twente, The Netherlands

We report the determination of the wavelength dependence of UV inhibition of the primary electron transfer processes in 
Photosystem II (PS II) of photosynthesis using a narrow linewidth tunable UV laser as the irradiating source and nanosecond 
transient absorption spectroscopy for evaluation of the extent of the UV damage to the sites involved in the primary electron 
transport processes. We have previously shown that the dominant UV damage mechanisms in PS II are (a) photodissociation of 
the manganese tetramer complex which forms the oxygen-evolving centre, and (b) photodamage of the primary donor Chl-aII 
(P680). The extent of damage at these sites can be determined directly by measuring the amplitudes of the 5 ns, 25 – 300 ns and 
10 ms components of the P680+ reduction kinetics. Therefore, the dependence of the amplitudes of these decay components 
on the wavelength of the irradiating UV gives a measure of the action spectrum. The irradiation source used was an intracavity 
frequency-doubled tunable R6G dye laser and the nanosecond measurements of the P680+ reduction kinetics were made using 
equipment described previously. The shape of the action spectrum and the relative inhibition amplitudes over the range 285 – 315 
nm agree well with previous broadband estimates. However, there is an enhanced inhibition of primary charge separation and 
of protein structural damage at wavelengths below 287 nm. Our UV action spectra should be reasonably representative of the 
whole plant system since the processes studied relate to the main UV damage sites in PS II, and PS II is the most UV-sensitive 
component in plants.

P08/1625: Skin cancer susceptibility genes and radiation: induction of macroscopic BCCs in Ptc1 
heterozygous mice on different genetic backgrounds

 Simonetta Pazzaglia,  Mariateresa Mancuso,  Paola Merola,  Simonetta Rebessi,  Vincenzo Covelli,  Anna Saran, ENEA-
CR Casaccia, Italy;  Mirella Tanori, Istituto Nazionale Tumori, Milan, Italy

Individuals affected with the Gorlin syndrome inherit a germ-line mutation of the patched (Ptc1) developmental gene and, 
analogously to Ptc1 heterozygous mice, show an increased susceptibility to spontaneous tumor development. Gorlin patients show 
extensive variability of the phenotype and individuals with the same mutation may exhibit very different symtoms, suggesting an 
infl uence of genetic background. Similarly, in Ptc1 heterozygous mice, the tumor incidence and phenotype vary with their genetic 
background suggesting an infl uence of mouse strain-specifi c alleles. Human and mouse Ptc1 heterozygous have also been shown 
to be hypersensitive to ionizing radiation (IR)-induced tumorigenesis in terms of basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and medulloblastoma 
(MB) induction. The present study investigates the effects of genetic background in the context of radiation-induced BCC 
tumorigenesis. Ptc1+/- mice on CD1 background were crossed with skin carcinogenesis susceptible (Car-S) and resistant (Car-R) 
mice to provide F1SPtc1+/- and F1RPtc1+/- and wild-type littermates. The Car-S/R model interline difference in susceptibility is 
>100-fold. Here we show that F1SPtc1+/- mice were extremely susceptible to BCC-induction following IR exposure. Conversely, 
F1RPtc1+/- were refractory to BCC tumorigenesis, providing the indication that induction of BCC by IR in Ptc1+/- mice is strongly 
dependent on genetic background. We also investigated the status of the remaining Ptc1 wild-type allele in BCCs from CD1 
and F1S heterozygotes. The results of this analysis suggest that genetic background-dependent differences in the mechanisms 
of BCC induction may exist, since a higher frequency of Ptc1 wild-type allele loss was found in CD1 compared to F1S. The 
introduction of Ptc1 defi ciency in a background susceptible to skin carcinogenesis (Car-S mice) offers the opportunity to easily 
induce macroscopic BCCs by radiation, thus providing a useful tool to study the pathogenesis of this very common human tumor. 
(Partially supported by the Radiation Protection Action of the EC, contract FIGH-CT-00006)

P08/1626: Induction of basal cell carcinoma by ionizing radiation in patched defi cient mice

 Mariateresa Mancuso,  Simonetta Pazzaglia,  Paola Merola,  Simonetta Rebessi,  Vincenzo Covelli,  Anna Saran, ENEA CR-
Casaccia, Italy;  Mirella Tanori, Istituto Nazionale Tumori, Italy

Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most common human cancer. Genetic studies on individuals affected with the basal cell nevus 
syndrome (BCNS), which predisposes to the development of multiple BCCs, have led to the discovery that inactivating mutations 
in the human gene Patched (Ptc) are responsible of this syndrome. Numerous studies have also provided evidence that mutations 
in the Ptc locus is a signifi cant cause of sporadic BCCs and other hair follicle-derived tumors, such as trichoepitheliomas. 
Until recently, lack of an appropriate animal model has hampered progress in understanding the mechanisms underlying 
BCC development. Ptc gene knock-out mice show multiple BCNS-associated developmental abnormalities as well as tumor 
predisposition (soft tissue sarcomas and medulloblastomas). They also show an increased incidence of ionizing radiation-induced 
teratogenesis compared to wild-type littermates, and develop microscopic BCC-like tumors after a single dose of ionizing 
radiation. We exposed Ptc1neo6-7/+ mice on CD1 background and wild-type littermates to local irradiation of the skin with 4Gy of 
250 kVp X rays at two months of age, or to whole-body irradiation with 3Gy at three months of age. There was no infl uence of 
irradiation on the frequency of both soft tissue sarcomas and medulloblastomas with both irradiation schemes. Instead, grossly 
visible and microscopic BCCs were induced by X rays in Ptc1neo6-7/+ heterozygous mice with a higher frequency in whole-body 
compared to locally irradiated groups. None of the unirradiated heterozygotes developed BCCs, indicating that IR-induced 
development of BCC is dependent on haploinsuffi ciency of Ptc1. Molecular analysis showed that loss of the wild type Ptc1 allele 
is a common feature in radiation induced BCCs. These experiments provide the fi rst example, to our knowledge, of induction of 
macroscopic BCCs by ionizing radiation in the mouse.

(Partially supported by the Radiation Protection Action of the EC, contract FIGH-CT99-00006)
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P08/1627: Responses of medaka early embryos to γ-irradiation

 Kouichi Aizawa, Department of Integrated Biosciences,Tokyo University, Japan;  Nozomi Kogure,  Atsuko Shimada,  Hiroshi Mitani, 
 Akihiro Shima, University of Tokyo, Japan;  Yukihiro Hirose,  Hisato Kondoh, Kondoh Differentiation Signaling Project, JST, 
Japan;  Makoto Furutani-Seiki, Kondoh Differentiation Signaling Project, JST, Japan;  Takeshi Todo, Kyoto University, Japan

To investigate the responses of early embryonic cells to gamma-irradiation, medaka ( Oryzias latipes ) whose developmental 
morphogenesis can be observed through the transparent egg membrane was used. After the embryos of the wildtype inbred 
HNI strain at various developmental stages ( cleavage, late blastula, neurula, organogenesis stage ) were irradiated with Cs-
137 gamma-rays ( 4.75-28.5 Gy ), the mitotic delay and the dose effect curves for the survival rate of embryos were examined. 
Radiation-induced apoptotic cells in embryos were detected by the TUNEL assay using fl attened whole mounts. Fertilized F1 
embryos obtained by mating irradiated males with non-irradiated females were also investigated. The dose effect curves for 
survival rates indicated the restoration of damage in lower dose ranges, which was absent before and during cleavage stage. These 
results suggest that the surveillance for genomic damage induced by gamma-irradiation does not operate before blastula stage in 
the developing medaka embryos though medaka p53, MDM2, ATM, Mre11, Rad50, Chk1, Rad51, DNA-PKcs and Ku70 genes 
were constantly expressed throughout development. To look for genes required for stability of the genome in early embryos, we 
carried out a genome-wide screening for radiation sensitive mutants. F3 embryos homozygous for mutations induced by ENU into 
the genome of the male parents, were irradiated with 9.75Gy of gamma-rays at 48h after fertilization. With this dose, no signifi cant 
increase of embryonic abnormality was observed in wild-type embryos. We have screened about 2130 F2 pairs and three pairs 
were selected as their progenies showed high radiosensitivity in terms of induction of severe malformations. Homozygous strains 
from the two mutations have, so far, been established and their radiosentivity at early embryonic stages are under investigation.

P08/1628: RBE intercomparison of proton beams at fi ve radiotherapy facilities in Japan

 Mizuho Aoki,  Yoshiya Furusawa,  Yayoi Shino, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Guangming Zhou, Institute 
of Modern Physics, Chinese Academy of Science, China;  Ryonfa Lee, Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung mbH, Germany; 
 Go Kagiya, The Wakasa-wan Enegy Research Center, Japan;  Kazufumi Kagawa, Hyogo Ion Beam Medical Center, Japan; 
 Yoshitaka Matsumoto, Ibaraki Prefectural University of Health Sciences, Japan

Five proton therapy facilities (HIBMC, Hyogo; NCCHE, Kashiwa; WERC, Tsuruga; PMRC, Tsukuba; SCC, Shizuoka) are now 
working in Japan. Prior to starting the clinical use of proton-beams for cancer therapy, we have investigated the relative biological 
effectiveness (RBE) to high-energy X-rays. The RBE values were determined to estimate the clinical doses for each therapeutic 
facility.

Spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) beams having 60 mm depth were obtained from 180 MeV (WERC), 200 MeV (PMRC) or 190 
MeV (the others) proton beams with the same way to the patient therapy at each facility. Human salivary gland tumor cell (HSG) 
that has used at the pre-clinical radiobiological studies (RBE determination) for HIMAC carbon beams was used. We obtained D

10
 

values by means of in vitro colony formation assay after single-dose exposures of proton-beams. The RBE values of each beam 
were obtained by comparing the D

10
 values to that for 4-6 MeV linac X-rays at each facility.

The D
10

 values for high energy X-rays showed no signifi cant differences among the facilities tested. The average RBE value 
for proton beams at the middle position of the SOBP was 1.03 ±0.02 (mean ± SD). The values may be slightly lower at the 
entrance position of the SOBP, and a little higher at the distal position of the SOBP than that at middle position for wach facility. 
The depth-dose distribution of all the SOBP beams has designed and obtained very well, and showed good uniformities of 
biological dose distribution for all facilities.

P08/1629: Femtosecond laser microbeam technique for sub-micron point source high-resolution cell DNA 
damage and repair studies

 Stanley W Botchway,  Anthony W Parker,  Christopher W Wharton,  Greame J Hirst,  Ros A Meldrum, CCLRC, United Kingdom

The use of microbeam techniques which produces sub-micron localised energy deposition within individual cellular DNA targets 
is imperative to extend the understanding of cell function, DNA damage and repair mechanisms. Using a newly developed 
high repetition rate femtosecond near infra red (NIR) 700-1200 nm laser as such a probe for UV photo products induction in 
viable cells, DNA damage induction and repair in both MH1C1 rat liver epithelial cells and Chinese hamster V79-4 cells have 
been studied under physiological conditions. The technique showed a highly localised DNA damage in individual cell nucleus 
and provides greater resolution for cell damage studies with little or no collateral damage due to the lack of absorption by cell 
components at the NIR region. Preliminary repair studies of induced cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers following induction at 750 
nm is not inhibited by the laser microbeam technique.

Unlike the masking methods for localised irradiation of whole cell culture, it is suggested that the current multiphoton 
microbeam technique can specifi cally target a single cell and its sub-nuclear structures such as nucleolus, nuclear membrane or 
other fl uorescently tagged sites.
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P08/1630: The effect of sub-lethal damage repair and exchange on the fi nal slope of cell survival curves

 Marco C Carlone, Carleton University, Canada;  David E Wilkins,  G Peter Raaphorst, Ottawa Regional Cancer Center, Canada

The Lea-Catcheside dose rate protraction factor, G, is the most widely used model to describe the effects of dose rate on cell 
survival. In the linear quadratic formalism, this factor modifi es the beta component of cell killing; G is greatest for acute 
irradiations while vanishing at low dose rates. We have found a simple compartmental model that can derive the Lea-Catcheside 
function. This compartmental model clearly shows that the G function can only be derived using a little known assumption: 
the diminution of sub-lethal damage due to exchange of repairable lesions is negligible compared to that due to repair. This 
assumption was explicitly stated by Lea, but it does not appear to have been restated or verifi ed since very early work on cell 
survival. The implication of this assumption is that sub-lethal damage can be modeled without considering exchange, which 
is evidenced by the fact that the G function does not contain parameters relating to exchange. By using a new model that fully 
accounts for repair and exchange of sublethal lesions, a cell survival expression that has a modifi ed G function, but that retains 
the linear quadratic formalism, can be obtained. At low doses, this new model predicts linear-quadratic behavior, but the behavior 
gradually changes to mono-exponential at high doses, which is consistent with experimental observations. Modeling cell survival 
of well-known survival curves using the modifi ed linear quadratic model shows statistically signifi cant improvement in the fi ts to 
the cell survival data as compared to best fi ts obtained with the linear quadratic model. It is shown that these improvements in fi ts 
are due to a superior representation of the high dose region of the survival curve.

P08/1631: The radiosensitivity of glioblastoma cell lines after hypoxia-induced bax expression

 Jennifer K Chen,  Lily J Hu,  Eileen L Kong,  Kathleen R Lamborn,  Dennis F Deen, University of California San Francisco, 
United States

Radiation therapy is the most effective treatment after surgery for patients with malignant gliomas. However, the hypoxic cells 
exclusive to tumor tissue have proven resistant to both radiotherapy and many forms of chemotherapy. In order to specifi cally 
target these hypoxic cells, U-251 MG and U-87 MG human glioblastoma cells were stably transfected with constructs 
containing the suicide gene Bax under the regulation of nine copies of hypoxia-responsive elements (HREs). During hypoxia, 
the transcriptional complex hypoxia-inducible-factor 1 (HIF-1) binds to HRE and facilitates the transcription of downstream 
genes. Previously, hypoxia-induced Bax expression in transfected U-251 and U-87 clone cells has been shown to increase cell 
killing. The benefi ts of the gene therapy could be further expanded if Bax also acted to increase the sensitivity of these clone cells 
to radiation. To determine whether this was the case, parent and clone cells were irradiated with graded doses of X-rays under 
hypoxic conditions. These cells were then left hypoxic for varying durations of time, after which they were incubated for two 
weeks under aerated conditions to assay for clonogenic cell survival. After less than an hour under hypoxia, both U-251 and U-87 
clone cells appeared signifi cantly more sensitive to radiation than their respective parent cells. However, after longer amounts of 
time under anoxia, higher surviving fractions were found in each clone that were consistent with those of their respective parent 
cell line, showing that potentially lethal damage repair (PLDR) had occurred in the clone cells. Parent cells did not exhibit PLDR. 
Results are inconclusive at this point in time. Western blot analyses detailing the amount of Bax expression at each time point as 
well as further research exploring different durations of hypoxia will be necessary to reveal the nature of the correlation between 
Bax expression and radiosensitivity. Supported by NS-42927 and CA-85356.

P08/1632: European Union’s research related to the health effects of ionizing radiation

 Christian Desaintes, European Commission DG Research, Belgium

The European Union (EU) has played a leading role in fostering cooperative research in Europe through successive multi-annual 
framework programmes (FP). FP6 (2002-2006), like FP5 (1998-2002), includes a programme on radiation protection. Its main 
objective is to better understand and quantify the risk of exposure to ionizing radiation at low doses and low dose rates. In this 
area during FP5, the EU has funded 24 research projects with a mean number of 7 institutes. The approach has combined 7 
epidemiological, 15 basic biological and 1 mechanistic modelling studies to gain more insight into the risks of developing cancer 
after exposure to radiation. The programme in basic radiation biology aims at providing a sound biological basis for radiation 
protection. The research areas being covered include DNA damage response processes, mechanisms of- and genetic susceptibility 
to- induced cancer, and treatment of radiation injury. The nature and extent of damage to DNA and the consequences of its repair 
are being examined in eight projects as a function of various factors. These include the dose, dose rate, radiation quality, cell 
metabolism, nuclear architecture, chromatin structure, telomeres, as well as genetic factors or developmental stages of animals. 
Four projects look at the mechanisms and cellular consequences of genomic instability and bystander effects. Experimental 
animals are being used to examine variations in individual sensitivity to radiation-induced cancers and to understand mechanisms 
of cancer induction. The programme is supporting fi ve projects on leukaemia and solid tumours of the lung, bone, thyroid, breast, 
and skin. These studies are being complemented by three investigations in humans aimed at identifying the mechanisms of- and 
susceptibility to- secondary cancers after radiotherapy and thyroid cancers induced by the Chernobyl accident. The genetic 
susceptibility to acute and chronic effects of radiation is also being investigated. Two large tissue banks are being established in 
support of these projects. One project aims at improving the management of radiation injury in those exposed to high doses of 
radiation.Summaries at http://www.cordis.lu/fp5-euratom/src/projects_generic.htm.
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P08/1633: An automatic system to search, acquire, and analyse chromosomal aberrations obtained using 
FISH technique

 Raffaele D Esposito, Physics Laboratory, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy

Chromosomal aberrations (CA) analysis in peripheral blood lymphocytes is useful both in prenatal diagnoses and cancer 
cytogenetics, as well as in toxicology to determine the biologically signifi cant dose of specifi c, both physical and chemical, 
genotoxic agents to which an individual is exposed.

A useful cytogenetic technique for CAs analysis is Fluorescence-in-situ-Hybridization (FISH) which simplifi es the automatic 
identifi cation and characterisation of aberrations, allowing the visualisation of chromosomes as bright signals on a dark 
background, and a fast analysis of stable aberrations, which are particularly interesting for late effects.

The main limitation of CA analysis is the rarity with which these events occur, and therefore the time necessary to single out 
a statistically signifi cant number of aberrant cells. In order to address this problem, a prototype system, capable of automatically 
searching, acquiring, and recognising chromosomal images of samples prepared using FISH, has been developed. The system is 
able to score large number of samples in a reasonable time using predefi ned search criteria.

The system is based on the appropriately implemented and characterised automatic metaphase fi nder Metafer4 (MetaSystems), 
coupled with a specifi c module for the acquisition of high magnifi cation metaphase images with any combination of fl uorescence 
fi lters. These images are then analysed and classifi ed using our software. The prototype is currently capable of separating normal 
metaphase images from presumed aberrant ones.

This system is currently in use in our laboratories both by ourselves and by other researchers not involved in its development, 
in order to carry out analyses of CAs induced by ionising radiation.

The prototype allows simple acquisition and management of large quantities of images and makes it possible to carry out 
methodological studies -such as the comparison of results obtained by different operators- as well as increasing the degree of 
standardisation of the criteria upon which analyses are carried out.

This paper analyses the system’s main characteristics and limitations, as well as presenting some results of the automatic 
classifi cation of aberrations.

P08/1634: Nucleoplasmic bridges are a sensitive measure of chromosome rearrangement in the cytokinesis-
block micronucleus assay

 Michael Fenech, CSIRO Health Sciences and Nutrition, Australia;  Keizo Umegaki, Japan;  Philip Thomas, CSIRO, Australia

We have performed experiments using the WIL2-NS human B-lymphoblastoid cell line and primary human lymphocytes to (a) 
determine the importance of including measurements of nucleoplasmic bridges (NPB) in the cytokinesis-block micronucleus 
(CBMN) assay and (b) provide evidence that NPB originate from dicentric chromosomes and centric ring chromosomes. In 
addition we describe theoretical models that explain how dicentric chromosomes and centric ring chromosomes may result 
in the formation of NPB at anaphase. The results with WIL2-NS showed that it was possible to distinguish genotoxic effects 
induced by different oxidizing agents in terms of the NPB/micronucleus frequency ratio. The results with lymphocytes indicated 
a strong correlation (a) between NPB, centric ring chromosomes and dicentric chromosomes in metaphases (R>0.93, P<0.0001) 
and (b) between micronuclei (MNi), acentric chromosome fragments and acentric ring chromosomes (R>0.93, P<0.0001). The 
dose-response curves with gamma rays were very similar for NPB, ring chromosomes and dicentric chromosomes, as were the 
dose-responses for MNi, acentric rings and fragments. However, not all acentric chromosomes and dicentric chromosomes/centric 
rings were converted to MNi and NPB respectively, depending on the dose of radiation. Preliminary data, using FISH, suggests 
that NPB often represent DNA from a structural rearrangement involving only one or two homologous chromosomes. The results 
from this study validate the inclusion of NPB in the CBMN assay which provides a valuable measure of chromosome breakage/
rearrangement that was otherwise not available in the micronucleus assay. The CBMN assay allows NPB measurement to be 
achieved reliably because inhibition of cytokinesis prevents the loss of NPB that would otherwise occur if cells were allowed to 
divide.
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P08/1635: Biological effects of tracheal epithelial cells in air-liquid interface cultures by radon exposure

 Kumiko Fukutsu,  Weihai Zhuo,  Shinji Tokonami,  Masatake Yamauchi,  Yuji Yamada,  Akira Koizumi, National Institute of Radiologi
cal Sciences, Japan;  Koji Ishikawa, KAKEN Co., Japan

Epidemiological studies of uranium miners have shown that high-level exposure to radon can result in lung cancer. But some lung 
cancers might be induced by combined exposure to tobacco and/or mineral dust. The risk at the environmental radon levels is still 
an unresolved question. For getting the biological data for the risk estimate, the biological effects for the tracheal epithelial cells 
were examined by in vitro exposure to radon. For radon exposure of cells, a ceramic radon source that was developed for radon 
experimental research was used. The concentration of radon gas was observed continuously by radon monitor (AlphaGUARD, 
Genitron) before injection to the incubator. The density of alpha track was estimated by CR39 method. The biological effects of 
tracheal epithelial cells were examined in air-liquid interface cultures, which were developed for the purpose of simulating in vivo 
conditions. In the air-liquid interface culture method, the apical surface of epithelial cells is in contact with air, and the airway 
epithelial cells are grown on permeable membranes that differentiate into mucous and ciliated cells. Since the apical surface of 
these epithelial cells is in contact with air, it should be possible to use the cells to simulate in vivo exposure conditions for alpha-
rays. By comparison with conventional culture methods, the advantages of the air-liquid interface cultures are expected to provide 
greatly optimized conditions for the performance of experiments on radon exposures. As a result, the level of dose response for rat 
tracheal epithelial cells of air-liquid interface cultures to x-rays proved to be the same as that for in vivo conditions. Therefore the 
results of radon exposure will be expected as indicating the accurate biological effects of in vivo.

P08/1636: Clonal aberrations in astronauts’ blood lymphocytes

 Kerry A George,  Honglu Wu, Wyle Laboratories, United States;  Veronica Willingham, United States;  Francis A Cucinotta, 
NASA Johnson Space Center, United States

In our previous biodosimetry studies of space radiation induced chromosome damage in astronauts’ lymphocytes, we elected to 
use fl uorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with two or three whole chromosome paint probes because balanced translocations 
can be easily identifi ed with this technique. Radiation induced translocations remain in peripheral blood cells over many years, 
and are therefore unlikely to decay during space missions lasting 4-6 months. However, several recent FISH studies have indicated 
that some individuals possess clones of cells with balanced chromosome abnormalities and this can result in an overestimate of 
damage and, therefore, infl uence the accuracy of dose calculations. We screened our biodosimetry data from twelve astronauts by 
carefully examining chromosome breakpoints and by using suggested statistical methods. Clonal aberrations were identifi ed in 
two of the twelve individuals. These clonal aberrations were present in samples collected both before and after fl ight, and yields 
are higher than previously reported for healthy individuals in this age range (40-52 years). The individuals with clonal aberrations 
were followed up over several months and the frequencies were found to decrease during this period. Since clonal aberrations may 
be associated with increased risk of tumorigensis, it is important to accurately identify cells containing clonal rearrangements for 
risk assessment as well as biodosimetry dose estimations.

P08/1637: Response of thyroid follicular cells to accelerated iron ions

 Lora M Green,  Brandon M Bianski, Loma Linda University, Radiobiology Program, United States;  Deborah K Murray, 
 Steven S Rightnar,  Gregory A Nelson, Loma Linda University, United States

Suspension cultures of early and later passages thyroid follicular fi sher rat thyroid cells (FRTL-5) were exposed to iron ions 
delivered over a dose range of 0-3 Gy and their comparative biological responses measured. Early passage FRTL-5 cultures are 
slow-growing, connexin32 competent whereas, later passage cultures are relatively rapidly growing and connexin32 defective. 
The iron-irradiated cells had sustained levels of incorporated dUTP into 3’ strand breaks, refl ecting DNA damage. There were 
no signifi cant differences between early and later passage cultures except at 0.5 and 1 Gy, 48-hours (p<0.01). The persistence of 
DNA strand breaks in the iron-irradiated samples implies that complex damage had occurred. These results were supported by 
the increased frequency of chromosomal damage measured by the presence of micronuclei. Iron-irradiation induced micronuclei 
at a rate 14/Gy (early passage), and 15/Gy (later passage). The calculated RBE for frequency of micronuclei produced was 8.9 
and 9.6 for the early and later passage cultures, respectively (p>0.05). The presence of consistently medium-larger micronuclei 
was evidence that severe damage was introduced by exposure to iron ions. The levels of apoptosis were not linear with dose, nor 
was there a marked difference with time. In all cases the 3 Gy levels were less than or equal to the levels measured at 0.5 Gy. 
When survival characteristics were compared the most signifi cant difference between early and later passage cultures were in the 
a-components of the survival curves (0.60 Gy -1 for early and 0.71 Gy-1 for the later passage cultures, p<0.014). When cell cycle 
phase redistribution was measured, both the early and later passage cultures displayed a signifi cant shift toward G2 (p<0.001). 
In conclusion, these fi ndings suggest that neither the presence of gap junctions, nor the differences in growth rate translated to 
signifi cant differences in the biological response of thyroid follicles to iron ions.
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P08/1638: Biological dosimetry of heavy ion induced chromosome lesions in human peripheral blood 
lymphocytes of different healthy donors

 Torsten Groesser,  Bjorn Rydberg, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States;  Sylvia Ritter,  Petra Hessel, 
GSI Darmstadt, Germany;  Gerhard Kraft, Gesellschaft fuer Schwerionenforschung, Germany

In the presented work the effect of sparsely ionizing X-rays or densely ionizing carbon ions on human peripheral blood 
lymphocytes (PBL) from healthy donors regarding the fl uctuations in radiosensitivity within the same donor and between different 
donors was examined. This is not only of special interest for physicians and radiation biologists but also plays an important role 
in space fl ights because such fl uctuations in the radiation response would reduce the accuracy of the biological dosimetry. In this 
context, biological changes in the aberration rate of metaphase cells as well as in cell proliferation and the mitotic index were 
measured. Since chromosome analyses are presently the most powerful biological method to quantify radiation exposure, the study 
focused on the measurements of chromosome aberrations in fi rst-metaphase cells. The investigations showed that the aberration 
yield after 400 MeV/u carbon ion exposure (LET = 11 keV/micrometer) was higher than after X-irradiation. The aberration yield 
in fi rst mitotic cells as well as the proportion of damaged cells was stable over the examined period up to 72h after exposure to X-
rays or carbon ions. Furthermore, the results of the presented work revealed pronounced fl uctuations in the measured parameters 
in the same donor as well as between different donors. If the dose effect curves of such parameters were used as calibration curves 
for radiation dose assessment these fl uctuations will decrease their potential of use for dose estimation. This demonstrates that a 
general calibration curve for dose assessment might not be suffi ciently precise and individual calibration curves might improve the 
accuracy of the biological dosimetry.

P08/1639: Combined effects of modelled microgravity and various LET radiations in human lymphocytes

 Lorenzo Manti,  Marco Durante,  Gianfranco Grossi,  Mariagabriella Pugliese,  Paola Scampoli,  Giancarlo Gialanella, University o
f Naples Federico II, Italy

The infl uence of microgravity on the induction and repair processes of radiation-induced DNA damage is still unclear, while 
knowledge of its extent is of importance for future manned space missions in which prolonged exposure to cosmic radiation 
is likely to increase health risks to the crews. This work investigates the action of modelled microgravity (MMG) on human 
peripheral blood lymphocyte (PBL) growth kinetics and radiation-induced clastogenicity. MMG was achieved by means of the 
rotating-wall vessel Bioreactor and caused a drastic reduction in the fraction of phytohemagglutinin (PHA)-promoted blasts, 
but failed to alter signifi cantly the progression of cells through the cell cycle. Radiation of different LETs (X-rays, 60 MeV 
protons and 60 MeV/n 12C ions) was used to study MMG’s impact on the yield of chromosome aberrations (CAs) in irradiated 
PBLs analysed by fl uorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH). Repair of radiation damage was allowed under MMG conditions 
in non-cycling PBLs, which were subsequently stimulated by PHA. CAs were observed in chemically induced, prematurely 
condensed chromosomes by calyculin A treatment. This allowed to obtain cells from different cell-cycle phases. No difference 
between control and MMG-treated cells was exhibited by the analysis of FISH-painted CAs following X-ray irradiation. Analysis 
of protons and 12C ions data is under way. Preliminary results indicate that, irrespective of gravity conditions, both protons and 
12C ions appear to be more effi cient than X-rays in CA induction. However, a similar occurrence of interchromosomal exchanges 
between control and MMG-treated cells after exposure to protons was found, while microgravity seems to enhance the yield of 
aberrant cells following 12C ion irradiation.

P08/1640: Radiological implications of commonalities between atherosclerosis and cancer

 Akhilesh Trivedi, Radiation Protection Bureau, Health Canada, Canada;  Mohammed A Hannan, Environmental Health Science B
ureau, Health Canada, Canada

Cancer is usually believed to be the major long-term health effect of exposure to ionizing radiation. However, recent studies on 
the A- bomb survivors in Japan and Chernobyl workers provided credible evidence of a positive link between radiation exposure 
and cardiovascular mortality. No radiobiological mechanisms were proposed to show how and why radiation acts as an atherogen 
. An extensive literature review performed to examine the etiological factors and the pathogenetic mechanisms involved in 
cardiovascular diseases led us to explain the role of radiation as a common risk factor for atherosclerosis and carcinogenesis. 
The fi nding of monoclonal origin of smooth muscle cells in the arterial plaques fi rst suggested a connection between tumour 
and atherosclerotic development. This hypothesis has been supported by the observations of cancer biomarkers associated with 
atherosclerotic lesions, atherogenicity of carcinogenic agents and genomic instability and/or cancer susceptibility genes like 
p53 playing a role in atherosclerosis. Both mutagenic and mitogenic factors including oxidized lipids can triger the processes 
of atherogenesis, and an association of enhanced cellular radiosensitivity with atherosclerosis patients has been reported. Some 
investigators interpreted these fi ndings to mean that atherosclerosis is a neoplastic disease of the arteries. In view of the known 
biological/chemical effects of radiation, we propose a bio-mechanistic model indicating how this physical agent can act to 
initiate and/or promote cellular and molecular events contributing to the development of atherosclerosis. Experimental studies 
investigating the proposed radiobiological mechanisms for radiation-induced cardiovascular diseases may produce data confi rming 
its similarities with cancer, and thus provide a basis for assessing radiation risk for the two diseases. This presentation will discuss 
the relevance of cardiovascular diseases at low doses and its potential impact on radiation risk assessment.
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P08/1641: Molecular alterations in tumorigenic human breast epithelial cells transformed by 
high LET radiation

 Tom K Hei,  Gloria M Calaf,  Debasish Roy, Columbia University, United States

Carcinogenesis is a multi-stage process with sequences of genetic events governing the phenotypic expression of a series of 
transformation steps leading to the development of metastatic cancer. In the present study, spontaneously-immortalized human 
breast (MCF-10F) cells were irradiated with graded doses of 150 keV/µm alpha particles. Transformed cells developed through 
a series of successive steps before becoming tumorigenic in nude mice and estrogen was found to be essential to the neoplastic 
process. The differential expressions of known genes between tumorigenic breast cells induced by alpha particles and their 
respective control cultures were compared using cDNA expression array. Seven genes including the transforming protein RhoA 
and the oncogene fgr were found to be specifi cally altered among tumorigenic breast epithelial cells. Using microsatellite markers 
located on human chromosome 6, 11, and 17 that are frequently found to be altered in human breast cancers, a progressive degree 
of allelic imbalance of up to 50% was detected at the chromosome locations examined. The results are highly suggestive that 
functional alterations of these genes/ chromosomal locales may be causally related to the carcinogenic process. (Work supported 
by NIH grants CA 49062 and ES07890)

P08/1642: DNA strand breaks induced by ions near the Bragg peak – 
are DSBs induced more effi ciently than SSBs?

 Takashi Fujisaki, NTT, Japan;  Teruaki Konishi,  Kotaro Hieda, Rikkyo University, Japan;  Yukio Sato,  Nakahiro Yasuda, 
 Yoshiya Furusawa, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

High-LET heavy ions are more effi cient than low-LET radiation in the induction of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). The ratio 
of DSBs to single-strand breaks (SSBs) is higher for densely ionizing radiation than for sparsely ionizing radiation. However, even 
for Fe ions with LET of several thousands keV/micro m, DSB/SSB ratios not exceeding a few tenths have been reported. Since 
heavy ions also produce secondary electrons that have low LET and similar biological effects to ordinary low LET gamma- and 
X-rays, ion specifi c effects can be seen specifi cally only if effects by the secondary electrons are eliminated. Heavy ions with very 
low energies produce secondary electrons with such low energies that they may not produce biological effects. To put it concretely, 
ions with 6 MeV/u from the Medium-Energy Beam Course at the NIRS (Chiba) were extracted into air through a thin metal 
foil, and irradiated to samples in air at different distances along the Bragg curve form the exit window to the track end. We have 
measured DSB/SSB ratio in dry and wet pBR322 DNA exposed to He, C, Ar, Fe and Xe ions at positions near the Bragg peak. 
The particle fl uence was directly measured by CR39 track detector. DSB and SSB were detected as the conversion from closed 
circular form of plasmid DNA to linear and open circular form using electrophoretic separation and ethidium bromide staining of 
the DNA. Our results indicate the DSB/SSB ratio is about 1.4 for ions close to the Bragg peak.

P08/1643: BRCA1 gene expression and promoter methylation patterns in early-onset breast cancers among 
A-bomb survivors

 Yuko Hirai,  Masataka Taga,  James Cao,  Shoji Tokuoka,  Donald G MacPhee,  Kei Nakachi, Radiation Effects Research Foundatio
n, Japan

Early-onset breast cancer is one of the most obviously radiogenic cancers among A-bomb survivors. Our initial hypothesis was 
that A-bomb radiation exposure might have enhanced the risk of early-onset breast cancer in initially heterozygous BRCA1 
mutation carriers by mutationally inactivating the normal copy of the BRCA1 gene. To test this hypothesis, we began by 
examining the changes in BRCA1 expression immunohistochemically using the formalin-fi xed, paraffi n-embedded breast cancer 
tissues that had been stored at various hospitals in Hiroshima and Nagasaki for several decades. We then developed a highly-
sensitive methylation-specifi c PCR method to test for hypermethylation of the BRCA1 gene promoter as a possible explanation 
for BRCA1 expression having been reduced in breast cancer cases. The breast cancer tissues studied so far were from a group 
of A-bomb survivors who were <45 years of age at diagnosis (31cases), and from a non-exposed group who were also <45 (21 
cases). Our observations indicate that BRCA1 protein expression levels were reduced by ~90% in many tumor tissues from both 
groups. Review of these reduced cases indicated that methylation silencing of the BRCA1 gene promoter was present in 40-50% 
of both exposed and unexposed cases. By contrast, fully unmethylated BRCA1 promoter sequences were present in as few as 
15-20% of cases in the non-exposed group and 30-35% in the exposed group. Clearly we need to examine many more of the 700 
samples that we aim to collect before we will be able to draw any conclusions about the possible role of methylation silencing in 
the development of early-onset breast cancers among A-bomb survivors.
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P08/1644: Theoretical model of DNA double-strand break misrejoining

 William R Holley,  Bjorn Rydberg, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States;  Aloke Chatterjee, University of Califor
nia, United States

We have developed a theoretical model to describe the misrejoining of double-strand breaks (DSBs) and have compared our 
calculations with experimental results obtained using the hybridization assay. The experiments were performed using human 
fi broblasts exposed to X-Rays and high LET particles in the dose range 10 to 80 Gy. The model utilizes Monte Carlo techniques 
and combines track structure and stopping power theory with a detailed coordinate representation of the human nucleus to 
simulate the formation of DNA DSBs. The model uses a proximity algorithm to calculate joining and misrejoining of DSB ends 
and has been used successfully to calculate yields of chromosome aberrations. Recently we have extended these calculations 
to simulate misrejoining measurements in which the integrity of specifi c restriction fragments is measured, either directly after 
exposure or after incubation, to allow rejoining. Since it is impractical to simulate the large number of cells which can be exposed 
in an experiment, we make the assumption, in order to obtain adequate statistics in our calculations, that averaging over many 
randomly chosen DNA segments in a limited number of simulated cells is equivalent to averaging over a specifi c restriction 
fragment in many cells. Because the model we use consists of random polymer chromosomes positioned randomly within the 
nucleus, the assumption above is valid for our calculations. Both high and low LET data over the dose range indicated are well 
described by the model using a Gaussian proximity function with an interaction range (Gaussian standard deviation) of 0.25 µm. 
Research supported by U.S. Department of Energy (Low Dose Radiation Research Program) and by U.S. NASA.

P08/1645: An in vivo model of mitotic cell death and Ras/MAPK signaling

 Justin M Holub,  Joanne B Weidhaas,  Zvi Fuks,  David Eisenman,  Richard Kolesnick, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, 
United States

We have created the fi rst and only existing tissue-model of mitotic cell death using the nematode C. elegans. We are able to 
measure radiation sensitivity in C. elegans by microscopically scoring the percentage of radiation-induced abnormal vulvae. We 
have found that these abnormalities are due to the death of the vulva cells after their third (and fi nal) division, consistent with post-
mitotic cell death.

In C. elegans the Ras/MAPK signaling pathway is primarily responsible for the development of the hermaphrodite vulva, and 
is highly conserved to the mammalian Ras/MAPK pathway. We began by studying the effects of radiation on worm strains with 
mild loss-of-function (lof) mutations in components of the Ras/MAPK pathway. While the mutant strains that we studied have 
no abnormalities in normal vulva development, we found that all were radiosensitive, with increased radiation-induced vulval 
abnormalities as compared to wild-type worms. We therefore wanted to see if overexpression of the Ras/MAPK pathway would 
confer radioresistance in our system, so we irradiated a gain-of-function (gof) EGFR mutant worm strain. We found that this strain 
was radioresistant, with less radiation-induced vulval abnormalities than wild-type worms. We have concluded that the Ras/MAPK 
pathway protects against mitotic cell death in C. elegans.

We wanted to better understand the downstream effectors of Ras/MAPK signaling that facilitate protection from mitotic cell 
death. Since mitotic cell death is due to DNA damage, we hypothesized that worm strains with mutations in the DNA damage 
response pathway should also be sensitive to mitotic cell death. We have begun analyzing worms with mutations in cell cycle 
checkpoint genes and DNA damage sensor genes, and have found that all of the strains tested thus far are highly radiosensitive. 
We plan to genetically cross gain-of-function Ras/MAPK mutants and loss-of-function checkpoint or damage response mutants, 
and determine the linearity of these pathways.

P08/1646: Infuluence of housing condition upon absorbed dose in peritoneal cavity of mouse chronically 
irradiated with low dose-rate 137Cs-γ-rays

 Yuko Hoshi,  Takaharu Nomura,  Toshiyasu Iwasaki, Low Dose Radiation Research Center, Japan;  Kazuo Sakai, Central Research I
nstitute of Electric Power Industry, Japan

An accurate measurement of absorbed dose in mouse body is an essential prerequisite for success of the low dose whole-body 
exposure experiment. We have developed a specially designed small photoluminescence glass dosimeter (PLD), which is one of 
the most suitable systems for detecting low level exposures in individual mice monitoring. Using the PLD system, in the present 
study, we examined the subtle changes in the absorbed dose in mouse body depending on the caging conditions of mice, such 
as the number of mice housed together in a cage. Increasing number of mice kept in a cage from 1 to 5 reduced signifi cantly the 
absorbed dose measured individually by PLD in the abdominal cavity to approximately 90%. The body weight of mice affected 
apparently the absorbed dose. The reduction in the dose by increasing mouse number in a cage is possibly explained in terms of 
the attenuation of γ-rays by the bodies of neighboring mice in the same cage.
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P08/1647: Hungarian situation f the technologically enhanced naturally occuring radioactive materials

 László Juhász,  Frédéric Joliot-Curie, Hungary;  Pavel Szerbin, NRIRR, Hungary;  I Czoch, Hungarian Atomic Energy Authority, 
Hungary

In Hungary, the main goal is that the Hungarian regulations should meet with the EU Directive No. 96/29. For this aim, a 
surveying project has been launched in order to collect all relevant information about the Hungarian TENORM situation. This 
surveying programme covers a lot of data collection (work activities, disposal places, residue quantities) and radiological 
measurements on the TENORM site. The Hungarian situation of TENORM defi nitely differs from other countries in the aspect 
of occurrence forms of natural sources (or in the imported raw materials), in the quantities of exploitation, in the level of the 
radioactivity and in the applied technological processes.

Firstly, those work activities have been choosen where the huge amount of residues have been produced. The other criteria is 
that the activity concentration in a great portion of the given residues is much higher than the average activity concetration of the 
typical Hungarian soil. After fi ltering and ranking, the following main activities enhanced the radioctivity level are left: uranium 
mining and milling, coal mining, coal fi ring in power plants, bauxite mining and aluminious earth production.

At the uranium mining and milling area the uranium content of residues ranges from 20 to 70 g t-1, and above those the dose 
rate is 0.4-10 µSv h-1. The waste rock piles and heaps for leaching were restored and the remediation of tailings ponds is still under 
way.

In the mountain Mecsek and on the territory from the highland Balaton to the mountain Vértes, the radioactivity level of the 
coals is 10-50 times higher than the worldwide average.

The coal fi red plants have piled up in the order of magnitude of 10 million tons of fl y ash, bottom ash and slag in ponds around 
the plants. The radioactivity of U-238 series of ash and slag is in the range from 200 to 2000 Bq·kg-1.

The radionuclide concentrations of bauxite ores range from 200 to 300 Bq·kg-1. At the refi ning factories, a lot of red mud is 
produced with the activity concentration of 200-400 Bq·kg-1 and the dose rate above the ponds of red mud is in the range of 200-
400 nSv h-1.

According to the fi rst evaluation of the measurements, the extreme elevated values have not been recognized on the sites of 
TENORM, to date. Slightly higher radioactivity levels can be found at few waste rock piles of uncovered coal mines and on the 
tailings ponds of red mud and fl yash.

P08/1648: Radiation-induced chromosome aberrations and cell killing in normal human fi broblasts and 
ataxia telangiectasia fi broblasts

 Tetsuya Kawata,  Masayoshi Saito,  Takashi Uno,  Hisao Ito, Chiba University, Japan;  Naoyuki Shigematsu, Keiko University, Japan

When cells are held in a non-dividing state (G0) after irradiation, an enhanced survival can be observed compared to that of 
immediate plating. A change of survival depending on post irradiation condition is known to be repair of potentially lethal damage 
(RPLD). The effects of confl uent holding recovery (24-h incubation following irradiation) on chromosome aberrations in normal 
human fi broblasts (AG1522) and ataxia telangiectasia fi broblasts (GM02052C) were examined. A chemical-induced premature 
chromosome condensation (PCC) technique with fl uorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) was applied to study chromosome 
aberrations in G2 and M-phase. Results from cell survival showed that the capacity for potentially lethal damage repair was 
normal in AG1522 cells but very little in GM02052C cells. The frequency of chromosome aberrations in AG1522 cells decreased 
when cells were allowed to repair for 24-h. Especially complex type exchanges were found to decrease markedly at high doses 
(4Gy and 6Gy). However, the frequency of chromosome aberrations including complex type exchanges showed little decrease 
in GM02052C cells. Confl uent holding can effectively reduce chromosome aberrations, especially complex type exchanges in 
normal cells.

P08/1649: Synchrotron powder diffraction studies of phase transitions in perovskite oxides

 Brendan J Kennedy, The University of Sydney, Australia

Perovskites are widely used in a number of applications including as hosts for radioactive waste, substrates for thin fi lm devices 
and in electronic and magnetic applications. Often the key properties of the perovskites are associated with the phase instabilities 
– that is the materials readily undergo structural phase transitions. Establishing the correlation between the crystal structure-
property as a function of temperature and pressure in the region of these phase instabilities is one of the most important areas of 
current research.

In our studies of the structures and phase transitions in perovskites we have made extensive use of high resolution powder 
neutron and synchrotron diffraction methods. For many perovskites it is of vital importance to determine accurately the structures 
of the crystalline phases, transition temperature, the temperature dependence of the structures. It is often diffi cult if not impossible 
to determine precise structures near the transition point by conventional laboratory-based X-ray powder diffractometer, due to low 
angular resolution. The extremely high resolution offered by synchrotron diffractometers, coupled with the high intensities makes 
allows for precise structural studies at very fi ne temperature intervals.

This poster will present some results of our variable temperature and pressure powder diffraction studies of some perovskite 
type oxides including that of the fi rst order structural transition in the common mineral cryolite Na
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 and of the novel valence 

transition in the series Ba
2
PrRu
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O
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P08/1650: Mediastinal irradiation as part of the treatment of oesophageal cancer eight years after heart 
transplantation

 Youlia M Kirova,  Cristele Locher,  Karen Benezery,  Jean Leon Lagrange, Henri Mondor University Hospital, France;  S Thierry, 
 E Verme, Henri Mondor University, France

More than 8 000 heart transplantations have been realised in France since 1967. The number of transplantations increases every 
year. The survival of these patients was improved with using of cyclosporins for immunosuppression. Some of these patients are 
long-term survivors and the risk to treat them in oncology departments increases in the time. Up to 30% of patients with organ 
transplantation develop precancerous lesions and malignant tumors. If the diagnosed cancer requires a radiation target-volume that 
involves parts of transplanted heart, a lot of questions arise for the radiotherapist (9). And if there is a concomitant chemotherapy, 
it becomes a real problem. The tolerance of heart has been studied, but there is no suffi cient data concerning the tolerance of 
transplanted heart. Therefore we decided to report our experience of oesophageal cancer patient, treated by conformal radiotherapy 
8 years after heart transplantation.

A case of mediastinal irradiation as part of the management of oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma eight years after heart 
transplantation is reported. This case is the second case in the literature. Some specifi c problems have been discussed and the 
literature is reviewed.

P08/1651: Gamma-ray accelerates the male germ cell maturation of the Medaka Fish, Oryzias latipes

 Yoshikazu Kuwahara,  Atsuko Shimada,  Hiroshi Mitani,  Akihiro Shima, The University of Tokyo, Japan

As one of the safeguards against male germ cell mutagenesis, examined were the effect of gamma-ray on male germ cell 
development. We utilized the small teleost, medaka fi sh, as a model organism because it was easier to identify the spermatogenic 
stages of medaka than that of mammals histologically. Moreover, since medaka lacks epididymis, matured spermatozoa were 
pooled in the efferent duct. Therefore, medaka is useful animal to analyze the germ cell development and matured spermatozoa.

Statistically signifi cant decrease in the frequency of BrdU-labeled cells was observed in spermatogonial stem cells (SSCs), 
but not in pre-meiotic cells (differentiating spermatogonia and pre-leptotene spermatocytes) after 4.75 Gy irradiation. This results 
suggested that gamma-ray exposure induced cell cycle arrest in SSCs, but not in pre-meiotic cells. Seventeen days were needed 
for all of the pre-meiotic cells to develop into spermatozoa. However, germ cell development of exposed pre-meiotic cells, which 
escaped from apoptosis and cell cycle delay, was accelerated, and more than 90% of those cells developed into spermatozoa 
within 5 days. However, the outcome of accelerated germ cell development was the production of the morphologically abnormal 
spermatozoa. TUNEL-positive abnormal spermatozoa were also observed. Even the death rate of morphologically normal 
spermatozoa was increased from day 5 after irradiation. Thus, pre-meiotic cells survived after irradiation were eliminated from 
exposed parents by acceleration of germ cell development, causing temporal exhaust of spermatozoa in the testis. After that, the 
spermatogenesis was begun again from almost intact SSCs.

In conclusion, we found that gamma-ray accelerated the germ cell development. It is the fi rst report that ionizing radiation 
accelerates the differentiation process. This accelerated spermatogenesis could be one of the safeguards against male germ cell 
mutagenesis since spermatozoa with the potential to induce mutation in offspring were expelled from irradiated individual soon 
after irradiation.

P08/1652: DNA damage induced by subexcitation electrons

 Frederic Martin,  Pierre Cloutier,  Darel Hunting,  Leon Sanche, University of Sherbrooke, Canada

The passage of ionizing radiation ( β-, X-, or γ rays) through a living cell produces about 40 x 103 electrons/MeV, with more 
than 50% having energies well below the excitation threshold for water (M. Michaud et al, Physical Review, 44(9), 5623-5627, 
(1991)). We have previously shown that 5-20 eV electrons cause DNA strand breaks via a resonant process with a maximum at 
10 eV (B. Boudaiffa et al, Science 287, 1658-1660, (2000)). The present results demonstrate that very low energy electrons in 
the range of 1 to 5 eV cause single strand breaks (SSB) in DNA. Plasmid DNA [pGEM 3zf(-), 3199pb] is extracted from the host 
bacteria [ E.coli, JM109 ] purifi ed and resuspended in distilled and deionised water. It is deposited on a clean chemically tantalun 
substrate, lyophilised and placed in an UHV chamber for 24 hours before irradiation. After irradiation, plasmid DNA is retrieved 
from the UHV chamber and the samples are dissolved in buffer (Tris-EDTA, 10mM/1mM, pH 8). The different topological forms 
of DNA resulting from single strand break formation are separated by electrophoresis gel, stained by SYBR® Green 1 (Molecular 
Probes), scanned by laser (Storm, Molecular Dynamics) and quantifi ed using the imageQuant program (Molecular Dynamics). The 
quantifi cation protocol has been optimized to maximize both sensitivity and linearity. The effective cross section for inducing SSB 
by the impact of 2 eV electrons is estimated to be 2.3 x 10-13 cm2.
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P08/1653: Profi le of gene expression induced by ionising radiation in human CD4+ T lymphocytes

 Marcella Mori, SCK-CEN, Belgium;  David Vanhove,  Abderrafi  Benotmane,  Christian Desaintes, SCK-CEN, 
Radiobiology Laboratory, Belgium;  Paul Van Hummelen, Flanders Interuniversity for Biotechnology, Belgium;  Elizabeth Hooghe-
Peters, Free University of Brussel, Pharmacology Department, Belgium

Radiation-induced damage leads to different cellular responses including apoptosis, cell cycle arrest and transformation. Complex 
signalling pathways, some of which depend on the p53 status, regulate these responses. In an attempt to get more insight into the 
molecular mechanisms leading to radiation effects, several recent studies have used microarrays to analyse global gene regulation 
in peripheral blood lymphocytes. Few genes have been found to be modulated by ionising radiation. Interestingly, some genes 
have been identifi ed as possible biomarkers of past exposure to radiation (Amundson, 2000; Kang, 2003).

In this study, we further explored the cellular and molecular responses to radiation of different hematopoietic cell sub-
populations. As a fi rst step, we evaluated the response to irradiation of CD4+ T lymphocytes isolated from blood of three healthy 
donors.

CD4+ T lymphocytes (97% purity), were irradiated ex vivo with 0.01, 0.1 and 1 Gy X-rays (250 kV- 15mA, 1mm Cu) and 
studied after 2, 8, 24 and 48h following radiation exposure. Apoptosis, measured as ROS (Reactive Oxygen Species) activity 
and sub G1 peak, increased with dose, becoming statistically signifi cant only after 1 Gy. Programmed cell death also increased 
gradually with time after exposure, culminating at 25% 48 hours after 1Gy exposure.

The patterns of gene induction over time and dose were tested by real-time quantitative RT-PCR on a limited number of 
candidate genes. One of these genes, DDB2 (DNA Damage Binding protein 2), was activated by 0.1Gy and 1Gy. Its activation 
was maximal after 1 Gy irradiation at 8h, averaging 8-9 fold for all three donors, and decreased at later time-points (24h and 48h). 
This dose and time-point were chosen for a large-scale gene expression analysis. cDNA from irradiated samples and sham controls 
were labelled with two different fl uorochromes, mixed and hybridized to glass slide microarrays containing +/- 13.800 different 
human cDNAs spotted in duplicate. Data of gene modulation were analyzed using a threshold of 2-fold induction and repression. 
Few genes appeared to be modulated (0.02%), including DDB2 and genes involved in the p53 pathway such as CDKN1A, 
GADD45, PA26 and cyclinG1. The expression profi les of a number of other candidate genes were confi rmed by quantitative real-
time RT-PCR analysis. The results from this study will be presented.

P08/1654: Radiation-induced germ-line mutations detected by a direct comparison of parents and children 
DNA sequences containing SNPs

 Mitsuoki Morimyo,  Etsuko Hongo,  Tomoyasu Higashi,  Jianyu Wu,  Izumi Matsumoto,  Masanori Okamoto,  Akihiro Kawano, 
 Satsuki Tsuji, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

Germ-line mutation is detected in mice but not in humans. To estimate genetic risk of humans, a new approach to extrapolate from 
animal data to humans or to directly detect radiation-induced mutations in man is expected. We have developed a new method 
to detect germ-line mutations by directly comparing DNA sequences of parents and children. The nucleotide sequences among 
mouse strains are almost identical except SNP markers that are detected at 1/1000 frequency. When gamma-irradiated male mice 
are mated with female mice, heterogeneous nucleotide sequences induced in children DNA are a candidate of mutation, whose 
assignment can be done by SNP analysis. This system can easily detect all types of mutations such as transition, transversion, 
frameshift and deletion induced by radiation and can be applied to humans having genetically heterogeneous nucleotide sequences 
and many SNP markers.

C3H male mice of 8 weeks of gestation were irradiated with gamma rays of 3 and 1 Gy and after 3 weeks, they were mated 
with the same aged C57BL female mice. After 3 weeks breeding, DNA was extracted from parents and children mice. The 
nucleotide sequences of 150 STS markers containing 300-900 bp and SNPs of parents and children DNA were determined by a 
direct sequencing; amplifi cation of STS markers by Taq DNA polymerase, purifi cation of PCR products, and DNA sequencing 
with a dye-terminator method.

At each radiation dose, a total amount of 5 Mb DNA sequences were examined to detect radiation-induced mutations. We 
could fi nd 6 deletions in 3 Gy irradiated mice but not in 1 Gy and control mice. The mutation frequency was about 4.0 x 10-7/bp/
Gy or 1.6 x 10-4/locus/Gy, and suggested the non-linear increase of mutation rate with dose.

P08/1655: Structural analysis of radiation-induced chromosome aberrations by atomic force microscope 
(AFM) before and after Giemsa staining

 Masahiro Murakami,  Reiko Kanda,  Masako Minamihisamatsu,  Isamu Hayata, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan

We have studied structures of chromosome aberration induced by ionizing radiation by an atomic force microscope (AFM). 
The AFM could visualize the fi ne structure of chromosomes on Giemsa stained or unstained samples, although it was diffi cult 
to visualize unstained chromosomes by light microscope. The height data of chromosomes obtained by AFM provided useful 
information to describe detailed structure of chromatid gaps induced by heavy ion irradiation. A fi brous structure was observed 
on the unstained chromosome and these structures were considered to be the 30nm fi bers on the chromosome. These types of 
structures were observed in the gaps as well as on surface of the chromosome.

Further more, other types of chromosome aberration induced by ionizing radiation visualized by AFM will be presented.
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P08/1656: Pre-irradiation of γ-ray increases the accumulation of BSH into the tumor: implications for boron 
neutron capture therapy

 Kenji Nagata,  Minoru Suzuki,  Yuko Kinashi,  Koji Ono, Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute, Japan;  Yoshinori Sakurai, 
 Shin-ichiro Masunaga, Kyoto University, Japan

Purpose: It is a purpose of this study to examine whether pre-irradiation of gamma ray increases BSH concentration in tumors and 
enhances an effect of boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) to tumors.

Methods: SCC VII tumor cells were inoculated into the thighs of C3H/He mice. The tumor-bearing mice received gamma 
ray irradiation of 5-20 Gy. At various time points after irradiation, BSH (75 mg/ kg body weight) was administered into mouse 
peritoneal space. The mice were sacrifi ced at 30 min after BSH administration, and tumors were excised. After the tumors placed 
in 2ml Tefl on tube, the B-10 concentration in the tumors was measured by prompt gamma ray spectrometry using a thermal 
neutron guide tube installed at Kyoto University Reactor (KUR). The mice received pre-irradiation of gamma ray (5 Gy) to tumors 
and administration of BSH (75 or 150 mg/ kg body weight), and tumors were excised at 30 min after BSH administration. The 
tumors were irradiated with thermal neutrons after placed in Tefl on tube. The neutron beam was generated at KUR. The antitumor 
effect of BNCT was investigated by colony formation assay.

Results: The B-10 concentration in the tumors without pre-irradiation was 13.1±1.7 µg/ g. The concentration in the 
tumors reached a peak value at 72 hrs after gamma ray irradiation. The concentration rose to 123%, 127%, and 136% of the 
control value 72 hrs after 5 Gy, 10 Gy, and 20 Gy, respectively. The cell survival rate as a function of neutron fl uence (n/ cm2) 
decreased exponentially. The slope coeffi cient of cell survival curves in BNCT showed a complete linear relationship with B-10 
concentration in tumors (r=0.9916).

Conclusions: By gamma ray irradiation to tumors, an accumulation of BSH in tumors and an antitumor effect of BNCT were 
increased. This phenomenon may be useful to clinical BNCT.

P08/1657: Radiation-modulated gene expression in C. elegans

 Gregory A Nelson,  Erban Bayeta,  Celso Perez,  Ella Lloyd,  Tamako Jones,  Anna Smith, Loma Linda University, United States; 
 Jian Tian, United States

We use the nematode C. elegans to characterize the genotoxic and cytotoxic effects of ionizing radiation with emphasis effects 
of charged particle radiation and have described the fl uence vs. response relationships for mutation, chromosome aberration and 
certain developmental errors. These endpoints quantify the biological after repair and compensation pathways have completed 
their work. In order to address the control of these reactions we have turned to gene expression profi ling to identify genes that 
uniquely respond to high LET species or respond differentially as a function of radiation properties. We have employed whole 
genome microarray methods to map gene expression following exposure to gamma rays, protons and accelerated iron ions. We 
found that 599 of 17871 genes analyzed showed differential expression 3 hrs after exposure to 3 Gy of at least one radiation 
types. 193 were up-regulated, 406 were down-regulated, and 90% were affected by only one species of radiation. Genes whose 
transcription levels responded signifi cantly mapped to defi nite statistical clusters that were unique for each radiation type. We are 
now trying to establish the functional relationships of the genes their relevance to mitigation of radiation-induced damage. Three 
approaches are being used. First, bioinformatics tools are being used to determine the roles of genes in co-regulated gene sets. 
Second, we are applying the technique of RNA interference to determine whether our radiation-induced genes affect cell survival 
(measured in terms of embryo survival) and chromosome aberration (intestinal anaphase bridges). Finally we are focussing on 
the response of the most strongly-regulated gene in our data set. This is the autosomal gene, F36D3.9, whose predicted structure 
is that of a cysteine protease resembling cathepsin B. An enzymological approach is being used to characterize this gene at the 
protein level. This work was supported by NASA Cooperative Agreement NCC9-149.

P08/1658: The search for gene targets in human gliomas by cDNA microarray

 Frank QH Ngo,  CH Feng,  CL Chang,  John YH Chan,  David HC Pan, National Yang Ming University & Taipei Veterans General, 
Taiwan;  SH Yen,  CY Shiaw,  TT Wong, Taipei Veterans General Hospital, Taiwan

Glioma is most challenging in the therapeutic management of solid tumors in the central nervous system. While these tumors are 
commonly treated with radiation therapy following debulking of the primary lesions by surgery. the prognosis of the high-graded 
glioma such as GBM is relatively poor. The neoplasms are often described as being heterogenous in local microenvironments 
including physiology, oxygenation, cell proliferation and necrosis, and microvaculature. In this study we aimed to establish 
the gene activity-basis of the neoplasms (astrocytoma, anaplastic astrocytoma, and GBM) using cDNA microarray analysis. 
For comparison, non-tumor cortex tissues from epilepsy are used as reference. The Microarray chips contained Human DNA 
sequences in duplicates representing 4,600 or 7,500 genes. Signifi cantly altered-expressed genes were determined by the absolute 
expression ratio equal to or greater than 2 and such ratios were calculated by taking the mean of the results from forward and 
reversed Cy3/Cy5 labelings. Microarray data were validated by quantitative RT-PCR on selected genes. Our results show: (1) the 
number of altered-expressed genes appears to increase with the increasing pathological grading of gliomas, (2) relative to those 
in non-tumor tissues, IGF2 and IGF binding proteins 2 and 5, EGFR, and PDGFR are up-regulated in most GBM, (3) there are 
considerable heterogeneity in the kind and level of altered-expressed genes in GBM, (4) very few (single digit) active genes are 
shared between GBM and the non-tumor cortex.
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P08/1659: Selective irradiation of the blood vessels by using boron neutron capture reaction – development 
and its utilization

 Koji Ono,  Yuko Kinashi,  Minoru Suzuki,  Kenji Nagata,  Yoshinori Sakurai,  Shin-ichiro Masunaga, Kyoto University Research Reac
tor Institute, Japan;  Satoshi Kasaoka,  Kazuo Maruyama, Teikyo University, Japan

Purpose : The purposes are development of the method to irradiate blood vessels selectively by using B-10(n, alpha) Li-7 reaction 
and examination of its effect on tumor and normal tissues.

Methods : We made BSH-enclosed large size liposome (=300 nm) conjugated with PEG ; BSH-PEG-liposome. This type 
liposome is thought to escapes from macrophage in the liver, and can stay in the blood at high concentration level for long time. 
They are also considered not to be able to leak from the vessels into the surrounding tissues. If they receive neutron, B-10 emits 
extreme short-range (<9 micron) alpha-particle and recoil Li-7 nucleus. C3H/He mice and tumor model SCCVII were used to 
examine the character and effect of this type liposome. Thermal neutron irradiation was performed by KUR heavy water facility 
and B-10 concentrations in the blood or tissues were measured by prompt gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results : The B-10 concentration ratio between blood and tumor 30 minutes after BSH-PEG-liposome administration was 35-
40, and this ratio was stable for several hours. The effect on the tumors that received neutrons was examined by colony formation 
assay. The tumor cell survival rate of the BSH-PEG-liposome neutron group was very slightly suppressed in comparison with that 
of neutron alone group, however, the growth of the tumors was remarkably suppressed in BSH-PEG-liposome neutron group. 
In the mice that received whole body neutron irradiation after BSH-PEF-liposome injection, the mouse group of 50 Gy to the 
endothelium of the vessel did exhibit no death, and in the groups of 127 and 183 Gy, all individuals died. But diarrhea and bloody 
anal discharge that suggested radiation intestinal death were not observed at all. Cause of the death seemed to be bone marrow 
death.

P08/1660: Nutrition and radiotherapy

 Henry Osiecki, Australia

Radiation is a common method of treating large tumours, however one of the major problems in radiation therapy is the severe 
side effects that may limit its effi cacy. Utilising nutrients can assist in the control of these side effects which will greatly enhance 
the quality of life of the patient plus improve the effectiveness of the radiation. Another controversial point regarding radiation 
and nutrition is the concurrent use of antioxidants and radiotherapy. The science literature is in agreement that supplementing with 
antioxidants after radiation is essential. In addition, most studies now show that antioxidants do not interfere with the effi cacy of 
radiotherapy. These issues and suggestions for nutrients to assist during and after radiation will be discussed.

P08/1661: A model and code for the simulation of radiation-induced chromosome aberrations detectable 
with Giemsa or FISH

 Francesca Ballarini, Università degli Studi di Pavia, Dipartimento di Fisica, Italy;  Andrea Ottolenghi, Università degli Studi di P
avia, Italy

A mechanistic model and a Monte Carlo code simulating the induction of chromosome aberrations by ionising radiation were 
developed. The model can predict dose-response curves for various types of aberrations (dicentrics, translocations, rings, complex 
exchanges and deletions) induced in human lymphocytes by gamma rays, protons and alpha particles of different energies. The 
model relies on the assumption that only clustered – and thus severe – DNA damage (“Complex Lesions”, CL) can evolve into 
aberrations, and that only free-ends in neighbouring chromosomes can interact and form exchanges. The yields of CL induced 
by the various radiation types were taken from previous works; such lesions were distributed in the sphere representing the cell 
nucleus according to the radiation track structure. Interphase chromosome territories were explicitly simulated, allowing us to 
obtain fi nal confi gurations in which each chromosome occupies an intra-nuclear domain with volume proportional to its DNA 
content. Accidental eurejoining was allowed. In order to reproduce experimental conditions as closely as possible, fragments 
smaller than 15 Mbp (Giemsa) or 11 Mbp (FISH) were neglected since they can hardly be detected in experiments. The presence 
of a background level of aberrations was also taken into account.

Very good agreement was found with experimental dose-response curves taken from the literature, for both simple and 
complex exchanges. This provided a validation of the model both in terms of the adopted assumptions and in terms of the 
simulation techniques. The ratio of centric rings to dicentrics and of complex to simple exchanges was calculated as a function of 
the radiation type and energy. Such ratios were found to increase with the radiation LET, supporting the hypothesis that they can 
be good candidates as biomarkers of the radiation quality.
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P08/1662: Immortalization of primary human airway epithelial cells by ectopic expression of telomerase and 
their transformation by heavy ions

 Chang Q Piao,  Su X Liu,  Tom K Hei, Columbia University, United States

Human tumor cells are often immortalized with about 90% of them express telomerase. Ectopic expression of telomerase can 
contribute to in vitro malignant transformation . Lung cancer is the most frequent cause of cancer death throughout the world, and 
high-LET radiation is a well established contributing factor. In this studies, normal human small airway epithelial cells (SAEC) 
were transfected with the construct pBabest2 containing cDNA encoding hTERT by retrovirus-mediated gene transfer. Cells 
resistant to G418 were continuously cultured for more than 150 PDs. The hTERT-transfected cells (hTERT-SAE) expressed high 
telomerase activity, had a normal karyotype, without p16 and p53 alterations, and were non-tumorigenic in nude mice. The results 
indicated that the hTERT-SAE cell line was immortal and expressed normal phenotypes. The hTERT-SAEC cells were exposed 
to 60 cGy of 56Fe ions at passage 5 after selection with G418. The irradiated hTERT-SAE (hTERT-SAE-Fe) cells have also been 
cultured for over 150 PDs. They lost contact inhibition of growth and acquired anchorage independent phenotype. Tumorigenic 
potential of hTERT-SAE-Fe cells is currently being evaluated. The hTERT-immortalized SAEC cell line (hTERT-SAE) may be a 
better human bronchial epithelial cell model than their viral-immortalized counterparts in ascertaining the cellular and molecular 
pathways leading to radiation induced bronchial carcinogenesis. (Work supported by NIH grants CA49062 and ES11804)

P08/1664: Glucose metabolism in a rat mammary adenocarcinoma

 Rachel Richardson,  Mark Dewhirst, Duke University, United States;  Steve Suddarth,  Jesse Brannen,  Robert Black, 
Sicel Technologies Inc., United States

Tumor hypoxia, which decreases therapy response is common in tumors. Glucose metabolism is closely tied to tumor 
oxygenation and alteration of its metabolism could improve tumor oxygenation. The objective of the study was to compare 
tissue pharmacokinetics of 14C-2-deoxyglucose (14C2DG) and 14C-glucose in an adenocarcinoma (R3230Ac) and normal control 
tissue (subcutis:SQ) using a novel fi beroptic scintillation detector. Fischer 344 rats with R3230Ac tumors were anesthetized with 
Isofl urane and detectors were inserted. Baseline data was acquired for 45 minutes, then 14C2DG or 14C-glucose (i.v.) was injected 
and data was acquired for 3 hours.

After 100mCi of 14C2DG both tissues reached peaks (R3230Ac, 0.4mCi/g; SQ, 0.75mCi/g) 20 minutes post-injection that 
remained stable for 3 hours. With 200mCi 14C2DG R3230Ac peaked and plateaued at 1.75mCi/g by 50 minutes. SQ peaked 
(2.25mCi/g) at 20 minutes and decreased to a stable plateau (0.75mCi/g) at 50 minutes.

Kinetics of 14C-glucose were different from 14C2DG. R3230Ac and SQ increased over 20 minutes, reaching peaks of 2.4mCi/g 
and 1.5mCi/g, respectively. A slow decrease followed, but tumor signal (1.25mCi/g) remained higher than SQ (0.5mCi/g). Kinetics 
of 14C2DG and 14C-glucose were distinctly different. In SQ a wash-in/wash-out effect was observed at 200mCi of 14C2DG. In 
tumor 14C2DG accumulated to a plateau (1.75mCi/g) that persisted out to 3 hours. 14C-glucose signal declined below 14C2DG 
signal in both tissues, suggesting they both metabolize 14C-glucose and excrete 14C-containing metabolites.

PET can assess fl ourine-deoxyglucose uptake in tumors, which is analogous to our 14C2DG studies. However, PET cannot 
provide data on glucose metabolism and excretion because there is not a metabolizable fl uorinated-glucose analogue that is 
imageable by PET. In summary, this novel detector has the unique capability to evaluate real-time accumulation, metabolism, and 
excretion of radiolabeled glucose in tissues before and after metabolic manipulation.

Funded by:
1. NIH grant: NIHCA40355
2. Sicel Technologies Inc.

P08/1666: Characterization of carbon ion-induced mutations in Arabidopsis thaliana

 Naoya Shikazono, Chihiro  Suzuki,  Satoshi Kitamura,  Hiroshi Watanabe,  Shigemitsu Tano,  Atsushi Tanaka, Japan Atomic Energy R
esearch Institute, Japan

Irradiation of Arabidopsis thaliana by carbon ions was carried out to investigate the mutational effect of ion particles in higher 
plants. The averaged mutation rate of carbon ions was 2.0 X 10-6/ Gy, which was 18-fold higher than that of electrons. PCR 
analysis of the carbon ion-induced mutants showed that, out of 28 mutant alleles, 14 had point-like mutations within the gene, 
while 14 contained large structural alterations. In the case of 12 electron-induced mutants, 9 had point-like mutations within the 
gene, while 3 contained large structural alterations. These results suggest that carbon ions are more likely to induce large structural 
alterations compared with electrons. Further sequence analysis revealed that most of the point-like mutations induced by carbon 
ions were short deletions. In the case of rearrangements, DNA strand breaks were found to be rejoined using, if present, short 
homologous sequences for both types of radiation. After carbon ion-irradiation, small deletions were frequently observed around 
the breakpoints, whereas duplications of terminal sequence were found after electron-irradiation. These results suggest that non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway operates after plant cells are exposed to both ion particles and electrons but that different 
mode of rejoining deals with the broken ends produced by each radiation.

From the present results, it seems reasonable to assume that carbon ions could predominantly induce null mutations in 
Arabidopsis. The fact that the molecular nature of carbon ion-induced mutation was different from that of electrons and that the 
molecular mechanisms of cells to induce mutations appeared to be also different implicates that ion particle is not only valuable as 
a new mutagen but also useful as a new tool to study repair mechanisms of certain types of DNA damage.
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P08/1668: The virtual cell and multi-endpoint data analysis

 Robert D Stewart,  David J Carlson, Purdue University School of Health Sciences, United States;  Kristofer Jennings, 
Purdue University, United States

Mechanism-based modeling of biological systems may help reduce uncertainties in the estimated health risks of low doses of 
ionizing radiation and contribute to the optimization of radiation therapy for the treatment of cancer. The Virtual Cell (VC) 
software represents an ongoing effort to construct a mechanism-based system of models to simulate early events and processes 
involved in the pathogenesis of cancer. The main endpoints of interest in the VC are cell death and neoplastic transformation. 
The VC also provides some information about damage repair kinetics, chromosome aberration yields, the induction of genetic 
instability, cell cycle kinetics, and the probability of tumor eradication following radiation therapy.

The number of adjustable model parameters tends to increase as the amount of biological detail increases. Model calibration 
and testing activities thus becomes increasingly challenging. The latest version of the VC can perform simultaneous least-squares 
analyses of measured data for the initial double strand break (DSB) yield (Gy-1 cell-1), the DSB rejoining rate, cell survival, and 
neoplastic transformation – all as a function of dose and dose rate. Application of these data analysis capabilities to DSB rejoining 
and cell survival data demonstrates that the Lethal and Potentially Lethal (LPL) and the Repair-Misrepair (RMR) models do 
not provide an adequate formalism to directly link the DSB to cell killing. The practical consequence of this inadequacy is that 
measured data for the initial DSB yield and the rate of DSB rejoining are of limited value for the estimation of LPL and RMR 
model inputs. As the Linear-Quadratic (LQ) model is a low dose and dose rate approximation to LPL and RMR, similar issues 
arise with regards to the estimation of α, β and the effective half-time for sub-lethal damage repair. Multi-endpoint data analysis is 
a promising new methodology to test the accuracy and validity of radiobiological models.

P08/1669: Cell killing and chromosomal aberration induced by heavy-ion beams in cultured 
human tumor cells

 Kaoru Takakura,  Aya Funada,  Mayumi Mohri,  Ryonfa Lee, International Christian University, Japan;  Mizuho Aoki, 
 Yoshiya Furusawa, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Eisuke Gotoh, National Institute of Infectious Diseases, 
Japan

To clarify the relation between cell death and chromosomal aberration in cultured human tumor cells irradaited with heavy-ion 
beams. The analyses were carried out on the basis of the linear energy transfer (LET) values of heavy ion beams as radiation 
source. Exponentially growing human tumor cells, Human Salivary Gland Tumor cells (HSG cells), were irradiated with various 
high energy heavy ions, such as 13 keV/micrometer carbon (C) ions as low LET charged particle radiation source, 120 keV/
micrometer carbon (C) ions and 440 keV/micrometer iron (Fe) ions as high LET charged particle radiation sources.The cell 
death was analysed by the colony formation method, and the chromosomal aberration and its repairing kinetics was analysed by 
prematurely chromosome condencation method (PCC method) using calyculin A. Chromatid-type breaks, isochromatid breaks and 
exchanges were scored for the samples from the cells keeping with various incubation time after irradiation. The LET dependence 
of the cell death was similar to that of the chromosome exchange formation after 12 hours incubation. A maximum peak was 
around 120 keV/micrometer. However it was not similar to the LET dependence of isochromatid breaks or chromatid breaks after 
12 hours incubation. These results suggest that the exchanges formed in chromosome after irradiation should be one of essential 
causes to lead the cell death. The different quality of induced chromosome damage between high-LET and low-LET radiation 
was also shown. About 89 % and 88 % chromatid breaks induced by X rays and 13 keV/micrometer C ions were rejoined within 
12 hours of post-irradiation, though only 71% and 58 % of chromatid breaks induced by 120 keV/micrometer C ions and 440 
keV/micrometer Fe ions were rejoined within 12 hours of post-irradiation.

P08/1671: Basal ganglia morpho/dosimetry in gamma knife radiosurgery

 Vinicio Toledo, Hospital San Javier – Radiation Oncology, Mexico;  Marco A Barajas, Hospital San Javier – Neuroscience, 
Mexico;  Carlos Rodriguez,  Gabriel Rodriguez, Hospital San Javier, Mexico

Introduction: In gamma radiosurgery intracranial volume outside the target volume is exposed to radiation doses that have been 
considered negligible. Their clinical expression has not yet been established related to integral dose in basal ganglia.

Objective: Determine proportional and integral dose to basal ganglia in DVH; establish their utility and relation with fl uence 
rate by retox index.

Material and Methods: Basal ganglia structures were defi ned in an anatomically normal brain, a 1.5 tesla MR was used and 
the image management T1, T2, Flair and IR sequences were processed with GammaPlan 5.33 (Elekta AB, Sweden). Structure 
volumes and doses were obtained with DVH in a single 18 mm collimator isocenter at XYZ (100,100,100), 100 Gy Dmax, and 
3.328 Gy/min dose rate.

Results: Basal ganglia (caudal, lenticular -palido and putamen-, thalamus), optic nerve and quadrigeminal plate including 
chiasm were evaluated. The maximum dose point represents 100 %. Retox index was calculated in each case and the volume, 
integral and proportional doses are also determined.

Conclusions: Integral dose has not yet been involved in toxicity genesis. We strongly recommend this to be taken into account 
since the basal ganglia region bio-response could differ from non-cortical structures in the periphery with less functional activity. 
Very high doses can be well tolerated in very small volumes with low retox index. Use of morpho/dosimetry can help to better 
correlate radiation toxicity in skull base. Retox index can be useful predicting late toxicity.
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P08/1673: Construction of high-resolution and physical maps around a radiation susceptibility gene on rat 
chromosome 4 using LEC congenic lines

 Atsushi B Tsuji,  Aya Sugyo,  Tomo Kimura,  Atsuko Ishikawa,  Toshiaki Ogiu,  Takashi Imai,  Yoshi-Nobu Harada, National Institute o
f Radiological Sciences, Japan;  Masashi Sagara, Frontier Research Center, NIRS, Japan

Even if the human genome has been sequenced completely, it is diffi cult to determine the genes associated with the complicated 
radiation-induced responses in human. Therefore, the genetic analysis of an appropriate animal model is a useful approach to 
gain understanding of radiation-induced responses. A LEC rat is known to be an animal model of highly susceptibility to X-ray 
irradiation characterized by intestinal death, bone marrow death and impaired DNA repair. In order to identify the radiation 
susceptibility gene in the LEC rat, congenic rat lines developed by introgressing a LEC chromosomal segment into a F344 
background using a phenotype-driven breeding protocol, and we performed a genome-wide genotyping of congenic rats and their 
progeny for selection tests. We determined that the susceptibility gene for X-irradiation was located in the chromosomal region 
on rat chromosome 4. In order to construct a high-resolution map, we mapped 30 microsatellite markers, four known genes and 
73 ESTs using rat radiation hybrid panel. Then, we constructed a BAC contig in the chromosomal region using hybridization and 
PCR, and we estimate that a physical distance could be approximately 1Mb using pulse-fi eld gel electrophoresis. We performed 
the sequencing of four positional candidate genes, and we determined no mutation causing amino acid substitution in their coding 
sequences between LEC and F344 rats. In addition, we could not fi nd other candidate genes in the conserved chromosomal regions 
on human chromosome 3q21 and mouse chromosome 6. These fi ndings suggest that the radiation susceptibility gene in the LEC 
rat would be a novel gene. Therefore, the determination of the radiation susceptibility gene for the LEC rat will be helpful to 
understand the molecular mechanism of irradiation-induced response in human.

P08/1674: The effect of irradiation and chemotherapeutic agents on a new pancreatic carcinoma cell line

 Akiva Vexler,  Silvia Marmor,  Rami Ben-Yosef, Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Israel;  Alex Starr, Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical Cen
ter &Tel-Aviv University, Israel;  Yoel Greif, Department of Lung & Allergy, Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical, Israel

Introduction. In vitro studies using pancreatic cancer cells are based mostly on a few well-characterized cell lines, which have 
been established in culture for up to 20 years. The phenotype of these cell lines can change in long-term cultures and, due to 
extensive sub-cloning, they occasionally show phenotypic and genotypic instability, with eventual loss of the characteristics of the 
tumors from which they were originated. Therefore, we have established and characterized a new pancreatic cancer cell line from 
pleural effusion of a patient with advanced cancer of pancreas, designated p34, and evaluated its radio-chemo sensitivity. Materials 
and Methods. The cells were characterized using usual microscopy, FACS analysis, immunohistochemistry and cytogenetics. Cell 
survival following irradiation or drug treatment was measured by colorimetric XTT assay. Results. The p34 cells showed typical 
morphological characteristics of epithelial pancreatic tumor cells and expressed cytokeratin 7 and pancreatic antigen but were 
negative for vimentin. The line consisted of hyperdiploid cells with a modal number of 48 including trisomy of chromosomes 2, 
5 and 7, monosomy of chromosome 20 and two marker chromosomes: 2p- and iso(8q). The same chromosomal changes were 
present in early and late passages (during >1 year of cultivation). Irradiation decreased signifi cantly the p34 cell survival with the 
LD50 = 4,5 Gy. Gemcitabine, taxol and vinorelbine signifi cantly inhibited cell proliferation in nM concentrations, whereas cis-
platin was effective in µM concentrations. Conclusion. The p34 cell line may serve as a new model for studying various aspects of 
both biology and anticancer treatment in carcinoma of the pancreas.

P08/1675: 1H MRS can detect dose dependent effects in irradiated tumor cells and spheroids

 Sveva Grande,  Vincenza Viti,  Laura Guidoni, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy;  Anna Maria Luciani, Laboratorio di Fisica and IN
FN, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy;  Antonella Rosi, Tabocchini Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy

1H MR spectra of tumour cells are often characterised by the presence of intense signals from the methylene fatty acid chains 
of mobile lipids (ML), mostly triglycerides (TG). In previous work (Magnetic Resonance in Medicine ,1999, 42:248-257), we 
showed that the intensity of these signals is modulated by cell proliferation. Polyunsaturation levels of the fatty acid chains were 
also found higher when mobile lipid signals were intense, in agreement with independent fi ndings by other authors (Nat. Med . 
1999, 5:1323-1327).

Cells from breast carcinoma (MCF 7) were irradiated at increasing doses (5 – 40 Gy) to detect spectral differences in irradiated 
cells and to relate them to the metabolic breakdown accompanying cell death. Early and late, metabolism mediated , effects were 
observed.

The main effect observed shortly after treatment was a decrease in ML peak intensity, probably from the oxidative damage 
to the involved lipid structures. On the other hand, when cells were observed after 24, 48 and 72 hours, irradiated cells displayed 
more intense ML peaks, with a maximum effect after 48 hours, irrespective of the initial intensity of ML signals. The effect 
was found dose dependent. Also peaks from lipid polyunsaturation were found higher in irradiated samples. Moreover, also 
phosphorylcholine and glutathione signals were affected by irradiation.

Similar effects were found in multicellular spheroids from the same cell strain.
Association of the observed changes with apoptotic death is currently under consideration.
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P08/1676: Metabolic effects induced by proton beams in tumor cells: a 1H MRS study

 Sveva Grande,  Laura Guidoni,  Vincenza Viti, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy;  Anna Maria Luciani, Laboratorio di Fisica a
nd INFN, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy;  Antonella Rosi, Tabocchini Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Italy;  Giacomo Cuttone, 
INFN- LNS, Catania, Italy;  Roberto Cherubini, INFN-laboratori Nazionali Di Legnaro, Italy

It is known that the main consequence of cell irradiation is the induction of damages in DNA, leading either to DNA repair or to 
cell death. Though less studied, other damages occur on different molecules leading to cell malfunction and death.

Proton beams are believed to be more effi cient than gamma rays in inducing cell death and many studies are in progress to 
exploit proton effi ciency to provide new therapeutic modalities for some class of tumours. As the origin of this difference is not 
clear, much effort is currently devoted to clarify the radiobiological damages induced by proton beams and to compare them to 
those induced by gamma radiation.

Cultured HeLa cells, from a human tumour of the uterine cervix, and MCF 7 cells, from breast carcinoma were studied. Cells 
were irradiated with single acute doses of 10 and 20 Gy with proton beams at different energy up to 60 MeV. Metabolic and lipid 
extracts from cells were prepared after different time intervals up to 72 hours. 1H MR spectra were then run on these samples. 
Spectral modifi cations induced by either proton or gamma irradiation were compared

Lipid pattern did not seem affected by proton treatment, while signifi cant changes in soluble metabolites were found after 
irradiation. The most relevant effect observed was the increase of the lipid related metabolites Glycerophosphorylcholine (GPC) 
and Choline (Cho). Glutathion signals were also affected. Comparable effects are obtained by irradiating cells with 40 Gy of 
gamma rays and 20 Gy of proton beams.

P08/1677: Mutagenecity of nitrogen ions with 5-20KeV in mammalian cells

 Huiyun Feng,  Lijun Wu,  Burong Hu, Key Lab of Ion Beam Bioengineering of Chinese Academy, China;  Ann Xu,  Zengliang Yu, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, China;  Tom K Hei, Columbia University, United States

In the present study, we focused on the mutagenicity of implanted ions with low energy in mammalian cells. By implanting the 
human-hamster hybrid AL cells with various fl uences(40×D0,100×D0,200×D0,300×D0,400×D0,600×D0,D0=2.6×1013N+/cm2) of 
20keV N+ ions, we found that though ion implantation in AL cells did not result in signifi cant cytotoxicity even with the highest 
dose of 600×2.6×1013N+/cm2, it was indeed mutagenic. The mutation fraction showed an initial increase with the fl uences and 
reached a peak at the dose of 1.04×1013N+/cm2, which was 2-3 fold over the background at CD59 gene locus. There was, however, 
no further increase in mutant fraction with more fl uences delivered. By further check the mutation fraction induced by ions 
with different energy (5,10,15,20keV) at the same fl uence of 7.8×1015 N+/cm2, the results indicated that there was no signifi cant 
difference among energies, all showing a 2-3 fold mutation induction at CD59 gene locus, even for ions with energy of 5 keV. To 
determine the types and size of mutations that caused the CD59- phenotype among AL cells induced by ions with different energy, 
we used multiplex PCR and the results indicated that most of the CD59- mutants involved almost exclusively small alterations 
similar to those of spontaneous origin. These results provided very important information for us to understand the processes and 
mechanism(s) of low energy ions when it interacts with cells.

P08/1678: Tumor suppressor function of Betaig-h3 gene in radiation carcinogenesis

 YongLiang Zhao,  Tom K Hei, Columbia University, United States;  Chang Q Piao, United States

Interaction between cell and extracellular matrix (ECM) plays a crucial role in tumor invasiveness and metastasis. Using an 
immortalized human bronchial epithelial (BEP2D) cell model, we showed previously that expression of a list of genes including 
Betaig-h3 (induced by transforming growth factor-beta), DCC (deleted in colorectal cancer), p21cip1, c-fos, Heat shock protein 
(HSP27) and cytokeratin 14 were differentially expressed in several independently generated, radiation-induced tumor cell lines 
(TL1-TL5) relative to parental BEP2D cells. Our previous data further demonstrated that loss of tumor suppressor gene(s) as a 
likely mechanism of radiation carcinogenesis. In the present study, we chose Betaig-h3 and DCC that were downregulated in 
tumorigenic cells for further study. Restored expression of Betaig-h3 gene, not DCC gene, by transfecting cDNA into tumor cells 
resulted in a signifi cant reduction in tumor growth. Furthermore, exogenous TGF-beta1 induced expression of Betaig-h3 gene 
and inhibited the growth of both control and tumorigenic BEP2D cells. The data suggest that downregulation of Betaig-h3 gene 
may result from the decreased expression of upstream mediators such as TGF-beta . In addition, Betaig-h3 gene is ubiquitously 
expressed in various normal human tissues with exception of the brain. However, there was a decrease or absence in expression 
of Betaig-h3 gene in 14 human tumor cell lines of diverse histological types examined, when compared with normal human 
cells or tissues. The fi ndings provide strong evidence that the Betaig-h3 gene has tumor suppressor function in radiation-induced 
tumorigenic human bronchial epithelial cells and suggest a potential target for interventional therapy.
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P02/1679: Formation of DNA double strand breaks in UV-C irradiated non-dividing human fi broblasts

 Mischa Vrouwe,  Albert A Van Zeeland, Leiden University Medical Center, The Netherlands;  Leon H Mullenders, LUMC, 
The Netherlands

UV-induced photolesions are removed by nucleotide excision repair (NER). In normal cells PCNA is tightly associated with DNA 
within minutes after UV-irradiation, but this association is severely reduced or absent in various NER defi cient XP cells. However, 
hours after UV irradiation PCNA foci are seen in XP-A cells and this response lasts for at least 48 hours. We investigated the 
nature of these UV induced PCNA foci in confl uent cultures of XP-A fi broblasts (G1 phase). Cells were exposed to UV-C light 
through micropore fi lters containing 3-5 µm pores which resulted in spots of DNA damage in the nuclei. At early times after 
local UV-exposure there was no PCNA accumulating at the local spots, however at late times (24 hours) PCNA was strongly 
accumulated at foci located within the spots of local damage. We found a striking level of co-localisation between PCNA foci 
and foci of proteins implicated in DNA double strand break (DSB) repair and damage signalling (ATM, gammaH2AX as well as 
MRE11 and RAD50), suggesting that DSB do occur at spots of local UV-induced DNA damage. A neutral comet assay confi rmed 
the presence of DSB in response to UV-irradiation with kinetics similar to that of PCNA foci formation i.e. only after several 
hours. The foci are persistent for at least 72 hours. This late PCNA response to UV-irradiation is however not restricted to XP-A 
cells, but are also observed in quiescent human fi broblasts of various other XP complementation groups, including XP-C. Stalled 
transcription is therefore unlikely to be the underlying cause for the breakage of DNA in XP cells. Further analysis revealed this 
PCNA response to be present in mouse XPA-/- dermal fi broblasts in which the XPA gene has been knocked out, making breakage 
of DNA by residual NER activity unlikely.

P04/1680: Radiobiological intercomparison of 6 neutron capture therapy (NCT) beams

 John R Gueulette,  André Wambersie, Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium

The biological effectiveness of 6 Boron Capture Therapy (NCT) beams used – or planned – for clinical applications was 
determined : NRG-Petten (The Netherlands), VTT-Espoo (Finland), MIT-Cambridge (USA), CNEA-Bariloche (Argentina), 
JAERI-Tokaï (Japan) and KURR-Kyoto (Japan). Intestinal crypt regeneration in mice was selected as biological system. Each 
facility was visited by the same radiobiology team who performed the experiments in the same well-codifi ed conditions. No 
boronated compound was administered. The beams under investigation consisted thus of 3 dose components (i.e. the gamma 
[Dg], neutron [Dn] and proton/high-LET [Dp] components) whose proportions varied with the type/power of reactor, irradiation 
conditions and depths in the tissues. As each component has its own RBE, the RBE(beam) (i.e the RBE of the combination of the 
3 components) was expected to vary from one facility to another.

“Clinical” depths (typically 2 cm) in the NCT beams were tested. The contributions of the gamma components to the total 
doses at these depths were rather similar (typically 75%) in the different beams. In contrast, the (total) dose rates (depending on 
the power of the reactors) were quite different and varied from ~ 0.05 Gy/min (Petten) to ~ 0.5 Gy/min (Boston). RBE(beam) 
values relative to cobalt-60 gamma rays were found to range from 1.2 to 2.3 for the 6 NCT beams.

Important part of this variation is due to the effectiveness dependence of the gamma component on dose rate, but other 
factors should be considered (e.g. consistency of dosimetry, interaction high-/low-LET components). On the other hand, testing 
also different depths or irradiation conditions corresponding to extreme low-LET to high-LET component ratios (i.e. gamma 
component = 50 % or 90 %) allowed to derive a high-LET component RBE of ~ 3.4.

Further evaluation of these results would imply normalization of the dosimetry methods and an agreement on dose and volume 
specifi cation.

P08/1681: Development of radiation-inducible promoters for use in nitric oxide synthase 
gene therapy of cancer

 David G Hirst,  Jenny Worthington,  Catherine Adams,  Tracy Robson, University of Ulster, United Kingdom;  Simon D Scott, 
Wayne State University & Karmanos Cancer Institute, United States

The free radical nitric oxide (NO) at nM concentrations performs multiple signaling roles that are essential for survival. These 
processes are regulated via the enzymes nNOS and eNOS, but another isoform, inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) is capable 
of generating much higher concentrations (mM) over longer periods, resulting in the generation of very toxic species such as 
peroxynitrite. At high concentrations NO has many of the characteristics of an ideal anticancer molecule: it is cytotoxic (pro-
apoptotic via peroxynitrite), it is a potent chemical radiosensitizer, it is anti-angiogenic and anti-metastatic. Thus, we see iNOS 
gene therapy as a strategy for targeting the generation of high concentrations of NO to tumours for therapeutic benefi t. iNOS gene 
therapy should be used in combination with radiotherapy; so it is logical that the use of a radiation-inducible promoter should 
be part of the targeting strategy. We have tested several candidate promoters in vitro and in vivo. The WAF1 promoter has many 
of the properties desirable for therapeutic use including: rapid 3-4 fold induction at X-ray doses of 2 and 4Gy and no signifi cant 
leakiness. WAF1 also has the advantage of being inducible by hypoxia and by the fi nal product, NO. We have also tested the 
synthetic CArG promoter and demonstrated that, in addition to a high level of radiation inducibility, it is also inducible by NO. We 
have also been able to demonstrate potent radiosensitization (SER 2.0-2.5) in tumour cells in vitro and in vivo using iNOS gene 
transfer with constitutive or radiation-inducible promoters. We have also tested the use of iNOS gene therapy in combination with 
cisplatin and shown signifi cant enhancement.

This work is funded by Cancer Research UK
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P08/1682: Mechanism of apoptosis induced by a non-ionizing radiation, ultrasound

 Takashi Kondo,  Hidemi Honda,  Zhao Qing-Li,  Loreto Jr B Feril, Toyama Medical & Pharmaceutical University, Japan

Recently, we have reported that ultrasound-induced apoptosis is due to inertial cavitation (IC) and apoptosis is not correlated with 
extracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) due to IC (UMB 2002). However, the molecular mechanism of this apoptosis still 
is unclear. Here, roles of intracellular Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]i) and the intracellular ROS on apoptosis induced by ultrasound 
were examined. The human myelomonocytic lymphoma U937 cells, which were used to elucidate the mechanism of apoptosis 
induced by hyperthermia (IJROBP 2001, JBC 2002), were used. The cells in the rotating tube maintained at 20oC in a water bath 
were sonicated by 1 MHz continuous wave at an intensity of 4.9 W/cm2. Change of [Ca2+]i by digital imaging in individual cells, 
various fl ow cytometric endpoints of apoptosis (early apoptosis, secondary necrosis, loss of mitochondria membrane potential, 
superoxide formation, caspase-3 activation), and DNA fragmentation were examined. Effects of BAPTA-AM, N-acetyl-L-cysteine 
(NAC), verapamil and Ca2+-free medium were also studied. The results indicate that 1) the mitochondria-caspase pathway and the 
Ca2+-dependent pathway play cardinal roles in apoptosis induced by ultrasound, 2) intracellular ROS generated from mitochondria 
rather than extracellular ROS (which was directly produced by IC) involves in the regulation of apoptosis induced by ultrasound, 
since addition of NAC after sonication was effective, 3) increase of [Ca2+]i due to infl ux from outside of cells affects the 
mitochondria-caspase pathway.

P08/1693: Inhibition of Nek2 contributes to failure of centrosome separation after DNA damage

 Lynda Fletcher, Department of Pathology, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, United States;  George J Cerniglia, Department of
 Radiation Oncology, University of Pennsylvania, United States;  Erich A Nigg, Department of Cell Biology, Max-Planck-Institute
 for Biochemistry, Germany;  Tim J Yen, Fox Chase Cancer Center, Institute for Cancer Research, United States;  Ruth J Muschel, 
Department of Pathology, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, United States

Centrosome separation is initiated during G2 leading to bipolar spindle formation later in mitosis. Radiation results in a block 
in G2. Here we show that centrosomal separation is inhibited during a DNA damage induced G2 arrest. The damaged cells 
failed to activate Nek2, a kinase that is required for centrosome separation. Radiation results in the activation of checkpoint 
pathways that lead to the inhibition of cdk1 raising the question of whether the inhibition of nek2 kinase is a downstream event 
of the inhibition of cdk1. However nek2 kinase is activated during G2 prior to the activation of cdk1 excluding this possibility. 
Inhibition of centrosomal separation either by ionizing radiation or by siRNA against Nek2 had an unexpected consequence, that 
of  multinucleate cell formation. These studies defi ne a previously unreported DNA damage response of inhibition of centrosome 
separation mechanistically linked to Nek2. The accumulation of multinucleated cells after radiation may result from defects of 
cytokinesis and may contribute mechanistically to cell death after radiation.

P08/1694: Developing effi cacy and safety profi les for 5-androstenediol

 Thomas M Seed,  Cydi E Inal,  Mark H Whitnall,  K Sree Kumar,  Venkataraman Srinivasan,  James A Pendergrass,  Vilmar O Villa, 
 Venita L Miner, Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, United States

The current lack of safe and effective radioprotectors for military personnel and civilians at risk of ionizing radiation exposures 
is problematic. We previously identifi ed an androstene steroid, 5-androstenediol (5-AED) that is moderately radioprotective and 
welltolerated in small rodents (Whitnall et al. Int J Immunopharm. 22: 1-14, 2000). We now are evaluating 5-AED’s effi cacy, 
toxicity, and pharmacology in a large, long-lived animal model (C. familaris). Results indicate that 5-AED prophylaxis (20mg/
kg sc) 24 hours prior to sublethal radiation exposure signifi cantly minimizes the severity and duration of life threatening blood 
cytopenias. The duration of severe neutropenia and thrombocytopenia were 12.2 days (+ 1.3) and 9.1 days (+1.1), respectively, 
in the vehicle-treated group; whereas, in the 5-AED protected group, the duration of these cytopenias were 6.2 days (+1.6) and 
5.4 days (+1.2), respectively. Sequential bone marrow examinations indicated that 5-AED prophylaxes enhanced recovery of 
primitive, multipotential progenitors bearing a cKit+Lin- phenotype but did not modify the degree of initial suppression. In terms 
of safety profi les, the drug at dosing levels of 20 mg/kg and below is welltolerated without signifi cant systemic toxicities. Local 
swelling at sites of injection was noted consistently in a fraction of animals. Pharmacological profi les of different drug-dosing 
regimens show that single, bolus administrations result in rising, bimodal blood plasma levels (peaks at ~1 and 72 hours) as a 
function of drug dose and time. Plasma levels of testosterone, by contrast, do not rise signifi cantly. In sum, these observations 
support the premise that 5-AED is a moderately effective, well-tolerated radioprotectant and that further preclinical research on 
this pharmacologic is warranted.
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P04/1683: Visualization of radiation environment on Mars: assessment with MARIE measurements

 Premkumar Saganti,  Francis A Cucinotta,  Timothy F Cleghorn,  J Flanders,  F Riman,  X Hu, NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space 
Center, United States;  Cary J Zeitlin, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States;  Lawrence Pinsky,  Kerry T Lee, 
 V Anderson, University of Houston, United States;  W Atwell, The Boeing Company, United States;  Ronald Turner, ANSER Corp., 
United States

For a given GCR (Galactic Cosmic Ray) environment at Mars, particle fl ux of protons, alpha particles, and heavy ions, are also 
needed on the surface of Mars for future human exploration missions. For the past twelve months, the MARIE (Martian Radiation 
Environment Experiment) instrument onboard the 2001 Mars Odyssey has been providing the radiation measurements from 
the Martian orbit. These measurements are well correlated with the HZETRN (High Z and Energy Transport) and QMSFRG 
(Quantum Multiple-Scattering theory of nuclear Fragmentation) model calculations. These model calculations during these 
specifi c GCR environment conditions are now extended and transported through the CO2 atmosphere onto the Martian surface. 
These calculated particle fl ux distributions are presented as a function of the Martian topography making use of the MOLA 
(Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter) data from the MGS (Mars Global Surveyor). Also, particle fl ux calculations are presented with 
visualization in the human body from skin depth to the internal organs including the blood-forming organs.

P04/1684: MARIE measurements and model predictions of GCR particle fl ux at Mars

 Premkumar Saganti,  Francis A Cucinotta,  Timothy F Cleghorn,  J Flanders,  F Riman,  X Hu, NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space 
Center, United States;  Cary J Zeitlin, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, United States;  Lawrence Pinsky,  Kerry T Lee, 
 V Anderson, University of Houston, United States;  W Atwell, The Boeing Company, United States;  Ronald Turner, ANSER Corp., 
United States

The Galactic Cosmic Ray spectra in Mars orbit were generated with the HZETRN (High Z and Energy Transport) and QMSFRG 
(Quantum Multiple-Scattering theory of nuclear Fragmentation) model calculations, and compared with the fi rst twelve months 
of measured data from the MARIE (Martian Radiation Environment Experiment) instrument onboard the 2001 Mars Odyssey 
spacecraft that is currently in Martian orbit. The dose rates observed by the MARIE instrument are within 10% of the model 
calculations. Model calculations are compared with the MARIE measurements of dose, dose-equivalent values, along with particle 
fl ux distributions. Model calculation particle fl uxes also includes GCR elemental composition of atomic number, Z = 1-28 and 
mass number, A = 1-58. Particle fl ux calculations specifi c for the current mapping period are presented.

P06/1687: A novel topical protectant for the prevention of β-radiation induced moist desquamation

 Li Ma, SynZyme Tech LLC Irvine & Georgia Southern University, United States;  Stephen Wilcock, SynZyme Technologies LLC Irvi
ne, United States;  Mohi Rezvani, University of Oxford, United Kingdom;  Carleton Hsia, United States

Effective therapies for the prevention of radiation-induced skin burns that could be readily deployed under a nuclear accident or 
nuclear terrorism scenario are urgently needed. In this report we describe the effi cacy of a novel radioprotectant (DMZ911) in a 
model of b-radiation induced moist desquamation (MD) in pig skin. DMZ911 is a nitroxide-based topical cream that effectively 
delivers the nitroxide into viable skin cells. Stable nitroxide compounds have been shown to be effective against both X-ray and 
?-ray-induced damage in vivo and in vitro.

Methods: A pig skin model of β-radiation-induced MD was employed in this study. Exposure to 30 Gy was used to induce 
skin lesions involving >80% moist desquamation in prescribed test sites on fl ank skin of female Large White pigs. DMZ911 or 
placebo was applied to various test sites 2 hours prior to radiation exposure. Lesions were scored based on the area of the test site 
containing <50% MD (moderate) or >50% MD (severe) as determined by clinical assessment using blinded observers.

Results: Treatment with DMZ911 resulted in a 31% net reduction in MD when compared to placebo treated sites following an 
8-week study period. This reduction was observed whether all sites or only those with severe MD were considered.

Incidence of Moist Desquamation in Pig Skin Following Exposure to 30 Gy β-radiation

Treatmen All Sites  (P< 0.05) Severe MD (P < 0.05)

DMZ911 10/16 (63 %) 3/16 (19%)

Placebo 17/18 (94%) 9/18 (50%)

Conclusions: Skin damage (as indicated by MD) from radiation exposure was signifi cantly reduced by 31% (p = 0.05) 
following pretreatment with the novel topical radioprotectant DMZ911. This observation suggests that skin lesion development 
from radiation-induced oxidative damage cascades may be successfully inhibited by treatment with DMZ911. This topical 
therapeutic agent represents a novel treatment for nuclear radiation induced skin injury. DMZ911 may have unique applications in 
radiation oncology, cosmetic and therapeutic UV, laser, glycolic and dermabrasion procedures. Study supported in part by DARPA 
Contract # MDA972-02-C-0081.
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P06/1688: Non-invasive therapy for the prevention of moist desquamation following β-radiation exposure

 Li Ma, SynZyme Tech LLC Irvine & Georgia Southern University, United States;  Stephen Wilcock, SynZyme Technologies LLC Irvi
ne, United States;  Mohi Rezvani, University of Oxford, United Kingdom;  Carleton Hsia, United States

In an environment of potential nuclear mishap, effective therapies are lacking for radiation-induced skin burns. In this report we 
describe an effective, non-invasive therapy for post acute radiation exposure based on skin compression.

Methods: A pig skin model of β-radiation-induced moist desquamation (MD) was employed in this study. Exposure to 30 
Gy was used to induce skin lesions involving >80% MD in prescribed test sites on fl ank skin of female Large White pigs (n = 
18 per fl ank). The animals’ left fl ank was placed under pressure from the weight of the pig’s own body for 3 hours, immediately 
following radiation exposure. The right fl ank served as control, and was not subject to compression following irradiation. 
Percentage differences in MD were measured between sites on both fl anks based on the the area of the test site containing <50% 
MD (moderate) or >50% MD (severe) as determined by clinical assessment using blinded observers.

Results: The incidence of MD was signifi cantly higher on the uncompressed right fl ank as compared to the compressed left 
fl ank (p < 0.005). A 61% and 45% reduction of MD was observed in both total and severe MD, respectively, during the 8-week 
study period.

Incidence of Moist Desquamation in Pig Skin Following Exposure to 30 Gy β-radiation

Flank All Sites  Severe MD

Left (compressed) 6/18 (33 %) 1/18 (5 %)

Right (normal) 17/18 (94 %) 9/18 (50 %)

Conclusions: Radiation-induced MD was signifi cantly reduced by immediate, mild skin compression (approx. 1.5 psi) for 3 
hours immediately following exposure. This observation suggests that skin lesion development from radiation-induced oxidative 
damage cascades may be modulated non-invasively. Understanding the mechanism(s) at work and developing devices based on 
this non-invasive therapeutic principle may provide a novel treatment for consequent skin injury in radiation oncology, cosmetic 
and therapeutic UV, laser, glycolic and dermabrasion procedures. Study supported in part by DARPA Contract # MDA972-02-C-
0081

P05/1689: Mucosa associated lymphoid tissue (MALT lymphoma) of the urinary bladder: a case report

 Gail Tsang,  Johnathan Masters,  Kai Chan,  Chakiath Jose, Auckland Hospital, New Zealand

Introduction: Mucosa associated lymphoid tissue (MALT lymphoma) of the urinary bladder is a rare condition. The best treatment 
approach for this disease is controversial.

Methods: A case report on a patient with MALT lymphoma of the urinary bladder. The relevant current literature was 
reviewed.

Result: A 79 year old lady presented with haematuria in 2002. Ultrasound of the pelvis showed a large tumour in the bladder. 
Cystoscopy revealed a mass arising from the bladder. Transurethral resection of the tumour was performed. Histology showed Non 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma of MALT type. CT showed a 8.9 X 7.6 cm solid tumour involving almost whole of the bladder. The patient 
could not tolerate anti helicobacter treatment and was then treated with radiotherapy. The pelvis was treated with 18 MV photons 
with a 3 fi eld technique in 2 phases, with CT planning. In phase 1, the pelvis was treated to 24 Gy in 12 fractions, over 2.5 weeks. 
Phase 2 was treated to a reduced pelvic fi eld, to a dose of 16 Gy in 8 fractions over 1.5 weeks. Five months after radiotherapy, 
repeat cystoscopy and biopsy of bladder base showed no evidence of malignancy.

Conclusions: MALT lymphoma of the urinary bladder responds well to radiotherapy and permits bladder preservation. The 
current literature in management of MALT lymphoma of urinary bladder is reviewed.
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P05/1690: Oxygenation of a rodent adenocarcinoma is improved by darbepoetin alfa

 John P Kirkpatrick,  Stacey A Snyder,  Yulin Zhao,  Cathy Peltz,  David M Brizel,  Mark W Dewhirst,  Kimberly L Blackwell, Duke Uni
versity Medical Center, United States

Objective: Tumor hypoxia, particularly in anemia, increases the risk of distant metastases and decreases survival. However, the 
benefi ts of stimulating erythropoiesis to supraphysiological levels are unclear. This study examines the effect of darbepoetin alfa 
(DEPA) on tumor oxygenation and the response to therapeutic radiation (XRT) in rats with initially normal hematocrit.

Materials/Methods: R3230 adenocarcinoma was transplanted into the fl ank of female Fisher 344 rats. Starting on Day 4 post 
transplant, the rats received DEPA 3 µg/kg or normal saline sc tiw. At 3 weeks post transplant, pO2 was measured and the tumor 
excised, or the tumor was irradiated. pO2 was determined using an optical microprobe. In histologic studies, rats were injected 
with pimonidazole prior to sacrifi ce, and the tumors excised and stained with an antibody to pimo. Extent/intensity of staining was 
assessed by 3 observers and averaged to yield an IHC score. Rats ± DEPA with tumors 7 -12mm diameter were randomised to 
receive 32 Gy in 4 bid doses or sham irradiation. Tumor diameters in the 4 groups (±DEPA x ±XRT, total n=41) were measured by 
calipers. Failure was defi ned by the tumor reaching 15mm in diameter and used to generate Kaplan-Meier curves.

Results: Hematocrit at transplant averaged 45% (n=104) versus 67% in the DEPA-treated rats (n=18, p<0.0001) and 44% 
in the control animals (n=21.) Median pO2 in the DEPA-treated rats vs. controls did not differ signifi cantly (17 vs. 13 mm Hg, 
p=0.10.) However, the fraction of tumor pO2 measurements <10mm Hg in the DEPA-treated rats was lower (21% vs. 37%, 
p=0.046.) IHC score was also less in the DEPA group (p=0.03.) XRT signifi cantly improved failure-free survival (p<0.0001.) 
While the addition of DEPA to either the XRT or control groups did not signifi cantly increase survival, the trend in both cases 
favored the DEPA-treated groups.

Conclusion: In this tumor, treatment with DEPA improves oxygenation. However, no signifi cant enhancement in 
radioesponsiveness by DEPA was observed. In part, this lack of effect may be due to the relatively high pO2 in these tumors.

This work was funded by a grant from Amgen Corporation.

P05/1691: TROG 97.01 & 99.06 : Two sequential phase II studies of chemoradiation in the management of 
localised muscle invasive bladder TCC

 Kumar Gogna,  N Spry,  M Berry,  S Turner,  H Mammighan, Australia;  Gillian M Duchesne,  Jane Matthews, Peter MacCallum 
Cancer Centre, Australia

Between January 1997 & Dec 2000, 113 patients with localised muscle invasive bladder TCC were accrued to the two sequential 
multiinstitutional studies { carried out under the auspices of the Trans- Tasman Radiation Oncology Group } investigating the use 
of concurrent weekly Cisplatin & Radical External Beam Radiation in the defi nitive management of there disease. The second 
study(TROG 99.06 ) had some modifi cations made to the Chemotherapy & Radiation Schedules based on the experience with fi rst 
trial (TROG 97.01). Results from these studies compare favourably with those reported from other Phase IIstudies of Chemo-
radiation reported from other centres around the world. Detailed analysis will be presented at the meeting.

P08/0323: Molecular analysis of the distribution of chromosomal breakpoints: characterization of a ‘hot’ 
region for breaks in human chromosome 11

Diane B Vannais, Y Hirai, John B Cologne, Charles A Waldren, Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF), Japan; Akiko 
Ueno, National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS), Japan

Ionizing radiation randomly damages DNA and chromosomes whereas subsequent chromosome breaks are non-random. 
Assuming, as an ideal and naive but useful proposition, that breaks are equally likely anywhere in the chromosome and that a 
deletion always occurs between two breaks, the frequency of fragments would decrease linearly with increasing fragment size. 
This simple distribution is not, however, observed. To shed light on the ‘real’ situation of break formation we mapped breakpoints 
in the human chromosome no. 11 of 353 independent CD59- mutants isolated from human/hamster hybrid AL cells exposed to 
radiations (high and low dose-rate gamma rays, high LET carbon or nitrogen ions, protons) or chemicals (arsenic or irradiated, 
mutagenic histidine) or unexposed. The number of breaks per unit length of DNA differed signifi cantly in different regions of 
chromosome 11.The highest level of breaks (140/mbp) were in the 0.8 mbp segment between CD59 and Catalase (CAT). Finer 
mapping of break points was carried out using 26 PCR primer pairs spread across this interval in 15 independent mutants. In 
two mutants, the break point was in a 107 bp fragment; in the other 13 the breaks were in a single 35 mbp fragment, but not all 
were at exactly the same site; 4 of 13 occurred in 3 different 3 mbp sub-segments. We are sequencing these fragments to look for 
such features as repeats: ‘colder’ regions like that between CD59 and WT will also be analyzed. But, since at least some breaks 
occurred at different sites and the frequency and distribution of breaks was about the same for all treatments, our we postulate that 
hot (and cold spots) may be due more to structural features or specifi c repair than to sequence or type of damage. 
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Munir Ahmed, Tariq Yasin, Shamshad Ahmed and Nasir Khalid, Polymer Processing and Radiation Technology Lab, Applied 
Chemistry Laboratories, Pakistan Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology, P.O Nilore, Islamabad, Pakistan.

Crustacean wastes are found in reasonable quantities in the coastal areas of Pakistan. Utilization of these wastes for useful 
application reduces the environmental pollution of the area and also improves the socio-economic situation. The lab scale 
extraction and purifi cation of chitin/chitosan from the shells of shrimp and crabs, obtained from Karachi have been undertaken. 
The yield of chitosan from crab was found to be from 14 to 16 % while in case of shrimp it was around19 %. The obtained product 
was characterized by different analytical techniques such as IR, viscometry etc. In case of shrimp and crab, the molecular weight 
was found to be 2.5 × 105 and 3.6 × 105 successively whereas the degree of deacetylation was 78 % and 70 % respectively. 

Chitosan samples were γ irradiated from 25 kGy to 150 kGy at ambient in air to see the effect of radiation on molecular 
weight. The viscosity average molecular weight was found to decrease with the increase in irradiation dose.

A comprehensive study has been done on gamma irradiated chitosan fl akes as adsorbent for commonly encountered toxic 
metals from different industrial effl uent. The toxic metal selected for this study is lead. The main sources of which are lead 
batteries, gasoline, pigments etc. A series of experiments have been conducted to evaluate the possibility of the use of gamma 
irradiated chitosan as adsorbent for toxic metals especially Lead (Pb). Using 0.10g of this chitosan about 10 ppm of Pb was 
adsorbed within fi ve minutes. The percentage adsorption decreases at higher concentration of adsorbate due to the utilization of the 
active sites. The obtained data fi tted well with the Langmuir, Freundlich and D-R isotherms. The energy calculated for this system 
was found to be 13.12 kJ/mol, which indicates that the sorption process is chemisorption rather than physical one.
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